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DEAR MR. WAGNER: Technical Report No. 14 covers the plan
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The Tennessee River System 

CHAPTER l 

INTRODUCTION 

The development from inception through initial operation of 
four major TVA water control projects in the upper or north
eastern part of the Tennessee Valley-Watauga, South Holston, 
Boone, and Fort Patrick Henry, collectively designated Upper 
Holston-is presented in this technical report, The Upper Holston 
Projects. Improvement of the minor Wilbur project immediately 
below Watauga is included as an appendix. The manuscript was 
compiled from basic planning, design, construction and other de
tailed reports, related material and data covering the develop
ment of the projects and comprises a record of the more important 
facts concerning the planning, design, construction, costs, and 
initial operations of these projects by the TV A. 

The Upper Holston report is number 14 in the published series 
of project technical reports which includes the 20 major dams 
constructed by TVA to date and the Watts Bar Steam Plant. 
Related to the Upper Holston report are published books of se
lected working drawings for each of the four major projects and 
the minor Wilbur project. They are identified as: 

Technical Monograph No. 70, "Drawings for the Watauga and Wilbur 
Projects." 

Technical Monograph No. 71, "Drawings for the South Holston Project." 
Technical Monograph No. 72, "Drawings for the Boone Project." 
Technical Monograph No. 73, "Drawings for the Fort Patrick Henry 

Project." 

Construction of both Watauga and South Holston Dams started 
February 16, 1942, but on October 20 of that year the War Pro
duction Board ordered work stopped because it was considered 
nonessential to the war effort. Necessary protective measures 
before shutdown could be effected required until December 21, 
1942, at Watauga, and April15, 1943, at South Holston. Watauga 
construction was resumed July 22, 1946, and the dam was closed 
December 1, 1948. Generating unit 2 was placed in commercial 
operation August 30, 1949, followed by unit 1 on September 29, 
1949. At South Holston, construction was resumed August 4, 
1947, the dam was closed November 20, 1950, and the single gen
erating unit was placed in commercial operation February 13, 
1951. 

Work on Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Dams started Au
gust 29, 1950, and May 14, 1951, respectively. Boone was closed 
December 16, 1952, and Fort Patrick Henry on October 27, 1953. 
The generating units at Boone were placed in commercial opera
tion as follows: unit 3, March 16, 1953; unit 2, June 12, 1953; 
and unit 1, September 3, 1953. At Fort Patrick Henry, unit 2 

1 
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INTUODUC'I'ION 3 

was placed in commercial operation December 5, 1953, followed 
by unit 1 on February 22, 1954. 

TENNESSEE VALLEY WATER CONTROL SYSTEM 

When TV A was created by an act of Congress May 18, 1933, it 
was specifically authorized to construct water control projects to 
maintain a 9-foot navigation channel from the mouth of the 
Tennessee River to Knoxville, Tenn. ; to provide for the control 
of destructive floodwaters in the Tennessee and Mississippi River 
Basins; to generate electricity from the power made available by 
the water control structures; and to provide other related benefits . 
Twenty years later-1953-these things had been substantially 
accomplished and 20 major dams had been constructed by TV A. 
Completion of the twentieth-Fort Patrick Henry-in 1953, 
marked the end of a 20-year era of dam building by TV A in the 
Tennessee Valley. By 1957, only one other major dam had been 
started in the Valley-the Chilhowee Dam on the Little Tennessee 
River-a power project under construction by the Aluminum 
Company of America scheduled for completion in 1957. 

TV A planning studies have shown several additional tributary 
sites to be both feasible and economical for multiple purpose 
development. Still others will surely develop as good investments 
as the need for more complete water conservation in the valley 
becomes advisable . 

Of the 20 TV A-built dams, 7-Kentucky, Pickwick Landing, 
Wheeler, Guntersville, Chickamauga, Watts Bar, and Fort Lou
doun-are on the main river and 13-Apalachia, Hiwassee, Cha
tuge, Ocoee No. 3, N ottely, Norris, Fontana, Douglas, Cherokee, 
Watauga, South Holston, Boone and Fort Patrick Henry-are on 
the tributaries. The latter four, which were also the last to be 
completed, constitute the Upper Holston projects, the subject of 
this report. 

In addition to the 20 dams constructed by TV A, the integrated 
Tennessee Valley water control system includes 10 other major 
dams, 5 acquired by TV A and 5 owned by the Aluminum Company 
of America-ALCOA. Two of those acquired-Wilson and Hales 
Bar-are on the main stem of the Tennessee River and the other 
three-Blue Ridge, Ocoee No. 1 and Ocoee No. 2-are on its 
tributaries. ALCOA's five-Calderwood, Cheoah, Nantahala, San
teetlah and Thorpe-are all tributary projects and by mutual 
agreement are integrated into the operation of the Tennessee Val
ley water control system. With these, the integrated Tennessee 
Valley system is comprised of 30 major water-control structures. 
This will become 31 when ALCOA's Chilhowee Dam is completed 
in 1957. Figure 1, a map of the drainage area, shows the location 
of the major projects of the Tennessee Valley water-control sys
tem, figure 2 shows the profiles of the system, and table 1 gives 
the principal features of the projects. 
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Project 

Kentucky ____ _ 
Pickwick Landing ~ _ 
Lock and Dam No.1: 
Wilson _______ _ 

Wheeler_ 

Date 
of River 

first 
use 1 

1944 Tennessee __ 
1938 Tennessee_ 
1926 Tennessee_ 
1925 Tennessee 

1936 Tennessee 

Dam and appurtenances 

Max.2 
height 
(feet) 

Overall 
crest 

length 
(feet) 

Max.3 
spillway 
capacity 

(CFS) 

Power·l 
Volume Volume4 

of earth 
concrete and/or Installed 
(cu. yds.) rock fill or under Ultilll 

(cu. yds.) construe- capac 
__ _____ tion (kw) (kw 

------------ -
i~~ 8,422 1,050,000 1,356,000 5,582,000 160,000 160 

7,715 650,000 679,100 3,081,000 216,000 216, 
22 233 (I') (10) (I') 0 0 

137 4,535 796,000 1,280,000 0 436,000 436, 

72 6,342 542,000 808,400 0 259,200 259, 
--1------------ ----·1----- -------

Guntersvil1e_ 
Hales Bar 
Chickama~g:l 
Watts Bar 
Fort Loud~~n ~ 

Apalachia_ 
Hiwassee 
Chatugels __ 
Ocoee No.1__ 
Ocoee No.2 __ : 

1939 
1913 
1940 
1942 
1943 

1943 
1940 

191942 
1912 
1913 

Tennessee_ 
Tennessee __ 
Tennez;see_ 
Tennessee_===-
Tennessee __ _ 

Hiwassee ____ _ 
Hiwassee ____ _ 
Hiwassee __ 
Ocoee _______ _ 
Ocoee ____ . __ 

Ocoee No.3 __ 
Blue Ridge --- 1943 Ocoee__ _ __ _ 
NotteJyiB __ -_- ---- 1931 Toccoa ______ _ 

------ 191942 Nottley _ 
Norris_ ---. --- l!J36 Clinch __ _ 

Chilhowee27·28 ____ _ 1957 Little Tenn 

Calderwood 21 

94 
112 
129 
112 
122 

150 
307 
144 
135 

30 

110 
167 
184 
265 

91 

3,979 
2,315 
5,800 
2,960 
4,190 

1,308 
1,376 

2"2,850 
840 
450 

478,000 
224,000 
470,000 
560,000 
390,000 

136,000 
17112,000 

11,500 
2145,000 
(10) 

308,600 
(10) 

506,400 
480,200 
586,700 

11237,800 
800,600 

25,700 
160,000 

0 

-----------

612 
1,000 

212,300 
1,860 

1,373 

95,000 
55,000 
11,500 

1793,400 

182,000 

1482,500 
(I') 
21,700 

1,002,300 

91,500 

874,900 
(10) 

2,793,500 
1,210,000 
3,594,000 

97,200 
99,700 

108,000 
150,000 
128,000 

-
97, 
99, 

108, 
150, 
128, _______ , _______ -

0 
0 

2,347,400 
0 
0 

75,000 75, 
117,100 117, 

10,000 10, 
18,000 18, 
21,000 21, 

----------1-

82,000 
1,500,000 
1,552,300 

181,700 

27,000 
20,000 
15,000 

100,800 

2~.~ 
2~:o 1M:a 

307,000 50,000 50,1) 

---1-

INTRODUCTION 

in the Tennessee River Basin--December 1956 

----
Size 

(feet) 
Max. 
lift 

(feet) 

---------
uoxsoo 
uoxsoo 
6()lt298 

u6()x300\ 
u6()x292J 

&Os360 

&Ox360 
&Ox265 
60x360 
60x360 
&Ox360 

75 261,000 
63 46,800 
10 (10) 

ll90 16,000 
52 68,300 

45 
41 
53 
70 
80 

70,700 
6,680 

39,400 
43,100 
15,500 

1,123 
6,280 
7,150 
1,900 
(I') 

------1---- ---·-

6,002,600 
1,091,400 

(10) 

650,000 
1,150,400 

1,018,700 
12147 600 

705:300 
1,132,000 

386,500 

58,700 
438,000 

12240 500 
91:300 
(I') 

4,010,800 
418,400 

0 

53,000 
347,500 

162,900 
1212 370 
329:400 
377,600 
109,300 

8,700 
364,700 

12222 000 
33:100 
220 

2,380 
496 

5 

154 
1,063 

962 
162 
810 
783 
360 

31 
180 
132 

18 
(10) 

184.3 
52.7 

2.5 

15.5 
74.1 

375 
418 
(10) 

507.88 
556.28 

354 
408 
(l'J~ 

504.5 
550 

--- 1----- ---

82.1 
39.9 
58.9 
72.4 
55.0 

9.8 
22 
13 

7.5 
0 

595.44 
13635 

685.44 
745 
815 

1,280 
1,526.5 

1'1 928 
• 837.65 

1,095.7 

593 
632 
675 
735 
807 

1,272 
1,415 
1,860 

816.9 
(10) 

Average 
tail water 

level 
(eleva
tion) 

310 
362 

(l'J 

414 
507 

557 
596 
634 
682 
740 

15840 
1,275 
1,804 

724 
15843 

5 

Head9 

47 
50 

(l'J 

92 
48 

37 
35 
45 
56 
70 

1 380 
254 
126 
ll:l 
252 

---1------ ---- --

604 
3,320 
4,290 

40,200 

1,690 

238 700 
2oo:8oo 

~:g~ngg 
47,884 

23 5 850 
186:300 

~:m:888 
6,564 

24 7 
60 10 

106 20 
800 "72 

2656 
30 8.9 

1-----1------- ~---

1,435 
1,691 

13t;~~~ 

874 

1,413 
1,590 
1,690 

930 

870 

151 119 313 
1:543 147 
1,612 174 

826 194 

812 1660 

---1------- ----

Cheoah27 - -
Fontana_-_-_--- ----
Santeetlah27 -------
Nantahala"- --- ---

1930 
1919 
1945 
1928 
1942 

Little Tenn __ _ 
Little Tenn_ 
Little Tenn _ _ _ 

232 
225 
480 
212 
250 

916 
750 

2,365 
1,054 
1,042 

260,000 
200,000 

17134,300 
76,100 
59,000 

(10) 
(10) 

2,815,500 
(10) 

0 
0 

760,600 
0 

1,829,000 

121,500 
110,000 
202,500 

121,~ _.- -
11o;~ ------ -

536 
595 

10,670 
2,863 
1,605 

41,160 
35,030 

1,444,300 
158,250 
138,730 

1,570 
1,850 

1,157,300 
133,300 
126,000 

(I') 
(10) 
248 

8 
10 
29 

7.5 
4.6 

1,087.5 
1,276.5 
1,710 
1,939.92 
3,012.16 

1,084.5 
1,273.5 
1,525 
1,863.0 
2,881.0 

15869 
1,087 
1,276 

16209 
16187 

429 
16597 
l6944 

Thorpe"--- _______ _ 
Douglas _________ _ 
Nolichucky ___ _ 
Walters31 
Cherokee=_- __ ::- --

Fort Patrick Henry 
Boone _________ ---= 
South Holston 
Wilbur ______ ---
Watauga ___ -=::·---
Great Falls" 

1941 
1943 
1913 
1930 
1942 

Cheoah ______ _ 
Nantahala ___ _ 

Tuckasegee __ 
French Broad_ 
Nolichucky_ 
Pigeon _____ _ 
Holston ____ _ 

1953 S. Fork Holston 
1953 S. Fork Holston 

1951 S. Fork Holston 
1912 Watauga ____ _ 
1949 Watauga _____ _ 
1916 Caney Fork ___ _ 

150 
202 

(I') 
200 
175 

95 
160 

285 
77 

318 
92 

: FFirst unit placed in commercial operation 
rodm deepest excavation on or near base line to 

roa way or deck 
3 At maxim~m controlled pool level 
4 Includes nprap ! Based on r~ted capacity 

From maximum controlled level to minimum ex
pected pool level 

7 At clearing line elevation 
1 Ex~ep~ during drawdown in advance of floods at 

matn-rtver plants 
11 

Head at m~ximum power storage level of tributary 
stfo~age pro)ec~ an~ avera~e head at tributary run
o -r1ver and ma1n-nver proJects 

(10) 
45,000 
43,200 

85 
(I') 2~~:1 -- ::_-

43,~, ----- ------- 1-------- -------- --

151 275 
152:007 

900 
301,705 
(10) 

870 
326,760 

56,000 
17342,000 

(I') 
60,000 

17286,000 

737 141,000 
1,532 137,000 

1,600 1"'3116,000 
375 34,000 
900 17·3373,600 
800 21150,000 

(10) 
14556,400 

(10) 
124,200 
694,200 

72,500 
198,400 

97,500 
(10) 
80,400 
(I') 

1,060,000 
14127,900 

(10) 
0 

3,304,100 

30,400 
714,000 

145,897,400 
(10) 

3,497,800 
(10) 

21,600 
112,000 

10,640 
108,000 
120,000 

36,000 
75,000 

35,000 
10,700 
50,000 
31,860 

2l::g6 112, 
10, 

108;~ 
120, .. 

36,~ 
75,vo 

35,(M 
10,! 
50,'! 
31,8 

10 No definite figure available 
11 Two lifts. Work started July 2 1956 on new 11 

by 600-!oot lock with single lift'of 100 feet 

1
1; At ~ax1mum allowable pool level 

Apphes to top of g:>tes. or flashboards. Maximu 
allowable pool elevatiOn ts 1 foot lower 1

' Apalachia-An ad_ditional 210,600 cubic yards co 
crete In tunnel 

Ocoee No. 3-An a~ditional 28,500 cubic yards co 
crete m tunnel 

Douglas-~n additional 3,800 cubic yards concre 
m saddle dams and dike 
An additional 797,200 cubic yards fill i 
saddle dam and dike 

1,462 
31,600 

797 
340 

31,100 

70,810 
1,514,100 

9,850 
25,280 

1,565,400 

67,100 
1,419,700 

(10) 
20,500 

1,473,100 

---1-----1-----1----- ----

(10) 4.5 
555 43.1 

(I') (10) 
(1°) 5.5 
463 59 

3,491.75 
1,002 
1,245.9 
2,258 
1,075 

3,415.0 
920 

(I') 
2,175 

980 

(") 
873 

(I') 
1"1 397 

'925 

1,200 
129 

68 
861 
149 

---- ---- --1-----1-----1-----

893 
4,520 

8,750 
72 

7,200 
2,270 

27,100 
196,700 

744,000 
(10) 

678,800 
54,500 

4,300 
150,000 

625,200 
327 

627,200 
49,400 

South Holston-An additional 205,300 cubic yards 

11 At remote power~~J~e saddle dam 
"Net head 
:1Ineludes capacity of discharge conduits 
,: SCtorage projects initially 

loaure date 
:

0
Saddle dams and spillway, 1,480 feet additional 

coee No. 1-At high water elevation 834.6 
11 ~t Falls-At high water elevation 812 
11 1963 rJ~~~ silted 

= SadC. die dam, 340 feet additional 
hnch 

36.9 10.3 
130 "17.3 

"15.3 
168 24.3 

3 1.75 
106 16.7 
120 22 

26 Powell 

1,263 
1,385 

1,742 
1,650 
1,975 

805.16 

1,258 
1,330 

1,616 
1,645 
1,815 

762 

1,195 
1,264 

1,490 
1,585 
1,650 
15655 

75 
123 

239 
62 

309 
150 

27 Property of Aluminum Company of America; opera
tion coordinated with TV A system 

28 Chilhowee Dam under construction~first-use date 
and construction quantities are estimated 

29 Center line of nozzle elevation 2284.4 
30 Saddle dams, 3670 feet additional 
31 Owned by Carolina Power and Light Co. 
" Saddle dams, 1770 feet additional 
33 Surcharged pool for maximum design flood 
" S. Fork Holston 
35 Watauga 
86 Not in Tennessee Valley 
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FIGURE 2.-Tennessee River system profiles. 

THE FOUR PROJECTS! 

The four Upper Holston projects, in addition to being important 
units in the overall system, together provide flood protection for 
the industrial centers of East Tennessee and have a total name
plate power producing capacity of 196,000 kilowatts. Figure 3 
is a map of the area; figures 4 through 7 show the dams; and 
chapter 3 contains general plans and sections. The location and 
a brief description of each is given in the following paragraphs. 
Watauga 

Watauga Dam is on the Watauga River about 5 miles east of 
Elizabethton, Tenn. It is an earth and rock fill structure 318 feet 
high and 900 feet long at the top. A fixed-crest morning-glory
type spillway and a low-level sluiceway discharge through a 1472-
foot tunnel under the right abutment. A power intake at the left 
abutment connects by tunnel to a surge tank and powerhouse, 
seven-tenths of a mile below the dam. The powerhouse has an 
installed capacity of 50,000 kilowatts in two units. The reservoir 
extends 16.7 miles above the dam and provides 256,200 acre-feet of 
storage volume at the start of the flood season. 

1 

The minor Wilbur project-built in Hl!2 and acquired by TV A in 1945-~is not included here. 
Improvements made to Wilbur Dam by TV A are described in Appendix G. 
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FIGURE 4.-W atauga Dam from upstream right bank-power intake, left-sluiceway intake, 
right center-morning-glory spillway, lower right, 

FIGURE 5.-South Holston Dam from downstream right bank-surge tank and powerhouse, left-switchyard, 
right center-spillway-sluiceway outlet and stilling basin, right. 
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FIGURE 6.-Boone Dam from construction bridge downstream-switchyard and control building, 
left-powerhouse, right center-spillwav. rizht. 

FIGURE 7.-Fort Patrick Henry Dam from left abutment bluff-switchyard, left-visitors' ot·erlook building, 
upper left center-powerhouse and spillway, lowPr center. 
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South Holston 

South Holston. Dam is on the South Fork Holston River 7 miles 
southeast of Bnstol, Tennessee-Virginia. This dam is also an 
earth and rock fill structure with a maximum height .of 285 feet 
and a le~gth along the top of 1600 feet. A fixed-crest morning
glory spillway and low-level sluiceway discharge through a 1068 
foot tunnel under the left abutment. A power intake at the right 
abutment connects by tunnel to a surge tank and powerhouse at 
th~ toe of the d~m. The powerhouse contains a single generating 
umt of 35,000 kilowatt c~pacity. The reservoir extends 24.3 miles 
above the dam and provides 286,300 acre-feet of storage volume 
at the start of the flood season. 

Boone 

Boone Dam ~s also on the South Fork Holston River, 10 miles 
southeast of KI~gsport, Tenn., and 1.4 miles below the mouth of 
t~e Watauga River: ~he dam consists of concrete gravity sec
tions across the mam nver channel with an impervious rolled fill 
embankl!lent _from the concrete to the right abutment. The maxi
mum height I_s 160 f_eet and its total length along the top is 1532 
feet. The spillway IS the conventional overfall type with radial 
crest g~tes. ~he powerhouse, a part of the dam, contains three 
generatmg umts of 25,000-kilowatt capacity each-75 000 kilo
watts total. The two~prong reservoir extends 17.3 mil~s up the 
South F_ork Holston River and 15.3 miles up the Watauga River. 
Reservoir storage reserved for flood regulation at flood season is 
93,000 acre-feet. 

Fort Patrick Henry 

. Fort P~trick ~enry Dam, also on the South Fork Holston River, 
Is 10.4 nver mile~ downstream from Boone Dam and 2.5 miles 
upstream from ¥I~gsport, Tenn. It is a concrete gravity struc
ture generally ~Imilar t~ Boo_ne Dam but with no earth embank
ment. ~ts maximum height IS 95 feet and its total length along 
~he top Is 737 ~eet. The powe~house, a. part of the dam, has an 
mstalled cai?acity of 36,000 kilowatts m two generating units. 
The reservoir extends 10.4 miles to Boone Dam and is not op
erated for flood control. 

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 

Nearly a decade elapsed between initial construction of Watauga 
and South Holston and that of Boone and Fort Patrick Henry. 
South Holston and Watauga were started in late December 1941 
as part of a supplemental program to supply electric power 
urgently needed for national defense. Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry were proposed in _1949 to further develop the flood-control 
an~ hydroelectnc pote~tial of t~e Tennessee River and its tribu
taries.. These d_ates brmg ~o mmd the sharply contrasting states 
of national affairs at the time when these pairs of projects were undertaken. 

IN'l'RODUCTIO~ 13 
WATAUGA AND SOUTH HOLSTON 

World War II 

Construction of Watauga and South Holston Dams was con
sidered and approved by th~ Cong!~ss ~gainst a ~ackground of 
a Nation deeply engrossed m mobilizatiOn for natiOnal defense. 
Since the outbreak of World War II in 1939, industrial output 
had been increasingly geared to defense production. By the end 
of 1940 this trend was approaching full peak and by early 1941 
import~nt dev~l?pments in this direction were occurring with 
increasmg rapidity. 

In the Tennessee Valley area, the stepup of industrial activity 
contributing to the defense program had, throughout this period, 
created greatly increased demands for electric power. As early as 
the summer of 1940, in anticipation of requirements for a large 
continuous power supply, the Congress appropr~ated funds ~or 
TVA to initiate a supplementary power constructiOn program Ill

eluding the Cherokee project on the Holston River, the Watts B~r 
Steam Plant, and the installation of additional generating units m 
existing dams. In the early weeks of 1941, plans for increasing 
the production of aluminum plants, chemical works, and ordinance 
plants in the area far outstripped earlier forecasts. On Febru
ary 19, 1941, the bearing of these devel~pments on TVA's abili~y 
to supply the necessary power was explamed before a Subcommit
tee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations. TV A witnesses 
outlined elements of new load growth which had developed in the 
few weeks since TV A's testimony before a Subcommittee of the 
House Committee on Appropriations. They stated that recent 
important developments had made it apparent that the supple
mentary power construction program approved the previous sum
mer and all scheduled installations would not be sufficient to 
meet the requirements in the critical period of 1942 and 1943.2 

In March 1941, the Office of Production Management, in de
veloping plans for the total national defense effort, asked TV A 
for a summary of what it could do to increase power supply over 
the then scheduled installations. On April 1, TV A responded 
that the quickest and most practical way to obtain additional 
power on the Tennessee Valley system would be to build several 
developments on the Hiwassee River and its tributary, the Ocoee 
River, and to construct the Fontana project on the Little Tennes
see River. Also reported were "two favorable storage sites in the 
Holston Basin" the construction of which, "If started this summer 
* * * could be completed under reasonably favorable conditions 
by the fall of 1943."3 These two unnamed sites came to be called 
South Holston and Watauga. 

On May 27, 1941, replying to a second request of OPM, TVA 
outlined a supplementary power construction program which 

2 
Hearings before the Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, 77th Cong., 

let sess., on H.R. 2788, pp. 35-40. 
1 Hearings before the Senate Committee on Appropriations, 77th Con g., 1 et sees., on H. J. 

Res. 194, p. 66. 
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~ould meet the national defense requirements expected to develop 
m the next 3 years-a program which had been planned in con
ferences with officials of OPM, the War Department, and the 
Federal Power Commission. In addition to the projects listed 
April1, 1941, this second report listed a "Hydro project on French 
Broad River" (Douglas Dam) .4 

. Approval of the Hi_wassee development by the Congress came 
m July 1941, but specific action on other projects of the proposed 
supplemental power program did not begin until late August. 
In a letter to the Bureau of the Budget, dated August 28, 1941, 
OPM strongly recommended that construction of the Fontana and 
Douglas projects be started at the earliest possible date on the 
fa~te~t possible schedule; installation of additional capacity in 
ex1sbng plants was also urged. 5 The two Holston Basin projects 
were not included in OPM's recommendation because they could 
"no longer be considered feasible projects for meeting defense 
power requirements in 1943."6 Since they had not been started in 
the summer of 1941 (as TVA had recommended on April1, 1941), 
wo~k could not now be completed in time to fill the reservoirs by 
sprmg 1943 and produce power by late fall1943. Within 3 weeks 
(on September 15) the President transmitted to the Congress a 
supplemental estimate for fiscal year 1942 requesting funds for 
TVA to begin construction of the projects recommended by OPM 
as well as the recommended installations at existing plants. 7 

Although the President had not recommended the construction 
of the South Holston and Watauga projects, much attention was 
given to them during hearings held by the Subcommittee of the 
House Committee on Appropriations. There was strong local 
opposition to the Douglas project, largely because of fears that 
the impoundn;tent of _the reservoir would. dislocate the area's agri
cultura~ and mdustnal economy, both bed closely to the raising 
of specialty crops for processing in local canneries. Just as local 
opposition to the Douglas project was strong, equally strong was 
local support for the South Holston and Watauga projects. To a 
great extent this local interest in the Upper Holston develop
ments c~ntered upon flood c~mtrol, the Watauga River having 
flooded JUst a year before w1th great loss of life and property 
in t~e viciJ?ity of Elizabethton, Tenn.8 Proponents of the Holston 
Basm proJects placed great emphasis on the fact that TVA in 
outlining possible sources of additional power had listed them 
some 6 weeks earlier than the Douglas proje~t already recom
mended by the President. 

On October 8, 1941, the House Committee on Appropriations 
reported H. R. 5788 (the second supplemental national defense 
appropriation bill for 1942) without an amount for TVA. The 

" Hearings before the Senate Committee on Appropriations 77th Cong 1st sess on H J Res. 194, pp. 69-71. ' ., '., · · 

' Hearings before the subcommittee of th<; House Committee on Appropriations, 77th Gong., 
~~t. ~i~~i. on the Second Supplemental Natwnal Defense Appropriation Bill for 1942, pt. II, 

• Hearings before. the subcommittee of. the House Committee on Appropriations. 77th Gong .. 
1st sess., on the Third Supplemental Natwnal Defense Appropriation Bill for 1942 pt I p 573 7 

H. Doc. No. 376, 77th Gong., 1st sess. · ' · · · · 8 

Hearings before the Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations 79th Gong 2d sess., on H. R. 6777, pp. 30-43. ' · .. 
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·t stated that consideration of the proposed appropriation 
f~~o~dditional power capacity was being P?stponed 2 weeks.n In 

ality, nearly 2 months passed before action. w~s ta~en. In the 
~~- d supplemental national defense appropnatwn b1ll for 1942 cH. R. 6159), reported to the House December 3, 1941, the Com~ 
mittee on Appropriations approved all t~e ~unds proposed f~~ 
TV A by the President except funds for begmnmg ~ouglas Dam. 
The House passed the bill December 5, approvmg .the TV A 

ropriation reported by the Committee. The fol~o":mg day a 
~pbcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropnatwns beg~n 
h uarings on the bill. While the bill as pas.sed by the House d1d 

e t ·nclude funds for beginning constructiOn of South Holston 
~~d 

1
Watauga Dams nor had these _Projects been re~ommended 

by the President, the already extensive record of testimony con
cerning them was enlarged. On December 11, H. R. 6159. 'Yas 

ported to the Senate with a committee amendment prov1dmg 
f~nds to begin construction of Watauga and South Holston 
Dams u The amendment was accepted by the Senate, agreed to 
by th~ House, and became a part of Public Law 353, 77th Congress, 
approved December 17, 1941: 

For an additional amount for the Tennessee Valley Authori.ty, fiscal 
ear 1942 (1) for a site on the south fork of the Holston River n~ar 

bristol, T~nnessee, as recommended .by the Tennes~ee Valley Authont~ 
July 7 1941 with an installed capacity of 75,000 kilowatts, $10,000,000, 
(2) fo~ building a dam on the Watauga River east of Elizabethton, Ten_n., 
as recommended by the Tenness.ee Valley Authority. July;, 7, 1941, .with 
an installed capacity of 60,000 kilowatts, $10,000,000, . . . (~OTE. the 
date of July 7 1941 refers to hearings before the Subcomrr,nttee of the 
Senate Committee or{ Appropriations, 77tf! Congress, 1st sessron, on H .. J. 
Res. 194; TV A's letters to OPM of Apnl .1 ~nd ~ay ~8, 1941, were In
serted in the record of that hearing. This IdentificatiOn of the .July 7, 
1941, date appears on page 172 of. ht;arings before the Subcommi~tee of 
the Senate Committee on Appropnat10ns, 77th Congress, 1st session, on 
H. R. 6159.) 

Thus, appropriations were made for beginning construction of two 
projects that had never been recommended by the Office of. Pro
duction Management, the Bureau of the Budge~, or the ~resident. 
In fact, OPM and TV A had recommended agamst startmg them 
at that particular time. . 

On-site work at Watauga and South Holston Dams began m 
late December 1941 and actual construction of the projects was 
under way by February 1, 1942. By this t~me, ~unds for the 
construction of Douglas Dam had been provided m the Fourth 
Supplemental National Defense Appropriation Act, 1942. 

Less than a year later the War Production Board, the successor 
to OPM, ordered work stopped on all public a'!ld privat~ const~uc
tion programs which were not directly ess~nbal to the Imn;tediate 
future of the war effort. Under this policy, TVA was directed 
October 20 1942 to cease work on Watauga and South Holston 
Dams as w~ll as ~n several other projects. In order to close down 
on-site construction work in an orderly fashion and prevent undue 

'H. Rpt. No. 1230, 77th Gong., 1st sess., to accompany H. R. 57~8, p. 12. 
"'H. Rept. No. 1470, 77th Gong .. 1st sess., to accompany H. R. 61.>9, p. 27 · 
11 S. Rept. No. 894, 77th Gong., 1st sess., to accompany H. R. 6159, p, 5. 
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deterioration of work already done, TV A asked WPB on Octo
ber 27 to permit continuation at Watauga for about a month. In 
addition, an extension to March 1, 1943, was requested to continue 
work on the South Holston project so that the diversion tunnel 
could be placed in safe standby condition and avoid cave-ins of 
completed excavations. The WPB formal stop order, issued No
vember 21, required cessation of work within 30 days. All work 
on the Watauga project was stopped December 20, 1942. On 
December 23, WPB extended to March 1, 1943, the date for com
pleting work on the South Holston diversion tunnel. By order 
issued February 23, 1943, WPB again extended the date to 
April 15, 1943; all work on the South Holston project was 
stopped on the latter date.12 

The following November, TV A requested WPB to reexamine the 
status of the Watauga and South Holston projects in the light of 
prevailing supply of materials and manpower and permit resump
tion of work. This request emphasized the importance of these 
projects for flood protection for Kingsport and Elizabethton, 
Tenn., both industrial centers producing critical war materials. 
WPB replied that "reinitiation of construction * * * does not * * * 
appear to be a desirable part of the war program at the present 
time."13 The Independent Offices Appropriation Acts for 1944 
and 1945 included language for continued construction of Watauga 
and South Holston Dams; however, no new funds were appro
priated for this purpose nor did WPB permit construction to be 
resumed. 

Early in 1945, at the request of Chairman McKellar of the Sen
ate Appropriations Committee, TV A reviewed the background 
and current status of the Watauga and South Holston projects. 
Referring to future plans, the statement said: "When manpower 
and critical materials again become available without conflicting 
with war production, we expect to ask Congress for funds for the 
completion of these projects."14 In the hearings before the Senate 
Subcommittee handling the Independent Offices Appropriation Bill 
for 1946 (H. R. 1984), the matter of resuming work was discussed. 
TV A representatives pointed out the important flood control and 
power production values of the project. As reported by the Senate 
Appropriations Committee, the bill contained an amendment pro
viding new funds for continued construction of South Holston 
and Watauga Dams at such time as permitted by WPB or at any 
event within 6 months following the close of hostilities.15 This 
amendment was adopted by the Senate; but, later in conference 
committee, the Senate conferees receded from it.16 Consequently, 
the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1946, provided no 
new funds for continuing Watauga and South Holston Dams nor 
language fixing a date for resuming work on them. 

" Hearings before the Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, 79th Cong., 
1st sess., on H. R. 1984, pp. 1-9. 

13 
Hearings before the Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, 78th Cong., 

2d sess., on H. R. 4070, pp. 406-412. 
"Hearings before the Subcommittee of the Senate Co:nmittee on Appropriations, 79th Cong .. 

1st sess., on H. R. 1984, pp. 1-2. 
15 

S. Rept. No. 88, 79th Cong., 1st sess., to accompany H. R. 1984, p. 2. 16 
H. Rept. No. 436, 79th Cong., 1st sess., to accompany H. R. 1984, p. 1. 
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Post World War II 
In the President's budget for fiscal year 1947 submitted to the 

Congress, TV A presented plans for resuming construction of 
Watauga Dam in the summer of 1946 and of South Holston D~m 
in the summer of 1948. Watauga was scheduled for completion 
in the summer of 1949 and Sout~ Holston in th~ s~mmer of 1951. 
"This will permit the two proJects to be bmlt m sequence to 
achieve maximum economy by reducing the peak use of skilled 
personnel and heavy c~mstru~tion equipment.".17 The House Com
mittee on Appropriatwns disallowed the estimate re9uest~~ for 
this work on the grounds that the nee~ for these proJects IS no 
more critical now than it was at the time they were closed down 
at the beginning of the war * * * they shou~d. be ?eferred for 
construction at a later date when the veterans housmg shortage 
has been met and the shortage of construction. materials is not _so 
critical."18 As reported by the Senate Committee on ~ppropr~a
tions, H. R. 6777 (Government Corporations Appropnatwn Bill, 
1947) included funds for work on Wata~fa an.d South Holston 
Dams. The committee amendment read: Provtded, Th~t of the 
$46,572,000 appropriated herein, $17,6~6,000 shall b.e available for 
the immediate resumption of construction and contmued prose~u
tion of the work on the Watauga and South Holston Dams ":'Ith 
a view to the completion of the work on both dams at the earliest 
possible date and $3,000,000 toward the construction of a fertilizer 
manufacturing plant at or near Mobile, Ala." The Senate adopted 
this amendment. The conference committee reported the _amend
ment in disagreement because the House had mstructed Its. ~on
ferees not to agree to the inclusion of funds for the fertilizer 
plant.19 

. 

In the House debate of the conference report a motion that the 
House recede from disagreement on the amendment was rejecte~. 
Then the House approved a motion to agree to the amendment If 
funds for the fertilizer plant were deleted and the language re
vised to read, "* * * $14,000,000 shall be available for the imme
diate resumption of work on the Watauga and South H~lston 
Dams." The omission of the Senate-passed language "wit~ a 
view to the completion of the work on both dams at the earliest 
possible date" was explained by Re~resentative Gore as a recom
mendation of the conference committee. As a manager on the 
part of the House he reported that the conferees favored "an 
amendment simply appropriating funds in the usual. manner for 
the immediate resumption of work on these two prOJects accord
ing to sane engineering plans."20 The language as ame~d.ed by 
the House was accepted by the Senate and became a provisiOn of 
the Government Corporations Appropriations Act, 1947, approved 
July 20, 1946 (Public Law 519, 79th Cong.). 

Shortly thereafter active construction work was resumed on 
the Watauga project; on-site construction work on South Holston 

17 
The Budget of the United States for fiscal year 1947-Corporation Supplement, p. 70. 

"H. Rept. No. 2269, 79th Cong .. 2d sess., to accompany H. R. 6777, p. 16. 
19 Congressional Record, 92: 8300-8310. 
20 Congressional Record, 92:8873, 8867. 
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project was resumed about a year later (August 1947). Watauga 
Dam was closed and reservoir storage space made available for 
flood control December 1, 1948. South Holston Dam was closed 
November 20, 1950. This staggered schedule permitt~d transfer 
of construction forces and equipment from one proJect to the 
other and achieved an economical construction program for the 
combined projects. 

BOONE AND FORT PATRICK HENRY 

As the Watauga project neared completion and work advanced 
on South Holston, TVA outlined the next step in the orderly devel
opment of the water resources of the Tennessee Valley-namely, 
the construction of Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects. These 
sites, initially designated Spurgeon Island and Wexler Bend, were 
described in the fall of 1949 in TVA's program for fiscal year 1951 
submitted to the Bureau of the Budget. Plans were presented for 
beginning active construction of the Spurgeon Island project in 
fiscal year 1951 and for work preparatory to beginning active 
construction of the Wexler Bend project in fiscal year 1952. Thus, 
a coordinated construction schedule similar to that employed for 
the Watauga and'South Holston projects was again proposed as 
an efficient and economical use of experienced construction 
workers and interchange of equipment between the two projects. 
These plans were approved by the Bureau of the Budget and 
became part of the President's budget for fiscal year 1951 sent 
to the Congress in January 1950.21 In the interim TVA had 
named the projects Boone and Fort Henry and they were so 
designated in the President's budget. (Subsequently, it was 
decided to call the latter Fort Patrick Henry.) 

In the hearings before the House Subcommittee considering 
Independent Offices appropriations, TV A witnesses explained the 
importance of these projects for flood control and power pro
duction purposes. The Boone Dam forming a reservoir with total 
capacity of around 200,000 acre-feet would be particularly stra
tegic in controlling and preventing floods in the industrial city of 
Kingsport, Tenn., downstream from the project site. The Fort 
Henry Dam was designed to smooth out discharges from the 
Boone plant and also to make use of the seasonal storage afforded 
by it and the Watauga and South Holston projects. Together the 
two proposed projects would add a total of 105,000 kilowl;ttts of 
capacity in the northeastern part of the system where It was 
particularly needed. The TV A system was experiencing a steady 
growth in power loads including a large increase in the require
ments of the Atomic Energy Commission at Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
Detailed information was placed in the record showing growth in 
system loads by types of users. In total, actual system require
ments in fiscal year 1949 were nearly one-third higher than those 
for fiscal year 1945, the last year of World War II. Nor was all 
this increase attributable to use by other Federal agencies. Resi
dential consumers alone used 840,000,000 kilowatt-hours in fiscal 

21 The Budget of the United States for fiscal year 1951, p, 192. 
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year 1945; by 1949 their use had increased t? 2,,200,000,000 ~ilo
watt-hours. Municipal and cooperative distnbutors required 
3 320,000,000 kilowatt-hours in ~seal year. 1945; 6,430,000,000 
kilowatt-hours in 1949. By 1953 It was estimated. that a further 
increase of 40 percent over 1949 total system reqmrement.s wou~d 
occur Moreover it was explained that there was a deficiency m 
operating reserv~s on the TV A system which would continue for 
several years.22 Thus, the hydro capacity at the Boone and. ~ort 
Henry projects was an important part of the planned add~tlons 
to the power system. In 3;ll, the~e a.dditi?n~ included cont~nued 
work on six hydro generatmg umts m. existmg dams, contmued 
work on units in the Johnsonvi~l~ and Widows qreek Steam Plants, 
and beginning work on an additiOnal h:v:dr? um~ at Fontana Dam. 

In its report on the General Appropnatwn Bill for 1951 (H. R. 
7786) the House Committee on Appropriations approved the pro
gram proposed by TV A though it did not allow the full amount of 
the requested estimate. "T~e red.uctions rec::ommended," the re
port stated "will not result m serwusly slowmg down an.Y essen
tial part of the TVA program, including the ~onstrucbon p~o
gram * * *a substa_ntial por~ion of.the .funds provided are ~ssenbal 
to TV A in connectwn With Its obhg~twn to meet a ll;tr~e mcrease 
in power requirements of the Atomic Energy CommissiOn at Oak 
Ridge."23 

• • 

During the House consideration of the bill R:ep~esentative P~Il
lips (R., Tenn.) spoke briefly in support of begmnmg construct~~n 
of Boone and Fort Henry Dams saying that .they were needed to 
meet the increase in the power demands m the valley, and to 
further strengthen the flood-control program."24 In passage of 
H. R. 7786, the House approved the amount for ~VA which was 
recommended by the Committee report. At hearmgs before the 
Senate Subcommittee TVA witnesses i'eemphasized the need for 
beginning construction of the new projects as well as for con
tinuation of existing projects if the system is "to be able to meet 
the growing power requirements of ~he. Ten~essee Va~ley area.".2~ 
The Senate Committee on Appropnatwns m reportmg the bill 
recommended the House-passed figure for TV A and made no 
comments in the text of the report.26 

With House and Senate agreement on the amount of TV A's 
1951 appropriation, this item was not C?n~idered by the con
ference committee. The General Approprlatwn Act, 1951 (Pub
lic Law 759 81st Cong.) was approved by the President Septem
ber 6 1950 'and included funds for beginning work on the Boone 
and Fort Patrick Henry projects. Appropriation acts for suc
ceeding years provided funds for their completion. Interes~ingly 
enough these two projects were proposed by TVA and considered 
by the Congress as needed to help meet normal peacetim~ growth 
in power requirements. Subsequent events placed their power 

"Hearings before the Subcommittee of. t~e House Committee on Appropriations, 81st Cong., 
2d sess., on Independent Offices Appropr1atwns for 1951, Part 3, pp. 984-992. "O) 

:oa H. Rpt. No. 1797, 81st Cong., 2d sess., to accompany H. R. 7786, p. 218 (March 21, 19o . 
,. C<mgreasional. Record, 96:6528, May 5, 1950. . . 
,. Hearings before the Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, Slot Cong., 

2d sesa on Independent Offices Appropriations for 1951, p. 1043. 
,. S. Rept. No. 1941, 81st Cong., 2d sess., to accompany H. R. 7786 (July 6, 1950). 
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capacity in the role of helping to meet demands of national de
fense as well. In June 1950, mobilization occasioned by hostilities 
in Korea greatly increased demands for power in the Tennessee 
Valley area. Two supplemental power programs to be started in 
fiscal year 1951 by TVA were approved by the Congress in quick 
succession (September 27, 1950, and January 6, 1951). Thus, the 
generating units at Boone and Fort Patrick Henry were even 
more important additions to the system then they had been when 
the projects were initially planned. In addition, these projects 
improved the flood protection for essential defense industries 
located in the Kingsport area. 

BASIC DATA 

The drainage area of the South Fork Holston River and its 
tributaries forms a triangular segment of 2048 square miles in 
the upper northeastern edge of the Tennessee Valley (figs. 1 and 
3). It lies in the States of Virginia, Tennessee, and North Caro
lina and comprises 5 percent of the Tennessee Valley watershed. 
Watauga, Boone, and Fort Patrick Henry Reservoirs are entirely 
in Tennessee with South Holston being partly in Tennessee and 
partly in Virginia. The drainage areas above each of the foU:r 
dams are tabulated in figure 3. 

Topographic features 

Considering the apex of the roughly triangular drainage basin 
as pointing west, the adjacent sides run northeast and southeast. 
The northern boundary reaches an altitude of about 3800 feet 
above sea level at Walker Mountain. Along the southern boundary 
a series of high ridges reaches an elevation of nearly 6000 feet 
at Grandfather Mountain. The eastern edge or base of the water
shed triangle lies in the Blue Ridge Mountains. 

The Watauga River descends precipitously by way of a series , 
of gorges and valleys cut through the ridges of the Unaka Moun
tains from Grandfather Mountain to near Elizabethton where the 
terrain flattens out somewhat as the stream continues on to its 
confluence with the South Fork Holston. This latter river has a 
much flatter slope than does its tributary, the Watauga. At the 
source of the South Fork Holston near Rural Retreat, Va., the 
divide between it and New River is only 2500 feet above sea 
level. From its headwaters the narrow South Fork Basin runs 
southwesterly between the 5000-foot peaks of the Unakas on the 
southeast and the somewhat lower Walker Mountain to the north
west. Both the general level of the basin and the crests of the 
divides decrease in elevation near South Holston Dam and the 
valley becomes more open and rolling as it continues on to the 
Holston River at the western tip of the basin. 
Geology 

The Watauga River from its source to the vicinity of the Ten
nessee-North Carolina State line flows through a region underlain 
by siliceous pre-Cambrian and lower Cambrian rocks that have 
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been eroded into well-worn mountains. From the State line to 
near Elizabethton the river ~ows over a series of lower Cambrian 
quartzites, shales, and dolomites. There are many ~aults through
out the area, and one of the lar~est, Iron Mountam, crosses the 
river just upstream from the axis of Watauga Dam. 

The South Fork Holston River flows through a region bounded 
by the Paperville-Great Knobs syncline on the northwest and by 
the Holston Mountain fault block on the southeast. This area 
is characterized by a broad outcropping I;>elt of Tellico san~stone
Athens shale south of the state lme while north. of the lme the 
bedrock is generally Athens .shale and K~ox dolomite .. I~ gener:al, 
the area consists of a senes of synclmes and anbclmes with 
northeast-southwest strikes which are frequently complicated by 
pitching folds, overturned folds, thrust faults, and tear faults. 

The Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects are in an open 
valley that lies about 1400 to 1700 feet above sea level. Through 
this valley the South Fork Holston River has cut a gorge from 
100 to 200 feet deep which has been entrenched in the old 
meanders of the river by a geologically recent uplift and much 
modified by the dissecting action of tributary streams. The val
ley area consists of a series of anticlines and synclines running 
in a general southwest to northeast direction. Er~sion has cre
ated relatively broad valleys, separated by narrow ridges of more 
resistant rocks which follow the strike of the bedding. The 
geologic age of the exposed formations ranges from Middle Cam
brian to Middle Ordovician. 

Hydrology 

Because of the rugged mountains to the southwest and the 
Blue Ridge Mountains on the east the average rainfall in the 
general area of the South Fork Holston Basin is less than in any 
other area in the entire Tennessee River Basin. During the period 
1935 through 1948, the mean annual rainfall within the basin 
above Kingsport averaged 45.1 inches. In comparison, the 14-
year average during the same period for the entire upper portion 
of the Tennessee River Basin above Chattanooga was 50.1 inches. 

Runoff from the South Fork Holston Basin averaged 17.4 inches 
during the 1935-48 period. This is about 38 percent of the rain
fall, whereas, the Tennessee Valley above Chattanooga averaged 
41 percent of the same period. Records of unregulated stream 
flow show variations at the four dam sites from 4'5 cubic feet per 
second minimum to 45,000 cubic feet per second maximum at 
South Holston to 334 cubic feet per second minimum and 100,000 
cubic feet per second maximum at Fort Patrick Henry. Consid
erable damage from floods has occurred in the past to the several 
communities in the area. Storage space provided in the Boone, 
South Holston, and Watauga Reservoirs now affords a substantial 
degree of flood control. Table 2 gives the reserved flood storage 
space in each of the flood control projects in the Tennessee Valley 
water control system. 
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RESERVOIR PREPARATION 

At elevation 1975, the spillway crest, Watauga Reservoir has a 
volume of 678,800 acre-feet and a surface area of 6430 acres. 
The creation of this reservoir involved aerial photography-basic 
to surveying and mapping-covering 150 square miles, the acqui
sition of some 11,700 acres of land and land rights, and the re
moval of 761 families. Timber was cleared from 1663 acres, 54.9 
miles of roads and highways were constructed, 3 bridges were 
built across the reservoir, 66 miles of utility lines were constructed 
or adjusted, and 1281 graves were removed. 

The South Holston Reservoir, at spillway crest elevation 17 42, 
has a volume of 744,000 acre-feet and a surface area of 8750 
acres. Aerial photography for this reservoir covered 200 square 
miles, and land and land rights acquired amounted to around 
12,860 acres from which 342 families were required to move. 
Timber had to be cleared from 3875 acres. The highway reloca
tion program involved the construction of 301/2 miles of highways 
and roads, and the building of four bridges across the reservoir. 
Bridge adjustments and slope protection work were required 
where the Norfolk and Western Railway crossed the reservoir. 
Twenty-three miles of utility lines were constructed or adjusted 
and 559 graves were removed. 

At the top of gates, elevation 1385, Boone Reservoir has a 
volume of 196,700 acre-feet and a surface area of 4520 acres. 
Aerial photography incident to the preparation of this reservoir 
covered 150 square miles. Land and land rights were acquired 
amounting to about 5160 acres necessitating the moving of 152 
families. Timber clearing operations were carried out on 1363 
acres. Highway, road, and street construction totaled 18 miles 
and included three bridges across the reservoir. Utility lines 
constructed or adjusted amounted to 21 miles, and 104 graves 
were removed. 

The volume of Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir at top of gates, 
elevation 1263, is 27,100 acre-feet with a corresponding surface 
area of 893 acres. Fifty square miles of aerial photography were 
flown for this reservoir. Land and land rights acquired amounted 
to nearly 1470 acres from which 22 families had to move. Only 
167 acres of timber land needed to be cleared, 2 miles of roads 
and highways and one bridge across the reservoir had to be built, 
and only slightly over a mile of utility lines needed constructing 
or adjusting, and no graves required removal. 

INITIAL OPERATIONS 

Flood control is a primary purpose of the Watauga, South 
Holston, and Boone projects while the main purpose of the Fort 
Patrick Henry project is to utilize the regulation provided by the 
other three for the generation of power and to provide day to 
day regulation for downstream flow. From the time of closure 
of the four dams-Watauga on December 1, 1948; South Holston 
on November 20, 1950; Boone on December 16, 1952; and Fort 
Patrick Henry on October 27, 19'53-until January 1, 1957, no 
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floods occurred that would have caused serious damage downstream. 
However, when Boone and Fort Patrick Henry were under con
struction, the completed Watauga and South Holston projects 
aided on several occasions by holding back floodwater that would 
have overtopped the cofferdams. At Chattanooga several floods 
would have exceeded flood stage had it not been for the TV A 
reservoir system, and storage in the Upper Holston projects aided 
in ·the reduction of these floods. 

At the start of the 1957 major flood expectation period
January 1 to April 1-flood regulation since TVA started opera
tions had protected Chattanooga from damages estimated at 
$53% million. Then, beginning in January 1957 and continuing 
into February, heavy general rains occurred that would have pro~ 
duced the second greatest flood of record at Chattanooga. Had 
it not been for TVA regulation, the river at Chattanooga would 
have crested some 24 feet above flood stage. Regulation reduced 
the crest about 22 feet-greater reduction than that of any pre
vious flood-and damages prevented at Chatttanooga by regula
tion of this one flood alone are estimated at $66 million. The 
regulation of the Upper Holston reservoirs during this 1957 flood 
resulted in holding the crest at Kingsport 7.4 feet lower than the 
computed natural stage of 14 feet. Only about 2 feet of this 
reduction would have been necessary to prevent damages at Kings
port. The additional reduction was the contribution of the Upper 
Holston projects to flood protection on the Tennessee River. 

Regulated releases from the Upper Holston reservoirs assist 
inthe maintenance of the 650-mile navigation channel on the main 
stem of the Tennessee River. Navigational use of the reservoirs 
in the Upper Holston basin is principally by pleasure craft, as 
expected. A number of commercial docks providing boating 
equipment and other recreational services have been constructed 
along the reservoir shorelines. In addition, the State of Tennessee 
has established a boat harbor and dock for recreational use on 
Fort Patrick Henry Lake at Warriors Path State Park. 

Commercial operation of the generating units in the four dams 
started as follows: Watauga units 2 and 1 on August 30, and 
September 29, 1949, respectively; South Holston's single unit 
oti September 13, 1951; Boone units 3, 2, and 1 on March 16, 
June 16 and September 3, 1953, respectively; and Fort Patrick 
Henry unit 2 on December 5, 1953, followed by unit 1 on Febru
ary 22, 1954. The gross generation of the four hydro plants from 
the start of commercial operation through December 1956, to
gether with the average output and peak load during that period 
were as follows: Watauga--'-831,985,000 kilowatt-hours generated, 
12,93Lkilowatt average, and 61,000 kilowatts peak; South Holston 
~535,800,000 kilowatt-hours generated, 10,393 kilowatts average, 
and 42,000 kilowatts peak; Boone-548,880,000 kilowatt-hours 
generated, 16,498 kilowatts average, and 93,000 kilowatts peak; 
and Fort Patrick Henry-279,90'5,000 kilowatt-hours generated, 
10,390 kilowatts average, and 44,000 kilowatts peak. 

Other activities and programs resulting from the reservoir im
poundments include malaria control, reservoir water studies and 
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operations, stream pollution control, ag~iculture, forestry, fish 
. and game, land management, and recreatiOn. ~hese are covered 

· some detail in Chapter 8, "Initial OperatiOns and Related 
m A t' ·t· " Development c IVI Ies. 

COSTS 

The final costs of the four projects as shown by the books of 
account on the dates given were as follows: 

Project Date A mount 
Watauga June 30, 1951 $32,368,781.95 
South Holston June 30, 1952 31,242,223.95 
Boone June 30, 1955 27,191,574.12 
Fort Patrick Henry June 30, 1955 12,419,841.7 4 

These costs include for each project ~he hydraulic mult.iple~pur
pose plant consisting of land, .la~d nghts, str~ct~res, Improv.~
ments, and equipment; transmisswn plant co~sistmg of the Pli
mary substation located at the powerhouse site and constt:uc~ed 
concurrently with the dam, powerhouse, and control bmldmg 
(South Holston and Fort Patrick .H~nry do. not .have contr~l 
buildings) ; and general plant consistmg of mtersite commum-
cation equipment. . 

Chapter 9 covers costs in detail for the four pro~ect~. Appen
dix G contains cost informations on the modermzatwn of the 
Wilbur Dam. 

SCOPE OF REPORT 

The subjects treated in this report fall under the following 
headings: 

Planning 

The planning chapter firs~ presents da~a-original development 
plans, hydrology, etc.-basic t~ the entire Upper. Holston ~rea 
~and then discusses, for each proJect, the factors which determmed 
the location and plan recommended. 

Design 

The four projects are treated .sel?arately in the. design chapter 
which ineludes the detailed descnphons of the va~wus feature~ of 
each dam and related project structures. Design. ~ssumpbo?s 
and requirements for each pri.ncipal fea;ture or ~acihty are dis-

:· cussed, basic design data are given and, m ~any msta~ces where 
more than one type of a major feature might be smtable, the 
reasons are given for the selection of the ~me chosen. The general 
plan, elevation, and sections of each proJect as well as other key 

. illustrations appear in this chapter and are referred to as neces
sary in other chapters. 

Employee housing 

TV A built or provided_ yarious types of housing and related 
facilities for its employees;- The employ~e housi~g chapter. c~n;ers 
family housing-including houses built m a pnvate s~bdiVISlOn, 
the Lilly Addition, in Elizabethton, Tenn.-constructwn camps 
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with dormitories, cafeterias, and medical recreation, and public 
safety buildings; and trailer camps. ' 

Construction plant 

T~e construction plant chapter covers the planning and plant 
reqmred for the construction of the four projects and includes 
the construction schedules as well as important equipment and 
C<~mstrucbon cost tabulations. A separate section in this chapter 
discusses the large scale quarry blasts incidental to the construc
tion of Watauga and South Holston. 

Construction 

This chapter describes how the many features and facilities of 
each project, as described in the design chapter, were actually con
s~ructed. In the first part of the chapter the principal construe
bon dates and quantities for each project are summarized. There 
a~e also sections on construction personnel-including the various 
~mds of personnel relations-procurement, inspection and test
mg, and the construction organization applicable to all four 
projects. These sections precede the separate project construc
tion sections in the chapter. 

Reservoir activities 

The work incidental to acquiring and preparing the reservoir 
area~ for inu~da~ion is presented in this chapter. Following a 
detailed descriptiOn of each reservoir, the numerous activities 
described include surveying and mapping, land acquisition the 
effect the creation of the reservoirs had on local communitie~ and 
populations-the incorporated town of Butler, Tenn., was com
pletely inundated by the Watauga Reservoir-the clearing of the 
reservoir, the highway and railway relocations which were a 
major task, and relocations of utilities and cemeteries. 

Initial operations 

The initial operations of the four projects in the TVA inte
grated water control system and the various activities relating 
thereto are discussed in this chapter. It includes reservoir water 
studies and operations, stream pollution control, the agricultural, 
forestry, and fish and game aspects of the reservoir as well as 
recreation and land management procedures. 

Costs 

Following a summary of the over-all costs of each project in 
this chapter there are detailed cost tabulations. 

Appendixes 

There are eight appendixes, A through H, as follows. 
Statistical summary.-This appendix contains detailed statistics 

on all phases and features of the four projects, including tabu
lated data on the various types of equipment installed. 
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Reports of consultants, engineers, and geologists.-This ap
endix contains the joint recommendations of TVA's ~oard of 

~onsultants following inspections and studies of the proJects. 
Hydraulic model studies.-The investigatiol!- and d~velopme!lt of 

important hydraulic features of the four proJects with the aid <?f 
model tests in TV A's hydraulic laboratory are covered by this 
appendix. . .. 

Personnel.-This appendix includes a chart showmg the position 
of the Office of Engineering in TVA's organizatio~al st~ucture an? 
a more detailed chart showing the Office of Engmeermg _organi
zation. The Office of Engineering was primaril~ responsible for 
the planning, design, and construction of the proJects. Perso_nnel 
occupying key positions during the development <;>f t~e proJects 
through initial operations are tabulated by o~gamzatwn .. 

Major purchases.-All pu~chases of matenals and. eqml?ment 
for the four projects exceedmg $1000 _are tabula~e~ m this. ap
pendix and grouped as ~ollows: architectural, . CIVIl, electncal, 
heavy equipment, mechamcal, structural, and bndges and r?ads. 

Medical services.-On the Watauga and South Holston projects, 
special study was given to t~e contro~ of occupatio~al disease 
hazards required by the extensive tunnelmg and quarrymg. These 
special studie~ ar~ included in this appendix .. 

Wilbur proJect tmprovements.-This appendix covers t~e plan
ning, design, and construction of the _improvements to this s~all 
project by TV A and includes a statistical summary of proJect 
data. 

Construction drawings.-Reference to separate publications cov
ering project drawings is contained in this appendix. 

Bibliographies 

At the end of each chapter is a bibliography. These bibliogra
phies are not intended to include references to all phases of TV A 
activities; however, the titles listed will enable the reader to ob
tain specific information about the projects. A complete bibli
ography of books and periodical articles about TV A would in
clude more than titles. The Agricultural Index, Industrial Arts 
Index, Engineering Index, Reader's Guide to Periodical Litera
ture, Public Affairs Information Service Bulletin and Education 
Index, available in many public and educational libraries, will 
aid the reader in making his own reading list or in exploring any 
of the special phases of the TV A program. For important news
paper articles the New York Times Index should be consulted. 

The following indexes prepared by TVA and available in many 
libraries throughout the United States and in some foreign coun
tries will give the reader additional referenees to the TV A pro
gram; ( 1) Indexed Bibliography of the Tennessee Valley Au
thority; (2) Selected List of Books and Pamphlets on TVA; (3) 
Congressional Hearings, Reports and Documents Relating to 
TVA. 
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CHAPTER~ 

PLANNING 

To achieve unified development of the Tennessee River Systen: 
for adequate flood control storage and effective streamflow regu
lation, reservoirs on the principal tributaries are necessary. 
The Watauga, South Holston, and Boone projects, in the upper 
Holston River Basin, create such tributary reservoirs and were 
planned and constructed to afford a high degree of flood protection 
for the towns of Kingsport and Elizabethton, Tenn., and for 
smaller communities along the tanks of the Watauga and South 
Fork Holston Rivers. These reservoirs also assist in bwering 
flood stages on the Tennessee River at Chattanooga and, in addi
tion, regulate streamflow of the Tennessee River fCJr navigation 
and for production of power. 

The Fort Patrick Henry project is downstream from the above 
projects and is designed to utilize the regulation provided by 
them for the generation of power and to provide day-to-day regu
lation for downstream use. 

Immediately downstream from the Watauga site was the ex
isting minor Wilbur project built in 1912 and acquired by TV A 
in 1945. Improvements to the Wilbur Dam, which are described 
in appendix G, were designed to develop the 5 feet of head be
tween existing headwater at Wilbur and Watauga tailwater. 
The higher pool level at Wilbur would also provide additional 
pondage for regulation of the variable discharge from Watauga. 

PLANS FOR DEVELOPMENT 

Prior to TVA, two private power companies and the United 
States Corps of Engineers had made separate investigations for 
development of the rivers in the Upper Holston regbn. Their 
plans and those of TV A are reviewed briefly here. 

Holston River Power Company 

The plan of the Holston River Power Co. for devebpm-:mt of 
the upper Holston region contemplated the construction of four 
dams on the South Fork Holston River and two on the Watauga 
River. TV A's South Holston Dam now occupies the site which 
the company had designated for their dam No. 4, and the loca
tions of Fort Patrick Henry and Boone Dams correspond very 
closely to the locations of their dams Nos. 1 and 2. The company 
planned the development of the site at Cardens Bluff, now occu
pied by Watauga Dam, whenever future power demands would 
warrant it. 

31 
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United States Corps of Engineers 

The United States Corps of Engineers' plan of development 
proposed two projects on the South Fork Holston River. These 
included a project at the Bachman Ford site, the approximate 
location chosen for Boone Dam, and another at the Pactolus site 
about 1 mile downstream from the Fort Patrick Henry Dam. 
Their plans did not include a proposal for the development of the 
Watauga River. 

Tennessee Eastern Electric Co. 

Several schemes of development were proposed by the Tennes
see Eastern Electric Co., portions of which conflicted with plans 
of the Holston River Power Co. Included in the application for 
a Federal Power Commission license were dams on the South 
Fork Holston River, one at the Hemlock site at mile 10.5 and one 
near Bluff City. 

Approximately 1770 acres of land above the Hemlock site was 
acquired by the Tennessee Eastern Electric Co. prior to its ab
sorption by the East Tennessee Light & Power Co. June 1, 1929. 
Generating and transmission facilities of the latter company were 
acquired by TVA June 29, 1945. 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

Early reconnaissance studies by TV A indicated that multiple
purpose projects might be built at three sites above Kingsport, 
Tenn. These were the Riddle Creek, Cardens Bluff, and Bachman 
Ford sites. More detailed investigations of possible development 
of the lower South Fork Holston River indicated that the most 
desirable scheme for over-all development of the watershed above 
Kingsport would consist of projects at Wexler Bend, Spurgeon 
Island (Bachman Ford), Morrell Spring, and South Holston 
(Riddle Creek) on the South Fork Holston River plus Wilbur 
and Watauga (Cardens Bluff) on the Watauga River. Wexler 
Bend and Spurgeon Island were renamed Fort Patrick Henry 
and Boone, respectively, during the design and construction stages. 

THE UPPER HOLSTON WATERSHED 

The South Fork Holston River drains an area of some 2048 
square miles, comprising parts of northeastern Tennessee, south
western Virginia, and northwestern North Carolina. The basin 
is roughly triangular in shape with the hypotenuse extending in 
a northeast-southwest direction (fig. 3, p. 7). The eastern edge 
lies in the Blue Ridge Mountains where it forms the eastern 
border of the Tennessee Valley. 

The greater portion of the watershed above the Watauga and 
South Holston projects is composed of rugged, mountainous ter
rain generally covered with second growth timber. Agricultural 
lands in this area are very limited and are confined to small nar
row valleys. Downstream near the junction of the Watauga and 
South Fork Holston Rivers, the terrain becomes much less rugged 
with rolling hills and flat valleys. 
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At m 'le 19 9 the South Fork Holston ~iver is joinedthbytits 1 · ' Ab their confluence e wo 
major trib~tary, the Watfuga. t~;e South Fork Holston 969 
rivers dram nearly equa areas, 9 s uare miles Physical char
square miles and the Wata?ga 8.6 · q .1 r in mo~t respects· how
acteristics of these two basm~ a~=e~1~1 s~ope (fig. 8). Few 'rivers 
~ver, the W~taugat hafs t~;~~it!d States make so rapid a descent 
m the eastein par ·~ fi s from the slopes of Grandfather Moun
as the Watauga as 1 ow . t T Its terrain is also 
tain to the lowlan~s netar ~htzabe\t~:de t~~ that of the Holston 
more rugged and lies a gi ea er a 
headwaters. 

HYDROLOGY 

Rainfall d b 
The South Fork Holston River Basin is generally ~~tteMou:-

~u~ged ~~~n::~~s ~h~~~~~\~fne:\~~~eb:o~~~!l~e pr~v~~~ much 

0~
1

~~e o;recipitati~n carrie.d by prev~iling ;rinds ;r~;::s r~~~~.lrff :~ 
SouthhFtoh~k a~~lsft~~m ~~~m~asra~J1~~~~~i~P~o~t ~f their raitnhfall 
proac Bl R. d Moun tams For ese 
on the eastern slopes of the ue 1 ge 1 ·f the South 
reasons the average rainfall in .the genera area ~ h entire 
Fork Holston Basin ~s less th.an Itnhany ~thder19a3r5eat~~o~gh 1948 
T R · Basm Durmg e peno • 
tl~:::!~e an~:e:i rainf~ll within the basin above Kingspor~ aver
aged 45 1 inches In comparison, the 14-year average dunn~.the 
same p~riod for 'the entire upper P?rtion of the Tennessee 1ver 
Basin above Chattanooga was 50.1 mches. 

FIGURE 9.-Mean annual rainfall 1935-1948--Upper Holston Basin. 
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Rainfall recorded at the various stations in the basin varies 
greatly, depending both upon the location and the altitude of the 
station. In general, the stations in the high mountains along the 
southern and eastern borders record greater amounts than those 
in the lowlands. At Banner Elk, in the mountainous headwaters 
of the Watauga River where records have been maintained for a 
47-year period, the normal annual precipitation is 55.9 inches. 
At Marion, near the source of the Middle Fork Holston, records 
maintained for a 48-year period show a normal annual precipi
tation of 41.9 inches 

Figure 9 shows tht! distribution of mean annual rainfall over 
the entire watershed above Kingsport for the period 1935 through 
1948. 

Runoff 

The locations and periods of record of the major streamflow 
gages within the South Fork Holston River Basin are as follows: 

Stream Gaging 
station 

Drainage 
area 

(square 
miles) 

Period of record 

South Fork Holston ------- Kingsport ---
Do ------------------- Bluff City ----

Watauga -----------------· Elizabethton __ 
Do ------------------- Butler -------
Do ------------------- Elizabethton __ 
Do ------------------- Valley Forge __ 

Hl31 September 1925 to date. 
813 July 1900 to date. 
692 ' March 1910 to July 1949. 
427 November 1920 to October 1948. 
137 June 1932 to date. 
131 (December 1911 to October 1916. 

)November 1920 to September 1H31. 

This tabulation does not include all gages ever established with
in the basin; however, records from these gages were sufficient 
for providing an excellent basis for computing the streamflow 
at all the Upper Holston projects dam sites. 

The relatively low annual runoff from the basin is a direct 
reflection of the low annual precipitation. At the Kingsport 
gage the average annual runoff during the period 1935 through 
1948 amounted to 17.4 inches. This is about 38 percent of the 
average annual precipitation. In comparison, the average annual 
runoff during the same period from the entire Tennessee River 
Basin above Chattanooga is 20.6 inches, or about 41 percent of 
the total precipitation. 

Streamflow data at the Upper Holston projects dam sites are 
as follows: 

Fort Item South Watauga Boone Patrick 
Holston Henry 

Drainage area, square mile ---------------------· 703 468 1840 1903 Average flow (1921-32): 
Cubic feet per second ------------------------ 1010 752 2720 2810 
Cubic feet per second, per square mile -------- 14 1.6 1.5 1.5 
Inches per year ----------------------------- 19.5 21.8 20.1 20.1 Minimum flow of record, cubic feet per second ____ 45 83 323 384 Maximum. flow of record, cubic feet per second ___ 45,000 72,000 100,000 100,000 
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FIGURE 12.-Boone--duration of natural weekly flows. 

Figures 10 and 11 show duration of natural weekly flows at 
the Watauga and South Holston dam sites. At the Borme Dam 
site where streamflows are so highly regulated by the upstream 
dams, duration of natural weekly flows were based on the uncon
trolled area only. These curves are shown in figure 12. 

FLOODS 

The maximum flood recorded on the South Fork Holston River 
at Kingsport occurred in May 1901 when the estimated peak dis
charge was 100,000 cubic feet per second. This flood was also 
the highest of record on the Watauga River at Elizabethton with 
an estimated discharge of 80,000 cubic feet per second. On the 
upper reaches of the Watauga River at Butler, the 1901 flood 
was exceeded by the flood of mid-August 1940 which produced an 
estimated discharge of 71,500 cubic feet per second. At Bluff 
City on the South Fork Holston River, the March 1867 flood· 
with an estimated discharge of 51,900 cubic feet per second was 
the greatest of record. 

The 10 highest known floods recorded at the Kingsport gage 
are tabulated below in the order of their magnitude. Their stages 
can be related to flooding at Kingsport where residences and in
dustrial developments are subject to damage when the river stage 
exceeds 16 feet. ·· 
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Flood.< at Kingsport, Tenn. 
Date Stage Date Stage 

23 0 February 1902 _________________ 19.0 
May 1901 --------------------- . August 14, 1940 _______________ 18.8 
March 1867 ___________________ 22.5 April 

1896 
_____________________ 18.5 

March 1791 ____________________ 20.0 18 5 
February 1875 _________________ 20.0 February 1897 -----------------

19
·
0 March 1886 ____________________ 20.0 February 1862 ----------------- : 

Storms capable of causing major floo.ds in the Tennessee Basm 
usually originate in the Gulf of Mexico and travel across .the 
Tennessee Valley from the southwest .to the nort~east. Tropical 
hurricanes which travel up the Atlantic coast d~rmg summer a?d 
early fall months frequently. cross the ~ountams and cause m
tense precipitation over limited areas m the upper Tennessee 
River Basin. Such a hurricane occurred August 13 and 14, .1940, 
and caused the maximum flood of record on the upper ~o~twn of 
the Watauga River. No hurricane-type of storm has visit~d the 
area above the South Holston Dam si.te within the perwd of 
record, all heavy storms in this area havmg been c!lus~d gen~rally 
by storms of long duration rather than those of high mtensity. 

The contributions of the Watauga and upper South Fork Hol
ston Rivers to floods at Kingsport are not k_nown. for the early 
occurrences but recent data indicate that major Kmgsport floods 
have not b~en caused by simultaneous large floods on both the 
Watauga and South Fork Holston Rivers. The May 1901 flood 
originated largely on the Watauga River, while the M!lrch 1867 
flood was mainly from the upper Sou.th Fork Holston River. The 
more recent mid-August 1940 flood !S an_other example ?f ~eavy 
concentration over a limited area, It bemg confined pr!ncipally 
to the upper reaches of the Watauga with little contributwn from 
the South Fork Holston. . 

Table 3 gives peak discharges at Kmgsport and shows the 
contribution of the Watauga (Elizabethton) and. upper So~th 
Fork Holston (Bluff City) for the highest floods durmg the per~od 
of common systematic record. It can be seen that the relative 

TABLE 3.-Relation of peak discharges at Bluff City and Elizabethton 
to peak discharges at Kingsport 

Peak diseharge in 

Date at 
rubic feet pel' second at-

Kingspol't 
Kingsport 

December 22, 1926 -------- 21,500 
February 24, 1927 --------- 40,000 
May 30, 1927 ------------- 31,300 
February 4, 1932 --------- 35,200 

28.000 January 9, 1935 ----------
March 26, 1935 ----------- 45,200 

28,000 July 31, 1940 -------------
August 14, 1940 ---------- 68,800 
August 30, 1940 ---------- 18,700 
December 30, 1942 -------- 39,600 

35,400 February 18, 1944 --------
January 8. 1946 ---------- 36,600 
February 11, 1946 --------- 33,000 

39,700 January 20, 1947 ---------

' Upper South Fork Holston River. 
'Watauga River. 

Bluff City 1 Elizabethton ' 
~~-~ -

14,800 2,930 
18.200 16,100 

7,300 10,800 
14,000 19,000 

8,100 20,800 
20,500 24,000 
16,300 11,000 
18,200 75,100 

1,520 17,300 
15,200 23,500 
17,600 17,200 
15,500 19,400 
14,200 15,600 
18,900 18,500 

Pereent of Kingsport peak 

Bluff City 1 Elizabethton' 

68.8 13.6 
45.5 40.2 
23.3 34.5 
39.8 54.0 
28.9 74.3 
45.4 53.1 
58.2 39.3 
26.4 109.2 

8.1 92.5 
38.4 59.3 
49.7 48.6 
42.3 53.0 
43.0 47.8 
47.6 46.6 
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contribution of the Watauga is generally greater than that of the 
Upper South Fork Holston. 

FLOOD CONTROL 

Storage space provided in the Boone South Holston and W a
ta.ug~ Reservoirs aff?rds a substantiai degree of flo~d control 
~Ithm the area. This v~lume SUJ?Ple~ents the storage provided 
m the Cherokee Rese~v01r and a1ds m reducing flood stages at 
C?!ltt~nooga. Operatwn ~f these. reservoirs gives greater flexi
bihty m the system opera.ti.on durmg small floods, thereby giving 
greater a~su_rance ?f positive reduction of flood crests. 

The prmcipal pomts of potential flood damage in the basin of 
the Sol;lth Fork Holston River ar~ El.izabethton and Kingsport. 
Operation of the Watauga ReservOir wlll greatly reduce the maxi
m~m probable or de~ign flood as well as all smaller floods at 
Ehzabethton. At Kmgsport these floods will likewise be re
duced by the ?Peration of the combined multiple use reservoirs. 
The constructwn of local protective works, such as flood walls 
and levees, around the threatened areas of these cities would be 
necessary to prevent all damage from a design flood. 

Fl.ood control storage reservations as used in the planning 
s~udie~ for the Wa~auga, South Holston, and Boone projects are 
given m the followmg tabulation : 

Item 

Drainage area-square miles ------------
Percent of Elizabethton area -------- -------------
Percent of Kingsport area ----------=======---------------Storage reservation on: ----------------

January 1, acre-feet ----------

::":"~: illtz::::~~~~~::~~-~=--:-~!~1!~~~~~~~ 
1 Uncontrolled area. 

Watauga 

468 
67.6 
24.2 

260,000 
10.4 

155,000 
6.2 

110,000 
4.4 

South 
Holston Boone 

703 1669 

36.4 

300,000 
8.0 

228.000 
6.1 

110,000 
2.9 

34.6 

100,000 
2.8 

44,000 
1.2 

0 
0 

· As can be noted from the foregoing tabulation the Watauga 
an~ South Holston projects have permanent flood' storage reser
vatwns of 110,009 acre-feet each. Because of these large amounts 
of storage, the high degree of regulation provided by the system, 
and the f~ct that ?early all floods on the Tennessee River have 
occurred ~n the. wmter season when space in excess of 110,000 
a~re-feet Is available at Watauga and South Holston, it was de
Cided that a permanent reservation for flood control would not be 
necessary at the Boone project. 
~hould t?e Wataug~ and South Holston Reservoirs be filled to 

their ~aximu~ multiple-purpose levels at the start of their 
\Vspective design floods, the maximum regulated discharge at 
S atauga would amount to 33,000 cubic feet per second and at 

outh Hols~on 76,000 cubic f~et per second. The combi:q.ad 
:tfects of this UJ?Stream regulatwn would reduce the design flood 
t the Boone project from 215,000 to 137,000 cubic feet per second. 
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NAVIGATION 

The head of navigation on the Holston River is Ki?gsport, Tenn. 
Low-water releases from tributary stf,rage pro~ect~, such as 
Watauga, South Holston, and Boone, be?efit n~_tviga~wn on the 
lower Ohio and Mi~;:sissippi Rivers by mcreasmg nver stages 
during periods of low flow. 

WATAUGA 

Selection of site 

Studies of maps and aerial photograp~s, as well as a ~areful 
field reconnaissance, were made to determu~e the bes_t location for 
the project structures. Above the dam site the nver enters a 
gorge bordered by rock bluffs which rise at an angle of about 
45° to a height of 500 to 700 feet abov_e the ri':erbed. The stream 
at this point is only about 15~ feet wid~. This gorge offered the 
only possibility for constructiOn of a hig~ dam on the ~atauga 
River (mile 36.7) in the vicinity of Elizabethton. Figure 13 
shows the dam site before construction was started. 

Spillway and sluiceway requirements 

Investigations indicated that extreme floods can be expected 
during July and August when hurricane type stor_ms occur, as 
well as from heavy rainfall of long duration which generally 
occurs in the spring and winter. Studies were made of extreme 
flood discharge rates and it was ~on~luded that a peak_ flow of 
130,000 cubic feet per second, which Is equal to 6,000 times ~e 
square root of the drainage area 1n square m~l~s, (Q=9VA) 
should be the hypothetical flood to make provisiOn for m th_e 
design of structures. This flood would have a volume of approxi-
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mately 225,000 acre-feet, or a total runoff of 9 inches over the 
entire drainage area. 

In routing the design flood through the reservoir, multiple
purpose operation was assumed. With the pool level at the normal 
maximum elevation of 1959 at the start of flood control opera
tions, so much of the flood volume would be absorbed by the 
reservoir that the peak discharge would be reduced from 130,000 
cubic feet per second to approximately 33,000 cubic feet per 
second which would be the combined spillway and sluice dis
charges. Under these conditions the reservoir would reach eleva
tion 1981.5 at the dam. 

Pool level determination 

Planning studies indicated that a reservoir as large as could 
be justified within the limits of adequate water supply would 
effect the greatest economy. The towns of Elizabethton and 
Kingsport require a minimum storage at the Watauga project of 
110,000 a~re-feet to protect them against damaging floods from 
the Watauga River. This is equivalent to approximately 4 inches 
of runoff from the drainage area. Because heavy rainfall can 
be exl?ected in this area ~t _any time of the year, this flood storage 
capacity must be the mmimum reservation. 

These studies led to the selection of elevation 1975 as the 
maximum controlled pool level. When allowance was made for 
a permanent flood storage reservation of 110 000 acre-feet the 
normal maximum level for multiple-purpose op~ration becam~ ele
vation 1959. Figure 14 shows the plan for the operation of the 
reservoir. 

Maximum controlled level (sptllway crest} El 19750 M h I dfi -\ ax1mum eve assume or design,E/1988 i)- ·+ --1--· r-----t-· ·t- _ ... _ 
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Alternative layouts of structures 

Many layouts were considered and studied before selecting ~he 
scheme adopted for construction. In addition to the plan which 
was selected for construction, the following schemes of develop
ment were given consideration. 

1. A concrete gravity dam with the powerhouse a short distance upstream 
from its present location. 

2. An earth- and rock-fill dam located downstream from the present site 
with the toe against Carden's Bluff and the powerhouse located as 
above. 

3. An earth- and rock-fill dam approximately 500 feet downstream from 
the present location, an open-channel spillway, powerhouse _at the toe 
of the dam, and an excavated tailrace tunnel t~rough the ~Idge .. 

4. A power tunnel combining the total Watauga-Wilbur ~ead m a smgle 
powerhouse located immediately downstream from Wilbur dam. 

5. The final study completed after construction was suspended during the 
war, investig~ted the economics of building a concrete arch dam. 

All these layouts were given careful consideration and estimates 
indicated that they would be less economical than the one that was 
chosen for construction. 

Project features 

The principal structures in the layout selected f~r construction 
consists of an earth- and rock-fill dam, a mornmg-glory type 
spillway, a combined sluiceway and spillway discharge tunnel, 
and power features which include an intake, tunnel, surge ch~m
ber, powerhouse, control building, and switchyard. The followmg 
is a general description of these features as they were planned 
and constructed (fig. 30, p. 86). . 

Dam.-The dam is an earth- and rock-fill structure, havmg a 
crest length of about 900 feet. Its height from foundation to 
the crest level at elevation 1998 is 318 feet, making it one of the 
highest earth- and rock-fill dams in the country a~ the time it ~as 
completed. It has a top width of 32 feet and side slopes wh1ch 
average 2 feet horizontally for each foot in height. The top 
width was established at a time when it was planned to relocate 
the State highway on top of the dam, and was not changed when 
the highway was placed elsewhere. . 

Spillway and sluiceway.-The topography at the dam site was 
such that it was necessary to use a tunnel for diversion of the 
river during construction. It later became a permanent part of 
the spillway and sluiceway works. The spillway has a morning
glory-type entrance with a crest diameter of 128 feet at elevation 
1975. The uncontrolled discharge over the spillway crest enters 
a concrete-lined shaft 34 feet in diameter, passes through the 
spillway and sluiceway tunnel of the same diameter, then dis
charges through an outlet portal about 1500 feet downstream 
from the centerline of the morning glory spillway. 

The upstream end of the diversion tunnel was converted into a 
sluiceway. A concrete plug and two 96-inch Rowell-Bunger 
valves were installed in the tunnel for controlling the discharge. 
A slide gate 5 feet 8 inches wide by 10 feet high was installed 
upstream from each valve for emergency service. Access to the 
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erating mechanism and tunnel was provided through a control 
~gwer 25 feet in diameter. . . 

Power facilities.-The facilities provided for the generatwn 
of power include an intake structure, a pow~r tun~e~,. a surge 
chamber, and a powerhouse containing generatmg facihhes. The 
intake structure is on the left bank near the heel of th~ dam and 
contains the trashracks as well as a ~ate fo~ use at h~es when 
·t is desired to drain the tunnel for mspectwn or ~amtenance. 
I A short distance downstream from the dam the nver makes a 
sharp ox-bow bend and falls about .35 feet in a distance of 4800 
feet To utilize this fall it was decided to locate the powerhouse 
dow.nstream from the bend an~ connect it t? the intake ?.V: a 
tunnel approximately 3700 feet m length. Prwr t? that decisiOn 
the possibility of combining the total Watauga-Wilbur (see. ap
pendix G, "Wilbur Project Improvements," p. 1143) head .m a 
single powerhouse located immediately downstream f~om Wilbur 
Dam was investigated. It proved to be more economical to plan 
on raising Wilbur Dam 5 feet and move the Watauga powerhouse 
as far downstream as possible witho~t l~sing head. 

A differential surge chamber 60 feet m diameter was excavated 
in the hill overlooking the powerhouse. About 175 feet down
stream from the surge chamber the tunnel divides and two steel
lined tunnels 11 feet in diameter extend to the _Pow:erhouse, each 
terminating at a butterfly valve near the turb.m_e mlet. . 

The powerhouse is of the indoor type contammg two vertical 
Francis turbines with steel scrol cases and elbow-type draft 
tubes. The generators are vertical-shaft, fully enclosed, water
cooled units, and are rated at 27,777 kilovolt-amperes, 0.9 power 
factor, 13.8 kilovolts each and operate at a speed of 200 revolu-
tions per minute under a head of 2~5 ~eet. . 

The switchyard and control bmldmg are on. the nght b~nk 
across the river from the powerhouse. The switchyard consi~~s 
of seven 69-kilovolt bays and two transformer ~tructures. Facili
ties are provided for remote control of. th.e South Holston and 
Wilbur power plants from the control bmldmg at Watauga Dam. 
Geology 

Preliminary explorations.-Preliminary explorat.ions for the 
Watauga project were limited to a very short distance a~ong 
the gorge in the vicinity of ~_ile 3? of .th~ Wat~uga .R~v~r. 
Topographic and geologic conditions Il!- ~his m~medi~te VICimty 
are such as to restrict within narrow hmits a site smtable for a 
dam of the desired height. Prior to the first stage of cons~ruc
tion in the winter of 1942 only four exploratory holes were dnlled. 
These proved the feasibility of the site ~or the eart~ and rock 
structure which was planned for construction at that hme. Af~er 
the initial construction phase was halted by the W~r Produc~10n 
Board further explorations were made to determme the smta
bility 'of the site for the constructio:r; of a concrete arch ~am. 
In this investigation 28 diamond dnll ho~es and fo1:1r 3?-mch 
calyx holes were drilled. These holes ~u!mshed sufficient .mfor
mation so that further exploratory dnllmg was not considered 
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necessary when construction was resum d h 
fill structure in July of 1946 F" 1~ . on t e earth- and rock-
of the dam site and the layout 

1~l~h shfws the geologic plan · 
. Physiography.-The area su ~ exp oratory holes. 

hes in _the Blue Ridge Provin~:o~f~hg Sthe Watauga project 
Mounta~ns. . From its source alon e outhern Appalachian 
Mountams m western North C g ~he crest of the Blue Ridge 
Tennessee-North Carolina Stat ~~olm~ to the vicinity of the 
th~ough a region underlain by ep m~ b ~atauga River flows 
brian rocks which have been e/~ da~ nan and Lower Cam
From the State line to near Elizabethto~nto mature ~ountains. 
over Lower Cambrian quartz"t ' Tenn., the nver flows 
!ocks are closely folded and fa~hs,d s_hales, ~nd dolomites. These 
mg belts. Faults are common t~ro~n a senes of n?rtheast trend
the largest ones occurs on the south ghotuflt the regwn and one of 

eas ank of Iron Mountain 

LEGENDc 
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• Origmal d1amond drill holes 
0 Dia;:ond drill holes for arch.dam. 
0 36 calyx drill holes. 

FIGURE 15 w .- ataugu-areal geology, 
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and crosses the Watauga River under the upstream toe of the 

~~atigraphy.-All the rocks involved in the geology of the 
Watauga project are of Lower Cambrian age. The formations 
outcropping in the construction area are the Shady dolomite and 
the Unicoi and Hampton quartzites. The Shady is separated 
from the Unicoi by the Iron Mountain fault, while the Hampton 
unconformably overlies the Unicoi. The quartzites are made up 
of several units which differ slightly in their physical character
istics. For convenience, these units were assigned numerical 
designations-the lowest unit of the Unicoi encountered was called 
unit 1 and the uppermost unit of the Hampton involved in the 
construction of the project was designated unit 14. The contact 
between the Unicoi and the Hampton occurs between unit 9 and 
unit 10. The following is a brief description of the characteris
tics and thicknesses of these various subdivisions. All of these 
units occur along the power tunnel as shown in figure 16. 

Feet I 
____ u_n_i_t ___ Thicknes~ 

1.000 1 

250+ I 12 

Description 

Shady Dolomite------· 

1-Unicoi ·----------
2 ------------------
3 ------------------

4 ------------------

5 ------------------

6 ------------------

7 ------------------

: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
10-Hampton ________ l 

11 ------------------1 
12 ------------------
13 ------------------
14 ------------------1 

170 

Dense to coarse-grained, light to dark gray, cherty dolomite 
and I imestone. 

Medium- to coarse-grained, light gray quartzite and arkose. 
Dense, hard, dark greenish-gray sandy shale. 
Consists of three rock types-uPper third medium- to fine-

grained, medium-bedded, dark gray quartzite; middle third 
medium- to coarse-grained, light gray quartzite and arkose; 
lower thir·d fine-grained, medium-bedded, dark greenish
gray quartzite. 

50 Medium- to coarse-grained, massively bedded, light greenish
gray quartzite. 

55 Medium-grained, medium 4 bedded, dark gray quartzite with a 
few purplish shale beds. 

60 Medium- to coarse-grained, massively bedded, light greenish
gray quartzite. 

180 M dium-grained, medium-bedded, dark gray quartzite with a 
few purplish shale beds. 

70 Medium- to fine-grained, thick-bedded, light greenish-gray 
quartzite. 

1,050 Medium- to coarse-grained. thin- to medium-bedded, light 
gray, c1·oss-bedded quartzite. 

150 Deme. hard. dark gray to black, sandy shale. 
275 1l Medium- and ~oars€-grained, thin- and medium-bedded, light 

gray quartzite. 
50 r· Dense, dark gray to black sandy shale. 

160 Medium-grained, thin-bedded, light gray quartzite. 
125 + Dense, dark gray to black, sandy shale. 

Geologic structure.-Structurally, the area at the dam site and 
for some distance downstream appears quite simple. However, 
1f the geologic structure of the general region is taken into 
account, it is found to be far from simple. Three hundred and 

FIGURE 16.-W atauga-geologic section along power tunnel-looking northeast. 
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seventy feet upstream from the base line of the _dam the ri~er 
flows across a major thrust fault, the Iron Mountam fault, whic~ 
has a stratigraphic displacement of some 4500 feet and a hor~
zontal displacement of over 121/2 miles. The movement along this 
fault has been from the southeast to the northwest; however, 
folding of the fault plane has taken place during its development 
so that here it dips to the northwest at an angle of 42°. rr:he 
older rocks in the hanging wall occur in a broad, shallow synclme 
extending from the southeast side of Iron Mountain to ~he north
west side of Holston Mountain, a distance of over 8 miles. The 
dam site is on the extreme southeastern flank of this syncline. 
Younger rocks are exposed in the footwall of the fault in a com
plexly folded and faulted condition. These younger rocks under
lie Watauga Reservoir in a window or "fenster" breaching the 
Iron Mountain fault sheet. 

The geologic structure in the construction area is directly re
lated to the Iron Mountain fault. Most of the main features of 
the project are located on and in the quartzites of the hanging 
wall of the fault. Only the upstream 250 feet of the diversion 
tunnel and 200 feet of the upstream toe of the dam overlap this 
major thrust (fig. 15). 

The strike of the bedding of the quartzites averages N. 55° E, 
just two degrees off the bearing of the baseline of th~ dam. T~e 
dip averages 55° NW., or downstream. Th~se rea~mgs rel?am 
remarkably consistent not only at the dam site but m the d.Iver
sion and power tunnels as well. The only area of ma_rked vanance 
is in the highly disturbed zone at the base of umt 1 near the 
large fault. The Shady dolomite in the footwall of the Iron 
Mountain fault is so brecciated and contorted, however, that 
strike and dip readings are meaningless. 

In addition to the major thrust fault passing just upstream 
from the axis of the dam, there are numerous small secondary 
faults of slight displacement cutting the quartzites at the site. 
These can be grouped into two sets: ( 1) those approximately 
parallel in strike and dip to the Iron Mountain thrust; and (2) 
a set with vertical dips striking N. 40° W., nearly at right 
angles to the major thrust. With an earth- and rock-fill struc
ture these secondary faults caused no foundation problems. All 
of them are completely healed, ancient structures which showed 
no evidence of later movement. In fact, there was less than 1 
foot of greenish-gray gouge material along the major fault plane 
and this material caused no difficulty when it was penetrated in the 
diversion tunnel. 

Joints are the most conspicuously developed feature at Watauga. 
The very brittle quartzite broke readily under the stresses ap
plied during folding and faulting, resulting in a mass of inter
locking blocks bounded by joint and bedding surfaces. The most 
prominent set are so-called dip joints which are near vertical 
partings striking approximately at right angles to the strike of 
the rock. There are few "strike joints"-those steeply dipping 
joints which trend nearly parallel to the strike of the rock. In 
some of the massive ledges high on the abutments "sheet joints" 
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have developed. These are partings developed nearly parallel to 
the ground surface formed by the release of superincumbent loads. 

Physical qualities of the rock.-Numerous compressive strength 
determinations were made on specimens of quartzite and shale 
from the Watauga foundation. The unweathered quartzite had 
compressive strengths ranging from 13,510 to 35,710 pounds per 
square inch and averaging 23,790 pounds per square inch. The 
shale is considerably weaker, having strengths from 6810 to 
9740 pounds per square inch and averaging 8657 pounds per 
square inch. These strengths are far in excess of any loads 
imposed by the structures built. 

The rocks at the Watauga site are extremely stable. The 
quartzite is tough and strong physically and extremely stable 
chemically. Although softer and weaker physically than the sur
rounding quartzites, the thin shale interbeds are quite stable 
chemically. These softer beds are well protected from mechanical 
abrasion by the superior resistance of the adjoining quartzites. 

Rock weathering and overburclen.-Because of the steep
ness of the abutment slopes and the relatively steep gradient of 
the Watauga River, there was very little accumulation of resi
dum on the abutment slopes nor of alluvium on the valley floor. 
There were many rock ledges exposed on both abutments and 
the river was flowing on bedrock. The greatest accumulation of 
residual material was at the foot of the slopes where talus de
posits of varying depth had been built up. The thickness of this 
talus material varied from 6 to 51 feet and averaged 24 feet in 
the exploratory holes drilled near the base of the abutments. 
This material consisted mostly of sand, gravel, and boulders with 
only very minor amounts of clay. 

Th~ highly siliceous rocks characteristic of the Watauga area 
are httle affected by ground water solution and cavities do not 
occur. These rocks are composed of minerals which are quite 
stable, even when exposed to the agents of weathering for long 
periods of time. Such weathering as occurs is usually concen
trated adjacent to bedding and joint planes and rarely extends 
!llore than a few inches back from the fracture plane. In many 
mstances there is rusty discoloration along joint surfaces or bed
ding planes, but this stain in no way affects the durability of the 
rock. For the earth- and rock-fill structure as erected at Wa
tauga, it was only necessary to remove the sliR"ht amount of 
residual and talus material before starting to p'lace the rolled 
earth fill. 

Reservoir 

. The Watauga Reservoir lies in Carter and Johnson Counties 
m the ~tate of Tennessee. It forms a long, slender body of water 
extendmg generally in an easterly direction from the dam and 
has a shoreline of approximately 109 miles. As shown by figure 
17, th~ area flo~ded when the pool level is at the spillway crest, 
elevation 1975, IS 7200 acres, and the volume in the reservoir is 
678,800 acre-feet. Additional reservoir details are in Chapter 7 
"Reservoir Activities." ' 
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FIGURE 1 i.-W!itauga RPsPn•oir arPas and volumes. 

The fact that the Watauga Reservoir would provide a large 
storage volume in relation to the available runoff fr~m its dr3:in
age area was significant in the choice of reservoir operatmg 
methods. Operated on a holdover-storage basis, the reservoir 
would be only partially emptied in years of average runoff, ho_ld
ing enough water in storage at th~ end of each draw_down .perwd 
to ensure maximum allowable filhng each year. With this type 
of operation, a maximum amount of storage WOJ.!ld be av~ilable to 
supplement the runoff during extremely dry penods. This opera
tion would also tend to provide the maximum average head. 

Figure 14 shows the maximum allowable reservoir e~evations 
during the filling period and also the normal type reserv01r opera
tion during the drawdown period. The operation shown for the 
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drawdown period would give the optimum energy output when 
integrated with the operation. of South Holston . and C~erokee 
Reservoirs. Cherokee Reserv01r would be kept h1gh w~Ile part 
of Watauga storage was being withdrawn. The reserv01r opera
tion shown provides flood control storage earl~ in the year w_hen 
needed. In determining the power to be credited to the project, 
the holdover-storage method of reservoir operation was used. 

Head.-The operating head at the Watauga project fluctuates 
widely, depending largely upon the reservoir elevation. Under 
normal conditions, the gross head varies between 309 feet, when 
the reservoir is at the normal maximum level, and 163 feet, when 
the reservoir is drawn to the probable minimum level. The 
maximum static head is 328 feet with the reservoir filled to the 
maximum controlled level. Power studies indicated that the 
average head would be about 275 feet. Conduit losses would 
range up to about 20 feet. 

Installed capacity.-An analysis of the minimum capacity re
quirements of the project is primarily a determination of the 
dependable capacity. necessary to e~sure t~e generation of all 
potential energy available at the project durmg the low-flow por
tion of a crtically dry period. 

The ability to operate at a reasonably low load factor is im
portant to add flexibility to system operations and to be able to 
absorb maximum quantities of energy from neighboring systems. 
The ability to do some peaking is particularly important for the 
plants in upper east Tennessee because of the desirability of 
bringing into this area, at a fairly high load factor, such energy 
as it may be necessary to import to meet local power requirements. 

A total plant capacity of 50,000 kilowatts was selected for 
Watauga, with turbines capable of developing a total output of 
about 55,000 horsepower ( 40,000 kilowatts) under the head ~educ
tion that would occur toward the end of the drawdown penod of 
a critically dry year. 

Potential power.-Estimates of the potential power to be added 
to the system at Watauga were made in conformance with a 
multiple-purpose operating schedule for Watauga Reservoir, and 
were based on multiple-purpose operation of all main-river and 
major tributary projects. 

As planned, releases from the reservoir would develop energy 
not only at Watauga (with average head of about 275 feet), but 
also at Cherokee (average head about 110 feet), and at the nine 
main-river plants (Fort Loudoun through Kentucky) with a 
combined average head of about 480 feet. Planning studies were 
based on a total head of 865 feet, as Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry did not exist at that time. Since construction of the 
Boone project (average head about 110 feet) and the F-ort Patrick 
Henry project (average head about 67 feet), and the acquisition 
of the Wilbur project (average head about 62 feet) the releases 
from Watauga develop energy at these three projects, and the 
total head at Watauga and downstream plants is now 1104 feet. 

The primary power at Watauga was estimated as the potential 
output in a dry year like 1925, which contained the critically dry 
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period for the then existing system under multiple-purpose opera
tions. With the multiple-purpose operating schedule imposing 
limitations during the filling period of the year, the critically 
dry period would begin early in March and would extend through 
most of October. The maximum content of the Watauga Reser
voir at the beginning of this period in March would be limited 
by the operating schedule. 

The primary power added to the TV A system (existing before 
the construction of Boone and Fort Patrick Henry and the acqui
sition of Wilbur) would be 59,000 kilowatts continuous, of which 
21,500 kilowatts would be developed at Watauga and 37,500 kilo
watts at downstream plants. The average annual energy added 
to the system by Watauga would be about 121,000,000 kilowatt
hours. 

The estimated potential power is the net power available 
after deductions for water losses and a utilization factor but 
before deductions for transformation and transmission losses. 

SOUTH HOLSTON 

Selection of site 

The site selected for the South Holston Dam on the South 
Fork Holston River was the same location (mile 49.8) investi
gated by the Hawley Engineering Corporation for the Holston 
River Power Company in 1928. A study of existing maps and 
aerial photographs, together with careful field reconnaissance, 
led to the conclusion that this was the best site available in the 
area (fig. 18). 

Consideration was given to several types of dam structures 
before selecting the one adopted for construction. In addition to 
the combination earth- and rock-fill type finally selected, studies 

FIGURE 18.-South Holston dam site-looking downstream. 
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were made of an earth fill and also a buttress-type structure. 
Field investig~tions. showed that there was not a sufficient quan
tity of matenal smtable for an earth-fill structm·e within eco
nomical transportation distance of the site. Estimates indi
cated that the earth- and rock-fill-type dam and the buttress-type 
dam could be constructed for approximately the same cost. How
ever, the earth- and rock-fill type was chosen because it was antici
pated that material sh01tages and rising costs clue to wartime 
activities would tend to have a much greater effect on costs asso
ciated with the buttress-type structure. 

Spillway and sluic.eway requirements 

A hydrograph of the maximum hypothetical flood was developed 
from studies of extreme flood rates having a peak rate of 133 000 
cubic feet per second and a volume equal to a total runoff of 8.5 
inches. This peak rate of flow is equal to 5000 times the square 
root of the drainage area in square miles (Q=CVA) and corre
sponds to ~hat recom~ended by the board of consulting engineers. 

In routmg the design flood through t:1e reservoir, it was as
sumed that the reservoir would be at the normal maximum level 
(elevation 1729) at the beginning of the flood, and that the 
project would be operated for multiple purposes. With the sluice 
gates open, the volume absorbed by the reservoir would reduce the 
peak discharge from 133,000 to 71,000 cubic feet per second. 
Under these col}ditions wit~ 39,000 cubic feet per second passing 
over the mornmg-glory spillway, 11,000 cubic feet per second 
through the sluices, and 21,000 cubic feet per second over the 
auxiliary spillway, the reservoir would rise to about elevation 
1752 at the .dam. If the sluices were closed during this operation, 
the p~ak discharge rate would be 76,000 cubic feet per second. 
Of th~s amount, 4~,000 cubic feet per second would pass over the 
mornmg-glory spillway and 28,000 cubic feet per second over 
the emergency spillway. The pool level at the dam under this 
condition would rise to elevation 1753. 

Pool level determination 

Plal}ning studies for the South Holston project included an 
appraisal of all factors usually affecting t:w establishment of an 
eco_nomical pool level. Of these, studies of rim topography and 
esti~ates .of t~e required .reservoir a~justments were primary 
cons1deratwns m the selectwn of elevatiOn 17 42 as the maximum 
controlled pool level. The controlling factors were the adjust
ments necessary to the Norfolk and Western Railway in the 
upper end of the reservoir, and the effect of pool level on the cost 
of th~ saddle dam and auxiliary spillway. Any increase above 
eleyatwn 1742 would have appreciably increased the cost of these 
adJustments. 

One of the purposes of the South Holston project is to help 
p_rotect the town of Kingsport, Tenn., and the area between that 
City and the project against destructive floods. This requires a 
~torag~ capacity at the project of about 110,000 acre-feet, which 
IS equivalent to a runoff of approximately 3 inches from the 
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FIGURE ,l9.~South Holston Reservoir operation chart. 

drainage_.area controlled by the project. With a total volume 
of 744~000 acre-feet at elevation 1742, the allowance for the 
required flpod control storage below this level would result in 
establishment of the top of the pool level fOr multiple-purpose 
operation at elevation 1729. As severe storms may be expected in 
the South Holston basin at any time of the year, the flood storage 
capacity of 110,000 acre-feet was established as the minimum 
amount that should be available throughout the year. The plan 
for the operation of the reservoir is shown in figure 19. 

Project features 

The general layout and details of the project structures are 
very similar to those at the Watauga project. The principal 
structures (fig. 62, p. 168) include an earth- and rock-fill dam, 
a morning-glory-type spillway, a combined sluiceway and spill
way discharge tunnel, and power features which include a power 
tunMl connecting the powerhouse with the power intake struc
ture. A general description of the project features as they were 
planned and constructed is given in the following paragraphs. 

Dam.--The dam is generally of the same cross section as that 
desi'gned for the Watauga project. It is an earth- and rock-fill 
structure having its crest at elevation 1765, a total length of 
1600 feet, a maximum height from foundation to crest level of 
285 feet, and a top width of 32 feet. The side slopes average 2 
feet in a horizontal direction for each foot in height. 

Saddle dam.-A saddle dam is on the right reservoir rim about 
4 miles northeast of the main dam and approximately 1 mile south 
ofthe Virginia-Tennessee State line. It consists of a rolled earth
fill dike of variable cross section totaling about 3400 feet in 
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length and having a maximum height of about 40 feet. It has 
a crest width of 26 feet at elevation 176S and side slopes of two 
horizontal to one vertical. 

Spillway and sluiceway.-Conditions at the main dam site and 
the type of dam selected were such that a diversion tunnel to 
pass streamflow during the construction period was necessary. 
This tunnel later became part of the spillway and sluiceway works. 
The spillway is a morning-glory-type having a circular crest 128 
feet in diameter at elevation 17 42. The uncontrolled flow passes 
over the crest and into a funnel-shaped vertical shaft l0ading to 
a concrete-lined horizontal tunnel 34 feet in diameter, which con
veys the water to a stilling basin downstream from the dam. 

The upstream end of the diversion tunnel was utilized in plan
ning the sluice discharge structures in which a concrete tunnel 
plug, two 96-inch Rowell-Bunger control valves, and two emer
gency slide gates 5 feet 8 inches by 10 feet 0 inch were installed. 
Access to the tunnel and control works is provided through a 
control tower 25 feet in diameter. 

Auxiliary spillway.-Because it is impossible to accurately pre
dict the action of morning-glory spillways from model tests, it 
was considered desirable to provide additional discharge capacitv 
at an auxiliary spillway. This spillway is about 1.5 miles south 
of the dam site on the divide between the Fiddle Creel< and Bent 
Branch drainage areas. It consists of a low, curved, concrete 
weir about 300 feet long, having its crest at elevation 17 44. · 

The spillway discharges into Bent Branch. which enters the 
South Fork Holston River about 2.8 river miles below the main 
dam. . 

Power facilities.-.:.An indoor type powerhouse is on the right 
bank of the river immediately downstream from the t0e of the 
dam. The installation consists of one vertical Francis turbine 
with a steel scroll case and an elbow-type draft tube. The gen
erator is a vertical shaft, fully enclosed, water-cooled unit. r:;tted . 
at 38,888 kilovolt-amperes, 0.9 power factor, 13.8 kilovolts and 
operating at a speed of 144 revolutions per minute under a'head 
of 20'5 feet. ·· · 

Considerable study was given to the amount of gen~atilv-.: · 
capacity that should be installed. Layouts and estimates of cost 
were prepared and analyzed for a number of powerhouse h<;talla
tions, including a single-unit, 30,000-kilowatt installation: a sin'gle 
unit 35,000-kilowatt installation; and a two-unit install"tion rav- ~ 
ing a total capacity of 50,000 kilowatts. Likewise, the water 
conductors for supplying the units involved detailed studies of 
various types, including a steel conduit encased in a co·'crete 
structure constructed in a side hill trench, twin steel conduits of a . 
smaller diameter but of the same type of construction. and com-, 
binations of concrete-lined and steel-lined tunnels. One of the 
items influencing the type and location of water passage was the 
possibility of keeping the length of conduit below that which 
would require a surge tank. As finally proposed, a concr0tc-en
cased, steel power conduit would connect the powerhouse with the 
intake structure located about 800 feet away. This location did 
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not require a surge tank, although a "bursting plate" would be 
provided as a part of the scroll case and so designed to fail under 
extreme pressure conditions. Following publication of the project 
planning report, subsurface investigations in the right ab~tment 
indicated that a satisfactory tunnel could be excavated m that 
location, and the project as constructed included the tunnel and 
a restricted-orifice-type surge tank. 

The switchyard is downstream from the toe of the dam in the 
area between the river and the spillway stilling basin. It includes 
five 69-kilovolt bays and one transformer structure. The opera
tion of the power facilities is by remote control by power-line 
carrier relay channel from the Watauga project. Cost estimates 
indicated that annual savings resulting from remote control facili
ties at South Holston would equal the additional capital cost of 
these facilities in about 5 years. 

Geology 

Prelimina1·y explomtions.-Seven rather shallow diamond drill 
holes were drilled at the site by the Holston River Power Co. in 
1929. Nothing further was done until December 1941, when 
TV A initiated its exploratory drilling program. Holes were 
drilled on 100-foot centers to determine the rock conditions under 
the proposed main structure. Exploratory holes were also drilled 
for the right abutment power tunnel and left abutment spillway 
tunnel. 

Stt·atigmphy.-Only four geologic formations are directly in
volved in the South Holston project, and all belong to the Upper 
Cambrian and Lower Ordovician systems. Older and younger 
rocks occur in this region, but they are well outside the dam site 
and reservoir area. All formations in the area crop out in a 
series of roughly parallel belts of northeast trend (fig. 20) . 

The Tellico formation, of Middle Ordovician age, is the youngest 
formation in the project area. It consists of lenses and beds of 
sandstone, sandy shale, shale and conglomerate, and includes all 
rock at the dam site and in contiguous areas. The content of 
shale and sandy shale in the formation varies from 6 to 71 
percent and is irregularly distributed between the sandstone mem
bers in beds varying from a fraction of an inch to 60 or more 
feet thick. The fresh sandstone is hard and bluish-gray. It 
consists of about 25 percent calcium carbonate cementing material 
and about 60 percent water-worn quartz sand with small per
centages of numerous other minerals and rock fragments. The 
conglomerate beds and lenses consist of pebbles and cobbles of 
limestone, sandstone, quartzite and chert well cemented in a 
matrix of calcareous sandstone. Total thickness of the Tellico in 
the locality is uncertain because of the degree to which the strata 
are deformed. 

The Athens shale of Ordovician age is perhaps the most wide
spread geologic formation in the South Holston area, occurring 
in several belts in the vicinity. The dam is located in the trough 
of a syncline, and the Athens crops out on either side of the fold in 
belts northeast and southwest of the dam and lies beneath the 
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dam at an undetermined depth. The Athens is typically a black, 
fissile, pyrite-bearing shale containing graptolites. 

The Stones River (Chickamauga) group of the South Holston 
area is predominantly a limestone unit composed of light to dark 
gray beds of fine-grained, mottled, nodular, argillaceous lime
stone. It is so uniformly fine-grained in some localities that it 
resembles a lithographic limestone. Although not common, dolo
mitization of some of the limestone has taken place to a limited 
extent. The basal beds of the formation consist of conglomerate 
from 12 to 15 feet thick, composed of rounded to subangular frag
ments of limestone and chert in a limestone matrix. The basal 
conglomerate is well represented in both limbs of the anticlines 
at the saddle dam site. 

Only the upper portion of the Knox group is represented to a 
great extent in the South Holston area. The oldest beds of the 
group exposed in the dam and reservoir area belong to the Cono
cocheague of Upper Cambrian age. 

The Knox of the area is blue-gray, massive-bedded mottled dolo
mite and magnesian limestone. Zones of shaly and sandy lime
stone are present throughout the outcrop area but are most 
common near the base of the formation. Bands of angular con
glomerate were found within the formation. These bands are 
composed predominantly of limestone pebbles, but some subangu
lar chert fragments are also present. 

The saddle dam is the only structure at the project that is 
founded on any part of the Knox dolomite. The axis of the saddle 
dam trends nearly perpendicular to the axis of the broad anti
clinal valley developed on the Knox dolomite, and Stones River 
limestone. The major part of the borrow material for earth fill 
at South Holston Dam was taken from residual clay deposits 
overlying the Knox dolomite in the Holston Valley anticline out
crop belt northwest of the dam. 

Geologic structure.-The geologic structure in the vicinity of 
the South Holston project is characterized, in general, by a group 
of open folds and faults. Under the main structures where the 
shaly beds are badly deformed, there is a great variation in the 
dip and strike of the bedding planes. The dam, spillway, and 
powerhouse are located on the northwest limb of a broad syncline 
in which the dip is mainly to the southeast, but small folds give 
rise to sharp variations in the structure. Under the main part 
of the dam and in the left abutment the dip of the bedding varies 
between 10° and 45° and averages about 35°. The strike is ap
proximately N. 45° E., or at about a 35° angle with the axis. 
In the right abutment the bedding is more uniform, striking N. 
45° E. and dipping 45° southeast with only small local variations. 

Under the main dam there are a number of small folds. All 
are asymmetrical, and many are overturned. Small thrust faults 
have developed with folding. There are also a number of small 
normal faults in the foundation. In the spillway tunnel area 
there were many small anticlinal folds, some tight and some open. 
Bedding plane thrust faults and slickensided surfaces are com
mon but usually occur in the incompetent shale. 
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Joints were the most important structural feature. Thei~ al
most universal presence made it impossible to avoid them and 
their effect completely. Such factors as rock weathering and 
breakage of the rock during excavation and tunneling were 
strongly influenced by joints. All rocks of the area contain two 
well-developed sets of joints which are roughly at right angles 
to the bedding planes, thus dividing the rocks into rough cubical 
blocks. These are best developed in the sandstone. A third, 
poorly developed set with moderate dips occurs in many of the 
beds, and this set has a tendency to cause the rocks to break into 
sharp angular pieces. Many of the shale beds have extremely 
closely spaced incipient joints which cause the rock to break into 
long slender splinters on exposure to air. In unweathered rock 
most of the joints are either incipient or filled with calcite and 
quartz, but in the weathered rock these joints are usually one of 
the first groups of fractures to become open. Subsequently, these 
become filled with clay. There is no definite constant joint trend, 
as these structures are so closely related to the folds in which 
they occur that they change direction in each different part of 
the fold. The joints were, for the most part, developed by the 
same stresses that produced the folds. 

Physical qualities of the rock.-Tiie load bearing qualities of the 
sandstone in the foundation rock vary somewhat depending on 
the extent and nature of weathering and character of the matrix 
material. The strongest sandstone members are the dark bluish
gray beds that occur below the lower limits of badly weathered 
rock. Compressive strength values as great as 27,800 pounds 
per square inch were obtained from specimens. Weathering of 
the rock lowered this value, chiefly by removal of cementing ma
terials such as calcite. Some of the unaltered sandstone that 
contains a considerable amount of clay in the matrix tends to 
have a somewhat lower compressive strength. Values as low as 
8000 pounds per square inch were obtained on this material. 

The whole rock mass underlying the dam is somewhat weak
ened physically by the presence of interbedded shale layers. ··No 
compressive strength tests were made on the shale in the founda
tion, but it is quite similar, and perhaps superior, to .other shales 
on which satisfactory tests were made. There is no doubt a.s to 
the adequacy of its strength to meet the r_equirements of the, dam. 

Most of the rocks in the South Holston area. are relatively 
~table, b.ut some of the shales are susceptible to fairly rapid dis
mtegrabon. The sandstones of the Tellico formation contain con
,siderable proportions of calcium carbonate which mav be leached 
from the rock. The dissolution of the cementing material leaves 
a soft, weak sandstone, but the process is slow so far as the life 
of the structure is concerned. The shales have a tendency- to 
weather rapidly by mechanical processes upon exposure but are 
altered slowly by chemical processes. ' 

Rock weathering and overburden.-At the dam site the over
burden consists of completely decomposed sandstone, small frag
ments ?f shale, and sandy clay, all more or less intimately mixed. 
There IS no sharp contact between the top of rock and residual 
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material, but instead there is a gradational change from one 
to the other. Under such conditions the thickness of the residuum 
is variable, but it is seldom more than 10 feet thick and is con
fined to the abutment areas. 

The alluvial overburden is limited to the flood plain on the left 
bank of the river and consists of variously mixed boulders, cobbles, 
sand, and clay. In thickness this material averages about 8 to 
15 feet except in the river channel where rock is usually exposed. 

In the shale and sandstone, weathering has progressed far 
downward into rock. Sound rock does not occur anywhere at the 
surface; but in the case of certain resistant beds, unweathered 
rock occurs within a few feet of the surface. Fairly complete 
decomposition does not extend generally to depths greater than 
10 feet but in a few cases it was found to extend more than 
80 feet' below the top of rock. Less advanced weathering has 
progressed to much greater depths along joints, fractures, and 
bedding planes. 

Reservoir 

The reservoir is approximately 24 miles in length. It extends 
in a northeasterly direction from the dam and lies in Sullivan 
County, Tennessee, and Washington County, Virginia. At spill
way crest, elevation 17 42, the reservoir has a shoreline of 187 
miles; an area of 8750 acres; and contains a volume of 744,000 
acre-feet. Only during a period of intensive streamflow of long 
duration would the reservoir rise above elevation 1730, and only 
in an extremely dry year or a succession of dry years would the 
level be lowered below elevation 1640. Curves showing the areas 
and volumes of the reservoir plotted against pool elevations are 
shown in figure 21. Additional reservoir details are in Chapter 7, 
"Reservoir Activities." 

Bristol water supply 

The water supply intake of Bristol, Tenn., is located on the 
right bank of the South Fork Holston River about 1.5 miles down
stream from the South Holston powerhouse. There is practically 
no contributing drainage area between the powerhouse and intake 
so that runoff is at a minimum except during extremely wet 
weather. Therefore, it was necessary for TVA to take special 
precautions for ensuring that an adequate amount of water would 
be available at the intake at times when the South Holston turbine 
would not be operating. A low concrete weir was constructed 
across the river immediately downstream from the water supply 
intake. The crest of the weir was constructed at an elevation 
designed to submerge the intake port. A Rowell-Bunger valve 
was provided to control discharge in a pipe through the sluiceway 
tunnel. This valve can be opened when required to discharge an 
adequate amount of reservoir water for the Bristol intake. 

Power 

The South Holston Reservoir is sufficiently large to provide 
considerable regulation of the runoff. The drainage area at the 
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site is 703 square miles, and the average runoff was about 1010 
cubic feet per second during the 1921-through-1932 period used 
in power studies. 

The reservoir provides a large storage volume in relation to 
the. a~ai~able ru~off from its drainage area, an important charac
ten~bc m choosmg the method of operating the reservoir. Op
eratu:tg ?n a holdover storage basis, it would be only partially 
emptied m years of average runoff, holding enough water in stor
age at the end of each drawdown period to ensure maximum 
allo~able filling the following year. With this type of operation, 
ma~Imum s.t<?rage would ~e available to supplement the runoff 
durmg a cnbcally dry perwd. This operation would also tend to 
provide the maximum average head. 
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Figure 19 shows the maximum allowable reservoir e~evations 
during the filling period and also the normal type reservoir opera
tion during the drawdown period. The operation shown for the 
drawdown period would give the optimum energy output when 
integrated with the operation .of Watauga, Boo~e, and. Cherokee 
Reservoirs. Cherokee Reservoir would be kept high while part of 
South Holston storage was being withdrawn. The reservoir 
operation shown provides flood control storage early i.n the year 
when needed. In determining the power to be credited to the 
project, the holdover-storage method of reservoir operation was 
used. 

Head.-The operating head at the South Holston project ~uc
tuates widely, depending largely upon the reservoir elevatwn. 
Under normal conditions, the gross head varies between 240 feet, 
when the reservoir is at the normal maximum level, and 126 feet, 
when the reservoir is drawn to the probable minimum level. The 
maximum static head is 257 feet with the reservoir filled to the 
maximum controlled level. Power studies indicated that the 
average head would be about 205 feet. Conduit losses would 
range up to about 6 feet. . . . 

Installed capacity.-A 30,000-kilowatt umt was conside~ed as 
the minimum installation at this project to develop the pnmary 
power during a critically dry period at. a reasonable load fact?r. 
However, the location of South Holston IS such that extra capacity 
would have substantial value. 

The ability to operate at a reasonably low load factor is im
portant to add flexibility to system operations and to be able to 
absorb maximum quantities of energy from neighboring systems. 
The ability to do some peaking is particularly import.ant .f?r the 
plants in upper east Tennessee because of the desirability of 
bringing into this area, at a fairly high load factor, such energy 
as it may be necessary to import to meet local power requir.ements. 

Studies revealed that capacity in excess of 30,000 kilowatts 
could be provided without exceeding the probable value of the 
dependable capacity, although the larger installation would not 
appreciably increase the energy available at the plant .. 

Installation of two units would have been less economical and 
would have involved special structural problems i~ providin.g 
the extra conduit for a second unit. One 35,000-kilowatt umt 
was selected which would provide extra peaking and dependable 
capacity at justifiable cost, based on the annual value of capacity 
on the TV A system. The turbine was made large enough to 
provide a dependable capacity of about 29,000 kilowatts and to 
operate at well under 100 percent load factor with redl:'ced 
heads. An "undersized" generator was considered but the savmgs 
in costs would not be sufficient to offset the possible sacrifice of 
capacity during a large part of the year. . 

The turbine was rated at 48,500 horsepower w1th full-gate 
discharge at 180-foot net head. The rated speed was. 144 revo
lutions per minute and the net head for best efficiency was 
205 feet. 

Potential power.-Estimates of the potential power which 
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would be added to the system were made in conformance with 
the foregoing multiple-purpose operating schedule. The holdover
storage method of reservoir operation was used in these power 
estimates. 

Releases from the reservoir develop energy not only at South 
Holston (with an average head of about 205 feet) but also at 
Boone (average head about 110 feet), at Fort Patrick Henry 
(average head about 67 feet), at Cherokee (average head about 
110 feet), and at the nine main-river plants (Fort Loudoun 
through Kentucky) with a combined average head of about 480 
feet. The total head at South Holston and downstream plants will 
average about 972 feet. Planning studies were based on a total 
head of 795 feet, as Boone and Fort Patrick Henry were not in 
existence at that time. 

The prii?ary power was estimated as the potential output in a 
dry year h~e .1925, which contained the critically dry period for 
the then .existing system under multiple-purpose operations. With 
~he multip~e-purp~se operating schedule imposing limitation dur
mg the fillmg perwd of the year the critically dry period would 
begin ear~y in March and would ~xtend through most of October. 
The m~ximum content of the South Holston Reservoir at the 
beginmng of this period in March would be limited by the operat
ing schedule. 

The primar~ power added ~o the TV A system, excluding Boone 
and Fort Patnck Henry proJects, would be 51 000 kilowatts con
tinuous, of which 15,500 kilowatts would be developed at South 
Holston and 35,500 kilowatts at downstream plants. The average 
annual energy added to the system by the South Holston project 
would be about 122,000,000 kilowatt-hours. 

The .estimated potential power is the net power available after 
deduct~ons for water losses and a utilization factor but before 
deductions for transformation and transmission losses. 

BOONE 

Selection of site 

Inve~tigations of alternative systems of possible projects for 
the um~ed ?~velopment ?f the South Fork Holston River showed 
the desirability of a proJect near river mile 18.6 the location of 
the Boone project. This project, referred to originally as Spur
geon Island! was part of a three-dam system which utilized the 
s~me 9am sit~s as those proposed by the Holston River Power Co. 
Field mspections and i~fo~mation obtained from drilling records 
of the P?Wer company mdicated the suitability of this site. The 
alternative system, which was likewise based on a three-dam 
schem.e, included a project known as Dorn Bluff, located about 
4.2 miles downstream from the present site. 

A thorough review was made of all various possibilities for 
development of the entire stretch of the river between Kingsport 
and South Holsto~ Dam, and subsequent studies of reservoir 
Pt:oblems and detailed geologic investigations favored the site at 
mile 18.6. At the dam site the river is about 400 feet wide. 
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Rising about 375 feet above the le~t b.ank is ~ rugged ridge 
known locally as Spurgeon Knob. This ndge offered an excel~ent 
left abutment for the dam. To the right the topography nses 
gently to a well rounded crest, some 240 feet above the level 
of the river (fig. 22). This forms the right abutment of the dam. 

Design flood 

Investigations were made of. extreme flood flows ":hich led to 
the adoption of a peak rate of discharge from the maximum pr~b
able flood expected at both Kingsport and at Boo~e Dam s.Ite 
equal numerically to 5000 times the square_root of their resp~cbve 
drainage areas in square miles ~ Q = cy A~. Th~ moun~amous 
area of the Watauga River Basm which IS subJect to mtense 
rains suggested the use of a coefficient higher ~han 500~. .on the 
other hand, the upper South Fork Holston River Bas~n ~s l~ng 
and narrow and not subject to such i~tense storms, thus mdicat~ng 
a coefficient lower than 5000. At Kmgsport and Boon.e damsite, 
where contributions from both tributaries must be c~:msidered, the 
adoption of a coefficient of 5000 was therefore considered reason
able. This resulted in a peak discharge from the uncontrolled 
area of 669 square miles downstream. from the Watauga and 
South Holston projects of 129,000 cubic feet per ~econd .. 

A study of flood volumes at Kingsport and ~heir relatwn to 
peak discharges resulted in the adoption of a design flood volume 
of 8 inches. . 

For determining the peak discharges of th.e design flood at the 
Boone Dam site it was assumed that the slmces at Watauga and 
South Holston ~ould be partially opened to releas~ about one
half their capacity throughout the flood. The estimated peak 
flow at the Boone Dam site resulting from :r:uno~ from the un
controlled area and an allowance for the slmce discharges from 

FIGURE 22.-Boone dam site-looking downstream. 
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the two dams upstream would be 129,000 plus 8000 cubic feet per 
second, or 137,000 cubic feet per second. 

Spillway and sluiceway capacities 

Since storms causing the design flood could occur either in the 
winter or summer at times when storage space might not be 
available in the Boone Reservoir, project discharge capacity must 
be sufficient to pass the peak inflow of 137.000 cubic feet per 
second produced by such a flood. Five radial gates, each 32 feet 
high by 40 feet wide will discharge this flow at slightly below 
gate top level of 1385. 

The operating guide developed for Boone initially provided for 
the reservation of 100,000 acre-feet of storage for flood control on 
January 1. Such a reservation required that the pool level be 
lowered to at least elevation 1358 on that date. At that level 
the spillway has a maximum discharge capacity of 7000 cubic 
feet per second. If the upstream reservoirs were being emptied 
after a flood operation, this discharge would not be sufficient to 
maintain the reservoir at its normal level. Accordingly, it was 
planned to install two sluices, each 5 feet 8 inches wide by 10 
feet high, which in combination with the spillway gates would 
provide a discharge capacity of 13,200 cubic feet per second 
when the headwater level was at elevation 1358. This capacity 
was less than the combined discharge capacity of the Watauga 
and South Holston sluices, but a rise in headwater level of only 
4 feet would have provided the necessary capacity. 

Pool level determination 

The major factors which influenced the determination of the 
maximum reservoir level were the topographic and geologic con
ditions at the dam site; the value of reservoir lands and develop
ments; necessary highway and bridge relocations; and the rela
tion of the project to undeveloped upstream dam sites. 

Comparative economic studies for various pool levels, ranging 
in elevation from 1360 to 1398, took into account all elements of 
project costs together with flood control and power needs and 
benefits. At the lower levels, the flood control and power benefits 
were not sufficient to justify the capital expenditures required. 
Above elevation 1385, the capital expenditures became excessive 
due to extensive rim treatment, a major bridge relocation on 
U. S. Highway No. llE at Bluff City, additional reservoir lands, 
and municipal and commercial developments that would be in
undated. These considerations led to the selection of elevation 
1385 for the maximum reservoir level. 

The normal minimum reservoir level was set at elevation 1330. 
The useful storage capacity between elevations 1385 and 1330 is 
nearly 80 percent of the total reservoir volume. Drawdown below 
elevation 1330 would provide very small increments of useful 
~torage and would result in excessive reduction of turbine capac
Ity at these relatively low operating heads. The proposed reservoir 
operation guide is shown in figure 23. 
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\.lternative Iavouts of structures , h . . •t 
· · . . 'bl ·oject m t e v1c1m Y 

The earliest invesbgatwns for a possl thee~lknown as the Bach-
of Spurgeon IsJand proposed whaJ ~:~ was a straight concrete 
man Ford proJect. The. propose ur eon Knob in a northeast
gravity structure extend;ng ~ro~ Sf 45~ across Spurgeon Island 
erly directio_n a~ an a~g e ~ aT~Ys axis requiring a dam 2370 
and the mam nver c anne . belt of impervious shale which was 
feet long, took ad:vantafe/>f f little foundation treatment. The 
expected to reqmre re ~ lV; r 0 bulkhead sections totaling .1~10 
dam was to be compose 0 V! n about 960 feet long contammg 
feet in length, a s~lgv;a~ ~ei~~~r gates, and a powerhouse ~n the 
twenty-two 15- ~Y. - 00 a O-kilowatt units. The max1mum 
right bank contammg three 26,00 t t levation 1418 Two alter
pool level at top of gat~s was s.ed raabel.y shorter axe~ would cross 

t ·t !though havmg cons1 e . ' t t na e Sl es, a . b bl would require extensive trea men . 
limestone belts. wh1c~ prt? a Y sed a project also referred to 

Subsequent mvesbga wns p{opo d of Spu~geon Island and 
as B~chman ~ord, at t~~ ups rer~ The roposed dam consisted 
crossm~ the nve~ at 3: 1 1;\an~O-foot tai~ter gates and concrete 
of a sptllway hav!ng s~ ~ ~· in a combination earth- and 
nonoverflow sectwns e_rmma mg f ates was set at eleva-
rock-fill section on thfet~lght bant s~~lo~s ~t elevation 1428, and 
tion 1418, the top o e con~re e t' 1433 The project 
the earth- a?-d rock-fill secbon ~f ~;~! 1~:e site in a northeast
required a dike about one-hdalf mt e house on the right bank would 
erly direction. The pr?pose P0":"er 
contain three 26,7.00-kllfwat\ ~~1~splanning report several alter

Prior to proposn:~g a t3;Y0¥ d to determine the p~oper types of native plans were mves lga e . . 
structures as well as their respective locations. 
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F 23 -Boone Reservoir operation chart. IGURE • 
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In addition to the proposed layout which comprised a spillway 

on the left side of the river and a powerhouse on the right, a 
project layout with these structures transposed was also investi
gated. In the latter, permanent access would have been costly, 
probably requiring roads on each side of the river to accommo
date operating forces and visitors. An extensive till would have 
been required to obtain the necessary switchyard area on the left 
side of the river at the proper level. These factors led to the 
elimination of this layout. 

The type of structure to be used as the right abutment section 
also required comparative studies. These studies indicated that 
an earth- and rock-fill section could be used at practically the 
same cost as the proposed concrete bulkhead section. However, 
any potential saving in cost appeared too small and uncertain to 
justify a transition from concrete to earth- and rock-fill for the 
limited length of this section. Furthermore, the use of a concrete 
gravity section best met the space requirements introduced by the 
large switchyard. 

An indoor-type powerhouse was adopted for preliminary plans 
largely because of topographic conditions and tailwater levels; 
however, supplementary studies indicated that a possible saving 
could be effected by use of an outdoor-type powerhouse. 

Numerous studies were also required to determine the type of 
prime movers as well as the number and capacity of each. It was 
found that the use of Kaplan turbines would slightly increase the 
amount of average annual energy, but these benefits were largely 
offset by the increased cost of the turbines and powerhouse sub
structure. 

Project features 

The principal structures as proposed in a planning report for 
the Boone project consisted of a concrete gravity dam and spill
way, a 3-unit powerhouse, a separate control building, and a 
17-bay switchyard. The major deviations-as designed and con
structed-from the proposed plan were a semienclosed power
house instead of an indoor type, and an embankment rather than 
concrete for the right nonoverflow section. Figure 90 shows the 
general plan, elevation, and sections of the Boone project as 
designed and constructed. The following is a general description 
of the principal structures as they were planned. 

Dam and spillway.-A concrete gravity spillway section on the 
left side of the river channel was to be flanked by nonoverflow 
concrete gravity bulkhead sections on each side. The nonover
fiow sections had downstream slopes of 7 on 10 which, when pro
jected, intersected the upstream face of the dam at maximum 
water surface elevation 1385. A freeboard of 7 feet was provided, 
which would have made elevation 1392 the top of the dam. 

The spillway had a conventional ogee shape with a bucket type 
apron. Its crest at elevation 1353 was surmounted by five 32-
foot-high by 40-foot-wide radial gates operated by individual 
hoists. Two 5-foot 8-inch by 10-foot sluices equipped with 
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hydraulically operated slide gates were located near the base of 
the section. 

The proposed dam and spillway had a total crest length of about 
1330 feet and a maximum height above the prepared foundation 
of about 140 feet. 

Power facilities.-An indoor-type powerhouse containing three 
25,000-kilowatt Francis-type units at the toe of the dam on the 
right side of the river was proposed. Steel-lined penstocks, 19 
feet in diameter, provided water passages for supplying the tur
bines. Individual semicircular intake structures were equipped 
with trashracks and wheel-type head gates, controlled by equip
ment located in galleries in the upper portion of the dam. 

A 17-bay switchyard was planned on the side hill immediately 
downstream from the right abutment of the dam at a level 34 feet 
higher than the generator floor. The switchyard had voltage 
levels of 69, 138, and 161 kilovolts and would serve as the high
tension switching center in upper east Tennessee. 

A separate control building adjacent to the switchyard and on 
the same level housed the controls for the units and switchyard, 
as well as the remote controls for the Fort Patrick Henry project 
and the Northeast Johnson City substation. 

Geology 

PrelimiJW.,ry explorations.-The Boone site was first explored 
in 1932 by the Holston River Power Co. Thirteen diamond drill 
holes were put down and a summary of the conditions of the cores 
given in the application for license to the Federal Power Com
mission. 

A geologic reconnaissance of the site was first made by TV A 
in 1936, with a supplementary investigation in 1944. It was not 
until 1948, however, that exploratory core drilling was started. 
Subsequent exploration in 1949 and 1950 afforded additional 
information. 

The three critical areas explored were the sites for the main 
dam, the right reservoir rim, and the aggregate quarry. By late 
1950, 7 4 holes had been drilled with a total depth of over 6000 
feet. This work was divided as follows: 

1 

Number I Overburden I 
of holes in feet , 

--------------1----· I 
Dam site area ------------------------------- 50 I 850.31 
Reservoir rim area -------------------------- 14 318.5 
Quarry area -------------------------------- ___ 

7

1

4

_0 I 
1

,_>

3

67

5 

.. 

8

0 I 
Total ---------------------------------

Rock I Total depth 
in feet in feet 

2,341.51 3,191.8 
1,371.3 1,689.8 
1.188.6 j' 1,255.6 

4,901.4 6,137.2 

Feature 

Stratigraphy.-About two-thirds of the Boone Dam site and a 
large portion of the reservoir are on the undifferentiated Knox 
group which includes about 2300 feet of limestone and dolomite 
of Cambro-Ordovician age. The remaining third of the founda
tion and left abutment, as well as small areas in the reservoir, 
are on the Maynardville limestone member of the Conasauga 
group of Cambrian age (fig. 24). 
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A second me~ber of the C~n~sauga group is also in the left 
abutment and nm. Although It IS not found within the limits of 
the concrete structure, the 500 feet of siltstone limestone and 
shale beds of the Nolichucky play an important r~le. Sandw'iched 
betwe~n the. cavernous Maynardville limestone and the Honaker 
d~lo~Ite, this formation acts as an impervious water barrier and 
elimmates the need for extensive grouting. 

The Maynardville member, which contains the oldest rocks 
exposed in the founqation, ma~es up all the left abutment and 
extends under the spillway ~echo~. It consists of a light bluish
gr~y to da::k gray, fine-gramed limestone. Individual beds are 
fairly massive, anq al.most all have a characteristic ribbon appear
ance caused by t~I_ll Irregular layers of more silty and dolomitic 
ro~k. Man.y cavities, some very extensive, were encountered in 
this ~ormatwn. These cavities have developed principally along 
beddmg planes and are definitely related to a higher sink hole 
area some 3.000 feet upstream along the strike. 

Rocks which c?mpose the foundation from the spillway section 
throughout the nght abutment and right reservoir rim belong to 
the lower part of the Knox group. In this area they are known 
as the Conococh~ague and a.re equivalent in the geologic column 
to the Copper Ridge fo!matwn of Upper Cambrian age. 

The Conocochea~ue IS composed principally of a medium to 
dark .gray, banded limestone. Its lower portion, however, is char
acterized by a .dense blue-gray sandy dolomite. Other isolated 
zo_nes of ~olomite were found throughout the formation along 
With occaswnal nodt;tles of black chert. Approximately 420 feet 
above the Maynardville contact, ?-persistent "key" bed of Crypto
zoon chert was encountered which serves as a localized horizon 
marker. 
. Geologic structure.-Boone Dam is founded on the southeast 

hmb of an anticline which has been faulted and shoved com
p~et~ly over the next syncline to the northwest. The prevailing 
dip .Is to ~he southeast and remains at an almost constant 50° 
unhl well mto ~he reservoir rim where folding and faulting have 
conto_rted J:>e~dmg to angles of 15° to 90°. Strike of the strata 
remams Withm a f~w degrees of N. 27° E. throughout the entire 
structure. The axis of the dam has an east-west bearing and 
therefore, cros~es the strata at an angle of about 64 o. ' 

Fault~ are mfrequent and of little consequence in the dam 
fou_ndahon. The right reservoir rim, however, has two areas 
which are c~t by a n~mber of small reverse faults. Displacement 
may be considerable m some cases, but exact determinations could 
not be made because of the absence of "key" beds. These faulted 
areas are apparently secondary features related to the major 
Spu~geon fault some 3500 feet to the northwest. 
. J omts are t~e m~st conspicuously developed geologic structure 
m the very bnttl~ limestone and dolomite rocks at the Boone site 
~hey are responsible rlirectly or inrlirectly for most of the founda~ 
bon defects. 

!'hysical qual!tie~ of the rock.-Although no comprehensive 
sb ength determmatwns >vere made on specimens of limestone and 
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dolomite from the Boone project, they are assumed to be well 
within the range of 11,000 to 2;),000 pounds per square inch 
obtained from samples of similar types. 

As a whole, the rock at Boone is very stable. In an unweath
ered condition it is physically tough and somewhat brittle. The 
weakest "links" are silty or shaly partings and structural features 
such as joints and faults. Both limestone and dolomite are rela
tively stable chemically. Although dolomite is generally less 
soluble than limestone, solution of either is an extremely slow 
process. 

Rock weathering and overburden.-Only the right abutment 
was completely covered by a mantle of residual material. This 
residuum, consisting mainly of a yellowish- to reddish-brown clay 
with minor amounts of chert, is overlain on the lower slopes by a 
few feet of terrace material. In some cases residual and terrace 
deposits together totalled more than 60 feet. 

Depth of weathering at Boone has been controlled by such 
structures as joints and faults. Within the main foundation 
there were no excessive masses of badly decomposed rock, how
ever, m:;my cavities were encountered to depths of 90 feet. 
Although the width of various cavities ranges from less than an 
inch to several feet, the surrounding rock was seldom weathered. 
On the right reservoir rim several very extensive areas of weath
ered rock were encountered with cavities to depth of 200 feet. 

Reservoir 

The Boone Reservoir has two separate arms, the size and shape 
of each being quite similar. At maximum pool elevation 1385, 
one arm of the reservoir extends up the South Fork Holston River 
a distance of about 16 miles through the town of Bluff City, and 
the other arm extends up the Watauga River approximately 15 
miles. At this level the reservoir has a total shoreline length of 
approximately 130 miles, an area of 4520 acres, and contains a 
volume of 196,700 acre-feet. Additional reservoir details are in 
Chapter 7, "Reservoir Activities." Reservoir areas and volumes 
are shown in figure 25 . 

Power 

Operation of the Boone Reservoir for power purposes is in 
accordance with flood control rules which require that definite 
amounts of storage space be reserved for control of floods during 
the period from January 1 to May 1 of each year. This entails 
drawing the reservoir during the latter months of the year to 
elevation 1358 or lower by January 1, and maintaining the reser
voir below certain prescribed elevations, except for flood control 
operations, varying uniformly to elevation 1385 by May 1. 

After May 1, the reservoir operation is integrated with the 
system and particularly with the other reservoirs in upper east 
Tennessee to obtain the optimum total energy output while meet
ing system and local load requirements. This entails maintenance 
of the Boone Reservoir near its maximum permissible level to 
utilize a sizable portion of the Watauga and South Holston storage 
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F 25 -Boone Reservoir areas and t·olumes. IGURF. • 

. "bl head at Boone. During the releases through the highes\tios:~se~voir is drawn to the level 
latter part of edach ytea~, on~iderations or to lower levels re
required by floo ~on ro c 1 d cbnditions. In extreme~y 
quired by hydrologica~ and p~-:dra~n to elevation 1330 which IS 
dry years, the r~s~rv01r may t. level Figure 23 shows the 
the probable mi~Imum opera I~.f ected ·throughout the year. 
range of reservoir lr'els ~o geat the Boone project varies f~om a 

Head.-The opera mg ea hen the reservoir is at its maxn!lu~ 
maximum of about 123 ~e~t, w f 65 feet when the reservoir Is 
operating _level, tobal mi?I?lu% ~perating 'level. From January 1 drawn to Its proba e mmimu 
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to May 1, it is limited by flood control considerations; but after 
that period it is usually possible to operate near the maximum 
head until seasonal drawdown is begun. In most years, the reser
voir drawdown is limited to the point at which sufficient head is 
available for fully loading the generators. The minimum operat
ing head will be reached only in extremely dry years when full 
use of the reservoir storage is required. 

Installed capacity.-The capacity normally required to be added 
to the system by the addition of a new project may be based on 
supplying peaking capacity requirements of the potential primary 
power increment at a selected load factor plus an allowance for 
reserves. This requires that the amount of the additional capac
ity, when reduced because of low head during reservoir drawdown 
near the end of the critical1y dry period-that is, the dependable 
capacity-be sufficient to meet the peaking and reserve require
ments. However, the location of the project and the space avail
able at the site made it desirable and economically feasible to 
increase the plant installation above normal site requirements, to 
provide additional capacity for interchange with neighboring sys
tems, and to supply peak and reserve capacity for system load growth. ' 

Comparative cost estimates were made for plant installations 
ranging from 50,000 to 90,000 kilowatts taking into account the 
estimated cost of powerhouse, intake, generating equipment, elec
trical equipment, and switchyard. Generating units of 25,000, 
30,000, and 37,500 kilowatts were assumed to make up the various 
plant installations considered. 

Cost comparisons together with consideration of various possi
ble plant operating conditions led to the recommendation of three 
units, each to have a nominal rating of 25,000 kilowatts. It was 
anticipated that the plant capability under most conditions wo·•ld 
be considerably greater than the total rated plant capacity of 75,000 kilowatts. 

For the range of heads encountered at this project, the turbhe 
would be of the vertical-shaft Francis-runner type. Each run~1er 
should be rated at 34,500 horsepower at full gate and 90-foot head 
and should operate at best efficiency under heads between 90 and 
110 feet. The units would have a rated speed of 100 revolutions 
per minute. The critical head for these units has been established 
at a relatively low point to maintain sufficient turbine output to 
fully load the generators at normal limits of reservoir drawdov. n. 

Each generator should be rated at 25,000 kilowatts, 0.8 pov.·er 
factor, and 60° C. temperature rise. When sufficient head is 
available on the turbine, it would be capable of developing co·.lsiderably greater output. 

Potential power.-Releases from the reservoir develop energy 
not only at Boone (with an average head of about 110 feet) but 
also at Fort Patrick Henry (with an average head of about 67 
feet), at Cherokee (with an average head of about 110 feet), and 
at. the nine main-river plants (Fort Loudoun through Kentucky) 
With a combined average head of about 480 feet. The total head, 
at Boone and downstream plants, will average about 767 feet. 
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Planning studies were based on a total head <?f 700 feet, as Fort 
Patrick Henry was not in existance .at that time. . 

Power studies for the 12-year typical streamflow I?erwd, 1921 
through 1932 indicated that the potential energy available at the 
site should a'verage about 182,000,000 kilowatt-ho~rs per year 
with Boone regulation making another .8,000,000 kil<;>watt-ho~r:s 
available at downstream plants. The primary power m th~ crib
cal 1930-31 dry period was estimated to be 16,400 contmuous 
kilowatts at the site and 4300 continuous kilowatts at downstream 
plants. These figures do not account for any energy at Fort 
Patrick Henry, as it was built later. . . 

All power estimates were made in conformance with the multi
ple-purpose operating ~chedule for . Bo?ne and we~e ba.sed on 
multiple-purpose operabon of a~l mam-riV~r and ma.)or tnbuta:y 
projects. The indicated potenbal po:ver IS the net po:ver avail
able after deductions for transformatiOn and transmissiOn losses. 

FORT PATRICK HENRY 

Selection of site 
The South Fork Holston River falls slightly mor~ than 100 feet 

between the Boone dam site and the mouth of the riVer. Twenty
five feet of this fall lies within the city limits. of ~ingsport! down
stream from the head of Long Island. Sites Idenbfie1 at different 
times as Kingsport (mile 5.7), Wexler Isla_nds (mile 6.9), a_nd 
Wexler Bend (mile 8.2) would develop pracbc~lly ~ll the .rema.m
ing head. These alternative. sites were studied m con]uncbon 
with sites at Dorn Bluff (mile 14.3) and Spurgeon Island (re
named Boone) in arriving at the most practical means to fully 
develop the lower South Fork Holston River. 

FIGURE 26.-Fort Patrick Henry dam site-looking upstream. 
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These studies indicated that a site in the vicinity of Wexler 
Bend at mile 8.2 should be the one used in developing the lower 
South Fork Holston River. At this location, the river makes an 
almost complete change of direction from a southeast to a north
west flow. Downstream from Wexler Bend, a series of rapids 
interspersed with small islands, known as the Wexler Islands, 
extends for a distance of about 3500 feet. 

At the dam site, the average width of the river is about 250 
feet. The left abutment rises precipitously from the river at 
elevation 1200 to a crest at elevation 1460. The right abutment 
makes a much more gradual ascent to a rounded ridge varying in 
elevation from 1300 to 1330. 

Figure 26 is an aerial photograph of the dam site and surround
ing area. 

Spillway requirements 

The maximum flood used in the design of the project structures 
can occur at any time during the year; and since there is no sum
mer reservation for flood control at Boone, that project has no 
effect upon the determination of the maximum expected flow at 
Fort Pabick Henry. 

In determining the design flood, a peak inflow was adopted 
which would be equal to 5000 times the square root of the uncon-
trolled drainage area in square miles ( Q = Cy A) between the 
Fort Patrick Henry and Watauga and South Holston Dams, plus 
releases through the South Holston and Watauga powerhouses 
and sluices. It was assumed that these sluices would be half open 
throughout the flood. The resulting maximum probable flow 
amounted to 145,000 cubic feet per second. 

The spillway capacity at Fort Patrick Henry is sufficient to 
discharge a flood of this magnitude with less than a foot increase 
above the normal headwater elevation of 1263. Its capacity with 
headwater at top of gates, elevation 1263, is 141,000 cubic feet per 
second. 

Pool level determinatio~ 

The major factors in determining the maximum pool level for 
the Fort Patrick Henry project were its relation to the Boone 
project upstream and the geologic condition of the right abut
ment rim. 

During periods of power operations at Boone, tailwater levels 
vary from a minimum of about elevation 1262 to elevation 1266 
and average ·about elevation 1264. Backwater computations 
showed that there would be no significant effect on these tailwater 
levels at Boone with headwater levels at Fort Patrick Henry as 
high as elevation 1263. 

Geologic investigations of the right abutment rim found the 
top of rock in one area as low as elevation 1265. Although weath
ered to lower elevations, the rock could be made watertight by 
grouting. A pool level higher than elevation 1263 would accentu
ate the grouting problem. In consideration of these facts, eleva
tion 1263 was adopted as the maximum normal pool level. 
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Pondage operations as required to regulate discharges from 
Boone and for malaria control will result in pool fluctuations 
generally between elevations 1263 and 1260 and occasionally to 
approximately elevation 1258. 

Alternative project features 
Topographic conditions at the dam site were largely instru

mental in determining the locations for the project structures. 
However, comprehensive studies were necessary to establish the 
total capacity, the type of units, and the most suitable type of 
powerhouse. Layouts and cost estimates were prepared and 
power studies made for plants having single- and multiple-unit 
installations with capacities ranging from 24,000 to 36,000 kilo
watts. Investigations also included economic appraisals of Kap
lan type units, fixed-blade units, and a combination of the two. 

Project features 
The principal structures planned for the project included a 

concrete gravity dam, a 5-bay spillway, a 2-unit powerhouse, a 
9-bay switchyard, and an excavated tailrace channel. The one 
major deviation-as designed and constructed-from the pro
posed plan was an indoor type powerhouse instead of a semi
outdoor type. Figure 110, page 316, shows the general plan, eleva
tion and sections of Fort Patrick Henry as designed and con
structed. Following are descriptions of the project structures 
as planned. 

Dam and spillway.-The spillway section as planned was to 
extend from the left abutment across the river for a total length 
of 217 feet. The section selected for planning purposes had the 
conventional ogee shape with a bucket-type apron. Crest control 
consisted of five radial gates, 35 feet high and 35 feet wide, each 
operated by an individual hoist. The crest was at elevation 1228 
and top of gates at elevation 1263. 

Concrete gravity nonoverflow sections were between the spill
way and the left abutment and between the powerhouse and the 
right abutment. These were identical sections having down
stream slopes of 7 horizontal to 10 vertica1 and so designed that 
the slope line, extended, would intersect the upstream face of the 
dam at maximum water surface elevation 1263. The top of dam 
was set at elevation 1270 to provide a freeboard of 7 feet above 
the maximum headwater level. 

A concrete core wall 5 feet thick extended beyond the end of 
the nonoverflow section for a distance of 50 feet into the right 
abutment. Because of the deep overburden in this abutment, it 
was impracticable to extend the standard nonoverflow section 
beyond the point where the natural ground surface intersected 
the top of the dam. The core wall, functioning as a water seal, 
was founded in sound rock and extended in height to the top of 
the dam, elevation 1270. 

The total length as planned of the dam and spillway, including 
the core wall, was about 670 feet measured along the crest. The 
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maximum height ~f the structures above the prepared foundation 
level on the ?~s~ lme of the dam was about 95 feet. 
t Power fachthttes.-The p~oposed layout included a semioutdoor-
ype power ouse on the right side of the river d . t 

spillway containing two 18,000-kilowatt Kaplan-t:p~a~e~ to the 
The powerhouse structure functions as a dam with ~~ s. · t k 

and substructure integrated into one block E h "t e m a e f · h d "th · ac um would be 

~~:j~r~ed w;onc;~~ :~;~~f~a~~~e~f ~h~r~~1~af~Y~~d~~~~~l b~o~s;~~ 

ya~~ ~~suft:en;~~~~;I;hc~!~~~I!Ji~fo~n!~e ~~~t~~~ ~~~~~~~ s:~t~~-
Bfoo~e prOJect. Cost studies indicated that within a sh tg · de 
o time the annual s · f or perw 
equal their cost. avmgs rom remote control facilities would 

The switchyard · d · 
the same level as' th~0~~~~~h~~~~e l::k n~~~ ~~~s, w~s t lo~ated on 

~~~~ ~~;sl,i~e ~~ l?f~l~s i~u~~~~~~~;n;;i~:ru~~~~~r~n~ og~~er~~~ 
to J:o.~ne. Tharansmission of energy would be at I69 ggo J~~s hnes 

at race c nnel-lf left undistu b d th h' . 
powerhouse at Fort Patr· k H r e • e s oals below the 
the tailwater level at t Ic enry would act as a weir to control 
that it would be feasib~= f~werhou~e. Ec?nomic studies showed 
this reach, thereby increasin;~~~v~pe a t~ailrhce channel through 
ing units The pro d h era mg ead on the generat
feet "d. _pose c anne! would be excavated 125 to 150 

WI e on a umform grade betwe I t" 
powerhouse and elevation 1185 t e~ ~ e~a IOn 1187 near the 
stream. With such a Ia out a a pom a out 3450 feet down
would be increased abou{ 6 fee\h~ gros~. h~ad on the turbines 
feet per second or less F . or ~ Isc arge of 4000 cubic 
would decrease until at a fl~~ greater discha~ges the gain in head 
~ail water level would be reduc~J 10?·0~0f cutbiC feet per second the 
mg conditions. on Y 00 as compared to exist-

Geology 

Preliminary investigations Th . 
tion of the Fort Patrick H .- ~ earl_Iest recorded investiga-
Holston River Power Co. i~n{g32 am sit~ was ~ni~iated. by the 
seven exploratory holes were dr·ll·d ~~rm~ this m_vesbgation, 
and ~our in the critical right abut~ e t . ree m the river section 

~l'lor to 1949, investigations b e;V ~u~. 
naissance in character Durin ~h . ad been mostly recon
two separate phases of.core .g. e pel'lod_from 1949 to 1951, 
~he two areas explored wer~r~~mg e~pl~rabon were ~arried out. 
right reservoir rim B e mam am foundation and the 
with a total depth ~f ov~r e:~l!o }95/, 6T1h.holes had been drilled 
follows: ee · Is work was divided as 
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Fcaiur~ 
I Over- I 

Number burden 
of holes (feet) 

Rock 
(feet) 

2,205.0 
754.9 

2,959.9 

Total 
depth 
(feet) 

2,702.8 
1,003.7 

3,706.5 

Preliminary explorations proved the suitability of the site for 
the proposed plan of development and revealed the character oi 
most problems that would be encountered. 

Stratigraphy.-The Honaker dolomite and limestone of Middb 
Cambrian age makes up the oldest formation encountered at the 
Fort Patrick Henry Dam site. It is represented by an outcrop 
belt approximately 2500 feet wide, part of which forms the right 
rim of the reservoir. Rocks which form the fundation and abut
ments of the main structure are composed of lithologic units of 
the Nolichucky formation of Cambrian age. Limestone, shale, 
and siltstone are the primary components of the Nolichucky 
(fig. 27). 

LEGEND: 

CD Calcareous Shale -Oar!<. gray, fine grained calcareous 
shale with thin beds of dark gray, 
medium-grained limestone. 

® Ool!fic Limestone-Medium to dark gray, medium 
lo coarse grained, .oo/ilic. 

G) Limestone- Dark gray, medium to fine-grained. 
Siltstone and oolilic flinesfone at base. 

@ Shaly Limestone- Dark gray, fine grained limestone 
with shale bands. 

@ Calcareous Shale -DarK to greenish gray, fine-grained 
with interbedded limestone. Base of 
Nolichucky Formation. 

~ Cavities and joints 

~ Fault 

PI Offset in grout line. 

FIGURE 27.-Fort Patrick Henry-geologic section along grout curtain
rock surface shown is that as excavated for dam foundation. 

Due to the northeast strike of the various folded and faulted 
strata and the northwest trend of the Holston River, the Fort 
Patrick Henry Reservoir crosses three strike belts which repeat 
the same formations. These consist of the Honaker and Noli
chucky formations, the Maynardville limestone, and the Conoco
cheague limestone and dolomite. 

Physical characteristics of the two formations encountered at 
the Fort Patrick Henry site are briefly described in the following 
paragraphs. 

Rocks of the Honaker formation constitute the entire right 
reservoir rim. Although medium to dark gray dolomites are 
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predominant, ten separate beds of limestone totaling 130 feet in 
thickness were encountered in core drill operations. Some 50 
feet below the Nolichucky contact, the Honaker is characterized 
by ap:proximately _300 ~eet of a white to light gray, saccharoidal 
dolomite. Due to Its brittle nature, this area was highly fractured 
although not excessively weathered. 

The Nolichucky formation immediately overlies the Honaker 
and extends under the entire concrete structure. The various 
lithologic. units of t~e N~lichucky formation consist primarily of 
a shaly siltstone umt, a limestone unit, and a shale unit. Thick
ness of each of the two members of the units are as follows: 

A._ppro.rim.ate 
thicknt!ss 

(.feet) 

Siltst:m~ and calcareous shale with interbedded limestone (top)___ 40 

~i~!~~~~~e~~~~-============================================= 1~~ 
ri~~t~t~~;-================================================== ~ Oolitic limestone _______________ 2 

~~r::~lr~;:fo~~~===============~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~== ~g 
Calcareous shale with interbeds of limestone (bottom) ---------== 95 

Near the base of the lower calcerous shale unit the thin inter
beds change from limestone to dolomite· and at 'the base of the 
~olichuc~y or the top of the Honaker, a's the' case may be, there 
IS a persistent layer of glauconitic dolomite which was used as a 
"key" bed in separating the two formations. 

Geologic structure.-Fort Patrick Henry Dam is on the north
west limb of a syncline in an area of highly deformed rocks. Open 
and closed folds, faults, fractures, and joints are common through
out the ar~a. I~ the site foundation, folding and faulting ,c ~s 
most promment m the left abutment area within the lowest s: ab 
member of the Nolichucky. 

The strike of the various strata ranges from N. 40° E. t0 
N. 60° E., while northwest dips vary from 30° to 40° under r:1 '"t 
of the structure, and from 10° to 80° in the right abutment nml 
reservoir rim. The axis of the dam crosses the strata at ::',H 

average angle of 23 °. 
The only faulting of any consequence within the foundatio:1 ., ' 

the structure occurs under t:1e nonoverflow section in the fore o" 
a horst. Weathering along one of these fault planes was f::Y. -,cl 
to be extensive to depths of 40 to 50 feet. 

In the reservoir rim minor faults of the normal and rever'~ 
type ~re :present. Although displacement appears to be qri t; 
extensive m some cases, no large cavities were developed alo-1 o; 
the faults. These faults appear to be secondary features related 
to the major Pulaski thrust some 3000 feet to the northwest. 

Joints in the rocks at Fort Patrick Henry m·e conspicuously 
develoJ?ed and are responsible for many of the foundation defects. 
Both dip and strike joints are present, the former trending south
east parallel to the dip, and the latter striking approximately 
parallel to the bedding in a northeast direction. In the left abut-
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ment, weathering along intersecting dip and strike joints and 
bedding planes has formed numerous rhombic joint blocks which 
range up to 6 feet across. 

Physical qualities of the rock.-Although no strength deter
minations were made on specimens of limestone, dolomite, and 
shale from the Fort Patrick Henry site area, they are assumed 
to be well within the range of 9,000 to 25,000 pounds per square 
inch, obtained from samples of similar types. The one exception 
would probably be the highly brecciated upper section of the 
Honaker. 

Limestones, dolomites, and shales are all relatively chemically 
stable compared with the expected life of the dam. As regards 
physical stability, however, limestone and dolomite are much 
tougher with considerably higher compressive strengths. 

Rock weathering and overburden.-The right abutment was 
covered by a mantle of residual and terrace material consisting 
principally of a yellowish-brown clay. This has been partially 
mantled by silt, sand, and boulders. The accumulated depth of 
these materials ranges from 5 to 15 or 20 feet. 

Weathering was not found to have progressed excessively 
within the area of the main structure below a depth of about 
30 feet. In the right abutment many weathered joints were 
encountered in the vicinity of the minor faults; however, these 
were not considered serious. 

The right rim contains numerous large cavities as well as 
several sink holes. Core drilling, nevertheless, indicated that the 
intervening rock is substantially solid and unweathered. 

Reservoir 

At the top of spillway gates, elevation 1263, the Fort Patrick 
Henry Reservoir extends about 10 miles up the South Fork 
Holston River to the tailwater of the Boone project. It lies 
entirely within Sullivan County, Tennessee, with the exception 
of a small portion just below Boone Dam which lies in Washing
ton County. At elevation 1263, the reservoir has a shoreline of 
about 37 miles, including islands; an area of 893 acres; and a 
volume of 27,100 acre-feet. Additional reservoir details are in 
Chapter 7, "Reservoir Activities." Reservoir areas and volumes 
are shown in figure 28. 

Power 

The operation of the Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir for power 
purposes is limited normally to that required to regulate the 
inflow for optimum power output. The inflow into the reservoir 
is subject to some regulation by South Holston and Watauga 
Reservoirs and to considerable regulation by Boone Reservoir. 
With the Boone project operated for maximum use of its peaking 
capabilities, it is estimated that the fluctuations of the Fort 
Patrick Henry Reservoir would ordinarily be limited to a pond
age zone of 3 feet. The reservoir would then fluctuate in the 
zone between the top-of-gates elevation 1263 and elevation 1260. 
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FIGURE 28.-Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir areas and volumes. 

Occasionally, it is desirable to draw the pool to about elevation 
1258. 

During off-peak hours it is necessary to pass sufficient water 
to s_upply downstream needs, estimated to be in the order of 500 
cubic feet per second. 

Tailwater.-Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir levels can be con
tr?ll~d so that mos~ of the time releases from the project are 
Withm the plant discharge capacity of about 7500 cubic feet 
per se~ond. However, at times of high streamflow and when 
~oon~ IS operated at or ~!-ear full capacity, there are periods when 

e discharge at the proJect may exceed this amount with result
~~t hastage. It was estimated that the highest average weekly 

Ihe arge would be about 12,000 cubic feet per second except 
w en flood flows are _being discharged. 
Hea~.-The operatmg head at the project usually varies from 

!2~3aximdum of about 75 feet, 'Yhen the reservoir is at elevation 
h an regulated discharge Is at a minimum, to a minimum ;act of about 61 feet, when the reservoir is at the lower limit 
0 tthe pondage zone and ~he station is operating at capacity out
pu · The average operatmg head was estimated to be about 67 
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feeL \\'lwn flood flows arc being cl isC'hargPd, the opPraling head 
may go below 62 feet for short periods of time. The maximum 
static head, with the reset·voir filled to the maximum controlled 
level, is 77 feet. 

Installed capacity.-Comprehensive economic studies indicated 
that the optimum plant installation, from the standpoint of low
est unit cost of capacity, would be between 28,000 and 30,000 
kilowatts. However, in view of the system needs for peaking 
capacity and the favorable location of the Fort Patrick Henry 
project in this respect, consideration was given to the cost of 
incremental capacity in excess of 30,000 kilowatts as compared 
with the cost of obtaining equivalent capacity from other sources. 
It was found that increments of capacity up to about 6000 kilo
watts could be added at a favorable unit cost. As a result of 
these findings, and in accordance with the recommendations of 
TV A's Office of Power, a total plant capacity of 36,000 kilowatts 
was proposed for Fort Patrick Henry. 

The installation as planned and built consists of two units, 
each rated at 18,000 kilowatts. This is sufficient to develop al
most all the potential power available at the site. The plant has 
a peaking capability of about 40,000 kilowatts. Since the plant 
seldom is subject to major reductions in operating head resulting 
from extensive reservoir drawdown or high tailwater caused by 
floods, full peaking capability can be depended upon for capacity 
to meet system requirements. For that reason, a dependable 
peaking capacity of 40,000 kilowatts was used in economic studies. 

Vertical Kaplan type turbines were proposed for installation 
for the range of heads encountered at this project, and to meet 
the expected operating requirements. Each runner could be cap
able of producing about 25,000 horsepower at 62-foot head to 
maintain sufficient turbine output and to load the generators 
fully to normal rating when the reservoir was drawn to its lower 
limit. The units would operate at best efficiency at about 67 feet, 
the average operating head. The normal speed of the runners 
would be 138.5 revolutions per minute. 

Each generator would be rated at 18,000 kilowatts, 0.9 power 
factor, and 60° C. temperature rise. With a somewhat greater 
temperature rise and higher power factor, each generating unit 
should be capable of producing about 20,000 kilowatts. 

The possibility of using an installation consisting of one fixed
blade propeller and one Kaplan turbine was investigated. Al
though the capital cost of the combination would be about $100,-
000 less than for two Kaplan units, the annual loss in energy 
and in dependable capacity would be equal to or greater than 
the annual savings in fixed charges. Consequently, the Kaplan 
installation was chosen. 

In view of the necessity of maintaining some minimum release 
during off-peak periods for downstream use, considerable study 
was devoted to various plant installations including one rela
tively small unit in combination with one or two larger units. 
Such installations would be adaptable to various plant loading 
conditions and would provide high efficiency during periods of 
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low discha.rge. H?w~ver, the cost would exceed that of two units 
of equal size .. Thi~ IS due largely to the fact that the principal 
powerho~se dimenswns and the size of the crane are determined 
by the ~I~e of the largest unit. It was found that the value of 
t~e additional energy that could be obtained at times of low 
discharge. as a re.sult. of the hig~~r efficiency of a small unit was 
not suffici.ent to JUstify the additional cost of installing units of 
unequal size. 

Potential po:wer.-Power studies for the 12-year typical 
streamflow penod, 1921 through 1932, show that the potential 
power: of the TVA system would be increased by about 109 000 _ 
000 kllowa.tt~hours a year. on the average by the addition df the 
F~r~ Patnck He.nry proJect. The primary power added in a 
critically ?ry periOd such as 19~~-1931 would be about 9900 con
tmuous ~Ilowatts. All. the additional potential power would be
come available at the si~e. The project would have no appreciable 
effect on t~e po":er available at downstream plants. The potential 
power ~;yail~ble IS the net power after deductions for water losses 
and ubhzat.w~ factor but before deductions for transform t' 
and transmissiOn losses. a IOn 
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CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN 

This chapter covers the design of the dams and related struc
tures of the four Upper Holston projects-Watauga, South Hols
ton, Boone, and Fort Patrick Henry-as they were actually con
structed. The highway and railroad relocations and incidental 
structures necessitated by impoundment of the reservoirs are 
discussed in Chapter 7, "Reservoir Activities." 

Design follows the planning stage in which the location, magni
tude, feasibility and economy of a project are determined. The 
function of the division of design is to provide necessary informa
tion, designs, and specifications to the division of construction. 
The TV A Board of Directors instructs the chief engineer when to 
proceed with the design and construction of a project. In TVA, 
planning, design and construction are closely integrated func
tions. The respective staffs are available to each other at all 
times for coordination of the various phases of their work. 

Four major sections, one for each of t);le four projects, com
prise this design chapter. Within each· section the principal 
project features are first outlined and illustrated with a general 
plan, elevation, and sections; and the acces13 situation is discussed 
briefly. The design of the major features is then taken up in 
the following general order: main dam structures, power facili
ties, and yard features. Statistical data covering the principal 
phases and features of each project and its major equipment are 
contained in appendix A, "Statistical Summary," which can be re
ferred to as necessary when more detailed data than are con-
tained in the discussions are desired. · 

WATAUGA 

The principal features of the Watauga project include: (1) a 
main embankment across the river valley; (2) outlet works in 
the right bank, consisting of a free-crest morning-glory spillway 
and a low-level valve controlled sluiceway, both discharging into 
a tunnel; and ( 3) power facilities, consisting of an intake tower 
and a power conduit with surge tank in the left bank, a power
house on the river about 4500 feet downstream from the enbank
ment, and a control building and 69-kilovolt switchyard directly 
across the river from the powerhouse (see figs. 29 and 30). 

The layout selected and principal features enumerated above 
were chosen early in 1942 but design work was discontinued 
about a year later. Subsequently, TVA's Division of Water Con
trol Planning reviewed the elements of the project for operation 
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under peacetime conditions. A minimum of 110,000 acre-feet of 
storage for flood control was recommended to be available 
throughout the year. Accordingly, the maximum controlled 
reservoir level was lowered from elevation 1975 to 1959. 

In February 1944, design work was reauthorized in anticipation 
of resuming construction soon after the end of the war. Con
struction drawings, for the enbankment and spillway, were com
pleted in accordance with the 1942 layout. The main features of 
the power facilities were restudied and as finally designed con
tained two 25,000-kilowatt units. 

The Watauga and South Holston projects have many similari
ties in respect to topography and hydraulic conditions, and dupli
cation in the design of several features was possible. Spillway 
studies at these projects were carried out at the same time, and 
the final layout of spillway and low level outlet sluices discharging 
into one tunnel are very similar. 

Access highways 

Access highways were built early in the construction program 
to transport equipment, material, and personnel to the site. These 
were planned and constructed to include a system of permanent 
access highways to the project, serving powerhouse and control 
building, top of dam, and visitors building and picnic grounds. 

Access to the project is by 5.5 miles of county highway from 
Elizabethton to Siam, thence by the system of access highways 
constructed by TV A. TV A construction begins near Siam and 
extends up the left bank of the Watauga River, following gener
ally along the abandoned railroad bed of the Southern Railway's 
Mountain City branch line. The access highway extends over a 
concrete bridge near the left abutment of Wilbur Dam and along 
the entire length of Wilbur Reservoir, crossing the Watauga 
River on a reconstructed railroad bridge and continuing 1.0 mile 
upstream to the Watauga powerhouse and control building (fig. 
31). The distance from Siam to the powerhouse is 2.7 miles. 
Another section of the access highway intersects the previously 
described highway about 0.9 mile below the powerhouse and con
tinues 2.4 miles through Iron Mountain Gap to the visitors build
ing and overlook upstream from the embankment. These access 
highways have a 31-foot graded roadbed with a 20-foot bitumi
nous surface treatment on a macadam base. Slopes in earth cuts 
are 1 on 1 or flatter, and fill slopes are 1 on 1.5 or flatter. Drain
age structures consist of pipe culverts with concrete end walls. 

A spur road 0.6 mile in length, leaving the highway to the 
visitors building 0.2 mile southwest of Iron Mountain Gap, pro
vides access to the right abutment and top of the embankment. 
This road has a 22-foot roadbed and an 18-foot bituminous sur
face treatment on a 6-inch stabilized stone base; profile grades 
are as steep as 12 percent. This road continues across the top 
of the embankment for access to the power intake tower footpath 
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FIGURE 31.-Watauga Dam-vicinity map. 

EMBANKMENT 

400 600Fr:et 

Among types of embankments the earth-fill wi~h rock-fill 
shoulders (fig. 29) was so obviously suited to the site. that no 
other type was considered. Overburden was sh3;llow, satisfactory 
material for the impervious core could be obtamed about thr~e
quarter mile upstream from the dam site, and .the hard quartzite 
exposed near the site afforded excellent matenal for the rock-fill 
zones. Another consideration in favor of the rock-:fill type was 
that the steep slopes allowed by the rock fill permitted shorter 
spillway and power tunnels. . 

The center line of the embankment Is about 3?5 feet. down
stream from the fault zone in the river bed. This l?cabon. re
sulted in minimum material quantities and put the Imperv~ous 
core on quartzite, which will furnish a saf~ and reasonabl~ bght 
foundation. This layout did put the spillway and sll;liCeway 
structures and the power intake near the fault. Movmg the 
embankment downstream so these structures would clear the 
fault, while shortening the tunnels, would h~ve added to the 
embankment quantities to such a degree as to mcrease the over
all cost. 

Design assumptions and requirements 

Embankment stability was investigated by the slip-circle 
method, using the following design data: 

Saturated weight of earth filL_____________ 125 pounds per cubic foot 
Dry weight of rock fill____________________ 120 pounds per cubic foot 
Angle of internal friction of earth filL_____ 30 degrees 
Angle of internal friction of rock filL______ 45 degrees 
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Maximum headwater for design was assumed to be at elevation 
1988, or 10 feet below the theoretical top. With this headwater 
the narrow core would be almost fully saturated. For the sta
bility analyses, therefore, the simplifying assumption was made 
that the entire core was saturated. Assuming full residual pore 
pressure in the earth fill at full drawdown, the drawdown condi
tion critical for the upstream slope and the operating condition 
critical for the downstream slope are identical. A safety factor 
of about 1.7 was computed for the maximum section of the 
embankment. Cohesion in the earth core was neglected ; its 
effect, approaching 1000 pounds per square foot, would add to 
the safety factor above. 

With a central earth core having upstream and downstream 
slopes of 1 on 0.85, the design, based on the above assumptions, 
developed a section with an average slope of rock shoulders of 1 
on 2. Slopes are actually broken by 18-foot-wide berms, 30 feet 
apart vertically, making the slope between berms 1 on 1.4, or 
approximately the natural slope. 

Overburden was generally removed from the entire base area 
of the embankment. Its removal from the area to be in contact 
with the rock fill prov:ides friction between rock fill and founda
tion equal to that in the rock fill itself. Its removal under the 
upstream half of the core allowed careful compaction of the earth 
against the rock to reduce seepage. Removal of the shallow over
burden under the downstream half of the core guarantees uniform 
strength. A limited area of talus accumulation at the right abut
ment was left in place under the downstream half of the core. 

Grout curtain 

A grout curtain extending from 25 to 40 feet into foundation 
rock seals the rock under the upstream half of the core (fig. 32). 
The desirable location of such curtain would be at the upstream 
quarter point of the core. However, a shale seam known as 
unit 2 in the geological classification crosses the foundation in 
this location in an arc, concave upstream. A grout curtain was 
placed just upstream from this watertight shale seam all across 
the foundation until its ends approached a distance of about 20 
feet from the upstream surface of the earth core. From there 
the grout curtain turns downstream and back to the quarter
point line, which it follows to elevation 1960. Grout holes have 
a concrete grout cap excavated into the rock. Holes following 
the shale seam were drilled to a depth of 25 to 30 feet and the 
balance of the holes to a depth of 40 feet. 

Design and layout 

A typical section of the embankment is shown in figure 33. 
Rock and earth fills are separated by a graded 2-zone filter. Adja
cent to the earth is the fine filter, 8 feet thick horizontally, and 
outside of that the coarse filter, 12 feet thick horizontally. These 
filter thicknesses facilitated placing. Above elevation 1943 the 
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filters approach the outer limits of the rock fill and are narrowed 
to 4 feet each from this point to the top of the embankment. The 
material specification for the two filters was established by the 
following requirements: The "15 percent size" of the filter shall 
be larger than five times the "15 percent size" of the adjacent 
fines zone and smaller than five times the "85 percent size" of 
the adjacent finer zone. Field investigation of quarry and crusher 
products evolved suitable filter gradations, the fine grading down 
from 11;2 inches and the coarse grading down from 12 inches. 

Where the foundation is below elevation 1700, a 3-foot-thick 
drain blanket lies on the rock under the downstream quarter of 
the earth core. It consists of the same material as used for the 
fine filter in the embankment. 

The top of the embankment has a width of 32 feet with a 20-
foot paved road. At the left end the roadway for a length of 
150 feet is widened to 56 feet for a parking area. To allow for 
settlement, the top of the embankment is cambered, with a high 
point elevation 2007 near the center of its length. The ends were 
held to a minimum of elevation 1998 to maintain the required 
freeboard. To avoid sags in the upper berms, the top three berms 
were cambered successively greater amounts to build up the top 
camber. To accommodate the increased top width at the parking. 
area, the uppermost berm is entirely eliminated and the upstream 
curve of the shoulder is reflected in curving the next two berms. 

A turnaround space and a small parking area were constructed 
at the left abutment by widening the top of the embankment. 
The 20-foot traveled road across the embankment is surfaced 
with 6 inches of stabilized stone base and a double bituminous 
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FIGUI1E 33.-W atuuga-typical section of embankment. 

surface treatment. Walkways were obtained by extending the 
filter course on the slopes to the surface. Barriers along both 
~houl?ers o.f the embankTI?-ent were formed of single stones, hav
m~ dimensiOns of approximately 2 feet on each side, and spaced 
with 5-foot cle!lranc.e behyeen them. These stones, quarried 
nearby, harmomze With their surroundings much better than the 
conventional road guards; they were economical and will have 
th.e very decided advantage of retaining the appearance of good 
ahgnment. 

OUTLET WORKS 

The outlet works consist of two main features: the spillway 
and the sluiceway. Figure 34 shows a layout of these structures. 
Devel.opment of this layout required extensive tests in the hy
d!auhc laboratory. These tests are described in detail in appen
dix C and are noted only briefly in the descriptions below. Many 
of these tests, however, were unique and all were of utmost im
portance in developing the final design. 

Spillway 3:nd sl~iceway tu~nel sizes were functionally governed 
by two C?nsideratwns: ( 1) Its use as a diversion tunnel during 
co~structwn and (2) its function as discharge tunnel for the 
splllway. Because of wartime conditions a third consideration 
played an important part: A tunnel siz~ should preferably be 
selec~ed for whJch construction equipment was available or could 
readlly be obta~ned: A critical item was forms for tunnel lining. 
Forms, 34 feet m diameter, were on order for the Fontana project 
and could be loaned to both Watauga and South Holston. This 
tunnel ~ize was very. satisfactory for diversion and provided 
ample discharge capacity for passing the design flood. 

A contract for the diversion tunnel and certain parts of the 
o~tlet works had to be awarded shortly after project authoriza
~wn and before final designs could be developed. Many features 
mvolved were therefore based on judgment which later design 
and model studies proved to be satisfactory. 

SPILLWAY 

To obtain the required spillway discharge with reservoir sur
charge of 13 feet, a crest length of 384 feet was required. A 
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morning-glory crest was more suited to the poor rock foundation 
existing at South Holston, so for duplicate planning the morning
glory type was selected for use at both projects (fig. 35). 

Design and layout 

The morning-glory was located close to a side hill (fig. 29), 
and laboratory tests were made to determine the minimum width 
of the approach channel to be excavated around the spillway. 
Tests indicated that an increase of the width from the approxi
mately 30 feet used in the preliminary design had very small 
effects on the character of the channel flow. Discharge is most 
efficient if flow is radial over the crest and, to approach this, six 
piers were introduced on the spillway weir. This weir was found 
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to have a discharge coefficient of 3.54, and from this the Cl'est 
diameter was determined. 

The spillway crest diameter is 128 feet and contracts to the 
34-foot shaft diameter in a vertical distance of 89.1 feet. The 
shape of this contracting surface follows clo.sely the shape of a 
jet starting with a depth of 13 feet on the Circular crest. Flow 
over the crest is uncontrolled. 

The vertical shaft turns into the horizontal tunnel throug~ a 
75-foot-radius elbow. Water flowing along the downstream side 
of the shaft must break away from the wall at the. bend.. Turb~
lent conditions resulting from this action ~ere mv~shgated m 
the laboratory and found to be improved by m.troducmg a wedge 
of concrete on the shaft wall just above the pomt of c~rvature of 
the elbow. From the elbow to the outlet portal the ahgnl?en~ of 
the discharge tunnel is straight to avoid further comphcatwns 
caused by the high-velocity flow. . . . 

The morning-glory weir structure was placed m eight sectwns, 
separated by radial contraction joints. These _were later grout~d 
so that ring action would be developed. Uplift lfnder the ~eir 
is relieved by drains which discharge into the spillway o~enmg. 
The funnel-shaped transition, vertical shaft,. elbow, ;;tn.d honzo:r;ttal 
discharge tunnel are lined with concrete with a m1.mmum thick
ness of 18 inches. Lining is unreinforced except m local areas 
such as the funnel-shaped transition and at the concrete wedge 
above the elbow. 

Hydraulic laboratory tests showed that at the outlet portal no 
structure was needed for energy dissipation. However, at the 
portal the bedding of the rock was closely parallel to the surf:;tce 
of the ground, and excavation int~oduced danger of rock shps 
on these bedding planes. A massive concrete portal structure 
was therefore fitted as carefully as possible to the roc.k surf.ace 
developed by the portal excavation. ~ace of the portal Is. vertical 
and it served as a temporary crossmg for a constructwn road 
during diversion. 

SLUICEWAY 

Tunnel 

The sluiceway is constructed in the tunnel used for diversion 
during construction. The sluiceway tu_nnel .is abo.ut 600 fee~ long 
from its entrance to the wye-shaped JUnctwn With the spillway 
tunnel (fig. 34). 

The tunnel entrance has a concrete portal and trashracks (fig. 
29). A closure plug, about 70 feet long, begins approximately 175 
feet downstream from the portal. In the closure plug are two r~c
tangular sluices, each 5 feet 8 inc~es by 10 feet. Each slmce 
contains a hydraulically operated shde gate. Downstre:;tm from 
the slide gates a transition ch;;tnges each ~ectangula~ slmce to an 
8-foot-diameter flanged openmg, to which a 96-mch Rowell
Bunger valve is connected. Downstream from these valves are 
baffle structures to start the dissipation of the energy ?f the valve 
jets. About 365 feet dow~stream from the valves IS the wye
shaped junction with the spillway tunnel. 

' DESIGX 

The sluiceway tunnel is lined with concrete behveen the closure 
plug and the wye and is unreinforced except in local areas, as at 
portals and in parts of the wye. The lining is omitted between 
the sluiceway intake portal and the plug or about 112 feet of 
37-foot-diameter unlined tunnel. Maximum "velocity in this sec
tion will be about 10 feet per second. 

For access to the valves and gates a shaft and tower (fig. 36) 
over the valves extends to elevation 1998. A footbridge at eleva
tion 1998 allows access from the shore h the top of the tower. 

PortaL-The upstream portal supports trashracks and the 
maximum velocity through these racks is about 4.2 feet per 
second. Portal structures reach a maximum height of about 60 
feet to protect the approach. A bellmouth at the portal forms 
the transition to the tunnel. An intake for the headwater gage 
pipe system is cast into the portal structure. 

Tmshracks.-The sluiceway trashracks are at the entrance of 
the sluiceway tunnel, at station 4 + 80. The sluiceway opening is 
50 feet wide. 

Trashracks are of the stationary type and consist of two end 
sections 7 feet 5 inches wide and four intermediate sections 7 feet 
91;2 inches wide. The structure is curved to a radius of 45 feet, 
with a developed length at the face of the bars of 52 feet 2% 
inches. Main vertical members are 12-inch 1-beams and main 
horizontal members are 12-by %-inch plates. Vertical rack bars 
are 4 inches by %-inch spaced on 1-foot centers. Horizontal rack 
bars are 2 inches by %~inch spaced on 20-inch centers. The trash
racks are designed for a 10-foot differential head. 

Closure plug.-Two factors affected the location of the closure 
plug. The location chosen was considered to be sufficiently down
stream of the tunnel portal to minimize leakage from the full 
reservoir into the tunnel downstream of the plug. Also, the 
location chosen allows an adequate distance between the valves 
and the wye for control of the discharging water before it reaches 
the wye. Effective length of the concrete closure plug is 70 feet. 
This length was chosen from an assumption that residance to 
water pressure against the plug could safely be withstood by a 
shear of 15 pounds per square inch along the contact surface of 
the plug and the rock. 

The procedure developed for closure of the tunnel called for 
constructing the concrete plug in two stages. This was accom
plished by building a horizontal slab in the nlug area before the 
tunnel was put in service for diversion. This slab, above the 
floor of the tunnel, divided the tunnel into a large uppPr opening 
and a relatively small lower opening. The slab was keved and 
supplied with a pipe system for grouting of the joints between 
the slab and the lower plug. Both the upper plug and the lower 
plug were placed in two blocks separated by a contraction joint, 
which also was grouted. The closure of the upper area was made 
at a time of the year when the inflow was low enough to be passed 
safely through the lower opening. A low inflow was also desir
able to minimize the effects of loadings caused by rising reservoir 
level in the tim~ interval between d:ropping of the closure gate 
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and grouting of the plug. As speed was essential in completing 
the plugs, the concrete was artificially cooled with river water. 
Such a combination of low flow and cold water could only be 
obtained in the fall, and the closure operations were scheduled 
accordingly. 

Closure gate.-A simple type of top-hinged gate which could be 
readily swung down into place was designed for permanent 
closure of the lower opening, so that concrete for the lower plug 
could be placed in the dry. 

Since the permanent closure of the tunnel below the slab could 
not be completed before the reservoir had risen considerably 
above the top of the seated closure gate, salvage of the gate was 
not considered. 

The gate is approximately 10 feet 6 inches high by 22 feet 
1 inch wide. It consists structurally of horizontal steel top and 
bottom beams framed between two structural-steel end posts with 
a steel skin plate welded on the outside of the upstream flanges 
of the frame members and to the upstream flanges of intermediate 
vertical structural-steel beams framed between the top and bot
tom beams. The gate has two horizontal steel trunnions at the 
top mounted securely in the extensions of the end post webs and 
supported by vertical diaphragm plates welded between the 
flanges of the top beam. A substantial trunnion bearing with 
removable cap was installed on each side of the upstream face 
of the dividing slab. At the top, bottom, and sides of its down
stream face the gate has bearing timbers and rubber belting seals 
which contact metal surfaces built into the upstream face of the 
concrete tunnel lining and dividing slab. On the upstream face 
of the gate, at the bottom edge, two anchor points near the ends 
and one wire rope sheave at the center provide for handling. 

The gate, which weighs 20,800 pounds, is designed for a water
head of 137.43 feet above the center line of its bottom seal, with 
t11e basic structural stress not exceeding 18,000 pounds per square 
inch. 

Sluice liners.-The two steel liners through the sluiceway struc
ture are alike, and each consists of a 52-foot-long entrance section 
which connects to the slide gate frame and a 10-foot-long transi
tion section which extends between the slide gate and the Howell
Dunger valve. These liners were designed for a differential col
lapsing pressure head of 54 feet, or 24 pounds per square inch. 

The 52-foot entrance section is flared at the inlet end for a 
distance of 5 feet and is built up of l-inch plates and horizontal 
stiffeners of %-inch plate on the sides and top and 6-inch struc
tural tees on the bottom. The remainder of the section is 5 feet 
8 inches wide and 10 feet deep inside and is built up of %-inch 
plates and stiffeners of 6-inch structural tees spaced on 18-inch 
centers on all sides. The transition section is made up of %-inch 
plates with 6-inch structural tees spaced on 2-foot 41;2-inch cen
ters. All flanges are 2 inches thick. The liners were designed 
on the basis of a maximum allowable stress of 18,000 pounds per 
square inch, using commercial steel plates and rolled sections 
conforming to ASTM specification A7. 
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Sluiceway gates.-These gates are used for an emergency 
closure of the sluiceway should the regulating valves fail to func
tion or for inspection or repair. 

The location of these gates is shown in figure 36. One gate is 
installed in each of two sluiceways leading to the valves. The 
sill of each gate is at elevation 1701.15. The gates are either to 
be wide open or fully closed and are required to operate under a 
maximum waterhead of 281.68 feet above the gate sills. Gate 
openings are 5 feet 8 inches wide by 10 feet 0 inch high. 

Each gate consists essentially of an upstream and downstream 
frame whose interior conforms to the rectangular shape of the 
adjacent steel sluice liners, a sliding leaf that in closed position 
seats on sealing surfaces in the downstream frame, and a 30-inch 
diameter hydraulic hoist mounted directly above the leaf on the 
bonnet of the gate which raises or lowers the leaves as required. 

A piston in the hydraulic hoist is connected to the leaf by a 
monel metal stem. It is further fitted with a bronze stem exten
sion that projects up through a gland in the top head of the 
hydraulic cylinder. The upper end of this stem has a coned head 
that engages a suspended semiautomatic gate hanger when the 
gate leaf is in its fully raised position which prevents the gate 
leaf from drifting down due to leakage of oil past the piston 
rings. It must be manually released before the hydraulic hoist 
can be operated to move the gate leaf down to the closed position. 
A necked-down safety stud in the coned head is proportioned so 
that it will normally hold the weight of the moving parts but will 
break if power is applied to lower the gate leaf without first 
releasing the hanger device. 

Oil for the operation of the hoist is supplied by a pump having 
a capacity of 20 gallons per minute at 1200 pounds per square 
inch working pressure. The pump, together with a 330-gallon 
oil storage tank, is on the elevation 1750.65 landing. A com
plete piping system conveys the oil to and from the cylinders. 
A pushbutton station for operating the pump is near each hydrau
lic hoist. A 12-inch vent for each of the gates connects to each 
gate chamber on the downstream side of the gate casting. This 
vent is carried to atmosphere. A 3-inch bypass line from head
water· around each sluice gate fills the sluiceway between the 
sluice gate and the discharge valve to permit the gate to be raised 
under a balanced head. For statistical data on the oil pump see 
appendix A. 

The concrete around the frame and bonnet castings is designed 
to carry all the load. The working pressure in each hydraulic 
cylinder is approximately 1000 pounds per square inch, assuming 
a coefficient of friction of 0.6 for the bronze sealing surfaces at 
the start of a gate leaf movement with 281.68 feet of waterhead 
above the gate sills; The hydraulic hoist units, however, were 
designed for a maximum pressure of 1200 pounds per square 
inch .. 

Standard slide gates with 24-inch-diameter hoisting cylinder 
were found to be inadequate for operation under the high head 
of water at this project. It was therefore necessary to increase 
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the hoisting cylinder diameter to 30 inches and redesign other 
features of the hoist and gate assembly. 

The estimated weight of each gate and hoist is 117,500 pounds. 
Howell-Bunger valves.-These valves control and regulate the 

discharge of water when the reservoir level is below elevation 
1975. They also may be used for drawing down the reservoir 
level to a point below the intake trashrack structure should it 
need to be inspected or repaired. One valve is connected to the 
downstream end of each sluice liner. At this point a chamber 
was constructed as part of the tunnel for installation and opera
tion of the valves. The horizontal center line of the valves is at 
elevation 1706.15. 

Each valve consists of a cylindrical gate sliding on the external 
surface of a cylindrical valve body 96 inches in diameter and the 
necessary machinery for moving the gate. Each is secured to 
the steel tunnel liner by corrosion-resistant steel bolts. 

Operating equipment of each valve consists of a motor-driven 
drive unit connected to the sliding cylindrical gate by steel shaft
ing, a bevel gear unit, worm reducers, and two large screw and 
nut units that are fastened to opposite sides of the sliding gate. 
Each drive unit has a visual gate position indicator, travel limit 
switch, safety coupling, motor control, and handwheel attachment 
for emergency manual operation. The drive unit is mounted on 
an operating platform at elevation 1741.65, directly above the 
valve. 

An inverted cone is built in and closes the downstream end of 
each valve body. This cone is firmly supported in the body by a 
series of radial ribs. Large port openings are placed around the 
circumference of the valve body, just upstream from the base of 
the inverted cone and between the radial ribs. The downstream 
end of the valve boay has a beveled bronze seat against which the 
downstream end of the sliding gate closes. The upstream end of 
the sliding gate has a stuffing box and several rings of water
resistant packing. 

As the sliding gate is moved upstream by the operating ma
chinery, the ports in the valve body are opened to the atmos
phere, and the water, due to head pressure, is forced against the 
surface of the inverted cone and thence out through the port 
openings in a balanced conical-shaped stream. By controlling 
the movement of the sliding gate a balanced water discharge from 
zero to maximum may be obtained. Discharge may be diminished 
by sliding the gate downstream and stopped by sliding it to a 
position where it contacts the bronze seat on the downstream end 
of the valve body. 

During a power failure, each valve may be opened or closed 
manually by the handwheel attachment on the drive unit. A 
safety device prevents the motor from starting while the valve 
is being operated manually. 

The visual gate position indicator mounted on each drive unit 
has a circular dial marked "Closed" and "Open" at points cor
responding to the fully closed and fully open position of the 
sliding gate. Between these markings it is graduated into 10 
equal spaces. 
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This type of regulating valve, known as a Rowell-Bunger valve, 
is manufactured solely by the S. Morgan Smith Co. of York, Pa., 
who hold the patent rights. The detailed design was carried out 
by the manufacturer in accordance with TVA's general procure
ment drawing and specifications. Requirements established for 
load and operating conditions are: 

Maximum static head at which valve will be required to operate is 
281.85 feet. 

Minimum discharge at above head with the slide gate fully open is 
5740 cubic feet per second. 

Structural parts of the valve were designed for these loadings 
with a factor of safety of not less than five based on the ultimate 
strength of the material. 

Mechanical parts of the valve were designed for the computed 
operating loads with a factor of safety of not less than five based 
on the ultimate strength of the material. They were also to be 
proportioned to withstand the stresses produced by the break
down torque of the motor with resulting stresses not to exceed 
90 percent of the elastic limit of the materials used. 

Electrical equipment conforms to the standards of the NEMA 
and the AlEE and all applicable requirements of the National 
Electrical Code. 

Each valve is operated by a squirrel-cage electric motor devel
oping 15 horsepower at 1800 revolutions per minute. Time to 
fully open or to fully close each valve is approximately 9 minutes. 
The estimated weight of each valve and its operating machinery 
is 55,000 pounds. 

Energy dissipation structures.-Water discharges from the 
Rowell-Bunger valves at a velocity that, for full reservoir, ex
ceeds 100 feet per second. Laboratory test showed that in a 
simple open tunnel the water lost relatively little velocity in the 
turbulence of its cone-shaped discharge. Flow accumulated in 
the lower portion of the tunnel and reached the wye at such 
velocity that it climbed the far side of the spillway tunnel and 
continued to spiral completely around the section. To change this 
condition, batHe structures are placed a short distance down
stream from the Rowell-Bunger valves. As shown in figure 36, 
these structures consist of a batHe 15 feet high and 15 feet thick, 
with semicircular top, built on the tunnel floor, and of a wall 
supported from the tunnel roof which closes approximately the 
upper 9 feet of the tunnel. These structures change the shooting 
flow of the sluice discharges to streaming flow before the dis
charge reaches the wye structure. 

Wye at spillway tunnel.-At the tunnel wye a special structure 
was needed for several reasons. First, it was desirable to get 
extra support for the flat concrete roof. Second, at the wye, dis
charge from the spillway has an opportunity to escape from the 
control of the usual tunnel section, and this condition should be 
minimized as much as possible. Finally, a special structure at 
the wye assists in controlling discharge from the sluices. Across 
the sluiceway leg of the wye is a weir 7 feet 6 inches high. The 
downstream face of this weir is shaped to coincide with the 34-
foot diameter of the main spillway tunnel. This tunnel therefore 
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gives a continuous control on spillway discharge until the depth 
of flow exceeds 7 feet 6 inches, a condition that will occur at 
very infrequent intervals. The sluiceway leg of the tunnel is 
divided into three passages by two piers extending from floor to 
roof. These piers combine with a heavy reinforced tunnel roof 
to give structural strength at the wye.. The downstream ends ?f 
the piers are curved to follow the circumference of the mam 
spillway tunn.el, and the pier noses are stre~mlined. If depth: of 
flow in the spillway tunnel exceeds 7 feet 6 mches, water tendmg 
to spread outside the limit of the 34-foot tunnel will strike the 
piers and be guided back to the tunnel. Finally, the throttling 
effect of the wye structure on the sluiceway discharge 'helps to 
control the velocity of flow in this leg of the wye. 

Tower and shaft 

The sluiceway tower has an inside diameter of 25 feet to allow 
space for access to equipment (fig. 37). The outside surface of 
the tower is formed in the shape of an octagon with a minimum 
wall thickness of 3 feet 1 inch at the base at elevation 1870.2. 
From this point and up to top of wall at elevation 1995.75 the 
wall thickness is reduced to 20 inches minimum in five steps by 
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horizontal offsets on the outside of wall. In thf' JowPr portion, 
where the tower becomes a shaft in good rock, the lining is 18-
inch minimum thickness. Finally, at the bottom of the shaft 
the 25-foot diameter is undercut to obtain sufficient floor area for 
equipment. The resulting section is no longer circular and is, 
therefore, less able to resist hydrostatic pressures that may de
velop by seepage through the rock. Such pressures are relieved 
by introducing drains between concrete and rock, and the wall 
sections are also strengthened by the strut action of the two 
equipment floors. At the point where the shaft emerges from 
the rock a heavily reinforced base is used. 

An operating floor at the top of the tower is at elevation 1998. 
Access is by footbridge. Supports are embedded in the upper 
floor structures for installation of a crane. 

A 10-foot 6-inch by 12-foot hatch opening is in the top floor. 
Access in the tower is by a spiral stairway down to floors at ele
vations 1988.5 and 1976 and by elevator from this lower floor to 
the equipment floors in the shaft. Elevator machinery and a 
headwater gauge are on a floor at elevation 1988.5. The 1976 
floor furnishes access to the elevator and to the auxiliary ladder 
extending to the base of the shaft. Base of the shaft is at eleva
tion 1721.65, about 276 feet from the operating deck. Equipment 
is on floors at elevations 17 41.65 and 1750.65, above the effects of 
any possible splashing into the tower when the Rowell-Bunger 
valves are discharging. 

Elevator.-An automatic electric elevator with a rated live load 
of 1200 pounds at a car speed of 100 feet per minute was in
stalled in the sluiceway tower. 

The total lift is from elevation 1750.65 at the bottom landing 
to elevation 1976 at the top landing, a distance of approximately 
225 feet, with no intermediate landings. All hoisting machinery 
and control panels are installed in the machinery room above the 
shaft at elevation 1988.5. The hoisting machine is of the worm
geared traction type. 

Guides for both car and counterweight are planed steel tee 
sections. The brake is electromagnet-released, spring-set, with 
two shoes independently actuated. Safety governors, lubricators, 
counterweights, and buffers are included. 

Approximate area of the car platform is 16 square feet and is 
constructed of two layers of wood flooring. The cage is of struc
tural steel, bolted and riveted together. The car enclosure is 
built of steel and is complete with lighting, emergency exit, tele
phone, etc., and has a manually operated collapsible steel gate. 
Wire-mesh enclosures, with 2-speed wire-mesh sliding doors, are 
installed at the top and bottom landings; the doors are manually 
opened and self-closing. 

The electrical system consists of a 5-horsepower hoist motor, 
automatic push-button control, terminal and final limit switches, 
and car lighting. For statistical data on the elevator and elevator 
equipment see appendix A. 

Jib crane.-The 20-ton-capacity jib crane (also identified as 
pillar crane) installed on the power intake tower is also available 
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for emergency heavy-duty use on the sluiceway tower. Embedded 
parts installed in the sluiceway tower are the same as for the 
power intake to~er so that interchange can readily be made. 

Access footbndge.-Access to the sluiceway tower is by a foot
bridge at elevation .1998. extending from the shore to the top of 
the tow~r. The bndge IS 249 ~eet long, made up in three equal 
spans with a clear walkway width of 4 feet and surfaced with 
steel flooring of 2-inch T-Tri-Lok filled with concrete. 

. Main b~idge ~embers are continuous solid web plate and angle 
girders with smtable cross beams for supporting the floor. Hori
zontal wind bracing in the plane of the bottom flange of the cross 
b~ams is arran.ged in the form of a truss. Top members of the 
girders are 5-mch bulb angles set horizontally with the bulb 
element turned inside to give a neat appearanc~ and also to re
ceive the end of the vertical web-stiffening members. 

Each in.termediate bridge support consists of a rigid A-type 
fra~e, bmlt up of rolled structural sections and gusset plates. 
Mam members are 24-inch wide-flange sections and horizontal 
members are 12- and 13-inch channels. Connections are part 
welded and part riveted. 

The walkway surface is 2 feet 3 inches from the top of the 
gi~ders. A continuous railing of 2-inch pipe is framed at 1 foot 
3 ~nches above t~e top of the girders which makes a guarded 
height of 3 feet 6 mches. Handrails are supported on short posts 
from the top of the girders, spaced on approximately 8-foot 
centers. 

The structural.steel was designed for dead load plus 100-pound
per-square-foot live load on the walkway area and a wind load 
of 30 pounds per square foot. 

POWER FACILITIES 

Power faciliti~s include the intake, power conduit, surge tank, 
powerhouse, switchyard, and control building. In planning the 
general layout of these facilities, two basically different locations 
were considered for the powerhouse. One placed the structure 
on the right bank relatively close to the embankment where the 
canyon had been widened by erosion at the river bend and to 
develop the approximately 40-foot head available betw~en this 
site and the Wilbur pool-created by Wilbur Dam some 2 miles 
downstream-would have required that the powerhouse be set 
deeply into the rock. The tailrace would have been a tunnel 
throug~ the ridge opposite t~e powerhouse and an open channel 
excavation to the head of Wilbur pool. The second location for 
the powerhouse was a more conventional layout, with the power
h~use ~n the left bank near the head of Wilbur pool. Some con
Sideration was also given to utilize the combined head of the 
\Yatauga and Wilbur projects in one powerhouse, but this idea 
did not prove practical. 

In the first plan, with the powerhouse near the embankment 
the difficulties involved in constructing an access road and of 
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maintaining a deep tailrace channel were serious; consideration 
of this location, therefore, was discontinued. 

For the second layout, several powerhouse locations along the 
left bank were investigated. In these studies consideration was 
given to many factors; among them were the length and cost of 
the power tunnel and tailrace channel, the surge tank location, 
the space available for the powerhouse, and protection of the 
powerhouse from boulders rolling down the steep mountain behind 
the structure. The location chosen-the one best suited to these 
factors-placed the powerhouse on the left bank about 400 feet 
upstream of the Wilbur pool. This necessitated an intake tunnel 
approximately 3700 feet long but relatively little tailrace excava-
tion. 

The only available level space large enough for the switchyard 
was on the right bank just upstream of the powerhouse. The 
control building is downstream of the switchyard, with space for 
employees parking area between the two. 

Access to the powerhouse is by a bridge connecting the control 
building access road on the right bank directly to the powerhouse 
service bay. 

INTAKE 

Tower 
Power operations require an intake to operate at all reservoir 

levels above elevation 1815. This represents an extreme range of 
173 feet in water level, and for this condition a tower type intake 
was considered the best solution. Two types of towers were con
sidered-a completely enclosed cylindrical type and an open 
U-shaped type. A U-shaped tower was the more economical and 
was therefore adopted (fig. 38). It is supported by a heavy rec
tangular base section. An operating deck at the top, elevation 
1998, holds the gate-operating machinery and a 20-ton pillar crane 
and a gate maintenance deck is at elevation 1954. 

The base section is a block 31 feet by 37 feet 6 inches which 
forms the tunnel portal and a seat for the caterpillar intake gate. 
Upstream of the gate the waterway widens to accommodate trash
racks, and downstream of the gate there is a transition from the 
14.5-foot wide by 18-foot rectangular section to the 18-foot-diam
eter tunnel. Maximum velocities through the trashrack are 3.0 
feet per second, increasing to 12.4 feet per second at the gate 
slot. A 24-inch vent for the power conduit connects to the 
conduit on the downstream side of the gate seals. This vent is 
carried to atmosphere at elevation 1992.75. 

The tower was investigated for the following loadings. 
Reservoir dry, maximum wind and pillar crane loads. 
Headwater elevation 1988, wind and wave action combined with maxi

mum pillar crane load. 
Headwater elevation 1815, wind and wave action with maximum pillar 

crane load. 
Wind reaction was assumed at 30 pounds per square foot of 

exposed perimeter. Uplift was considered as full hydrostatic 
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pressur~ over the ~ntire ~~se area. The tower was investigated 
for static and elastic ~tab1hty under the above loading conditions. 
Also,. the n~tural perwd of the structure for torsional vibration 
":as mvestigated to ensure that the slender tower would not 
VIbrate synchronously with a wave action period of 2 seconds. 

Access t? the to~er ~s b:y a foot_bridge to the nearest point on 
the shore lme. Th1s pomt m turn 1s connected by a stairway and 
footpath to the parking area on top of the embankment. Equip
ment may be moved by barge and handled by the pillar crane. 

Trashracks 

Intake !rashracks are at the bottom of the intake tower struc
ture,, statwn 4+30. A center pier divides the intake into two 
openmgs each 12% feet wide. Vertical channel guides for the 
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trashracks are embedded in the concrete at the sides of the open
ings for a height of 50 feet above. the top of the bas~ slab. 

The racks consist of four sections for each openmg, each 12 
feet 31/2 inches high by .12 feet 11 inches .wide. Vertical rack 
bars are 3 inches by 112 mch, spaced on 4-mch .centers, and the 
horizontal supporting members are 10- by 1/2-mch and 10-. by 
%-inch plates. End members which slide in the channel g.mdes 
are built up of %-inch bent plates. The trashracks are designed 
for a 5-foot differential head. 

Gate guides 

Guides and track structure for the intake ga.te consist of c~m
tinuous 12-inch rolled channel guides and a bmltup load-bearmg 
structure with track and seal bars at the lower elevations. Above 
elevation 1832 the channel guides are supported on brackets 
which are bolted to the face of the concrete gate slot. 

Below elevation 1832 the channel guides are welded to the %
inch formed plates of the lower structure. The %-~he~ formed 
plates serve as forms in pouring the concrete and also giVe ba~k
ing for the load-bearing; plate and seal ~ar. The. load-bearmg 
plate consists of a contmuous plate 31,4 m~hes thiCk and 261/2 
inches wide which is bolted to anchor bars with threaded sockets. 
Anchors are welded to the back of the %-inch formed plate and 
project into the concrete for a distance of 2 feet to serve the dual 
purpose of anchoring the structure adequately to the concrete as 
well as bolt sockets. 

A corrosion-resisting steel plate 1 inch thick and 101/2 inches 
wide is bolted to the face of the 31,4-inch bearing plate and se~ves 
as a running track for the roller train of the gate. A corroswn
resisting steel bar 71_ 6 inch thick and 3 inches wide. is located to 
register with the sealing device on the gate when m the closed 
position. . 

Suitable cross members between the vertical structures at the 
top and bottom of the intake opening facilitate proper sealing of 
the gate in the closed position. All bearing surfaces are ma
chined. 

To ensure true alinement with the gate, adjustable features are 
built in the bearing plates, and after alinement in final ere~tion, 
molten metal was poured in the gaps to develop full, umform 
bearing capacity. 

Gate 

A single gate of the tractor type is used to close the intake 
entrance to the power conduit in an emergency, to unwater for 
inspection or repairs to the. conduit lining, or for inspec~ion of 
the turbines. It is approximately 29 feet 21f2 mches high by 
20 feet 3 inches wide and closes an opening 21 feet 113;.4 inches 
high by 15 feet 0 inch center to center of the side water seals. 

The gate operates in slots on the face of the intake structure. 
It is handled by a pair of pin-type lifting chains and an electric
driven fixed hoist mounted on the top deck of the intake tower. 
In normal open position the gate is held just above the intake 
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tunnel opening. Provision is also made for raising and dogging 
it just below the fixed hoist for inspe~tion and repair. . 

Gate construction.-The gate consists, structurally, of a ver
tical downstream steel skin plate supported by horiz~mtal ste~l 
beams framed into vertical steel end posts. The skm plate Is 
further supported by vertical steel diaphragms !ramed between 
the horizontal beams. To minimize the hydraulic downp~ll and 
turbulent effects of the water flowing beneath the gate, Its bot
tom horizontal beam is fabricated to a streamlined cross section, 
and the webs of this beam have large vent openings. 

Each end post of the gate has a continuous roller train that 
operates on track surfaces on the outer periphery of the end post. 
Each roller train is of corrosion-resistant steel rollers closely 
spaced by nickel bronze side links. For protection from debris, 
each roller train is enclosed with a plate housing that covers all 
but its downstream contact surface which bears on a corrosion
resistant steel track secured to the intake structure. When 
operating the gate to open or close the intake conduit under 
unbalanced water pressure, the water load is transmitted to the 
intake structure through these roller trains and their tracks. 

Lateral movement of the gate is limited by bronze-bushed steel 
roller units on the outside of the webs of the end posts, two are 
near the top of the end posts and two near the bottom. Rollers 
of these units operate in steel channel guides secured to the con
crete forming the slot in which the gate ~oves up and down.. Two 
guides extend from the bottom ?f the mtake tul}nel_ openmg to 
just below the top deck on which the fixed hoist IS mounted. 
Lifting chains are attached to the gate by a lower sprocket frame 
which is pin-connected to a lifting stem in the center of the ga~e. 

Water sealing arrangements are near the top, bottom, and side 
edges of its downstream face. These seals are arrarwed to se~l 
tightly under full headwater pressure when t~e gate IS seat~d. m 
position to close the intake tunnel and to be m released position 
when the gate is being moved. Corrosion-resistant steel ~ontact 
surfaces are installed on the intake structure. The sealing ar
rangement is as follows: A shallow watertight recess is continu
ous along the edges of the downstrea.m face of the gate.. This 
recess is closed on the downstream side by a heavy contmuous 
rubber cover clamped in place. On the center line of the outer 
surface of this rubber cover are clamped specially shaped bronze 
sealing bars which are mitered and j.oined at the corners t? f?rm 
a continuous rectangular-shaped sealmg arrangement. Bmlt mto 
the structural gate frame is a pipe system and a piston valve 
arrangement which functions to allow headwater into the sealing 
recess or to cut it off and allow this recess to drain to the down
stream side of the gate. An extension of the valve stem is 
secured to the lifting stem of the gate. The lifting stem of the 
gate has about 5 inches of vertical movement relative to the gate 
structure. Ports of the valve and their pipe connections are so 
arranged that when the lifting stem moves up this 5 inches, ports 
allowing headwater to enter the sealing recess are cut off and the 
drain is opened and vice versa when the lifting stem moves down 
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this 5 inches, ports allowing headwater to enter the recess behind 
the seal bars are opened and the drain is closed. The effect of 
this arrangement is to allow headwater to enter the sealing recess 
whenever the pull slacks off the lifting stem. Pressure of the 
hea~water then forces the !ubber cover and the sealing bars out 
until they contact the seahng surfaces on the intake structure. 
yv'h~n a pull. is exerted on the gate lifting stem it moves up the 
mdicated 5 mches, and through the connected valve this move
ment functions to cut off the headwater from the sealing recess 
and allows it to drain. The rubber cover and sealing bars then 
retract from contact with the sealing surfaces on the intake struc
~ure~. . In this way all sliding friction of the seal arrangements 
Is ehmmated when the gate is moving. 

Design.-The intake gate is designed to withstand the water 
loa~ produced by a head of water with pool at elevation 1975. 
This am.ounts to a head varying from 172 feet 10¥2 inches at the 
center lme of the top seal to 194 feet 10¥2 inches at the center 
line of the bottom seal. 

The calculat.ed design load for the lifting arrangements of the 
gate .was predicted on the condition of closing the intake conduit 
openmg under unbalanced water pressure. Under this condi
tion, such parts were subject to a load derived from the weight of 
th~ ~ate plus. the maximum hydraulic downpull and minus the 
fnctional resistance of the roller trains. 

The basi~ allowable stru~tural design stress was 16,000 pounds 
per square mch after a l!J. 6 -mch deduction of metal for a corrosion 
allowance. .Rollers of the roller .train were designed for a ratio 
of load per mch of face to the diameter of approximately 850. 
. The &:ate was designed to readily close the intake conduit open
mg by Its own weight. Since deterioration or other conditions 
might considerab~y increase the resistance to closing, provision 
for. future ballastmg of the gate was made. It has an estimated 
weight of 163,000 pounds. 

Gate hoist and lifting chains 

T~e hoist is installed on the top deck of the intake tower and 
c?nsists essential~y of a main hoist unit mounted on the deck 
directly over the mtake ~ate slot and driven by a power unit also 
mo.unted on. the deck adJacent to the hoist unit. The main hoist 
umt compnses a . heavy structural steel frame upon which are 
mou:r:ted two cham sprockets, each driven by two sets of spur 
gearmg connected by cross-shafting and couplings to the two 
w~rm gear reducers of the power unit. At the center of the main 
hoist base between the two driven sprockets a pivoting frame is 
mounted so that one end is pinned to the hoist base while the 
other res~s. on c?mpressed .spring units. This pivoting frame has 
an .equahzmg lmk to whic.h .the ~nner ends of the two lifting 
chams are fastene~. Two hmit switches mounted on the pivoting 
frame are mechamcally connected-one to the equalizing link and 
one t? t~e hois~ base-in such manner as to stop the hoist should 
one l~ftmg cham break, al.lowing the equa~izer link to swing to 
one side, or to stop the hoist should excessive slack occur in the 
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hoist chains, allowing the compressed spring units to rotate the 
pivoting frame in the upward direction. Gear-driven stripping 
sprockets in the hoist frame strip the idle parts of the lifting 
chains away from the driven sprockets and force them to slide 
down structural steel inclined guides secured to both ends of the 
hoist frame. The main hoist unit has a compound limit switch 
arrangement driven from one of the slow-speed shafts which 
stops the hoist at the required gate positions. All gearing and 
sprocket units on the main hoist are fully covered or guarded. 
The power unit of the hoist consists of two standard-type worm 
gear reducers mounted on bases, spaced to suit the cross-shaft 
arrangements of the main hoist unit and driven by a centrally 
located electric motor through additional cross-shafting and cou
plings. Tl).e high-speed shaft extension of each worm reducer has 
a spring-set, thrustor-released, shoe-type brake. A gear-driven 
counter locally registers the position of the intake gate in feet 
and tenths of a foot. 

Control of t~e hoist is by a pushbutton station mounted adja
cent to the hoist. A bypass button allows emergency operation 
after the broken chain limit switch has functioned to stop the 
hoist. 

Normal hoist operation requires that the intake gate be lifted 
under unbalanced headwater pressure to a "cracked" or intake 
chann~l .fillin.g pos~t~on. A com~ound limit switch automatically 
stops It m this position. Before It can be raised further the water 
pressures on both sides of the gate must be equalized. A timer 
switch i~ the motor c.ontrol circuit permits sufficient time to elapse 
for the mtake ~ondmt to fill completely, thus balancing the pres
sure on both sides of the gate. At the expiration of this time 
period the hoist motor circuit is closed by the timer switch and 
the gate is rais~d .to it~ fully ope:r: P<?Sition where it is stopped by 
the compound hmit switch. To hft It further the "Raise" button 
must be pressed again. 

Reeving of each lifting chain is as follows : One end of each 
liftin~ .chai~ is secured to. one ~orner of the triangular-shaped 
equahzmg lmk on the mam hoist. It then extends vertically 
~ownward to and around one of the two idler sprockets mounted 
m a lower sprocket frame that is pinned to the gate lifting stem 
~t then extends vertically upward to and around one of the hoist~ 
mg sproc.kets in .the main hoist unit, then down and around one 
of the dr~ve~ stnpper sprockets of the main hoist unit, and then 
dow~ an mclmed struc~ural steel gu_ide to the outside of one of the 
vertical walls of the mtake tower. Here it forms a U-shaped 
storage loop whose length depends upon the position of the intake 
gate. The outer or dead end of the chain is fastened to the upper 
part of the intake tower. 

Design.-'J'he load capacity of the hoist and its lifting chains 
was ~etermmed . by the maximum condition of the emergency 
lhwe.rmg of the mtake gate to a position closing the entrance to 
t e mtake tunnel when the turbine wicket gates are wide open 
and can_not be closed. Under this condition the hoist and chains 
are subJected to a load which includes the weight of the gate and 
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attached moving parts plus the maximum hydraulic downpull 
developed and minus the frictional resistance of the gate roller 
trains under the water load. 

A relatively slow speed was considered satisfactory for these 
operations since normally the intake gate needs only to be lowered 
a short distance to close the intake tunnel opening. A slow speed 
also helped to minimize the power requirements. 

Design of the hoist and the other lifting parts was also checked 
against such unusual conditions as one hoist chain taking all the 
load due to breaking of the other chain and the wedging of the 
intake gate in the gate slot. 
1. For the load capacity condition of the hoist, the basic allowable unit 

stresses are as follows: 
a. For the structural frames of the hoist it was not to exceed 14,000 pounds 

per square inch without allowance for corrosion. · 
b. For the mechanical parts of the hoist it was not to exceed one-fifth of 

the ultimate strength of the material. 
2. For the condition of one lifting chain broken, the basic allowable unit 

stresses are as follows: 
a. For the affected parts it was not to exceed one and one-fourth times 

those allowed in load condition 1. 
3. For the condition of an intake gate wedged in a gate slot, the basic allow

able unit stresses are as follows: 
a. For the affected parts it was not to exceed 90 percent of the elastic 

limit of the material. 

For statistical data on the gate hoist and chains, see appen
dix A. 

Jib crane 
A jib crane (fig. 39) is required to handle parts and materials 

in the erection, servicing, and maintenance of the intake gate 
and the intake gate hoist. It consists of a rotating box-type struc
tural steel mast and a pivoting box-type structural steel boom. A 
structural steel machinery platform mounted on the mast and 
rotating with it supports an electric-driven main hoist, boom 
hoist, swing unit, and the necessary controls. The mast projects 
down through the top deck of the intake tower to a floor beneath. 
At the top deck it is supported by rollers bearing against a steel 
roller path embedded in the concrete deck structure. At the lower 
floor it is supported by a combined radial and thrust bearing unit 
which is anchored to a heavy plate embedded in the floor struc
ture. The crane is operated from a control box, with a weather
proof cover, and mounted on the top of the boom hoist speed 
reducer, convenient to the operator as he stands on the machinery 
platform. 

Design.-The load capacity of the jib crane was made adequate 
to handle the heaviest piece of equipment as shipped, except the 
intake gates, for installation at the intake structure. 

The operating radius was made sufficient to permit handling 
of equipment from truck or barge to the top deck of the intake 
tower structure and then placed in position for erection. Maxi
mum hook travel was made sufficient to permit handling of equip
ment from truck or barge to the top deck of the intake tower 
structure. 
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FIGURE 39.-Watauga~ jib crane for sluice11:ay and i1:t:d«e toa·en. 

The following design requirements were established : 
Main hoist capacity ________________ 20 tons 
Maximum operating radius _________ 25 feet 2 14 inches 
Maximum lift --------------------- 290 feet 
Hook speed ----------------------- 15 feet per minute (approximate) 
Swing speed ---------------------- 1 revo:ution in 2 minutes 

The loads and allowable unit stresses affecting the design of 
the various parts of the crane are computed as follows: 
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LoadB and stresses for the structural parts of the jib crane-
Case !-Structural parts were designed for the dead weight of the mem

bers and equipment plus the effect of the net hook load and 25 percent 
impact on the net hook load. Unit stresses for this condition were 
not to exceed a basic stress of 14,000 pounds per square inch. 

Case 11-Structural parts were designed for the dead weight of the mem
bers and equipment plus the effect of hook load derived from 300 per
cent of the normal motor torque. Unit stresses for this condition 
were not to exceed 90 percent of the yield point of the material used. 

Loads and stresses for the mechanical parts of the jib crane
Case !-Mechanical parts were designed for the loads imposed by the 

normal rated torque of the motor with unit stresses not to exceed 
one-fifth of the ultimate strength of the material used. 

Case 11-Mechanical parts were designed for the loads imposed by 300 
percent of the normal motor torque with unit stresses not to exceed 
90 percent of the yield point of the materials used. 

Load brakes and motor brakes-
Load and motor brakes were to have a torque capacity of 150 percent of 

the normal motor torque. 

For statistical data on motors and brakes see appendix A. 
Miscellaneous equipment and fittings.-A substantial pipe 

handrail (39 inches high) encloses the machinery platform of the 
jib crane, except at the access point for the crane operator and 
where the location of machinery will not permit. Handgrip bars 
are adjacent to the control box for the safety of the operator. 

A collector system in the chamber below the top deck is com
pletely housed in a sturdy wire-mesh screen for the protection 
of personnel servicing the crane in that area. 

Automatic load brakes for the main hoist and the boom hoist 
are of the multidisc type, running in oil, and have sufficient 
capacity to hold one-and-one-half times the rated hook load. They 
are so arranged as to prevent the load from lowering unless the 
hoist motors are revolving under power in a lowering direction. 
The main hoist load brake has an oil cooling system and is de
signed to permit lowering the rated capacity load a distance of 
290 feet three times in rapid succession without injurious heating. 

Thruster brakes are used for the main hoist motor and the 
boom hoist motor and an electrically operated disc brake for the 
slewing motor. 

All bearings on the crane are of the antifriction type except 
the hoist drum shaft bearings which are bronze bushed. All bear
ings have suitable fittings for grease lubrication. 

Electrical equipment.-In general, the electrical equipment and 
wiring conform to the latest requirements of the National Elec
tric Code, the National Electrical Safety Code, the Standards of 
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the Standards 
of the National Electrical Manufacturers' Association. 

Power supply-Power of 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles is sup
plied by angle-type annular conductors mounted on the mast just 
below the top deck of the intake structure. Collectors are of the 
side running type, with bronze shoes, and are mounted on the 
wall of the chamber below the top deck. 

Grounding of the jib crane structure is accomplished by a 
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pantagraph-type grounding unit mounted on the mast and bear
ing against the roller path embedded in the concrete deck struc
ture. 

Controls.-Controls are grouped in a control box on the top of 
the boom hoist speed reducer and arranged so that one man can 
control all movements of the crane. Magnetic contactors, mechan
ically and electrically interlocked for reversing duty, in the power 
circuits of the main hoist, boom hoist, and swing motors, limit 
operation of the crane to one motion at a time. The control 
switch for the main hoist is of the rotary type and those for the 
boom hoist and swing are of the momentary pushbutton type, 
with an indicator light to show when power circuits are energized. 
A limit switch interrupts the raise circuit of the main hoist motor 
when the hoist block reaches the upper limit of its travel. It is 
arranged to be self-resetting and to permit operation of the hoist 
in the lowering direction. 

Access footbridge 

A footbridge 179 feet long at elevation 1998 and made up in 
two equal spans extends from the shore to the top of the intake 
tower. Otherwise, the design is the same as for the access foot
bridge to the sluiceway tower. 

POWER CONDUIT 

Alinement of the power conduit or tunnel between the intake 
and the powerhouse was determined by the following considera
tions: (1) a minimum rock cover between the embankment and 
the conduit had to be maintained; (2) the alinement had to give 
sufficient overburden over a major portion of the conduit to take 
the hydrostatic head, the criterion being that the height of the 
overburden should be at least one-half of the hydrostatic and 
dynamic head; and ( 3) the conduit had to be as short and straight 
as possible to minimize power losses and reduce cost. 

Preliminary investigation placed the bottom of the surge tank 
at elevation 1785, and the tunnel invert at this point at elevation 
1729+ to get sufficient cover between the conduit and the surge 
tank. Maximum slope of tunnel for efficient use of the construc
tion equipment was 1.6 percent, thus establishing the invert at the 
intake at elevation 1782.25. This is only slightly lower than re
quired for flow into the conduit during low headwater. Construc
tion equipment limited the horizontal bends to a radius of 150 
feet and the vertical bends to a radius of 36 feet. 

The tunnel is approximately 3700 feet in length with a mini
mum bore of 20 feet in diameter. A concrete liner 12 inches 
thick reduces the lined portion to a net diameter of 18 feet. 
Originally, it was planned to line the entire tunnel, but the charac
ter of the rock found during the excavation showed this was 
necessary only for certain parts of the tunnel. The upper 1240 
feet, adjacent to the intake, consists of layers of quartzite and 
shale, and this part of the tunnel was lined to prevent seepage 
from the tunnel into the core of the dam. The conduit down
stream of the surge tank also required a lining. The middle por-
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tion of the tunnel is bored through good rock, and a liner was 
not deemed necessary. 

About 30 feet past the surge tank tee the tunnel drops on a 
slope of 50 degrees to about the elevation of the distributor, ele
vation 1654. Immediately downstream of the lower 50-degree 
bend, the single conduit branches into two conduits 11 feet in 
diameter, one to each unit. These conduits each have a steel 
liner from the end of the wye to the powerhouse. Each branch 
of the wye has a rock trap just upstream from the steel liner. 
To permit independent operation of the two units, each conduit 
branch has a butterfly valve in the powerhouse. 

Steel conduit liners 

Two steel conduit liners begin at station 38+77.25 beyond the 
wye of the intake conduit and run continuous to the butterfly 
valve. A short transition section connects the valve and the 
scroll case. Each liner is 11 feet inside diameter, approximately 
219 feet long on unit 1 and approximately 225 feet long on unit 2, 
and has a slope of 1 percent towards its respective unit. 

The liners were designed in accordance with the prevailing 
API-ASME code for full hydraulic pressure due to hydraulic 
gradient from station 40+00 to the powerhouse. From station 
40+00 back to station 38+77.25, the shell thickness was reduced 
1;1 6 inch progressively in each plate due to the fact that protec
tive cover was present. Additional stresses were included in the 
shell design due to the necessity of providing for thrust resulting 
from gate closure. This thrust was assumed as being carried 
back to the anchor rings around the shell and absorbed by the 
concrete encasement. 

Connections between the liner and the valve and between the 
transition piece and the scroll case were designed on the basis 
of dynamic head only. 

The liners are of all-welded construction and were designed 
on the basis of a maximum allowable stress of 13,750 pounds 
per square inch, using plates of flange quality conforming to 
ASTM specification A 70. 

Plate thickness ranges from ll/4 to %6 inch. Shop joints 
were completely radiographed. Field joints were prepared in a 
manner to permit all field welding on the inside of the liners. 
To avoid excessive plate costs and to minimize field welding the 
plates were held to 8-foot maximum width. 

Butterfly valves 

A 132-inch butterfly valve of split-body design for each pen
~;;tock is immediately upstream from the turbine scroll case 
(fig. 40). The valves were designed by the manufacturer. Each 
valve is operated by a 35-horsepower 250-volt direct-current motor 
and is set for a closing time of 360 seconds. The clear area with 
the valve completely open is 78.8 percent of the cross-sectional 
area. The guaranteed maximum leakage at the maximum head of 
325 feet is 13 gallons per minute. Eacn valve has a 6-inch bypass 
co permit filling the scroll case before opening the valve. A dif-
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FIGURE 40.-W atauga-butt<'rfly r·alre disc assembly. 

ferential pressure switch is interlocked with t11c starting mecha
nism of the motor to prevent opening the valve bctore the scroll 
case is filled. For statistical data on the butterfly valves see 
appendix A. 

Unwatering 

Water remaining in trash pockets vvhcn the steel-lined con
duits are drained is removed by a portable gas::Jline-engine-driveil 
pump. For statistical data on the unwatering pump see appen
dix A. 

SURGE TANK 

A nonoverflow differential type tank is used (fig. 41). It is 
excavated in rock and connected to the power conduit by a short 
riser 18 feet in diameter. Diameter of the tank is GO feet and 
the total height is 235 feet, giving a freeboard of 6 feet at the 
bottom and 14 feet at the top. 

The tank is designed for 100 percent load, off or on, with a 
5-second governor time. Since the extent of the tunnel Jining 
was not definitely known at the time the surge tank was designed, 
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SECTION A-A SECTION 8-8 

FIGURE 41.-W atauga surge tank. 

the tunnel wa$ assumed completely lined for investigating the 
stability of the tank and determining the maximum surge and '----· 
was assumed unlined, except for the upper 1250 feet and the 
wye, for determining the minimum surge. · · 

The tank is set well back into the hillside to get sufficient rock 
cover to withstand the hydrostatic head. Top of the tank was 
extended to elevation 2020, higher than required fo~. maximum 
surge, to give a minimum open excavation and still allow suffi
cient level space for construction equipment. There is a level 
berm of 20-foot minimum width between the edge of the surge 
tank shaft and the toe of the cut, but as the rock is shale, and 
therefore subject to ravelling, a retaining wall was built around 
the tank to intercept rockslides. This wall is 7 feet high on the 
hillside half and 2 feet 6 inches high for the remainder. The 
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portion 7 feet high was designed to contain a slide of 100 cubic 
yards. To prevent rocks from bouncing over the wall, a 4-foot
high No. 9 gage chain-link fence was placed on top. 

The upper part of the surge tank has a concrete liner with a 
minimum thickness of 18 inches. The lower portion, being ex
cavated in sound rock, is unlined. The bottom of the tank has a 
concrete slab 2 feet thick, which is thickened to 3 feet 9 inches · 
at the center to accommodate the steel forming the port area and 
supporting the riser in the surge tank. 

To allow room for the riser and the port the upper 10 feet of 
the shaft between the conduit and the surge tank was enlarged 
to a diameter of 19 feet 6 inches. 

Steel riser 

The surge tank is of the differential type; the internal riser is 
18 feet in diameter and 2261;2 feet high and is designed in 
accordance with the applicable sections of the API-A SME code 
for unfired pressure vessels, together with the AISC specifica
tions covering structural steel for buildings. 

Pressure loads which were determined from hydraulic compu
tations amounted to a maximum internal pressure of 13.05 
pounds per square inch and a maximum external pressure of 
10.85 pounds per square inch. Shell plate thickness was deter
mined for loads due to internal pressure and then checked for 
stability under loads from the external pressure. Stiffener spac
ing was determined by collapsing loads on the shell between stif
feners. Shell plates were held to 8 feet in width. The lowe-r 
plate is %-inch thick; all others are YJ. 6-inch thick. Stiffeners of 
6- by 4- by 1;2-inch angles are spaced on 4-foot centers on the 
lower sections and 6-foot centers in the upper sections. ,., 'l'he 
riser is of all-welded construction and designed on the basis of a 
maximum allowable stress of 13,750 pounds per square inch, ' 
using plates of flange quality conforming to ASTM spcciflr a, ion 
A70. 

Drainage 

A series of foundation drains under the surge tank prevent 
uplift pressure. These drains are connected to a common l1ra~1er, 
carried in the concrete lining of the steel-lined tunnel of unit 2. 
Drainage normally flows to tailwater but may be b~·passcd to 
the po~erhouse station sump. 

POWERHOUSE 

The powerhouse is on the left bank of the river about 2J r.o 
feet downstream from the toe of the embankment (see fig. 30, p. 861 • 
Location of the powerhouse in the upstream-downstream direc
~ion on the riverbank was confined to a ridge between two gullies 
In the steep hillside. This location on the ridge gave maximum 
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cover for the conduits and minimized the danger to the power
house from slides. The structure consists of two unit blocks arid 
a service bay. Access is by a road along the right bank and a 
bridge, with a roadway 18 feet wide, across the river to the serv
ice bay. Operation of the plant is centered in the control build
ing adjacent to the switchyard on the right bank across the river. 

The substructure of the powerhouse is reinforced concrete, 
while the superstructure is structural steel framing with alu
minum siding. The roof is steel Q-panels with insulation and 
roofing topped by a thin layer of gravel. 

l,ayout 
An indoor-type powerhouse was chosen as the most economical 

and best suited to the conditions (figs. 42 through 46). The main 
entrance at the terminus of the access bridge is at elevation 1685. 

<:.' ·' 

To switchyard 

Sfr corrugated glass 

Tr~nsf'ormer 
deck, E/1685.0 

ELECTRICAL 

FIGURE 42.-W atauga powerhouse-transverse section on center line of unit. 
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B~low this elev~tio~1 the str~cture is 14.9.5 feet long and 68 feet 
wide. On the hillside opposite the unit blocks the powerhouse is 
widened an additional 14 feet to allow space for the butterfly 
valves. 

The superstructure is just large enough to give the needed 
crane hook coverage. The building is about 49 feet wide by 
about 130 feet long with a deck at elevation 1685 all around the 
powerhouse superstructure. 

Provisions are made for future installations of 'draft tube 
gates. For the present, when the units are shut down and there 
is no flow in the river, the tailrace may be drained into the sta
tion sump from which a pipeline discharges the water into the 
river below the end of the tailrace exacavation. 

Unit blocks.-The block for unit 1 is 43.5 feet wide and the 
bloc~ for unit. 2 is. 45.5 feet wide. This allows space for the 
statiOn sump m umt block No. 1 and space for an air exhaust 
duct ~t the end of unit block No. 2. The generator room is at 
elevation 1669, 15 feet above the center line of the distributor 
and 1~ feet below the main entrance and deck. The generator 
r?om IS walled off from the remainder of this floor by an .exten
siOn of the superstructure walls down to this elevation. Setdown 
space ~or the untanking of the transformers is upstream from 
the. umts. Part of t~e ger,terator room floor area is occupied by 
stan;-ways to the turbme pits and to the exciters. A typical sec
tion through the center line of a unit is shown in figure 42. 

Space on the generator room floor between the turbine room 
and the river houses the twin actuator cabinet the pressure 
tanks, and the main leads. Available space betwe~n the genera-

FIGURE 43.-W atauga powerhouse-longitudinal section on center line of units. 
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PLAN·EL /669.0 

FIGURE 44.--W atauga powerhouse-
PLAN-EL /685.0 

!: 
floor plans. 
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FtGURE 45.-W atauga powerhouse-transverse section through service bay. 
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FtGl'RE 46.-Watauga powerhouse-longitudinal section through electrical bay. 
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tor room and the hillside is used for storage. Figures 42 through 
46 show the layout of the various floors. 

Switchgear and electrical equipment are below the generator 
room on the elevation 1651 floor. Part of this floor is raised to 
elevation 1655, the same elevation as the basement of the service 
bay. This raised part of the floor furnishes space for the sump 
and passageways. Space between the unit blocks and the hill
side houses the butterfly valves. Hatches are placed over each 
valve so they may be lifted up to the deck at elevation 1685 in 
the event extensive repairs are required. 

The deck toward the river at elevation 1685 supports the trans
formers. When servicing is required, the transformers are 
moved on rails to a turntable and from there into the service 
bay under the main crane. 

Service bay.-This is an unattended station-it is remotely 
controlled from the control building across the river-and con
sequently only a minimum of employee facilities and no visitors 
facilities were installed. The service bay contains three floors 
(fig. 45). The upper floor at elevation 1685, the same elevation 
as the surrounding deck, contains the erection space and the main 
stairway to the lower floors. The next floor below at elevation 
1669 furnishes room for the machine shop, the main auxiliary 
electrical equipment, the toilets and lockers. and the fan room. 
Air intake to the fans is through a grating in the deck at eleva
tion 1685. Directly below this grating and hung from the ceiling 
is a plenum built of reinforced concrete. The lower floor at ele
vation 1655 contains the oil purification ro0m, lubrication oil 
storage room, battery room, C02 equipment, and spreading room. 

Design of substructure 

Stability.-Stability, except for buoyancy, does not offer much 
of a problem in a powerhouse of this type. It was investigated 
for the following loadings: 

1. Dead load only. 
2. Headwater elevation 1975, tail water at elevat:on 1660, waterways 

empty and rotating machinery parts removed. 
3. Headwater elevation 1998, tailwater at elevation J 678 for the service 

bay and 1674 for the units. Waterways filled an:.l ;ncluding a water 
hammer equivalent to 140 feet of head. 

Uplift was assumed as varying uniformly from tailwater at 
outer edges to zero at drains or dry faces and as acting over two
thirds of the base area, except for buoyancy investigations where 
it was assumed acting over the entire base. 

Draft tubes and turb1"ne blocks.-Draft tubes are of the plain 
elbow type. They are reinforced according b standard TV A 
practice, using l-inch-square bars spaced at 12 iPches center to 
center. Interior pier nosing is reinforced as a column and the 
remainder as a wall fully restrained at the bottom. The base 
slab contains weep holes to prevent uplift acting on the slab. 

Each turbine block is just large enough to cover the steel scroll 
case (fig. 47) and to furnish setting for the generator. A layer 
of cork tar mastic over the upper two-thirds of the steel scroll 
case prevents transfer of stresses between it and the concrete. 
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FIGURE 47.-Watauga powerhouse-scroll case for unit 2. 

This layer of mastic is drained to the sump to prevent hydro
static head from acting in the joint between the concrete and 
the scroll case. 

Walls and slabs.-Exterior walls of the substructure are as
sumed supported by the floors. The end wall of unit 2 is sup
ported by short struts between the wall and the turbine block. 
These struts also form the base for the superstructure end wall 
columns. 

Main crane columns are supported at elevation 1669 on con
crete pilasters. Pilasters are tied to the exterior: walls by the 
floor, and to permit the crane to be used for. erectwn of the em
bedded parts, a portion of the floor at elevatiOn 1669 was placed 
as first-stage construction. . . . 

The land side wall of the substructure IS placed directly agamst 
rock to elevation 1680 and since the penstocks were installed 
before the wall was pla'ced, no temporary openings had to be l~ft 
in the wall for penstock erection. Reinforce~ent was ~a_rr~ed 
from the walls back into the tunnel concrete lmer to mmimize 
axial tension in the steel penstock. The land side wall is sup
ported by the powerhouse end walls, the base slab at elevation 
1647 the floors at elevations 1655 and 1669, and the deck at ele
vati~n 1685. Where openings occur in the floors, the wall is 
reinforced horizontally as a beam to span across the unsupported 
portions. . . 

In the service bay the bottom slab IS designed to carry th.e 
excess uplift to the side walls. Outside walls are assumed elasti
cally fixed at the bottom slab and supported by the intermediate 
and upper floors. The land side wall takes not o:nly the fill ~oad 
and tailwater load but also the crane column reactions. The river 
side wall is locally increased in thickness to form an abutment 
for the access bridge. 
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Floors nnrl deck.-Floors in the service bay and the deck ele

vation 1685 are reinforced concrete slabs supported on steel 
beams. In the unit area the floors are reinforced concrete con
struction. The floors, in addition to the reaction from the walls, 
are designed for the following live loads: 

Pounds per 
sq1ULre foot 

Elevations 1651 and 1655 --------------------------- 400 
Elevation 1669: 

Generator room -------------------------------- 1,000 
Toilets, lockers, and electrical equipment room_____ 100 
Machine shop and tool room --------------------- 400 
Fan room ------------------------------------- 200 

Elevation 1685: 
Erection area ------------------------------ 1,000 

or H20 loading 

The transformer deck is designed for the weight of the moving 
transformers and 400 pounds per square foot on areas not cov
ered by the transformers. The remainder of the deck around 
the service bay and over the valve pits is designed for H20 
loading. 

Joints and senls.-Contraction joints divide the powerhouse 
into two unit blocks and a service bay block. Construction joints 
were used liberally to reduce the effect. of shrinkage and to keep 
the individual pours within reasonable limits. Seals are used in 
all joints subject to seepage. 

Design of superstructure 

The powerhouse superstructure is of functional design and 
consists of a single structure 44 feet 8 inches wide by 125 feet 
8 inches long by 50 feet 0 inch high, which embodies the turbine 
room at one end and erection and service bays at the other end. 

Steel plate anchorages are built into the front of the building 
for six 66-kilovolt conductor cables at elevation 1721.57 and three 
ground cables at elevation 1735.11. 

Main framing consists of six rigid frame bents connected with 
longitudinal beams and girders and adequately braced in the 
center bay on each side. Crane runway beams are 36-inch wide
flange sections extending the full length of the building and are 
supported on builtup brackets welded integral with the column 
sections of the rigid frames. The rigid frames are built up from 
standard wide-flange sections and plates, proportioned in a man
ner to have ample strength and good architectural appearance. 

Insofar as practicable, all structural members are of standard 
rolled sections, with plate or angle connections field-riveted. Girts 
supporting the ribbed aluminum siding are suitably spaced and 
form continuous bands around the structure. Steel roof decking 
is supported by continuous roof beams. In the design of the 
structural steel the rigid frames were analyzed by the method of 
moment distribution and column analogy. All structural mem
bers were designed and proportioned for a basic maximum allow
able unit stress of 18,000 pounds per square inch, using commer
cial rolled steel sections and plates conforming to ASTM specifi
cation A7. 
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Architectural design 
The rather unusual nature of the site called for something 

special in architectural expression. Perched at the base of a 
rugged mountain and accessible only by a bridge from the other 
side of the river, the exposed facade was of utmost importance. 
Furthermore, the narrow ledge on which the building rested 
prompted the selection of materials which would simplify con
struction and require a minimum of attention and maintenance. 

To develop as much height as possible on the river side, the 
roof was designed to slope uniformly toward the rear, and the 
upper edge was extended well past the front wall to form an 
8-foot canopy over a row of forward tilted windows. These win
dows, consisting of 12-foot sheets of corrugated wire glass in 
aluminum frames, add interest to the exterior and supply a sub
stantial amount of daylight in the generator room. 

Exterior walls above the concrete substructure consist of sand
wich-type metal siding panels on the outside, with an inner alu
minum shell to conceal the steel girts and wall framing. The 
sandwich panels are made up of 2%. inches of fiberglass insula
tion faced on the outside with 14-gage fluted sheets of striated 
aluminum and on the back with 18-gage sheets of plain steel. 
The inner shell of interlocking vertical sheets of 14-gage alu
minum extends from the aluminum base at the floor to che un
derside of the 18-gage cellular steel roof deck. Figure 48 shows 
the exterior architectural treatment of the powerhouse and con-
trol building. 

A 24-foot-high rolling aluminum door in line with the bridge 
entrance furnishes access for movement of transformers into 
the erection bay for service and repair. The only other access 
into the building is a small door in the south wall. 

The extensive use of aluminum prevented the introduction of 
much color on the exterior of the powerhouse. Inside, the gen
erator housings are painted Nile blue with dark-gray trim, the 
overhead crane is gray with yellow lifting beam and hooks. Actu
ator cabinets and doors are painted Nile blue, and the exposed 
steel wall columns are light gray. The ceiling is white for better 
light reflection and the main floors are red quarry tile. Figure 49 
shows the interior of the generator room. 

Powerhouse access bridge 
The bridge to the powerhouse (fig. 48) is of the steel girder 

span type, 283 feet long with an over-all width of 21 feet 6 inches, 
and has a 2 percent grade towards the powerhouse abutment. 
It gives an 18-foot roadway across the river from the main access 
road to the service bay. To minimize excavation on the steep 
right bank, the bridge crosses the river at an angle with the 
stream flow. 

Three piers 30 feet high and spaced approximately 71 feet 
apart support the four main girders. For simplicity and ap
pearance the piers are perpendicular to the roadway and at an 
angle with the direction of flow in the river. 

Tests performed by the hydraulic laboratory determined the 
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FIGURE 48.-W atauga-control building, access bridge and powerhouse. 

unJ:>alanced head to be approximately 10 feet du t th 
lanty of flow. Rather · . . e o e angu-
to withstand this force.ma~~~;reef~~~ s t~oul~ have bee~ required 
steel girders t th t ' . e pters were bed to the 
the service ba; an de to ofuea~gui:e~of~z~~!a;igr~f~aionnks cTahrrie~ to 
were fixed at the ba b d 1 . · e pters 

~~~t~rln~~~;,ed thes~ie~s ~:b: d~~~:~~J· w~~i~ t~~i~nn~~o~~~ 
The four main girders are mad f t 

!~~i~~! !~~~~~~t~qu~ lengt~, a~J ~Jp~ort~vdo ~sf~~ tcr:~~n~~~: 
~~~~~r~U~e fr~~~~~r:ei~l:~: :Jf~~e~2;~:c:~ t;e~e~et~e~n~~:~ 
srctwns spaced approximately ~ feet 9 . ~nd 15tmch channel 

. The deck is an 8-inch concrete slab ~~~p;~r~:~ ~~1 t~h~enter. 
~~~~e~~·to ~o e;i~~sio~jc~~n~f otvher the :tenter pi~r. divides s\h~ 
t. t' . . . . ~ ese pal s was dtvtded by con 

~-~~uc wn JO:nts m,~o ~our equ:::l foOUrs about 35 feet Ion . Th~ 
lerc~nt gi ade 8dmmated a crown in the deck slab gD · · 

ex endm~ the full width of the deck at the center . . . I ams 
the servtce bay furnish drair>age for the deck A ~;r: a~d ~t 
gap,. formed by steel plates at the right abut~1ent a~dn~ ~lr 
~f:;.tce bay, allows for end rotation of the girders and the td!~~ 
of ~~id!fe railings ~re o~ two-rail welded construction made u 
conc~t~n~~rb~~el ptpe wtth posts set in sleeves embedded in th~ 
ar~~~tric~l conduits and water and air pipes crossing the river 
bank p6o; ted ton hangers from t~e bridge structure. The right 
dut'ts aandu ~el! was enlarged to mcorporate manholes for con 

ptpmg. -
The bridge is designed for H20 loading and a 75-ton Rogers 
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.. ,1"th AASHO standard specifications for trailer in accordance ., 
highway bridges. 

Powerhouse crane . 
An enclosed-type powerhouse requires 3;n over~e~d t~av:l~fag 

~fo~ner:~i~fe~~~~~~.g a~~e r~~~r~~~~d as~~ht~~~~~e ~i~~e¥a~~o~~s p~rt: 
as ~orne within the area covered by the crane: rans ormer 
brought into the powerhouse for untanking, mamtenance, ?f ref 
:r;air are also handled by this crane. A rated crane ca~acl Y All 
100 tons is required to handle a Watauga generator ~o ill" d b 
parts or subassemblies of 50,000 pounds or less are an e Y 
the auxiliary hook. . . f h dling 

L"ft" cl of the main hoc]{ 1s low to ensme sa e an 1 mg spee ' · · · · th ire-
of thte lar1e~:~~e~e oih~q~~~e~~dto a~~m~l;e hoi~/~~~~r~e1~ter-
~en s ab1~ A higher speed for the auxiliary hook 1s des1rable 
c. angea ·. tion of the work will be performed by the aux-
ni~~~ ~ci:f.or ~~~erate trol_ley and bridge) trave;. sp~e~s thl~ ~;~~ 
and are in conformance w1th the genera prac 1ce o 

of _.:e~y~~-of the crane is shown in figure 49. _The crane consists 
of a trolley traveling on rails mounted on ~ bndge str~c~~r~rfg;! 
spans the width of the powerhouse ge~ta uoprp~~~~- by the struc
structure in turn travels on runway ral s s 
tural steel superstructure of the powerhouse. 

FIGURE 49.-W atauga generator room. 
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The trolley is mounted on four 27 -inch-diameter wheels, one 

at each corner, and has a main hoist unit, an auxiliary hoist unit, 
and a traveling unit. The bridge structure is mounted on eight 
27-inch-diameter wheels, two at each corner. All wheels at a 
corner are mounted in a manner to equalize their loads. One 
wheel at each corner of the bridge structure is driven, through 
gearing and shafting, by two motor-driven drive units. One drive 
unit is mounted on a bracket support at the outside center point 
of one bridge girder and the other is similarly mounted at the 
center point of the other bridge girder. The crane is controlled 
from an operator's cab below one of the girders and at the up
stream end of the crane. All hoists and travel drives are elec
tric-motor operated. 

Detail design of the crane was made by the manufacturer in 
close agreement with the arrangement drawing, design features, 
and specifications supplied by TV A. 

Design requirements for loads and operating conditions are as 
follows: 

Capacity, tons -------------------
Lifting speed, feet per minute _____ _ 
Maximum lift, feet ----------------

Main hoist 

100 
4-5 

60 

Auxiliary hoist 

25 
20-25 

65 
Trolley Bridge 

Travel speed, feet per minute_______ 25-35 80-90 
Length of travel, feet------------- 28lh minimum 98 (approximate) 

Loads affecting the design of various parts of the crane are 
computed as follows: 

1. Dead load which includes the weight of the part and all permanently 
attached mechanical and electrical equipment. 

2. Live load for the crane trolley consists of the rated hook capacity plus 
the weight of the hook, block, and hoist rope. 

3. Live load for the bridge structure consists of the rated crane capacity 
plus the weight of the trolley and its hook, block, and hoist rope. 

4. Impact allowance is 10 percent of the live loads as described above. 
5. Tractive effort for the trolley consists of 10 percent of the weight of 

the trolley with full load applied equally at the top of the two rails 
on the bridge structure. 

6. Bridge tractive effort consists of 10 percent of the weight of the trolley 
with full load applied equally at the top of the two rails on the 
bridge structure and 10 percent of the weight of each bridge girder 
equally distributed between the top and bottom flanges of that girder. 

7. Loads due to the rated breakdown torque of the motors. 
8. Loads due to collision with the crane runway bumper stops, with the 

loaded crane traveling at full speed with the power off. 

Combination of loads for the structural parts of the crane
Case I. Dead and live loads, impact, and tractive forces with unit 

stresses not exceeding the basic allowable. 
Case II. Dead and live loads and collision forces with unit stresses not 

more than 25 percent in excess of the basic allowable. 
Case III. Dead load and forces produced by the breakdown torque of the 

motors with resultant unit stresses not exceeding 90 percent of the 
elastic limit of the material. 

Combination of loads for the mechanical equipment-
Case I. Dead and live loads, without allowance for impact, and moving 

at the required speeds, with unit stresses not exceeding the basic 
allowable for mechanical parts. 
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Case II. Dead loads and loads c!ue to the rated breakdown torqut:; of_ t~e 
motors with unit stress not to exreect 90 percent of the elastic l!m1t 
of the material. 

Allm.cable unit stresses-
1. Structural parts.-The basic albwable unit stress is not to ':xcee:l th~t 

allowed by the latest edition of "Specification fo~ t~e D~,s1gn, Fabn
cation and Erection of Struccural Steel for Bmldmgs, as adop,e:l 
by th~ American Institute of Steel Construction, except that all 
stresses are proportionately reduced to conform to a basic s.ress of 
14,000 pounds per square inch. 

2. Mechanical equipment.-The basic al:owable unit stresses ~re not to 
exceed 20 percent of the ultimate strength of the matenal except 
that for the combination of loads involving the rated breakdown 
torque of the motors, tLe allowable unit stress is not to exceed 90 
percent of the elastic limit of the material. 

Uiscellaneous design data.-Each footwalk and platform is 
lle.,;igned to safely support a uniformly di~tri?ut.ed live load. of 
GO pounds per square foot. Each ladder 1s t.esigned to safely 
:sustain at any pomt a concentrated load of 500 pounds. Hand
l·ailings are designed to safely withstand a 200-pound load apr;hecl 
in any direction at any point in the top rail. The steel floor of 
the operator's c:ab is designed for a live load of 200 pounds per 
square foot. 

Miscellaneous equipnwnt and jittings.-A ladder extends from 
the crane or;erator's cab to the platform along the bridge girder. 
Fuur ladders, one at each corner of the crane, give access to the 
Cl'OSS\\ alks and to the bridge tracks. Four short ladders, one at 
each corner of the trolley, give access to the trolley deck. All 
platforms have nonslip floor plate, toe guards, and 42-inch-high 
pipe railing. . .. 

Automatic mechanical load brakes for the mam and auxiliary 
hoiEts are of the multidisc type running in oil and are of a capac
ity to hold one and one-half times the rated hoist load. They are 
so arranged as to prevent the loads fr~m loweri~g unJess .the 
hoist motors are revolving under power m a lower111g direction. 
Each hoist load brake has an oil cooling system. Load brakes are 
designed to permit lowering the rated capacity load a distance of 
GO feet three times in rapid succession without injurious heating. 

A thrustor brake is used for one bridge drive motor and a 
hydraulic brake for the other. The hydraulic brake operated by 
a foot pedal in the operator's cab. 

Coil spring bridge bumpers at the four corners of the crane 
prevent damage to the crane in case of collision with the crane 
runway stops. Double and coil spring bumpers on each side of 
the trolley prevent damage in case of collision with the ~tops 
on top of the bridge girders. All bearings on the crane are either 
bronze-bushed or of the antifriction type. A foot-operated warn
ing gong is in the operator's cab. 

Electrical equipment and related features.-ln general, the 
electrical equipment and wiring of the powerhouse crane con
form to the latest requirements of the National Electric Code, 
the National Electrical Safety Code, the Standards of the Amer
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the Standards of the 
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National Electrical Manufacturers' Association. For statistical 
data on motors and brakes see appendix A. 

Power. of 440 volts,. 3 phase, 60 cycles is supplied by angle
type ma111 .conductors 111stalled along the steel supporting girder 
of the ma111 runway on the upstream side of the powerhouse. 
Trolley conductors are of the angle type and are mounted on the 
inside ?f the bridge girders. Collectors are of the overrunning 
type with bronze shoes. 

Controls are in the operator's cab and are so arranged that 
one. can control all ~oveme!lts of th~ crane. A complete mag
netic control system IS furmshed, designed for definite time con
tro.l, and is of the reversing acceleration type operated by master 
switches. They are designed to limit the vertical movement of 
the main and auxiliary hooks to 1;1 6 inch when starting from rest 
and t_he movement of the trolley and bridge travel to 14 inch when 
start111g from rest. Selector switches are used to throw the mas
ter ~w~tch ~ontro~s from main to auxiliary hoist, or vice versa. 

Limit switches 111sure control of the upper limits of hook travel 
for both ~!lain and auxiliary hoists. These are arranged to reset 
by revers111g the controller. 

The lighting system is supplied from a 440-220/110-volt trans
former and a .lighting cabinet having four circuits. Suitable fix
tures, convemence outlets, conduit wiring, and switches are in
stalled. for the satisfactory lighting of the operator's cab and 
operat111g area beneath the crane. 

Hydraulic turbines and governors 

.The two hydraulic turbines arc c.f the vertical Francis type 
with welded p~ate steel spiral cases and elbow-type draft tubes. 
They were designed by the manufacturer. 

Governors 3;re of. the cabil}et actuator type with both gover
nors enclosed 111 3: s111gle cab111et and they were designed by the 
manufac~urer. Figure 50 shows a section through the generator 
and turb111e. 

Turbines.-Each turbine is rated at 34,500 horsepower under 
a. 216-foot net he.ad at 200 revolutions per minute, with best effi
ciency at approxi.mately 275-foot net head. The specific speed at 
!ated c~ndibons Is 45. The turbines are designed to operate sat
Isfactonly at any head from 165 to 325 foot. A tabulation of 
~uara!lteed hor~epower and efficiencies for various head condi
tions IS shown 111 appendix A. 

A .cast-steel stay ring forms the main foundation ring for the 
tu;rb111e, and the 12. stay vanes act as vertical columns to trans
mit to the foundatwns the weight of the structure and equip
ment above. 

The spiral ca.se is of plate-steel we~ded and bolted. The spiral 
case and stay r111~ were shop-welded 111to four subassemblies and 
these subasse~bhes were bolted together in the field. 
. The .runner I.s a on~-piece steel casti.ng having 19 buckets, the 
~nlet diameter IS ~08 mches and the d1schai'ge diameter is 10f5.5 
mches. Center hue of the runner is at elevation 11)6:1, which 
places the bottom of the runner approximately 1.8 feet above 
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TRANSVERSE SECTION 
UPSTREAM SIDE 

-Permanent magnet generator 

TURBINE 
34,500 hp, 216'hd 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION 
LOOKING UPSTREAM 

FIGURE 50.-W atauga powerhouse-section through generator and turbine. 

normal tailwater level. This gives a plant sigma of 0.135. In
spection of the runners after one year's operation indicated that 
this value of sigma is entirely safe insofar as cavitation is coh
cerned. An added advantage of having the runner located above 
normal tailwater is that the unit can be used as a synchronous 
condenser without requiring a tailwater depressing system. 

The runner is bolted to a fol'gecl steel shaft having a nominal 
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diameter of 24 inches and a length of 9G inches. The shaft has 
flanged ends for connection to the runner and to the generator 
shaft (fig. 51). 

The turbine shaft is guided by a babbitt-lined oil-lubricated 
gravity flow bearing with a diameter of 25 inches. Lubricating 
oil is circulated by an alternating-current motor-operated pump 
which takes the oil from the sump directly above the head cover 
and pumps it to the reservoir directly above the bearing where 
it flows by gravity through the bearing and back to the sump. 
If the alternating-current pump fails, a float switch in the reser
voir sounds an alarm and starts an auxiliary direct-current motor
operated pump. An oil cooler is installed between the pump and 
the oil reservoir. 

Flow of water through the turbine is controlled by 18 cast
steel wicket gates. At the upper end of each gate a lever is 
connected through a link and pin mechanism to a central operat
ing ring. In each gate connection there is a shearing pin to 
protect the mechanism in the event that something should be
come wedged in one of the gates and prevent it from closing. An 
eccentric pin in the gate linkage permits individual adjustment 
of each gate. 

. . _~- FIGURE 51.-Watauga-turbine runner and shaft . 
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The wi<:ket gates m·e controlled by two hydraulic servomotors 
using oil under a pressun~ of :300 pounds per square inch as an 
operating medium. One servomotor on each unit has an auto
matic latch which functions to hold the gates in the closed posi
tion in case of loss of oil pressure. The gates also have a me
chanical block which limits the gate opening to a predetermined 
setting. The mechanical block is used under conditions of high 
head when it is desirable to limit the output of the turbine. The 
gate mechanism is lubricated by an automatic pressure greasing 
system. 

A cam-operated vacuum breaker valve admits air to the runner 
at low loads. The cam is arranged to vent the turbine to at
mosphere at gate openings below approximately 40 percent. 

While efficiency tests were not made on these units, index tests 
were made on both units. Results of the index tests were corre
lated with data from the test of a homologous model runner to 
compute operating characteristics of the units. 

Governors.-A single cabinet contains all essential elements of 
the governors. rrhe equipment includes two 100-gallon-per-min
ute, 300-pound-per-square-inch oil pumps, two governor control 
columns on which are mounted the motor-driven flyballs, two 
main governor relay valves and pilot valves, shutoff valves and 
hand-control valves, auxiliary pressure switches, and other con
trol devices. A sump tank is in the lower part of the cabinet. 

Pressure tanks for the units are on the floor behind the actua
tor cabinet. Volume of each tank is 88 cubic feet. The two 
units are interconnected so that both units may be operated from 
one oil pump. Four-inch pipes are used to connect the main re
lay valve with the gate servomotors. Maximum oil velocity in 
these pipes is limited to 18 feet per second. The two governors 
require a total of 900 gallons of neutral lubricating oil having a 
viscosity of approximately 250 seconds-Saybolt Universal. 

A permanent magnet generator and its auxiliaries are mounted 
on top of the generator above the main and pilot exciters. This 
generator is driven by a splined shaft from the stub shaft which 
drives the pilot exciter and delivers 3-phase current to drive the 
governor flyballs. 

A motor-driven 8-cubic-foot-capacity, 300-pound-per-square-
inch air compressor maintains the air cushion in the governor oil 
pressure tanks. 

These governors are designed for remote control of the tur
bines. Special remote control equipment includes the necessary 
starting solenoids, timing devices, automatic generator brake ap
plicators, automatic wicket gate locks, and automatic shutdown 
devices. For statistical data on the turbines and governors see 
appendix A. 

Generators and exciters 
Generators.-The generator normal rating at 60° C. rise was 

selected to match the guaranteed output of the turbine at rated 
head. In addition, each generator has an 80° C. rise rating of 
115 percent of normal, which is within the maximum gum·an-
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FIGURE 52.-Watauga-assembled rotor for unit 1. 
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. "1 d lots in the rotor rim by tap-
laminations and held m d~~ef~1 !i:dings consist of edge-wound 
ered keys and wedges. Ie . 1 tion between turns, conform
copper straps with asbe~os l~ri~~e~r windings are provided ~nd 
ing to AlEE, cla~s, B. m~ inserted in slots in each pole ple~e 
consist of low-resiscance bm s h d The generator has a ratw 
and brazed to segments at. eac en . . t reactance of 1.34. 
of quadratur~ to di~ect-~xis st~~tr:J~~I~nd have suitable brush 

Collector rmgs ai e a o~e he main exciter armature. A 
rigging and direct connectwns ~o t t gether with an instrument 
pilot brush on each. of. the. two ~~~~c~rding temperatures in .the 
shunt is used for mdi~atmg ad. board in the control buildmg. 
field windin~ at. the makn reco~ ~~~ks are mounted on the lo~er 

Six combmatwn bra es an. J brake ring on the under Sid~ 
bearing bracket and bear agmdst .a, is used for braking and 011 
of the rotor rim. Compresse an 

for jacking. . . t f forged steel, machined 
The shaft is 24 inches m diame er h oend for connection to the 

and polished, an~ has~ ~tnge~m6~~~h-diameter axial hole was exciter and turbme .s a s. . 
drilled to aid inspection ~·f ~he fo;;;rsg.the exciter parts and the 

The upper bracket w IC .sup teel radial beams supported 
top air enclosure plates consist_i ol~!er bearing bracket has six 
on top of the s~ator frarr~· turbine pit and support the comradial arms which ~pan e. 
bined thrust and ~md~ ~harJr~· sbury type with flat adjustable 

The thrust bearmg IS e mg aximum of 294 tons. Shoes 
shoes and is designe~ to carrra~~rews so that each s~oe ~ay 
are support~d by adJU~{abl~~ bearing is immersed in 011 whi~h 
be adjusted mdepend.en f"t d t~rough copper pipes imm~rsed m 
is cooled by w~ter circu a e ure of the oil and the shoes IS meas
the oil reservoir. Tempe~a~esistance-type temperature detectors 
ured by thermometers an h b rin temperature. 
which indicate and rdco~d 1 t e ~~rch~sed with the generator for 

A rotor erection pe es a twfls h in the erection bay floor for 
bolting to a base. pl~te se us ider stacking the rotor steel 
assembl~ng and ahgm~~ th~;o~~ds~oles: Statistical data on the 
laminations, and att.a~ I_ng e · d · endix A. 
generators and a';Ixihanes are l~~~e 0~~:f~pper bracket and a~e 

Exciters.-Exciters are mou.n haft Main exciter output IS 
directly connected to t~e mam !tor ·field without rheostat or 
connected direc~ly to \ e ~e~~~nected through a field rheostat 
breaker. The pilot rfd e~ 1:he main exciter. The excite~ co.m
and break~r to the e 

0 
enerator compartment. Ventilati~n 

partment IS sealed from the g mplished by fans on the mam 
and cooling. of the exc~te:r;s ~r~~c~~e generator room at the base 
exciter, which ?raw mrd I~hr~ugh the exciters into the generator and discharge It upwar . 
room through exci~er :raTe t0f~~~~g~perated rheostat and circuit 

Voltage control ~s Y ~te~ ~ ld circuit Rheostats and breaker 
breaker in .the mam exfl te~ c~ntactors ·are in a steel cubicle ~n 
together With the _regu at 0 The voltage regulator mam the electrical eqmpmen room. 
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control element, voltage-adjusting rheostat, regulator transfer 
switch, and indicating lights are mounted on the main control 
board. The control element is the noncontinuous vibrating type. 
Contactors are used in the excitation cubicle for high-speed ex
citation. The regulator is capable of responding to alternating
current change within a period of 5 cycles and is sensitive to a 
0.5 percent voltage variation. · 

Generator fire protection.-Fire protection is supplied by a 
carbon-dioxide fire extinguisher system which discharges C0

2 gas through nozzles mounted on a ring header above the rotor. 
Control is automatic either by thermostats located in the genera
tor air ducts or by generator differential relay operation. It is 
operated manually by a control switch on the governor cabinet 
or manual mechanical release at the carbon-dioxide cylinders. 
Main low-voltage switchgear and connections 

Two %,-by 4-inch copper bars per phase connect the generator 
terminals to the main low-voltage switchgear, which is close to 
the generator, and continue to the low-voltage bushings of the 
main transformers on the powerhouse deck. These bare copper 
bars are supported on porcelain insulators and enclosed in an 
aluminum housing with aluminum barriers for phase insulation. 

This type bus construction facilitates the connections to the 
instrument transformers, surge-protection equipment, and dis
connecting switches. Flexible braid connections are installed in 
the buses at frequent intervals to alleviate stresses on the insu
lators, bushings, and equipment terminals, due to expansion of 
the bus under various operating conditions. Ventilation is by 
gravity through screened louver openings in the bus housing. 
For statistical data on the metal-clad switchgear see appendix A. 

The generator leads are routed through passages in the genera
tor foundation to the switchgear housing on a lower floor of the 
powerhouse at elevation 1651. From thence the leads run in a 
system of horizontal and vertical housings to the transformer 
deck on the outside of the powerhouse at elevation 1685. Hous
ings consist of totally enclosed structures with separate com
partment for each conductor phase. They are built in sections 
and bolted together to form a continuous enclosure for the leads. 
Leads are carried on pedestal insulators, mounted on aluminum 
brackets which are bolted to the housing sheets. Doors allow 
quick access to the switches and other appurtenant electrical 
equipment. Glass inspection panels are suitably located. 

Housings are of riveted construction with field joints bolted. 
The upper section which connects to the transformer is exposed 
to weather and is therefore of waterproof construction. This 
section is constructed to be completely self-supporting in the 
event that the transformer is disconnected or removed for re
pairs, or exchange. Housings for each unit are identical and 
completely independent of each other. 

Cable racks.-Cable racks follow the same general design as 
Used· on other TV A projects. Formed asbestos-cement trays in 
Which the cables are laid are supported on formed channel brack-
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ets of No. 10 gauge steel which in turn are welded to 3-inch 
channel posts. Trays arc in parallel runs and in tiers to suit 
electrical requirements for cable direction and distribution. 

1\'lain transformers and reactors 
There are two 3-phase transformers-one per unit-rated 13.2-

69 kilovolts, 24,000/32,000 kilovolt-amperes SC/F A. The self
cooled and forced-air-cooled type provides ratings comparable 
with the 60° C. and 80° C. ratings of the generator. Three
phase transformers were selected in preference to single-phase 
banks because of space limitation on the powerhouse deck and 
savings on the initial investment. The system capacity is suffi
ciently large that the loss of a relatively small unit for a short 
time because of transformer failure would not seriously affect 
the operation of the system. Figure 48 shows the main trans
formers on the powerhouse deck. 

Each transformer has inert gas equipment, manual no-load, 
full-capacity tap-changing equipment on the high-voltage wind
ing, magnetic oil level gage, oil temperature indicator with alarE1 
contacts, and hot-spot resistance-type temperature detectors in 
one winding of each phase for operation of a temperature re
corder in the control building. 

Transformers are connected delta on the low-voltage side ancl 
wye on the high-voltage side. The neutral of the 69-kilovolt 
winding is grounded through a neutral reactor which is shunted 
by a lightning arrester to bypass severe surges. The reactor is 
oil-immersed, self-cooled, and rated 22 ohms impedance, 650 am
peres for 30 seconds, 9295 kilovolt-amperes, with a temperature 
rise of 120° C. A value of reactance was chosen low enough to 
assure dependable ground relay operation and high enough to 
limit the ground fault current to a value below the phase-to
phase fault current. For statistical data on the transformers and 
reactors see appendix A. 

Transformer transfer turntable 
This turntable turns the transformer from the track on the 

operating deck 90° to the track leading into the powerhouse where 
the transformer can be serviced. It consists of a circular steel 
frame set in a pit at the intersection of the two tracks and has 
two main load-carrying beams surmounted by two bars ground 
to railhead shape and made to match the gage and top of rail 
elevation of the adjacent tracks. It is decked with nonslip floor 
plate slightly below track level. Four wheel stops are provided 
to clamp onto the track bars to prevent the transformer from 
running off the turntable while rotating. It is supported by four 
wheels on each side under the ends of the track beams and re
volves around a center pin set in a center pedestal. The wheels 
run on a circular rail anchored in the pit. 

Holes 21;2 inches in diameter in the deck plate afford access 
for lubrication and inserting hooks for rotating the turntable. A 
latch at the edge can be clamped into the curb angle of the pit to 
align the tracks on the turntable with the adjacent tracks. 
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The turntable was designed to carry a · tons. maximum load of 100 

Auxiliary power 

~uxiliary power at 480 volts is normally supplied from the 
mam generators. throug~ two 3-phase, 13,200-480-volt, 500-kilo-
volt-ampere statwn service transformers in the mai T 
board room of the powe~house service bay. One tra~f~~~::~~ 
connected ~o each 13.8-kllovolt generator bus thro h 
ope~ated dis.connecting switch. Each of the 500-kif!volta~otor
stat~fn service transf~rmers has sufficient capacity to carryp~~: 
;~~hi ~~~ir~0bfiu~f:u~:~b1g~i!~d o~1~~n~a~~a~u~Ili~~~ t;g:re;~~~~ 
1s s own m gure 53. 
thrPoouwgheratrol!l t~te bstatkion service transformers is distributed 

Ir Circm rea ers on the m · ·1· 
consisting of two sections The b a~n auxi Iary pow:er bo~rd 
~eeder bre~~erb wtith the in~trument ~snJI~e~~~~~~l:~~e I~~ou~~~! 
n one sec wn e ween the two station service transformers An 
~~=r~~~~rb~:c~f~: 0~a~~e tbans~or1er fe~der breaker conne~ts to 
b t' b k oar . ncommg feeder breakers and 
i u~h Ie rea er ~re. electrically controlled from the switchboard 

0~ the conty?l bmldmg and are interlocked to prevent paralleling 
e auxilliary power sources. In general, all feeder breakers 

are ~anua Y operated. When remote control of the ci · · 
reqmred, .a suitable contactor with thermal overload ele~~~~t ~s 
mounted I!l. the same compartment as the breaker s IS 

All auxiliary power switchboards are dead-fro~t totall _ 
fl0~~d, stee.l cu~Icle construction with black exterio~ finis{ :~d 

g -gray mterwrs. The i.ncoming feeder and bus tie br ak 
are r3:ted 600-~mpere co.ntmuous, 25,000-ampere standard=d er 
cycle mterruptmg capacity and are withdrawal type. Fee~!~ 

FIGURE 53.-W atauga powerhouse-main auxiliary board room. 
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breakers are fixed type, 5000 amperes for the 240-volt circuits 
and 10,000 amperes for the 480-volt circuits, standard-duty cycle 
interrupting capacity. 

The control building 480-volt auxiliary power board, the air
conditioning board, and the powerhouse ventilating fan power 
board are all supplied from the main auxiliary power board. The 
240-volt lighting and heating boards in the control building and 
the powerhouse are supplied from the main auxiliary power board 
through a 480-240/120-volt, single-phase transformer and a 480-
volt, plus or minus 10 percent, voltage regulator to maintain a 
constant voltage for all lighting circuits. 

Power circuits leaving the auxiliary power boards consist of 
single-conductor cables insulated for 1000 volts. Cables leave 
the boards from the top or bottom, as conditions dictate. For 
statistical data on the auxiliary power equipment see appendix A. 

Control storage battery.-The main control storage battery in 
the battery room of the powerhouse service bay is floated at 251j 
volts across the output of either of two 10-kilowatt, diverter
pole-type, motor-generator charging sets. This dependable direct
current supply used for operating the butterfly valve motors, 
control of oil circuit breakers, miscellaneous control, emergency 
lighting, and operation of the 6.3-kilowatt-ampere motor-alter
nator set for emergency supply to the 115-volt alternating-current 
preferred service bus. The battery has a capacity of 320-ampere
hours at the 8-hour discharge rate, or 160 amperes for 1 hour. 
Battery distribution circuits are controlled by 2-pole air circuit 
breakers with both thermal and magnetic trip and having an 
interrupting capacity of 10,000 amperes. 

CONTROL BUILDING 

The control building houses the control equipment for the 
Watauga, South Holston, and Wilbur powerhouses and is across 
the river from the Watauga powerhouse (fig. 48). It is an 
L-shaped building 80 by 86 feet, consisting of a partial basement, 
a main floor, and an upper floor covering only one wing (fig. 54). 
The basement contains the spreading room, the communication 
room, and a storage room. The main floor level houses the con
trol room and the various employee facilities and offices, includ
ing kitchen, first-aid room, laboratory and dark room, toilets, and 
locker rooms. 

Below ground the structure is reinforced concrete. Above the 
ground the control room wing is a steel framework with an alu
minum siding, and the office wing is a reinforced concrete and 
brick structure. Basement walls are supported by the basement 
and main floor slabs. The basement slab is unreinforced concrete 
scored into approximately 10-foot squares and placed on a drained 
blanket of crushed stone. An area beneath the main floor not 
required for basement use was excavated only enough to allow 
access for piping, etc., below the main floor and was covered 
with a drained layer of crushed stone. 
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For statistical data on the electrical equipment in the control 
building see appendix A. 

Structural steel design 
Main framing for the two-story wing of the control building 

consists of rolled-steel columEs and_ beam~, . adequately ~raced, 
continuous girts to support the alummum sidmg, and conti!luous 
roof beams to support the flat steel roof deck. 'l'he office wmg of 
the structure is single story with interior rolled-steel columns. A 
flat steel roof deck is suppol'ted on steel roof beams. 

All field connections are riveted. Structural members are de
signed and proportioned f<?r a maxim_um allowable stress of 
18,000 pounds per square mch on mam memb~rs and 20,0.00 
pounds per square inch on ~econdary meJ:?bers, usmg comme_rcml 
rolled-steel plates and sectwns conformmg to ASTM specifica
tion A7. 

Architectural design 
The control building at the approach end of t~e access b~idge 

is on more or less level ground and offered co?siderable latitude 
in architectural expression. There was sufficient ~oom to fl~nk 
the high control room structure wit~ a low office wmg extendm~ 
toward the powerhouse across the nver. T~e name of_ the proJ
ect WATAUGA in cherry red letters, occupies a promment spot 
high up on the ~lumin_um exter~or of the contr.oJ room (fig. 48) · 

This building is easily acc~s~Ible ~o the _publlc, ~nd because o,~ 
the widespread interest by VISitors II_J. seemg the . nerve cent~r 
of the project a public entrance waR mcorpor~te.d m the ~xterwr 
design. This permits visitors to enter the bmldmg a~d VIew _the 
control room without interfering wit~ norn:al operatmg ro_utme. 
At the entrance the light-gray extenor bnck walls are slightly 
splayed and continue through the aluminum and glass. ~oor panel 
to form the side walls of the entrance lobby. The ce~lmg of the 
lobby is light gray with the blue-green soffit of the _hght trough 
extending through the plate glass viewing window mto the con
trol room. The lobby floor is a continuation of the dark red cedar 
terrazzo of the outside entrance. . . 

The control room wing, which reqmred a rather high. structure 
with few windows, was well adapted to the use of alummum wall 
panels of the same design as those used on the powerhouse. The 
one-story office wing, however, called for an ab~ndance of .day
light which could be ob~ained more successfully ~Ith conventional 
concrete frame and bnck r;anel wall construction. 

Side walls of the main control room are paneled from floor to 
ceiling in bleached walnut having a rich light-brown co~or. End 
walls of this room are painted green, the north. wall .bem~ ~om~
what darker than the south wall. The acco~sti_cal til~ ce~lmg 1s 
white to p;ive maximum reflection fr_om the md1r~ct hghti?g fix
tures anct the floor is a gray marble1zect rubber tile. Eqmpm~nt 
is finished in a sand shade. Elsewhere insid~ the control bm~d
ing the walls and base of the offices and co_rndo~·s. are gray with 
gray marbleized rubber tile floors and white ceilmgs. 
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The legend, "1942-BUILT FOR THE PEOPLE OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-1948," in aluminum letters is 
mounted on the blue-green fascia of the light trough in the en
trance lobby. 

Main controls, switchboards, and wiring 

This is the first new TV A station to be designed for remote 
control of the turbine and generating units from the central con
trol room. The powerhouse is unattended except for inspection 
and maintenance. 

Controls, instruments, and relays for the major electrical 
equipment of the powerhouse and switchyard are centralized on 
a nine-section vertical duplex board in the control room, with con
trols and instruments on the front panels (fig. 55) and relays on 
the rear panels. One section of this switchboard is used for the 
remote control of the new 7000-kilowatt generating unit in
stalled at the Wilbur powerhouse 2 miles downstream from 
Watauga. Control, metering, alarm, and communication circuits 
between these two stations are carried in an overhead telephone 
cable composed of 51-pair, No. 19 Awg copper conductors with 
rubber latex insulation, neoprene-jacketed, aluminum tape shield, 
and neoprene jacket. 

Another nine-section vertical duplex switchboard in the con
trol room has recording and supervisory control instruments on 
the front panels (fig. 56) and control and distribution of the 
250-volt station battery, the 48-volt annunciator and supervisory 
battery, and the 115-volt alternating-current preferred service 
on the rear panels. 

FIGURE 55.-W atauga control room--main control -'Witchboard. 
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FIGURE 56.-W at11uga control building-recording instrument and 
supervisory control board. 

Two sections of the recording board are used for the super
visory control equipment for the control of a 35,000~kilowatt 
generating unit and switchyard at Sou~h Hol~ton~ 17 m~les from 
Watauga, and the Elizabethton s~bstatwn which IS '! miles from 
Watauga. Power line carrier eqmpment on the. 69-kllovolt trans
mission lines provides channels for the supervisory control, me
tering, alarms, and communication between Watauga and these 
remote stations. 

Switchboards are totally enclosed cubicles of %-inch stretcher
leveled steel with a sand-colored finish. All indicating and re
cording instruments are semiflush .type with dull-bla~k c~ses and 
white scales and charts. Protective relays are projection type 
with drawout feature and builtin test facilities. Mimic buses of 
distinctive colors to represent different voltages and con.trol 
switches with handles of distinctive shapes and colors for variOus 
functions are arranged on the switchboard to agree with the 
physical arrangement of the controlled circuits. Mimic buses are 
also used on the supervisory control panels. 

The automatic load-frequency control equipment consists of a 
unit controller for each Watauga generator and the South Holston 
generator; an area load recorder; a deviation l.oad reco;der to 
receive the master control signal from the load dispatcher s office 
in Chattanooga; a frequency recorder-controller; a master load
frequency controller; a ti~-line load re~order; lo~d recorders for 
the power interchange with ~ppalachian Electnc ~ower Co. at 
North Bristol, Boone, and N ohchucky; and the associated selector 
switches and auxiliary deviees to accomplish any of the follow
ing operating functions within the generating capacities of 
Watauga and South Holston: 
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1. Maintain a selected fixed load on any or all units. 
2. Maintain a constant output or base load . 
3. Assist in system frequency regulation. 
4. Maintain a scheduled load interchange on remote tie lines to the 

Appalachian Power Electric Co.'s system. 
5. Maintain a scheduled load in response to master telemeter signals 

from load dispatchers office. 

The 48-volt battery for annunciation and supervisory control 
is maintained at approximately 52 volts by a 12-ampere selenium
type rectifier. 

The 115-volt alternating-current preferred service bus is used 
for station clocks, chart-drive motors of recording instruments, 
and as power supply for carrier-current telephone and telemeter
ing equipment. This bus is normally energized from the lighting 
switchboard. Starting and stopping of the emergency supply 
motor-alternator set and transfer of load are automatic upon 
failure and restoration of the normal supply circuit. 

A six-element automatic oscillograph on the relay board is for 
recording transmission line faults and checking the performance 
of protective relays. Current and potential circuits are con
nected to the oscillograph through a plug-and-block arrangement 
mounted back of the board to facilitate the selection of any line 
at will. 

Generator voltage regulators, voltage-adjusting rheostats and 
indicating lamps are mounted on the switchboards in the ~ain 
control room where they are under the operator's observation. 
Overvoltage relays for both the pilot exciter and the generator 
operate contactors to insert resistance in the excitation circuits 
to keep the voltages within safe limits during periods of system 
disturbances or overspeed. 

Unit auxiliaries are usually controlled from the main control 
room, but local control of these auxiliaries and local manual con
trols for turbine and governor equipment are mounted on the 
combined gage and control board forming the front of a twin 
actuator cubicle on the generator room floor. Other station aux
iliaries are controlled from pushbutton stations near the equip
ment. 

Wiring on the switchboard panels consists of 600-volt switch
board wire, with synthetic resin insulation, felted asbestos and 
flameproof braid. Wiring from the switchboards to the' con
trolled equipment is multiconductor cables insulated for 600-volt 
~ervice with ozone-resistant rubber and covered with a neoprene 
jacket. Cables are routed through slots in the control room floor 
to asbestos trays in the spreading room below and then through 
duct runs to the switchyard and across the bridge to the power
house. From the duct runs the cables extend through steel con
duits to terminals of the equipment. 

Relaying 
The generators are protected against faults by induction-type 

phase-differential relays operating on percentage current differ
ential and differentially connected ground overcurrent relays of 
the high-speed induction type. In addition, the generators are 
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protected by induction-type, backup, phase overcurrent relays. 
Each generator is protected against overvoltage by an instantan
eous alternating-current relay operated in conjunction with a 
rectifier unit to make its performance independent of frequency. 

Main power transformers and station service transformers are 
protected by induction-type phase-differential relays operating on 
percentage current differential. Station service transformers also 
have instantaneous type overcurrent relays set to trip for heavy 
short-circuit currents on the primary side of the transformers. 

Most of the 69-kilovolt transmission liners are protected by 
directional distance relays and high-speed current-polarized di
rectional overcurrent ground relays. The South Holston and 
Elizabethton line relays operate in conjunction with carrier
current relay and auxiliaries. The Neva line, which is a radial 
feeder, has only induction-type overcurrent relays for phase pro
tection, and the Wilbur line relays are similar except the over
current relays are supplemented by a directional power relay. 
Automatic single-shot reclosing relays on the line breakers are 
supervised by no-voltage check relays and synchronous check 
relays. 

The 69-kilovolt bus is protected by high-speed induction-type 
overcurrent phase relays connected to operate on a current 
differential. 

Signal and annunciator systems 

Audible and visual annunciation is provided for excessive tem
peratures of bearings, windings, air and oil, abnormal liquid lev
els or flows, and faulty operation of equipment throughout the 
station. Annunciator lamp windows are on the governor actua
tor board and the operator's desk in the control room. 

In addition to the annunciator system, an operation recorder 
mounted on the operator's desk automatically records all annun
ciations of abnormal conditions and all normal operations of 
major switching equipment. Each recording on the strip chart 
of the recorder identifies the source of the signal and records the 
date and time to the nearest second. A limited number of alarm 
signals from the Wilbur station are included on this recorder. 

A second operation recorder is on the operator's desk at 
Watauga to print any abnormal conditions occurring at the South 
Holston station. 

Communication system 

The local telephone system consists of a 20-line, manual, key
type switchboard turret on the operator's desk and an automatic 
switchboard for 50 lines installed in the communication room and 
used for intercommunication between the various local telephone 
instruments distributed about the station, dam, switchyard, and 
the Wilbur station. Use of the automatic equipment avoids the 
necessity for disturbing the control room operator when local 
calls are made. Manual and automatic switchboards are inter
connected by two 2-way dial trunks and one 1-way executive 
right-of-way trunk which makes it possible for the operator to 
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make an urgent call to a busy line. Conference-call service for a 
maximum of six selected telephones, fire and police signaling, and 
code-call service for locating employees is available by dialing 
appropriate numbers from any telephone instrument. 

Outside telephone service to other plants on the system is 
available through two open-wire telephone lines, one telephone 
line carrier channel, and a duplex power line carrier telephone 
channel coupled between one phase wire of the South Holston 
69-kilovolt transmission line and ground. 

Connections to the Intermountain Telephone Co.'s system are 
available for use in reaching points not covered by TVA's com
munication system and also as a standby. 

Supervisory control, telemetering, 
and carrier equipment 

Supervisory systems used for the control of South Holston and 
Elizabethton are known as the space code selector type in which 
the location and duration of spaces between a fixed number of 
impulses are used to differentiate between coded signals. Coding 
and decoding .are accomplished by small telephone-type relays, 
which are mounted in drawout-type relay cases. Each such case 
contains all relays required for the control of eight separate 
functions. The South Holston supervisory control system in
cludes 54 control functions and the Elizabethton system has 32 
control functions. Coded signals are transmitted by keying the 
carrier relay channels on the respective lines. 

Provisions are made for continuous indication at Watauga of 
the South Holston generator volts, amperes, watts or vars, speed 
and gate position, plus selected readings of gate limit, speed 
droop, 66-kilovolt system volts, watts or vars on the 66-kilovolt 
lines, and water level indication of reservoir, tailrace, and South 
Holston downstream river gage. Variable frequency-type tele
metering equipment operating in the 6- to 27-cycle-per-second 
range is used to transmit the electrical quantities, speed, and 
various position indications. A continuol.lS turbine flow read,ng 
is obtained by an impulse-duration-type telemetering signal, and 
impulse signals are also used for the remote operation recorder 
and remote water level indication. 

There are 12 telemeter channels between South Holston and 
Watauga which operate as individual narrow-band, frequency
shift channels in a frequency spectrum of 144.0 to 152.8 kilo
cycles, couples phase to ground. The total area generation for 
Watauga, South Holston, and Wilbur is telemetered to the load 
dispatcher's office in Chattanooga, and a master load control 
reading is received from this office by impulse-duration-type 
equipment which operates over a speech-plus-duplex carrier tele
phone and telegraph channel on an open-wire telephone line. 
Similar equipment operating over telephone line carrier tele
graph channels is used to receive load interchange readings from 
North Bristol, Boone, and Nolichucky. 

All carrier transmitters and receivers and associated equip
ment are mounted on open racks in the air-conditioned commu-
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nication room. Carrier frequency line traps, coupling capacitors, 
and line-tuning units are mounted in the respective switchyards, 
and coaxial cables are used to connect the line tuners with the 
indoor equipment. 

STATION SERVICE FACILITIES 

Lighting 

The lighting system for the powerhouse is supplied from a 
single 75-kilovolt-ampere, single-phase, noninflammable, liquid
tilled, 480-240/120-volt, indoor-type transformer which also sup
plies the heating system. Control building lighting and heating 
Is supplied from an identical transformer, and a third trans
former is stored in the powerhouse to be used as spare for either 
of the above locations. Lighting for the switchyard is supplied 
from local transformers fed at 480 volts. Lighting and heating 
distribution consists of the usual mains, distribution cabinets, 
and branch circuits. With the exception of the generator room, 
practically all switching is local. Switchyard lighting has, in 
addition to the local switching, an automatic photoelectric con
trol system which may be bypassed at any time by a master 
control switch in the main control room. 

The control room is illuminated by luminous indirect incan
descent fixtures, and refractor-type high-bay units are used in 
the generator room. Work areas in the powerhouse and control 
building are lighted with standard types of industrial fixtures 
with the exception of the communications room which is lighted 
by commercial-type fluorescent units. 

Substation-type fixtures are used for general lighting in the 
switchyard and along the yard fence. Conventional street light 
fixtures mounted on steel standards are utilized for lighting the 
top of the embankment. Embankment lighting is of the series
system type aiid is controlled by automatic time switch. 

Emergency lighting for the powerhouse and control building 
is supplied from the 250-volt station control battery. Emergency 
lights are at all vital locations, such as main control room, gen
erator room, turbine pit, and stairways and are spaced to form 
a part of the normal lighting system. Lamps, which are of the 
230-volt class, normally operate on the 230-volt alternating-cur
rent lighting circuits, but during a power failure an automatic 
throwover switch connects them to the 250-volt station control 
battery. Upon the return of power the switch automatically re
connects them to their normal alternating-current supply. The 
powerhouse, which is normally unattended, has a control switch 
at the entrance door for manual control of the emergency lighting. 

Grounding system 

The powerhouse area consists of solid rock, with little or no 
overburden. To obtain a reliable power and protective grounding 
system of low resistance, it was found necessary to cut trenches 
in the rock of the tailrace and river bed. A 500,000-circular-mil 
bare copper cable was laid between two layers of burlap sacks 
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filled with coke breeze, thoroughly soaked with water. The 
trenches thereafter were covered with porous concrete. Above 
maximum tailwater elevation and in the switchyard additional 
500,000-circular-mil bare copper cables were embedded in trenches 
backfilled with rock-free clay. Test stations in the powerhouse 
and switchyard permitted an initial test of the different parts of 
the ground mat before connections were made to piping systems 
and overhead ground wire. The steel linings of the two pen
stocks were connected to the powerhouse grounding system. 
Final tests, using a remote reference ground, indicated a resist
ance of approximately 0.28 ohm for the combined grounding 
system. 

Generator and transformer neutrals, electrical and mechanical 
equipment frames, lightning arresters, transmission towers, steel 
structures, and mechanical piping are all effectively grounded. 
A ground grid just below the surface of the switchyard and one 
embedded in the concrete slab of the transformer deck serve to 
equalize dangerous potential gradients during lightning dis
charges or system disturbances. Steel gratings connected to the 
grounding system and placed on the surface near operating 
handles of high-voltage switches in the switchyard provide fur
ther protection to operating personnel. 

At the sluiceway and intake towers satisfactory grounding was 
obtained by embedding a bare copper cable in clay at the edge of 
the reservoir and below normal water level. Connections were 
also made to the extensive steel framing and piping perma
nently submerged in water. 

Water systems 

Raw water.-Raw water from an intake in each power conduit 
on the upstream side of the butterfly valve is used for fire pro
tection, service, unit cooling, and lubricating. It flows by grav
ity through strainers and enters a manifold where it is divided 
into four separate systems. Strainers are the duplex type which 
may be cleaned without interruption of flow in the raw water 
system. 

The four raw water systems are as follows: 
1. Station drainage sump eductor. Strained river water, at full head

water pressure, is supplied to the station drainage water jet eductor. 
This flow is throttled seasonably as the head varies. 

2. Transformer sprinkler system. Strained river water, at full headwater 
pressure, is supplied to the transformer sprinkler system. 

3. Fire and service system at 60 pounds per square inch. A complete 
pressure-regulating station reduces the raw water pressure at the 
manifold, from a maximum inlet pressure of 145 pounds per square 
inch to a constant outlet pressure of 60 pounds per square inch, for 
use in the fire and service system. 

Water from this 60-pound-per-square-inch system is used for serv
ice outlets throughout the powerhouse. These are l-inch hose con
nections for floor flushing, etc. The 60-pound-per-square-inch system 
is extended to the control building and switchyard areas. 

4. Unit cooling and lubricating system at 40 pounds per square inch. A 
complete pressure-regulating station is installed for reducing the raw 
water pressure at the manifold, from a maximum inlet pressure of 
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145 pounds per square inch to a constant outlet pressure of 40 pounds 
per square inch, for unit cooling and lubricating. 

Water is obtained from this system for use as a cooling medium in 
the six surface air coolers of each generator and in the cooling coils 
of the generator guide and thrust bearing oil cooler. Water from 
this system is also used as a lubricant for the turbine seal rings, 
bearing stuffing box, and as a cooling medium for the turbine bearing 
oil cooler. 

The raw water system for the turbines and generators has its own 
series of alarm circuits operated by flowmeters to indicate low flow. 

The flowmeters in the water supply lines to the generator air 
coolers and to the turbine seals and bearing have an additional elec
trical contact to shut down the unit at low flow. The flowmeters in 
the water supply line to the generator bearing oil cooler have an addi
tional electrical contact to prevent starting the unit at low flow. 

A motor-operated valve serves as a complete shutoff for all water 
to the unit. Flow through the generator air coolers is controlled 
automatically by a motor-operated proportioning valve operated by 
a temperature controller actuated by a feeler bulb in the generator 
housing. 

An antisyphon arrangement prevents draining of the air coolers 
while the unit is shut down or if the water supply should fail. 

Raw water is supplied to the control building for use as a cool
ing medium for cooling coils of the air-conditioning equipment 
and through l-inch hose connections for floor flushing, etc. 
Lawn sprinklers in seeded areas adjacent to the control building 
are connected to the raw water system. 

Treated water.-Treated water for drinking and sanitary use 
in the powerhouse, control building, maintenance building, visitors 
building, and picnic area is supplied from multilevel intakes in 
the intake tower. The only treatment given to the water is 
chlorination and provision for stabilization by some alkali or 
sodium hexametaphosphate. Three chemical feeders are in
stalled for this purpose, one of which is a spare. Two 10-gallon
per-minute deep-well pumps discharge into a 1655-gallon under
ground storage tank on the right bank at elevation 2200. One 
pump serves as a standby. 

Raw water intakes, pumps, and chemical feeders are in the 
power intake tower. The feeders and pumps are float-switch
controlled from the 1655-gallon storage tank but may be manu
ally operated in the power intake tower also. For statistical data 
on the treated water pumps and chemical feeders see appendix A. 

The treated wa~er storage tank serves the following areas: 
1. Powerhouse and control building. A pressure-reducing station in the 

basement of the control building reduces the water pressure to 60 
pounds per square inch. 

Provision has been made for installing a hypochlorinator in the 
basement of the control building if found necessary. 

2. Maintenance building. The main supply line from the 1655-gallon 
storage tank to the control building also supplies a 450-gallon tank 
northeast of the control building at elevation 1920 (approximately). 
A pressure-reducing station in the maintenance building reduces tl:e 
pressure to 50 pounds per square inch. An overflow line at the 45J
gallon tank and a relief valve at the maintenance building protect 
this system from pressures higher than desired. 

3. Picnic area and visitors building. A gravity line from the storage t aJth 
supplies this area. 
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Fire protection 

Powerhouse.-Raw water is supplied for general fire protec
tion in the powerhouse. There are five 1 %-inch fire-hose outlets 
placed at convenient locations throughout the building. Each 
outlet has a valve, 75 feet of unlined linen hose, hose rack, and a 
nozzle. 

Each transformer on the powerhouse transformer deck has a 
pipe system supplying strained raw water from the 10-inch main 
header at full penstock pressure (normal 132 pounds per square 
inch). Each pipe system feeds 64 sprinkler nozzles arranged so 
as to cover a transformer completely in event of fire. Each pipe 
system is controlled by a hydraulically operated valve operated 
by a solenoid pilot valve. The solenoid pilot valve is energized by 
a control switch auxiliary relay which is tripped by: (1) opera
tions of the transformer differential relay, which also shuts down 
the unit; (2) operation of bimetallic thermostats located around 
the transformer; and (3) manual operation of the valve control 
switch auxiliary relay. When the sprinkler valve opens, the 
auxiliary relay: (1) energizes station annunciator; (2) shuts 
down unit; (3) shuts down the generator air-cooling water-pro
portioning valve to 20 percent of its design capacity and discon
nects it from its normal control; and ( 4) stops transformer 
blowers. 

An automatic carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing system pro
tects the two generators, the oil storage room, and the oil puri
fication room in the powerhouse. This system consists of two 
banks of 50-pound cylinders, a bank of 16 cylinders-eight initial 
and eight reserve-and a bank of eight cylinders delayed. The 
initial bank is arranged for the simultaneous discharge of 8 
cylinders to either generator. The delayed discharge bank is 
arranged for intermittent discharges to maintain a sufficient 
concentration. The reserve bank is arranged with interconnect
ing piping and controls to discharge in an emergency the same 
as the initial bank for generator prcbction. Each generator has 
an air volume of 5400 cubic feet. A test of the completed sys
tem indicated that the initial bank will give a concentration of 
54 r:ercent, and the delayed tank, set to discharge one cylinder 
every 11/2 minutes, will maintain a minimum concentration of 25 
percent for 16 minutes. w·ith the unit on automatic shutdown, 
deceleration of the unit will result in concentrations in excess of 
34 percent for 30 minutes. 

Portable-type carbon-dioxide hand extinguishers a1·e conven
iently located in the powerhcuse. 

For statistical data on the carbon-dioxic:h system see appen
dix A. 

Control building.-Raw water furnishes general fire protection 
in the control building where there are two 1 %-inch fire-hose 
outlets placed at convenient locations. Each outlet has a valve, 
75 feet of unlined linen hose on a rack, and a nozzle. Also, por
table-type carbon-dioxide hand extinguishers are conveniently 
located. 
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Two ~-inch fire hydrants, each having two 211:.!-inch outlets, 
are outside the control building for additional protection. 

Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning 

T~e powerhouse is heated and ventilated by various systems 
servmg related spaces. In the control building, the control room, 
offices, an.d . the telephone room are completely air-conditioned. 
The remamil!g spac~s are heated and ventilated only. 
. The quantity of air to be supplied or exhausted in the power
house and co?trol building is. determined, in general, from the 
r~co~menda~wn of the Amencan Society of Heating and Ven
tilat.m~ Engmeers and from comparison with other installations 
of similar nature. 

Pow.erhouse.-Due to infrequency of occupation the power
house IS not heated to~ comfort level in severe weather. Instead, 
warm are.as are provided where attendance may be required 
wher~ mamtenance or repair operations may be required, wher~ 
freezmg ma:y occur, or where heat is required for the removal 
and preventwn of dampness. Heat is provided to maintain at 
least a 45° F. ambient. The toilet and locker room is heated to 
the conventional 72° F. 
. All heating is done by electricity. The toilet and locker room 
IS heated by a 220-volt recessed gravity heater, and all other 
spaces are heated by 440-volt, fan-type, forced-convection unit 
hea~e~s spaced to serve the areas where heating is desired. In 
addition t? the p~rmanently connected heaters, outlets are placed 
at strategic loca~wns for 18-kilowatt, 440-volt, 3-phase, pedestal
n;tounted fan umt portable heaters and for 4.5-kilowatt, 220-volt, 
smgle-ph~~e, gravity-convection portable heaters. 

In add1t10n to the heat from regularly installed heaters use is 
ma~e! at the option of the operators, of waste heat from the main 
aux1har~ b~ard room 3;nd spreading room. The arrangement of 
the v~ntilatmg s:ystem IS such that air exhausted from the above
mentiOned electncal spaces may be recirculated into the machine 
sho~ area and thence on into the generator room. Capacity of 
the mstalled electric heating is 288 kilowatts. 

Ven~ilation is supplied in the several areas of the powerhouse 
accordmg t? the n.eed for comfort, for the dissipation of heat 
from electncal eqmpment and solar radiation, and for the relief 
o~ d~mpness. In spaces where considerable occupancy may occur, 
mr IS changed frequently to preve?t .discomfort to the occupants. 
Other areas a~ected by solar rad1atwn and electrical equipment 
lo~ses are. ventilated for the removal of excess heat and to main
tam reqmred ambient conditions. The penstock and main but
terfly valve areas are ventilated for the removal of excessive 
dampness and stagnation. 

For the ventila~ion of ~he spaces subject to solar radiation or 
fr~ he.at-producmg eqm~ment a temperature rise of 5° F. to 
10 F. IS al~owed, dep.endmg upon location, service, and occu
pancy, 3;nd air of sufficient quantity to limit the temperature rise 
IS supphed or exhausted. 

For ventilating the powerhouse proper, air is introduced 
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through an areaway at the northwest end into the switchgear 
room an~ generator room. The generator room and erection bay 
are ventilated by five fan-type motor-driven roof ventilators. 
Other rooms and spaces receive a portion of the induced air by 
conveniently located damper openings and exhausted by one of 
several fan and duct systems to an exhaust chamber at the south
east end of the powerhouse. Each of these fans has motor-driven 
dampers which close on fan shutdown to prevent backflow from 
another exhaust system. For convenience in operation and main
tenance and economy of space, these fans are in a common room 
adjacent to the exhaust chamber. Air is exhausted at the rate 
of 120,000 cubic feet per minute. 

Control building.-All spaces not served by the air-condition
ing systems are heated by either 220-volt recessed gravity heat
ers or 440-volt fan-type, forced-convection unit heaters. This 
equipment is designed to maintain an inside temperature of 70° 
F. with an outside temperature of 0° F. The capacity of the 
installed electric heating is 157 kilowatts. In addition to the 
permanently connected heaters, outlets are placed at strategic 
locations for 18-kilowatt, 440-volt, 3-phase, pedestal-mounted fan 
unit portable heaters and for 4.5-kilowatt, 220-volt single-phase 
gravity convection portable heaters. ' ' 
. V ~ntilation of the air-conditioned spaces is by the air-condi

twnmg system supply fan, at the option of the operators, and to 
all other spaces by separate systems according to the need for 
comfort, for !he. dissipation of hea~ from electrical equipment 
and solar r:;tdiatwn, and for the relief of dampness. In spaces 
where considerable occupancy may occur, air is changed fre
quently to prevent discomfort to the occupants. Other areas 
affec.ted by solar radiation and electrical equipment losses are 
ventilated for the removal of excess heat and to maintain re
quired ambient conditions. For the ventilation of the spaces 
where heat removal is the deciding factor a temperature rise of 
5° F. to 10° F. is allowed, depending upon the location service 
and occupancy, and air of sufficient quantity to limit the tempera~ 
ture rise is supplied or exhausted. 

The spreading room is ventilated by air introduced from an 
areaway into the room and thence by a duct syPtem to the exhaust 
fan. The. mec~ani~al equipment room is ventilaterl by air going 
to the. attic which IS exhausted by a conventirmal duct system to 
the toilet exhaust fan. These fans all discharge into a plenum 
connected to an outside louver. Each fan has a motor-operated 
damper to close upon fan stoppage to prevent backflow of air 
~rom ai~other exh.aust system. All ventilating and air-condition
!~~ eqmp~ent, with.the exception of the telephone room air con
ditionmg, IS placed m a common room for convenience in main
tenance and operation and for economy of space. The volume of 
air supplied and exhausted is 28,000 cubic- feet ner minute 

Cooling equipment for the control building iR designed to.main
tain an inside temperature of 78° F. drv bnlb and 65° F. wet 
bulb with an outside condition of 95° F. dry bulb and 78° F. wet 
bulb. 
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Because of variations in the nature of the loads, three sepa
rate complete air supply systems are used in the control building 
-one serving the control room, one serving the offices, and one 
serving the telephone room. Each of these systems is complete 
with fan, duct system, supply fixtures, filters, heater, humidifier, 
and cooling coils. Heating is accomplished by blast-type electric 
heaters, thermostatically controlled. Humidification during the 
heating cycle is by direct evaporation of moisture into the air 
stream from an immersion-type electric heater in an open tank 
of water controlled by a humidistat. Cooling is accomplished by 
the circulation of lake water through finned-type cooling coils. 
Flow of water is regulated by motor-operated valves controlled 
by thermostats. For the design conditions, 160 gallons of water 
per minute are required for cooling. 

Sluiceway and intake towers.-Heating of the sluiceway tower 
is accomplished by four wall-mounted, fan-type, electric unit heat
ers placed in the enclosed areas at elevation 17 41.65 and 1988.5. 
Each heater has a wall-mounted thermostat and a "hand-off-auto" 
selector switch. Only the elevation 1988.5 in the intake tower is 
heated, and this is accomplished by a single wall-mounted fan
type electric unit heater controlled by a thermostat and "hand
off-auto" selector switch. 

Drainage and unwatering systems 

Powerhouse.-All powerhouse drainage above elevation 1669 
flows directly to tailwater. Drainage at elevation 1669 and be
low flows to the station sump. 

The station sump is below floor elevation 1655 at unit 1 adja
cent to the service bay. It has a capacity of approximately 
11,450 gallons and is serviced by one 425-gallon-per-minute verti
cal turbine-type pump and one 6-inch water jet eductor having a 
capacity of approximately 290 gallons per minute with an inlet 
pressure of 100 pounds per square inch. Discharge is directly 
to the tailrace. The pump has a 5-horsepower vertical motor 
mounted on the elevation 1655 floor and is operated automatically 
by float switch controls. The eductor receives its operating pres
sure water supply from the conduit with the static pressure vary
ing between 7 4 and 136 pounds per square inch, depending on 
headwater elevation. An eductor supply valve is adjusted to 
handle all normal station drainage from the sump continuously, 
while the 425-gallon-per-minute pump acts as a standby for 
abnormal drainage flow into the sump. 

An unwatering system for the draft tubes and scroll cases is 
used to permit inspection and repair of turbine runners when 
tailwater is above the bottom of the runner. Under normal con
ditions the bottom of the runner is above tailwater and may be 
inspected without dewatering. Each scroll case intake conduit 
has a screened outlet and a 10-inch drain line with a shutoff 
valve. When the butterfly valve is closed the water in the scroll 
case comes to tailwater level through the wicket gates and 
through the opened valve in the 10-inch drain line emptying into 
the draft tube. Each draft tube has a screened outlet 7 inches 
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above the low point of the draft tube. A 12-inch drain pipe with 
shutoff valve connects each draft tube to the station sump. 

Drain valves for the scroll cases are in valve pits just down
stream from the butterfly valves. The drain valves for the draft 
tubes are operated from the elevation 1655 floor, directly above 
the sump. One 3200-gallon-per-minute vertical turbine-type 
pump, vertical motor-driven, and mounted over the sump at ele
vation 1655, operates during unwatering periods. The pump is 
operated either manually or by float control and may also be used 
to augment the station drainage pumping capacity. Provision 
has been made for the ultimate installation of a second unwater
ing pump, if required. For statistical data on the drainage and 
unwatering pumps see appendix A. 

Control build1:ng, sluice~vay and intake towers.-All roof and 
building drainage at the control building flows by gravity to an 
underground drainage system and is discharged to tailwater. 
The sluiceway tower drains directly into headwater through 
downspouts, and all drainage below maximum headwater flows by 
gravity to the sluiceway discharge tunnel. All intake tower 
drainage flows by gravity directly to headwater. 

Sanitary systems 

Powerhouse.-The sanitary system has a total of nine plumb
ing fixtures, consisting of one water closet, one urinal, one lava
tory, one shower, one service sink, one battery sink, two drink
ing fountains, and one 30-gallon electric water heater. Waste 
from the sanitary fixtures, except from the drinking fountains 
and battery sink, flows by gravity to a 500-gallon steel septic 
tank on floor elevation 1659 in the service bay. Septic tank 
effluent normally flows into the tailrace but can be bypassed into 
the station drainage sump and automatically discharged to the 
tailrace when tailwater rises above elevation 1655. 

Control building.-The sanitary system has a total of 17 plumb
ing fixtures, consisting of three water closets, one urinal, four 
lavatories, one service sink, one first-aid sink, three kitchen-type 
sinks, one shower, two drinking fountains and one 52-gallon 
electric water heater. Waste from the sanitary fixtures except 
that from the battery sink and one drinking fountain flows by 
gravity to a 730-gallon concrete septic tank north of the building. 
The septic tank effluent discharges into the tailrace. 

Oil systems 

For statistical data on oil purification and oil pumping equip
ment see appendix A. 

Insulating oil.-Pumping and purification equipment is on floor 
elevation 1655 of the service bay in the powerhouse. The storage 
tanks are underground adjacent to the powerhouse. The storage 
facilities consist of one clean- and one dirty-oil tank, each of 
7350-gallon capacity for transformer oil. The pumping equip
ment consists of one clean- and one dirty-oil pump, each of 120-
gallon-per-minute capacity. A portable purifier having a capacity 
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of 600 gallons per hour is provided. It also serves the switch
yard. 

A complete piping system carries oil for the electrical equip
ment to and from the purification system. A supply and return 
line is used to carry oil to and from the transformer repair bay 
on floor elevation 1685 of the service bay. The system is so de
signed that no oil can reach the clean tank without first passing 
through the purifier. All connections between the electrical 
equipment and the piping system are made with flexible hose 
through 2-inch drain and 1%-inch fill connections. 

Governor and lubricating oil.-Storage tanks, pumps, and puri
fication equipment are on floor elevation 1655 of the powerhouse 
service bay. The oil storage facilities consist of one dirty- and 
one clean-oil tank, each of 3210-gallon capacity. Pumping equip
ment consists of one clean- and one dirty-oil pump, each of 37-
gallon-per-minute capacity. A purifier of 350-gallon-per-hour 
capacity is installed. 

A complete piping system is used to carry oil for the governor 
system and turbine and generator bearings to and from the puri
fication system. The system is designed to prevent the mixing 
of clean and dirty oil. 

Compressed air systems 

A complete piping system distributes compressed air through
out the powerhouse to the generator brakes, service outlets, the 
pneumatic control board for operation of ventilating dampers, 
and for instrument control of the raw water pressure-reducing 
stations. A stationary, air-cooled, 2-stage, electric-motor-driven, 
direct-connected air compressor is on floor elevation 1669 of the 
service bay in the powerhouse. The compressor capacity is 60 
cubic feet per minute at a pressure of 100 pounds per square 
inch. The system includes a 50-cubic-foot air receiver and con
trol equipment for automatic operation. For statistical data see 
appendix A. 

Compressed air from the powerhouse system serves the control 
building. A complete piping system distributes compressed air 
throughout the control building, to service outlets, to the pneu
matic control boards for operation of ventilating dampers, and 
for instrument control of the treated water pressure-reducing 
valve. 

Compressed air for the governor system is independent of all 
other systems and is supplied by a stationary, two-stage, air
cooled, electric-motor-driven compressor having a capacity of 
approximately 8 cubic feet per minute at a discharge pressure of 
300 pounds per square inch. The compressor was furnished 
by the governor manufacturer and is complete with receiver and 
controls for automatic operation. 

A portable, air-cooled, single-stage, electric-motor-driven, di
rect-connected air compressor of 90-cubic-foot-per-minute capac
ity at 100-pound-per-square-inch pressure is also available for 
general service around the entire project wherever required. 
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Headwater and tailwater gage wells 

A 24-inch-diameter headwater gage well is installed inside the 
sluiceway tower with a 3-inch inlet line from headwater. The 
inlet is protected by a cast-iron grating upstream from the sluice
way trashracks. The 3-inch inlet line is recessed into the tunnel 
wall and encased in concrete between the inlet portal and the 
closure plug. 

A 24-inch-diameter tailwater gage well is installed in the pow
erhouse service bay with a 4-inch inlet line from tailwater. The 
inlet is protected with a cast-iron grating and is in the tailrace 
embankment. 

Piezometers 

;riezometers ar~ installed ~t 18 points in the morning-glory 
spillway for checkmg hydraulic performance. These piezometers 
run underground to the footbridge leading to the sluiceway shaft. 
They are supported from a bridge pier and are terminated on the 
bridge at elevation 1998. Piezometers also measure the discharge 
through the Rowell-Bunger valves and the flow in the sluiceway 
tunnel. , 

Piezometer lines are connected: ( 1) to the steel liner for 
measurement of the flow in each power conduit; (2) just above 
the bottom of the surge tank and riser for measurement of water 
surges; and (3) to each scroll case at several points for meassure
ment of the flow through the turbine. These lines are terminated 
in valve boxes within the powerhouse. 

Machine shop equipment 

All eq.u~pment for the mac~ine shop ~s o.f .the heavy-duty type 
for precisiOn work. All machmes have mdividual electric motors 
with starting controls mounted on the machine or in a convenient 
locati.on near th.e machine. The floor area of the machine shop 
cont3:ms approximately 1600 square feet. Figure 44 shows the 
locatw~ and arrangement of the principal machines. 

A misc~llaneous assortment ?f small tools was purchased for 
the machme shop. Shop eqmpment includes two lathes two 
grinde~s, two d_rills, one shaper, one power hacksaw, one' pipe
~hreadmg machme, on~ arbor pr~ss, one rivet forge, one quench
mg tank, and one anvil. The prmcipal machine shop equipment 
is listed in appendix A. 

TAILRACE CHANNEL AND WALL 

A tailrace channel was excavated in the river bedrock to utilize 
~he head b~tween the powerhouse and Wilbur Lake. The channel 
1s curved m plan to change the flow of the water to a direction 
p~rallel to. the river. With the tailrace cut located within the 
r~ver bec;I, 1t appeared probable that in case of a first large flood 
d1schargmg water through the mo~n.ing-glory spillway, the heav;\A, 
bedload expected under these conditions would fill up the tailrace · 
cut and the draft tube outlets. To prevent trouble at these out
lets a bedload diversion wall (fig. 48) was constructed just 
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upstream of the tailrace _channel. Th~ outline and location of 
this wall had been tested 111 the hydraulic laborato_ry (see ~ppen
dix C). The wall is designed as a cantilever. tak111g the_ Impact 
of the flowing water. The cantilever moment 111 the_ wall Is taken 
by dowels grouted into the river bedrock.. T~e _wall Is constructed 
in '30-foot sections separated by contractiOn J?111ts. Each 30-foot 
section is in tum divided into 10-foot sectwns by the use of 
dummy joints. 

SWITCHYARD 

The switchyard (fig. 57) is just. upst_ream from the con~rol 
building. Access to it is by a con~muatwn. of the road lead111g 
to the control building. The yard Is partly 111 cut and ~artly on 
fill. The fill toward the river is protected b~ a 20-foot-thick layer 
of quarry run reck to well above the ~aximum expected water 
surface. The slope above the rock fill IS gr:assed. :r~e present 
yard is 115 feet wide by 300 feet long, with provisiOns for a 
future extension of 164 feet. 

Structures 

Concrete foundations for the structures and the equipment are 
designed for a maxjmum soi~ pressure of _4000 po~nds per _squa~e 
foot and a safety factor agamst overturnmg of 1.;). An orl pun
fication building of reinforced concrete is in the corner of the 
yard adjacent to the access road. . . . . 

The steel switchyard structure Is designed to sustam a ma::ci
mum tension of 3000 pounds on each conductor and ground ~Ire 
when loaded at 0° F with lj:! inch of radial ice and an 8-pound wmd. 
It is of the same general design as the 66-kilovolt structure used 
at the Cherokee and Douglas projects and consist~ of seven bays 

FIGURE 57.-Watauga switchyard. 
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spaced at 26 feet and made up of transYerse frame bents with 
tower and ground wire peak. Frame be1~ts are connected with 
longitudinal trussed box members, the top members serving as 
pulloff st~uts and the others serving as supp?rts for the ~witches, 
pedestal msulators, and appurtenant electncal accessones. · 

Steelwork of the structures and towers is hot-dipped galva
nized, and all connections are bolted. 

The main high-voltage buses are at each side cf the frame 
bents at the top of the main horizontal members and extend the 
full length of the structure. Cr!umns are spaced on 30-foot 
centers. Column and frame bent members are 3 feet square, 
with single-lacing angles inclined at 60° on four sides. Inde
pendent structural supports are used for the various auxiliary 
electrical equipment. 

Two intermediate towers support the cab~es in the runs froni 
the powerhouse, across the river, and thence to the switchyard a 
distance of 1024 feet. Towers are of the suspension type, with 
legs spread at the base and set on concrete footings. 

General electrical design 

The 69-kilovolt switchyard main and transfer buses are 3-inch 
iron pipe size aluminum. All taps are 111:!-inch iro11 pipe size 
aluminum with 40 percent electrical conductivity. C::nnections 
from disconnecting switches to oil circuit breakers are 636,000-
circular-mil ACSR cable. All aluminum bus tee connections and 
joints are welded. 

An emergency station service transformer, rated 69-2.4-.480 
kilovolts, 450 kilovolt-amperes, is connected to the 69-kiiovolt 
transfer bus to supply station service power in event of shutdown 
of both generating units. This transformer has a third winding 
rated 2.4 kilovolts which is used to furnish power to the mainte
nance building and to the emban!{ment area. 

Oil circuit breakers are rated 69 kilovolts, 600 a:r:1peres. 1,000,-
000-kilovolt-ampere interrupting capacity, pnenmaticP :ly oper
ated, 5-cycle opening, and 25-cycle reclosing. All 69-kilovolt dis
connecting switches are 3 pole, gang-operated, 600 amperes. All 
oil circuit breaker isolating switches are manually gang-operated. 
Line switches for transferring to a spare breaker are motor
operated and controlled from the operator's control b:;ard. 

Coupling capacitors are mounted on individual steel supports 
in the line bays where required. The South Holston line has a 
coupling capacitor connected to each phase to provide carrier 
channels for carrier-current relaying, supervisory control, tel"
metering, and communication. A coupling capacitor c"nnected 
to the B-phase of each line in addition to carrier auxiliaries has a 
potential device which provides potential for an indicating volt
meter and line potential for synchronizing. Three potential trans
formers connected to the main bus supply potential for line relavl'l 
and instruments. For statistical data on the switchyard electric~] 
equipment see appendix A. 

-Space is reseh+ed for a transformer bank and four bays of 
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161-kilovolt structure for future 69- to 161-kilovolt power inter
change. 

Main electrical connections 
The unit system is used. Each generator is connected through 

a 3-phase step-up transformer to the 69-kilovolt main and trans
fer bus through 69-kilovolt oil circuit breakers (fig. 58). The 
connections to the station service transformers are tapped off the 
generator bus through a motor-operated disconnecting switch. 
The location of the main power transformers and transformer 
neutral reactors on the powerhouse deck makes the heavy bus 
connections from the generator to the transformer as short as 
possible. 

A main and transfer bus scheme is used for the 69-kilovolt 
switchyard (fig. 59). Initially, there are two transformer bays 
and five line bays. Each line connects to the main bus through 
an oil circuit breaker and to the transfer bus through a motor
operated disconnect switch. The oil circuit breaker connecting 
each transformer circuit to the transfer bus can be used as a 
spare breaker for any line. 

Insulation coordination and lightning protection 

Electrical equipment insulation, bus insulators, and protective 
devices are carefully selected and coordinated so as to give a safe 
margin of insulation strength above the maximum abnormal volt
ages permitted by the protective equipment during switching 
surges, lightning surges, short circuits, and overvoltages caused 
by excessive generator speed due to loss of load. 
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Overhead ground wires protect the circuits from the main 
transformers to the switchyard. All outgoing transmission lines 
are protected by ground wires extending from_ g~·oun?ing peaks 
on the switch structure to peaks on the transmissiOn lme towers. 
The overhead ground wires consist of ~·i 6-inch-diameter steel 
messenger wire clamped to the switch stn~cture and tower peak~, 
which are in turn connected to the statwn ground mat. This 
network is sufficiently extensive to include all equipment and 
conductors within a protective angle of 30° from a perpendicula1 
through the ground wire. . . 

Lightning arresters are used at the mam transformer termi
nals. They are supported on brackets welded to the transformer 
case. These arresters will dissipate any lightning or switching 
surges which might otherwise cause a breakdown of winding 
insulation a flashover of insulators or equipment. These arrester/" 
have aver~ge impulse breakdown voltages of 178-kilovolt crest 
with AlEE wave and reseal voltag,2s of 60 kilovolts. Generator 
surge protective arresters and capacitors are close_ to the genera
tor terminals. These arresters have an average Impulse break
down voltage of 40-kilovolt crest with AlEE wave and_ a reseal 
voltage of 12 kilovolts root mean square. The capacitors are 
rated 0.25 microfarad. 

Water, oil, and fire-protection systems 

Raw water is obtained from the fire main for one service outlet 
in the oil purification building in the switchyard. 

Pumping and purification equipment is in the. oil purificatio!l 
building in the switchyard. Storage tanks are adJacent to the 01l 
purification building and consist of one tank of ~0,620-ga~lon 
capacity for clean oil, one tank of 7050-gallon capacity for dirty 
circuit breaker oil, and provision for one future tank of 10,600 
gallons for dirty transformer oil. Pumping equipment consists 
of one clean- and one dirty-oil pump, each of 115-gallon-per
minute capacity. A portable purifier having a capacity of 600 
gallons per hour serves the p~w~rhouse also_. A co!llplete piping 
system is furnished to carry 01l m the electncal eqmpment to and 
from the purification plant. The system is designed to prevent 
mixing of clean and dirt~ ~il. All connections behyeen th~ electri
cal equipment and the pipmg system are made with flexible hose 
through 2-inch drain and 11/2-inch fill connections. Provision has 
been made for the extension of this system to serve future switch
yard equipment. For statistical data on oil purification and oil 
pumping equipment see appendix A. . 

A supply of raw v.·ater from the 60-pound-per-square-mch sys
tem furnishes fire protection in the switchyard. There are two 
6-inch fire hydrants, each having two 2%-inch outlets. These 
hydrants are spaced so that ~ny part of the switchyard rna~ be 
served with water by connectmg two 50-foot lengths of 21f2-mch 
hose in series to the proper hydrant. Portable fire-extinguishing 
equipment in~ludes one hose cart, complete with wrenches, reel, 
two 50-foot lengths of hose, and two nozzles; and one carbon
dioxide buggy and is stored in a separated portion of the oil 
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purification building. Nozzles furnished with the hose cart are 
of the atomizing type designed to prevent injury, by electrical 
shock, to the operator when directing water upon live electrical 
equipment. 

An automatic carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing system fur
nishes protection for the oil purification room. For statistical 
data see appendix A. 

Drainage and surfacing 

A paved ditch along the toe of the cut intercepts the water 
from the hillside and carries it through a drain pipe to the river
bank. The subgrade over the major part of the yard slopes 
toward the riverbank for drainage. A strip, 2n feet wide, slopes 
toward the paved ditch at the toe of the cut. A 6-inch layer of 
crushed rock covers the entire yard, and the access road within 
the switchyard and the walkways are stabilized with bituminous 
material. 

YARD FACILITIES 

MAINTENANCE BUILDING 

The maintenance building is adjacent to the access road about 
% mile downstream from the powerhouse (fig. 31). It is a low 
one-story concrete block structure approximately 25 by 84 feet. 
Wood framing is used for the roof construction, some of the 
interior partitions, and floors. Wood sash, doors, and frames are 
used throughout. This building provides storage space for TV A's 
Division of Reservoir Properties maintenance equipment and sup
plies. A small repair shop is included as well as an office and 
toilet. All occupied spaces are heated by conventional recessed 
wall-type electric gravity convection heaters with builtin thermo
stats. 

The sanitary system consists of three plumbing fixtures-one 
water closet, one lavatory, and one electric water cooler. Waste 
from the sanitary fixtures flows to a 540-gallon precast concrete 
septic tank on the east side of the building. Effluent from the 
septic tank discharges into a subsurface drainage field. 

Adjoining the maintenance building is a gravel-surfaced stor
age yard for bulky equipment and supplies. It is partially en
closed by a chain-link fence. A steep embankment and a concrete 
block wall extension from the building completes the enclosure. 

VISITORS BUILDING 

The Watauga project is in a populous area and is readily 
accessible to visitors. The principal facility for them is an over
look area with reception and toilet building, about 1500 feet 
upstream from the embankment at a point which commands a 
wide open view of the lake (fig. 31). Adjacent to the overlook is a 
picnic ground. A footpath about 700 feet long connects a small 
overlook which permits a view of the morning-glory spillway, 
the power intake, and the upstream side of the embankment itself. 
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This overlook is a two-level terrace with native stone masonry 
retaining walls to conform to the adjacent rugged rock terrain. 

Architectural design 

Conceived as a pleasant little overlook shelter, this 27- by 52-
foot building incorporates in its design and construction the feel
ing of informality and relaxation (fig. 60). In addition to the 
glass-walled reception room, it houses public toilets and facilities 
for the police and guide service. It is equipped with comfortable 
furniture, and the specially lighted display wall tells the TV A 
story in photographic murals. Color was used sparingly in this 
building. Most of the woodwork is white. Ceilings are white 
and the floors are of dark red cement. 

Exterior walls are of Crab Orchard stone and vertical tongue
and groove siding which, with the extensive use of glass in wood 
frames, give a harmonious relationship between the contemporary 
building design and its rustic setting. This is further emphasized 
by the butterfly roof sweeping upward toward the lake on one 
side and allowing clearance for the high toilet room windows at 
the rear. 

Treated water 

Fou~ d~inking fo!-:m~ains, two on the outside of the building and 
two withm the bmldmg, supply treated water for visitors and 
employees. Treated water also supplies the picnic area on the 
right embankment. There are three park hydrants one lawn 
sprinkler connection, and one drinking fountain. ' 

Heating and ventilating 

The entire building is heated with electricity. The toilet rooms 
and guard's r~om are hea.ted with standard 220-volt, single-phase, 
recessed gravity convectiOn heaters, thermostatically controlled. 

FIGUiiE iiu.-W atauga visitors building. 
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The reception room is heated by two fan systems each with a 
220-volt, single-phase, duct-type ai1· blast heater. 'neated air is 
discharged into the room along the two sides of the room and 
returned through grilled openings into the janitor's closet and 
guard's room and recirculated. Heaters are controlled by ther
mostats mounted in the return air stream. With the heaters 
inoperative, forced ventilation is supplied the reception room by 
the same duct system. 

Sanitary systems 

Toilet ~acilities for the picnic a1·ea are in the visitors building 
and consist of the 16 fixtures: four water closets, two urinals, 
four lavatories, one service sink, two drinking fountains two 
electric water coolers, and one 30-gallon electric water h~ater. 
Waste from the sanitary fixtures, except the drinking fountains 
and electric :water coolers, flows by gravity to a 2,060-gallon 
concrete septic tank on the east side of the building. Effluent 
discharges into a subsurface drainage field. 

pARKING AREAS 

Two formal parking areas serve the visitors to this project. 
The larger area is at the visitors building, with space for 70 cars. 
This parking area is paved with a 6-inch stabilized stone base and 
a double bituminous surface treatment. Concrete curbs and gut
ters are used, and a sidewalk 8 feet wide using a 4-inch stabilized 
stone base and light bituminous surface treatment was con
structed. About 1000 feet back along the access highway a flat 
area left by the construciton forces was transformed into an 
overflow parking area. This space will accommodate 40 cars is 
surfaced with 4 inches of traffic-bound crushed stone, and' is 
bounded by barrier stones having dimensions of approximately 
18 inches on each side. 

In addition to the foregoing parking areas several flattened 
areas along the three access highways were left by the construc
tion forces. These have been utilized as emergency turnouts and 
overlook areas for one or more cars by applying crushed-stone 
surfacing and rearranging the normal pattern of guard post 
locations along the access highway. 

At the control building and on the right bank of the river at 
the end of the powerhouse access bridge there are two parking 
areas of 12 spaces each. These areas are r:aved with a 4-inch 
stabilized stone base and bituminous surface. 

ACCESS TO INTAKE AND SLUICEWAY TOWERS 

The footbridge to the power intake tower is reached by a 3-foot
wide footpath from the parking area on the left end of the em
bankme~t. Access to the sluiceway tower footbridge is by a 
5-foot-wlde footpath from the access roadway at the right end 
of the embankment. These footpaths are paved with a 4-inch 
stabilized stone base and bituminous surface. 
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SOUTH HOLSTON 

The principal features of the South Holston project include: 
(1) a main embankment, or dam, across the river valley; (2) a 
saddle dam on the right rim about 5 miles northeast of the main 
embankment; (3) outlet works in the left bank, consisting of a 
free-crest morning-glory spillway and a low-level valve controlled 
sluice~ay, both dischargin~ into a tunnel; ( 4) an auxiliary spill
way, m a saddle about a mile and a half from the main embank
me~~ ?ischarg~n&" into Ben.t Branch on the left bank; ( 5) power 
fac1hties, cons1stmg of an mtake tower and a power conduit with 
surge tank in the right bank and a powerhouse and switchyard 
near the toe of the main embankment (figs. 61 and 62). 

At the time the project was authorized, only very limited foun
dation exploration had been made. Enough was known of the 
foundation materials, however, to exclude a concrete gravity-type 
dam from consideration. Early studies had recommended that 
three alternate types be investigated: (1) an earth dam; (2) a 
fill dam consisting of central earth core with rock-fill shoulders; 
and (3) a concrete buttress dam. These investigations quickly 
showed that a concrete buttress dam would cost substantially 
more than either of the other two types. Field explorations in 
early 1942 showed a relative scarcity of suitable borrow areas 
for an earth dam but they did indicate the presence of favorable 

FIGURE 61.-South Holston Dam-downstream view from right abutment. 
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sites for rock quarries in the immediate vicinity of the dam site. 
These findings favored the combination earth-rock-fill type which 
was adopted. 

This project was authorized as war construction, but with low 
priority, which required that designs be planned to utilize a mini
mum of critical materials. To reduce design time and to simplify 
construction planning, the elements of this project and the 
Watauga project, to be designed and built at the same time, were 
duplicated wherever possible. 

The layout of the various structures was selected and construc
tion started in February 1942. Work was discontinued in April 
1943 and at this time the diversion tunnel and spillway tunnel 
were excavated and lined. Only a small part of the embankment 
had been placed and no work had been undertaken on the power 
facilities. 

In 1944, TVA's Division of Water Control Planning reviewed 
the elements of the project for operation under peacetime condi
tions. A flood storage capacity of 110,000 acre-feet was estab
lished as the minimum amount that should be available through
out the Y(jar. This determined the maximum controlled level for 
multiple-purpose operation, which was placed at elevation 1729. 
A power installation of one unit with 35,000-kilowatt capacity 
was recommended. 

When design work was resumed the principal design features 
of the embankment and the outlet works established in 1942 were 
maintained. The new information on power capacity and founda
tion conditions in the powerhouse area required a restudy of the 
power facilities. The final layout was adopted for design in the 
summer of 1947 and construction was resumed shortly thereafter. 

Project access and tailrace bridge 

The South Holston project is approximately 9 miles southeast 
of the nearest railhead, the city of Bristol on the Tennessee
Virginia State line. 

Tennessee State Highway No. 34 (U.S. No. 421) passes within 
a few miles of the dam site and affords satisfactory access as far 
as Ruthton, about 5.4 miles southeast of Bristol. To give access 
to the site for equipment, materials, and personnel, it was neces
sary to construct a suitable road for the remaining distance. This 
was accomplished by improving an existing county road between 
Ruthton and Emmett and by constructing a new road from this 
county road to the site. 

The permanent access highway follows the improved county 
road from Ruthton in a southeasterly direction for 1.3 miles, then 
branches off through the area of the earth borrow for the dam, 
and then through a gap in the ridge to the right bank of the river 
at the head of Osceola Island. From this point it extends up the 
right bank of the river to the powerhouse and to a bridge across 
the tailrace adjacent to the downstream end of the powerhouse 
(fig. 63). 
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FIGURE 62.-South Holston Dam-general plan, elevation 
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FIGURE 63.-South Holston Dam area. 

(SOUrH HOLSTON 
RESERVOIR) 

The tailrace bridge (fig. 64) is a single span with reinforced 
concrete abutments which retain the fill for the access road 
approaches and form the sides of the tailrace adjacent to the end 
of the draft tube. The bridge structure is separated from the 
powerhouse substructure by contraction joints. Five beams with 
a clear span of 40 feet spaced 6 feet 6 inches center to center 
rest on the abutments and support the deck. These beams also 
act as a horizontal support for the tops of the abutments. The 
deck, with a clear roadway width of 24 feet, is a reinforced con
crete slab. A walkway and a recessed gutter extend along each 
side of the slab. Pipe guard rails along the downstream side of 
the slab are attached to anchors embedded in the edge of the slab. 
The bridge was designed for H-20 loading and checked for a 
75-ton tractor-trailer loading in accordance with prevailing 
AASHO specifications. 

From the tailrace bridge at the powerhouse the access road 
passes between the transformer yard and the switchyard, crosses 
the spillway tunnel immediately upstream from the stilling basin, 
and winds up the mountain to the top of the embanl:ment at the 
left bank of the reservoir. The total length of this road between 
Ruthton and the top of the dam is 4.5 miles. Between the earth 
borrow area and the river and from the left bank construction 
area to the top of the embankment, the permanent access highway 
was located so as to permit its use as a haul road for moving 
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material from the bonow area to the embankment. The road
way is 28 to 31 feet wide between shoulders and is paved with a 
20-foot bituminous surface on a crushed-stone base having a 
minimum thickness of 6 inches. Cut slopes in earth are not 
steeper than 1 on ~. and the fill slopes are 1 on llk Drainage is 
handled by one tnple 14- by 10-foot and one 6- by 4-foot rein
forced concrete box culvert and by pipe culverts up to 54 inches 
in diameter, most of which have concrete end walls. 

From Tennessee Highway No. 34 to Ruthton to the gap in the 
ridge, which is the reservation boundary, the access highway also 
serves private property and is well integrated with the county 
road system. This part of the highway has been transferred to 
Sullivan County, and the county has assumed the responsibility 
for its maintenance. 

FIGURE 64.-South Holston-tailracf! bridg''• fJOWPrhousP, and surge tank. 
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During construction it was necessary to construct a road from 
the general site area to the Bent Branch spillway. This ro~d, 
about 1.7 miles in length, was, except for several 20-foot-wide 
passing sections, graded to a width of 12 feet, or just wide enough 
for construction purposes. After the spillway was completed, 
maintenance of this road was discontinued, but since future con
ditions may require its use again, it has not been obliterated. 

Intake dam for Bristol water supply 
The intake for the Bristol water supply is about 7000 feet 

downstream from the South Holston Dam. To ensure sufficient 
depth of water at the water supply intake during periods of mini
mum discharge at South Holston Dam, a low dam was constructed 
about 80 feet downstream of the water supply intake. The dam 
was designed and located in the channel so that during periods 
of low flow it provides adequate depth and storage for the Bristol 
water supply requirements. During periods of average and of 
high flow the dam becomes a submerged weir. The profile and 
controlling cross sections of the river channel are such that at 
no time does the weir cause an increased tailwater at the power-
house. 

Over-all length of the dam is about 680 feet. The 420-foot-long 
overflow section has a maximum height of about 4.5 feet with the 
crest at elevation 1479. The right abutment is an 11-foot-long 
rectangular section placed on rock with the top at elevation 1481. 
At the left end of the weir there is a similar block about 15 feet 
long which forms the transition to an earth and sheet pile cutoff 
across the flood plain. This sheet pile cutoff extends for about 
230 feet, and at its end abuts against the embankment of a county 
road. A rock blanket was placed 10 feet upstream and down
stream of the transition section and of the sheet pile cutoff for 
protection during periods when the river flow exceeds 4000 cubic 
feet per second. 

MAIN EMBANKMENT-DAM 

The main dam or embankment at South Holston is of the same 
type (fig. 61) as the Watauga Dam or embankment but varies in 
foundation conditions, physical proportions, and characteristics 
of the materials. 

Controlling elevations discussed previously resulted in a struc-
ture about 285 feet high. Considering the weathered condition 
of the foundation rock, the most logical choice for a structure of 
this height was a fill-type dam. During field and laboratory 
investigations of possible earth borrow pits and rock quarries, 
several different cross sections utilizing pervious and impervious 
earth fills and rock fill were considered for the embankment 
design. 
Design assumptions and requirements 

A complete design was made and approved in 1941. Stability 
of the embankment was investigated by the slip-circle method, 
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using a friction angle of 26° for earth fill and 45° for rock fill. 
A safety factor of about 1.6 was obtained for both upstream and 
downstream slopes. Cohesion in the almost fully saturated earth 
core was neglected. Laboratory test results indicated that at 
least 400 pounds per square foot would be the value of cohesion 
a.dding. to the safety factor above. This design developed a sec~ 
bon w1th a central earth core having upstream and downstream 
slopes of 1 on 0.75 and quarry-run rock-fill shoulders with slopes 
of 1 on 2. Rock. and earth fills were separated by a graded two
zone filter. AdJacent to the earth was a 6-foot-thick layer of 
crushed rock graded from 11!2 inches down. Between the crushed 
rock and the quarry-run rock fill was a layer of selected quarry 
rock, graded from 12 inches down. This layer was 20 feet thick 
horizontally near the bottom of the embankment and tapered 
uniformly ?Y ~ 5-foot horizontal thickness near the top. Labora
tory tests mdiCated that these filters would retain the adjacent 
finer material and still permit drainage. 

In general, overburden was to be removed over the whole base 
area. An exception was made where a deposit of gravel was 
enc.oun~ere~ in the left side of the river channel and flood plain. 
This matenal was left in place under the downstream half of the 
earth core, and any gravel excavated from the other portions of 
the base area could be placed upon it. The upstream slope of this 
gravel zone was specified to be 1 on 1.5 and to be covered with a 
crushed rock and sand filter which would act as a drain blanket 
if the gravel contained too much clay. Trenches filled with 
crushed rock connected the filter to the downstream rock fill. 

At the center of the upstream half of the core a trench was 
excavated through the weathered rock to firm rock. A concrete 
cutoff wall, keyed 2 feet into the rock and projecting 4 feet into 
the fill, was constructed in this trench. 

A drain blanket was placed downstream from the center line 
of the embankment, with the downstream extent defined as equal 
to one-fourth of the height. The drain blanket was a 3-foot
thick layer of crushed rock graded from % inch down. Crushed
rock-filled trenches about 3 feet square, spa~ed 50 feet apart 
served to lead water from the drain blanket to the downstrea~ 
rock fill. 

When c?nstruction was deferred early in 1942 a relatively 
small portion of the embankment was constructed in accordance 
wit_h t~e design outlined above. This portion, on the left flood 
plam, mcludes about 400 linear feet of the impervious core con
structed to elevation 1542. Filters were placed and a substantial 
amount of rock fill was placed upstream and downstream from the 
c.ore, but the ~ock fill was not completed to the prescribed neat 
hnes of the fimshed embankment. In addition to this work about 
OI~e-third of the foundation preparation and grouting was done. 
Figure 65 shows the extent of the 1942 construction. 

In 1948 a new design was made based on more complete earth
fill data. Changes in several of the design details were also made 
The new design used the same central earth core as the 194i 
design with slopes of 1 on 0.75 and the same average surface 
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slopes of 1 on 2 for the rock fill. Stability was investigated, using 
the following revised design data: 

Saturated weight of earth filL_______________ 130 pounds per cubic foot 
Dry weight of rock filL_____________________ 120 pounds per cubic foot 
Angle of internal friction of earth filL_______ 23 degrees 
Angle of internal friction of rock filL________ 45 degrees 

Maximum headwater for design was assumed to be at elevation 
1755, or 10 feet below the theoretical top of the embankment. 
With this headwater the narrow core would be almost fully 
saturated. For the stability analyses, therefore, the simplifying 
assumption was made that the entire core was saturated. Assum
ing full residual pore pressure in the earth fill at full drawdown, 
the drawdown condition critical for the upstream slope and the 
operating condition critical for the downstream slope are identi
cal. A safety factor of about 1.65 was computed for the maxi
mum section of the embankment. Cohesion in the earth core was 
neglected; its effect, approaching 1000 pounds per square foot, 
would add to the safety factor above. 

As the main quarry was developed, considerable quantities of 
rock were uncovered that were not as hard and sound as the run 
of the better sandstone in the quarry. Tests were made for fric
tion angles of various rock types, showing a little better than 45° 
for the sound sandstone and about 30° for materials classified 
as decomposed sandstone and shale. It was specified that only 
sound rock should be used in the downstream rock fill, while 
mixed rock with an estimated friction angle of 40° could be used 
in the upstream fill below elevation 1630 by flattening the average 
surface slope from 1 on 2 to 1 on 2.2, and mixed rock with a 
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fiGURE 65.-South Holston main embankment-plan at foundation. 
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friction angle of ·121/::!
0 could be used in the upstream fill above 

elevation 1630 by making the average surface slope 1 on 2.1 
above that elevation. 

Design slopes are broken by berms spaced 30 feet apart, verti
cally. Between berms the slope was generally made 1 on 1.4, 
which was close to the natural angle of repose for this particular 
rock when dumped in place (fig. 66). 
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FIGURE 66.-South Holston main embankment-typical .<ection. 

In the river bottom the overburden was generally removed 
from the entire base area of the embankment. lts removal from 
the area to be in contact with the rock fill provides friction 
between rock fill and foundation equal to that in the rock fill 
itself. Its removal under the upstream half of the core allows 
careful compaction of the earth against the rock to reduce seep
age. Removal of the shallow overburden under the downstream 
half of the core guarantees uniform strength in the embankment. 

On the hillsides the requirements for removing overburden 
were generally the same with the exception of the area under the 
downstream half of the impervious core. Material of satisfactory 
quality was here allowed to remain in place, requiring stripping 
of organic material only. 

Grout curtain 

A grout curtain, penetrating about 120 feet intc tlw foundation 
rock, seals the rock under the upstream half of the core. This 
grout curtain, at the center of the upstrear..1 half d the core, 
extends up each abutment to elevation 1747. 

In the 1942 construction, grout holes were drilled and grouted 
immediately upstream frcm the cutoff wall oYer approximately 
half the length of the foundation (fig. 65). 

The concrete cutoff wall was eleminated in the 1948 design as 
not being worth its cost as long as the upstream part of the earth 
core was placed in good contact with the rocl~ foundation. Over 
the remaining length of the foundation to be grouted (fig. 65) a 
grout cap was substituted to seal the rock surface along the line 
of the grout curtain. 
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Dt>sign mul layout 

Embankment design features are shown in figure 66. Rock 
and earth fills are separated by a graded two-zone filter as in the 
original design. The fine filter was made 8 feet thick and the 
coarse filter a constant 12 feet thick, both measured horizontally, 
to facilitate placing by dumping from trucks with least handling. 
Above elevation 1725 the filters were approaching the outer limits 
of the rock fill and were narrowed to 4 feet each to the top of the 
embankment. The material specification for the two filters was 
established by the following requirements: The "15 percent 
size" of the filter shall be larger than five times the "15 percent 
size" and smaller than five times the "85 percent size" of the 
adjacent finer zone. Field investigation of quarry and crusher 
products evolved suitable filter gradations, the fine grading down 
from 1% inches and the coarse grading down from 12 inches. 

Where the foundation is below elevation 1500, a 3-foot-thick 
drain blanket lies on the rock under the downstream quarter of 
the earth core. No other blanket is used, on the supposition that 
with the steep core slope a drain blanket cannot serve its purpose 
of lowering the saturation line in the earth dam. 

The main embankment is about 1600 feet long at the nominal 
top elevation 1765, 12 feet above the surcharged pool for the 
maximum design flood. Foundation stripping is as low as eleva
tion 1480, making the maximum nominal height of the dam 285 
feet. Top of the embankment has a width of 32 feet including a 
20-foot paved roadway. To allow for settlement, the top of the 
embankment is cambered on a long vertical curve with a high 
point elevation 1775 near the center of its length. The ends were 
held to a minimum of elevation 1765 to maintain the required 
freeboard. To avoid sags in the upper berms, the top three berms 
were cambered successively greater amounts to build up the top 
camber. 

Common fill to elevation 1517 is placed downstream from the 
rock-fill toe of the embankment (with interposed filters) for the 
switchyard, access road, and parking areas at the powerhouse 
and to develop the outlines of the spillway and tailrace channels. 
This fill cuts off the drainage from the downstream rock fill, caus
ing rainfall and seepa~ water to collect in the rock fill, creating 
a positive uplift. To relieve this ponding, two 30-inch concrete 
pipes are laid in the bottom of the filled area, connecting the rock 
fill to a point in the tailrace channel well downstream from the 
draft-tube excavation extension. 

The berm on the downstream slope at elevation 1585 is used 
for a service road to the surge tank plaza on the right abutment. 

The 20-foot road across the top of the embankment was sur
faced with a 6-inch stabilized stone base and a double bituminous 
surface treatment. Walkways on each side were surfaced with 
stone chips. Barriers along both shoulders of the embankment 
were formed of single stones, having dimensions of approximately 
21/2 feet on each side, and spaced with 4-foot clearance between 
them. These stones, quarried nearby, harmonize with their sur-
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roundings better than the conventional road guards, were econom
ical, and will have the decided advantage of retaining the appear
ance of good alignment if settlement occurs. 

SADDLE DAM 

Design assumptions and requirements 

About 5 miles above the main embankment a low saddle on the 
right rim of the reservoir required a small dam or dike (fig. 67). 
Since the overburden at the site is a well consolidated clay about 
25 feet deep, the logical choice of type was an all-earth embank
ment. 

Stability of the maximum section was investigated by the slip
circle method, obtaining safety factors of about 1.45 upstream 
and downstream. Friction angles adopted were 20° for the foun
dation and 25° for the embankment with cohesion values 600 
pounds per square foot for both. Since only a short length of the 
upstream toe of the dam is below maximum controlled headwater 
elevation 1729, the presence of water on the embankment itself 
will be rare, causing little saturation effect in the fill. Therefore, 
no underdrains were placed in this embankment. 

FIGURE 61.-South Holston-locution of saddle dum and Bent Branch spillway. 
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Grout curtain 

A grout curtain under the center line of the saddle dam pene
trates about 100 feet into the rock. This grout curtain is a part 
of the general rim treatment in this area, which is described in 
the chapter on construction. Several pervious zones were dis
covered deep in the overburden. Indications were that none of 
them made connection between upstream and downstream areas. 
Such zones under the center line of the dam were treated with 
soil-cement grout during the general grouting program. 

Design and layout 

Saddle dam design features are shown in figure 68. The total 
length of the saddle dam at top elevation 1765 is about 3700 feet, 
of which about 2000 feet has a height of less than 15 feet. The 
low point on the foundation gives the dam a maximum height of 
40 feet. Top width is 26 feet, including a patrol road 20 feet 
wide, surfaced with crushed stone. Both upstream and down
stream slopes are 1 on 2. The downstream slope is grassed, and 
the upstream slope is covered with 18-inch-thick riprap. 

~Grout curtain 
' TYPICAL SECTION 

------Max Controlled 
HW £11729.0 

FIGURE 68.-South Holston-saddle dum plan and typical section. 

OUTLET WORKS 

The outlet works include three major features: a main spill
way, a sluiceway, and an auxiliary spillway at Bent Branch. 

Because of the prevailing conditions previously outlined the 
same size tunnel, 34 feet in diameter, was used for the spillway 
and sluiceway as was used at Watauga. 
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The layout was developed concurrently with that at Watagua 
to obtain duplication of the major features because of wartime 
restrictions on manpower, material, and construction equipment. 
The layout in general and the comparable structures are essen
tially the same as at Watauga, varying only in location relative 
to the river flow and the adjustments necessary to suit topo
graphic conditio.n?· Major difference~ between the two layouts 
are the two additwnal structures requn·cd for the South Holston 
outlet works: the auxiliary spillwaj' at Dent Branch and the still-
ing basin. . . . 

Unlike Watauga, the discharge from the spillway and slmceway 
tunnel at South Holston must flow through a channel about 1000 
feet long in the overburden to reach the river channel. The still
ing basin at the end of the spillway and sluiceway tunnel dissi
pates the energy of the discharge which would otherwise be 
destructive to the slopes of the channel in the overburden. 

A contract for this diversion tunnel and a part of the spillway 
and sluiceway features was awm ded shortly a1 ter project author
ization and before final designs could be c:evelopecl. Many fea
tures involved were therefore based on j mlgment which later 
design and model studies proved to be satisfactory. 

SPILLWAY 

Poor rock foundation at South Holston and duplicate planning 
led to the use of the morning-glory-type spillway at both projects. 

Two conditions, common to both spillways, were the principal 
factors in the design of the spillway structures. A reservoir sur
charge of 13 feet required a crest length of 384 feet to obtain the 
maximum tunnel capacity. Location of the spillway close to a 
side hill restricted the channel in the rear of the spillway, but any 
feasible widening of this channel did not materially improve 
radial flow. 

Design and layout 

With the same requirements at each project, the design devel
oped essentially identical spillways, each with six piers on the 
weir to induce radial flow, a discharge coefficient of 3.54, a crest 
diameter of 128 feet, a contracting section of the same vertical 
height and slopes, and a 75-foot-radius elbow between the vertical 
shaft and the horizontal tunnel. 

The vertical shaft between the elbow and the contracting sec
tion otherwise identical, is shorter at South Holston (fig. 35, 
p. 93) . The tunnel between the elbow and the outlet is the same 
for both projects except for the shorter length and flatter slope 
at South Holston. The line for this tunnel was chosen after 
careful study of the morning-glory location and the rock to be 
encountered in the tunnel, the length of the tunnel, the location 
of the stilling basin at the tunnel outlet, and the flow from this 
basin to the river channel. A more detailed discussion of the 
design and layout of the spillways is contained in the Watauga 
section of this chapter, starting on page 91. 
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At the tunnel outlet the flow passes through a transition struc
ture and then discharges into a stilling basin. The transition 
structure is 60 feet long. At its upstream end its shape is the 
typical 34-foot-diameter tunnel. At its downstream end it is 
trapezoidal with a height of 24 feet, a base width of 44 feet and 
a top width of 56 feet. A specially shaped central pier di~ides 
the waterway into two equal openings with a combined area of 
900 square feet (fig. 69). An access road to the dam crosses the 
transition structure on a shallow fill. This loading, combined 
with allowances for shrinkage stress, controls most of the rein
forcing in the transition. An intermediate pier in the transition 
reduces the lengths of spans carrying this load, but the real need 
for the pier and for its special shape arises from hydraulic con
ditions. Discharge in the tunnel cannot be expected to be per
fectly symmetrical. A wave action will probably exist in which 
water will be higher first on one side of the tunnel, then on the 
other. This condition of flow is not conducive to uniform and 
efficient action of the stilling basin. The intermediate pier, shaped 
to form a triangular wedge of increasing size in the corner 
formed by the pier and roof of transition, was found in the 
laboratory to minimize this inequality of flow distribution. Re
inforcement of the pier and transition takes into account the 
forces produced by change of direction of the flow of water in 
the transition. 

STILLING BASIN 

T~e s~illing_ basin (fi~. ?9), 300 feet long and trapezoidal in 
sectwn, 1s designed to d1ss1pate energy by a hydraulic jump. Its 
base width increases from 44 to 117 feet, and the walls batter 
outward with a slope of 1 on 4. To develop condition for the 
jump at various flows, the floor of the basin slopes downward 
from elevation 1476.23 at the upstream end to elevation 1465 near 

FIGURE 69.-South Ralston-tunnel transition structure a11d stilli11g basin. 
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the midpoint of its length. The downstream half of the floor is 
level, terminating in a concrete sill with the top at elevation 1481. 
Side walls of the basin top out at elevation 1518 with a maximum 
height above the floor of 53 feet. 

The floor slab of the basin rests on good rock. It is of rein
forced co1:1cre~e,_ with a maximum thickness of 5 feet, poured with 
construcb_on JOints approximately 40 feet on cent"r each way. 
The slab IS underdrained by drain holes 10 feet into rock which 
discharge inb collector drains which are transverse to the basin 
and discharge from the side walls 18 inches above the floor. 

Side walls of the stilling basin are of two types. Below the 
top of t~e rock the side walls are formed by a lining, with a mini
mum thickness of 2 feet, poured against the rock. Above the top 
of_ the rock the _wall~ :;tre of the gravity tn;e. The lining is poured 
with constructwn JOints about 38 feet apart. Drainage of the 
lining is by drill holes about 8 feet into reck and by collector 
drains between the concrete and the rock. Face of th'e lining is 
reinforced with :yt-inch round bars, 12 inches on ccnbr in each 
direction. 

Gravity walls above the rock are poured with contraction joints 
about 38 feet apart which are continuations of the construction 
joints in the concrete lining below. A band of three 1%-inch 
square bars is added to the usual reinforcement where a construc
tion joint becomes a contraction joint. These walls are drained 
by drill holes about 8 feet into rock with collector drains where 
the top of the wall is more than 16 feet above the foundation. 

A backfill of free draining material is placed against the walls 
from the foundation to elevation 1515. This backfill is retained 
at the downstream end of the basin by wing walls which have 
drains placed slightly above rock. 

Laboratory tests indicated heavy wave action in the channel 
below the stilling basin. Accordingly the slopes of the cut were 
covered with riprap. Stone sizes varied with the severity of the 
wa_ve a~tion, as revealed by the laboratory tests, from large stones 
weighting 6000 pounds at the stilling basin to 1000-pound stones-
at the intersection with the old river channel. _, 

When, in the following discussion of the features of the South 
Holston sluiceway, mention is made that they are identical or 
similar to those at Watauga, reference should be made to the 
more detailed descriptions in the Watauga sluiceway section of 
this chapter, starting on page 94. 

Tunnel 

The_ sluiceW:;tY is in t~e tunnel used for diversion during c;Jfi
structwn. This tunnel IS about 600 feet long from its entrance 
to the wye-shaped junction with the spillway tunnel (fip;. G?.). 
The entire length of the tunnel is lined. The lining is unrein
forced except in local areas, as at the portal and in parts of the 
wye. 
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A concrete entrance portal similar to that at Watauga (fig. 29, 
p. 84) but reversed from left to right supports the trashracks. 
About 150 feet downstream from the portal is the beginning of 
the closure plug which is about 90 feet long. In the closure plug 
are two rectangular sluices, each 5 feet 8 inches by 10 feet. Each 
sluice contains a hydraulically operated slide gate. Downstream 
from the slide gates a transition changes each rectangular sluice 
to an 8-foot-diameter opening. A 96-inch Rowell-Bunger valve 
is attached to each opening. Downstream from these valves are 
baffle structures to start the dissipation of the energy of the valve 
jets. The wye-shaped junction with the spillway tunnel is about 
365 feet downstream from the valves. 

An emergency supply of raw water for the Bristol filter plant 
is obtained from a 14-inch line embedded in the upper part of the 
plug. This line has an ordinary gate valve at the tower and a 
12-inch Rowell-Bunger valve at its downstream end. 

A shaft and tower over the valves and extending to elevation 
1765 furnish access to the valves and gates. The top of the 
tower is reached from the shore by a footbridge at elevation 1765. 

Portal and tmshracks.-The upstream portal supports the 
trashracks which have a gross area sufficient to limit the maxi
mum velocity to about 4.2 feet per second. Vertical walls, with a 
maximum height of about 60 feet, retain the earth around the 
portal structure. A bellmouth at the portal forms the transition 
to the tunnel. An intake for the headwater gauge well is em
bedded in the concrete upstream from the trashracks. The trash
racks are of the stationary type and are identical in all respects 
to the trashracks for the sluiceway at Watauga. 

Closure plug and gate.-A closure plug was built within the 
normal 34-foot-diameter tunnel lining which was constructed 
late in 1942. This lining was keyed and contained a grouting 
system to assure a proper load transfer from the closure plug, 
through the lining, to the surrounding rock. The effective length 
of the plug is 90 feet. This length was determined from the 
assumption that resistance to water pressure against the plug 
should be developed by a maximum shear of 10 pounds per square 
inch along the contact surface between concrete and rock. Fac
tors affecting the location of the closure plug and the procedure 
for closure of the tunnel are the same at South Holston and 
Watauga. 

Construction of the upper portion of the plug started late in 
August 1950 at a time of low inflow when all water passed 
through the opening below the slab. Concrete was cooled and on 
N oyember 6 the plug was grouted. After the necessary prepara
tions were completed, the closure gate was lowered November 20, 
1950, and the lower plug was placed, cooled, and grouted by 
January 10, 1951. 

Conditions under which the passage in the lower part of the 
closure plug was closed, the general arrangement of the closure 
gate, and the gate installation are essentially identical at South 
Holston and Watauga. 

Sluiceway liners and gate.s.-Two steel sluice liners in the clo-
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sure plug have entrance sections 72 feet long at South Holston 
and 52 feet long at Watauga. Otherwise the liners are identical 
at both projects. The sluiceway gates are used for an emergency 
closure of the sluiceway should the regulating valves fail to func
tion or for inspection or repair. One gate is installed in each of 
the two sluiceways. The sill of each gate is at elevation 1496.70. 
The gates, either wide open or fully closed, are required to oper
ate under a maximum water head of 258.13 feet above the gate 
sills. The working pressure in each hydraulic cylinder is approxi
mately 940 pounds per square inch, assuming a coefficient of fric
tion of 0.6 for the bronze sealing surfaces at the start of a gate 
leaf movement with 258.13 feet of water head above the gate 
sills. The hydraulic hoist units, however, were designed for a 
maximum pressure of 1200 pounds per square inch. Gate frames, 
gate assemblies, hydraulic hoists, oil pumps, and piping are iden
tical at South Holston and Watauga. Estimated weight of each 
gate and hoist is 115,000 pounds. For further statistical data 
see appendix A. 

Howell-Bunger valves and tunnel structures.-These valves con
trol and' regulate the discharge of water when the reservoir is 
below elevation 17 42. They are also used to draw down the 
reservoir level below the intake trashrack structure for inspection 
or repair. One valve is connected to the downstream end of each 
liner with the horizontal center line at elevation 1706.15. The 
maximum static head of 253.3 feet at which the valve operates 
and the minimum discharge of 5440 cubic feet per second at this 
head with the valve fully open are slightly less than the corre
sponding figures at Watagua. Valves and operating equipment 
are essentially identical at South Holston and Watauga. 

Baffle structures to dissipate the energy of the valve discharge 
are identical to those at Watauga. 

A wye structure at the intersection with the spillway tunnel is 
identical to that at Watauga and is required for the same reasons. 

Raw water supply to Bristol waterworks.-A 12-inch Rowell
Bunger valve, connected to the downstream end of the 14-inch 
line in the top of the closure plug, regulates an emergency supply 
of raw water for the Bristol waterworks filter plant. A valve 
operating mechanism, consisting of a floorstand, visual gate posi
tion indicator, handwheel for manual operation, and motor for 
electric operation is mounted on the operating platform above 
the valve at elevation 1517.20. The valve is opened and closed 
electrically by a remote pushbutton control station in the control 
building at the Watauga project. A local pushbutton control sta
tion is in the sluiceway tower at the elevation 1537.20 landing. 

Tower and shaft 

The access tower and shaft at South Holston and Watauga are 
similar except Watauga is taller. The tower has an inside 
diameter of 25 feet. The outside surface of the tower is formed 
in the shape of an octagon with a minimum wall thickness of 
3 feet 1 inch at the base at elevation 1691.25. From this point, 
to the top of the wall at elevation 1762.75, the thickness is 
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reduced _to 21 inches minimum in eight steps by 2-inch offsets on 
the outs1de of the \vall. In the lower portion where the tower 
becomes a shaft in good rock, the lining is a minimum of 18 
inches in thickness. At the bottom of the shaft the 25-foot 
d}ameter i~ undercut to ?bt3;in sufficient floor area for equipment. 
'Ihe resultmg tower sectwn 1s no longer circular and is therefore 
less able to resist hydrostatic pressures that may devel~p by seep~ 
age through the reck. Such pressures are relieved by drains 
between the concrete and the rock. The concrete wall sections 
are also strengthened by the strut action of the two equipment 
floors. Where the shaft emerges from the rock, a heavily rein
forced base supports the tower above. Top of the tower at ele
vation 176?, is reached by a footbridge (fig. 70). Supp~rts are 
embedded m the upper floor structures for the jib crane. 

There is a 10-_fo~t 6-inch by 1.2-foot hatch opening in the top 
floor. Access w1thm the tower 1s by a spiral stairway down to 
the floors at elevations 1755.5 and 17 43 and by elevator from this 
lower floor to the equipment floors in the shaft. The floor at 
elevation 1755.5 supports the elevator machinery and the head
water gage is also on this floor. The 17 43 floor is for access to 
the elevator and to the auxiliary ladder extending to the base of 
the shaft. Base of the shaft is at elevation 1517.2, about 248 feet 
below the operating deck. Operating equipment for the valves 
and the gates is on floors at elevations 1537.20 and 1546.2, above 
the effects of any possible splashing into the tower when the 
Rowell-Bunger valves are discharging. 

FIGURE 70.-South Holston-accPss footbridge and sluiceway tou·er. 
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Elevator.-An automatic electric elevator with a rated live load 
of 1200. pounds 3:t a car speed of 100 feet per minute was in
stalled m the slmceway tower. The total lift is from elevation 
~546.20 _at the bottom landing to elevation 17 43 at the top land
lll&", ~ d1stanc~ of 196.8 feet, with no intermediate landings. All 
h01stmg machmery and control panels are installed in the machin
ery room above the shaft at elevation 1755.5. With the exception 
of the t~t~l lift, thi.s ~levator is identical to the one at Watauga. 
For add1bonal statistical data see appendix A. 

Jib crane.-The jib crane handles such parts and materials as 
are required in the erection, servicing, and maintenance of the 
sluicew_ay regulating valves, slide gates, and other equipment in 
the _slmceway tower. It has sufficient operating radius to handle 
eqmpment of weight, within the crane capacity to and from 
barges. The lift is sufficient to handle equipm~nt within the 
tower at or near the bottom. 

This jib crane was originally purchased for use on the deck of 
the sluiceway .tower at the Watauga project. Before delivery of 
the crane the. mstallation of the sluiceway equipment at Watauga 
was accomphshed by construction equipment. It was therefore 
shipped' .direct to Soll;th Holston and erected on the sluiceway 
to":er, smce the reqmrements and general arrangement of the 
slmceway towers of the two projects are alike. This crane is 
identical to the crane on the intake tower at Watauga (fig. 39, 
p. 111). 

Access footbridge.-Access to the sluiceway tower is by a foot
bridge at elev~tion 1765 from the shore to the top of the tower 
(fig .. 70). It :s 189 feet long, made up of three equal spans with 
two mtermed1ate supports. The clear walkway width is 4 feet 
and the walkway surface is steel decking of 2-inch T-Tri-Lok 
filled with concrete. Main bridge members consist of two con
tinuous solid-web-plate-and-angle girders with suitable cross 
beams for supporting the floor. Horizontal wind bracing in the 
plane of the bottom flange of the cross beams is arranged in the 
fo~m of a truss. The top member of the girder consists of a 
5-mch bulb angle set horizontally, with the bulb element turned 
inside for a neat appearance and also to receive the end of the 
vertical web-stiffening members . 

. The walkway .surface is 2 feet 3 inches below the top of the 
g1~ders. A contmuous railing of 2-inch pipe is framed at 1 foot 
3 ~nches above the top of the girders which makes a guarded 
he1ght of 3 feet 6 inches. Handrail supports are short posts 
spaced on 7-foot centers. 

Each inter~ediate bridge support consists of a rigid A-type 
frame extendmg down to concrete footings at ground level. The 
fra~e is built up of rolled structural sections and gusset plates. 
Mam members are of 14-inch-wide-flange sections and horizontal 
members are 12-inch channels. Connections are part welded and 
part riveted. 

The structural.steel was designed for dead load plus 100-pound
per-square-foot hve load on the walkway area and a wind load 
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of 30 pounds per square foot. The footbridge is reached by a 
footpath from the left abutment. 

AUXILIARY SPILLWAY 

The auxiliary or Bent Branch spillway is in a low saddle in the 
rim that separates the Bent Branch drainage area from the reser
voir. As discussed previously, an open-crest spillway was re
quired to discharge about 21,000 cubic feet per second with reser
voir level at elevation 1752. Flow will discharge into the valley 
of Bent Branch. Even small outflows will cause erosion along 
the banks of this creek, which has a rather limited drainage area. 
Because of this condition, the frequency of flood discharges at this 
spillway was reduced by setting the crest of Bent Branch weir at 
elevation 17 44 or 2 feet above the crest of the main spillway at 
the dam. As a result the morning-glory will be discharging 4000 
cubic feet per second before water discharges over Bent Branch. 

Layout of the auxiliary spillway is shown in figure 71. The 
required discharge was obtained with a crest 300 feet long. The 
upper weir structure is curved in plan on a radius of 250 feet and 
flanked on both sides by concrete training walls with a radial 
alignment. Between the training walls is a sloping apron, about 
62 feet long, terminated by a 3-foot-high end sill. The apron 
was designed to develop a hydraulic jump for various discharges, 
making the flow discharging into the excavated unlined channel 
below smooth and uniform. At the lower end of the 338-foot
long channel a secondary weir is constructed across the channel, 
which at this point narrows to 100 feet in width. This control 
structure has two functions. It permits accurate determination 
of tailwater at the upper weir and, therefore, gives assurance 
that the hydraulic jump at this point will develop as planned. It 
also ensures a definite depth of flow in the rock cut and hence 
permits limiting velocity of flow to values that will not erode the 
rock and possibly undercut the main weir. The secondary control 
has a bucket-type apron from which discharge will jump free and 
keep possible erosion of the rock a safe distance away from the 
end of the structure. 

The design was tested in the hydraulic laboratory for unifor
mity of flow and for scour protection at its downstream end. The 
general performance was very satisfactory. The original design 
as tested in the laboratory called for training walls built with a 
sloping exposed face. The face of the walls was later made verti
cal, which improved flow conditions. At the end of the upper 
apron a short extension of the training walls formed a transition 
from the vertical surface to the sloping face of the rock cut of the 
channel. Small areas in the corners between the transition walls 
and the ends of the sill were paved with concrete to protect the 
walls from undercutting. 

POWER FACILITIES 

Planning and building this project extended over a considerable 
period of time and during varying conditions of wartime and 
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FIGURE 7L-South Holston-Bent Branch spillway plan and sections. 
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peacetime economy; therefore, radical changes occurred in the 
factors affecting the development and design of the power facili
ties. 

When first authorized in 1942, studies indicated the advisability 
of installing facilities to accommodate initially two 25,000-kilo
watt units, with provision for a third such unit in the future. 
Later power studies reduced this to two units ultimate, and finally 
to one unit of 35,000-kilowatt capacity. 

The earliest plan, developed under wartime restrictions on criti
cal materials, notably steel, proposed a dry tower intake utilizing 
a cylinder gate available from the Fort Peck project; a concrete
lined tunnel through the right abutment; a concrete-lined surge 
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tank bored into the rock; and a powerhouse with two 25,000-
kilowatt units initial capacity and provision for a third such unit 
in the future. When work on the project was halted by the War 
Production Board not much design had been done on the power 
facilities. Later field investigation of geological conditions in the 
area of the proposed surge tank indicated that the rock was of 
such poor quality that a surge tank excavated in the rock would 
be inadvisable. 

Studies for postwar completion were made along three alter
nate plans. One proposed a concrete-encased steel conduit, with
out a surge tank, through the embankment. The second proposed 
a powerhouse located in an excavated cavity in the right abut
ment with a long tailrace tunnel downstream from the power
house. A third plan proposed a steel-lined tunnel through the 
rock with a steel surge tank above the rock. Comparison of these 
three proposals led to the adoption of the third as being the least 
expensive. The first proposal was not too favorable because the 
regulating characteristics of the plant had to be somewhat better 
than obtainable without a surge tank ; and the second proposal, 
although satisfactory from the operational standpoint, involved a 
large quantity of expensive excavation. 

After adoption of the general plan from the alternates indi
cated above, comparative estimates were made for various types 
of component structures. For the intake a comparison between 
the costs of a wet tower intake with caterpillar gates and a sub
merged chamber containing a butterfly valve led to the adoption 
of the submerged-type intake. A comparison of a differential 
surge tank and a restricted orifice tank resulted in the adoption 
of the restricted orifice type. 

As finally designed, the power facilities include a submerged 
intake structure; a power conduit, partially steel-lined, bored 
through the right abutment; a steel surge tank above the rock 
abutment of the downstream slope of the embankment; a power
house with one 35,000-kilowatt unit at the toe of the embank
ment; and a transformer yard and switchyard adjacent to the 
powerhouse on a fill downstream from the toe of the embankment. 

INTAKE 

The intake is a watertight concrete chamber with a concrete 
structure to support the trashracks (fig. 72). A short section of 
steel penstock with its ends embedded in the upstream and down
stream walls of the chamber contains the butterfly valve. The 
valve body and the operating equipment are supported on con
crete foundations resting on the chamber base slab. Access to 
the top of the intake chamber is through a tunnel trenched into 
the hillside from the basement of the visitors building. The 
chamber and access tunnel were designed for normal working 
stresses with maximum headwater at elevation 1753. A short 
approach channel was excavated upstream from the intake to 
improve efficiency of operation at low headwater elevations. 
Figure 73 shows the general arrangement of the intake and the 
access tunnel. 
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FIGUHE i2.-South Holston intake, trashracks and concrete access tunnel extendi.ng 
up hillside. 

The trashrack stru_cture, built in place against the sloping up
stream face of the mtake valve chamber, is a semioctagonal
shaped framework. of concrete columns and struts supporting 
steel_ trashrack ~ectwns. The structure is proportioned to give a 
maximum velocity through the gross area of the trashracks of 
3.4 feet p_er second and is designed to withstand an unbalanced 
hydrostatic head of 10 feet. 
. Tl~e intake cha~ber has inside dimensions of 18 feet 6 inches 
m Width, 32 feet m l~ngth, _and 32 feet in height. Walls of the 
c~amb~r a~e 7 f~et thick, with structural considerations control
ling this dimenswn rather than leakage prevention as in the case 
of the access tunnel. A 5-foot-wide shrinkage slot was left in the 
upstream wall of the intake over the penstock entrance. This wall 
was allowed to set 7 days or more before the slot was filled to 
reduce stresses caused by temperature drop in the concrete An 
elev3:ted steel platform on the downstream wall of the ch~mber 
furms~es setdown sp~ce for the valve top casing during repair 
ope~3:twns and also gives access to the various instruments and 
auxiliary val-yes. ~ troll~y ?earn is suspended from the roof slab 
to carry a hmst umt for hftmg the valve casing and disc. 

There are four 8-inch drain inlets at the downstream side of 
the chamber. Two of these inlets are at the floor level and two 
are on the downstream wall to prevent flooding to more than 
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FIGURE 73.-South Holston-general arrangement of intake and access tunnel. 

about a 2-foot depth should. the flo<;>r inlets ?ecom~, plu~ged. 
Drains from these inlets are discussed m the section on Dramage 
and Unwatering Systems." 

Trashracks 
Trashracks are supported in slots formed by 8-inch ship chan

nels embedded in the vertical piers of .the co~crete st~·ucture. 
The trashracks (fig. 72) are made m sectwn.s which are 
bolted together after placing in the slots. The s.ectwns are made 
up of 3- by %-inch vertical bars spaced on 4-mch centers and 
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horizontal members of 8- by %-inch plates spaced on 2-foot cen
ters. End members of each section which slide in the guides are 
made up of l/2-inch bent plates. The trashracks are designed 
for a 5-foot differential head. 

Stoplog guides 

Stoplog guides at the upstream face of the intake will allow 
closure at low water elevations to permit inspection or repair of 
the butterfly valve and the intake penstock. The guides are wide
flange beams set against the sloping face of the concrete struc
ture and anchored to the concrete by bent bars welded to the 
flanges. The space between the flanges of the beams is a continu
ous slot for inserting and withdrawing the stoplogs. A sill beam 
across the bottom of the intake opening between the guides in
sures a flat and level surface for seating the bottom stoplog seal. 

Steel penstock 

A short steel penstock extends from the upstream face of the 
intake to the butterfly valve and from the valve to a point ap
proximately 10 feet beyond the inside face of the downstream 
wall of the chamber. The entrance to the penstock is bellmouthed 
for optimum hydraulic efficiency. Penstock connections to each 
side of the valve body are riveted. 

The penstock is of all-welded construction and was designed 
for full hydraulic pressure and a temperature variation of 30 
degrees with a maximum allowable stress of 13,750 pounds per 
square inch. The l-inch-thick plates used are flange quality 
conforming to ASTM specification A285, grade C. Percolation 
rings welded around the ends of the penstock embedded in the 
chamber walls also act as thrust rings to resist the reaction of 
the butterfly valve. 

Butterfly valve 

The 180-inch butterfly valve, of split-body design, is used as 
an open or closed valve. It was designed by the manufacturer. 
The valve is operated by a 10-horesepower, 250-volt direct-cur
rent motor and will open or close under the maximum head in 
300 seconds. The clear area with the disc in the open position 
is 83 percent of the cross-s0ctional area. The guaranteed maxi
mum leakage at 150-foot head is 65 gallons per minute. 

An 18-inch bypass permits filling the penstock and scroll case 
before the valve is opened and a differential pressure switch pre
vents the opening of the valve before the penstock is filled. The 
valve has an automatic, high-velocity, closing switch which will 
close the valve in case of excessive flow through the turbine. 
Access to the valve for inspection or repair is a manhole in the 
penstock on the downstream side of the valve body. 

Vacuum relief valve 

Immediately downstream from the butterfly valve, a vacuum 
relief valve is bolted to a flanged connection on the top of the 
penstock. The relief valve will admit air to the power conduit 
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at the rate of 1800 cubic feet per se?oncl under a di!ferential 
pressure of a 5-foot water column. Air for the valve Is ?~awn 
in through a louvered opening in the bas~ment of the visitors 
building and clown the access tunnel to the mtake chamber. The 
relief valve was supplied under the penstock contract. 

A('('ess tunnel 

An inclined access tunnel (fig. 73) \Vas chosen after .con:pari
son with a vertical elevator shaft and horizontal tunnel I_nd.Icated 
that the inclined tunnel was less expensive and also ellmmated 
the difficulties involved in tunneling an access near the power 
tunnel. The wall and roof slab t.hicknesses of t.he tun~el are 
3 percent of the hydraulic head, thicker than reqmred f?l struc
tural r~quirements, to reduce seepage. The .tunnel, ~Ith clear 
inside dimensions of 7 feet high by 6 feet ? mches wide, has a 
railway for a two-man cable car and a stmrway for emergency 

us~aterials and tools can be taken into the. int~ke chamber 
through a 4-foot 0-inch by 6-foot 8-inch opemng m the access 
tunnel through the roof of the chamber. The eleva~ed steel plat
form in the chamber and the floor of the chamber Is reached by 
a spiral stairway from the access tunnel. 

Exposed outside surfaces of the intake chamber and the access 
tunnel were painted with two coats of Inertol waterproofing as 
an added protection against seepage. . . . 

Rails and handrailing.-Rails for the mclmed rall:vay car are 
40-pouncl ASCE series on 30-inch centers. The ralls are sup
ported on formed bar saddles secured to the concrete by em
bedded anchor bolts spaced at approximatelv 3-foot centers. 
Bolts permit vertical adjustment of the saddles. After final 
alig-nm.ent. the rails were welded to the saddles. Ends of .the 
anchor bolts and the saddles are covered by the concrete fim~h. 

A handrail extends the full length of ~he tunnel on th~ stair
way side. The handrail is ~ade of 11/2-mch standard pipe and 
is secured to the concrete with wall brackets. . 

Inclined railway oar and hoist.-A cable car, travelmg over 
the inclined railway in the access tunnel; transports operators, 
workmen, tools, and maintenance ma~erials between the base~ 
ment of the visitors building and the mtake chamber. The cai 
is raised or lowered over the inclined railway by a stee~ _rope 
from an electric hoist mounted in the basen:ent o! ~he VISitors 
building. Safety devices will prevent excessiVe h01stmg or lm?
ering speed, overtravel at either the t.op or th~ ~ottom, and wlll 
stop the car at any point in its travel If the h01~tmg rope breaks. 
A 4000-pound capacity is ample for transportmg any probable 
loads. . . 

The car and hoist are designed to meet tte followmg reqmre-
ments: 

Rated full-load capacity of car-4,000 pounds . 
Normal travel speed-approximately 100 feet per mmute 
Normal cable pull at drum-6,410 pounds 
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Motor torque required for operating the hoist under the above 

load conditions is the normal torque of the motor when operat
ing at its full-load speed. Breakdown torque is three times the 
normal torque. Unit stresses in the hoist parts due to the break
down torque of the motor do not exceed 90 percent of the elastic 
limit of the material. 

The car, open at the top, is built on a structural steel frame 
mounted on four 14-inch-diameter double-flanged wheels, one at 
each corner. One side and the lower end are enclosed by steel 
plate to a height of 4 feet 2V:l inches above the track rail and 
the other side is similarly enclosed except for an access opening. 
The upper end is closed by a hinged drop door for a convenient 
access to load and unload material. The center section of the car 
has a steel plate floor and a seat so arranged as to be approxi
mately horizontal when the car is in place on the inclined rails. 
Each end of the car is floored with steel plate parallel to the 
rails. Movement of the car is controlled by a master switch 
inside the car. 

Electric circuits are carried to the master control switch in 
the car )Jy an overhead enclosed conductor and collector system. 
An enclosed conductor system eliminates any electrical hazard 
to persons riding the car as it traverses the tunnel. 

Overtravel of the car at either top or bottom of the tunnel is 
prevented by limit switches set in the tunnel and operated by 
suitable shoes mounted on the car. When caused to operate, 
these limit switches open the hoist motor circuit, thus permit
ting the hoist brake to set and bring the car to a stop at either 
the top or bottom landing platform. Spring bumpers at both ends 
of the car and steel strike plates in the masonry at top and bot
tom of the tunnel safely stop the car at these points should all 
automatic stopping equipment and other safety devices fail. 

The hoisting rope is % inch in diameter, 6 by 9 preformed 
with a breaking strength of 47,400 pounds. It is attached to the 
car by a safety device of heavy steel rail clamps arranged to be 
held open by the normal tension in the hoisting rope due to the 
weight of the car. Should the rope break or become slack for 
any reason, heavy steel springs cause the rail clamps to grip the 
track rails and bring the car to an immediate stop. It is guided 
over the intersections of the various slopes of the tunnel floor 
by roller-type deflector units. 

The hoist unit is a grooved winding drum driven by an elec
tric motor through a speed reducer and spur gears. A post 
brake, applied by a heavy weight and electrically released, brings 
the movement of the drum to a cushioned stop whenever the 
electric power is cut off the motor. A governor device on the 
hoist cuts off power to the motor and permits the ·brake to set 
in case of excessive overspeed of the hoist drum for any reason. 

The hoist motor is a 25-horsepower, squirrel cage, high slip, 
hoist duty type operating at a synchronous speed of 1200 revo
lutions per minute. The hoist brake is designed to have sufficient 
power, with a liberal factor of safety, to stop and hold the car 
under any condition within the capacity of the hoist. 
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Estimated weight of the complete car and hoist is 24,000 
pounds. 

POWER CONDUIT 

Various alignments of the power conduit or tunnel were in
vestigated with principal consideration being given to safety and 
economy. The following factors determined the final location: 

1. Sufficient overburden for the major portion of the conduit to withstand 
the hydrostatic head, the minimum height of overburden required 
without dependence upon steel lining being 50 percent of the hydro
static head. 

2. In profile, the conduit required a continuous slope from intake to 
powerhouse for unwatering. 

3. To avoid head losses, the conduit must be as straight as possible and 
the unavoidable bends must have good hydraulic characteristics. 

Horizontal bends of 150-foot radius and vertical bends of 50-
foot radius were the minimum permitted by the excavating 
machinery. 

Studies of friction losses in various size tunnels gave the most 
economical diameter as 15 feet in the portion where overburden 
was sufficient to withstand the full hydrostatic head and 14 feet 
where the steel liner was required to carry part or all of the 
hydrostatic lead, as was the case for the downstream 300 feet 
of tunnel. To carry the steel rings making up the liner into the 
tunnel from the downstream end, the entire tunnel was bored to 
a minimum of 16.5 feet in diameter, giving a minimum of a 9-inch 
cover around the steel liner. In the area of the surge tank tee 
an enlargement of the tunnel and vertical shaft was made to get 
the steel tee-section lining down the shaft and into place. The 
invert of the entire tunnel was enlarged to a horseshoe shape to 
accommodate drain pipes. 

The rock formation in the right abutment consisted of inter
bedded sandstone and shale in layers varying from 2 inches to 
10 feet in thickness. A concrete lining poured against this for
mation would be subject to cracking under the hydraulic head. 
Leakage from these cracks might easily percolate through the 
sandstone into the earth core of the dam, impairing the safety 
of the structure. Therefore, a steel lining of nominal thickness 
was used all the way through the area from which leakage might 
reach the core. 

The power conduit (fig. 74) is lined its entire length from 
station 1 + 05 at the intake chamber to station 11 + 13 at the 
downstream portal. From station 1 + 05 to station 3 + 35, the 
lining is concrete only. From station 3 + 35 to station 11 + 13 the 
lining is concrete and steel. The vertical shaft from the power 
conduit to the surge tank has a steel and concrete lining. 

Penstock envelope 

Between the downstream tunnel portal at station 11 + 13 and 
the powerhouse the steel penstock is encased by an envelope of 
reinforced concrete which carries the surcharge from the rock
fill dam. Depth of fill over the envelope varies along the center 
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line of the penstock from about 50 feet at the portal to about 
15 feet a~ the. p_owerhouse. The envelope is about 52 feet long. 
ConstructiOn ]omts at the portal and the powerhouse with a 
contraction joint midway minimized axial shrinkage stresses. 

The envelope was analyzed as an arch on a rigid foundation. 
A layer of filter material was placed over and adjacent to the 
envelope to prevent concentrated forces from the rock fill. A 
layer of cork-tar mastic over the upper two-thirds of the pen
stock eli~inates any interaction between the penstock and the 
surroun?mg concrete. This layer is drained to the station sump, 
prev~ntmg any water pressure from acting in the joint between 
the lmer and the concrete. Therefore, the concrete was designed 
only for external loads from tailwater and the rock fill of the 
dam. A minif!!Um thickness of 2 feet for the envelope was 
needed for placmg the seals and the drain pipes. This thickness 
satisfied the design requirements for the downstream section. 
The upstream section, carrying a deeper fill is 2 feet 6 inches 
thick. ' 

Steel linfr 

The steel liner in the power conduit is continuous from station 
3 + 35.00 to the scroll case connection piece at station 11 + 77 .49. 
It is 15 feet in diameter from station 3+35.00 to station 8 + 82.34 

E/18450~ _ 
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FIGURE 74.-South Holston power conduit-plan and section. 
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where a transition piece reduces the diameter to 14 feet. The 
connection at the scroll case is reduced to 131/2 feet in diameter. 
The 14-foot-diameter surge tank riser connects to a welded T
section in the liner at station 10+08.34. 

All liners were designed in accordance with the prevailing 
API-ASME Code. The plate thicknesses for the sections from 
station 9 + 88.34 to the scroll case were designed on the basis of 
full hydraulic pressures as determined from the hydraulic gradi
ent between design control points. They are of all-welded con
struction and were designed for a maximum allowable stress of 
13,750 pounds per square inch, using plates of flange quality 
conforming to ASTM specification A285, grade C. Plate thick
nesses range from 1% inches at the scroll case connection to 
~i 6 inch at station 3 + 35.00. . . . 

Shop joints were completely radwgraphed. The field JOints were 
prepared in a manner to permit all field welding from the inside 
of the liner. The plates were limited to a maximum width of 8 
feet. 

Liner drains 
A concrete drain pipe was placed in the concrete along each 

side of the invert beginning at station 3+43.0. These pipes are 
continuous along the conduit into the base slab of the penstock 
envelope and along the powerhouse, terminating in the access 
bridge abutment at a height which permits observation of the 
drainage flow. They removed groundwater during concrete 
placement around the steel liner, and will prevent bucklin~ ~f 
the liner plates by groundwater pressure when the condmt 1s 
unwatered. 

Liner grouting 
Holes were shop-drilled in the top and in the invert of the 

steel liner at about eight feet on center. After erection and 
concreting of the liner, grout holes were drilled through the top 
holes in the liner into the surrounding concrete to rock. These 
holes were grouted under a pressure of 10 pounds per square 
inch to ensure continuous contact between the liner and the con
crete and to fill voids between the concrete and rock. Correspond
ing holes in the invert were grouted without drilling into the 
concrete envelope. Additional holes were drilled and grouted 
where soundings on the steel liner indicated voids behind the 
liner. The concrete between the liner and rock was placed dur
ing the winter season when the air temperature in the tunnel 
was relatively low, and grouting was done during the early spring. 

Grout curtain 
Percolation rings were welded around the upstream end of the 

liner to prevent water seepage along the liner. A grout curtain 
was formed in this area by drilling holes 10 feet into the rock 
and grouting under pressure. Just downstream from the grout 
curtain a concrete drain pipe was placed around almost the full 
circumference of the liner and connected to the liner drain pipes 
in the invert of the conduit. 
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An 8-inch vent pipe for the conduit is connected to the pen
s~ock downstream from the. butterfly valve. This pipe is car
r~ed to atm~sphere at elevatwn 1763.75 and is embedded its en
tire length m the downstream wall of the intake chamber the 
base ~l~b of t~e ~ntake access tunnel, and the basement w~ll of 
the VISitors bmldmg. 

SURGE TANK 

. Two. locations were considered for the surge tank. One was 
Immediately upstream from the powerhouse which required an 
elevated tank. . The. second location, the one adopted, permitted 
the us~ of a cyhndncal tank supported on a concrete slab poured 
on sohd r~ck and connect~d to t~e penstock by a vertical shaft 
excavated m th~ rock. This locatwn on rock was less expensive 
and the r.egulatmg characteristics were satisfactory even though 
the tank 1s located farther from the powerhouse than would have 
been the case with the elevated tank. 

An access road to the surge tank area on the right bank is the 
berm of. the dam at elevation 1585 and a service road extends 
from th1s berm to the parking area on the left bank (fig. 63). 

It was estimated that the internal riser for a differential tank 
":ould. co~t approximately $50,000. Preliminary comparative de
signs m~ICated th~t a restricted orifice tank of the same diameter 
~ould giVe operatmg characteristics very similar to the differen
~lal type, and a. model test of the restricted orifice type was made 
m t~e. hydrauh~ laboratory which confirmed the results of the 
prehmmary des1gn, and .the restricted orifice type was chosen. 

';l'he. tank. was proportwned for 100 percent load demand or 
re]ectw~ With a 5-second governor operation. An orifice was 
pr?port.wned to create an initial pressure rise or fall and main
tam this nearly constant over the quarter cycle. Optimum re
sults are desired for load on or load off under a gross head of 
200 fe~t and a gate travel of 80 percent. Top of the tank is 
appr?XImately. 6 feet above the maximum surge, and the bot
tom IS approximately 6 feet below the minimum surge. 

Foundation 

. T~e surge tank foundation is a reinforced concrete pad, 40 feet 
m d1ameter and ~bout. 5 feet thick above a leveling pour on the 
rock. A steel onfice lmer (fig. 75) connected to the riser is an
c~ored to and incorporated in the foundation. After the founda
tion C?ncre~e had thoroughly cooled, complete contact between 
the onfic~ lmer and the concrete was obtained by pumping grout 
at a maximum pressure of 20 pounds per square inch through 
the holes in the liner. 
. A 11;?-inch-thick sand cushion (fig. 75) on top of the founda

tion umformly supports the bottom plate of the surge tank. 
'!_'he area around the tank foundation, the working space for 

mamtenance of the surge tank, was backfilled with the filter rna~ 
terial used in the embankment. 
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FIGURE 75.-South Holston surge tank-steel orifice liner and sand CU$hion. 

Steel riser, tank, and buttress wall 

A steel riser at station 10+08.34, fourteen feet in diameter 
and 80 feet high, connects the power conduit to the surge tank. 
The entire heiO'ht of the riser is concreted into rock. Riser plate 
thicknesses va~y from 11! 6 inch at the bottom to % inch at the 
top. 

The steel surge tank (fig. 76) is 36 feet in diameter and 187 
feet high. Plate thicknesses vary from 11/2 inches at the bottom 
to ~i 6 inch at the top. Circumferential stiffeners were not used. 

FIGURE 76.-South Holston surge tank-concrete buttress wall at lower left of tank. 
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The tank is anchored to its foundation by twenty 2-inch-diameter 
bolts. 

Riser and tank were designed in accordance with the applica
ble section of the API-ASME code for unfired pressure vessels. 
Plate thicknesses were determined from hydraulic pressures on 
the basis of the tank being completely filled with water. A wind 
pressure of 20 pounds per square foot was applied to the pro
jected area of the tank. Tank and riser are of all-welded con
struction and designed on the basis of a maximum allowable stress 
of 13,750 pounds per square inch, using plates of flange quality 
conforming to ASTM specification A285, grade C. 

A ccncrete buttress wall (fig. 76) was poured against the rock 
cut nec>.r the downstream side of the surge tank to prevent rock 
slides. 

POWERHOUSE 

The powerhouse is on the right bank of the river at the down
stream toe of the main embankment. This location was selected 
for two reasons-first, to keep the conduit as short as possible, 
and second, to separate the tailrace from the sluice and spillway 
discharge channel. The longitudinal axis of the powerhouse is 
perpendicular to the axis of the embankment. This was done 
primarily to utilize the space over the draft tube for the erection 
area, giving a very economical space arrangement. The electrical 
bay is along the south side near the transformer yard. A service 
yard is at the north side of the powerhouse between the power
house and the hillside and is directly connected to the main access 
road by a short turnout. This is an unattended station, and con
sequently, there are only a minimum of employee facilities and 
no visitors facilities in the powerhouse. 

Layout 

The powerhouse is d the indoor type with the entrance at f e 
generator floor level at ele\'ation 1517. It is 50 feet wide by 8 ':. ; 
feet long. An adjacent two-story structure with basement ~0 
feet wide by 78 feet long, houses the electrical bay. The :::n·:
structure is reinforced concrete, and the superstructure is st 1· ·

tural steel with insulated aluminum siding and roofing. 
The center line of the distributor at elevation 1495 is 7.5 fc;t 

above tailwater with the unit running under normal conditir''S. 
With the unit shut down and no flow from the spillway or slu'c:::
way the river below the tailrace is dry. Consequently, no dnut 
tube gates are necessary. Discharge from the station sump ;s 
emptied into the river downstream from the tailrace excavaL n 
when the draft tube is unwatered. 

Unit bay.-The unit was located close to the northeast corner 
of the powerhouse to obtain as much usable erection space as 
possible on the generator room floor. The generator housing is 
approximately 3 inches from the crane column on the north side 
and only about 3 feet from the wall at the upstream end of the 
powerhouse. A triangular space in the northeast corner between 
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the generator and the powerhouse walls was covered by an ex
tension of the generator housing and is used for storage of small 
parts, etc. 

An offset between the draft-tube outlet and the center line of 
the unit was made up by skewing the draft tube between the 
center line of the unit and draft tube outlet. 

Access to the turbine pit is from the floor at elevation 1502.5. 
The scroll case and draft tube access is from the floor at eleva
tion 1486.5. A section through the center line of the unit is 
shown in figure 77. 

The erection area, the machine shop, and the setdown rails for 
untanking the transformers are on the generator room floor at 
elevation 1517 downstream from the unit. On the floor below, at 
elevation 1502.5, are the battery room, the C02 equipment, and 
the raw water supply equipment. The remainder of this floor 
near the unit block is reserved for storage. The oil storage and 
the oil purification rooms are on the floor at elevation 1486.5. 
Hatches in the floors at elevations 1517 and 1502.5 permit the 
handling of equipment by the powerhouse crane. Stairs from 
the floor at elevation 1502.5 lead to the floor below. The ar-

FIGURE 17.-South Holston-transL·erse section on center line of unit. 
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rangement of the unit bay and the equipment is shown in figures 
77, 79, and 80. 

Electrical bay.-The electrical bay is at the south side of the 
powerhouse. On the top floor, at elevation 1531.06, are the com-

~I ·,.· ~....:4;:m~~ .. 
~ 

I 

Generator 
housing 

PLAN-EL 1486.5 

TW gage well recorder & transmitter 

PLAN-EL 1517.0 

PLAN-EL 1502.5 

Fluted alumn panels 

PLAN-EL 1531.06 

FIGURE 78.-South Holston powerhouse floor plans. 
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FIGURE 79.-South Holston powerhouse-transverse section through erection bay. 

munication room, the fan room, the toilets, and lockers. On the 
next floor below, at the genera~~r floor level, are the govern~r 
cabinet and the main and aux1hary control . boards. There I~ 
sufficient space for a 10-foot future. e?Cpanswn of the contro 
boards A hatch at this level allows hftmg the sump pump fr~m 
the flo~r below. The basement level of the electrical ba:y at e e
vation 1502.5 contains the sump pumps, room ~or the J?am leadA 
the governor pressure tank, and various electncal eqmpmeht. t 
stairway at the downstream end of the bay extends from t e op 
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FIGURE 80.-South Holston powerhouse-longitudinal section through 
erection and electrical bays. 
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floor to the basement. The arrangement of the electrical bay and 
the equipment is shown in figures 78, 79, and 80. 

Design of substructure 

Stability.-The powerhouse was built in two stages to allow 
the use of the powerhouse overhead crane to erect the embedded 
parts. Erection clearances around the steel scroll case and the 
penstock resulted in a massive turbine block which required only 
a minimum of reinforcement. The design conditions for which 
the structure was investigated include the following loadings: 

Case I. Dead load only (weight of concrete at 145 pounds per cubic foot) 
Case II. 

Headwater elevation 1729 
Tailrace dry 
Waterways filled 
Forces from rock-fill embankment 

Case III. 
Headwater elevation 1753 
Tailwater elevation 1513 
Waterways filled 
Forces from rock-fill embankment 

Investigations of stability for the above conditions were made 
at elevations 1480 and 1469.5. Uplift was assumed equal to full 
hydrostatic head acting over the entire base area. 
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Draft tube and tailrarc.-Thc draft tube is a plail!- elbow type 
with a single center pier 4 feet 9 inches wide extendmg froi_U t~e 
downstream end of the elbow to the outlet. Its upper portwn IS 
lined with steel plate to a point 12 feet below th~ ce~ter line of 
distributor, and the upstream end of the center pier IS pr.otected 
by a steel plate nosing. It varies in size from approxim3:tely 
11.5 feet in diameter at the base of the runner to two op~nmgs 
at the outlet end 18 feet 7% inches wide by 14 feet .21/s mch~s 
high. The discharge velocity at rated load and head IS approxi
mately 5.9 feet per second. The outlet of the draft tube wa::; 
placed as high as possible to reduce ex~ava~ion and po'Yer losses 
but had to be kept low enough to mamtam an effective wate~· 
seal at low discharges. 

Reinforcement of the draft tube is mainly shrinkage rein
forcement, the amount being based on experience from similar 
structures built by TV A. Drains were placed below the draft 
tube to relieve the pressure on the base slab when unwatered. 

The tailrace was excavated only enough to obtain a smooth 
transition from the draft tube outlet to the natural river bed. 
This was accomplished by sloping the channel up from the draft 
tube to the natural river bed at the same slope as the floor of the 
draft tube. 

Walls.-Exterior walls are supported by the floors at el~va
tions 1502.5 and 1517. These supports are yielding due to shrmk
age of the floors which was taken into account in the design of 
the walls. The first-stage construction was not subject to hydro
static head or forces from the embankment but was assumed to 
carry column reactions from the superstructure and to with
stand fill to elevation 1517. 

Unit block.-The second-stage construction consisted pri.marily 
of the encasement for the scroll case. The upper two-thirds ~f 
the steel scroll case is covered by a layer of cork-tar ma~tiC 
to prevent load transfer from the scroll case. to t~e surr~u~dmg 
concrete· therefore the reinforcement required Is a mmimum 
for the prevention ~f surface cracks. The mastic is drain~d by 
a continuous porous concrete drain placed around the outside of 
the scroll case at the bottom of the mastic. . 

Electrical bay.-The electrical bay is supported by the umt 
block on one side and by four columns going to sound rock on 
the opposite side. It is subject to the same loadil!-g conditions as 
the unit block. Outside walls are assumed elastically supported 
on the floor at elevation 1502.5 and simply supported by the floor 
at elevation 1517. 

Floors.-The floor at elevation 1502.5 is of concrete beam and 
girder construction. The floor at elevation 1517 is a .concrete 
slab supported on steel beams, and the ~oor at elevatwn 1531 
in the electrical bay is a Robertson floormg on steel beams. 

Floors are designed for the following live loads: 
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PoundR }Jer 
square foot 

Oil storage and purification rooms --------------------------- 400 
Electrical equipment rooms --------------------------------- 200 
Erection area and generator floor --------------------------- 1,000 
Toilet and locker rooms, stairs, and corridors ----------------- 100 

k~~f r_o~~-================================================ 2~g 
Joints and seals.-No contraction joints are used in the power

house. The electrical bay is poured monolithic with the m.ain 
powerhouse structure. This wa~ feasible bec!'luse the ele~t!~cal 
bay is supported on columns which hav~ considerable flexibility. 
Construction joints were used to a considerable extent to red~ce 
shrinkage stresses and to keep pours small enough for placmg 
in one shift. Joints subject to leakage are sealed by steel or 
copper sealing strips. 

Design of superstructure 

The powerhouse superstructure is a steel frame structure 44 
feet wide by 82 feet long by 48 feet high enclosing the generator 
room. A contiguous two-story electrical bay steel superstructure, 
21 feet 'wide by 73% feet long by 27% feet high, on the south 
side is connected to the framing of the main structure. 

The main structure is rectangular and symmetrical in shape, 
with curved roof having a radius of 187V2 feet and overhanging 
about 18 inches at the eaves. Main framing consists of five 
rigid frame bents connected with longitudinal beams and girders 
and adequately braced. 

Crane runway girders are 36-inch wide-flange sections ex~end
ing the full length of the building and are supported on ?mltup 
brackets which are welded integral with the column sections. of 
the rigid frames. Rigid frames are of all-welded constructiOn 
built up entirely of plates. 

To admit a generous amount of daylight into the building, the 
end walls are formed by glass windows. Windows are recessed 
with steel mullions and sills made up of steel plates and rolled 
sections which are framed as an integral part of the end structure. 

Insofar as practical, all structural members are rolled sections 
with plate and angle connections field-riveted. Because much 
of the finished steelwork is exposed to view, an unusual amount 
of the field joints and connections are welded and all butt and 
groove welding around the window framing is ground smooth and 
neatly finished. 

All steel work was designed and proportioned for a maximum 
allowable unit stress of 18,000 pounds per square inch, using 
commercial rolled steel sections conforming to ASTM specifica
tion A7. 

Architectural design 

Prefabricated aluminum panels sheath the exterior of the bu~ld
ing and are backed up on the interior wit~ ~teel sheets, leavmg 
the supporting steel framework of the I;>mldmg mostly. exposed. 
The distinguishing architectural feature IS the fenestratwn. Con-
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centrated in enormous panels the windows almost completely fill 
the end walls. These panels allow light to reach all areas of the 
generator room, erection bay, and machine shop. They are 
glazed with heat absorbing glass to reduce the radiant heat of 
the sun. Intake louvers for generator room ventilation are 
combined with the fenestration panel on the upstream elevation. 
Vertical fluted panels of striated aluminum enclose this portion 
of the building. 

The electrical bay wing has a flat roof which, together with 
the use of flat panels of striated aluminum on the exterior walls, 
differentiate this wing from the main structure. Fenestration, in 
the form of vertical strip windows, further disengages the elec
trical bay wing from the main structure. Here again the glazing 
is heat absorbing plate glass. Figure 81 shows the exterior 
architectural treatment of the powerhouse. 

A 10-inch-high concrete curb serves as a base for the aluminum 
panel walls of the powerhouse. These panels terminate against 
the overhanging roof on the main structure and under an alumi
num fascia on the electrical bay. 

On the powerhouse exterior, color is confined to the openings 
and the trim. Large steel-framed windows in the end walls of 
the main structure are painted white and recessed steel panels 
above the windows, actually the rigid frames at the ends of the 
building, are also white. The steel rolling door at the erection 
bay is deep blue trimmed with white. Windows together with 
the door and steel trim of the electrical bay are deep blue. The 
soffit of the curved overhanging roof is painted white, the fascia 
deep brown. Louvers are aluminum to blend into the aluminum 
siding. 

FH;URE lH.-South Holston powerhouse-exterior architectural treatment. 
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The interior of the powerhouse is a frank expression of the 
materials used. Steel framework for the most part is exposed, 
as are the steel wall panels and the steel roof decking. Wiring 
and piping are run in the cells of the decking and between. the 
exterior and interior faces of the wan panels wherever possible. 
Figure 82 shows the interior of the generator room. . 

Interior steel panel walls of the generator room and machmc 
shop are painted light gray. The underside of the steel deck 
roof is white, as are the large windows. Steel framing is deep 
blue. The steel rolling door is painted deep blue and trimmed in 
white. Dark gray quarry tile is used for the floors in this area. 

Throughout the electrical bay the steel walls are painted light 
gray, the steel deck ceilings white, the exposed structural steel 
deep blue, and the doors and windows deep blue. . 

Light yellow and gray are used for the generator housmg and 
the overhead crane. The governor cabinet and the electrical 
boards are light yellow while the other equipment throughout the 
powerhouse is gray. 

PowerhQuse crane 

The powerhouse crane at South Holston (fig. 82) is similar 
to the one at Watauga and, except for the following data, the 
discussion of the Watauga powerhouse crane starting on page 128 
is applicable to the one at South Holston. 

A rated crane capacity of 165 tons is required to handle the 
South Holston generator rotor. All parts or subassemblies of 
50,000 pounds or less are handled by the auxiliary hook. The 
crane trolley is mounted on four 30-inch-diameter wheels, one at 
each corner, and has a main hoist unit, an auxiliary hoist unit, 
and a travel unit. The bridge structure id mounted on eight 
30-inch-diameter wheels, two at each corner. 

FIGURE 82.-South Holston-powerhowe crane and gen<'rutor room interior. 
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Detail design of the crane was made by the manufacturer in 
close agreement with the arrangement drawing, design features 
and specifications supplied by TV A. 

The following design requirements were used for loads and 
operating conditions: 

Capacity, tons _________ -------------
Lifting speed, feet per minute --------
Maximum lift, feet _________________ _ 
Travel speed, feet per minute ---------
Length of travel, feet _______________ _ 

Hydraulic turbine and governor 

.1/ain hoi::~t 

165 
3%-4lf2 

48 
25-30 

26% minimum 

A_uxiliary hoist 

25 
25-35 

58 
80-90 

53 (approx.) 

The hydraulic turbine is of the vertical Francis type with 
riveted plate steel spiral casing and elbow-type d~·aft tube. ~t 
was designed by the manufacturer. The governor IS of the cabi
net-actuator type designed by the manufacturer. Figure 83 shows 
a section through the turbine and generator. 

Turbine.-The turbine is rated at 48,500 horsepower under a 
net head of 180 feet at 144 revolutions per minute, with best 
efficiency at approximately 205-foot net head. The specific spe_ed 
at rating is 45. The turbine is designed to operate satisfactonly 
at any head from 126 to 252 feet. A tabulation of guaranteed 
horsepower and efficiencies for various head conditions is given 
in appendix A. 

A cast-steel stay ring forms the main foundation ring for the 
turbine and the 20 stay vanes act as vertical columns to transmit 
to the foundation the weight of the structure and equipment above. 

The spiral case is of riveted plate-steel construction. Casing 
plates were formed to a continuous circular transition instead of 
a series of chords between circumferential joints. 

The runner is made from an integral casting and has 17 buckets, 
the inlet diameter is 142 inches and the discharge diameter is 
141 inches. Center line of the runner is at elevation 1495, which 
places the bottom of the runner approximately 2 feet above 
normal tailwater level. This results in plant sigma value of 
0.163. Inspection of the runner after 1 year's operation indi
cates that this value of sigma is satisfactory insofar as cavitation 
is concerned. With the runner set above tailwater the unit can 
be operated as a synchronous condenser without artificial means 
of depressing the tailwater level. 

The runner is bolted to a forged steel shaft having a nominal 
diameter of 29 inches and a length of 125 inches. The shaft has 
flanged ends for connections to the runner and to the generator 
shaft. 

The turbine shaft is guided by a babbitt-lined oil-lubricated 
gravity flow bearing having a diameter of 33.5 inches. Lubri
cating oil is circulated by an alternating-current, motor-operated 
pump which takes oil from the sump directly above the head 
cover and pumps it to the reservoir directly above the bearing 
where it flows by gravity through the bearing and back to the 
sump. If the alternating-current pump fails, a float switch in 
the upper reservoir sounds an alarm and starts an auxiliary 
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FIGURE 83.-South Holston-section through turbine and generator. 

direct-current, motor-operated pump. An oil cooler is installed 
in the system between the oil pumps and the upper reservoir. 

Flow of water through the turbine is controlled by 20 cast
steel wicket gates. At the upper end of each gate a lever is 
connected through a link and pin mechanism to a central operat
ing ring. In each gate connection there is a shearing pin to 
protect the mechanism in the event that something should be
come wedged in one of the gate openings and prevent the gate 
from closing. An eccentric pin in the gate linkage permits in
dividual adjustment of each gate. 

The gates are controlled by two hydraulically operated servo
motors using oil under a pressure of 300 pounds per square inch 
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as an operating medium. One servomotor has an automatic gate 
latch which holds the gates in the closed position in the event 
of a predetermined low oil pressure. The gate mechanism has 
a mechanical gate block which can be set to limit the gate move
ment in either direction. This block is used under conditions of 
high head when it is desirable to limit the output of the turbine. 
:r'he gate mechanism is lubricated by an automatic pressure greas
mg system. 

A cam-operated vacuum breaker valve in the head cover admits 
atmospheric air to the runner at low gate openings. 

Tests.-~fficiency tests were not made on the installed equip
ment. An mdex test was made and the results of this test were 
correlated with the turbine manufacturer's expected performance 
data to compute operating characteristics of the turbine. 

Gove1·nor.-The cabinet contains all the essential elements of 
the governor. The equipment includes two 150-gallon-per-minute 
300-pound-per-square-inch oil pumps, a control column on which 
is mounted the essential speed control elements, main and pilot 
valves, relay valves, shutoff valves, and hand-control valves 
auxiliary pressure switches, and other control devices. A sump 
tank forms the lower part of the cabinet. 

\he governor pressure tank is on the floor below the governor 
cabmet. Volume of the tank is 123 cubic feet. Two 4-inch pipes 
are ~sed to connect the governor to the turbine servomotors. 
Maximum oil velocity in these pipes is limited to 18 feet per 
second. The governing system requires a total of 590 gallons 
of neutral lubricating oil having a viscosity of approximately 300 
seconds-Saybolt Universal. 

A permanent magnet generator and its auxiliaries are mounted 
on top of the generator above the main and pilot exciter. This 
generator is driven by a splined shaft from the stub shaft which 
drives the pilot exciter and delivers 3-phase current to drive 
the governor flyballs. 

A motor-~riven! 20.5-cubic-foot-per-minute-capacity, 300-pound
per-square-mch air compressor maintains the air cushion in the 
governor oil pressure tank. 

The governor has special control equipment so that the turbine 
can be remotely controlled by carrier-current telemetered to the 
Watauga control room. Special remote-control equipment in
cludes star~ing solenoids, timing devices, automatic generator 
brake applicator, automatic gate locks, automatic alarm and 
shutdown devices, automatic recording and transmitting facili
ties, interlocks, relays, etc., as required. 

Generator and exciters 

Generator.-The generator's normal rating is 38 888-kilovolt
ampere continuous output at 0.9 power factor, rat~d speed and 
voltage with temperature rise of not over 60° C. above 40° C. 
air. leaving the coolers, 13,800 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles. This 
ratmg was selected to match the guaranteed output of the turbine 
a~ rated head. In .addition, the generator has a rating of 44,721 
kilovolt-amperes with a temperature rise of not over 80° C. above 
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40° C. air leaving the coolers; this rating is 115 percent of 
normal and is within the maximum rating of the turbine. 
Th~ gene~ator is a vertical water-wheel-driven type with com

binatiOn Kmgsbury-t:ype thrust and segmental guide bearing 
below the rotor. It 1s totally enclosed, air-cooled, with water
cooled heat exchangers within the housing. 

The stator is of welded rolled-steel-plate construction which 
was shipped in three sections and rests on soleplates embedded 
in the concrete foundation. Provision is made for adjustment 
and doweling between the soleplates and stator frame. Stator 
laminations are designed and assembled to minimize noise from 
excitation and windage. The 3-phase stator windings are star
connected with both ends of two equal groups of conductors of 
each phase brought out to terminals. Windings consist of 
stranded copper with glass and mica turn and coil insulation 
in accordance with ASA for class B insulation. 

Twelve resistance temperature detector coils are embedded in 
the stator winding to obtain winding temperature. Temperature 
indicating and recording instruments are in the control room. 

The rotor is of umbrella design with a cast-steel spider and 
a rim of laminated steel. It is designed to withstand a runaway 
SJ:!eed of 288 revo~utions per minute, or twice normal speed. 
F1eld poles are bmlt of punched-steel laminations and held in 
d<?vetail~d .slots in ~he rotor rim by tapered keys and wedges. 
Field wmdmgs consist of edge-wound copper straps with insula
ti?n ?onfo~ming to the .r~quirements of ASA, class B. Damper 
wmdmgs Improve stability under fault conditions and reduce 
voltage distortio!f under single-phase fault conditions. The gen
erator has a ratiO of quadrature to direct axis subtransient re
actance of 1.28. 

Collector rings are above the rotor and have suitable brush 
rigging and are directly connected to the main exciter arma
ture without main field breaker or rheostat. A pilot brush on 
each collector ring with an instrument shunt is used for indicat
ing field current and recording field temperature by instruments 
mounted on the instrument and recorder boards in the control 
room. 

Six combination brakes and jacks are mounted on the lower 
bearing bracket and bear against a brake ring on the underside 
of the rotor rim. Compressed air is used for braking and oil 
P!essure .for jacking. The jacks are capable of lifting the com
bmed weights of all revolving parts of the generator and turbine 
sufficiently for inspection and removal of bearing parts. 

The ~haft is 27 inches in diameter, of forged steel, machined 
and polished, and has a flange at each end, forged integrally with 
th~ shaft for connection to the rotor and turbine shaft. A 6-inch 
axial hole, the entire length of the shaft aids in inspection of the 
forging. ' 
Th~ upper bracket which supports the exciters and the top of 

the mr enclosure plates consists of steel radial beams supported 
on top of the stator frame. The lower bracket has six radial 
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beams which span the turbine pit and support the combined 
thrust and guide bearings . 

The thrust bearing is Kingsbury fiat adjustable-shoe type de
signed to carry a maximum load of 450 tons. The bearing is 
immersed in oil which is cooled by water circulated in copper 
coils immersed in the oil reservoir. Temperature of the oil and 
shoes is measured by resistance-type temperature detectors which 
operate temperature indicating and recording instruments. 

Exciters.-Exciters are mounted on the upper bracket and are 
directly connected to the generator shaft. The main exciter out
put is connected directly to the generator field. The pilot exciter 
is connected through a field rheostat and breaker to the field of 
the main exciter. 

Voltage control is by electrically operated rheostat and circuit 
breaker in the main exciter field circuit. The rheostat and 
breaker, together with the regulator contactors, are in a steel 
cubicle in the electrical equipment area. A voltage regulator main 
control element, voltage-adjusting rheostat, regulator transfer 
switch, and indicating lights are mounted on the main control 
board. The voltage-adjusting rheostat is motor-operated and 
can be operated by supervisory control from the Watauga control 
board. The control element is the noncontinuous vibrating type. 
Contactors are used in the excitation cubicle for field forcing or 
high-speed excitation. For statistical data on the generators and 
exciters see appendix A. 

Fire protection system.-Fire protection is applied by a carbon
dioxide fire-extinguishing system which discharges C02 gas 
through nozzles mounted on a ring pipe header above the gen
erator rotor. Control is automatic either by thermostats in the 
generator air ducts or by generator differential relay operation. 
The system can be operated manually by a control switch on the 
governor cabinet or manual mechanical release at the C02 
cylinders. Additional features are described under "Fire pro
tection" on page 221. 

Main low-voltage switchgear and connections 

The 13.8-kilovolt leads from the generator terminals run 
through a tunnel in a system of horizontal and vertical housings 
and terminate in roof bushings for connections to the generator 
oil circuit breakers. The leads are made with three 4- by %-inch 
copper bars per phase and are supported on 15-kilovolt indoor
type porcelain insulators and enclosed in an all-aluminum hous
ing, with aluminum barriers for phase isolation. This type of 
construction facilitates connections to current and potential trans
formers and surge protective lightning arresters and capacitors. 

Housings are totally enclosed continuous structures with a 
separate compartment for each phase. The ceiling and walls of 
the tunnel were utilized as a part of the housing sections. Doors 
and glazed windows are installed in the housings as required 
for access and visibility. Ventilation is by gravity through 
louvered openings. The housing and barrier were fabricated in 
sections and are of riveted construction with field joints bolted. 
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The connection from the generator neutral to the neutral oil 
circuit breaker and reactor is made with 500,000-circular-mil 
insulated copper cable. The value of reactance was chosen as 
0.753 ohm to limit the line-to-ground fault current to a value 
below the phase-to-phase fault current. This amount of reactance 
is su~ciently low to assure dependable generator ground relay 
operatwn. 

Cable ra~ks.-Cable racks for this project follow the same 
general des1g~ as u~ed on other TVA projects. Formed asbestos
cement trays m which the cables are laid are supported on formed 
chan~el brackets of No. 10 gage steel which, in turn, are welded 
to 3-mch chann~l. posts and hangers. Trays are in parallel runs, 
close .to the c:Ilmg for ample headroom, and in tiers to suit 
electncal reqmrements for cable routing and distribution. 

Main manual control switchboard and wiring 

Mai~ electri~al man.ual con~rols, instruments, and relays for 
the mam el.ectncal eqmpm~nt m t~e powerhouse and switchyards 
are centralized on a 7-section vertical duplex control instrument 
and relay board, while the turbine controls and instruments ar~ 
on the governor ~abinet. The main manual control board and 
the .governor cabmet are so located that the front or control 
sectwns exte?d through the generator room wall and face the 
generator, With the relay board section of the control board and 
the rear of th~ governor. cabinet extending into the adjoining 
room. The switchboard. IS a ~otally enclosed cubicle of lfs-inch 
stretcher-leveled .steel with a hght canary finish. For statistical 
data see appendix A. 

Semiflush-mounted instruments, generator and transformer
temperature recorders, and generator voltage regulator on the 
fro?t panels of the control board have dull black cases with 
~~1te scales or charts. All protective relays, automatic-synchron
IZI~g and spee~-matching equipment, and 6-element automatic 
oscillograph, which are mounted on the rear panels have dull black 
surface-mo~nted cases. Mimic buses have distinctive finish to 
repr.es~nt ~1fferent voltages, and the control switches have handles 
of distinctive sh~pes a~d col?rs for various functions. The mimic 
bus presents a smgle-hne diagram corresponding to the physical 
ar~angement of the controlled circuits in the powerhouse and 
sw1tchyard. 

C~ntrols for unit auxiliaries and local manual controls for 
turbme and governor equipment are mounted on the combined 
gau~e and control board which forms the front of the governor 
cab met. 

The unit m~y be started and synchronized manually or started 
and synchromzed un~er automatic control from this local switch
board. ~ransfer switches for the unit and for each switchyard 
bay provide. for the transfer of these controls to the supervisory 
~o~trol eqmpment and permit all control functions to be per-
Oimed from the. Watauga control room 17 miles from South 
Holsto~. The entire remote-automatic starting operation is com
pleted m about 70 seconds. 

A six-element automatic oscillograph IS used for recording 
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transmission line faults and checking the performance of pro
tective relays. Current and potential circuits are connected to 
the oscillograph through a plug and block arrangement mounted 
back of the panel to facilitate the selection of any line. 

Control wiring between the switchboards and the controlled 
equipment consists of multiconductor Nos. 10 and 14 cables, in
sulated for 600-volt service with ozone-resistant rubber and cov
ered with a neoprene jacket. Control cables are carried in wi!'
ing gutters through floor slots to cable trays below where they 
are distributed about the powerhouse. Those leading to the 
switchyards are routed through fiber duct runs to manholes in 
the yard and then routed through steel conduits to terminals at 
the equipment. 

An eight-panel vertical switchboard which faces the relay 
board has the supervisory control and interposing relays, tele
metering instruments, station load recorder, and panels for the 
control and distribution of the 250-volt station-control battery, 
the 48-volt annunciator and supervisory battery, and the 115-volt 
alternating-current preferred service. This board is installed 
against the wall with the front, top, and ends formed from %-inch 
stretcher-leveled steel with light canary finish. All equipment on 
this board is mounted in semiflush-type cases with dull black 
finish. 

The station control battery is floated at 258 volts across the 
output of either of two 10-kilowatt, diverter-pole-type motor
generator charging sets. This dependable direct-current supply 
is used for oil circuit breaker operation, butterfly valve operation, 
miscellaneous controls, emergency lighting, and the motor-alter
nator set which supplies emergency 115-volt alternating current 
for chart drives, communication, and telemetering. The battery 
has a capacity of 35 amperes at the 8-hour discharge rate. A 
48-volt battery and a 6-ampere charging rectifier are used for the 
supervisory control and annunciator systems. Battery distribu
tion circuits are controlled. by double-pole air circuit breakers 
with both thermal and instantaneous trips and having an inter
rupting capacity of 10,000 amperes. 

The 6.3-kilovolt-ampere motor-alternator set for emergency 
115-volt alternating-current service is started automatically if 
the voltage of the normal supply from the lighting switchboard 
fluctuates more than 5 percent. 

Auxiliary power 

Auxiliary power at 480 volts is normally supplied from the 
generator through a 500-kilovolt-ampere station service trans
former which is connected to the main transformer bank 13.8-
kilovolt delta bus. An emergency station service transformer 
rated 69,000-2,400-480 volts, 450 kilovolt-amperes, on the 480-volt 
winding is connected to the 69-kilovolt switchyard transfer bus. 
In event the normal station service 480-volt power supply fails dee 
to transformer failure or shutdown of the unit, a transfer switch 
automatically connects to the emergency station service power 
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source, assuming that the 69-kilovolt switchyard remains ener
gized from one or more of the 69-kilovolt transmission lines. 

Power from the station service transformers is distributed 
through air circuit breakers on the 440-volt main auxiliary power 
board in the control room adjacent to the generator. The two 
main incoming circuit breakers and the bus tie circuit breaker 
on this board are withdrawal type with a rating of 25,000-ampere 
standard-duty interrupting capacity. The two incoming feeder 
breakers are electrically operated and interlocked so that if the 
normal supply fails, transfer to the emergency source will take 
place automatically. All feeder breakers with a frame rating of 
225 or 100 amperes have an interrupting rating of 15,000-ampere 
standard-duty interrupting capacity. 

The lighting, heating, and common auxiliary power board and 
ventilating fan power board are all supplied from the 440-volt 
main auxiliary power board. Wherever a feeder circuit is re
motely controlled a starting contactor is mounted in the same 
compartment as the circuit breaker. 

All auxiliary power boards are dead-front type, totally en
closed in steel cubicle construction with inside and outside sur
faces finished in light gray. Power circuits leaving the auxiliary 
power boards are single-conductor cables insulated for 1000 volts. 
Appendix A contains statistical data on the auxiliary power 
boards. 

Relaying 

The generator is protected against grounds, open circuits, and 
turn-to-turn faults by high-speed induction differential overcur
rent relays connected in the full winding on the load side and one
half of the winding on the neutral end to give overall differential 
and split-winding differential protection. An overcurrent ground 
backup relay with low-current shorttime setting is connected in 
the neutral ground lead to protect against ground faults near 
the neutral end of the stator windings. Voltage restraint-type 
induction overcurrent relays and phase-balance relays provide 
backup protection. 

The generator is protected against overvoltage by an instan
taneous type alternating-current overvoltage relay, connected 
through a rectifier to make its performances independent of fre
quency, which actuates the quick lowering contactor of the main 
exciter field. An induction-type overvoltage relay operates to 
take the unit out of service in event of a prolonged overvoltage 
condition. 

An instantaneous-type direct-current overvoltage relay con
nected to the pilot exciter operates to insert more field resistance 
and limits the pilot exciter curren.t in case of overspeed. During 
automatic starting the pilot exciter field rheostat is shunted by 
a contactor to assure rapid buildup of the pilot exciter voltage. 

The main power transformer bank and the station service 
transformer are protected by phase differential relays of the in
duction type operating on percentage current differential. Dif
ferential relays for the main transformer are the high-speed 
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harmonic-current-restraint type and are supplemented by induc
tion-type overcurrent backup relays. Station service transformers 
have instantaneous type overcurrent backup relays to obtain 
rapid clearance for a fault in the primary winding of the trans
formers. 

The 69-kilovolt bus is protected by high-speed differential 
voltage relays connected to the bushing type current transformers 
in the 69-kilovolt oil circuit breakers. 

The Watauga 69-kilovolt line is protected by carrier-current 
pilot relaying equipment used in conjunction with three-zone 
distance relays and a directional ground backup relay. The two 
Bristol lines and the Elizabethton line are protected by three
zone distance relays and directional ground relays without car
rier current relaying equipment. Automatic single shot recloser 
relays supervised by voltage check and synchronism check relays 
can be applied to each line by operation of appropriate selector 
switches or by supervisory control. 

Signal and annunciator system 

Audible and visual annunciators on the local control board and 
governor control cabinet indicate excessive temperatures of bear
ings, windings, air, and oil; abnormal liquid levels or flows; 
and faulty operation of equipment throughout the plant. Various 
alarms are also coded and transmitted to an operation recorder 
in the control room operator's desk at Watauga. Two coded 
signals and two separate telemetering channels are required for 
the operation recorder. Any abnormal condition is printed on 
a strip chart with the date and time to the nearest second, within 
3 seconds of its occurrence. 

Communication system 

The local telephone system consists of a 10-line automatic dial 
exchange operating from a 24-volt direct-current battery elim
inator supplied from the 115-volt alternating current preferred 
service. This system provides for two simultaneous local connec
tions, two trunk connections, and for the transfer of trunk calls 
from one local telephone to another. Only one trunk circuit is 
being used for connection to the powerline carrier telephone 
system coupled to phase A of the 69-kilovolt Watauga line. Each 
telephone instrument has a range for local calls, but a separate 
system of bells located throughout the project is coded for in
coming trunk calls. These incoming calls can be answered from 
any telephone and any telephone can be used to initiate a call on 
the trunk circuit. Multipair cables with polyethylene insulation 
and polyvinyl-chloride jackets are used for interconnection of 
telephone stations. 

At Watauga, telephone calls can be routed to other stations on 
the TV A's system over physical telephone lines or carrier chan
nels on telephone and powerlines. A TVA-owned open-wire tele
phone line serves as another means of communication between 
South Holston and Bristol, Elizabethton, Watauga, and Johnson 
City. 
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One open-wire telephone line connection to .the Inte!moun~ain 
T 1 phone Co's system is available for use m reachmg pomts 
n~t ecovered by TV A's communication system and as a standby for 
the latter. 

Supervisory control and telemetering system . 

Because of the long distance and the extremely rugged terram 
between South Holston and Watau~a, a tele~hone cable bet~een 
these two projects was not economi.cally feas1bl~ for su:perv1sory 
control, metering, and alarm. circmt~. Powerlme. ca_rner. chan
nels operating over the 17 -mile 6~-kllovolt tran~m1sswn lm~ be
tween the two stations offered the. mo~t p~actical and reliable 
means of communication. All ca!ned c1rc.mts are coupled from 
phase wire to ground. An 83-kllocycle p1~ot relay chan~el op-
rating on phase B is used for the supervisory control signal~. 

Twelve narrow band-frequency-shift carrier chan~els tr~nsm1t 
telemetering and alarm signals over phase C. T~us eqmpm~nt 
operates in a frequency range of 144.0 to 152.8 kilocycle~, with 
only 0.8 kilocycle between adjacent chan~els. Phase ~ IS used 
for a special duplex carrier telephone eqmpment ope~atn!-g at 65 
and 105 kilocycles, which supplies telephone commumcatwn, ~wo 
tone channels of 150 and 209 cycles for governor control Im
pulses and a sample of the 60-cycle generator voltage for remote 
manu~l synchronizing. 

The 53-point supervisory system is. the space code selector 
type in which the location and duratwn o! spac~s between a 
definite number of impulses is used to differentiate between 
coded signals. This system has a check-back ~eature to ens.ure 
that the correct point is selected before performmg an ope.ra~I?n. 
Since the remote supervisory control deJ?e_nds upon the rehab1hty 
of the pilot relay carrier chann~l, prov:1s10ns are .mad~ to check 
transmission of the carrier signals m both d1rectwns from 
Watauga. . t d · 

Supervisory relays are arranged m groups and moun ~ m 
semi-flush type drawout cases on one panel of the supervisory 
and battery board. Interposing relays in semiflush cases occupy 
another panel of this switchboard. 

The dispatcher's supervisory control boar~ at Watau~a con
sists of one section of a vertical duplex switchboard w1th the 
controls, mimic bus, and indicating instruments mounted on the 
front panel and supervisory relay~ mounted on the rear p~nel. 
This section has a sand colored fimsh to match the other switc~
board panels at Watauga. A mimic bus on the control panel.Is 
arranged to correspond to the arrangement o~ the controlled cir
cuits at South Holston. Each control functiOn has a separate 
point selection pushbutton and an amber la~p to indicate when 
the selection is completed, and most functions have red and 
green indicating lamps to show the position of the controlled 
device. After a point is selected, a group of pushbuttons com
mon to all points are used to initiate a contro~ ?Peration such 
as "trip," "close," "raise," and "lower." ProvisiOns are m~de 
for remote manual control of the South Holston governor usmg 
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audio tone channels of the carrier telephone equipment to aid in 
the remote manual synchronizing of the unit. 

There is a continuous indication at Watauga of generator volts, 
amperes, watts, vars, speed, and gate position with selected read
ings of gate limit position, speed droop, 69-kilovolt system volts, 
watts or vars of 69-kilovolt lines, and water level of reservoir, 
tailrace, and downstream gage. Variable-frequency-type tele
metering equipment with operating range of 6 to 27 cycles per 
second is used to measure and to transmit electrical quantities 
of the generator and 69-kilovolt circuits and gate and gate limit 
and speed droop settings, which are measured by an alternating
current potentiometer geared to the respective mechanical de
vices. Variable-frequency signals are transmitted over separate 
carrier channels to Watauga where the signals are converted to 
direct current milliamperes proportional to the frequency and 
measured quantity. Output of the telemetering receivers operate 
milliameters on the dispatcher's panel, which are calibrated to 
show the direct reading of the remote measured quantities. 

An impulse-duration-type signal is used for the remote turbine 
flow recorder and integrator, and impulse signals are also used 
for the remote operation recorder and remote water level indi
cator. 

For automatic load control purposes the South Holston gen
erator is treated as a third generating unit at Watauga. A 
continuous variable-frequency signal operates a station load re
corder at Watauga and the unit controller for South Holston is at 
Watauga. Raise and lower impulses for the automatic control 
of the South Holston governor are transmitted over audio tone 
channels of the carrier telephone equipment. 

STATION SERVICE FACILITIES 

Lighting 

The lighting and heating system for the powerhouse is supplied 
from a single 50-kilovolt-ampere, single-phase, noninflammable, 
liquid-filled 480-240/120-volt, indoor-type transformer. Lighting 
for the switchyard is supplied from local transformers fed at 
480 volts. Lighting and heating distribution is by the usual 
mains, distribution cabinets, and branch circuits. With the ex
ception of the generator room practically all switching is local. 
Since the station is unattended, lighting in the generator room 
and switchyard areas is turned on and off each day by an auto
matic time switch. 

Refractor-type high bay units are used to light the generator 
room, and conventional industrial units are used to light all other 
areas with the exception of the telephone room where commercial
type fluorescent fixtures are used. Substation-type fixtures are 
used for general lighting in the switchyard and along the yard 
fence. Conventional street light fixtures mounted on steel stand
ards are used to light the top of the embankment and the roadway 
adjacent to the powerhouse. Embankment lighting is of the 
series system type and is controlled by automatic time switch. 
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Emergency lighting for the powerhouse is supplied from the 
250-volt station control battery. Emergency lighting is located 
at all vital locations such as generator room, turbine pit, and 
stairways and spaced to form a part of the normal lighting sys
tem. Lamps which are of the 230-volt class normally operate on 
the 230-volt alternating-current lighting circuits, but during a 
power failure an automatic throwover switch connects them to 
the 250-volt station control battery. Upon the return of power 
the switch automatically reconnects them to their normal alternat
ing-current supply. The powerhouse has a control switch at the 
entrance door for manual control of the emergency lighting. 

Grounding system 
A low resistance power and protective grounding system dur

ably constructed is essential in the vicinity of the powerhouse 
and switchyard. Since the embankment is of the earth-fill type 
with a core of rolled earth having a fairly good conductivity, 
the 500,000-circular-mil bare copper cables were embedded in the 
lower part and extended into the compacted earth fills in the 
powerhouse and switchyard areas. 

Test stations in the powerhouse and in the transformer yard 
permit an initial test of the different parts of the ground mats 
before connections were made to piping systems and overhead 
ground wires. The steel lining of the penstock is connected into 
the powerhouse grounding system. Tests using a remote refer
ence ground indicated a resistance of approximately 0.49 ohm. 
Generator and transformer neutrals, mechanical and electrical 
equipment frames, lightning arresters, transmission towers, steel 
structures, and mechanical piping are all connected to the ground
ing system. Two ground grids, one in the tra:r1sformer yard and 
the other in the switchyard and consisting of bare copper cable, 
are embedded just below finish grade. They serve to equalize 
dangerous potential gradients during lightning discharges or 
system disturbances. Steel gratings connected to the grounding 
system and placed on the surface near operating handles of high
voltage switches in the switchyard are additional protection to 
operating personnel. 

At the intake structure and the sluiceway tower separate 
ground mats were obtained by driven rods and bare copper cable 
buried in clay below minimum reservoir level. Connections were 
also made to the extensive steel framing and piping permanently 
submerged in water. 

Water systems 

Raw water.-Raw water from the forebay is used for unit 
cooling and lubricating. The supply is from the unit scrool case, 
and water flows by gravity through a twin-type strainer which 
may be cleaned without interruption of flow. The raw water twin 
strainer has a differential pressure switch with alarm contacts 
to notify the operator in Watauga control building when the 
strainer needs cleaning. 
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A complete pressure-regulating station is installed for reducing 
the raw water pressure from a maximum inlet pressure of 108 
pounds per square inch to a constant outlet pressure of 40 
pounds per square inch for generator cooling. 

The low-pressure system is divided into two parts-one to the 
six generator surface air coolers and the other to the generator 
guide and thrust-bearing oil cooler. .Each o~ the two parts has 
an indicating flowmeter. The meter m the hne to the gener~tor 
air coolers has one electric contact set to close at a predeter~m;ned 
low-flow to energize an alarm in the Watau~a control bmldm~. 
The meter in the line to the generator bearmg has two electnc 
contacts set to close at predetermined low-flow points; ope con
tact will energize an alarm in the Watauga control bmldm~, the 
other contact operates an interposing relay to prevent startmg or 
to shut down the unit on low-flow. 

Raw water which has been strained but not reduced in pressure 
is used as a lubricant for the turbine seal rings, bearing stuffing 
box and as a cooling medium for the turbine bearing oil cooler. 
Th~ supply line to the turbine contains an indicating flowm~ter. 
The meter has two electric contacts set to close at predetermmed 
low-flow points; one contact will energize a!l alarm in the. Wa
tauga control building, the other contact will operate an I_nter
posing relay to prevent starting or to shut down the umt on 
low-flow. 

A motor-operated valve serves as a complete shutoff for all 
water to the unit. The valve is open or closed by manual 
remote control from the Watauga control building when unit is 
started or stopped. Flow through the generator air coolers is 
controlled automatically by an air-operated proportioning valve 
operated by a temperature controller actuated by a feeler bulb 
in the generator housing. . . . 

An antisyphon arrangement prevents drammg of the air coolers 
either while the unit is shut down or if water supply should 
fail. 

Treated water.-All treated water for fire protection, drinking, 
and sanitary use in the powerhouse, switchyard, maintenance 
building, and visitors building is procured from the city of Bristol 
water department. Incoming water at the powerhouse has a 
maximum pressure of 222 pounds per square inch. A pressure 
reducing station in the powerhouse reduces the water pressure to 
50 pounds per square inch for use in the powerhouse and for 
supplying two lawn sprinkler hydrants adjacent to the power
house. A pressure reducing station in the basement of the visitors 
building reduces the water pressure to 55 pounds per square inch 
for use at the visitors building. A pressure reducing valve out
side the maintenance building reduces the water pressure to 125 
pounds per square inch for use at that building. Fire hydra,nts 
at the switchyard have throttling valves on the individual hose 
connections to reduce the water pressure to whatever can be 
safely handled when the hose lines are used. 
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Fire protection-powe1·house 
Treated water is supplied for general fire protection in the 

powerhouse. There are four 11f2-inch fire hose outlets placed at 
convenient locations in the building. Each outlet has a valve 
75 feet of unlined linen hose, hose rack and a nozzle which i~ 
adjustable for the full range of stream' conditions from a solid 
stream to fog. 

An automatic. carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing system is used 
for . the protectwn of the generator, oil storage room, and oil 
punficatwn room. The system consists of three banks of 50-
pOUJ?d cylinders, 12 initial, 12 reserve, and 8 delayed. For prO:. 
tectwn of. the generator the. initial bank is arranged for simul
taneous discharge of 12 cyhnders and delayed intermittent dis
charge ?f 8 ~y~inders. The reserve bank is arranged with inter
connect:o!l. pipmg and control to discharge in the same manner 
as the. mihal bank. by throwing the control switch to "reserve." 
The pipe header 111 t~e generator for intial discharge has 8 
nozzle.s; the delayed discharge header has 12 nozzles. Thermo
stats 111 the generator which initiate the C02 discharge are set at 
220° F .. The oi! purification room and oil storage room are pro
tected with 165 F. thermostats. Pressure operated trips operate 
to close fire doors and close ventilation dampers to these rooms 
when the C02 is discharged. Automatic C02 discharge in either 
of ~hese romll:s will give a concentration of approximately 20 
cubic feet of air per pound of C02 • In addition, there are numer
ous hand type C02 extinguishers conveniently located throughout 
the powerhouse. 

Heating, ventilating and dehumidification 

. Powerhouse.-Due to infrequency of occupation the powerhouse 
IS not heated to a comfort level during severe weather. Instead, 
the. areas are warm~d where. attendance may be required, where 
ma111tenance or repair ope.ratwns may be expected, where freezing 
may o~cur, o~ where hea~ Is ~equired for the removal of dampness. 
Heat IS furmshed to ma111ta111 at least a 45° F. ambient tempera
ture. The tele:phone room and toilet and locker room are heated 
to. the conventwnal 7?° F. All heating is by electricity. The 
toilet and locker room IS heated by a 220-volt wall recessed gravity 
heater;. all ot~er spaces are heated by 440-volt, fan-type, forced
~onvec.twn umt heaters spaced to serve the areas where heating 
IS desired. In ad~ition to the permanently connected heaters, 
outlets are strategically located for 18-kilowatt 440-volt 3-phase 
pedestal-ID:ounted fan unit portable heaters and for 4.5-kilowatt 
220-v?lt s111gle-p.hase gravity convection portable heaters. The 
capacity of the 111stalled electric heating is 165 kilowatts 

V en~ilation is supplied in the several areas of the pow~rhouse 
accordmg to the _need fo~ human comfort, for the dissipation of 
he~t from electncal eqmpment or solar radiation, and for the 
rehef of. dampnes~. T~e quantity of air to be supplied or ex
hausted I~ determ.111ed, 111 general, from the recommendation of 
the American. Societ_r of Heating and Ventilating Engineers and 
from companson with other installations of similar nature. 
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Fresh air enters the generator room and machine shop through 
exterior wall louvered openings. For ventilating the powerhouse, 
the generator room and machine shop are ventilated by two motor
driven roof ventilator exhaust fans. Other rooms or. spaces are 
ventilated by one of several fan and duct systems which exhau~t 
air through a louver in the fan room to the out~oors. ~resh air 
enters the telephone room directly from the outside and IS filtered 
by a louver and filter bank in the room. All other room~ or 
spaces receive air from the generator room throug~ conv~ment 
openings or passages. Th~ generator leads ~unnel IS ventilat~d 
by an axial flow-type fan m the tunnel. This fan exhausts mr 
from the powerhouse through the tu~nel ~nd to the outdoors from 
a louver in the generator leads housmg m the transformer yard. 
With the exception of the roof ventilator exhaust fans and gen
erator leads tunnel exhaust fan, all fans are in the fan room for 
convenience in operation maintenance, and economy of space. 
Each fan has motor-oper'ated dampers designed to close on fan 
shut down to prevent backflow from another exhaust system or 
infiltration of cold air in winter. Air is exhausted at the rate 
of 45,600 cubic feet per minute. . . . 

Intake chamber.-The intake chamber air supply fan IS m the 
machinery room in the basement of the. visitors buildi_ng. It 
draws air from outdoors and discharges It through a pipe em
bedded in the access tunnel structure to a duct system in the 
intake chamber. Finned-tube water coils installed in the duct 
are fed cold penstock water, cooling and dehum~difying the air 
before being supplied to the chamber. ~ 10-kl~o~att 449---:olt 
air blast heater in the duct near the fan m the visitors bmldmg 
machinery room is operated during cold weather to prevent SUJ?
plying air too cold. Two 5-kilowatt 220-volt blower-type umt 
heaters are strategically placed in the intake chamber to warm 
and dry the areas of the electric distribution center and the 
penstock valve motor. 

Machinery room.-The machinery room in the basement of the 
visitors building is heated by a thermostatically _controll.ed,. 9-
kilowatt 440-volt blower-type unit heater. No special ventilation 
is supplied other than the passage of air from the incline access 
tunnel and intake chamber. A large counterweighted shut damper 
in the wall of the room serves to admit air when the penstock 
valve is closed and the penstock unwatered. At such times, large 
quantities of outdoor air will pass through the room and the 
access tunnel to replace the water in the penstock. 

Sluiceway tower.-Enclosed areas are heated by three wall
mounted fan-type electric unit heaters. Each heater has a wall
mounted thermostat and a "hand-off-auto" selector switch. Two 
heaters are in the enclosed area at elevation 1'537 .20 and one is 
in the enclosed area at elevation 1755.5. 

Drainage and unwatering systems 

Powerhouse.-All powerhouse drainage from elevation 1517 
and above flows to the tailrace. Drainage below elevation 1517 
flows to the station sump. The station sump is below the floor 
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at elevation 1502.5. It has a capacity of approximately 10,780 
gallons and is ser-:iced b:y on~ 340-gallon-pe!-minute vertical 
turbine type pump dischargmg directly t? the tailrace. The pum_P 
has its motor mounted on the elevatwn 1502.5 floor and IS 
operated automatically by float switch controls. 

The unwatering system for the draft tube and scroll case is 
used to permit inspection and repair of the underwater parts. 
The penstock has a screened outlet and a 10-inch rlrain line 
with shutoff valve. When the butterfly valve is closed the water 
in the penstock and scroll case drains through the wicket gates 
and through the opened valve in the 10-inch drain line into 
the draft tube. A valve in the intake chamber prevents a 
vacuum in the power conduit during unwatering. A drain valve 
for the penstock and scroll case is in the draft-tube access. ' 

The draft tube has a screened outlet 12 inches above the low 
point of the draft tube. A 12-inch drainpipe with a shutoff valve 
connects the draft tube to the station sump. The drain valve for 
the draft tube is in the station sump and is operated from a floor
stand on the elevation 1502.5 floor directly above the sump. 

One 2500-gallon-per-minute vertical turbine-type pump, vertical 
motor driven, and mounted over the sump at elevation 1502.5 
operates during unwatering periods and discharges directly into 
the tailrace at a point approximately 165 feet downstream from 
the end of the draft tube. The unwatering pump i3 operated 
normally by float control switch and is used to augment the station 
drainage pump capacity. An alarm sounds in the Watauga con
trol building to notify operators that the unwatering pump is 
operating. Provision has been made for the ultimate installation 
of a second unwatering pump, if required. For statistical data 
on the drainage and unwatering pumps see appendix A. 

Intake chamber.-Drainage from the visitors building base
ment, at elevation 1750.29 is pumped to headwater. An 18-inch
diameter by 24-inch-deep sump is serviced by one 3500-gallon
per-hour automatic electric motor-driven float-controlled vertical
shaft sump pump. Statistical data on the sump pump is con
tained in appendix A. 

All drainage from the intake chamber and access tunnel below 
elevation 1750.29 flows by gravity through two 8-inch C::l"t-iron 
pipes to the tailrace. The two 8-inch pipes are connected ta thP 
inlets in the intake chamber and continue along the invert of 
the power conduit, the invert of the penstock envelope, the north 
side of the powerhouse, and through the north bridge abutment. 

Sluiceway tower.-The tower roof and the stair hatch cover 
frame drain directly to headwater. All tower draina:.re bebw 
maximum headwater elevation flows by gravity to the sluiceway 
discharge tunnel. 

Sanitary system-powerhouse 

The sanitary system of the powerhouse has a total of eight 
plumbing fixtures consisting of one water closet, one urinal, one 
lavatory, one shower, one service sink, one battery room sink, one 
electric water cooler, and one 52-gallon electric water heater. 
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Waste from the sanitary fixtures, except from the water cooler 
and battery room sink, flows by gravity to a buried 54q-gallon 
concrete septic tank outside the powerhouse. The septic tank 
effluent discharges into filter material under the tailrace riprap 
to simulate a trickling filter. 

Oil systems 
Insulating oil.-All storage tanks, pumps, and purification 

equipment are on the elevation 1486.5 floor of the powerhouse. 
The storage facilities include one 7040-gallon dirty-oil tank for 
transformer oil, one 7040-gallon dirty-oil tank for circuit br~ak~r 
oil, and one 7040-gallon clean-oil tank for transformer and c1rcmt 
breaker oil. The pumping equipment consists of one clean and 
one dirty oil pump, each of 120-gallon-per-minute capacity. A 
purifier with filter press is installed having a capacity of 600 gal
lons per hour. 

A complete piping system carries oil for the electrical equipment 
to and from the purification system. A supply and return line is 
used to carry oil to and from the transformer repair bay on the 
elevation 1517 floor of the powerhouse. The system is designed 
so that no oil can reach the clean tank without first passing 
through the purifier. 

Governor and lubricating oil.-All storage tanks, pumps, and 
purification equipment are on the elevation 1486.5 floor of the 
powerhouse. The storage facilities have one dirty and one clean 
oil tank, each of 2110-gallon capacity. Pumping equipment in
cludes one clean and one dirty oil pump, each of 24-gallon-per
minute capacity. A purifier of 350-gallon-per-hour capacity is 
installed. 

A complete piping system carries oil for the governor system, 
the turbine, and generator bearings to and from the purification 
system. The system is designed to prevent the mixing of clean 
and dirty oil. For statistical data on the oil purification and the 
oil pumping equipment see appendix A. 

Compressed air systems 

A complete piping system distributes compressed air through
out the powerhouse to the generator brakes, service outlets, and 
for .instrument control of the raw water and treated water pres
sure reducing stations. Since this station has only one generat
ing unit and is to be operated by remote control, the demand for 
compressed air for station service will necessarily be very light. 
For this reason the customary stationary air compressor usually 
required for hydro projects was eliminated and a stationary, 
20.5-cubic-foot-per-minute, air-cooled, 300-pound-per-square-inch 
governor air compressor purchased for the governor furnishes 
station air and the air for the generator brakes. A 100-cubic-foot 
air receiver for storing air at 100-pound-per-square-inch pressure 
for station use is on the elevation 1502.5 floor adjacent to the 
governor oil pressure tank. The receiver and the pressure tank 
are direct-connected to the air compressor. A gage type pres
sure governor automatically maintains air pressure at 100 pounds 
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per square inch in the air receiver. Maintenance of the 300-
pound-per-square-inch pressure in the governor oil pressure tank 
is a manual operation and is checked frequently and the air sup
ply replenished as required. Piping is so arranged that 300-
pound-per-square-inch air cannot enter the 100-pound-per
square-inch air storage tank. 

A portable air-cooled single-stag~ electric mo~or-driven, ~irect 
connected air compressor of 94-cublc-foot-per-mmute capacity at 
100-pound-per-square-inch pressure is available for general serv
ice wherever required on the project. During periods of con
struction or repair work when the demand for compressed air is 
greater than the capacity of the stationary air compressor, this 
portable compressor can be used. This compressor may be 
direct-connected into the powerhouse built-in air system through 
a service connection in the machine shop at elevation 1517. For 
statistical data see appendix A. 

Headwater and tailwater gage wells 

A 24-inch-diameter gage well is installed inside the sluiceway 
tower with a 3-inch inlet pipe from headwater. The intake is 
protected by a cast-iron grating and is. upst~·eam from the sluice
way intake tunnel trashracks. The 3-mch mlet lno.e between the 
portal and the tower is embedded in the tunnel lining and the 
closure plug. Headwater level shows on an indicator in the 
Watauga control building. 

A 24-inch-diameter gage well is installed in the powerhouse 
service bay and has a 4-inch inlet line from tailwater. The in
take end of the 4-inch line is protected by a cast-iron grating. 
Tailwater level shows on an indicator in the Watauga control 
building. 

Piezometers 

Piezometers were not installed in the spillway. The per
formance of the South Holston spillway may be closely cali
brated by comparison with the essentially identical spillway 
structures and flow conditions at the Watauga project. Piez
ometer lines are connected to the Rowell-Bunger valves for 
measurement of the water flow. A piezometer connection is in
stalled a short distance above the bottom of the surge tank for 
measurement of the water surges. Piezometer lines are connected 
to the steel liner of the power conduit at several points between 
the surge tank and the powerhouse for measurement of the water 
flow through the unit, for calibration of the pressure cell, and to 
help interpret the losses caused by the surge tank shaft tee. 
Piezometer lines are also connected to the scroll case at several 
points for measurement of the water flow through the turbine. 
The turbine flowmeter has a transmitter which sends the flow 
quantities to a recording receiver in the Watauga control building. 

The piezometer lines from the power conduit and the scroll 
case are terminated in a valve box in the floor at elevation 1517 
in the powerhouse. 
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Machine shop equipment 

All equipment for the machine shop is of the heavy-d.uty tyi?e 
for precision work. Since this station has only one u;mt and IS 
to be operated by remote control, the number and size of the 
machines are smaller than those usually purchased for hydro 
projects. Repairs requiring larger machine tools are t~ be made 
in the Watauga powerhouse l?achine ~hop. All machmes have 
individual electric motors with startmg controls m~mnted on 
the machine or in a convenient location near the machmes. 

A miscellaneous assortment of small tools was purchased for 
machine shop use. The shop equip~ent .includes one bench 
lathe, one pedestal grinder, one sen.sitive dn~l, one power. h~ck
saw and one portable pipe threadmg machi?e. The prmcipal 
madhine shop equipment is listed in appendix A. 

SWITCHYARD AND TRANSFORMER YARD 

The switchyard is downstream of the access road. in the t~i
angular filled area between the tailrace and the sluiceway dis
charge channel. The transformer yard, adjacent to the south 
side of the powerhouse, is between the access ro~d and the toe 
of the embankment. Figure 87 shows the location of the two 
yards. The yard area was built of compacted earth fill to reduce 
settlement of the structures. This fill is separated from the rock 
fill of the embankment by a filter of the same type used b~t~een 
the earth core of the embankment and the rock. fill. Fn~Ished 
grade of the yards is at elevation 1517. The switchyard IS en
tered directly from the access road. A parking area adjacent to 
the transformer yard makes an easy access to the transformers 
for movement by tractor and trailer into the powerhouse for 
untanking. 

The subgrade of the yards was sloped slightly t~ French 
drains at the low points. The surfacing of the yar~. IS 6 t~ 9 
inches of crushed rock. The walkways are stabilized with 
bituminous material. A gravel bed around the transformers 
will collect oil in the event of failure and drain it into the rock 
fill of the embankment. 

Structures 

Concrete.-Concrete foundations for the structure_s and equip
ment are designed for a maximum allowable bearmg pres~ure 
of 3000 pounds per square foot and a safety factor . agamst 
overturning and uplift of 1.75. The pulloff tower foundations are 
partly in the rock fill of the embankment. The rock fill was 
extended downstream so that all the foundations would :r:est on 
the same type of material. A short concrete tunnel carnes the 
generator leads from the powerhouse electrical bay to the trans-
former yard. . 

Steel.-The 69-kilovolt switching structure (fig. 84) IS of. the 
.:;arne general design as the structure at the Watauga pro)ect. 
This structure consists of five bays, spaced at 26 feet and made 
up of transverse frame bents with tower and ground wire peak. 
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FIGURE 84.-South Holston switchyard. 

Frame bents are connected with longitudinal, trussed, box mem
bers the top members serving as pulloff struts and the others 
serving as supports for the switches, pedestal insulators, and 
appurtenant electrical equipment and accessories. The main high
voltage buses are on each side of the frame bents at the top of 
the main horizontal members and extend the full length of the 
structure. Columns are spaced on 30-foot centers. Column and 
frame bent members are 3 feet square with single lacing angles 
on four sides. Provision is made for future extension. 

The structures are designed to sustain a maximum tension of 
4500 pounds on each conductor and ground wire when loaded at 
zero degree Fahrenheit with % inch of radial ice and an 8-pound 
wind load on the wires, together with a wind load of 15 pounds 
per square foot on the structure when considered with the wire 
pulls. A basic maximum stress of 18,000 pounds per square inch 
was allowed. All structural members are galvanized, and all 
connections are bolted. 

The rigid structural steel delta-bus transformer yard structure 
(fig. 85) is 12 feet wide and 110 feet long. It is built up of 
rolled steel columns and beams with angle bracing. The struc
ture is designed and arranged to fit in with electrical require
ments for support of the buses, cables, switches, and appurte
nant electrical equipment and accessories. An 80-foot-high struc
tural steel intermediate tower supports the high voltage cables 
in the overhead run from the transformer delta-bus structure to 
the 69-kilovolt switching structure. This tower is of the free
standing suspension type and is built up of structural angles with 
the legs spread at the base. 

General electrical design 

The switchyard main and transfer buses are 3-inch aluminum 
tubing. All bay connections are 11;2-inch aluminum tubing 
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FIGURE 35.-South Holston tnmsforml'r yard. 

welded construction. Connections from the disconnecting 
switches to the oil circuit breakers are made with 250,000-circu
lar-mil copper cable. 

Oil circuit breakers are rated 69 kilovolts, 600 amperes, 1,000,-
000-kilovolt-ampere interrupting capacity, pneumatically oper
ated, 5-cycle opening, and 20-cycle reclosing. The 69-kilovolt 
disconnecting switches are 3-pole, gang-operated 600 amperes. 
Line switches for transferring to a spare breaker are motor
operated. Oil circuit breaker isolating switches are manually 
operated. 

Coupling capacitors are mounted on individual steel supports 
in the line bays where required. A coupling capacitor is con
nected to each phase of the Watauga line to provide carrier chan
nels for communication, telemetering, and supervisory control 
for operation of this station from Watauga control building. 

An emergency station service transformer rated 69-2.4-.48-
kilovolts is connected to the 69-kilovolt transfer bus through a 
fuse and disconnecting switch. An automatic transfer switch at 
the main 480-volt auxiliary board transfers to the emergency 
station service source on failure of the normal station service 
supply. 

Three potential transformers connected to the main bus supply 
potential for relays and meters; a potential transformer is con
nected to the B-phase of each line for synchronizing potential. 

Main electrical connections 

The main power transformer bank is adjacent to the power
house to keep the 13.8-kilovolt generator bus as short as possible. 
The unit station service transformer is outdoors and taps off an 
extension of the main transformer bank delta-bus on the trans
former side of the generator oil circuit breaker. This connec
tion through back-feed from the 69-kilovolt switchyarcl supplies 
station service power when the generator is shut down. The 69-
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f'IGUilE Sfi.-South Holstoll-maill single-liw' tciring diuwam. 

SECTION A -A SECTION B-8 
TRANSFORMER BAI' LINE BAI' 

FIGURE 37.-South Hol.~ton-switchyurd plun and sections. 
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kilovolt connection from the transformer structure to the switch
yard is made with 397,500-circular-mil ACSR. 

A main and transfer bus scheme is used for the 69-kilovolt 
switchyard (figs. 86 and 87). Initially, the switchyard consists 
of one transformer bay and four line bays with space reserved 
for two future 69-kilovolt lines. Adjacent to the 69-kilovolt 
switchyard space is reserved for four bays of 161-kilovolt switch
yard should the need ever arise for 161- to 69-kilovolt power in
terchange at this location. Each line connects to the main bus 
through an oil circuit breaker and to the transfer bus through a 
motor-operated disconnecting switch. The transformer con
nects to the main and the transfer bus through an oil circuit 
breaker. The oil circuit breaker connecting the transformer cir
cuit to the transfer bus can be used as a spare breaker for any 
line. 
Main transformers and reactors 

The main transformer bank consists of three single-phase 
transformer connected delta on the low-voltage side and wye 
on the high-voltage side, with a bank rating of 69-13.2 kilovolts, 
33,750 kilovolt-amperes, self-cooled, and 45,000 kilovolt-amperes, 
forced-air cooled. They provide ratings comparable with the 
60° C. and 80° C. ratings of the generator. 

Each transformer has inert gas equipment, manual no-load, 
full capacity, tap-changing equipment on the high-voltage wind
ing, magnetic oil level gage with alarm contacts, oil temperature 
indicator with alarm contacts, and hot spot resistance-type tem
perature detectors in one winding of each phase for operation 
of a temperature recorder. The 69-kilovolt lightning arresters 
are mounted on a bracket welded to the transformer case adja
cent to each high-voltage bushing. 

The neutral of the 69-kilovolt transformer windings is 
grounded through a neutral reactor which is shunted by a light
ning arrester mounted on top of the reactor tank to bypass severe 
surges. The reactor is oil-immersed, self-cooled, and rated 17.1 
ohms, 1000 amperes for 1 minute, 17,100 kilovolt-amperes, with 
a temperature rise of 135° C. The value of reactance used is 
sufficiently low to assure dependable ground relay operation and 
high enough to limit the ground fault current to a value below 
the phase-to-phase fault current. 

Insulation coordination and lightning protection 
Electrical equir:ment insulation, bus insulators, and protective 

devices are carefully selected and coordinated so as to give a safe 
margin of insulation strength above the maximum abnormal volt
ages permitted by the protective equipment during switching 
surges, lightning surges, short circuits and overvoltages caused 
by excessive generator speed because of loss of load. 

Overhead ground wires protect the circuit from the transform
ers to the switchyard. All outgoing transmission lines have 
ground wires from the grounding peaks on the switch structure 
to peaks on the transmission line towers. The overhead ground 
wire network is sufficiently extensive to include all equipment 
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and conductors within a protective angle of 30 degrees from a 
perpendicular through the ground wire. 

Lightning arresters are connected at the main transformer 
69-kilovolt terminals; they are supported on brackets welded to 
the transformer case. These arresters will dissipate any light
ning or switching surges which might otherwise cause a break
down of winding insulation or a flashover of insulators or equip
ment. Generator surge protective arresters and capacitors are 
close to the generator terminals. 

Water, oil, and fire-protection systems 

The treated water supply main to the powerhouse passes be
tween the transformer yard and the circuit breaker yard. Branch 
lines from this main serve the fire hydrants. 

All insu!ating oil storage tanks, pumps, and purification equip
ment are m the powerhouse. A complete piping system in the 
transformer and switchyard carries oil for the electrical equip
ment to and from the powerhouse. The system is designed to 
prevent mixing of clean and dirty oil. All connections between 
the electr~cal equipment and the piping system are made with 
flexible hose through 2-inch drain and 11;2-inch fill connections. 
Provision has been made for the extension of this system to serve 
future switchyard equipment. 

There are two 4-inch fire hydrants, each having two 21;?-inch 
hose connections with individual throttling valves. One hydrant 
is in the transformer yard and the other in the switchyard. 
These hydrants are placed so that any part of the yards may be 
served with water by connecting two 50-foot lengths of 2112-inch 
hose, in series, to the proper hydrant. 

There are two small fire equipment buildings, one in the trans
former yard and the other in the switchyard. Each building 
houses portable carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing equipment and 
one fire hose cart, complete with wrenches, reel, two 50-foot 
lengths of hose, and two hose nozzles. The two hose nozzles 
furnished with each hose cart are of the atomizing type de
signed to prevent injury, by electrical shock, to the operator 
when directing water upon live electrical equipment. 

YARD FACILITIES 

MAINTENANCE BUILDINGS 

TV A's Division of Reservoir Properties' main maintenance 
building is near the main access road to the top of the embank
J?ent (fig. 63, page 170). There are two structures, a main build
mg and. a ne.ar?y s~orage shed with a storage yard adjoining. 
The mam bmldmg IS of one-story frame construction about 60 
by 24 feet on concrete block foundations. It was remodeled from 
an existing construc~ion camp building to obtain a garage, a 
storage space, a repair shop, and a toolroom. An existing- office 
and toilet were retained. A new storage shed about 44 by 24 
feet was constructed to obtain additional space for large equip~ 
ment as well as storage for seed and fertilizer. The shed is of 
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one-story frame construction on concrete block foundations 
matching the main building. 

Occupied spaces of the maintenance buildings are heated by 
nine conventional electric heaters of various capacities. Six of 
these heaters are portable and three are built in. The sanitary 
system consists of three fixtures-one water closet, one lavatory, 
and one electric water cooler. Waste from the sanitary fixtures 
flows to a buried 540-gallon septic tank outside the building. 
The effluent from the septic tank discharges into a subsurface 
drainage field. 

One fire hydrant protects the main building office, garage, 
storage building, and storage yard. The hydrant is housed in a 
combination hose and hydrant house complete with hose, nozzle, 
and other accessories. 

The storage yard is surfaced with crushed stone and enclosed 
by an 8-foot chain-link fence. 

VISITORS BUILDING 

The South Holston project is 9 miles from Bristol, 20 miles 
from Abingdon, and 34 miles from Johnson City and Kingsport. 
From past experience at other TV A dams it was obvious that 
the scenic beauty of this project will attract a large number of 
visitors and that adequate facilities would therefore be required. 
The visitors building is some 300 feet upstream from the right 
abutment of the dam and at approximately the same level as the 
top of the dam (fig. 63, page 170). This site commands a view of 
the lake and the surrounding Holston Mountains of the Cherokee 
National Forest. 

Architectural design 

Because of the location of the visitors building, materials in 
harmony with the other structures in the vicinity of the dam 
were used. This building (fig. 88) is constructed with part steel 
framing and part concrete bearing walls. The basement floor 
elevation 1750.29 is used as an upper terminal and hoist room 
for the inclined railway in the access tunnel to the power intake 
chamber. Steel beams support the concrete main floor above at 
elevation 1765.5. The balance of the structural steel is used in 
conjunction with fenestration, aluminum and glass siding, and 
other architectural elements of the building. Cellular steel deck
ing is used for the roof construction. The substructure was built 
by TVA during 1950, but construction of the superstructure was 
deferred until 1953 because of the national emergency. At that 
time it waR built by contract with a private construction company. 

The visitors reception room and the quarters for the public 
safety service, as well as the stair to the valve chamber access, 
are housed in the main structure with the public toilets occupy
ing a separate structure. A paved terrace and sheltered passage 
integrate the two structures into a single building. The scored 
terrace forms a grid upon which the buildings, walls, access areas, 
and planting beds are located. The scoring extends into the visi
tors reception room and public safety service office. 
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FIGURE 88.-South Holston visitors building. 

The reception room is partially enclosed with~-insulating glass 
panels installed in aluminum frames between the§upporting steel 
columns. Aluminum louvers below the glass p';anels supply air 
for ventilation. Concrete walls complete the enclosure of the 
main structure. These walls are scored on the exterior for con
sistency with the terrace scoring. The public toilet wing is en
closed with aluminum siding and concrete wall( For economy, 
stock metal toilet stalls and plastered walls are used in the toilet 
rooms, with marble being used only in the visitors reception room. 

The terrace as well as the concrete floors throughout the visi
tors building is finished in French gray colorundum. Exterior 
and interior color schemes generally conform to those of the 
powerhouse. 

Heating and ventilating 

Heating of the visitors building is by electricity. The recep
tion room has a thermostatically controlled 20-kilowatt 440-volt 
blast heater and blower assembly near the ceiling of the adjoin
ing guards room. Heated air is supplied by the fan to the recep
tion room through a grill in the wall above the display panel. A 
similar grill below the panel allows the air to be returned to the 
guard's room for reheating and recirculating. The reception 
room is ventilated during warm weather by an exhaust fan in 
the basement and discharging to the outdoors. Air enters the 
reception room through louver-damper units in the exterior wall 
below the windows and is exhausted from the room by the fan 
through the return air grill in the display panel and grating 
covered floor opening in the guard's room. 
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Toil~t rooms and the janitor's closet are each heated by a ther
most~tic~lly controlled, 220-volt wall-recessed gravity-type heater. 
Ventilation of these rooms is by opening windows as required. 

Sanitary system 

?'h~ public toilet facilities are in the toilet wing of the visitors 
bmldmg. The 13 fixtures consist of four water closets one 
urinal, four la_vatories, one service sink, two drinking fountains, 
and one electnc water cooler. A wall hydrant with a l-inch hose 
connection serves f.or general cleaning and lawn sprinkling. 
Waste from t~e samtary fixtures, except the drinking fountains 
and the electnc water cooler, flows by gravity to a buried 2024-
gallon-concrete septic tank outside the building. The septic tank 
effluent discharges into a sand and gravel bed. 

Fire protection 

There is one 1%-inch fire hose outlet at the entrance to the 
visitors building basement. The outlet is in a wall cabinet and 
has a valve, 75 feet of unlined linen hose hose rack and a nozzle 
which is adjustable for the full range of' stream co~ditions from 
a solid stream to fog. 

PARKING AREAS 

Four formal parking areas serve the visitors to this project 
(fi~ .. 63, p. 17~~· One pa~king area with space for about 20 cars 
adJoms the VISitors bmldmg. About a quarter of a mile north
east of the visitors building an overflow parking area was con
structed on waste material from quarry stripping. This area 
has a 60-ca!' cai?acity and is connected to the visitors building 
area by a bitummous surfaced road and a sidewalk. Two other 
parking and overlook areas were developed by utilizing widened 
construction areas along the access road to the top of the em
bankment. One of these is on the left abutment at the top of 
the embankment, the other is at a lower elevation on the access 
road .almost directly above the stilling basin. From each of these 
parkmg areas there are excellent views of the downstream face 
of the embankment, the powerhouse, the stilling basin and the 
valley below the project. ' 

Each of the parking areas has a bituminous surface on a 
crushed stone ~ase. The walkways in the overflow parking area 
ar~ surfaced with crushed stone. All other walkways have bitu
mmous surfaces. A small amount of concrete curbing and metal 
guardrail was used. Other curbing and the protective barriers 
around the parking areas were made from native stone. 

BOONE 

The principal structures of the Boone project starting at the 
left bank and moving across the river are a small concrete non
overflow section, five spillway bays intake and powerhouse a 
concrete gravity nonoverflow dam, ~nd an earth fill dam acr~ss 
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FIGURE 89.-Boone Dam-downstream view. 

the flood plain on the right bank. The control building is on the 
right bank downstream from the powerhouse, and the trans
former yard and switchyard are downstream from the control 
building. Figure 89 shows the general layout. 

Controlling design features 

Reservoir considerations established the maximum controlled 
headwater at elevation 1385. With a freeboard of 7 feet, the top 
of the masonry dam was fixed at elevation 1392. 

A design flood of 137,000 cubic feet per second was established. 
This discharge capacity is provided by five radial gates 35 by 35 
feet, a 5-foot 8-inch by 10-foot sluiceway, and the discharge of 
the three turbines in the powerhouse. 

Layout studies indicated that for best economy the spillway 
should _be against t_he steep rock of. the left abutment, the power
house m the old nver channel adJacent to the spillway, with a 
nonoverflow concrete dam between the powerhouse and an earth 
embankment forming the right abutment. Because of the badly 
fractured and contorted condition of the foundation rock in the 
area of the right abutment, the earth dam showed very substan
tial savings over the concrete bulkhead assumed in the planning 
report for this project. 

The final layout (fig. 90) consists of the following principal 
structures : 

1. A nonoverflow concrete dam, 84 feet long. 
2. A spillway, 214 feet long, consisting of five 35-foot-wide bays and six 

6¥.!-foot piers. 
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FIGURE 90.-Boone general elevation and sections. 
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3. A powerhouse and service bay, 232 feet long with three units having 
a rated capacity of 25,000 kilowatts each at 90-foot head. 

4. A nonoverflow concrete dam, 252 feet long connecting the powerhouse 
service bay and the earth embankment. 

5. An earth embankment, about 750 feet long. 
6. A control building and a switchyard downstream from the dam. 

Access highway 
Providing access for equipment, material, and personnel to the 

Boone project was comparatively simple since the dam is less 
than three-quarters of a mile upstream from Tennessee State 
Highway No. 37. From the state highway an access highway 
was designed and constructed up the right bank of the river for 
a distance of 0.9 mile, terminating at the visitors building. At 
an intersection 0.6 mile from the state highway, a section of 
road 0.3 mile in length was built for access to the control build
ing and switchyard, with a spur down to the powerhouse. De
signs for these permanent roads were completed sufficiently early 
so that these roads could be built and used by the field in con
struction operations. 

The access highway from the state highway to the visitors 
building has a graded shoulder width of 31 feet and a 22-foot 
bituminous surface on a 6-inch stabilized crushed-stone base. 
The road to the control building is of the same width and con
struction, whereas, the road to the powerhouse has an 18-foot 
pavement with a 26-foot graded width. 

Two reinforced concrete box culverts, 6 by 6 feet and 5 by 4 
feet, and numerous pipe culverts up to 42 inches in diameter were 
constructed to carry the drainage under the highway. 

A section of the access highway extending 0.6 mile from the 
state highway replaced an existing county road. Upon comple
tion of the dam construction this section was conveyed to Sulli
van County, together with 0.5 mile of construction haul road 
extending from the access highway to an earth borrow area, to 
be incorporated into the county road system. 

To furnish service access to the top of the dam, approximately 
300 feet of road was constructed from the end of the earth em
bankment to the access highway at a point 600 feet northwest of 
the visitors building. This road was graded to a 20-foot width 
and received a 16-foot double-bituminous surface treatment on a 
5-inch stabilized crushed stone base. 

GENERAL DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES 

Design assumptions 
The general design assumptions common to all concrete struc

tures are given below and are generally not repeated in the de
scriptions of the different structures. 

Concrete weight.-The unit weights used for design are based 
on sample weights of the actual concrete mix used in the various . 
parts of the structure. They are as follows: 
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Poun.U p~r 
cubic foot 

Powerhouse, unit area -------------------------- 138 
Powerhouse, intake area------------------------------------- 148 

Spillway and nonoverflow dam -------------------============= 153 
. Earth pr~ssure.-Earth pressures on structures are calculated 
m conformity to normal TV A standards, using only active pres
sure of the fill upstream and downstream. The internal friction 
ang~e of the fill Is taken as 32° and the friction angle of the fill 
agamst concrete as .16°. The dry weight of the fill is taken as 
120 pou_nds per cubic foot and the buoyant weight as 65 pounds 
per cubic foot. The same constants are used to obtain the pres
s?re of the rock fill l!Pstream of the nonoverftow concrete dam 
smce the results obtamed are on the conservative side 

Foundation stres.ses.-Allowable stresses permitt~d are as 
follows: 

1. Maximu~ allowab~e compressive stress is 500 pounds per square inch. 
2. No tensile stress IS allowed except for the construction condition of 

dea~ load o:r: th~ condition of horizontal loads in two directions pro
duci!lg tens10~ I~ <?ne corner of the base. Under these conditions 
tensile stress IS limited to 15 pounds per square inch. 

3. Maximu~ allowable shear stress is l/4(400 + 0.65 fv) pounds per 
square mch, where fv is the average vertical stress. 

Uplift.-The following uplift assumptions were used: 
1. A drain curtain is provided in the foundation and in the mass struc

tures a short distance from the upstream face. 
2. For the structures with drains the intensity of uplift pressure is 

assumed as full headwater pressure at the upstream face, full tail
water pressure 9:t the downstream face, full tailwat~r pressure plus 
one-fou;rth the di!feren~e ~etween headwater and tai!water pressure 
at .the !me of drams, with mtensity varying uniformly between these 
pomts. 

3. For minor :port.ions ~f s!ructures without drains, such as training 
walls, uphft mtens1ty IS assumed to vary uniformly between full 
water pressures at the faces. 

4. In all cases uplift is assumed to act on 100 percent of the base area 
under consideration, within the concrete or between concrete and 
rock. 

The desi~ of all dams built by TV A previous to Boone Dam 
assumed uphft pressure to be applied over two-thirds of the base 
area. An exception to this. was Fontana Dam, where it was stipu
lated that the computatiOns should show no tension if the 
p~essure were applied over 100 percent of the base area. At all 
tnb~tary dams the uplift intensity was assumed to vary from 
maxim~m headwater pressure at the upstream side to one-half 
of maximum headwater pressure at the line of drains to tail
water pressure at the toe. 

Recent developments show experimental values and field ob
se:vatio~s w~ich indicate that the design assumptions dealing 
With uphft might be placed upon a somewhat more rational basis. 
Experiments by Terzaghi, Leliavsky, and McHenry have indicated 
that m concrete, pore pressures would be effective over 90 per
cent or more of the area. Arguments have been advanced by 
Professor ~erzaghi and Messrs. Harza and Creager, among oth-

ers, favormg the use of 100 percent of the area. The previous 
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customary assumption of two-thirds of the area rests only upon 
judgment, with no experimental data as support. In the design 
of TV A structures it is advisable to keep the assumptions in line 
with new factual data. Therefore, the higher ratio is used with 
the knowledge that this is on the conservative side. In construc
tion of gravity dams by TV A it has been customary to install a 
drainage system with relatively clcse spacing of drain holes. 
Observational evidence collected by TV A has indicated that in 
drained dams the actual intensity of uplift is far below the in
tensity assumed in previous TV A designs. For condensed data 
on this point, see diagram of composite average pressure intensi
ties (fig, 91). Similar evidence from observations has been made 
available by the Bureau of I:.eclama~ion. Based on these factual 
data, an intensity equal to one-fourth of the difference between 
maximum headwater and tailwater pressure at the location of 
the drains appears to be a conservative assumption. 

It is believed that the assumptions now used are closer to the 
actual loads than the previously used assumptions. They will 
result in a dam section about equal in cross-sectional area to 
those developed under the previous assumptions. 

Joints and seals 
The dam, comprising spillway, powerhouse, and nonoverflow 

dam, is divided into individual blocks by \'ertical contraction 
joints (fig. 92). Joint spacings in the nonoverflow dam and 
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spillway are 41.5 feet to suit the spillway bays and piers. The 
three powerhouse blocl{s are 58 feet wide to suit the unit spac
ing, as is the nonoverflow block adjacent to the powerhouse which 
supports the service bay structure. Contraction joints have no 
keys. Horizontal construction joints in the mass concrete are gener-
ally spaced 5 feet apart, with a 3-day delay between pours. In 
zones of high foundation restraint, and depending on the season 
and placing temperature, lifts in some places were restricted to 
21/2 feet, with as much as 5 days between pours. In the power
house area lifts were determined more by the shape of the struc
ture, and vertical construction joints were also introduced to 
minimize the effects of temperature change and shrinkage. 

All contraction joints have double copper seals at the upstream 
face. Other seals were placed as required to exclude water from 
operating areas. Full water pressure is assumed to act in all 
contraction joints to which water has access unobstructed by 
seals. Where feasible, seals are located so as to make the best 
use of water pressure in joints for design purposes. Rigid steel 
seals are placed in horizontal construction joints in areas to which 
water has access, for example, between the galleries and the 
upstream face. 
Foundation grouting and drainage 

To decrease seepage under the concrete structures, a continu
ous grout curtain is placed 4 feet outside the upstream face, 
except at the steep left abutment. Here the curtain is under 
the dam so that grout curtain holes could be drilled from the 
level surface of concrete lifts. The grout curtain holes were 
specified to extend at least 60 feet below the base of the struc
tures. To ensure soundness of the general rock foundation, con
solidation grouting was specified where construction operations 
and exploratory drilling showed it to be necessary. The spacing 
of curtain and consolidation holes was determined by the field 
during progress of the work. 

To intercept seepage in the foundation, a drain curtain is in-
stalled under the structures, generally 11.5 feet from the up
stream face. The curtain consists of holes generally spaced 7 
feet on centers. They extend at least 35 feet below the base of 
the structures. On the rock surface, directly over the founda
tion drain holes, a 2-foot-diameter half-round collector drain is 
bedded on porous concrete and connects two or three of the drain 
holes. From the collector drain, risers extend upward in line 
with the foundation drains to just under the gallery floor where 
they are continued to the gallery floor with 4-inch-diameter steel 
pipes. Formed drains are made with 8-inch porous concrete pipe. 
Foundation drain holes were drilled through the risers after 
completion of all foundation grouting in the vicinity. 

Other foundation drains, special for certain structures, are 
described in connection with those structures. 
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Galleries and seepage drain . 

A 
. age In structures 

contmuous gallery for i t· 
age is provided through then~~~f ~on ~~d for collection of seep-
except the small nonoverflow sect. engt thof the dam structures 
gallery is 6 feet wide b Io~ a e left .abutment. This 
feet above the rock As ~talO feet ~Igh and vanes from 5 to 25 
dation or through. the con~ed fre;Ilusly, seepage from the foun
gallery. Above the gallery f~ ~h e ow the gallery rises to the 
8-inch formed drains 8 feet e mass structures a curtain of 
through the concrete a'nd bring~~tctenfhrs, serves to collect seepage 
of t~e gallery where it drops to th 0 t~ up~trtham corner of the roof 
drams extend upward in the e gu er m e floor. The formed 
deck level and m the s illw nono~erflow dam to just under the 
the radial gates. FrorJ: he:Y t~ JUSt under the surface behind 
with 4-inch steel pipes provi~ed e\~rfl e~tended to the surface 
sible to clean the drains from thwi t us plugs, making it pos-

In the smaller block on the 1 ft e bop. . 
the collector drain on the foundat~ ut;ment ~hiCh has no gallery 
from the foundation below wn IS contmuous, and seepage 
concrete above is led to the d~ ~rom th~1 formed drains in the 
formed drains are directly ove~I~~ge la dry: In this block the 

All ~rainage into the galler fl e oun abo~ drain holes. 
sump m the service bay substfuct ows by gravity to the station 

Access to the drainage galler · urth 
from the floor at elevation 126~ ~s t{ough ~ transverse gallery 
ment shaft is provided for rem m e se:r:viCe bay. No equip
in th~ spillway. All galleries a~ev~l0 °/ ~q~~phent for the slu~ce 
sufficient head room to permit ee Ig ' and they provide 
equipment. passage of the largest piece of 

Since the drainage galler h b t . . 
ter of its length safety of ~rs~s u a s~ngle adit near the cen-
facilities near e~ch end of tbe a~lnel ref,~Ired provision of escape 
with ladders are placed abov g ery. ~fts~ 3 feet in diameter, 
and are provided with landin:s t~~ fh'l~eries m. blocks 2 and 16 
ally not more than 30 feet high I a bf ~ertiCal run is gener
opens to a door on the downstre~m n oc 2 the escape shaft 
of the downstream fill In bl face of the dam at the level 
the deck level. At both shaf~sc~ 16 t~e shaft open~ directly to 
the shafts s~rve to aid ventilation h~f ~~Its ~fve gratmgs so that 

At elevation 1320 a ll e g~ ery. 
through the three blocks go~ ~~~,p~w~~~t Wide dan~ 10 feet high 
nonoverflow dam is provided f ous~ an SIX blocks of the 
tor leads. In th~ right end bl~~~h~f el~ctrJcal ca~les and genera
to the downstream face of the d ed am this gallery turns 
tu~nel which extends into the a1:11 an connects to the cable 
t~Is gallery is collected in the g~~~~h:addd. ~ny seepage into 
Pipe to the lower gallery n Isc arges through a 
. Thhe only reinforcing steel at the galleries 
me es on centers across the top. is No. 11 bars, 12 
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8-8 
UPLIFT CELL @ 

FIGURE 93.-Boone Dam-typical imtallation of uplift cells. 
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Provisions for foundation uplift measurements 

Under three blocks of the dam structures-one each in the 
nonoverfiow dam, powerhouse, and spillway-uplift cells are in
stalled for obtaining representative measurements of uplift pres
sures. Seventeen cells are on the transverse center lines of the 
blocks, with pipes leading to reading stations in the drainage 
gallery. Permanent pressure gages were installed on the pipe 
from the cell immediately downstream of the drain curtain in 
each block and on the pipe from one additional downstream cell 
in the dam and spillway and two in the powerhouse. Pressures 
on the other cells are read from portable gages. A typical instal
lation is shown in figure 93. 

NONOVERFLOW CONCRETE DAMS 

The nonoverfiow sections of the dam consist of eight concrete 
blocks numbered 1 to 6 from the right embankment to the power
house and numbered 17 and 18 on the left abutment beyond the 
spillway (fig. 92). Blocks are normally 41.5 feet long to make 
them the ;:;arne length as the typical spillway block with its 35-
foot gate and 6.5-foot pier. Block 1 is 44.5 feet long to iit the 
embankment layout; block 17 is 34.5 feet long. 

Top of the dam is at elevation 1392 except where it rises in 
blocks 1 to 3 to meet the top of the embankment at elevation 
1400. The embankment spills down along both faces of the con
crete dam. The rock foundation on the right side slopes generally 
from elevation 1285 under block 1 to elevation 1260 under block 7 
(service bay). On the left side blocks 17 and 18 are built against 
the steeply sloping left abutment. 

The dam is a concrete gravity structure. A typical cross sec
tion is basically a right triangle with the apex at elevation 1387 
and a back slope of 1 on 0.71. Above elevation 1370 the down
stream face is vertical to make a 12-foot top width. The top 
serves as a service road to the intake and spillway decks. 

The typical cross section is maintained in blocks 5, 6, and 17 
throughout the full height. To maintain a clean appearance of 
the structure, all blocks have the basic shape above the fill sur
faces. Below the upstream fill, surface blocks 1, 2, and 3 are 
battered 1 on 20 to ensure good contact of the fill against the 
concrete face. Because of the stabilizing effect of the fill, blocks 
2, 3, and 4 have steeper slopes below the surface of the down
stream fill. The slopes are 1 on 0.5, 1 on 0.55, and 1 on 0.65, 
respectively. 

Block 1 is almost completely buried in the embankment. In 
the design of this block, earth pressure at the end face was taken 
into account along with the normal loads. This force is quite 
large, and to help counteract it headwater pressure is allowed in 
the joint between blocks 1 and 2. This is done by setting the 
headwater seals back 4 feet from the baseline between these 
blocks instead of the normal 1 foot. To satisfy the stability re
quirements, block 1 has a downstream slope of 1 on 0.7 below 
elevation 1370 and the end of the block has a 1 in 20 batter down 
to elevation 1315 and a batter of 1 in 3 below. 

' 

I 
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Bl ck 17 has a maximum height near the baseline of about 60 
feet o with the rock foundation sloping sharply downsftrhabi ~ 
key' trench was excavated into sound rock at the toe o. t e o~ , 
providing a firm base for strut action. End block 1~ IS a saeciaJ 
block with a maximum height of 20 feet at the nver en an 
widened on the land end to make a small tm:naround ~rea. . 

A description of joints and seals, foundatiOn groutmg, dram
age and galleries has been given previously under "Concrete 

, " Dam Structures. 

Stability design . 
In the stability analysis of the nonoverflow se~twns, the de

sign assumptions previously outlined were used with the follow-
ing design cases: 

Case I. Dead load of concrete only. . . rth 
Case 11. Headwater elevation 1385; tail water elevation 1294; active ea 

pressure of fill. 

SPILLWAY 

The spillway is on the left side in the original.riyer bed. Total 
length of the spillway proper is 214. feet, consisting of five:~
foot gate openings and six 6.5-foot piers (figs. 92 and 94) · e 

··~--~ 

MilxTW 
E/1294.0;) 

FlGURf; 94.-Boone Dam-uction ehrou,h spUlwsy. 
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piers support a roadway deck at elevation 1392 and an operating 
deck at elevation 1394.4. Fixed hoists on the operating deck 
operate the 35-foot-long by 35-foot-high radial gates controlling 
the reservoir to elevation 1385. One 5-foot 8-inch by 10-foot 
sluice with center line elevation 1265 serves to supply the mini
mum discharge required downstream when the power units are 
shut down. The sluice is controlled by two vertical slide gates 
and discharges into the bottom of the bucket. A downstream 
view of the spillway is shown in figure 95. 

The concrete structure is a gravity dam and is divided by 
transverse contraction joints into six blocks numbered 11 to 16. 
Block 11 is immediately adjacent to the powerhouse, and block 16 
is against the steeply sloping left abutment. The spillway pro
file is an ogee overfall section with the crest at elevation 1850. 
It has a bucket-type apron which deflects the overfalling water 
upward and away from the toe of the spillway. Consequently, 
major erosion will be well downstream from the concrete struc
tures. The low point of the bucket is at elevation 1256.75, which 
is 128 feet below maximum headwater. 

Hydraulic design 

The maximum design flood of 137,000 cubic feet per second is 
assumed occurring with the reservoir full to elevation 1385. 
This resulted in a spillway with five 35-foot spillway openings 
having a capacity of 137,000 cubic feet per second. In addi
tion the sluice has a capacity of nearly 4000 cubic feet per sec
ond. The spillway capacity is less than the theoretical of about 
144,000 cubic feet per second because of the oblique approach to 
the spillway. Total discharge capacity is, therefore, approxi~ 
mately 141,000 cubic feet per second exclusive of flow which can 
be passed through the turbines. 

FIGURE 95.-Boone powcrhou.e and spUlway-downstream view. 
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The upstream face of the spillway is at the baseline of the 
dam, with the crest 10.5 feet downstream. The spillway surface 
upstream from the crestline is shaped to the undernappe of a 
35-foot free overfall. The downstream surface is shaped to fit 
the undernappe of a jet discharging from a 2-foot opening of the 
radial gate at a downward slope of 1 on 5. This downward angle 
is achieved by setting the edge of the gate 5.33 feet downstream 
of the crestline and 0.59 foot below the crest elevation. 

Below the downstream curve the spillway has a short slope of 
1 on 0.7 before sweeping into the 32-foot-radius bucket. The 
upward slope out of the bucket is 1 on 1 to a 3-foot-thick lip at 
elevation 1270. The downstream face of the bucket apron is 
162 feet from the baseline. For unwatering of the bucket a sump 
is provided in the right training wall, with an 18-inch pipe from 
the sump to the top of the wall to admit a pump. 

To improve hydraulic efficiency, the upstream ends of the in
termediate piers are set back 8 feet from the baseline and made 
semicircular in shape and the end piers are rounded to a long 
radius. 

The training walls are extensions of the end piers. They are 
the same upstream of the end of the bucket. The sloping down
stream faces of the main walls are located so that the overfalling 
water sheet with any gate opening is retained by the walls. The 
level portion of the right wall as extended 27 feet downstream 
of the bucket. Model tests showed the extension necessary to 
prevent erosion near the spillway corner. Top of the wall and 
extension is at elevation 1293 to eliminate runover from the 
powerhouse side, which, falling into the upshooting jet out of the 
bucket, would cause spray toward the powerhouse. From the 
end of the main training wall extension a wall 100 feet long, 
angling 30° to the right, IS trenched into the river bed to a depth 
of about 20 feet, with its top at river bed level. During model 
studies it was found that under certain conditions erosion devel
oped near the main training wall; the buried wall presents a 
barrier to reduce this erosion. 

Absorptive form lining was used on all surfaces exposed to 
high velocity water, namely, the piers, the weir profile, and the 
spillway face of the training walls. 

The single sluice in block 12 is controlled by two hydraulically 
operated vertical slide gates-the downstream one for the service 
gate and the upstream one for emergency closure or unwatering 
for work on the service gate. The sluice has a cast-steel bell
mouth entqmce protected by a semicylindrical trashrack and is 
steel-lined for 20 feet downstream of the slide gate frames. The 
roof of the sluice outlet is curved down to reduce the sluice area 
15 percent, produciJlg a nozzle effect to ensure positive pressures 
in the sluice, thus minimizing possibility of cavitation. Vent 
pipes opening on the downstream face of a pier admit air to the 
sluice behind the gates. On the apron bucket a partition wall in
stalled to the right of the sluice for diversion purposes serves also 
as a guide wall to restrict the spread of the sluice jet and reduce 
spray toward the powerhouse. 
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T~e do~nstream ch~nnel involved only bank protection design 
consider~twns. The. ng~t bank fill has a 1 on 2 slope and is pro
tect~d with s_ubstantial nprap below elevation 1296, 2 feet above 
maximum tallwater. 
. Spurge<;m Island, on the left side of the channel, was excavated 
m lme With the left spillway training wall to obtain an unob
structed channel. S~rface of the island is at about elevation 1275. · 
The excavated bank IS sloped 1 on 2 and is riprapped. Thorough 
mode_l ~est~ were made for wave action, eddy currents, and water 
velocities m the channel for the design of the riprap on both 
banks. 

Model studies in TVA's hydraulic laboratory at Norris, Tenn., 
were us~d to check many of the hydraulic features. The setback 
~f the piers, t~e roundjng of the spillway end walls, the radius, 
!IP slope and hp elevatiOn of the bucket, the height of the train
m~ walls, the layout of training wall extensions and the sluice 
gmde wall on the bucket are .a direct result of these studies. 
Also, the l:;tb?ratory made studies to determine water pressures 
on the tramu~g walls and the sluice guide wall for use in the 
structural ·design of those elements. See appendix C for an ac
count of these model studies. 

Diversion and closure 

Con~tructi.on of the J?oone project was in two stages, the first, 
stage mcludmg the spillway and the small nonoverflow blocks 
on the lef! abutment and the second stage including the power
house, mam nonove!flow dam, and earth embankment. During 
first-sta~e construc~wn ~bout one-half of the original river width 
was avmlable for diVersiOn flow. To carry the river during sec
ond-st:;tge constructio~, six diversion sluices 10 feet wide by 12 
feet hig:h, floor elev~twn 1255, were provided through the spill
~av weir, two each m blocks 11, 13, and 14; the permanent sluice 
m block 12 was also available. 
· Permanent closure of the first four of the diversion sluices in 
block~ 13 and 14.' is by 6-foot-thick reinforced concrete sl~bs 
covermg the ?Penmgs at the upstream face. To allow placing of 
the . slabs, remforced concrete box coffer structures were built 
agamst the face of the blocks. 
~ith the c~osure ?f the last two sluices in block 11, the reser

vmr would nse rapidly because the outflow would be only that 
of the small permanent sluice. Therefore the coffer box struc
tures could not. be used, _and these sluices were closed by pouring 
co~crete plugs m. the slmces. The gallery provided access to these 
slmces for formmg and pouring the plugs. The joints between 
the closure slabs or plugs and the mass structure have double 
copper seals. 

The downstream ends of all diversion sluices are closed with 
plugs formed to the shape of the spillway profile. Joints between 
these plugs and. the. mass ~tructure have a single copper seal. 
The top of the diversiOn slmces is at the level of the gallery floor. 
After full closure, slabs were poured over the sluices to complete 
the gallery floor. 
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The floor slab under the diversion sluices was designed for 
uplift pressures. Walls and roof were designed for frame action 
due to temperature drop. With the sluice floor only 5 feet above 
the foundation rock, shrinkage reinforcement was neces:sary in 
the floor, walls, and roof. 

Stability design 
In the stability analysis of the spillway the design assumptions 

previously outlined were used with the following design cases: 
Case I. Dead load of concrete only. 
Case II. Headwater elevation 1385; tail water elevation 1261; all gates 

closed. 
Case III. Headwater elevation 1385; tailwater elevation 1261; two adja-

cent gates, one open and the other closed. 
For stability, block 11 was made 48 feet long with the training 

wall on one end and a pier on the other. Analysis of this block 
showed stresses essentially the same as for the typical spillway 
blocks. 

Structural design 
Apron bucket.-A longitudinal construction joint was intro

duced between the bucket and the mass of the weir. Transverse 
contraction joints in line with those between the spillway blocks 
divide the bucket into independent panels. The top surface of 
the bucket is reinforced with No. 11 bars, 12 inches on centers 
both ways. Reinforcement extends through the construction 
joint into the weir mass. 

The sluice guide wall on the bucket is 18 inches thick at the 
top and 30 inches at the low point of the bucket. This wall is 
reinforced for water pressures resulting from various sluice and 
radial gate operations. These pressures were determined in the 
laboratory. 

A single line of drain holes, 10 feet apart and 25. feet deep, was 
drilled into the foundation rock under the bucket, Just beyond the 
toe of the weir to avoid excess uplift pressures under the bucket. 
An 18-inch haif-round collector drain on the rock over the line 
of holes connects the holes and has pipe outlets to the downstream 
face of the apron. The collector is isolated in each apron block, 
and each segment has two outlets. 

Training walls.-The right training wall is a 6.5-foot-thick 
continuation of the spillway pier. The upstream portion sup
porting the decks and the ga~e reaction ha~ essent~ally the. sa~e 
design as the intermediate piers. T~e maJor ~lopmg. porh.on IS 
cantilevered from the mass of the spillway weir and IS designed 
only for hydrostatic pressure of the maximum overfalling water 
sheet. A contraction joint separates the sloping wall from the 
lower level wall. This level wall has a top elevation of 1293 and 
is in two sections. One is cantilevered from the apron bucket, 
and the downstream section, 27 feet long, is a freestanding 
L-wall below the apron. The training wall served as a cofferdam 
during second-stage construction and was designed for the tail
water at elevation 1272 on the spillway side. 
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For the operating condition the level wall on the bucket is 
designed for tailwater elevation 1293 on the powerhouse side and 
hydrostatic pressure on the spillway side to the depth of the flow
ing water sheet. The spillway face of the level wall downstream 
of the bucket is essentially covered by the upshooting water sheet 
out of the bucket, while the powerhouse side is exposed to tail
water to the top. Laboratory tests were made to determine net 
pressure on the wall. After analysis of test results a conservative 
uniform loading of 4 feet of differential water pressure was taken 
as acting from the powerhouse side. The buried training wall 
extension is also designed for a 4-foot differential head but acting 
from either side of the wall. Where differential head is used to 
control the design, uplift is taken as that due to full tailwater 
elevation. 

The left training wall is identical to the right wall on the weir 
and bucket, except that below elevation 1275 the outside of the 
wall was poured against rock. The contact surface is provided 
with drains. For the operating condition the design load is the 
same as for the right wall, except that below the rock surface the 
external pressure is taken as 5 feet of differential head to account 
for possible inefficiency of drains. There is no training wall 
downstream of the apron of the left side. 

Sluice.-The permanent sluice in block 12 has been described 
previously. Operating mechanisms for the slide gates are in a 
gate chamber 11 by 16 by 20 feet high, with the floor at elevation 
1280. Access to the gate chamber is by stairs from the drainage 
gallery at elevation 1267. Gate chamber walls and roof are rein
forced with horizontal No. 11 bars, 12 inches on centers, chiefly 
for shrinkage. 

The sluice itself is reinforced for full headwater pressure up
stream of the gates, for a decreased pressure downstream of the 
gates as determined by tests on sluices for the Cherokee project, 
and for shrinkage. The steel liner is ignored in determining rein
forcement. 

Piers.-The spillway piers support the roadway and operating 
decks and take the reaction of waterload on the radial gates. 
They are also subject to unbalanced lateral load if the gate on one 
side of the pier is open and the gate on the other is closed. 

The gate reaction is brought into the pier by an embedded steel 
anchorage. Special horizontal reinforcement around the anchor
age transfers the load into the upstream portion of the pier. 
Horizontal face reinforcement required near the weir mass for 
shrinkage is continued past the gate anchorage to help distribute 
the gate load. Above the gate anchorage, nominal reinforcement 
is furnished to protect the pier face. 

The pier is designed for the unbalanced lateral load, both as a 
cantilever from the weir mass and as a beam fixed at the weir 
and supported at the top by the deck, the deck support being lim
ited to the friction reaction of the deck load with a 0.33 coefficient 
of friction. The upstream 20 feet of the pier is considered as 
carrying the lateral load. The remainder of the pier has nominal 
face reinforcement. 
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Spillu:ay 1·oadway bridge and operating d_eck.-The roadway 
bridge and operating deck extend over the spillway structure for 
an over-all distance of 214 feet and are made up of five clear spans 
of 35 feet each. The structures run alongside each oth~r but each 
is entirely independent. Both structures are of t.he s1mple-sp_an 
steel-girder type with concr~te surface .and steel p1pe guard rails. 

The roadway bridge deck IS at elevation 1392 (top of _dam) a~d 
is 12 feet wide with the upstream edge at the ba~e lme. ~t _Is 
designed for H-20 and D-40_-L t!ailer tru~k l_oadmg and ~~ m 
accordance with AASHO spec1ficatwns. Mam g1r_ders are 30-~nch 
116-pound wide-flange sections. The deck consists of 41,4-mch 
"1-Beam-Lok" steel decking with a concrete surface. . . 

The operating deck (fig. 96) is 13 feet. 6 inches w1d_e and Im
mediately downstream of the roadway bndge at ~levation ~394.4 
to allow clearance on the underside for the rad1_al gates m the 
open position (fig. 94). The concrete deck slab IS supported on 
the two main steel girders with cross beams located un~er the 
hoisting equipment so the slab has no. load fr?m the eqmpment; 
This slab is designed for a construction loadmg of. 250 pounds 
per square foot and has a mini}llum thickness of 6 mches. The 
top surface is sloped to a low P?mt 3 feet from the upstream ed~e, 
where pipes discharge the dr~mage water ';!Pstream of the SJ:Hll
way gate. The main steel girders are 33-u~ch 141-pound _wi~e
flange sections and support the slab load, eqmpment, and h01stmg 
loads. 

Concrete temperature control 

Concrete placing in the mass structures ~as contr<;>lled .bY lim
iting the height of lifts near the foundation and time mterval 

FIGURE 96.-Boone spillway operating deck a11d spillway gate hoists. 
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Detween lifts so the ultimate temperature drop would be about 
20" F. in areas of full restraint. This was accomplished with 
little delay in construction operations where the foundation was 
relatively level. 

Blocks 15 and 16 of the spillway, however, are on the steeply 
sloping left abutment, and about 40 feet of the height of each 
block is in contact with rock on the left side of each lift. The 
normal control of thin lifts and long exposure between pours 
would have seriously slowed concrete placing. To allow 5-foot 
lifts at 3-day intervals, each lift with appreciable length of con
tact against rock had embedded in it two lines of l-inch steel pipe 
placed close to the rock. Circulation of river water through the 
pipe system reduced the temperature rise of concrete m the 
restraint zone to allowable limits. 

Radial spillway gates 

Operating requirements.-These gates regulate and control the 
discharge of water over the spillway under all conditions of flow. 
They are arranged for regulating the gate openings closely so 
that unbalanced or concentrated discharges that might lead to 
serious 'erosion below the dam, or that might cause undesirable 
cross currents and eddies in the river, may be avoided. 

General arrangement.-Five radial-type spillway gates were 
required (figs. 94 and 95). The gates were set parallel to the 
axis of the dam. All gates are 35 feet 7%6 inches high by 35 
feet wide. Their upstream skin plate surfaces are curved to a 
36-foot radius from the axis of the trunnion bearings. These 
bearings are so located as to be out of the water during periods 
of high flow. 

The height of the gates was determined by the hydraulic condi
tions. To meet these, the top of the gates was placed at elevation 
1385. The arrangement of the gates is such that when they are 
fully open, water discharging from a pool elevation of 1385 will 
clear the bottom of the gates. 

Each gate consists of a heavy curved steel skin plate stiffened 
by horizontal 1-beam members and vertical curved beams and 
supported by two heavy, horizontal, builtup-type steel plate rocker 
arms that extend downstream to trunnion bearings. Each hori
zontal girder and its supporting rocker arms when field-welded in 
place acts as a continuous rigid frame. The two horizontal gird
ers, the rocker arms, and the curved beams stiffening the skin 
plate are securely tied together and stiffened by bracing. The 
rocker arms are securely welded to the horizontal girders, and 
their downstream ends have large lubricated bronze bearings 
which are supported by and rotate on heavy forged steel pins in 
trunnion assemblies which are securely anchored to the concrete 
piers of the spillway. 

Rubber water seals of the music-note type are mounted at the 
two sides and bottom edge of the skin plate of each gate. With 
the gates in their closed position these seals bear against steel 
channel guides embedded in the concrete piers and steel sill beams 
embedded in the concrete crests. To prevent the gates from bind-

I 
I 
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ing between the spillway piers as they are raised or lowered, each 
gate has self-lubricating, bronze-bushed steel rollers mounted just 
downstream of the skin plate and near the upper and lower cor
ners of each side of the gate. These rollers bear against and roll 
upon the steel guide channels embedded in the sides of the con
crete piers. Each gate has two pin-type connections near the 
bottom edge of the upstream face of the skin plate for attaching 
the lifting ropes. Each gate is raised, lowered, or held in any 
up position by four wire ropes and a fixed hoist mounted on the 
spillway operating deck. 

All gates were temporarily assembled in the manufacturer's 
shop and then disassembled sufficiently to permit shipping by 
rail. The estimated weight of each gate is 114,000 pounds. All 
gates are of carbon steel and are of welded construction. 

Gate design.-Each gate was designed for dead load, seal and 
trunnion friction forces, hoist rope pulls, and a waterload on the 
upstream face varying from zero head at the top to a maximum 
head of 35 feet at the bottom of the gate. The permissible basic 
structural stress under the above load conditions was not to 
exceed 18,000 pounds per square inch, with 716-inch allowance 
being made for corrosion of parts carrying calculated stresses. 

Each gate was also designed for dead load, seal and trunnion 
friction forces with the total rope pull on one side, and waterload 
as above. The permissible basic structural stress under this load 
condition was not to be greater than 11,4 times that allowed above. 

The skin plate was designed as a uniformly loaded beam of unit 
width and clear span between stiffener beam flanges, with partial 
restraint at ends due to continuity of plate and effects of welding 
attachment to the gate framing. 

Each skin plate stiffener was designed as a simple beam of a 
span length between the webs of the vertical trussed frames, uni
formly loaded for its full length, and of a combined section which 
included a width of skin plate equal to 24 times the thickness of 
the skin plate plus the width of the beam flange. 

Each trunnion bearing was proportioned for a unit bearing 
pressure not to exceed 2500 pounds per square inch under the 
maximum resultant load imposed upon it. Each trunnion pin 
was made of forged steel. As designed to meet the above-noted 
permissible unit bearing pressure, each trunnion pin was of such 
proportions that the bending and sheer stresses in it were very 
low. 

The approximate pull per lifting rope for each of four ropes 
per gate is 33,000 pounds. 

Each trunnion bearing bushing is of phosphor bronze, suitably 
grooved for grease lubrication, and 16 inches in diameter inside 
by 20 inches long. 

Radial gate trunnion anchorage.-The spillway radial gate 
anchorages are of the tension-bar type designed to transmit all 
thrust loads from the gate back into the concrete pier. The 
anchorages are built to accommodate the radial gate trunnions 
and consist of a heavy structure 30 feet long and made up of 
welded plates and bars. The structure is set on corrosion-resist-
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ing stee~ anch~r bolts on a ledge formed on the downstream side 
of the pier. Eight 4- by 4-inch-square bars project upstream into 
the concrete for a distance of 20 feet. The extreme ends of the 
bars are ":"elded to a heavy plate grillage anchorage which is 
embedded m and bonded with the concrete. To prevent bond 
between the squar~ bars and the concrete so that the entire thrust 
lo~ds may be carn~d back ~o the grillage, the bars were wrapped 
with burlap and pamted with asphalt. 
. The anchorages were designed for the following loaded condi

tions: 
1. Both gates in lowered position. 
2. One gate lowered, adjacent gate raised. 

Under these conditions the maximum stress was found to be 
16,6?0 pounds per sql!-are inch and maximum deformation of the 
tenswn bars was lJb mch. 

The a~c_h?rage~ were .of all-welded construction, and because of 
t~e P?SSibihty of mcurrmg locked-up welding stresses during fab
ncatwn, the structures were completely stress-relieved by furnace 
treatmen~ and ~ooling in the fabricating shops. 

When• mstalhng the anchorages the 4- by 4-inch-square bars 
~ere pre.s~ressed to maximum elongation under full-load operat
mg ~onditions before placing the concrete grout around the load
~earmg plates and g~illage. This was done by the electrical
mductance method which produced thermal expansion in the bars. 

Spillway gate hoists 

<;Jperating. requirements.-These hoists raise and lower the 
spillway radial gates and hold them in all open positions. 

qeneral arrangement.-Each hoist consists of a central drive 
un!t .connected by. floating shafts and flexible couplings to two 
hoistmg drum umts (fig. 96). Each drive unit has an electric 
motor, a motor brake, a double reduction worm-gear reducer an 
enclosed ~p~r-ge~r reduction, bearings, shafting, couplings, m~tor 
contro~, hmit switches, and a handwheel attachment for manual 
operation, all mounted on a common base. Each drum unit con
sists .of a reel:type drum for two wire ropes, gears, bearings, 
shaftmg, couplmgs, and a slack rope limit switch arrangement 
all mounted on a combined stand and base. Each hoist is con~ 
~ected. to its respective spillway gate by four wire ropes of 11,t'2-
mch diameter. 

The hoists are normally operated by electric motors. To afford 
emergency manual operation when electric power is not available 
a handw~eel is supplied to be placed on the squared extended end 
of .the !ugh-speed shaft of the reducer of each hoist. A limit 
switch IS so placed as to be operated by the hub of the handwheel 
when placed on the reducer shaft. When so operated it prevents 
t?-e. mot~r fro~ starting as the hoist is operated manually. A 
hmit switch dnven by spur gears from the low-speed shaft of 
the .r~ducer ?f each ho!st controls the fully open and fully closed 
positions of Its respective gate. 

To prevent continued unwinding of the ropes should a gate 
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stick while being lowered, limit switches stop the motor upon 
slackening of any one, either pair, or all of the ropes. 

The position of the gate at and between the fully ope_n and !ully 
closed positions is shown by an indicator of ~he rotatn:~g pomter 
and dial type mounted at one end of each hoist and dnven from 
the drum shaft through a gear reducer. 

Sluice slide gates 
Opemting Tequirements.-These gat~s are used primarily for 

drawing the pool down through the slmce to levels below tha~ of 
the spillway crest when the power discharge through the .turbm~s 
is not sufficient. In addition, they may be used to provide addi-
tional water discharge in periods of flood. . . 

General arrangement.-Two gates are installed m tandem m 
the single sluiceway in the spillway section of the dam. The gate 
sill elevation is approximately 1260. The upstream gate of ~he 
pair serves only as an emergency gate and normal~y remams 
open. The downstream gate is the serv~ce gate and IS operate~ 
either wide open or fully closed. They will operate under. a maxi
mum head of 125 feet above the gate sill. Gate openmgs are 
5 feet 8 inches wide and 10 feet high. 

Each gate assembly consists of an upstream and a downstream 
frame whose interiors conform to the rectang~lar shape of. ~he 
adjacent metal sluice liners; a sliding leaf that m closed position 
seats on sealing surfaces in the downstream ~rame; and a 24-
inch-diameter hydraulic hoist for gate operatwn and ~ounted 
directly above the leaf on the bonnet of the gate. The :piston of 
this hoist is connected to the leaf by a steel stem. The piston has 
a stem extension that projects up through the top head of the 
hydraulic cylinder. The upper end of this stem has a coned head 
that engages a suspended semiautomatic gate hanger when the 
gate leaf is in its raised po~i~ion. This prev~nts the leaf frol!l 
drifting down to closed position due to possible leakage of 01l 
past the piston rings. The hooks of the hanger m.ay be ~eleased 
for lowering the leaf by the pull exerted by a tensiOn sprmg .and 
chain after the leaf has been raised sufficiently to take the weight 
of the moving parts of the gate off these hooks. Th~ coned hea.d 
is secured to the stem by a safety stud so proportwned tha~ It 
will break if hydraulic pressure is applied to lower the leaf with-
out first releasing the hanger hooks. . . . 

A complete oil storage and pumpmg system. IS mstalled for 
operating the two hoists. Normally, ~:mly one IS ?Perated at a 
time. A pushbutton station for startmg or stoppmg th~ pump 
motor is mounted near the gates. Valves for control of Oil pres
sure are adjacent to each hydraulic hoist. Air inlet and bypass 
piping are installed for the gates. . 

De.sign.-The concrete around the frame 3;nd bonnet ca~tmgs 
is designed to carry all the load. The workmg pressure I~ the 
hydraulic cylinder is approximately 1000 pounds .per square mch. 
The design pressure is 1200 po':lnds per ~quare mch. ~he coeffi
cient of friction on bronze sealmg seats IS 0.6 at startmg. 

Two gates were furnished for this project. 
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Sluice gate piping.-Oil for operation of the gates is supplied 
to the hydraulic cylinde1·s by a pump having a capacity of 20 
gallons per minute at 1200-pound-per-square-inch pressure. The 
pump, together with a 330-gallon oil storage tank, is in the pump 
chamber at elevation 1280. A complete piping system conveys 
the oil to and from the cylinders. A 3-inch bypass line from 
headwater is installed around the upstream sluice gate to enable 
filling the space between the sluice gates to permit the gate to be 
raised under a balanced head. 

Sluiceway liners 

The steel plate liners for the single sluiceway through the spill
way structure are of rectangular cross section 5 feet 8 inches 
wide and 10 feet high. The liners are embedded in the concrete 
and consist of a flared entrance section 5 feet long, 61f:l foot 
section between the entrance section and the slide gate, and a 
20-foot section on the discharge side of the slide gate. 

In designing the sluice liners a comparison was made with 
liners on previous projects. The final design follows the same 
design and physical characteristics as the liners on the Watauga 
project, 'which were designed for a differential collapsing pres
sure head of 54 feet, with an allowable working stress of 18,000 
pounds per square inch on the steel. 

The plates are 1 inch thick on the entrance section and % inch 
thick on the other two sections. Stiffeners of 6-inch structural 
tees are spaced on 2-foot centers. Connecting flanges are 2 inches 
thick. 

Sluiceway trashracks and stoplog guides 

The trashrack structure and stoplog· guides are built integral 
and are installed at the entrance of the sluiceway tunnel on the 
face of the spillway section of the dam. 

The structure consists of steel framing which in plan view 
forms five sides of an octagon, each side being 5 feet 7 inches 
wide. The structure is approximately 20% feet high. 

The main vertical members are 18-inch 1-beams, and horizontal 
stiffening members of plates and channels are framed between 
the vertical members. Horizontal cross bracing at the top of the 
structure is 2-inch extra-heavy pipe. The trashrack bars are 4 
inches wide by 1 inch thick spaced on approximately 16-inch 
centers. 

The vertical stoplog guides are made up of two 14-inch wide
flange colpmns with the downstream flange anchored into the 
concrete with 2- by %-inch bars spaced on 18-inch centers. The 
inside of the column flanges serves as guides and slots for the 
stoplogs. All joints and connections are welded. 

The trashracks were designed for a 10-foot differential pres
sure head. 

EARTH EMBANKMENT 

It was originally intended to use a concrete dam for the _full 
length of the water barrier. Since the overburden on the nght 

I 
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baRk was generally 20 feet deep, in places over 30 feet, and 
since borings showed the upper rock zone to be very rough and 
\woken, an earth dam alternate for the right abutment was 
studied and estimated. The results indicated a saving of almost 
one-half million dollars for the embankment. Actual rock condi
tions found when excavating the embankment cutoff trench indi
cated that the saving was appreciably more. 

Layout and general design 

The embankment has a top length of about 750 feet from 
the right end of the concrete dam. It is in line with the con
crete dam for a distance of 60 feet, then curves downstream 
through an angle of 53° on a 200-foot radius, and continues 
straight to end on the right hillside (figs. 90 and 97). The 
theoretical top of the embankment is at elevation 1400, providing 15 
feet of freeboard above maximum headwater elevation 1385. To 
allow for settlement the embankment was built somewhat higher. 
The foundation materials were found by testing to be well consoli
dated; therefore, the extra height was added according to the 
height of the fill. The embankment was raised 3 feet over a 
length of 350 feet from the concrete dam where the height of 
fill is about constant and was sloped uniformly from there to 
elevation 1400 at the end of the embankment. 

The top width of the embankment is 20 feet. It provides for 
a paved service road 11 feet wide between curbs. The pavement 
consists of a 5-inch stabilized crushed-stone base and double-

l!IJJOt 

FIGURE 91.-Boone embankment sections-top, near midpoint
bottom, near end of nonoverflow dam. 
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bituminous surface treatment. Curbs are native stone projecting 
7 inches above the pavement. ' 

Beyond the end of the concrete dam the embankment is a 
homogeneous rolled earth fill with an upstream slope of 1 on 3 
and d.ownstream slopes of 1 on 2 down to a 10-foot berm at 
elevat~on 1365 and 1 .on 2.5 below the berm. The entire upstream 
slope IS protected with riprap since minimum headwater is ele
vation 1330 and very little of the s1ope is below that elevation. 
The downstream slope is grassed. The intersection of the down
stream face of the embankment with the hillSide is filled out to 
blend the embankment into the natural slope. The elevation 
13~5 berm. has a paved ditch with catch basins at its inner edge 
which dr~ms to ~he catch basin of the control building plaza. 

A p~rvwus .dram blanket of fine filter material covers roughly 
!he m.Iddle third of the. downstream half of the foundation and 
IS dramed by concrete pipes to catch basins at the control building 
plaza and at the powerhouse access road. Behind the concrete 
dam, backfill was placed to elevation 1310 before placing the drain 
blanket so the blanket would be high enough to drain by gravity. 

The qpstream embankment cone has an earth fill core supported 
by a quarry-run rock fill shell. At the junction with the face of 
the concrete dam the core slope is 1 on 1 and the surface slope 
of the shell is 1 on 2. This change of fill type was adopted to 
steepen the surface slope and shorten the concrete bulkhead 
whose _length was controlled by the distance between the power~ 
house mtake and the top of the embankment. In the 90° cone 
the slopes of the core and shell are transitioned to the normal 
embankment slope of 1 on 3. A two-zone filter is used between 
the core and the dumped rock fill, a fine filter against the earth 
and a coarse filter between the fine filter and the rock. ' 

The downstream cone behind the concrete bulkhead has the 
same slopes as the rest of the embankment except that through 
a 45 o arc next to the dam the slope below the berm is steepened 
to decrease the height of the retaining wall at the powerhouse 
entrance plaza. 

Foundation treatment and grout curtain 

Tests of the overburden under the embankment showed fully 
adequate strength, but borings revealed pockets of pervious sand 
and gravel. A trench to rock under the upstream portion of the 
embankment was filled with impervious rolled earth to make a 
positive cutoff in the overburden. A grout curtain penetrating 
75 feet below the rock surface is located at the center line of 
~he cutoff. During excavation of the trench, cavities were found 
m the overburden above the rock. To guard against collapse 
of such cavities under embankment load, holes spaced 50 feet 
apart over the entire embankment foundation were drilled 
through the overburden and grouted with a clay-cement mixture. 
It was stipulated that the holes should extend 8 feet into rock. 

All overburden in the rock fill area was removed to rock 
surface to provide adequate friction for the rock fill. The over-
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burden under the earth fill was left in place and stripped and 
harrowed for bond with the fill. 

Stability design 
The stability of the embankment was investigated by the slip

circle method. Design constants for the embankment materials 
as established by tests were as follows: 

Item 

Saturated weight _____________ pounds per cubic foot 
Weight as placed _____________ pounds per cubic foot 
Angle of internal friction------------------degrees 
Cohesion ___________________ pounds per square foot 
Preconsolidation of earth foundation-its own weight 

plus 3,000 pounds per square foot. 

Earth 
foundation 

115 

25 
600 

Earth 
fill 

125 
120 

25 
800 

Rock 
fill 

137 
120 

45 
0 

------------- ------------- ·-------------

The downstream slope was investigated for the operating condi
tion, headwater elevation 1385, and a steady seepage state. The 
resultant factor of safety obtained is about 1.5. The upstream 
slope was investigated for sudden drawdown of the pool from 
elevation 1385 to 1330, with a resulting factor of safety of 
about 1.4. The safety factor for the upstream cone is about the 
same as for the earth embankment. 

POWER FACILITIES 

The power facilities include intake, powerhouse, control build
ing, and switchyard. All waterways and structures are built 
to accommodate three 25,000-kilowatt generating units. The 
water wheels are vertical-shaft Francis wheels, rated capacity 
of 34,500 horsepower each at 90-foot head, 100 revolutions per 
minute. Each unit discharges 4000 cubic feet per second at rated 
head and capacity. 

General considerations 
With a head of 125 feet, the conventional layout would have 

been an intake stable by itself and separated from the unit bay 
by a contraction joint. The standard design would also use a 
steel penstock and scroll case. This layout causes several com
plications. Since the penstock is off to one side with respect to 
the center line of the unit, this layout would generally require a 
larger unit spacing than the more symmetrical arrangement ob
tained with a reinforced concrete intake and scroll case. With a 
steel penstock the intake would be essentially a nonoverfl.ow dam 
section. Because of the limitation of the spacing of contraction 
joints in this type of a structure, an offset between the contrac
tion joints in the intake and unit area is the usual result. This 
offset causes structural complications and also makes the sealing 
of these joints difficult. A monolithic powerhouse and intake 
require less mass to satisfy the requirements of stability. 

Comparative estimates were made between the conventional 
layout described above and a layout with powerhouse and intake 
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constructed monolithically and with reinforced concrete penstock 
and scroll c~se. The latter scheme cost about $340,000 less than 
the conventiOnal layout and was adopted even though a reinforced 
concrete scroll case had never before been constructed for a head 
of 123 feet. A larger saving could have been obtained by using 
two Kaplan .wheels with a total output equal to the three Francis 
wheels. This scheme could not be used as there was insufficient 
tif!Ie for domestic manufacturers to develop a Kaplan wheel for 
this head. 

Foundation 

. From the exploratory drilling it was assumed that rock suffi
ciently strong to take the foundation loads would be found at 
~pproximately elevat~on 1250. However, as excavation proceeded 
It was found. that pnmary weathering along joint planes existed 
b~low elevatiOn 1250. The weathered plane started at the east 
si.de of block 8 .(unit 1) at approximately elevation 1250 and 
dipped at approximately a 40° angle across the three unit blocks 
for the ful~ length of the blocks. It was evident that some treat
ment of, this weathered plane w<;>uld be necessary to ensure proper 
support of the structure where It was not economically feasible to 
excav:ate the rock to the bottom of the weathered plane. 

This treatment was done by driving four tunnels along the 
weather~d pla!J-e transversely across the blocks. The tunnels were 
of sufficient size to allow mining operations to be carried on in 
the weather~d plane on either side of the tunnel. One tunnel was 
on the baselme and the other three at distances of 52 105 and 160 
fe~t downstream ?f the baseline. It was specified that the tunnel 
Width plus the. ';'"Idth of the mining on either side of the tunnel 
should be a mimmum of 14 feet. It was determined that when 
these tm;mels we~e filled w.ith concrete and properly grouted they 
would give sufficient bearmg area to take the foundation loads 
of the structure. 

INTAKE 

Tl~e intake and the powerhouse are constructed as a monolith 
~ravity-typ~ structure forming an integral part of the dam. The 
mtake consists of three blocks, each 58 feet 0 inch wide (fig. 92, 
p. 241). ~he top of the intake is at elevation 1392, seven feet 
above maxm.mm headwater, elevation 1385. 

The deck IS 35 feet wide to accommodate the intake gate fixed 
hmsts and an 11-foot-wide roa~way. Beneath the operating and 
roadway deck there are two pits for gate maintenance in each 
block.. The bottom of the pits is at elevation 1360; consequently, 
the pits can be used for maintenance only when headwater is 
below that elevation. 

.At elevation 1329 there is a leads and cable gallery, 7 feet 
wide a?d 10 feet high. This gallery is continuous through the 
thre~ mtake blocks and the nonoverfl.ow blocks, as described 
pr~vwusly. The leads and cable gallery is connected to the 
switchgear roo.m at ele~ation 1315.5. Miscellaneous storage rooms 
are also at this elevation. 
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There are two large waterways in each block, separated by a 
pier. The waterways curve ~pward from. the scroll case; the 
elevation of the bottom at the mtake gat~s Is 1285. . The reasons 
for this were to get the intake gates as high as possible commen
surate with the hydraulic requireme~ts an~ to allow s~ace below 
the waterways for a 6- by 10-foot mspectwn and dramage gal-
lery. . d h 

A set of two gates is installed for each. umt an t ey are 
operated by fixed hoists mounted at . elevatio~ 1392. Stoplo~s 
can be inserted in the trashrack gmdes durmg l_ow reservoir 
stages; however, no permanent facilities were provided for han-
dling the stoplogs. 

Hydraulic and structural design 
The two waterways in each block are 15 feet wi?e dow~strea~ 

of the gates and are of varying height. The mtake mlet IS 
shaped as a bellmouth to reduce the entrance losses. The water
ways are proportioned so the velocity at rated head and output 
is 3 feet per second through the gross area of trashracks and 6 
feet per second at the gates. The velocity increases uniformly 
downstream until it is approximately 8 feet per second at the 
scroll case entrance. 

The intake is essentially a mass structure. However, some 
complications were encountered in design of the wate~ways. 
For the purpose of analysis~ the waterways were considered 
acting as a frame. By the time th~ roof woul~ be placed, the 
bottom slab would experience a considerable coolmg off. It was, 
therefore, necessary to design the end piers for a temperature 
difference between the top and the bottom slabs: It has been 
standard practice to assume this equal t<;> a drop m t~mperature 
of 35° and a rise of 10°. With the thick and relatively short 
end piers at Boone, this caused considerable difficulties. There
fore, the design was based on a drop of 2'5°. A car~fully plan~ed 
concrete placing schedule was prepared to meet this assumption. 
To reduce the effect of the heat of hydration, a short fill pour was 
centered over the interior pier. . 

With the high head at this plant, it _was absolutel;y: essential 
to minimize cracking to prevent leakage ~nto the operat~ng areas; 
and full shrinkage reinforcement, accordmg to TV A design stand
ards was used around all waterways. Reinforcement in the top 
and bottom slabs is sufficient to carry the reaction fro_m the end 
piers across the intake. All exposed fa~es of t~e mtake are 
reinforced with No. 6 bars at 12-mch spacmg vertically and No. 
9 bars at 12-inch spacing horizontally. 

Stability analysis 
As mentioned previously, the intake an_d powerhouse 'Y"~re con

structed as a monolith and were so considered for. s~abihty ~ur
poses. The scroll case walls act as buttresses; a mimmum thick
ness of 9 feet was required to stay within the allowab!e s~res~es 
and to ensure rigidity of this structure. The stress distnbutwn 
in a structure of this type, a massive upstream bulkhead backed 
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up by relatively thin buttresses, cannot be accurately determined 
by any th~oretical api_>roach. It was, therefore, necessary to make 
conservative assumptiOns for the design. To determine the sound
ness of these assumptions and to gain further knowledge of such 
a p_roblem, a_ system of strain meters was installed by which the 
actiOn of this structure could be determined 

Stability analysis was made for both the c~mpleted structure 
and for_ the first-stage construction. This was necessary as the 
reserv01r loads came on the structure before the second stage 
was. completed. Design assumptions as covered under "General 
D~sign of 9oncrete Structures," starting on page 238, were ap
plied to this structure. 

Seals were placed in contraction joints between blocks and 
were located, as far as practical, to minimize sidesway on the 
blocks. 

. ~he structure was analyzed for the following loading con
ditions: 

Case I. Dead load only. 
Case ~I. Maximum headwater elevation 1385, minimum tailwater eleva

~IOn 1261, ~aterways empty and ;rotating machinery in place. 
Case ~II. Maximum headwater elevation 1385, maximum tailwater eleva-

tion 1294, waterways full or empty. 

. The res?-lt of the stability analysis for the completed structure 
IS shown m figure 98. 

Intake gates 

Thes~ gates. a~e used to close off all the intake passages of a 
generatmg umt m an emergency or when it is desired to unwater 
the p_enstoc_k for inspec~ion and maintenance. Since each unit 
at this proJect has two mtake openings, two gates are required 
~o ma;ke complete closu_re ~or eac~ unit. The gates are operated 
m pairs. One gate hoist Is provided for each pair of gates and 
operates ~he two gates simultaneously. Three sets of two gates 
each are mstalled. 
. Gen~ral arrangement.-Each gate is approximately 25 feet 1 
I~ch high and closes an opening of 15-foot clear width between 
Piers. The .gates operate in slots built into the intake structure. 
Each gate IS handled by a pair of pin-type lifting chains and 
the two g!ltes . required for. each unit are operated togeth~r by 
one electric-driven fixed h01st mounted on the intake operating 
deck. 
Whe~ in their normal open position the gates are held by 

the. hoists at a~ .elevation just above the intake passages. In 
their stored position the gates are supported on dogging beams 
at the. floor level of the maintenance chamber below the intake 
operatmg deck. 

Gate construction.-Each gate consists structurally of an up
stream vertical steel skin plate supported by horizontal steel 
beams that are framed into vertical end posts. The skin plate is 
further ~upported by. vertical steel stiffener members that are 
framed mto the honzontal beams. Each gate has overhung 
double-flanged roller bearing wheels 24 inches in diameter which 
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bear against the downstream track rails in the gate slots. The 
wheels are mounted on cantilever axles that extend through the 
vertical end posts. Bracket guide shoes are attached to the 
vertical end posts and slide in vertical steel channel guides em
bedded in the piers of the intake structure. Lifting lugs and an 
equalizing-type lifting bar for attaching to the hoist chains are 
attached to the top of each gate. Each gate has molded rubber 
water seals of the music-note type along the top, sides and 
bottom. When a gate is in the closed position, these seals bear 
against steel sealing surfaces embedded in the masonry intake 
structure. 

Gate design.-The gates were designed for a waterload varying 
from a head of approximately 75 feet 3%, inches at the top of 
the gates to 100 feet at the bottom of the gates. 

The basic allowable structural design stress was 16,000 pounds 
per square inch with a l!J. 6-inch corrosion allowance. The struc
tural material is rolled mild carbon steel. 

The wheels and bearings were designed for a radial load of 
135,000 pounds and a simultaneous thrust load of 48,000 pounds, 
applied, at each wheel tread. 

Intake gate guides and track 

The guides and track structure in each of the six intake gate 
slots consist of continuous 10-inch channels and a builtup load
bearing structure with rails and seal bars at the lower elevations. 

The channel guides run continuous from the bottom of the 
intake opening, elevation 1285, to the top of the intake deck, ele
vation 1392. The lower structure is made up of %-inch plates 
bent to form a box section to accommodate the wheels and guide 
shoes on the gate, also to support the load-bearing bar, seal 
bars, and rails. The box section also served as a form for 
pouring the concrete at the gate slots. 

The channel guides are embodied in the bent plates of the 
lower structure, and anchor bars spaced on 2-foot centers project 
into the concrete for adequate anchorage. 

The load-bearing plate is welded to the downstream side of 
the guide structure and consists of a continuous plate 12 inches 
wide and 1% inches thick and extends for a height of 37% feet. 

Gate rails are 175-pound crane rails and extend up to elevation 
1335. Beyond this point the gate is guided by channel guides 
only. Rail clip bolts are of corrosion-resisting steel. 

A steel apron made up of %-inch bent plates is embedded on 
the face of the concrete between the guides at the top of the gate 
opening, and a sill beam installed across the bottom of the gate 
opening ensures proper sealing surfaces for the gate in the 
closed position. Contact surfaces of corrosion-resisting steel 
register with the rubber seals on the gate. 

Intake gate hoists 

These hoists raise or lower a pair of intake gates simultane
ously. Each hoist comprises a central drive unit connected by 
floating shafts and flexible couplings to two sprocket-type outer 
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hoisting units. Each central drive unit has an electric motor, a 
motor brake, worm-gear reducers, spur-gear reductions, bearings, 
shafting, flexible couplings, pushbutton-type control stations, 
traveling nut-type limit switch, and a revolving-type gate position 
indicator, all mounted on a common base. Each sprocket-type 
outer hoisting unit consists of pairs of idler and drive sprockets, 
a spur-gear reduction set, bearings, shafting, and a slack-chain 
limit switch arrangement, all mounted on a common base. 

The drive sprockets of the outer units take up or pay out pin
type chains which pass around idler sprockets to equalizer bars 
fastened to the gates. The slack parts of these chains pass around 
guide idlers to sloping structural steel racks where they are racked 
up in a series of vertical loops. The slack end of each chain is 
attached to a lug bolted to the downstream wall of the intake gate 
chamber. Since each gate is normally held by a pair of chains, 
if one chain breaks the gate may be raised or lowered by the 
remaining chain. A pushbutton station for bypassing the slack
chain limit switch is installed. 

A limit switch geared to the low-speed shaft of the worm re
ducer through spur gears and a worm-gear speed reducer con
trols the closed position of the gates, the normal open position 
when raising, and the maximum high position when raising. Pro
vision is also made for the remote indication in the powerhouse 
of the three above-mentioned operating positions of the gates by 
three indicating lights of different colors. 

To prevent continued unwinding of the chains should the gates 
stick while being lowered, limit switches stop the motor upon 
slackening of any one or all the four chains of each hoist. 

The position of the gates at and between the fully closed and 
the maximum high position is shown by a revolving-type indicator 
unit mounted near the motor and driven from the low-speed shaft 
of the worm reducer. 
Intake trashracks and guides 

The six intake trashracks are installed immediately in front 
of the intake openings on the face of the dam, and vertical 
structural steel guides of 10-inch wide-flange columns are pro
vided for sliding the racks into position. The bottom of the guides 
is at the concrete ledge, elevation 1280, and extends for a· height 
of 70 feet. The downstream flanges of the guides are embedded 
and anchored to the concrete with 2- by %-inch bars spaced on 
2-foot centers. 

The racks consist of 24 sections, each 20 feet wide and 10 feet 
8 inches high, and four sections are required for each intake 
opening. The sections are alike, of all-welded construction. 

The vertical rack bars are 3 by ¥2 inch, spaced on 4-inch 
centers. Horizontal members consist of 6- by %-inch bars and 
16- by %-inch plates. The end members are made up of 18-inch 
channels. The frames are braced with 2-inch double-extra-strong 
pipe. 

The trashracks were designed for a differential head of 5 feet 
and water velocity through the racks of 2.86 feet per second based 
on the net area of the racks. 
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General layout 

The generator room floor is at elevation 1302. This is 8 feet 
above the maximum tailwater and, consequently, no protection 
again wave action was needed above this elevation. A semiout
door-type powerhouse was selected as being the most economical 
design for this project (fig. 95). 

Center line of the runner is at elevation 1272, eleven feet above 
minimum tailwater. The low point of the draft tube is at eleva
tion 1233, giving an over-all height of 69 feet from the generator 
deck level to the low point of the draft tube. The distance from 
the downstream end of the draft tube to the center line units is 
65 feet and from the center line units to the face of the intake is 
95 feet, resulting in an over-all upstream-downstream dimension 
of 160 feet for the powerhouse and intake (fig. 99). 

The unit spacing is 58 feet. Contraction joints separate the 
powerhouse into three blocks 58 feet wide, one for each unit. 
These contraction joints line up with the joints in the intake. 

A 160-ton gantry crane was needed to set the embedded parts 
which made it necessary for the powerhouse to be built in two 
stages. The crane rails are supported on the downstream wall 
of the powerhouse and on the intake. The crane runs the full 
length of the powerhouse and service bay and the unloading and 
erection area adjacent to the service bay. 

The powerhouse is remotely controlled from the control build
ing on the right bank between the dam and the switchyard, and 
consequently only a minimum of employees' facilities and no 
visitors' facilities were included in the powerhouse and service 
bay area. 

The generator deck is roofed over from the center line of units 
to th~ intake. This space houses the governors and the various 
electn~al boards. The main leads run under the ceiling of this 
r.oom m a meta}-clad housing to the switchgear room at eleva
bon 13.15:5. Frgure 99 shows the equipment arrangement on 
the varwus floors. The next floor below, at elevation 1287 serves 
as a pipe gallery. It runs the full length of the powerho~se and 
connects to the service bay by a stairway. The C02 and the 
raw water equipment .is on thi~ floor between. the units and up
stream of the center lme of umts. The floor m these areas had 
to be raised to elevation 1288 to obtain a 9-foot-thick scroll case 
roof. ~he access to ~he generator platform and to the pit is 
from th1s floor. A stmrway between units 1 and 2 connects this 
floor to the generator room at elevation 1302. This affords easy 
and rapid communication between the generators and the pits. 

The draft tube access gallery is at elevation 12'50. It is con
nected to the pipe gallery at elevation 1287 by a spiral stair 
between units 2 and 3. This gallery is also connected to the 
service bay at elevation 1269 by a stairway. Access to the scroll 
cases of units 2 and 3 is from a landing at elevation 1267 67 on 
the spiral stair. Access to the scroll case of unit 1 is fro~ the 
service bay floor at elevation 1269. The draft tubes can be 
entered via individual stairways from this gallery. 
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Structural design 
The powerhouse was constructed . in two stages to facilita~e 

construction. The first stage was designed to take the hydrostatic 
loads and the reaction from the gantry crane. This was necessary 
as the lake was impounded before the second stage wa_s co~pleted. 
Metal seals were placed in contraction and constructiOn JOmts to 
prevent water from entering operating areas. 

Scroll case.-The scroll case shape was designed by the turbine 
manufacturer to fit the unit installed. The scroll case is of re
inforced concrete and the walls are subject to the shrinkage 
effect similar to the end piers of the intake described previously. 
The first lift of the scroll case roof is divided into six pie
shaped pours which were placed in altern~te grOUJ?S of three to 
minimize distorting loads on the stay rmg. This method of 
pouring also reduces the effect of temperature differential between 
the roof slab and the bottom slab of the scroll case. 

Sufficient reinforcement in the top and bottom slabs of the scroll 
case was provided to carry the reactions from the walls a_cross 
the unit. The reinforcement in the scroll case walls was designed 
to resist the hydrostatic head, the effect of volume changes, and 
the diagonal tension resulting from the wa~ls acting as buttresses 
to stabilize the intake. Because of the high head on the scroll 
case it was absolutely essential to minimize cracking to prevent 
leak~ge into the operating areas, and full shrinkage reinforce
ment was required in the scroll case structure. 

The total length of the intake end piers and scroll case walls 
is 134 feet and it was expected that vertical shrinkage cracks 
would occu~ in the scroll case walls where they joined the massive 
intake structure. A 3-foot 6~inch-wide shrinkage slot was pro
vided at the junction of the scroll ca~e walls with the massive 
intake. IT'he slots were filled with concrete after the adjacent 
pours had thoroughly cooled. The construction joints on either 
side of the shrinkage slot were keyed to take the high shear ( 170 
pounds per square inch) caused by the walls acting as buttresses 
to stabilize the intake. 

Draft tube.-The draft tube is of the elbow type, designed by 
the turbine manufacturer. A center pier 6 feet thick divides the 
downstream portion of the waterway into two rectangular open
ings. The exit velocity under rated head and output, correspond
ing to 4000 cubic feet per second, is 6.3 feet per second. The 
downstream end slopes upwards to reduce excavation and the 
head loss due to the stilling pool effect of a deep tailrace excava
tion. At the downstream end the top of the waterway is at 
elevation 1261, the same as that of the minimum tailwater. 

The upper part of the draft tube just below the turbine runner 
is lined with a steel liner extending down approximately 18 feet 
below the center line of the distributor. The nose of the pier 
is also protected with a plate-steel nosing to prevent erosion of 
the concrete. An access door is installed in the steel liner just 
below the runner. 

The portion of the draft tube downstream of the gate slots 
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is separated from the remainder of the powerhouse by a contrac~ 
tion joint. This was done to limit the buttress action of the 
powerhouse to that part of the structure thoroughly braced by 
the massive concrete around the scroll case and draft tube elbow. 
The downstream section is designed for dead load, the effect of 
volume changes, and live load of 100 pounds per square foot on the 
draft tube roof. 

The elbow section of the draft tube is reinforced with No. 9 
bars at 12 inches on center in both directions in the face adjacent 
to the waterways, except No. 11 bars at 9 inches on center 
were used in the transverse direction in the roof portion of the 
elbow. The interior draft tube pier has to carry heavy vertical 
loads, and it is reinforced as a column. 

The floor slab of the draft tube upstream of the gates is re
lieved from uplift pressure by weep holes and foundation drains 
drilled 10 feet into rock. Consequently, only nominal shrinkage 
reinforcement, amounting to No. 9 bars at 12 inches on center 
in the top of the slab, was required. 

Draft tuhft gates 
A pair of draft tube gates closed off the flow of tailwater into 

the draft tubes and scroll case of a generating unit during con
struction. During operation of the plant they will be used when
ever it becomes necessary to unwater a unit. They operate under 
balanced water pressure, the load on the gates being applied as the 
draft tubes are pumped out. The gates are approximately 12 
feet 5% inches high by 19 feet 5 inches wide. 

The gates operate in slots in the draft tube piers. The slots 
have embedded steel liners that serve as guide bearing and seal
ing surfaces for the gates. Each gate has a chain sling for 
handling. These slings have special lifting and dogging links. 
At the draft tube deck level for each opening a dogging device 
is installed for dogging the chains as the gate is raised or 
lowered. 

The gates are handled by a 15-ton jib crane mounted on one 
downstream corner of the powerhouse gantry crane. When not 
in position to close the draft tubes, the gates are hung in the 
slots by the chain slings, with their bottoms just above normal 
tailwater elevation 1266. 

Design.-The draft tube gates were designed for a waterload 
varying from a head of 46 feet 2% inches at the top to 58 feet 
8% inches at the bottom. Gate slings were tested on the basis 
of 34,000-pound working load with a proof test of 77,500 pounds. 
The basic allowable structural design stress for the gates was 
18,000 pounds per square inch with %6-inch corrosion allowance. 

Construction.-Each gate consists of a downstream vertical 
skin plate supported by horizontal beams that are framed into 
two structural end posts. The skin plate is further supported by 
intermediate vertical stiffener members. Each gate has seals at 
the top, bottom, and sides. The seals are of rubber, molded into 
the form of a music note. With the gates in place, these seals 
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bear against the surfaces of the embedded slot steel. Two gates 
were furnished for this project. 

Draft tube gate guides 
Structural steel guides are installed for each of the six gate 

slots in the draft tube structure. The guides are made up of 
%-inch bent plates which extend for a height slightly more than 
the gate opening and which were used as forms when pouring the 
concrete work around the slots. Vertical channels on each side 
extend for the full height of the gate slot to elevation 1302, and 
these act as guides for the shoes on the sides of the gate. 

An apron of %-inch plate extends across the top of the gate 
opening, and a sill beam extends across the bottom of the opening 
to form true level surfaces for seating the gate. The steelwork 
is anchored to the concrete by strap anchors. 

Service bay 
The service bay block forms an integral part of the dam. It 

consists of a massive upstream bulkhead and downstream of this 
a structure of slabs and walls enclosing the working space. The 
upstream bulkhead is identical in shape to the nonoverflow blocks. 
The upstream face of the service bay lines up with the dam, and 
the downstream wall is flush with the wall of the powerhouse. 
The deck at elevation 1302 is extended 10 feet downstream of this 
wall to form a continuation of the draft tube deck (fig. 100). 

The working space consists of two floors below the deck and an 
18-foot-wide two-story building above the deck and adjacent to 
the upstream bulkhead. This building runs the full width of the 
service bay block. The ventilating fans and the toilets and lock
ers are on the upper floor at elevation 1315.5 of this building. The 
lower floor at elevation 1302, the same as the deck, serves as the 
main entrance lobby to the plant. The remainder of the space 
on this floor is used for storage and a janitor's closet. 

The deck at elevation 1302 and the adjacent entrance area 
between the service bay and the bank provide erection space for 
the runner and the bracket. A hatch in the center of the deck 
allows the rotor and the transformers to be lowered to the floor 
below. The hatch cover is approximately 29 by 32 feet and is 
built up of 30- and 36-inch wide-flange beams and 41,4-inch 
1-Beam-Lok steel decking which is filled with concrete. The hatch 
cover and the generator housing cover can be stored in the up
stream corner of the above-mentioned entrance area. 

The machine shop and erection space for the transformers and 
rotor are on the floor below at elevation 1284. A lower floor at 
elevation 1269 accommodates the oil storage and purification 
equipment. Station sump pumps and the air compressor are also 
o;n this floor. The remainder of the space serves as a communica
tion center for access to the drainage gallery in the dam, to the 
scroll case for unit 1, and to the draft tube gallery. 

Structural design.-Because of dam action, large foundation 
reactions would act under the downstream walls and base slab of 
the service bay. Heavy cross walls would have been needed to 
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FIGURE 100.- Boone powerhouse-transverse section through service bay. 

carry these loads back to the upstream massive bulkhead. This 
would have reduced the available space and prevented easy access 
between the service bay and the powerhouse. Therefore the base 
slab of the downs~ream part of the ~ervice bay was separated 
from the rock. This was done by levelmg up the foundation rock 
by. fill COD; crete and on top of this placing a layer of celotex 
pamted with asphalt. This in turn was covered with roofing 
paper and the base slab placed on top. The end wall and the 
do'Ynstream wall 3:re poured directly on the rock foundation. 
This base was sufficient to transfer the dead loads of the structure 
to rock. The base pressure caused by the dam action on this 
reduced base area 3:nd the uplift, resulting from high tailwater, 
could safely be earned back to the massive bulkhead section 

The horiz~ntal reaction of the fill in the entrance area as· well 
as th~ react~on from the retaining wall at the east end of this 
area, Is earned by the floor slabs back to the upstream bulkhead 
The floor at elevation 1284 and the deck at 1302 are concrete slab~ 
supported on ste~l beams. The slabs had to be carefully designed 
to prevent crackmg due to the two-way action under horizontal 
a.nd vertical loads. This was especially true of the deck at eleva
tion 1302, as any cracking of this slab would cause leakage into 
the rooms below. 
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The two-story structure above the deck is a monolithic rein
forced concrete building of conventional design. Shrinkage rein
forcement is used throughout to ensure a watertight structure. 

The upstream crane rail is supported on the nonoverflow dam 
section. To avoid settlement, it was also necessary to carry the 
support of the downstream rail down to rock, which is about 40 
feet below grade, in the entrance .and erection are~. This was 
accomplished by supporting the rail on a concrete girder 10 feet 
deep, designed in conjunction with the wall at the east end of the 
entrance area which retains the embankment fill. The west end 
of the girder rests on the service bay wall and the east end on a 
column to rock where the girder meets the east wall. Another 
column at the center of the girder reduces the girder span. The 
east wall, perpendicular to the baseline, terminates 4 feet under 
the yard area; the short north wall extends ~o rock and acts as a 
buttress for the main wall. The east wall IS further supported 
by a buttress on the dam and the column under the end of the 
crane girder. The girder acts as a strut to s.upport the ea.st wall, 
which is designed for horizontal beam actwn transferrmg the 
load of the embankment fill to the dam and to the girder, which 
in turn transfers this load to the service bay. This design proved 
an economical solution to the problem of supporting the crane 
rail and retaining the embankment fill. 

Architectural treatment 

The Boone powerhouse is a semienclosed type, the upstream 
half of the generators being enclosed within the generator room, 
the downstream half projecting to the exterior of the powerhouse 
(fig. 95, p. 247). 

The generator room is roofed by steel decking supported on 
steel framing, leaving the generator housings projecting above 
the roof. The roof is unusual in that it is framed in semicircular 
outlines around the generator housings. At these points the roof 
is supported on 6-inch-diameter pipe columns which are aligned 
with the columns of the generator housings. Insulation and a 
builtup roof are applied on the steel decking. The roof is flashed 
up under the generator housing covers and into reglets along the 
training wall and crane rail wall. 

To provide a load-bearing working surface, the builtup roofing 
is covered with a thin concrete slab. It varies in thickness from 
approximately 4 to 11;2 inches and is sloped to drain into gutters 
along the contraction joints between the units. The surface of 
the concrete topping is finished with crushed marble chips. The 
roof deck is designed for a 200-pound-per-square-foot live load. 

There are spaces for storage and switchgear above the genera
tor room roof under the upstream crane rail girder. Openings 
into the storage spaces are closed with flush steel panels painted 
to blend with the adjacent concrete. The entrance doors into the 
storage spaces are installed flush with the exterior surfaces of the 
panels and painted the same color as the panels to make them 
inconspicuous. 

No elevators are installed, access being by stairs. Hatches are 
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provided in the deck and floor slabs for installation and replace
ment of equipment by the gantry crane. 

In general, the rooms at the lower elevations have c.oncrete 
walls, floors, and ceilings. The roo~s on the deck elev~t10~ and 
above have colorundum~ or cement-fimshed floor~ ~nd f~cmg tile or 
concrete brick walls, with suspended plaster cellmgs m the more 
finiihed areas. 

The generator room has colorundum-finished floors. The up
stream wall and spillway end wall are concrete, the se1:vice bay 
end wall is facing tile, and the downstream wall practically all 
glass. The underside of the ribbed steel roof decking is exposed. 

Exterior concrete surfaces below the draft tube deck are fin
ished smooth without V-joints by the use of absorben~ form 
lining. The concrete surfaces of the powerhouse and service bay 
above the draft tube deck have a textured finish imparted by the 
use of horizontal tongue-and-grove formboards. These surfaces 
are divided into blacks by %-inch V-grooves. The crane rail wall 
has the tongue-and-groove formboard finish and l-inch ~orizontal 
V-grooves. The horizontal lines of the lifts or successive pours 
of the intake and nonoverflow portions of the dam are marked by 
large V-grooves approximately 1:14 inches deep. The training 
walls, spillway, and spillway piers are smooth without '{-grooves. 

Color is used sparingly on the exterior. All the machi?ery and 
other equipment, including the railings, generator housmgs, and 
the large gantry crane, are painted aluminum. Color is concen
trated on the generator covers which are red. The railings along 
the draft tube deck and the entrance doors to the generator room 
and service bay are also red. Exterior door and window frames 
are painted blue-green. 

As this is a remotely controlled station, there are no provisions 
for public reception. The principal considerations in selection of 
finishes were durability and ease of maintenance. However, a 
cleanness of outline and orderliness of design were achieved, par
ticularly in regard to the exterior appearance. 

Powerhouse 160-ton gantry crane 

Operating requirements.-The powerhouse gantry crane is 
used to handle turbine and generator parts, transformers, and 
other miscellaneous equipment for construction and for mainte
nance or repair of this equipment in normal operation (fig. 95, 
p. 24 7) . A jib crane on a downstream leg of the crane handles the 
draft tube gates. 

The main hoist handles the turbine assembly or the generator 
rotor without its shaft as individual units; no further dismantling 
is necessary so far as load is concerned. 

The lifting speed of the main hoist is low to ensure safe 
handling of the larger pieces of equipment .a.nd also to ~inim~ze 
power requirements so as to make the auxiliary and mam h01st 
motors interchangeable. Since approximately 90 percent of the 
lifts required will be made with the auxiliary hoist, a higher ~ift
ing speed was desirable for this. Moderate trolley and bndge 
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speeds used are in conformance with standard practice for this 
type of service. 

The crane can traverse the full distance covering the power
house and erection space. 

General arrangement.-The crane consists of a trolley running 
on a track supported on a traveling gantry structure. All equip
ment mounted on the trolley is protected by a weatherproof .steel 
housing over the entire trolley. The trolley has one main hoist of 
160-ton capacity, one auxiliary hoist of 25-ton capacity, and a 
traversing mechanism. The gantry is supported on eight wheels, 
four at each end, mounted in two-wheel equalizing trucks. An 
integrally mounted individual motor drive connected to the two 
wheels of the equalizer truck at each corner of the gantry struc
ture propels the crane, a total of eight wheels being driven in this 
manner. The upstream gantry truck wheels travel on a rail 
mounted on the intake structure at top of rail elevation 1334. 
The downstream gantry truck wheels travel on a rail mounted 
on the powerhouse deck at top of rail elevation 1302.16. The 
crane is controlled from an operator's cab mounted between the 
downstream gantry legs and just below the main girders. The 
jib crane for draft tube gate operation has a capacity of 15 tons 
and is mounted on one corner of the gantry structure. This 
capacity was determined by the lifting force required to break a 
draft tube gate loose when seated in the closed position. 

All hoists and travel drives are electric-motor-operated except 
slewing of the jib crane, which is done manually. 

Design.-The detail design of the crane was made by the crane 
manufacturer and was carried out in accordance with provisions 
of TV A's specification and in close agreement with the arrange
ment and design features shown on TVA's procurement drawings. 

Design loads.~Loads affecting the design of the various parts 
of the crane were computed as follows, with due allowance for 
eccentricity of loading. 

1. Dead load for the various parts included the weight of the part and 
all equipment permanently attached to the part. 

2. Live loads for the crane trolley consisted of the rated hook capacities 
plus the weight of the hoisting ropes, load blocks, and hooks. 

3. Live load for the gantry structure consisted of the rated crane capacity 
plus the weight of the trolley, which included the weight of the 
hoist ropes, load blocks, and hooks. 

4. Impact allowances were assumed as 10 percent of the live loads as 
described above. 

5. Trolley tractive effort consisted of 10 percent of the trolley weight 
plus 10 percent of the rated crane capacity, applied equally at the 
top of the two rails on the gantry structure. 

6. Total gantry tractive effort consisted of 10 percent of the weight of 
the complete crane plus 10 percent of the rated crane capacity. 

7. For the design of the portal girders a tractive effort was assumed 
equal to the trolley tractive effort previously outlined and applied 
equally at the tops of the two rails on the portal girders. In addi
tion to this, 10 percent of the weight of each portal girder dis
tributed equally between flanges of the girder. 

8. The horizontal frame of the gantry structure was designed to with
stand an unbalanced force applied at one end of the frame equal 
to the difference between the calculated tractive resistanc~s at the 
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runway rails with the trolley and rated crane load moved to its 
extreme position at one end of the crane. 

9. For the design of a side frame a tractive effort was assumed equal 
to the trolley tractive effort previously outlined and applied at the 
top of the rails on the gantry structure with the trolley and load 
in position to give a maximum proportion of this on one side frame. 
In addition to this, 10 percent of the weight of the gantry structure 
applied at the top of the rails on the gantry structure and equally 
divided between the two side frames. 

10. Forces produced by the rated breakdown torque of the motors. 
11. Collision forces between the crane bumpers and the runway stops as 

produced by the loaded crane traveling at full speed with power 
off and between the trolley bumpers and stops as produced by the 
loaded trolley traveling at full speed with power off. 

12. A wind load of the intensity given in the various load combinations 
and acting on the projected area of the crane and its load. Area of 
load to be taken at 270 square feet. 

13. Structural parts of the crane were designed for the load combinations 
and maximum allowable unit stresses, except that the trolley sheave 
frame and cross girt connections were designed for the loads pro
duced by the breakdown torques of the hoist motors with unit 
stresses not to be more than 25 percent in excess of the basic unit 
stresses. 

Mechanical parts of the crane were designed for dead and live 
loads and collision forces but not including allowances for impact, 
acceleration, or retardation. 

Unit stresses.-The basic unit stresses in structural parts, 
except under conditions involving breakdown motor torque or 
collision with track stops, were not to exceed those allowed by the 
"Specifications for the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of Struc
tural Steel for Buildings," revised 1946, as adopted by the Ameri
can Institute of Steel Construction, except as otherwise modified 
and expanded in the specifications, and except that all stresses 
were proportionately reduced to conform to a basic unit stress of 
14,000 pounds per square inch instead of 20,000 pounds per square 
inch for tension in net section of structural steel. The unit stress 
in the compression flange, gross section, of beams and girders was 

not to exceed 17,000 -190 ~, and the maximum allowed under 

this condition was 14,000 pounds per square inch. 
Mechanical parts of the crane were designed for the specified 

loads with a factor of safety of 5 on the ultimate strength of the 
material, except that each part was also proportioned to with
stand the stresses produced by the breakdown torque of the 
motors with resultant unit stresses not exceeding 90 percent of 
the elastic limit of materials involved. 

Miscellaneous equipment and jittings.-Ladders and platforms 
were required for access to the operator's cab and trolley. All 
platforms were floored with nonslip steel plate, toe guards, and 
42-inch-high pipe railing where practicable. 

Mechanical load brakes are of the friction disc and screw type 
for the main and auxiliary hoist units. These are of sufficient 
capacity to hold 11;2 times the rated hook loads and so arranged 
as to prevent the loads from lowering unless power is applied 
through the hoist motors. To dissipate the heat generated by 
lowering against the action of these brakes, they have an oil-
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cooling system of sufficient. capacity to make it pos~ible ~o low~r 
the rated capacity load a distance of 60 feet three times m rapid 
succession and maintain the temperature of the oil below 200° F. 

A thrustor-operated rail clamp was provided at the center of 
each sill of the gantry structure for locking the crane to the upper 
and lower runway rails. 

Spring bumpers were mounted at the four corners of the crane 
to prevent damage to the crane should it collide with the crane 
runway stops. Double-acting spring bumpers on both sides of the 
trolley prevent damage to the trolley in the event of collision with 
the stops on the main girders. 

The crane has a heavy-duty two-way warning siren, operated 
by a foot switch mounted in the operator's cab. It also has elec
tromagnetic sander units mounted just above the trucks at all 
four corners of the crane. All sander units are operated simul
taneously by a foot-operated switch in the operator's cab. Dry 
sand is fed from the hoppers of these units to the contact points 
of the driven truck wheels and rails. 

Electric equipment.-In general, all electrical equipment and 
wiring on the crane conforms to the requirements of the National 
Electrical Code, the National Electrical Safety Code, the Stand
ards of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the 
Standards of the National Electric Manufacturers Association. 

Design requirements for electrical equipment are set forth in 
detail in the specifications issued for procurement. 

All motors were rated 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles. 
Power supply is by a weatherproof cable reel mounted on the 

downstream sill member of the crane. It will unreel 75 feet of 
No. 4/0, 3-conductor, rubber-covered cable. This cable has a 
power plug at its outer end for plugging into power receptacles 
stationed approximately 130 feet apart in the operating deck. 
To keep pay-out of conductor cable within safe limits of its 
length, the reel has an alarm bell that rings when approximately 
65 feet of cable is unreeled, and with a limit switch that auto
matically cuts off power to the crane when 75 feet ')f cable is 
unreeled. 

Controls are in the operator's cab and are so arranged that 
one man can control all movements of the crane. Controls for 
all crane motors are of the full-magnetic, reversing, time-limiting 
acceleration type, operated by master switches. They are de
signed to limit the vertical movement of the main and auxiliary 
hooks to ¥1 6 inch when starting from rest and the movement of 
the gantry and trolley to 1,4 inch when starting from rest. 

Limit switches are required for the upper limits of hook travel 
for the main and auxiliary hoists. These are arranged to be 
reset by reversing the controllers. 

The lighting system is a 220/110-volt, 3-wire, solid-grounded 
neutral system supplied from a 440-220/110-volt, 2-winding trans
former and a lighting cabinet of eight circuits. Suitable fixtures, 
conduit, wiring, and switches are installed for the satisfactory 
lighting of the operator's cab, access platforms, crane runway, 
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operating area beneath .the gantry structure, and convenience 
outlets distributed over the crane. 

Turbines and governors 
Turbine.-The three hydraulic turbines which comprise the 

power installation are of the vertical Francis type with concrete 
spiral casing and elbow-type draft tube. A tabulation of guaran
teed horsepower and efficiencies for various head conditiol'ls and 
other data is given in the statistical summary. 

For each unit a cast-steel stay ring forms the main foundation 

Generato 
room, 
E/1302.0 

Space 
healer 

~UNIT 

Wicke! gale-

TRANSVERSE SECTION 
UPSTReAM SID£ 

TURBIN£ 
34,500hp. 90'head 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION 
LOOKING UPSTReAM 

FIGURE 101.-Boone powerhouse-sections through turbine aTJ.d generator. 
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ring for the turbine, and the 12 stay vanes act as vertical col
umns to transmit to the foundation the weight of the structure 
and equipment above (fig. 101). 

A spiral case of reinforced concrete construction is formed in 
the powerhouse substructure. 

Center line of the runner is at elevation 1272, which places 
the bottom of the runner approximately 6 inches above normal 
tailwater level with one unit operating. This results in a plant 
sigma value of 0.35. Inspection of the runner after 1 year's 
operation indicates that this value of sigma is satisfactory inso
far as cavitation is concerned. With the runners set above tail
water the units can be operated as synchronous condensers with
out artificial means of depressing the tailwater level. 

The runner is bolted to a forged steel shaft having a nominal 
diameter of 30 inches and a length of 137 inches. The shaft has 
flanged ends for connection to the runner and to the generator 
shaft. 

The turbine shaft is guided by a babbitt-lined, oil-lubricated, 
gravity flow bearing having a diameter of 33 inches. The lubri
cating oil is circulated by an alternating-current motor-operated 
pump which picks up the oil from the sump directly above the 
head cover and pumps it to the reservoir directly above the bear
ing where it flows by gravity through the bearing and back to 
the sump. In case of failure of the alternating-current pump, a 
float switch in the upper reservoir sounds an alarm and starts an 
auxiliary direct-current motor-operated pump. An oil cooler is 
installed in the system between the oil pumps and the upper 
reservoir. 

,The flow of water through the turbine is controlled by 24 cast
steel wicket gates. At the upper end of each gate a lever is 
connected through a link-and-pin mechanism to a central operat
ing ring. In each gate connection there is a shearing pin to pro
tect the mechanism in the event that something should become 
wedged in one of the gate openings and prevent the gate from 
closing. An eccentric pin in the gate linkage permits individual 
adjustment of each gate. 

The gates are controlled by two hydraulically operated servo
motors using oil under a pressure of 300 pounds per square inch 
as an operating medium. One servomotor has an automatic gate 
latch which holds the gates in the closed position in case of a 
predetermined low oil pressure. The gate mechanism has a me
chanical gate block which can be set to limit the gate movement 
in either direction. This block is used under conditions of high 
head when it is desirable to limit the output of the turbine. 
Parts of the gate mechanism are lubricated by an automatic 
pressure-greasing system. A cam-operated vacuum breaker valve 
in the head cover admits atmospheric air to the runner at low 
gate openings. 

Efficiency tests were not made on the installed equipment. An 
index test was made and the results of this test were correlated 
with the turbine manufacturer's expected performance data to 
compute operating characteristics of the turbine. 
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Governors.-Governors for each unit are of the cabinet-actua
tor type. A single cabinet serves unit 1 and a twin cabinet is 
installed for units 2 and 3. The cabinets contain all the essen
tial elements of the governor. For each unit there is a control 
column on which is mounted the essential speed control elements. 
Also included for each unit are main and pilot valves, relay 
valves, shutoff valves and hand control valves, auxiliary pres
sure switches, and other control devices. The sump tank forms 
the lower part of the cabinets. 

The governor pressure tanks are on the floor behind the gov
ernor cabinets. The volume of each tank is 110 cubic feet. Two 
4-inch pipes are used to connect the governor to the turbine 
servomotors. The governing system requires a total of 900 gal
lons of neutral lubricating oil having a viscosity of approximately 
300 seconds-Saybolt Universal. 

A permanent magnet generator and its auxiliaries are mounted 
on top of each generator above the main and pilot exciters. This 
generator is driven by a splined shaft from the stub shaft which 
drives the pilot exciter and delivers 3-phase current to drive the 
governor flyballs. 

A motor-driven, 8-cubic-foot-per-minute-capacity, 300-pound
per-square-inch air compressor maintains the air cushion in the 
governor oil-pressure tanks. 

The governors are designed and equipped with special control 
equipment so that the turbines can be remotely controlled from 
the control building. The special remote-control equipment in
cludes starting solenoids, timing devices, automatic generator 
brake applicator, automatic gate locks, automatic alarm and shut
down devices, automatic recording and transmitting facilities, 
interlocks, relays, etc., as required. 

Generators and auxiliaries 

Generators.-The normal rating of each generator is 31,250 
kilovolt-amperes at 0.8 power factor, continuous output at rated 
speed and voltage, with a temperature rise of not over 60° C. 
above 40° C. air leaving the coolers, 13,800 volts, 3 phase, 60 
cycles. This rating was selected to match the output of the tur
bine at rated head. In addition, each generator has a rating of 
35,937 kilovolt-amperes at 0.8 power factor, with a temperature 
rise of not over 80° C. above 40° C. air leaving the coolers. This 
rating is 115 percent of normal and is within the maximum cap
ability of the turbine. 

.The generators are a vertical water-wheel-driven type, with a 
Kmgsbury type thrust bearing and segmental guide bearing be
low the: rotor. The generator is totally enclosed, air-cooled, with 
water-cooled heat exchangers placed between the stator and the 
generator housing. The stator is of rolled steel-plate construc
tion and rests on soleplates embedded in the concrete foundation. 
Provision is made for adequate adjustment and doweling between 
the soleplates and the stator frame. The stator laminations are 
designed and assembled to minimize noise from excitation and 
windage. The 3-phase stator windings are wye-connected, with 
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both ends of three equal groups brought out to phase and neutral 
terminals. The windings are designed for either grounded or 
ungrounded neutral operation. The winding insulation conforms 
to ASA class B. 

The rotor is designed to withstand all overloads and runaway 
speeds of 1.89 times normal. The rotor insulati?n conforms to 
ASA class B. Damper windings improve stability under fault 
conditions and reduce voltage distortion during single-phase 
faults. The windings are designed for a ratio of quadrature-axis 
subtransient reactance to direct-axis subtransient reactance not to 
exceed 1.35. . . 

Collector rings above the rotor h.ave s~itable brush ri~gmg 
and are directly connected to the mam exciter armature without 
a main field rheostat or breaker. A pilot brush on each collector 
ring with an ammeter shunt is used for indicating field current 
and recording field temperature. . 

The generator has six combined air-operated .brakes and .Oil
operated jacks mounted on the lower bracket ~hich bea~ agamst 
the brake ring on the underside of the r~tor nm. The Jacks are 
capable of lifting the :weight of all ro~atmg l?arts of the genera
tor and turbine sufficiently for easy mspecbon and removal of 
bearing parts. . 

The shaft is 30 inches in diameter, of forged steel, machmed 
and polished. The upper and lower flanges for fastening. to the 
generator rotor and the turbine are forged int~gral with ~he 
shaft. The upper flange is designed to transmi~ the yerbcal 
loads from the shaft to the thrust bearing. A 6-mch-diameter 
axial hole, the entire length of the shaft, aids in inspection of 
the forging. . . 

The generator cover surrounding the generator IS of sufficient 
size to enclose and provide access to the stator, coolers, and elec
trical connections. The covers are circular structures 401;2 feet 
in diameter of welded construction, and completely weather
proof. Due' to the large size and to permit easy .shipment from 
the manufacturing plant, it was necessary to fabricate the covers 
in 30° circular segments. In each cover the .12 ~egments ~on
verge to the center and connect to commo!l cylmdncal co_re piece 
of 12-inch-diameter pipe. Bolted connections were provided for 
field assembly, and after erection all joints and connections were 
welded. 

The covers are made up of formed plates an~ ang~es. The top 
plate has a slope of % inch per foot to perJ?lit drai_nage. The 
circular sides of the covers are constru~ted with contmuous v~n
tilating louvers which are screened with bronze cloth. Behmd 
the louvers steel frames are installed for mechanically operated 
dampers. The top of the cover is insulated with corkboard and 
asphalt paint. 

Lifting lugs are mounted on each cov~r for ha~~ling by the 
powerhouse crane. Guide pins are supplied to facilitate center
ing the coyer into position over the generator. 

There are surface air coolers spaced symmetrically around the 
stator frame to cool the air from the generator to 40° C. or 
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below when the generator is operated at rated load. Blades 
mounted on the rotor circulate the air. The thrust bearing is 
Kingsbury type, capable of carrying a maximum load of 430 tons. 
':fhe guide beari~g is of segmental babbitted type, capable of ad
JUstment as to diameter and center. The bearings are immersed 
in oil which is cooled by water circulated through copper coils 
immersed in the oil reservoir. This bearing is below the rotor 
and supported on the bearing bracket which rests on soleplates 
embedded in the concrete foundation. 

~ire ~rotection is by a carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing system 
which discharges C02 gas through nozzles mounted on the initial 
and delayed pipe ring headers which are in the air housing 
above the penphery of the rotor. The control is automatic either 
by thermostats in the generator air housing or by generator dif
ferential relay operation. The system can be operated manually 
by a break-glass-type switch on the governor cabinet or manual 
mechanical release at the C02 cylinders. 

Exciters.-The main and pilot exciters are mounted on the 
upper bracket and are directly connected to the generator shaft. 
The main exciter output is connected directly to the generator 
field. The pilot exciter is connected through a field rheostat and 
breaker to the field of the main exciter. A permanent magnet 
generator is mounted above the pilot exciter and furnishes con
trol voltage to the governor mechanism. 

Generator voltage control is by electrically operated rheostat 
and field circuit breaker in the main exciter field circuit. The 
rheostat and breaker together with the regulator contactors are 
in the exciter cubicle near the generator. The voltage regulator 
control element and associated contacts, voltage-adjusting rheo
stat. regulator transfer switch. and indicating lights are mounted 
on the main control board in the control building. Contactors in 
the excitation cubicle provide normal field-forcing or quick-re
sponse excitation. 

Main low-voltage switchgear and connections.-The 13.8-kilo
volt connections from the generator terminals to the gas pipe 
cable terminals in the tunnel are made with three 4- by %,-inch 
copper bars. The generator bus leaves the generator housing 
from the top. The bare copper buses are supported on 15-kilo
volt porcelain insulators and enclosed in a sheet steel housing 
with transite barriers for phase isolation. This type construc
tion facilitates connections to instrument transformers, surge 
protective lightning arresters, and capacitors. Wire-glass win
dows are installed in the bus housing- as required for access and 
visual inspection of insulators and flexible connectors. Ventila
tion is by gravity through louvered openings in the housing. The 
bus housing is approximately 75 feet in length; the pipe cable 
run to the main transformer bank delta bus is approximately 
400 feet in length. The generator neutral air circuit breaker 
and neutral reactor are mounted in metal-clad housings. The 
connection from the neutral terminal to the neutral breaker and 
reactor cubicles is made with a 14- by 2-inch copper bar enclosed 
in a sheet-steel housing. The value of neutral reactance, 0.3 ohm. 

ii 
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was chosen to limit the line-to-ground fault current to a value 
below the phase-to-phase fault current. This amount of reac
tance is sufficiently low to assure dependable generator ground 
relay protection. 

Auxiliary power 
Auxiliary power at 480 volts is normally supplied from two 

station service transformers. Station service transformer 1 is 
tapped off the main transformer bank delta bus through a 15-
kilovolt, 2000-ampere oil circuit breaker. 

Station service transformer 2 is connected through a fuse to 
the 12.5-kilovolt bus of the 69-12.5-kilovolt stepdown transformer 
bank, which supplies the 12.5-kilovolt switchyard. Both station 
service transformers are rated 13.2-480 volts, 3 phase, 600 kilo-
volt-amperes. 

Station service transformers 1 and 2 connect to the control 
building 480-volt auxiliary board busses 1 and 2, respectively. 
The bus tie breaker is normally open and each bus section fed 
by its respective station service transformer. If either trans
former is lost due to fault or tripout the bus tie breaker auto
matically closes, reenergizing the bus section. The control build
ing auxiliary board feeds the heating and lighting board and 
air-conditioning board in the control building; also feeders from 
busses 1 and 2 of this board supply the power to the powerhouse 
main auxiliary board. Duplicate feeders to the unit auxiliary 
boards and other important load centers ensure continuous opera-
tion of the auxiliary services. 

All auxiliary power switchboards are of dead-front, totally en-
closed, steel cubicle construction, with light-gray interior and 
exterior finish. Air circuit breakers are used throughout for 
incoming and distribution circuits. 

The incoming feeder breakers from the station service trans-
formers and the bus tie breaker are rated 1600 amperes, 50,000-
ampere interrupting capacity, electrically operated, withdrawal 
type. The incoming feeder breakers and bus tie breaker on the 
powerhouse main auxiliary board are rated 600 amperes, 25,000-
ampere interrupting capacity, electrically operated, withdrawal 
type. All distribution breakers are of 225- or 100-ampere frame 
size, 15,000-ampere interrupting capacity. 

Power circuits leaving the auxiliary boards are single-conduc
tor cables insulated for 600-volt service, rubber-insulated with 
neoprene jacket, type ROJ. 

CoNTROL BUILDING 

The control building is approximately 80 by 87 feet (fig. 102). 
It is constructed of reinforced concrete, brick, and structural 
steel. Remote control equipment for the operation of both Boone 
and Fort Patrick Henry powerhouses and switchyards is in this 
building, and the leads and cable gallery runs along the east side. 

The spreading room, battery room, air-conditioning room, 
water-purification room, and motor-generator room are in the 
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basement at elevation 1319 19 E . ment is throu h · · · qmpment access to the base-
1331.19 floor g 0 a t~atch m the southeast corner of the elevation 
control room. reGty :o~~u~~~eosort ~ie~at\on k1331.19, are located 
rooms. The' communicat'ion and f:JI e s, oc er rooms, and test 
floor at elevation 1342 19 Th. fl e rooms are on the second 
area of t~e. floor below. (flg. 1 d~). oor covers only a part of the 

. Thf or~gmal ground elevation at the site of the control b 'ld 
mg s ope ~o. th~t Pll:rt of the building was on fill and Ul -
cut. To mmimize differential settlement th th part on 

~;~~~ a~~~ox~;t~~~~ll~~e\~ei~: t:~t~~e:e~~:~~fa tow~!v:~foa~ 
under the entire base area of the buildi b .. Th~ fill 
layers and was thoroughly compacted wit~~ w~~ place? m 6-mch 
sheepsfoot rollers. au mg equipment and 

Structural design 

The basement slab and ll " . 
signed to withstand the ea;;~ s are or rei~forced concrete de-

of the s'teel s~perstruc~ure .fr:~~~~u~~ ~1a~~~fe~h~t;:~ll~~lu~ost 
~::m;;ic~nd g~rd~rs, With n.veted construction. The steelwo~t 
tinuous stese~a :ea~r supportmg the exterior brick walls. Con
decking. The steel~;r?~~~ Jhe. concrete floors. and steel roof 
stress of 20 000 d · esign~d for a maximum allowable 

. ' poun s per square mch. The exterior f . 
of the smgle-story portion of the b 'ld. . . rammg 
crete columns and beams. Ul mg Is of remforced con-

FIGURE 102.-Boone control building and sw~::h~a:;·including transformer a rea. 
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Architectural treatment 
Since the control building was constructed during 1952, the 

use of critical materials was avoided insofar as possible. Where 
aluminum siding had been used freely on the Watauga and South 
Holston projects, noncritical materials, such as brick masonry, 
concrete, and limestone were incorporated in the design of the 
Boone control building. Although the high main portion of the 
building is framed with steel, the low office wing utilizes a con
crete frame for the exterior walls. The panels created by the 
exposed concrete framework are filled by windows and brick 
masonry. The exterior walls are built up with a structural clay tile core 
faced on the exterior with brick masonry. The walls extend up 
beyond the flat roofs to form parapets into which the roofs are 
flashed. Since the roof areas are visible from the top of the dam, 
they are finished with crushed limestone to match the powerhouse 

roof. The main portion of the building is two stories in height, with 
space on the second floor for communications equipment. This 
added height also allows for a 15-foot-high ceiling in the control 
room, the ceilings of the other rooms on the main floor being 
from 7 to 10 feet high. This additional height in the control 
room is necessary for proper illumination of the control boards 
and desks. Ducts, conduits, and piping are installed in the furred 
space above the control room ceiling. 

The rooms below grade have cement finished floors, concrete 
and concrete brick walls, and unfinished ceilings. The offices on 
the main floor have rubber tile floors, plastered walls and ceil
ings, except that the test rooms have tile walls. Movable metal 
partitions are used to divide the offices, thus allowing for flexi
bility in size and arrangement of space. The control room is 
finished similar to the offices except that acoustical tile is used on 
the ceiling. The toilet and locker rooms have terrazzo floors, tile 
walls, and plastered ceilings. A very attractive dark-red marble, 
known as "Coral Rouge Fleuri," is used for the walls of the lobby 
and adjacent vestibule. 

On the second floor the communications room is finished with 
rubber tile floors and facing tile walls. The steel roof decking 
forms the ceiling of this room. All the tile throughout the build
ing is a light-buff, unglazed, structural facing tile. 

Light-buff colored brickwork is used for the exterior finish of 
the building. Exterior doors and window frames are painted 
blue-green. Doors are painted red. The project name, in the 
form of 18-inch high red porcelain enameled steel letters, is 
mounted on the west, or river, elevation. 

Main control switchboards 
The controls, instruments, and relays for the major electrical 

equipment of the powerhouse and switchyard are centralized on 
a 14-panel, vertical-type control and instrument board and a 
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16-panel, vertical-type . ·d · . 
installed in the control ~~~~. mg mstrument and battery board 

The relay board consists of ei ht · 
back-to-hack on 6-foot spacing gwit~e~I~tl duplex panels mou?t~d 
a separate room adjacent to th . a way between and IS m 
~re plainly identified with nam e l~am control room. All relays 
mg has no significance The ep a es, so. the sequence of mount-
switch~s on the controi board s~~N~nce t~f ms;ruments. and control 
of eqmpment in the switchyard ws e ac ual physical location 

The 5-panel battery board is t' th 
and P!OV~des control of the batte~ - e lef~ of the recording panels 
and distribution of the 2SO-volt {t~hargmg motor-generator sets 
annunciator battery and the ~f5 10n1~on{rol ba~tery, the 48-volt 
~err~d service. The' 11-panel rec -':0 a ternatmg-current pre
mg mstruments and load-frequ ordmg btoard m?unts all record
Boone and Fort Patrick Henry. ency con rol eqmpment for both 

Panel 4 of the main control b d . 
trol eq~ipment for complete coo:t~olco~t~~ns ~he super':isory con-
two-umt station. Control inclu 0 e ort Patnck Henry 
control, load control s eed dr des g~nerator start-stop, speed 
voltage regulator v'olptage d<?OPt' .gate hhmit, exciter field rheostat 

t 
· ' -a JUS mg r eostat · d' t' · ' 

men ~ :r:eadmg generator speed volt ' m Ica mg mstru
~unciatwn of abnormal condit'' s! amperes, wa~ts,. vars, an
hght position indication of IOns, ;np and ~lose with mdicating 
and motor-operated disconne~~~e;a o\ ~nd lme circuit breakers 
Fort Patrick Henr turb · SWI c es. Panel 5 mounts th~ 
boards are totally e~closedme ~owmeter recorders. All switch
finished to harmonize with tchb~cltes ?f str~tcher leveled steel and 
(fig. 104). e 111 enor fimsh of the control room 

All indicating and recordin . t wit~ gray cases and white d~l~ns rJments are semiflush type 
eqUipment is projection type M' .anb charts .. 4II relay board . Imic usses of distmctive finish to 

FIGURE l04.~Boone control room. 
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represent different voltages and control switches of distinctive 
shapes and colors for various functions are arranged on the ver
tical-type control board to agree with the physical arrangement of 
the controlled circuits. The operators' desks are placed centrally 
in front of the control board. 

The controls associated with each unit include those for unit 
start-stop and shutdown, governor speed-adjusting motor, gate
limit setting, intake gate emergency close, voltage regulator trans
fer switch, voltage-adjusting rheostat, exciter field rheostat con
trol, unit auxiliaries, neutral oil circuit breaker, and generator and 
station service transformer oil circuit breakers. ~ynchronizing 
can be done across the generator low-voltage breakers or across 
the high-voltage line breaker. The control room operator also has 
control of the power supply and the bus tie breakers for the 480-
volt station service system. 

Indicating instruments are installed for unit speed, gate posi
tion, gate-limit position, generator field amperes and volts, pilot 
exciter amperes and volts, and amperes, watts, and vars in all 
major alternating current circuits. Each generator has two watt
hour meters for registering power in and out. 

Recording instruments are installed for reservoir and tailrace 
water level, 161- and 12.5-kilovolt voltage, generator field and 
stator temperature, and main transformer bank winding tempera
ture. Watt-hour and reactive volt-ampere-hour graphic demand 
meters are installed on the 12.5-kilovolt lines. 

The automatic load frequency control equipment consists of a 
unit load controller for each generator at Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry, a combined station load recorder, a frequency recorder, a 
tie line load recorder controller, a master load frequency con
troller for each station, telemetering recorder transmitters, a 
master telemetering receiver controller, and associated selector 
switches and auxiliary devices. It accomplishes any of the fol
lowing operating conditions within the limits of the two generat
ing stations' capacity: 

1. Measure and record each unit generation of Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry; totalize, record, and transmit over a telemetering channel 
this generation to the load dispatcher at Chattanooga. 

2. Receive, by power line carrier signals, the master load control devia
tion reading from the load dispatcher's office and provide automatic 
load control for the generators at both stations in response to devia
tion on the master load-control channel or in response to deviations 
on any local tie line metered at Boone. 

3. Regulate system frequency from Boone during a system emergency. 
4. Permit the selection of any unit at Boone as the master regulating 

unit, with the other units at Boone and Fort Patrick Henry assisting 
the master unit in regulating operations. 

5. Provide operation of any unit under independent base load control 
when continuous type load control is in service on other units. 

6. Permit synchronous condenser operation of one or more units, with 
automatic load pickup in event of sustained low frequency. 

7. Trip automatic load control due to loss of alternating or direct current 
power supply, excessive frequency variations, telemetering impulse 
failure, or operation of station selector switch. 

The main control storage battery in the control building is 
floated at 258 volts across the output of either of two 10-kilowatt, 
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diverter pole type motor gener t h . 
able direct curren't su I is u a or c ar~m~ se~s. This depend-
tion, emergency lighti~p ~nd. s~d f~r Oil c1rcmt .brel'!-ker opera
eration of a small dire~- to ~~~tmg ~!ghts, relay c1rcmts, and op
set for an emergency su I erna mg-current moto! generator 
pref~rred service bus. Th~ [1~~ tfte }t15-vof~ alternatmg current 
service bus is used for station vf : erha mg-~urrent preferred 
instruments, and carrier current ~e~~p~ c artddtriVes of _recording 
ment. This bus is norm 11 . one an. e~emetermg equip~ 
ing switchboard. Starti~gya~~e~f~ze~ by f Circmt from the light
m?tor-generator set and transfe/p}nlf o d the emergenc~ supply 
failure and restoration of the norm o oa a.re l'!-utomabc upon 
has a capacity of 140 am h al supply c1rcmt. The battery 
tional reserve recovery cap~~~- ours at the ~-h~ur ~ate with addi
controlled by double-pole ~ir t:y. ~t~er\distnbu~wn circuits are 
thermal and instantaneous tricpircuJ h rea er~ eqmppe.d with both 
of 10,000 amperes. an ave an mterruptmg capacity 

A six-element automatic oscillo h 
transmission line faults and chec~~~h on ~he relay board reco~ds 
relays. Current and potential ci ·t e per ormance of protective 
graph through a plug-and-block rem s are connecte?- .to the oscillo
of any line. Darkroom facilit· arrangeJ?lent to fac1l!tate selection 
of oscillograph records Ies are avmlable for qmck evaluation 

The pilot exciter rh~ostat · · field breaker and volta e r , mam exciter rheostat, main exciter 
are assembl~d in steel ~uhiclf~~a;~rt~ontfct~r:s f1or ea.ch generator 
near the respective generators. e e ec nca eqmpment room 

The voltage-regulator control l t . 
spective generator panels of th . e ~men IS mount~d .on the re-
bon of the operator. Overvolt: ms rument board With~n observa
and ~he generator operate cont~~t~elays ~?h b?th the PI~ot exciter 
the pilot exciter and main . rs ~ 1~ msert resistance in 
within safe limits during ~~~~~~~ fi~d CI~cmtds .to keep the voltages 
speeds due to loss of load. o sys em Isturbances or over-

Control wiring between s it hb d 
consists of multiconductor c':.blc .oar l s tctdf controlled equipment 
plastic, rubber-insulated with ~h msu a1 e t· or 600 v~lts, thermo
cables leave the termin~l block ermop :sd IC rubJ;>er Jacket. The 
of the switchboard The s moun e on wmg panels back 
spreading room bel~w they c~r~ tfken through fl?or slots to the 
cement trays into a tunnel n ro r~om and carried on asbestos
building, and switchyard Thonnh1tmg the powerhouse, control 
runs from the cable tu~nel e ca es ar~ routed through conduit 
through cable trays and condul~ tthe SWithyard e9uipment and 

Cable trays follow the o power . ouse eqmpment. 
projects. The racks are f~me general design as used on all TV A 
room of the control build. the cable tunnel and in the spreading 

F d m~ orme asbestos-cement tr · h · ~upported on formed channel ~r~ck ;" IJ~the cables are laid, are 
m turn, are welded to chann I e s o o. 10 gage steel which, 
the concrete walls or suspend~dp~~ts. t.:fhe ~?sts are fastened to 
on a maximum of 61~-foot c nt om T e eel mgs. and are spaced 

7 e ers. rays are m parallel runs 

II 
I 
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. . · t for cable direction and and in tiers to smt electncal r~qmremen s t the generator leads 
distribution.. Structubra

1
1 ~teel fam.;~e~~Pf;:mes are made up of 

pipe cables m the ca e u~ne · d t the concrete. The 
light structural members whichll ar: !~:~~~=d t~ the frames which 
pipe cables re~t on concave ro . er 
permit expanswn and contractwn. 

Relaying d · t rounds 
The ~en~rator stator 'rintings f:~rtirh;e~~du~1~~n~liJerentiai 

open circmts, and ~urn- o- urn tion including the generator 
relays connected to giVe 1ovd-al~ proc~~le a~d split winding protec
breaker and generator ea s pipe t d · the full winding of 
tion. Differential relays fre ~on~e~ e en~n and in one-third the 
each phase at the genera or real e nd An overcurrent ground 
winding of each. phase of the neutra ~ · connected to operate on 
backup re~ay WitJ;l a low-cdrrent s~t~~nfiso used to protect against 
residual differential g~oun c~r~en ~d of stator windings. Each 
ground fau_lts near tt de neu. rat ~vervoltage by an altern~tin~
generator IS protec e agams instantaneous type, which IS 
current overvoltage rel.ar ot the ke the performance of the unit 
energized through a resis 0d 0 h~c~ operates directly on the high 
insensitive to freque!lCY an w f the voltage regulator. A 
speed, voltage-lowermg contactors 0 t the ilot exciter out
direct-current ov~rvoltage JelJ co~~:~:efn ~he pllot exciter field 
p_ut ~peratedd to Itnhser~~tati~n ~~ltage in the event of overspeed circmt to re uce e e 
or other c~use. f bank is protected by transformer-type 

The mam trans ormer . erall rotection of the trans-
differenti~l relays used {0 ?b{afn ~ each ~f the four transformer 
former with currcent re\ rbi~as c~o relays with approximately 15 
voltage levels. urren. . ~ n d 'f otection of the ex
p~~cent ~mb.alance sensib~Ity, ares~~~erofnP~onnection with the 
citing wmdmg of the sen~ trfn d and the full capacity manual 
69-kilovolt tap changer ~n :~1-k~lovolt winding. 
no-load tap change6~ ~\ t elt transmission lines are pro~ecte~ by 

The 138- a!ld 1 - I ovo otential polarized directwnal 
high-speed distance t rdl~ysco~j~nRion with carrier current pilot 
ground relays ~:rper.a e Am tential polarized backup ground relay relays and auxihanes. po 
is also installed. . 1 138 and one 161-kilovolt line breaker 

Initially, there IS on Y one . - is b assed with a motor-
which, dur~ng peri~ds <?{ ~anf~n:~Jftiona{ret of distance relays 
operated disconnec. swi c · 1 ener ized from current trans
and pote~tial pol~r~~ed 1roub~~~i~s of fhe main transf?rmers is 
formers m the hig v_o age . oil circuit breaker mamtenance 
provided for protecb~nt.durl~1ine fault will trip the generator 
periods. Durmg sue d :ne rrier transfer trip signal clear the 
breakers at Boone an . Y caDurin normal operation these same 
line at the remot~fftermi~~al. . t cti~n for their respective busses. 
relays serve as di .ere~ Ia pio ~· hed on the 138- and 161-kilovolt 

Automatic reclosmg Islac~omp Ifays-one is used for immediate 
line breakers by two rec osmg re 
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or high-speed reclosure and the other is supervised by a voltage 
check or synchronous check relay controlled by selector switch. 

The four 69-kilovolt lines have directional distance relays and a 
potential polarized ground relay. A set of spare line relays is pro
vided which, by test blocks, can be connected to either spare breaker. 
The 69-kilovolt busses are protected with bus differential relays. 
The 69-12.5-kilovolt transformer bank is protected by transformer 
differential relays with backup overcurrent relays. Station serv
ice transformer 2 is protected by fuses. Station service trans
former 1 has instantaneous-type overcurrent backup relays to 
obtain rapid clearance for heavy fault on the 13.2-kilovolt bus or 
in the primary winding of the transformer. Automatic single-shot 
recloser relays supervised by voltage- or synchronous-check relays 
through a selector switch can be applied to each line. 

The 12.5-kilovolt lines are protected by an overcurrent relay in 
each phase with instantaneous attachment and high-speed and 
standard-speed directional current product ground relays. Each 
line breaker has a 3-shot recloser set for immediate reclosing on 
first tripout and preset for definite time for second and third 
reclosure, with lockout and control room annunciation upon trip
out following the third reclosure. The high-speed ground relay is 
blocked after first operation by a time-delay relay to allow time 
for the standard-speed relay to operate. This relaying scheme 
permits coordination of the breaker trip-out with the fused tap 
circuits on the line. The line and reclosure relays are mounted 
in a steel cabinet on the respective breakers. 

Signals and annunciator system 

Audible and visual annunciations are used for excessive tem
peratures of bearings, windings, air, and oil; for abnormal liquid 
levels and flows; and for faulty operation of equipment throughout 
the station. Those annunciations deserving the attention of the 
operator are in the main control room. In addition to annuncia
tions, two operation recorders or printers are on the operator's 
desk-one for Boone and one for Fort Patrick Henry-which 
record all annunciations as well as all normal operations of major 
switching equipment. Each recording on the strip chart of the 
recorder identifies the source of the signal and records the date 
and time when the trouble or normal switching operation occurred. 
Communication system 

The communication system includes carrier links to distant 
plants for telemetering, load control, supervision, pilot relaying, 
local telephone system, and physical and carrier telephone circuits 
to outside plants. Station generation and Appalachian Electric 
Power Co. interchange at Boone are telemetered via power and 
telephone line carrier to the Chattanooga load dispatcher; the 
interchange is also sent to Appalachian Electric Power Co. A 
system error signal is received via powerline carrier from the 
Chattanooga load dispatcher and may be used for control gen
eration. Various other telemetering signals between other plants 
also bypass through the switchyard and communications room. 

I, 
I 
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Supervisory signals for remotely controlling Fort Patrick Henry 
hydro plant utilize audio tones sent over a two-~requenc;v power
line carrier telephone circuit. Duplicate powerlme ca~r:e_r paths 
are provided, together with automatic transfer fac~htles~ for 
switching to standby carrier in the eyent of regu)ar ~arner !allure. 
The carrier sets may be used for vo1ce commumcatwn durmg any 
period, such as initial lineup, when supervisory carrier is n?t 
being used. Boone receives 18 audio tones and sends_ seven audiO 
tones for telemetering, supervisory control, supervisory check
back and annunciation between these two stations. 

C~rrier pilot relay sets are used for relaying on. the 138- and 
161-kilovolt lines. There are at present two such hnes, and each 
pilot relay set has a transfer tripping tran~mitter for tripping 
its respective breaker at the other end of the lme when the breaker 
at Boone is removed for servicing. 

The local telephone system consists primarily of t~o unit~: 
(1) a manual key-type telephone switchb~ard f?r 20 hnes ~mlt 
into the operator's desk and used to termmate 1m~ortant dn·e~t 
circuits for the use of the operator; and (2) a 100-lme automatic 
"switchboard initially equipped for 51 lines, installed in the com
munication ~oom and used for intercommunication between the 
various local telephone instruments distribut~d ab<;mt th_e plant 
area. Use of the automatic equipment avoids d1sturbmg the 
control-room operator when local calls are made. The auto!ll~tic 
system has two features distinguishing _it from ~ther ex1stmg 
plants: (1) it is the first all-relay-type switchboard m ~he syst_em, 
other switchboards being step-by-step type; and (2) ~~ pro_v1d~s 
two lines connecting via telephone line carrier and physical c1rcmt 
to the automatic branch exchange at Fort Patrick Henry hydro 
plant, making it possible to call between local t~lephones at _Boone 
and Fort Patrick Henry without any manual mterconnectwn by 
th~ operator. 

Conference call service for a maximum of six selected lines, 
fire and police signaling, and code-call service for locating em
ployees are available by dialing approJ!riate num_bers from any 
telephone instrument. The manual switchboard IS connected to 
the automatic switchboard by one incoming call trunk from the 
au~matic switchboard fire alarm line, two 2-way tru_nks, and 
one outgoing call trunk to executive right-of-way serviCe.. The 
latter is used by the operator to make urgent calls and w1ll call 
idle or busy lines. 

Several types of outside telephone service are available. Tele
phone line physical and carrier circuits are used between Boone 
and Fort Patrick Henry as previously noted. They are also 
used from Boone to northeast Johnson City where these circuits 
are interconnected with other system-talking circuits. Single-fre
quency selective dial-ringing-type powerline carrier telephone is 
used for communication with Appalachian Electric Power Com
pany. Single-frequency powerline carrier telephone is used on a 
code-rung magneto party line basis for communicatiOJ?-S betwe_en 
various points in the area. A two-frequency p_owe~lme. earner 
telephone is used as the Boone end of a composite c1rcmt to the 
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Chattanoo~a load dispatcher. These circuits terminate on the 
mar~ua~ switchboard e~cept a~ ~reyiously noted. Where magneto 
opel atwn on a party lme basis Is mvolved, the circuits have code 
selector~ so that the control-room operator will be signalled only 
when h1s ~ode has been rung. 

ConnectiOns. to th~ Intermountain Telephone System are avail
able for reachmg pomts not covered by TV A internal circuits and 
as standby for the latter. 

STATION SERVICE FACILITIES 

Lighting 

The lig~ting and ~eating system for the powerhouse is supplied 
f_ro~ a smgle 75-kllovolt-ampere, single-phase, noninflammable 
~1qmd-filled t_ransforl?-er. The control building lighting and heat
mg s:ystem Is supphed from another transformer of the same 
c_apa~Ity and voltage rating. The powerhouse and control building 
h~htmg transformers have induction voltage regulators to main
tam. a c~:mstant and c~rrect vol_tage on all lighting circuits. 

L1ghtu~g for the sw_Itch;vard 1s suppli~d fr~m l?cal_ transformers 
fed at 4~_0 vol~s. . Lig?tmg a?d heatmg d1stnbutwn is by the 
usual mai?S, diStnbutwn cabmets, and branch circuits. With 
~he exc~ptl?n o_f the generator operating aisle, practically all light
~ng sw1tc~mg Is. l_ocal. Switchyard, ?a~, and embankment light~ 
mg h~s, m additiOn to the local sw1tchmg, an automatic photo
electnc control sys~em which may be bypassed at any time by a 
maste! ~ontr?l switch in the main control room. The control 
room. Is Illummated by luminous indirect incandescent units· com
mer~Ial-t:ype fluorescent fixtures are utilized in the generatbr op
eratmg aisle, communi_cation room, relay room, and office .. :Work 
3:reas and. other areas Ill the powerhouse and control building are 
hghted With standard types of industrial fixtures. Substation
type fixtures are used for general lighting in the switchyard ·and 
along the yard fence. Co?yentional_street light fixtures mounted 
on s~eel standard~ are utlhzed for hghting the embankment and 
par~mg areas, w1th rail-type units being used for the concrete 
portwn of the dam. The street light units are operated on a 
constant current series circuit. 
. Emer~ency lighting for the powerhouse and control building 
I? supplied from t~e 258-vo~t station control battery. Emergency 
h?'hts are at _all v~tal locat~ons such as main control room, gen
Cl a tor operatmg msle, turbme pit, and stairways and are spaced 
to form a part of the normal lighting system. The lamps, which 
are of th~ 239-vol~ cla~s, normally operate on 230-volt alternating
current hghtu~g Circmts, but during a power failure an automatic 
throwover switch connects them to the 258-volt station control 
battery. Upon the r~turn of power the switch automatically re
connects them to their normal alternating-current supply. 

Grounding system 

The power and protective grounding system comprises three 
low-resistance ground mats. One mat is along the east bank down-
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stream from the powerhouse and consists of a rectangular mat 
approximately 600 feet long by 100 feet wide with 500,000-circu
lar-mil bare copper cable laid in trenches in permanently moist 
earth spaced at least 20 feet apart and anchored with 25 or more 
%,-inch by 8-foot copper-clad ground rods. Five 500,000-circular
mil cables are extended from this ground field to the second mat 
covering the area under the switchyard. 

This second ground mat of 500,000-circular-mil bare copper 
cable is installed in trenches of low-resistant soil, free of rock 
and foreign material, at a minimum depth of 6 feet below the 
switchyard grade elevation. Two ground cables run parallel with 
the control cable tunnel, one on either side of the tunnel. As this 
excavation was deep, these grounds are not only an effective 
accessory to the switchyard grounding system but are used to 
connect into the powerhouse, control building, and mat No. 3 
systems. 

The third mat is in the form of a grid upstream from the dam 
along the east river bank. This grid is approximately 140 feet 
long and 60 feet wide with 500,000-circular-mil bare copper cable 
buried in permanently moist soil and supplemented by si~ or more 
ground rods. Extending from this mat is a 500,000-circular-mil 
bare copper cable buried in a trench and covered with loam along 
the heel of the dam to the west bank, thence north and south 
approximately 250 feet in each direction, and buried in perma
nently moist trenches and anchored with grounding rods. 

The three mats are connected together with the powerhouse 
grounding through ground test stations so that each mat can be 
tested separately for effectiveness. Tests using a remote refer
ence ground indicate that the combined grounding mats have a 
resistance of 0.11 ohm. Generator and transformer neutrals, 
lightning arresters, equipment frames, steel structures, and trans
mission towers are all connected to the grounding system. 

A protective ground network was placed just below the surface 
of the switchyard to equalize potential gradients in the yard. 
Ste~l gratings at all operating points are grounded to the network 
to further protect the operators. 

Fire protection 

Raw water is supplied from a 50,000-gallon storage tank for 
general fire protection in the powerhouse and control building. 
There are nine 11f2-inch fire hose outlets in the powerhouse and 
three in the control building placed at convenient locations. Each 
outlet has a valve, 75 feet of unlined linen hose, and a nozzle 
mounted on a hose rack. In addition, portable C02 fire ex
tinguishers of various sizes are placed at convenient locations 
throughout the building. 

An automatic carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing system is used 
for protection of the generators and the oil storage and purification 
room. The automatic system consists of three banks of 50-pound 
cylinders, an initial bank of 14 cylinders, a delayed bank of 12 
cylinders, and a reserve bank of 14 cylinders. The initial dis
charge bank is arranged for simultaneous discharge of all cylin-
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ders .to. ~ny ~enerator or to the oil storage and purification room. 
The Imha~ discharge to a generator provides for a concentration 
of aJ?proxiJ?ately 5.0 percent. The delayed discharge is arranged 
for mtermittent discharges to. maintain a concentration of not 
less t~an 25 percent for 30 mmutes. The piping to the reserve 
bank IS arra~ged so that by operation of a transfer switch in 
the relay cabmet the reserve bank is substituted for the initial 
bank. 

Manual or auto:I?atic closing of a thermostat in the oil storage 
r~om operates a time-delay relay, provides immediate annuncia
tion, and delays C02 discharge for 20 seconds, allowing time for 
personnel to leave the room. Pressure switches in the gas header 
ope:r:ate to close dampers and door releases. 
. Fire protection outside the control building consists of two 6-
I0nch fire hydrants, each having two 21f2-inch hose connections 

ne fire hose cart, complete with wrenches, reel, two 50-foot 
lengths of hose, and two nozzles, is provided. 

Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning 

Powerhouse.-'!he powerhouse is heated and ventilated by vari
ous sys~ems se~v_m~ rel~te~ spaces. In the control building com
plete air condi~IOn~ng IS mstalled in the control room, lobby, 
o~ces, commumcatw~s. room, test rooms, relay room, and first
aid room .. The re.mammg spaces are ventilated and heated only 
The quantity of air to be supplied or exhausted is determined i~ 
gene:r:al, from the recommendation of the American Society' of 
Heatn~g and Y entilating Engineers and from comparison with 
other mstallat~ons of similar nature. 

Because of mfrequency of occupation, the powerhouse is not 
heated to a com~ort level during severe weather. Instead, warmed 
are.as are provided . where ~ttendance may be required, where 
mamtenance or repair operatwns may be expected where freezing 
may o.ccur, o!-' where heat is required for the remo~al of dampness 
Heat I~ provided to maintain at least a 45° F. ambient. The lobby 
and toilet ~oom_ are heated to the conventional 72° F. 

All heatmg IS by electricity. The lobby corridor and toilet 
room are hea~ed by thermostatically cont;olled, 220-volt wall
recessed, gravity convection heaters; all other spaces are 'heated 
by 440-yolt, fan-type, forced convection unit heaters. Each 440-
volt .umt heater ?:;ts a wall-mounted thermostat to prevent over
h~atmg. In addition to the permanently connected heaters elec
tnc plug receptacles are strategically located for 18-kilowatt, 440-
V?lt, pedestal-mounted, .fan-type, portable unit heaters and for 3-
~Ilotw1a1 tdt, 220-v?lt, gra_vity convection portable heaters. The total 
ms a e. e!ect:r:IC heatmg is 137.5-kilowatts. 

V en~Ilatwn Is supplied in the several areas of the powerho se 
accor~mg to tJ:e need for comfort, for the dissipation of heat fr6m 
~lectriCal eqmpment and solar radiation, and for the relief of 

:;tmpness. In spaces where considerable occupancy may occur 
~~~ Is changed frequently to prevent discomfort to the occupants' 

er areas a~ected by solar radiation and electrical equi ment. 
losses are ventilated for the removal of excess neat and to pmain-
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tain required ambient conditions. The draft tube gallery and tur
bine pits are ventilated for the removal of excessive dampness 
and stagnation. 

For ventilation of the spaces subject to solar radiation or from 
heat-producing equipment, a temperature rise of 5° to 10° F. is 
allowed, depending upon location, service, and occupancy, and air 
of sufficient quantity to limit the temperature rise is supplied or 
exhausted. 

Fresh air enters the generator room through wire guard and 
damper assemblies in the downstream wall. A grating and shaft 
from the draft tube deck furnishes fresh air to the pipe gallery 
below, from where a portion of the air is supplied to the draft tube 
access gallery by a vaneaxial fan in the connecting shaft. Air 
is exhausted from the generator room, toilet room, and service bay 
spaces by three fans in the fan room which discharge to the out
doors through a louver in the east end of the powerhouse. The 
service bay spaces include machine shop, oil purification room and 
their adjoining spaces, and galleries. The cable and leads tunnel is 
ventilated by an air supply grating in the switchyard and an 
exhaust fan and louver in the powerhouse area. A vaneaxial fan 
serves to ventilate each turbine pit. Total cubic feet per minute 
of air exhausted is 56,750. 

Control building.-Because of variations in the nature of the 
loads, three separate complete air supply systems are used-one 
serving the control room and communications room; one serving 
offices, lobby, first-aid room, and test rooms Nos. 3 and 4; and 
one Serving test rooms Nos. 1 and 2. Each of these systems is 
complete with fan, duct system, supply fixtures, filters, heater, 
humidifier, and cooling coils. The air-conditioning plenums for 
the first two systems are in the air-conditioning rooms, while 
the third consists of a self-contained packaged unit in test room 
No. 1. The cooling equipment is designed to maintain an inside 
temperature of 78° F. dry bulb and 65° F. wet bulb with an 
outside condition of 95° F. dry bulb and 78° F. wet bulb. 

H.eating is accomplished by blast type electric heaters, thermo
statically controlled. Humidity is supplied during the heating 
cycle by the evaporation of moisture into the air stream as con
trolled by a humidistat. Cooling is accomplished, for the two 
systems in the air-conditioned room, by the circulation of chilled 
water through finned type cooling coils. The flow of chilled water 
is regulated as required by motor-operated valves controlled by 
thermostats. The packaged unit system provides cooling by the 
evaporation of refrigerant within finned-type cooling coils. 

. The water ~hilling system in the air-conditioning room con
ststs of ~ ~efnge_rant _compressor, water-cooled condensing unit, 
wate~-chillmg umt, chilled water storage tank, chilled water cir
cl:llatmg pump, and the ~u~tomary controlling and protective de-
VIces. The packaged umt Is complete with refrigerant compres
sor, water-cooled condenser, and customary devices. Total in
stalled refrigeration is 44 tons. 

All spaces not served by the air-conditioning systems are heated 
by either 220-volt recessed gravity heaters or 440-volt, fan-type, 
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forced convection unit heaters spaced to serve the spaces in
volved. The heating equipment is designed to maintain an inside 
temperature of 70° F. with an outside temperature of 0° F. 

In addition to the permanently connected heaters, outlets are 
installed at strategic locations for 18-kilowatt, 440-volt, 3-phase, 
pedestal-mounted, fan unit portable heaters and for 3-kilowatt, 
220-volt, single-phase, gravity convection portable heaters. Total 
installed electric heating is 193 kilowatts. 

Ventilation is provided to the air-conditioning spaces by the air
conditioning system supply fans, at the option of the operators, 
and to all other spaces by separate systems according to the need 
for comfort, for dissipation of heat from electrical equipment 
and solar radiation, and for relief of dampness. In spaces where 
considerable occupancy may occur, air is changed frequently to 
prevent discomfort to the occupants. Other areas affected by 
solar radiation and electrical equipment losses are ventilated for 
the removal of excess heat and to maintain required ambient con
ditions. 

For ventilation of the spaces where heat removal is the decid
ing factor, a temperature rise of 5° to 10° F. is allowed, depend
ing upon the location, service, and occupancy; and air of sufficient 
quantity to limit the temperature rise is supplied or exhausted. 

The ventilating fans and air-conditioning equipment, with the 
exception of the test rooms air-conditioning unit, are in the 
same room for convenience of maintenance and operation and for 
economy of space. The electrical and mechanical equipment rooms 
of the basement are ventilated by exhaust fans which discharge 
to the outdoors through an areaway and grating adjacent to the 
air-conditioning room. A toilet exhaust fan similarly ventilates 
the toilet rooms, file room, janitor's closets, kitchens, locker room, 
and dark room. Battery and relay rooms have separate exhaust 
fans. The electrical spaces' fan supplies fresh air from a portion 
of the areaway to the spreading room, motor-generator room, 
storage room, and battery room. The relay room air supply is 
filtered and enters the room through its own exterior wall louvered 
opening. Other rooms receive fresh air from conveniently ar
ranged rooms or corridors. The cubic feet per minute of air sup
plied and exhausted is 46,650. 

Drainage, unwatering, and filling systems 

All po":erhouse drainage from elevation 1302 and above is piped 
to the tmlrace. Drainage below elevation 1302 is piped to the 
station sump. The station sump is below floor elevation 1269 in 
the service bay. It has a working capacity of approximately 
16,000 gallons and is serviced by two 300-gallon-per-minute ver
tical turbine-type pumps discharging directly to the tailrace. 
The pumps have their motors mounted on the elevation 1269 floor 
and are operated automatically by float switch controls. 

An unwatering system for the draft tubes and scroll cases is 
used to permit inspection and repair of the underwater parts. 
Each scroll case has a screened outlet and a 12-inch drain line 
with shutoff valve. When a unit intake gate is closed the water 
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in the scroll case drains to tailwater level through the wicket 
gates and through the opened valve in the 12-inch drain line into 
the draft tube. Each draft tube has a screened outlet 15 inches 
above the low point of the draft tube. A 12-inch drainpipe with 
shutoff valve connects each draft tube to the station sump. 

The drain valves for the scroll cases are in the draft tube access 
gallery. The drain valves for the draft tubes are in the station 
sump and are operated from a floor stand on the elevation 1269 
floor directly above the sump. Two 3000-gallon-per-minute ver
tical turbine-type pumps, with vertical motors mounted directly 
over the sump, operate during unwatering periods and discharge 
directly into the tailrace. The pumps are operated manually and 
may be used to augment the station drainage pumping capacity. 

To raise the draft tube gates under balanced head conditions a 
12-inch connection with shutoff valve is provided for each unit 
for filling the draft tube and scroll case to tailwater level. The 
filling valves are in the draft tube access gallery opposite the 
scroll case drain valves. 

Haw water system 

Unit cooling.-Raw water from the forebay is used for unit 
cooling and lubricating. Each generating unit has an intake in 
its scroll case, and water flows to the unit by gravity through a 
twin-type strainer which may be cleaned without interruption of 
flow. 

The raw water system for each turbine and generator is di
vided into three parts-one to the six generator surface air 
coolers, one to the generator guide and thrust bearing oil cooler, 
and the other to the turbine guide bearing and turbine seal rings 
where the water is used as a lubricant. Each of the three parts 
has an indicating flowmeter. The meter in the line to the gen
erator air coolers has one electric contact set to close at a pre
determined low flow to energize an alarm in the control building. 
T_he meter in the line to the generator guide and thrust bearing 
011 cooler and the meter in the line to the turbine bearing and 
seals have two electric contacts set to close at predetermined low
flow points; one contact will energize an alarm in the control 
building and the other contact will operate an interposing relay 
which will interlock the unit starting controls to prevent starting 
or shuting down the unit on low flow. 

A motor-operated valve serves as a complete shutoff for all 
water to the unit. The valve is opened or closed by manual remote 
control from the control building when unit is started or stopped. 
Flow through the generator air coolers is controlled automatically 
by a motor-operated proportioning valve operated by a tempera
~ure controller and actuated by a feeler bulb in the generator hous
mg. 

An antisyphon arrangement prevents draining of the air coolers * 
while unit is shut down or if water supply should fail. 

The raw water twin strainer for each unit has a differential 
pressure switch with alarm contacts to notify the operator in 
the control building when a strainer needs cleaning. 
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Fire and service.-Raw water for fire and service is obtained 
from the forebay and is pumped into a 50,000-gallon storage tank 
on the right embankment at elevation 1450. The fire and serv
ice pump is in the powerhouse service bay at elevation 1284 and 
has a capacity of 188 gallons per minute. From the tank the 
water flows by gravity to the switchyard, control building, and 
powerhouse. 

Water from the storage tank is used for service outlets through
out the powerhouse and control building. These are l-inch hose 
connections for floor flushing, etc. 

During periods of low headwater, water from the storage tank 
is used in the control building as a cooling medium for the air
conditioning equipment and as an emergency supply to the water
treatment plant. 

Treated water 

Treated water is supplied for drinking and sanitary use in the 
powerhouse, control building, visitors building, maintenance build
ing, and for use in the switchyard insulating oil purification 
building. 

A complete water-treatment plant of 10 gallons per minute 
capacity was installed in the control building basement. Subse
.quent to the installation of this plant a 6-inch treated water main 
was installed along Tennessee State Highway No. 37 by the Tri
City Utility District. This was approved by the Tennessee State 
Health Department. The permanent treated water supply is now 
obtained from this source. Provision has been made for the in
stallation of a proportioning-type chlorinator should the need 
arise. 

The water-treatment plant installed consisted of the usual mix
ing and settling tanks, filters, chemical feeders, auxiliaries and 
service pumps with a 448-gallon storage tank in the visitors 
building basement at elevation 1426.5. The entire plant was 
designed for automatic as well as manual operation. The tank in 
the basement of the visitors building is still utilized in the opera
tion of the present system. A float operated valve maintains the 
supply in this tank. 

Plumbing and sewage disposal 

The powerhouse sanitary system has a total of eight plumbing 
fixtures consisting of one water closet, one urinal, one lavatory, 
one shower, one service sink, one 50-gallon electric water heater, 
and two electric water coolers. All fixtures are for use by 
employees. 

The control building sanitary system has a total of 17 plumbing 
fixtures consisting of three water closets, one urinal, four lava
tories, one shower, two kitchen sinks, one dark room sink, one 
battery room sink, one service sink, one surgeon's sink, one 50-
gallon electric water heater and one electric water cooler. All 
plumbing fixtures are for use by employees. 

Waste from the powerhouse and control building sanitary fix
tures, except from the powerhouse water coolers and control build-
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ing battery room sink, flows by gravity to a common buried 785-
gallon concrete septic tank outside the control building. The 
septic tank effluent discharges into filter material under the tail
race riprap to simulate a trickling filter. 

Governor and lubricating oil system 

The storage tanks, pumps, and purification equipment are on 
the elevation 1269 floor of the powerhouse service bay. Oil stor
age facilities consist of one dirty- and one clean-oil tank, each of 
2125-gallon capacity. Pumping equipment consists of one clean
and one dirty-oil pump, each of 33.5-gallon-per-minute capacity. 
A purifier of 375-gallon-per-hour capacity is installed. 

A complete piping system conveys oil for the governor system 
and the turbine and generator bearings to and from the purifica
tion system. The system is designed to prevent the mixing of 
clean and dirty oil. 

Station air system 

A complete piping system distributes compressed air through
out the control building and powerhouse to service outlets and to 
the g~nerator br.akes .. A stationary single-stage, double-acting, 
electnc-motor-dnven air compressor is on the elevation 1269 floor 
of the service bay in the powerhouse. The compressor capacity 
is 111.5 cubic feet per minute at a pressure of 100 pounds per 
square inch. The system includes a 200-cubic-foot air receiver, 
water-cooled aftercooler, and control equipment for automatic 
operation. 

A portable air-cooled, single-stage, electric-motor-driven, direct
connected air compressor of 105-cubic-foot-per-minute capacity at 
100-pound-per-square-inch pressure is also provided for general 
service around the entire project wherever required. 

Governor air system 

Compressed air for the governor system is independent of all 
other systems and is supplied by a stationary two-stage air
coole~, electric-mo~or-driven cor~pressor having a capacity ~f ap
proximately 9 cubic feet per mmute at a discharge pressure of 
300 pounds per square inch. The compressor was furnished by 
the governor manufacturer and is complete with receiver and 
controls for automatic operation. 

Headwater and tailwater gage wells 

A 24-inch-diameter gage well is installed in the nonoverflow dam 
with a screened 4-inch inlet line from headwater. Headwater 
level shows on an indicator in the control building. 

A 24-inch-diameter gage well is installed in the powerhouse 
service bay with a screened 4-inch inlet line from tailwater. Tail
water level shows on an indicator in the control building. 

Piezometers 

Piezometers are provided for measurement of water flow 
through each turbine. Each turbine flowmeter has a transmitter 
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which sends the flow quantities to a recording receiver in the con
trol building. 

Machine shop equipment 

All equipment for the machine shop is of the heavy-duty type 
for precision work. All machines have individual electric motors 
with starting controls mounted on the machine or in a convenient 
location near the machine. The machines are arranged along one 
wall of the transformer repair and rotor erection room on the 
elevation 1284 floor of the service bay in the powerhouse. 

The shop equipment consists of one bench lathe, one pedestal 
grinder, one sensitive drill, one metal-cutting handsaw, one port
able pipe-threading machine, and one arbor press. A miscellane
ous assortment of small tools is provided for machine shop use. 

SWITCHYARD 

The switchyard (fig. 102, p. 285) is on the right bank down
stream of the nonoverflow dam, with its long axis perpendicular 
to the bas~ line of the dam, the upstream end 360 feet from the 
base line. The surface of the yard is at elevation 1331, making 
the entire area in earth cut except the transformer yard. The 
area between the switchyard and dam is filled to elevation 1330 
and is occupied by the control building and a parking area. 

The switchyard subgrade slopes 5 inches from the center line 
to the edges and is surfaced with crushed rock varying in thick
ness from 7 to 12 inches. Ditches on both sides of the yard are 
drained to the river bank. The landward ditch serves also as an 
interceptor for surface drainage from the slope above the switch
yard. 

Concrete structures 

Since the switchyard is all on earth, all footings for structures 
and equipment are concrete spread footings. The fill in the 
transformer area was compacted and had been in place for over 
a year before any footings were built. The remaining structures 
are all in the cut area of the switchyard. 

The cable tunnel leading from the cable gallery in the dam is 
of reinforced concrete, rectangular in cross section (fig. 105). 
It is embedded in the earth embankment and passes under the 
control building plaza and almost the full length of the switch
yard. The inside height is normally 7 feet 8 inches ; the width 
is 7 feet from the dam to the transformer yard and 5 feet be
yond the transformers. Where it lies under the plaza and switch
yard, the tunnel is designed for 4 feet of fill on top and H-20 
truck loading. Where it passes through the embankment it is 
designed for the pressures from the overlying fill, which' is 50 
feet deep where the tunnel meets the dam. 

In the yard areas the tunnel is divided into 40-foot segments 
by expansion joints sealed against seepage water by single cop
per seals. To avoid differential settlements the floor slab of one 
segment is thickened to project under and form a seat for the 
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FIGt:RE 105.-Boone cable tunnel under construction. 

adjacent one, and vertical steel dowels extend from the seat into 
the slab above. 

The portion of the tunnel in the earth embankment is built 
above the backfilled area behind the concrete dam. The backfill 
is roughly triangular in profile, about 35 feet deep, and meets 
the original ground about 90 feet from the cable gallery outlet. 
With this profile, differential settlements can be expected, and 
the tunnel is divided into 30-foot-long segments to reduce bend
ing effects. To allow movement of the joints the walls and slabs 
of one segment at each joint are expanded to make a bell around 
the end of the adjacent segment. The first segment has one end 
on the rock-based concrete dam and the other end over the deep
est backfill. This first joint away from the dam was built with a 
7 -inch opening in the walls and top slab and 2 inches in the floor 
slab to allow for closing of the joint when settlement occurs. All 
other joints were built closed and expected to open with settle
ment. All joints are provided with premolded joint filler to per
mit rotation. The closed joints have special expandable copper 
seals. At the open joint the floor slab has the copper seal, and 
the bell at the walls and top slab is caulked. The closing of the 
joint is not expected to disrupt the caulking enough to cause 
leakage. 

The cable tunnel is sloped from each end to drains at the con-
trol building. The slope of the portion in the emba!lkm~nt was 
made variable so that after settlement the tunnel will stlll have 
a net slope toward the drains. 
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Steel structures 

The switchyard. and transformer yard structures follow the 
sam~ general d~sign as on previous projects. The structures 
co~sist. of a mam transformer yard with towers, a 161-kilovolt 
switchmg. structure, a 69-kilovolt switching structure, and a 
69-12.5-kllovolt yard and transformer yard with tower. 

The 161- and 69-kilovolt structures are made up of structural 
angles and plate gussets and consist of trussed-frame bents with 
integral towers and ground wire peaks. The frame bents are 
connected with longitudinal trussed box members which serve as 
pulloff struts and supports for the pedestal insulators switches 
and appurtenant electrical equipment. ' ' 

The transformer yard structures and 69-12.5-kilovolt switch
yard structure are made up of braced framing using rolled steel 
beams, columns, and plate gussets, with angle bracing. The tow
er~ are of the freestanding suspension type with spread legs and 
bmlt up of brace~ angles and plate gussets. Independent struc
tures support vanous auxiliary electrical equipment. 

Struc~ures carrying maximum loads were designed for a maxi
m~m wire pu~l of 6000 pounds on each conductor and ground 
w.Ire an~ a wm~ load of 15 pounds per square foot when com
bmed With. maxim~m wire pull. The entire steelwork on the 
structures Is hot-dipped galvanized with all connections bolted. 

General electrical design 

Because of th~ slope of the 1?-atural terrain it was advantage
oll:s .to use t~e high-type 1~1-kllovolt structure which requires a 
mmimum Width.. The mam transformer bank and associated 
delta bus are adJ.acent to the 161-kilovolt section of the switch
yard. Th~ 138-k.Ilovolt bay has the same conductor spacing and 
the same ms~lah.on level as the 161-kilovolt bay. The 161-kilo
volt.bay spacmg IS 36 feet. The cable and busses in the bay con
n~ch~ns are adequate for 1200 amperes. The 161-kilovolt oil 
circmt breakers ar~ pneumatically operated and rated 1200 
amp~res, 3,500,000-kllovolt-a~pere i!lterrupting capacity, 5-cycle 
openmg, and 20-cycle reclosmg. Disconnecting switches are 3-
pole, gang-o~erated, 1200 amperes. Three potential transform
e~s are J?rovided on the 138- and 161-kilovolt lines. The 138-
kiloyol.t hne has ~hree woun~-type cur~ent transformers to provide 
sta~Ishcal meten_ng. Couplmg capacitors for carrier current re
laymg, tel~metermg, and communication are mounted on a steel 
structure m the ~enter of the line bays. These structures also 
supp?rt the v~rhc~l take~ff cabl.e for the li!les. Each B-phase 
c?uplmg capa~I~or IS provided with a potential device to obtain 
hne synchromzmg potential. 
T~e 69-kilovolt bay spacing is 26 feet. All bus and bay con

n.ech?ns are adequate for 1200 amperes. The 69-kilovolt oil 
circmt breakers a~e pneumatically operated and rated 1200 am
peres,. 1,500,~00 kilovolt-amperes, 5-cycle opening, and 20-cycle 
reclosmg. Disconnecting switches are 3-pole, gang manually or 
motor-operated, 1200 amperes. The zigzag main and transfer 
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bus scheme is used, with the transformer bay used as a bus tie. 
In event of a persistent fault on one bus section, the faulted sec
tion will be tripped out, leaving the transformer and one-half 
the lines intact. Each bus section has potential transformers to 
provide potential for relays and meters. Coupling capacitors are 
connected to the B-phase of both Fort Patrick Henry lines to 
provide for communication and supervisory control of the Fort 
Patrick Henry station from the Boone control room. 

The 12.5-kilovolt bay spacing is 12 feet. The main and trans
fer bus scheme is used, with the transformer feeding into the 
main bus through a disconnecting switch and to the transfer bus 
through an oil circuit breaker. This breaker can be used as a 
spare breaker for any line breaker. The oil circuit breakers are 
rated 14.4 kilovolts, 250,000-kilovolt-ampere interrupting capac
ity, solenoid operated. A cabinet is mounted on each breaker 
which houses the line relays and three-shot reclosing relay. Stand
ard and high speed ground relays are installed, which are coordi
nated with the line reclosers and tap fuses to maintain maximum 
continuity of service. 

Main electrical connections 
All three generators are connected through a single bank of 

transformers to the 161-, 138-, and 69-kilovolt buses (figs. 106 and 
107). The 138 kilovolts is obtained from a tap on the 161-
kilovolt winding of the main transformer bank. A third wind
ing on the main transformers feeds the 69-kilovolt switchyard. 
The 12.5-kilovolt switchyard is fed from a 69-12.5-kilovolt step
down transformer bank through a voltage regulator. Each gen
erator is connected by a gas pipe cable to the main transformer 
bank delta bus through a 15-kilovolt oil circuit breaker in the 
switchyard. A tap from the delta bus connects through a 15-
kilovolt oil circuit breaker to station service transformer 1. 
Station service transformer 2 is connected to the 12.5-kilovolt 
winding of the 69-12.5 kilovolt transformer bank through pro-
tective fuses. 

The switchyard consists of one bay of 161 kilovolts, one bay 
of 138 kilovolts, six bays of 69 kilovolts, and five bays of 12.5 
kilovolts. Space is available for six additional 138- or 161-
kilovolt bays, five additional 69-kilovolt bays, and two additional 
12.5-kilovolt bays. 

The main and transfer bus scheme is used for all three volt-
ages. Initially, with one 161- and one 138-kilovolt line, main and 
transfer busses are not required ; provision has been made for 
these busses to be added when additional lines are installed. 

Main transformers and reactors 
The main transformer bank consists of four (one spare) 

single-phase transformers, forced-oil forced-air-cooled, with a 
bank rating of 13.2-69-161/138 kilovolts, 150,000 kilovolt-am
peres for the 69- and 161/138-kilovolt windings, and 108,000 
kilovolt-amperes for the 13.2-kilovolt winding. 

The spare transformer without relocation can be connected to 
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.FIGRE 106.-Boone main single line wiring diagram. 

replace any transformer in the bank. To expedite connection to 
the spa!e transformer, tubing was precut and bent to fit for 
connectwn to ~my phase. E~ch transformer has inert gas equip
ment, magnetic 01l gage_, 011 temperature indicator with alarm 
~ontact, and ho_t-spot resistance-type detectors, one in each wind
mg, for operatwn of a temperature recorder in the main control 
room. Th.e 161-k~lovolt winding has manual no-load full-capacity 
~ap-changm~ eqmpment; _the 69-kilovolt winding has full capac
I~Y automatic tap changmg under load equipment. The 13 2-
kilovolt terminals are connected to busses supported on a st~el 
st~uc~ure to form the delta bus. The 69- and 161/138-kilovolt 
wmdmgs are wye-connected. 

The neu~ral .of the 69-kilovol~ wi~ding is grounded through a 
r~a~tor which IS shunted by a hghtnmg arrester. The reactor 1s 
oil-Immersed and self-cooled. It has a reactance of 3 ohms at 
6~ cycles and a 30-second rating of 4500 amperes, or 60,750 
kilovolt-amperes, for 30 seconds with a temperature rise of 
165° c. 

The value of reactance was chosen so as to limit the line-to
ground fault .current to a .value below the phase-to-phase fault 
current. This reac.tance IS _low enough to assure dependable 
ground relay operation but high enough to avoid excessive fault 
current. 

The neutral of the 161-kilovolt winding of the tran~former 
bank is solidly grounded. 
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Insulation coordination and lightning protection 

Electrical insulation and protective devices were carefully se
lected and coordinated so as to give a margin of insulation 
strength above tlte maximum abnormal voltages permitted by the 
protective equipment during switching surges, lightning surges, 
short circuits, and overvoltages caused by generator overspeed 
due to loss of load. The overhead ground wires coming in with 
the transmission lines are carried across the top of the structure 
to form a network supported by and grounded to steel peaks 
rising 20 feet above the conductors. The grounding network is 
sufficiently extensive to include all equipment and conductors 
within a protective cone having a base radius equal to its height. 
Each column leg of the switchyard structure is solidly connected 
to the switchyard ground mat. Steel gratings at all disconnect
ing switch operating points and grounded to the ground network 
are installed for protection of operating personnel. 

Lightning arresters are connected close to the main trans
former 69-, 138-, and 161-kilovolt terminals to dissipate light
ning and switching surges before causing a flashover at the in
sulators and bushings or breakdown of transformer winding 
insulation. 

Generator surge protective arresters and capacitors are in
stalled close to the generator terminals to attenuate and dissi
pate voltage surges which might otherwise be injurious to the 
generator winding insulation. 

Fire protection 
A supply of raw water from the 50,000-gallon storage tank is 

used for fire protection in the switchyard. There are seven 6-
inch fire hydrants, each having two 2%-inch hose connections. 
These hydrants are spaced so that the oil storage tanks and all 
portions of the switchyard are fully protected. A small concrete 
fire equipment building in the switchyard houses portable car
bon-dioxide fire-extinguishing equipment and one fire hose cart, 
complete with wrenches, reel, two 50-foot lengths of hose, and 
two hose nozzles. The two nozzles are of the atomizing type 
designed to prevent injury by electrical shock to the operator 
when directing water upon live electrical equipment. 

A carbon-dioxide system is installed in the oil purification 
building in the switchyard. In case of manual or automatic 
closing of a thermostat, four 50-pound cylinders of C02 are re
leased, and pressure switches operate to stop operation of oil 
pumps, exhaust fans, and electric heaters. 

Insulating oil system 
Oil pumping and purification equipment is in the oil purifica

tion building (fig. 107). It is a reinforced concrete structure 
18 feet wide by 40 feet long, housing the switchyard oil purify
ing equipment, fire-protection equipment, and storage room. 
Concrete walls are scored and finished on the exterior to match 
the control building and powerhouse concrete. The interior fin-
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ishes are cement floors, concrete and concrete brick walls, and 
concrete ceilings. . . 

To further relate the structure to the control bmldmg, a panel 
of windows and buff-colored brickwork, as used on the control 
building, is incorporated in the design. In addition the do~rs, 
windows, and louvers are painted to match the correspondmg 
work on the control building. . . 

The storage tanks are above ground just outside the punfica
tion room. The storage facilities consist of one clean- ~nd one 
dirty-transformer oil tank each of 11,600-gallon capacity, and 
one tank of 7050-gallon capacity for dirty circuit brea~er o~l. 
The pumping equipment consists of one clea~- and one ~1rty-01l 
pump each of 100-gallon-per-minute capacity. A purifier of 
600-g~llon-per-hour capacity is installe~. . . . 

A complete piping system conveys oil m the elecb::ICal e_qmp
ment to and from the purification plant. The system 1s designed 
to prevent mixing of c~ean and dirty oi! .. All connections be
tween the electrical eqmpment and the p1pmg system are ~ade 
with flexible hose through 2-inch drain connections a~d 11;2-mc_h 
fill connections. Provision is made for the extensiOn of this 
system to serve future switchyard equipment. 

Treated water 
Treated water is provided for two serv~ce Ol}tlets in ~he oil 

purification building. One outlet in the pur1ficab?n room IS used 
for filling the purifier heaters and for floor flushmg. The other 
outlet in the storage room is used for floor flushing. 

YARD FACILITIES 

VISITORS FACILITIES 

Boone Dam is in one of the most thickly populated areas of th_e 
Tennessee Valley. It is approximately in the. center of a tr~
angle formed by Bristol, Jo~nson City, an~ Kmgsport; also, It 
is directly connected to each city by a state highway. . .. 

A reception building contain!ng sanitary and other facihb~s 
for the public, as well as servmg as a headquarters. for public 
safety service personnel, was constructed at the. termmus of the 
access highway approximately a quarter of a mile upstream ~nd 
east of the dam on an overlook above the lake. Three parkmg 
areas for visitors were designed especially to afford tJ;le best 
view of the structures and the natural beauty surroundmg the 
lake. Informal areas are available for picnicking north of the 
visitors building. 

Visitors building 
Architectural design.-The building is rectangular in shape, 

28 feet 3 inches wide by 73 feet long. It is one story in height 
with a basement area 28 by 33 feet provided by the dropaway in 
grade A simple flat roof covers the structure. The roof over
hangs. the walls to afford protection on all sides, with additional 
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overhang toward the lake to shield the large glass area on thi!'; 
elevation (fig. 108). 

The substructure is of reinforced concrete. Cantilevered rein
forced concrete frames support the glazed visitors reception room. 
The concrete slab of the main floor level projects beyond the 
substructure walls and serves as a base upon which the stone 
walls of the building rest. 

Concrete, stone, cypress siding, and glass are combined and 
integrated with a welded-steel framework into a pleasing exte
rior. Of particular interest is the stonework of the building. 
The stone was obtained from the nearby mountains and skill
fully laid to give a pleasing effect. 

The varnished cypress siding blends harmoniously with the 
stone masonry. The stone is a reddish-brown color with areas of 
red, blue, and green. Exposed structural steel is painted blue
green. Steel sash and wood doors are painted red. Aluminum 
sash and fascia are unpainted. 

On the main floor are the public toilets, public safety service 
offices, and visitors reception room. The basement rooms have 
cement-finished floors, concrete and concrete brick walls, and 
unfinished concrete ceilings. Public toilets on the main floor 
have maroon colored cement floors, marble walls, and plastered 
ceilings. The public safety service offices have light-gray rubber 
tile floors and plastered walls and ceilings. In the visitors re
ception room the structural stone walls serve as the finished 
surfaces. For the most part, however, the walls of the reception 
room are glazed. The welded-steel frame of the exterior wall is 
left exposed and glazed with insulating glass in aluminum frames. 
The ribbed steel roof decking is left exposed overhead for the ceil
ing. A display panel is mounted on a cypress-paneled interior 
wall. 

FIGURE 108.-Boone visitors building. 
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The loggia is recessed into the side of the building adjacent 
to the parking area, leaving the structur~l steel framework ex
posed. A cypress-paneled baffle wall shields the entrances to 
the toilet rooms. The maroon-colored cement floor, the stone 
walls and the ribbed steel deck ceiling of the loggia continue on 
throu'gh the glazed entrance into the reception room to create a 
feeling of continuit~. . . . . . . 

Heating and venttlattng.-The bmldmg IS he~ted by electricity. 
Toilet rooms janitor's room, offices, and receptiOn room entrance 
hall are heat~d by standard, thermostatically controlled, 220-vol~, 
wall-recessed, gravity-convection heaters. The basement room ~s 
heated by a thermostatically controlled, 220-volt,. fan-type umt 
heater. The reception room is heated by warm air ~rom a 220-
volt blast heater and air supply fan and duct system m t~e base
ment. Heated air is discharged into the room from a gnll above 
the display board and is returned to the heater and fa~ from 
an opening behind the display board. The ~last heater I~ con
trolled by a thermostat mounted behind the displ~y board m the 
return air. Ventilation for the reception room IS by the same 
duct and fan system with the heater inoperative. In~tead of 
recirculating the air, fresh air from a louvered extenor wall 
opening is supplied by the fan. Dam~ers in the fresh and return 
air ducts provide heat or vent operatiOn. 

Treated water.-Treated water for the visitors building is ob
tained from a 448-gallon storage tank in the basement. This is 
the same tank that originally supplied treated water to the power
house, control building, oil purification building, and .m~inten~~ce 
building, before treated water was ?btained from Tn-City Ubhty 
District. On the basement floor adJacent to the 448-gallon tank a 
50-gallon-per-minute booster pump ~umps wate~ from th~ storage 
tank into a steel pressure tank havmg a workmg capacity o~ 28 
gallons. The booster pump is controlled by a pressure switch 
mounted on the pressure tank and maintains a pressure of 50 
pounds per square inch. . 

Plumbing and sewage disposal.-The building ~as 16 plumbmg 
fixtures consisting of five water closets, two urmals, four lava
tories, one service sink, two drinking fountains, one 50-gallon 
electric water heater and one electric water cooler. Waste from 
the plumbing fixture~, except from the water cooler and drinking 
fountains, flows by gravity to a buried 2024-gallon concrete s~p
tic tank outside the visitors building. The septic tank effluent dis
charges into a subsurface drainage field. 

PARKING AREAS 

A parking area at the visitors building will accommodate 40 
cars· a second area some 300 feet east of the right abutment of 
the dam will accommodate 30 cars; and a third area for 16 cars 
was graded early in the project, utilizing to good a.dvantage su~
plus excavation during construction of the access highway. This 
latter site is some one-half mile downstream from the dam and 
affords an excellent view of the dam to the approaching visitor. 
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Immediately east of the control building a parking area, with a 
capacity of 20 cars, was constructed for employees and official 
visitors. This area is bounded with concrete curbs and gutters 
and has concrete sidewalk connections to the control building. 

All parking areas are surfaced with a double-bituminous sur
face treatment on a 4-inch stabilized stone base. Walkways are 
surfaced in a similar manner except that only a single treatment 
is used, and special care is taken to provide a surface free of 
bitumen. The three visitors parkfng areas are bordered with 
native stone curbs. 

MAINTENANCE BUILDING 

The maintenance building is at the former site of the construc
tion camp hospital just north of the access road at the point where 
the road branches to the powerhouse and to the top of the dam. 
After the hospital was removed, the site was finished graded, 
rocked, and fenced to provide a storage yard. 

The building is a one-story concrete block structure providing 
the storage, shop, toilet, and office needs of TVA's area mainte
nance force. The building is roughly 25 by 84 feet. 

SPRINKLER PIPING 

A complete pipmg system for lawn sprinkling was installed 
with 11 lawn sprinklers along the roadway to top of dam, adja
cent to the parking areas, and near the visitors building. Raw 
water is used for sprinkling and is obtained from the 50,000-
gallon storage tank which supplies raw water for fire and service 
uses for the entire project. A manually controlled, electric-motor
driven 37-gallon-per-minute booster pump supplies necessary pres
sure for lawn sprinklers. The booster pump is in a ground level 
concrete pump house about 200 feet from and 35 feet below the 
storage tank. 

FORT PATRICK HENRY 

The principal structures of Fort Patrick Henry project, from left 
to right across the river, are a small concrete nonoverflow section, 
a 5-bay concrete spillway, a concrete intake and powerhouse, and 
a concrete nonoverflow dam (fig. 109). The control bay structure 
is on the downstream face of the dam adjacent to the powerhouse. 
On the right bank downstream from the nonoverflow dam are the 
transformer yard and the switchyard. Figure 110 shows the 
general layout. 

Controlling design features 

Reservoir considerations established the maximum controlled 
headwater at elevation 1263. With a freeboard of 7 feet, the 
top of the dam was established at elevation 1270. The minimum 
expected headwater is elevation 1258. 
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FIGURE 109.-Fort Patrick Henry Dam and powerhouse--downstream view. 

The design flood is based ~n a maximum. discharge of 145,0.00 
cubic feet per second. The discharge capacity of the 5-bay sp!ll
way is 141,000 cubic feet per second with he~dw3:ter elevatiOn 
1263. The combined discharge of the two turbmes Is about 8000 
cubic feet per second. 

The dam has a maximum height of 95 feet above the foun~a-
tion. Its baseline is straight from abutment to abutm~nt, m3:kmg 
a small angle with the normal to the river. The nver Widens 
downstream of the baseline of the dam. The best layout :put the 
spillway against the steep rock of the left abutment, with the 
downstream left corner of the apron in the river channel. The 
powerhouse is next to t~e spillway and ext~nds just beyond the 
right edge of the river, with the excavated tailrace channel occupy
ing the right side of the river bed. The nonov~rflow dam ext~nds 
from the powerhouse to the right abutment ndge. The switch
yard and the access road are on the right bank below the dam. 
Figure 109 shows a downstream view of the dam :=tnd P?werhouse. 

Following are the principal components and dimensiOns of the 
dam and related structures as finally designed. 

1. A small left abutment nonoverflow dam, 27 feet long. 
2. A spillway, 214 feet long, consisting of five 35-foot openings and six 

6.5-foot piers. 
3. A 17.5-foot-long nonoverflow section between the spillway and the 

powerhouse. . . . 
4. A powerhouse and service bay 151.5 feet long, w1th two umts havu~g 

a rated capacity of 18,000 kilowatts each at 61-foot head. A tall
race channel extending about three-quarters of a mile. 

5. A straight concrete gravity nonoverflow dam, 214.5 feet long with a 
concrete cutoff wall at the right end, 112 feet long. A control bay 
62 feet long is attached to this nonoverflow dam and adjacent to the 
service bay. 

6. A transformer yard and switchyard downstream from the dam. 
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Access highway 
Access to the Fort Patrick Henry site was comparatively easy, 

as the dam is only 1200 feet upstream from U. S. Highway 23, 
connecting Kingsport and Johnson City. However, this is an 
extremely busy 2-lane highway carrying some 7000 vehicles per 
day in 1952, and an intersection to serve the project created a 
hazardous condition. This situation was alleviated considerably 
by the installation of acceleration and deceleration lanes within 
the limits imposed by the adjacent bridge and other topography. 
Left-turn traffic from Kingsport was assisted by a flared lane, 
permitting this traffic to cross the opposing lane at more nearly 
right angles. 

At U. S. Highway 23 the access highway begins 300 feet 
north of the right abutment of the highway bridge across the 
South Fork Holston River, and extends 0.2 mile up the right bank 
to a parking area at the visitors' building. This highway is 
graded 31 feet wide; the pavement is 22 feet wide, consisting of 
a double bituminous surface treatment on a 6-inch stabilized 
crushed-stone base. The 12-foot acceleration and deceleration 
lanes ori State highway right-of-way were constructed with an 
8-inch stabilized crushed-stone base and surfaced with a 140-pound 
bituminous road mix topped with a 25-pound seal coat. This latter 
type of pavement construction was requested by the Tennessee 
State Highway Department which, in turn, agreed to accept re
sponsibility for the maintenance within the limits of its right
of-way. 

An access road was constructed to the powerhouse service and 
control bay areas, 0.2 mile in length, beginning on the above
mentioned access highway 400 feet southeast of its intersection 
with U. S. Highway 23. This road is 24 feet wide, surfaced with 
a 6-inch stabilized crushed stone base and double-bituminous sur
face treatment 18 feet in width. 

A service road, beginning at the access highway near the park
ing area at the visitors' building, extends 0.1 mile to the top of 
the right abutment of the dam. This road is 15 feet wide, with 
a 10-foot surface consisting of 4-inch stabilized crushed stone base 
and double bituminous surface treatment. 

CONCRETE DAM STRUCTURES 

Design assumptions 

The general design assumptions common to all concrete struc
tures are given below and are generally not repeated in the 
descriptions of the different structures. 

Concrete weight.-The assumed weights used are as follows: 
Pounds per 
cubic foot 

Powerhouse, intake area ------------------------------------- 143 
Powerhouse, unit area --------------------------------------- 138 
Service bay and control bay: 

Upstream mass sections --------------------------------- 147 
Floors and walls ---------------------------------------- 138 

Spillway and nonoverfiow dam -------------------------------- 147 
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fiGURE 110.-Fort Patrick Henry Dam-general plan., 
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Earth pressure.-Earth pressures on structures are calculated 

in conformity with TV A standards, using only active pressure of 
fill. The internal friction angle of fill is taken as 32° and the 
friction angle of fill against concrete as 16°. Dry weight of fill 
is taken as 120 pounds per cubic foot and buoyant weight as 65 
pounds per cubic foot. 

Foundation stresses.-Allowable stresses permitted are as fol
lows: 

1. Maximum allowable compressive stress is 500 pounds per square inch. 
2. No tensile stress is allowed except for the construction condition of 

dead load or the condition of horizontal loads in two directions pro
ducing tension in one corner of the base, under which conditions 
tensile stress is limited to 15 pounds per square inch. 

3. Maximum allowable shear stress is 1/4 ( 400 + 0.65 fv) pounds per 
square inch, where fv is the average vertical stress. 

Uplift.-See Boone design section of this chapter, page 239. 

Joints and seals 

The dam is divided into individual blocks by vertical contraction 
joints (fig. 111). The blocks are numbered 2 to 15 from the 
right to the left abutment. Joint spacings in the non overflow dam 
and spillway are generally 41.'5 feet to suit the spillway gates and 
piers and permitting reuse of forms. The two powerhouse blocks 
are 55 feet wide due to the unit spacing. Blocks 1 and 1A in 
the concrete cutoff wall at the right end of the dam have varied 
contraction joint spacing to suit the rock excavation. The con
traction joints have no keys . 

Horizontal construction joints in the mass concrete are gen
erally spaced 5 feet apart, and 3 days were allowed between pours. 
In zones of high foundation restraint, and depending on the 
season and placing temperature, lifts in some places were re
stricted to 2lf2 feet, with as much as 5 days between pours. In 
the powerhouse area, lifts were determined more by the shape of 
the structure, and vertical construction joints were also intro
duced to minimize the effects of temperature change and shrink
age. 

All contraction joints have two copper seals near the upstream 
face. Other seals were placed as required to exclude water from 
operating areas. Full water pressure is assumed to act in all 
contraction joints to which water has access unobstructed by 
seals. Where feasible, seals are located so as to make the best 
use of water pressure in joints for design purposes. Rigid steel 
seals are placed in horizontal construction joints in areas to 
which water has access, such as in the wall between the gallaries 
and the upstream face of the dam. 

Foundation grouting and drainage 

To decrease seepage under the concrete structures, a continuous 
grout curtain is placed 4 feet outside the upstream face except 
at the cutoff wall, where the curtain is under the wall because of 
the trench type of excavation. Grout curtain holes were specified 
to ef(tend at least 60 feet below the base of the structures. To 
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ensure soundness of the general roc~ foundati?n, consolidati?n 
grouting was specified where construction operatw~s and explor ~
tory drilling showed it to be requ}red. The spacmg ~f curtam 
and consolidation holes was determmed by the constructwn forces 
during conduct of the work: . . 

To intercept any seepage m the foundatwn and reduce uplift 
pressures, a drain curtain is installed under the structures_, gen
erally about 10 feet from the upstream face. The holes m the 
foundation drain curtain are normally 8.25 feet on centers under 
the typical blocks of the spillway and nonoverflow dam. They 
were specified to extend at least 35 feet below the base of the 
structures. Under blocks 2, 3, and 4 of the dam, where the foun
dation was very irregular and required considerable trea~ment, 
the holes are 7 feet on centers. On the rock surface, directly 
over the foundation drain holes, a 2-foot half-round collector 
drain is bedded on porous concrete and connects 3:t least two and 
sometimes three drain holes. From the collector, nsers extend up
ward in line with the foundation drain holes to the galler~ above. 
In the spillway where the gallery is close to the fo~ndatwn, the 
risers are 4-inch steel pipe. In the dam the gallery IS well above 
the rock and the risers are made with 8-inch porous concrete 
pipe to ~erve as seepage interceptors in the concrete mas~. At 
the steeply sloping left abutment the end block ~f the spill":'ay 
has no gallery and the collector on the rock is contmuous, leadmg 
the seepage water to the gallery in t~e next block. Here, also, 
the risers are 8-inch porous concre~e pipe and ext~nd to the road
way level. To guard against pluggmg of t~e contmuous collector, 
the risers are interconnected at several pomts above the rock by 
4-inch steel pipes. 

In the intake the foundation drain holes are under the water
way base slabs, and 4-inch steel pipe risers extend through the 
base slabs. The tops of the pipes are downstream of ~he gates and 
the pipes are angled upstream so that the holes dnlled. through 
the pipes into the rock are far enough upstream to prov~de effec
tive uplift relief. At middepth of the base slabs the ns~rs are 
connected to horizontal 12-inch steel pipe headers, one m each 
block. The tops of the risers are plugged, the seep~ge water from 
the foundation is drained from each header to tailwater by two 
6-inch pipes which discharge at elevation 1195 at the downstream 
face of the powerhouse. . 

Foundation drain holes in all locations were dnlled through 
the risers after completion of all adjacent foundation. groutin~. 
Other foundation drains in addition to the main dram curtam 
are described in connection with the structures to which they 
apply. 

MAIN NONOVERFLOW SECTION 

The design of the two short nonoverflow sections, one be~ween 
the powerhouse and spillway and ~he other ~etween th.e sp~llway 
and left abutment, is discussed with the sp1llway design m the 
spillway section which follows. 
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The main concrete nonoverflow dam section consists of six 

blocks on the base line, numbered 2 to 7 from the right abutment 
to the powerhouse, and two blocks in the cutoff wall at the right 
end, numbered 1 and 1A (fig. 111). Blocks 3 to 7 are 41.5 feet 
long, the same lengt~ as the typical spillway block with its 35-foot 
gate and 6.5-foot pier. 

~he cutoff wall angles downstream 61 degrees at station 8+67.5. 
This layout resulted in a base line length for block 2 of 48 5 feet 
from block 3 to the angle point and a length of about 2.8 feet 
along th~ cutoff wall. The first block of the cutoff wall proper 
was specified to rest on sound rock, and the remainder of the cut
off :was to be a narrow trench excavation to firm rock, ending 
agam~t fir~ ro~k of the ridge. 

This sectwn. IS a concrete gravity type, basically a triangle with 
apex at elevatiOn 1265, the upstream face vertical, and the down
strea~ face at a 1 on 0.7 slope. The rock foundation near the 
base l~ne slopes generally from elevation 1220 under block 2 to 
elevatiOn 11~5 und~r block 6. Above elevation 1248 the down
strea~ face IS vertical to ma~e a 12-foot top width. The top, at 
el~vabpn 1270, acts as a service road for access to the intake and 
spillway decks. 

In blocks 5 and 6 the upstream edges of the floors of the con
trol bay are framed into the dam, and the downstream faces of 
~hese bloc~s have local steps at the various floor levels. Block 7 
IS the service bay stru.cture and is described under power facilities. 
. The cutoff wall, With top elevation 1269, is completely buried 
m earth. The upstream one of the two blocks has a slope of 1 on 
0.55 o_n the downstream face below elevation 1248. Above this 
elevatwn the block has a thickness of 8 feet. The foundation of 
the downstream block is above this elevation and the entire block 
has the same 8-foot thickness. ' 

Stability design 

I!J- the stability analysis of the main nonoverflow section, the 
design assumptions previously outlined were used with the fol
lowing design cases : 

Case I. Dead load of concrete only. 
Case II. Headwater elevation 1263; tail water elevation 1186.3 active 

pressure of downstream fill. ' 

A~a.lyses :were made but are not recorded for the construction 
conditwn with the downstr~am fill in place. but reservoir empty, 
a_nd for the case of reservoir full and maximum tailwater eleva
bon 1229. In both cases the stress distribution is more uniform 
than. for the c~ses recor~ed. For case II above, the uplift in
tensity at the li~e of drams for the base at elevation 1185 was 
not taken as tall~ater plus. one-fourth the difference between 
~eadwater. and t:ulwater whic~ was the Boone design assump
tion. Uplift dram outlets are m the gallery at elevation 1225.5. 
Th~ static hea~ on the foundation, therefore, exceeds the normal 
upl~ft ~ssumptwn fo.r low tailwater, and this head was used for 
uplift mtensity. With maximum tailwater the normal assump
tion exceeds the static head. 
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Galleries and seepage drainage 
The generator leads and cable gallery in the unit and service 

bay blocks is continued through blocks 5 and 6 of the dam at 
elevation 1225.5 and angles downstream to exit at the down
stream face of block 4. 'fhe gallery is 6.5 feet wide by 7.5 feet 
high. Mass concrete at the toe of block 4 is carried up to the 
gallery elevation, making a platform to support a remforced 
concrete box structure, through the roof of which the generator 
leads are brought out to the main transformer. Concrete col
umns on this platform extend above grade elevation 1237 to sup
port the transformer structure columns. A portion of the box 
structure projects 4 feet above grade and has a steel door 
through which lengths of the generator leads pipe can be brought 
in at this end of the gallery. 

This gallery serves also as the drainage gallery for this por
tion of the dam. In the usual drainage gallery the risers from 
the foundation drain curtain open on the tloor of the gallery for 
observation and cleaning and possible redrilling; the curtain of 
formed drains above the gallery which intercept seepage through 
the concrete opens into the corner of the roof of the gallery. 
Since this gallery has the leads pipes against the upstream wall 
and cable trays against the downstream wall, it was not feasible 
to make the usual provisions, and the formed risers pass by the 
upstream face of the gallery. Formed drains were made with 
8-inch porous concrete pipe to a point 2 feet under the top of the 
dam; 4-inch steel pipes extend to the top, with flush couplings 
and plugs at the surface. At the level of the gallery floor, hori
zontal 4-inch steel pipe outlets from the formed drains to the gal
lery bleed off the drainage from the foundation and seepage drain 
curtains. The flow can be observed from the gallery, but the 
formed drains and foundation drain holes will have to be cleaned 
from the top of the dam. 

A drainage gallery 3.5 feet wide by 7.5 feet high, with floor 
elevation 1237, extends through blocks 2, 3, and 4. Normally, 
there would be no gallery in a dam of the height of these blocks, 
about 50 feet. A continuous collector on the foundation would 
be used instead, with an outlet to an adjacent gallery. However, 
since the foundation was so irregular and required substantial 
treatment, it was obvious that good drainage control should be 
maintained. With the seepage drain curtain 9 feet from the 
face of the dam, there was insufficient space for the gallery 
downstream of the curtain, so the gallery was placed upstream 
of the curtain, with the upstream face of the gallery 5 feet from 
the water face. It was not feasible to have the foundation drain 
risers in the floor of this narrow gallery. The formed drains in 
effect pass by the gallery to the top of the dam as described 
above for the cable gallery. Since there is no equipment in the 
gallery, a recess 10 inches deep was made in the downstream 
wall of the gallery for its full height at each drain riser. Seepage 
drains above the gallery open into the tops of the recesses. Leak
age can be observed in the gallery, and some cleaning of foun-
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?ation ~rains can. be done from the top of the dam. Drainage 
m~o thi~ gallery IS collected in the gutter and flows through a 
6-n~ch pipe to the _gutter in the cable gallery. The cable gallery 
drams to a sump m block 8. 

Access to the small drainage gallery is by a ship ladder in 
block 4 from the ~able gallery. Emergency exit is by a vertical 
shaft and ladder m block 2 with a door on the downstream face 
of the dam. at the level of the downstream fill. The door has a 
louver to md ventilation of the gallery. 

In general, the only reinforcing steel at the galleries is No 11 
bars across the top, 12 inches on centers. · 

SPILLWAY 

The spillw~y e~tends from the steep left abutment across al
most t~e entire Widt~ of the original river bed. Total length of 
the ~pillway pr?per IS 214 feet, consisting of five 35-foot gate 
ope_nmgs and SIX 6.5-foot piers (fig. 111). This structure is 
divided by transverse contraction joints into seven blocks num
bered 10, 104, and 11 to 15, block 10 against the powerhouse and 
block 15 agamst _the left abutment. Block 10 includes the short 
nonoverfl?w section between the spillway and powerhouse and 
block 15 mcludes the short nonoverflow section between the spill
way }n.d lef~ abutment. The block layout is discussed later un
der DIVerswn and Closure." 

The overfall spillway is .a. duplicate of the Boone design ex
cep~ for the al?ron and trammg walls. An ogee crest is at ele
vatiOn 1.228, With 35-foot-long by 35-foot 7-inch-high radial gates 
controllmg the reservoir to elevation 1263 (fig. 112). Piers sup-

£Max TW £11229.0 
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FIGURE 112.-Fort Patrick Henry Dam-section through spillway. 
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port the roadway deck at elevation 1270 and th~ operating deck 
at elevation 1272.4. Fixed hoists on the operatmg deck operate 
the radial gates. Below the overfall is a level ~pron with an 
end sill and with closely spaced baffle blocks at midlength. Th_e 
apron floor is at elevation 1182.5, which is 80.5 feet below maxi
mum headwater elevation 1263. 

Hydraulic design 
As previously stated, the uncontrolled inflow ~esults ~n a peak 

discharge of 145,000 cubic feet per seco~d. With d_esign head
water elevation 1263, the five 35-foot spillway op~n.mgs have a 
capacity of 141,000 cubic feet per second. I~ addition, the two 
turbines can each discharge about 4000 cubic. feet. per ~econd. 
(It was stated previously that the spillway is ~denbcal wit~ t~e 
one at the Boone project. For Boone the spillway capacity Is 
given as 137,000 cubic f~et per second for design h~adwa~er. At 
both projects the capacity IS less than the theoretical disch~rge 
of about 144 000 cubic feet per second because of the oblique 
approach to the spillway. The condition is less severe at Fort 
Patrick Henry than at Boone.) . 

The upstream face of the spillway is at the base hue of the 
dam. Crest of the ogee spillway is 10.5 feet from ~he ~pstream 
face and the crest curve upstream from the crestlme IS shaped 
to the undernappe of a 35-foot free overfall. ~he . do~nstream 
crest curve is shaped to fit the undernappe of a Jet Issumg from 
a 2-foot opening of th~ radi~l gate at a d_ownward slope of 1 on_5. 
This downward angle IS achieved by settmg the edge of the radial 
gate 5.33 feet downstream of the cre~tline, _0.59 foot below the 
crest elevation. To improve hydraulic efficiency, the upstream 
ends of the intermediate piers are set back 8 feet from the base 
line and made semicircular in shape, and the end walls are 
rounded to a long radius. A short section of the downstream 
face has a slope of 1 on 1 immediately above the apron. . 

An apron extends downstream 78 feet from the toe of the weir, 
or 160 feet from the base line. The downstream face ot the end 
sill is vertical. The central 89 feet of the 201-foot sill _length 
is 7.5 feet above the apron and has top elevation 1190, with_the 
upstream face sloped 45°. Over the o~ter 56 feet on both sides 
the top of the sill slopes up from elevatwn 1190 to the top of t~e 
low training walls, elevation 1195. The 45° upstream s~ope IS 
maintained 7.5 feet high across the full length of th~ sill, the 
added height of the end portions being vertical. To aid energy 
dissipation, a line of baffle blocks extends all the way across the 
apron at 37.5 feet from the downstream edge of the apron_. They 
are 7.5 feet high, 7.5 feet long by 5 feet wide, spaced with 3.38 
feet clear between them. . . . 

For unwatering the apron there is a sump m the nght tram
ing wall, with an 18-inch pipe from the sump to the top of the 
wall to admit a pump. . 

A curtain wall of varying depth is placed under the end sill 
over the right half of the sill length and for a short length at the 
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left end to protect the apron from undercutting erosion. The 
maximum depth below the bottom of the apron slab is 8.5 feet. 

The training walls are extensions of the 6.5-foot-thick end piers 
and are identical in shape. The sloping downstream faces of the 
main walls are located so that the overfalling water sheet with 
any gate opening is retained by the walls. On the apron the 
training walls are level at elevation 1195, only 12.5 feet above 
the apron, and will be submerged at the higher discharges. At 
the end of the right wall a rounded deflector projects 9 feet out 
from the wall for the full height of the wall. This deflector was 
tested in the TVA hydraulic laboratory, the tests showing that 
it would decrease erosion in the vicinity of the apron corner. 

Absorptive form lining was used on all surfaces exposed to 
high velocity water, the piers, the weir profile, the spillway face 
o! the training walls, the upstream face Qf the end sill, and all 
s1des of the baffle blocks. 

Design considerations for the downstream channel were all in 
connection with the tailrace and are discussed under "Pov;cr 
Facilities." 

Model tests in the hydraulic laboratory were used to check 
many of the hydraulic features. The setback of the piers the 
rounding of the spillway end walls, and the apron details ~re a 
direct result of tests. Since flow to the spillway approaches at 
an angle, tests were made to determine the effect on water pres
sures against the piers for use in the structural design of the 
piers. 

At the left upstream corner of the spillway the original rock 
was above spillway crest elevation 1228, and it was necessary to 
excavate an approach to improve flow into the last spillway bay. 
Laboratory tests were made to determine the extent of the exca
vation required. 

Diversion and closure 

Construction of the water barrier was in two stages-the first 
including the nonoverflow dam, the powerhouse, and one and 
one-half spillway bays and the second including the remainder of 
the spillway and the small nonoverflow section at the left abut
ment. During first-stage construction about 75 feet of the origi
nal river bed along the left bank was available for diversion flow. 
To carry the river during second-stage construction, the base 
pour of the weir mass between piers of the first spillway bay was 
built 2 feet above the apron to elevation 1184.5, leaving a 35-foot 
diversion opening. Also, a 10-foot-wide by 12-foot-high diversion 
sluice was included in the short nonoverflow section between the 
powerhouse and the spillway. 

This arrangement of diversion features governed the block 
division of the spillway. Blocks 12, 13, and 14 are 41.5 feet 
long with the normal arrangement of contraction joints in the 
center of the 35-foot bays and 6.5-foot piers centered on the 
blocks. Block 15 includes one-half of a spillway bay and a por
tion of nonoverftow section and supports the end pier and training 
wall. To permit deferral of one bay of weir mass for diversion 
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purposes the adjacent blocks were made 2_4 _feet long. Block ldO 
is a non~verflow section with pier and tra~n111g _wall o~ one en · 
Block 11 has one-half bay of overflow sectwn :VIth. a pier o_n one 
end Block lOA is a full bay of overflow weir with no. pier. 

I~ closure operations an upstream bulkhead . was 111stalled 
across the diversion slot and the weir was placed 111 one 3.5-f_oot 
lift two 5-foot lifts, and three 10-foot lifts, with the lowed h~ts 
cooied by circulation of river water through an emb~dd~ PIPd 
s stem. Final closure was effected by a s~eel flap ga e ropl?e 
o~er the diversion sluice inlet, and the slmce was pluggedt With 
concrete. This involved separat~ u-pstre~I? dan_d ~~wfts !~~ 

lu ·s since a portion of the slmce IS utilize 111 e ms e 
~tr~cture as the drainage gallery. The joints between the dm~~s 
structure and the closure weir and between the ~a~s tan d 
u stream sluice plug have two copper seals.. The J0111 . aroun 
t~e downstream sluice plug is closed by a s111gle coppe1 seal at 
each end. 

Stability design ·t t 
In the stability analysis of the spillway blo~ks as gravi Y; r':l~h 

tures, the design assumptions previously outl111ed were use WI 
the following design cases: 

Case r Dead load of concrete only. . 
97 

II t 
Case ir. Headwater elevation 1263, tailwater elevatiOn 11 , a ga es 

c sec~Iied.Headwater elevation 1263, tailwater elevation 1197; block with 
a two ·adjacent gates, one open and the other closed. . . 

Tailwater elevation 1197 is approximately that obta111ed with 
both power units operating. . . 'th t 

Block lOA, comprising only the spillway weir. WI ou any 
ate load has stresses less than those for the tyJ?ICal blocks 12, fg and i4. Block 10 required a special ~nalysis and showed 

st;esses within the allowabl~ .. Block 15 aga111st the ~b~i~~nt ~e= 
uired no analysis for stability. For blocks 10 an e P 

itream seals in the contraction joi~t~ were l?cated tot~ak~ ~~~t 
tive use of water pressure in the JOmts to Improve e s a I I Y 
of the blocks. 

Gallery and seepage drainage . 
The drainage gallery in the spillway is 6 feet Wide by ~0 feet 

high. Since foundation rock level rises gen.erally from. ng~t1J~ left across the spillway, the gallery floor IS at elevatiOn . 
in blocks 10, lOA, and 11, elevation 1193 in block. 12, and eleva~~o~ 
1198 in blocks 13 and 14. There is no gall~ry m blo~k 15 w IC 
i~ against the steep left abut?lent. ~s ~escnbed prevwusly,I se~~
age from the foundation dram curtam nses to the gallery. t ~VA 
spillway the gallery details are those commonly used ~ d th 
dams; there is a gutter in th~ floor on the upstrea~ si e, e 
foundation drain risers open 111to the floor at . the Sid~ of the 
gutter and the formed holes of the seepage dram curtam above 
the ga'nery open into the roof over ~he floor gutte~. Tbhe set~~~e 
drains are 8-inch porous concrete pipe up to a po111t enea e 
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spillway weir surface, downstream of the radial gates, and are 
extended by 4-inch steel pipes with flush couplings and plugs at the 
surface. All drainage to the gallery is collected in a sump in 
the floor in block 10 and drains by gravity to the station sump 
in the service bay. 

In block 10, a 4- by 6-foot equipment shaft extends from the 
gallery to the roadway above. The lower part of the shaft is 
expanded to 10 by 6 feet to provide space for a spiral stairway 
which rises to elevation 1237, where a door on the downstream 
face of the block opens onto the walkway at the left end of the 
powerhouse. Since there is no equipment installed in this gallery 
and there will be little occasion for the presence of personnel, no 
second exit is provided as was done in the nonoverflow dam. An 
18-inch pipe from the gallery to an outlet in one of the piers helps 
gallery ventilation. 

Concrete temperature control 

Concrete placing in the mass structures was controlled by 
limiting the height of lifts and time interval between lifts so 
the ultimate temperature drop would be about 30° in areas of full 
restraint. This was accomplished with little delay in construction 
operations where the foundation was relatively level. 
. Block 15 of the spillway, however, is against the steeply slop
mg left abutment and the left side of each lift was poured against 
rock. The normal control of thin lifts and long exposure between 
pours would have seriously slowed concrete placing. To allow 
5-foot lifts at 3-day intervals, each lift with appreciable length 
of contact against rock had embedded in it two lines of l-inch 
steel pipe close to the rock. Circulation of river water through 
the pipe system reduced the temperature rise of concrete in the 
restraint zone to allowable limits. 

The weir of block lOA was constructed as part of the closure 
procedure. It was desired to place this concrete in 10-foot lifts 
at 2-day intervals to speed the closure. For temperature control 
the construction was made with one 3.5-foot lift, two 5-foot lifts, 
and three 10-foot lifts. Cooling pipes for circulation of river 
water were placed 5 feet on centers at the bottom of the two 5-foot 
lifts and the first 10-foot lift. 

Structural design 

Apron.-The apron has a 5-foot-thick concrete slab with top 
elevation 1182.5. A longitudinal construction joint was placed in 
the apron slab at the toe of the spillway weir. Transverse con
struction _joints were used in line with the contraction joints be
tween spillway blocks, and one longitudinal construction joint 
was used at midlength of the apron, resulting in slab panels about 
40 feet square. ?-'o minimize uplift pressures under the apron, 
a pattern of dram holes 10 to 12 feet on centers was drilled 
10 feet into rock and extended with pipe outlets to the apron 
surface. When the apron is unwatered, the weight of the slab 
aproximates the uplift from tailwater elevation 1190 the top of 
the downstream sill. ' 
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Tests in the hydraulic laboratory indicated that the dynamic 
load on the baffle blocks with all spillway gates open would be 
equivalent to the pressure of 45 feet of water on the upstream 
face of blocks. With the unusual condition of one gate open and 
the others closed, baffle blocks in front of the open bay would have 
a loading equivalent to 60 feet of water. Blocks adjacent to the 
open bay would have the equivalent of 45 feet of water on the 
upstream face and 15 feet of water laterally. The reinforcing 
steel tying the blocks to the apron was designed for 45 feet of 
head on the upstream face with normal stresses. Increased 
stresses were allowed for the case of only one gate open, and no 
additional reinforcement was required. A head of 30 feet of 
water was assumed acting on the upstream face of the end sill. 

Design of the apron slab included provision for the moments 
applied by the baffle blocks and sill. The apron surface is rein
forced with No. 11 bars, 12 inches on centers in both directions, 
to protect against cracking from shrinkage and to add erosion 
resistance. Provision for applied moments required only the addi
tion of No. 6 bars, 12 inches on centers in the top of the slab, 
perpendicular to and just upstream of the line of baffle blocks. 
The apron slab in the vicinity of the training walls was utilized 
as a footing for the walls and is reinforced locally to serve that 
function. 

Training walls.-The right training wall is a 6.5-foot-thick con-
tinuation of the first spillway pier. Because of the block division 
previously described, the pier and wall are supported on the back 
of nonoverflow block 10, rather than on the spillway weir. That 
part of the upstream portion projecting beyond the nonoverflow 
mass and supporting the gate reaction has essentially the same 
design as the intermediate piers. 

The lower part of the sloping portion of the wall is supported 
by the base pour of block lOA, and the remainder is cantilevered 
from the nonoverflow block. With full spillway discharge, high 
tailwater will exist between the training wall and the powerhouse 
and will spill over the wall into the water sheet flowing over the 
weir. The sloping portion of the wall was designed for the fol
lowing loading conditions: 

1. Full spillway discharge-tailwater elevation 1225 outside of wall, 
nappe pressure on spillway side. 

2. Adjacent spillway bay discharging alone-tail water elevation 1205 out-
side of wall, nappe pressure on spillway side. 

3. During diversion-tailwater elevation 1197.5 on outside of wall, water 
surface elevation 1205.5 in diversion opening of block lOA. 

Because of the oblique approach of flow to the spillway, tests 
were made in the hydraulic laboratory to determine lateral pres
sures of the nappe against the spillway side of the wall. Part 
of the base pour of block lOA was reinforced to serve as a 
footing for the wall. 

The level wall on the apron is cantilevered from the apron slab. 
Top of the wall is at elevation 1195, making the 6.5-foot-thick 
wall only 12.5 feet high. With full spillway discharge, the hy
draulic jump will occur near. midlength of the apron. Tailwater 
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outside the wall will be hi h d . . 
near the upstream end At thanl Will spdll ~ver onto the apron 
water will be at nearl. th e ower el?- tailwater and spilling 
have little lateral load Y T;e sl~m~ eleyrtwn, so .that portion will 
lowing loading conditi~ns: ve wa was designed for the fol-

1. Full spillway discharge-tailwat I . 
surface elevation 1198 on spi.ller e e':'datwn 1225 outside of wall, water 

2 Dur· d. · way s1 e. 
· mg Iverswn-tailwater elevati 1197 5 . 

. surface elevation 1205.5 on spillw~~ side: on outside of wall, water 

The adjacent portion of the a 1 b . a footing for the wall. pron s a was remforced to serve as 
. The left training wall is id t· 1 . . 
Is cantilevered from the spill~a~a I~ sht1r to the nght wall but 
cl?se to the rock slope of the left aber 0 oc~ 15 and is Iocate.i 
will not get in behind the w u ment. ~mce flood tailwater 
sloping portion of the wall :~~ t~e ~nly desi~n loading for the 
overfalling water sheet on the s .ll e y~ostabc pressure of the 
portion of the left wall on th PI way Sl e of t~e wall. The level 
as the right wall e apron was remforced the same 

Piers and oper~ting deck _ Th . 1 . 
dc;ck are identical in desig~ wit~ stbil wayfp~hrs and operating 
Figure 109, page 314 shows a downst~se o . e Bfoone project. . ' earn view o the spillway. 
Uadial gates and gate hoists 

Radial gates and gate h · t . . of the Boone project. " Ois s are Identical in design with those 

POWER FACILITIES 

The location of the powerh 
the right bank of the river olyse, control bay, and switchyard at 
110, p. 316). The embankm: ows easy access by highway (fig. 
race channel and switchyard _nt slole between t~e excavated tail
:;tccess road on the shore sid:so;s s eep as pract~cable. With the 
Is obtained near the powerhou thd yard, a sw1tchyard location 
results. The main transform!~' ~n pl a v~ry J?mpact arrangement 
bay at the downstream fac f ace a jacent to the control 
relatively short generator le~d~ g~11e damTand makes possible a 
stalled upon which the t f ery. ransfer tracks are in-
th h rans ormer may ·be mo d t d f e power ouse service bay ve o an rom 

The indoor-type powerho · . t 
service bay each of which use consis s of two unit bays and the 
are separated by contractferv~s. as a block of the dam. Blocks 
Power installation consists ofntJ~mt~ from foundation to roof. 
turbines rated at 25 000 h adjustable blade, propeller-type 
nected to two vertic~! sha~fs~powe~ at ~-f?ot head, direct con
of 20,000 kilovolt-amperes or 1;~~~a k~fs attvmg a normal rating 

' I owa s at 0.9 power factor. 

INTAKE 

The intake is a reinforc d t 
powerhouse, forms an int: r~~ncre e structure which, with the 
waterways for the two turbTne u~~~t ofhth~ tdakm and provides 

· e m a e structure con-
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sists of two blocks each 55 feet long, 41 feet 9 inches wide at 
the base, and stepp~d back to a width of 26 feet 3 inches at the 
operating deck, elevation 1270. . 

Above elevation 1222 the downstream face of the mtake forms 
the interior upstream wall of the powerhouse. Gate slots are 
13 feet 6 inches from the upstream face of the intake. The gen
erator leads gallery at elevation 1222 is 3 feet downstream of the 
gate slots. Gate storage slots are recessed into the intake deck 
and separated from the gate slots by 2-foot-thick walls. 

Hydraulic design 
Flow through the waterways at rated capacity is ?940 cu~ic 

feet per second. The intake wat~rways for each t.urbme consist 
of two openings about 36 feet high by 21 feet wide at the up
stream face and 22 feet high by 17 feet 8 inches wide at the gate 
slot. The intake entrance is rounded and shaped to reduce head 
losses. At rated capacity the velocity at the entrance is about 
2.6 feet per second, at the gate slots about 5.1 feet per second, 
and it increases to about 5.6 feet per second at the entrance to the 
concrete spiral case. The downstream end of the intermediate pier 
is curved and tapered to direct the flow into the spiral case. 

Stability design 
The intake structure alone is not stable against headwater 

pressure. By using the spiral case walls and draft tube structure 
of the unit blocks as buttresses, a stable structure results. The 
stability analyses of the combined structure are covered in detail 
under the discussion of powerhouse stability. 

Construction joint layout 
A careful layout of construction joints was made to minimize 

the effects of shrinkage and temperature changes. To obtain full 
benefit of the layout, minimum time intervals between pours were 
specified. 

To eliminate stresses in the end piers caused by shrinkage of 
the roof slab, the first pours in the roof slab were divided to leave 
a shrinkage slot, requiring a very short pour, over the inter
mediate pier. This short pour was placed about 7 days after .the 
long pours on either side, giving them time to cool and shrmk. 
Many sloping joints were introduced into the upper portion of 
the intake structure to make the construction joints on the down
stream face match the remainder of the powerhouse and to make 
possible reuse of forms on the upstream face. 

Detail design 
For design assumptions see page 315. 
Bottom slab.-The blottom slab sections were assumed to be 

restrained by the rock, requiring no reinforcement in the bottom 
faces. Top faces were reinforced for shrinkage and the outward 
reaction of the end piers. 

Piers.-The loads upon the piers and their varying height sub
divided them into two zones for analysis-one upstream and one 
downstream of the gate slots. 
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The following loads were considered in the design of the piers : 

1. Direct vertical loads, including dead load and live load. 
2. Unbalanced lateral hydraulic loads. Lateral loads on end piers can 

be unbalanced for their full length. Lateral loads on the intermediate 
piers can be unbalanced from the gate slot to the face of the intake. 

3. Shortening of the top slab, with respect to the bottom slab an amount 
equivalent to a drop in temperature of 25o F. ' 

Top slab.-The top part of the intake was considered as the 
top member of a frame. For the design of the piers it was as
sumed to have infinite stiffness. Reinforcement was required in 
the bottom face of this top member to take the outward reaction 
on the end piers. Reinforcing steel was placed in the downstream 
face of the intake between elevation 1203.74 and elevation 1219.4 
to permit this portion of the structure to span as a horizontal 
beam between the end piers with the completed intake subject 
to the loa~ of a ful_I reservoir with head gates in closed position. 
Extra shrmkage remforcement was placed in the 3-foot-thick wall 
betwe.en the generator leads gallery and the gate slots to prevent 
crackmg and thereby keep the leads gallery as dry as possible. 

Trashracks and guides 

Vertical trashracks are installed on the upstream face of the 
intake blocks and immediately in front of the four openings. 
The trashracks extend between the piers of the intake structure 
and rest on a ledge formed in the concrete at elevation 1190.5. 

Guides for the trashracks are made up of10-inch 112-pound wide
flange columns with the downstream flanges embedded and an
chored into th~ c~mcrete by 2- by %-inch bars spaced on 2-foot 
centers. T~e mside of the column flanges serve as guides and 
slots to receive the trashracks. These guides also serve the pur
pose of emergency stoplog guides. 

The trashracks are of all-welded construction and consist of 
f<?ur sections for: each of the four slots. Sections are 9% ·feet 
~Igh and approxm~ately 22% feet ~ide .. Ra~k bars are 3 by 112 
mch, spaced on 4-mch centers. Mam shffenmg members consist 
of ~6-inch-wi.de plates and 18-inch channel end posts with 3- by 
V2-mch be~rmg bar and 4- by 3%- by %-inch guide angles. 
Cross bracmg on each section consists of 2-inch double extra 
strong pipe welded into position between the end posts and stiffen
ing members. 

The trashracks are designed for a differential pressure head of 
5 feet and water velocity through the racks of 2.66 feet per sec
ond based on the net area of the racks. 

Gate guides and track 

The gui.des and trac~ structu.r:e in each of the four intake gate 
slots consist of a contmuous bmltup load-bearing structure with 
rails on each side of the slot which extend from the bottom of 
the intake opening elevation 1193.2 to the top of the intake deck 
elevation 1270. This structure is made up of %-inch plates bent 
to form a steel trough section to accommodate the wheels on the 
gate, also to provide suitable support for the load bearing plate, 
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seal bar, and rails. The trough section also served as a form 
when pouring the concrete at the gate slots. Anchor bars spaced 
on 2-foot centers extend into the concrete. The load-bearing plate 
is welded to the downstream side of the guide and consists of a 
continuous plate 12 inches wide and 11/2 inches thick which 
extends for a height of 35 feet. 

Gate rails are 175-pound crane rails on the downstream side 
and 40-pound rails on the upstream side. Rail clip bolts are of 
corrosion resisting steel. Adjusting wedges under the rails 
on the downstream side facilitate aligning the rails for proper 
functioning of the gate and seals. 

A steel apron made up of %-inch bent plates is embedded on the 
face of the concrete between the guides at the top of the gate 
opening, and a sill beam across the bottom of the gate opening 
ensures proper sealing surfaces for the gate in the closed posi
tion. Contact surfaces of corrosion resisting steel plates and 
bars are placed to meet with the rubber seals on the gate. 

Intake gates 

A set of intake gates is used to close the intake passages of a 
generating unit in an emergency or when it is necessary to 
unwater the scroll case and intake passages for inspection and 
maintenance. One set of two gates serves to close the intake 
passages of either unit. Each gate, which is approximately 23 
feet 2 inches high and closes an opening of 17 -foot 8-inch clear 
width between piers, is made in two sections to facilitate handling 
and to reduce the height of the handling crane. The gates operate 
in slots in the concrete piers of the intake structure. 

Storage slots are built in the intake deck just downstream of 
the service slots. These slots have gate track rails on the down
stream side and guide rails on the upstream side. All gate sec
tions are interchangeable in the service slots. Since there are 
four intake passages, four storage slots are available and both 
upper and lower sections of the two intake gates are stored in 
the storage slots when not in use. The storage slots have fixed 
seats for contact with the bottom wheels of the intake gate sec
tions when they are stored. 

Each intake gate section is handled by a 20-ton-capacity gantry 
crane operating on the intake deck. This crane has a lifting 
beam fitted with lifting links that can be attached to or detached 
from lifting hooks on each gate section. To close the intake pas
sages of a generating unit, the gate sections are transported and 
lowered to place by the gantry crane. 

When opening the intake passages for the operation of a gen
erating unit the turbine wicket gates are first closed, then the 
top section of one intake gate is lifted a few inches and the scroll 
case allowed to fill, after which this section and the other sections 
of the gates are raised, transported, and stored by the gantry 
crane. 

Gate design.-The gates were designed for a waterload varying 
from approximately 47 feet at the top to 69 feet 9 inches at the 
bottom. The basic allowable structural design stress was 18,000 
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pounds per square inch, with a Yl_ 9-inch corrosion. allowance. 
Gate wheels and bearings were designed for a radial load of 
94 000 pounds and a simultaneous thrust load of 35,000 pounds 
applied at the wheel tread. Each lifting hook was separately 
tested for a load of 34,000 pounds. . . 

Gate construction.-Structurally, each gate sectwn consists of 
an upstream vertical skin plate supported on horizontal. beams 
that frame into two vertical structural end posts. The skm plate 
is further supported by vertical stiffener members that frame into 
the horizontal beams. Gate sections have overhung, double
flanged, roller bearing wheels 21 inches in diameter, mo~nted on 
cantilever axles that extend through the end posts. With gate 
sections in slots and wheels bearing against the downstream track 
rails, a clearance of % inch is provided between the wheel treads 
and the upstream guide rails. Each gate section has upstream 
music-note type, molded-rubber water seals. With the gates 
lowered in position in the service slots, the top and side seals bear 
against corrosion-resistant steel bars attached to the embedded 
slot steel. The middle and bottom seals are compressed by the 
weight of the gate sections and bear against the adjacent steel 
surfaces 'of the gate sections and sill members embedded in the 
floors of the intake passages. 

The structural material of each gate section is rolled carbon 
steel. 

Intake gantry crane 

The intake gantry crane (fig. 113) consists of a structural frame 
with four wheels, one at each corner, and their driving machinery 
traveling on a gantry track on the intake deck and a trolley with 
main hoist, wheel trucks, and machinery for traversing in an 
upstream and downstream direction on a track mounted on the 

FIGURE 113.-Fort Patrick Henry intake gantry crane. 
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gantry frame. A steel plate housing over each main hoist drum 
and its associated gear reduction, pinion shaft, and low-speed 
reducer protects this equipment and the hoisting ropes from 
the weather. All other equipment on the trolley is of the weather
proof type. An operator's cab is mounted at the north end of the 
crane between the gantry legs and just below the trolley rail 
deck. All hoists and travel drives are electric-motor operated. 
A lifting beam attached to the main hoist and with equipment 
for engaging the sections of the intake gates is part of the crane 
equipment. 

Operating requirements.-The crane is used to install and 
handle the various sections of the intake gates. This service 
requires that it have motion normal and parallel to the base line 
of the dam and that it be of such proportions as to provide clear
ance over the largest part to be handled when it is in raised 
position for transporting along the deck. The capacity of the 
main hoist unit is fixed by the amount of lifting force required 
to lift the lower intake gate section from its seat when closing an 
intake passage. Crane operations of moderate speed were suitable 
as all operations can be anticipated in ample time. 

Design details.-Detail design was made by the crane manu
facturer. The design was carried out in accordance with the 
provisions of TV A specifications and in close agreement with the 
arrangement and design features shown on TV A procurement 
drawings. These drawings established the general design, the 
outlines, type of construction, and sizes of the main structural 
members of the crane and lifting beam but did not establish de
tails of connections and welding. Machinery arrangements shown 
were intended to fix the arrangement and types of construction but 
not the detail sizes of the various machinery parts. 

The following design requirements were established for loads 
and operating conditions of the intake gantry crane: 

Item 
Capacity 
-tons 

Main hoist -------------------- 20 
Trolley travel ------------------ ·----------------
Gantry travel ------------------ .-----------------

Speed, feet 
per minute 

10-12 
10-15 

90-100 

Approximate 
length of travel 

80 feet. 
6 feet 4 inches. 

80 feet 4 inches. 

Allowable unit stresses.-Structural parts of the crane and lift
ing beam were designed on the basis of the required loads, except 
those involving breakdown motor torque or collision with track 
stops, with stresses not to exceed a basic unit tension stress of 
14,000 pounds per square inch. The unit stress in the gross sec-

tion of a compression flange was limited to 17,000 -190 ~ (L= 

span length, b=flange width). 
Mechanical parts of the crane and lifting beam were designed 

for the required loads with a factor of safety of 5 on the ultimate 
strength of the material except that each part was also propor
tioned to withstand the stresses produced by the breakdown torque 
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of the motor with resultant unit stresses not exceeding 90 per
cent of the elastic limit of the material involved. 

Miscellaneous equipment and fittings.-Ladders and platforms 
were required for access to the operator's cab and the trolley. All 
platforms were floored with nonslip steel plate with toe guards 
and 42-inch pipe railing where practicable. 

A mechanical load brake of the friction-disc type was installed 
for the main hoist. This is designed to prevent lowering of the 
load unless the hoist motor is revolving under power in the lower
ing direction. Normally, it is only brought into action to stop 
lowering of load at the desired point. The load brake has a hold
ing capacity of 1% times the rated hoist load. Brake friction 
discs are mounted in oil-tight cases and operate in oil. 

A manually operated rail clamp is at the north end of each 
sill of the gantry structure. These clamps are required to hold 
the unloaded crane against a wind pressure of 30 pounds per 
square foot. 

For operation of the lifting links of the lifting beam there a:·~ 
two link-operating units on the trolley. Each unit consists of a 
motor, a, gear reducer, and small drum. The two units are con
nected by light wire ropes and rods to opposite ends of a pivoted 
arm in the lifting beam. Movement of the arm swings the lifting 
linlcs to engage or disengage lifting hooks on the gate. Control 
of the two motors is from the operator's cab. 

At each lower corner of the gantry structure there is a spring
type bumper unit. These are designed to contact rigid stops on 
the runway structure. They are capable of bringing the crane 
to a gradual stop in a distance of 4 inches when traveling in 
either direction at the rated speed with full load and the power 
cut off. Structural steel fixed wheel stops are installed at each 
end of the trolley travel. 

A foot-operated gong in the operator's cab is used as a warn
ing signal. 

Electrical equipment.-In general, all electrical equipment and 
wiring on the crane conform to the requirements of the N a tiona I 
Electrical Code, the National Electrical Safety Code, the Stand
ards of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the 
Standards of the National Electric Manufacturers Association. 

Design requirements for electrical equipment were set forth in 
detail in the specifications issued for procurement. All motors 
were rated 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles. A tabulation of the char
acteristics of the motors is given in "Statistical Summary," 
appendix A. 

Power supply is by a weatherproof cable reel mounted on the 
sill member on the downstream side of the crane. It has approxi
mately 50 feet of No. 8, four-conductor, rubber-covered cable. 
The cable has a power plug at its outer end suitable for plugging 
into a power receptacle in the intake deck. To keep pay-out of 
the conductor cable within safe limits of its length, the reel has 
an alarm bell that rings when approximately 33 feet of cable is 
unreeled. 

Power and control circuits are carried to the trolley by weather-
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proof flexible cables looped from a terminal box on the gantry 
deck to a terminal box on the trolley, the total travel of the trolley 
being only 6 feet 4 inches. 

The controls in the operator's cab are arranged so that one 
man can control all the movements of the crane. Controls for all 
motors, except the link-operating torque motors, are of the full
magnetic, reversing, time-limiting acceleratio? type operated. by 
master switches. Control of the link operatmg motors consists 
of a primary contactor to energize both motors in parallel and 
additional contactors and primary resistors operated by a torque 
selector master switch to provide the necessary differential torque 
on the respective link control motors to obtain opening or closing 
motion of the link assemblies. The link operating motors are so 
interlocked with the main hoist motor as to prevent operation of 
the hoist unless the link control motor contactor is closed. 

A limit switch is installed to control the upper limit of travel 
of the lifting beam. This limit switch is so wired as to permit 
operation of the hoist in the reverse direction. 

The lighting system is a 220/110-volt, 3-wire, so~id .grounded 
neutral system supplied from a 440-220/110-volt, 2-wmdmg trans
former and a lighting cabinet of eight circuits. Suitable fixtures, 
conduit wiring, and switches are used for the satisfactory lighting 
of the operator's cab, access platforms, and crane runway operat
ing area beneath the crane, and convenience outlets. 

POWERHOUSE UNIT BLOCKS SUBSTRUCTURE 

The two substructure unit blocks house the spiral case and 
draft tube waterways, the turbines and generators, along with 
the necessary pipe and access galleries. Top of the blocks is 
the generator room floor level, elevation 1222 (fig. 114). The 
twin governor is on this floor, between and downstream of the 
center line of units. Also at this level are the switchgear, ex
citer cubicles, heating and lighting boards, and the 440-volt main, 
common, and unit auxiliary boards. Transformer setdown and 
runner erection space is provided between the units. 

The next floor below is the pipe gallery, elevation 1209. It 
extends for the full width of the blocks on the downstream side 
and projects upstream between the units for about 25 feet. The 
draft tube access gallery is at elevation 1172 .. 5 and downstream 
of the center line of units. A spiral stairway about midway be
tween the units runs down from the pipe gallery to the draft tube 
access gallery. At elevation 1186 in the spiral stairway ~s a 
landing giving access to each of the spiral cases. For sectwns 
through the units, see figure 114. 

Center line of the distributor is at elevation 1192, and the low 
point of the draft tube is at elevation 1154. The downstream 
face of the draft tube is 65 feet from the center line of units. 
The downstream face of the draft tube gate guide piers above 
the draft tube roof was required to line up with the downstream 
face of the service bay substructure for good appearance. There
fore, to keep the service bay downstream wall from being unusu-
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ally thick, the gate guide piers were made as short as po~sible, 
the downstream face of the piers being only 2 feet 5% mches 
downstream of the mass block. The blocks are 55 feet wide. 
The center line of each unit is offset 3 feet 6 inches from the 
center line of the block so that the spiral case and draft tube 
waterways will fit into a block of minimum width. 

Hydraulic design 
The final shape of the waterways was determined by the tur

bine manufacturer. At rated head, the velocity at the spiral ca~e 
entrance is about 5.6 feet per second and at the draft tube ex1t 
is about 5.9 feet per second. About 17 feet downstream of the 
center line of units the draft tube is divided into two passages 
by an intermediate pier. The pier nosing is rounded and shaped 
to streamline the flow of the water. 

Stability design 

Each intake and unit block in the final construction is a mono
lith and acting together they form blocks which are an integral 
part of 'the dam. Analyses were made for th~ first-stage con
struction condition and for the completed umt. In the first
stage construction condition the structure is comp]ete except for 
the spiral case roof and generator room floor. Smce there was 
a possibility of delay in the delivery of embedded parts due to 
the Korean War a check was made to determine the additional 
cost required to' design the first-stage construction t~ take th.e 
maximum water loadings expected under final op~ratmg condi
tions. The additional cost being very small, the umt blocks were 
so designed. 

The analyses were made for three design cases for both first
stage and final construction conditions as follows : 

Case I. Dead load only. 
Case II. Headwater elevation 1263, tailwater elevation 1186.3, waterways 

empty, rotating machinery parts in place. 
Case III. Headwater elevation 1263, tailwater elevation 1229, waterways 

full. 

For the first-stage construction condition, the ~tructure w~s 
also checked for the condition of headwater elevatwn 1263, tal]
water elevation 1210 with the interior of the structure dry. Th1s 
case resulted from the decision to install automatic draft tube 
fill pipes, with inlets at elevation 1210, to reduce the head on the 
draft tube gates. 

To keep the unbal.anced lateral 'Yate~ pressure loadings t? a 
minimum, the seals m the contraction JOmts were kept as high 
as possible. However, the distance from the seal around the 
draft tube access gallery to rock was short, ana it ~ppeared that 
the joint would not open in this area; thus, a <;J.ramage slot up
stream of the restriction was installed. Two p1pes extend from 
the slot to tailwater, thus giving assurance that no undue pres
sures will occur should the headwater seals leak or b~ by-pass~d 
in some manner. It also gives assurance that the tallwater Will 
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FIGURE 114.--Fort Patrick Henry powerhouse--floor plans at left, transverse 
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section at top right and lonsitudinal section at bottom right. 
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enter the joint between the blocks to counterbalance the pressures 
on the opposite sides. 

For the first-stage construction condition, the maximum base 
pressure. was about 86-pound-per-square-inch compression and 
the mmimum was 3-pound-per-square-inch tension at one cor
ner. For the final operating condition the entire assumed base 
!s in compression, varying from 0 to about 98 pounds per square 
mch. 

Construction joint layout 

Besides making possible the placing of much of the concrete 
before receiving the embedded parts, the 2-stage construction also 
allowed the powerhouse gantry crane to be erected early and 
used in the erection of the turbine and generator. Also, the work 
of the second-stage construction could be carried on under cover 
from the weather. _The joints between pours were arranged to 
enable the constructiOn to be accomplished in as short a time as 
possible consistent with the other requirements. . . 

The height of lifts ranged from 2.5 to about 9 feet with most ot ~hem being between 5 an? 6 feet high. Length of pours was 
limited to about 40 feet. Jomts of the downstream portion were 
arranged to give the exposed downstream face a pleasing 
appearance. 

Detail design 

T~e draft tu~e structure upstream of the gates was designed 
to Withstand tailwater pressure to elevation 1210 with the inte
rior dry. Foundation drains were installed in the base slab to 
relieve uplift. Draft tube piers and roof downstream of the gate 
slots were des~gne~ as a rigid frame for a 100-pound-per-square
f?ot constructiOn live load and for a 25° F. temperature differen
tial between the top and bottom slabs. Piers were reinforced 
with full shrinkage steel where restrained by the base slab. The 
remainder of the draft tube was reinforced with No. 9 bars 12 
inches on center each way, in the faces exposed to flowing w~ter 
except in the roof. Here in this very heavy section No. 11 bars 
9 inches on center, were used to carry shrinkage stresses in addi~ 
tion to loads from wet concrete of lifts above during construction. 
Tied-column type of reinforcement was placed in the intermediate 
pier nose to care for the possible concentration of stress at this 
point. 

The scroll case was designed to withstand the internal head
water pressure and the external tailwater pressure. The floor 
and roof were reinforced to carry the outward reaction from the 
walls as well as for shrinkage and temperature change. The 
reaction of the roof on the stay rihg, the weight of the generator 
and turbine, plus the hydraulic thrust were assumed to be carried 
into the foundation through the stay vanes. 

Seals were placed in the joints around the water passages 
where there was possibility of leakage into the galleries or con
traction joints. A 6-inch layer of porous concrete, with half
round supplementary drains, was placed under the generator 
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room floor conduit fill pour to prevent the possibility of seepage 
from the spiral case into the generator room. 

The generator room floor was designed for a live load of 1000 
pounds per square foot. The downstream wall of the unit blocks 
above the top of the spiral case walls was reinforced to take the 
external waterload and the thrust from the powerhouse gantry 
crane plus the reactions from the structural steel roof frames. 

Draft tube gates 

The draft tube gates are used to close off the flow of tailwater 
into the draft tubes and scroll case of a generator unit durirw 
construction and also during operation of the plant whenever It 
becomes necessary to unwater a unit. The gates operate under 
balanced water pressure, the load on the gates being applied as 
the draft tubes are pumped out. Each generator unit has two 
draft tube passages so that a set of two gates is required to cl?se 
off a unit. Each gate is approximately 11 feet 1% mches. high 
by 20 feet 4 inches wide, and one set of two gates .was fur~Ished. 

Operating and handling.-The gates operate m sl?ts m the 
draft tube piers. These slots have embedded steel lmers that 
provide guide bearing and sealing surfaces for the ~ate~. Each 
gate has a chain sling with special lifting and doggmg lmks. At 
the draft tube deck level for each opening there is a dogging 
device for dogging the chains as the gate is raised or lowered. 
The gates are handled by a 12-ton electric monorail hoist operat
ing on a monorail beam located directly above the draft tube gate 
slots and extending the full length of the powerhouse. :When 
not in position to close the draft tubes, the gates are hung m ~he 
slots by the chain slings, with their tops just below the operatmg 
deck. 

Design dat,a.-The draft tube gates were designed for a water
load varying from a head of 42 feet % inch at the top to 53 fee~ 
11/2 inches at the bottom. . The gate ~lings were tested on the 
basis of 26,000-pound workmg load with a P!oof test of 57,500 
pounds. The basic allowable structural design stress for the 
gates was 18,000 pounds per square inch with a l!J. 6-inch corro
sion allowance. 

Construction.-Each draft tube gate consists of a downstream 
vertical skin plate supported by horizon.tal beam~ that ar~ fram~d 
into two structural end posts and by mtermediate vertical stif
fener members. The gates have top, bottom, and side rubber 
water seals of the music-note type. With the gates in place, 
these seals bear against the surfaces of the embedded slot steel. 

Gate guides.-Structural steel guides are installed for .each of 
the four gate slots in the draft tube structure. The gmdes ~re 
made up of %-inch plates bent to form a steel trough section 
and which extends for a height slightly more than the gate open
ing. Vertical channels are built into the section and these ex
tend for the full height of the gate slot to elevation 1237. These 
channels act as guides for the shoes on the sides of the gat~. The 
bent-plate trough sections were used as forms when pourmg the 
concrete work around the slots, and are anchored in the concrete 
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with strap anchors. An apron of %-inch bent plate extends 
across the top of the gate opening and a sill beam extends across 
~he bottom of the opening to provide true level surfaces for seat
Ing the gate. 

Dogging. beams.-To.permit storing the gates in the gate slots 
when not m use, doggmg beams from which the gates may be 
suspended ar~ P!aced across the slots at the deck level. The 
beams are bmlt m a manner to facilitate quick transfer of the 
gate _from the hoist !o the dogging beam and vice versa. The 
doggmg beams are pivoted and can be raised clear of the slots. 

Draft tube gate hoist 

. This hoist ra_ises the draft tube gates from their closed posi
tion up to a pomt above deck level for maintenance purposes or 
transfers a gate from one gate slot to another. It also lifts the 
gates from closed position to storage position just below deck 
level where they are dogged in place. 

The hoist is o~ the suspended trolley spur-geared type oper
at~d by an electnc motor. The trolley is also driven by an elec
triC motor and travels on the lower flange of a 20-inch 65 4-
pound 1-beam. Hoist and trolley travel motors are con'trolied 
from a suspended-type pushbutton station. For capacity and 
speeds of the hoist see appendix A. 

The 1-beam monorail is directly above the gate slots 22 feet 
above the draft tube deck elevation 1237. It extends fo; the full 
length of the powerhouse and is suspended from builtup canti
lever-type st~el. brackets which are bolted to masonry plates and 
corroswn-resistmg steel anchor bolts on the concrete wall of the 
:po.werhouse. . ?'he .brackets are spaced to suit the contraction 
~omts and V-Jomts m the concrete wall and the maximum spacing 
IS 151;2 feet. Th.e monorail was designed for live and dead loads 
plus 2.5 percent Impact, also checked for breakdown load of 275 
percent over normal hook load. 

POWERHOUSE SERVICE BAY SUBSTRUCTURE 

The service bay substructure may be divided into two parts
the upstream bulkhead and the downstream walls and slabs. 

The upstream. bulkhead section is essentially a section of non
overflow dam With th~ downstream face constructed in steps to 
accommodate ~he va~wus. floor levels of the service bay sub
~t~ucture. This. sec~H;m Is 41 feet 6 inches from contraction 
JOint to contraction JOint and at the base it is 56 feet from up
stream face to downstream face, stepping back to 26 feet 3 inches 
at the top. · The gene~ator leads and cable gallery runs through 
the blo~k on a skew, Its floor level varying from elevation 1222 
at the mtake ~o elevation 1225.5 at the nonoverflow dam. This 
J:ml~head section houses the fan room, toilet and lockers, and 
Jamtor space. A h~adwater gage well recorder is recessed into 
the top deck, elevatwn 1270, of this section. 

The downstream walls and slabs portion of the substructure 
extends from elevation 1149, the bottom of the sump, to eleva-
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tion 1237, the entrance level of the service bay. At the bottom 
floor, elevation 1192, the draft tube evacuation air receiver tanks 
are installed. The next level above, elevation 1207, affords space 
for the oil purification room, the battery room, and the sump 
pumps (fig. 114). At elevation 1222, space for both heavy stor
age and for small parts storage is allocated, and the station air 
compressors are also installed at this level. The elevation 1237 
floor is the entrance level and the draft tube gate operating deck 
level and has erection areas for the bracket and rotor. Transfer 
track rails run into the building at this level. A toolroom and 
machine shop complete the facilities on this floor. Hatches in the 
floors at elevation 1222 and 1237 permit the moving of equipment 
from one floor to another. The tailwater gage well and recorder 
is adjacent to the stairs, with the top of the well being at elevation 
1232. Figure 115 shows a transverse section through the service 
bay. 

The downstream face of the service bay substructure, 30 feet 
8 inches from the center line of unit, lines up with the down
stream face of the draft tube gate-guide piers. To retain the 
fill adjacent to the right side of the service bay, a wall was 
required. Studies showed that a wall cantilevered off the service 
bay was the most economical for this purpose. The wall is 22 
feet long, the depth varying from 3 feet at the end to 16 feet 4 
inches at the face of the service bay. It is of an inverted L-shape, 
the top portion serving as an extension of the draft tube gate
operating deck. 

Where the transfer track enters the service bay, a rocker beam 
was constructed to keep the tracks on grade at the building en
trance even though the fill adjacent to the service bay settles. 

Stability design 

Stability analyses were made for the three cases listed under 
"Stability design" in the preceding "Powerhouse Unit Blocks 
Substructure" section. Analyses were made at elevation 1223.75, 
the level of the generator leads and cable gallery, and at elevation 
1188, the assumed rock level. Maximum stresses found in the 
corners were 3-pound-per-square-inch tension and 76-pound-per
square-inch compression. The maximum average shear was 19 
pounds per square inch. 

Construction joint layout 

The concrete pours in the lower portion of the bulkhead section 
up to elevation 1211 were of the same height generally and placed 
by the same instructions as in the nonoverflow dam. Lifts above 
elevation 1211 were limited to a maximum height of 5 feet except 
in a few spots where architectural reasons dictated higher lifts. 
Each lift was left exposed at least 3 days before placing the lift 
above. In the downstream section the pours in the sump were 
limited to 10 feet in height. The wall pours were also limited to 
about a 10-foot height and a 40-foot length. Construction joints 
in the exposed downstream face were arranged to line up with 
the joints in the unit blocks. 
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FIGURE 115.-Fort Patrick Henry powerhouse-section through service bay. 

Design data 

b There were no unusual detail design problems in the service 
ay substructure. The ~ump, base slab, and walls were designed 

to take full external tailwater pressure with the interior of the 
s~ructure dry. The landside end wall was also designed to take 
t e load from ~he fill. The cantilever at the downstream shore 
~nd .of the s~rv1~e ba:y was designed to take an H-20 truck load
mg m combm3:t10n With the earth load. Floors were designed to 
tak~ the reactions from the loads on the outside walls for th 
eqmpment and the erection loads, and for the live loa'ds listed 
as follows. 

Pounds per 
square foot 

Floor elevation 1192 Floor elevation 1207 ~--------------------------------------- 400 

Battery room _________ _ 
Oil purification room _ ---------------------------
Pump room ---------=---------------------------------

Floor elevation 1222: ---------------------------------
Small parts storage 
Heavy storage-----=====------------------------
Air compressor and C0

2 
eq~;lp~e-~t-----------------------

Floor elevation 1237 _______ ----------------------

Draft tube deck ( elevatio-~1237)-======================== 

200 
400 
400 

200 
400 
200 

1000 
300 
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Pounds per 
square foot 

Floor elevation 1243.17 ------------------------------------- 100 
Floor elevation 1253 --------------------------------------- 200 
Stairs ---------------------------------------------------- 100 
Fan room roof, elevation 1265 ------------------------------- 200 
Wind on exposed projected area ----------------------------- 30 

Seals were placed in the construction joints below the maxi
mum tailwater elevation. The seal in the contraction joint 
between the service bay and unit 1 was held as high as possible 
to keep the unbalanced side pressure to a minimum. 

POWERHOUSE SUPERSTRUCTURE 

The indoor-type powerhouse superstructure is of reinforced
concrete construction except for the roof framing and decking 
which is of structural steel. The structure is 59.5 feet wide by 
151.5 feet long. 

A massive intake section forms the upstream wall of the power
house and the support for the upstream crane rail and steel rigid 
frames at elevation 1264.5. Above the deck, elevation 1270, a 
12-inch wall forms the remainder of the upstream wall, the upper 
portion forming the roof parapet with top at elevation 1285. 

The downstream wall starts at elevation 1222 in the area of 
the unit blocks and at elevation 1237 in the service bay area. The 
wall is 4 feet 9 inches thick up to elevation 1264.5, where it step'S 
back to a 12-inch wall which continues to the top of the roof1 

parapet in the service bay area. In the unit block area a window" 
6 feet 6 inches high, with bottom at elevation 1272.71, extends 
almost the entire length of both blocks. Steel rigid frames and 
crane rail rest on the wall at the setback at elevation 1264.5. In 
the unit block area the draft tube gate-operating deck cantilevers 
from the downstream wall at elevation 1237. Brackets on the 
downstream face of the wall support a monorail at elevation 
1259 on which the draft tube gate hoist runs. The 4-foot 9-inch 
wall afforded simplicity of construction, provided room for venti
lating ducts, and formed a solid support for the downstream rail 
of the 125-ton powerhouse crane and for the steel roof frames. 

Steel framing for the superstructure consists of clear span 
rigid frame bents 18 feet high, with longitudinal roof struts ex
tending between the bents. Exterior flanges on the vertical legs 
of the rigid frames are embedded in the concrete side walls. 

The river end wall is 6 feet 6 inches thick from elevation 1222 
up to elevation 1237, offsetting there to a 2-foot 6-inch wall, 
thereby forming a walkway from the draft tube gate-operating 
deck to the entrance door to the gallery in the dam. The 2-foot 
6-inch-thick wall continues up from elevation 1237 to the point 
at which the structural steel roof framing rests upon it. Above 
this point the wall is 12 inches thick up to the top of the roof 
parapet, elevation 1285. The service bay end wall at the opposite 
end of the powerhouse is 2 feet thick starting at elevation 1237. 
It extends up to elevation 1285 in the same manner as the river 
end wall. 
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A flat roof is supported on steel roof decking covered with 
2 inches of insulation and composition roofing felt topped with 
marble chips. 

Construction joint layout 

Layout of the construction joints for the powerhouse super
structure was controlled by three requirements. First, certain 
portions of the walls supporting structural steel members had to 
be constructed. Second, to reduce temperature and shrinkage 
stresses, the size of the concrete pours and order of placing was 
specified. Third, a definite pattern of joints was established to 
give a pleasing appearance and still permit the other two require
ments to be met. 

Design data 

The superstructure walls were designed for waterload from 
tailwater to elevation 1229 and for wind pressure of 30 pounds 
per square foot. Also, the downstream wall was designed for 
the thrust from the rigid frames supporting the roof and for the 
thrust caused by an unbalanced tractive force from the crane. 
The downstream wall acts as a vertical cantilever except at the 
corners where it joins the end walls. 

End walls are designed for final condition as slabs supported 
on three sides. Construction details dictated that portions of the 
walls span as vertical cantilevers during construction. Full tem
perature reinforcement was placed around the duct openings and 
in the portions of the walls restrained by the mass concrete below. 

Rigid frames are designed to take live and dead loads from the 
roof, together with wind load on the east and west sides. No 
longitudinal loads were included and wind loads on the north 
and south ends of the building were sustained on concrete walls. 
The rigid frames were built up from rolled steel plates and bars 
with all joints and connections welded. Longitudinal struts were 
made up from rolled-steel channels and wide-flange sections. 
Floor framing of rolled-steel sections is installed in the service 
bay area at elevations 1207, 1222, 1237. All steel members are 
designed for a maximum allowable working stress of 18,000 
pounds per square inch. 

POWERHOUSE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 

The powerhouse exterior is finished with smooth unscored con
crete below the draft tube deck (fig. 116). Absorbent board 
lining was used in the forms to improve the appearance and 
assure denser surface concrete. Above the draft tube deck the 
concrete walls are scored into panels whose sizes were determined 
by using openings, expansion joints between blocks, and joints 
between pours as the controlling lines. These panels occur in a 
vertical position with long narrow cap panels at the top of the 
walls. Tongue-and-groove formboards were used to impart a 
pleasing texture to the finished surfaces. They were placed 
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in a vertical direction for the vertical panels and in a horizontal 
direction for the cap panels. 

There is very little color on the exterior of the powerhouse. 
The blue-green rolling steel door, vestibule entrance door, and 
louvers provide the main areas of color. Door and window frames 
and the monorail for the draft tube gate hoist are painted deep 
blue-green. Railings are painted aluminum. The project name 
in the form of 24-inch-high red porcelain enameled steel letters 
is mounted in a prominent position on the downstream face of 
the powerhouse. 

In general, the rooms throughout the powerhouse have cement 
fiinished floors, concrete and concrete brick walls, and concrete 
ceilings. The cement floors are treated to give a dense, dustproof 
wearing surface. A chemically resistant paint is used on the 
floors, walls, and ceilings of the battery room. 

The generator room and machine shop balcony have quarry 
tile floors, concrete walls, and exposed steel roof deck ceiling. The 
concrete walls are scored into blocks to give scale to the interior 
and to provide straight clean joints between pours. Horizontal 
tongue-and-groove formboards were used to impart a texture to 
the concrete surfaces. Heaters, grills, and cabinets are placed in 
an orderly arrangement in the downstream wall. Electrical 
boards, together with steel closure plates and trim, form the 
end wall of the generator room under the service bay balcony. 
A 16-foot-wide by 26-foot-high rolling steel door in the end wall 
of the service bay allows for moving equipment in and out of the 
powerhouse. The underside of the steel roof deck is at approxi
mately elevation 1283, giving a height of about 46 feet over the 
balcony and about 61 feet over the generator room. This height 

FIGURE 116.-Fort Patrick Henry powerhouse-downstream view. 
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allows space for the overhead crane to move equipment about in 
the powerhouse. The roof is supported on rigid steel frames 
which spring from ledges created by a reduction in the thickness 
of the powerhouse walls at the crane rail elevation. A corru
gated-glass strip window in the downstream wall extends almost 
the entire length of the two unit bays. 

Inside the powerhouse the doors are painted medium blue
green while door frames and windows are painted deep blue
green. Exposed structural steel is also painted d.eep blue-green. 
Quarry tile floors of the generator room and service bay balcony 
are red. The steel roof deck ceiling of the generator room and 
service bay is painted white. 

The generators are very colorful with their ye~low hol!-~ings 
trimmed with gray gray linoleum walkways, alummum railmgs, 
and the blue-green' Kaplan head with red oil lines.. Electrical 
cabinets, governor cabinet, and pressure tanks are pam~ed yellow 
with gray trim to match the generators. The electncal board 
and metal panel end wall under the balcony are painted gray. 
The overhead crane is painted yellow, trimmed with gray. For 
reasons of safety, the hook sheaves are painted red. The hooks 
are aluminum and aluminum railings are used throughout the 
main portion of the powerhouse. 

PoWERHOUSE CRANE 

Operating requirements 
The powerhouse crane of 125-ton capacity (fig. 1~7) is u.sed 

for handling the generator and turbine parts for mstallabon, 
maintenance, and repair, for servicing large transform~rs! a:~d 
for handling such other miscellaneous parts as come withm Its 
reach. The main hoist can handle the generator rotor, the bear- · 
ing bracket with bearing and shaft, and the turbine. runner as 
units. Its lifting speed is low to ensure safe handlmg of .the 
larger pieces of equipment and also to equalize power re9mre
ments so as to make the auxiliary and main hoist motors mter
changeable. Since ~.large P.ercenta.ge of t~e .lifts required will .be 
made with the auxihary hoist, a higher hftmg speed was desir
able for this hook. Moderate trolley and bridge speeds are used 
in conformance with standard practice for this type of service. 

Arrangement 
A single trolley with main hoist and au:x;iliar:y hoist travels t?n 

rails mounted on a bridge structure. This bndge structure m 
turn travels on runway rails supported by the side walls of ~he 
powerhouse. The trolley has one !llain hoist of 1~5-ton: capa~Ity, 
one auxiliary hoist of 25-ton capacity, and a travelmg mechams~. 
Eight 27-inch-diameter wheels, four o~ each end, ':llounted m 
2-wheel equalizing trucks support the bndge. Two bndge motors 
with gearing are supplie.d, driving one whe~l of each truck, mak
ing four driven wheels m all. The crane IS controlled from an 
operator's cab mounted below the upstream end of the right-
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FIGUilE ll7.~Fort Patrick Henry pO!t'erhouse-generator room. 

hand (facing downstream) bridge girder. All hoists and travel 
drives are electric motor operated. 

Design data 

The detail design of the crane was made by the crane manufac
ture:. The d~sign was carried out. in accordance with TVA speci
ficatiOns and m close agreement with the arrangement and design 
featur~s show!! on TV A procurement drawings. 

Design reqmrements for the crane which has a span of 52 feet 
were set up to provide for loads and operating conditions as 
follows: 

Item Capacity 
(tons) 

~ai~r hoist -.------------------- 125 
UXI Jary hOISt ---------------- 25 

Trolley travel ------------------ ·-----------------
Bridge travel ------------------ ·-----------------

Speed (feet 
per minute) 

3'h to 41/:J 
20 to 30 
25 to 35 

90 to 100 

Average 
!ength of travel 

71 feet. 
80 feet. 
38 feet 3 inches. 

120 feet 6 inches. 

The loads affecting the design of the various parts of the crane 
were computed as follows, with due allowance for eccentricity of 
loading: 

1. Dead load.-The dead load for the various parts was to include the 
weight of the part and all equipment permanently attached to the 
part. 
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2. Live load for trolley parts.-The live load for the trolley.parts was 
to consist of the applicable rated hook loa~ plus the weig.ht of the 
hook, lifting block, and hoist ropes. All hve loads were mcreased 
10 percent for impact. . 

3. Live load for bridge parts.-The live load for the bndge .parts was 
to consist of the rated main hoist hook load plus the weight of t?e 
trolley, including the weight of all hooks, lifting bloc.ks, and hoist 
ropes. The live load was increa~ed 10 pe~c~nt for _Impact. . The 
trolley and load were considered m the yositwns givmg maximum 
stresses in the end and center of the bndge structure. 

4. Trolley tractive force.-The trolley tract~ve force was taken as 10 
percent of the weight of the trolley With ful! load and was con
sidered as applied at the top of the trolley rail. Three.-fourths of 
this force was considered as resisted equally by all the bndge wheels 
at either end of the crane. . 

5. Bridge tractive force.-The bridge tractive force due to the weight 
of the trolley and its load was taken as the sum of (a) 10 perce-?t 
of the weight of the complete trolley and 10 percent of the J?am 
hoist rated hook load. This force was considered as transmitted 
equally to the top of the two bridge girder rails t.hroug~ the trolley 
wheel contacts. The trolley and load were considered m the f!OSI
tions giving maximum stresses i~ the ends an~ center of the bndge 
structure. This force was considered as resist~d only by the .sec
tions of the bridge girders above their neutral.axis .. (b) The bnd&'e 
tractive force due to the weight of the two bn~ge gird~rs and. their 
attached parts was taken as 10 percent of their ~om.bmed weights. 
One-half of this force was considered as equally distnbu~ed betwe~n 
the upper and lower p~rts of each bridge girder as umformly dis
tributed loads over their full length. 

6. Eccentric load on b,ridge gi1·der.-Total weight of su~h parts as walk
ways, railings, bridge drives, cont~ol panel~, resistors, cage, ~on
ductors, etc., was considered for their eccentnc effect on each.bndge 
girder. It was considered sufficient to assume the total weight of 
such parts as a uniformly distributed loa~ the full length of the 
girder and operating at an average net dis~ance from the ~enter 
line of the girder. The torsional effect of this load wa~ considered 
as resisted by a uniformly distributed load couple operatmg through 
the neutral axis of the upper part of the girder and the neutral 
axis of the lower part of the girder. 

7. Collision force on trolley bumpers.-The collision force between trol
ley bumpers and stops on bridge girders was taken. as th_e force 
produced by such a collision with the trolley travelmg with full 
load at full speed with the power off. Three-!ourths of the ~orce 
was considered as resisted equally by all the bridge wheels at eit~er 
end of the crane, one-fourth by all the bridge wheels at the opposite 

end. . b t th 8. Collision force on bridge bumpers.-The collisiOn force e ween e 
bridge bumpers and crane runway stops was t~ken .as the force 
produced by such a collision with the crane traveling with full speed 
with the power off. For this condition the trolley .and load were 
considered in the positions giving maximum stresses m the ends and 
center of the bridge structure. . 

9. Stall load.-Forces produced by the rated stall torque of the electric 
motors. d · d 

10. Combination of loads.-Structural parts of the c;ran~ were esigne 
for the following unit stresses and load combmatwns, where ap-
plicable: . 
a. Dead, live, impact, and eccentri~ loads and ~rolle;v tractive forces 

with unit stresses not exceedmg the basic _umt stres.ses. 
b. Dead, live, impact, and eccentric_ loads and ~ndg!! tractive forces 

with unit stresses not exceedmg t~~ basic umt ~tresses. . 
c. Dead and live loads and trolley collisiOn forces With resultm_g 

unit stresses not more than 25 percent in excess of the basic 
unit stresses. 
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d. Dea~ and live loads and bridge collision forces with resulting 

umt stresses not more than 25 percent in excess of the basic 
unit stresses. 

e. Dead and eccentric loads and the forces produced by the rated 
stall torque of the <;!riving electric motors with resulting unit 
stresses not exceedmg 90 percent of the elastic limits of the 
materials involved, except that for the trolley sheave frame 
and cross girt connections the unit stresses were not to be 
more than 25 percent in excess of the basic unit stresses. 

The mechanical part of the crane was designed for dead and 
live loads and collision forces, but it did not include allowances 
for impact, acceleration, or retardation. 

Unit stresses 

Structural par~~·-B~sic u~it stresses in structural parts, ex
cept under conditions mvolvmg stall motor torque or collision 
witJ'l track stops, was not to exceed those allowed by the Specifi
cations for the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of Structural 
Stee~ for Buildings, revised 1946, as adopted by the American 
Institute of Steel Construction, except as otherwise modified and 
expanded in the specifications. An exception was that all stresses 
were to be proportionately reduced to conform to a basic unit 
stress of 1~,000 pounds per. square in~h instead of 20,000 pounds 
per square mch for tenswn m net sectwn of structural steel. The 
unit stress in the compression flange, gross section, of beams and 
'd L gir ers was not to exceed 17,000 -190 b , and the maximum 

allowed under this condition was 14,000 pounds per square inch 
(L=span length, b=ftange width). 

Mechanical parts.-Mechanical parts of the crane were de
sig?ed for the specified loads with a factor of safety of 5 on the 
ultimat~ strength of the material, except that each part was also 
proportioned to withstand the stresses produced by the stall 
torque of the motors with resultant unit stresses not exceeding 
90 percent of the elastic limit of the material involved. 

l\Iiscellaneous equipment and fittings 

Ladders with safety chains were installed at the four corners 
of the crane from the runways, and a ladder was provided from 
the b~idge footwalk to the operator's cab. All platforms have 
nonshp flo.or plate, toe guards and 42-inch-high pipe handrailing. 

MecJlamcal load brakes of the friction-disc and screw type 
were mcluded for the main and auxiliary hoist units. These 
brakes are of sufficient capacity to hold 11;2 times the rated hook 
load and so a_rrange~ as to prevent the loads from lowering 
unless power IS apphed through the hoist motor. Brakes are 
designed to permit lowering the rated capacity load a distance 
of 70 feet three times in rapid succession without injurious 
heating. 

Coil spring bridge bumpers at the four corners of the crane 
prevent damage to the crane in case of collision with the crane 
runway stops. Coil spring bumpers on both sides of the trolley 
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prevent damage to the trolley in case of collision with the stops 
on the girders. 

For one bridge motor a thrustor brake is used and the other 
bridge motor has a hydraulic brake, operated by a foot pedal 
in the cab. · 

The crane bearings are bronze-bushed throughout except the 
high-speed shafts in the main and auxiliary hoist gea_r trains, 
the bridge drive high-speed shaft, cros.s shaf~, ~n~ bndge. and 
trolley track wheels, which are fitted with anbfnctwn bearmgs. 

A foot-operated gong is mounted under the operating cab floor. 

Electrical equipment 

In general all electrical equipment and wiring conform to the 
latest requir~ments of the National Electrical Code,. the Nat~onal 
Electrical Safety Code, the Standards of the America~ Institute 
of Electrical Engineers, and the Standards of the N abonal Elec
tric Manufacturers Association. 

Design requirements for the electrical equipment are set forth 
in detail in the specifications issued for procurement. All motors 
are rated 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles. A tabulation of the char
acteristics of the motors is given in "Statistical Summary," 
appendix A. 

Power supply is by angle-type main conductors installed along 
the crane runway. Trolley conductors are also of the angle type 
and are mounted on the inside of the bridge girders. Collectors 
are of the over-running type with bronze shoes. 
· All controls are in the cab and are so arranged that one man 
can control all movements of the crane. A completely magnetic 
control system was furnished, designed for definite time control. 
The controls are of the reversing type operated by master 
switches. A single master switch is installed for the control of 
either the main or the auxiliary hoist, and a selector switch trans
fers the complete control circuits of the main or auxiliary hoist 
to the single master switch for hoisting control. These controls 
are designed to control the vertical movement of the main and 
auxiliary hoists within l!J_ 6 inch when starting from rest and the 
bridge and trolley travels within 1,4 inch when starting from rest. 

Limit switches control the upper limits of hook travel of the 
main and auxiliary hoists. They are operated by the upward 
travel of the hook blocks when in the extreme up position. 

The lighting system is supplied from a 440-220/110-volt trans
former and a lighting cabinet of four circuits. Suitable fixtures, 
conduit, wiring, and switches are u~ed for the satisfactory light
ing of the operator's cab and operatmg area beneath the crane. 

TURBINES AND GOVERNORS 

Turbines 
··The two hydraulic turbines which comprise the power installa

tion are of the adjustable-blade propeller type with concrete 
spiral casings and elbow-type draft tubes. They were designed 
by the manufacturer. Each turbine is rated 25,000 horsepower 
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at 61-foo~ head and oper~tes at 138.5 revolutions per minute, with 
best ef_fiCie!J.CY at approximately 67-foot head. The specific speed 
at ~atmg IS 129. The turbines are designed to operate satisfac
torily under any head from 58 to 75 feet. A tabulation of the 
guaranteed horsepower and efficiencies for various head condi
tions is given in appendix A. 

Const;uction details.-A cast-steel stay ring forms the main 
foundatiOn for each turbine, and the 16 stay vanes act as vertical 
columns. to transmit to the foundation the weight of the structure 
and equipment above. The spiral case is of reinforced-concrete 
construction and is formed in the powerhouse substructure. 
T~e runner for each unit is composed of six cast-steel blades 

set m ~ cast ~teel hub. The hub contains the blade-operating 
mechamsm which consists of an internal shaft and a crosshead 
~o~nected to the leve_rs on ea~h of the six blades. The space 
mside the ru_nner hu~ IS filled With Velox No.3 lubricating grease. 
Blade trunmons which have rotative motion in contact with the 
runner. hub are eq~ipped with roller bearings. The upper end 
of the mternal shaft connects to an operating piston in the cylin
der at ,the upper en~ of the turbine shaft where it connects to the 
gen~:r;ator shaft. Oil pressure for operating and controlling the 
position of the runner blades is admitted to this operating cylin
der through pipes inside the generator shaft and connected 
through stuffing boxes and bushings at the oil head mounted 
above the exciter and on top of the generator. 
Th~ lower end of the runner is covered with a cast-iron cone. 

Cert3:m are~s on the underside of each blade are protected with 
a Ys-mch-~hick layer of stainless-steel welding placed where tests 
and ex~enence have indicated that pitting is most likely to occur. 
~pproximately. 8.5 s_quare feet of the surface area of each plate 
Is protecte~ with this stainless-steel coating. 

The turbm_e shaf_t is 24 inches in diameter and 15 feet 3 inches 
~ong. A 35~mch-diamet~r runner blade <?Perating cylinder, hav
mg an outside flange diameter _of 561f2 mches, is forged to the 
upper end of the shaft. The piston is bolted to the upper end 
of the operating shaft which connects to the crosshead in the 
runner. The lower coupling of the generator shaft bolts to the 
top flange of the operating cylinder cover. The runner hub is 
bolted to the lower end of the turbine shaft. 

The turbine bearing is of the babbited oil-lubricated type and 
has both alt~rnating- and direct-current motor-operated oil 
pumps! low <;nl .level alarJ?s, and shutdown devices. Sleeves of 
corroswn-resistmg chrommm steel surround the shaft where it 
passes through the stuffing box and the bearing. An automatic 
vacuum breaker admits air between the head cover and runner 
~o decrease vib_ration and to increase efficiency when the turbine 
IS operated at light loads. The vacuum breaker is normally closed 
but opens to admit air when a slight vacuum develops below the 
head cover. 

A tailwater depressing system is used to force the tailwater 
!evel ~elow the level of the. bott~m of the runner blades when it 
IS desired to motor the umts with the wicket gates closed, but 
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with the generators connected to the line for voltage and P?Wer 
factor correction and as a spinning reserve, so that they will be 
ready to come into operation and carry. load in case of ~ slight 
drop in frequency on the system. Electncally controlled air-oper
ated valves controlled by switches on the governor cabinet and 
interlocked through gate position switches and the generator 
breaker automatically admit the air to the space underneath the 
head cover when the wicket gates reach their closed position. 
When the tailwater has been depressed to an elevation slightly 
below the bottom of the runner, a float-operated valve then con
trols the air to maintain the water at this approximate level. In 
case of a drop in frequency, which would cause the turbine wicket 
gates to open, the air is automatically s~ut off .and the fl~w of 
water through the turbine washes the a1r out mto .the tailrace 
and allows the turbine to pick up and carry load m a normal 
manner. Storage tanks for the compressed-air supply for ~he 
tailwater depressing system are in the lower pa~t of the erech~n 
bay, and 8-inch air lines co?nect these tanks w1th the automatic 
valves adjacent to the turbme. 

Governors 
A twin actuator cabinet serves both units (fig.117). This ~abinet 

contains all the essential elements for the governors. Eqmpment 
for each unit includes a 100-gallon-per-minute minimum, 300-
pound-per-square-inch pressure oil pump driven by a 30-horse
power motor, a governor-control column on which a~e mounted 
the motor-driven flyballs and the control panels, a mam governor 
relay valve and pilot valve, shutoff valve.s and hand control va~ves, 
an oil head control valve assembly w1th Its relay valve and adJ.ust
ing cam, auxiliary pressure s.witches, ~nd. ot?er control devices. 
The combined oil sump tank for the umts IS m the lower part of 
the cabinet. It has a partition with isolating valves so that t?e 
sump for either governor can be operated separately. The umts 
also have interconnected oil-pressure systems so that both gov
ernors may be operated from one pump. 

One pressure tank for each unit is behind the actuator on the 
generator room floor .. Volume of each I?ressure tank is 88 cubic 
feet. Wicket gate cylmders on the turbme have a net volume of 
7340 cubic inches for a stroke in one direction of the two servo
motors. The runner servomotor in the turbine sh~ft h.as a net 
volume of 4320 cubic inches for one stroke in one direction. 

Oil pressure pipes connecting the main .relay ':"alve i? the gov
ernor cabinet with the wicket gate operatmg cylm~er m the tur
bine pit are 4 inches in diamete~. Th<;>se conn~ctmg the blade
control valve in the governor cabmet w1th the o1l head OJ?- top of 
the generator are 3 inches in diameter .. The oil head c~ns1sts of a 
main casting with cored passages wh1ch enable the 011, under a 
pressure of 300 pounds per ~quare inch, to be ~dmitted either to 
the inner or outer pipes wh1ch connect respectivelr to the lo~er 
and upper sides of the runner blade servomotor m the turbme 
shaft. A permanent-magnet generator an~ its auxiliaries are 
mounted on top of the generator above the 011 head. The genera-
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tor is d~iven by a splined shaft from the inner pipe which con
nects w1th the runner blad~ operating servomotor. The perma
nent-magnet generator delivers 3-phase current to drive the 
governor flyballs. 

The generator brakes are controlled by a small air-brake valve 
mounted O? the actuator.. Operation is entirely automatic, and 
the valve.Is thr~e-way .with a pressure switch connected to the 
?rake cylinder lme, W~ICh makes a connection to sound an alarm 
If the brakes are applied when the unit is operating. 

GENERATORS AND AUXILIARIES 

Generators 

Normal rating of ~he generators is 13,800 volts, 60 cycles, 
3 phase, 138.5 revo~ubons per minute, 20,000 kilovolt-amperes at 
0.9

0 
powe_r facto.r With temperature rise of not over 60° c. above 

40 C. a1r leavmg the coo~ers with 25° C. water to the coolers. 
Each generator has a maximum capability rating of 23,000 kilo
volt-amp~res a~ 0.9 P?Wer factor with temperature rise of 80° C. 
above 4Q C .. air _leaymg the c~olers; thi.s rating is 115 percent of 
normal and IS Withi? the maximum ratmg of the turbine. 
Ea~h ~ener~tor IS a vertical water-wheel-driven type with 

combmatwn Kmgsbury-type thrust and segmental guide bearing 
located b~low the rotor. Generators are totally enclosed, air
cooled, With water-cooled heat exchangers within the housing 
(fig. 118). 

The .stll:tor frame. is of wel~~d rolled-steel plate construction 
and bmlt m two sectwns to facilitate shipment and erection. The 
s~ator fram~ _rest~ on soleplates embedded in the concrete founda
tion. Prov1s10n IS made for adjustment and doweling between 
the soleplates and st~t~r ~rame.. Stator laminations are designed 
and asse~b~ed to mmimize noise from excitation and windage. 
Stator wmdmgs are wye-connected with both ends of two groups 
?f con~uctors of each phase brought out to terminals. The stator 
ms.ulatwn conforms to the requirements of ASA for class B insu
~atwn. Twelv~ r~sistance-temperature detectors are embedded 
m the stator WIJ?-dmg. Temperature-indicating and recording in
struments a_re m the control room. One temperature-detector 
operates a high-temperature relay for unit shutdown 

The rotor is designed to withstand all overloads ~nd runaway 
speeds of.2.3~ times nor~al. Field poles are built up of punched 
steel lammabons, held m dovetailed slots in the rotor rim by 
keys. and wedges. The field winding insulation conforms to the 
~·eqmrements .o.f ASA class B. Damper windings are provided to 
I~prov:e stability under fault conditions and to reduce voltage 
distortion under single phase faults. The generator has a ratio 
of quadrature to .direct-axis subtransient reactance of 1.0. 

The coll.ector rmgs above the rotor have suitable brush rigging 
and ~re directly connected to the main exciter armature without 
a. mam. field b:r:eaker or rheostat. A pilot brush on each collector 
rmg w1th an mstrument shunt is for indicating generator field 
current and recording field temperature. 
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GENEf/ATOR 

20,000/<va, 13,800 volts, 
3 ~ 60 cycles, 138. 5 rpm 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION 
LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 

TRANSVERSE SECTION 
DOWNSTREAM SIDE 

FIGURE 118.-Fort Patrick Henry powerhouse-sections through turbine 
and generator. 
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Six combination brakes and jacks are mounted on the lower 
bearing bracket and bear against the brake ring on the underside 
of the rotor rim. The brake ring wearing surfaces are remov
able. Compressed air is used for braking and oil pressure for 
jacking. The jacks are capable of lifting the combined weights 
of all revolving parts of the generator and turbine sufficiently for 
easy inspection and removal of bearing parts. 

The main shaft is 24 inches in diameter, of forged steel, ma
chined and polished. A flange at each end forged integral with 
the shaft provides for connection to the rotor and turbine shaft. 
An 8-inch axial hole, the entire length of the shaft, aids in inspec
tion of the forging and accommodates the Kaplan oil piping. 

The upper bracket which supports the exciters and the top of 
the air housing consists of four radial beams supported on top of 
the stator frame. A lower bracket has six radial beams which 
span the turbine pit and support the combined thrust and guide 
bearings. 

The thrust bearing is a Kingsbury flat adjustable-shoe type, 
designed to carry a load of 430 tons. The bearing is immersed in 
oil whici;J. is cooled by water circulated through copper coils im
mersed in the oil reservoir. The temperature of the bearing oil 
and shoes is measured by resistance-type temperature detectors, 
which operate temperature-indicating and recording instruments, 
and a high-temperature relay for unit shutdown. 

Ventilation is supplied by fans on the rotor which circulate 
cooling air through vent ducts among the rotor and stator lamina
tions. The hot air discharges through the air coolers, which are 
around the edge of the stator frame, and returns over the top of 
the stator for recirculation. The ventilating system is sealed off 
at the bottom of the lower bearing bracket and at the top below 
the main exciter. 

The closed ventilating system is ideal for the application of a 
carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing system for the generators. Fire 
protection is supplied by a carbon-dioxide system which dis
charges the gas through nozzles on ring headers, one for the 
initial discharge and one for the delayed discharge. Control is 
operated automatically by thermostats in the air flow to the 
coolers and by generator differential relay operation. Manual 
operation is by switch at the governor cabinet or by release at the 
carbon-dioxide cylinders. 

Ten 2-kilowatt heaters are placed inside the generator air 
housing to keep the windings dry while the unit is shut down. 

Exciters 

Exciters are mounted on the upper bracket and are directly 
connected to the generator shaft. The main exciter output is con
nected directly to the generator field and the pilot exciter is 
connected through a field rheostat and breaker to the field of the 
main exciter. A Kaplan head and permanent-magnet generator 
are mounted above the pilot exciter. Voltage control is by electri
cally operated rheostat and circuit breaker in the main exciter 
field circuit. The rheostat and breaker, together with the regu
lator contactors, are mounted in steel cubicles in the generator 
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room. The voltage-regulator main control element, voltage
adjusting rheostat-control switch, voltage-regulator transfer 
switch, and cross-current compensators are mounted on the main 
control board. The main exciter field voltage-adjustmg rheostat 
and voltage-regulator voltage-adjusting rheostat are remotely 
controlled from Boone control room by supervisory control equip
ment. 

Main low-voltage switchgear and connections 

The 13.8-kilovolt connections from the generator terminals to 
the generator breaker are carried in fiber conduit embedded in 
the concrete floor and are made with 1,250,000-circular-mil, 15-
kilovolt cables, two per phase. The connection from the gene
rator neutral to the neutral breaker consists of 500,000-circular
mil insulated cable routed similar to the main leads. The gene
rator switchgear (fig. 117, p. 349), adjacent to the units in the 
generator room is metal clad, dead front, manufactured type which 
mounts the generator main and neutral air circuit breakers, 
current and potential transformers, surge protective lightning 
arrestors and capacitors, and generator neutral reactor. From 
the generator breaker the generator leads are carried overhead by 
copper bus enclosed in a metal housing into the leads gallery 
where connection is made to gas pipe cable. A housing is installed 
for the leads on each unit to facilitate phase isolation and 
grounded enclosure for connections to the pipe cables. Housings 
are made up of sheet steel with phase barriers of asbestos-cement 
sheets. Supports are installed for pedestal insulators and pot
heads. Housings are made up in sections with joints and con
nections bolted. The gas pipe cable consists of six, two per phase, 
750,000-circular-mil, 15-kilovolt insulated cable in a 6-inch steel 
pipe, pressurized with nitrogen gas. The pipe cables extend 
approximately 225 feet in the leads gallery, terminating at the 
main power transformer low-voltage bus. They are supported on 
structural steel frames of light welded members fastened to the 
concrete wall and floor of the gallery and rest on concave rollers 
which permit expansion and contraction. 

The neutral reactance value of 0.3 ohm was chosen in order to 
limit the line-to-ground fault current to a value below the phase
to-phase fault current. This amount of reactance is sufficiently 
low to assure dependable generator ground relay protection. 

AUXILIARY POWER 

Auxiliary power at 480 volts is normally supplied from two 
station service transformers. Station service transformer 1 is 
tapped off the main power transformer 13.2-kilovolt bus through 
a disconnecting switch and fuse. Station service transformer 2 
is tapped off the 69-kilovolt transfer bus through a disconnecting 
switch and fuse. Both station service transformers are rated 500 
kilovolt-amperes, 3 phase, with 480-volt secondary. Station serv
ice transformers 1 and 2 connect by cable to the main auxiliary 
power board busses 1 and 2 main air circuit breakers. The bus 
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tie breaker is normally open, and each bus section is fed by its 
respective statirm service transformer. If either transformer is 
lest due to fal;ll~ or trip-out th~ bus tie breaker automatically 
closes, re~nergizmg the bus sectiOn. Upon restoration of power 
the bus tie breaker opens and the incoming feeder breaker closes 
a_utoma~ica_lly .. This 480-volt auxiliary power board is the prin
cip~l dist~Ibutwn center for the plant and consists of sixteen 
20-mch-wide and three 24-inch-wide panels. 

The incoming feeder breakers from the station service trans
~ormers ~nd the bu~ tie breaker are 800 amperes, 50,000-ampere 
mterruptmg capacity, electrically operated, withdrawal type. 
Distribution breakers are 225 or 100 amperes 15 000-ampere 
interrupting capacity, manually or:erated. Whe~ co~tactors are 
require~ for starting motors they are placed in the same compart
ment With the associated air circuit breaker. 

. A circuit from the main auxiliary power board feeds a 75-
kilovolt-amper~ tra?sformer and voltage regulator which supplies 
pow~r to the hghtmg and heating auxiliary board. This board 
consists of four panels mounting air circuit breakers which feed 
lighting ,and heating cabinets at selected load centers. All dis
~ribution .breakers .are 2 pole, 100-ampere frame, 15,000-ampere 
mterruptmg capacity. The auxiliary power boards are of dead
front, totally enclosed, steel cubicle, control center construction 
with gray interior and exterior finish. ' 

Power ci~cuits leaving the auxiliary boards are single-conduc
tor cables msulated for 600-volt service rubber-insulated with 
neoprene jacket, type ROJ. ' 

CONTROL BAY 

The control bay structure rests on the downstream face of the 
nonoverflow dam and on columns extended to rock. The structure 
is of reinforced concrete with the roof deck and floor at elevation 
1237 supported by structural steel members. The structural steel 
rests on the concrete walls and in pockets in the downstream face 
of the dam. 

~'he dam forms the upstream wall of the 62-foot-long structure. 
Width of the control bay at the different floor levels varies with 
the slope of the downstream face of the dam. The bottom floor 
elevation 1218, houses the communications room, the fan room: 
and a room for the emergency motor-generator set. Floor eleva
tion of the spreading room is 1228.5, immediately below the relay 
and contrcl b')ard room and the floor of the entrance vestibule 
and the beard rocm is at elevation 1237. Access is furnished 
from the vestibule to the control room, to stairs down to the lower 
floors of the control bay, and to the powerhouse service bay 
balcony. 

Design data 

Analysis of the structure comprising the combination of the 
dam and control bay proved that assumed deflections of the dam 
due to waterload and temperature change would not cause exces-
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sive stresses in the control bay structure. Because of the possi
bilities of very heavy loads being moved along near the control 
bay into the powerhouse, the fill adjacent to the downstream wall 
was assumed to carry a surcharge of 500 pounds J?er sq_uare foot. 
Also the structure was analyzed for waterload With tmlwater at 
elev~tion 1229 and for the live loads listed below. 

P<mnds per 
square foot 

Floor elevat~on 1218 ----------------------------------------- i~~ 
Floor elevat~on 1228.5 --------------------------------------- 200 
Floor eleva~wn 1237.5 --------------------------------------- 50 
Ro.of elevatiOn 1253 ;----------------------------------------- 30 
Wmd on exposed proJected area -------------------------------

Steel framing of rolled steel beams was used t? support the 
steel roof decking and the concrete floo~ at elevatiOn 1237. ~ll 
steel members were designed for a maximum allowable workmg 
stress of 18,000 pounds per square inch. 

Architectural design 

The control bay concrete exterior is finished similar to the 
powerhouse superstructure concrete. I~~ide, th~ plastered walls 
are painted deep blue-green. and ~he cellmgs a light beige. The 
quarry tile floor of the vestibule IS red. The relay and _co~tro}
board room, together with the adjacent file room and ]amto~ s 
closet, has rubber tile floors, plastered walls, and suspen~ed ~eil
ings. To protect the delicate equipment in the commu~~catwns 
room against dusting, the concrete floor, walls, a~d ceilmg .are 
painted. The motor generator room is painted With a chemiCal 
resistant paint. 

STATION SERVICE FACILITIES 

Main control switchboard 

The control switches, relays, indicating a_nd recording instru
ments, and annunciator and supervisory eqmpment for C<?ntrol of 
the major electrical equipment of the. powerhouse. and switchyard 
are centralized on two 8-panel sectwns of vertical duplex-type 
control boards in the powerhouse control room (fig. 1_19). The 
front eight panels of one switchboa~d section mount mimic buses 
of distinctive finish to represent different voltages and con_trol 
switches with handles of distinctive shapes and colors for varwus 
functions, all arranged to agree with the physical arrangement 
of the controlled circuits. Indicating instruments for ~he corre
sponding controlled circuits are mount~d on ~he top sectwn of the 
panels. The rear eight panels of this switchboard mount the 
generator relays and the supervisory relays for remote control of 
the station from Boone control room. 

The front panels of the second switchboard section mount 
recording instruments, including 69-kilovolt bus voltage, water 
level, generator load, generator stator and fiel? temperature, 
generator gas pipe cable t~~perature, and mam tra~sformer 
winding temperature. Additional front panels on this board 
mount the emergency motor generator set controls, 48- and 250-
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FIGURE 119.-Fort Patrick Henry powerhouse-control room. 

volt direct current distribution air circuit breakers, and 115-volt 
alternating current preferred and nonpreferred service air circuit 
breakers. The eight rear panels of this switchboard section 
mount the 69-kilovolt line relays, spare line relays, transformer 
and bus differential relays, and oscillograph. 

All indicating and recording instruments are semiflush type. 
All relay board equipment is projection type. All switchboards 
are totally enclosed cubicles of stretcher-leveled steel and finished 
to harmonize with the interior finish of the control room. 

Each unit has the usual complement of control switches and 
indicating instruments necessary for local operation of the sta
tion. Normal operation is fully automatic by supervisory control 
from Boone. The automatic load frequency control equipment 
for this station is in the Boone control room. Insofar as the load 
frequency control is concerned, the generation at Fort Patrick 
Henry is handled as if it were additional generation at Boone. 
For a detailed description of the automatic load frequency control 
equipment see the Boone section of this chapter. 

The main control 250-volt storage battery, on floor at elevation 
1209, is floated at 258 volts across the output of either of two 
12-kilowatt selenium-rectifier-type chargers. This dependable 
direct-current supply is used for oil circuit-breaker and air 
circuit-breaker operation, emergency lighting, indicating lights, 
relay and control circuits, and operation of a 5-kilowatt direct
current to alternating-current motor-generator set for an emer
gency supply to the 115-volt preferred service bus. The 115-volt 
alternating-current preferred service is used for station clocks, 
recording instrument chart drives, carrier current telephone, and 
telemetering equipment. This bus is normally energized by a 
circuit from the lighting switchboard. Starting and stopping of 
the emergency supply motor generator set and transfer of the 
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load are automatic upon failure and restoration of the normal 
supply circuit. The 250-volt control battery has a capacity of 
140 ampere-hours at the 1-hour rate, with additional reserve 
recovery capacity. Battery distribution circuits are controlled by 
double-pole air circuit breakers equipped with both thermal and 
instantaneous trip with an interrupting capacity of 10,000 am
peres. 

A 48-volt battery is in the room with the 250-volt battery and 
supplies power to the C02 fire-protection equipment, annunciator 
equipment, and the supervisory control equipment. A suitable 
rectifier-type battery charger is installed. 

A six-element automatic oscillograph mounted on the relay 
board records transmission line fault conditions. Current and 
potential of the line relaying circuits are connected to the oscil
lograph through a plug and test block arrangement to facilitate 
selection of any line. 

The pilot-exciter rheostat, main-exciter rheostat, main-exciter 
field breaker, voltage-regulator contactors, and motor-operated 
voltage-adjusting rheostat are assembled in sheet-steel cubicles, 
two panels per unit, and mounted at .each end of the generator 
switchgear in the generator room. 

The voltage-regulator control element is mounted on the annun
ciator panel adjacent to the generator instrument and control 
panels. Over-voltage relays for both the pilot exciter and the 
generator operate contactors which insert resistance in the pilot 
exciter and main exciter field circuits to keep the voltage within 
safe limits during periods of system disturbance of overspeeds 
due to loss of load. 

Control wiring between switchboards and controlled equipment 
consists of multiconductor cables insulated for 600 volts, with 
polyethylene insulation and nylon jacket over individual conduc
tors with polyvinyl-chloride outer jacket. Cables leave the termi
nal blocks mounted on wing panels back of the switchboard and 
are routed through floor slots into formed asbestos-cement cable 
trays in the spreading room below. The cable trays continue into 
the leads gallery which extends to the transformer yard and along 
the upstream side of the powerhouse. The trays are supported on 
formed channel brackets of No. 10 gage steel, which in turn are 
welded to steel channel posts fastened to the concrete walls or 
suspended from the ceilings. Switchyard cables enter the spread
ing room through a duct run. Cables are routed through conduit 
runs from the cable trays in the tunnel to the equipment in the 
transformer yard and powerhouse and from the manholes in the 
switchyard to the switchyard equipment. 

Relaying 

The generator stator windings are protected against grounds, 
open circuits, and turn-to-turn faults by induction differential 
relays connected to give over-all and split-winding differential 
protection. Differential relays are connected in the full winding 
of each phase at the line end and in one-half the winding at the 
neutral end. An overcurrent ground backup relay with a low-
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current setting, connected to operate o~ residual differential 
ground current, is also used to protect agamst ground faul~s near 
the neutral end of the stator windings. .Each generator IS pro
tected against overvoltage by ~n 3:lternati~g-current overvol~age 
relay of instantaneous type which IS energized through a resistor 
to make the performance of the relay insensitive to freque~cy 
and which operates directly on the high-sl?eed voltage-lowermg 
contactors of the voltage regulator. A direct current. voltage 
relay connected to the pilot exciter o~tpu~ operates to mser.t a 
fixed resistor in the pilot-exciter field Circmt to reduce the excita-
tion voltage due to overspeed or other cause. . . 

The main power transformer is protected by n;tductwn-type 
percentage-differential relays. The protec~ed zone mcludes both 
generators, 13.8-kilovolt breakers, and 69-kll~volt breakers on the 
high-voltage side of the transformer. InductiOn-type overcurr~nt 
relays furnish backup protection for the transformer protective 
circuit. Both station service transformers are protected on the 
high side by fuses. . . . . 

The 69-kilovolt lines have directional distance relays and a 
potential polarized ground relay. A duJ?licate set of line r~lays 
is used with the spare breaker. Each lme breaker has a smgle 
shot reclosing relay supervised by a voltage check or synchronous 
check relay controlled by selector switch. The 69-kilovolt main 
bus is protected with bus differential relays which will clear the 
bus in case of bus fault. 

Signals and annunciator system 

Audible and visual annunciations indicate excessive tempera
ture of bearings, windings, air and oil, abnormal liquid levels 
and flows and faulty operation of equipment throughout the sta
tion. Those annunciations deserving the attention of a local 
operator are on panel ~ of the main cont~ol board. There are 14 
lighted annunciator wmdows for each umt and 14 common to the 
station. 

In connection with the supervisory control equipment an opera
tion recorder for Fort Patrick Henry is on the operator's desk at 
Boone. Each recording on the strip chart of the recorder identi
fies the source of the annunciation and records the date and time 
the trouble or normal switching operation occurred. 

Communication system 

The communication system at Fort Patrick Henry can be 
divided into four categories: ( 1) two power line carrier links to 
Boone hydro plant for supervisory control, signals, and voice 
communications; (2) a local 10-line automatic telephone exchange 

equipped for three local trunks 3:nd t~ree. out~ide trunk .connec
tions; (3) a physical telephone hne Circmt with a supenmposed 
carrier-current circuit to Boone hydro plant; and ( 4) a connec
tion to the Intermountain Telephone Co. system for use in the 
event of an emergency and for reaching locations outside the 
TVA system. 

For an explanation of the supervisory control system for 
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remotely controlling the plant from Boone hydro plant see the 
Boone section of this chapter. 

The 10-line automatic telephone exchange provides intercom
munication between the various local telephone instruments dis
tributed about the plant. In addition, two of the three outside 
trunk circuits are connected via the physical telephone line and 
carrier circuits to the automatic branch exchange at Boone. This 
arrangement makes it possible to call any automatic exchange 
number at Boone from any instrument at Fort Patrick Henry 
without physical interconnections. 

Incoming trunk calls from the automatic exchange at Boone 
may be received at any instrument. Provisions are made to hold 
and transfer the incoming calls to another instrument, if re
quired. The system at present can accommodate two trunk calls 
from Boone and three local interconnections simultaneously. The 
third outside trunk is reserved for future use. 

Lighting 

The lighting and heating system for the powerhouse is supplied 
from a single 75-kilovolt-ampere, single-phase, noninflammable, 
liquid-filled, 480-240/120-volt, in<;loor-type transformer. A sec
ond transformer is stored in the powerhouse to serve as spare 
for either the Fort Patrick Henry or Boone project. The lighting 
transformer has an induction-type voltage regulator to maintain 
a constant and correct voltage to assure constant illumination and 
long life of incandescent light bulbs. 

Lighting for the switchyard is supplied from local transformers 
fed at 480 volts. Lighting and heating distribution is by the 
usual mains, distribution cabinets, and branch circuits. Practi
cally all switching is local with the exception of the generator 
room. Switchyard lighting has, in addition to the local switching, 
an automatic photoelectric control system which may be bypassed 
at any time by a master-control switch in the control room. 

Refractor-type high-bay units are used for generator room 
lighting, indirect units in the control room, and conventional-type 
industrial units throughout the powerhouse otherwise. Sub
station-type fixtures are used for general lighting in the switch
yard and along the yard fence. Conventional street light fixtures 
mounted on steel standards are utilized for lighting roadways and 
parking areas, with rail-type units being used on top of the dam. 
The street light units are operated on a constant current series 
circuit. 

Emergency lighting for the powerhouse is supplied from the 
258-volt station control battery. Emergency lights are at all 
vital lo~ations, such as control room, generator room, turbine pit, 
and stmrways and are spaced to form a part of the normal light
ing system. The lamps, which are of the 230-volt class, normally 
operate on the 230-volt alternating-current lighting circuits, but 
during a power failure an automatic throwover switch connects 
them to the 258-volt station control battery; upon the return of 
power the switch automatically reconnects them to their normal 
alternating-current supply. The powerhouse, which is normally 
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unattended, has a control switch at the entrance door for manual 
control of the emergency lighting. 

Grounding system 

The power and protective grounding system comprises three 
low-resistance ground fields. The largest is along the north bank 
just downstream from the dam and powerhouse. Both the trans
former yard and switchyard are above this rectangular grid 
approximately 560 feet long by 250 feet wide, with 500,000-circu
lar-mil bare copper cable buried in trenches, mostly in original 
soil, free of rock or foreign material, spaced 25 to 30 feet apart, 
and supplemented with 35 or more %-inch by 8-foot-long copper
clad ground rods. Fourteen 500,000-circular-mil bare copper 
cable risers extend up to the switchyard surface ground network 
while two risers similarly extend to the transformer yard surface 
mat. 

Another ground field is on the north bank forebay area with 
%-inch by 8-foot-long copper-clad ground rods spaced equally 
around the perimeter of a mat approximately 85 by 45 feet wide, 
connected together with 500,000-circular-mil bare copper cable 
buried in trenches in permanently moist original soil. 

A 500,000-circular-mil bare copper cable is also extended along 
the heel of the dam to the south embankment where it parallels 
the shore line in trenches, mostly below the normal headwater in 
the forebay; below the minimum tailwater downstream from the 
dam grounding rods are used to good advantage by anchoring the 
cable along this steep embankment. 

All of these mats are tied together and connect with generator 
and powerhouse equipment through test stations at each unit and 
in the service bay. Tests using a remote reference ground indi
cated that the combined ground system has a resistance to earth 
of 0.02 ohm. 

Generator and transformer neutrals, lightning arresters, equip
ment frames, steel structures, and transmission towers are all 
connected to the grounding system. A protective network was 
placed just below the switchyard and transformer yard to equa
lize potential gradients in the yard. Steel gratings placed at all 
operating points and grounded in the network further protect 
the operators. 

Fire protection 

For general fire protection there are seven 1%-inch fire hose 
outlets in the powerhouse at strategic locations. Raw water is 
supplied from a 25,000-gallon storage tank in the powerhouse 
(see "Raw Water System-Fire and Service."). Each outlet has 
a valve, 75 feet of hose, and a nozzle mounted on a hcse rack. 
Jn addition, portable co~ fire extinguishers of various sizes are 
placed at convenient locations throughout the building. 

An automatic carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing system is used 
for protection of the generators and the lubricating oil purifica
tion and storage room in the powerhouse. This system consists 
of three banks of 50-pound cylinders-an initial, delayed, and 
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reserve bank of 10 cylinders each. The initial discharge bank 
is arranged for simultaneous discharge of 10 cylinders to either 
generator or to the oil storage and purification room. The initial 
discharge to a generator provides for a concentration of approxi
mately 50 percent. The delayed discharge is arranged for inter
mittent discharges to maintain a concentration of not less than 
25 percent for 30 minutes. Piping to the reserve bank is such 
that by throwing a switch in the relay cabinet the reserve bank 
can be substituted for the initial bank. Discharge of C02 to a 
generator is initiated automatically by the operation of a thermo
stat or generator differential relays. Manual operation can be 
accomplished by closing a break-glass-type switch on the gov
ernor cabinet. The C02 gas is discharged through nozzles on 
ring headers in the generator housing-one for initial discharge 
and one for delayed discharge. Operation of a pressure switch 
in the discharge header will cause unit shutdown, annunciation 
and red-light indication. ' 

Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning 

Because of infrequency of occupation, the powerhouse is not 
heated to a comfort level during severe weather. Instead, 
warmed areas are provided where attendance may be required, 
where maintenance or repair operations may be expected, where 
freezing may occur, or where heat is required for the removal 
of dampness. Heat is sufficient to maintain at least a 45° F. 
ambient. The control room, communications room, and locker 
room are heated to 72° F. 

All heating is by electricity. The locker room is heated by a 
thermostatically controlled, 220-volt, wall-recessed, gravity con
vection heater while all other spaces requiring heat are heated 
by thermostatically controlled, 440-volt, fan-type, forced-convec
tion unit heaters. The generator room and machine shop unit 
heater thermostats are within the heater enclosure; all other 
thermostats are wall-mounted near the unit heater. 

In addition to the permanently connected heaters, electric plug 
receptacles are strategically located for 20-kilowatt, 460-volt, 
pedestal-mounted, fan-type, portable unit heaters, and for 3-kilo
watt, 230-volt, gravity-convection portable heaters. Total in
stalled electric heating capacity is 187.5 kilowatts. 

Ventilation is supplied to the several areas of the powerhouse 
according to the need for comfort, for the dissipation of heat 
from electrical equipment and solar radiation, and for the relief 
of dampness. In spaces where considerable occupancy may oc
cur, air is changed frequently to prevent discomfort to the occu
pants. Other areas affected by solar radiation and electrical 
equipment losses are ventilated for the removal of excess heat 
and to maintain required ambient conditions. The draft tube 
gallery and turbine pits are ventilated for the removal of exces
sive dampness and stagnation. 

The quantity of air to be supplied or exhausted is determined, 
in general, from the recommendation of the American Society of 
Heating and Ventilating Engineers and from comparison with 
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other installations of similar nature. For ventilation of the 
spaces subject to solar_ radiation or from heat-producing equip
ment, a te!llperatu~·e nse of 5° to 10° F. is allowed, depending 
upon loc_at~on, service, and occupancy, and air of sufficient quan
tity to hm_It ~he temperature rise is supplied or exhausted. 

Fresh air IS suppl~ed to the generator room, heavy equipment 
storage room, elevat~on 1~92 spaces, and elevation 1172 gallery 
from dampered opemngs m the downstream wall by fans within 
the e_mbedded s~afts. The control and spreading rooms are 
supplied fresh air by two fans in the elevation 1218 fan room 
from the adjacent areaway. The control room fresh air is fil
tered and a por_tio:t: of the spreading room fresh air is supplied 
to the commumcatwns room air-conditioning unit. Air is ex
hausted from the _generator room, machine shop, and control 
room by roof-ventilator exhaust fans. The remainder of the 
powerhouse is exhausted by four fans in the elevation 1253 fan 
room. Air from each of the rooms to be exhausted passes 
~h~oug~ embedded shafts or duct systems to the fan from where 
It Is discharged to the outdoors through a louver in the north 
end of the building. The leads tunnel is ventilated by an air 
supply l'ouver in the switchyard area and an exhaust fan and 
discharge shaft in the south end of the tunnel. A veneaxial fan 
serves to ventilate each turbine pit. Air is supplied and ex
hausted at a rate of 173,500 cubic feet per minute. 
r-: The c<?m~unicati~:n~s roo!ll is cooled and dehumidified by a 
v-~on umt air conditioner m the room. This unit is complete 
with fan, filters, cooling coil, refrigerant compressor, water
cooled C?n~enser, thermostat, humidistat, and air-supply grills. 
Fresh air IS supplied to the unit by a duct connected to the 
spreading-room supply system. 

Drainage, unwatering, and filling 

All powerhouse roof drainage is piped to the tailrace. All 
?ther drainage is piped to the station sump. The station sump 
~s below ~oor elevation. 1207 in the service bay. It has a work
mg capacity of approximately 16,850 gallons and is serviced by 
~wo 3~0-gallon-per-minu_te vertical turbine-type pumps discharg
mg directly to the tailrace. The pumps have their motors 
mounted on the elevation 1207 floor and are operated automati
cally by float-switch controls. 

An unwatering system for the draft tubes and scroll cases is 
used to permit inspection and repair of the underwater parts. 
E~ch scroll case has a screened outlet and a 12-inch drain line 
~Ith shutoff valve. W_hen a un~t intake gate is closed, the water 
m the scroll case drams to tailwater level through the wicket 
gates and through the opened valve in the 12-inch drain line into 
the draft tube. Each draft tube has a screened outlet 15 inches 
above the low point of the draft tube. A 12-inch drainpipe with 
shutoff valye connects each draft tube to the station sump. 

The dram valves for the scroll cases are in the draft tube 
access gallery. Drain valves for the draft tubes are in the 
station sump and are operated from floorstands on the elevation 
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1207 floor directly above the sump. Two 3000-gallon-per-minute 
vertical turbine-type pumps, with vertical motors mounted di
rectly over the sump, operate during unwatering periods and 
discharge directly into the tailrace. They are operated manually 
and may be used to augment the station drainage pumping 
capacity. 

In order that the draft tube gates may be raised under bal
anced head conditions, there is a 12-inch connection with shutoff 
valve for each unit for use in filling the draft tube and scroll 
case to tailwater level. These valves are in the draft tube access 
gallery opposite the scroll case drain valves. 

Raw water system 

Raw water for unit cooling and lubricating is taken from the 
forebay. Each generating unit has an intake in its scroll case, 
and water flows to the unit by gravity through a twin-type 
strainer. The strainer may be cleaned without interruption of 
flow. The raw water system for each turbine and generator is 
divided into three parts-one to the four generator surface air 
coolers, one to the generator guide and thrust-bearing oil cooler, 
and the other to the turbine guide bearing packing box where 
the water is used as a lubricant. Each of the first two parts has 
an indicating flowmeter. A meter in the line to the gener~tor 
air coolers has one electric contact set to close at a predetermmed 
low flow to energize an alarm in the Boone control building. 
The meter in the line to the generator guide and thrust-bearing 
oil cooler has two electric contacts set to close at predetermined 
low-flow points; one contact will energize an alarm in the Boone 
control building, the other contact will operate an interposing 
relay which will interlock the unit starting controls to prevent 
starting or shut down the unit on low flow. 

A motor-operated valve serves as a complete shutoff for all 
water to the unit. The valve is opened or closed by manual 
remote control from the Boone control building when unit is 
started or stopped. Flow through the generator air coolers is 
controlled automatically by a motor-operated proportioning valve 
operated by a temperature controller actuated by a feeler bulb 
in the generator housing. An antisyphon arrangement prevents 
draining of the air coolers while a unit is shut down or if the 
water supply should fail. 

The raw water twin strainer for each unit has a differential 
pressure switch with alarm contacts to notify the operator in 
the Boone control building when a strainer needs cleaning. 

Raw water for fire and other service is obtained from the 
forebay and is pumped into a 25,000-gallon underground storage 
tank on the right embankment with flow line of tank at elevation 
1316.42. The fire and service pump for filling the tank is float
controlled and is in the powerhouse service bay at elevation 1222. 
Its capacity is 150 gallons per minute. 

A fire booster pump furnishes sufficient pressure for fire
fighting purposes. This pump takes its suction from the 25,000-
gallon storage tank and has a capacity of 600 gallons per min-
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ute. The pump is in the oil purification building in the switch
yard and: (1) starts automatically when transformer yard sprin
kler system is turned on ; ( 2) is started and stopped from a 
!llanu~l-control station near the pump whenever fire hydrants 
m switchyard are to be used; and (3) is started manually for 
powerhouse fire hose use from test switch on the main control 
board. 

W_ater flowing by gravity from the storage tank is used for 
service outlets throughout the powerhouse. These service outlets 
are l-inch hose connections for floor flushing, etc. 

Treated water 

All treated water for sanitary use in the powerhouse and visi
tors' building and for 11 lawn sprinkler connections is procured 
from the water department of the city of Kingsport. 

Plumbing and sewage disposal 

The power~o~se sanitary system has a total of eight plumbing 
fixtures, consisting of _one ~ater closet, one urinal, one lavatory, 
one shower, one service smk, one battery room sink one 50-
gallon'electric water heater, and one electric water coole~. Waste 
from these fixtures, except from the water cooler and battery 
room sink, flows by gravity to a buried 785-gallon concrete sep
tic tank outside the powerhouse. The septic tank effluent dis
charges into filter material under the tailrace riprap to simulate 
a trickling filter. 

Governor and lubricating oil system 

Storage tanks, pumps, and purification equipment are on the 
elevation 1207 floor of the powerhouse service bay. The oil stor
age facilities consist of one dirty- and one clean-oil tank, each 
of 2150-gallon capacity. The pumping equipment consists of one 
~lean- and o~e dirty-oil pump, each of 36-gallon-per-minute capac
Ity. A purifier of 375-gallon-per-hour capacity is installed. A 
complete piping system carries oil for the governor system and 
the turbine and generator bearings to and from the purification 
system and is designed to prevent the mixing of clean and dirty 
oil. 

Compressed-air systems 

A complete piping system distributes compressed air through
out the powerhouse to service outlets and to the generator brakes. 
A stationary, single-stage, double-acting, electric-motor-driven 
~ir compressor is on the elevation 1222 floor of the service bay 
m the powerhouse. The compressor capacity is 111.4 cubic feet 
per minute at a pressure of 100 pounds per square inch. The 
system includes a 50-cubic-foot air receiver and control equip
ment for automatic operation. 

A portable air-cooled, single-stage, electric-motor-driven, di
rect connected air compressor of 105-cubic-foot-per-minute capac
ity at 100-pound-per-square-inch pressure is also provided for 
general service around the entire project wherever required. 
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A complete piping system carries compressed air from storage 
receivers to the head cover of each turbine for depressing the 
water in the draft tubes so that either generator may be used 
as a synchronous condenser. Three air receivers furnish 1,050 
cubic feet of storage capacity and are on floor elevation 1192 in 
the service bay. The compressor is a stationary, single-stage, 
double-acting, motor-driven unit having a capacity of 342 cubic 
feet of free air per minute at 70° F. at sea level and a discharge 
pressure of 100 pounds per square inch. This system includes a 
water-cooled aftercooler and control equipment for automatic 
operation. 

Compressed air for the governor system is independent of all 
other systems and is supplied by a stationary, 2-stage, air-cooled, 
electric-motor-driven compressor having a capacity of approxi
mately 9 cubic feet per minute at a discharge pressure of 300 
pounds per square inch. The compressor was furnished by the 
governor manufacturer and is complete with receiver and con
trols for automatic operation. 

Headwater and tailwater gage wells 
Two 24-inch-diameter gage wells are in the powerhouse serv

ice bay, one with a screened 4-inch inlet line from headwater and 
the other with a similar line from tailwater. Headwater and 
tailwater levels show on indicators in the Boone control building. 

Piezometers 
Piezometers measure water flow through each turbine and 

each turbine flowmeter has a transmitter which sends the flow 
quantities to a recording receiver in the Boone control building. 

Machine shop equipment 
All equipment for the machine shop is of the heavy-duty type 

for precision work All machines have individual electric motors 
with starting controls mounted on the machine or in a conven
ient location near the machine. The machines are arranged along 
one wall of the rotor erection space on the elevation 1237 floor 
of the service bay in the powerhouse. The equipment consists of 
one bench lathe, one pedestal grinder, one sensitive drill, one 
metal-cutting handsaw, one portable pipe-threading machine, and 
one arbor press. There is also a miscellaneous assortment of 
small tools for machine shop use. 

TAILRACE 

Before construction a %-mile length of shoals extended below 
the powerhouse, and studies revealed that with a discharge of 
4000 cubic feet per second or less the gross head on the turbine 
could be increased about 6 feet by excavating a tailrace channel. 
This channel varies in width from 96 feet at the powerhouse to 
150 feet at the downstream end and required about 100,000 
cubic yards of excavation. The hydraulic laboratory made model 
tests to determine the final profile of the channel bottom. Special 
care was required in excavating under the state highway bridge. 
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Tailrace wall 
After excavation for the tailrace, it was apparent that for 

about 120 feet downstream of the draft tube the rock could not 
b~ relie~ u~on to wit~stand weathering and tailwater flows and 
still mamtam t~e switchyard fill for any great length of time. 
Therefore, a remforced concrete wall was designed to cover the 
exposed rock face an~ k~ep it from sli.ding. One interesting 
pomt ":as the determmatwn of the design load for this wall. 
InspectiOn showed that the rock, if it should slide, would move, in 
plan, at an angle to the wall instead of directly toward it. There
fore, a saving was made by designing for a component load rather 
than the full load of the rock on its sliding planes. 

SWITCHYARD AND TRANSFORMER YARD 

The 69-kilovolt switchyard is on the right bank downstream 
?f the control bay far enough to allow space for an entrance area 
mto the powerhouse (fig. 120). The area within the fence is 
82 f~et h.Y 300 f~et. The oil purification building and oil tanks 
are m this area, m the upstream corner adjacent to the entrance 
road fot easy access for servicing, and also close to the trans
former yard. An 8-foot shoulder was made between the fence 
and the top of. sloi?e along the tailrace. The slope extends down 
to a berm which Is at the level of top of rock. Since a large 
amou!lt of rock for rock fill was available from the tailrace ex
cavatwn, the slope was made relatively steep to get the switch
yard as near the powerhouse as possible. The till within the 
fenced area is equipment-compacted earth fill. 

FIGURE 120.-Fort Patrick Henry swztchyard. 
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........ _ struction. Main and transfer busses are 3-inch-diameter tubing
with all bay connections 11/2 inches in diameter. The busses are
supported on 69-kilovolt, post-type, porcelain insulators. Con-
nections from the breakers to the breaker isolating switches are
made with 500,000-circular-mil stranded copper cable.

The B-phase of Boone lines 1 and 2 has a coupling capacitor
with potential device to furnish the powerline carrier links to
Boone hydro station for supervisory control, signals, and voice
communication. The B-phase of the other lines and the transfer
bus have a potential transformer for synchronizing potential.
Each phase of the main bus is connected to a potential trans-
former to furnish potential for line relaying and metering.

FI_UnE 121.--Fort Patrick Henry transJormer yard. . _,i __\_ i ± _ _i ............

The transformer yard with the main power transformer is near _ _ _ti \ _ \ _"
the end of the control bay and just downstream of the dam 11/ \\_ _ - " -
(fig. 121). The fenced-in area is about 35 by 44 feet. This ............................
location of the main transformer established a short route for ....
the generator leads. The leads are carried in a gas pipe cable
from each unit to the 13.8-kilovolt transformer bus. The units _/'_ __"'_'_'_,r_ ........._..........

are paralleled at the 13.8-kilovolt transformer bus which also __'__' .......°_ _i" ,_' ...........provides a tap to station service transformer 1. An overhead _-_---. _'_,,.... _, ....... _

line connects to the 69-kilovolt switchyard. ______ _ _ J;_Both switchyard and transformer yard are at the same eleva- _..... _ _,_
tion as the service bay, A transfer track is installed for rolling -'......... _'__ ........ -:,,_o._,_±.....±,,_-\
t_e transformer into the powerhouse service bay where it can ....................
be handled by the powerhouse crane. To obtain sufficient crane FIG_ 122.--FortPatrickHenry switchyard plan and sections.
lift for untanking, the transformer is lowered to a setdown posi-
tion on the generator floor between the units and in front of the
generator switchgear. The transformer transfer track is ori- Embankment

ented 90° from the operating setdown track; both tracks are at The switchyard was placed as close to the excavated tailracethe same elevation. The transformer trucks are mounted on
as practicable, thereby giving an embankment slope of 1.5 on 1

pinions so they can be rotated 90°. To move the transformer at the upstream end of the switchyard• With the alignment asifito the service bay, it is rolled over the transfer track, raised
established, a slope of 1.7 on 1 resulted at the downstream end

by: hydraulic jacks, the trucks rotated 90°, then lowered onto of the embankment. This location kept the cutting into the hill-
the transfer track, side to a minimum.
iThe breakers are rated 69 kilovolts, 600 amperes, 1,000,000- The embankment was designed by the slip-circle method for a

_lO_olt-ampere interrupting capacity, 5-cycle opening, and 20- sudden drawdown of tailwater from elevation 1229 to elevation
c_cle reclosing. Disconnecting switches are 3-pole, gang:oper-
ated, 600 amperes. The disconnect switches for transferring the 1194. The hydraulic laboratory determined maximum wave
llhes to the transfer bus are motor operated, heights and flow velocities along the embankment for various

The 69-kilovolt switchyard bay spacing is 26 feet (fig. 122) quantities of discharge over the spillway and through the power
• units. Laboratory data were used to design the size of the sur-

All switchyard conductors are aluminum tubing, welded con- face stones in the rock fill.
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Main electrical connections 
Each generator is connected through an air circuit breaker in 

the powerhouse to the main power transformer 13.2-kilovolt bus. 
A single 3-phase transformer steps up the output of the genera
tors to 69 kilovolts for connection to the 69-kilovolt busses. Sta
tion service transformer 1 taps off the 13.2-kilovolt transformer 
bus through a disconnect switch and fuse. Station service trans
former 2 taps off the 69-kilovolt transfer bus through a discon
nect and fuse. 

The 69-kilovolt initial switchyard consists of one transformer 
bay and three line bays (fig. 123). Space for an ultimate of 10 
bays is provided, three additional bays on each side of the initial 
structure. The main and transfer bus scheme is used. The 
transformer bank can be connected to either bus through an oil 
circuit breaker. Each line is connected to the main bus through 
an oil circuit breaker and to the transfer bus through a motor
operated disconnect switch. The transformer bay oil circuit 
breaker which connects to the transfer bus can be used as a 
spare for any line breaker by closing the respective line motor
operated disconnect switch. 

Main transformer and reactor 
The main power transformer is rated 3 phase, 69-13.2 kilovolts, 

60 cycles, 36,000 kilovolt-amperes self-cooled, and 48,000 kilovolt
amperes forced-air-cooled. This type of cooling gives a range of 
capacity similar to the 60° and 80° rating of the generators. 
Low-voltage windings are connected delta and the high-voltage 
windings are connected wye with the neutral grounded through 
a neutral reactor. 

The transformer has inert gas equipment, no-load, full capac
ity, manual tap changers on the high-voltage windings, magnetic 
oil gage, oil temperature thermometer with alarm contacts, and 

BUS I 

BUS 2 

FIGURE 123.-fort Patrick Henry main single line wiring diagram. 
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resistance-type winding temperature detectors for operation of 
a temperature recorder in the control room. 

The neutral reactor is oil immersed, self cooled, and shielded 
to prevent excessive heating of the tank walls. It has a reac
tance of 20 ohms at 60 cycles and a 1-minute rating of 800 
amperes or 12,800 kilovolt-amperes with a temperature rise of 
120° C. The value of reactance was chosen to limit the line-to
ground fault current to a value below the phase-to-phase fault 
curren~ and is l?w enough to assur~ dependable ground relay 
operatwn but high enough to avoid excessive ground fault 
currents. 

Insulation coordination and lightning protection 

Electrical ins~lation and protection devices are carefully se
lected and coordmated so as to give a safe margin of insulation 
strength ab?ve the. maximum abnormal voltages permitted by 
the protective eqmpment during switching surges, lightning 
surges, and overvoltages caused by excessive generator speed 
due to loss of load. 

Overhead ground wires coming in with the transmission lines 
are carried across the top of the switchyard to form a network 
supported ~Y and grounded to the steel peaks rising from the 
top of the lme takeoff truss. The 69-kilovolt connection between 
the . switch_Yard and the main transformer is also shielded by a 
Yt 6-mch~ high-streng~h-steel. ground wire. The shielding network 
IS sufficiently extensive to mclude all equipment and conductors 
within a protective cone having a base radius equal to its height. 
The steel structure provides multiple paths to each column base 
which is connected to the station ground mat by copper bar or 
cable. 

Lightning arresters are used at the transformer high- and 
low-voltage .te~minal~ and. in shunt. wi~h the neutral grounding 
reactor to diSSipate hghtmng or switchmg surges before causing 
a flashover of the insulators or equipment bushings. 

Generator surge protective arresters and capacitors are in the 
gener3:tor switchgear which is close to the generator terminals. 
Capacitors have a rating of 0.25 microfarad. The arresters are 
rated 12 kilovolts, maximum line to ground. 

Design data for structures 

The c:oncrete foundations were assumed as resting on earth 
and designed as spread f~otings. The cable duct running from 
the control bay to the switchyard required special treatment in 
~he area adjacent to the control bay. A fill under the duct run 
IS about 30 feet deep in the area adjacent to the control bay. 
About 45 feet from the control bay the duct rests on undisturbed 
~round. Since it would have required an extremely heavy sec
b~n to span ~rom the control bay to the place were the duct 
might be considered as supported on the undisturbed ground an 
articulating joint was placed about 30 feet from the control 'bay 
to allow for possible settlement of the fill under the duct. The 
end of the duct at the control bay was designed to rotate as the 
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other end of the duct at the articulating joint moved down with 
the settlement of the fill. 

The switchyard and transformer yard steel structures com
prise the main transformer yard structure with tower, interme
diate switchyard tower, 69-kilovolt switching structure, and sta
tion service transformer structure. All steelwork is hot-dipped 
galvanized with connections bolted. 

The 69-kilovolt switching structure is made up of structural 
angles and plate gussets, and consists of five transverse trussed
framed bents, each with integral tower and ground wire peak. 
Frame bents are spaced on 26-foot centers and are connected 
with longitudinal trussed box members which serve as pulloff 
struts and supports for the pedestal insulators, switches, and 
appurtenant electrical equipment. Columns are spaced on 30-
foot centers. Columns and frame bent box members are 3 feet 
square. Longitudinal trussed box members are 3 feet square 
with the exception of the lower switch struts between the col
umns which are 3 feet wide by 4 feet deep. All trussed box 
members have single-laced brace angles on four sides. The 69-
kilovolt structure was designed for a maximum wire pull of 
4500 pounds on each conductor and 3000 pounds on the ground 
wire, with a wind load of 15 pounds per square foot when com
bined with wire pull. 

The transformer yard structures are made up of braced fram
ing using rolled-steel beams and columns. The main transformer 
yard tower, which carries a low wire pull, consists of a simple 
pole-type structure made up of 10-inch-diameter pipes. The in
termediate switchyard tower is of the freestanding suspension 
type, 67 feet high, with spread legs and built up of trussed angles 
and plate gussets. Independent structures support various aux
iliary electrical equipment in the switchyard. 

Oil purification building 
The oil purification building is of reinforced concrete 40 feet 

long by 18 feet wide, with a ceiling height of 8 feet 10 inches. 
It houses the insulating oil pumping and purification equipment 
and provides space for fire-protection equipment and storage. 
The concrete walls are scored and finished to match the concrete 
walls of the powerhouse. The steel door and window frames are 
painted deep blue-green, the doors medium blue-green, matching 
the corresponding work on the powerhouse. The interior is 
finished in a simple utilitarian manner with cement floors, con
crete and concrete brick walls, and concrete ceiling. There are 
two service outlets for treated water, one in the purification room 
and the other in the storage room, both to be used primarily for 
floor flushing. Heaters with a capacity of 27.5 kilowatts and 
fans with a capacity of 1110 cubic feet of air per minute are 
installed in this building. 

Fire protection 
A supply of raw water from the 25,000-gallon storage tank is 

used for fire protection in the switchyard and the transformer 
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yard. T~ere are thr~e 6-inch fire hydrants in the switchyard, 
each havmg two 21/2-mch hose connections. These hydrants are 
placed so that the 011 storage tanks and all portions of the switch
ya~d are fully protected. The oil-purification building in the 
swi~chyard houses portable carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing 
eqmpment and one fire-hose cart, complete with wrenches, reel, 
two 50-foot .le_ngths of hose, and two hose nozzles. Nozzles are 
of th_e atomizmg type designe~ to. prevent injury, by electrical 
sho~k, to the operator when directmg water upon live electrical 
eqmpment. 

The main ~ransformer, station service transformer, and neu
tral. react?r m the transformer yard are protected by an auto
matic sprmkler system. Fifty-four sprinkler nozzles cover the 
~ransfor:mers and .reactor completely in event of fire. Raw water 
IS used m the sprmkler system and is obtained from the 25,000-
gallon sto.rage tank. A. fire booster pump starts automatically 
when sprmkler system Is turned on. The sprinkler system is 
co~trol~ed by a hydraulically operated valve operated by a sole
n~Id Pilot valve. The. solenoid pilot valve auxiliary relay is 
tnl!peq by: (1) operatwn of the transformer differential relay, 
whiCh also shuts down the units; (2) operation of the thermostats 
located around the transformers and reactor· (3) operation of 
the emerg~ncy manual swi~ch near the tran~former yard; and 
( 4) op~ratwn of the test switch on the main control board. When 
the sprmkler valve opens, the auxiliary relay: (1) starts the fire 
booster pumps; (2) stops transformer blowers· and (3) sounds 
alarm at the Boone control building. ' 
. A separate C02 . system is iJfstalled in the oil purification build
mg. Ma~ual .closmg of a switch or automatic closing of a ther
mos.tat 'Yill discharge f?ur 50-pound cylinders of C02 into the 
punficabon roo~. A time-delay pressure valve in the header 
~revents C02 discharge for approximately 20 seconds to allow 
time f~r personnel to leave the room. Pressure switches give 
annunciatiOJf and open holding coil circuits of contactors for oil 
pumps, punfier, and exhaust. fan motors. The switchyard has 
t~ree fi_re h~drant~ f?r use With a hose cart which is kept in the 
011 punficatwn bmldmg. Stored in the same building is a 150-
pound, dry powder, buggy-type fire extinguisher. 

Insulating oil 

~u!llping and purification equipment is in the oil purification 
bm~dmg: The storage tanks are .above ground, just outside the 
punficatwn ro.om and consist of one tank of 5165-gallon capac
Ity for cl~an 011, one tank of 5165-gallon capacity for dirty trans
former 011! and one tan~ of 1859-gallon capacity for dirty circuit 
break~r oiL. The pumpmg eqmpment consists of one clean- and 
one. dirty-011 pump, each of 56-gallon-per-minute capacity. A 
punfier of 600-gallon-per-hour capacity is installed 

A complete piping syst~m c~rries oil in t~e ele.ctrical equip
ment t? ;;tnd from the pun~cabo!l plant and 1s designed to pre
vent l!nxmg ?f clean and dirty mi. All connections between the 
electncal eqmpment and the piping system are made with flex-
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ible hose through 2-inch drain and ll/2-inch fill connections. 
Provision is made for the extension of this system to serve 
future switchyard equipment. 

YARD FEATURES 

Visitors' facilities 
Fort Patrick Henry Dam is readily accessible to one of the 

most thickly populated areas of the Tennesse.e Valley .. Because 
of this and TV A's experience at other dams, 1t was obvu:ms that 
a large number of visitors would be attracted to the proJect and 
that appropriate facilities would be needed for .th~m. 

Visitors' building.-A visitors' reception bmldmg, 200 feet 
north of the right abutment of the dam, is situa';ed on a gentle 
knoll 60 feet above the lake and furnishes an unobstructed view 
of the project. This building also houses TVA's Public Safety 
Service personnel assigned to the area. The building. has. a sym
metrical plan whose angular lines resulted from the d1recbon and 
layout of road and walkways. Two walks ramp down from the 
parking area to a lower terrace at the el~vation 1316 floor. T~o 
additional walks ramp up from the parkmg area to the elevatwn 
1326 floor. Public toilets and storage spaces are on the lower 
level. A public lobby, with stairs leading up to the reception 
room, is also at this level. The visitors' reception room, public 
safety service offices, and ventilating-equipment room are on the 
upper level. The public toilet rooms have maroon-colored ce
ment floors marble walls, and suspended plaster ceilings. The 
lower lobby has a maroon-colored cement floor, a plastered ceil
ing, cypress-paneled walls, with a glazed wall overlooking the 
terrace. 

The reception room of the visitors' building overhangs the 
lower terrace and provides a commanding view as well as shelter
ing the glazed wall of the lobby. Four welded-steel cantilevered 
frames support this overhang. The reception room has maroon
colored cement floors and exposed steel roof deck ceiling. Exte
rior walls are all glazed, giving practically a 360° range of vision. 
Glazing consists of insulating glass in aluminum frames installed 
between the structural-steel framing members of the building. 
Vented sections are in the lower portions of the glazed panels. 
Stone walls which flank the office area continue through the 
glazed reception room walls and frame a cypress-paneled interior 
wall. A display board is centered on the paneled wall. 

The structural-stone walls serve as finished walls in the visi
tors' reception room, offices, and stair hall. Other walls in the 
offices are plastered and in the stair hall, cypress paneled. The 
offices have rubber tile floors and suspended plaster ceilings. 

The stone for the building and retaining walls (fig. 124) was 
o!Jtained in the nearby mountains. It is an attractive reddish
brown color, with areas of red, purple, blue, and green. The 
weathered lichen-covered surfaces of many of the stones can be 
seen unaltered in the finished masonry work. An exceptionally 
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attractive job was obtained in the stonework, as well as in the 
exposed welded-steel framework. 

The exterior cypress paneling, confined to small areas under 
the office windows and beside the glazed wall of the lobby, has a 
varnished natural finish. The exposed steel framing is painted 
deep blue-green ; the soffit of the overhanging roof deck is painted 
white; the windows, doors, and fascia are natural aluminum and 
railings are painted aluminum. 

Interior colors in general match the exterior colors. The birch 
doors and cypress paneling are finished natural. Structural steel 
is painted deep blue-green and plastered ceilings and exposed 
steel roof decking are painted white. Plastered walls are light 
yellow. 

The building is heated by electricity. The toilet rooms, stair 
hall, and offices are heated by thermostatically controlled, 220-
volt, wall-recessed, gravity-convection heaters. The reception 
room is heated by warmed air from a 440-volt blast heater, air 
supply fan, and duct system located in the vent equipment room. 
Heated air is discharged into the reception room from grills 
above the display panel and doors and returned to the heater and 
fan through an opening behind the display panel. A thermostat 
mounted behind the panel in the return air serves to control the 
blast heater. Summertime ventilation for the reception room is 
by the same fan and supply system. Instead of recirculating the 
air, the damper in the heater duct is closed and the damper in 
the fresh-air duct is opened. The fan pulls fresh air through 
louvered openings in the exterior wall below the reception room, 
through a grill in the stair well, and supplies it to the reception 
room from where it is expelled through open windows. 

FIGUHE 12~.-Fort Patrick llenry 1:isitors' building, looking upstream. 
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The visitors' building is served by 15 plumbing fixtures, con
sisting of five water closets, two urinals, four lavatories, one 
service sink, one drinking fountain, one 50-gallon electric water 
heater, and one electric water cooler. Waste from the plumbing 
fixtures, except from the water cooler and drinking fountain, 
flows by gravity to a buried 2024-gallon concrete septic tank out
side the visitors' building. The septic tank effluent discharges 
into a subsurface drainage field. 

Parking areas.-A circular-shaped parking area at the visitors' 
building and terminus of the access highway will accommodate 
75 cars. It is surfaced with a double-bituminous surface treat
ment on a 5-inch stabilized stone base. Walkways have a single
bituminous surface treatment on a 4-inch stabilized stone base. 
Curbs are constructed from native stone. 

An additional parking area is on the right bank and immedi
ately downstream from U. S. Highway 23. This informal space, 
accommodating approximately 100 cars, was obtained by shaping 
up an existing parking area used during construction. It is used 
almost entirely by fishermen and eliminates their parking along 
the shoulders of one of the most congested highways in the state. 
This parking area is surfaced with crushed stone 3 inches thick. 
There is a 5-foot walkway surfaced with stone extending under
neath the highway bridge and upstream from the parking area 
for a distance of 1000 feet, terminating near the switchyard area. 

Landscaping and planting 

Construction scars and temporary roads in the area were re
graded, and where necessary topsoil was added for plant growth. 
Grass, vines, shrubs, and trees were planted to prevent erosion 
and restore the area to a natural and pleasing condition. 

In the area near the visitors' building a protective barrier was 
required to keep visitors away from a dangerous bluff bordering 
the lake. Rather than install a metal fence or other type barrier 
which would be quite expensive, approximately 500 feet of multi
flora rose hedge was effectively used, resulting in both economy 
and more natural appearance. 

Immediately downstream from U. S. Highway 23 the restora
tion of plant growth on the aggregate storage and other con
struction areas presented a problem. Large amounts of topsqil 
would have been necessary to cover the areas to obtain a satis
factory growth of grass. After consultation with TV A's Division 
of Forestry Relations, it was found that topsoiling would not be 
necessary if loblolly pines were selected, and so some 2800 of 
these seedlings were planted over an area of 4 acres. The trees 
will provide not only an adequate ground cover but will afford a 
screen surrounding the fishermen's parking area. 

Sprinkler piping.-There are five flush-hydrant lavm-sprin
kler connections along the access road to the powerhouse. Raw 
water is used for these five hydrants and is obtained from the 
25,000-gallon underground storage tank which supplies raw wa
ter for fire and service uses for the entire project. There are 11 
flush hydrant lawn sprinkler connections along the roadway to 
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the top of the dam and adjacent to the visitors' parkin~ area. 
Treated water is used for these 11 hydrants because of msuffi
cient pressure in the raw water system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EMPLOYEE HOUSIN(; 

Because of overlapping consecutive schedules and proximity of 
the four Upper Holston projects, the same construction organi
zation progressed from job to job and most of the family housing 
provided for Watauga was used for the three succeeding projects. 
Consequently, references back to the Watauga section of this 
chapter are made as necessary to avoid repetition in the sections 
devoted to the subsequent three projects. In addition to family 
housing this chapter also covers construction and trailer camps 
and related buildings and facilities provided in connection with 
employ,ee housing at the projects. 

Although based on the same underlying principles, the em
ployee housing problem at the four projects differed in several 
aspects from the problems encountered at many earlier projects. 
Because of the comparative proximity of established communi
ties, no permanent houses were required for use by operators at 
the dams after completion of construction, no village or commu
nity services and facilities were necessary during the construction 
period, and no housing accommodations for women employees 
were required. Except for a few at Watauga, tents were not 
used as they had been at many other TVA projects. 

There was, however, the same basic need during construction 
for housing accommodations for a certain number of engineer
ing and administrative employees in key positions and for a 
number of workmen who could not be drawn from within the 
commuting area. To meet the needs of key personnel, many of 
whom remained through construction of the four projects, a 
number of dwellings were moved from Fontana to an established 
subdivision-the Lilly Addition-in nearby Elizabethton, Tenn., 
when Watauga construction was resumed in 1946. Discussion of 
the Lilly Addition housing is included in the Watauga section of 
this chapter. 

WATAUGA 

To accommodate workmen at Watauga a construction camp 
was built in the vicinity of the dam site. For family housing, 
dwellings were erected by TV A in the Lilly Addition at nearby 
Elizabethton, and a trailer camp was provided by TV A in Eliz
abethton where several demountable cottages also were erected. 
These facilities were used until South Holston construction was 
completed and those in the Lilly Addition also served through
out construction of Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects. 
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CONSTRUCTION CAMP 

Site 
It was considered essential that housing for workmen be lo

cated within a reasonable distance of the dam construction area. 
Preliminary studies to determine such a location resulted in the 
selection of a comparatively level site at the entrance to the 
project area and slightly less than 1 mile north of the dam site. 
Although somewhat limited, this area contained sufficient land 
suitable for the development of a camp, with maximum capacity 
for 460 men, and related facilities. A permanent hard-surface 
access road 4% miles long, was built by TV A partly over an 
acquired So~thern Railway branch right-of-way, from the vicin
ity of Siam to the project. This access road, which also serves 
Wilbur Dam, extends to the control building downstream from 
Watauga Dam and to the visitors building and overlook above 
the dam. 

Buildings 
The construction camp (figs. 125 and 126) was so planned 

that a 100-man initial camp development could function reason
ably well and yet permit expansion to the ultimate capacity. 
This planning applied equally to dormitories, cafeteria capacity, 
road circulation, and parking areas. It was not found necessary 
to provide ultimate planned capacity. Major structures erected 
in the construction camp included the following: three work
men's dormitories, accommodating 120, 104, and 52 persons, 
respectively; two staff dormitories, accommodating 28 and 24 
persons, respectively; 11 tents, averaging 5 men each, accom
modating 55 men ; cafeteria, seating 96 persons at one time; 
recreation building and post office; personnel building; medical 
building, and fire station. 

Workmen's dormitories.-The two large dormitories were con
ventionally built, based on the typical Hiwassee type and using 
surplus Fontana dormitories as a source of materials. As at 

FIGURE 125.-W atauga construction camp during peak operation. 
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FIGURE 126.-W atauga construction camp. 
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Fontana, the steep hillside locations permitted the erection of 
1%-story buildings. The dormitory accommodating 104 men was 
similar to Fontana installations, with one row of cubicles along 
the rear of the lower story and unexcavated at the front. The 
dormitory accommodating 120 men had cubicles along the rear 
lower story of one wing and, because of steeper topography, a 
fully developed lower story of the other wing with cubicles along 
both the front and rear. The upper story of both dormitories 
was fully developed with cubicles. Each building was divided 
into two wings, separated by a washroom and entrances. The 
points of juncture between wings and the central unit were 
treated as flexible joints so that the buildings could be con
structed to fit the exact curve of contours at the site. 

Both of the large dormitories were located along the outside of 
a parking turnaround. The grade at the front of the buildings 
permitted exit facilities, by means of ramps or exterior steps, 
either at the intermediate washroom level or the second floor 
level. The main entrances gave independent access to the wash
room without entering the sleeping quarters. Stairways were 
lined with fire resistant material and separated from the wings 
by doors. 

The wings were constructed with longitudinal corridors flanked 
by 9- by 9-foot cubicles for ~wo men each. Cubicles were pro
vided with adequate windows and closets; corridors contained 
metal-lined spaces for trash receptacles, storage of janitor mate
rials, and linen. Interior partitions were surfaced with studio 
board above the wainscot; ceilings of insulation board were fur-
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ther insulated with 2-inch rock wool; plywood walls and ceilings 
were used in the washrooms; the entire building was heated 
electrically. 

The smaller dormitory accommodated 52 men and was also 
conventionally built. This building was located on a level bench 
across the access road from the main portion of the camp. A 
surplus Fontana women's dormitory was used as a source of 
materials. This dormitory consisted of two conventionally con
structed wings connected to an independent central wing by 
covered passageways. The central portion, originally containing 
a small kitchen, was converted to use as a recreation room and a 
washroom. The covered and screened passageways were used as 
lounge spaces. Construction and heating were comparable to 
those of the larger dormitories; rooms were occupied by two 
men each. 

Staff dormitories.-The initial installation of two small dormi-
tories was made available for staff use after the larger buildings 
were erected. Two surplus Fort Loudoun dormitories, one de
mountable and one conventionally built, were used for this 
purpose. 

The demountable dormitory was of modern design, one-story 
frame construction, composed of 11 portable sections in length, 
and accommodated 28 men. Each section was a rigid, three
dimensional unit 7 feet 6 inches wide, 22 feet 6 inches long, and 
approximately 10 feet 3 inches high. A central corridor ran 
lengthwise of the dormitory, and the entrance was by a short 
flight of steps at each end of the building. One-half of the three 
central sections was devoted to space for toilets, shower, storage, 
and janitor; the building was heated electrically. Exterior walls 
were of %-inch weather-resistant insulating fibre board; inte
rior wall and ceiling surfaces, except the shower stall ceiling, 
were covered with %-inch interior-insulation fibre board. The 
shower-room ceiling was of %6-inch asbestos cement board. Ceil
ings were thoroughly insulated with 4-inch thick fill-type insu
lation. The level roof was of 3-ply builtup composition, and 
joints between sections were metal flashed and covered with a 
metal joint cap. 

The conventionally built dormitory, originally used by women 
at the Fort Loudoun project, was patterned after the standard 
Watts Bar type. It was of one-story frame construction, 23 feet 
0 inch by 72 feet 4 inches and contained 12 single rooms which 
at Watauga were used by double occupancy by 24 men. A cen
tral corridor ran lengthwise of the building, entrances were at 
each end, a small recreation room was at one end, a washroom 
including showers was installed, and closet space provided. The 
building was electrically heated. 

Cafeteria.-A wing of the Fort Loudoun medical center was 
utilized as a source of materials for the cafeteria, and the design 
was converted, by additions, to cafeteria use (fig. 127). The 
90-foot by 92-foot 6-inch conventionally built structure provided 
two dining rooms with capacities of 72 and 24 persons, respec-
tively, at one seating. 
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FIGURE 127.-Ca/Pteria floor plan at Watauga. 

. Th~ build.ing c~ntained full foo~ preparation and serving facili
ties, mcludmg kit~hen, preparatiOn, storage, and refrigeration 
rooms

1 
a manager s office, and employees' lockers and toilets. 

Extenor walls were of insulation board with shiplap gables· the 
roof .was covered with asphalt strip shingles. A roof mon'itor 
ru:t;~-nmg length'Yis~ of the building, was provided for air circu~ 
lati?n. The bmldmg was heated electrically and set on 16- by 
16-mch concrete block pier foundations. 

Re?re.ation build~ng.-Be~a_u~e of the. proximity of the project 
t? existing ~ecreatwnal facilities at Elizabethton, large installa
tions for: this purpose were not required at the camp. Rooms 
for readmg and gatherings were available for the workm~m. 

The surpl.us Fort Loudoun recreation and library building was 
u.se~ for this purpose. It was demountable in construction and 
similar to the demountable staff dormitory except for interior 
arra_nge~ent. The structure was composed of six standard size 
sectwns m length and measured 22 feet 6 inches by 45 feet 
overall. 
. The two sections at the right end were set forward 3 feet 6 
mches from ~he remainder of the building. This portion was 
devoted to a library room, storage space, and a toilet for women. 
Fron_t and rear entrances and a small porch along the front were 
provide~. The fr~nt entrance, to the left of the building offset, 
opened mto a vestibule space at the rear of which was the men's 
toilet. The entire left end of the building provided a 22-foot 
6-inch by 22-foot 6-inch lounge. 

'_l'o this de_mountable structure was added a conventionally 
bm.lt SI?-all wmg.' of comparable design, at the extreme left end. 
This wmg, housmg the camp post office, had entrances from the 
front porch and from the left end. The entire structure was 
heated electrically. 
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Personnel building.-The Fort Loudoun hospital and personnel 
building was used as a source of materials, not only f<;>r .the 
Watauga cafeteria but also for the Watauga personnel bmldmg. 
That portion of the original building devoted to personnel offices, 
with additions, was re-erected on the north side of the access 
road leading to the project and a short distance from the camp 
proper. 

As finally constructed, the conventionally built personnel build
ing measured 33 feet by 117 feet and contained offices, waiting 
rooms, classrooms, toilets, time offices and pay rooms, camp 
office public safety office, and space for supplies. The substruc
ture ~as of oak posts on oak plank pads, interior walls were of 
plywood and ceilings of 1;2-inch fibre board, ~he latter insulated 
with a 2-inch layer of mineral wool. Exterwr walls were cov
ered with 1;2-inch thick weather-resistant insulating board, and 
the roof was covered with asphalt strip shingles. The building 
was electrically heated. 

Medical building.-The medical building was located on the 
south side of the access road, opposite the personnel building. 
Its design was based on the hospital portion of the Fort Loudoun 
hospital and personnel building. The structure was of one-story 
conventional frame construction and measured 66 by 90 feet 
overall. The building was originally constructed in 1942, at the 
beginning of the project, and a small washroom annex added in 
1946 when the project was re-opened. Figure 128 shows the 
medical building after it had been moved from Watauga and 
re-erected at Boone. 

Rooms in the medical building included two wards, separated 
by a soundproof wall and each having three beds; two single 
rooms; doctors' quarters; surgery room; sterilization room; gen
eral office; waiting room; first aid room; safety room; two doc-

FIGURE 128.-M edical building at Boone-first used at Watauga. 
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tors' offices and examination rooms; X-ray room with an adjacent 
room for developing films, and a laboratory; dressing room; 
nurses' room; kitchen with adjoining staff dining room; and a 
number of toilets, closets, and storage rooms. 

The building was heated with flush-type electric wall heaters. 
Hot water was supplied from an electrically heated 220-gallon 
storage tank in the building. 

A small building moved from Turtletown, Hiwassee project, 
was used as a nurses home. This building accommodated 4 
nurses. 

Fire station.-A small conventionally built structure was pro
vided near the personnel building to house the fire engine pump. 

Quarters for firemen were not considered necessary because of 
the proximity of dormitories. 

Tents 

A small number of tents was utilized to house some workmen. 
Such use was continued until the last year of the project. The 
tents were erected at one end of the camp area. 

Utilities , 

Water was supplied to the camp from the job treated water 
plant. Raw water pumps, located about 500 feet downstream 
from the spillway tunnel outlet portal, supplied raw water to 
the water treatment plant on the mountain side about 600 feet 
above the pumps. Treated water from this plant was distributed 
to the camp and other parts of the project. 

A sanitary-sewer system was put in at the time the camp was 
constructed and was connected to the existing sewers at the 
hospital. Effluent from the septic tanks on the system was dis
charged into Wilbur Lake. 

Power facilities were installed for the camp as part of the 
project's distribution system. Primary lines from the job sub
station were of 2300-volt capacity, and transformers at the vari
ous buildings regulated voltage to suit requirements. 

FAMILY HOUSING 

Lilly Addition 

Fifty-five family dwellings were erected at the Lilly Addition, 
an existing private subdivision in nearby Elizabethton. This 
subdivision contained approximately 250 lots, 50 by 150 feet; 
streets were graded but not paved; and water, sewer, and electric 
lines were installed. To provide suitable sites for the required 
number of houses, 69 lots were purchased by TV A. 

Housing units from Fontana were remodeled for the family 
housing accommodations at Elizabethton. As used at Fontana 
they included 12 type D two-bedroom and one type A three
bedroom single houses, and 27 type C two-bedroom and 4 type B 
three-bedroom duplex houses. Three methods of moving these 
conventionally built houses were studied: (1) complete dis
mantling; (2) cutting into panels; and (3) cutting into three-
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FIGURE 129.-TV A houses in Lilly Addition and basic floor plans-house~ 
oriented to suit building sites. 

dimensional sections. The latter method was used. Duplex houses 
were cut into two separate units, then all units of single and 
duplex houses were cut lengthwise along the roof ridge lil!e and 
moved in two sections, with roof portions lowered to honzontal 
positions. . . 

All houses at the Lilly Addition were designed for smgle-famlly 
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occupancy and increased in over-all sizes over those of the original 
Fontana houses. Seventy-five Fontana units were required to 
provide the 55 dwellings. Front and kitchen service screened 
porches were added in place and fireplaces were installed in two 
of the larger houses. Four basic types were used, including 22 
two-bedroom and 33 three-bedroom houses (fig. 129). 

The houses were placed on masonry foundations, exterior walls 
were of shiplap, and roofs were shingled. Chimneys and flues 
were installed for coal or oil heating; and electric outlets were 
furnished for ranges, refrigerators, and water heaters. 

TV A trailer camp and demountable cottages 

To accommodate the advance forces on this project, a num
ber of TV A-owned trailers, wash houses, and demountable cottages 
were moved from Parsons, Tenn., to a trailer camp site acquired 
in Elizabethton (fig. 130). Some 34 trailers, 4 washhouses, and 
4 duplex and 2 single cottages were provided for rental by 
employees. 

The six demountable cottages (fig. 131) were the first TVA 
experim,ental houses of this type, having been built by TV A in 
1941 for use as vacation cabins at Pickwick Dam Reservation. 
In 1943 these structures were moved to Camden and later to 
Parsons, Tenn., to house personnel engaged on the Kentucky 
Reservoir project. The structures were of simple roof design 
and ordinary frame construction; single cottages being made up 
of three sections and duplex cottages of four. 

DISPOSAL OF BUILDINGS 

Upon completion of the Watauga project the medical building 
was completely dismantled and moved to the Boone project and 
the personnel building was sold on a sealed-bid basis. One dormi
tory had been destroyed by fire. Inasmuch as the construction 
camp proper was located partly on privately owned land leased 

FIGURE 130.-TV A trailer camp at Elizabethton. 
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FIGURE 131.-Demountable houses at Elizubethton. 

by TV A for the duration of construction needs, all other camp 
buildings except the demountable staff dormitory were disposed 
of for salvage purposes by a public sale. The 28-man demount
able dormitory was moved to the South Holston construction 
camp. The six demountable cottages were moved to South Holston 
for use in conjunction with the construction camp. 

In Elizabethon, family housing at the Lilly Addition and the 
TV A trailers were retained for use by South Holston employees 
and later for employees on the Boone and Fort Patrick Henry 
projects. 

S'OUTH HOLSTON 

At the resumption of South Holston construction activities in 
1948 the national housing shortage made it evident that local 
housing facilities would have to be augmented by TV A if the 
influx of construction workers was to be adequately housed. 
There was a basic need for housing accommodations for a num
ber of workmen who could not be drawn from within the com
muting area. To meet this need, a camp for construction em
ployees was erected in the vicinity of the main dam. 

FAMILY HOUSING 

Most of the family housing accommodations for key personnel 
were provided by the TV A dwellings in the Lilly Addition and 
in the TV A trailer camp at Elizabethton, constructed in connec
tion with the Watauga project and previously described in this 
chapter under "Watauga." 

During late 1949 the six demountable houses were moved from 
the TVA trailer camp at Elizabethton and located adjacent to the 
South Holston construction camp. 

Additional employee family housing was in 13 farm houses 
and summer cabins (fig. 132) located on lands acquired by TVA 
rather close to the dam site. Accommodations of this nature 
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FIGURE 132.-Log cabin ucquired by TV A in vicinity of South Holston dam site. 

were made available only by virtue of the buildings being on land 
that had to be acquired for the project. 

The facilities provided by TV A together with local housing 
within a radius of 40 miles served adequately the 1,200 employees 
engaged in construction of the dam and reservoir facilities. 

CONSTRUCTION CAMP 

Site 

After considerable study of various sites, their relation to 
possible flooding, and relative ease of development, a camp site 
was selected less than 1 mile west of the main dam. It was a 
short distance from, and overlooking, the temporary access road 
on a knoll about 35 feet higher than the flat land bordering the 
access road. The terrain was well adapted for a development of 
this type, and comparatively ''little grading was required. Com
plete layout of buildings and grounds is shown in figures 133 
and 134. 

Buildings 

The construction camp was planned for a 250-man initial de
velopment and a possible expansion of 400-man ultimate capacity. 
This planning applied equally to the number and location of 
dormitories, cafeteria capaCity, road circulation, and parking 
areas. However, it was not necessary to provide the ultimate 
planned capacity. Major structures comprising the construction 
camp included the following: four workmen's dormitories, ac
commodating 92, 72, 46, and 28 persons, respectively; a cafeteria, 
seating 180 persons; two recreation buildings; and a public safety 
building, including a post office and fire station. Most of these 
buildings were acquired from Holston Ordnance Works, Kings
port, Tenn., and from Oak Ridge, Tenn., and were moved to the 
camp site by motor trailer. 

The medical and personnel buildings were located in the con
struction plant area about three-fourths of a mile from the camp. 
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FIGURE 133.-Layout of construction camp at South Holston. 

Workmen's dormitories.-Dormitory A was composed of three 
salvaged panel-type buildings from the AEC village at Oak Ridge, 
Tenn. The 20- by 40-foot central washhouse was connected by 
on-site constructed 8- by 8-foot 6-inch entrance vestibules to 20-
by 100-foot wings on either side. The ceilings, except in the 
wash house section, were raised from 7 feet 6 inches to 8 feet 8% 
inches in height. The floors were set at a minimum of 1 foot 
6 inches above natural grade; the structure rested on 6- by 6-inch 
creosoted posts spaced 8 by 10 feet on centers on 2-foot square 
wood footings set a minimum of 1 foot 6 inches below grade. 

The capacity of this dormitory was 72 men, on the basis of 3 
men per room. Peak occupancy was 88 (16 over normal capac
ity) on May 11-13, 1948, just prior to the opening of dormitory 
B. Each cubicle was equipped with a double-deck bunk, a single 
cot, three closets, a desk, and three chairs. 

FIGURE 134.-Construction camp at South Holston. 
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In addition to th~ two centrally located entrance vestibules, 
entrances .were provided at each end of the two wings. A corri
d?r, run_mng the entire length of the building, was flanked on 
either s1de by the cubicles. The washhouse section contained 
lavatory, toilet, shower, and dressing rooms, linen closet drink
ing fountain, janitor's sink, and a room for the electric hot 
water heater. Metal roof ventilators mounted over the corridor 
ir;t addi~ion to two_ large windows in each cubicle, provided ai1: 
~Irculatwn. Exterw_r walls were of painted plywood. The build
mg was completely msulated and heated electrically. 

Dormitory A was opened April 4, 1948, and closed October 10 
1950. ' 

Two panel-type dormitories, B and C, salvaged from the 
Holston Ordnance Works, Kingsport, were re-erected at 'south 
Holston. These two-story buildings were identical· B accommo
dated 92 men with double occupancy of cubicles and C accommo
dated 46 single occupancy. Both dormitories were located at the 
highest end of the camp, immediately in front of a natural 
wooded area ~nd along the outside of a parking turnaround. 
The comparatively level natural grades at each site permitted 
easy foot access to the centrally located main entrance of each 
dormitory and installation of a single driveway between the 
buildings to service the heater rooms at the rear. 

Covered porches, 9 by 30 feet, were added to the front of each 
20- by 140-foot 6-inch dormitory to provide lounging space for 
the occupants and to improve the exterior appearance of the 
~truc~ures .. The main entrancct led from the porch into a central 
mterwr stmr hall and to the longitudinal corridors on each floor. 
Exterior fire exit stairs were provided at each end of the dormi
tories, in addition to the interior stairway. The corridors were 
flanked by 8- by 10-foot cu~icles and each provided with a single 
or double-deck bed, two wmdows, and closets. Lavatory, toilet, 
shower, and storage rooms were centrally located on each fim>r. 

Ceiling heights of the original structures were increased from 
8 to 9 feet, and toilet and washroom facilities were increased to 
the requisite number of double occupancy of cubicles. Exterior 
walls of dormitory B were of painted flush horizontal shiplap· 
those of dormitory C were of painted Homasote. The structure~ 
were set on 8-inch-square wood-post foundations spaced 10 feet 
apart under the corridor and exterior wall girders. Centrally 
located heater rooms were provided at the rear of each dormi
tory. These rooms were constructed with concrete slab floors 
and asbestos cement board ceilings and walls. Exterior siding 
was of shiplap and the roofs of composition type. Salvaged 
stoker-fed coal-burning furnaces, ducts, flues, blowers, hot water 
tanks, and storage tanks were re-used to heat the dormitories 
and supply hot water. 

Dormitory B was opened May 17, 1948, and C June 25 1948. 
Both dormitories were closed February 23, 1951.' ' 

Dormitory D was erected immediately east of the small recrea
tion building and across the road from the cafeteria. This de
mountable structure was moved to South Holston from the 
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Watauga. project. It was of modern design, one-story frame 
constructwn, composed of 11 portable sections in length, and 
accommodated 28 men. For further details, see "Staff Dormi
tories," page 386. 

Dormitory D was opened May 19, 1948, and closed February 
23, 1951. 

Cafeteria.-The 36- by 102-foot cafeteria building-a conven
tionally built, Fort Loudoun-type lunchroom-that was located 
i~ the construction plant area during the 1942 construction pe
nod was moved to the camp site early in 1948 and altered to suit 
estimated requirements. After alteration the two dining rooms 
accommodated 140 and 40 persons respectively. The enlarged 
building included a manager's office, and a 20- by 84-foot con
nected wing to house the receiving, storage, refrigeration, and 
preparation rooms. This wing was provided by utilizing a sur
plus plywood bunkhouse from Oak Ridge. 

Exterior w:alls of the original portion were of siding, those of 
the added wmg were of plywood. The roof was covered with 
green asphalt roll roofing. Existing metal roof vents were re
tained in the new wing. The entire structure was set on 6- by 
6-inch creosoted-oak posts on 2-foot-square wood footings. Foun
dation enclosures were erected on the main portion of the build
ing. The original oil fired steam heating system was retained 
for the kitchen and larger dining room. Electric heat was pro
vided for the manager's office, the smaller dining room, and the 
new wing. 

The altered structure, together with the arrangement of steam 
table (fig. 135) and kitchen equipment, proved to be quite con
venient and was very satisfactory from an administrative stand
point. 

FIGURE 135.-South Holston cafeteria serving counter. 
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Recreation building.-Large installations for recreational pur
poses were not required at the camp as the city of Bristol was 
only 8 miles away. Two surplus Oak Ridge panel-type structures 
were used as recreational buildings providing rooms for reading, 
gatherings, and games. 

The larger of the two recreation buildings was 72 by 20 feet 
in size with a 9-foot 0-inch by 32-foot 6-inch covered porch cen
trally located at the front. Separate rooms were provided for an 
office, a reading room, a lounge, and toilets. Entrances were at 
both ends and from the front porch. Existing wall panels were 
extended 16 inches to allow an 8-foot 10-inch ceiling height. 
New insulation board finish was applied to interior walls and 
ceilings. The ceilings were further insulated by the addition of 
a 4-inch batt mineral-wool insulation. Two existing metal roof 
vents were retained and ceiling grills furnished ventilation to 
the recreation rooms. This building was located immediately 
east of the cafeteria building and was attached to the public 
safety building. 

The smaller recreation building was 40 by 20 feet in size, with 
an 8- by 15-foot covered porch. This building was located adja
cent to dormitory D and included a lounging room, a reading 
room, and toilet facilities. Entrances were from the front and 
one end of the building. Interior walls, ceilings, insulation, and 
ventilation were similar to those in the larger recreation build
ing. This building was across the road from the cafeteria. 

Both recreation buildings were set on 6- by 6-inch creosoted
wood posts on wood footings and both were heated electrically. 

Public Safety Office.-The 30- by 25-foot building that was 
occupied during 1942 construction as a Public Safety Office was 
moved from the construction plant area to the camp site early in 
1948. It was located at the east entrance to the camp and con
nected to the larger recreation building by a breeze-way. Space 
was provided for public safety officers, post office, fire station, and 
public toilets. Heating was by electricity. 

Utilities 
Treated water was supplied to the camp from the Bristol, 

Tenn., water system, a sanitary sewerage system was put in at 
the time the camp was constructed, power facilities were in
stalled as a part of the project distribution system, and heat was 
supplied to two bunkhouses by hot-air furnaces which used coal 
as fuel; other buildings were heated by 220-volt recessed electric 
heaters. 

DISPOSAL OF BUILDINGS 

The South Holston construction camp was closed early in 1951 
and the dormitory buildings were advertised, sold, and disman
tled by the successful bidder. The other buildings were salvaged 
by TVA for use on other projects. Equipment from the cafe
teria was transferred to the Shawnee Steam Plant near Paducah, 
Ky., and other equipment was salvaged for use on other TVA 
projects. 
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The six demountable houses remained occupied until June 1951 
at which time they were moved by motor trailer to the Kingston 
Steam Plant for occupancy by the construction forces at that 
project. 

The 34 TV A-owned trailers at Elizabethton were transferred 
to the Shawnee Steam Plant project upon completion of South 
Holston. 

BOONE AND FORT PATRICK HENRY 

Since both Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects were rel
atively small and within commuting distance of several towns and 
smaller communities in the Tri-City area, a construction camp was 
not necessary. 

Family housing and disposal 

The 55 single-family houses which had been erected by TVA 
in the Lilly Addition, Elizabethton, Tenn., and had served em
ployees on the Watauga and South Holston projects were con
tinued in operation for employees on the Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry projects. These houses have been previously described in 
this chapter under "Watauga." Being within the corporate lim
its of Elizabethton, the usual municipal and utility services such 
as fire protection, police protection, water, sewer electric and tele
phone services were available. TV A maintained the houses in 
tenantable condition. The Lilly Addition is some 20 miles from 
Boone Dam and 28 miles from Fort Patrick Henry Dam. 

Until late summer of 1953 when construction activities were 
nearing completion occupancy of the houses was at relatively full 
capacity. In the early fall, several houses had become surplus to 
TV A needs, and 17 houses with their lots were sold at public 
auction on October 29, 1953. Continuing into the spring of 1954, 
additional houses became surplus and were sold around the mid
dle of that year. The remaining 24 houses were required for 
employees of the Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects and 
were not sold until after these projects were in operation. 

For a period, 10 of the farm houses located on TV A lands near 
South Holston Dam, and previously described in this chapter 
nnder "South Holston," also served employees on Boone and Fort 
Patrick Henry. One residence acquired on land near the Fort 
Patrick Henry Dam site was occupied by the medical officer for 
the duration of his stationing at that project. Being on the per
manent dam reservation and close to the dam, this house was 
sold for removal from the premises. 

Lunch service 

No cafeteria or direct food service operation was undertaken 
by TV A since a camp was not necessary and there was no eco
nomic justification for this service. Space and facilities were 
provided, however, at the Boone project, and a lunch service was 
licensed to a private operator from October 29, 1951, to June 30, 
1953. This service provided a noon-day hot lunch 5 days per 
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week. It was not necessary for TV A to provide food service of 
any type at the Fort Patrick Henry project. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONSTRUCTION PLANT 

This chapter is devoted to the planning and plant required for 
the construction of the Upper Holston projects. The term "con
struction plant" is used in the collective sense to include all the 
facilities required for construction; all items of construction 
equipment, tools and machinery; temporary access to the proj
ect; and the housing facilities provided for the construction work
ers. These housing facilities are described in Chapter 4, "Em
ployee Housing." 

The planning of construction schedules and plant requirements 
started during the early stages of each project planning, ran 
concurrently with the project design, and reached its peak im
mediately preceding the start of construction. 

Prior to the organization of the field forces for a TV A con
struction project, construction plant design, layouts, sched
ules, and commitments for plant materials and equipment are 
initiated by the construction plant engineer under the direct 
supervision of the chief construction engineer. After the ap
pointment of the project supervisory personnel, the construction 
plant forces then work directly with the project organization. 
Close cooperation between the construction plant forces and 

TABLE 4.-Upper Holston projects-cost of general construction equipment 

Item 
First cost to 

Upper Holston 
projects 

Salvage 
sales and 
transfers1 

Electric welding machine -----------------· $28,426.27 $8,481.88 
Locomotive -------------------------------- 10,519.47 3,995,22 
Revolving cranes -------------------------- 188,436.25 7 4,300.49 
Self-propelled road machinery -------------- 13,509.52 2,806.68 
Truck cranes ------------------------------ 82,082.16 38,747.17 
Crawler mounted cranes -------------------- 646,850.41 269,254.12 
Stiffleg derricks --------------------------- 13,814.72 6,723.30 
Guy derricks -----------------------------· 4,674.50 1,510.03 
Trucks -----------------------------------· 816,045.78 234,589.25 
Crawler type tractors ---------------------- 324,577.85 78,320.08 
Rubber tire tractors-trailer units ---------- 346,416.40 162,833.92 
Elevating graders -------------------------- 24,288.82 2,783.89 
Rock drills -------------------------------· 168,759.18 80,551.35 
Truck or tractor drawn equipment ---------- 7,123.00 4,607.01 
Portable air compressors ------------------- 30,204.29 5,879.08 
Concrete vibrators ------------------------- 5,212.88 4,373.69 
Portable concrete mixers ------------------- 2,746.16 1,530.93 
Pumpcrete machines ----------------------- 11,520.93 7,112.92 
Miscellaneous equipment and plant --------· 113,882.08 46,987.24 
Transformers ------------------------------ 22,324.73 16,124.60 

Net cost to 
Upper Holston 

projects 

$19,9H.S9 
6,524.25 

114,135.76 
10,702.84 
43,334.99 

377,596.29 
7,091.42 
3,164.47 

581,456.53 
246,257.77 
183,582.48 

21,504.93 
88,207.83 

2,515.99 
24,325.21 

839.19 
1,215.23 
4,408.01 

66,894.84 
6.200.13 

14,438.08 Collapsible steel forms --------------------- 16,327.65 1,939.57 
Unassigned structural steel ----------------- 1,866.45 1,866.45 ----------------1----------1-----------

Total general construction equipment-- 2,879,659.50 1,055,318.87 1,824,340.63 

t Denotes credit. 401 
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TABLE 5.-Upper Holston projects-operating costs-excavating and hauling equip· 
ment. 

Cost per net operating hour 

Equipment item No. of 
items 

Hours 
worked 
-net Opera

tioh 
Erect 

Repairs and dis~ 
mantle 

Depre
ciation Total 

---------------------------------
Shovelo: 

4-cubic-yard electric ____ 1 
3-eubie-yard diesel ------ 3 
2lf.z-cubie-yard diesel ---- 2 
2-cubic-yard diesel _____ 3 
Ph-cubic-yard diesel ____ 5 

EleYRting grader 54-inch 
belt ---------------------

Trucks: 
Concrete hauling _______ 5 
Bulk cement ----------- 6 
Grease and fuel ------- 5 
10-eubie-yard end dump__ 39 
6-cubic-yard end dump__ 5 
4-eubic-yard end dump_ 10 
13-eubic-yard bottom 

dump --------------- 26 
Stake body: 

3- to 4-ton ---------
Shop use --------- 3 
2lf.z· to 3-ton1 

------ --~----
3· to 5-ton1 

--------

10-ton ------------- 4 
7lf.z-ton ------------ 4 
2lf.z· to 5-ton ------- 6 

Tractor ---------------- 2 
Medium L.C.' ---------- --------
1lf.z·ton dump1 

---------- --------
Fuel1 ------------------
Concrete agitator, 

2-cubic-yard --------- 8 
Tractors: 

D-8 ------------------- 22 
TD-6 ------------------ 1 
Medium LC crawler'-----------
Light LC crawler'-------------
D-7 ------------------- 6 
TD-9 ------------------ 1 
R-4 ------------------- 2 
Medium heavy, LC _____ --------

Truck-float assembly: 
7 5-ton -----------------
40-ton -----------------

Carryall scrapers, 16-eubic-
yard -------------~-------

4,142 
28,514 
11,444 
30,571 
32,654 

9,504 

9,207 
6,838 

55,078 
325,265 

26,449 
17,438 

135,895 

2,020 
2,305 
1,060 

10,572 
35,242 
41,228 
67,903 
4,280 

14,874 
113,262 
25,690 

32,370 

210,043 
141 
750 
481 

45,412 
3,080 
8,645 
1,981 

7,954 
7,431 

13,866 

1 Rented from TV A's transportation division. 

$7.374 
6.004 
6.462 
5.686 
5.821 

8.602 

3.687 
3.367 
2.650 
3.812 
2.785 
4.038 

3.780 

2.228 
1.287 
1.502 
2.124 
3.684 
2.725 
2.688 
3.385 
2.611 
1.845 
1.701 

3.794 

3.228 
3.616 
2.994 
2.288 
2.897 
3.506 
3.174 
3.061 

6.241 
5.743 

.775 

$11.187 
14.676 
9.777 
7.464 
6.137 

8.884 

3.093 
1.375 

.642 
2.405 
1.182 
1.775 

2.806 

1.550 
2.112 

$2.104 
.488 
.340 
.655 
.908 

.219 

.004 
.022 
.026 
.013 
.005 
.025 

.022 

.009 

.049 

1.095 .052 
.621 .005 
.672 .001 

1.463 .025 

2.224 .005 

3.052 .059 
6.426 .476 

2.108 .052 
2.653 .472 

.760 .201 

5.040 .011 
4.197 .052 

2.710 .170 

2 Rental rate. 

$7.950 
4.786 
4.196 
1.540 
3.406 

1.886 

1.467 
2.378 

.315 
1.118 
1.317 
1.647 

1.310 

.080 
1.409 

'1.358 
21.341 

.735 

.293 

.274 
1.297 

22.441 
21.344 

'.525 

1.073 

.971 

.353 
24.014 
22.756 

.728 
1.364 

.583 
4.157 

.422 

.280 

.148 

TABLE 6.-Upper Holston projects-derrick operating cost8 

20-ton 20-ton 
Item stiffieg stiffieg 

derrick derrick 
No. 340 No. 341 

Net operating hours ----------------------- ____ _ 6,305 5,783 

$28.615 
25.954 
20.775 
15.345 
16.272 

19.591 

8.251 
7.142 
3.633 
7.348 
5.289 
7.485 

7.918 

3.867 
4.857 
Z.860 
3.465 
5.566 
3.644 
3.635 
6.170 
6.052 
3.189 
2.226 

7.096 

7.310 
10.871 

7.008 
5.044 
5.785 
7.995 
4.718 
7.218 

11.714 
10.272 

3.803 

45-ton 
guy 

derrick 
No. 842 

1,103 

Cost per net operating hour 

Operation: 
Direct labor -------------------------------- $5.378 $5.640 
Electric power distribution ------------------ .741 1.087 
Miscellaneous warehouse and other expense___ .094 .063 
Repairs ------------------------------------ 1.337 1.398 
Erect and dismantle ------------------------ 4.829 4.075 
Depreciation -------------------------------- .050 1.172 

$5.595 
.982 
.001 

2.006 
19.032 
2.869 

1-----1---------
Total ------------------------------------- 12.429 13.435 30.485 
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those un tne proJect are maintained throughout the duration of 
the job in matters pertaining to construction plant. 

The construction plant provided for each of the projects
Watauga, South Holston, Boone, and Fort Patrick Henry-is 
discussed in that order in the following pages of this chapter. 
Immediately following the South Holston section is a section 
entitled "Large Scale Quarry Blasts-Watauga and South 
Holston." This quarry section has been made separate to avoid 
considerable repetition and at the same time give emphasis to 
the unprecedented magnitude of the quarrying which produced 
nearly 5 million cubic yards of broken stone for the rock-fill 
shoulders of the two dams. 

Construction equipment costs 

As the general construction equipment costs for the Upper 
Holston projects were kept in a general account covering all the 
projects, it was possible to prepare some equipment cost break
downs covering its use on the four projects combined. These 
cost breakdowns are given in tables 4 through 8. 

TABLE 1.-Upper Holston projects--crane operating costs 

Type 
No. 
of 

cranes 

Hours 
worked, 

net Opera· 
tion 

Cost per net operating hour 

Repairs 
Erect 

and dis- Depre· 
mantle ciation 

Total 

----------------------------
Truck crane: 

25-ton -----------------
10-ton -----------------
8-ton -----------------

Gantry crane: 
Clyde Electric 40-ton ___ _ 
American Electric 22-ton 

1 2,665 
2 20,526 
3 12,124 

2 14,824 
1 1,625 

$7.199 $1.449 $0.146 $2.756 
5.597 2.438 .226 1.222 
5.917 1.940 .131 .899 

7.700 3.673 3.816 7.385 
8.347 2.438 8.806 2.871 

TABLE 8.-Upper Holston projects-drilling costs 

Item 

Number of drills operated --------
Net operating hours --------------

Wagon 
drills 

28 
43,285 

Calyx core 
drill 36-48" 

1 
191 

Diamond 
core drills 

16 
84,505 

Cost per net operating hour 

$11.550 
9.483 
8.887 

22.574 
22.462 

Well 
drills 

8 
19,946 

Operation: 
Direct labor------------------- $2.854 $6.613 $4.421 $3.688 
Compressed air distribution____ 3.502 -------------- -------------- --------------
Electric power distribution _____ ------------- .880 -------------- .260 
Fuel -------------------------- ------------- -------------- ,199 .194 
Miscellaneous operation expense .093 .480 -------------- 1 :~i~ Repairs ----------------------- 1.840 8.488 .92715 2.522 
Depreciation ------------------ .343 ·------------- . 1 

Total ----------------------- 8.632 16.461 5.806 8.433 

Other drilling expense: 1 

Total ----------------------- 3.064 14.193 5.073 7.367 

Total drilling cost ----------- 11.696 30.654 10.879 15.800 

1 Includes the foreman of the operating crew; the labor involved in setting up and moving; 
bits, including resets, rods and accessories; the use of th~ drill shoJ? and its equipmen~ and otht:i 
incidental shop work; and, for well drill bits, transportatiOn, handhng, and resharpemng. 
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WATAUGA 

The construction plant for the Watauga project was designed 
primarily to provide facilities and equipment for building the 
various features of the project as shown in figure 30, page 86. 
The two periods of construction and the principal quantities in
volved are given in Chapter 6, "Construction." Also in chapter 6 
will be found the description of the equipment and facilities 
provided for the driving of the power tunnel and the placing of 
the earth core of the main embankment. This was done to avoid 
unnecessary repetition. 

Cost and equipment 
The total first cost to the Watauga project of construction 

plant, general service buildings, and facilities ; construction plant 
utilities, buildings and equipment; and general construction 
equipment amounted to $3,436,109.22; salvage sales and trans
fers, however, amounted to $1,376,550.92, so that the net cost 
was $2,059,558.30. These costs are itemized in tables 9, 10, 
and 11. 

The major construction equipment used at Watauga and the 
number of equipment units on the job in any month are given 
in figure 136. The cost per net operating hour of operating the 
excavating and hauling equipment is given in table 12. 

Layout 
The flood plain area in the vicinity of the dam site, being rela

tively small, was utilized mainly for access roads and aggregate 
storage. Because of the narrow width available, the construc
tion plant yard areas and buildings were extended along a much 
greater length than on most previous projects. Figure 137 shows 
the layout of the plant required for the full scale construction 
activities when work was resumed in 1946. Several additions 
were made at that time, such as aggregate and hatching plants, 
compressor house, and a new raw water intake. 

TABLE 9.-Watauga-cost of construction plant, general service buildings, 
and facilities 

Description 

General preparation of site ---------------------
Construction roads, bridges, walks, 

surface drainage -----------------------------
Telephone system ------------------------------
Sanitary sewer system --------------------------
Administration building ------------------------
Engineers office -------------------------------
Personnel and time office -----------------------
Warehouse and storage yard facilities -----------
Laboratory-concrete and soils -----------------
Miscellaneous small buildings -------------------
Vioitors facilities -------------------------------

First 
cost to 

Watauga 

$59,327.54 

407,409.08 
12,621.57 

8,040.19 
22,487.33 

7,145.99 
17,942.05 
50,862.23 
10.~27.93 
64,473.66 

7,216.54 
2,411.60 Explosive storage facilities ----------------------

1 

____ _ 

Total buildings and facilities -------------- 670,265.71 

1 Denotes credit. 

Salvage 
sales and 

transfers t 

--------------
$1,898.87 

-------------
--------------

3,425.78 
111.35 
878.04 

4,167.80 
2,979.93 
1,669.28 

--------------
-------------

15,131.05 

Net 
cost to 

Watauga 

$59,327.54 

405,510.21 
12,621.57 

8,040.19 
19,061.55 
7,034.64 

17,064.01 
46,694.43 

7,348.00 
62,804.38 
7,216.54 
2,411.60 

655,134.66 

-
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TABLE 10.-Watauga-cost of construction plant utilities, buildings and equipment 

Description 

Electric distribution system --------------------------
Compressed air system ------------------------------
Raw water supply system -------------------
Fresh water supply system ---------------------------
Drill shop -----------------------------------======== 
Machine shop, garage, rigger shop, and electric shop ___ _ 

8~~~;~t~la~~o~-====================================== 
Crusher plant: 

Pri?~ary crusher No. 1, conveyor W-1, and storage 
bm A -----------------------------------------

Primary crusher No. 2, and conveyor W-2--------
Reclaiming tunnel, conveyor W-3, W-4, and W-5-
Storage conveyor W-8 and W-9 -------------------

Sand plant ------------------------------------------
Downstream aggregate handling plant ---------------
Hatcher plant: 

Hatcher plant No. L----------------------------
Batcher plant No. 2 --------------------------- _ 

Incline railroad ----------------------------------==
Reinforcing steel shop ------------------------------
Tunnel ventilating system ---------------------------
Power tunnel-special cost incurred prior to job shut-

First 
cost to 

Watauga 

$185,535.72 
100,493.28 
132,520.64 
77,689.44 
10,500.39 
53,886.90 
19,737.72 
31,151.26 

48,469.63 
29,297.92 
50,137.11 

5,881.71 
50,906.70 
10,845.17 

6,333.03 
11,256.47 
25,265.08 

2,518.18 
14,262.64 

7,041.00 

Salvage 
sales and 
transfers1 

$18,042.87 
25,777.13 

9,686.94 
19,066.16 

1,730.93 
13,960.76 

6,291.45 
------------

17,940.08 
9.387.41 

11,518.65 
1,195.86 

12,984.12 
2,965.50 

1,116.00 
1,856.26 

------------
719.65 

·------------
----·--------

873,729.99 154,239.77 

down ----:-----------------------------------------
Total plant utilities, buildings and equipment_ ___ l-----l-----

1 Denotes credit. 

TABLE H.-Watauga-cost of general construction equipment 

Description 

Electric welding machines ---------------------------
Locomotives ----------------------------------------
Self-propelled road machinery ------------------------
Truck-cranes ----------------------------------------
Crawler mounted cranes -------------------------- __ 

!fgf:~~?;;i=c~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~ 
~fbbe; tired tractor-trailer units ---------------------

Ro~ka~:ms ~~~-e~~-=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Miscellaneous truck and tractor drawn equipment _____ _ 

g~~~~t;::k~~~:;-~;~~~============================== Portable concrete mixers -----------------------------
Tunnel mucking machine ----------------------------
Tunnel railroad -------------------------------------
~unnel ventilating system equipment -----------------

unnel drill jumbos ---------------------------- _ __ 
~iscellaneous equipment and plant -------------=-==--
Cransformers ----------------------------------------

First 
cost to 

Watauga 

Salvage 
sales and 
transfers1 

$16,441.23 $15,130.83 
10,519.47 4,896.22 
13,509.52 5,358.77 
21,488.63 14,062.40 

368,576.49 259,014.29 
14,829.72 8,620.21 

4,67 4.60 2,462.50 
489,690.64 263,014.92 
227,026.74 114,589.13 
340,840.90 269,546.15 

24,288.82 17,978.07 
148,158.56 101,010.47 

6,260.00 4,850.12 
29,501.28 18,444.03 

6,009.89 4,710.77 
2,114.38 1,743.58 

152.46 162.46 
1,970.93 1,970.93 

35,397.40 11,654.20 
11,528.94 4,949.11 
4,308.80 841.80 

82,449.38 66,473.06 
14,486.31 12,126.63 
16,400.15 2,090.07 

Net cost 
to 

Watauga 

$167,492.85 
74,716.15 

122,833.70 
58,623.28 

8,769.46 
39,926.14 
13,446.27 
31,151.26 

30,529.55 
19,910.51 
38,618.46 

4,685.85 
37,922.58 
7,879.67 

5,217.03 
9,400.21 

25,265.08 
1,798.53 

14,262.64 

7,041.00 

719,490.22 

Net cost 
to 

Watau~ra 

$1,310.40 
5,623.25 
8,160.75 
7,426.23 

109,562.20 
6,209.51 
2,212.00 

226,575.72 
112,436.61 
71,294.75 

6,310.75 
47,148.09 

1,4Q9.88 
11.057.25 

1,299.12 
370.80 

----23,843:2'0 
6,679.83 
3,467.00 

15,976.32 
2,369.68 

14,310.08 Uollapsible steel forms ------------------------------
nassigned structural steel --------------------------- 1,589.38 1,589.38 ------------

1----
Totlll general construction equipment ----------- 1,892,113.52 1,207,180.10 

1 Denotes credit. 

684,933.42 
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FIGURE 136.-Watauga-schedule of major construction equipment. 

Construction schedules 

Because of the shutdown during the war two schedules were 
necessary; the first, February 16, 19~2, set ~he cl~sure date for 
December 1, 1944. Major constructwn durmg th1s period was 
centered on excavation of the diversion tunnel. Since the dam 
site is located in a narrow gorge, construction of the dam itself 
had to be scheduled after completion of the tunnel 

When work was resumed in July 1946, excavation of the diver
sion tunnel had been practically completed except for cleaning 
of the invert and trimming operations. Also, the upstream one
third of the power tunnel had been excavated. The main con
struction plant buildings, roads, and bridges had been com
pleted, and temporary utilities had been ~nstalled. The only 
permanent construction features completed m the prewar period 
was the main access road. 

The final schedule issued in July 1946 set the date of river 
diversion to be July 1, 1947, and the closure date, December 1, 

.... 
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TABLE 12.-W atauga-operating costs-excevating and hauling equipment 

Cost per net operating hour 

No. of 
Hours 

Item worked, Erect items net Opera- and Depre-
tion Repairs dis- ciation Total 

mantle 
------------------

Shovels; 
3-cubic-yard diesel ------ 3 15,962 $5.372 $10.041 $0.240 $3.512 $19.165 2-cubic-yard diesel ------ 2 9,340 4.858 4.716 .512 1. 749 11.835 1 %,-cubic-yard diesel ---- 2 8,563 4.656 2.908 .377 1.611 9.552 Ph-cubic-yard --------- 3 12,328 4.983 5.809 .661 1.593 13.046 Dump trucks; 
6-cubic-yard end dump __ 3 12,425 2.542 1.123 .007 .844 4.516 10-cubic-yard end dump_ 24 126,583 3.621 1.665 .020 1.053 6.359 13-cubic-yard bottom 

dump ---------------- 26 48,022 3.615 1.458 .048 1.401 6.522 Elevating grader 54-inch 
belt ---------------------- 1 3,074 6.973 11.989 .496 2.000 21.458 Agitator trucks: 

2-cubic-yard 024-0 ----- 8 14,915 3.400 1.042 .007 1.839 6.288 2-cubic-yard C24-X ----- 2 5,300 4.566 1.616 .049 .716 6.947 Fuel and grease truck _______ 4 20,146 2.503 .240 .067 .607 3.417 Fuel truck 600-gallon C24-W_ 1 7,342 1.747 --------- .001 --------- 1.748 Stake body truck: 
21).,- to 5-ton ----------- 6 33,262 2.337 .263 .001 .500 3.101 
3- to 4-ton ------------- 1 7,135 2.782 --------- .003 --------- 2.785 71).,-ton ---------------- 4 6,459 2.164 .383 .028 1.077 3.652 10-ton -&.--------------- 4. 11,980 3.386 .326 .114 .901 4.727 

Bus, 40-passenger ---------- 1 346 1.895 1.638 .112 .250 3.895 Truck-tractor, 4- to 5-ton ____ 1 2,760 2.674 .372 .028 .772 3.846 Tractor: 
D-8 ------------------- 19 69,669 2.880 1.806 .064 1.129 5.879 D-7 ------------------- 6 26,941 2.657 1.461 .011 .801 4.930 
TD-9 ------------------ 1 1,563 3.517 2.291 .348 .705 6.861 R-4 ------------------- 1 1,652 2.862 .147 .034 .554 3.597 

1948. This schedule was very closely adhered to, and both the 
river diversion and closure were made on schedule. This sched
ule is given in figure 138. 

ACCESS FACILITIES 

Roads 

Temporary access to the dam site was provided to the upstream 
construction area by State Highway No. 67 from Elizabethton, 
Tenn. Since a section of this road would be inundated after 
closure of the dam, a permanent road was built to the down
stream side from Siam, Tenn., a distance of 2.4 miles from the 
main construction plant area. The road was constructed along 
an abandoned railroad subgrade which required considerable 
grading to provide a roadbed of sufficient width. The maximum 
width of the roadbed as constructed was 31 feet, with a mini
mum of 20 feet along a 200-foot section of rock bluff. A bitu
minous surface course 20 feet wide extends for the entire length 
of the road. 

To provide access between the upstream and downstream con
struction areas, it was necessary to build about 21;2 miles of 
road in mountainous terrain on the right bank. Branches of 
this road provide access to the top of each of the two diversion 
tunnel shafts and to the main water supply tanks. Access to the 
power tunnel construction plant area on the left bank was pro-
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FIGURE 138.-W atauga-construction schedule. 

vided by a half mile long road from State Highway No. 67. A 
branch of this road extended to the left abutment for access to 
the dam for earth hauling equipment but was little used. The 
main earth haul roads were on the left abutment at the base of 
the intake tower, on the right abutment near the sluiceway tower, 
and at the spillway plaza level on the right abutment which 
reached the top of the dam. Rock hauling was done over a 
series of road and switchbacks on the left abutment from the 
quarry downstream from the dam. 

The main access road from Siam to the dam was the only 
permanent construction feature completed prior to the war. 
Upon re-opening of the project in 1946, extensions of this road 
were completed to give permanent access to the three main fea
tures of the project. 

The longest of these three roads connected the upstream and 
downstream plant areas and was constructed in 1942. In 1946 
it was regraded to provide a 31-foot roadbed and extended to 
the parking areas and the site for the visitors' building. The 
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branch of this road to the filter plant was also regraded and 
extended to the east abutment of the dam. The old road from 
the Horseshoe Bridge to the lower construction plant area was 
regraded and extended for access to the powerhouse. 

Railroad 

The nearest rail point to the dam site was the Elizabetht?n, 
Tenn., station on the East Tennessee & Western North Caroln~a 
Railroad a distance of 9 miles by county road and the mam 
access rdad. Nearly all supplies, equipment, and material. for the 
Watauga project were shipped by rail to the siding at Elizabeth
ton and hauled by truck and truck-trailer to the dam site. Un
loading facilities consisted of a 20-ton-~apacity truck. crane and 
a 60-ton car unloading tower for handlmg heavy eqmpment. 

Construction bridges 

Four bridges were designed and built over the Watauga River 
by TV A field forces in 1942 as follows: 

1. Main access bridge, from State Highway No. 67. This was ~two-span 
deck girder structure with timber approach spans and with overall 
length of 342 feet and roadway 18 feet wide.. . 

2. Single-lane bridge upstream from dam. This bndge connected the 
upstream plant and the power tunnel int!lke areas. It was a 75-foot, 
single-span, steel deck truss structure with ea~th-fill app~oach abut
ments. This bridge was removed when the proJect closed m 1943 and 
was rebuilt in 1946. 

3. Bridge to powerhouse area. This bridge provided _access to the power 
tunnel heading. It was a 160-foot, two-span, smgle lane structure 
supported on three rock-fill crib type piers. 

4. A 160-foot suspension footbridge about 300 feet downstream from the 
dam axis. 

When construction was resumed in 1946 it was found that the 
deck of the main access bridge had weathered badly and a num
ber of the bent caps, stringers, and some. walk'Yay timber had 
rotted. A new deck was designed and bmlt durmg the su!llmer 
of 1946. Before placing the new deck, all rotted and poor timber 
in the bents and caps was replaced and original stringers were 
checked and brought to grade. The new decking consisted of 5-
by 9-inch planks spiked to 8- by 16-inch stringers. A wear sur
face of 2%- by 12-inch planks was laid diagonally and fastened 
with 60 d. nails to the decking. 

The guard rails were 8- by 12-inch timbers, bo.lted through the 
deck. The inside clearance between guard ralls measured 18 
feet 2 inches to allow a two-lane roadway. All timbers, except 
wearing-surface planks and small lumber used in construction, 
were creosoted timber procured from Nashville, Chattanooga & 
St. Louis Railway trestles at Camden, Tenn. 

Design data (live loads only) were as follows (no impact 
considered on timber) : 

For bridge spans: Total pounds 

Euclid model F truck ---------------------------------- 71,300 
2-cubic-yard power shovel -------------------=---------- 110,000 
Trailer-truck, international-Rodgers, 75-ton trailer _______ 180,000 

I 
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Pounds pe• 
square foot 

~~~'i:~d=================================================== ~g Windload--------------------------------------------------- 251 

1 On projected area. 

BUILDINGS AND UTILITIES 

BUILDINGS 

Upstream plant buildings 

The construction program in 1942 centered mainly around the 
upstream construction plant area where a few buildings were 
built and a number of existing farm structures were renovated 
for new uses. The following new buildings were completed: 
warehouse; combination garage-machine shop; and three 2_0- by 
20-foot portable buildings to be used as offices for field engmeer, 
safety officer, and time personnel. Small wings made space on 
the machine shop for blacksmith shop, welding shop, and office. 

Con&iderable savings resulted from use of existing farm buil~
ings. These remodeled structures served as shops for electri
cians, pipe fitters, riggers, and carpenters; as com~ussary, first 
aid building, construction superintendent's office, soil laboratory, 
oil house, cement house, and auxiliary warehouse. 

l\'lain plant buildings 

Because of the narrow width of available bank space, the 
building and yard areas at Watauga Dam extended for a much 
greater length than on most other projects. The downstream, 
or main construction plant buildings were located about three
fourths of a mile below the dam axis and about 11;2 miles below 
the upstream plant. Considerable cut and fill was necessary 
along the right bank to furnish sufficient space for the shops, 
warehouse, and yard areas. 

The administration building was a one~story timber frame 
structure 37 by 95 feet in plan. In addition to administrative 
and engineering personnel, this building provided f~r the ac
counting geology, and personnel branches. The hosp1tal was .a 
one-story timber frame building, 33 by 90 feet in plan. T~1s 
space was utilized for physician's qu.a~ter.s, X-ray, ~Itchen, dm
ing room nurses' room, surgery, stenhzabon, first a1d room, and 
general office (fig. 128, p. 38~). A timber frame buildin.g, 50 by 
210 feet was built and prov1ded equal space for a machme shop 
and a g~rage. Wood roof trusses utilizing shear keys for timber 
connections were used because of the shortage of and the neces
sity for the conservation of steel. A timber frame building, 50 
by 190 feet, was constructed for storage of repa~r parts, to?ls, 
permanent electrical equipment, and general supphes. A loadmg 
platform was built on one end and a screened porch on the other. 
The porch and a balcony on the building interior furnished ad.di
tional storage space. Figure 139 shows the warehouse, machme 
shop garage, and administration building. 
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FIGURE 139.-Watauga-warehouse, machine shop garage, and administration 
building from left to upper right. 

The foregoing buildings were completed during the initial 
period. When the project was r~opened in 1946, several n~w 
buildings were constructed, alterations were 1n:ade to the admm
istration building, and an addition and alteratwns wer.e made to 
the hospital. The following new buildings were des1gned and 
constructed by TV A : carpenter shop, personnel and time office, 
lunchroom, police office, and concrete and soils laboratory. 

Spillway tunnel plant buildings--contractor's 
Since there was no tunnel driving equipment readily available 

to the TV A in 1942, a contract for excavation of the spillway 
tunnel was let to a private company. 

The contractor's construction plant buildings were of wood 
construction and of a very temporary nature. They were lo
cated upstream from the dam, with maintenance shops situated 
close to the tunnel portals. The following buildings were con
structed by the contractor: office building, engineer's building, 
first aid building, warehouse, change house (250 lockers) com
pressor house, drill steel repair sheds, drill repair shop, and 
machine shop. 

Power tunnel plant buildings 
Timber frame buildings similar to those used at the Apalachia 

tunnel construction plant were constructed by TV A for the 
power tunnel construction plant. The principal buildings, de
scribed briefly, were as follows : 

r 
~ 

~ 
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Change house : 
70 by 22 feet with 10- by 12-foot boiler room and equipped with 125 

lockers. 
Blower house : 

40 by 16% feet, housing two blowers, built from corrugated metal. 
Compressor house: 

36 by 30 feet, housing one stationary compressor. 
Battery house: · 

20 by 19 feet with a 27- by 15-foot extension containing a trolley beam 
made up of two 8-inch 11% -pound channels. 

Drill shop: 
30 by 40 feet with a 12- by 20-foot drill repair room. 

In addition, a small mechanics' shed, a blacksmith shop, a 
powder magazine, and a cap house were erected. 

UTILITIES 

Raw water system 

During the first construction period, although a raw water 
supply system for the Watauga construction plant was designed 
by the field forces and partly installed, a pipe shortage made 
necessary the use of temporary water supply systems. In 1946 
when the project was resumed, a new intake structure was de
signed and built downstream from the spillway tunnel outlet. 
Original mains laid in 1942 in the shop areas, however, were 
connected to the new pipe lines, which were extended to suit 
conditions as the job progressed. 

Source of supply.-The main source of raw water supply was 
from three vertical pumps supported in a timber crib located 
near the right bank on the downstream river bend just below 
the spillway tunnel outlet. A supplemental supply was provided 
by a temporary pump located just below the downstream river 
bend, immediately north of the shop building area on the right 
bank. A third source of supply was from a pump located up
stream immediately south of the power tunnel access bridge 
near the left bank. Water from this source was used mainly in 
the power tunnel where a 3-inch line supplied water for drilling. 
This pump afforded fire protection for the blower, battery, change 
houses, and drill shop. 

Pumps.-The main system was supplied with water by three 
1100-gallon-per-minute at 530-foot-head electric motor driven 
vertical turbine pumps housed on a crib structure. One of these 
pumps was used as a standby to insure sufficient supply to meet 
the maximum demand at all times. An 8- by 10-inch flanged 
pipe reducing manifold connected the three pumps to the 10-
inch main. This main extended to two 50,000-gallon-capacity 
storage tanks located at a high point 2000 feet east of the right · 
bank and approximately on the axis of the dam. The tanks 
discharged into 10- and 12-inch mains which extended upstream 
and downstream respectively to the shop areas and quarry feeder 
lines and headers. 

Distribution system.-All raw water lines 4 inches in diameter 
and larger were of spiral welded steel pipe, asphalt coated, and 
buried to a depth of 2 to 3 feet below the ground surface. Rola-
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grip couplings were provided to connect every third length (120 
feet apart) where possible. Remaining joints were butt welded. 
Bends, tees, and branches were also butt welded unless other
wise specified. Valves 4 inches and larger were flanged iron 
body, wedge-gate type, faced and drilled 125 to 300 pounds 
American Standard. 

All pipe lines were either level, sloping upward to tanks, or 
provided with air release valves at the high point in the line to 
prevent air locks. Piping smaller than 4 inches in diameter was 
standard black steel threaded and coupled. 

Water for fire protection was supplied through 3- and 4-inch 
lines from the mains and connected to hydrants which were 
placed at strategic points throughout the construction plant area. 

Distribution lines in the aggregate quarry were constantly 
revised and headers in the dam fill quarry moved up as the 
quarry progressed. 

A 400-gallon-per-minute 100-foot-head booster pump was used 
for sluicing the dam fill to maintain a nozzle pressure of 100 
pounds per square inch when sluicing above elevation 1900. A 
smaller pump was used to maintain required pressure in the 
dam fill quarry. 

Tanks.-Two 50,000-gallon-capacity tanks were transferred 
from Fontana Dam for the main raw water system. They were 
20 feet high by 22 feet outside diameter and of 3-inch redwood. 
One 25,000-gallon tank was located downstream and one 15,000-
gallon tank was located upstream for temporary use and aban
doned when the main supply system was put into operation. All 
tanks had conical roofs with Ruberoid roofing and were equipped 
with inside and outside steel ladders, steel hoops, and flanged 
pipe connections. 

Treated water system 
During the first construction period, a temporary treated 

water system supplied by a natural spring was used in the up
stream construction area. Water was piped from the spring for 
a distance of 5690 feet to a temporary treatment plant consist
ing of a 5000-gallon raw water tank, a 2'500-gallon treated 
water rewash tank, a 10,000-gallon steel treated water storage 
tank and a filter house containing a 15-gallon-per-minute portable 
filter and a 40-gallon-per-minute pump. This system was ex
tended to serve the power intake tunnels by using a booster 
pump to fill a 5000-gallon storage tank on the opposite bank of 
the river. 

A separate system was installed to supply filtered water for 
the downstream plant area. A raw water pump located down
stream on the right bank supplied a treatment plant consisting 
of a 23,000-gallon raw water tank, a filter house containing four 
15-gallon-per-minute filters, and a 50,000-gallon wooden treated 
water tank. Two-inch pipelines from this tank supplied the hos
pital and downstream construction plant. 

When the project was reopened in 1946 this filter plant and 
the 50,000-gallon tank were removed. A new water treatment 
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plant was built adjacent to the two 50,000-gallon raw water 
tanks. New mains were connected to the old distribution system 
in the downstream area and were extended to serve the upstream 
area. The 23,000-gallon tank at the old plant was used for stor
age and two 6000-gallon storage tanks were added. The system 
was designed for later incorporation into the permanent water 
supply. 

Tunnel contractor's water supply 

Treated water was delivered to the tunnel contractor's con
struction plant through a 4-inch water line from a spring on the 
river'~ edge in TVA's upstream plant area. Separate systems 
supphed raw water to the compressor and tunnel headings. 

Sewerage system 

Job-made septic tanks of wooden construction, with local dis
posal fields, were provided for toilet facilities in the upstream 
plant area and the construction camp. Sewage from the main 
construction plant buildings in the downstream area was carried 
in an 8~inch concrete sewer pipe. The outfall was made by extend
ing the 8-in.ch sewer pipe through a 24-inch, 165-foot concrete pipe 
c~lver~ which crossed the access road and discharged into the 
nver JUst above the aggregate storage piles. Connections in this 
system were made to the administration building, main ware
house, garage, machine shop, and the workmen's toilet. 

A separate 6-inch concrete sewer line served the hospital and 
personnel building with outfall directly into the river. Sewers 
for the power tunnel change house near the inlet portal also 
discharged into the river. 

Compressed air 

Th~ :principal source of compressed air was a stationary plant 
contammg two compressors having a combined capacity of 5600 
cubic feet per minute. The main compressor building was lo
ca~ed on the right bank of the river, about 500 feet below the 
spillway tunnel outlet at elevation 1700, which was just above 
the high~st predicted water level. The building was of frame 
construction, 64 by 24 feet, with a 12-foot 6-inch wall height. 
Air was supplied for job operations in the main construction 
areas and shops. Isolated sections and those requiring a tem
pora~y supply were provided with portable compressors. 

Sptllway tunnel contractor.-Air for the spillway tunnel con
struction was supplied by the tunnel contractor from a 5200-
cubic-foot-per-minute capacity plant. Two stationary compres
sors discharged air to a single receiver and through 6-inch pipe
lines to the portals. 

Compressors.-Two compressors were transferred to Watauga 
and installed in the compressor building using as much of the 
original piping and as many of the valves and fittings as possible. 
One of these from Fontana was first used at Cherokee Dam. It 
was a Sullivan, twin angle, compound, stationary 3000-cubic
foot-per-minute electric motor driven unit, complet~ with Sulli-
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van No. 12 aftercooler. The second had been used at the Ken
tucky project. It was a Worthington, horizontal duplex, two
stage, 2600-cubic-foot-per-minute electric motor driven unit, 
complete with Worthington No. 10 aftercooler. 

Each compressor was equipped with a motor-generator set, 
automatic cooling water control, oil bath type air filters, and was 
driven by a 500-horsepower, 2200-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle electric 
motor. 

Distribution system.-A 10-inch main was connected to the 
south end, and a 6-inch main to the north end of an air receiver 
located adjacent to the compressor building. These lines extended 
to the upstream and downstream construction areas and to the 
power tunnel headings on the other side of the river, and to 
feeder and distribution lines supplying all parts of the job. Dis
tribution and feeder lines were 2 to 4 inches. All pipe 4 inches 
and larger in diameter was spiral welded steel in 40-foot lengths 
and connected by Rolagrip couplings. The pipe was covered on 
the outside only with two coats of a bituminous coating. Mois
ture separators with automatic drain traps were installed at low 
points in the lines. 

Air receiver.-An air receiver consisting of a horizontal steel 
tank, 5 feet in diameter by 24 feet long, was located adjacent to 
the building. Two auxiliary receivers were located on the right 
bank, one downstream and the other upstream from the dam. 
These tanks were designed for a working pressure of 125 pounds 
per square inch and in accordance with the ASME code. They 
were provided with a manhole, a flanged inlet and outlet, a 2-inch 
drain, three 3-inch pop safety valves set at 125-pound pressure, 
and one pressure gage. 

Gasoline and fuel oil 
The use of tank and grease trucks to service vehicles and 

equipment in the construction area enabled the concentration of 
fuel and lubricant storage at the point of delivery. Transport 
tank trucks delivered diesel fuel oil and gasoline to the job where 
it was pumped from the truck tank into elevated storage tanks
one for each type of fuel. Each tank had a capacity of 15,000 
gallons, was 10 feet 6 inches in diameter by 23 feet 4 inches long, 
was made of 1,4-inch steel plate welded throughout, and was sup
ported horizontally on steel bents. Both tanks were purchased 
new for the Fontana project and later transferred to Watauga. 

A 100-gallon-per-minute rotary-type_ fuel p~mp driven b~ a 
3-horsepower electric motor was used to pump either the gasolme 
or fuel oil to the elevated tanks. The tanks were filled through a 
single 2%-inch pipe connected to the pump discharge and to the 
bottom. of .each tank. A gasoline service check valve placed in 
the line between the tanks prevented the two fuels from mixing. 
The pump suction was conne<:!ted to an unloading hose with sedi
ment separator and to a pressure relief valve in a bypass. An air 
release valve, a gasoline meter, and a check valve were placed in 
the discharge line. 
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. K~rosene, grease, and various lubricants were delivered to the 
JOb m 55-gallon drums and stored in a warehouse. 

Power supply 

Const~uction J?OW~r at Watauga Dam was provided by tapping 
the 44-kllovolt Circmt extending from Wilbur Dam to Cranberry 
and Mountain City. 

Tunnel contractor.-Power for the tunnel contractor was fur
nished by TV A at 2300 volts. 

. Subst,ation.-The .main construction substation initially con
sisted of three 667-kilovolt-ampere 44- to 2.4-kilovolt oil insulated 
self-cooled transformers connected in delta and located on the 
r~ght bank of the river downstream from the dam site at eleva
bon 1750. When construction was deferred these transformers 
~ere. transferred to anot?-er project. Upon resuming construe
bon m 1946, two 1250-kllovolt-ampere 44- to 2.4-kilovolt trans
formers con~ected in open delta were used. At a later date the 
third 1250-kilovolt-ampere 44- to 2.4-kilovolt transformer was 
place~ in operation closing the delta and increasing the total 
capacity of the construction subst.ation to 3750 kilovolt amperes. 

On November 1, 1949, the 44-kilovolt power supply from Wil
bur Da~ was converted to 66 kilovolts and the main construction 
substatiOn was changed over by replacing the three 1250-kilovolt
ampere transformers with two banks of three 200-kilovolt
ampere 66-. to 2.4-kilovolt ~ransformers. However, only one bank 
was energized and at this stage of construction the one bank 
was sufficient to fulfill power requirements. 

The sw~tch. house contain~d a 2200-volt switchboard consisting 
of one mam lme panel and SIX feeder panels. Disconnect switches 
were provided for each panel. 

The main line panel con~isted of a manually operated 1200-
a~p~re ~hree-pole 50,000-kllovolt-ampere interrupting capacity 
011 circmt breaker, a voltmeter, an ammeter, voltmeter· and am
~eter transfer switches, all mounted on a sheet steel panel 24 
mches wide and 76 inches high. 

Each feeder pan~l consisted of 3: manuall:y operated 600-ampere 
three-pole 50,000-kilovolt-ampere mterruptmg capacity oil circuit 
breaker, an ammeter, an ammeter transfer switch, and a watt
hour meter all mounted on a sheet steel panel 24 inches wide and 
76 inches high. · 

Electrical distribution.-Initially, the ·electrical distribution 
syst~m consisted of four 2200-volt 3-phase circuits. As electrical 
reqmrem~nts increased, the distribution system was enlarged to a 
total. of six 220~-volt 3-phase circuits. Transformer banks were 
provided at varwus load centers for stepping the voltage down to 
11~, ~20, or 440 _volts as required. All equipment in the shop 
bmldmgs was designed for 220-volt operation. Conveyors screens 
and other related equipment operated at 440 volts. The' air com~ 
pressors and raw water pumps operated at 2200 volts. 

The camp distribution system consisted of one 2200-volt 3-
phase primary circuit. Standard single phase distribution type 
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transformers were provided to step down the voltage from 2200 
to 110/220 volts. Each transformer installation included a set of 
fusible cutouts and a set of lightning arresters. The total kilovolt
ampere capacity of the distribution transformers was equally 
divided between the three phases giving essentially a balanced 
load on the three-phase circuit. '!'he camp consisted of three 
dormitories and a tent camp. The hospital and personnel and 
time office located nearby were also served by the camp circuit. 

Power for aggregate handling system.-Power for the aggre
gate crushing plant was ~upplied by one 2200-volt three-phase 
circuit. The total motor load at the crushing plant was 796 
horsepower, of which 475 horsepower was operated at 2200 volts, 
3··phase, and the remaining 321 horsepower was operated at 440 
volts, 3 phase. The 440-volt load was supplied from a bank of 
three 100-kilovolt-ampere single-phase distribution-type trans
formers, 2200 to 440 volts, centrally located in the plant and 
connected in delta. The two primary crushers ( 150-horsepower 
each), the secondary crusher (75 horsepower), and the sand cone 
crusher (100 horsepower) were all 2200-volt, 3-phase motors 
while the conveyors, conveyor brushes, screens, feeders, and sand 
classifier were operated at 440 volts. 

The entire system was interlocked in such a manner that no 
piece of equipment could discharge material into or on a piece of 
equipment that was at a standstill. If for any reason a piece of 
equipment stopped, the equipment feeding material to it would 
automatically stop. This type of interlocking system has a further 
advantage in that the operator can go directly to a piece of equip
ment that has stopped because of some mechanical or electrical 
failure. 

Four control stations were utilized in the Watauga crushing 
plant. Control station A was located at primary crusher No. 1 
and material could be moved from this point to bin A, provided 
that the gate at the bin was in the bin position. If the gate was 
in the screen position then control station B located near bin A 
had to start the conveyor discharging onto the primary storage 
pile before control station A could begin operation. Likewise, 
control stations C and D, located at the secondary crusher and 
bin B respectively, were dependent upon each other for moving 
of material from the primary storage pile through the remaining 
crushing and screening operations to final storage as either of 
two sizes of crushed rock or sand. 

Power consumption.-The power consumed for construction of 
Watauga Dam from the resumption of construction July 22, 1946, 
through January 1949, was 23,711,600 kilowatt-hours. The maxi
mum 30-minute demand recorded was 2880 kilowatts, which 
occurred in January 1948. 

RIVER DIVERSION FACILITIES 

Tunnel 
River diversion by tunnel was necessary because of the topog

raphy at the dam site and the type of structure. The construe-
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over the enhre length, .between abutments. The tunnel design 
features were based o~ Its later use as a spillway and sluiceway. 
It was located. on the nght ?~nk because a relatively short length 
would be reqmred ~nd conditions below its exit made only a small 
amo~nt ?f ex~avat~on ne~essary. The construction, by contract, 
?f this nver diverswn, spillway and sluiceway tunnel is described 
m Chapter 6, "Construction." 

Cofferdams 

Records of ~oods at Butler, Tenn., show a maximum stage of 
2?.4 feet. This occurred August 13, 1940, when the computed 
discharge ~mounted to 71,500 cubic feet per second. This is also 
the app~oximate peak flow at the dam site. A peak flow of 130 _ 
000 cubic feet per seco:t:d, which. is 82 percent greater than the 
above record, wa~ provided for m the design of the permanent 
structures. An mflow of 23,000 cubic feet per second with a 
tu?nel outflow ?f 14,800 cubic feet per second was used to deter
rome the elevatwn 1728 feet of the upstream diversion cofferdam 
and 16S~ of the downstream cofferdam. The frequency of this 
volume Is 4.5 years. 

Coffer?ams ap-proximately 200 feet long, made up of 8-foot
sq~are hmbe~ cri~s and filled with tunnel muck and clay were 
bmlt at the diVerswn tunnel portals as the invert was below low 
water level. Thes~ cofferdams also served as temporary road
ways for construction purposes. 

b 
A rock fill dyke cofferdam built across the river channel just 

elow the upstream portal was used for diversion of the river 
through .the tunnel. A similar but smaller one across the river 
channel JUS! above the downstream portal prevented the tailwater 
from reachmg the construction area. Figure 140 shows a section 
of the upstream cofferdam which was designed to become the 
upstream toe of the main dam structure. 

QUARRY FACILITIES 

The locati?ns, with respect to the dam, of the quarries used for 
the pr?ductwn of rock fill, filter blanket, and aggregates are 
shown m figure 158, page 462. 

Rock fill quarry area 

The rock for the dam fill was obtained from Gardens Bluff on 
t~e left bank of the Watauga River downstream from the dam 
SI~e. The first 9-uarry area was cleared and stripped during the 
wmter and sprmg months of 1947, and drill benches and other 
prepar.atory work were started April 2, 1947. During the initial 
operat101_1 on the drill roads, using wagon drills, drifters, and 
stope~s It was found that the rock was exceedingly hard and 
abrasive. Well ~rilling progress was very slow· the average 
depth ?f ~ole ~nlled per bit dressing was less than 1 5 feet 
The prm~Ipal difficulty was the loss of gage on the bit· due t~ 
the abrasiveness of the rock. Factory representatives and metal-
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FIGURE 140.-W atauga-section of upstream river diversion cofferdam. 

lurgists were consulted an~ diff~rent methods of dressing and 
tern erin the bits were tned w1thout success. 

The fi!st well drill started operation May 14, 1947, and bJ
tween July 11 and September 11 several small blasts "iere rna ~ 
on the elevation 1750 bench. These blasts produced on Y a sma d 

arda e for use in the dam. Because of th1s slo~ progres~ an 
ihe c!st of the well drill operations, it was dec1dedd to d~IVe a 
system of coyote blasting tunnels in the bluff further owns ream 
from the first quarry area. f 1 f 

ote tunnel blasting method proved so succes~ u or 
b{~e. c~yrock fill for the dam that well drilling operatwns for 

~hi:1~~rpose were abandoned. Only three large blasts were 
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required to provide rock fill to complete the dam. This same 
method was also used to obtain rock fill for the similar South 
Holston Dam. A comprehensive account of this method with 
pertinent statistical data is given under "Large Scale Quarry 
Blasts-Watauga and South Holston," starting on page 461. 

Aggregate quarry 

The quarry from which rock was obtained to produce aggre
gate and sand was located on the right bank of the river 800 
to 1000 feet upstream from the dam (figs. 137 and 158). The 
rock was a cherty dolomite having a specific gravity of 2.84. It 
was in part brecciated, but had been recemented with silica and 
calcite so that it was very hard, tough, and abrasive. The rock 
was free from deleterious matter except for deep clay pockets. 
Table 13 is a quantity and cost summary of operations in the 
aggregate quarry. 

Exploration drilling disclosed overburden up to 7.5 feet deep 
and about 40 feet deep in a shallow ravine at the quarry center 
which made it necessary to condemn a narrow strip from use. 
In developing the quarry, some clay overburden was removed by 
sluicing. When concrete aggregates were being produced, how
ever, a considerable amount of material from the quarry was 
wasted because of the high percentage of clay which was subse-

TABLE 13.-W atauga-aggregate quarry quantity and cost summary 

Production: Toms 
Total rock shot in quarry ----------------------------------- 685,271 
Loss and waste -------------------------------------------- 58,538 

Total usable quarried rock --------------------------------- 626,733 

Operation: 
Drilling: 

Direct labor ---------------------------------------------
Wagon drills-3,836 hours---------------------------------
Well drills-6,530 hours -----------------------------------
Compressed air distribution -------------------------------
Drill shop, warehouse issues, equipment operation lubricants, 

miscellaneous small expense ------------------------------

Cost 
per ton 

$0.110 
.046 
.167 
.075 

.042 

Total drilling ----------------------------------------- .440 
Blasting: 

Direct labor ---------------------------------------------- .022 
Dynamite and nitramon (264,287 pounds or 0.42 lb/ton) _______ .056 
Blasting supplies ----------------------------------------- .026 
Equipment operating miscellaneous small expense ------------- .003 

Total blasting------------------------------------------- .107 
Quarry service and operating and expense -------------------------- .004 
Plant depreciation (stripping) ----------------------------------- .049 

Total cost f. o. b. quarry floor ---------------------------------- .600 

Distribution of quarried rock: Toms 

To primary crusher No. 1 ----------------------------------- 565,742 
To dam rock fill -------------------------------------------- 60,991 
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uently washed out in the sand classifier. A~so, the ~ough abr~
;ive nature of the rock caused considerable difficulty m2ihe opei-
ation of the sand crushers. This is discussed O!l page ~ d. t 

Primary blast holes in the quarry were 9 mches m . Iame er 
and s aced about 30 feet apart. Crawler-~y~e well dnlls _were 
used t~ drill these holes, and secondary bl~stmg was a~c?mt~f1I:ecl by jackhammer drilling. Four wagon dnlls were use m I 1 mg 
for secondary blasts at the toe of th~ quarry face. _ 

s\rpply to the aggregate plant reqmred up to 100. tons of qu~r. 
hed rock per hour. This rock was hauled to the pnmary crus 1 ~1 in 6-cubic-yard Koehring Du~ptcr trucks loaded by two 1 ;2-
cubic-yard shovels and a 3-cubic-yard shovel. 

Drilling cost 
Table 14 gives drilling costs per net op.erating h~m· for .Wfg~n 

drills, churn drills, and diamond core dnlls .operatmg mam Y m 
the quarries and for surge chamber excavatwn. 

T c\BLE 14.-Watauga-drilling costs-mainly in quarries and surge chamber 

Item Wagon 
drills 

9-inch 
churn drills 

26 10 Number of drills operated ---------------------------- 19 335 12,384 Net operating hours --------------------------------- (i) (') 

~~~llf~gf:~~t d~~~e1in-e-;r-f~~t-========================== ·------------ ------------~ 

Diamond 
core drills 

4 
5,089 

11,089 
$6.411 

Cost per net operating hour 

Operation: $2.594 $3.906 $3.069 

g~~~~.!:'!'d al;-~i;t-~lb;;~i,;-,:;-====================== 2.363 -----======= =====-------Electric power drstnbutwn ----------------------- ------------ ----- .320 .139 
Fuel --------------.------------------------------ --------051- .o1s ------------
Misc~naneous operatmg expense --================ 1:240 2.245 .498 

~1~{~~b~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==================== -------~5oii- -------i.5oo =---1~5oo 
Total operation cost ---------------------------- 6.7 481 8·987 5·

206 

Other drilling expense: .397 .490 .458 

i;~;:~al~b,;-.-:-s-:.."tti,:;;r:,;:r;~-,;:;;,~i;;g;-;t'c~-============== ·815 1:m --------6~571 

i~~i :~t~~::~r!{io~=====================;===-=== =======1=-~ii= -------~~~=- --------1~~=~ Transport, handle, and resharpen (churn dnll b•ts ----- 4.094 ------------

E~~f;{,;,:;t·;;j;';r-;ti~;;-============================= =======-4oo- -------~457- --------~718 
Shop work, miscellaneous expense ---------------- ____ · _ ----1----

3.335 8.214 8.762 Total other drill expense ---------------------- ==='====]======!==== 
17.201 13.968 Total drilling cost per hom· --------------------------

1 Not available. 

AGGREGATE PLANT 

Material produced and costs 

10.083 

Rock for the production of all aggregate used ~n th~b ~a.ta~ta 
project was supplied from the aggregate quarry escn e m e 
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preceding paragraphs. A view of the aggregate plant is shown 
in figure 141. The general arrangement of the plant is shown in 
figure 142. 

A variety of crushed rock was produced by the aggregate plant, 
including: 

1. Coarse filter material (dust to 12-inch) -121,000 tons. Coarse and fine 
filter materials were used in the dam between the impervious clay 
core and the quarry run rock fill. The coarse filter material was 
produced directly by primary crusher No. 1 and was loaded into 
trucks from storage bin A. 

2. Fine filter material and road stone (dust to 114 inch)-237,000 tons. 
These two materials were identical and were produced to meet a 
specified gradation. This product required the operation of the entire 
plant with the exception of the aggregate stackers, and the sand 
classifier. The materials were loaded into trucks from bin B. 

3. Concrete aggregate-202,000 tons-including 130,000 tons of coarse 
aggregate and 72,000 tons of sand. Coarse aggregate was separated 
into two sizes ( 4 mesh to '%, inch) and ( '%, to 114 inch). Operation 
of the entire plant was required to produce these materials. Concrete 
aggregates were placed in storage piles by means of stackers and 
were reclaimed from these piles into the hatching plant bins by 
means of a crawler crane equipped with a clamshell bucket. 

The cost per ton of the aggregate at various storage and de
livery points is given in table 15. 

Plant operation and equipment 

Primary crushing.-Equipment at primary crusher No. 1 in
cluded a 30- by 42-inch Telsmith jaw crusher and a 48-inch by 
12-foot apron feeder. The crusher was driven by a 150-horse
power motor and had a capacity of 175 tons per hour for a 6-inch 
discharge setting. Rock was delivered to the feeder in Koehring 
Dumptor trucks which were loaded at the quarry by two 2%
cubic-yard power shovels. The product of primary crusher No. 1 

FIGURE 141.-W atauga-aggregate plant. 
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was carried to bin A and primary crusher No. 2 on 36-inch con
veyor W-1. When coarse filter material was being produced, 
conveyor W-1 discharged directly into bin A, which had a capac
ity of 150 tons. 

When concrete aggregate or fine filter material was being pro
duced, conveyor W-1 discharged onto a 4- by 10-foot single deck 
scalping screen (31;2-inch square openings), which was mounted 
near bin A. Oversize from this screen discharged into a No. 16B 
Telsmith gyratory crusher for further reduction. This primary 
crusher No. 2 was driven by a 150-horsepower motor. The 
crusher product, together with material passing through the 
scalping screen, was carried to the primary stockpile on 30-inch 
conveyor W-2. The purpose of primary crusher No. 2 was to 
reduce the large material produced by the first crusher to a size 
which could be conveniently handled and stored. 

TABLE 15.-Watauga-aggregate plant operation-cost and quantity summary 

Aggregate cost at various storage and delivery points 
Cost 

per ton 

Quarried rock f. o. b. primary crusher No. 1 ----------------------- $0.882 
Operation of primary crusher No.1, conveyor W-1, and storage bin A__ .185 

Total cost crusher stone f. o. b. bin A (coarse filter material) or 
primary crusher No. 2 ----------------------------------- 1.067 

Operation of primary crusher No.2 conveyor W-2 and scalper screen__ .112 

Total cost of crusher stone f. o. b. primary storage ---------- 1.179 
Operation of reclaiming tunnel, secondary crusher, conveyors W-3, W-4, 

and W -5, screens and bin B ------------------------------------ .258 

Total cost crushed stone f. o. b. stacker conveyor W-8 and W-9, 
sand plant, or storage bin B ------------------------------ 1.437 

Operation of storage conveyors W-8 and W-9 ---------------------- .099 

Total cost of coarse concrete aggregate f. o. b. storage pile______ 1.536 
Special fines-fine filter material for dam and road surfacing material: 

Crushed stone f. o. b. sand plant ----------------------------- 1.437 
Sand plant operation ---------------------------------------- .367 

Total cost of special fines f. o. b. storage bin B ---------------
Sand: 

Crushed stone f. o. b. sand plant -----------------------------
Sand plant operation ---------------------------------------
Material wasted in manufacturing sand -----------------------

1.804 

1.437 
.367 
.101 

Total cost sand f. o. b. storage pile -------------------------- 1.905 
Tons 

Total quarried rock received at crushing plant--------------- 565,742 

Distribution: 
Coarse filter material ---------------------------------- 121,189 
Crushed stone for concrete aggregate -------------------- 130,272 
Special fines ------------------------------------------- 237,481 
Sand ------------------------------------------------- 71~76 

Total --------------------------------------------------- 560,718 
Material wasted in manufacturing sand ------------------ 5,024 
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Secondary crushing.-A 24-inch conveyor W-3 carried mate
rial from the primary storage pile to the secondary crushing 
plant. The conveyor was fed by a 36-inch by 5-foot reciprocat
ing plate feeder which was mounted under the reclaiming tunnel 
gate. At the secondary crushing plant a Symons 3-foot standard 
cone crusher, driven by a 100-horsepower motor, was operated 
in closed circuit with a 4- by 10-foot scalping screen, and re
duced the rock to a size which would pass the 11,4.-inch-square 
screen openings. Material passing the screen was carried on 
24-inch conveyor W-5 to the structure containing bin B, the 
coarse aggregate sizing screen, and the fine aggregate crushing 
plant. 

Fine crushing and aggregate .sizing.-For production of con
crete aggregate, conveyor W-5 discharged onto a 4- by 10-foot 
triple-deck sizing screen mounted above bin B. Oversize from 
the upper and middle decks furnished the two sizes of coarse 
concrete aggregate. The desired quantity of each was conveyed 
to storage piles on 24-inch stackers W-8 and W-9. Excess of 
the two sizes together with oversize material from the bottom 
deck (1/8 to 1,4 inch) was used for the manufacture of sand. 
Material passing the bottom deck (minus 1Js inch) was carried 
on conveyor W-12 to a flume leading to the sand classifier. 
Equipment for the manufacture of sand included a 3-foot Tel
smith Gyrasphere crusher, a 40- by 22-inch Telsmith roll crusher, 
a 4- by 10-foot double deck vibrating screen which was operated 
in closed circuit with the two crushers, and a bucket elevator 
which conveyed the product of the two crushers to the screen. 
Both crushers were driven by 75-horsepower motors. 

Feed to the Gyrasphere crusher consisted of material from the 
triple deck screen together with a part of the oversize from the 
top deck of the double deck screen. Feed to the roll crusher 
consisted usually of oversize material from each deck of the dou
ble deck screen, although oversize from the bottom deck of the 
triple deck screen could also be directed to this crusher. Sand 
was carried from the double deck screen, on conveyor W-11, to 
a flume leading to the sand classifier. The sand consisted of all 
material passing the lower deck (0.064 by 0.279-inch openings) 
together with a part of the material passing the upper deck 
C% 6-inch square openings). A 5- by 30-foot Dorr rake classifier 
was used to remove clay and excess fines, and to dewater the 
sand. The product of the classifier was carried to storage on 
24-inch conveyor W-6 and radial stacker W-7. Overflow from 
the classifier was wasted. 

For the production of fine filter material and road stone, ap
proximately 60 percent of the material on conveyor W-5 was 
discharged directly into bin B. The remainder of the rock was 
discharged onto the triple deck screen and was processed in a 
manner similar to that used for the manufacture of sand. Fines 
from the two screens were carried on the reversible conveyors 
W-11 and W-12 to bin B instead of to the flumes. 
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Sand plant alterations 

When the plant was first put into operation, it was found that 
the sand prod.uced was much too coarse, and several changes 
were made to 1mprove the sand gradation. As originally set up, 
the bucket elevator discharged onto a 4- by 7-foot single deck 
magnetic vibrating screen with 4-mesh openings. This screen 
was f?rmerly. used at Fontana Dam for screening cement. All 
matenal passmg through the screen was carried by a launder to 
the sand classifier, while the oversize was recirculated to the 
sand crushers. 

In an attempt to decrease the amount of coarse material in the 
sand, a second deck, with 8-mesh screen openings, was installed 
below the existing deck. The lower end of this deck was pro
vided with a sliding gate, which made it possible to add a certain 
percentage of the -4, +8 mesh material to the sand product 
The additional load resulting from the second deck so dampened 
the screen vibrations that the operation was very unsatisfactory. 
The screen was then replaced by a 4- by 10-foot double-deck 
screen transferred from Wilson Dam. Since it was in poor con
dition and required excessive maintenance, and had insufficient 
cai?acity, it was operated only until a new screen was purchased. 
Th1s was a double-deck vibrating screen with ~i 6-inch openings 
in the top deck and 0.064 by 0.273-inch screen openings in the 
lower deck. It was equipped with a sliding gate for the purpose 
described above. 

The operation of the roll crusher was also unsatisfactory. The 
capacity of the crusher springs was not sufficient to prevent the 
hard, tough, and abrasive rock from spreading the rolls and 
passing through without being crushed. Also, the wear on the 
roll.s was very uneven, resulting in gaps between them through 
whiCh uncrushed material could pass. Additional springs and 
new mountings were furnished by the manufacturer, which dou
bled the spring tension and resulted in some improvement in 
crushing efficiency. Abrasive blocks were mounted on the rolls 
to equalize the wear. These changes made continued operation 
of the crusher possible but not entirely satisfactory. This roll 
crusher was replaced by a cone crusher when the plant was trans
ferred to the South Holston project. 

The rate of sand production at Watauga Dam seldom exceeded 
20 tons per hour. This was considerably less than the expected 
34 tons per hour as indicated by the flow diagram shown in 
figure 142. 

Inspection and testing 

Engineering work in connection with the operation of the 
aggregate plant, exclusive of design and cost work, was per
formed by field and materials engineers. Field engineers per
formed all survey work and took all cross sections of the quarry 
and various stockpiles for monthly or other estimates. A mate
rials engineer was responsible for testing and inspection in con
nection with aggregate production which included concrete ag-
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gregate for the dam and highway structures, fine and coarse fil
ter material for the dam, and highway road stone. A materials 
tester was assigned to the aggregate plant laboratory to assist 
in this work. On occasions when the concrete placing inspectors 
were free of their usual duties they also assisted in the inspec
tion and testing work at the aggregate plant. 

Daily quarry inspection was made to see that the quality of 
rock being crushed in the primary crusher and going into the 
primary storage pile was suitable for the type of material being 
processed in the secondary plant. Testing of the aggregates at 
the plant was confined to the making of screen analyses and belt 
tonnage samples. These belt tonnage tests were taken fre
quently so that the proper adjustments could be made to balance 
the product of the plant. Equipment necessary for making these 
tests was installed in a field laboratory near the crusher plant 
and included a Ro-tap screening machine, a Ty-lab screen ma
chine, drying ovens, weighing balances and scales, and other small 
items of laboratory equipment. 

CONCRETING FACILITIES 

Compared with tunnel driving and earth- and rock-fill plac
ing, the concreting at Watauga was a relatively minor item, only 
some 80,000 cubic yards being placed in all features and struc
tures. The principal facilities provided for the preparation and 
delivery of the concrete to the site of concreting operations in
cluded those for cement handling and storage, hatching plants, 
mixer trucks, and an inclined railway. 

The equipment and methods used for placing the concrete after 
it had been delivered to the site of concreting operations are 
described in Chapter 6, "Construction." The formwork neces
sary for the concrete is also described in that chapter. 

Cement handling and storage 

Bagged cement was used for concrete hatching. The bags 
were unloaded at the railroad siding at Elizabethton, Tenn., and 
transported by truck to the dam site, where they were stored hi 
sheds at the hatching plants. A breakdown of bag cement costs 
including handling to job storage is given in table 16. At the 
downstream hatching plant, cement was loaded manually directly 
from a storage shed which was located on a slope adjacent to 
the plant and at the same elevation as the hatching floor. The 
upstream plant was built on level ground, and the cement house 
was located on this level and adjacent to the aggregate bins. 
Large scale pans were loaded from the cement shed and lifted by 
crane to a platform over the cement hatchers. From here the 
bags were handled manually to fill the hatchers as required. 

Hatching plants 

Two concrete hatching plants were used. Plant No. 1 was 
located upstream from the dam near the aggregate plant. Con
crete for all upstream structures was dispatched from this plant. 
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T.\IILE 16.-Watau!{a-ba!{ cement co.<l.< 

Quantity: Bags 

Gross purchased ------------------------------------------- 723,739 
Uncovered 0.99 percent ------------------------------------- 7,147 

Net cement used ----------------------------------------- 716,592 

Unloading and handling: Cost per bag 

Direct labor ------------------------------------------------ $0.062 
Equipment operation ---------------------------------------- .061 
Miscellaneous expense ---------------------------------------

Subtotal --------------------------------------------------- .123 
Unrecovered ------------------------------------------------ .007 

Total unloading and handling ------------------------------ .130 

Cement cost f. o. b. railhead: 
Firstcost___________________________________________________ .533 
Freight ---------------------------------------------------- .135 

Total cement cost f.o.b. railhead ____________________________ .668 

Total cement cost per bag f.o.b. job storage _________________ .798 

Plant No. 2 was located below the powerhouse area and supplied 
concrete for the powerhouse, control building, and all down
stream structures. A crane was used to charge the aggregate 
bins and, at the upstream plant, handled scale pans loaded with 
bagged cement. Blaw-Knox beam scales were used in both plants 
for hatching the aggregates. The water hatcher in plant No. 1 
was the volumetric type while a Neptune water meter was used 
at plant No. 2. The latter was considered more satisfactory. A 
steam boiler heated by a fuel-oil burner warmed the mixing water 
during cold weather. Costs per cubic yard of operating the two 
hatching plants are broken down in table 17. 

Air entraining agent.-Vinsol Resin NVX was used as an air 
entraining agent. It was cheap, easy to use, and entirely satis
factory. It improved workability greatly, and as indicated by 
exhaustive tests, increased the durability of all concrete. Vinsol 
Resin was mixed with hot water in the main laboratory to a 
20-percent solution and delivered in drums to the hatching plants, 
where it was further diluted to a 5-percent solution before being 
introduced into the concrete mix. Small calibrated cups of vari
ous sizes were used for this purpose. 

In the early stages of concreting, Vinsol Resin was used only 
in the concrete where the pumpcrete machine was used for plac
ing. In these cases the ease of pumping, or improved workabil
ity, was noticeable. It was later decided to use air entrainment 
in all concrete. When placing conditions required the use of 
chutes, air entrainment proved helpful in lessening segregation 
to a large extent. 
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TABLE 17.-Watauga-batching plant operation costs 

Hatching plant No. 1 

Quantity-55 380 cubic yards concrete c b" d 
. ' ost per cu tc yar 

Opera~1on: -------------------- $0.846 D1rect labor ---------------------------- 129 
Raw ~ater distr~bu~ion .-------------------------------------- ·

011 Electnc powe~ d1~tnl;mb~n ----------------------------------- ·018 
Compressed a1r d1stnbutwn ---------------------------------- · 

Equit~~~~ ~~~~~t~~~~s -------------------------------------- .424 
Tractors 287 hours -------------------------------------- .025 
Miscellaneous equipment --------------------------------- .031 

Miscf!llaneous expense ----------------------------------=-=== :8~~ 

~:~~~~~ati~;-===========================================-=---~ 
Total hatching plant No. 1 operation -----------------------

Hatching plant No.2 

Quantity-38,470 cubic yards concrete 
Operation: 

Direct labor -----------------------------------------------
Raw water distribution -------------------------------------
Electric power distribution -----------------------------------

1.639 

.897 

.272 

.052 

Equit~~~~ i,~~~tt~~~s -------------------------------------- .709 
Tractors 900 hours -------------------------------------- .153 
Miscellaneous equipment --------------------------------- .014 

Gas and oil issues ------------------------------------------- .025 
Miscf!llaneous expense --------------------------------------- ·g~~ 

~:~~~~lati~;-================================================ :245 

Total hatching plant No.2 operation ------------------------ 2.433 

Mixer trucks 

Eight 2-cubic-yard transit trucks (fig. 143)! 6 with Jaeger 
mixers and 2 with Rex mixers, were used to ~I~ and transport 
all concrete for the various structures: MI~mg water was 
hatched at the plant along with the _other mgredients. The truck 
mixers did not produce a fully umform concrete, ~nd the con
sistency from one batch to another would va.ry considerabl;v. At 
times it was necessary to add water to the mixers upon. arnva~ at 
the forms. This was done mainly to speed up the. dischargmg 
rate In order to maintain a satisfactory productiOn schedule, 
it w·as necessary throughout the enti!e job ~o run concrete of a 
wet consistency because of the slow dischargmg rate of the truck 
mixers. This required a higher cement content than should have 
been used for the best results. 

Inclined railway 

An inclined railway (figure 144) was used to transpo~t con
crete filled buckets, riser pipe sections and other matenal for 
construction of the surge tank. It was located near the ap-
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FIGURE 143.-W atauga-transit truck mixPrs charging hopper on pumpcrete machine. 

proach of the powerhouse bridge on the right bank of the river 
and extended up the 45° slope for 500 feet to the top of the 
surge tank where a 20-ton stiffieg derrick was used to lift the 
concrete filled buckets or pipe sections from the incline car to 
the tank opening. The empty buckets were returned to the car 
platform and lowered to the incline base. The loaded inclined 
car was pulled up the slope at a speed of 200 feet per minute to 
make the one-way trip in about 21;2 minutes. The weight of the 
car with maximum live load was about 23,000 pounds. 

A Washington double-drum steam-driven hoist mounted to one 
side and about 30 feet behind the foot of the incline was used to 
raise and lower the car. The main drum of the hoist was wound 
with 1200 feet of 11;8-inch-diameter plow steel hoisting rope 
which was carried over a path of rollers, up the slope along one 
side of the track, and around a 60-inch-diametcr head sheave 
where it was fixed to the car body. 

Inclined track.-The car rails were supported on two 8- by 
16-inch timber stringers on 8-foot centers. The stringers ex
tended the entire length of the 500-foot 45° slope and were sup
ported by 8- by 8-inch posts spaced 10 feet apart. The posts were 
doweled to the rock and grouted, and the stringers were bolted 
to the rock at each end of the incline and at one intermediate 
point. The stringer supports carried the vertical weight of the 
loaded car only; the forces from the car cable were counteracted 
by the concrete footings at the incline head. The footings sup
ported the head sheave which was mounted on a 41'fi 6-inch~ 
diameter axle fixed in a structural steel frame. The sheave was 
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Fu;uim 144.-Watauga-inclined railway to surge tank plaza. 
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60 inches in diameter and grooved for 1%-inch-diameter cable. 
The sheave, steel frame, and footings were designed for a cable 
tension of 30,000 pounds. 

Inclined c.ar.-The car was equipped with a 4-inch timber 
platform measuring 8 by 12 feet with a removable pipe railing 
on four sides. The platform was mounted on a structural steel 
car body at a 45° angle, making the platform horizontal when 
the car was in position on the slope. The frame was fabricated 
using 8-inch double channel sections for the wheel mountings 
and 8-inch beams with angle bracing for the cross members. 
Four cast steel, double-flanged, 20-inch-diameter, roller-bearing 
crane wheels were mounted on fixed axles in the car body. The 
axles were spaced 16 feet 6 inches center to center with wheels 
mounted to run on an 8-foot gage 70-pound ASCE rail inclined 
track. Each end of the car body was equipped with two 8-inch
diameter coil compression spring bumpers. 

Derrick operating costs 

The cost per net operating hour of derrick operation is given 
in table 1,8. 

TABLE 18.-W atauga-derrick operating costs 

Item 

Number of derricks ---------------------------------
Net operating hours ----------------------------------

Operation: 
Direct labor ------------------------------------
Electric power distribution -----------------------
Lubricants -------------------------------- ______ _ 
Miscellaneous warehouse and other expense _______ _ 
Repairs __ ---__________________________ ----__ ----

Depreciation ----------------------------- __ ------

Total operation cost ---------------------------

Erect and dismantle: Hours 
Derrick No. 341 at surge plaza ____________ 2,816.0 
Derrick No. 340 at powerhouse ____________ 2,055.5 
Derrick No. 342 at sluiceway tower ________ 1,103.0 
Derrick No. 340 at morning glory _________ 3,227.5 

20-ton 20-ton 45-ton 
stiffleg stiffleg guy 
derrick derrick derrick 
No. 340 No. 341 No. 342 

1 1 1 
5,283 2,816 1,103 

Cost per net operating hour 

$5.070 
.527 
.055 
.055 

1.180 
.768 

$5.855 $5.594 
.559 .982 
.006 .001 

1.133 2.006 
9.989 2.005 

1--------1----
7 .6;)5 8.542 10.588 

____________ I 3.983 ___________ _ 

7.401 ~------------ ------------------------ ------------1 18.796 
.860 ------------ ------------

SOUTH HOLSTON 

The general plan, elevations and sections of the principal 
project features for which construction plant facilities were 
designed and provided at South Holston are shown in figure 62, 
page 168. The two periods of construction and the principal 
quantities involved are given in Chapter 6, "Con:;;truction." Also 
in chapter 6 are the descriptions of the equipment and facilities 
used for driving the tunnels and shafts and placing the earth 
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core of the dam. In many instances it is impracticable to sepa
rate the descriptions of equipment and f~cilities fr~m actual con
struction operations. General informatiOn regardmg t~e South 
Holston construction plant is given first, then the mam plant 
facilities provided are described in the following ~rder: ~~c~ss 
Facilities, Buildings and Utilities, . River Diverst~n Fac~l~t~es, 
Quarry Facilities, Aggregate Productwn, and Concretmg Factldtes. 

TABLE 19.-South Holston-cost of construction plant general sen·ice buildings 
and facilities 

Description 

1 Denotes credit. 

Net cost 
to South 
Holston 

TABLE 20.-South Holston-construction plant utilities, buildings, and equipment 

Description 

Electric distribution system -------------------------
Compressed air system ------------------------------
Raw water supply system ---------------------------
Fresh water supply system ---------------------------

~~~~is~:~h~;,-g;~;g~~-;igge~-;h~P~-;;;d_-~l;~t~i~-;h~P=== 
Carpenter shop -------------------------------------
Cofferdam plant -------------------------------------
Quarry plant ---------------------------------------
Crusher plant: 

Pri!llary crusher No. 1, conveyor H-1, and storage 
bm A -----------------------------------------

Primary crusher No. 2, and conveyor H-2 ________ _ 
Reclaiming tunnel, conveyors H-3, H-4. and H-5-
Storage conveyor H-8 and H-9------------------
Dust control system ------------------------------

Sand plant ------------------------------------------
Hatcher plant: 

Hatcher plant No. 1 -----------------------------
Hatcher plant No. 2 -----------------------------

Bent Branch plant facilities ------------------------
Saddle dam plant facilities: 

Electric distribution system ---------------------
Raw water system ------------------------------

Reinforcing steel shop ------------------------------
Tunnel mucking machines ---------------------------
Tunnel railroad ---·--------------- -------- -----------
Tunnel ventilating system ---------------------------
Tunnel drill jumbos ----------------------------------

Total plant utilities, buildings and equ;pment ___ _ 

1 Denotes credit. 

First cost 
to South 
Holston 

$214,635.15 
115,647.19 
102,121.95 

18.369.80 
5,599.74 

60,116.61 
li,165.29 
8,138.25 

101,004.97 

49,760.96 
20.040.99 
30,520.36 

2,544.31 
12,579.12 
44,333.32 

8,410.38 
8,352.09 
1,475.55 

11,125.01 
14,365.50 

2,163.07 
1,988.47 

48,131.78 
22,650.24 

1,308.80 

W~:>.548.90 

Salvage 
sales and 
transfers1 

$53,533.97 
35.617.02 
22.427.36 

2.888.89 
1,540.32 
9,938.61 
4,169.81 
3,460.81 

------------

18.367.25 
9,319.65 

11,680.58 
1.191.16 
1,625.00 

24,611.36 

1,055.97 
1,485.01 

------------
2,600.86 

382.06 
578.91 

2,703.00 
6,345.33 

10,565.19 
------------

226.088.12 

Net cost 
to South 
Holston 

$161.101.18 
80,030.17 
79.694.59 
15.480.91 

4.059.42 
50,178.00 
12,995.48 

4,677.44 
101.004.97 

31,393.71 
10.721.34 
18,839.78 

1.353.15 
10,954.12 
19,721.96 

7,354.41 
6,867.08 
1,475.55 

8.524.15 
13,983.44 

1.584.16 
1 714.53 

41,786.45 
12,085.05 

4.308.80 

699,460.78 
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Costs and equipment 

The total first cost to the South Holston project of construction 
plant general service buildings and facilities; construction plant 
utilities, buildings and equipment; and general construction 
equipment amounted to $3,190,844.41; salvage sales and trans
fers, however, amounted to $1,166,367.92, so that the net cost to 
the project was $2,024,476.49. Tables 19, 20, and 21 itemize 
these costs. 

The major items of constructi::::n equipment used at South 
Holston and the number of equipment units of each type on the 
job in any month-except during the initial construction period 
-are given in figure 145. The c:::sts rer net operating hour of 
the excavating and hauling equipn:cnt are given in table 22. 
Table 23 gives a brealcdown of the c::>sts per net operating hour 
of the wagon drills, churn drills, and diamond core drills used 
for drilling in the foundation and in the qu[!rries. Similar costs 
for the stiffieg derricks used c:uring c:mshuction are given in 
table 24. 

ITEM MAX 1948 1949 1950 1951 
NO. JFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJAS~ N D J F M,A M J J A S .Q N D J F M A M J 

AIR COMPRESSORS--STATIONARY 2 I 2 I I I 

PORTABLE l 3 5 4 2 I 

BATCHING PLANTS 2 I ' 
BOILERS J I J 

!!UCI\ETS--CLAWSHELL • I • 3. 4 

CONCRETE " 2 • ' • " • 6 J 

ORAGUNE I I I 

CRANES-- TRUCK YOUNTED J I • 3 2 I 

CRUSHERS l I ' 
CONCRETE PUYPS 2 I 2 

CONCRETE GUNS. 2 2 

OERRICMS--GUY I I 

STIFF LEt 2 I 2 I 

DISC HARROWS 7 7 I 

DRILLS--BLAST HOLE • 3 ' I 

DIAMOND CORE • I 2 8 4 3 

DRIFTER YIN[ 26 10 26 12 18 

ROCK,HAND HELD l2 30 S2 " 353020 17 tO 

WAGON MOUNTED 11 10 1217 13 12 ' 7' 

GRADERS--AUTO PATROL J I 2 3 2 I 

ELEVATING 2 I ' I 

EARTH LOADER I I 

HOISTS--AIR • I 2 • J 

STEAM 3 2 3 
·-

LOCOMOTIVES, TUNNEL TYPE J 3 

I.IUCKERS 2 2 

WillERS-- CONCRETE, TRUCK MOUNTED • 3 4 8 ' 
CONCRETE, TUNNEL CAR 2 2 

CROUT 3 3 

PUMPS-- CENTRifUGAL 23 21 1116 1719 20 222322 21 13 It 10 7 

SHOVELS --CRAWLER 12 ' 7 810 II 121110 • 8 9 8 • ~ 4- 3 2 

SCRAPERS • 2 I 4 ' --
SAND CLASSIFIER I ·-TRACTORS --CRAWLER 2l '' 13i8ZO ' " 2321 16"7!4 13 110 7 6 

TRUCK TRACTORS 4 ' 4 JiZ 

TRUCKS --BOTTOM DUWP " 
6 26 " li 

END DUMP 6ll0 CU. YO .. 8 9 10 3343 " " 32 30126 "10 ' STAKE " 
I ' 7 8 10 1112 14 II 7 1 ' -

FUEL TANK J I ' J " 
WIXERS • ' 4 • --

' 
TRAILERS • 4 

FIGURE 145.-South Holston-schedule of major construction equipment. 
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TABI.E 21.-South Hol.~um-genPral con.<truction equipment 
-------------,---;-----r----

De!-lcription 
First co•t 
to South 
Holston 

Electric welding machines ---------------------------- $17,665.00 
Locomotives ----------------------------------------- 4,896.22 

Salvage 
sales and 
transfers' 

Net cost 
to South 
Holston 

$5,704.30 $11.960.70 
3,995.22 901.00 
1,144.27 4,21(.50 Self-propelled road machinery ------------------------ 5,358.77 

Truck-cranes ---------------------------------------- 4g~.·i~t~~ 'I 
Crawler mounted cranes ----------------------------
Stiftleg derricks -------------------------------------- 8,623.21 
Guy derricks ---------------------------------------- 48~:m:~~ 

24,268.95 12,946.60 
318,407.31 178,985.28 

5,847.72 2,775.49 
1,510.03 1,439.47 

207,500.10 280,485.11 
88,782.55 127,255.72 

151,655.93 106,605.11 
5,059.73 12,918.34 

51,275.92 47,041.06 
5,332.86 380.26 
6,055.67 12,388.36 
3,848.01 2,991.12 
1,712.56 487.02 

------------ 152.46 
1,988.47 ------------
8,325.37 15,887.00 
2,323.91 935.00 

'6~~~~~r -i;;;;-t-r-;;ct~~~-===============================: 216,038.27 
Rubber tired tractor-trailer units ---------------------- 258,261.04 
Elevating graders ------------------------------------ 17,978.07 

Rock drills -----------------------------~------------ 9~·.m:i~ 
Miscellaneous truck and tractor drawn equipment------
Portable air compressors ----------------------------- 18,444.~: 
Cofferdam plant ------------------------------------- 6,839• 8 
Concrete vibrators -----------------------------------

2·~~t~6 Portable concrete mixers ----------------------------- 7 Tunnel mucking machine ----------------------------- 1,988.4 
Tunnel railroad -------------.-------------------------

24 ·~1~·gi 
Tunnel ventilating system eqUipment ------------------ 3• 8: 1:80 
Tunnel drill jumbos ---------------------------------- 8 28 047 67 
Miscellaneous equipment and plant ------------------- 69,504.5 6'572.05 

841.80 
41,456.91 

6,391.3% 
128.00 Transformers ---------------------------------------- 12,963.37 ' . 2 067 57 1,939.57 

Collapsible steel forms ------------------------------- 1'866.45 1,866.45 ---------
Unassigned structural steel --------------------------~--_:_' __ · -1---:--:--:---::-

Total general construction equipment------------ 1,802,731.25 
933,164.62 869,666.63 

' Denotes credit. 

TABLE 22 
South Holston-operating costs-excavating and hauling equipment -

i-" 

No. of Hours 
Item items worked, 

net Opera-
tion 

---- ----

Shov4~~~bic-yard electric ---- 1 4,142 $7.374 
3-cubic-yard diesel ------ 3 11,474 6.686 
21},-cubic-yard diesel ---- 2 9,086 6.050 
2-cubic-yard diesel ------ 2 7,166 6.056 
1 ')i-cubic-yard diesel ---- 2 6,495 6.294 
l'h-cubic-yard --------- 2 5,975 6.790 

Dump trucks: 
6-cubic-yard end dump __ 5 13,900 3.028 
10-cubic-yard end dumP- 39 152,737 4.215 
13-cubic-yard bottom 

dump ---------------- 26 72,531 3.979 
Elevating grader, 54-inch belt 1 4,753 8.937 
Agitator trucks: 

2-cubic-yard C24-0 ----- 8 16,082 4.149 
2-cubic-yard C24-1 ----- 2 1,976 3.961 

Fuel and grease truck------- 5 25,354 2.690 
Fuel truck 600-gallon C-24 W 1 9,165 2.195 
Line truck-medium LC --- 1 3,888 4.819 
Dump trucks-1¥., cubic 

u 61,929 yard --------------------- 2.781 
Stake body truck: 

21}, to 5 ton ------------ 6 22,516 2.772 
3 to 4 ton ------------- 1 2,690 4.149 
7 ¥., ton --------------- 4 23,198 2.525 
10 ton ----------------- 4 12,565 3.624 

Truck-tractor 4 to 6 ton----- 1 790 3.816 
Truck-float assembly: 

75 ton ----------------- 1 2,059 7.899 
40 ton ---------------- 1 2,064 8.327 
40 ton1 ---------------- 1 2,054 6.486 

Tractor: 
D-8 ------------------- 19 92,361 3.196 
D-7 ---------------- 6 16,668 8.146 
TD-9 ------------------ 1 1,606 3.231 
&-4 ----------------- 1 2,941 8.482 

Cost per net operating hour 

Erect 
Depre-

Repairs and dis-
mantle elation 

--- -------
$11.187 ~~.11)~ $7.951 

20.561 .on' 4.aua 
8.b8b • .1 .... S.IS~~ 

9.337 ,OOJ. 1.841> 
6.431 •• .::.v 2.l~a 

6.701 .Oul 2.264 

1.144 .002 
1.000 

2.156 .IS'Ia 
.004. 

2.841 .001 
1.816 
2.0tlV 6.310 .042 

2.816 1.190 
.001 1.000 4.526 .015 .so a .557 .001 ----------------- ·----------------- .110 ------
.006 ----------------

.735 .001 .148 

--------- .006 ---------
.331 .001 .361 

1.343 .939 .005 1.000 .931 .032 

4.289 .650 .003 
4.264 .006 .750 

----------------- -------
.750 2.739 .036 

2.893 .044 .559 
2.644 .396 .873 

.690 .169 .219 

Total 

$28.61 
32.22 
18.~2 

6 
~ 
7 
2 
0 
2 

17.92' 
15.64 
15.66' 

5.17 
7.24 

8.63 
17.21S 

S.!a 
~.ov 

"·"'" 
2.19 
4.92 

2.78 

3.65 

5 
9 

4.15· 5 
8 
1 
9 

3.21 
5.91 
5.77 

1!.84 
13.34 

1.48 

1 
7 
5 

6.72 
6.64 
7.04 
4.66 

0 
% 
3 
0 
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T ABI.E 23.-South Holston-wagon, churn and diamond drilling costs 

Item Wagon 
drills 

9-inch 
churn 
drills 

Number of drills operated ---------------------------- 21 2 
Net operating hours --------------------------------- 10,382 7,562 I 
Linear feet drilled ----------------------------------- (') (') I 
Total drilling cost per linear foot --------------------- ------------ ------------

Diamond 
core 
drills 

9 
12,862.5 

60,186 
$2.774 

Cost per net operating hour 

Operation: 
Direct labor ------------------------------------- $3.085 $3.332 $4.646 
Compressed air distribution ---------------------- 4.109 ------------ ------------
Electric power distribution ----------------------- ------------ .687 ------------
Fuel --------------------------------------------- .058 ------------ .169 
Miscellaneous operating expense ------------------ .135 .016 ------------
Repairs ----------------------------------------- 2.297 .966 .774 
Miscellaneous drilling expense -------------------- ------------ ------------ -----------
Depreciation ------------------------------------- .410 3.225 .100 

Total operation cost ---------------------------- 10.094 8.216 6.689 

Other drilling expense: 
Foreman ---------------------------------------- .450 .600 .692 
Direct labor setting-up, moving, etc. -------------- .611 . 700 .600 
Bits, including resets ---------------------------- ------------ .440 3.165 
Rods and accessories ----------------------------- ------------ .27 4 . 785 
Drill shop distribution --------------------------- 1.875 ------------ -----------
Transport, handle and resharpen (churn drill bits 

only) ----------------------------------------- ------------ 5.554 ------------
Equipment operation ----------------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------
Shop work, miscellaneous expense ---------------- .846 .499 2.148 

Total other drill expense ------------------------
Total drilling cost -----------------------------------

'Not available. 

Layout 

3.782 
$13.876 

8.067 
$16.283 

7.290 
$12.979 

The construction plant building and yard area were con
structed on the flood plain of the left bank of the South Fork 
Holston River, about one-quarter mile downstream from the dam 
site. This flood plain is about 400 feet wide in this vicinity. 
TV A's forces constructed the buildings, the air compressor plant 

TABI.E 24.--South Holston-derrick operating costs 

Item 

Number of derricks ----------------------------------------· 
Net operating hours ---------------------------------------· 

20-ton stiftleg 20-ton stiffleg 
derrick No. 340 derrick No. 341 

1 
1,022 

1 
2,167 

Cost per net operating hour 

Operation: 
Direct labor -------------------------------------------· $6.971 $5.809 
Electric power distribution ----------------------------- 1.850 1.594 
Lubricants -------------------------------------------- .033 .00~ 
Miscellaneous warehouse and other expense -------------· .007 .10 
Repairs ----------------------------------------------- 2.120 1.863 
Depreciation ------------------------------------------·-_-_-_-_-_--_-_-_-_-_--_-_-_-

1 
______ .6_20 

Total operation cost --------------------------------- 10.981 9.993 

Erect and dismantle: 
Derrick No. 341 at spillway 2,167 hours -----------------· ----------------
Derrick No. 340 at powerhouse 1,022 hours -------------· 12.189 

3.040 
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and distribution system, and the water systems and sewer lines. 
Telephone service, electricity for light and power, and treated 
water were purchased. Work on construction plant facilities 
started February 1, 1942, and the utilities and most of the build
ings were completed and in use by July 1st of that same year. 
Figure 146 shows the construction plant area in July 1942. 

When work was resumed in 1947 the original buildings and 
utilities were reused and the bridges restored. The aggregate 
plant of the 1942 contractor on the diversion tunnel and related 
work was replaced with TVA's own plant, which was trans
ferred from the Watauga project. Several buildings were relo
cated. Figure 147 shows the general layout of the construction 
plant for the 1947-1951 construction period. 

Construction schedules 

As at Watauga the shutdown of the two projects during the 
war made two schedules necessary. The first schedule set March 
1, 1943, as the date of river div'ersion and December 1, 1944, as 
the closure date. When work was discontinued, the main con
struction plant buildings, roads, and bridges had been completed 
and temporary utilities installed. 

Both the Watauga and South Holston projects were reopened 
in 1946 but construction of South Holston Dam was scheduled 
to lag about 2 years behind Watauga Dam to allow use of the 
same construction equipment on both projects. Major construc
tion at South Holston was not resumed until 1948, when earth 
hauling for the main dam embankment was started. Construc
tion of the access roads and bridges, however, was started a year 
earlier. 

The final schedule for South Holston Dam issued in 1947 set 
August 1, 1948, as the date of criver diversion and November 20, 
1950, as the closure date. This schedule (fig. 148) was very 
closely adhered to, and both the river diversion and closure were 
effected on schedule. 

FIGURE 146.-South Ralston-construction plant area in 1942. 
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THE SOUTH HOLSTON PROJECT 

FIGURE 148.-South Holston-construction" schedule, 1947-51. 

ACCESS FACILITIES 

Access to the dam site is by way of U. S. Highway No. 421 
from Bristol, Tenn., to the village of Ruthton, thence via a county 
road through the community of Emmett and to the project (fig. 
149). A 3-mile section of this latter ro;;td followed an old log
ging railroad that had been converted mto a. coun~y road by 
widening the railroad bed to 16 feet and surfacmg w1th crushed 
stone. South of Emmett, this road was used for early access 
only. Another route to the project was chosen which left the 
old road at a point between Ruthton and Emmett nearest. the 
dam site. This change was necessary because: (1) the. bndge 
across the Holston River at Emmett was but 10 feet w1de and 
too narrow for the passage of the heavy equipment to be used 
at the project; (2) favorable borrow pit areas for obtaining 
earth fill were located just east of Emmett, on a shorter route 
to the dam. 

Since this road was to be used as a haul road for earth for the 
core of the dam it was urgently needed. To speed construction 
it was not mad~ to finished grade and cross section. Construe-
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tion was accomplished using bulldozers (fig. 150) without the 
aid of a power shovel. All the cuts-one to a depth of 60 feet
were made through badly weathered shale. To cross the river, a 
temporary bridge was built at the head of Osceola Island. 

When the WPB stopped construction on South Holston Dam 
in November 1942, this road was temporarily abandoned and the 
bridge removed for reasons of safety, also so the bridge materials 
could be used elsewhere. 

Prior to resuming construction of South Holston Dam in 1947, 
a revised survey was completed from the borrow area following 
closely the construction road to Osceola Island, thence along the 
right bank of the river to the proposed powerhouse site, crossing 
the river, around the stilling basin, thence by a circuitous route 
to the top of the dam. Construction on the section from borrow 
pit A to the river was commenced in September 1947 and com
pleted in December. A new bridge was erected across the river 
at the old bridge site and a haul road was constructed on the left 
bank by the most direct route from this bridge to the lowest level 
of the dam. 

PLAN 

..... 
1 

-t 

PROFILE A-A 

FIGURE 149.-South Holston-access roads to dam construction area. 
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FIGURE 150.--South Holston~bulldozer excamting 60-foot cut in weathered shale 
for road to borrow pit. 

Access roads totaling a length of more than 6 miles were built 
for the South Holston project. This includes the 4.5 miles of 
new road from Tennessee Highway No. 34 at Ruthton to the 
top of the dam and 1.5 miles of new road to the Bent Branch 
Spillway. This latter road left the construction plant area at a 
point about 0.3 mile east of the east end of the dam. The terrain 
through which this road passes is extremely rugged, natural 
slopes approximating 11;2 :1. The purpose of this road was to 
transport equipment and materials for the construction of Bent 
Branch Spillway, but it will not be maintained. 

Railroad 

The nearest rail point to the dam site was the Willie Boone 
Siding at Bristol, Tenn., on the Southern Railway, a distance of 
8 miles by a U. S. highway and the main access road. Nearly all 
supplies, equipment, and material for the South Holston project 
were shipped by rail to the siding at Bristol and hauled by truck 
and truck-trailer to the dam site. Unloading facilities consisted 
of a 20-ton-capacity truck crane and a 60-ton car unloading 
tower for handling heavy equipment. 

Construction bridges 

The main haul road crossed the job access road near the south 
end of Osceola Island and extended north across the South 
Holston River. Here a timber bridge was built in 1942 to carry 
the 30-cubic-yard Tournapulls used for hauling of fill during 
that construction period. The bridge was 117 feet long with 
9 spans and 30 feet plus wide to allow two 15-foot lanes of 
traffic. This bridge was dismantled when work was suspended 
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in 1942. It was replaced in 1947 by a steel girder bridge having 
three spans. The two bents were supported on the original con
crete piers. The remaining piers were removed and both abut
ments replaced. The girders were 30-inch 108-pound -wide-flange 
and 27-inch 85-pound wide-flange beams. These were transferred 
from Cherokee Dam. 

Design data (live loads only) were as follows: 
For bridge spans: Total po:md., 

Bottom dump Euclid truck, model F -------------------------- 71,300 
Lima, 3-cubic-yard shovel ----------------------------------- 217,000 
Trailer-truck, International-Rodgers, 75-ton trailer __________ 180,000 

Pou'ndH pPr 
square .foot 

Walkway ----------------------------------------------------- 60 
Snow load----------------------------------------------------- 10 
Wind load ----------------------------------------------------- '22 

1 On projected area. 

A 153-foot steel deck girder bridge was built over the South 
Fork Holston River in 1942 to afford access to the quarry from the 
construction plant area. When construction of the dam was 
suspended in 1942, this bridge was dismantled. The original 
structure consisted of four steel plate girder spans obtained 
from an abandoned railway bridge in the Watauga Reservoir, a 
20-foot-wide timber deck with 4-foot walkway, three concrete 
piers, and two rock-fill-type crib abutments. 

When the quarry bridge was dismantled, the steel girders were 
left on the river bank until construction was resumed in 1947. 
During this period, two of the concrete piers had overturned. 
Also, the abutments had partially washed out and the crib tim
bers were badly weathered. A new deck was designed and the 

FIGURE I5I.~South Holston~quarry bridge as rebuilt in 1947. 
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bridge rebuilt in 1947 (fig. 151). The fallen piers were raised 
to their original position and grouted to assure uniform bearing. 
The old crib abutments were replaced. Design data were the 
same as for the Osceola Island Bridge. 

BUILDINGS AND UTILITIES 

BUILDINGS 

During the 1942 construction period, in the main construction 
plant, the following buildings were constructed: administration 
building, field engineers' office, soil laboratory, time office, hos
pital, lunch room, personnel building, public safety office, carpen
ter shop, garage, machine shops, warehouse, compressor build
ing, and several 20- by 20-foot job buildings (fig. 146). The ter
rain was well adapted for a plant layout of this type and very 
little grading was necessary. 

When the project was reopened in 1948 the cafeteria was 
moved to the camp site about three-quarters of a mile down
stream from the construction plant. The rest of the buildings 
were reused in their original capacity. 

Office and service buildings 
The office and service buildings were one-story structures built 

from southern yellow pine. The foundations consisted of timber 
sills and posts which supported the wood-frame structure. Roof
ing was of asbestos, exterior siding was lapped shiplap, and 
interior walls and ceiling were of fibre board. Two coats of 
paint were applied to the building exteriors. Heating was by 
portable electric heaters. Incandescent lighting was used ex
cept for the administration building which was equipped with 
fluorescent units. 

The administration building was a one-story frame structure, 
37 by 95 feet in plan. It served as an administrative headquar
ters for both Upper Holston projects and provided quarters for 
engineering and accounting personnel. A concrete basement 
built under an addition to the building provided space for filing 
and for a 7- by 9-foot fireproof vault. 

On June 1, the medical staff moved from Bristol to the hospital 
building, a 20- by 60-foot frame structure with two wings, de
signed to provide a large number of convenient rooms in a small 
structure. 

The field engineers first used an existing log cabin as their 
office for about 4 months. They then moved into a 24- by 59-foot 
structure originally used as a time office before being enlarged 
and remodeled. This building also housed the geology office, 
while one end was used for mailing work and general office 
storage. 

The soil laboratory provided space for tests on soils, concrete, 
and concrete materials. Testing equipment, which was difficult 
to secure, was installed as it became available. The 24- by 40-
foot time office was located at the plant entrance. Until it was 
completed, several temporary offices had been utilized. The 24- by 
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61-foot personnel building was headquarters for both Upper 
Holston projects. 

Main shop buildings 

The main shop buildings were either of frame or corrugated
metal construction similar to those at other TVA projects. They 
were built from whatever materials were readily available. 
Wooden roof trusses were used in the garage and machine shop 
to conserve steel. Offices and small rooms were electrically 
heated. 

The carpenter shop was of frame construction, 50 by 105 feet 
in plan with an 80- by 108-foot construction platform at one end 
and a loading and storage platform at the other. The garage 
was a 50- by 105-foot corrugated-metal structure (fig. 152) com
pleted May 15. Roof trusses were of wood, utilizing shear keys 
for timber connections. The machine shop was almost a dupli
cate of the garage, except that the floor was crushed stone in
stead of concrete. A frame building, 50 by 190 feet, was con
structed for storage of repair parts, tools, permanent electrical 
equipment, and general supplies. A loading platform was built 
on one e'nd and a screened porch on the other. The porch and a 
balcony on the building interior furnished additional storage 
space. 

Diversion-spillway tunnel plant buildings-contractor's 

Excavation and concreting of the diversion-spillway tunnel 
were completed by contract during the first construction period. 
The contractor's construction plant was located just below the 
downstream portal and included an administration building, time 
office, change house, compressor building, warehouse, oil house, 
carpenter shed, first-aid building, and a machine shop. 

Power tunnel plant buildings 

TVA's construction plant for driving the power tunnel was 
located near the downstream portal, but scattered because of the 

FIGURE 152.-South Holston-corrugated metal garage. 
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limited space available. At the beginning of the 1948 construc
tion period TV A forces built a field engineers' building, change 
house, bit shop, blower building, and a locomotive shed. The 
change house was a small frame building with corrugated r~:10f 
and siding. It was equipped with showers, lockers and toilet 
facilities. The wet working conditions in the tunnel made a 
"change" house essential. 

UTILITIES 

Raw water system 
Raw water for fire protection and construction operations was 

pumped from the South Fork Holston River to a storage tank on 
the right bank of the river. The intake consisted of three ver
tical centrifugal pumps supported in a timber crib built in the 
river about 30 feet off the bank. The pumps were connected to a 
10- by 12-inch flanged-pipe manifold. A 12-inch main extended 
from the manifold for a distance of 1100 feet to the 50,000-
gallon storage tank. Each pump had a capacity of 800 gallons 
per minute at 400-foot head. The combined capacity of the thr~e 
pumps was considerably greater than the normal demand. This 
was to allow the use of one pump as a standby to meet the maxi
mum demand. The maximum raw water demand on all major 
projects is to meet the requirements for adequate fire protection. 
When the project was reopened in 1948, the system was again 
placed in use. The intake structure required considerable repair 
and new pumps as the old ones had been removed. The storage 
tank was also replaced. 

Distribution system.-Water for fire protection was distributed 
from the 6-inch main and through 3- and 4-inch lines to the 
hydrants. These were spaced throughout the construction plant 
building area to provide a minimum of two fire streams for each 
of the main buildings. 

Next to the requirements for fire protection, the greatest raw 
water demand was for sluicing of rock fill on the main embank
ment (fig. 153). For this purpose, water was pumped directly 
through a 6-inch main to the south abutment and connected to a 
4-inch header. A 6-inch line from the storage tank to the north 
abutment was also connected to a 4-inch header. Each header, 
as required, was extended across the fill as the job progressed. 
The headers had 21f2-inch hose connections spaced at 100-foot 
intervals. Two streams having about 40-pound nozzle pressure 
were normally required at each rock dump. 

Water lines were extended to each quarry to supply water for 
drilling. Lines in the aggregate quarry were constantly revised 
and headers moved up as the quarry progressed. Distribution 
lines were extended into the tunnels to supply drilling water. 

Raw water was also used for concrete hatching and in the 
compressor cooling system. 

All water lines larger than 4 inches in diameter were of spiral
welded steel pipe asphalt-coated and buried to a depth of 2 to 3 
feet below the ground surface. Rolagrip couplings were pro-
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FIGURE 153.-South Holston--sluicing rock fill. 

vided to connect every third length (120 feet apart) where pos
sible. Remaining joints were butt welded. Bends, tees, and 
branches were also butt welded unless otherwise specified. Valves 
larger than 1 inches were flanged iron body, wedge-gate type, 
faced and dnlled, 125 pounds American Standard. 

AI~ pipe _lines. unless level or sloping upward to tanks were 
provided With air-release valves at the high point in the line to 
prevent air locks. Piping 4 inches and under in diameter was 
standard black steel threaded and coupled. 

Treated water supply 

Water ~equired for drinking and sanitary purposes around the 
constructiOn areas was purchased from the Holston River filter 
plant. of the Bristol water works. TV A provided a pressure
reducmg valve and a 6-inch ca~t-iron pipe main extending from 
the filter plant to the constructiOn area. TV A forces laid 4-inch 
~alvanized-pipe mains and 1- to 2-inch distribution and service 
hnes to t~e construc~io~ pl3;nt buildings. When the project was 
reopened m 1948, existing hnes were put in use and extended to 
new buildings. 

Sewage disposal 

. Sewage from the main construction plant buildings was car
ned about 6000 feet in an 8-inch concrete pipe to a point about 
800 feet downstream from the intake of the Bristol, Tenn., 
waterworks and about 44 river miles upstream from the near
est dome~tic water supply intake at Kingsport, Tenn. The sys
tem consisted of 6955 feet of 8-inch and 1385 feet of 6-inch 
concret,e pi~eli_nes and was completed in May 1942. The con
tract?r s ~m.Ildmgs were also served by this system as well as 
by pit pnvies. When the project was reopened in 1948 these 
sewers were put in use again. Minor alterations and extensions 
were required. 
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Job-made septic tanks having local disposal fields were used 
for isolated buildings and toilets. 

Compressed air 
During the 1942 construction the comJ:>resso.r pla~t :was lo

cated on the left bank between the admimstrabon b~Ildmg and 
the river. Two Sullivan stationary compressors hav_mg a co~
bined capacity of 3600 cubic feet per minute were mstalled m 
a 48- by 31-foot frame building. 

When work was resumed in 1948, the old compressors :vere 
no longer available. In view of this, it was dec_ided to build a 
new compressor plant on the right bank of the nver so as to be 
closer to the quarries and the power tunnel (fig. 147). T~e com
pressor house was of frame construction, 64 by 30 feet m plan 
and 12 feet 6 inches from the floor to the bottom of the roof 
trusses. 0 b' f t 

A Sullivan, twin-angle compound, stationary, 300 -cu Ic- oo -
per-minute electric-motor-driven compressor was transferred 
from Wata~ga Dam. It was also planned to _transfer the. Worth
ington compressor from Watauga, b~t as It was reqmred for 
the Johnsonville Steam Plant construction, a used. compre~sor was 
purchased for the second unit: It was a _Sullivan, t~m-angle 
compound, stationary, 4000-cubic-foot-per-mmute,. electnc-!11-otor
driven compressor. Each compressor :vas e~mpped with an 
aftercooler, motor-generator set, automatic coolmg water control, 
and oil-bath-type air filters. 

Gasoline and fuel oil 
The use of tank and grease trucks to service vehicles a;nd 

equipment in the construction area p~rmitted ~he concentratiOn 
of fuel and lubricant storage at the pomt of ~ehvery. ~ransport 
tank trucks delivered diesel fuel oil and gasolme to the JOb where 
it was pumped from the truck tank into two 15,000-gallon ele
vated storage tanks. One was used for gasoline sto!age and the 
other for fuel oil. Gasoline was returned by gravity flo~ to a 
small underground storage tank at a pump house where 1~ sup
plied trucks for distribution throughout the area. Fuel 011 was 
fed directly from the elevated tank by a quick-opening valve and 
hose into the transport trucks. . 

A 100-gallon-per-minute rotary-type fuel pump dnven. by a 
3-horsepower electric motor was used to pump the gasolme or 
fuel oil to the elevated tanks. 

Kerosene grease and various lubricants were delivered to the 
job in 55-g~llon dr~ms and stored in a warehouse. 

Power supply 
Electric power for construction purposes at South ~alston 

Dam was purchased initially from the East Tennessee Lig_ht & 
Power Co. A 3-phase 66-kilovolt line using No. 2/0 alummum 
cable steel reinforced was constructed by the power company 
from their North Bristol substation to the projec_t, at the expel!se 
of TV A. This line was terminated at the proJect construction 
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substation which was installed by TV A. Prior to May 3, 1942, 
the date of completion for this line, power was supplied from 
the company's 13-kilovolt line at the Bristol waterworks. 

. Duri~g the period of work suspension, three-phase power was 
disc_ontmued, and nece~sary power for heating and lighting was 
avai~able fro_m a 75-kllo':'olt-ampere transformer supplied by a 
13-kllovolt smg~e-phase lme from the East Tennessee Light & 
Power Co. This transformer also supplied construction power 
when work. was resumed in July 1946 until January 1948 when 
the substatwn was again placed in service. 

Substation.-The construction substation, erected by TVA, was 
completed ~arch 28, 1942. As originally installed, the sub
statiOn consisted of one 2500-kilovolt-ampere, 66,000-2400-volt, 
3-phase transformer. 

During the period of work suspension, the three-phase trans
former was removed, and single-phase power was supplied from 
a 75-kilovolt-ampere transformer located on a pole at the north 
end of the bridge near the Bristol waterworks. This trans
former was fed from the East Tennessee Light & Power Co 's 
13-kilovplt line from Bristol. · 
Af~er work was resumed the 75-kilovolt-ampere transformer 

supplied power for construction purposes until the main sub
station could again be placed in service. By January 4 1948 
TV A completed installation of a 1500-kilovolt-ampere, 66,000: 
2400-volt, 3-phase transformer in the substation. This trans
former supplied electric power for construction work until the 
latter part of July, when it was replaced with three 1250-kilo
:'olt-ampere, single-pha~e, 66,000-2400 volt transformers, thereby 
mcreasmg the substatwn capacity from 1500 to 3750 kilovolt
amperes. This installation was completed during the week end 
of July 24. 

As initially installed, the switch house contained a 2300-volt 
switchboard consisting of one main line panel and two feeder 
panels. These panels were assembled by TV A forces and con
sisted of a three-phase oil circuit breaker and three hook-stick 
operated disconnecting switches each. After the period of work 
suspension, when the switch house w~s again placed in service, 
these. panels were replaced by a switchboard composed of six 
Westmghouse feeder panels. Each panel consisted of a manu
ally operated 600-ampere, 3-pole, 50,000-kilovolt-ampere inter
rupting ~apacity oil circuit breaker; hook-stick operated discon
nect switches; three 300/5-ampere current transformers; an 
ammeter; an ammeter transfer switch; and a watt-hour meter. 
At_ a later date, another panel supplying an air compressor cir
cmt was added to the switchboard. The addition of this final 
panel completed the construction substation and switch house 
which remained in service until July 1951. ' 

Electrical distribution.-During initial construction the elec
tric distribution system consisted of two 2300-volt 3-phase cir
c~its, one of which served the raw water pumps and the TV A 
air compressor plant, the other served the remainder of the TV A 
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construction plant and tunnel contractor's air compressor plant 
and other construction facilities. 

The major portion of the electrical distribution system was left 
intact during the period of work suspension. Therefore, when 
work was resumed it was only necessary to provide additional 
circuits as they became necessary. The ultimate installation 
consisted of six circuits to supply power for the plant area and 
various construction requirements and one circuit to supply 
power for the camp area. 

Transformer banks were provided at suitable locations for 
stepping the voltage down from 2300 to 440, or 220 volts 3-phase 
and 220/110 volts single-phase. Plant buildings having a combined 
lighting and heating connected load of 75 kilowatts or less were 
designed for single-phase service. If the combined lighting and 
heating load exceeded 75 kilowatts, the buildings were designed 
for three-phase service. 

Power for aggregate handling system.-One 2300-volt 3-phase 
circuit supplied the electric power for the aggregate crushing 
plant which consisted of a total motor load of 889 horsepower. 
The two primary crushers (150-horsepower each), the secondary 
cone crusher (75 horsepower), and the sand cone crusher (100 
horsepower) were all 2200-volt 3-phase motors and the remain
ing 414 horsepower which included the conveyor motors, the 
conveyor brush motors, the screen motors, the feeder motors, 
and the sand classifier motor were all operated on 440 volts 3-
phase. The 440-volt load was supplied from one bank of three 
100-kilovolt-ampere single-phase distribution-type transformers 
and one bank of three 50-kilovolt-ampere single-phase distribu
tion-type transformers. These transformer banks were centrally 
located in the plant area. 

All motors of the aggregate handling system were interlocked 
so that if any piece of equipment stopped running, the equip
ment feeding material to it would automatically stop to prevent 
a piling up of the material. Likewise, the starting of a particu
lar piece of equipment automatically started all machines in that 
control group feeding material to it. This type of interlock sys
tem offers an advantage in that if a piece of equipment stops 
running due to some mechanical or electrical failure, the opera
tor can go ilirectly to that machine since all machines feeding 
material to it will also be at a standstill. 

Three main control stations were utilized in the operation of 
the South Holston aggregate plant. Control station A was lo
cated near primary crusher No. 1 and material could be moved 
from this point to bin A provided the gate at the bin was in the 
bin position. If the gate was in the screen position then control 
station B located near bin A had to start the conveyor discharg
ing onto the primary storage pile before control station A could 
begin operation. The main control point was control station C 
located near the sand plant and bin B. From this station mate
rial could be moved from the primary storage pile to bin B or 
to the triple deck screen where it was sized and could be stored 
as either of two different sizes of rock or it could be crushed, 
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sent through the sand classifier, and then stored as sand. Trans
fer switches were located near each motor starter so that the 
motor could be operated automatically in the interlock system or 
any motor could be operated manually as an individual machine 
for test purposes. Figure 154 is a flow diagram and a schematic 
diagram of the wiring interlock system used in the control of 
the aggregate handling plant. 

Power consumption.-The power consumed for South Holston 
construction during the first construction period amounted to 
4,508,000 kilowatt-hours and from the resumption of construc
tion in January 1948 through December 1950 was 20,021,800 
kilowatt-hours, making a total of 24,530,000 kilowatt-hours. The 
maximum 30-minute demand recorded was 2184 kilowatts, which 
occurred in ]darch 1949. 

RIVER DIVERSION FACILITIES 

Tunnel 
As at Watauga, river diversion by tunnel was necessary be

cause of the topography at the dam site and the type of structure 
-an earth and rock fill dam which required continuous opera
tions over the entire length between abutments. The diversion 
tunnel design features were based on its later use as a spillway 
and sluiceway. The construction by contract of this river diver
sion spillway and sluiceway tunnel is described in Chapter 6, 
''Construction.'' 

Cofferdams 
The distribution of floods at Bluff City, Tenn., downstream 

from the dam site shows a maximum stage of 18.2 feet for the 
period of record. This occurred in ]day 1901 when there was a 
peak discharge of 39,300 cubic feet per second. At the dam site 
the peak of this flood was computeq to be approximately 31,000 
cubic feet per second. A peak flow of 133,000 cubic feet per 

FIGURE 155.--South Holston-co/Jerdam around the 1942 dam construction area. 
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second was provided for in the design of the permanent dam 
structures. The top of the upstream coffenlam was established 
at elevation 1G1G, based on a flow of 10,000 cubic feet per sec
ond which has a frequency of 3 years. 

D_uring th~ 1942 construction period, the river was forced 
agamst the ng~t bank by a dike cofferdam which paralleled the 
nver and restncted the flow to about one half its normal chan
nel for a distance of about 2200 feet (fig. 155). About 10 per
cent of the e3:rth and rock fill for the dam was placed on the 
left flood plam enclosed by this cofferdam during the early 
construction period. 

'Yhen work ~as resumed after the shut down period, exca
vatwn of the diverswn tunnel discharge channel was completed 
and cofferdam dikes were constructed on the upstream and down
stream sides of the dam (fig. 156). 

The upstream dike was built in two steps to elevation 1515 
halfway betwe~n the toe of the dam and the diversion tunnel 
portal. It comnsted of a small rock dam built to elevation 1490 
to c<;>mplete t~e diversion of water through the tunnel after 
openmg the dike at the tunnel intake. Behind this rock dike 
another •w;;ts constructed. of quarry stripping spoil to elevation 
1515. This upstream di~e was designed for flood protection 
from a flow of 10,000 cubic feet per second having a 3-year fre-

SECTION A-A 
Downslr-Nm CoFferd4m 

E/1515 

30' 

SECTION 8-8 
Ups/rum CorferdiJm 

FIGURE 156.-South Holston-upstream and downstream cofferdam dikes, ]948. 
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quency. The top of the dike served as a haul roadway for 
quarry-run rock. 

A small compacted earth fill dike built to elevation 1500 was 
located just above the diversion tunnel outlet, 790 feet below 
the dam axis. It was faced with a 2-foot-thick layer of rock on 
the downstream side. This dike was designed to protect against 
floods up to 20,000 cubic feet per second having a 7- to 8-year 
frequency. Greater protection was required on the downstream 
side because of the longer period required for construction of 
the powerhouse. 

QUARRY FACILITIES 

Seven possible quarry sites were investigated during the early 
construction period and one was selected having sufficient quan
tities of rock suitable for concrete aggregate, filter material, and 
rock fill. This was quarry 2 on the right river bank, one-half 
mile downstream from the dam. To supplement quarry 2, quarry 
4 on the right bank about 900 feet upstream from the dam site 
was recommended but was not opened during 1942 construction. 
The locations of quarries 2 and 4 are shown in figure 147, 
page 439. 

Stripping overburden from quarry 2 was started in April 
1942, and about 75,300 cubic yards of waste and 166,400 cubic 
yards of usable rock for dam fill had been removed when work 
was stopped in November. 

After work was resumed quarry 2 was reopened and used as 
a source of crushed rock because it was within economical hauling 
distance of the crushing plant. Quarry 4 was opened at that 
time and became the source of rock fill for the dam. 

Quarry 2 
Quarry 2 consisted of a local basal lens of Tellico sandstone 

and conglomerate on a steep hill backed and underlain by Athens 
shale. The workable material lay in an obtuse triangle averag
ing about 250 feet on the base, 350 feet on the back or shale 
contact, and 550 feet on the surface, and it extended for 1775 
feet along the base. Joints and bedding planes were weathered 
throughout the quarry, and some of the calcite veins had been 
converted to thin mud seams, but the mass as a whole was only 
slightly weathered. 

The freshly broken sandstone was hard and blue-gray. It con
sisted of about 25 percent of calcium carbonate cementing mate
rial and 60 percent sand grains with numerous other materials 
in small quantities. The conglomerate consisted of well cemented 
pebbles and cobbles of limestone, sandstone, and chert. Both the 
sandstone and conglomerate showed their resistance to weather
ing in the outcrops. Less than 5 percent shale was present in 
the workable material. However, on bench No. 1 shale was en
countered in the excavation where it had apparently been brought 
up by faulting and folding, near the toe of the quarry. It had 
not been indicated by surface outcrops nor by drilling. The 
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~t~ens sha.le back of the Tellico contact was all subject to rapid 
dismteg~atwn upon ~xposure to air and could not be considered 
for use m ~onstructwn. The quarry was workable to the shale 
contact, which, ~lthough steep, stood as a dip slope face. Over
b~.n~den was vanable and irregular in occurrence, consisting of 
dismtegrated sandstone with some usable boulders which were 
handled by selective loading. 

Quarry 2 .ol?eration was in 3 benches, with wagon drills being 
used for. dnllmg (fig. 157). Considerable waste material was 
~resent m som~ of the rock obtained from the quarry and sluic
mg was essential in placing the rock. Only one or two shovels 
were .u~cd to load rock at the quarry at any one time. Shovel 
capac~t~es were 1%, 2,_ and 2¥2 cubic yards. Trucks having 
capaci_bes of 4 to 7 cubic ya~ds wer~ used during the early con
strucb_cn because large capacity haulmg units were not available. 

Durmg the 1948-51 construction period about 580,000 tons of 
rock were removed from quarry 2. Table 25 is a quantity and 
cost summary of this operation. The rock was all run through 
the crushers at the aggregate plant to make filter material for 
the dam, r?ad surfacing material, concrete aggregate and sand. 
The oper~twn of_ the quarry was similar to that during the first 
constructiOn penod, except that some 10-cubic-yard end dump 
trucks were used in place of the smaller trucks. 

FIGURE 157.-South Holston-wagon drill on sloping rock face of quarry 2. 
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Quarry 4 
Quarr 4 consisted of sandstol!e, conglomer~te, shale, ~nd 

large qu~ntities of material not smtal_>le for use m constructwnd 
However this waste material was stnpped from thhe dquarrE an 
tock iled for later use as a combined filter on t e owns ream 
~ace ~f the dam. All rock from this quarry was us.ed for dam fill. 

The successful use of the coyote hole quarrymg met~od at 
1 d t its adoption at South Holston quarry ~· . com-

Wahtaug~ e 
0

unt of this method with pertinent statistical data 
pre ens!Ve acco w t d S th · · der "Large scale quarry blasts- a auga an ou ts giVen un 
Holston" starting on page 461. 

TABLE 25.-South Hol.ston--quarry 2 quantity and cost summary 

Tons 
Production: 614,200 

Total rock shot in quarry------------------------------------ 35,000 
Loss and waste --------------------------------------------- __ _ 

. d k --------------- 579,200 Total usable quarne roc -------------------

Operation: Cost per ton 
Drilli~g: ________________ $0.096 

Direct labor ---------------------------- ____ .049 
Wagon drills-2,130 hours --------------------------- .197 
Well drills-6,913 ho:urs .--------------------------------- 084 

g~.ift~h~~e.(\:~~e~i~~~~bist~~~s~~(i~;;~;~t~p~rati~~-lu"bric;~t~ · 
053 miscellaneous small expense -------------------------- _·_ 

Total drilling -----------------------------------------
Blasting: 

g~:~~}~:~nct-~it;;~~~-(i92(io_o_p~;-~d"s-~~-o~iilt./t~~)==== 
Blasting supphes ---------------------------------------
Equipment operating miscellaneous small expense _________ _ 

Total blasting ---------------------;------------------------

.479 

.037 

.050 

.026 

.003 

.116 

Quarry servi~e :;tnd oper.ati?n and expense -7-------------=========== :~~g 
Plant depreciatiOn (strippmg) ------------------------ = 

b fi ----- 0.744 Total cost f.o .. quarry oor_ ________________________________ _ 
Tona 

Distribution of quarried rock: 57 4,951 
To primary crusher No. 1 ----------------------------------- 4,249 
To dam rock fill --------------------------------------------

AGGREGATE PRODUCTION 

During the initial construction period manufactured concretf 
aggregates consisting of 35,000 tons of sand and 39,000 tons o 
rock were purchased from outside sources, and some 14,000 to~s 
of coarse concrete aggregate were p_roduced by a contractors 
crushing plant at the dam site. Thts plant ~as to. have pro
vided most of the crushed rock for th~ job but It had JUSt gotten 
into partial operation when the proJect was shut down. The 
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contract was cancelled and all equipment was dismantled and 
removed. About 16,000 tons of fine filter material (dust to 
11/2 inches) were purchased from outside sources and 43,000 
tons of coarse filter material (dust to 12 inches) were obtained 
from tunnel muck. 

After work started again TVA transferred its crushing plant 
from Watauga but it was not ready for operation until January 
1949. Prior to that date, manufactured sand for concrete was 
purchased from outside sources, and about 34,000 tons of crushed 
rock was produced by a semi portable plant of TV A's erected near 
quarry 2. This material was used as coarse aggregate for con
crete and as road surfacing material. The semiportable plant 
was later transferred to a dolomite quarry about one-half mile 
southwest of the saddle dam where it produced 65,000 tons of 
crushed rock. This rock was used as filter material for the sad

.dle dam and as coarse concrete aggregate and road stone for 
reservoir highway construction. 

Main crushing plant 

The South Holston crushing plant was transferred from 
Watauga and the general features were almost identical at the 
two projects. They are described and illustrated under "Aggre
gate Plant" for the Watauga project, starting on page 422. The 
upper part of figure 154 is the aggregate flow diagram. The only 
change made in equipment at South Holston was the substitution 
of a 3-foot Symons short head cone crusher for the roll crusher 
used in the manufacture of sand at Watauga. A dust control 
system was also added because of the high silica content of the 
rock. 

Dust control system.-Rock crushing and screening equipment 
produces heavy dust concentrations. Air containing more than 
5,000,000 particles of silica dust per cubic foot is considered a 
health hazard. Control measures were taken to keep silica dust 
concentrations below this figure at all parts of the crushing plant. 
Water sprays were used at the quarry and at primary crusher 
No. 1. In the primary stockpile tunnel, air was exhausted from 
a point near the feeder, through a 21-inch square duct leading to 
an exhaust fan which was mounted outside of the tunnel open
ing. The fan had a rated capacity of 6000 cubic feet per min
ute against a static head of 2 inches (water gage) and was 
driven by a 5-horsepower motor. 

A dust collecting system was designed to serve the remainder 
of the plant. Special slotted type hoods having 2-inch-wide by 24-
to 72-inch-long suction openings were mounted above crushers, 
screens, and conveyors, and were connected to chutes at points 
of high dust concentration. The crushing and screening equip
ment was not enclosed as had been the practice on other dust 
control systems. Hoods were connected through ducts to a cen
tt·ally located dust collector. The wet-type collector was trans
ferred from Fontana Dam and was a "Type W Roto-Clone" with 
precleaner. The centrifugal fan was driven by a 75-horsepower 
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motor and had a rated capacity of 23,000 cubic feet per minute 
against a static head of 6.7 inches (water gage). 

The system was designed to provide a minimum air velocity 
of 1000 feet per minute at hood openings and in the ducts. 
Design of the dust control system was based on information 
furnished by TVA's Division of Health and Safety. Hoods and 
ducts were fabricated in the Watauga shops. 

Main plant production and costs.-Crushed rock produced by 
the main crushing plant originated in quarry 2 and included 
approximately: 

1. Coarse filter material (dust to 12 inches) 297,000 tons. Coarse and fine 
filter materials were used in the dam between the impervious clay 
core and the quarry run rock fill. The coarse filter material was pro
duced directly by primary crusher No. 1 and was loaded into trucks 
from storage bin A. 

2. Fine filter material and road stone (dust to 1~ inches) 204,000 tons. 
These two materials were identical and were produced to meet a 
specified gradation. This product required the operation of the entire 
plant with the exception of the aggregate stackers and the sand 
classifier. The materials were loaded into trucks from bin B. 

3. Concrete aggregate including 43,000 tons of coarse aggregate and 29,000 
tons of sand-72,000 tons. Coarse aggregate was separated into two 
sizes ( 4 mesh to %, inch) and (%, to 1 ~ inches). Operation of the 
entire plant was required to produce these materials. Concrete aggre
gates were placed in storage piles by means of stackers and were 
reclaimed from these piles into the hatching plant bins by means of 
a crawler crane equipped with a clamshell bucket. 

The cost per ton of aggregate at the several storage and deliv
ery points and the quantity of each type of material produced is 
given in table 26. 

Semiportable crushing plant 
The semiportable plant consisted mainly of a double impeller 

impact breaker, fed by a reciprocating plate feeder, and operated 
in closed circuit with a triple deck vibrating screen. The crusher 
discharge was carried to the screen by means of an open-type 
inclined bucket elevator and oversize material returned to the 
crusher through an inclined chute. The finished products were 
discharged from the screen into a 50-ton, three-compartment bin 
from which trucks were loaded. The plant was able to reduce 
large quarry run rock to minus 11;2-inch material. 

Operation of the plant with the hard, abrasive rock from 
quarry 2 resulted in excessive wear and frequent breakdown. 
The total cost of crushed rock delivered to storage piles was about 
$2.58 per ton. When operated at the dolomite quarry near the 
saddle dam, the plant performance was very satisfactory. 

CONCRETING FACILITIES 

Concreting at South Holston was similar to that at Watauga, 
in that-compared with tunnel driving and earth and rock fill 
placing-it was a relatively minor item; somewhat less than 
100,000 cubic yards were placed in all features and structures. 
The principal facilities for the preparation and delivery of con-
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TABLE 26.-South Holston-aggregate plant operation-cost and quantity summary 

Aggregate cost at various storage and delivery points 

Cost per t<m 

Quarried rock f.o.b. primary crusher No. 1 ------------------------- $1.074 
Operation of primary crusher No. 1, conveyor H-1, storage bin A, and 

dust control system -------------------------------------------- .260 

Tota.l cost crusher stone f.o.b. bin A (coarse filter material) or 
primary crusher No.2 ----------------------------------- 1.334 

Operation of primary crusher No.2 conveyor H-2 and scalper screen___ .190 

Total cost of crusher stone f.o.b. primary storage ------------- 1.524 

Operation of reclaiming tunnel, secondary crusher, conveyors H-3, H-4, 
and H-5, screens and bin B ------------------------------------- .256 

Total cost crushed stone f.o.b. stacker conveyor H-8 and H-9, 
sand plant or storage bin B ------------------------------ 1. 780 

Operation of storage conveyors H-8 and H-9 ----------------------- .182 

Tot~l cost of coarse concrete aggregate f.o.b. storage pile______ 1.962 

Special fines-fine filter material for dam and road surfacing material: 
Crushed stone f.o.b. sand plant ------------------------------- 1.780 
Sand plant operation ---------------------------------------- .321 

Total cost of special fines f.o.b. storage bin A ----------------- 2.101 

Sand: 
Crushed stone f.o.b. sand plant------------------------------- 1.780 
Sand plant operation ---------------------------------------- .321 
Material wasted in manufacturing sand ----------------------- .125 

Total cost sand f.o.b. storage pile --------------------------- 2.226 
Tons 

Total quarried rock received at crushing plant --------------------- 574,951 

Distribution: 
Coarse filter material --------------------------------------- 296,582 
Crushed stone for concrete aggregate ------------------------ 43,004 
Special fines ----------------------------------------------- 204,435 
Sand ----------------------------------------------------- 28,913 

Total 572,934 

Material wasted in manufacturing sand ---------------------------- 2,017 

crete to the site of concreting operations included those for 
cement handling and storage, hatching plants and mixer trucks. 

The equipment and methods used for placing concrete in the 
forms after it had been delivered to the site of concreting opera
tions together with the formwork necessary for the concrete are 
described in Chapter 6, "Construction." 

Cement handling and storage 

. AI~ cement used at South Holston came in bags from a plant 
m Kmgsport, Tenn., only about 30 miles from the project. A 
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TABLE 27.-South Holston-bag CPment costs 

Quantity: Bags 

Gross purchased ------------------------------------------- 652,500 
Unrecovered--25 percent ----------------------------------- 1,586 

Net cement used ----------------------------------------- 650,914 

Unloading and handling: Cost per bag 

Direct labor ------------------------------------------------ $0.066 
Equipment operation ---------------------------------------- .050 
Miscellaneous expense --------------------------------------- .001 

Sub-total --------------------------------------------------- .117 
Unrecovered ------------------------------------------------ .002 

Total unloading and handling ------------------------------- .119 

Cement cost f.o.b. railhead: 
First cost -------------------------------------------------- .629 
Freight ---------------------------------------------------- .129 

Total cement cost f.o.b. railhead ---------------------------- .758 

Total cement cost per bag f.o.b. job storage ------------------------ .877 

breakdown of the cost per bag including handling to job storage 
is given in table 27. 

During the 1947-51 period, when practically all the concrete 
placing by TV A took place, the cement was handled as follows. 
At hatching plant No. 1, the bags were loaded into scale pans 
from a storage shed adjacent to the plant and hoisted to the 
hatcher floor platform by a crane which was also used for charg
ing the aggregate bins. The bags were then transferred by hand 
from the scale pans to the cement hatcher as required. At hatch
ing plant No. 2, the bags were elevated from the storage shed 
directly to the cement hatcher on a belt conveyor. This method 
was more satisfactory than the scale pans used at plant No. 1. 

Batching plants 

During the 1942-43 construction period all major concreting 
was done by the same private contracting firm which had done 
the diversion tunnel excavation. Materials were hatched in the 
contractor's plant about 500 feet downstream from the diversion 
tunnel upper portal. This plant had a total bin capacity of 75 
cubic yards. The bins were loaded by bucket elevator and by 
crawler crane with a clamshell bucket. Three transit trucks with 
4-cubic-yard mixers were charged with aggregate and water at 
the hatching plant and then charged with cement at a storage 
shed located about 350 feet upstream from the plant. About 
35,000 cubic yards of concrete was placed in the diversion tunnel 
sluiceway and spillway using material hatched at this plant. 

The postwar construction schedules of the South Holston and 
Watauga projects were staggered to allow the use of the same 
equipment on both jobs. The Watauga hatching plants were 
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available for transfer in time to meet the new South Holston 
schedule, which called for concreting to begi? early in 19~8. One 
of these plants was set up with the crushmg plant which was 
also transferred from Watauga. The second hatching plant was 
used at the Bent Branch spillway. . 

These two hatching plants as used at Watauga are descnbed 
on page 428. A breakdown of the cost per cubic yard of operating 
the two plants at South Holston is given in table 28. 

Mixer trucks 

The same mixer trucks used at Watauga were also used at 
South Holston and are described on page 430. 

TABLE 28.-South Holston-batching plant operation cost.< 

Batching plant No. 1 

Quantity--54,235 cubic yards b' d 
0 t' Cost per cu tc uar 

per~i:~~t: labor ------------------------------------------------ $1.029 
Raw water distribution -------------------------------------- .375 
Elect:ric power distribution ----------------------------------- .069 
Compressed air distribution ---------------------------------- .033 
Equipment operation: 

Cranes--2,854 hours ------------------------------------
Tractors--960 hours ------------------------------------
Miscellaneous equipment ---------------------------------

Miscellaneous expense ---------------------------------------
Repairs ----------------------------------------------------
Depreciation -----------------------------------------------

.743 

.108 

.016 

.015 

.041 

.135 

Total hatching plant No. 1 operation ------------------------ 2.564 

Batching plant No. 2 

Quantity--10,146 cubic yards 

Ope~;;~~~ labor------------------------------------------------ $0.444 
Raw water distribution -------------------------------------- .158 
Electric power distribution ----------------------------------- .022 
Equipment operation: 

Cranes------------------------------------------------
Tractors -----------------------------------------------
Miscellaneous equipment --------------------------------

Gas and oil issues ------------------------------------------
Miscellaneous expense ---------------------------------------
Repairs ----------------------------------------------
Depreciation ------------------------------------------------

.590 

.096 

.083 

.002 

.001 

.071 

.677 

Total hatching plant No. 2 operation------------------------ 2.144 

LARGE SCALE QUARRY BLASTS 
WATAUGA AND SOUTH HOLSTON 

Seven gigantic coyote tunnel quarry blasts-three at Watauga 
and four at South Holston-were fired by TV A construction 
forces during the 1947-50 construction period to obtain rock fill 
for the two dams. These seven blasts produced nearly 5 million 
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cubic yards of broken stone and required over 4 million pounds 
of explosive. One and one-third million pounds of Nitramon were 
detonated at one time in the South Holston quarry for the largest 
blast. This earth-shaking explosion exceeded any blast previ
ously fired for construction or quarry purposes. 

The South Holston blasts were used as an unprecedented op
portunity by scientists of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
Naval Research Bureau, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Carnegie Institute, and others to measure the distance and rate 
of travel of the tremors through the earth's crust. Also, special 
instruments of the Carnegie Institute were used to investigate 
the thickness of the earth's crust. The effects from the larger 
of the blasts were recorded on seismographs as far distant as 
St. Louis, Mo., and Ottawa, Canada. 

WATAUGA QUARRIES 

The three coyote tunnel quarry blasts at Watauga were in 
three quarries downstream from the dam site designated as 
Gardens Bluff quarry, where blast No. 1 took place; quarry No. 2, 
where blast No. 2 took place; and elevation 1950 quarry, where 
blast No. 3 took place. The location of these quarries with re
spect to the dam is shown in figure 158. 

The proximity of the quarrying area to the dam site made it 
impractical to shoot the rock down to a single floor level near 
that of the river bed. The haul roads from the quarry to the 
dam would have been too steep for the upper levels of the struc
ture. For this reason, therefore, the quarry development was in 
three stages or quarries with floors at elevations 1690, 1750, and 
1950, respectively. 

Clearing and stripping of the quarry areas was completed dur
ing the 1946-47 winter months, and quarrying started in the 
spring of 1947 (figs. 159 and 160). 

Floor E/!150 --

S:ale 400 0 400 Fu! 
~:..3::::::~.~~ 

FIGURE 158.-W atauga-quarry locations with respect to dam. 
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Following is a summary of the geologic data for the Watauga 
coyote tunnel quarrying area. 

Geologic data 
Type of rock ------------------------------------------------- Quartzite 
Specific gravity -------------------------------------------- 2.66 ~o 2.68 
DensitY--------------------------------166.2 to 167.5 pounds per cubic foot 
Absorption --------------------------------------------------------- 0 
Classification-Unicoi (Lower Cambrian) consisting ~f.wha~ is known. as No.9 

formation. Texture varied from fine to conglomentlc, thm to mediUm bed
ding, light gray, cross bedded quartzite. 

. . Percent 
Composition: 97.5 to 98.5 

Silica --------------------------------------------- 0.05 to 0.28 
Allumina -----------------------------------------------
Ferric oxide ------------------------------------------- 0.59 to 1.00 
Ferrous oxide ------------------------------------------ 0.11 to 0.16 
Lime -------------------------------------------------- 0.08 to 0.11 

~fu~~es!~-============================================== g:~! ~~ ~:gg Strength _____________ A verage, approximately 30,000 pounds per square mch 
Bedding ________________________ Divided by bedding and joining planes into 

ideally sized blocks for easy handling. 
Use-------------------------------------------------Rock fiP and riprap 
Overburden-------=--------Thin overgrowth of trees as shown I:r:t figure ~59. 

Some earth overburden on back side of ndge 
for blast No. 1. 

FIGURE 159.-W atauga-well drilling in quarry before 
adoption of coyote hole method. 
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Initial drilling 

Drilling during the construction of quarry roads and during 
the preparation for quarrying operations was done with wagon 
drills, drifters, and stopers, using tempered steel bits. It was 
observed, however, that the rock was very hard and abrasive 
(7 on Mohs' scale). This condition was even more apparent after 
well drilling (fig. 159) started; a single freshly sharpened bit 
was good for an average of less than 1.5 feet, the principal diffi
culty being loss in gage due to abrasiveness of the quartzite 
(approximately 98 percent silica). As many as 12 freshly sharp
ened bits were used by one drill during a single 8-hour shift. 
If the bits were used for too long a time after loss of gage, 
several succeeding bits were needed to bring the hole back to 
full diameter. 

Factory representatives and metallurgists were called in as 
consultants, and a number of methods of dressing and tempering 
the bits were tried without success. The final outcome was a 
switch to Ingersoll-Rand "Carset" jackbits with tungsten car
bide cutting edge inserts, and the adoption of the coyote-tunnel 
blasting method of quarrying (fig. 160). The loss of gage in the 
Carset bits permitted the drilling of approximately 15 feet of 
hole before resharpening was necessary. 

Coyote tunnel system 

Coyote tunnel blasting permits a maximum amount of explo
sive to be placed for a minimum amount of drilling. The explo
sive is distributed throughout a network of small (coyote) tun
nels which have been driven into the rock face at one or more 

FIGURE 160.-Watauga-moving Nitramon into coyote adit tunnPl. 
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levels. The rock formation of the Watauga quarry area was well 
adapted for this type of blasting. The thin to medium thick 
bedding of the quartzite was cross-jointed in such a manner that 
when disturbed by blasting it broke into pieces that could gen
erally be handled by a 3-cubic-yard shovel dipper. Fragmenta
tion was excellent and very little secondary blasting was required. 

Design.-The layout of the ·coyote tunnel network, or system, 
for blasting was carefully designed so that the rock would be 
lifted up by the blast and dropped back as nearly as possible in 
its original position. It was also planned for mucking to. be as 
economical as possible. Each tunnel was made 4 feet w1de by 
6 feet high, since this was considered the minimum size for 
convenient driving. When the amount of rock desired from a 
single blast required two tunnel systems, one above the other, 
the vertical distance between them was approximately 100 feet. 

The adits at Watauga were spaced about 110 feet apart. Since 
they were used only as a means of access to the cross tunnels and 
no explosive was placed in them, it was more economical to keep 
their footage low by driving as few as possible in proportion to 
the cross tunnels where the explosive was placed. 

The cross tunnels branched off at right angles on either side 
of the adit tunnels at approximately 50-foot intervals starting 
about 50 feet from the portal. Generally, they were not ex
tended much more than 50 feet in either direction because muck
ing was done by hand and its cost increased sharply as the dis
tance from the adit tunnel increased. 

The spacing of 110 feet horizontally between adits permitted 
a maximum of 80 feet ( 40 feet on either side of the adit tunnel) 
for the length of the cross tunnels. This gave a 30-foot spacing 
between the ends of the corresponding cross tunnels from adja
cent adits. Adits were sloped toward the portals and cross tun
nels were sloped toward the adits to facilitate drainage and 
removal of muck. The length of the adits was limited by the 
slope of the mountain-the inside end was never left with more 
than 100. feet of cover. Adits for the upper levels were longer 
than those for the lower levels to eliminate overhang at the top 
of the face after blasting. 

The coyote hole development for two-level blast No. 2 at 
Watauga is shown by figure 161. 

DTiving.-Drilling at each tunnel heading was done with drift
ers, mounted on columns, using 7-foot steel. Starting with the 
adit heading, additional headings were started as the cross-cuts 
were reached. At the driving peak there were often 12 to 15 
headings going at one time. After a round was drilled out and 
loaded, the miners rotated to another where mucking had been 
completed. As many as twenty 5-foot rounds were often fired 
per day. Drilling and firing patterns for the headings are shown 
in figure 162. Pattern No. 1 was used more extensively than 
the other two. 

Standard jack bits were used for the first blast tunnels but due 
to the excessive abrasiveness of the quartzite they required fre
quent dressing and were abandoned in favor of recently developed 
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FIGURE 162.-W atauga-drill hole and exploder patterns for driving coyote tunnels. 

Carset jack bits. These bits, with inset cutting edges of a tung
sten-carbide compound, gave excellent service and although the 
bit was high priced as compared to the cost of the jack bit-up to 
about 26 times that for tempered steel bit-it is believed that in 
hard rock a considerable saving resulted from their use. 

Mucking.-The muck in the cross-cuts was hauled in wheel
barrows into the adit along which it was pulled to the portal 
with drag scrapers hooked together in tandem and handled by 
a two-drum electric hoist outside the portal. The tunnels were 
not mucked clean, only enough being removed to permit a rather 
difficult passage for the workmen. 

Preparation for blasting 
Explosives.-DuPont Nitramon explosive and Primacord det

onating fuse were used in the coyote tunnel blasting operations. 
This type of explosive was especially suitable because of inher
ent safety features. Since loading the tunnels for a single shot 
required as much as 10 days in some instances, it was essential 
that this operation be started as early as possible to shorten the 
overall work period. It was possible, when using this explosive, 
to start loading while drilling in adjoining tunnels not more than 
50 feet away. 

Tunnel loading and stemming.-Above each cross tunnel the 
volume of rock to be moved by blasting was carefully detP.r
mined. The amount of explosive varied from 1 to 2 pounds per 
cubic yard of solid rock, with the outside tunnels being loaded 
the lightest. Computations were made under the supervision of 
a powder company technician, who was always present during 
loading operations to render any technical assistance that might 
be needed. No fixed rules were followed in spreading the charges 
of explosive along the tunnels since this spacing depended upon a 
number of variables and, to a large extent, upon the experience 
and good judgment of the quarry superintendent and blasting 
technician. The variables included all geologic characteristics 
of the rock such as tightness and thickness of bedding, jointing, 
direction of dip, hardness, and extent of weathering; the depth 
of covering; the spacing between tunnels; and the condition of 
the rock at the end of the tunnels. The general direction of 
movement of the entire mass of rock was also predetermined and 
planned. 
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Nitramon was delivered in 2-foot-long tin containers which 
were placed on a small pushcar and moved into the adits on a 
narrow gage track. It was then carried into the cross tunnels 
and stacked in accordance with the predetermined calculations in 
piles like cordwood. For blast No. 2 the Nitramon stacks are 
indicated by the black squares in figure 161. In blasts Nos. 2 
and 3 the upper level tunnels were loaded heavily to aid breaking 
the rim rock back to a safe slope. 

After stacking the Nitramon, a line of cans was placed along 
the tunnel floor so that all stacks in each cross tunnel were con
nected. Two primers in each stack were then connected to two 
lines of detonating fuse, which in turn were connected in the 
adit to two main lines leading to the portal. All fuse lines were 
interconnected at frequent intervals so that a break or misfire 
could not isolate any part of the charge. All fuse lines were laid 
on sandbags along the floor of the tunnel so that the fuse could 
not at any point rest on rock and were then covered with addi
tional sand bags. 

Each pile of explosive was contained with sand bags, but the 
entire space between the piles of explosive was not stemmed. 
The sand bags were filled by hand and moved into the adit by 
pushcar. A metal sled with cradle-type carriage was also used 
for hauling Nitramon and sand bags. The sled, in this case, was 
skidded into the adit with the aid of an .air hoist. 

After the explosive and sand bags had been placed in the cross 
tunnels, and connections made with the Primacord circuits, each 
adit was stemmed tightly. Sand bags were first used for stem
ming the adits, but later loose sand was used instead. This was 
moved into the adit with scraper and air-operated hoist. The 
scraper method of moving the sand was slow, however, and the 
sand for stemming in blasts Nos. 2 and 3 was blown in with a 
1-cubic-yard, 8%-inch by 30-inch Pressweld gun, through a 
6-inch pipeline. This latter method was effective in stemming 
both the lower and upper level tunnels and was fast as well as 
economical. 

Blast detonation 

On completing the stemming, the leads from the adit Prima
cords were connected to a double Primacord bus circuit. Two 
No. 6 blasting caps were then placed at each portal and at other 
strategic points (fig. 161). These were taped to the bus circuit, 
and the wire leads from the caps were connected in series to a 
No. 6 insulated wire firing lead to the blasting shelter. No de
laying devices were employed, and all the charges were set off 
simultaneously. The blast was set off by a 200-volt single-phase 
firing device located in the blasting shelter some 2000 to 3000 
feet from the blast. 

Time involved 

Tunnel driving for blast No. 1 started July 14 and was com
pleted September 8, 1947. Loading the tunnels with explosive 
required 2 weeks, and the blast was set off September 11. The 
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~IGURE 163.-W atauga-results of second coyote tunnel blast. 

results of this first blast were so gratifying that all other quarry
ing methods for supplying the rock fill were abandoned. 

Tunnel driving for blast No. 2 started immediately upon com
pleting blast No. 1 and was completed October 27. Loading the 
tunnels with explosive started October 28 and was completed 
November 5. Blast No. 2 was not set off, however, until Novem
ber 8 (fig. 163). 

Tunnel driving for blast No. 3 started October 28, 1947, and 

TABLE 29.-W atauga-quantityl analysis of coyote tunneling 

Item Unit Blast 1 Blast 2 Blast 3 Total 

Length of adit driven _______ Linear feet 465 1,025 653 2,143 
Length of cross tunnel driven Linear feet 1,093 1,610 1,493 4,196 
Days required to drive tun-

nels --------------------- Number 40 51 67 -------------Average length of tunnel 
per day ------------------ Linear feet 39 52 30 -------------Computed volume of solid 
rock over tunnels --------- Cubic yard 271,500 335,700 242,800 850,000 

Actual yield (loose rock)---- Cubic yard 486,060 622,760 410,110 1,518,930 
Solid rock per linear foot of 

cross tunnel ------------- Cubic yard 248 209 163 -------------
Total. explosive used I 

{N•<•·•m•• { ----------· ' Pound 314,522 520,326 418,082 1,252,930 
Explosive per Jinear foot of 

cross tunnel -------------- Pound 288 323 280 2 299 
Explosive per cubic yard of 

solid rock---------------- Pound 1.16 1.55 1.72 2 147 
Explosive per cubic yard of 

loose rock ---------------- Pound .65 .84 1.02 2 .82 
Primers used -------------- Number 132 225 165 522 
Primacord used ------------ Linear feet 10,000 18,000 20,000 48,000 
Sand and rock chips (stem-

ming) Tons I 1,088 1,794 1.271 4,163 
Burlap bag-s-================~ Number 22,940 11,912 7,525 42,377 
Dynamite ------------------ Pounrl 32,644 61,417 46,086 143,147 
Date of blast --------------- Day I ~-11-47 11-8-47 3-11-48 -------------

1 Final quantities. 
2 Average. 
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TAsu; 30.-W atauga-quantities and cost analysis of coyote tunneling 1 

Quantities 

2,143 linear feet 4- by 6-foot adit 
4,196 linear feet 4- by 6-foot cross tunnel 
5,634 cubic yards rock (solid measure) tunnel excavation 
100,436 pounds dynamite 

Cost Analysis 

Item 
Cost per 

linear foot 
of tunnel 

Labor ----------------------------------------- ------------ $24.809 
Compressed air -------------------------------------------- 4.667 
Drill shop operations --------------------------------------- 3.96ii 
Raw water------------------------------------------------ l.fi07 
Trucks and miscellaneous equipment------------------------ 1.6fll 
Shop work and part&--------------------------------------- 1.411 
Dynamite ------------------------------------------------- 2.1 fi 1 
Explosive supplies ----------------------------------------- .609 
Electric power (hoist, vent. system, etc.) ------------------- .589 
Miscellaneous small expense --------------------------------· .457 

1----
Total ------------- ----------------------------------- 41.856 

1 Approximate final quantities but not final adjusted costs. 

Cost per cubic 
yard of rock 
from tunnel 
(solid rock) 

$27.914 
5.251 
4.462 
1.695 
1.902 
l.fi88 
2.420 

.685 

.663 

.514 

47.094 

TABLE 31.-W atauga-quantities and cost analysis of coyote tunnel quarrying 

Item 

Labor --------------------- ____ ------------
Nitramon --------------------------------
Dynamite ---------------------------------
Explosive supplies (primers, primacord, 

etc.). 
Rock chips and sand (stemming) ----------
Burlap bags ------------------------------
Trucks and miscellaneous equipment opera-

tions 
Shop work and parts ----------------------
Drill steel (including sharpening) ----------
Construction materials (lumber, pipe, etc.)-
Miscellaneous materials and small expense--
Compressed air ----------------------------
Raw water --------------------------------
Electric power ---------------------------
Depreciation on nonrated equipment---------

1,252,930 
pounds-

cost per lb 
of Nitramon 

explosive 
used 

$0.196 
.135 
.017 
.012 

.005 

.004 

.018 

.011 

.025 

.003 

.002 
.057 
.011 
.004 
.001 
.035 Exploration drilling and stripping __________ !----~ 

Total quarry operations (less construc .536 
tion facilities) . 

Based on-

850,000 
cubic yards-
cost per cu yd 
of solid rock 
over tunnels 
(computed) 

$0.289 
.198 
.025 
.018 

.008 

.006 

.026 

.016 

.038 

.005 

.002 

.085 

.016 

.005 

.001 

.052 

.790 

.072 .106 Construction facilities1 ---------------------I------1-----
Total expense. all quarry operations .608 . 896 

(including tunneling). 

' Construction facilities cover all indirect construction costs. 

1,518,928 
cubic yards-
cost per cu yd 

of rock 
produced 

(loose measure) 

$0.162 
.111 
.014 
.010 

.004 

.003 

.015 

.009 

.021 
.003 
.001 
.047 
.009 
.003 
.001 
.029 

.442 

.059 

.501 
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was completed February 11, 1948. Loading started February 12 
and was completed March 5, 1948. The blast was set off 
March 11. 

Quantity and cost analyses 

Tables 29, 30, and 31 are quantity and cost analyses of the 
coyote tunnel quarrying to supply most of the rock fill for 
Watauga Dam. 

SOUTH HOLSTON QUARRY 

At South Holston four coyote tunnel quarry blasts were made 
in a single quarry-designated as No. 4-immediately upstream 
from the dam site and near the right abutment (fig. 147, p. 439). 
Of these four blasts the second was by far the largest. It yielded 
slightly more rock than all three of the Watauga blasts combined. 
This tremendous explosion required the drilling of only a few 
feet less than 1 mile of adit and cross tunnels in which 1Ys million 
pounds of Nitramon were detonated to yield somewhat more than 
1% million cubic yards of rock (loose measure); this amounted 
to 1.16 cubic yards per pound of Nitramon. 

Geology 

The rock compnsmg the quarry area at South Holston be
longed to the Tellico formation of the Ordovician Age and con
sisted largely of beds of sandstone, shale, and conglomerate. The 
sandstone was blue-gray in color and contained approximately 
25 percent calcium carbonate cementing material, 60 percent sand 
grains, and numerous other materials in relatively small amounts. 
The conglomerate consisted of well-cemented pebbles and cobbles 
of limestone, sand, and chert. Outcrops of both materials indi
cated resistance to weathering. The rock used for construction 
purposes contained not more than 5 percent shale. 

Development by coyote tunneling method 

The rock in South Holston quarry No. 4 was not as hard as 
that encountered in the Watauga quarries, but since the coyote
tunneling method had met with such success at Watauga it was 
also adopted at South Holston to provide the rock fill for the 
dam. The design, tunneling, and blasting procedures followed 
at South Holston were quite similar to those described for 
Watauga in the immediately preceding pages and they are not 
repeated here. The adit and cross tunnel spacing was somewhat 
different from that used at Watauga and was due to differences 
in quarry geology and rock characteristics. The tunnel spacing 
for blast No. 2 at South Holston is shown in figure 164, which 
is the Nitramon loading plan for that largest of all blasts. Stack
ing Nitramon in a cross tunnel is shown in figure 165 and load
ing of the blasted rock is shown in figure 166 . 

South Holston quarry No. 4 at various stages of its develop
ment is shown in figures 167 through 171. Figure 167 shows 
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NOTES: 

~254 lin f'f or lunnels 
931,935 cu yd solid rocf.:. over funnels 
/, 336,448 lbs. of Nitramon 

SYMBOLS: 
-Loading -N;/ramon 
I:ZZZ:ZJ Stemming- Sand 

FIGURE 164.-South Holston-Nitramon loading plan for largest coyote tunnd blast, 

I·I(;llHE 165.-South Holston-stacking Nitramon in coyote tunnel. 

l 
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FIGURE 166.-··South Holston-elPctric shovPl loading rock in quarry No. 4. 

preparations underway for the first blast and figure 168 shows 
the results of that blast. Blast No. 2, the largest of all, is shown 
at the instant of explosion in figure 169. Figure 170 shows quar
rying operations in June 1949, 2 months after blast No.3. Rock
fill operations for the dam were completed in November 1950 and 
figure 171 shows the quarry about that time when over 3 million 
cubic yards of rock (loose measure) had been taken from it. 
The four blasts which supplied this rock took place as follows: 

FIGUIIE 167.-South Holston--preparing quarry No. 4 for first blast. 
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FIGURE 168.-South Holston-results of first blast in quarry No. 4. 

No. 1, August 14, 1948; No.2, February 5, 1949; No.3, April 16, 
1949; and No. 4, August 8, 1950. 

~antity and cost analyses 

Tables 32, 33, and 34 are quantity and cost analyses of the 
coyote tunnel quarrying to supply most of the rock fill for South 
Holston Dam. 

TABLE 32.-South Holston-quantity analysis of coyote tunneling 

Item Unit Blast 1 Blast 2 Blast 3 Blast 4 Total 

Length of adit driven ____ Linear feet 1,109 1,177 720 200 3,206 Length of cross tunnel Linear feet 2,974 4,077 1.306 973 9,330 driven 
Days required to drive Number 54 106 34 ----------- -----------tunnels 
Average length of tunnel Linear feet 74 50 60 ·---------- ·----------per day 
Computed volume solid 

rock over tunnels 
Cubic yard 512,758 931,935 269,100 231,500 1,945,293 

Actual yield (loose meas- Cubic yard 827,170 
ure) 

1,558,900 477,215 318,140 3,181.425 

Solid rock per linear foot Cubic yard 172.4 
of cross tunnel 

228.6 206.0 238.0 208.5 

Total explosive used Pound 
(Nitramon) 

835,239 1,336,448 491,337 402,272 3,065,296 

Explosive per linear foot Pound 281 
of cross tunnel 

328 376 413 1 32S 

Explosive per cubic yard Pound 1.63 1.43 1.83 1.74 1 1.58 
solid rock 

Explosive per cubic yard Pound 1.01 0.86 1.03 1.26 .96 
rock (loose measure) 

Primers used ----------- Number ± 410 ± 468 ± 178 ± 160 1,216 
Primacord used --------- Linear feet ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- 69,000 
Rock chips (stemming) __ Tons ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- 10,177 
Dynamite -------------- Pound ·---------- ----------- ----------- ---------- 216,446 
Date of blast ----------- Day 7-14-48 2-5-49 4-16-49 7~8-50 ·----------

1 Average. 

r 

] 
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FIGURE l6B.-South Holston-largest coyote tunnel blast at instant of explosion in 
quarry No. 4. 

TABLE 33.-South Holston-quantities and cost analysis of coyote tunneling 1 

Quantities 

3,206 linear feet 4- by 6-foot adit 
9,330 linear feet 4- by 6-foot. cross tunnel . 
11143 cubic yards rock (sohd measure) tunnel excavatiOn 
21G,446 pounds dynamite 
10,779 linear feet primacord 
37,057 exploders 

Cost Analysis 

Item 

Labor ----------------------------------------------------
Compressed air --------------------------------------------
Drill shop operations ---------------------------------------
Raw water ------------------------------------------------
Truck and mispellaneous equipment operation ---------------
Shop work and parts ---------------------------------------
Dynamite -------------------------------------------------· 
Explosive supplies ----------------------------------------
Electric power --------------------------------------------
Construction materials (lumber, etc.) ----------------------

Cost per 
linear foot 
of tunnel 

$16.722 
2.982 
1.711 

.924 
1.192 
1.145 
2.841 

.763 

.477 
1.366 

Cost per cubic 
yard of rock 
from tunnel 
(solid rock) 

$18.813 
3.355 
1.925 
1.039 
1.341 
1.288 
3.196 

.859 

.537 
1.536 

.219 .247 Miscellaneous small expense -------------------------------- ------1-------
Total-tunneling ------------------------------------

Open cut at portal -----------------------------------------

30.342 

.860 
3.857 Construction facilities' --------------------------------------

1 
_____ _ 

Total tunneling operation ---------------------------- 36.059 

1 Final costs. 
t Construction facilities cover indirect construction costs. 

34.135 

.968 
4.339 

39.442 
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FIGURE 170.-South Holston-quarry No. 4 two mollths after third blast-earth and 
rock fill placing for dam in foreground. 

TABLE 34.-South Holston-quantities and cost analysis of coyote tunnel quarrying 

Item 

~ifr
0

:m-;,~-================================= Explosive supplies (primers, primacord, etc.)_ 
Rock chips (stemming) --------------------
Burlap bags -------------------------------
Trucks and miscellaneous equipment opera-

tion. 
Snake holing -----------------------------
Shop work and parts ----------------------
Miscellaneous materials and small expense __ _ 
Compressed air ---------------------------
Special work for safety --------------------

~~:~~~a~;-d~iiii;;g-========================= 
Service facilities and expense -------------
Exploration drilling and stripping ----------

3,065,296 
pounds--

cost per lb 
of Nitramon 

explosive 
used 

$0.012 
.140 
.002 
.008 
.002 
.005 

.001 

. 001 

.003 

.002 

.000 

.001 

.033 
.015 
.054 

Based on-

1,945,293 
cubic yards-
cost per cu yd 
of solid rock 
over tunnels 
(computed) 

$0.o18 
.220 
.004 
.013 
.003 
.008 

.001 

.001 

.005 

.003 

.001 

.001 

.052 

.023 
.085 

. 278 .438 Total (less construction facilities) ____ 1------1-------=-~-

Construction facilities 1 ------------------- .034 .054 
.143 .226 Tunnel operations -------------------------

1-----------ll------~:~ 
Total .. quarrying operation ------------ .456 .718 

1 Construction facilities cover indirect constJ·uction costs. 

3,181,425 
cubic yards-
cost per cu yd 

of rock 
produced 

(loose measure) 

$0.011 
.134 
.002 
.008 
.002 
.005 

.001 

.001 

.003 

.002 

.000 

.001 
.032 
.014 
.052 

.268 

.033 

.138 
-----

.439 

j: 
"""' ~· _, 

... ' 
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FIGURE 171.-South Hol.~ton-quarry No. 4 after removal of over 3 million cubic 
' yards of rock fill for dam which is seen in foreground. 

BOONE 
The general plan, elevation and sections of the main structures 

for which construction plant facilities were provided at Boone 
are shown in figure 90, page 236. The principal dates and quanti
ties involved in Boone construction are given in Chapter 6, "Con
struction." As many items of plant facilities and equipment were 
used for both Boone and Fort Patrick Henry construction and as 
the schedules of the two projects overlapped, some of the cost 
summaries which were shown separately for Watauga and South 
Holston are combined for the Boone and Fort Patrick Henry 
projects. Appropriate references are made as required. In addi
tion, many items of construction equipment were used inter
changeably on all the Upper Holston projects and it was not prac
ticable to separate the costs of this equipment applicable to the 
Boone project only. These over-all Upper Holston equipment costs 
are given in tables 4 through 8, and are referred to as necessary . 

Overall information regarding the Boone construction plant is 
discussed first, followed by the main facilities provided in the 
order given: Access Facilities, Buildings and Utilities, River 
Diversion Facilities, Aggregate Production and Handling, and 
Concreting Facilities . 

Costs and equipment 

The total first cost to the Boone project of construction plant 
general service buildings and facilities plus construction plant 
utilities, buildings, and equipment amounted to $981,420.75 and 
the net cost was $858,346.45. The difference of $123,07 4.30 was 
the total of credits due to salvage sales and transfers. These 
costs are itemized in tables 35 and 36. 
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TABLE 35.-Boone-construction plant general service buildings and facilities 

Description 

General preparation of site---------------------------
Construction roads, bridges and walks ----------------
Telephone system -----------------------------------
Surface drainage ------------------------------------
Sanitary sewer system ------------------------------
Terminal facilities ----------------------------------
Administration building ------------------------------
Engineers office -------------------------------------
Time office ------------------------------------------
Warehouse and storage yard facilities ----------------
Laboratory-concrete and soils ----------------------
Medical building ------------------------------------
Miscellaneous small buildings -------------------------
Combined restaurant and public safety building _______ _ 

~fs~:~~~vfa5cti~{t~!: =~~~~~~i~~-=========================== 
Total ---------- ______ ----- _________ ------------

1 Denotes credit. 

First cost 
to Boone 

$38,295.47 
121,357.66 
14,138.12 
1,647.08 

12,532.08 
85,725.71 
34,614.97 

3,204.59 
13,630.19 
60,996.59 
10,957.60 
25,349.18 
23,362.40 
12,931.97 

1,817.15 
2,478.85 

189,343.49 

Salvage 
sales and 
transfers t 

$8,112.11 
202.79 

138.90 
6,549.32 
2,548.45 

237.80 
876.59 

2,612.32 
1,343.92 
1.997.89 
3,925.73 
1,023.15 

------------
14,565.84 

Net cost 
to Boone 

$38,295.47 
113,245.55 

13,935.33 
1,647.08 

12,393.18 
79,176.39 
32,066.52 

2,966.79 
12,753.61 
58,384.27 

9,613.68 
23,351.29 
19,436.67 
11.908.82 

1,817.15 
2,478.85 

174,777.6n 

TABLE 36.-Boone-construction plant utilities, buildings, and equipment 

Description First cost 
to Boone 

Salvage 
sales and 

transfers 1 

Net cost 
to Boone 

Electric distribution system -------------------------- $168,922.06 $23,57 4.78 $145,347.28 
Compressed air system ------------------------------- 43,825.71 18,231.65 25,594.06 
Raw water supply system ---------------------------- 61,221.12 7,842.48 53,378.64 
Treated water system -------------------------------- 30,768.41 2,104.71 28,663.70 
Drill shop ------------------------------------------- 4,726.22 875 09 3,851.13 
Machine, garage, electric, and rigger shop ------------- 75,940.32 10,461.34 65,478.98 
Carpenter shop -------------------------------------- 33,456.34 6,529.00 26,927.34 
Sawmill equipment ---------------------------------- 310.23 558.46 248.231 

Cofferdam plant ------------------------------------- 14,471.76 8,679.08 5,792.68 
Aggregate storage plant ------------------------------ 43,225.08 2,082.28 41,142.80 
Aggregate conveyor plant ---------------------------- 102,556.22 12,202.57 90,353.65 
Cement unloading terminal --------------------------- 27,381.33 3,772.90 23,608.43 
Cement storage plant at dam ------------------------- 42,245.83 2,560.84 39,684.99 
Central mixing plant -------------------------------- 130,834.98 7 ,694. 78 123,140.20 
Batching plant -------------------------------------- 4,492.60 575.04 3,917.56 
Batching plant No. 3 -------------------------------- 600.00 300.00 300.00 
Concrete hauling equipment -------------------------- 5,264.09 ------------ 5,264.09 
Portable form hoist ---------------------------------- 475.16 ------------ 475.16 
Reinforcing steel shop --------------------------------

1 
__ 1_._35_9_.8_0_

1
. ___ 4_63_._46_

1 
___ 8_9_6_.3_4 

Total _ ------__ - --------___ - -------------------- 752,077.26 108,508.46 683,568.80 

1 Denotes credit. 

Figure 172 lists the major construction equipment used at the 
Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects and shows the number of 
equipment units on the job in any month during the 1950-54 
construction period. 

Various equipment costs applicable to the Upper Holston proj
ects combined are given in tables 4 through 8 starting on page 401. 

Layout 

The topography in the vicinity of the Boone dam site greatly 
influenced the construction plant layout. The bed of the original 
river channel is about 200 feet below the general elevation of the 
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surrounding area. At the dam site the 300-foot-wide river chan
nel is flanked by a steep bluff on the left, and on the right by a 
gentle slope extending to a ridge. Immediately downstream the 
steep bluff on the left bank recedes until the flood plain becomes 
about 1200 feet wide. In this area lay Spurgeon Island which, 
with only moderate grading, provided an excelient site for the 
construction plant. Easy access to the quarry site was also 
afforded. A bridge over the river was required for access to the 
office buildings and hospital on the right bank and to construction 
work in that area. Figure 173 shows the layout adopted and 
figure 17 4 is a view of the construction plant on Spurgeon Island. 

Construction schedule 

River diversion posed the major problem in determining the 
construction stages, and extensive studies were made. A two
stage scheme was finally adopted and the Boone construction 
schedule was based on this scheme which called for completion in 
3 years. Primarily, the first stage included spillway bays and the 
second stage included the powerhouse and nonoverflow section of 
the darn. The first-stage construction was completed in August 
1951 and the second stage in December 1952. 

ITEM MAX 19~0 19~1 19~2 1953 19~4 

NO. JASONDJF AMJJASO'NDJFMA JJASONDJF AI~ J J A. S 0 N D J F MAMJJAS 
AIR COMPRESSORS--STATIONARY 2 I ' I 0 

PORTABLE ' 
I l4 ' 4 ' I 0 

BATCHING PLANT I I 0 ,IJ ~; fi- iol I;------' -
BOILERS J 

i~ BUCKETS--CLAM SHELL • I ' 4 
' 

., 
CONCRETE " ' " " 232629' 18 I Z1 16 11)17.165 1 0 

DRA~UNE I I 0 

CRANES--ELECTRIC REVOLVIN~ J ' ' I 0 

TRUCK MOUNTEO 4 I ' J 4 ' ' ' " ·o 
CONCRETE PUUPS 2 I ' I 

' 
0 

CONCRETE GUN I I 0 I I I 
DISC HARROWS ' ' 4 ' 0 

ORILLS--OIAUONO CORE II I ' 79 10 II 10. 9 81: I, 0 

ROCK, HAND HELD J1 6142128 " " 18 116 4 
' o I 

WAGON MOUNTED " 
l " ' 11)13 ' 7 '4 ' 0 

GRADERS--AUTO PATROL J I ' J ' I 'I .o 
EARTH LOADER I I 0 

~ 

I· 1 
HOISTS--AIR 4 I 1 4 ' ' 0 'I 

ELECTRIC I I 0 ofHH MIXERS--CONCRETE STATIONARYJ.I' 3 J 

CONCRETE PORTABLE 3 I 2 ' ' 0 

GROUT 5 ' 431 0 

PUMPS--CENTRIFUGAL 31 I lJIJJliB 21Z7Z9 " " 18 141C 19 11: '13 9 4 0 

ROLLERS- -SHEEPSFOOT J 54 '7 6 3 ' 0 

SHOVELS--CRAWLER 7 I 3 4 ' 676 ' 6 ' 4 ' •2 l 0 

SCRAPERS 4 I 4 ' ' I 0 

TRACTORS--CRAWLER " 
1lS6 79 11121618 17 161391 4 lZO 

TRUCK TRACTORS J I ' ' ' I 0 

TRUCKS--BOTTOM DUMP " 81019 " '4 0 

END DUNP " ' 9 10 111312 " 1115 1276 ' ' 
OUMPCRETE 10 610 • 6 ' ' 0 

CEMENT TANK • 4 6 ' r o· 
FUEL TANK 2 1 I 0 

STAKE " ' 4 6 79 1516 12 211713 ,. 11·51) 

MIXER ' ' 3 ' 1 I 0 

TRAILERS, 40 TO 75 TON 2 ' I 0 

i 
*IN HIE MIXING PLANT. 

FIGURE 172.-Boone and Fort Patrick Henry-schedule of 
major construction equipment 
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® & @ C(yde 40 ton gantry cranes 
@ American 20 ton revolver 

FIGURE li3.-Boone-layout of construction plant. 

FIGURE 174.-Boone-construction plant on Spurgeon Island. 
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FIGURE 17li.-Boone-construction schedule originally issued. 
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The construction schedule originally issued (fig. 175) shows the 
starting date in August 1950 and the dam closure date in Decem
ber of 1952. This schedule was closely adhered to and filling of 
the Boone Reservoir started December 16, 1952. The three gen
erating units were placed in operation about 3 months later than 
the schedule called for on account of delays in shipment of tur
bine and generator parts. A more detailed schedule prepared on 
the job and kept up to date controlled the actual construction 
work and coordinated it with progress at Fort Patrick Henry. 

ACCESS FACILITIES 

Roads 

Access to the dam site for materials, equipment, and employees 
was afforded by roads constructed on both sides of the river 
(fig. 176). The main access road to the administration building, 
hospital, time office, and construction area branched off from 
Tennessee State Highway No. 37 about one-quarter of a mile 
north of the South Fork Holston River Bridge. This road, nearly 
a mile long, was to serve later as the permanent access highway 
and was graded and surfaced accordingly. Branch roads were 
extended to the visitors overlook, the borrow pit, and as required 
for construction work. One branch led down to the construction 
bridge across the river and gave access to the construction plant 
area on Spurgeon Island (fig. 173). The branch roads were sur
faced with crushed rock. At the main entrance, Tennessee State 
Highway No. 37 was widened on the east side for a distance of 
500 feet in each direction to provide a deceleration or turnoff lane. 

The access road on the south side of the river was used to 
transport equipment, cement and other supplies from Gray 
Siding on the railroad. It involved the construction of a short 
length from the county road to the siding, a half-mile stretch 
from the county road to the intersection of State Highways Nos. 
36 and 37, and another half-mile stretch from State Highway 
No. 37 to the construction area. Access roads to the quarry were 
also constructed. The main one passed under the state highway 
bridge along the river bank. All the roads on the south side of 
the river were surfaced with crushed rock. 

Parking areas.-Parking accommodations were made available 
for about 300 cars at the dam site during the construction period. 
Three separate areas were graded and surfaced with fine crushed 
rock. These lots were located in the vicinity of the personnel, 
hospital, and administration buildings and were bounded by the 
main access road, the access haul road, and a county road (fig. 
173.) The lot adjacent to the personnel building was about 400 
by 125 feet and accommodated 167 cars. The lot across the 
county road from the administration building was about 300 
by 140 feet and parked 122 cars. Other parking facilities con
sisted of a small lot adjacent to the hospital for 25 cars and 
parking strips at the administration building and lunchroom. 

~ .
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Access roads consfrvded by TVA==== 
GrayS Siding to Boone Dam ___________ 3 miles 

"'" ' 
Boone Dam to Forl Patrick Henry Oam __ _l milu 
GrayS siding fo fori Patrie /f. Henry _____ 8 miles 

FIGURE 176.-Boone and Fort Patrick Henry-project access. 

Railroad' 

The nearest rail point to the job was Gray Siding on the 
Clinchfield Railroad (fig. 177). Nearly all supplies for the proj
ects were shipped by rail to this siding and then hauled by truck 
and truck-trailer to the dam site, a distance of 3 miles. 

Clmchfield Ralfro.Jd 

M4in track. ---------------------

OFFICE"'\ .. 

-CONrROL Hf:>VSE 

/ 
Nalura! cement cars 

I./ v 
I 
I 
I 

_l __ _ 

Sct~le ~ ::FHi ZOO _ ~Ofeet 

FIGURE 177 .-Boone-layout at Gray siding. 
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The siding consisted of a passing track from which the service 
side tracks were taken off. Two of t~ese wer_e for cement, one 
for portland and one for natural. A th1rd serv~ce track was use.d 
for unloading materials and equipment. Electn~ car pullers ~ere 
installed adjacent to the cement siding for pullmg the cars mto 
position for unloading. . 

Unloading equipment consisted of two truck cranes, one. of 
8- and the other of 20-ton capacity. A 60-ton car unloadmg 
tower handled heavy equipment. . . . . . 

Because of the rolling topography in the VlCimty of the s1dmg, 
a considerable amount of grading was necessar_y . for the tracks 
and suitable storage yards. The completed s1dmg_ ~nd yards 
included a cement unloading and storage plant, 3:uxihary ware
house gasoline and fuel oil storage tanks, and statwn house. See 
figure' 177 for the general plan and figure 178 for the cement 
handling facilities. 

Construction bridges 
Three bridges were designed and built for construction facili

ties at the Boone dam site early in 1951. 
The main access bridge about 1100 feet downstream from the 

axis of the dam connected the construction plant ar~a on Spur
geon Island with the office ::nd ~owerho~se constructwn area on 
the right bank. It is the bndge m the nght center of figur~ 174. 
It consisted of seven spans and was 3~2 feet long between tm~ber 
crib abutments. The end spans consisted of. 81/2-foot-decp .gird
ers, 80 feet long, with bearings on timber cnbs .. The ~ve mter
mediate spans consisted of two spans. of thr~e 36-mch wide-flange 
beams and three spans of three 30-mch wide-flange beams sup-

FIGURE 178.-Boone-cement handling facilities at Gray Siding. 

1 
I 
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ported on timber bents. The deck width between curbs was 18 
feet to allow passing traffic. The rlecking was of 3-inch diagonal 
planking spiked to 10- by 10-inch joists. Design loads included 
heavy construction equipment and were similar to those given on 
page 443 for the South Holston construction bridge. The Boone 
bridge was removed in June 1954 after all construction was 
completed. 

The old channel behind Spurgeon Island was filled in upstream 
from the access road from Highway 37. Below this point a small 
creek emptied into the channel and a small bridge was required 
(fig. 173). It consisted of a single span made up of four 30-inch 
wide-flange beams with a clear span of 28 feet between supports 
on timber crib abutments. The decking was 3-inch diagonal 
planking spiked to 10- by 10-inch cross timbers. The roadway 
was 20 feet 8 inches between curbs to allow two lanes of traffic. 

A two-lane bridge for the passage of concrete trucks was con
structed from the left bank to stage 2 cofferdam. It is shown in 
the foreground in figure 17 4. The length of the bridge between 
timber crib abutment and the corner crib common to the first
and second-stage cofferdams was 180 feet and consisted of four 
equal spans. Each span contained four 36-inch wide-flange 
stringers which carried two 11-foot 9-inch traffic lanes and a 
4-foot walkway along each side. The stringers were supported 
on timber bents which were anchored to concrete footings. The 
deck was 3-inch diagonal planking spiked to 8- by 8-inch cross 
timbers. Design loads included heavy construction equipment. 

BUILDINGS AND UTILITIES 

BUILDINGS 

The shops and service buildings were constructed on Spurgeon 
Island (fig. 17 4) and the office buildings and hospital were built 
across the river from the island, high up on the right bank. The 
lunchroom and public safety offices were further downstream on 
the right bank at the far end of the office building area on the 
access road. Figure 173 shows the location of all principal build
ings. 

Most buildings were of the temporary nature built for construc
tion jobs with three metal buildings being purchased new. These 
three, the carpenter shop, the machine shop, and the warehouse, 
were of light steel rigid-frame construction with galvanized-metal 
siding and roofing. Foundations were of concrete with concrete 
slab floors in the machine shop, warehouse, compressor building, 
concrete laboratory, and main construction toilet. All other build
ings were of wood-frame construction supported on timber posts 
and sills. Roofs were generally covered with rolled asphalt flint 
surfaced roofing. Exterior siding was lapped shiplap, and in
terior walls and ceilings were of fibre board. One coat of paint 
was applied to the office buildings, the hospital, and the lunchroom 
exteriors. A few of the smaller buildings were left unpainted. 

Heating was by electric portable and wall mounted heaters. 
Incandescent lighting was used except for the administration 
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building, which was equipped with fluorescent units. Additional 
lighting was afforded in the machine shop building by 4- by 9-foot 
translucent corrugated (to fit in with the corrugated roofing) 
plastic panels in each side of the roof in the seven bays over the 
shop and garage sections of the building. This method of lighting 
proved very effective. 

Administrative and other general service buildings 

The administration building served as administrative head
quarters for both Boone and Fort Henry Dams and contained 
space for the engineering and accounting personnel. The 36- by 
84-foot two-story frame structure was built on concrete footings 
and it had a partial basement containing a fireproof vault and 
space for filing cabinets. The personnel building also served as 
headquarters for both the Boone and Fort Henry projects. It 
was a 33- by 96-foot one-story frame structure with a large wait
ing room, offices, classrooms, and toilet facilities. 

The hospital at Boone which served as a medical center for all 
construction employees in the Upper Holston area was near the 
administration building but isolated from other buildings and 
activities. This frame building was 90 by 33 feet with a 13- by 
36-foot bay at the back. It was completely equipped with modern 
facilities and contained an X-ray room, laboratory, surgery room, 
examination rooms, reception room, first aid room, physiotherapy 
room, bedrooms, kitchen, and offices for doctors, nurses, clerk, 
and health and safety personnel. 

The public safety offices, the fire engine house, and the lunch
room were all in a single 32- by 84-foot frame building just off 
the main access road on the right bank. The cafeteria occupied 
60 feet of the south end of the building and consisted of dining 
room, kitchen, and space for food storage. The remaining 24 
feet of the building that housed the fire engine had a concrete 
slab floor. 

Shops and other job service buildings 

The machine shop, 220 by 48 feet, included space for the 
garage, structural steel shop, electrical shop, and sheet metal 
shop, as well as the machine shop. It was built of light steel rigid 
frames on 20-foot centers with galvanized metal siding and roof
ing. A continuous roof ventilator was installed with dampers 
operated from the floor. Foundations and floor were of concrete. 

The 50- by 200-foot warehouse which was centrally located 
among the shops in the Spurgeon Island plant area included 
storage space, an office, issue counter, and toilets. The building 
was furnished on the same contract as the machine shop and was 
of the same type of light steel construction but without the trans
lucent panels in the roof. So that the floor would be at truck-bed 
height, the building was erected on a slight rise in the ground. 
Only a small amount of fill was required under the 3-inch concrete 
floor slab. A 10- by 15-foot loading platform was constructed at 
each of the four doors on the roadway side. At the north end of 
the building there was a 50- by 100-foot storage platform of 
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ti~ber construction. As the job progressed it became necessary 
to .mc~ease the storage space, so a loft of timber construction was 
built m one corner of the building. It was 18 by 7 4 feet and 
about 10 feet above the concrete floor. 

Th~ carpenter shop _was also of the same light steel frame con
struction as the machme shop but was smaller, being 40 by 80 
feet. I~ had more windows in the side walls but no transparent 
panels m the roof. The. columns of the rigid frames were sup
ported on concrete footmgs, and a heavy timber floor was in
stalled at 3 feet 2 inches above ground level. A layout platform 
was constructed at the north end of the building. 

The _frame laboratory buil~i~g was near the shop area and 
convement to the concrete-mixmg plant. Over-all dimensions 
we_re. 27 by 5~ feet and besides the main laboratory room the 
bmldmg ~ontame~ a metal-lined curing room and an office for 
the materials e~gmeer. The floor was of concrete except in the 
office. The ~urmg-room floor was pitched to drain to a sump 
a~d the outside wall~ of the room were insulated with rock wool. 
Timber racks were mstalled for storing test specimens. 
. Office c;r.uarters for both the field and electrical engineers were 
mcluded m an 18- by 42-foot frame building near the mixing 
plant. 

Miscellaneous buildings 

Several small buildings were added as the job progressed. 
They were of frame construction and a few were left unpainted. 
The general foreman's office was built on skids so it could be 
~oved as required. The pipe shop had a gravel 'fill floor, except 
~n the. office and tool ~o?m. The bit shop, a 30- by 40-foot build
mg _with corrugated Sidmg, was moved in from the South Holston 
P~OJect. The compr_essor building was a 30- by 64-foot structure 
With corrugated sidmg and concrete floor. 

UTILITIES 

Raw water system 

Raw water for fir_e protection and construction operations was 
pumped from the nver through a 10-inch main to two 50 000-
ga~lon storage tan_ks on the right bank on the hill abov~ the 
switchyard. The mtake was just off the left bank 1200 feet 
~ownstrea~ from the dam, adjacent to the filter pl~nt. Pump 
mtake stramers were placed in a sump for low water elevation 
1258. Lo~er ~ows .than anticipated made it necessary to con
str~ct a diversi?n Wier part way across the river to obtain water 
durmg low penods. 
T~e intake structu.re consisted of a rock-filled timber crib sup

portmg ~hree cen~nfugal ~umps. The pumps were electric
motor-dnven, vert~cal, turbme-type, each having a capacity of 
1100 gal~ons per mmute at a head of 530 feet. Two pumps were 
automatically controlled to alternate on the line at all times and 
the third was installed as a standby for emergency use. ' 
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The piping system was arranged so that _wa~er c~:mld .be pumped 
to the storage tanks or clirectly into the d1stnbutwn lines. Only 
a small part of the total water consumed was d~·aw~ from ~or~::~ 
since the pumping capacity wa~ ample to mamtai~ an a eq _ 
su 1 with sufficient pressure m the system. This was accom 
pli~h:d by the use of an altitude valve to control the water level 
in the storage tanks. . . 

8 
d 6 · h 

Water for fire protection was d1stnbuted by - an -me 
mains and 4- to 2:1f?-inch lines to the hydrants. The. fire hydrants 
were spaced strate~gically throughout the constructiOn plant ard 
office building areas to provide a minimum of ~wo fire .stream~ or 
each of the main buildings. Hose houses e9mpped w;th 2f2-I~~h 
hose were placed adjacent to fire hydrants m areas o mos pio -

able danger. · h · d' t were ex Raw water mains 8 inches and 6 me es m 1ame er -
tended to the left abutment where ~eaders were connected to 
feed 2-inch distribution lines. These ~mes were con~eci~ft at e~~h 
block in the dam and used for cleanmg the concre e I s. 1 e 
risers were extended one lift at a time and grouted off at COJ?I? e
tion of the work. Raw w~ter was also used for concrete mixmg 
and in the compressor coolmg system. . f 

Raw water lines in locations clear of. tra~c were laid ~n t~h od 
the ground and frostproofed by enclosmg m a wooden ox e 
with sawdust. 

Treated water system . 
Water for drinking and sanitary purpos~s in .the constructi~n 

areas was supplied from a temporary punficatwn plant on t e 
left bank about 1200 feet downs~ream from the da~. Th~ plant 
was a rapid-sand-filtration type, JOb-constr~cte.d,, ~smg eqml?me~t 
transferred from other projects. During .Its m~bal op~ratwn m 
the winter of 1950, the plant was supplied with _water drawn 
from the river. The low summer flow,. how.ever, mcreas~d the 
percentage of pollution, making processmg difficult. b T\e m~~kh 
was then moved to Cedar Creek, also on the left an , w IC 

roved to be much more satisfactory. 
p The treated water was pumped from the plant to a 23,000-
gallon wooden storage tank on the hill near the ra_w water.tankd 
Water was carried from the tank throu~h a. 6-mch mam 11;n 
distributed through 1- to 3-inch-diameter lines m the construction 
plant area. 

Sewerage systems 
As the shops and service buildings were separated from the 

main office buildings and hospital by the river (fig. 173), each of 
these two main groups of buildings was. ser~ed by a separate 
sewage disposal system. The field engm~e~ s office, concrete 
laboratory lunchroom, and public safety bmldmg, however, w~re 
isolated a~d had separate septic tanks of wooden construction 
with local disposal fields. . 

1 The two main systems cons1ste.d o~ arrangement~ of latera s, 
manholes, and mains which emptied mto large septic tanks, one 
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on each riverbank Each tank had a capacity of 10,000 gallons 
with over-all dimensions of 25 by 10 feet by 6 feet deep. Disposal 
of the plant area tank effluent was through 1000 feet of 4-inch
diameter drain tile which extended to the lower end of Spurgeon 
Island, a point beyond the downstream limits of the construction 
area. Vitrified clay pipe was used for sewer mains and laterals. 
Manholes constructed of 42-inch concrete pipe with concrete bases 
and wood covers were placed where sewer lines changed in direc
tion or slope. 

Compressed air system 

Compressed air for job operations at Boone was supplied by a 
stationary compressor housed in a metal-covered timber-frame 
building near the mixing plant. Air mains were connected to an 
air-receiving tank adjacent to the building on the river side and 
were extended north to the shop area and south to the construc
tion area. Distribution lines from the mains carried air at 80-
to 100-pound-per-square-inch pressure to points of use. In the 
shop area, the various service outlets supplied air to operate 
hoists, small tools, and for general cleanup purposes. 

In the dam construction area, compressed air was used to oper
ate drills, tampers, and rivet hammers and to clean forms. The 
air was piped into the various blocks of the dam in a manner 
similar to that employed for raw water. Risers from headers at 
the base of the dam were extended upward through the concrete 
as the job progressed. Air and water mains were laid in the 
same trench where possible. 

Air mains leading from the receiver were 8 inches in diameter 
and were reduced to 6 inches in diameter in the dam construction 
area. Lines to remote points of service were from 4 to 11;2 inches 
in diameter. Pipe lines 4 inches in diameter and over were of 
light-weight spiral-welded steel with butt-welded joints and 
bends. Rolagrip couplings were used where required to facilitate 
assembly and to allow for expansion and for variations in align
ment. Air traps were placed at low points in the mains and a 
moisture separator with an automatic drain trap was installed 
in the 4-inch line to the mixing plant. 

Before the stationary plant was placed in service, air was sup
plied for drilling operations by portable compressors. 

Compre.ssor.-A stationary two-stage Sullivan compressor, 
transferred from South Holston, was installed in the compressor 
building at Boone, using as much of the original piping and 
auxiliary equipment as possible. The equipment included a 
motor-generator set, an aftercooler, an oil-bath-type air filter, 
and controls. The output capacity of the compressor was 3800 
cubic feet per minute and it operated at a pressure of 125 pounds 
per square inch. 

Air receiver.-An air receiving tank of ample capacity to over
come fluctuations in pressure was installed in the discharge line 
adjacent to the compressor building. The tank capacity was 675 
cubic feet and was designed for a working pressure of 125 pounds 
per square inch and in accordance with the code of the American 
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Society of Mechanical Engineers. It \Vas fitted with flanged inlet 
and outlet connections, manhole, pop safety valves, drain, and 
pressure gage. 

Gasoline and fuel oil 
Gasoline and diesel fuel oil were delivered to the construction 

area in transport tank trucks from which they were pumped by 
an electric-motor-driven fuel pump into two 15,000-gallon ele
vated storage tanks. One tank was used for gasoline storage and 
the other for fuel oil. Gasoline was returned by gravity flow to 
a small underground storage tank at a pump house where it sup
plied trucks for distribution throughout the area. Fuel oil was 
fed directly from the elevated tank by a quick-opening valve and 
hose into transport trucks. 

Kerosene, grease, and various lubricants were delivered to the 
job in 55-gallon drums and stored in the grease house. This was 
a 30- by 50-foot building near the storage tanks. It contained a 
pit where trucks would be greased and an office and space for 
storage. 

Power supply 
Plans called for the construction of a permanent 66-kilovolt 

transmission line from the Northeast Johnson City substation to 
Boone Dam. This line was to be made a part of the facilities for 
transmitting power from the dam into the TV A system. It was, 
of course, more economical to construct this portion of the perma
nent facilities to serve the construction requirements as soon as 
possible after the project was authorized. The construction 
schedule required electric power some 3 months before it was 
possible to obtain right-of-way and construct these permanent 
facilities. 

Arrangements, therefore, were made with the Johnson City 
Power Board to supply the construction forces during the interim 
with a maximum of 200 kilowatts at 13.2 kilovolts. The 13.2-
kilovolt power line required was constructed by TV A forces from 
Boone Dam to the Kingsport Highway where it tapped a Johnson 
City Power Board line. A bank of three 75-kilovolt-ampere, 
7620-2400-volt, transformers were installed at the dam site and 
connected wye-delta. This temporary source of power was suffi
cient to handle job lighting and portable tools until the perma
nent facilities could be completed. 

Construction substation.-The permanent 66-kilovolt line was 
terminated at the construction substation on the left bank of the 
river downstream from the dam. The 55- by 120-foot area 
required was graded level, rocked, and fenced and the following 
transformers installed: one 1500-kilovolt-ampere, 3-phase, Gen
eral Electric 44/66Y-2.3/6.6/11.4Y kilovolt, connected wye
delta; one 3000-kilovolt-ampere, 3-phase, Packard 44/38.1/66Y-
2.3/6.9/11.95Y kilovolt, transformer which was provided as a 
spare. A 16- by 18-foot switch house of galvanized sheet-steel siding 
and roofing was constructed adjacent to the substation. A 3-inch 
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channel 2 feet below the t 1 . 
wall of the building for anoch P .ate ;~as prov~ded on the outside 

Switchboard.-The switch on?g e .outgomg circuits. 
panel and six feeder panels b<?~~ d consi;ted of an ~n.coming line 
panel. The panels were 2 w.I space. or one. additional future 
3-inch channel sides and eact mches ~Ide, 7~ mches high, with 
hookstick-operated disconnect was.rhmpped With three single-pole 
ing line panel was a 1200-am SWI c es. Mo!Jnted on the incom
rupting capacity oil circuit b/e1e, 50,000-kilovolt-ampere inter
hour meter, transfer switches ea ~r, v~lt meter, ammeter, watt
?n each feeder panel was a 60~~amme er test blo~ks. Mounted 
mterruptin~ capacity oil circuit b pere, 50,000-kllovolt-ampere 
transfer SWitch and watt h t reaker, ammeter, ammeter p , - our me er 

ower consumption -The tot I . 
Dam construction fro~ N a power consumed for Boone 
wa~ 20,784,540 kilowatt-ho~:~mbT~ 1950 ~hrough February 1955 
durmg January 1952 and was .2112 tiliaxu~um demand occurred 

Plant and quarry distribution t wat .s. . . 
extended from the switch houses~s ~7:.-Six 4/0 ~opper circmts 
where each,circuit served approxi~at f ~;Osthructwn pla~t area 
nected load. The a re t e Y orsepower m con
power at 2400 volts g[ ~:s e contractor :vas furnished electric 
horsepower connect~d lgad e,lor {proximately 1300- to 1400-
for s!epping this voltage d~wn r-t~s 0~T~~s t were rented to him 

Ratl head.-Gray Sidin th . m o 220 a~d 440 volts. 
dam, required 50 kilowatt~ f e rail head about 3 miles from the 
ing. This service was obtai~~!~-;'0er ~~d ~5 hkilowat~s for light
Power Board at standard tariff rat:. e o nson City Electric 

Telephones 

The telephone facilities r · d f one 100-line single- ositio equ.Ire or Boone Dam consisted of 
circuit from the dfm to K~~~~ift~?a[;; one full-period tal~ing 
from the dam to Johnson Cit . ' ree t_wo-way trunk hnes 
from ~he dam to South Holst~~ an~hon~ foreign exc~ange circuit 
Co. did not have a 100 r : e z:t.er-Mountam Telephone 
50-line SWitchboard was -i~n~ SlllrlwOSibon switchboard but a 
~oard at South Holston Dam s~ a th t{ra~ga Dam ~nd a 100-line 
mg to a close TVA a reed· f s e a auga proJect was draw
th€ 50-line s~itchboar~ fromor~h: telep~one company to move 
Dam and the 100-line switchb a auga am to South Holston 
moved to Boone The leased c. oa~d at South Holston was then 
ville was conve~ted to a leasedrc.mt ~[~m Watauga Dam to Knox
ville and the leased circuit fro~rWI t rom Boone Dam to Knox
c?nv~rted to a leased circuit from ~o~~~a to South Holston was 
Circmt was provided at Boone D Holston t? Boone. No 
operator made all collections and c~m forf pay statwns, and the 
at Boone Dam. arges or toll calls originating 

The telephone circuit was t t 
Boone Dam switchboard to G~: r~c. J·d by TV A forces from the 
made for pole attachments for on Y k 1 mg. Arr~ngeme~ts were 
on poles Nos. 1 through 39 of th~ totb aMnd a tw.Isted pair circuit n er- ountam Telephone Co. 
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from the Boone administration building to the junction of High
ways Nos. 23 and 37. Arrangements were also made for pole 
line attachments for one knob and a twisted pair circuit on poles 
150 to 155 of the Johnson City Electric Power Board, running 
northwest from the above highway junction and on poles 1 
through 4 running southwest from highway 23 toward Gray 
Siding. 

RIVER DIVERSION FACILITIES 

Diversion data 
The plant layout studies indicated that construction would be 

best performed in two stages (fig. 173) and consideratio_n of job 
requirements, such as allowing sufficient time for dehvery of 
powerhouse equipment, showed that the spillway and both abut
ments should be constructed first. With the complete spillway 
included within the first-stage cofferdam there would still be left 
about half of the river channel for diversion. Computations 
indicated that a top elevation of 1271 for this cofferdam would 
provide for a flow of 15,000 cubic feet per second which had a 
frequency of once in 21!2 years, allowing for the regulation from 
the upstream hydro plants. 

Diversion computations for the second stage showed that, in 
addition to the 6- by 10-foot permanent sluice, six 10- by 12-foot 
temporary sluices with bottom elevation of 1255 would be re
quired through the spillway. A top elevation of about 1278 for 
the upstream arm of the second-stage cofferdam would provide 
for a discharge of about 17,000 cubic feet per second which had a 
frequency of about once in 4 years. For the downstream arm, 
a top elevation of 1271 was found to be adequate. 

First-stage cofferdam 
Construction.-The timber cribs for the cofferdam were con

structed from logs having a 10-inch minimum diameter. Stand
ard cribs were 20 feet square with special cribs common to both 
the first and second stages at the upstream and downstream ends 
of the river arm. The 20-foot width of crib was comprised of a 
5-foot-wide section of rock and gravel fill on the river side, a 
5-foot-wide section of puddled clay fill, and a 10-foot-wide section 
of rock and gravel fill. Alternate transverse logs were extended 
through the clay chamber to tie the whole crib together. Two 
layers of l-inch sheathing were nailed vertically to the inside walls 
of the clay chamber. Logs were notched or trimmed to obtain a 
good fit with adjacent logs and secured by %-inch-diameter drift 
pins. In shallow water the cribs were built up from the bottom. 
Where the water was too deep for men to work, logs were sus
pended between A-frames on floats. The crib was built up from 
these logs to sufficient height, then lowered to the river bed, and 
the floats moved ahead. The river bed was generally smooth, so 
no difficulties were encountered in setting the cribs evenly on the 
bottom. 

Shortly after the cofferdam was completed, a flood of about 
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10~~0 cubic fe~t per se~ond occurred. Leakage became excessive 
an It was decided to _mcrease the height of the upstream arm 
an~ the upstream portwn of the river arm approximately 2 feet 
This was done, but no rock fill or clay was ever added Anoth · 
flood of 9400 cubic _feet per second, about 4 months iater, inJf
cated that a~y flow m excess of 9000 cubic feet per second would 
cause e~cessive _leakage and the cofferdam would be in serious 
dang_er If the. discharge exceeded 12,000 cubic feet per second. 
In vie_w of this an agreement was reached with Water Control 
Plannmg and the Division of Power whereby the discharges at 
the South Holston, Wil_bur, and Watauga powerhouses would be 
so regulated that no discharge in excess of 9000 cubic feet per 
second would occur at Boone during the lift of the first-stage 
cofferdam. Fortunately, no floods occurred to exceed this flow. 
T~e first-stag~ cofferdam was approximately 850 feet long and 

reqmred approximately 2200 logs, 121,000 feet board measure of 
lumber (largely for sheathing), 7600 cubic yards of rock and 
gravel fill, and 2600 cubic yards of clay puddle. Most of the 
lumber an~ log~ were purchased but some logs were obtained 
when thQ JOb _site was cl~ared. Rock was purchased from a 
quarr~ approximately_ 1 mile from the job site. The job con
structwn forces q_uarned and hauled the rock. Clay was obtained 
from a _borrow pit on the airport road and from the switchyard 
excavat_wn. The first-stage cofferdam before unwatering is 
shown m figure 179. 

Unwatering and maintenance.-The first attempt-December 
1, 1950-to unwater the cofferdam was not successful, so it was 
necessary to remove part of the clay seal and install wood collars 
on_ some of the c~oss lo_gs at and below the water level. During 
this 3-week repmr penod clay with a muck cover was dumped 
around the upstream arm and the upstream portion of the river 
arm. The ~offerdam was finally unwatered on December 21 
1950, and spillway excavation was begun. · ' 

It soon became evident, however, that further treatment to 

FIGURE 179.-Boone-first-stage cofferdam before unwatering. 
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reduce leakage would be necessary before concreting operations 
could begin. A series of holes was first drilled around the inside 
of the cofferdam and grouted with a portland cement grout con
taining admixtures of calcium chloride and screened sawdust. 
This operation reduced the leakage to a certain extent but further 
measures were still necessary. The major part of the water now 
entering the cofferdam was quite apparently coming through the 
river gravel and rock directly under the cribs. Accordingly, holes 
were probed through the clay core and grouted with cement con
taining a small amount of calcium chloride. After grouting the 
probed holes, other holes were drilled and grouted. The work 
was substantially completed by March 1, 1951. A total of 4075 
bags of cement was used. 

Four large pumps with a total capacity of about 20,000 gallons 
per minute were used to unwater the cofferdam. Three pumps 
with a total capacity of about 18,000 gallons per minute were 
used for maintenance pumping, though full-time operation was 
not required. Various small portable pumps conveyed the water 
to two sumps served by the big pumps. 

Crane pocket on river ar·m.-To facilitate moving the down-
stream gantry crane from stage 1 to stage 2, a pocket was built 
on the river side of the river arm of the first-stage cofferdam. 
The enclosed portion of the river arm was removed and the 
gantry moved into the pocket. Upon completion of the second
stage cofferdam, it was only necessary to remove the pocket cribs 
and extend the crane rail for the gantry crane to be moved to its 
required position. The pocket was made with nine 14-foot square 
cribs filled entirely with clay. 

Second-stage cofferdam 
The second-stage cofferdam consisted essentially of three tim

ber crib arms (fig. 173). The upstream arm made of 20- by 30-
foot cribs extended from the upstream corner of the first-stage 
cofferdam and angled toward the right bank. The cribs in the 
upstream corner, common to both stages, were tied into the end 
of the spillway section by means of a concrete wall placed during 
the first stage. From the end of the spillway training wall an 
arm of 20-foot square cribs extended to the downstream corner 
of the first-stage cofferdam (fig. 180). The downstream arm 
extended from the same corner cribs, normal to the first-stage 
river arm, to the right bank. 

Construction.-The arm extending downstream from the train-
ing wall was started in June 1951. The cribs were the same as 
previously described for the first-stage cofferdam; however, their 
construction was facilitated by their being built in the dry within 
the first stage. 

Cribs for the upstream arm were 30 feet wide by 20 feet long. 
The 30-foot width was comprised of a 10-foot section of rock and 
gravel fill on the river side, a 6-foot-wide middle section of pu:ddled 
clay fill, and a 14-foot-wide inside section of rock and gravel fill. 
As the water was deeper and its velocity greater than for the 
first !;>tage, these cribs were mostly fabricated on top of the 
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cofferdam and maneuvered int 1 b float. It was decided not t ot P ~ce Y a portable crane and 
clay section below the wat~r e~~~ t~n~ r~ss t~gs thi·o~g:h the 
leakage. In view of this the 10 b 2~ ~ u~e de possibihty of 
sections for rock fill were fabricaf d t 00 ~~ 14- by ~0-foot 
extend above the water when set i e 1 o a Theigh~ sufficient to 
built up to fin 1 1 · · 11 P. ace. e cnbs were then 
clay section. aAf~eerva{~~n l!n place with eros~ logs through the 
cofferdam, the sheathing of t~~ac!f! tro~?les With the first-stage 
care, and a special wood collar c~;~~dwn.;~at plfced with great 
around each log passing through the 1 WI t· ur ap, was placed 
arm was constructed largely during ~h? sec ~~n. The upstream 
and diversion was made September 4 19~~011 

of August 1951, 
The downstream arm w t . ' n · diverted throu h as cons ruc_ted ~fter the river had been 

The cribs wereg20 ~~:t t:~~~~al~ke si~~~:s f~~ t~e fisp~llwtay blocks. 
dam. They were built in lac d e rs -s age coffer
were completed in about lOP da:s.an because of the calm water 

The second-stage cofferdam required about 4~=:0 
feet board measure of lumber 7000 b. ·d u 0 logs, 112,000 
2500. cubi_c yards of clay puddl~. cu Ic ym s of rock fill, and 

Dwerswn preparations -Durin th fi 
work was done in prepar~tion forg d. e. _rst s:age, c_onsiderable 
the second stage. This consisted of I~ei s\o? ot. the nver during 
stage cofferdam arm t d · ons 1 uc wn of the second-
downstream corner ofe~h~ fi~fft-~;:m thff trdaining wall to. the 
from the island to the same commoge co er af!!, and a bndge 
the second-stage construction area llcor~er t cn?s for ~ccess to 
the reinforced-concrete structure; so, JUS lnor to diversion, 
sluiceways were constructed and nece~s;;trY or closure of the 
stream from the spillway bucket provJsw1 f~r closure down
tie-in wall at the upstream cornewas rna e. remforced-concrete 
placed and installation of vario:s o~e~?etfo~1plete~ lskphillway was 
deflectors completed the work m ers, u eads, and 

FIGURE 180.-Boone-construction of river arm of second-stage cofferdam. 
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Removal of the first-stage cofferdam was done during August 
nd September 1951. Removal was accomplished largely by use 

~f bulldozers and a crawler rig with backhoe attachment. The 
logs and lumber were later piled .and .burned, as none of the 
material was suitable for reuse. DIVerswn was made September 
4

' b~~~tering and maintenance.-Unwatering was s?bstantially 
completed in 1 day by five pumps with a. tot~l capac1ty of about 
25 000 gallons per minute, and excavatiOn m the second-sta~e 
cofferdam area began September 7, 1951. Lea.kage was.large, so 1t 
was necessary to keep most of the pumps m operatwn. S~all 
portable pumps served to deliver the water to sumps from whlCh 
it was removed by the large pumps. 

Only one sizeable leak developed in the s~cond-stage cofferdam, 
in the upstream arm, and this was effe~tiVely stopped by con
struction of a small timber crib. The mam leakage ~as through 
solution channels, and the deep powerhou~e excavatiOn and ~on
creting was hampered there_by. Con~entwnal ceme_nt grout:ng, 
even with admixtures of calcmm chlonde and bentomte, had httle 
effect in reducing the flow. . 

Asphalt grouting was then tned. As mo~t of the water ap-
peared to be entering from downstream, a senes of closely sp3:ced 
holes were diamond drilled to depths from 40 to 14.0 feet JUSt 
downstream from the draft tube area and .grouted w1th asphalt. 
This asphalt grout curtain was complet~d m December 1~51 an~ 
reduced the flow sufficiently for completiOn of the excavatwn ana 
concreting. 

About 13,000 bags of cement and 930 ton~ of asphalt were 
required for the second-stage cofferdam groutmg. 

Closure 
The provisions for closure were ~ade during stl;\ge 1. . The inl~t 

structures at the six temporary slmceways contamed pm slot~ m 
which flap gates could be pivoted to effect closure. The slmce
ways were closed in pairs and the two flap gate~ used were made 
from old Fort Loudoun bulkheads. A steel-p1pe template was 
first dropped in each opening scheduled to be closed to s~e th1;tt 
there were no obstructions and some cleanup was reqmred m 
front of two of the six sluiceways. . 

The flap gates were lowered by por~able crane from the splll
way deck. After securing the gate pms at the top of the gates 
in the slots, the outer end was lowered to the water su~face and 
allowed to drop freely. When they were seated, the pm keeper 
bars were removed and a hookup made for later rel?oval. . 

When the gates were sealed, stoplogs were placed m slots m the 
sluiceways to keep out the tailwater and the closu~e plugs were 
concreted. The use of flap gates proved very e~echv~ 3;nd was a 
big improvement over the old method of forcmg ~hdmg gat.es 
down against the water pressure. . Closure operatiOn~, are dls
cussed and illustrated in the followmg chapter under Concret
ing" starting on page 668. 

For placing the spillway bucket, stoplogs were dropped between 
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wide-flange beams previously set in pockets in the base slab. 
This work was coordinated with the sluiceway closure so that 
diversion through the permanent sluice would be available for 
closure of the last two temporary sluiceways. 

Closure operations took about 1 month, and final closure was 
made December 16, 1952. Favorable weather conditions and close 
control of discharges at South Holston and Watauga facilitated 
the work. The concreting operations for closure are described in 
the following chapter, "Construction." 

AGGREGATE PRODUCTION AND HANDLING 

Manufactured concrete aggregates for Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry Dams were produced on the job under contract dated 
August 23, 1950. The stone, a dolomite, was quarried at a nearby 
site provided by TV A. The contract included quarrying and 
crushing of the rock and the delivery of approximately 375,000 
tons of coarse aggregate, in four sizes, and 185,000 tons of sand, 
to storage piles over the TVA's reclaiming tunnel. TVA reserved 
the right, to increase or decrease the quantities by 30 percent. 
The cost was $1.45 per ton for the coarse aggregates and $1.65 
per ton for the sand. 

Quarrying 

The quarry was on the left river bank about 3000 feet down
stream from the dam. In its development considerable over
burden of clay and weathered rock was removed. Drilling for 
primary blasting was accomplished by the use of wagon drills 
with dynamite of 60 percent strength used as the explosive; very 
little secondary blasting was required. Clay seams and decom
posed rock throughout the quarry necessitated a considerable 
amount of sorting on the quarry floor in order to obtain suitable 
rock for crushing. A 1%-cubic-yard diesel-powered shovel and 
three end-dump trucks of 10-cubic-yard capacity were used to 
handle rock from the quarry floor to the primary crusher approxi
mately 300 feet from the upstream end of the quarry floor. 

Contractor's crushing plant 

The principal items of the contractor's crushing plant equip
ment are shown on the flow diagram (fig. 181). Quarry-run rock 
was dumped directly from trucks onto the apron feeder which 
fed the 30- by 42-inch jaw crusher. At times the quarry rock 
contained a considerable amount of clay and the purpose of 
screening the crusher product was to remove this clay, practically 
all of which was contained in the rejected minus 1%-inch ma
terial. When the quarry rock was clean, all the crusher product 
was sent to the primary storage pile. 

All the aggregate processing plant, beyond the primary storage 
pile, was in the construction plant area on the lower end of Spur
geon Island and about 1800 feet downstream from the dam (fig. 
173). The equipment was set up adjacent to the aggregate stor
age piles so that finished aggregate could be discharged directly 
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FIGURE l8l.~Boone~aggregate plant flow diagram. 

to storage over short belt conveyors (fig. 182). The contractor 
hauled rock from primary storage to the secondary crushing plant 
in 6-cubic-yard rear-dump trucks. 

A 10-foot Sturdevant air separator was set up to remove excess 
minus 100-mesh material from the sand. Actually, the amount 
of fines produced by the crushers was not in excess of the allow
able tolerance, and the air separator was never used. 

Aggregate reclaiming 

The 600-foot-long reclaiming tunnel, the rinsing screen struc
ture, and the 30-inch conveyors B1 and B2 from the tunnel to 
the mixing plant were installed and operated by TV A (figs. 173, 
181 and 183). 

Th!s .was the first use o~ steel liner by TV A in an aggregate 
reclaimmg tunnel. The lmer consisted essentially of 1;:4-inch 
pressed-steel plates, corrugated for stiffness, curved to the tunnel 
radius and having 2-inch-wide flanges all around on the inside 
~or bolting. _The size of each full plate section was 16 by 37Il!J.6 
m.ches, and nme ot these,_ bolte_d together, formed a ring 16 inches 
wide and 9 feet m outside diameter. These rings were bolted 
together with longitudinal joints staggered to form the tunnel. 
Half~sized plates, ribs, and stiffeners were used to form the gate 
?penmgs. ~eavy steel frames, fabricated by TV A, were inserted 
m the openmgs and supported the gates which had previously 
been used at Fontana and other TV A projects. 

The tunnel \Vas installed in a trench on a gravel bed shaped 
to fit the bottom curvature, and suitable provisions were made for 
drainage. Compacted earth backfill supported the sides of the 
tunnel. The installed cost of the tunnel, including gates was 
about $60 per foot. At completion of the job, the steel line~ was 
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FIGURE l82.~Boone-aggregate storage piles. 

removed in long sections and stored for possible future use at 
other projects. . 

The 30-inch belt conveyors B1 and B2 were designed to handle 
400 tons of aggregate per hour. Timber supports were used for 
conveyor Bl in the reclaiming tunnel (fig. 183) and throughout 
most of the conveyor length. Standard, light-weight steel con
veyor bridges were used to support most. of conveyor B2: Spans 
of about 38 feet were pin-connected to timber bents which were 
supported on concrete footings. Power poles were used for the 
main members of the high bents (fig. 184). 

All coarse aggregates were normally washed at the rinsing 
screen structure located between conveyors Bl and B2. This 
structure which was of heavy timber supported on a 19- by 32-
foot reinforced-concrete slab contained a single 5- by 14-foot 
double-deck, inclined, vibrating screen. Wo~en-wire screen cloth, 
used on both decks, had l-inch-square orenmgs for the top deck 
and lfs- by %-inch openings for the bottom deck. Water was 
supplied through pipe headers and spray nczzles loca~ed above 
the top deck at the upper end of the screen. Aggregate disc~arged 
from conveyor Bl could be fed onto the screen, bypassed directly 
to conveyor B2 or loaded into trucks through a side chute. The 
bypass gate w~s operated by an air ram el_ectrically controlled 
through a solenoid valve. Aggregate was discharged from con
veyor B2 through a turnhead into the proper storage compart-
ment at the top of the mixing plant. ·· . . . 

Electrical controls for conveyor and rmsmg scree~1 dnves, and 
for the rinsing screen bypass gate operating valve, could be inter
locked for automatic operation from one of five yushbutt?n sta
tions in the reclaiming tunnel. Under automatic operation, all 
coarse aggregate except %. inch passed over the rinsing screen and 
sand bypassed the screen. The position of the bypass gate was 
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FIGURE 184.-Boone-cement handling facilities at mixing plant. 

automatically controlled through a limit switch operated by the 
aggregate turnhead at the top of the mixing plant. Tunnel gates 
were manually operated in accordance with light and horn signals 
from the turnhead operator who was stationed in the head house 
of the mixing plant. 
Aggregate costs 

Cost breakdowns for aggregate including handling from stor
age to the mixing plant are given in tables 37 and 38. 

TABLE 37.-Boone and Fort Patrick Henry-aggregate storage and 
conveyor operation costs 

Item Tons 

Aggregate storage ------------------------------------------------ 486,268 
Operation: 

Direct labor ---------------------------------------------- ------------
Equipment _ ------___ ------------------------------ __ - ---_ ----------__ 
Repairs -------------------------------------------------- ------------
Depreciation -------_________ ---_ ---______________________ . ------------

Total ------------------ ------------------- -------------· ------------

Cost 
per ton 

$0.036 
.045 
.001 
.085 

.167 

Aggregate conveyors ---------------------------------------------- 486,268 ------------
Operation: 

Direct labor ---------------------------------------------- -----~------ .052 
Electric power distribution -------------------------------- ------------ .020 
Compressed air distribution -------------------------------· ------------ .025 
Raw water -----------------------------------------------· ------------ .022 
Miscellaneous expense ------------------------------------~ ------------ .001 
Repairs -------------------------------------------------- ------------ .039 
Depreciation ---------------------------------------------· ------------ .186 

Total --------------------------------------------------- ------------ .345 

CONCRETING FACILITIES 

Cement handling and storage 
Portland cement came from a plant at nearby Kingsport· while 

the natural cement came from a plant at Speed, Ind. Both were 
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TABLE 38.-Boone and Fort Patrick Henry-aggregate costs f.o.b. mixer plant bins 

Item Tons 

Crushed stone: 

Cost per ton 

Boone 
Fort 

Patrick 
Henry 

~~~~eP~t;i~k-H;;;;;;-============================== z~g: m ======== ==== -------- ----
Purchase price f.o.b. reclaiming tunnel------------- ------------ $1.450 ------$-1:4oo 
Storage operation -------------------------------- ------------ .167 .167 
Conveyor operation ------------------------------ ------------ .345 .345 

Total ------------------------------- _____________ ------ ___ _ 1.962 1.912 

Manufactured sand: 

~~~~eP~t;i~k-H;;;;;;-============================== 1 !g:m ======== ==== ------------
Purchase price f.o.b. reclaiming tunnel------------- ------------ 1.650 ---- 1.600 
Storage operation -------------------------------- ------------ .167 .167 
Conveyor operation ------------------------------ ------------ .345 .345 

Total ------------------------------------ ------ ------------ 2.162 2.112 

receive~ by rail, i~ hopper-bottom cement cars, at Gray Siding 
approxima~e~y 3 miles from the job (fig. 177, p. 483). 

. At the sidmg separate tracks and handling facilities were pro
vided for each type of cement (fig. 178, p. 484). Side track lengths 
could handle eight cars of portland and three cars of natural 
ceme~t. Cars were moved to unloading position by means of 
electric car pullers, and an electric vibrator attached to the car 
being unloaded facilitated the flow of cement. From the car to 
the silo the cement was handled by an under-track screw con
veyor and a bucket elevator. 

Each cement handling system had a capacity of 175 barrels per 
houx;.with silo capacities of 600 barrels for the natural and 1500 
barrels for the portland cement. The silos were sufficiently ele
v~ted to perJYolit c~ment trucks t? pass u_nderneath for loading and 
Silo- acces~ories mcluded aeratiOn fittmgs, a roof vent, access 
ladaers, high- and low-level. il::dicator switches, a rotary discharge 
valve, and an emergency shdmg gate above the valve. Electrical 
contr_ols, single lights, and a garage-type compressor were in a 
small house situated between the two cement tracks. Equipment 
was supported on reinforced concrete footings. 

Cement was hauled to the mixing plant at the dam site in four 
rear-dump trucks having fully enclosed watertight bodies with a 
capacity of 40 barrels each. 
. ~t the mixing plant conveying and storage facilities were 

~Imilar for t~e two types of cement with each type being handled 
m the f?llowmg manner. The trucks from Gray Siding dumped 
ceme~t mt~ a 60-barrel hopper which discharged into the end of 
a 10-mch-diameter screw conveyor. This conveyor passed under 
the center of the ~torage silo and was connected to it through a 
rotary ~alve. This second conveyor loading point provided for 
rehandling of cement from the silo to the mixing plant storage 
compartment. The screw conveyor discharged into a bucket 
elevator. A flap gate in the elevator discharge chute directed the 
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cement to either the storage silo or the mixing plant storage com
partment. Conveying equipment had a capacity of 200 barrels 
per hour. 

The plant silo capacities were 2000 barrels for natural and 
4000 barrels for portland cement, while the mixing plant storage 
capacity was 100 barrels for natural and 300 barrels for portland 
cement. Accessories for each silo and storage compartment were 
similar to those for the Gray Siding silos. Electrical controls 
and signal lights for automatic operation of cement handling 
equipment were mounted on a single control panel. Interlocks 
prevented discharge of cement into a storage compartment after 
the cement level reached the upper signal switch. All equipment 
was supported on reinforced concrete footings. 

Cement costs.-Cement costs, for both Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry, including initial costs and costs of unloading, transport-
ing, and storing are given in table 39. · 

Air entraining agent 

Vinsol resin in approximately 12 percent solution with water 
was purchased in bulk from concerns in New York and Indiana. 
It was delivered to the job in tank trucks and placed in a storage 
tank of 4000-gallon capacity from where it was pumped as 
required into a storage tank over the hatcher floors in the con
crete mixing plant. From this tank the vinsol resin was drawn 
by gravity into the scale hatcher as needed. From the hatcher 
it was discharged into mixing water before being charged into 
mixer along with the other concrete ingredients. 

Concrete mixing plant 

Two hundred thousand cubic yards of concrete for Boone Dam 
and 73,000 cubic yards for Fort Patrick Henry Dam were mixed 
in a completely automatic, central mixing plant in the construe-

TABLE 39.-Boone and Fort Patrick Henry-cement co~ts 

Cost per barreP 

Item 
Total 

Cement Mi•cel-Labor 
trucks laneous Portland Natural 

Operation --------------------------· 
Repairs ___ -------------------------· 
Depreciation: 

$0.073 
.008 

$0.138 $0.016 
.005 

At Gray Siding ----------------- ----------- ·---------- ·----------
At dam ------------------------· ·---------- ----------------------

Waste and unaccounted for-1.9 per
cent 

Total cost to unload, transport, 
and store 

----------- ·---------- -----------

Initial cost, f.o.b. Gray Siding ________ ---------------------------------

Total cement cost at mixing ·---------- ·---------- ----------
plant 

1 Total barrels, 292,563-229,806 portland and 68,374 natural. 

cement cement 

$0.227 $0.227 
.013 .013 

.080 .080 

.136 .136 

.056 .056 
---

.512 .512 

2.916 3.008 
---

8.428 8.520 
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tion plant area at Boone Dam (fig. 173). The first concrete was 
produced in this plant in April 1951. Concrete used prior to this 
date was mixed in 2-cubic-yard truck mixers which were charged 
at a small hatching plant near the aggregate storage area. 

Aggregate, delivered to the top of the mixing plant on conveyor 
B2, was discharged into the proper bin compartment through a 
manually operated turnhead. The octagonally shaped bin con
tained five aggregate compartments surrounding a centrally lo
cated two-compartment cement tank. All storage compartments 
were equipped with high- and low-level indicator switches. Ma
terials flowed by gravity from the storage compartments, through 
batchers collecting cone, and mixer charging turnhead, into the 
mixers; ~nd from the mixers into a wet-batch hopper from which 
concrete buckets and dumpcrete trucks were loaded. 

The steel mixing plant structure was about 90 feet high and 
was supported on spread footings of reinforced concrete. Tlie 
building was completely enclosed above the mixer floor level. The 
mixer floor was supported independently of the rest of the struc
ture on steel framing and concrete footings. 

Batchers.-Batching equipment included nine individual ma
terial weigh hatchers equipped with multiple-beam scales for 
automatic hatching of six standard concrete mixes. Batcher fill 
and discharge gates and valves, and weigh beam lifters, were 
operated by air rams which were electrically controlled through 
solenoid valves. Beam lifters were controlled by the mix selector 
mounted in the inspector's booth. All weigh beams on each 
batcher scale, except the one for the selected mix, were auto
matically locked out. Note the over-under indicator mounted 
above the beam box. This indicator also controlled signal lights 
which were mounted on the operator's control panel. See table 40 
for mixing plant batcher data. 

Mixers.-Three 2-cubic-yard Smith mixers of the tilting front
end charging type and equipped with hinged charging chutes 
were used in the plant. Dry materials and water were direc1ed 
into the mixers through a motor-operated turnhead. Each mixer 
was driven by a 30-horsepower electric motor, and the tilting 
mechanism was operated by one 10-inch-diameter air ram. All 

TABLE 40.-Boone mixing plant-storage compartment capacities and 
butcher data for concrete materials 

Concrete material 
Storage 

compartment 
capacity 

Cobbles ----------------------------- 110 tons ------------
Coarse rock ------------------------ 95 tons ------------
Medium rock ----------------------- 95 tons ------------
Fine rock -------------------------- 95 tons -------------
Sand ------------------------------- 95 tons -------------
Natural cement -------------------- 100 barrels ----------
Portland cement -------------------- 300 barrels ----------
Water ------------------------------ 400 gallons' ---------
Admixture ------------------------ 100 gallons' ----------

Batcher 
capacity 
(pounds) 

3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
1.000 
2,000 
1,000 

5 

1 Reservoir connected through float valve to water distribution system. 

No. of 
weigh beams 

on scale 

• Tank on hatcher floor connected by pump to 4000-gallon g:round storage tank. 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
6 
6 

ll 
'I 
~ 

~· 
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mixers discharged into a centrally located wet-batch hopper hav
ing a capacity of 20 cubic yards. The hopper was equipped with 
a clamshell-type gate operated by two air raims. A clearance of 
15-feet under the gate permitted loading of 4-cubic-yard buckets 
mounted on flat-bed trucks. A retractable chute suspended from 
overhead rails was positioned under the hopper gate when load
ing dumpcrete trucks, and reduced the clearance to approximately 
10 feet. 

Air and steam supply.-Air was supplied at approximately 
100-pound pressure from the central compressor plant into a 
receiver located near the mixing plant. Air rams were operated 
under the full 100-pound pressure and were lubricated by means 
of oilers in the air lines. :Air at a pressure from 5 to 10 pounds 
was supplied to the aeration fittings above the discharge valve on 
all cement storage compartments. 

During periods of cold weather the mixing water in the 400-
gallon reservoir was heated by steam jets. To prevent freezing 
of aggregate in storage bins, steam coils were installed above the 
discharge gates. Steam was supplied by an oil-fired boiler set up 
near the It;lixing plant. 

Mixing plant operation.-Mixing plant operation was con
trolled mainly by the dispatcher and operator who occupied sepa:
rate booths on the hatching floor. 

The dispatcher received requests for concrete by phone from 
the field and was responsible for dispatching the proper amount 
of the required mix to the point of placing. He set the mix 
selector and the mixer timers, observed the batch counter and 
signaled the operator when to start and stop mixing. He also 
determined the moisture content of the sand and fine rock and 
made necessary scale adjustments. 

The operator was responsible for hatching, mixer charging, 
and mixer operation. Under automatic operation, a single push
button for each operation controlled the starting of the hatching 
cycle, the mixer charging cycle, and the mixer tilting and righting 
cycle. After being started, each cycle was completed automati
cally. Overweight or underweight condition of any batcher was 
indicated by signal lights, and had to be corrected before the 
automatic discharge cycle could be started. Signals indicated 
when each mixer was ready for charging and dumping. On com
pletion of the mixer charging cycle, the charging turnhead auto
matically rotated to the position for charging the next mixer. 
Under manual operation each piece of equipment could be indi
vidually controlled by pushbuttons on the operator's panel. 

A man stationed in the head house operated the aggregate turn
head and controlled delivery of aggregate to the mixing plant by 
means of signals to the operator in the reclaiming tunnel. One 
man, stationed to one side of the wet-batch hopper, operated the 
hopper-gate controls for loading concrete buckets and dumpcrete 
trucks. 

Mixing plant capacity.-Time cycles for operation of the mix
ing plant were as follows: 

! 

I 
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Seconds 
1\:Iixer cycle: 

~~~r;~n~-================================================= 1ig Dumping and righting ------------------------------------- 12 

Total --------------------------------------------------- 137 
Batching and charging cycle: 

~~~~~i~~ ================================================= ig 
Total --------------------------------------------------- 35 

Total for three batches ------------------------------------- 105 

The mixer cycle was the controlling one and, for a 2-cubic-yard 
batch, the maximum plant capacity was 158 cubic yards per hour. 

Mixing plant and haulage costs.-Mixing plant and concrete 
haulage operating costs for Boone and Fort Patrick Henry are 
given in table 41. 

Concrete handling and placing 

Most of the concrete was hauled from the mixing plant to the 
dam in 4-cubic-yard, air-operated, quick-dumping buckets which 
had been previously used at Fontana Dam. Hand-operated buck
ets of 4-cubic-yard capacity, and smaller, were also used when 
conditions required. Two loaded 4-cubic-yard buckets were hauled 
at a time on special flat-bed trucks with space at the rear end to 
set an empty bucket before the first of the loaded buckets was 
picked up by the concrete placing crane. Before returning to the 
mixing plant the trucks were backed up under a specially built 
frame which pushed the empty buckets forward on the truck bed. 
The trucks were four used Euclids (models 27FD and 36FDT) 

TABLE 41.-Boone and Fort Patrick Henry-concrete mixing plant and haulage costs 

Item Cubic yards 

Mixer plant ------------------------------------------------ 271,286 
Operation: 

Labor --------------------------------------------- ----------------
Electricity ----------------------------------------- ---------------
Water prorations ---------------------------------- ---------------
Air prorations ------------------------------------- ----------------
Miscellaneous expense ------------------------------ ----------------

~=~~!~iati~;;-~:::~~:~~:~--:~_-::_-:::::~::_-:~:::~:~~::~- ================ 

Cost per 
cubic yard 

$0.211 
.026 
.059 
.107 
.005 
.379 
.454 

Total -------------------------------------------· ---------------:!====1==.2=41 

Concrete haulage--Boone ----------------------------------- 199,900 ----------------
Operation: 

Trucks -------------------------------------------- ------------ ----· .4 7 o 
Repairs ------------------------------------------- ------------ ---- .124 
Depreciation --------------------------------------- ---------------- .02 J 

Total -------------------------------------------- _---_-_--_---~-------_--;--c-=====·62'-5 

Concrete haulage--Fort Patrick Henry ---------------------
Operation: 

71,153 ----------------

Truc~s (Dumpcrete---12,916 hours) ----------------- ----------------
Repairs -------------------------------------------. ------------ ----

Total -------------------------------------------- ----------------1 

1.357 
.061 

1.418 

.) 

t 
j 
i 
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j 
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FIGURE 185.-Boone-trucks for transporting concrete to forms. 

which had been altered by lengthening the wheel base and adding 
a heavy timber bed (fig. 185). 

Some concrete was also hauled in 4-cubic-yard dumpcrete 
trucks (fig. 186), mainly to feed a model 200 pumpcrete machine 
used for placing closure plugs and for sidewalk and curb con
struction. 

Most of the concrete and other materials used in the dam con
struction were handled by 40-ton Clyde gantry cl·anes. One crane 
was used for stage 1 construction and two cranes for stage 2 
construction. See figure 173 for crane locations. These cranes 
were originally purchased by TV A for construction of Cherokee 
Dam, were sold after completion of Fontana Dam, and were 
bought back by the TV A from the Utah Construction Co. for use 

FIGURE 186.-Dumpcrete truck discharging into bucket from timber ramp. 
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at Boone Dam. The cranes had been changed conside~ably si~ce 
re used at Cherokee. They came to Boone eqmpped ":1th 

i~~:f~o~ booms and had a capacity of 12 ~ons at 150f-f~ot r~dmr 
The 0 erated on a track with a rail spacmg of 43 ee c~n er o 

fer p The height from top of rails to center of boom pms was 
~~~ut 37 feet. Rails were fastened to concrete pads placed on the 
foundation rock. · fi d T 

A 20-ton American Revolver crane, mounted m a xe pos~ I~n 
on the downstream side of block 6, was used to place concre e m 
block 5, which had been left low for access to the upstream area 
(fig. 173). 

Panel form costs 
For the Boone concreting, 55 panel forms. each wk_ith a ct~cfet~ 

contact area of 6 feet by 14 feet were bmlt rna mg. a o a o 
4704 square feet of contact area. The panelsf ~ef~1~edt \7~~~g 
feet board measure of lumber or an average o · ee

1 s uare foot of contact area. These 55 panes were 
~s~:~~e a~~~aie of 64 times each, so that they actually were used 
for 247 397 square feet of concrete contact. area,. and the tp~n:l 
costs ~r square foot of contact area on t~us .basis amou_n e o 
$0 16f A breakdown of the costs of fabncatmg, preparmg and 
ha~ling these panel forms is given in table 42. 

TABLE 42.-Boone-standard panel form costs 
Cost per 

square foot of 
conta-ct areal 

Labor: b . t' ------------------ $1.525 Carpenter shop-fa. nca lOll --------------- ------- 2.100 
Machine shop-mak~ng hardw_are, etc. ------------------_______ .

962 Miscellaneous handhng matenals, etc. ------------------ __ 

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 4.587 

Materials: .168 
Lumber-17,500 fbm ---------------------------------------- .208 
Bolts, nuts, washers, etc. ------------------------------------- 1.952 
Structural steel, bars, plate, etc. 60 tons -----------------------

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 2~328 

Other expense: . _______ .149 
Equipment operation ---------------------------------_______ .044 
Miscellaneous ---------------------------------------- __ 

-------- .193 Total -------------;-------------------------------- 7.108 
Total panel form fabricatwn ------------------------------------- = 

Less sale value of salvaged steel channels --------------------------~ 
-- 6.639 Net cost of panel fonns ----------------------------------------- __ .841 

~~~it~~ ======================================================-- 1.000 
d l . 8.480 Total panel form fabrication, repair an hau mg _____________ _ 

1 Based on concrete contact area of 4704 square feet. 
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FORT PATRICK HENRY 

Fort Patrick Henry Dam is 10.4 miles downstream from Boone 
Dam and the distance by road is only 7 miles. Because of the 
proximity of the two projects, forces from Boone were used for 
the construction of Fort Patrick Henry on an overlapping sched
ule which also permitted use of a large part of the same equip
ment on both projects. As the work was administered from the 
offices at Boone and much of the shop work was done there, only 
a minimum of construction buildings were needed at Fort Patrick 
Henry. A further saving was brought about by mixing all con
crete in the Boone plant and hauling it the 7 miles to Fort Patrick 
Henry. 

The main structures for which construction plant facilities 
were provided at Fort Patrick Henry are shown in plan, elevation 
and section by figure 110, page 316. The principal dates and 
quantities involved in the construction are given in Chapter 6, 
"Construction." Because of the overlapping schedules and the use 
of many of the same items of plant facilities and equipment on 
both projects, some of the cost summaries which were shown 
separately for Watauga and South Holston are combined for the 
Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects. Appropriate references 
are made as needed. In addition, many items of construction 
equipment were used interchangeably on all the Upper Holston 
projects, and these overall equipment costs are summarized in 
tables 4 through 8, starting on page 401. 

Following the discussion of the construction planning and plant 
for the Fort Patrick Henry project the main facilities provided 
are discussed in the following order. Access Facilities, Buildings 
and Utilities, River Diversion Facilities, Aggregate Production 
and Handling, and Concreting Facilities. 

Costs and equipment 

The total first cost to the Fort Patrick Henry project of con
struction plant general service buildings and facilities, plus con
struction plant utilities, buildings and equipment amounted to 
$334,077.11 and the net cost was $303,635.99. The difference of 
$30,441.12 was the total of credits due to salvage sales and trans
fers. These costs are itemized in tables 43 and 44. 

Figure 172, page 479, lists the major construction equipment 
used at the Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects and shows the 
number of equipment units on the job in any month during the 
1950-54 construction period. 

Various equipment costs applicable to the Upper Holston proj
ects combined are given in tables 4 through 8 starting on page 401. 

Layout 

The topography of the site controlled the construction plant 
layout. The right bank offered the only suitable location for the 
plant buildings, and as little level ground was available, it was 
necessary to place the shop and warehouse area downstream from 
U. S. Highway No. 23. Access to the construction areas was by 
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a bridge over the tailrace channel to the top of the cofferdam. 
Figure 187 shows the general plan as adopted and figure 188 
shows the area downstream from the dam site about 10 months 
after construction started. 

Construction schedule 

River diversion was a major factor in planning the construc
tion stages and required extensive studies. The two-stage scheme 
adopted scheduled construction of the nonoverftow section, the 
powerhouse, and 11;2 spillway bays in the first stage, and the 
balance of the spillway in the second stage. 

Since construction was to be done by the Boone forces, the 
schedule was arranged to make possible the maximum use of men 
and equipment which required a lag in the schedule over that 
used for Boone. The original construction schedule is shown in 
figure 189. This was adhered to as closely as possible although 
actual construction included only 11;2 spillway bays in the first 
stage and 31;2 bays in the second stage. The job schedule was 
revised from time to time to suit the progress of the work. 
Delays in delivery of permanent equipment required moving 
some of the completion dates ahead. 

TABLE 43.-Fort Patrick Henry-cost of construction plant 
general service buildings and facilities 

Item 

General preparation of site _________________ _ 
Construction. roads, bridges and walks _____ _ 
Telephone system -------------------------
Surface drainage -------------------------
Sanitary sewer system --------------------
Engineers office ---------------------------
Time office --------------------------------
Warehouse and storage yard facilities _______ _ 
Miscellaneous small buildings --------------
Visitors facilities --------------------------

1 Denotes credit. 

First cost to 
Fort Patrick 

Henry 

$31,535.83 
69,792.31 
4,817.11 

359.00 
6,821.16 
4,145.32 

604.79 
14,737.12 
11.038.33 
3,616.58 

147,467.55 

Salvage 
sales and 
transfersl 

$464.81 

409.70 
170.00 

1.173.43 
1,079.03 

326.00 

3,622.97 

Net cost to 
Fort Patrick 

Henry 

$31,535.83 
69,327.50 
4,817.11 

359.00 
6.411.46 

. 3,975.32 
604.79 

13,563.69 
9,959.30 
3,290.58 

143,844.58 

TABLE 4-1.-Fort Patrick Henry-cost of construction plant utilities, 
buildings and equipment 

Item 

Electric distribution system ---------------
Compressed air system --------------------
Raw water supply system -----------------
Treated water system ----------------------
Machine, garage, electric, and rigger shop __ _ 
Carpenter shop ---------------------------
Cofferdam plant --------------------------
Aggregate storage plant -------------------

First cost to 
Fort Patrick 

Henry 

$50,491.62 
66,615.24 
35,851.21 

3,865.84 
12,215.83 

216.38 
3,819.60 

13,533.84 

Salvage 
sales and 
transfers1 

Net cost to 
Fort Patrick 

Henry 

$4,638.54 $45,853.08 
4,537.27 62,077.97 

911.55 34,939.66 
104.00 3,761.84 

1,661.19 10,554.64 
77.69 138.69 

1,900.59 1,919.01 
12,987.32 546.52 

-------------------
Total ------------------------------- 186,609.56 26,818.15 159,791.41 

1 Denotes credit. 
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FIGURE 188.-Fort Patrick Henry-construction area downstream from dam site with 
first-stage cofferdam underway. 

The first work at the project involved excavation in the river 
diversion channels and the tailrace and it began in May 1951, 
9 months after the start of work at Boone. The first concrete 
was placed in the right abutment in August 1952 when over 90 
percent of the concrete at Boone Dam had been placed. Second
stage concrete placing began in April 1953. The concreting 
schedules for the two projects were coordinated to make best use 
of the Boone mixing plant. Closure was made October 27, 1953, 
unit 2 went on the line December 5, 1953, and unit 1, February 

22, 1954. 
ACCESS FACILITIES 

Roads 
Access to the project was by U. S. Highway No. 23 which 

crosses the South Fork Holston River about 1000 feet below the 
dam site. Figure 176, page 483, shows the routes from Boone 
Dam and Gray Siding and figure 187 shows the layout of the 

construction roads. Access to the job was at the intersection of a county road with 
U. S. Highway No. 23, about 250 feet north of the north abut
ment of the bridge. A modified clover-leaf approach was devel
oped to prevent traffic from crossing either lane of the highway 
at the intersection. Access was provided from both sides of the 
main highway and connected by a service road extending along 
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the river bank under th caution light was placed ~nafg;hlch to the highway bridge. A 
located on the downstream sid ¥;ay, and a police booth was 
a~ea was part of the er e. e entrance to the upstream 
nght abutment, :!lnd vi~ito~s~~~~~l~~~ess road to the powerhouse, 
served the parkmg area the h · The dow~stream entrance 
Acce~s from this area to thew~~e ouse and !?am shop building. 
provided by a road alon the . m construcb~n areas was also 
pr?ach spans of the high~a b~{Jer bank passmg under the ap
~ndge across the tailrace ~hann~? a~h then over a construction 

ownstream cofferdam arm and . . e road then led to the 
~rea for. both stages by ramps (~;g l~ot)o enAter the construction 
ace~ WI~h crushed rock. The · · ll roads were sur-

receive bituminous surfacing unfttmhanent access _road did not I e end of the JOb. 
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d t' in January 1953-construction 
FIGURE 190.-Fort Patrick Henry- a~ construe wn 

bridge m foreground. 
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sisted of 3-inch planks laid diagonally on 8- by 8-inch cross tim
bers which were supported by 27-, 30-, and 36-inch wide-flange 
beams. The over-all length of the bridge was 166 feet, made up 
of four spans from 39 to 44 feet long. Design loads included 
heavy construction equipment and were similar to those used for 
the South Holston construction bridge described on page 443. 

BUILDINGS AND UTILITIES 

BUILDINGS 

Because of the existing facilities at Boone Dam, only 7 miles 
away by state highway, few construction buildings were needed 
at Fort Patrick Henry. The hospital and the administration and 
personnel building at Boone served both projects. 

At Fort Patrick Henry a field engineers' office, a warehouse, 
a compressor house, and one shop building were the principal 
buildings erected. The large field engineers' office served as 
headquarters for the head construction engineer, the field engi
neers, and the electrical engineers, and also contained a concrete 
laboratory which was used largely for storage because most test
ing was done at Boone. Although a 40- by 100-foot secondary 
warehouse was built at Fort Patrick Henry, warehousing head
quarters were maintained at Boone and the facilities there were 
depended upon for the duration of the job. The Fort Patrick 
Henry structure was of frame covered with sheetmetal. It was 
erected on timber posts in the graded area downstream from the 
state highway. The floor was of timber and a loading platform 
at truck-bed height was added at tLe south end. Other small job 
buildings were built to meet requirements as the construction 
progressed. 

The main shop building contained a garage for equipment 
repair and was partitioned into small shops for riggers, electri
cians, pipefitters, and sheetmetal workers. This building was a 
corrugated-metal-covered timber-frame structure built of fram
ing sections and trusses transferred from South Holston. 

Quarters for additional personnel were obtained by leasing an 
existing gasoline service station near the entrance to the job. 
This building was altered to furnish accommodations for safety 
officers and first-aid personnel. The former grease-rack section 
housed the fire truck and equipment and the second floor served 
as the first-aid station. The location of all job buildings is shown 
in figure 187. 

UTILITIES 

Raw water system 

During the early construction period, a raw water intake was 
installed above the upstream arm of the cofferdam for tailrace 
excavation. Upon completion of the tailrace excavation in the 
upstream portion, the intake was moved to its final location at 
the right abutment of the construction bridge. Here two timber 
bents supported on concrete footings were constructed to carry 
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the raw water pumps, which were mounted on two 15-inch 
channel spans. The upstream bent was secured to the bridge 
abutment crib with drift pins. A 6-foot-deep sump was cut in 
the tailrace channel to assure pump operation at low river flows. 

Two electric-motor-driven, vertical, centrifugal, turbine-type, 
1600-gallon-per-minute pumps were automatically controlled to 
alternate on the line during normal operations. A third electric
motor-driven pump of the same type but having a capacity of 
2000 gallons per minute was used as a standby. Water was 
pumped to a storage tank on the right bank only about 120 feet 
above the intake but sufficient pressure could be had for fire pro
tection by pumping directly into the distribution system. This 
was accomplished by the use of an altitude valve set to maintain 
the water level in the storage tank. The raw water mains were 
10-inch-diameter, and distribution lines to fire hydrants and 
various points of service were 4- to 8-inch diameter. 

Treated water system 

Water required for drinking and sanitary purposes in the con
struction area was obtained from the city of Kingsport. Connec
tion was made to a 2-inch main 500 feet from the end of the 
highway bridge on the right bank from where distribution lines 
were extended throughout the construction area. 

Sanitary facilities 

Two large toilets were built on t)le right riverbank, and timber 
septic tank with a disposal field extending along the bank .;was 
located adjacent to each. One wa_s downstream from the high
way bridge in the construction plant area and the other was 
upstream from the bridge in the d.am area. In addition, toilet 
facilities were furnished in the field engineers office and ware
house. Sewer lines from the warehouse and field engineers 
toilets discharged into the septic tanks. No raw sewage or effluent 
from the tanks was permitted to flow directly into the river. 

Compressed air system 

An electric-motor-driven stationary air compressor having an 
air delivery of 2900 cubic feet per minute supplied air for con
struction operations at Fort Patrick Henry Dam. The machine 
was installed with aftercooler and piping in a 30- by 30-foot 
building on the right river bank about 100 feet upstream from 
the construction bridge. It was provided with automatic controls 
which proved very satisfactory-no operator was required at any 
time. This location was central in the air-distribution system 
which consisted of an 8-inch main on the right river bank to the 
upstream dam area, a 6-inch main to the downstream construction 
yard area, and a 6-inch main across the construction bridge and 
then upstream to the dam area from where air was piped into 
the various blocks of the dam, and risers were extended as the 
job progressed. 
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Power supply 

Until the 66-kilovolt transmission line from Boone to Fort 
Patrick Henry was completed in November 1951 construction 
power was furnished by the Kingsport Utilities, In'c., under con
tract. 

. The constru~tion substation was built on the right bank of the 
nver and consisted of a 35- by 80-foot switchyard, a switchhouse, 
and tak~off structures. A temporary bank of 600 kilovolt-ampere, 
13-2.4-kllovolt transformers was first installed to handle the 
temporary supply from the Kingsport Utilities. This bank of 
transformers was replaced by a bank of 2000 kilovolt-ampere 
66-2.4-kilovolt transformers, when the permanent supply fro~ 
Boone became available. 

The swi.tchhous~ contained a six-panel switchboard feeding a 
total. of six 2.4-kilov<?lt, 3~phase distribution circuits. All job 
reqUirements for heatmg, light, and power were served from this 
substation. 

Power consumption.-Power consumed for Fort Patrick Her!ry 
Dam construction from July 1951 through May 1954 totaled 
6,327,8QO kilowatt-hours. The maximum demand of 930 kilo
watts was at 8 a.m., February 4, 1953. 

Telephones 

As the administration building, hospital, and time office were 
all at the Boone project, telephone communication was estab
lished at F~rt Patrick Henry by three trunk lines from Boone. 
A small sw~tchboard was i~stalled at Fort Patrick Henry and 
manned durmg the peak penod of construction. 

RIVER DIVERSION FACILITIES 

Diversion data 

The stream bed at the dam site was even narrower than at 
~oone and the first-stage construction would occupy the right 
side of the bed. The powerhouse was to be built in the first stage 
together with at least one spillway bay that would be left low 
and used for diversion during second-stage construction. As a 
con~equence, the channel on. the left bank would be very narrow 
durmg first-stage constructiOn. A number of hydraulic studies 
were made to determine the location and height of the cofferdam 
to enclose the first-stage operations. The result of these studies 
led to a prop.osal of 2112 spillway bays to be constructed in the 
first stage 'Yith 3: cofferdam to elevation 1209 upstream. This 
would permit a disc:harge of about 15,000 cubic feet per second 
through a 70-foot-wide channel. To obtain this channel, it would 
be necessary to do considerable excavation at the toe of the bluff 
on the left. bank. The scheme as finally adopted, however, called 
for 1112 spillway bays to be constructed in the first stage. This 
allowed t~e coff~rdam location to be shifted so as to retain the 
70-foot width without an:y excavation but reduced the depth so 
th~t only about 9000 cubic feet per second could be discharged 
With the upstream cofferdam arm at elevation 1208. The maxi-
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mum flow experienced was 8700 cubic feet per second which gave 
an upstream water el~vation of 120:J.6. Because of the drop 
through the channel, the top of the downstream arm was set at 
elevation 1206. 

Studies for diversion during the second stage showed that one 
10- by 12-foot sluice through the nonoverflow section between the 
powerhouse and spillway and one spillway bay built only to the 
apron level would provide adequate discharge. A special flap 
gate was designed to partially close the sluice at high river levels 
to prevent erosion downstream but it was not found necessary 
to use it. 

Cofferdams 

Prelirninary and tailmce excavation.-Preliminary excavation 
at the dam site and excavation for the tailrace were the first work 
items started on the job. Cofferdams consisted of earth and rock 
dikes with rock protection against erosion on the river side (fig. 
187). Dike No. 1 served to block off the left channel behind an 
island, so that a high spot could be excavated to elevation 1196. 
This dike was then removed so that diversion for the first stage 
would follow along the left bank and leave the tailrace free for 
excavation work. The 3500-foot tailrace channel was excavated 
in four sections enclosed by dikes (figs. 187 and 188) . No dike 
was required at the downstream end. After completion of the 
channel, dike No. 5 downstream from the construction bridge 
was removed. This allowed part of the first-stage diversion to 
enter the tailrace channel and gave a better safety factor against 
overtopping of the cofferdam. 

First stage.-The cofferdam layout is shown in figure 187. 
The upstream and river arms which extended to a point about 
390 feet downstream from the base line of the dam were of log 
crib construction similar to that used at Boone. The river arm was 
extended downstream by earth and rock dikes (fig. 187) to keep 
out the tailwater. The upstream arm was built to elevation 1208, 
and the downstream arm to elevation 1206. Dike No. 4 for tail
race excavation was converted to a ramp for access to the power
house construction area. 

At low flow the water was 20 feet deep, which made crib build
ing difficult. The procedure followed was similar to that for the 
upstream arm of the second-stage cofferdam at Boone. Cribs 
were built on top of the previously built cofferdam (fig. 191) and 
placed by a crawler crane and A-frames which were on floats 
(fig. 192). The larger cribs were 20 by 30 feet by 30 feet in 
height. A total of 37 cribs was constructed from March to June 
1952. 

Several feet of silt covered the river bottom, making it impos
sible to extend to rock the clay seal chambers of the cribs. The 
initial attempt to unwater disclosed several leaks which would 
not seal. Consequently, the cofferdam was flooded and cement 
grouting was employed. One-and-one-half-inch iron pipes, spaced 
on 25-foot centers along the axis of the cofferdam, were jetted or 
drilled through the clay chamber to rock. Core and wagon drills 
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FIGURE 191.-Fort Patrick Henry-building cofferdam crib. 

were employed in some instances. Cement used amounted to 
10,700 bags .. This operation proved successful, and unwatering 
proceeded Without further difficulty. 

Second-stage.---:T_he second-stage cofferdam was very simple 
(fig. 187)_. ProvisiO~ had been made for diversion in first-stage 
construct~o~ by leavmg the concrete low in spillway block lOA 
and prov_Idmg a 10- by 12-foot temporary sluice in the nonover
flow secbon between t_he powerhouse and spillway. 

The d~wnstreal? nv~r _arm of the cofferdam consisted of 
squared-bm~er cnbs bmlt m the dry. These cribs tied into the 
first-stage dike that extended down. to the construction bridge. 
No other downstream arm was reqmred as the second-stage dis·· 

FIGURE 192.-Fort Patrick Henry-placing cribs in rit·er-arm cofferdam. 
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charge flowed readily into the excavated tailrace. The upstream 
arm consisted of a timber crib to tie in between the spillway 
placed in the first-stage and the first-stage river arm, and a dike 
from there to the left bank. When the first-stage cofferdam was 
removed the section common to the second stage was left in 
place. 

Streamflow was reduced to 500 cubic feet per second by control 
at Boone Dam to expedite the cofferdam closure. The lower dike 
and ramp in the tailrace above the construction bridge (fig. 187) 
were removed, and a breach was made in the upstream arm of 
the first-stage cofferdam. The upstream dike for the second 
stage was then placed almost in the dry. 

Quantities.-The quantities of materials used for both the 
first- and second-stage cofferdams were: 4200 logs, 48,000 feet 
board measure of squared timber, 92,800 feet board measure of 
lumber for sheeting, 13,400 cubic yards of rock, and 13,800 
cubic yards of clay. 

Closure 
Closure was made in two stages. Discharges from Boone 

Dam were regulated between 400 and 2800 cubic feet per sec
ond, depending on requirements of the work. Preparatory work 
began September 25, 1953. This included placement of intake 
gates and dropping of a bulkhead in front of the low spillway 
bay. The bulkhead was made in five sections from 36-inch by 
45-foot-long wide-flange beams from the Boone concrete truck 
bridge. Each section was made of two beams with timber lag
ging and was separately placed. They were supported on con
crete piers extending out from the face of the spillway piers so 
that there was a 6-foot working space behind them. Water was 
then passed through the temporary sluice and unit 1 in the 
powerhouse. Turbine erection in this unit was delayed to aid 
closure, since delivery of generator parts was behind schedule. 
An earth dike between the downstream cribs of the second-stage 
cofferdam and the spillway training wall kept water out on the 
downstream side. Concrete was then placed to the spillway crest 
in block lOA; the apron was completed; and the crest gate was 
erected. 

Final closure was made as scheduled October 27 by dropping 
a steel flap gate over the entrance to the temporary sluice. This 
was one of the gates previously used for closure of the Boone 
sluices, and the procedure was similar. Figure 273, page 680, 
shows the closure procedure at Boone. Diversion was through 
unit 1 so as to maintain a minimum. requirement for the Kings
port waterworks downstream. Concrete plugs were placed in 
the sluice, and the gate was later removed. 

CONCRETING FACILITIES 

Approximately 71,400 cubic yards of concrete was required for 
the construction of Fort Patrick Henry Dam and was placed 
from August 1952 to June 1954. About 200 cubic yards placed 
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after Dec~mber 1953 was purchased from a ready-mix plant. 
The remamder was h~uled a distance of 7 miles from the mixing 
plant at Boo1_1e Dam m ten 4-cubic-yard dumpcrete trucks. The 
average hauhng rat~ 'Yas 65 cubic yards per hour. 

At the Boo!le mixmg. plant, a field-built retractable chute 
mounted o~ rails was positioned under the wet batch hopper gate 
when load.mg the trucks to reduce the height of free fall. At 
F.ort Pa~nck Henry Dam the dumpcrete trucks were discharged 
directly mto buck~ts from a timber ramp (fig. 186, p. 507) within 
reac~ of the placmg cranes. The concrete buckets were those 
previOusly used at Boone. 

Most. of the concr.ete and other construction materials were 
placed m the dall_l with the two 40-ton Clyde gantry cranes and 
the 20-ton Amenca~ Revolver crane previously used at Boone 
Dam. For the locatiOn of the cranes see figure 187. Cranes A 
and C were mounted as shown for the first-stage construction 
Crane B was erected before the first-stage cofferdam was re~ 
moved .and was u~ed to place some of the first-stage concrete in 
the spillway sectiOn as well as all the second-stage concrete 
Crane A was later reerected on the intake deck where it wa~ 
used to complete the powerhouse superstructure. Crane rails 
were mou_nted on concrete pads poured on the foundation rock. 
Concre~e m the non overflow blocks Nos. 1 and 2 was placed with 
a 2-cubic-yard crawler crane. 
T~e facilities at Boon~ whi~h fur~ished the concrete for Fort 

Patnck Henry are described m detail starting on page 501. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONSTRUCTION 

This chapter is devoted primarily to the construction of the 
Watauga, South Holston, Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Dams 
and their related structures. There is a separate section cover
ing each dam. Preceding these construction sections, however, 
there are discussions relating to the over-all construction pro
gram and applicable to all four projects. These introductory 
discussions are divided into the following sections: Construction 
Periods, Principal Construction Quantities, Construction Person
nel, Plant and Property Protection, Procurement and Testing of 
Construction Materials and Equipment, and Construction Organi-
zation. , 1 • , I •:tJ 

Detailed descriptions of the various project structures are in
cluded in Chapter 3, "Design," together with pertinent illustra
tions. When appropriate, these illustrations are referred back 
to from this chapter. 

CONSTRUCTION PERIODS 

Watauga and South Holston 

Construction of both Watauga and South Holston Dams was 
started February 16, 1942, during World War II. On October 20 
of that year, however, stoppage was ordered of all construction 
determined by the War Production Board to be nonessential to 
the war effort. Watauga and South Holston fell into that cate
gory. Necessary protective measures at Watauga required 2 
months and the shutdown was effected December 21. At South 
Holston work by TV A forces was suspended November 30, but 
an extension until April 15, 1943, was required for the tunnel 
contract work. 

Watauga construction was resumed July 22, 1946, and the 
dam was closed December 1, 1948. Generating unit 2 was placed 
in commercial operation August 30, 1949, and unit 1, September 
29, 1949. At South Holston, construction was resumed August 4, 
1947, and the dam was closed November 20, 1950. The single 
generating unit was placed in commercial operation February 13, 
1951. 

Boone and Fort Patrick Henry 

Work on Boone Dam began August 29, 1950, shortly before 
closure of South Holston and a little over 2 years later-Decem
ber 16, 1952-the dam was closed. The three generating units 
were completed and placed in commercial operation as follows: 

528 
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unit 3, March 16, 1953; unit 2, June 12, 1953; and unit 1, Sep
tember 3, 1953. 

Fort Patrick Henry Dam was started May 14, 1951, less than 
a year after Boone got underway. The dam closure was made 
October 27, 1953, and unit 2, the first of the two generating units 
to be completed, was placed in commercial operation December 5 
of that same year. Unit 1 followed on February 22, 1954. 

PRINCIPAL CONSTRUCTION QUANTITIES 

Watauga 

Excavation for the Watauga Dam and power facilities 
amounted to 364,200 cubic yards of rock and 254,900 cubic yards 
of unclassified material. The rock fill envelope for the dam was 
started in June 1947 and was virtually completed by December 
1948. A small amount was placed near the top of the dam in 
July 1949. Quarry-run rock fill totalled 1,771,900 cubic yards 
and crushed rock for the filter blanket, 224,000 cubic yards; an 
additional 19,200 cubic yards of rock was used for riprap for 
river bank protection. Placing of the rolled earth core began 
July 14, 1947, and in November 1948 the last of the 1,482,700 
cubic yards required was placed. 

For the concrete structures formwork amounted to 584,000 
square feet, concrete 80,400 cubic yards, and reinforcing steel 
1045 tons. Structural steel, including trashracks, sluice liners, 
surge tank riser, and penstock totalled 1290 tons. 

South Holston 

For the South Holston Dam and power facilities 123,500 cubic 
yards of rock and 1,022,800 cubic yards of unclassified material 
were excavated. When work was suspended in November 1942 
about 14 percent of the 2,089,000 cubic yards in the rolled earth 
core of the dam had been placed. Following resumption of work 
the remainder was placed from August 1948 to October 1950. 
The rock-fill envelope contains 3,383,700 cubic yards of quarry
run rock and 412,100 cubic yards of crushed rock in the filter 
blanket; 232,000 cubic yards of the rock was placed in 1942 and 
the remainder from July 1948 to November 1950. An additional 
12,640 cubic yards of rock was used for riprap mostly for river 
bank protection. The concrete structures required 112,600 square 
feet of formwork, 97,500 cubic yards of concrete, and 550 tons 
of reinf9rcing steel. Structural steel including conduit liners, 
trashracks, and surge tank totalled 1660 tons. 

The saddle dam, or dike, on the right rim of the reservoir 4.5 
miles upstream from the main dam contains 189,300 cubic yards 
of rolled earth fill, 5119 cubic yards of crushed rock in the filter 
blanket and 10,882 cubic yards of riprap. It was built during the 
1948-1950 construction period. To establish a satisfactory cutoff 
under the dike required 1,687,830 cubic feet of cement clay grout. 
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Boone 
For the Boone Dam and power facilities, excavation totaled 

217,100 cubic yards, of which 46,500 was earth, 75,000 rock, and 
the remaining 95,600 cubic yards was unclassified. Earth fill 
amounted to 428,600 cubic yards and rock fill 83,000 cubic yards. 
The filter blanket required 18,200 cubic yards of crushed rock, 
and 25,700 cubic yards of riprap was placed. For the concrete, 
2852 tons of reinforcing steel was used and structural steel
including gates and appurtenances, trashracks, and conduit lin
ers-amounted to 1950 tons. Formwork totaled 660,'500 square 
feet of contact area and 199,358 cubic yards of concrete was 
placed. 

Fort Patrick Henry 

For the dam and power facilities at Fort Patrick Henry, exca
vation totaled 248,000 cubic yards, consisting of 63,700 of earth, 
159,500 of rock and 24,800 cubic yards of unclassified material. 
Riprap placing required 13,700 cubic yards of rock. Reinforc
ing steel amounting to 1337 tons was used in the concrete, and 
structural steel-including gates and appurtenances, and trash
racks-amounted to 941 tons. The contact area of the formwork 
totaled 335,400 square feet and the concrete placed totaled 70,500 
cubic yards. 

CONSTRUCTION PERSONNEL 

Selection 

Selections for positions with TV A are based on merit and 
efficiency as set forth in the TVA Act. No political test is per
mitted or considered. Veteran's status is recognized in accord 
with the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944. 

TVA positions fall into two major groups: the trades and 
labor group which includes mechanics and laborers on construc
tion, maintenance, and operations; and the salary policy group 
which includes administrative, professional, clerical, and custod
ial positions. 

Trades and labor employees.-The return to construction in 
July 1946 on the Watauga project was the first postwar major 
hydroelectric work in TVA. Many war industries were being 
curtailed and servicemen discharged. It was thus hoped a re
turn could be made to the more formal basis of selection from 
large groups of candidates. There was, however, an acute hous
ing shortage in the area and many returning veterans refused 
employment. It was thus necessary to actively recruit personnel 
for the first year of operations. Housing greatly relieved the 
recruitment problem. Housing and construction camp facilities 
provided for the four projects are described in Chapter 4, 
"Employee Housing." 

Salary policy employees.-Appointments in the professional, 
administrative, and clerical fields were made without regard to 
residence. A majority of the positions were either filled by trans
fer from other completed projects or by veterans with reemploy-
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ment rights. Veterans made the change from the armed service 
to civilian work without difficulty, and, in short time, an efficient 
organization was at work on the project. 

Personnel relations 

TV A believes that collective bargaining and employee-manage
ment cooperation contribute to efficient work. It recognizes the 
right of employees to organize and select representatives of their 
own choosing and encourages them to do so. TV A considers 
that participation in formalized union-management relations con
tributes to TV A's objectives. Union membership is, therefore, a 
positive factor in appraisal of relative merit and efficiency. It is 
not, however, a prerequisite to appointment, promotion, or reten
tion in service. 

TV A also encourages collective bargaining on matters of pay, 
classification, work schedules, promotion, transfer, termination, 
grievances, and working conditions. Unions which represent a 
majority of the employees in any defined bargaining unit are 
recognized as representing all employees in that unit for pur
poses of collective bargaining and labor-management cooperation. 

These policies were first formally stated by the Board of Di
rectors in the Employee Relationship Policy issued in 1935. 
Under these policies TV A and its organized employees were able 
to develop machinery for improved joint relations. 

Trades and labor employees.-By 1940, relations between TV A 
and the Tennessee Valley Trades and Labor Council had matured 
to a point where both thought that it was time to enter into a 
written agreement. The Council was made up of 15 international 
unions representing most of TV A's trades and labor employees. 
On August 6, 1940, the Council and TV A signed a general agree
ment. With revisions, it has served since that date as the basis 
for relations with trades and labor employees. Appended to the 
agreement are the supplementary schedules on hours of service, 
work conditions, and wage rates. 

Under the general agreement, TV A and the Council set up pro
cedures to determine rates of pay, hours, and conditions of work; 
to adjust disputes involving these matters and interpretations of 
the agreement; and to promote intensive labor-management co
operation to improve techniques on the job and maintain em
ployee morale. To strengthen and stabilize these relations, mem
bership in recognized unions, although not required, is given such 
preference as is consistent with the basic requirement of merit 
and efficiency and with TVA's obligations under the Veterans' 
Preference Act of 1944. 

The agreement provides for the effective handling of jurisdic
tional questions, employee grievances, and labor disputes in 
TV A's work of dam construction, flood control, navigation, power 
production, experimental chemical manufacture, and national de
fense. Under this agreement wage rates for trades and labor 
employees (both hourly and annual) are the subject of annual 
conferences to determine the prevailing rates of pay for all trades 
and labor work in the Tennessee Valley area. The TVA Act 
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re.quires that TV A pay the prevailing wage rates in the vicinity 
with due regard for rates set through collective agreement by 
representatives of employers and employees. The hourly wage 
schedules for 1942, 1946, and 1950 are shown in appendix D 

One article of the general agreement provides for an adequ~te 
system of apprenticeship in the skilled trades. This is adminis
tered by a Central Joint Council on Apprenticeship under stand
ards approved. by the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship. 

Another article of the agreement recognizes that since TVA 
must do the wor~ as~igned to it by law it must so assign this 
~ork so as t~ mamt3:m schedules and meet construction, operat
mg, a~d service reqUirements. This article goes on to state that 
the umons shall determine the jurisdictional boundaries between 
and among themselves. TVA agrees to base work assignments 
on su~h determin~tions, but in their absence is free to assign 
work m accord With management's judgment. This disposes of 
a type of labor dispute which might disrupt morale and efficiency 
of the service. 

In ~ccord with the ag!eement to establish joint cooperative 
committ~es on TVA proJects such a committee was set up at 
Watauga Dam. This was done in 1947 soon after construction 
began again. This committee met monthly to receive and act 
o_n suggestions. made by emplo:fees at all levels. These sugges
tions were to mcrease the efficiency of the job; improve health 
and safety conditions; better working conditions; maintain em
ployee mor~le; and build good work relations between employees 
and supervisors. 

Like committees were set up soon after the beginning of the 
South Holston Dam and at Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Dams. 

Salary policy employees.-Relations between TV A and the or
ganized salary policy employees likewise developed under the 
Employee Relationship Policy, but formalized more slowly. On 
November 17, 1943, TVA recognized the Salary Policy Employee 
Panel as authorized to bargain collectively for all salary policy 
employees on all policy matters affecting these employees 
generally. 

Th_e Panel represents seven salary policy employee organizations 
prevwusly recognized for collective bargaining purposes. Five of 
them are affiliated with the American Federation of Labor while 
two are unaffiliated. The panel is a channel for dealing with the 
problems that affect all salary policy employees as the Tennessee 
Valley Trades and Labor Council is for problems affecting trades 
and labor employees. 
~VA and the Salary P~licy ~~ployee Panel were negotiating a 

written agreement on basic prmciples as Watauga Dam was being 
completed. Since the panel was recognized in 1943, however 
c?llective bargaining relations had been maintained. Negotia~ 
tJons were confirmed by memoranda of understanding or corre
spondence. The rates of pay for salary policy employees were 
based upon rates generally paid for comparable work in the 
Federal service. 

Job supervisors described the duties of all annual salaried 
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positions. These descriptions were modified and kept. up to d~te 
as jobs changed. Positions were classified on the basis of duties 
and responsibilities, following standards thro_ughout TY A and 
with due regard to those in the Federal service. In this way, 
comparable salaries were paid for comparable work. 

In May 1951 a Joint Cooperative Conference for the Upp~r 
Holston area was organized. This conference covered pubhc 
safety service employees and management from Watauga, South 
Holston and Boone Dams. The conference met bimonthly to 
receive 'and act upon suggestions of salary policy employees in 
the TV A Division of Reservoir Properties. 

Retirement plan.-A retirement system ~or annual employees 
of TVA was established by the Board of Directors effective No
vember 1, 1939. Hourly rated construction workers are not cov
ered. The retirement system was formulated and recommended 
by a joint employee-ma!lagemen~ ~ommittee a.fter 2 y~ars of in
tensive study. In makmg provisiOns for retirement m old age 
or in the event of disability, the retirement system protects the 
efficiency of the service as well as the security of individuals. 
Membership is a condition of employment for those who enter 
TV A in positions covered by the system. Employees and TV A 
both contribute to the system. 

Training and educational relations 
Training and educational relations at the four projects in

cluded library services, recreation, employee training, and, at 
Watauga aid to the local schools. Construction of Watauga 
created ~n unusually heavy load on the Carter County High 
School in Elizabethton. TV A and the Carter County Tennessee 
Board of Education contracted for aid to the School Board to 
meet the impact of increased enrollment. This increase was due 
to housing by TV A of the families ~f its ~or~ers on i~s pre~ises 
owned or leased in Elizabethton. Fmancial aid was discontmued 
after the 1946-47 school year when the local impact was re-
adjusted. . . . 

A contract for library service was made with the Kmgsport 
Public Library, under which camp libraries were set up for: use 
of employees living in the con.struction camps. Also,. a regwnal 
library service was made available to all employees m Johns?n 
and Carter Counties. This service was through a bookmobile 
covering the far-reac~es of the. reservoir ~re~ where TV A .em
ployees lived. The Kmgsport l~brary service mclu.de~ techmca}, 
recreational, and general educatwnal books and :penodicals. This 
library service was discontinued upon completiOn of the So~th 
Holston project. Recreation w:as center:ed a.t the construction 
camps. A supervisor of recreat~on or~amzed mdoor ~nd outdoor 
sports. Cooperative relations with Ehz~bethton provided recr:ea
tion for the families of TV A employees m the TV A-owned trailer 
camp and housing project in that city. . 

Training classes for employees wer~ held at the construct.wn 
camps and in Elizabethton. Emphasis was on the apprentice
ship program to develop selected candidates in craft skills re-
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quired of journeymen. Management and labor jointly adminis
tered the plan. The training was of two parts: (1) on-the-job 
training; and (2) classroom related training. There were ap
prentice programs for steamfitters, electricians, carpenters, ma
chinists, and structural ironworkers. Apprentices in these pro
grams were continued in employment on the Upper Holston 
projects. They went from Watauga to South Holston and then 
to Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Dams. Forty-seven men com
pleted their apprenticeships on the Upper Holston projects. 

Induction training was through the employment interview and 
information booklets. These booklets-one for Watauga and one 
for South Holston-were designed to acquaint the employee with 
the projects. They gave facts about the dams, camp and housing, 
holidays, overtime, and other information of immediate use to 
the employee. 

Training carried on during the construction program gave 
employees a chance to increase their knowledge of the day-to-day 
work. Steamfitter journeymen and apprentices and machinist 
apprentices attended evening classes in acetylene and electric 
welding given by the Johnson City Vocational School. Employees 
attended these classes during the construction of Watauga, South 
Holston, Boone, and Fort Patrick Henry Dams. Classes were 
held in Elizabethton by the project accountant for those in ac
counting work and a blueprint-reading class was held at Boone. 

Training also included cooperative arrangements with colleges 
and universities to use engineering students on a school and 
work basis. The student alternated each 3 months on actual 
work at a project and regular college attendance. Additional 
training at Boone Dam included Public Safety Officer-Trainee 
schools and fire training for TV A Public Safety Officers. A 
course in first aid and artificial respiration was given by the 
safety officer for foremen and journeymen on the job. A series 
of meetings on supervisor training were held for all foremen. 

Employees and turnover 

Figure 193 shows, for each month of the over-all construction 
period of the four projects, the distribution of employees by 
types of work. The Watauga data includes employees engaged 
in the renovation of the small Wilbur Dam, which was done by 
the Watauga organization. 

The Watauga and South Holston forces experienced a turnover 
which, although not as high as that on projects built during 
World War II, was higher than that on projects built before the 
war. This was the result of several factors. The acute housing 
shortage was responsible in the early stages of construction. 
Also, since these dams were of earth and rock construction, large 
groups of trades and labor employees had to be laid off in the 
winter and early spring when it was not economical to place 
earth fill. Turnover was further increased because highly spe
cialized activities required large groups of employees for com
paratively short periods of time. They were then terminated 
at the end of a phase of the work when they were not qualified 
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SYMBOLS: 
1. Ol'f'ic~ I engin#ers, clerk.s, sfenographers, elc. 
z. C.Jmp m8nt1gement-commissary, poliU,C.Jmp 

operalors, etc. 
3. Plant J equipment operators, shovels, trucks, 

drills, concrete plant, R.R.,efc. 
4. Other skilled labor, Cilrpenters, riggers. 

5. ~!~;/:/:S~~n":J:~~'/!;;~~~cludlng conc~te puddlers. 
6. Reservoir clearance. 
~Number worKing Bverage d8y. 
.................. Total on payroll. 

SOUTH HOLSTON 

~ 600 n, WATIUGA.WILBU~.AN0 1SOUTH HOLSTON L 
z ~I I I • ?~ I j I r I I I I I _ 

< 0 1946 194 7 1945 1949 1950 . 1951 

~35: [1;i¥r010N~ A:O (0~~~ 
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 

FIGURE 193.-W atauga, South Holston, Boone, and Fort Patrick Henry
monthly employment by types of work. 
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TABI.E 45.-W'atuuga-anrage monthly labor turnot:er on dam and 

resen•oir con.•truction 1 

Dam construction :? 

Reason for turnover 
Number Percent 

Discharged ------------------ ___ -------· 12 1.1 
Laid off --------------------------------· 13 1.2 
Resigned --- ___ -------------------- ____ _ 82 7.5 
Other --------- -~-- --------------------- 2 .1 

1-----
109 9.9 Average exits per month-----------· 

Number hired~average month ___________ _ 111 

1 Does not include World War II employment data. 
2 For a 42-month period July 1946 to January 1950. 
3 For a 39-month period July 1946 to October 1949. 

Reservoir construction 3 

Number Percent 

4 1.0 
10 2.5 
24 6.0 
2 .5 

40 10.0 

40 ,------------

TABLE 46.-South Holston-average monthly labor turnoi!PT on dum und 
reservoir construction 1 

Dam con struction Reservoir construction 
Reason for turnover 

Number Percent Number Percent 

Discharged ---------------- ____________ _ 
Laid off --------------------------------
Resigned ___ ---------------------- _____ _ Other _________________________________ _ 

8 0.9 1 0.6 
26 3.1 6 8.7 
43 5.1 5 11.0 

1 .1 1 .6 

Average exits per month _________ _ 78 9.2 13 7.9 

Number hired-average month __________ _ 66 ---------- 17 ------------
1 This table covers a 43-month period from October 1947 to June 1951 and does not include 

World War II employment data. 

for other work on the project. Several hundred tunnel men 
recruited for tunnel operations fell into this category. 

In the reservoirs a factor causing considerable turnover was 
the difficulty in getting employees to reservoir clearance work. 
This transportation problem caused hundreds to leave the job. 
The effect of this factor was greatly reduced, however, by hiring 
small groups of applicants who lived close together and included 
one person who could transport the group. The average monthly 
turnover at Watauga and South Holston is shown in tables 45 
and 46. 

At the Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects the construc
tion forces were unusually stable; the labor turnover experienced 
was only about one-half of that at the Watauga project. 

Medical services 

On the Upper Holston projects, in addition to the regular medi
cal services provided during construction, special study was given 
to the control of occupational disease hazards created by the 
extensive tunneling and quarrying required for Watauga and 
South Holston. Because of the length and importance of the 
discussions covering these special medical studies they have been 
included as Appendix F, "Medical Services." 
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Safety 

The safety record on the Upper Holston projects was recog
nized by the National Safety Council with three awards: the 
Distinguished Service to Safety Award to the reservoir construc
tion forces on the Upper Holston projects for having completed 
1,385,471 man-hours without a disabling injury, from December 
1946 to August 1948: the Distinguished Service to Safety Award 
to the Watauga Dam construction forces for having maintained 
accident frequency and severity rates below the most recent 
averages for similar organiatiozns during the period 1946 through 
1949; and the Award of Honor to the Fort Patrick Henry or
ganization in recognition of 1953 achievements. Tables 47 
through 50 show the chargeable injury experience at each proj
ect during the overall construction period. 

Certain aspects of heavy construction on the four projects 
were exceedingly dangerous, and many safety considerations and 
precautions were necessary. Employees representing all crafts 
were engaged in activities consisting of tunnel, shaft, high con
crete structure, and powerhouse construction; quarrying; earth 
haul operations; reservoir clearance; sawmilling operations; con
struction of roads; laying of water, air, and transmission lines; 
and erection of construction camp and construction plant build-
~p. . 

Safety service was supplied by safety officers assigned to the 
dams and to reservoir preparation as necessary. Safety pro
grams were instituted at each project. The objective of these 
programs was education-education of the individual employee 
to the hazards of the job and, what is more important, the de
velopment of appreciation of the value of working safely at all 
times. Consequently, education and training in safety were 
stressed throughout the life of the job. Safety posters secured 
from the National Safety Council were placed in display boxes 
throughout the job to keep the individual employees mindful of 
the need for safety. In addition, weekly and monthly safety bul
letins were published on the job for the purpose of stimulating 
interest in safety among the project's entire personnel. 

The superintendent's monthly safety meetings were held regu
larly on a designated date each month. Foremen, supervisors, 
and key personnel actively participated in these meetings and 
discussions of current problems of safety. In addition, each 
foreman and his crew were required to hold a weekly crew safety 
meeting before beginning work on each Monday shift . 

Safety equipment such as goggles, respirators, safety belts, 
life jackets, and various other safety devices were always avail
able. Established job regulations governed the use of this equip
ment. Time and again the safety hats which were worn by ali 
who entered the construction area proved their true value by 
preventing serious accidents. Walkways, stairways, barricades, 
and handrails were maintained. 

Each supervisor and each foreman assumed responsibility for 
the safety of the work of the men under his supervision. They 
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Fiscal year 2 

1942 ...... . 
1943 ................ . 

~:!t=== = = =:: = =:: = = = = 1948 ................ . 
1949 ..•............. 

mL::: :::.::::::: 
TotaL ... 

Dam construction only 

Man-hours 
of exposure 

756,638 
1,233,353 

32,367 
1,087 

518.281 
1,912,577 
2,067,885 
1,319,946 

7 ,842,134 

6,009,003 

Fatal 

3 

3 

TABLE 48.-South Holston--chargeable injury experience 1 

Number of chargeable injuries 

Permanent I Temporary 
partial total 

1 
4 

6 

6 

12 
10 

1 

1 
6 
7 
3 

40 

34 

Total 

12 
11 

1 

1 
8 

12 
4 

49 

42 

Fatal 

6,000 
6,000 
6,000 

18,000 

18,000 

Number of days charged 

Permanent I Temporary 
partial total 

100 

4,500 
4,230 

8,830 

8,530 

183 
557 

1 

2 
751 
381 
294 

2,169 

1, 964 

Total 

183 
657 

1 

2 
11,251 
10,611 

6,294 

28,999 

28.494 

Fr~quency 
rate 1 

15 9 
8.9 

30.9 

1.9 
4.2 
5.8 
3.0 

6.2 

7.0 

1 Includes construction, construction and maintenance, reservoir clearance, land acquisition, maps and surveys, and reservoir properties man-hours. 

Severity 
rate• 

0.24 
0.53 
0.03 

5.88 
5.13 
4.77 

3.70 

4. 74 

'Construction ~tarted February 16, 1942; no man-houra of exposure for yeara 1945-1946; firat unit went on the line August 1949; man-hours reported through June 30, 1951. 
• Number of chatgeable injuries per million man-houra worked. 
• Number of days lost per thousand man-houra worked. 

Je' 

TABLE 49.-Boone-chargeable injury experience 

Fiscal year 

1951 ____ ------------
1952 ______ ----------
1953 _____ ----------.. 
1954 _____ ---.--.. - ... 
1955 _____ .- ----------

TotaL __________ _ 

Dam construction only 

Man-hours 1 

943,793 
2, 553, 179 
1,392,643 

226,680 
67.274 

• 5,183,569 

4,296,768 

Fatal 

Number of injuries charged 

Permanent I Temporary 
partial total 

2 I i 1 1 
2 1 

5 

5 

10 

8 

1 
Man-houra firat reported September 1950 and carried through December 31, 1954. 

' Number of injuries charged per million man-hours worked. 

Total 

1 
9 
2 
3 

15 

13 

Fatal 

-
-
-

' Number of days charged per thousand man hou111 worked. 4 

Includes dam construction, construction and maintenance, reservoir properties, and maps and surveys. 

Number of days charged 

Permanent I Temporary 
I partial total 

---
360 

I 
4,590 488 

75 11 
1,950 60 
-

6,615 919 

6,615 904 

I Frequency / Severity 
rate' rate' 

Total 
---

360 1 1 0.38 
5,078 3 5 1.99 

86 1.4 0.06 
2,010 13.2 8.87 

7,534 2.9 1.45 

7,519 3.0 1. 75 
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were urged to put safety before any other consideration and to 
help maintain TV A's safety program. Foremen on the projects 
were the key individuals in the execution of the project safety 
programs. . 

Routine investigations were made of all chargeal;>le injuries. 
All accidents that could have resulted in injury to employees 
were thoroughly investigated. Findings of investigations were 
reported, and studies were made in an effort to prevent recur
rence of similar injuries. . _, '· .. 

Since the rock that was crushed for concrete and filter material 
was silicious, it was necessary to design and maintain dust col
lectors on the crushing plants. Therefore, problems involving 
industrial hygiene considerations were encountered and extensive 
efforts were made to offset the danger presented by the presence 
of silica in the underground and quarry operations. In under
ground, quarrying, and excavation activities, the services of 
construction management, the safety branch, the occupational 
health branch, and the medical section were combined to . meet 
the problems of dust hazards and ventilation (see "Industrial 
hygiene," p. 1138, appendix F). 

The quarry operations in which the bulk of the rock fill was 
quarried were unusually hazardous. Much time and money were 
spent in scaling to prevent rock slides and falling rock around 
trucks and shovels. One fatality and one permanent disability 
were experienced in a rock slide during scaling operations. 

PLANT AND PROPERTY PROTECTION 

A unit of the TV A Public Safety Service was formed at each 
of the four projects to provide, during the construction period, 
the following services: prevention of unauthorized persons from 
entering the project; fire prevention and suppression; regular 
fire inspection of TV A houses, buildings, and structures to effect 
correction of fire hazard condition; prevention of theft, investi
gations of theft, law enforcement, traffic control; investigations 
of vehicular accidents involving TV A equipment, and information 
to visitors. In addition, the unit gave automobile driver tests, 
instructed employees in traffic safety, and maintained cooperative 
relationships with local law enforcement officials. , 
_During the shut-down period of Watauga, 1942-46, and South 

Holston, 1942-47, general and frequent surveillance was given 
to plant and property by TVA's supervisor of rural lands sta
tioned in the area. Plant and property protection for the first 
year of construction at Fort Patrick Henry was provided by the 
Boone public safety unit. 

When construction was resumed at Watauga after the war 
performance of protection functions was complicated by the im
mediate postwar shortage of fire-fighting equipment and having 
to use well-worn patrol cars that had seeri 4 to 6 years of serv
ice. Pilfering of construction supplies on the project rsuch as 
nails, electrical equipment, and miscellaneous small hardware was 
on the increase because of the temporary lack of this kind of 
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merchandise in retail stores. The safety service gave special 
attention to protection of TV A's supply of this scarce material. 

Several of the highways leading to the projects passed through 
thickly settled communities, and greatly increased traffic by 
TV A vehicles and automobiles of employees created new traffic 
hazards. The safety service organized safety campaigns, one 
feature of which was visiting public schools in the area and 
instructing school child~en in safe methods of cro.s~ing highways 
and walking near pubhc thoroughfares. In addition, TV A em
ployees were instructed in traffic safety, and dangerous areas 
were frequently patrolled by safety service officers. The cam
paigns were effective in reducing traffic accidents and prod~ced 
favorable relations with local school and law enforcement officials. 

During the latter stages of c~mst~uction of the Watauga D~m 
intake tower a fire occurred high m the structure, threatenmg 
the intake gate, the track, and the fixtures. Damage to these 
would have prevented closure of the dam on schedule. The suc
cessful and ingenious fire-fighting methods employed by safety 
service officers and construction forces drew considerable com
ment and the fire was later described in Fire Engineering Maga-
zine, May 1949. . . . 

As an example of the size of a safety service un~t reqmred at 
a project, the maximum strengt~ of the Boone umt reached 15 
officers, one firefighter, and one lieutenant. 

PROCUREMENT, INSPECTION AND TESTING OF 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 

PROCUREMENT 

The approximate total amount of the pu~chases of materials, 
equipment, supplies, and nonpersonal services for each of the 
four projects was as follows: Watauga, $13,172,000; South Hols
ton, $15,591,000; Boone, $13,578,000; an~ Fort Patr~ck Henry, 
$3,704,000. All major purchases of matenals and eqmpment are 
listed, by projects, in appendix E. 

Watauga and South Holston 
Conditions surrounding procurement of materials and equip

ment for the Watauga and South Holston projects differed mark
edly in the period before the War Production Board issued a s~op 
order on the projects in the latter part of 1942 as compared Wit~ 
procurement in the period following reinstatement. of the prOJ
ects starting with Watauga in July .1946. For .this reason the 
two periods are discussed separately m the followmg paragraphs. 
The period from the beginning of the projects in Fe~ruary 1942 
to the work stoppage is referred to as the first perwd, and the 
period after reinstatement is t~e second period. . . . 

First period.-Under the varwus acts appropriatmg funqs f,or 
Watauga and South Holston during the fi.r~t period,. TVA was 
authorized to purchase without the adverbsmg reqmred by sec
tion 9 (b) of the TVA Act of 1933, as amended, or section 3_709 
of the Revised Statutes. It was found, however, that a combma-
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tion of formal advertising, negotiation, and a modified proce
dure of advertising and negotiation with a carefully screened 
list ef major manufacturers in specific industries was advan
tageous: This latter procedure permitted considerable flexibility 
of procurement, provided adequate competition, and resulted 
generally in economies and improved deliveries. Procurement 
was handled by the central purchasing office at Knoxville, Tenn., 
and a field office at Bristol, Tenn. 

Before the stop order the projects had been declared essential 
to the war effort by the President and had been given a priority 
rating of A-6. This was a low one, however, in comparison with 
those given other more urgent TVA projects. 

A liaison office was maintained by TVA in Washington during 
the first period. This office kept in constant touch with the War 
Production Board and TV A's procurement activities and assisted 
in expediting release of priority applications and assistance. 
Procurement was nevertheless difficult and many substitutions 
had to be made for critical materials which were in short supply. 

At the time WPB withdrew the preference rating in order to 
stop the projects the construction, under contract, of a diversion 
tunnel at South Holston was well under way. Since the tunnel 
would have been subject to complete deterioration if left unfin
ished for even a short period of time, WPB agreed to permit its 
completion. It was necessary, however, to cancel or terminate 
the purchase orders and other contracts then in force on both 
projects. Settlements of claims resulting from contract cancella
tions and terminations were later made under the Contracts 
Settlement Act of 1944. TV A materials and equipment already 
on the project were transferred to other projects or to storage 
yards pending such transfer. 

Second period.-When the projects were reinstated after the 
war, there was no longer a system of priorities except for the 
benefit of special programs such as the Veterans Housing Pro
gram, and procurement was under the TV A Act onlY, witho:qt 
the wartime negotiation priviliges .. Procurement was again han
dled throu.Q'h the central purchasing office in Knoxville, Tenn., 
and .field offices at Watauga and South Holston Dams. 

When procurement was resumed, prices were rising, quota
tions were not firm either as to prices or deliveries, and a gen
eral seller's market resulted in many refusals to quote prices or 
to make definite commitments on deliveries. Provision for escala
tion of prices was often a necessity, and contract enforcement 
and expediting deliveries also became major concerns. 

The trend of higher prices and abnormally long deliveries con
tinued until about January 1949, near the end of the Watauga 
procurement program. Procurement conditions then began to 
improve markedly and until near the beginning of the Korean 
War in June 1950, most items were plentiful. quotations were 
firm, prices were stable or declined, and deliveries improved. 
Tmmediately prior to and after the beginning of the Korean War. 
however. prices began to rise, many items-particularly steel, 
copper, lumber, and rubber products-became scarce, and deliv-
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eries were uncertain. A nation-wide priorities system was put 
into effect. But before any general priority rating was avail
able for South Holston, purchases for the projec~ w~r.e virtually 
complete. Although directive assistance for mdividual pur
chases could have been requested, it was not found necessary. 

Boone and Fort Patrick Henry 
Construction started August 29, 1950, at Boone and. May 14, 

1951, at Fort Patrick Henry, and the Korean War, which began 
in June 1950, had considerable effect on procurement. At first, 
all procurement was in accordance with section 9 (b) of the TV A 
Act. In general, this required formal advertising with bids sub
mitted in writing and opened and read in public. The act does, 
however permit purchase without advertising when: (1) An 
emergen~y requires immediate delivery of the s_upplies. or per
formance of the services; or (2) the purchase IS repair parts, 
accessories, or supplemental equipment or services; or (3) the 
aggregate amount does not exceed $500. In these cases, the pur
chase may be made in the open market in the manner common 
among businessmen. 

By June 1951, authorization was given by Executive orders, 
when necessary in the interest of national defense: ( 1) to make 
purchases by negotiation; (2) to amend existin~ contra~t~ with
out consideration; and ( 3) to make contracts with provision for 
advance and progress payments and without performance or pay
ment bonds. Although this special authorization of the Execu
tive orders was not utilized to any great extent for these two 
projects, it did permit a flexibility in procurement procedures 
which helped expedite purchases in several instances. 

Purchasing began at a time when prices were rising rapidly. 
Quotations were not firm either as to price or deliveries, and a 
general seller's market resulted in many refusals to quote prices 
or to make definite commitments on deliveries. Provision in con
tracts for escalation of prices was often a necessity. Many items 
-particularly steel, copper; lumber, and rubber products-be
came scarce. Contract enforcement and expediting deliveries 
also became major concerns. Price controls went into effect in 
January 1951. Although some prices continued to rise, the rate 
of rise slowed down. 

When· the nation-wide controlled materials plan was put into 
effect July 1, 1951, the Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects 
received an H-3 rating, the usual rating given to electric utilities. 
Defense projects had first call on scarce materials, and steam 
plant construction usually received more consideration from con
trol agencies than hydro construction. The Boone and Fort 
Patrick Henry projects, however, generally received more fa
vorable priority treatment than transmission-line construction. 
Allotments of controlled materials-steel, copper, and aluminum 
-were often received too late for use. Slippages of allotments 
from quarter to quarter were not uncommon. It was necessary 
to request directive assistance in some cases. Prices were de-
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controlled in the first few months of 1953, and prices continued 
an upward tr~nd. Materials became more plentiful and the con
trolle~ matenals plan was ended June 30, 1953. Deliveries of 
most Items began to improve and competition for awards became 
keener. 

Procurement for Boone and Fort Patrick Henry was handled 
by the central purchasing office at Chattanooga, Tenn., and a field 
purchase office. The field office was at South Holston Dam until 
February 1951, at which time it moved to Boone Dam. When 
the Boone field office was closed at the end of May 1953 field 
purchasing for Fort Patrick Henry was taken over by the' John 
Sevier project purchasing office. 
Price index 

Price trends during construction of the four projects are 
indicated by the following index figures from the Engineering 
News-Record Construction Cost Index (1913=100): July 1942, 
277.65; July 1946, 353.89; July 1947, 406.52; July 1948, 463.23; 
July 1949, 477.46; July 1950, 511.91; July 1951, 542.36; July 
1952, 57?.65; and July 1953, 604.10. 

INSPECTION AND TESTING 

Organization 

The inspection and testing service which TVA had established 
in the early years was changed to meet conditions for construc
tion of the Upper Holston projects. With completion of the many 
large concrete d_ams, highways, and bridges, the use of cement 
and oth.er matenals decreased to the point where it was no longer 
economical to operate the chemical and physical testing labora
tories which had been maintained in Knoxville. 

In September 1945 the central testing laboratories in Knoxville 
wer~ entirely discontinued, and arrangements were made for 
testmg cement and bituminous materials used in construction of 
highways and bridges by the highway materials testing labora
tory of the state concerned with the particular construction in
volved. For the cement used by TV A, mill test certificates were 
furni~hed by the ~ement companies to the director of purchases, 
covermg the quahty of the cement shipped to the project. TVA 
continued to maintain a concrete control testing laboratory at 
the projects under direction of the construction engineer as had 
been the custom on all other dam construction. 

For the inspection of fabricated steel and electrical and me
chanical equipment, specially trained inspectors were stationed 
throughout the manufacturing centers, and these men inspected 
the equipment at point of manufacture in the various mills and 
shops on orders placed by TV A or by contractors and subcon
tractors. This service was directed by the inspection and test
ing branch in Knoxville, in exactly the same manner as had 
been the custom for inspection of similar materials used on all 
previous projects. In addition to actual inspection of the quality 
and workmanship of the materials and equipment the service 
included periodic and systematic reporting on the p~ogress made 
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by the contractor in the production of equipment and a predic
tion by the inspector as to when shipments might be made. This 
service enabled the engineers at the projects to plan their sched
ules based on information furnished by the inspector rather than 
from the contractor's promises, as the inspector had first-hand 
knowledge of the equipment being processed in the shops. 

If contracts required that the equipment be shop assembled, 
the inspector checked such assembly and made certain that parts 
were matchmarked and that drawings were prepared for use in 
field erection. In general, the inspector was not required to 
assume responsibility for the crating and packaging of equip
ment for shipment, and this responsibility was retained fully by 
the contractor. 

Specification and inspection procedure 
Specifications were prepared by the branch originating the 

purchase request, and the engineer responsible usually classified 
the equipment as "Inspection by inspection and testing branch," 
or "Inspection at destination." This statement was then incor
porated in the award of the contract, and where inspection was 
to be made at the point of manufacture it was so stated. The 
contractor was instructed to handle all matters relating to in
spection with the head materials engineer of the inspection and 
testing branch, whose name was given in the contracts, in order 
that there could be no misunderstanding regarding the delegation 
of authority. 

Immediately following award of the contract, the inspection 
and testing branch mailed instructions to the contractor concern
ing materials to be inspected at point of manufacture. The con
tractor was instructed to furnish copies of orders placed with 
his subcontractors with instructions to notify the TV A inspector 
in advance of the time when his services would be needed. Copies 
of the orders placed with subcontractors were studied, and the 
supplier was informed whether his material would be inspected 
at point of origin or after delivery to the contractor's plant. 

All the contractors' orders were reviewed to determine if the 
materials and equipment complied with the requirements of the 
contract and specifications. If such materials contained critical 
items it was customary to warn the subcontractor that the speci
fications for critical items would be strictly enforced and that he 
should avoid delays in making delivery. 

During progress of the work the inspectors furnished periodic 
reports which were prepared by the inspector. When each im
portant contract assigned for inspection was completed, a final 
report was given showing that the materials or equipment had 
been shipped and that they satisfied the specifications under which 
they were purchased. 

CONSTRUCTION ORGANIZATION 

The engineering and construction organization on the Upper 
Holston projects was the standard type developed by TVA (fig. 
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194) and use~ su?cessfully on previous projects. Responsibility 
for the coord~natwn, directi?n, and supervision of engineering 
and constructiOn on the proJects was vested in a single project 
manager regardles~ of whether construction was in progress on 
more th.an ~ne proJect at the same time. The project manager 
also _mamtam~d c;lose contact with the work of the various TV A 
service orgamzatwns. 

Reporting to th~ project _manager were the construction engi
neer, the constr:uct_w_n superi_ntendent, and the project accountant. 
Each of these mdividuals directed his own field of activity and 
~he!l more than one proj~ct was involved and the volume of work 
JUstified, through an assistant at each project. 

Engineering 

EngiJ?.eering on a project included the establishm~nt of refer
ence pom~s and grades for horizontal and vertical control of all 
c0nstructwn ~eatures, settm~ of all working lines and grades for 
the constructiOn .forces, takmg of cross sections for excavation 
and fill comput3;twns, layout of the construction plant, inspection 
of ap c0_nstruc~wn work a!ld of permanent material received on 
the J~b, mspe~twn and.testm~ of permanent operating equipment, 
draftmg. serv~ce, makmg estimates, and writing rerorts. 

. . Engmeermg personnel was divided into the following spe
c~ahzed p;roups, the ?ead ~f each group reporting to the construc
tw~ engmeer or his assistant when one was assigned to the 
proJect. 

An office engine~r. with a small staff of engineers and drafts
men, was respon~Ible. for field-designed construction plant and 
form~ork, ~oordmation of permanent material procurement 
quantity es~Imates 3;nd reports, and special investigations. ' 

A matenals en~meer exercised control over inspection of 
aggr~gate production, concrete mixing and placing, earth-fill in
spection at the borrow pit and on the fill and placing of rock 
fill. He had an assistant and inspectors o~ each of three shifts 

PROJECT MANAGER 

FIGURE 194.-Typical TV A project comtruction organization. 
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when necessary. In addition, he directed the materials testing 
laboratory work. . 

An electrical engineer, assisted by a small staff, supervised the 
installation of all conduit; the pulling of all. po~er and control 
cables · and the installation of transformers, circmt breakers, and 
other 'electrical equipment. He coordinated the . work of the 
manufacturer's representative and the constructiOn personnel 
engaged in generator installation and testing. 

A field engineer was in charge of the layout for all struct?~es, 
foundation excavation, progress measurements a~d quantities, 
the direction of drilling and grouting ~or foundat.wn treat;ment, 
and the inspection of materials and eqmpment not mcluded m the 
duties of the other groups. . . 

A highway engineer supervised the en~meer~ and mspecto~s 
required for relocation of roads and bndges m the reservoir 
areas. . 

In addition to the groups listed above, an engmeer was as-
signed as required to supervise tu~bine installation. . 

The initial surveys pnor to arnval of the constructwn force 
was done by the maps and surveys branch. This included the loca
tion of the basis control grid system and benchmarks. 

Construction 
The direction of personnel and the operation of equipment 

engaged in construction was the respons!bility of the ~onstruction 
superintendent. In charge of the major construc~wn features 
were the general mechanical foreman, general electrical foreman, 
general carpenter foreman, ~ene~al labor for~m~n, and t~e 
quarry superintendent, each directmg. the work. mdicated by h~s 
title and reporting to the construction S';lpermtendent or. his 
assistant when one was assigned to the project. Whe~ reqmred, 
an assistant superintendent or a general foreman directed the 
work on the swing and graveyard shifts-3 p.m. to 11 p.m. a"I!d 
11 p.m. to 7 a.m. respectively. A large number of foremen m 
all crafts kept the operations properly coordinated. 

Accounting 
The project accountant, in additi~n to his r.esponsibility for 

accounting, budgeting, and bookk~epm~, also directed the work 
of the chief storekeeper, the chief timekeeper, and the cost 
engineer. 

WATAUGA CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

The provision of construction plant facilities and. certain ?f 
the preparatory construction activities have been discussed m 
preceding Chapter 5, "Construction ~lant.:• The actua~ construc
tion of the Watauga project is descnb.ed m the f~llowii!g pages. 
Some overlapping with the con~tructwn pl~t;tt discusswns was 
unavoidable for the sake of clanty. In addibon, references are 
given to construction plant discussions and other parts of .the 
report when it is believed they would be helpful to qnderstandmg. 
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Following the account of preparatory construction activities, 
the construction of the project is described in the following 
order: Spillway and Related Outlet Works; Dam Structure; 
Power Intake, Tunnel, and Appurtenances; PowerhoU$e· and 
Control Building; Powerhouse Equipment; Switchyard ·and 
Transformers; Site Improvement; and Concreting Procedures. 

Foundation exploration 
Exploration for Watauga Dam was limited to a short distance 

along the main gorge where the Watauga River had eroded its 
channel through Iron Mountain. Topographic and geologic fea
tures were such as to confine the best location for a high dam to 
a short reach of the river. Four diamond-drill holes were put 
down in this vicinity in the spring of 1942. The proposed dam 
structure was an earth- and rock-fill dam, and the chief question 
was the condition of the fault over which the upstream toe of the 
fill would lie. During the fall and winter of 1942-43, twenty-eight 
diamond-drill holes were put down to explore the foundation for 
a proposed concrete arch structure. These holes were located along 
a curved area near the axis of the fill-type dam on both abutments 
and frohl 200 to 300 feet upstream in the river channel. When 
construction was resumed in 1946, the fill-type structure had been 
decided upon, and the old axis was maintained. Exploration 
work was continued in connection with the foundation work and 
grouting program. A core drill hole, 225 feet in depth, was 
drilled on the advice of the Board of Consultants on the axis line 
in the bottom of the gorge to reveal more fully the nature of the 
foundation rock. Good rock was encountered for its full depth. 

River diversion 
The choice of an earth- and rock-fill dam made necessary the 

use of a diversion tunnel which permitted continuous operations 
across the entire river bed at the dam site. One of the major 
considerations in the design and location of the diversion tunnel 
was its adaptability to other uses after the diversion period. The 
diversion tunnel became the low-level outlet and, with an inter
secting branch from the morning-glory spillway, it also became 
the spillway outlet. Both diversion tunnel and spillway branch 
are 34 feet in diameter. The diversion tunnel entrance is in the 
right bank at river level about 1500 feet upstream from the 
center line of the dam, and the spillway branch joins it about 
600 feet from the entrance. A detailed account of the construc
tion of these features starts below under "Spillway and Related 
Outlet Works." 

The cofferdams required for diversion of the river are de
scribed in Chapter 5, "Construction Plant,'' page 419. 

SPILLWAY AND RELATED OUTLET WORKS 

The various features of the spillway and related outlet works 
for the Watauga Dam are described in detail with illustrations in 
Chapter 3, "Design." 
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· Since the dam site was in a narrow gorge it was necessary that 
the river be diverted before construction of the dam could start. 
It was important, therefore, that diversion be accomplished as 
quickly as possible. As the sluiceway-spillway tunnel was to be 
used for this purpose and TV A did not have tunnel-driving 
equipment available, a contract was let to a joint organization of 
Morrison-Knudsen Co., lnc., Boise, Idaho, and the Utah Construc
tion Co., Ogden, Utah. This contract covered tunnel, spillway 
shaft, and sluiceway shaft excavation and concreting of the 
sluiceway intake portal. The contract was later amended to in
clude open-cut excavation for the spillway plaza. The contractor 
started work in March 1942 and practically completed all the 
tunnel excavation and a substantial portion of the excavation for 
the portals and shafts by November 30, 1942, when operations 
were suspended by the War Production Board. An extension of 
time to December 21, 1942, permitted completion of a concrete 
collar at the sluiceway shaft and closure of the sluiceway tunnel 
intake portal with loose rock. Time was not available for the 
contractor to construct the concrete intake portal covered by the 
contract and it was settled on the basis of the work done. 

Following reopening of the project in September 1946, all 
remaining work was done by TV A. A large section of the tunnel 
had fallen in and some of the timber supports were in a weakened 
condition. A template check of the tunnel near excavation line 
revealed numerous "tights." Concreting started in November 
1946 and was completed in June 1947, except for the morning
glory spillway, weir, one pier at the wye, and the second stage in 
the sluiceway plug. The morning-glory and sluiceway shafts 
were concreted during the latter half of 1947. Second-stage con
crete in the plug was placed just before closure, in October and 
November 1948. The Rowell-Bunger valves were installed im
mediately after closure on December 1, 1948, the slide gates 
having been installed during second-stage concreting of the sluice-
way plug. 

TUNNEL EXCAVATION 

Tunnel excavation by the contractor totaled 87,537 cubic yards, 
not including elbow and shaft excavation. The construction pro
cedure consisted of five stages: (1) cofferdams (see page 419) ; 
(2) preliminary portal excavation; (3) driving a 15-foot-diam
eter center heading; ( 4) enlargement of this heading to a mini
mum 37-foot-diameter bore by ring drilling and blasting; and 
( 5) clean up of invert and trimming "tights." 

Since the major portion of the tunnel was in solid rock that did 
not require support, use of a center heading and ring drilling 
proved very suitable. Compared to the full face method for rock 
of the same character this procedure has the following advan
tages: ( 1) more effective use of manpower since ring drilling 
and mucking were carried on at the same time; (2) cheaper 
ventilation costs since a completed center heading was used as 
the air duct; (3) less drilling required per lineal foot of advance; 
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(4) less p~wer needed per cubic yard of rock excavated· and (5) 
greater dally progress with lower overhead charges. ' 

Rock conditions 

Rock conditions generally were good and very little water wa 
e~countered. The rock formation between the intake portal an~ 
t e wye ':"a~ Shady. dolo!llite and from the wye to the outlet 
portal 1Jmcoi quartzit~ With shale interbedding. The large Iron 
Mountam ~ault occurrmg at the wye separates the dolomite from 
t~et9.u~rt~Ite. ~ost of t~e ro~k was self-supporting, only 50 feet 
? t~m /~~n~ bemg reqmred I~ the .center heading and 485 feet 
m e u .-size~ tunnel. No bmbermg was required in the w e 
but af gumte mix of 1 to 3 was applied lj? to 1% inches thick Ya~ 
a sa ety measure. • 

Portals 

Open-cut excavation began March 21, 1942, to permit the con
tractor to start actual tunnel work. Additional excavation was 
done late: by the contractor in 1942 and by TVA in 1947 before 
constructiOn of the concrete portals. 

Center heading 

D;illing.-Excavation for the 15-foot center heading b 
t1pnl ~i 1942, at the sluiceway intake portal and a week lat:;~~ 

e SPI lway outlet portal. The 1788 feet between the portals 

FIGURE 195.-W ataug!1--drill~ng second round of center heading 
at slUlceway mtake portal (1942) . 
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was "holed through" May 12, 1942. Drilling was done from a 
conventional jumbo mounted on a railroad car and equipped with 
eight 4-inch drifters (fig. 195). The drill pattern used varied 
with the shift foreman and rock conditions. A typical pattern 
consisted of about 40 holes drilled to a depth of 10 to 11 feet. 
A cone-shaped portion in the center was blasted first, followed by 
the top and bottom portions. Eight delays were generally used. 

Blasting.-The dynamite-40 percent gelatin, fume class 1-
was detonated from a 440-volt line carried on the left side of the 
tunnel facing the heading, with the lighting lines and other utili
ties on the opposite side. About 4.4 pounds of dynamite was 
required for each cubic yard of rock. Firing was done by the 
shift foreman who was always in possession of the key to the 
safety double-switch box. Before firing, the shift foreman 
checked the blasting circuit with a galvanometer. 

Mucking.-A 13;4-cubic-yard Conway mucker (fig. 196) and 
four to six 5-cubic-yard side-dump cars were used at each head
ing. Mucking started about 25 minutes after blasting and con
tinued for 2% to 3 hours. A beam and air-hoist-type "cherry 
picker" transferred empties from the main track to the siding. 
Most of the muck was hauled out to dump areas near each portal. 
A considerable amount of this muck was used in 1946-47 for road 
fill and surfacing. 

Progress.-The center heading was completed in 42 days. 
Daily progress averaged 31 lineal feet from the inlet portal and 
24 lineal feet from the outlet portal where rock conditions were 
less favorable. The record for 1 day for both headings was 
84.1 feet. 

FIGURE 196.-W atauga-mucking operations at spillway outlet portal. 
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FIGURE 197.-Watauga-ring drilling in sluiceway tunnel adjacent to sluiceway shaft. 

Center heading enlargement 

P":'illing.-Enla~gement of the center heading was by ring 
dnlh~g and blastmg (figs. 197 and 198), with the exception of 
155 lmear feet of tunnel near the outlet portal which was drilled 
and blasted. full-face so that timbering could be carried on with 
the exca~atwn. Full-face drilling and blasting was accomplished 
from a JUmbo mounted on a Euclid truck. Timber sets were 

FIGURE 198.-W atauga-rin? drilling pattern for enlarging center heading of 
sp1llway tunnel to full size. 
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spaced at 4- to 10-foot intervals, depending on the stability of 
the rock. Each set was composed of 11 arch segments and two 
posts, using 10- by 14-inch oak timbers and 3-inch lagging (fig. 
200). 

Ring drilling of the center heading was st~rted ~a:y 29,. 1942, 
and completed in about 2 months .. The rmg d~Illmg JUmbo 
operated inside the completed headmg and cons.Isted of . two 
mine trucks supporting two vertical columns on which a honzon
tal drill bar was attached. Five drills were mounted on 5-~oot 
centers so that each drilled a ring of holes at 5-foot spac;mg. 
Each ring consisted of 28 holes, but only 23. holes were drllle~ 
from the jumbo, the five invert holes being dnlled from the hon
zontal bars jacked against the sides of the tunnel. Generally, 
ring drilling progressed at the rate of 10 lineal feet of tunnel per 
shift for each drilling unit. . . 

Blasting.-Eight sticks of dynamite were loaded m each drill 
hole and about one and a half pounds were required for each 
cubic yard of rock excavated. Seven rings, or 35 lineal fee~ of 
tunnel were shot at one time, using one delay for each rmg. 
Shooti~g of more than this number of ~ings in. on~ blast was 
found to block the tunnel and interfere with venhlatwn. 
, · Mucking.-The muck pile in the ring drilled section reached 
nearly to the tunnel roof which permitted scaling of .the tun~el 
walls from the top of the pile. A power shovel eqmpped with 
short boom and dipper stick was used in mucking and three 1~
cubic-yard Euclid trucks for hauling the muck away. Approxi
mately 31/2 feet of muck was left in the invert so that the shovel 
and trucks could operate satisfactorily. This muck was cleaned 
up as the last step, using a rooter and bulldozer. . . 

Progress.-Progress was good, since most of ~he hme muck~ng 
and ring drilling were carried on at the same hme. Excavation 
for a 6-day work week on a 3-shift basis averaged 120 lineal feet 
and reached a high of 245 feet. 

Ventilating system 
During excavation of the center heading 10,000 cubic feet per 

minute of fresh air was supplied at each portal by means of Roots 
blowers and an 18-inch blower line. After this heading was com
pleted, a new ventilating system wa~ devised for.th~ center ~ead
ing enlargement. This system consisted o.f an airbgh~ barncade 
built across the entire heading and a 76-mch Sensemch wooden 
propeller-2350 revolutions per minute,. 65 horsepower, ele~
trically driven-was installed in a? openmg near t~~ top. This 
method resulted in reduced ventilatwn costs. An auxihary blower 
at the spillway elbow supplied ventilating air during construc
tion of the spillway pilot shaft. 

Completion-1946-194 7 
Random checks of the tunnel excavation in the fall of 1946 

indicated that several sections were not to the minimum 37-foot 
excavated diameter. Therefore, following the placing of concrete 
curbs as a part of the concreting sequence a steel pipe template 
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was built to ride on rails atop the curbs for scaling, checking, and 
drilling of the tight places of which several were found. To 
remedy this condition, 3025 cubic yards of rock was tediously 
excavated to depths varying from 3 inches to 3 feet, mainly in 
the tunnel roof. 

An additional 900 cubic yards of rock excavation for the sluice
way intake and spillway outlet was done in 1947 by jackhammer 
drilling and blasting. The rock was removed by a %-cubic-yard 
power shovel and 3-cubic-yard dump trucks. 

PLAZA AND SHAFT EX(:AVATION 

The initial contract provided that open-cut excavation for the 
shafts would be done by TVA, and in May 1942 drilling for the 
spillway plaza was started. The first blast which removed about 
2000 cubic yards caused considerable damage to the contractor's 
construction plant and delayed his operations. It was apparent 
that excavation of the spillway plaza would conflict with that of 
the tunnel, particularly if done by a separate organization. A 
supplementary agreement was therefore made with the contractor 
for this open-cut excavation. 

Spillway plaza 

The contractor first excavated an access bench along the rim 
of the plaza site and from this bench two coyote holes were driven 
into the mass to be excavated. The holes were loaded with 63,850 
pounds of 3F black powder and blasted September 4, 1942. The 
blasted material was excavated by power shovel and stockpiled 
several hundred feet upstream from the spillway. This initial 
blast did not complete the excavation and two small coyote holes 
were driven for another blast. Results from the second blast 
were fairly complete. A total of 151,115 cubic yards of quartz
itic and dolomitic material was removed by the contractor in 
1942 and some 5000 cubic yards of dolomite were removed by 
TVA in 1946. 

Badly fractured rock conditions in both the dolomite and quartz
ite adjacent to the Iron Mountain fault required considerable 
scaling by the contractor in 1942 and by TVA in 1946-48. It is 
probable that further slacking of this fractured rock will occur 
periodically in the future and cleanup from time to time will be 
necessary to keep the plaza clean. 

Spillway shaft 

In excavating the spillway elbow and shaft, the contractor 
raised a pilot shaft from the tunnel for a distance, inclined and 
vertical, of 277 feet. The top 26 feet was sunk from the spillway 
plaza as a part of sinking operations for the full-size shaft. The 
8- by 12-foot pilot shaft followed a 67° angle from the horizontal 
center line of the tunnel until it reached the upper end of the 
elbow. It was then driven vertically the next 95 feet to elevation 
187 4. The shaft was timbered to provide an 8- by 8-foot chute 
and a 4- by 8-foot manway and skipway, horizontal timber sets 
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being placed at 5-foot intervals. From elevation 187 4 to 1939 the 
shaft was excavated 6 by 6 feet as a blind raise. 

In excavating the 8- by 12-foot portion two he.avy-duty stoppers 
were used in drilling about 18 holes per headmg to a depth of 
6 feet. Five of these holes were drilled around the center so as 
to form a pyramid. These five were blasted with a ~ero d.elay and 
the remainder in seven delays. Muck was caught m a bm at the 
bottom of the shaft and hauled away by mine cars originally, 
later by dump trucks. 

Enlargement of the pilot spillway shaft by the col!-tractor t? 
final size began at the top November 2, 1942, and contmued until 
the job was shut down. Trimming of the bell mouth and further 
enlargement of the shaft and elbow were resumed in December 
1946 by TVA and completed in March 1947. 

Sluiceway shaft 
In 1942 TV A made the open-cut excavation at the top of the 

sluiceway shaft in prepar~tion ~or its driving PY. the contractor. 
The driving was accomplished m a manner similar to that for 
the spillway shaft. A9- by 12-foot pilot shaft was driven to ele
vation 1782, about 60 feet above the top of the tunnel, wher.e 
raising work was suspended because of hazardous rock condi
tions. A 6- by 8-foot pilot shaft was then sunk from the top for a 
distance of 78 feet and holed through July 21, 1942. Muck from 
the raise was caught in a muck bin in the sluiceway tunnel: Mu~k 
from sinking operations was removed by means of an air ho!st 
and a small mucker. The pilot shaft was enlarged to full size 
from the top with muck being pushed into the pilot shaft and 
loaded in the tunnel. Excavation was completed November 25, 
1942. . 

Access to the top of the pilot shaft was provided by means of 
an incline built on the hillside from the river road by TVA. A 
construction road was built on force account by the contractor 
from the spillway shaft road to the top of the sluiceway shaft. 
This was necessary to provide access during the enlargement of 
the pilot shaft, and for the placing of the protective concrete 
lining. . .. 

In order to provide safe workmg conditions, the top 30 fe~t 
of the shaft was lined with concrete by the contractor. In addi
tion a 10-foot concrete section was placed above ground level to 
pre~ent the hillside material from raveling into the shaft. 

In 1947 TVA made a cleanup amounting to almost full open-cut 
excavation at the top of the shaft, for placement of a ~oncrete 
collar around the concrete lining placed by the contractor m 1942. 

CONCRETING, FORMWORK, AND GROUTING 

Tunnel, spillway and intake 
Concreting.-The lining of the spillway tunn~l was placed in 

the following sequence: (1) a curb along. each side of the. tunnel 
at the edges of the invert; (2) the sub-mvert; (3) the mvert; 
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34 '-0" Tunnel Oia 

SECTION THRU SPILLWAY TUNNEL 

FIGURE 199.-W atauga-concrete placing sequence in spillway tunnel. 

and ( 4) the arch (fig. 199). For the forms used, see the follow
ing section, "Formwork." 

Concrete for the curbs and subinvert was placed directly from 
transit-mix trucks. The invert (fig. 200) was placed when the 
subinvert was sufficiently strong to withstand the weight of a 
loaded truck, and several methods were used. The greater part 
of the invert was placed by a horizontal belt conveyor about 60 
feet long which was loaded in turn by a portable inclined belt. 
About 300 feet of the invert was placed directly from the truck 
mixers and gave more satisfactory results, since concrete of a 
drier consistency could be handled. From the upstream portal to 
the wye and from the elbow in the spillway to the wye (fig. 201) 
a pumpcrete machine was used. A Pressweld pneumatic gun was 
used to place part of the arch lining and pumpcrete machines 
were used for the remainder. In the beginning, considerable 
trouble was encountered with plugged pumpcrete lines which was 
partially due to faulty operation. When crews became more ex
perienced and a drier consistency of concrete was used, few line 
plugs occurred. · 

The elbow section of the spillway shaft was placed by pump
crete machine. Concrete in buckets was lowered to the charging 
hopper of the machine by a stiffieg derrick at the plaza level 
where the concrete was delivered in transit-mix trucks. Due to 
the limited space between the form and rock in the elbow, great 
care was exercised to properly vibrate the concrete. For the 
remainder of the spillway structure the concrete was placed from 
buckets handled by either a mobile crane or the stifHeg derrick 
mounted with the mast center just inside of the spillway crest 
(fig. 202, left). 
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FIGURE 200.-Watauga-finishing concrete in invert section of spillway tunnel-note 
timber sets. 

The excavated sluiceway shaft for a depth of 30 feet below the 
hillside had been lined with concrete by the contractor in 1942 
to provide safe excavating conditions. In addition, the contractor 
had also added a 10-foot-high circular section to bring the shaft 
opening above ground level and to prevent the hillside material 
from rolling into the shaft. In July 1947, construction of the 

FIGURE 201.-W atauga--completed arch at spillway tunnel wye-weir and second pier 
placed after closure of dam. 

I 
I 
~· ~I 
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sluiceway control tower was 1·esumect by adding a reinforcing 
collar, approximately -12 inches thid;, around the 19-!:2 projection. 
This collar also served as a base for the uppl'l' portion of the 
tower. Concrete was placed by a guy derrick (fig. 202, t·ight) 
which handled the concrete buckets directly to the fm·ms from 
transit-mix trucks at the base of the tower. Due to thin wall 
sections and projecting steel reinforcement, concrete buckets we1·e 
discharged into a radial wood chute supported by a wood tower 
in the center of the concrete tower. The concrete lining of the 
lower portion of the shaft from the sluiceway tunnel roof to the 
bottom of the section lined in 1942 was also placed by using the 
guy derrick. This was done just prior to construction of the 
collar and tower. 

Formwork.-Built-in-place wooden bulkhead forms were nsed 
for the curbs and invert of the tunnels and the first two sections 
of the spillway elbow invert. A steel invert form h·ansfcrred 
from the Fontana project was used for the remaining sections 
of the elbow invert. Shop-built framing with lagging applied in 
place was used to form the wye section of the tunnels. To con
crete the tunnel arch two collapsible-steel arch forms, 34 feet in 
diameter and each 30 feet long, were used (fig. 203). These arch 
forms had been previously used for the spillway at TVA's Fon
tana project, but only minor alterations were necessary to adapt 
them to the Watauga tunnel. The sluiceway control tower was 
formed with wooden panels. 

Further alterations and additions including timber lagging, 
supporting framework, and anchors, were necessary before the 
tunnel arch forms could be used for the spillway elbow. The 
elbow liner was placed in 15 lifts beginning at the bottcm. The 
forms were collapsed to obtain sufficient clearance and built out to 

FIGURE 202.-Watuugu~-concrc ting nwming-glory spillway and sluicezwy control 
tot.cer. 
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the contour of the elbow with timber lagging. For convenience 
in handling they were assembled in 10-foot-long sections. As 
concreting progressed the forms were pulled along a timber 
trestle by two 6-ton chain hoists; one anchored to the previously 
placed invert and the other to the top chord of the trestle. 

For lining the vertical shaft above the elbow the steel arch 
forms were used with the invert section bolted in to complete the 
circle. Further alterations permitted the bottom two lifts of the 
morning-glory spillway to be placed with the same forms while 
shop-built curved wooden panels were required for the upper 
part. 

Grouting.-In order to fill voids above the arch and to con
solidate the timbered sections, a low-pressure grouting program 
was necessary in both the sluiceway and spillway tunnels. The 
grouting program was started in April 1947 as soon after con
creting as possible. 

Grouting was first attempted through holes provided in the 
steel arch forms by installing pipes between the form and the 
rock. The majority of these holes were too tight, however, and 
would not accept grout. Holes were then drilled through the 
concrete arch on the center line to rock, and pipe nipples were 
caulked in. Spacing of these holes was 29 feet. The total grout 
used was 53,300 bags, with 823 bags being wasted. 

Grouting of the first section between the wye and outlet portal 
was done with the grout machine placed near the outlet portal. 
Grout takes were so large that a cement shed housing 2000 bags 
of cement was built next to the machine. Access to the grout 
connections in the arch was provided by a steel-pipe scaffold 
mounted on steel trucks which travelled on the arch form rails. 
The remainder of the grouting was done with the grout machine 
placed in the tunnel at the wye, and from a scaffold built on an 
end-dump Euclid truck. 

The large grout take was primarily due to the placing method 
for the arch concrete. It is nearly impossible to obtain a com-

FIGURE 203.-W atauga-steel arch forms for concreting spillway tumlelliner. 
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plete arch filling when the pumpcrete machine is used. When the 
grout holes were drilled, a thin shell of only a few inches was 
found at the crown instead of the minimum 18 inches as specified. 
The Pressweld gun gives better results, as a rule, but it cannot be 
used readily where the tunnel section is timbered because of the 
danger of dislodging the timber sets. 

When the reservoir was filled, considerable leakage was ob
served in the lower half of the tunnel, mostly through construc
tion joints in the arch. One grout pipe spouted a heavy flow 
which was measured to be under a pressure of 73 pounds per 
square inch. This leakage could not come from the reservoir 
near the dam because of the bedding of the rock formations. The 
shale strata between the dam and the point of leakage would 
have cut off any leakage from this source. It was decided that 
the leakage must come from the reservoir along the rock bedding, 
a distance of about 2 miles. It seemed useless to try any further 
grouting of this tunnel. 

The morning-glory structure extends about 10 feet above the 
plaza level and in order to fill the vertical contraction joints above 
this level, a grout system was installed, including seals, headers, 
and boxes. Approximately 3 months after concreting was com
pleted and during the colder season grouting was done. The 
grouting procedure consisted of washing out the system with 
clear water and repairing visible leaks with gaging plaster. 
After determining that the system was clear and capable of con
taining the grout, a neat cement mix of 3.0 water-cement ratio 
was injected under a maximum pressure of 25 pounds per square 
inch. Vent and return lines in the system were bled at 15-20-
minute intervals to release free water. After refusal by the 
system to take grout, pressure was maintained for 3 hours. A 
total of 121 cubic feet of cement was used but it is believed a 
large part found its way into the highly fractured rock just below 
plaza level. 

A grout system consisting of a header and several grout boxes 
was installed at the joint in the sluiceway shaft lining between 
the concrete lining nlaced in 1942 and that placed in 1947. This 
system was grouted in March 1948 and was successful in pre
venting leakage after impoundment of the reservoir. 

Tunnel portals 

The physical shanes of these structures (fig. 205 shows the 
intake portal) reouired built-in-place forms into which the con
<:rete was placed by mobile crane and pumpcrete machine. 
Transit-mix trucks delivered the concrete from the hatching 
plant. 

~Iuiccway plug 

The sluiceway plug (fig. 36, page 96) was constructed in three 
stages: (1) the first stage, before diversion of the river, was 
nlacing a horizontal concrete shelf to an elevation just below the 
bottom of sluice liners; (2) second stage came after the dam 
structure was practically complete and just prior to closure. It 
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consisted of setting sluice liners, slide-gate castings and placing 
of the plug above the shelf; ( 3) the third and final stage came 
after closure and involved concreting of the bottom plug below 
the shelf. 

Placing concrete in the shelf was done in June 1947 by the 
pumpcrete machine setup outside the sluiceway intake portal. 
Forms built in the shop were set and supported in the field. The 
upstream end of the completed shelf is shown in figure 206. 

The upper plug was placed in two longitudinal sections with 
lifts being alternated between the sections. The top lift in the 
upstream section was placed last so as to utilize the pumpcrete 
machine outside the sluiceway intake portal as long as possible. 
Formwork consisted only of bulkheads which were all built in 
place. Concreting began September 16, 1948, and was finished in 
about 5 weeks. 

The lower plug was also placed in two sections. The upstream 
half was placed first and as quickly as possible after dropping of 
the closure gate. Good sealing of the gate provided a compara
tively dry condition and resulted in good concrete placement 
under otherwise adverse conditions. Placing of the lower plug 
was completed December 8, 1948, after closure December 1, 1948. 

Grouting.-Grouting systems for both upper and lower plugs 
were installed during concreting so that contacts between rock 
and at vertical construction joints could be filled and made water
tight after the concrete mass had cooled and maximum shrinkage 
had resulted. To accelerate heat dissipation, cooling water pipes 
were installed in the various lifts. 

The upper plug had time to cool and allow grouting before 
closure. Additional grout pipes were installed in two locations 
of deep overbreak in the roof of the tunnel. Grouting of these 
locations was first attempted in order to fill expected voids and 
about 200 bags of cement were pumped before the voids were 
filled enough to cause connection with the grout systems. A total 
of 301 bags of cement was injected at a pressure of 25 pounds per 
square inch and grouting of the system in the top and sides of 
the tunnel and at the vertical construction joint was completed 
with filling of the voids. Grout mixes varied from 1.0 to 3.0 
water-cement ratio. 

The lower plug was grouted with mixes of 3.0 water-cement 
ratio at pressures of 50 pounds per square inch. Grout appeared 
at the downstream end of the plug between the concrete and rock 
walls but sealed off without any difficulty. 

Leakage through the plug was not apparent following initial 
filling of the reservoir indicating that the grouting was effective. 

SUIICEWAY GATES, VALVES AND OTHER APPURTENANCES 

Closure gate 

A bulkhead-type gate (fig. 204) was used to shut off the river 
flow beneath the diversion shelf. Before the gate was hung, the 
seal timbers were reshaped to conform to profiles of the embedded 
channels in the upstream end of the plug which would provide 
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FIGURE 20~.'-Watauga--upstr<'<ml end of sluin•Icay pl11g--dosurP gcte in iJ<J,sition for 
droppinf{. 

the seal contacts. A V-groove was cut in the timbers on the 
center line of the seal and a l-inch rubber hose placed in the 
groove between the 8-inch-wide rubber belting and the timber. 

Closure.-A pipe template with the same outside clearances as 
the gate was hung and dropped in simulation several days before 
closure. Upon satisfaction that the template was closing prop
erly, the gate was hung and dropped satisfactorily on the sched
uled date, December 1, 1948 (fig. 205). 

FIGURE 205.-Watauga-sluice!ray intake closure gate has just [,, <'11 d.-oppNl, closing 
thP d:nn on schedul<'. 
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Sluiceway intake trashracks 

Radial steel trashracks (fig. 205) were installed at the sluice
way intake just prior to closure. Recesses in the concrete invert 
slab and the wall over the bellmouth entrance provide bases and 
bearing points for their positioning. Since the river was being 
diverted through the sluiceway tunnel, it was not practical to 
place the racks until a few days before closure. The pockets in 
the slab were cleaned out by high pressure water jets from a bull
dozer which forded the water over the slab, and the racks were 
dropped in place about 2 weeks before closure. 

Sluiceway liners 

The two sluice openings in the plug (fig. 206) are formed by 
steel liners approximately 6 feet wide and 10 feet high. Each 
liner is 52 feet long and was fabricated in six sections. The guy 
derrick adjacent to the sluiceway control tower lowered each 
section through the tower to the downstream end of the diversion 
shelf; shifting of the sections to final location on the shelf was 
accomplished by air tuggers and snatch blocks together with 
heavy-duty pipe rollers. The sections were blocked to line and 
grade and welded together from the upstream end. As the liners 
were only a few inches above the diversion shelf with the stiff
eners having only about 2-inch clearance, it was difficult to 
place concrete between the bottom of the liner and the shelf. 
After concreting, therefore, soundings were made in the liner 
invert and holes drilled where necessary for grouting the voids. 

FIGURE 206.-W atauga-upstream end of sluiceway plug with sluice liners set above 
diversion shelf and partially concreted in. 
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Slide gates 

Erection of the slide gates was done in conjunction with, and 
immediately following, the erection of the sluice liners. Each 
gate assembly is comprised of four major components: ( 1) up
stream and downstream sections of the frame; ( 2) bonnet; ( 3) 
hydraulic cylinder; and ( 4) gate. 

The frame and slide gate were lowered into the sluiceway con
trol tower by the guy derrick and set in place after the 12-inch 
end section of sluice liner had been bolted to the upstream frame. 
The field weld between the 12-inch section and remainder of liner 
was then made and checking of the gate position during welding 
determined the welding procedure and amount of peening neces
sary to hold the exact position. 

The gate was then removed, cleaned, and re-installed. The 
bonnet and cover were bolted in place and the valve stem with 
piston was installed. The hydraulic cylinder was lowered over 
the piston and bolted in place, the cylinder head installed, and 
the oil lines connected. 

The trial operation of the gates immediately following installa
tion, and before hydrostatic head from the reservoir, was made 
pneumatically because of late delivery of the oil pump. The 
gates were raised and lowered satisfactorily in this manner. 
After installation of the oil pump, however, it chattered consider
ably during operation and about 20 minutes was required to raise 
the gate. It developed that the suction line was too small and the 
faulty operation was remedied by increasing the size of the line 
from 1% to 2% inches. 

Howell-Bunger valves 

Two 96-inch regulating valves, of the Rowell-Bunger type, are 
located just downstream from the slide gates on the sluices (fig. 
207). A float was used to transport them up the outlet tunnel to 
this location. Installation was by TV A and took place immedi
ately following closure. 

The transition section of liner between the slide gate casting 
and valve was installed during erection of the slide gates. This 
transition section is flanged on the downstream end and provides 
a base to which the valve is bolted. To insure a good fit, spacing 
of bolts was checked by a template patterned after the bolt hole 
spacing in the valve body. 

The valves were received completely assembled with the excep
tion of operating gears. They were lifted into place by a 7-part 
steel cable line and snatch block which was fastened through the 
drive shaft sleeve to a structural-steel beam on the floor above; 
motive power was furnished by an end-dump Euclid truck loaded 
with dirt as ballast. Both valves were threaded over the anchor 
bolts with little difficulty and fitted the transition liner bases in 
good shape. The operating gears and drive shafts were installed 
and trial operation indicated satisfactory performance. 

Operation of these valves about 12 months after installation 
for calibration tests was very satisfactory. The tests showed that 
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FIGURE 20/.~Watauga-downslream end of sluiceway p!ug shmt'ing llowcll-Bunger 
l':ihP$ in position. 

maximum discharge through each valve occurred at 91 percent 
opening. The limit switches on the operating mechanism were 
therefore, set at this opening. ' 

Elevator-sluiceway control tower 

Access to the operating machinery for the slide gates and 
Rowell-Bunger valves at the bottom of the sluiceway control 
tower is provided by an electrically driven elevator which was 
installed by contract during the summer of 1948. Drop and run
away tests were made September 16, 1948, in the presence of 
contractor's representatives and TVA construction personnel. 

For the drop test, the car was loaded with 800 pounds of 
cement (two-thirds of design load) and suspended by a manila 
rope with the hoisting cables disconnected. The rope was cut 
and the car dropped only about 8 inches before the governor set 
the guide grips. With the car supported by the guide grips it 
was 112 inch out of level. ' 

For the runaway test a 1200-pound load was used. To allow 
the car to run away, the brakes were held open manually and the 
car started in a downward direction under its own power. The 
main power switch was then opened and the loaded car caused 
the de-energized hoisting motor to overspeed which resulted in 
the governor setting the guide grips vvhen the speed of the fall
ing car reached 13G feet per minute. A tachometer arranged to 
measure feet per minute was held on the governor actuating 
cable. The total fall was approximately 30 feet and the car was 
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level when it stopped. The guide rails were r..1arred very little 
by these tests. 

DAM STRUCTURE 

The plan, elevation and section of V/ atauga Dam are shown in 
figure 30, page 86, the principal quantities are given on page 524, 
and the haul roads used tor tne h!l materials a-' e described under 
"Roads" on page 407 in Chapter 5, "Construction Plant." 

Abutment and foundation preparation 

Excavation.-Excavation of the right aJutment started Novem
ber 1946 with access by existing road from Le spillway plaza 
level. Near the top of the abutment wLere t:wre was not much 
overburden, hand labor was used. As tile vc.lume of material 
became greater, a power shovel ~as cmpbyed and the spoil
mostly loose earth-was hauled to a \. a::rte dump upstream. 
Sound rock was, in general, t0uncl n:lL1cJiately below t~1e over
burden. A large deposit of talus, about on the axis of the dam, 
contained some large qua1·b:ite boulders, GO to 300 cubic yards 
in size. ' There was little overburden on the left abu'c1nent, and 
most of it was pushed off by a bulldozer working along the slope. 
The material was then picked up from the rivel' bed by a power 
shovel. 

The overburden in the river channel c :nsisted of large quartz
ite boulders with the space between filled w~t:1 small pockets 
of sand and gravel. No decomposed rock vvas found in the river 
bed because the erosive action of the swift flowing water had 
removed the weathered rock as fast as it had formed. When the 
boulders were cleaned off, the river bed was found to be sound 
rock, thickly pocked with pot-holes usually filled with well 
rounded gravel. The stream bed was an idc~lly roughed contact 
surface upon which the earth fill was to be placed. 

Foundation grouting.-The foundation grouting pr;)gram for 
Watauga Dam required only a small amount of grout. The rock 
for the most part was a very tight quartzite with minor jointing. 
The grout curtain was located approximately on the upstream 
quarter point of the width of the impervious fill. The holes were 
drilled 29 feet deep by wagon drills and were grouted to a maxi
mum pressure of 40 pounds per square inch which was held on 
the hole for 1 hour after refusal. Grout mixes were relatively 
thin. The curtain extended across the river bed and well uv on 
each abutment where it was stopped off in thick bedded quartzite. 
The hole spacing was, in general, 5 feet. Check holes were 
drilled on the midspacing where the loss of grout due to open 
jointing seemed to be excessive. A concrete grout cap, about 
2 feet thick and 8 feet wide, was placed in a slight trench along 
the grout curtain line in an endeavor to prevent the grout from 
escaping through rock jointing. Grout holes were drilled through 
the cap, and pipe nipples were caulked in the drill holes. 

A total of 503 bags of cement was used for the neat cement 
grout pumped into the curtain holes, but more than one-half of 
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this amount was estimated to have been lost because of leakage 
around the grout cap and through joints in the rock. The amount 
retained was only 214 bags for the entire grout curtain. 

Cleaning.-The abutments were cleaned by sluicing and hand 
scaling fairly well in advance of construction of the earth and 
rock fill. After the cofferdam had been placed upstream from the 
dam site to divert the river through the diversion tunnel, the 
remaining loose rock, gravel, sand and debris were removed from 
the river bed and rock crevices by power shovel and hand labor. 

RoLLED EARTH FILL 

Exploration for suitable material for the rolled earth fill com
prising the core of Watauga Dam began in December 1946. Five 
borrow areas, pits D, H, E, and U suited to the use of an earth 
loader, and a hill area suited to the use of a power shovel, were 
found to be satisfactory and within economical hauling distance 
(fig. '208). These borrow pits are described in the following 
section. 

Earth hauling began July 14, 1947, with material from pit H. 
A few weeks later, operations were started in pit D and the two 
pits were used alternately until suspension of earth hauling for 
the winter on January 1, 1948. A total of 696,700 cubic yards 
had been placed in the earth core by that date. 

On April 13, 1948, earth hauling was resumed and until June 1 
pits H, D, and E were used on an alternating basis. Then pit U 
was opened and furnished practically all the material until 

FIGURE 208.-W atauga-borrow pit locations. 
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August 11. After this date all four pits suitable for operation 
of an earth loader were used, and equipment and personnel were 
moved wherever the driest material was to be found. A pit 
change could be made in about 30 minutes and was usually done 
during the lunch period. 

On November 1, 1948, the hill area was opened for topping out 
of the earth core which was completed November 19, 1948. Dur
ing the 1948 hauling season, 786,000 cubic yards of earth was 
placed, making the total of 1,482,700 cubic yards. 

Borrow pits 

Exploration.-A grid pattern varying from 200- to 400-foot 
squares was laid out in each pit from a center base line and 
samples were removed on this pattern with 4-inch bucket-type 
earth augers. Large bag samples to include the different types or 
classes of soil and representing 1 to 6 feet of material depth 
were taken on the base line together with corresponding jar 
samples. Field compaction and moisture samples were also taken 
as each 11;2 feet of material was augered. The large bag samples 
were not taken on the cross range holes. 

Pit D.-This pit was a generally flat alluvial deposit consisting. 
of medium clay lean clay, clayey silt, clayey sand, silty and clayey 
sand, and grav~l. The sandy materials were near the river and 
under the clay. The upstream end was rocky. 

The pit was approximately 3400 feet long and from 400 to 
1600 feet wide. The usable depth ranged from 11;2 to 21 feet 
and averaged about 8 feet. The natural moisture averaged 25 
percent, the average optimum moisture was 18 percent, and the 
average moisture at 300 pounds per square inch penetrometer 
resistance reading was 22 percent. It was found that some of the 
material with high moisture content would not dry sufficiently 
for earth fill placing due to capillary action from water in under
lying gravel and also because of ground water from adjoining 
hills. 

Plowing in advance of excavation was necessary before the 
material would dry to an acceptable moisture content for placing. 
The estimated available quantity was 989,000 cubic yards. 

Pit H.-This pit was a residual clay deposit on the top and 
side slope of a hill. It contained a considerable amount of fine 
chert, some scattered rock, and some shale. Grain size classifica
tion curves showed a variation from medium clay and gravel 
to clayey silt and gravel. The natural moisture averaged 34 
percent, the average optimum moisture was 22 percent, and the 
average moisture at 300 pounds per square inch penetrometer 
resistance reading was 27 percent. Plowing before use reduced 
the moisture to an acceptable amount. The pit was approxi
mately 1800 feet long and from 200 to 800 feet wide. The usable 
depth varied from 2 to 291;2 feet and averaged 111;2 feet. About 
570,000 cubic yards was estimated to be available. 

Pit E.-This pit was on a fairly steep slope and had a very 
high moisture content so that it also had to be plowed and 
allowed to dry before placing. The material varied from a lean 
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clay and gravel to sandy clay, the average usable depth was 12% 
feet, and 300,000 cubic yards was estimated to be available. 

Pit U.-Because of the slow drying characteristics of the 
material in the other pits, pit U, a river-bottom area, was ex
plored and found to contain about 260,000 cubic yards of more 
suitable material. It was an alluvial deposit and contained only 
a small amount of sandy material near the river. Tests indicated 
that the material would roll well and dry fast under fair weather 
conditions. The usable depth varied from 2 to 151/2 feet. The 
pit was approximately 2200 feet long by 900 feet wide and rela
tively flat. 

Hill area pit.-Due to rock deposits this area was excavated 
by power shovel and the material used only for topping out the 
earth fill. 

Quantities and hauling distance.-The approximate amount of 
material taken from each borrow pit together with the hauling 
distance to the dam was as follows: 

Borrow pit 

H-------------------------------------------
D-------------------------------------------
E_------------------------------------------
u--------------------------------------------
Hill area ______ -------------------------------· 

Preliminary soils testing 

One-way haul 
(miles) 

1.4 
1.2 
1.1 
2.5 
0.4 

Quantity 
(cubic yards) 

355,000 
614,000 
271,000 
215,000 

28,000 

All possible information that would be of value in the design 
of the earth core of the dam and in the control of its construc
tion was obtained from the borrow pit samples. Tests included 
compaction, direct shear, triaxial shear, specific gravity, Atter
berg limits, permeability, and grain size analysis. 

Compaction tests.-Classification of the soils in the borrow 
areas was based on compaction tests made on each bag sample. 
From the data obtained, the soils were divided into six classes on 
the basis of optimum dry density and optimum moisture. The 
range of maximum dry densities and percent of moisture for each 
class were as follows: 

Soil 
class 

!_ ____________________ _ 

II_ ______________ ------

III-------------------
IV-------------------
V ---------------------VL __________________ _ 

Maximum 
moisture 
(percent) 

22.3-28.0 
20.0-25.0 
17.7-21.0 
17.0-20.2 
13.7-17.8 
11.5-14.4 

Maximum dry 
density (pounds Descriptive 
per cubic foot) classification 

92.0- 98.7 Lean clay and gravel. 
99.0-103.6 Lean clay. 

103.2-107.0 Lean clay. 
107.1-110.7 Lean clay. 
111.0-114.7 Lean clay and silt. 
115.3-123.9 Clayey sand. 

Compaction curves representing an average of each class were 
plotted together with the corresponding penetrometer needle 
readings against percent moisture. From the resulting chart 
(fig. 209), soil class determinations were made for all density 
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FIGURE 209.-W atauga-chart for soil class determination when needle r<•sistance 
and moisture content are known. 

samples taken from the earth fill. All compaction tests were 
made with a 131/2-pound hammer. 

Direct shear tests.-These were run on composite samples of 
each class of material. The tests consisted of shearing samples 
compacted at various penetrometer needle readings, ranging from 
100 to 500 pounds per square inch. All samples were saturated 
before the test was applied. From these tests, it was determined 
that the minimum average field compaction should be at a pene
trometer needle reading of 400 pounds per square inch. An 
actual deviation to 300 pounds per square inch would not cause 
too much loss in strength. Below 300 pounds per square inch 
penetrometer needle resistance the angle of internal friction fell 
off rapidly and the fill had a tendency to laminate under wheel 
loads. 

The following information obtained from the direct shear 
samples was used in the design of the earth fill: 

Saturated weight of clay-125 pounds per cubic foot 
Angle of internal friction-30° 

TriaxiaZ. shear tests.-Triaxial shear tests were made to deter
mine the effect on the strength of the sandy material (class VI) 
when a sudden load was applied. The initial pressures were 
taken at 15, 30, and 45 pounds per square inch. It was found 
that no unsafe characteristics existed, and the sandy material 
was used in the downstream section of the earth fill. 

Atterberg limit tests.-Plastic limit and liquid limit tests were 
made on all bag samples and plastic limits determined for all jar 
samples taken from the borrow pits. A correlation was found 
to exist between the plastic limits and the six classes of materials, 
their optimum moistures, and the moistures at penetrometer 
needle reading of 300 pounds per square inch. These correla
tion curves were established for each pit. The method was suf
ficiently accurate for preliminary purposes. By using correlation 
curves established for each pit, preliminary classification of the 
material required about one-sixth of the usual time. From the 
Atterberg limits, it was possible to determine the rollability of 
the material from each pit. 
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Permeability te.sts.-Permeability tests were made on samples 
compacted in cylinders 4 inches in diameter and 41/2 inches in 
height. These samples were subjected to a pressure equal to 60 
feet of head. The coefficient of permeability for the clay mate
rials (class I through V) ranged from 0.05 to 3.0 feet per year. 
The sandy material (class VI) ranged from 1.5 to 7.1 feet per 
year. 

To determine a ratio of horizontal permeability to vertical 
permeability, the samples from materials I through VI were com
pacted in a box, 1 cubic foot in size with one side removable. 
Sample tubes were jacked into the material after the side of the 
box was removed. These tests indicated a ratio of horizontal 
permeability to vertical permeability ranging from 1.5 to 17.5 
times greater. 

Grain size tests.-The standard mechanical and hydrometer 
analyses were run on samples representing the various types of 
material in all borrow pits. From these tests a fine filter was 
designed for upstream and downstream slopes of the earth c.:ore. 
The descriptive classifications were determined from a modified 
Bureau of Public Roads Classification Triangle (fig. 210). 

Borrow pit preparation 
The borrow pits were prepared for operation by stripping the 

top soils and vegetation to a depth varying from 6 inches to 1 
foot. After the pit was stripped and ready for use, a plow drawn 
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FIGURE 210.-Soil classification triangle. 
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FIGURE 211.-W atauga-earth loading operations in borrow pit. 

by a tri\ctor was used in advance of the loader to loosen the 
material to facilitate drying and to mark out large rocks or 
rocky areas. 

Earth placing 

Equipment.-A Euclid mechanical loader was used in all the 
borrow pits except the hill area and hauling was done with bot
tom-dump Euclid trucks. The average quantity per truck load, 
rolled in place on the fill, was 101;2 cubic yards (fig. 211). The 
excavation of the hill area pit was by power shovel and the mate
rial was used for topping out the dam fill. Most of this was 
hauled in 2-cubic-yard end-dump trucks because of restricted 
operating space at the top of the dam. 

The earth loader could fill a truck in about 45 seconds, although 
at times loading was accomplished in 30 seconds. The average 
cycle from the time when a truck pulled in until it was loaded 
and the next truck pulled into position for loading was about 
11/2 minutes. 

The following list is typical of the equipment used for earth 
fill operations. 

18 Euclid bottom dumps (hauling material to fill) 
4 RD-8 tractors (on fill), three pulling rollers and grading, one placing 

material 
5 Double-drum rollers (on fill) 
1 Tractor and disc (on fill), when needed 
3 Pneumatic tampers 
6 Laborers 
1 Euclid loader (at borrow pit) 
1 Tractor (pulling loader in borrow pit) 
2 Road patrols (one in borrow pit, one on haul roads and fill) 
1 Water wagon (for sprinkling haul roads and fill) 

The maximum daily production was about 18,000 cubic yards 
of compacted fill. For other loading and placing data see tables 
51 and 52. 
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Operations.-ln July 1947, following completion of foundation 
grouting, an access road was built along the right abutment by 
rolling clay in place and covering it with gravel. This road was 
later removed, and the area it occupied was filled and rolled. 

Earth placing started July 21 in the crevices in the rock foun
dation, using pneumatic tampers to compact the material. When 
the crevices were filled, compaction was started with sheepsfoot 
rollers. Rolling, in general, was along the axis of the dam. At 
such times as it was necessary for the haul roads to be at one 
end of the dam the direction of rolling was across the axis. When 
these roads were no longer needed, the road material was ex
cavated until no lamination showed and new fill material was 
rolled back in its place. 

The earth was placed in loose layers from 5 to 7 inches thick 
and compacted with sheepsfoot rollers giving a tooth pressure of 
about 300 pounds per square inch. Two double drum rollers 
hitched in tandem were used on the greater part of the fill area 
and one double drum roller along the edges and near the canyon 
walls. Along the canyon walls where rollers could not be used, 
the material was spread in 2- to 3-inch layers with hand shovels 
and compacted with pneumatic tampers. A triangular bar welded 
on the bottom of the tampers with the pointed edge down facili
tated compaction. During hot weather the side walls were 
sprinkled with water to obtain a good bond. Since the side slope 
of the earth core was fairly steep, it was necessary to keep the 
rock filters and rock shoulders built up with the earth core so that 
its shoulders could be properly rolled (fig. 212). Near the top 
of the fill, working space was too restricted for the tractors and 
rollers, and the fill was compacted with the tractors only. 

TABLE 51.-W atauga-rolled fill operation-time and quantities 

Average Days Average 
Days yardage worked yardage Possible 

worked placed Grader based on placed work 
based per day hours grader per day days per 

on daily based on worked operation based on month 

Year and Yardage progress progress per (23-hour grader (5-day 

month placed report report month day) operation week) 
-------- -----

-~----------------

1947 

July 40,000 9 4.444 9 

August__ 68,800 12 5, 733 346 15 7,253 21 
September _________ 175,400 19 9,231 312 13~ 12,990 21 
October ___________ 161.100 20 8,055 267 11~ 14,008 23 
November _________ 106,200 15 7,080 192 8X 12,873 18 
December _____ 125,700 10 12' 700 250 10%' 11,693 21 

1948 

January ___ 19' 500 19' 500 44 2 9, 750 
February ______ 
March __ 

tr:~~----~~:: ::::::: 104' 500 13 8,038 212 9 11,611 14 

219' 300 17 12' 900 347 15 14 '620 21 
June ______________ 148,650 17 8,744 260 llX 13 '513 21 
July ______________ 146 '000 15 9, 733 270 11%' 12,425 22 

i 
---------

Total day•--J--- ________ 1148 1--- --------- 1108 ---------- 191 

1 Including approximately 13 overtime days. 
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CONSTRUCTION 573 

The general plan was to dump and spread the material on one 
part of the fill while another part was being rolled to the required 
compaction. One tractor with a blade spread the earth as it was 
dumped in windrows. Blades were also used on tractors pulling 
the rollers to keep the loose layers of dumped material to a 
minimum depth. Either the tractor pulling the double drum 
roller or a disc-plow was used to cut out wheel tracks made by 
the bottom dump trucks. 

When placing operations were suspended for any reason, the 
fill was crowned for drainage and "walked" down with tractors. 
When starting up again the fill was first scarified with a disk har
row. If the material was too dry it was sprinkled, using the 
water wagon, until it had the desired moisture content. The fill 
was then rolled before new material was placed. Before opera
tions were started after a rain, the top material was either disked 
and allowed to dry or the wet material was removed. During the 
first season the starting base for placing fill after a rain was a 
penetrometer needle resistance of 300 pounds per square inch. 
During the second and last season a minimum penetrometer 
needle resistance of 200 pounds per square inch was tolerated. 

It was the general practice to use the highest moisture content 
borrow material in the daytime and save the drier soils for plac
ing at night. When the sun reached the fill area in the morning
about 10 o'clock-during the summer it was possible to release 
material from the pits which tested less than 400 pounds per 
square inch compaction. By the time it was spread and rolled 
the sun's rays had dried it out so that a compaction of 400 pounds 
per square inch or better could be obtained. When the shadows 
reached the fill about 3 o'clock in the afternoons, material leaving 
the borrow pits was required to have at least 400 pounds per 
square inch compaction qualities. Due to its more favorable 
moisture characteristic~ clayey sand was frequently placed during 
night operations. 

Sandy material was not used in the earth core until a height of 
about 30 feet had been placed. For the next 65 feet it was 
placed only in the downstream quarter of the fill. Above this 
elevation for a height of 130 feet sandy material was placed in 
the downstream half of the fill. The sandy material could not be 
pocketed but was extended uniformly to the filter blanket on the 
downstream side. A total of 210,000 cubic yards of clayey sand 
was placed in the downstream section of core. Rollers with 
pyramid feet were used to compact this sandy material. 

Inspection, testing and control.-Placing of the earth core of 
the dam was under constant inspection. Each 8-hour shift, a 
minimum of two density samples was taken from the rolled fill. 
These samples were checked with the moisture density curves to 
determine the class of material, the effectiveness of the rolling 
and whether corrective measures as to materials and placing 
methods were required. One representative density sample was 
selected from each day's placing and subjected to direct shear test 
after saturation. A record was kept for the later determinations 
of average angle of internal friction, cohesion, and densities. 
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The average values of densities and shear tests for the com
pleted earth fill section are as follows: 

Rolled earth core 

Upstream half -------------------------
Downstream half -----------------------
Overall section --------------------------

Time-settlement forecast 

------,-1 ----~ --
Saturated Dry 

density 
(pounds 

per cubic 
foot) 

98.0 I 
101.0 I 
99.5 

density Angle of 
(pounds tn~r!lal 

per cubic frtctwn 
foot) (degrees) 

124.0 
125.5 
124.8 

29.0 
30.5 
29.8 

Cohesion 
(tons per 
square 
foot) 

0.49 
0.44 
0.47 

Special samples for consolidation tests were taken at regular 
intervals during placing of the fill. The results of these tests 
supplied information for the design of the crown of the earth 
fill. The final time-settlement forecast for Watauga Dam, ap
proximately at the midpoint, is as follows: 

Estimated cumulative 
Years after settle1nent after 

construction con.~truction~feet 

1 1.7 
2 2.7 
3 3A 
4 3.9 
5 ~4 

10 5.8 
25 7.8 
50 9.3 

100 11.1 
Ultimate 16.8 

The settlement which took place during construction was 
estimated at 1.5 feet. 

FILTER BLANKET 

A total of 224,000 cubic yards of fine and coarse filter was 
required in the construction of the crushed rock filter blanket. 
The fine filter was placed against the shoulders of. the earth core 
on both upstream and downstream faces to a width of 8 feet. 
The coarse filter was placed against the outside slopes of the 
fine filter to a width of 12 feet. 

Filter materials 
The grain size curves (fig. 213) for both upstream and ~own

stream faces of the earth core, based on samples of matenal to 
be used determined the selection of filter materials. Since all 
sandy e~rth fill material (class VI) was to be pl~ced on the down
stream section of the earth core, a separate design for the down
stream filter was originally thought to be necessary. Two filters, 
fine and coarse, were finally used, however, which fulfilled speci
fications for both upstream and downstream faces. 

The rock for a fine filter of two layers, consisting of approxi
mately 66 percent plant feed with 100 percent passing the l-inch 
screen and 34 percent sand, was prepared at the aggregate plant. 
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FIGURE 213.-W atauga-grain size curves for crushed rock filter blanket. 

To get the proper blend, 35 to 40 percent of the plant feed was 
returned to the cone crusher, and then to the sand rolls. The 
two-layer filter was economical as to manufacturing and placing, 
but the coarse particles of the fine filter would segregate when 
they were stockpiled, which necessitated constant supervision to 
see that the materials were well mixed when they were placed. 

The coarse filter consisted of the product of the primary 
crusher •opened to its full width. Tunnel muck from the power 
tunnel which was found to be within gradation limits was also 
used for coarse filter material. 

The filters were designed by the following rules: (1) The 15 
percent size of the filter material was to be less than five times 
the 85 percent size of the adjacent finer material; and (2) the 
15 percent size of the filter material was to be greater than five 
times the 15 percent size of the adjacent finer material. 

A sample of fine filter with a mixture of 66 percent plant feed 
and 34 percent sand was tested for coefficient of permeability. 
The test yield was 23 feet per day, which provided sufficient 
escapage of water from the adjacent finer material. 

Placing operations 

Figure 212 shows the crushed rock filter blanket between the 
edge of the rolled earth core and the rock shoulders. 

Inspection, testing and control.-Placing of the filters was 
under constant inspection. At least two samples were taken 
each week and gradation tests made. Any serious deviation from 
the intended gradation was corrected by the aggregate plant. 

RocK FILL 

The earth fill was not capable of carrying any water load, and 
quarry-run rock was placed against the filter material to make the 
structure stable. The upstream and downstream slopes of the 
rock fill were an average of two horizontal to one vertical. Since 
the natural angle of repose of the rock was about 1.4 horizontal 
to 1 vertical, it was necessary to introduce berms at 30-foot ver
tical intervals, let the rock fall on its natural slope between 
berms, and keep the edge of berms so that the average slope was 
two horizontal to one vertical. The total rock requirement was 
1,771,900 cubic yards. 
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Quarry operations 
Initial quarry operations to obtain the rock fill are described 

under "Rock fill quarry area" on page 419. Coyote tunnel blasting 
was the method finally adopted with successful results. A com
prehensive account of this method with pertinent statistical data 
is given under "Large Scale Quarry Blasts-Watauga and South 
Holston," page 461. 

Rock fill placing 
The rock was handled in the quarry area by power shovels. 

The number used varied from time to time and included 21/2-
cubic-yard Lima shovels and 11/2-cubic-yard Lorain and North
west shovels. Each of these types was diesel powered. Hauling 
was done by heavy Euclid back-dump trucks, which had an aver
age capacity of about 81j2 cubic yards. F,ines in the fill were 
washed down by sluicing the dump face by water guns so that 
settlement of the rock fill would be completed as much as possible 
as the fill was placed. The rock fill was kept at near the same 
level as the earth fill in order to provide support for the filter 
material and the earth fill. The rock fill placing operations are 
shown by figure 212. During the winter season, when earth 
hauling was shut down, the rock fill was carried as far ahead as 
possible without spilling out over the filter ?lanket. Before st.art
ing a new rock berm or lift, the underlymg roc~ was scari~ed 
with a plow to permit escape of water and fines m the matenal. 
Placing of rock was under constant inspection. 

CREST FINISHING AND LEAKAGE OBSERVATION 

The top of the dam was given a longitudinal crown or camber 
of about 9 feet to allow for settlement, with a maximum crest 
elevation 2007.21, and was finished off with a stabilized base and 
bituminous roadway surfacing. Figure 29, page 84, shows the 
completed dam and structures on the upstream side November 30, 
1948, the day before closure. The reservoir wat~r rose to wit~in 
a few inches of its normal maximum level, elevation 1959, durmg 
the spring of 1950, but no leakage was observed through the dam 
or through its foundation. 

POWER INTAKE, TUNNEL, AND APPURTENANCES 

The power intake, power tunnel and related appurtenances f,or 
the Watauga project are described, with illustrations, in Chap
ter 3, "Design," starting on page 103. These facilities we!e con
structed by TV A and work started with open-cut excavation for 
the intake portal July 22, 1942, and when project work was sus
pended about 5 months later, 1224 feet of the tunnel had been 
driven from the intake portal. Construction plant facilities are 
described in the preceding Chapter 5, "Construction Plant." 
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Intake structure 

Excavation.-The major portion of the excavation for the 
power tunnel intake structu~e ~as completed in 1942 with open
cut for the tunnel portal begmmng July 22, 1942, using a dragline 
and power shovel. The mountain slope above the portal was 
carefully scaled and the port~l face gunited to prevent spalling. 
In September 1947, excavatwn for the tower foundation was 
completed by the use of jackhammers, blasting and hand muck
ing, and involved no unusual problems. The r~ck structure was 
sound, slightly weathered, highly fractured dolomite the frac
turing being due to the large Iron Mountain fault c;ossing the 
portal face. 

Formwork and concreting.-Built-in-place forms were used for 
the foundation slabs, and shop-built cantilever-panel forms were 
used for the walls. To insure against spreading, the forms were 
r<?dded across the top and, to prevent sway, were strutted with 
pipe across the top on the outer and inner ends of the outside 
walls. 

A steel-pipe hoisting tower progressively erected against the 
outside right wall of the intake tower handled the concrete and 
other construction materials. Inside the pipe tower a platform 
was raised and powered by cable and hoist. A wood-stair tower 
in.side the concrete structure was used by workmen for access. 
Figure 214 shows the intake tower during construction with these 
facilities. 

Fire damage.-On October 12, 1948, formwork under the tower 
deck caught fire during stripping operations. The fire badly dis
colored the upper 50 feet of the tower but did not seriously dam
age the concrete. Spalling on the underside of the deck slab 
occurred in three places to such a depth that reinforcing bars 
were exposed and the concrete was badly pitted. Repairs were 
accomplished with sandblasting equipment to remove the dis
coloration and gunite to fill out the spalled areas. 

Intake gate 

Gate guides and seals.-The embedded guides and seals were 
placed during concreting operations and considerable trouble was 
expe.rienced in ~ett~ng and holding them in place as they were 
received on the JOb m a badly warped condition. The seal assem
bly, which included the roller track, was fabricated in two vertical 
sections spliced together in the center. The head and bottom 
sections were fabricated in one piece each and were mitered at 
the corners. Alignment of this assembly was also difficult but 
accomplished within satisfactory tolerances. 

Gate erection.-The intake gate was shipped to the job in four 
major p~eces: top se~tion, bottom section, and two end posts. 
The sectwns were raised to the lower deck of the intake tower 
with a reciprocating air hoist and a hoisting line fastened to 
embedded pulling eyes. Figure 215 shows the gate during erec
tion. The bottom section was placed in a vertical position just 
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FIGURE 214.-W atauga-intake tower under construction. 

upstream from the gate guides and was supported from the deck 
by two 6-inch extra-heavy pipes. These pipes ext~nded up 
through the access holes in the bottom of th~ gate sectw~ to th.e 
horizontal web of the first 1-beam. The section was held m posi
tion by turnbuckles fastened to pulling eyes in the concr~te 
with heavy timber struts at each turnbuckle. The top sectiOn 
was placed by the same method and bolted to the bottom sec
tion. The gate was then plumbed using a tight piano wire to 
assure proper alignment. The end posts were put in position and 
bolted and the gate again checked for plumb and square before 
riveting. Next, the gate-roller track, gate-seal frame, and the 
diaphragm and seal bar were installed. The actuating pipe, valve, 
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FIGURE 215.-W atauga-bottom of intake tower showing gate erection. 

lifting eye, valve stem, and roller train guard followed. ~he four 
rollers which bolted to the end posts completed the erectiOn. 

After painting with bitumastic enamel the .g.ate was. placed. in 
the guide channels and lowered to closed position for mspectwn 
of seal contacts. It was found that the vertical side seals at the 
head and sill failed to contact by approximately % inch at the 
center line of the gate. Furthe1· checking revealed that the seals 
were bowed because the gate framing was bowed. An erector 
from the gate manufacturer was then called to the job and it 
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was decided to shim the seal bar cut from the gate frame to a 
straight line, fill the resulting space betwee_n the back, of the se~l 
bar and the frame with an alloy filler, and tighten the bolts. Th1s 
corrected the condition. 

Intake gate hoist 

The hoist, complete with chains, was erected during October 
and November 1948 and no unusual problems were encountered. 
It was received on the job in four pieces: (1) main frame which 
included chain sprockets, gears, pinions, gate-guide sprockets and 
rollers, equalizer saddle, and gate-limit switches; (2) gate-lifti~g 
motor ; ( 3) chains ; and ( 4) lower sprocket frame. The ma~n 
frame was raised from the base of the intake tower and set m 
position on the top deck by the jib crane. The motor and 90° 
reduction gears were then installed. The next step was to assem
ble enough of the lifting chain in two sections to fasten to the 
chain equalizer, pass on down to the lower sprockets and around 
each of them on the side away from the center line. Each end 
of the chain was then threaded over the lifting sprocket and 
down by the chain retaining sprocket, and up through the gate 
slot so that the other links could be assembled and added at the 
deck. As the chain was assembled, the lower lifting frame was 
lowered. This continued until the correct length of chain on each 
side was obtained. The chains were then allowed to slide down 
the sloping trough on either side of the center line and were 
fastened to the chain end support on the deck. The lifting frame 
was then fastened to the lifting eye in the gate and it was ready 
for operation. 

Intake jib crane 

The jib or pillar crane arrived on the job in six components: 
(1) base plate; ( 2) lower bearing and housing for mast; ( 3) 
mast; ( 4) guide bearing and revolving gear racks ; ( 5) machinery 
platform including motors and reduction gears; and (6) boom, 
blocks, and sheaves. The base plate and guide bearings were 
first set and grouted. The next step involved setting the lower 
bearings, then the machinery platform and threading of the mast 
down through its center. After this the lower bearing was ad
justed for height to bring the guide rollers into correct position, 
the boom was placed, and the cable reeved. The various pieces 
were handled by a high line which extended from the morning
glory plaza across and above the intake tower to the mountain 
side on the left bank. 

Footbridge to intake tower 

The intake tower is reached by a two-span structural-steel 
footbridge extending from the left abutment. The two spans, 
each approximately 90 feet in length, were fabricated on the 
ground and set in place as a unit by the high line. 
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Treated water plant 

The pumps and water treatment units for the permanent 
project treated water supply are located at the intake tower. 
Pumps and chemical feeders were placed in November 1949, while 
the raw water intakes and piping were installed during construc
tion of the tower in November 1948. Installation was routine 
and presented no probiems. 

POWER TUNNEL 

The power tunnel (fig. 30, page 86) extends some 3600 feet 
from the intake tower to the powerhouse. At the surge tank, 
about 400 feet before it reaches the powerhouse, it dips down a 
50° incline to a wye which divides into twin penstock tunnels. 
Excavation started September 15, 1942, and by the time work 
was suspended about 6 weeks later 1224 feet at the upper end 
had been driven. Driving was resumed October 12, 1946, and 
completed by May 1 the following year. Operations during both 
periods were on a three-shift basis. Equipment that had already 
been used in driving the 8-mile tunnel on the Apalachia project 
was avl:dlable for Watauga. The steel forms available for the 
concrete lining were 18 feet in diameter so the tunnel was exca
vated to a 20-foot diameter. 

FIGURE 216.-Watauga-power tunnel drill jumbo. 
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Hock conditions were very good and no timbering w~s re9ui~·ed 
in any part of the tunnel. Thick to thin-bedded quartzite dippmg 
downstream about 50' and a small amount of bla~k shale com
prised the rock for:r_nation. \Yater inflow and dramage were. of 
minor nature and httle pumpmg was necessary. Some coatmg 
of the surface of the rock with gunite was done at the upstream 
portal to prevent the raveling of the shattered and weathered 
face. 

Excavation 
Drilling.-The full face 20-foot-diamete~ hea~ing was wet 

drilled with 11 drifter-type drills mounted ~Ith u~Iversal ~olumn 
clamps or arms at the forward end of a dnll carnage, or JUmbo, 
30 feet long (fig. 216). The jumbo had a 10-foot forward coun
terbalanced overhang. Drilling was done from track level under 
the overhang and from four folding steel platforms at. two levels 
above the rails. When the wings were extended, the JU~bo was 
171/: feet wide· when dropped it was 7 feet wide so that It could 
be iidetracked 'for the passage of muck trains. Air and .water 
manifolds and floodlight circuits were mounted on th~ Jm;nbo 
with fast operating couplings for connection to the serviCe hnes 
along the tunnel wall: . . 

Hollow 11j2-inch dnll steel with detachable .threaded bits was 
used in lengths of 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 feet. The bits were sharpe~ed 
on the job at a substantial saving over the cost of outs1de 
sharpening. . 

Drill patterns for the headings varied w1th the foreman.. In 
1942, 9-foot rounds were generally used and 52 holes were dnlled 
at each heading (fig. 217). In 1946-47, both 9- and 11-foot 
rounds were used and drill patterns varied from 56 to. 65 hol~s. 
In general, the same results and progress were obtamed with 
either length of round. . . . 

Blasting.-Working from the .)umbo, ea~h dnll ere~ loaded Its 
own holes with 40 percent gelatm d¥namite. About ? % pounds 
were required per cubic yard of sohd rock. Detonatwn was by 
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FIGUitE 217.-Watauga-drilling pattern for power tunnel. 
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electricity, using eight delays. The order of firing was such that 
after the removal of the center wedge with the "cut" shots, the 
surrounding "relief" groups broke in sequence and the "lifter" 
holes fired last, throwing the rock pile free from the face. Every 
precaution was used in the loading and firing. Before loading, all 
electrical circuits at the heading were "killed" and light was 
furnished by battery-powered floodlights mounted on a flatcar. 
Firing was by the shift foreman only, who first made certain all 
workers were out of the danger zone. 

Mucking.-Mucking was done with a 60-horsepower, 5;[1-cubic
yard Conway mucker, loading 5-cubic-yard side-dump railroad 
mine cars. In 1942, three 10-ton electric battery locomotives and 
in 1946-47, two 15-ton geared, diesel locomotives were used to 
pull the muck trains. Trains of five-car capacity were found to 
be most practical. The cars were loaded progressively from front 
to back by changing the position of the coupling pin on the 
adjustable drawbar between the mucking machine and the muck 
car. As soon as a car was loaded, it was pulled back beyond the 
car passer and an empty car quickly moved by the passer onto 
the track ahead of the train. This car was then pushed to the 
mucking machine. The train then moved back and pushed an 
empty at its rear onto the car passer which was again moved 
aside for the next movement of the train. This rapid transfer 
system minimized the idle time of the loader. The muck was 
hauled to a spoil dump along the left river bank. About 125 
cubic yards of solid rock, requiring nine or ten 5-car trains, were 
handled in each round. The heavy blasting which broke the rock 
down to easy mucking size saved additional time so that the 
entire mucking o-reration was done in about 5 hours. 

Progress.-Progress averaged 31 lineal feet of tunnel per day 
on a three-shift basis. 

Penstock tunnels and 50° i~ccline.-The twin penstock tunnels 
terminate at the powerhouse, have an excavated diameter of 12.5 
feet, and were driven from the powerhouse end. Rock excavation 
for the upstream side of the powerhouse provided the portal 
faces. Driving started March 7, 1947, and was completed to the 
wye in 3 weeks. Excavation of the wye and 50° incline followed 
immediately and was completed by May 1. 

The incline was excavated by first driving a 7-foot-high pilot 
shaft along the invert, beginning at the bottom of the incline. 
Steel pipe columns, strutted between the excavated invert and 
roof, were used to mount the drifter drills. This was a com
paratively slow, back-breaking job. After a heading was drilled 
and shot, the muck slid down to the wye where it was removed 
by the Conway mucker and hauled to the spoil bank. The excava
tion to full section was accomplished by drilling from the jumbo, 
beginning at the top of the incline. Muck slid down the pilot 
shaft to the wye where it was removed by the mucking machine. 

Dust eontrol and ventilation.-The quartzite rock through 
which the tunnel was driven had a high silica content, and great 
care was taken to prevent danger to the workmen. All blasting 
holes were wet-drilled, and water was sprayed on the muck pile 
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to keep down the dust while the muck was being loaded into the 
cars. In addition, a large blower capacity was installed which 
provided ample ventilation. The rule was to force into the tunnel 
fr?m the blower plant approximately 2000 cubic feet of air per 
mmute for each of the drills in operation. The direction of flow 
in the 30-inch ventilating pipe was reversible so that fumes from 
t~e blasting c~:mld be quickly drawn from the heading, and fresh 
air from outside the tunnel could be forced in while drilling and 
mucking were proceeding. 

Steel penstocks 

Steel penstock liners, 11 feet in diameter with plate thick
n~sses varying from ~i 6 inch to 1% 6 inches,' were installed in
side the penstock tunnels and encased in concrete. Installation 
was started October 16, 1947, and completed February 3, 1948. 
The steel liners were received from the manufacturer in 24-foot
long sections which were skidded into place along embedded rails 
set to line and grade. No unusual difficulties were encountered. 
To offset linear shrinkage caused by welding the joints between 
sections, the upstream end of each penstock was set 3 inches 
closer to the powerhouse than called for on the design drawings. 
Actual shrinkage proved to be about 1% inches and the section 
adjoining the butterfly valve had to be trimmed. 

Concrete lining 

When work was resumed on the power tunnel in 1946 it was 
decided to use a combination of lined and unlined sectio~s. The 
1224-foot section excavated in the initial period of construction 
was accordingly lined with concrete to a diameter of 18 feet. 
From there to about 45 feet from the surge chamber, a distance 
of nearly 2000 feet was excavated to a minimum diameter of 20 
feet and left unlined since the geologic structure and depth of 

FIGURE 218.-W atauga-concrete lining at wye of penstock tunnels. 
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cover were satisfactory for an unlined tunnel. The rest of the 
tunnel to the steel penstocks, including the wye (fig. 218) was 
concrete lined and the penstocks were encased in concrete. 

Formwork.-The steel forms used to concrete the arch portion 
of the power tunnel had previously been used in the Apalachia 
power tunnel. Only cleaning, straightening, and minor altera
tions were necessary. They were 18 feet in diameter in 10-foot 
sections bolted together to make a form 40 feet in length. Wood 
segments built-in-place between the 10-foot sections were used 
in the curved portion of the elbow. Wooden forms built in place 
were used also at the penstock wye and on the 50° incline. 

Concreting.-A narrow section of the top portion of the fin
ished invert on each side of the tunnel track was concreted first 
(fig. 219). Rails were fastened to these sections upon which a 
jumbo was mounted for handling the arch form. The remaining, 
or middle, portion of the invert was not concreted until a later 
date at a time when the tunnel track could be moved. A pump
crete machine, located near the section to be placed, was used to 
concrete the arch and invert sections. Concrete was transported 
from the truck mixers into the tunnel by means of agitator cars 
on the railroad track. Concrete was discharged from these agi
tators onto a short, portable belt conveyor, which, in turn, 
charged the hopper on the pumpcrete machine. A pumpcrete 
machine was also used to concrete the wye section and the lower 
portion of the power tunnel. 

Consolidation grouting.-To fill the voids between the concrete 
lining and rock, holes were drilled on 20-foot centers through the 
crown of the lining. Pipe nipples, 11/2-inch inside pipe size, were 
caulked in the holes, and neat cement grout was injected by a 
grout machine at 50 pounds per square inch. Grout mixes varied 

SECTION THRU POWER TUNNEL 

FIGURE 219.-W atauga-power tunnel concrete lining sequence. 
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from 0.75 to 2.0 water-cement ratio, depending on the rate of 
"take," which averaged 1.52 bags of cement per lineal foot of 
tunnel. 

SURGE TANK 

The surge tank (fig. 41, p. 116) was constructed in the rock 
ridge behind the powerhouse. It is 235 feet deep, 60 feet in 
finished diameter, and is connected to the power-tunnel roof by a 
35-foot shaft 18 feet in diameter at the point where the tunnel 
starts down the 50° incline. A plaza at the elevation of the top 
of the tank was first excavated in the side of the ridge. An in
clined railway to transport men, equipment and materials to the 
plaza during construction was built up the 45° slope of the ridge. 
The construction and operation of this railway are described in 
Chapter 6, "Construction Plant," starting on page 430. After 
reaching the plaza the men, equipment, and materials were han
dled into and out of the hole by a 40-ton stiffieg derrick erected on 
the plaza. 

Excavation 

The depth of cut required for the surge tank was 310 feet down 
its center line. The top 40 feet was removed by drilling, blasting, 
and bulldozing the material off the bench onto the ridge slope. 
The chamber proper was then excavated to a 63-foot diameter by 
first driving a 7- by 14-foot vertical pilot raise up its center line 
from the roof of the tunnel to the plaza. As the raise was driven 
it was timbered off in two equal portions, providing a manway 
and a muck chute. The timbering was removed when the raise 
was completed. Excavation to final section was accomplished 
from the top down by wagon drilling and blasting the floor of the 
chamber in approximately 6-foot lifts. The muck was bulldozed 
to the raise shaft where it fell into a hopper at the bottom. From 
the hopper it was discharged into muck cars in the tunnel. 

Concrete lining and formwork 

Since the weathered rock in the sides of the top half of the 
hole would not stand up, it was necessary to concrete the lining 
in 10-foot bands as soon as the round below had been drilled and 
shot. The lining thickness was a minimum of 18 inches. The 
form for the 60-foot-diameter lining was built in 10 equal sec
tions and was supported on the muck below. The concrete was 
placed from buckets handled by the derrick on the plaza (fig. 
220) . After the pour was made, the muck below was removed, 
another 10-foot round was drilled and shot, and the 10-foot sec
tion immediately above was formed and poured. This operation 
continued downward until the top half of the shaft was lined 
with concrete. The bottom half was in quartzite and did not 
require lining. 

Consolidation grouting 

Excavation of the surge tank pilot shaft revealed badly weath
ered rock for about 140 feet below the plaza, and to prevent water 
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FIGURE 220.--.-W atauga-surge tank plaza showing derrick, rim of surge tank, and 
sections of riser. 

loss into the hillside it was decided to consolidate the rock adja
cent to the tank by grouting. This was done before the pilot 
shaft was enlarged to the full diameter of the tank. 

Twenty holes on a radius 10 feet outside the excavation walls 
were drilled-using Nx bortz bits-and grouted. Casings were 
set in the holes in the highly decomposed rock near the surface. 
Core loss in the first 15 feet averaged about 70 percent. Below 
this depth, core recovery improved but caving of the holes made 
withdrawal of tools difficult. The consolidation program, there
fore, was done in steps as follows: Holes were first drilled as 
deep as practicable, usually about 30 feet, and then they were 
grouted. Drilling was resumed in about 24 hours, giving the 
grout time to set but not too hard to cause slow drilling. Depth 
of holes varied from 100 to 185 feet, being carried 10 to 20 feet 
into the sound unweathered quartzite which dipped at a steep 
angle across the tank. 

Grouting was done in the conventional manner using approxi
mate pressures of one pound per square inch to each foot of hole 
depth up to a maximum of 100 pounds per square inch. Packers 
were set at the bottom of the previously grouted area of the pre
ceding stage to prevent filling the upper portion of the hole before 
drilling was complete. 

As excavation of the tank to its full diameter followed the 
grouting, evidence of the effectiveness of the program was seen 
in the filled joints and seams of the rock. Close scrutiny of the 
hillside, following filling of the tank to lake level, failed to reveal 
any seepage of consequence. 
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Steel riser 

The 16-foot-diameter riser is of welded steel plate, %6 -inch 
thick, with 6- by 4- by %-inch angle stiffeners girding the shaft 
at approximately 6-foot intervals. The riser arrived on the job 
in 8-foot lengths which were assembled into 24-foot sections. 
These were then set into place, aligned, and welded. Little trou· 
ble was experienced in erection as the ends of each section were 
first rounded to a true circle on the ground. The 40-ton stiffi.eg 
derrick on the plaza was used to erect the riser (fig. 220) . 

BUTTERFLY VALVES 

A butterfly-type valve, 11 feet in diameter, was installed in each 
of the two penstocks immediately upstream from the scroll case. 
The two valves were furnished complete by the manufacturer and 
shipped to the job in the following components: ( 1) lower half 
of valve body; (2) gate, complete with trunnion and operating 
arm; ( 3) upper half of valve body; and ( 4) operating mechanism 
including motor, worm gears, limit switches, etc. 

Placing of the lower half of the valve body on its foundation 
piers constituted the first step in erection. This piece was leveled, 
alined, and bolted down. Adjoining penstock sections were then 
placed in the cradle formed by the lower valve body. The third 
step involved setting of the gate and trunnion into the lower 
valve body and this was followed by placement of the upper valve 
body into position. The penstock sections were rounded to con
form as nearly as possible to the body flange, subdrilled using the 
body as a template, and welded to the adjoining penstock. After 
welding was completed on the penstocks, holes were reamed and 
the penstock valve body was riveted. Watertightness of this con
nection was checked by drilling and tapping holes for l;i-inch 
pipe connections, about 90° apart, through the inside penstock 
plate. Water pressure 1% times maximum penstock pressure 
was introduced into the joint and all leaking rivets marked and 
caulked. The operating mechanism was then installed, trial oper
ations were made with necessary adjustments, and the best 
operating characteristics were obtained. Sealing of the gate was 
almost perfect on both valves under approximately 300-foot head. 

Limit switches were added to insure proper closing of the 
valves and prevent overtravel of the gates beyond their normal 
closing point. The spring tension switches furnished with the 
motors turned out to be not positive enough because of different 
friction loads on the gates. 

POWERHOUSE AND CONTROL BUILDING 

The various structural features of the Watauga powerhouse 
and control building are described and illustrated in Chapter 3, 
"Design." Because of unfavorable topography and consequent 
lack of suitable space adjacent to the powerhouse the control build
ing was located across the river (fig. 48, p. 127). Control cables 
between the two buildings are carried in conduits supported on 
brackets between the girders of the powerhouse access. bridge. 
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The two structures and the access bridge were built by TV A 
forces except for the following specialized items which were done 
by contract: aluminum siding, roofing, plastering, marble, and 
quarry tile. Because the methods, materials and equipment used 
for the construction of both buildings were similar and their 
interior architectural features were mainly installed by contract, 
only the construction of the principal structural items is covered 
in the following sections. 

Excavation.-Rock excavation started in the powerhouse area 
including the outlet portal of the power tunnel in November 1947 
(fig. 221) and in the control building area August 6, 1948. Con
siderable difficulties were encountered in the drilling because of 
the hardness of the foundation rock, an unweathered quartzite. 
It was found that an alloy jackbit would give best results. Jack
hammers and wagon drills were used for drilling, and dynamite 
with primer-cord was used as the explosive. The rock was loaded 
by a 1%-cubic-yard shovel and hauled downstream in Euclid back
dump trucks. 

Tailrace.-The tailrace continued the slope of the draft tubes 
and curved downstream into the main channel of the river. Ex
cavation' of this channel was done with only a small flow in the 
river and presented no difficulties. The rock dump on the left 
bank was later dressed up to give a uniform channel width and a 
pleasing appearance. The right bank was protected by riprap 
from a point upstream from the switchyard fill to a point about 
400 feet below the access bridge. This bank protection material 
consisted of quarry-run rock with a horizontal top width of about 
20 feet and a vertical height of 20 to 25 feet so that the top 
would be above the maximum expected water level due to spillway 
discharge. 

Formwork and concreting.-The first concrete for the power
house substructure was placed March 31, 1948, and for the con
trol building, August 30 the same year. Because of the small 
form areas involved, built-in-place wood forms were used. Plac
ing in the powerhouse forms was by a 20-ton stiffleg derrick with 

FIGURE 221.-W atauga-powerhouse excavation in draft tube area below penstocks. 
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120-foot boom, located on concrete footings at the toe of the slope 
behind the powerhouse area. A portable crane was used to place 
the control building concrete. The concrete came from the central 
hatching plant in 2-cubic-yard agitator trucks. It was discharged 
into buckets and swung directly over the forms by the derrick or 
crane. Due to the small volume in each pour, placing was not 
started until several blocks were ready. Placing in the power
house was in shallow lifts at a rate not to exceed 4 feet per hour. 
Each lift was thoroughly vibrated or rodded. 

The first-stage concrete for the powerhouse consisted of all 
except that around the embedded parts of each unit. Upon com
pletion of the concrete columns and outside walls the structural 
steel was erected and the overhead crane installed so that a tem
porary roof could be built over the building. 

The second stage in the powerhouse included all concrete needed 
for installing the embedded parts of each unit up to the generator 
room subfloor level. No second-stage concrete could be placed 
for a unit until the scroll case, speed ring, and discharge ring had 
been assembled and aligned. The connection between the scroll 
case and penstock proceeded along with the placing of concrete 
around the scroll case and both operations were completed to
gether which saved considerable time. 

FIGURE 222.-Aluminum siding installation-TF atauga powerhouse. 
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Structural steel.-Erection of structural steel for the power
house started August 30, 1948, and was completed 10 weeks later. 
The estimated amount required was 440 tons and the stiffleg 
derrick behind the powerhouse area was used for its erection. 
The main columns are 36-inch, wide-flange, 230-pound-per-yard 
sections, while the beams varied from 36-inch deep sections in 
the floor of the erection bay to 12-inch sections in the deck up
stream from the erection bay. An estimated 66 tons of struc
tural steel was required for the control building. Erection began 
November 3, 1948, and took 6 weeks. 

All columns were set and the beams bolted up before any 
rivets were driven. The powerhouse columns, which were 61 feet 
long, were particularly hard to plumb and keep lined until after 
the roof beams were put in and the steel tied together at the top. 
Extreme care was given to exact dimensions and alignment due 
to the fitting of the aluminum siding directly to the structural 
steel. A wave or bow in the steel would have caused the same 
bow in the aluminum panels and would have been very noticeable. 

Aluminum siding.-The Watauga powerhouse and control 
building were TV A's initial installation with aluminum panels for 
the superstructure surface treatment (fig. 222). Installation by 
the contractor started on the powerhouse November 8, 1948, and 
was completed in a few weeks. After the exterior panels were 
installed, the contractor worked part time on the interior panels 
so as not to interfere with other construction operations. 

The exterior panels were welded to the structural steel at three 
points across the panel and at each girt line. Where aluminum 
was applied to steel framing, the steel was first coated with zinc 
chromate paint. The interior panels were screwed to the steel by 
self-tapping metal screws. On interior panel joints a %-inch
thick rubberoid continuous filler was used. All joints were caulked 
with a compound furnished by the contractor. 

The greatest difficulty encountered was the protection of the 
aluminum after the panels had been installed. A very light blow 
or scratch would ruin the face of a panel completely. It could 
not be straightened, and it became necessary to replace the face 
of all panels that had noticeable dents or scratches. The exterior 
panels were interlocking and two or three adjoining panels had 
to be loosened in order to remove a damaged one. Replacement 
of the interior panels caused very little trouble. The screws could 
be loosened, the panel slipped out, and a new one put in with no 
difficulty. 

After the panels were in place, some dents or protrusions were 
noticed where the screws fastened the aluminum to the insulated 
part of the panel. The dents were probably caused by over tight
ening the screws and the protrusions were probably caused by 
withdrawal of the drill after the holes had been put through the 
aluminum. 

Roof.-The steel roof decks of the powerhouse and control 
building consist of cellular steel panels with interlocking side 
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FIGURE 223.-Watauga powerhouse accPss-bridge stringers being placed. 

joints. The panels, flat side up, were laid continuous over a mini
mum of three structural support beams to which they were tack 
welded. The steel roof deck, flashing, and Barrett specification 
roof were furnished and installed by contract. The control build
ing roof gave much trouble and was replaced in 1954 with the 
contractor furnishing the materials and TVA the labor. 

Access bridge 

The access bridge to the powerhouse is an 8-inch-thick rein
forced-concrete slab and curbs on structural-steel members. The 
roadway is 18 feet and the over-all width of the bridge is 21 feet 
8 inches. The left abutment is part of the river wall of the 
powerhouse. The right abutment is on rock and serves as an 
electrical vault as well as an abutment and approach to the bridge. 
Three intermediate reinforced-concrete piers 2 feet 3 inches thick, 
20 feet 6 inches wide and varying in height from 33 feet 8 inches 
to 36 feet 8 inches support the bridge. Construction was by con
ventional methods (fig. 223) and the bridge was completed Octo
ber 21, 1948. 

POWERHOUSE EQUIPMENT 

The principal items of the Watauga powerhouse equipment are 
described and illustrated in Chapter 3, "Design." Two vertical 
shaft turbines, each with a rating of 34,500 horsepower, were 
installed with no provision made for future unit installation. 
Unit 2 was installed first and went into commercial operation 
September 26, 1949, followed by unit 1 October 31, 1949. 

Overhead traveling crane 

The single trolley overhead traveling crane, of 100-ton capacity, 
was erected by means of the 40-ton stiffleg derrick behind the 
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powerhouse on the hillside. The main girders were set in place 
and bolted, and the trolley and auxiliaries were completely assem
bled ~fore riveting was started. An actual test of the crane 
was not made, but the scroll case and other heavy unit parts were 
handled during unit erection without any difficulty. 

Turbine installation 

Erection of the first turbine, that for unit 2, was begun Novem
ber 29, 1948, and erection of unit 1 turbine was begun December 
17, 1948. They were installed by TV A forces under the direction 
of the manufacturer's erection engineer. During erection, the 
powerhouse crane was utilized for handling of heavy parts, and 
the erection bay at the south end of the powerhouse provided 
working space for assembly. Erection procedure and methods 
for both units were essentially the same, and the following 
description is applicable to either unit. 

Draft tube liners and foundation rings.-All parts of the tur
bines, with the exception of the shafts, were delivered by railway 
freight to the TV A's unloading point at Elizabethton, Tenn. 
Here the~ were unloaded from the cars by means of an A-frame 
having a 60-ton block onto a 16-wheel trailer float and transported 
to the powerhouse site. At the site, the parts were unloaded by 
the construction derrick. As the parts were needed for erection, 
they were reloaded onto a truck in front of the main-access door, 
and the truck backed into the powerhouse where they were un
loaded and set into place by the powerhouse crane. 

The embedded parts of the turbines are the draft tube liners, 
foundation rings, speed rings, scroll case, and pit liners. The 
draft tube liner is made up of two sections of %-inch steel plate 
and is reinforced on the embedded side by heavy structural steel 
tees. The foundation ring is made of one piece of cast steel with 
machined surfaces where the draft tube liner, curb plate, and 
speed ring assemblies connect. The outside perimeter where the 
speed ring connects is flanged and contains drilled holes for the 
connecting stud bolts. 

The draft tube liner and foundation ring were supported by 10 
reinforced-concrete piers spaced around the top of the draft tube 
liner recess. After the draft tube liner and foundation ring were 
riveted together and the speed ring and scroll case assemblies 
were connected to the foundation ring, alinement and leveling 
were done so as to meet the theoretical location as nearly as possi
ble. It was necessary to complete this assembly and alinement 
before anchor struts and concrete were placed around the draft 
tube liner. The concrete was left low under the foundation ring 
until the concrete around the liner had time to cool sufficiently, 
and the remaining space was thereafter filled with a sand-cement 
grout. Placement of the grout was through 2-inch holes with 
%-inch holes being used as vents. 

Speed rings and scroll cases.-The speed rings and scroll cases 
are integral units (fig. 47, p. 124). Each scroll case is made up of 
shop-welded steel plate having a wall thickness of 1% inches at 
the inlet or larger end and lij8 inch at the smaller end. They are 
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sectionalized into four pieces and flanged and drilled for bolted 
steel erection. 

The cast-steel speed rings are sectionalized with and shop
welded to the scroll cases. They are composed of upper and lower 
flanges connected by 12 integral columns. The upper flange pro
vides a seat for the connection of the pit liner and the crown 
plate, while the lower flange provides for the connection between 
the speed ring and the foundation ring. 

Assembly of the scroll cases on the service bay erection floor 
required about 8 days and was accomplished in the following 
manner: Section 1, which is the largest piece and contains the 
inlet end of the tube, was placed on the floor and leveled up on 
wood cribbing. The flanged joints were thoroughly cleaned, then 
the %-inch-round tube gaskets were placed into position in the 
grooves; the machined face of the flange was painted with red 
lead. After its flange had been cleaned and painted, section 4 
was picked up by the crane and placed adjacent to section 1 for 
bolting. Several bolts were made up and timber cribbing was 
placed to hold section 4 level and in place before the load was 
taken off the crane. In a like manner, sections 2 and 3 were 
bolted together and then these combined sections were connected 
to combined sections 1 and 4. None of the connecting bolts were 
made tight until the assembly had been properly fitted, care being 
taken to make the speed ring accurate and round. The body
fitted bolts in each section were first made up, then all other bolts 
were made tight and elongated 0.007 inch by sledging. The 1%
by 3-inch dowels were inserted in their positions at the upper 
and lower speed-ring flanges across the parting joints. The 4-inch 
shrink bolts were heated and placed into position across the 
parting joints. 

The speed ring and scroll case assembly came from the manu
facturer's shop match-marked at only one place, that being the 
tailrace side. To facilitate positioning of the unit, it was neces
sary to make the assembly at the transverse and longitudinal 
center lines. While the speed-ring assembly was on the erection 
bay floor, it was carefully leveled up and an engineer's transit was 
centered in the speed ring and oriented with the tailrace mark. 
From this mark, 90° angles were turned and the other center line 
marks were punched on the flanges. Alignment and elevation of 
the inlet end of the casing were checked against that of the speed 
ring. The latter check was made to facilitate positioning and 
cutting of the connecting penstock sections. 

Prior to placing the speed ring and casing assembly in place 
on the support piers, the foundation ring, which had the draft 
tube liner temporarily bolted to it, was lowered the maximum 
distance allowable between the support jacks in order to prevent 
injury to the connecting stud bolts in the lower speed-ring flange. 
The speed-ring assembly was oriented over the foundation ring 
and held in position with the overhead crane. The fitted surfaces 
of the foundation ring and speed ring were cleaned, and the 
%-inch round rubber gaskets, which made the seal between the 
rings, were cemented into the grooves. The foundation ring was 
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then jacked up evenly and slowly until the bolts entered and pro
jected through the holes in the foundation ring circle. Nuts were 
placed on the stud bolts and the connection was made tight. The 
four 11;2- by 3%-inch holes that are spaced equally about the bolt 
circle were reamed and their dowels fitted. The entire unit assem
bly, no~ made up of th~ draft t.ube liner, the foundation ring, the 
speed r~ng, and the spiral casmg, was elevated and positioned. 
Some d.Ifficulty was experienced in conforming with the penstock 
at the mlet end of the scroll case and with the draft tube liner 
at the draft tube recess, but offsets were held according to API
ASME Code. 

Eight working days were required to complete this assembly 
after it ~as placed in the unit recess. A total of 16 working days 
was r~qmred to make the complete assembly from the beginning 
~of c~SIJ:?-g assembly until final P"'"itioning for placing of concrete. 
, Ptt hners.-The pit liners are comprised of circular plate steel 
and surround the lower portion of the turbine pits. The liner for 
e~ch unit exten~s 5 f~et 6 i~ches above the top flange of the speed 
~mg. The ~urbme pit provides space for the wicket gate operat
mg mechamsm, for the turbine bearing and its lubricating sys
tem, and for other external parts of the unit. Each pit liner has 
a rec~ss which c<;mtains the two servomotors and lubricating-oil 
pumpmg mechamsm. Each liner is sectionalized into two pieces 
which are connected by embedded bolted flanges. 

The liners were completely assembled with and doweled to the 
speed ring in the manufacturer's shop and match-marked to 
facilitate field erection. 

Internal and operating parts.-With the draft tube liner 
foundation ring, speed ring, spiral casing, and pit liner installed 
and concrete placed to the elevation of the generator room floor 
the spiders, struts, and other internal bracing were removed and 
the units prepared for installation of operating parts. 

Curb plate rings complete the transition between the lower 
flange of the speed ring and the runner vanes. They are made of 
cast steel and are bolted and doweled to, but are removable from 
the ~ound.ation rin~. Eighteen bronze-lined bearing seats ar~ 
provided m each rmg for the lower stems of the wicket gates. 
A seal ring is provided to match the wearing ring on the lower 
band of the runners. This seal and wearing surface is formed of 
stainless-steel plate that is bolted to the curb plate and can be 
replaced if excessive wear occurs. 
. The 18 gates for each unit were fitted and marked for assembly 
m t~e manufacturer's shop. Each gate and stem is an integral 
castmg (fig. 224). The contact surfaces are machine finished and 
the surfaces of the gate are smooth. Each gate has bronze bush
ings on the stem that are grease lubricated where they pass 
through the ~rown and curb plates. Defore installation, each gate 
was filled with grease. A complete automatic pressure greasing 
system is provided to lubricate each stem bearing periodically and 
independently. 

The crown plate is made of steel castings completely machined 
in one piece. The under side of the cover has a removable 
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FIGURE 224.-W atauga-setting turbine wicket gates into curb plate seats. 

FIGURE 225.-Watauga-bolting together turbine runner and shaft on erection floor. 
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deflector plate which is designed to reduce friction and eddy losses 
between it and the runner. The crown plate can be removed and 
replaced without removing the runner and the shaft. The crown 
plate was lowered into place on the speed ring after all the wicket 
gates had been placed. The openings through which the wicket 
gate stems passed were cleaned ; all burrs were removed ; the 
inaccessible parts of the ring were painted with red lead; and the 
rubber seal gaskets were placed into position just before lowering. 

The turbine runners are the Francis type and are integral steel 
castings consisting of 19 vanes. The inlet diameter is 9 feet and 
the height of the water passage is 2 feet. All surfaces exposed 
to water flow are finished smooth to prevent cavitation. Remov
able wearing rings are provided for the upper and lower runner 
seals. Each runner and shaft was bolted together on the erection 
bay floor (fig. 225) and handled from this point to its position in 
the unit by the powerhouse crane. Final plumbing and centering 
of the shaft and runner were not made until the crown plate and 
bearing housing were placed, centered, and bolted down. 

The wicket gate operating mechanism for each unit consists of 
a cast-steel operating ring, two oil-pressure servomotors, links, 
and levers that couple each wicket gate to the operating ring. 
The servomotors were set in place prior to the assembly of the 
gate-operating mechanisms but were not doweled until the oper
ating mechanisms were completed. After the oil-pressure lines 
and restoring cables were attached to the servomotors, the gates 
were operated from the governor panel. The gates were set to 
close in pinch position by adjusting the stroke of the servomotor 
pistons. A calibration of the gates was made for each 10 percent 
of gate opening from 0 to 100 percent opening as shown by the 
gate indicating dial on the governor panel. 

The work of coupling the turbine and generator shafts together 
was done by the generator contractor. Before the shafts were 
coupled together, the turbine shaft had been centered in the tur
bine guide bearing and the shaft made plumb. Adjustments were 
made by shimming between the bottom of the runner and the lip 
of the foundation ring. The generator shaft was then set so that 
the gap between the two coupling flanges was equal all the way 
around. The turbine shaft was jacked up to the generator shaft 
by three 35-ton jacks. Two l-inch bolts, one on each side of each 
jack, were inserted through the coupling bolt holes. Drift pins, 
having the same diameter as the connecting bolts, were used to 
guide the flanges as they were brought together. After the tur
bine shaft flange was raised sufficiently, the bolts between the 
jacks were placed and made up tight. The jacks were then 
removed and the remainder of the bolts were placed. All bolts 
were stressed by elongating each 0.007 inch (fig. 226). The 
coupling bolts were body-fitted and needed no prechilling for 
fitting up. 

Alignment of the combined shafts was checked for plumb from 
four tight wires suspended from brackets mounted on the bottom 
of the lower generator bearing bracket approximately on the unit 
center lines. These wires supported 40-pound plumb bobs which 

i. 
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FIGURE 226.-W atauga-prestressing of bolts for coup!ing of 
turbine and generator shafts. 

were immersed in buckets of oil to dampen pendulum action. 
Readings were taken from the shaft to the four tight wires with 
an electric contact head micrometer tram rod at two points, one 
just below the lower bracket and the other just above the turbine 
guide bearing. The shaft was checked for location in the top of 
the turbine-bearing housing by a tram rod with inside micrometer 
from the shaft to the housing. The shaft was adjusted for plumb 
by raising and lowering the thrust-bearing shoes. While plumb
ing the shaft, the load was carried on three shoes, equally spaced 
around the thrust bearing. All remaining shoes were equally 
loaded before the shaft rotation check. The shaft was moved to 
center by sliding the lower generator bearing bracket on its sole 
plates by means of jacks. 

After all the rotation parts of the turbine and generator were 
completely assembled, the thrust-bearing shoes loaded equally, 
and the lower bracket and stator grouted in, a rotation check was 
made. This check was made before the turbine guide bearing was 
installed and the assembly was free to throw in any direction 
since it was supported only by the generator thrust-bearing shoes. 
The assembly was rotated 360° in increments of 90°. The shaft 
was checked from the tight wires mentioned above and with 
micrometer tram rods from two sets of fixed points, one set 
located just below the generator lower bracket and the other at 
the top of the turbine guide bearing housing. The shaft was 
checked for throw and plumb at the four 90° positions. Rotation 
was accomplished by pulling on the outside of the rotor arms with 
a cable attached to the powerhouse crane through a snatch block. 
This cable was disconnected from the rotor while the readings 
were being taken. Both shafts produced good checks (that for 
unit 2 is shown in fig. 227). Following the rotation check, each 
shaft was exactly centered in the turbine bearing housing and the 
runner was blocked in position by wedging both the lower runner 
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seal and the curb ring facing plate. The guide bearing was then 
placed in position and clearances were checked with feeler gages. 
The bearing was then removed and the tight spots were scraped 
to provide 0.005-inch clearance. The bearing was reinstalled, 
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FIGURE 227.-W atauga-turbine erection-rotation check for shaft of unit 2. 
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FIGURE 228.-W atauga-twin governor cabinet for turbines. 

blocking was removed from the runner, and the clearances re
checked. These clearances were checked by measuring the amount 
~he_ shaft could be jacked over in the bearing housing. A dial 
md1cator, placed on the bearing housing and in contact with the 
sJ.laft, measured the amount of displacement along the unit center 
hnes. 

Governors.-The governing system for each turbine is of the 
relay valve. "actu~t.or" type with motor-driven governor head, 
complete w1th auxiliary control mechanisms, oil-pressure system 
sheave and cable-t:Ype restoring mechanism, instruments, gages: 
and acc~ssory eqmpm~nt for compJete g~>Verning. Twin gover
nors, ~1th all mechamsms housed m a smgle cabinet (fig. 228) 
were _mstalle_d by TV~ forces, but final adjustment, setting, and 
checkmg of Its ope~atwn_ were made under the supervision of a 
factory ~eprese;ntabve pn?r. to and during the initial operation of 
th~ turbme. Smce the ongm~l operation of the units, new speed 
adJustment motors have been mstalled on the governor to provide 
more sensitive control. 

Generator installation 

Th~ two 27,777-kilovolt-ampere, alternating-current generators 
were mstalled by the manufacturer (fig. 229). Erection of these 
~achines differed in two primary features from the general erec
tion _procedure of large hydraulic generators. The reason for 
varymg fro~ the general procedure was to expedite completion 
of ~he machmes a_nd coordinate field erection with shop work and 
~ehvery of matenal. The first of these differences was the stack
mg of the iro;n core and the winding of the stator in the field. 
The second difference consisted of the completion of a direct
current dryout and a full dielectric test on the stator winding 
before placement of the rotor. The rotating dryout runs were 
performed as usual, but the dielectric tests on the stator which 
followed were reduced to three-fourths of specified value since 
the full dielectric test had been performed after the direct current 
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FIGURE 229.-W atauga-two-unit generator room. 

dryout. , Assembly of the generators was started February 17, 
1949, and both units were in commercial operation 81!2 months 
later. 

Rotors.-The rotors are constructed of cast-steel spiders of the 
umbrella type with six arms supporting the laminated rotor rims; 
the rims in turn support the field poles, fans, and brake plates. 
They were assembled on the rotor erection pedestal in the erection 
bay (fig. 52, p. 135). During stacking of the rim, equal distribu
tion of weight was obtained by stacking the punchings progres
sively around the rim. The punchings were kept in proper align
ment by a series of short pins welded to the lower end plate which 
forms the base onto which the iron is stacked. The laminations 
were compacted by soft-head mallets as they were placed, and 
pressure was applied periodically to compress further the stack. 
The final rim is held as a rigid ring by through-bolts which tighten 
down on the end plates and form the top and bottom rings of the 
rim. After the pole pieces were keyed into place, each coil was 
subjected to a cold dielectric test. The connections between the 
coils were then made, a drop of potential test was made by apply
ing 480-volt a-c current across the entire field, and voltage read
ings were taken across each coil. No particular difficulties were 
encountered in assembling the rotor. 

Thrust bearing.s and bmckets.-After preliminary assembly of 
the lower bracket was completed, it was set into position on its 
preleveled sole plates by the powerhouse crane. Special slings, 
furnished by the generator contractor, were employed in setting 
the bracket. Lateral adjustment for centering the bracket over 
the turbine was afforded by horizontal jack screws on the lower 
side of each arm. The bracket sole plates were not permanently 
grouted until after the rotor was set, the stator adjusted to line, 
air-gaps established, and the shaft rotation checked. 

The thrust bearings are of the Kingsbury type with two seg
mental babbitt-faced shoes. Vertical adjustment of the shoes is 
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FIGURE 230.-W atauga-generator stator windings complete for unit 2; stator frame 
in place before windings for unit 1. 

provided by jack screws in the lower end of a compression and 
tension tube assembly. 

Stators.-The stator iron of the two units was stacked in a 
continuous ring in position in the field. The frame, which sup
ports the stator iron, was manufactured in halves, and as each 
half was received it was set directly in its permanent position. 
The two halves were bolted together and checked for roundness 
before stacking of the iron core (fig. 230). 

The stator core was built up of segmental nonaging silicon
steel laminations. Both sides of the laminations were treated 
with a suitable insulating material to prevent short circuiting. 
The laminations were stacked in layers approximately 1%, inches 
thick, each layer being separated by a ventilation spacer which 
allows air space between the layers for cool air circulation. Pres
sure was applied periodically during the stacking operation to 
compress the laminations to produce a tight core. 

After stacking of the core was complete, the core slots were 
filled and the core was sprayed with a heavy coat of insulating 
varnish. The varnish was baked by covering the entire stator 
frame with asbestos felt and supplying heat with strip heaters. 

After the stator had cooled off following the baking period, 
installation of coils was begun. As the coils were placed they 
were connected in groups and subjected to a cold dielectric test 
of 30,000 volts. Upon completion of the placing of the coils, the 
coil ends were blocked and roped, and the end connections to the 
ring bus were resistance brazed. All bare connections were insu
lated with "glass-weave" tape, and the entire stator core and 
winding were sprayed with a heavy coat of insulating varnish. 

On completion of the stator winding, a direct-current dryout 
was made and the stator was subjected to a full dielectric test 
before placing of the rotor. Such a test did not actually save any 
time but would have if a coil failure had occurred. 
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Test operation of units.-Prior to initial operation of the units, 
the insides of the generators were thoroughly cleaned and in
spected for foreign objects; the turbines were inspected and the 
mechanical blocks removed frcm the servomotor pistons ; the 
governor was checked and oil pressure brought up to operating 
level. A few minutes before initial rotation, the rotor was jacked 
up and lowered so as to allow proper lubrication of the thrust 
bearing shoes. 

The units were rotated for the first time by the governor 
engineer by opening the wicket gates from the manual control on 
the governor. Immediately upon starting, a speed of 50 revolu
tions per minute was attained. As the temperatures of the bear
ings leveled off, speed was increased in increments of 50 revolu
tions per minute until normal speed was reached. With the unit 
running at normal speed, minor adjustments were made, and the 
circulating current was raised gradually to increase the stator 
temperature to 75° centigrade. This temperature was held con
stant until the insulation resistance of the stator coils became 
constant when the unit was shut down. Immediately following 
shutdown, high potential tests of three-fourths test voltage were 
made on each armature phase, full test voltage having been 
applied following a d-e dryout before the rotor was placed. High 
potential tests were made on the rotor; dielectric-absorption tests 
were made on stator windings. With the unit running again, the 
overspeed device was adjusted; voltage regulator adjustments 
were made; load-rejection tests were run on the governor; and 
index tests were made to check turbine operating characteristics. 

Switchboards 
The main control switchboards are located .in the control room 

of the control building. The control, instrument, and relay board 
is of the duplex type consisting of nine panels which were wired 
by TVA forces (fig. 55, p. 143). A combination duplex recording 
instrument switchboard of eight back-to-hack sections provides 
space for the generator load controllers and temperature record
ers, generator voltage regulator equipment, direct-current distri
bution, and telemetering and supervisory control equipment for 
South Holston Dam and the Elizabethton substation. The eight 
recording instrument panels were wired by TV A forces, but the 
four direct-current distribution panels and the four telemetering 
and supervisory control panels were wired at the factory. 

Auxiliary power distribution for the powerhouse is through a 
14-panel, 440-volt main auxiliary switchboard which is supplied 
from a three-panel transformer section located between the two 
500-kilovolt-ampere station service transformers. A feeder from 
this board serves a nine-panel, combination, 440-volt auxiliary 
power and 220-volt lighting and heating switchboard in the con
trol building. A combination lighting, heating, and battery 
switchboard of five panels serves the powerhouse. The air-condi
tioning equipment in the control building is supplied from a six
panel, 440-volt switchboard, and the ventilating fan powerboard 
in the powerhouse has three panels. 
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Auxiliary mechanical equipment 

Other equipment in the. powerhouse includes that for raw 
water, treated water, compressed air, insulating oil, lubricating 
oil, oil purification drainage, unwatering, plumbing, heating, 
ventilating, air conditioning, and carbon-dioxide fire extinguish
ing. Raw water is taken from the penstocks just upstream from 
the butterfly valves. Treated water intakes are provided at 
various levels in the intake tower structure, and the water-treat
ment equipment is located in this tower. The powerhouse is pro
vided with heating and ventilating equipment but air conditioning 
is provided only in the control building. No unusual difficulties 
were encountered in making these installations. 

SWITCHYARD AND TRANSFORMERS 

For details of the switchyard equipment and transformers, see 
Chapter 3, "Design." The switchyard provides a 66-kilovolt 
switching structure of seven bays, five for the transmission lines 
and two feeder bays served by the 24,000-32,000-kilovolt-ampere 
main power transformers located on the powerhouse deck. It is 
located on the right river bank immediately upstream from the 
control building. Grading in this area was largely completed in 
1942 for construction plant facilities. After removal of construc
tion buildings in 1948, only 13,817 cubic yards of excavation and 
2608 cubic yards of fill were required to complete the grading. 

Switchyard structure 

The galvanized structural-steel switching structure was pur
chased completely fabricated and was erected by TVA forces. All 
columns and girders were laced together on the ground and later 
set into position by a mobile crane. This work was performed 
during February and March 1949. 

!\fain transformers 

The main transformers were shipped filled with nitrogen. The 
radiators, bushings, and wheels were removed for shipping pur
poses. They were assembled in the powerhouse erection bay on 
the track provided. After assembly was complete, the trans
formers were filled with oil and positioned in their respective 
locations on the powerhouse deck. The transformers were assem
bled by the construction forces during May and June 1949 under 
the supervision of a representative of the manufacturer. 

Grounding 

Main station grounding is provided by a network of '500,000 
circular mil bare copper conductors embedded in the switchyard, 
in the river bed at the toe of the switchyard fill, and in coke-filled 
trenches which were shot out of the rock river bed. These coke
filled trenches are covered with porous concrete for protection 
This network provides the main ground connection for the 
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grounding systems in the powerhouse, control building, and 
switchyard through ground test stations located at these struc
tures. 

SITE IMPROVEMENT 

Access to the project reservation is provided by a county road 
from Elizabethton, Tenn. Access roads were developed from this 
principal means of access to the powerhouse, visitors' overlook, 
and top of dam. Parking areas were constructed adjacent to the 
control building and the visitors' overlook building. All roads 
and parking areas are of asphalt surface construction with con
crete or stone curbs as required. 

Intensive landscaping was performed on the right bank in the 
vicinity of the control building. Permanent grass seeding and 
planting of native shrubs enhanced the beauty of this area with 
relatively low expenditures. 

Areas adjoining the visitors' overlook building (fig. 60, p. 164) 
were developed for picknicking and recreation. Stone fireplaces, 
concrete tables, and asphalt-surfaced walks were constructed. 

CONCRETING PROCEDURES 

The concrete plant, materials including air entraining agent, 
and related facilities are described in Chapter 5, "Construction 
Plant." This section on concreting procedures covers those factors 
pertaining to concreting in general on the Watauga project and 
which would have been repetitious if discussed each time the con
creting of a particular feature, as described in the preceding 
sections, was mentioned. A total of 80,400 cubic yards of con
crete was required. 

Concrete placing 

The concrete mix was hatched at the plant and discharged into 
2-cubic-yard agitator trucks. Mixing was done in transit to the 
point of use. Thoroughness of the mixing was variable due to the 
condition of the mixer blades and tightness of the discharge door. 
When agitator blades became worn or damaged, mixing was very 
ineffective. If the discharge door was not tight, mixing water or 
thin paste was lost and the resulting mix was too dry to discharge 
properly from the truck. 

In general, the agitator trucks discharged into a central hopper 
above the pumpcrete machine where that method of placing was 
feasible. There was a practical limit for machine pumping of 
600 to 800 feet. When this limit was reached, the pumpcrete 
machine was moved forward, and it was charged by a portable 
belt conveyor onto which the agitators dumped. When operations 
with the pumpcrete machine first started, some trouble was 
experienced with the machine discharge line getting plugged with 
the concrete. The line would have to be broken and blown out, 
causing loss of time and a waste of concrete which was also hard 
to clean up satisfactorily. When it became evident, however, that 
a very wet mix could not be readily pumped and was a cause of 
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Fu;uRE 231.-Concrete placing at sluiceway tower-identical method 
used at both Watauga and South Holston. 

the plugging of the line, further trouble from this cause was 
reduced to a minimum. 

Where the stiffleg derrick was used, as at the powerhouse and 
morning-glory spillway, the agitator trucks dumped into concrete 
buckets, and a derrick handled the buckets to the form. The rate 
of placing with the stiffleg derrick, however, was slightly slower 
than with the pumpcrete machine. 

A guy derrick was erected to reach all parts of the sluiceway 
tower. Concrete was placed by buckets and distributed around 
the tower by short chutes (fig. 231). This concrete was carefully 
placed, and no leakage was noticed after the reservoir had been 
filled. The intake tower was concreted by means of an elevating 
tower. Concrete was dumped from the agitator directly into the 
elevator bucket which was hoisted to the chute or elephant trunk 
at the point of placing. This layout gave a satifactory method of 
placing (fig. 214, p. 578). A stiffleg derrick and buckets were used 
to place all concrete for the powerhouse foundation, walls, and 
subfloors. The overhead powerhouse crane was used for second
stage concrete around the units. No particular difficulty was 
experienced during these operations. 

Concrete finishing and erosion 

Concrete finishers often worked on a finish pour without any 
delay, even during wintertime, when the rate of setting was very 
slow. This caused laitance and fines to be pulled to the surface. 
For exterior surfaces, checking and surface cracking was soon 
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evident. In the tunnel invert this surface \vas not hard and wear
resistant and was badly eroded during the diversion period when 
sand and pebbles were carried by the disc:mrge. This surface 
erosion necessitated a costly and slow repair job after closure. 
Power grinders were used and the worst anas were carefully cut 
out and patched. 

Horizontal conslruction joints 

Cleaning of horizontal construction joints was dore le~:·g ly by 
means of an air-and-water jet, or t:1e green cut method. When 
the results from this method were not satisfactory, t:1c surfac" 
was roughened by the use of jackhammers before the next J"f1 
was made. When concreting was carried out on only one shift, it 
was often difficult to get the horizontal joint cleaning cbne at the 
proper time for best results. 

Concrete curing 

Because of frequent rains and high humidity during 6 or 7 
months qf colder temperatures, all curing was, for the most part. 
discontinued. During the warm months of summer, all vertical 
and sloping surfaces were covered with a membrane-curing com
pound applied with a spray gun immediately after the forms were 
stripped. 

Horizontal finished surfaces, such as floors, bridge slabs, etc., 
were cured either with the membrane compound or wet sand. 
During cold weather the fresh concrete was protected by means 
of tarpaulins and salamanders. In some cases, large electric-light 
bulbs were used under the tarpaulins to supnly the required heat. 

Concrete tests 

The average unit weight was 151.2 pounds per cubic foot with 
approximately 3 percent of entrained air. 

The average compressive strengths in 28 days of different 
classes of concrete (6- by 12-inch cylinders) with air ent~·ainment 
were as follows: 

Class 
(inch) 

[% ------------------
~ --------------------

Water/ 
cement ratio 

O.!i3 
0.53 

Cement content 
(barrels per 

cubic yard) 

1.60 
1.7!; 

28-day strength 
(pounds per 

square inch) 

4.029 
5 100 

As much as 1.75 barrels of cement per cubic yard was used in 
thin walls of the sluiceway tower, where watertightness was 
extremely important, and in thin reinforced walls of the p~wer
house. A maximum of 2.2 barrels per cubic yard was used for a 
small· amount of concrete where local sand of varying fineness 
modulus was used. 
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SOUTH HOLSTON 
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

Construction plant facilities and some of the preparatory con
struction work at South Holston are described in preceding 
Chapter 5, "Construction Plant." The construction of the princi
pal features of the project is discussed in the following sections. 
References are given to the construction plant chapter and other 
parts of the report-particularly Chapter 3, "Design" -when it is 
believed they would be of help. 

Following the description of preparatory construction work, the 
project construction is covered in the following order: Main Spill
way and Related Outlet Works; Auxiliary Spillway; Main Dam 
Structure; Saddle Dike; Power Intake, Tunnel and Appurte
nances; Powerhouse; Powerhouse Equipment; Switchyard and 
Transformers; Site Improvement; and Concreting Factors and 
Procedures. 

Foundation exploration 

The South Holston dam site was originally explored by the 
Holston River Power Co. in 1929 when seven diamond drill holes 
were put down. Exploratory drilling by TV A started December 
29, 1941, shortly before construction started. The chemical and 
physical analyses of the cores taken indicated the rock would 
satisfactorily carry the load that would be imposed upon it by the 
proposed rock- and earth-fill dam. 

River diversion 

As at Watauga, the choice of a rock- and earth-fill dam made 
necessary the use of a diversion tunnel which permitted con
tinuous operations across the entire river bed at the dam site. 
One of the major considerations in the design and location of the 
diversion tunnel was its adaptability to other uses after the diver
sion period. The diversion tunnel became the low-level outlet and, 
with an intersecting branch from the morning-glory spillway, it 
also became the spillway outlet. The diversion-tunnel entrance is 
in the left bank at river bed level about 750 feet upstream from 
the center line of the dam, and the spillway branch joins it about 
600 feet from the entrance. 
· The cofferdams required for diversion of the river are described 

in Chapter 5, "Construction Plant," page 452. 

MAIN SPILLWAY AND RELATED OUTLET WORKS 

. As TV A did not have tunnel driving equipment available when 
the project was authorized, a contract was let to a private con
tractor for excavation and concreting of the spillway tunnel, 
diversion tunnel, spillway shaft, and sluiceway shaft. Excavation 
started April 1, 1942, and the contract was completed April 15, 
1943. Although the project was closed down by the War Produc
tion Board effective October 31, 1942, two extensions of time were 
allowed: the first until March 1, 1943, and the second until April 
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15 1943. The construction schedule had originally called for 
co:Upletion of all excavation by August 15, 1942. The delay in 
completing this work as scheduled may be attributed to seve~al 
causes principal among them being unstable rock over a consid
erable' length of the tunnels and the shortage of men, materials, 
and equipment due to the war. 

EXCAVATION 

Tunnel 

The diversion tunnel from the inlet portal to the wye inter
section was driven by the full-face method while the spillway 
tunnel portion was drilled by the heading-and-bench method. . 

For the full-face driving, drilling was done from a 70-ton dnll 
carriage or jumbo built on the job by the contractor as shown in 
figure 232. This jumbo was equipped with twenty-two 4-inch 
Gardner-Denver drills and was moved on a track gage of 16 feet. 
Drilling was generally done during the day shift between 8:30 
a.m. and 3 :00 p.m., and mucking, during the swing and grave
yard shifts. The exact schedule of operation~ varied with ~he 
rock conditions encountered. Although the dnll pattern vaned 
from: time to time, a typical pattern is shown in figure 233. All 
holes were drilled for the full depth of the round except the short 
"plug" holes. Drilling was done wet to keep dust to a minimum. 
Detachable steel bits were used with "starters" 4 to 6 feet in 
length and drill steel increased in length at 2-foot intervals. Ten
foot rounds were drilled initially, but later 16-, 18-, 20-, and even 
22-foot rounds were drilled. 

Immediately after drilling was finished, the drill holes were 
cleaned out by compressed air and loaded with Atlas 40-percent 
gelatin dynamite in sticks 11/2 by 8 inches. The blasts were gen
erally made in 12 delays although as many as 14 were used. The 

FIGURE 232.---South Holston diversion tunnel--contractor's drill carriage. 
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average amount of powder required was about 2.55 pounds per 
cubic yard of rock removed. Mucking was done by a diesel shovel 
and hauling by 12-cubic-yard Euclid trucks. Rock conditions 
made it necessary to timber practically all the diversion tunnel 
from the inlet portal to the wye. 

The entire spillway portion of the diversion tunnel from the 
outlet portal to the wye and from there to the spillw:ay shaft was 
excavated by driving a top heading and later removmg the lower 
bench. This method of driving was decided upon by the con
tractor after preliminary excavation at the outlet portal indicated 
that the rock was badly weathered. 

The jumbo previously used at the diversion tunnel inlet por~al 
was cut down to size and equipped with 12 Gardner-Denver dnlls 
for excavation of the top heading. Typical drill patterns for the 
top heading and for the lower bench are shown in figure 2_33. 
Rounds for the top heading varied from 12 to 20 feet dependmg 
upon rock conditions. In drilling the lower bench, holes were 
spaced about 4 feet apart in e~ch direc_tion. The outside holes 
were drilled 12 feet deep and mtermedmte holes, about 14 feet 
deep. 

I 
--1 

i 
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Blasting and mucking procedures were similar to those dis
cussed for the full-face method; however, only 65 holes were 
drilled and blasted in the top heading as compared with 150 holes 
for the full-face method. About 1.80 pounds of blasting powder 
were used per cubic yard of rock removed for the top heading and 
0.83 pound per cubic yard for the lower bench. Unstable rock in 
the lower end of the tunnel required timber sets at very close 
spacing for about 500 feet from the outlet portal, but no timber
ing was required for the rest of the tunnel to the spillway elbow. 

Sluiceway and spillway shafts 

The contractor used the pilot-shaft method to excavate the 
sluiceway shaft which involved removal of approximately 6000 
cubic yards of rock. Excavation started April 14, 1942, and a 
depth of 4 to 5 feet was drilled and blasted at one time. Mucking 
was by hand into a derrick bucket and stiffleg derrick located at 
the top of the spillway. Enlargement of the pilot shaft to full 
size began immediately upon completion of the pilot shaft, and 
muck was dropped through the pilot shaft and picked up by power 
shovel in the diversion tunnel. Most of this shaft required tim
bering as shown in figure 234. 

J'he c<;mtractor used the same method to excavate the spillway 
sh~ft. A total of 18,220 cubic yards of rock was involved and 
work was started May 23, 1942, after a partial open cut had been 
made at the morning-glory spillway plaza by TV A forces. 

Spillway plaza, stilling basin and discharge channel 

TV A forces started open-cut excavation for the morning-glory 
spillway plaza in 1942, and approximately 89,300 cubic yards of 
earth and 29,000 cubic yards of rock were removed at that time by 
a power shovel and rented trucks. In 1949, some 23,100 cubic 

FIGURE 234.-South Holston-timbering in sluiceway shaft-looking down shaft. 
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yards of unclassified material was removed to complete this exca
vation which also involved flattening the slopes of the 1942 cut 
to make them stable. 

In 1942, TVA forces also excavated 51,000 cubic yards of un
classified material and 45,750 cubic yards of rock from the stilling 
basin at the outlet end of the tunnel. Sound rock from this loca
tion was placed in the rock-fill section of the main dam, and some 
rock was used in protective work after it was learned that con
struction activities would be halted. Estimates made at that time 
put the status of the stilling basin excavation at about one-third 
complete. After resumption of work in 1948, the remaining exca
vation was completed as soon as possible so that the basin struc
ture could be completed and the river diverted. Approximately 
134,250 cubic yards of unclassified material was excavated; this 
quantity included that from the discharge channel. Power shovels 
and heavy trucks performed this excavation, and the material 
was hauled to an area downstream from the switchyard on the 
right bank of the discharge channel. This work was accomplished 
largely between December 1947 and June 1948. 

CONCRETING, FORMWORK, AND GROUTING 

Diversion-spillway tunnels and shafts 

Concrete for the diversion tunnel, spillway tunnel, sluiceway 
shaft, spillway shaft, and sluiceway inlet portal invol:'ed the pro
viding and placement of approximately 40,000 cubic yards. of 
concrete by the contractor during the initial 1942-43 constructiOn 
period. . 

The concrete materials were hatched at a batchmg plant down
stream from the spillway stilling basin and charged into transit 
truck mixers for hauling to pumpcrete machines just outside the 
tunnel portals. A cement factor of 1.66 barrels per. cubic yard 
was used at first until it was decided to use an admixture. By 
using "High Early Pozzolith" admixture, the cement factor was 
reduced as low as 1.40 barrels per cubic yard. It was claimed, 
and borne out to some extent, that this admixture allowed a lower 
water-cement ratio with approximately equal workability. 

Tunnel concrete was normally placed in two sections: invert 
and arch. It was placed in the invert by dumping directly from 
the transit-mix trucks or pumping into place by the pumpcrete 
machine. Placing by machine was the least desirable since a 
higher slump had to be used al!d t~e concrete coul~ not. be worked 
sufficiently to complete consohdatwn on the slopmg sides of the 
invert. 

The tunnel arch concrete was placed after the invert concrete 
had set a minimum of 4 days and was first pumped through a 
window in the middle of the steel form just above the spring line 
level. It was then pumped through pipes attached flush _with the 
steelskin plate at the center line of the arch. Wall-type mter:r:a~
air vibrators were used to compact all arch concrete. The mmi
mum stripping time for this concrete was 10 hours. A pressweld 
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pneumatic gun was used for the first concrete placement in the 
wye section. 

In 1948, water was diverted through the tunnel. After closure 
in 1950, an examination of the tunnel invert showed a compara
tively small amount of erosion, thus indicating that the concrete 
was durable even though it had an abnormally rough texture. 

A stiffleg derrick at each shaft handled a 2-cubic-yard bucket 
for placing concrete. Concrete was hauled to the top of the spill
,., ay shaft, dumped into the bucket, and lowered to the form. For 
the sluiceway shaft the concrete was hauled in the diversion tun
nel dumped into the bucket, and raised to the form being placed. 
Th~ contractor placed approximately 2200 cubic yards of concrete 
in the sluiceway shaft and 750 cubic yards in the spillway shaft 
to the bottom of the spillway morning-glory. These two features 
were completed later by TV A forces. 

Formwork.-Except in the diversion tunnel plug section the 
invert concrete was not formed. A heavy screed fabricated from 
2- by 10-inch timbers on a 17-foot radius was used to shape the 
invert. The screed was pulled forward by an air winch while 
being m@ved transversely by hand. Wooden floats were used for 
the final finish. 

Two traveling steel-arch forms (fig. 203, p. 556) were used for 
the tunnel arches except at the wye and upstream portal transi
tion. These were the same forms later used for concreting the 
spillway tunnel at Watauga. Each form was composed of three 
equal segments, a crown and two side segments hinged to the 
crown. The form was clamped down by bolts set in the invert 
concrete and adjusted to the required line and grade with jack 
studs, side jacks, and spring-line wedges. . . 

Wooden built-in-place forms were used m the wye sectiOn for 
the arch ribs, the groin section, the pier, the flat joining section, 

FIGURE 235.-South Holston-barrel-type forms for lining vertical shaft. 
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and for some parts of the arch section. The steel-arch form was 
used for most of the arch between the rib sections. All forms at 
the wye were lined with an absorptive lining held in place on the 
steel forms with struts extending from the lining to the rock sur
face. During concrete placement, it was only with considerable 
difficulty that the lining was held in place on the steel forms; 
however, no difficulty was experienced with the lining on wooden 
forms since it could be nailed. 

Shaft concrete was placed in vertical lifts of approximately 
10 feet using movable, wooden, barrel-type forms (fig. 235) with 
a reinforced core. Forms in the spillway shaft were lined with 
absorptive form lining. The forms for the spillway elbow were 
of timber built in place. 

Groutin.g.-Grouting of the diversion-spillway tunnels and 
shafts was accomplished by the contractor during the spring of 
1943. Neat-cement grout was injected into holes in the crown of 
the tunnel in the most advantageous places as disclosed by the 
final rock cross sections. Pressures varied considerably depend
ing on conditions but were generally about 100 pounds per square 
inch. Equipment for this work consisted of a Boulder-Dam-type 
mixer and grout pump and a jumbo tower mounted on a truck 
which provided working access to the holes in the crown. A total 
of 43,137 cubic feet of cement was used in this operation, approxi
mately the same amount used in similar work at Watauga. 

Inlet portal 

The approximately 3300 cubic yards of concrete in the~ inlet 
portal structure was placed by the contractor with a pumpcrete 
machine. The shape of the structure required mostly built-in
place forms. Concreting was finished in January 1943. 

FIGURE 236.-South Holston-spillway tunnel transition and stilling basin 
under construction. 
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Outlet portal and stilling basin 

Concreting at the outlet portal and stilling basin was done by 
TVA forces after the project was reopened in 1948. About 20,000 
cubic yards were required. The concrete was hatched in the plant 
on the left bank of the river just downstream from the discharge 
channel outlet and was transported in transit-mix trucks to the 
forms. Actual concrete placement was accomplished either by 
dumping the concrete from the trucks into open chutes or by a 
portable crane handling bottom dump buckets of 1j~- to !-cubic
yard capacity. 

The floor slab was brought to grade by use of a 2-inch-thick 
straight edge being moved on 2-inch pipe screeds adjusted by 
jackbolts welded to the reinforcing steel. The reinforcing-steel 
mat was supported by vertical bars extending to rock. After 
being brought to approximate grade by screeding, final grade and 
finish were obtained by a wood float. The stilling basin floor slab 
was placed in the same manner. 

The irregular-shaped tunnel transition at the portal required 
almost all the forms to be field-built. Ribs for the formwork 
structure were laid out and fabricated at the carpenter shop at 
Watauga, transported to the South Holston project, and erected 
in place. All inside forms were lined with an absorptive form 
lining. Field-built forms were used for the first lift of the still
ing-basin walls after which cantilever-type panel forms were 
used. Figure 236 shows the tunnel transition and stilling basin 
under construction, and figure 69 on page 180 shows the struc
tures practically completed. 

Spillway morning-glory 

Approximately 8500 cubic yards of concrete in the morning
glory structure was placed beginning July 18, 1949, and ending 
November 9 1949. Handling was either by a stiffleg derrick 
centrally loc~ted to the sluiceway shaft and the spillway or by 
mobile crane. Generally, a bottom-dump bucket of 1- or 2-cubic
yard capacity was used. The weir section of the morning-glory 
(fig. 237) was placed in eight equal sections with a contraction 
joint between each. . 

Forms for the morning-glory were those originally used on the 
similar structure at Watauga. Absorptive form lining was used 
on the flared area forms. The crest concrete, for which the forms 
were left open, was screeded to grade. 

In order to fill contraction joints in the weir of the morning
glory a grouting system was installed. About 3 months after 
concreting was completed and during the colder season grouting 
was done under pressure of 10 pounds per square inch, using a 
neat-cement grout of three parts water to one part cement. A 
total of 55 bags of cement was required. 

Sluiceway control towt>r 

The lower or shaft portion of the sluiceway control tower had 
been concrete lined to approximate ground level by the contractor 
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FIGURE 237.-South Holston-completed weir of morning-glory spillway. 

during the initial construction period. The first concrete for the 
tower above ground was placed July 15, 1949, by TVA forces 
with a stiffleg derrick handling a 2-cubic-yard bottom-dump 
bucket. Because of the thin walls of the tower, the concrete was 
dumped into radial chutes supported by a wood tower securely 
fastened to the concrete tower (fig. 231, p. 606). The total amount 
of concrete placed in the tower by TVA was approximately 1050 
cubic yards. 

Field-built forms were used to start the concrete above ground 
but shop-built forms of the cantilever type were used from there 
on up. . . 

Four holes in the lower part of the slmceway shaft were dnlled 
in accordance with recommendations made in 1942. One of these 
holes took two bags of cement under 150 pounds per square inch 
pressure; the remaining holes refused grout. Se':'eral other holes 
which had been drilled in 1942 and were leakmg water were 
grouted under 150 pounds per square inch pressure and took 
232 bags of cement. 

Sluiceway plug 
Construction of the sluiceway plug was in four stages: (1) a 

special tunnel lining which contained some 7 400 cubic yards of 
concrete placed by the contractor largely in October and ~ ovem
ber 1942 with keys provided for future stages; (2) a honzontal 
concrete shelf placed by TV A forces in March 1948 to an eleva
tion just below the sluice liners-the normal river flow passed 
under this shelf during construction of the main dam; (3) in 
August, September, and October 1950, after the main dam struc
ture was substantially complete, concrete was placed above the 
diversion shelf in that section of the plug containing the sluice 
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FIGURE 23~.-South Holston-tunnel plug concrete in place around sluice liners above 
diversion shelf. 

liners (fig. 238), slide-gate castings, and other mechanical sys
tems; and ( 4) following closure of the dam November 20, 1950, 
the plug below the diversion shelf and the baffle immediately 
downstream from the regulating valves were concreted. Forms 
in the tunnel plug sections were mostly bulkheads and were built 
in place. 

Grouting was started on the upper plug November 6, 1950, 
using neat cement grout pumped by conventional methods at 30 
pounds per square inch. Consistency of the grout varied with 
the amount accepted, ranging from a water-cement ratio of one 
to one on holes of large acceptance to three to one on holes that 
refused or were slow in accepting. Grouting of the upper plug 
was completed November 13, 1950. 

Grouting of the lower plug was started December 28, 1950, and 
temporarily discontinued January 12, 1951. At that time, a total 
of 1218 bags of cement had been pumped into headers leading to 
the lower plug and the vent lines were still accepting grout at 
50 pounds per square inch. On April 26, 1951, grouting was 
resumed at a pressure of 79 pounds per square inch and refusal 
was reached after pumping approximately two bags of cement 
at three to one water-cement ratio. 

Several holes were drilled through the bottom of the sluice 
liners where sounding indicated there were voids, and grout was 
poured through risers welded over the holes. Eight bags of 
cement were required. 

SLUICEWAY GATES, VALVES AND OTHER APPURTENANCES 

Closure gate 

A bulkhead-type gate of riveted and welded construction was 
used to shut off the river flow beneath the diversion shelf. It was 
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lowered to the diversion shelf through the sluiceway shaft with a 
20-ton stiffleg crane, skirlderl upstream to the upstream end of the 
closure plug with an air tugger, and bolted to the diversion shelf 
with seals down. This was done to eliminate possibilit~' of the 
gate being washed from the shelf in case of high water. 

The gate was pivoted at the top and a sheave was mounted at 
the bottom on the upstream face to facilitate recovery of the 
cable after the gate had been dropped. 

Shortly before the scheduled closure date and after the trash
racks were set, the closure gate recess was thoroughly cleaned 
using rakes, coal shovels, and permanent magnets. An under
water light was rigged to inspect the recess after cleaning. 

A horizontal 1-beam, supported by two vertical 1-beams with 
diagonal pipe struts on either side of the upstream end of the 
diversion shelf, was used in setting the closure gate. 

After the recess had been cleaned and before setting of the 
closure gate, a pipe template was constructed with maximum 
overall dimension of the closure gate. This template was set in 
the closure-gate bearing and dropped to determine whether the 
gate would close when it was dropped. 

Two 5-ton chain hoists were attached to the horizontal 1-beam 
and to the bottom of the closure gate. The gate was hoisted to a 
point where the lower end cleared concrete; it was then shoved 
upstream and lowered into pivot bearings and bearing caps in
stalled. The %-inch drop cable was threaded through a sheave 
on the closure gate. The two ends were shoved through 6-inch 
pipe in the upper closure block and tied off to pulling eyes in the 
valve recess in the floor of the sluiceway. The length of the 
closure cable was adjusted to hold the gate in approximate hori
zontal position. 

Closure.-At the time of closure one of the two cables was cut 
releasing the gate. The other cable was pulled out, thus recover
ing it. Immediately after removing the closure cable, a blank 
flange was bolted to the flange on the closure pipe. 

A box mounted above the gate was filled with cinders. A trip 
line was attached to this box and run upstream to the trashracks. 
Shortly after the gate was dropped, the trip line was tightened, 
and the cinders were dumped over the gate. 

The closure made as scheduled November 20, 1950, was entirely 
satisfactory. Only a small leak at the top left hand corner was 
observed immediately after closure. This was stopped when 
turnbuckles were installed on the downstream side of the gate. 

Sluiceway intake trashracks 

The radial-steel trashracks were not installed until shortly 
before closure to avoid the possibility of trash piling up and 
obstructing the river flow. The trashrack sections were set with 
a crawler crane. Some difficulty was experienced with seating 
them but this was overcome by jetting the base pockets with 
compressed air. 
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Sluiceway liners 

The 16 sections of the sluiceway liners were unloaded at the 
railroad siding with a motor crane and transported to the spill
way plaza on 40- and 75-ton floats. At the plaza they were un
loaded with the 20-ton stiffleg derrick. The sections consisted of 
two at 5 feet, twelve at 11 feet, and two at 1 foot, a total of 144 
linear feet or 72 feet for each sluiceway. 

Erection started August 14, 1950. The liner sections were 
lowered through the sluice shaft to the diversion shelf with the 
20-ton stiffleg derrick and skidded upstream into position with 
snatch block and air tugger. 

Erecting and welding of the liners to a point 45 feet down
stream from the upstream face of plug were completed by 
August 23, and the first concrete encasing the liners was placed 
August 24. Each section had arrived with 3-inch angle struts on 
the inside; these were left in place until after the liner had been 
completely covered with concrete. The liners were held securely 
in place by 4-inch pipe braces. The upstream ends of the two 
liners con~reted into the tunnel plug are seen in figure 238. 

Sluiceway slide gates 

The two slide gates for the two sluices were handled to the 
spillway plaza in the same manner as the sluice liners. Each gate 
consists essentially of upstream and downstream frames, gate 
leaf, bonnet, bonnet cover, hydraulic hoist, and semiautomatic 
hanger device. 

The flanged 1-foot section of sluice liner was bolted to the 
upstream flange on the slide-gate frame and lowered to the diver
sion shelf through the sluiceway shaft with the 20-ton stiffleg 
crane. It was possible to set the slide gates in their approximate 
location directly with the crane. To get the slide gates on the 
correct station, it was necessary to shorten the 1-foot section of 
liner approximately % inch. 

A transition section of sluice liner connects to the downstream 
rectangular section of the slide gate and the circular Rowell
Bunger valve. The downstream end of this transition section was 
checked very carefully for position before the joints of the sluice 
liner upstream from the slide gate were completely welded. A 
check after welding showed the right section had drawn up 
approximately 1% inches above the correct elevation and that it 
was out of plumb % inch. All efforts to jack the end of the liner 
down failed, and it was decided to cut the weld between the 1-foot 
section of liner and the adjacent liner and reweld in the correct 
position. 

Rowell-Bunger valves 

Two 96-inch Rowell-Bunger valves control and regulate the 
discharge from the reservoir through the sluiceway tunnel. They 
are side by side on the downstream face of the closure plug. To 
facilitate installation a crib was constructed in the tunnel just 
nnwnstream from the face of the closure plug; a two-drum elec-
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tric hoist was bolted to the floor of the sluiceway; a seven-part 
line was rigged with the load line from the block connected to 
the drum on the hoist; and the 20-ton stiffleg crane was rigged 
with a seven-part line. 

The valves were unloaded at the spillway plaza where the first 
to be installed was connected by chokers to the load block on the 
crane. The chokers were arranged so that when lifted the center 
line of the valve was 45° with the horizontal, which permitted it 
to be lowered through the hatch in the top floor of the sluiceway 
shaft. The load block of the electric hoist was then connected to 
the valve and by simultaneously lifting with the stiffleg derrick 
and drifting with the electric hoist, the valve was brought to a 
point over the center of the opening with its center line level and 
parallel with the center line of shaft. The stiffleg block was then 
disconnected and the valve lowered until the top of the valve 
cleared the top of tunnel. A chain hoist, hooked to the down
stream end of the valve and to the pulling eye in baffle, was used 
to turn the valve so that its flanged end faced upstream. The 
valve was landed on the crib in this position and rolled over to 
one side of the tunnel to make room for the second valve which 
was lowered, drifted, turned, and landed on crib in the same 
manner as the first. 

Each valve was then hung by moving the head block to a point 
over the valve location, lifting the valve with the electric hoist, 
and drifting it into position over the anchor bolts with two chain 
hoists fastened to pulling eyes in the face of the plug. The faces 
of the transition and valve flanges were cleaned and painted with 
red lead before installation. 

No unusual difficulties were encountered during installation of 
the valve-operating machinery. The mechanical operation of the 
two Rowell-Bunger valves was checked in May 1951 with satis
factory results. Figure 207, page 562, shows the two similar 
valves at Watauga in position at the end of the similar Watauga 
sluiceway tunnel plug. 

Elevator-sluiceway control tower 

The elevator furnishing access to the slide gates and valves at 
the bottom of the sluiceway shaft was installed in the spring of 
1951. Because an identical elevator had been installed in the 
similar shaft at Watauga and a drop test performed there, a 
certificate in lieu of a drop test was accepted at South Holston. 
Other tests were made with satisfactory results and the elevator 
was accepted upon completion of the tests June 7, 1951. 

Jib crane-sluiceway control tower 

The jib crane erected on the sluiceway control tower arrived 
on the job in the following sections: mast, boom, structural-steel 
machinery platform in two parts, base plate, bearing ring, swing 
machinery and two cable drums-one for the load line and one 
for the boom line. First, the base plate and bearing ring were 
set to line and grade and grouted in. The mast was then set in 
position, the lower bearing bolted to the base plate, the machinery 
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platform bolted to the mast, the circular seal ring fitted to the 
machinery platform and cinch-anchored to the concrete floor, and 
t!1e hoist and boom drums were installed. The swing machinery 
was then positioned and bolted to the platform, completing the 
crane erection. 

AUXILIARY SPILLWAY 

The auxiliary spillway built in the Bent Branch saddle, approxi
mately 1.5 miles south of the dam, consisted of two weirs-an 
upper and a lower with a stilling basin pool between (see fig. 71, 
p. 187). To get construction materials and equipment to the site 
it was necessary to build a temporary road from the left abutment 
of the dam. 

Excavation started at the upper weir February 8, 1950, using 
bulldozers, scraper pans, and a power shovel; and approximately 
150,000 cubic yards of unclassified material had been removed 
when excavation was completed April 24, 1950. The foundation 
for the upper weir is thinly laminated shale and for the lower 
weir sandstone. 

A hatching plant was set up on the upstream side of the upper 
weir. Raw water was pumped from Riddle Creek into a storage 
tank on the hillside above the left abutment of the upper weir. 
Wood-panel forms were used except for those built-in-place at the 
abutments. Absorptive form liner was also used on the exposed 
surfaces. Handling of concrete was by crawler cranes and 
chutes. Placement began April 26, 1950, and was completed June 
26, 1950. Figure 239 shows the completed weirs. 

MAIN DAM STRUCTURE 

The plan, elevation and sections of the main dam and appurt
tenant structures at South Holston are shown in figure 62, page 
168, the principal quantities are given on page 524, and the haul 
roads used for the fill materials are described in Chapter 5, "Con
struction Plant," starting on page 440. 

Abutni.ent.and foundation preparation 

The foundation at the dam site consists of sandstone and shale 
of the Tellico formation with the shale averaging about 21 percent 
and distributed throughout the sandstone in beds ranging from a 
fraction of an inch to 10 feet or more in thickness. The dip is 
variable but, in general, is around 35° upstream; the strike is 
northeast and about 45 ° across the axis. 

Weathering of the foundation reck '':as found to vary from 
discoloration to disintegration, the latter extending 160 feet or 
more below the surface. The sandstone and shale, even in a 
weathered condition, formed a fairly compact mass with only a 
few small cavities. The structure of the rock was found to con
sist of a few fairly sharp folds, gravity faults, and thrust faults. 
Although numerous joints were revealed in the sandstone beds 
that were accentuated by weathering, all breaks were found to be 
well cemented with calcite or quartz in the unweathered rock. 
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FIGURE 239.-South Holston-upstream weir (top) and downstream weir (bottom) 
of Bent Branch spillway. 

The flood plain on the left bank was about 400 feet wide. Over 
it alluvial overburden of cobbles, gravel, sand, and clay averaged 
8 to 15 feet in thickness except in the river where bedrock was 
exposed or thinly blanketed with boulders. 

On the left abutment, the overburden was residual sandy clay 
averaging 5 to 8 feet in thickness. It graded gradually into badly 
weathered sandstone with intervening shale beds. Since the beds 
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sloped into the hill, they conducted the weathering agents deep 
into the rock and this had resulted in serious weathering and 
decalcification of the sandstone to depths of 30 to 140 feet belo'v 
the surface. The average top of good rock was 100 feet below 
the surface. 

The average residual overburden on the right abutment was 
Jess than on the left abutment, and in the vicinity of the dam axis 
outcrops of sandstone were nearly continuous. Serious weather
ing extended to about 30 feet below top of rock. Little weather
ing except discoloration was below this depth. 

Excavation.-The overburden on the right abutment was 
cleaned off to rock by sluicing and hand scaling. The overburden 
on the left abutment was stripped to rock 20 feet on each side of 
the grout cutoff wall. The remaining loose rock, gravel, and sand 
were removed from the old river bed and rock crevices by power 
shovel and hand mucking. The greater part of this excavation 
was done following resumption of work in 1948 when the river 
was first diverted through the diversion tunnel. 

Foundation grouting.-In 1942, a concrete core wall vvas exca
vated for and constructed on bedrock along the line of cutoff for 
the main' embankment across the left plain and up the slope of 
the left abutment. A foundation treatment program was carried 
forward at that time which consisted of drilling and grouting of 
two types of holes: wagon-drill holes at 1.25-foot intervals for 
low-pressure grouting, and core-drill holes at 12.5-foot intervals 
for high-pressure grouting. In 1948, the program was resumed 
with some modifications, but in general the same procedure was 
followed. The concrete core wall for the right abutment was 
abandoned in favor of a combination of grout cap and drill pad. 

Low pressure curtain drilling and grouting were done to con
solidate the upper 30 feet of foundation rock in preparation for 
high pressure grouting as well as to reduce water percolation to 
a minimum. The first stage holes in this operation were drilled 
on 10-foot centers to depths of 25 to 30 feet. A neat-cement grout 
mixture was injected into each hole and occasionally into two 
holes simultaneously when the two holes were connected. The 
water-cement ratio of the starting mix was 2.0; however, where 
takes were high and leakage heavy, a water-cement ratio as low 
as 0.8 was used. Pressures of 1 pound per square inch for each 
foot of hole depth were used and were sustained for 1 hour after 
refusal. When more than 10 cubic feet of grout was required for 
a first-stage hole, second-stage holes on 5-foot centers were drilled 
and grouted. This procedure was repeated, and subdivision was 
made until acceptance was less than the 10 cubic feet per hole. 
In the more seriously weathered areas this necessitated fifth-stage 
holes at 0.625-foot intervals. 

High-pressure grouting followed the grouting of low-pressure 
holes. Holes for this operation were put down with diamond-core 
drills, 21% 6 inches in diameter, to a maximum depth of 194 feet. 
During 1942 construction, the holes near the top of the left abut
ment were drilled at a 10° angle to the vertical dipping under the 
core wall. During 1948-49, all holes were drilled vertically except 
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those above elevation 17 42 on the right and left abutments. 
Packers were set to a maximum of 20 feet above the bottom of 
the hole and grouted to refusal with a maximum pressure of 1 
pound per square inch for each foot of open hole as with low 
pressure grouting. The grout mixes were varied to fit conditions 
with the water-cement ratio ranging from 2.0 to 0.8 by volume. 

When more than 25 cubic feet of grout was required for one 
hole, second-stage holes on 12.5-foot centers were drilled and 
grouted. This procedure was repeated until acceptance was less 
than 25 cubic feet per hole. This necessitated fifth-stage holes at 
1.56-foot centers in some areas of the left flood plain and left 
abutment. 

In grouting the low-pressure holes, considerable leakage was 
encountered in the flood plain area, and holes were spaced as 
mentioned above at very short intervals to provide an effective 
cap for the high-pressure grouting. It was evident that an effec
tive cap had been established since the grout acceptance in the 
upper 30 feet of the core-drill holes was very small. 

Conventional methods and equipment, such as portable Boulder
Dam-type grout units, were used in the grouting operations. A 
simplified grout stop (packer) was used for grouting core-drill 
holes in 1942. In 1948, a mechanical expanding-type packer was 
substituted since it was believed that this type gave better results 
and was easier to set in the weathered shale. 

ROLLED EARTH FILL 

Exploration for suitable material for the rolled earth core of 
South Holston Dam began in March 1941 and resulted in the loca
tion of 12 areas which met requirements for borrow material. 
The location of these areas is shown by figure 240 and estimated 
quantities and other data are given in table 53. 

When earth moving operations began May 28, 1942, six of these 
areas were put into use as borrow pits. Four were upstream 
from the main fill on the left side of the river ranging in distance 

TABLE 53.--South Holston-borrow area data 

Auger hole Estimated Quantity Estimated 
total utilized quantity Distance Borrow Type1 pattern quantity in 1942 remaining to fill area spacing (cubic (cubic (cubic (miles) (feet) yards) yards) yards) 

A--------- R ________ 500 by 500_____ 1,780,000 166,500 1.613,500 2.2 
A--------- R-------· 500 by 1,000 --- 350,000 ------------ 350,000 ------------
B_________ F ________ 200 by 400_____ 200,000 ------------ 200,000 ------------c_________ T ________ 2oo by 2oo_____ 1o.ooo ____________ 1o,ooo 1.2 
D_________ F -------- 200 by 400_____ 165,000 24,990 140,010 2.2 
E_________ R ________ 500 by 500_____ 800,000 ------------ 800,000 2.2 
F --------- T -------- 200 by 200_____ 15,000 ------------ 15,000 1.2 
G_________ T -------- 200 by 200_____ 40,000 ------------ 40,000 1.4 
H _________ T ________ None --------- ·--------------- ------------ ------------ 1.9 
L _________ T ________ None------------------------- 24,625 ------------ 1.2 

t~~~~~~~~ f======== -~gg-~y~~~===== ========~~~~~~=I H:m =======5~~~~= ----------~~~ 
1 R, residual; T, terrace alluvial; F, floodplain alluvial. 
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FIGURE 240.-South Holston-location of borrow pits. 

from 1.2 miles to 2.2 miles. As these four pits approached ex
haustion two others were opened, one on Osceola Island 1 mile 
downstream from the main fill, and the other 2.2 miles northwest 
of the main fill. The latter area was identified as pit A and subse
quently supplied the remainder of material needed to complete 
the earth core in the 1948-50 construction period. 

After suspension of activities in 1942, a protective rock blanket 
was placed on the end ?f the fill (fig. 241). adjoining the left flo~d 
plain to hold the core m place. At that time some 300,000 cubic 

FIGURE 241.-South Holston Dam-placement of protective rock prior to suspension 
of earth-fill operations in 1942. 
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yards had been placed in the core. Upon resumption of work in 
1948, this protective rock blanket was removed, the river diverted 
through the diversion tunnel, and the fill placed across the old 
river bed to the right bank. 

Earth hauling began again August 25, 1948, and continued 
through the 1949-50 seasons. From August 25 to November 19 
1948, a total of 464,000 cubic yards of material was rolled i~ 
place; from May 3 to December 6, 1949, a total of 1,020,000 cubic 
yards; and from April 17 to October 17, 1950, a total of 305 000 
cubic yards. Earth and rock placement quantities, by mo~ths 
except for the 1942 construction period, are given in table 54. 

Borrow pits 

Of the 12 areas having material suitable for the rolled earth 
core, only six were actually used, and five of these were either 
exhausted or abandoned before the 1942 construction period 
ended. These five supplied only about 6 percent of the total 
borrow material required for the earth core, the rest came from 
pit A. "!'I "'• 

Exploration.-Although borrow pit A had been opened and 
used during 1942, a complete resurvey of its characteristics was 

TABLE 54.-South Holston Dam-earth and rock placement 

Cubic yards placed 

Date 

1941! 
Construction period --------------------------------------- _ 

1948 

Rolled 
earth fill 

300,000 

July -----------------------__ - __ _ __ _ __ _ __ ____ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ______________ _ 

August ------------------------------------------ ----------- ---------------
September ------------------------------------------------- 112,000 

~~!e~~e;:~================================================- _______ l_~-~~~~-
1949 

January --------------------------------------------------- __ --------------February ___ -----------------_ --_ ------___________________________________ _ 

March ------------------------------------------------------ __ -------------
April ------------------------------------------- ------------ -- --------------

r~~ -=====================================================: · m:m August ------------------------------------- _____ ---------- 152,000 
September ------------------------------------------------- 152,000 
October ----------------------------------------- ----------- 107,000 
November ------------------------------------------------- 122,000 
December ------------------------------------------------- 25,000 

19.50 
January --------------------------------------------------- __ --------------
April ------------------------------------------------------ 19,000 
May ------------------------------------------------------- 64,000 
June ------------------------------------------------------ 9 6,000 
July -------------------------------------------- ________ __ 46,000 
August ------------------------------------- ______ . __ __ __ __ 55,000 
September -------------------------- ___ -------- ____ _____ ___ 10,000 
October --------------------------- _____ --------- _ __ ____ __ __ 18,000 

Total ---------- ---------------·------ -----------------

1 Maximum cubie yards of rock fill placed in 1-day was 1(;,528. 
'Maximum cubic yards of earth fill placed in 1-day was 14,049, 

2,089,000 

Rock fill 

229,000 

66,000 
41,000 
90,000 
71,000 

150,000 
172,000 

197,000 
185,000 

1 174,000 
250,000 
165,000 
163,000 
154,000 
206,000 
143,000 
164,000 
174,000 
126,000 

49,000 

54,000 
100,000 

65,000 
104,000 
68,000 
24,000 

3,384,000 
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made prior to its reopening in 1948. The material was a residual 
clay with a considerable amount of fine chert in the northeast end 
of the pit, and several limestone rock deposits scattered through
out the borrow area. The terrain was suitable for the use of an 
earth loader. 

The test holes were drilled with 4-inch bucket-type earth 
augers and large bag samples were taken to include the different 
types or classes of sml !ur the total depth of e~ch hole. Each ~ag 
sample represented from 1 to 6 feet of matenal. Correspondmg 
jar samples, field compactions, and moisture samples were also 
taken at the bme the material was angered. A total of 83 bag 
samples and 3t52 jar samples were taken of each type of ~aterial 
encountered in the auger borings. Moisture and compactiOn tests 
for penetrometer needle readmgs were run at the time of 
sampling so that the material could be classified when laboratory 
testing had been completed and correlation curves set up for the 
different classes of material. 

Compaction tests.-Compaction tests were run on ~11 bag sa~
ples to determine the optimum moisture and dry densi~Y· Matenal 
from pit A was divided into seven classes, composite samples 
were ma'de up of each class, and compaction curves were plotted 
for use in identifying material in the pit and on the fill. 

All compaction tests were run with the standard 13lj2-pound 
drop hammer having a 1-foot free fall. Loose material was 
deposited in three layers in a cylinder 4 inches in dia~eter a~d 
4 inches in height with a removable waste chamber 2 mches m 
height, and each layer was compacted with 25 blows of the ham
mer. Compaction tests in the borrow pit and on the fill were the 
foundation of construction control. Material in the pit could be 
compacted and checked for needle reading and determination 
made of suitable dryness for placing. Compaction tests on the 
fill, when run on material to be rolled into place, would indicate 
to the inspector the desired needle reading on the fill. It was also 
necessary to run moisture tests in addition to compaction tests 
to identify the class of material. . 

Direct shear tests.-Shear tests were run on composite samples 
of each class, compacted at varying moisture contents correspond
ing to penetrometer needle readings of 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 
pounds per square inch. Each sample was saturated before test
ing. From these tests, it was determined that the minimum aver
age placing compaction should be at a penetrometer needle read
ing of 400 pounds per square inch. Material with readings below 
400 pounds per square inch had a rapid drop in angle of internal 
friction, was difficult to roll in place, and tended to laminate 
under wheel loads. 

Information obtained from the direct shear tests was used in 
the design of the rolled earth core of which the design specifica
tions were as follows: saturated weight of earth fill, 120 pounds 
per cubic foot; angle of internal friction, 23.0°; cohesion, 0.0 tons 
per square foot. 

Atterberg limit tests.-Plastic limit and liquid limit tests were 
run on all bag samples taken from the borrow areas. Since a 
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correlation had been found to exist between plastic limits and the 
different classes or types of material, only jar samples were taken 
on most of the cross range holes of the borrow areas. Correlation 
curves were established which increased the efficiency in testing 
during preliminary studies. Rollability of the material could also 
be determined from the Atterberg limit tests. 

Permeability tests.-Permeabihty tests were run on samples 
compacted in a cylinder 4 inches in diameter and 4% inches in 
height. These samples were subjected to a pressure equal to a 
60-foot head. Coefficient of permeability for the material from 
pit A ranged from 0.04 foot to 1.37 feet per year with material of 
each class compacted at 300 pounds per square inch penetrometer 
needle reading. 

Grain size tests.-The standard mechanical and hydrometer 
analyses were run on several individual bag samples and on all 
composite samples of each class of material from the borrow pits. 
From these tests, a fine filter was designed for the slopes of the 
earth core of the main embankment. The descriptive classifica
tions of the material were determined by a modified Bureau of 
Public Roads soil-classification triangle (fig. 210, p. 568). 

Grain-size tests made on 15 samples chosen to give a represen
tation of the ranges of density found in borrow pit A revealed 
the following: clay, 55 percent; silt, 26 percent; sand, 17 per
cent; and gravel, 2 percent. 

Operation.-The borrow pit was first stripped of top soil and 
vegetation by pans drawn by tractors and the waste material was 
dumped in ravines or on rocky areas. A plow drawn by a tractor 
then loosened the material and also located rocky areas in advance 
of the loader. Plowing increased the rate of drying of the soil 
and speeded the loading time. Since pit A was comparatively 
large, the material was excavated in sections and when one sec
tion became too wet for use, the operation was shifted to another 
section with very little loss in time. 

Earth placing 

Equipment.-A Euclid mechanical loader handled approxi
mately 85 percent of the borrow pit excavation and the material 
was hauled mainly with 13-cubic-yard Euclid bottom-dump trucks. 
Figure 211, page 569, shows the same operation at the Watauga 
borrow pit. The loading cycle from truck to truck averaged 
about 1% minutes and the hauling distance to the dam averaged 
214, miles. In 1942 Turnapulls and a small elevating grader were 
used and in the latter part of 1950 a 3-cubic-yard power shovel 
loaded the borrow material. 

Following is a typical list of equipment used on an 8-hour shift 
of rolled earth fill operations: 

1 Euclid loader (borrow pit) 
1 RD-8 tractor pulling loader (borrow pit) 

18 Euclid bottom dumps (hauling clay to fill) 
3 RD-8 tractors (on fill), two pulling rollers and grading, one placing 

material 
3 Double-drum rollers (on fill) 
1 Tractor and disk (on fill) when needed 
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4 Pneumatic tampers (used at abutments) 
8 Laborers (on fill) tamping material 
2 Patrol graders (one in borrow pit, one on haul roads and fill) 
1 Water wagon (for sprinkling haul roads and fill) 
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Operations.-After the rock foundation had been grouted and 
a drain blanket placed on the downstream quarter of the founda
tion, earth placing in the rock crevices was started. The earth 
was compacted in the crevices with penum3;tic hand tam~ers. 
Some trouble was caused by water seepage m the foundatwn; 
however, this was overcome by using french drains leading to 
standpipes. After enough material had been compacted over the 
french drain and around the standpipe to bring the s~epage to a 
standing head the water was siphoned out and the pipes sealed 
with tamped ~lay. When the crevices were _filled and th_e earth 
leveled off above the rock line by hand tampmg, compactiOn was 
started with sheepsfoot rollers. . 

In connecting each lift of material to the fill constructed m 
1942 a bench was cut with a bulldozer in the old fill before new 
mat~rial was tied to it. Similarly, as haul roads on the fill 
changed. locations as construction progressed, the old road area 
was excavated by power shovel or bulldozer, makin~ sure all the 
laminated material was removed before new matenal _was rolled 
back in its place. This tie-in work was closely supervised by the 
inspection force. 

When the earth was dumped on the fill, it was spread in loose 
layers from 5 to 7 inches in depth and c?mpacted to a pene
trometer reading of 400 pounds per square mch or bet~er. Roll
ing, in general, was along the axis ~f ~he dam. The mam fill was 
compacted with sheepsfoot rollers givmg a foot pressure of abol!t 
300 pounds per square inch. One set of double-drum rollers m 
tandem was used on the main fill, and one double-drum roller on 
the edges of the fill and adjacent to the. abutment. . 

Compaction at the abutments was ob~amed by I?neumabc ta~p
ing of the material which was spread m 2- to 3-mch layers with 
hand shovels. The tampers had a· triangular bar weld~d on the 
bottom. It was necessary to sprinkle the side walls wit~ ":"ater 
during hot weather in order to obta!n a good bond ~nd ehmmate 
shrinkage of material. This operatiOn was closely mspected for 
lamination and bonding of material. . 

It was the general plan to dump and spr~ad the matenal on 
one part of the fill while another ~art was bemg rolled to the ~e
quired compaction. One tractor with a blade spread the material 
dumped from trucks in windrows. Blades were also used on trac
tors pulling the rollers to keep the fill level and the layers of earth 
to a minimum depth The tractor pulling the double-drum roller 
bladed out wheel tra~ks when a disk plow was not availabl~. 

Due to the steepness ( 1 to 0. 75) of th~. s!de slopes of the earth 
core the placing of the filters and stabihzmg rock was kept up 
with or ahead of earth placing so that the earth shoulders could 
be properly rolled. 

Before operations were suspended for any reason, the fill was 
crowned for drainage and bottom-dump trucks sealed the top sur-
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face by tracking. When starting up after a weekend, the material 
was first scarified with a disk harrow. lf it was too dry it was 
sprinkled to a desired moisture then rolled to the required compac
tion before new material was bonded to it. When operations 
started after a rain, the top material was cut up with a disk 
harrow and allowed to dry, or the wet material was stripped from 
the fill until the penetrometer reading was 300 pounds per square 
inch. A resistance of 400 pounds per square inch or better was 
required for new material from the borrow pit. 

Due to a high moisture content of approximately 35 percent of 
the material in the borrow pit, it was necessary to release the 
wetter material during daytime when the sun was on the fill in 
order to obtain proper compaction. By the time this material was 
spread and rolled a compaction of 400 pounds per square inch or 
better could be obtained. In general, it was desirable to use wetter 
material in the daytime and save the drier soils for night use. 

At elevation 1755 and above, including the crown of the earth 
core, it was necessary to compact the clay by "walking" the mate
rial in place with tractor treads since working space was re
stricted., Placing of the rolled earth core is illustrated by figure 
242. 

Inspecting, testing and control.-Construction of the rolled
earth core of the dam was under constant inspection. Inspectors 
watched the thickness of layers being placed, saw that the wheel 
tracks were disked or bladed out, had laminated areas removed, 
and constantly checked to see that the material was compacted to 
the proper penetrometer resistance. In general, the inspectors 
worked closely with the construction forces. 

All general testing (preliminary and control) was done at the 
main laboratory at Watauga Dam, but a small laboratory near 
the fill under consLruction was used for field tests. By having 
equipment and data near the job the shift supervisors were able 
to keep a close check on the material placed and the effectiveness 
of rolling. 

The borrow pit inspector on the day shift would locate in ad
vance enough suitable material for two shifts and the fill inspector 
regularly checked the material by compaction test. Penetrometer 
needle readings of the compacted material were then taken. 
With these readings as an index, the fill was checked with the 
penetrometer as the material was rolled in place. By this pro
cedure, it was possible to check on the efficiency of the rolling 
even though the material varied in class and moisture content. A 
needle reading of 400 pounds per square inch was set as a mini
mum allowable average for the rolled earth fill. 

One sample was selected from each day's hauling as representa
tive of the classes of material placed that day. This sample was 
subjected to direct shear test after saturation and a record was 
kept for the later determination of average angle of internal fric
tion, cohesion, densities, and needle reading. During the process 
of construction, 1087 density samples were taken from the rolled
earth fill. Of these samples, 209 were tested in the laboratory and 
the average values of these tests are as follows: 
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Rolled-earth core 

Upstream half ------------
Downstream half -----------
Over-all section -------------

Dry 
density 
(lbs./ 

cu. ft.) 

90.8 
90.0 
90.4 

Saturated 
density 
(lbs./ 

cu. ft.) 

118.6 
118.8 
118.7 

Angle of 
internal 
friction 

(degrees) 

26.5 
27.5 
27.0 

Cohesion 
(tons/ 

sq. ft.) 

0.49 
.45 
.47 

Penetro
meter 
needle 

reading 
(lbs./ 

sq. in.) 

520 
518 
519 

A total of 11 special samples for consolidation tests w~re tak~n 
at intervals of 25 feet. The result of these tests (voids ratw 
versus consolidation load) was used in computing settlement and 
designing the 10.15-foot longitudinal crown of the earth fill. 

FILTER BLANKET 

A total of 412,100 cubic yards of crushed rock was placed in 
the upstream and downstream filter blankets between the earth 
core and rock shoulders (fig. 242). Of this amount, some 97,000 
cubic yards was manufactured fine filter, 153,000 cubic yards was 
manufactured coarse filter, and the remainder was natural filter 
stripped from No. 4 quarry. Up to about 50 feet from the top 
of the dam the fine filter was placed 8 feet wide and the coarse 
filter 12 feet; both filters were then narrowed down to a width of 
4 feet each the rest of the way to the top (see fig. 66, p. 175). 

The design of the filter called for two layers of graded r?ck: 
11;2-inch top size to dust adjacent to the earth core, and 12-mch 
top size to dust between the finer material and rock fill. On the 
downstream side of the clay core, manufactured fine and coarse 
filters were used up to approximate elevation 1545. Above this 
elevation material consisting of decomposed sandstone strippings 
from quarry No. 4 was substituted for the manufactured filter 
materials as tests showed the gradation to be satisfactory. This 
natural filter material was placed with a horizontal thickness of 
20 feet from elevation 1545 to elevation 1725, above which it 
decreased to 8 feet and continued to about elevation 1753. Manu
factured fine and coarse filters were used from elevation 1753 to 
the crest of fill using the same dimensions as the upstream filters. 

The grain size curves of the material from borrow pit A were 
the bases for selection of suitable manufactured fine filter and 
combined filter material. Since the theoretical upper and lower 
limits of the fine material were similar to the limits used for 
Watauga Dam, the fine filter was manufactured according to the 
method used at Watauga with slight change in the percentages to 
increase the fineness. The percentages as combined at the plant 
to make the fine filter were 60 percent plant feed with 40 percent 
manufactured sand. The manufactured coarse filter consisted of 
the product of the primary crusher opened to its full width. 

The filters were designed by the following rules: ( 1) The 15 
percent size of the filter material was to be less than five times 
the 85 percent size of the adjacent finer material; and (2) the 
15 percent size of the filter material was to be greater than five 
times the 15 percent size of the adjacent finer material. 
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An elevation differential of 4 feet above the earth fill was main
tained in placing the rock-filter blankets. This provided lateral 
support for the % :1 slope of the earth fill. The crushed ro~k 
filter between the earth fill and rock shoulders can be seen m 
figure 242. . . . 

The placing of the filters was under contmual mspecbon,. s3;m
ples were frequently taken for gradation tests, and any vanabon 
from the desired gradation was corrected at the aggregate plant. 

RocK Fn.L 

The stabilizing shoulders for the rolled-earth core of the dam 
consisted of quarry-run rock, and the total placed amounted to 
3,383,700 cubic yards, of whic~ 229,000 ~ubic yards were placed 
in 1942. This rock was placed m 30-foot lifts or berm~ and on the 
upstream side the offset at the top of each berm vaned from 21 
to 291!? feet whereas on the downstream side the offset varied 
from i6 to 2o feet. Between berms the rock was placed on a 1.4 
horizontal to 1 vertical slope, which gave an over-all average of 
2 horizontal to 1 vertical. Some modification was made on a por
tion of the upstream face because of poor quality rock-it con
tained a high percentage of shale and decomposed sandstone
from a section of quarry No. 4. 

Quarry operations 

The quarry which supplied the rock during the 1942 construc
tion is described in the preceding construction plant chapter. The 
successful use of the "coyote hole" quarrying method at Watauga 
led to its adoption at South Holston f<?llowing resumpti?n of con
struction in 1948, and a comprehensive account of this method 
with pertinent statistical data is given under "Large Scale Quarry 
Blasts-Watauga and South Holston" starting on page 461. 

Rock fill placing 

The rock was handled in the quarry area using methods similar 
to those described for the Watauga project. Because of the large 
amount of rock required, placing was pract.ical~y continuous from 
beginning of operations in 1948 to completion m November 19~0. 
Bulldozers were used to keep the rock knocked down and to mam
tain a haul road across the fill and the compaction was helped by 
passage of equipment. The rock was also sluic~d down to add. to 
the compaction. Before starting a new rock lift t~e unde~lymg 
surface was scarified to assure a bond and to permit filtratiOn of 
water and fines. Placing operations which were under constant 
inspection are illustrated by figure 242. 

Earth and rock placement quantities, by months except for the 
1942 construction period, are given in table 54. 

SADDLE DIKE 

The earth dike across a low saddle in the Holston Valley area 
near the Tennessee-Virginia State line and about 5 miles upstream 
from the dam was constructed during the late summer and fall 
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FIGURE 2 B.-South Holston saddle dike under constrttction. 

of 1950. Figure 68, page 178, shows a plan and section of the dike 
Its construction required 200,000 cubic yards of rolled-earth fill. 
3~00 cubic yards of filter material, 7700 cubic yards of rock and 
nprap. The filter blanket and riprap were placed on the upstream 
face only. The downstream face was fertilized and seeded with a 
gras~ mixture. Iparth hauling began August 29, 1950, using the 
Euchd loader which had been moved from the main dam borrow 
pit to the borrow area at the downstream toe of the dike. The 
f?undation of th~ dike included the overburden, and preconsolida
hon tests o~ .this overbu!-"den which averages 30 feet in depth 
assur~d stability for.the dike. The overburden was stripped of all 
tops?Il and vegetati.on and harrowed and rolled just prior to 
pla~mg of fill mater~al. The same general procedure of placing, 
rollu:g, and compactmg the fill was used here as at the dam. The 
maximum hei_ght of the fill was 47 feet, and the over-all length was 
4200 feet. Figure 243 shows the dike under construction. 

Grouting operations 

An extensive grouting program was required at the saddle dike 
site to. e~tablis~ a .satisfactory cutoff. Exploratory drilling and 
geologic mveshgatwns were started for this feature in 1942 and 
re~;~umed in 1948. Grouting operations were started in June 1949 
and completed in March 1951. 
. ·.·Sink holes, both active and inactive, were visible because of 
the und~r~ying limestone a_nd dolomite rock formations. Explora
tory dnllmg revealed senously weathered rock and cavities as 
deep as 175 feet below the surface. Since it was expected that a 
large amount of grout would be used, a cement-clay mixture com
posed _of one part cement to six parts of clay was decided upon. 
Groutmg pressures of 1 pound per square inch to each foot of 
depth per ~ole were initially used; however, after the program 
was approximately 50 percent complete it was decided that lower 
pressur~s with a resulting smaller spre~d of grout would be most 
economical and at the same time accomplish a satisfactory cutoff. 
Holes were spaced at varying intervals according to the amount 
of grout takes in each area. Spacing of holes as close as 3 feet on 
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centers was required in some areas, but the average was about 
6 feet. 

A central pumping station, consisting of two %-cubic-yard con
crete mixers and two grout pumps, was used at two different 
locations. Grout lines were laid from the central plant to each 
hole and grout was pumped to holes as far distance as 1500 feet. 
At greater distances using a solution containing 40 percent solids 
it was necessary to use a booster pump. Cement was hauled in 
from the railroad siding at Bristol by truck. Clay was picked up 
and hauled by LeTourneau scrapers. Water was pumped from 
nearby Painter Spring Branch. 

On some holes, pumping of grout to refusal required several 
weeks on a 3-shift-daily basis. Operations were suspended at 
intervals on holes with large acceptance to permit grout to set 
before resuming pumping. The maximum grout take for one 
hole was 87,990 cubic feet. A total of 48,650 linear feet of holes 
was drilled and grouted. The total cement-clay grout used was 
1,711,171 cubic feet, and the total cement used was 244,453 cubic 
feet. The average take per linear foot of hole drilled was 35.20 
cubic feet. The average grout take per linear foot of cutoff 
curtain 'was 325.9 cubic feet. 

Observation of water table fluctuations below the dike since 
filling of the lake shows that an effective cutoff was established. 

POWER INTAKE, TUNNEL, AND APPURTENANCES 

The power-tunnel intake, power tunnel, and related appurte
nances to these facilities for the South Holston project are de
scribed with illustrations in Chapter 3, "Design," starting on 
page 186. From the intake to the point where the penstock enters 
the powerhouse is approximately 1100 feet. The power tunnel 
intake is a submerged structure with an access tunnel leading up 
from the intake chamber to a control room in the basement of the 
visitors building near the top end of the dam. This arrangement 
is unusual and deviates from the usual tower structure used at 
Watauga; considerable saving resulted. 

Construction started with excavation for the power tunnel at 
the powerhouse end in October 1948. Excavation for the tunnel, 
surge tank riser and plaza, and intake chamber with its concrete 
access tunnel totaled some 24,000 cubic yards and was completed 
in 1950. The steel tunnel liner and surge tank were installed by 
contract and completed in August 1950. The concrete between 
the tunnel liner and rock was placed by TV A simultaneously with 
the liner installation. The surge tank base, butterfly valve, intake 
chamber, trashracks, penstock envelope, access tunnel to the 
intake chamber, control room for the access facilities in the base
ment of the visitors building, and the inclined railway and ma
chinery were constructed or installed in sequence and completed 
May 14, 1951. 
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POWER TUNNEL INTAKE 

Intake structure 

The exterior of the intake structure together with the trashrack 
structure and concrete access tunnel under construction are 
shown in figure 244. 

Excavation for the power-intake chamber started October 1948. 
The rock was a good grade of sandstone but the dip was 40° 
toward the intake which caused considerable slippage of the 
thinly laminated upper layers. This was stopped by drilling 
through the upper layers to the thicker layers below and placing 
pins in the holes. 

After the first two lifts of concrete for the intake chamber and 
the support piers for the butterfly valve had been placed, the 
valve and adjoining upstream and downstream sections of steel 
penstock were installed; the remaining concrete was then placed. 
Seals were installed in all construction joints. Concrete placing 
was by pumpcrete machine on the berm of the dam above the 
chamber and by crawler crane and bucket. Approximately 3200 
cubic yards were required for the intake chamber and trashrack 
structure. 

Trashracks.-The steel trashracks arrived on the job in 13 sec
tions, weighing 43,200 pounds with all joints fillet welded 14 inch. 
The straight racks were in three sections each and the battered 
racks in two. The sections were bolted together and installed by 
TVA forces. 

Butterfly valve.-The 180-inch butterfly valve arrived on the 

FIGURE 2-t4.-South Holston-power intake with trashrack structure and concrete 
access tunnnel under construction. 
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job in three main parts: the ga~e l~af, an~ the top and bottom sec
tions of the valve body. The sh1ppmg we1ght was 106,580 pounds. 

The two penstock sections in the intake chamber-upstream 
and downstream from the butterfly valve-were set by TV A 
forces rather than by contract to permit freedom in the aline
ment of the butterfly valve which was erected by TV.A forces, as 
follows. The lower section was set on base plates wh1ch had been 
previously leveled and grouted. Aft~r the anchor b?lt nuts had 
been tightened it was found that one s1de of the trunmon bore was 
% inch too high. This had evidently be~n ca~sed by the left 
support not being machined to the proper d1m~nswns. To re~edy 
this, grout was chipped from under the b~anng plates until ~he 
trunnion bore was level and then repackmg under the bearmg 
plates. Next, the two sections of penstock were set into the _lower 
valve body the gate leaf was installed, and the upper sectwn of 
the valve body was set and bolted to the lower section. Drilling 
and riveting was not done until after the valve chamber concrete 
had all been placed and allowed to cool to a stable temperature. 

After the rivets had been driven the joint between penstock and 
flanges was caulk-welded inside and outside. The penstock was 
tapped between rivets at four points a~d tested an~ water pr:es
sure applied at 250 pounds per square mch. All nvets showmg 
leaks were caulked until the leaks were stopped. 

Intake access tunnel 

Access to the intake structure is by reinforced concrete tunnel 
(fig. 172, p. 479, and fig. 173, p. 480) leading down from the base
ment of the visitors building near the top end of the dam on the 
right abutment. The tunnel is 61/2 feet wide and 7 feet high. 

Drillino- for excavating the tunnel down the rock surface of the 
abutment' was done with drifter drills fastened to pipe supports. 
The lower section was excavated before placing concrete for the 
intake chamber as the displaced muck slid into the chamber 
area. Excavati~n totaled 1350 cubic yards. 

The concrete tunnel was constructed in six blocks with con
traction joints between the bloc~~· Expandin~ type double 
copper seals were placed in these JOlllts. Wall thickness ranged 
from 4 feet at the intake chamber to 18 inches at the top entrance. 
Each block was placed in four sections: base slab, two .side .w_alls, 
and roof slab. Seals were placed in the constructw~ JOmts. 
Built-in-place forms were used and the steep slope made 1t neces
sary to form the top of the first four blocks. The concrete
totalling 1600 cubic yards-was placed by pumpcrete, motor 
crane and buckets, and chutes. The steepness of the slope made 
placing difficult. . . . . 

Inclined railway car and hmst.-The mclmed ra1lway car and 
hoist as described in Chapter 3, "Design," were installed in the 
acce;s tunnel by TV A forces. They were set in the basement of 
the visitors building-the top entra~ce to the ~unnel-before t~e 
roof slab was concreted. Installatwn work mvolved the ralls 
deflector rollers, hoist machinery, and electric-control equipment. 
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POWER TUNNEL 

Water for power generation is conducted from the lake to the 
powerhouse, a distance of approximately 1100 feet, by a tunnel 
in the right abutment. A plan and sections of the tunnel are 
shown in figure 62, p. 168. 

Excavation 

Upon establishment of a vertical face at the downstream portal, 
the tunnel was drilled from the jumbo previously used at Wa
tauga (fig. 216). Alterations to the carriage were necessary to 
suit the smaller diameter bore of the South Holston tunnel. The 
full face method was used from the portal to the base of the 0.30 
slope. The jumbo was equipped with 11 air-powered drifter-type 
drills with automatic rotation and pneumatic feed. The drills 
were mounted by clamps on pipe column arms and were all 
located on the forward end of the jumbo, at three different levels, 
so as to cover the entire heading face. Four drills were mounted 
on the top deck, four on the middle deck, and three at the bottom. 

Hollow 11;2-inch drill steel with detachable threaded bits were 
used in lengths of 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 feet. Drill patterns for the 
headings used both 9- and 11-foot rounds and varied from 56 to 
65 holes. 

The inclined section of the power tunnel was excavated by first 
driving a pilot tunnel. As this was enlarged to full bore, the 
muck was scraped through it into a hopper by means of a hinged 
pan. The hopper was located at the foot of the slope high enough 
to allow muck cars to run under it. A two-drum slusher hoist 
with one end of the cable attached to each drum and the loop end 
around a snatch block at the upper end of the tunnel pulled the 
scraper up and down the incline. The pan was hinged so that 
when it was being pulled up the tunnel it would lie flat. 

Drilling, blasting, and mucking operations were identical to 
those used at Watauga except for changes in the drill carriage 
caused by the smaller diameter of the South Holston tunnel, and 
the excavation of the inclined section described above. 

Steel lining 

The steel lining was erected under contract. The contractor 
received the liner in sections 8 feet in length which were assem
bled and welded into 24-foot lengths at an assembly yard. Weld
ing was done with an automatic welder as shown in figure 245. 
The long sections were transported from the assembly yard to 
the downstream portal, placed on a dolly, and pulled into position 
by air tugger and snatch blocks. Backup concrete between the 
liner and rock was placed by TV A. 

Concreting and formwork 

The section of tunnel from the intake chamber to the steel liner 
was lined with concrete to a 15-foot diameter. This section was 
on a 0.30 slope and on a curve. Because of the steepness it was 
necessary to form the invert. For this operation a wood form of 
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FIGURE 245.-South Holston power tunnel-automatic welder at work on longitudinal 
seam of steel liner section. 

approximately 21 feet in length was constructed. On the curved 
section the form was divided into three parts so as to conform 
more nearly with the curve, and Dutchmen wen~ use? b.etwe~n the 
sections. A wood-arch form was constructed with similar dimen
sions for placing the remainder of the lining. Concreting was 
started 5 feet upstream from the beginning of the steel liner to 
facilitate setting it later. On the upper end, concret~ was pl!iced 
to a point 5 feet downstream from the end of the mtake lmer. 
After the steel liner was placed, these gaps were formed and con
creted along with placing of steel liner backing. Placing o~ con
crete for this portion of the tunnel was by pumpcrete machme at 
the upstream portal. A total of 1150 cubic yards was required. 

Backup concrete for the steel-liner section was. placed by a 
Pressweld machine. Only low bulkheads of approximately 2 feet 
in height were used to prevent featherin~ at the end of liner sec
tions. A system was worked out by which the contractor would 
set two field sections of liner and the TV A forces would place 
concrete around these sections while the contractor was fabricat
ing other sections in the yard. 

Penstock envelope 

The steel penstock section between the downstream tunnel 
portal and powerhouse was enclosed in a reinforced-concrete 
envelope, the construction of which is shown in figure 246. 

Consolidation grouting 

The power tunnel was grouted during the .summer of 1~50. 
Since most of it was steel lined, holes for groutmg were provided 
in the lining on approximately 8-foot centers and drilled to rock 
after the concrete backing had been placed. A maximum pressure 
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FIGURE 246.-South Holston-construction of envelope for penstock from power tunnel 
to powerhouse. 

of 25 pounds per square inch was used in the arch, and only 
5 pounds per square inch was used in grouting the invert. Grout 
varied from a one to one cement-water mixture to a one to two 
cement-water mixture, by volume. A conventional-type pneu
matic grout machine was used and 2324 bags of cement was 
required. 

SURGE TANK 

The surge tank was constructed as close to the power unit as 
topography would permit. A shaft, steel lined to a 14-foot 
diameter and approximately 150 feet upstream from the power
house, rises 83 feet above the power tunnel. Above the shaft, a 
circular steel tank, 36 feet in diameter, rises to a height of 187 
feet. 

Excavation of the surge tank plaza was by the open-cut method 
and involved the removal of 4250 cubic yards of rock by drilling 
and blasting. Excavation for the surge shaft between the tunnel 
and the surge tank was accomplished by drilling a pilot hole with 
a 48-inch calyx drill. Subsequent excavation to the full diameter 
was by drilling and blasting toward the central pilot hole where 
the blasted material dropped to a hopper for loading muck cars 
in the tunnel. The space between the steel liner of the shaft and 
the rock was filled with concrete. The surge tank and riser were 
erected under contract. Figures 247 and 248 show the base and 
orifice section, and the tank under construction. Painting of the 
tank extension was by force account while the interior surfaces 
were painted with bitumastic enamel under contract. Figure 64, 
page 171, shows the completed tank and its relation to the power
house. 
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FIGURE 247.-South Holston-surge tank base showing orifice section. 
' 

Buttress wall 

During excavation for the surge tank plaza, considerable slip
page of the upper layers of rock took place just downstream from 
the surge tank site. To prevent further slippage, a concrete but
tress was constructed as shown in figure 248 just to the left of 
the surge tank base. 

FIGuRE 248.-South Holston-steel surge tank partially completed. 
Note buttress wall just to left of surge tank base. 
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POWERHOUSE 

The Yarious structural features of the South Holston power
house (fig. 64, p. 171) are described and illustrated in Chapte~ 3, 
"Design." It was built by TV A forces except for the follo~mg 
specialized items which were installed by contract: alummum 
siding, generator, glazing, builtup roofing, plas~er work, marble, 
quarry tile, steel roofing and floor deck, and lm?leum ~or tele
l~hone room and walkway around the generator mr housmg. 

Excavation 

Foundation rock for the powerhouse consists of thinly bedded 
shale with the bedding nearly level. The shale was found to be 
scund and unweathered but it deteriorated rapidly upon exposure 
to air. For this reason, placing of concrete followed clcse~y 
b8hind excavation which started in July and was completed m 
September 1949 (fig. 249). The outline of the draft tube was 
line drilled to the correct depth but was loaded and blasted only 
to within 4 feet of the line drilling. Muck was removed by. a 
%-cubic-yard power shovel and 11-cubic-yard ba~k-dump Eu~hd 
trucks Because of the character of the shale, 1t was poss1ble 
for th~ shovel to remove the 4-foot unshot strip adjacent to the 
line drilling without blasting. Total excavation _for the power
house and tailrace bridge abutment was 5000 cub1c yards. 

Substructure 

The substructure includes the concrete section of the draft 
tube, the station sump, the structural sl3:b with supporting pi~rs 
for the electric bay the floor at elevatwn 1486.5, the extenor 
walls at the bottom ~f the elevation 1517 floor, and the reinforced 
concrete beams, piers and pilasters for support of the structural 
steel. 

FIGURE 249.-South Holston-powerhouse excamtion. 
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The base slab for the draft tube was formed in two sections 

using built-in-place forms and the surface of the slab was 
screeded. The form for the draft tube elbow (fig. 250) was built 
and sheathed with one %-inch layer at the carpenter shop, hauled 
to the powerhouse, and set by the stiffleg crane. A second %-inch 
layer of sheathing was added after the form was in place. From 
the pier nosing to the downstream end the ribs were set on the 
base slabs and sheathed with two 3j1-inch layers. Built-in-place 
forms were used for the rest of the powerhouse concrete, and 
absorptive liner was used on the exposed surfaces below the 
generator floor. 

Concrete in 2-cubic-yard transit-mix trucks came from the 
central hatching plant to the powerhouse where it was dumped 
into 2-cubic-yard buckets which were handled by the 40-ton 
stiffleg crane (fig. 250). The first concrete was placed in the 
powerhouse substructure in July 1949. 

Superstructure 

The superstructure consists of a steel framework (fig. 246) 
with ribbed aluminum siding (fig. 64, p. 171). 

The 40-ton stiffleg crane was used to erect the approximate 261 
tons of structural steel in the powerhouse superstructure and no 
unusual difficulties were encountered during the erection. The 
field joints on the steel above elevation 1517 floor were welded 
while the steel was held in place by erection clips. Steel for the 
1517 floor was riveted at the field joints. 

Aluminum siding for the powerhouse was furnished and in-

FIGURE 250.-South Holston powerhouse substructure concreting and formwork. Note 
top of draft tube elbow form. 
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stalled by contract. No interior aluminum was used for the 
generator room as the flush steel back of the panels formed a 
satisfactory surface. A great improvement in the ease of erec
tion of the panels was obtained by elimination of intermediate 
girts whkh was made possible by the cellular construction of the 
steel back of the panels. 

POWERHOUSE EQUIPMENT 

The principal items of the South Holston powerhouse equip
ment are described and illustrated in Chapter 3, "Design." One 
vertical shaft turbine with a rating of 48,500 horsepower was 
installed with no provision for future installation. The unit, 
which is operated by remote control from the Watauga Dam con
trol room, went into commercial operation February 13, 1951. 

Overhead traveling crane 

A single-trolley, overhead traveling crane with a main hoist 
of 125-ton capacity and an auxiliary hoist of 25-ton capacity was 
installed for unit maintenance, and also was used during turbine 
and generator installation. Erection was by the stiffleg derrick 
on the adjacent hillside. Crane parts were hauled on floats from 
the siding at Bristol, Tenn., to the powerhouse. To facilitate 
setting of the bridge and the trolley, the roof decking was not placed 
on the downstream end of the powerhouse until after these parts 
had been set. An actual test of the crane was not made, but the 
scroll case and other heavy unit parts were handled during unit 
erection without any difficulty. Figure 82, page 207, shows the 
completed crane in the east end of the powerhouse. 

Turbine installation 

Erection of the turbine was begun December 15, 1949; the unit 
was put into commercial operation February 13, 1951. Installa
tion was by TVA with force account labor. The manufacturer's 
erection engineer inspected embedded parts before concreting, 
supervised final adjustment of moving parts, and was present 
during initial operation and testing. The powerhouse crane han
dled the heavy parts, and the erection bay at the downstream end 
of the powerhouse provided working space for assembly. 

Draft tube liners and foundation ring.-The draft tube liner 
was the first of the embedded parts to be set. It was divided by a 
vertical split into two equal parts with a butt strap at each split 
for bolting the two parts together while they were being welded. 
Initially, the two sections were set in place approximately 6 inches 
low and bolted together; the foundation ring was bolted to the 
flange at the top of the liner. After the stay ring was set at the 
proper elevation, the foundation ring was jacked up to the stay 
ring and bolted. The liner was then jacked up into the flange at 
the bottom of the foundation ring until the bottom of the liner 
was at the proper elevation. Rivet holes through the top of the 
liner were drilled, using the holes in the flange as a template. 
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After each hole was drilled, it was bolted up tight to give a snug 
fit between the liner and the flange. 

Driving of rivets was started midway between the vertical 
splits of the liner and progressed in both directions from this 
point. The rivets were driven on the inside with an oval head 
and were later ground smooth. After riveting was completed, 
welding of the vertical splits and the space between the top of the 
liner and the inside edge of the curb ring was completed. 

Turnbuckles for securing the liner during placing of concrete 
were welded to the ribs of the liner but were not tightened until 
the scroll case steel was hung and final positioning of the unit 
had been completed. 

Stay ring.-The stay ring consists of two sections and weighs 
approximately 34 tons. It is of cast steel with flanges for bolting 
the sections together on the exterior. Erection began when the 
first section was set, and its joint surfaces and flanges were 
painted with red lead. The other section was then set and the 
two sections bolted together. 

The ring was leveled with a precise transit on a survey tower 
in the center of the unit with the aid of a micrometer device and 
an illuminated cross hair. The ring was rounded by a spider 
constructed of 6-inch-diameter heavy-duty pipe. This spider 
helped maintain concentricity of the ring during installation of 
the scroll case and subsequent placing of concrete. Figure 251 
shows the stay ring in position prior to placing of scroll case 
plates. 

Scroll case.-The scroll case is of riveted construction and con
sists of 27 pieces. Its shipping weight was 189,500 pounds. The 
plates were fastened to the flange on the stay ring by 923 rivets, 
1% inches in diameter. A total of 8694 rivets, 1%, inches in 

FIGURE 251.-South Holston-stay ring in position prior 
to placing of scroll case plates. 
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diameter, was used in riveting the scroll case plates or sections 
together. 

Initial hanging of the case was at the small end and progressed 
counterclockwise toward the large end. Sections were pinned 
and bolted up about 50 percent except in the small end where it 
was necessary to bolt up 100 percent in order to get a snug fit 
between the plates and the butt straps. The case was supported 
and secured by 10 piers on its outer circumference. Four of the 
piers at the larger end were supplied with 30-ton jacks, and the 
remainder with 10-ton jacks. Reaming and riveting were not 
started until all sections had been hung and bolted together and 
the stay ring checked for location, level, and concentricity. Since 
erection and riveting of the case preceded construction of the 
powerhouse superstructure, a temporary shed was construc~ed 
over the unit to keep out rain and to prevent unequal expansiOn 
because of sunlight. 

After riveting was completed, the case was tested for water
tightness by sandbagging the inlet end and flooding the bottom 
one-third of the case with water. The remaining two-thirds was 
checked by spraying from the outside with a fire hose. Leaks at 
joints and rivets were caulked. 

Pit liner.-The pit liner is made of circular plate steel and 
surrounds the lower portion of the turbine pit. Its inside 
diameter is 16 feet 9 inches, and its height is 7 feet 7% inches. 
It was shipped to the job in two sections which were bolted 
together in place. The upstream section has a large rectangular 
recess which contains the bases for the servomotors and a smaller 
recess which provides an access opening to the pit. 

No unusual difficulties were encountered in the setting of the 
liner except for one of the servomotor bases which was found to 
be out of plumb. This was corrected by welding turnbuckles and 
rods on the outside and tightening until the base was plumb. 

Internal and operating parts.-With the draft tube liner, 
foundation ring, speed ring, spiral casing, and pit liner installed 
and concrete placed to the elevation of the generator room floor 
the spiders, struts, and other internal bracing were removed and 
the unit prepared for installation of movable parts. A curb plate 
ring completes the transition between the speed ring and the 
runner vanes. It is made of cast steel and is bolted and doweled 
to, but removable from, the foundation ring. Twenty bronze 
liner bearing sets are in the ring for the lower stems of the wicket 
gates. A seal ring matches the wearing ring on the lower bearing 
band of the runner. 

The twenty wicket gates were fitted and marked for assembly 
in the manufacturer's shop. They were installed on the job as 
follows: (1) the gates were placed in the curb plate or bottom 
ring; (2) the head cover was lowered over the stems to a point 
where they could protrude approximately 1 inch above the stuff
ing box in the head cover; (3) the steel thrust collar and bronze 
washers were threaded over the stems and the head cover was 
lowered into position. When the head cover was bolted down, 
it was discovered that the thrust washers were too thick and were 
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causing the wicket gates to bind on the bottom ring. To correct 
this condition, the head cover was unbolted and jacked up where 
the washers could be removed. Each gate was then jacked up 
to a point where the top of the gate was hard against the crown 
plate in the head cover. A telescopic gage was used to measure 
the space between the top of the thrust collar and the bottom of 
the upper wicket gate bearing. To the measurements taken by 
this gage were added the clearances desired between the top of 
the wicket gate and crown plate. Each washer which had been 
removed was then machined to the desired dimension, re-installed, 
and the head cover lowered into place and bolted. 

The turbine runner has a cone bolted to its underside to pre
vent turbulence of water. The runner was placed over the cone 
by tl:e stiffleg derrick and the two bolted together (fig. 252). The 
derrick then placed the runner into position. The turbine shaft 
was placed next and connected to the runner by sixteen 4lh-inch 
bolts. These bolts were stressed uniformly by turning the nuts 
with a wrench and chain hoist arrangement until an elongation 
of 0.008 inch was achieved. 

The two sections of the turbine guide bearing were set one 
section at a time and bolted together around the shaft. The pack
ing gland housing was bolted together around the shaft and set 
in place in the lower part of the bearing housing. The oil basin 
was bolted together around the shaft and lowered onto the top 
of the packing gland. The oil deflector was bolted around the 
shaft at its correct position. Installation of the turbine guide 
bearing shell was not made until after erection of the generator 
and shortly before initial operation of the unit. This was done 
to permit free movement of the shaft during the rotation check 

FIGURE 252.-South Holston-connecting cone to turbine runner. 
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and to eliminate possible collection of foreign matter between the 
shaft and the bearing during erection of the generator. 

After the servomotors were connected to their bases, the oper
ating ring was set in place, retaining clips were inst_alled: and the 
connecting arms between the ~otors and the ope_ratmg rmg were 
installed; wicket-gate operatmg arms were mstalled on the 
wicket-gate stems, and adjustments were made on top ~nd ?ottom 
elearances of the wicket rrates. On this unit, a shear lmk 1s used 
to connect the wicket-gate arms to the operating ring in lieu of 
the conventional shear pins. A groove filled with babbitt at each 
end of the link permits shear. The link i~ fastened ~o the oper
ating arm with a straight bolt to provide for adJustment of 
wicket gate pinch. . . 

Installation of the turbine-greasing system, turbme gmde bear
ing oil circulating pumps, water lines to the stuffing box and to 
the upper runner seal followed the installation of the larger 
operating parts and presented no difficulties. 

The work of coupling the turbine and generator shafts was 
done by the generator contractor:. Before t~e sha~ts were ~oupled 
the turbine shaft was centered m the turbme gmde bearmg and 
the shaft made plumb.· Adjustments were made by shimming 
between the bottom of the runner and the lip of the foundation 
ring. The generator shaft was set in place and plumbed j~st 
above the turbine shaft. The gap between the two couplmg 
flanges was checked to see that it was equal all the way arou~d. 
The turbine shaft was jacked up to the generator shaft, and drift 
pins having the same diameter as the connecting bolts were used 
to guide the flanges as they were brought together. Bolts were 
then installed and elongated 0.007 inch. 

Alignment of the combined shafts was checked from four tight 
wires suspended from brackets mounted on the bottom of the 
lower generator bearing bracket. These wires supported weights 
which were immersed in buckets of oil to dampen pendulum 
action. Readings were taken with an electric tramming device 
from the four wires at 90° intervals and at elevation 1512 under 
the thrust bearing and at elevation 1503 which is just above the 
turbine guide bearing. The shaft was rotated by pull from the 
powerhouse crane through a sn:;ttch block to the arm of the tu~
bine spider. The results of this check were such as to perm1t 
release of the shaft for preliminary operations. This type of 
check is illustrated by figure 227, page 599. 

Governors.-The governing system for the turbine is of the 
relay-valve actuator type with motor-driven fly ball. It was fur
nished by the manufacturer, and contains the following features: 
auxiliary-control mechanisms, oil-pressure system, sheave and 
cable-type restoring system, gages, instruments, and accessory 
equipment for complete governing by remote control. Installa
tion was by force account with final adjustment being made by 
the manufacturer's representative prior to and during initial 
operation. The cabinet (fig. 253) is on the generator room floor 
near the generator. 

The work involved in the installation of the governor consisted 
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FIGURE 253.-South Holston-govemor cabinet. 

of the following: moving the cabinet into position and setting it 
to line ap.d grade; grouting foundation; setting oil-pressure tank; 
connecting restoring cable; connecting oil-pressure lines between 
governor cabinet and wicket-gate operation cylinders; installing 
automatic gate-dogging device and pipe between oil sump in base 
of cabinet and oil-pressure tank; wiring actuator and connecting 
it to the electrical system of the powerhouse. The oil lines lead
ing from the oil-storage tank to the governor sump and from the 
governor to the operating cylinder were thoroughly cleaned by 
swabbing and blowing out with compressed air. The governor oil 
system was filled with oil several times and evacuated through 
the oil purifier into the clean-oil storage tank. The oil used in 
the governor system is the same as that used for the generator 
thrust bearing and the turbine guide bearing. 

Generator installation 

The 38,888-kilovolt-ampere generator was erected by following 
the general erection procedure of other large hydraulic generators 
except in one respect. This difference was the completion of a 
direct-current dryout and a full dielectric test on the stator wind
ing before placement of the rotor. The rotating dryout run was 
performed as usual, but the dielectric test on the stator which 
followed was reduced to three-fourths of specified value since the 
full dielectric test had been performed after the direct-current 
dryout. Assembly of the generator was started July 18, 1950, 
and the unit went into commercial operation February 13, 1951. 

Rotor.-The rotor was assembled on the erection pedestal in 
the generator room. The laminated rotor rim was stacked into 
position on the rotor spider from punchings received in crates 
containing approximately 120 punchings per crate. As the punch
ings were crated by weight at the factory, equal distribution of 
weight was obtained by stacking progressively around the rim 
from one crate at a time. A series of building pins resting on 
the lower end plate (fig. 254), which formed the base onto which 
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FIGURE 254.-South Holston-stacking laminations on generator rotor. 

the iron was stacked, kept the punchings in proper alinement. 
Other building pins were installed as the stacking progressed. 
Soft-head mallets compacted the individual laminations in place 
while periodic pressure was applied to compress the stack. 

Keys, formed in the punchings that slide into the milled grooves 
in the spider arms, hold the rim to the spider and prevent tangen
tial movement. Radial movement is prevented by the rim being 
shrunk onto 14,- by l-inch fiat keys which fit into the milled 
grooves. The rotor rim was thermally expanded about 0.1 inch 
by a battery of electric strip heaters to allow the fiat keys to 
slip in. 

The field poles are built up of steel laminations held together by 
a cap-screw arrangement, while the winding is an edge-wound 
copper bar with class A insulation. A dovetail projection on the 
back of the pole engages a dovetail slot in the rotor rim while 
tapered keys driven by sledge hammers hold the poles in place. 

Contrary to usual procedure, each coil was not subjected to 
a cold dielectric test after being correctly positioned. The pole 
pieces had acquired considerable moisture while in storage, and 
they were disassembled, cleaned, reassembled, and allowed to dry 
out in a wooden oven heated by a bank of strip heaters. After 
baking sufficiently, the coils were given a megger test to detect 
any grounded turns. Since no grounds were indicated, the pole 
pieces were set and direct-current circulated through the coils to 
complete the dryout. 

Thrust bearing and bracket.-The lower bracket assembly is a 
builtup structure of welded construction with six radial arms, it 
was set into position on preleveled soleplates by use of the power
house crane and special slings furnished by the generator con
tractor. Horizontal adjustment for centering the bracket over 
the turbine bearing housing was provided by horizontal jack-

,. 
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~cr~ws on the bottom side of each arm which worked against the 
msidc edge of the solcplates. The brad{et soleplates and the air 
seal around the lower end bell were permanently grouted in after 
the rotor was set, the stator adjusted to line and grade, the air 
gap checked, and the shaft rotation completed. 

A ~ombination thrust ~nd guide bearing carries the generator 
rotatmg parts. The Kmgsbury-type thrust bearing with 12 
babbitt-faced segmental shoes is directly below the rotor. The 
bearing runner is bolted to the bottom of the flange which is 
forged as part of the generator shaft. As the lower surfaces of 
the runner serve as bea~ing s~rface of the thrust bearing, the 
outer edge of the runner IS bearmg surface for the guide bearing. 
A cage dir~ctly ab?ve the _thrust bearing serves as support for 
the 12 babb1tted gmde bearmg shoes. A compression and tension 
t?be assembly_car~ies the thru~t load of each shoe. The compres
siOn tub_e, which IS about 22 mches in height, telescopes inside 
the ~enswn t~be as the load is applied. On the upper end of the 
tensiOn tub~ IS a ~houlder that transm~ts the load to the bearing 
~age. Vertical adJustmel!t of the shoe IS provided by a jackscrew 
m the botpom of the tenswn tube that transmits the load between 
the two tubes. 

Theoretically, compression in the tube varies directly as the 
load on the thrust shoe. Since the compression tube is hollow 

FIGURE 255.-South Holston-generator shaft showing thrust 
,,~ bearing adjusting screws. 
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and carries a gage stick which extends almost its full length, the 
compression was easily measured with a depth gage through a 
hole in the jackscrew. The compression in each tube was made 
equal through a systematic procedure of tightening the jack
screws which theoretically loaded the thrust shoes equally. Fig
ure 255 shows the thrust-bearing adjusting screws. 

Stator.-Like most large generators, the stator iron and its 
supporting frame were fabricated in sections to facilitate ship
ping and handling. The three stator sections were received on 
the job prior to completion of the unit concrete work, and they 
were stored for about 3 months in completely enclosed and heated 
sheds. After the foundation concreting was completed, the stator 
soleplates were set, and the stator sections were placed on the 
soleplates and bolted together. A platform was built over the 
turbine pit to give working room for inserting the missing coils 
at the three stator section joints. 

Segmental, nonaging, silicon steel laminations were used to 
build up the stator core. The laminations were treated with an 
insulating material on both sides to prevent short circuiting. To 
secure about a %-inch-thick air space for circulation between the 
laminated layers, finger plates or spacers were used to separate 
each layer. Heavy end plates held by through-bolts, which pro
duce enough pressure on the core to hold it in position, keep the 
laminations tight. The possibility of loose iron and core vibration 
is greatly reduced by this type of construction. 

The winding is a two-layer, three-phase, wye-connected, open
slotted, lap winding with 60° phase belts. The unskewed coils 
are the formed diamond type. The coil pitch on this machine is 
six slots, and there are 6% slots per pole. The individual con
ductors in the coils are mica insulated, and the insulation of the 
conductor groups which form the coil is composed of mica which 
is covered with glass tape and treated to eliminate corona. Class 
B insulation is used on the coil ends and consists of mica which 
is covered with glass tape and treated with "Coronox." Two coil 
edges are stacked one over the other in each slot and separated 
by a micarta strip or a stator resistance temperature detector 
coil. After the coil edges are forced into the slots, they are held 
in place by micarta wedges anchored in notches near the slot face. 
A cold dielectric test of 36,100 volts was given each group of coils 
as they were placed. Having placed the coils, the coil ends were 
blocked, roped, and connections were soldered. Upon completing 
the winding, the stator core and winding were sprayed with red 
insulating varnish. 

The stator, upon completion, was covered with asbestos felt 
and a direct-current dryout was made. After satisfactory megger 
readings were obtained, the stator was subjected to twice the 
rated voltage plus 1000 or 28,600 volts for 1 minute on each 
phase. Although this test did not actually save any time, consid
erable time would have been saved if a coil failure had occurred. 
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Test operation of unit 

Prior to initial operation of the unit, the inside of the generator 
was .thoroug~ly cleaned and inspected for foreign objects; the 
turbme was mspected, and the mechanical blocks were removed 
from the servomotor pistons ; the governor was checked, and oil 
pr.e~sure wa~ brought to operating level. A few minutes before 
Imbal rotation, the rotor was jacked up and lowered so as to 
allow proper lubrication of the thrust-bearing shoes. 

At 9 :30 a.m., February 5, 1951, the unit was started for the 
first time with the governor engineer opening the wicket gates 
from the manual control on the governor board. Since the tachom
eter failed to indicate, the speed was held between 50 and 75 
revolutions per minute by a hand tachometer on the permanent
mag~et g~nerator .shaft. An oil leak developed from the thrust
bearmg oil pot whiCh appeared to be at the seam. After approxi
mately 5 hours of operation, the unit was shut down to repair 
the oil leak. 

9n February 7, 1951, the unit was started again and slowly 
raised to rated speed (144 revolutions per minute) after bearing 
te~peratures levele.d off. The oil leak still persisted, and it was 
decided that e?Ccessive turbulence was causing overflow at the oil 
guard. On this r~n an attempt .was made to build up pilot exciter 
voltage from r~sidual ~agnebsm, but this met with negative 
res~lts. The p~lot exc.Itor field w:;ts the.n flashed to build up 
residual magnetism whiCh resulted m arcmg at the pilot exciter 
br.ushes. The unit was shut down after about 4 hours to deter
rome the cause of the brush arcing and to lower the oil in the 
thrust-bearing oil pot. The brush rigging was found to be 
rotated 30° from its correct position. After this was corrected 
~nd the oil level lowered, the unit was started again on the morn
mg of February 8, 1951. 

Since the stator had already withstood the specified test voltage 
after direct-current dryout, it was agreed by TVA and the manu
facturer that the high-potential test on the stator would be per
formed at three-fourths test voltage or 21,450 volts. On Febru
ary 12, 1951, the megger readings reached the desired values and 
the stator was subjected to this second high-potential test 'with 
satisfactory results. 

Switchboards 

The main control switchboard (fig. 256) has facilities for the 
remote .control of primary functions in connection with power 
~eneratwn at the powerhouse and switchyard. This switchboard 
IS the duplex type with a control and instrument panels on the 
front and the relay panels ~m the rear .. A ~upervisory and battery 
board (fig. 257) With a smgle front IS directly behind the main 
control board. Contrary to the usual practice of TV A, the con
trol bench and separate terminal board are omitted. The control 
stations are mounted on the control and instrument panels at 
operating level, and the terminal stations for the control cables 
are in the rear of each panel. 
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FrcunE 256.-South Holston-main control su·itchboard. 

The main control board consists of a voltage-regulator and 
temperature-recorder panel, the generator panel, three line pan
els, and two blank panels. An automatic synchronizing and 
station-service panel, a generator and main-transformer panel, 
three line panels, an osscillograph panel, and a blank panel make 
up the main relay board. The supervisory and battery ~>Oard con
sists of two supervisory-control panels, one telemetenng panel, 
a metering and load-recorder panel, a 115-volt alternating-current 
distribution panel, the 115-volt alternating-current emergency 
motor-generator set panel, the battery-charger control panel, 3:nd 
the 250-volt direct-current distribution panel. The telemetermg 

FIGURE 251.-South Holston-supervisory and battery board. 
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and supervisory-control panels for South Holston at Watauga 
control room consist of the second panels of the recording instru
ment and supervisory control board and the direct-current distri
pution board. 

As a preliminary operation immediately after remote control 
equipment was installed, each point was selected individually at 
Watauga to see that the proper interposing relays operated at 
South Holston before they were connected to their particular 
operating circuit. For future insurance against interruption 
during actual operation, each oil circuit breaker was isolated, the 
supervisory control connected to its control circuit, and the 
breaker operated remotely. 

Auxiliary mechanical equipment 

Other equipment in the powerhouse includes raw water, treated 
water, compressed air, insulating oil, lubricating oil, oil-purifica
tion, drainage, unwatering, plumbing, heating, ventilating, and 
carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing equipment. 

Raw water is taken from the scroll case and piped to the 
various 1?YStems through 10-inch cast-iron, bell and spigot pipe. 
Treated water is purchased and piped from the city of Bristol 
water works approximately llf:! miles through a 6-inch line. 
Heating and ventilating systems are provided, but there is no air 
conditioning because of remote control and the absence of operat
ing personnel in the powerhouse. No difficulties were encountered 
in the installation of any of these systems. 

SWITCHYARD AND TRANSFORMERS 

The switchyard is on the peninsula formed by the main spillway 
and tailrace channels (fig. 258). Five conventional bays in this 
69,000-volt structure consist of the feeder bay and four line bays. 

FIGUHE 258.-South Hol.<ton-project structures dotL'IIStream from dam. 
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See Chapter 3, "Design," for structural and equipment details. 
Construction started with the switchyard fill in June 1950 and 
was completed in February 1951. The switchyard was first 
energized February 13. 

Switchyard structure 

The structural steel for the switchyard structure was fur
nished completely fabricated and galvanized. The main struc
tural members were assembled on the ground prior to initial 
erection and later raised into position by a mobile crane. Approxi
mately 16 days working time was required to complete the steel 
erection. 

Main transformers 

The three main power transformers were shipped via rail to 
Bristol, Tenn., and hauled by float from the railroad siding to the 
transformer yard just south of the powerhouse. After the trans
formers were set on their foundations, the radiators were in
stalled. They had been shipped with nitrogen gas pressure 
applied and were not opened to air until after the radiators were 
in place. Evacuation and filling of oil were conducted under the 
supervision of the manufacturer's representative. 

Grounding 

Main station grounding is provided by a network of 4/0 bare 
copper cable imbedded in compacted rock-free c~ay reaching ~rom 
the base line of the dam to the downstream side of the switch
yard. Connections in the mat were made by the "Cadwe~d" 
process which requires no source of outside heat. Copper oxide 
and aluminum, in powdered form, are placed in a graphite 
crucible-mold and ignited by a spark. The aluminum reduces the 
copper oxide into molten copper at 4000 degrees Fahrenheit. 
This molted copper flows over the cable in the mold which forms 
a strong and non-corrosive connection. 

SITE IMPROVEMENT 

Access to the project reservation is by a county road from 
U.S. Highway No. 421 at Emmett to Ruthton and by a road con
structed by TV A from Ruthton to the dam site. Access roads at 
the dam site connect the powerhouse with the top of the dam, 
with the maintenance building, and with the visitors area. Small 
parking lots are at the powerhouse, the spillway stilling basin 
overlook the left abutment of the dam, and the visitors building. 
A large ~verflow parking area is just beyon? the visitors b~ilding 
near quarry No.4 site. All roads and parkmg areas are bitumen 
surfaced. 

The construction plant area on the left bank downstream from 
the dam site was graded and all scars eliminated after construc
tion was complete. A large amount of topsoiling a~d seed.ing was 
required in this area. The main dam borrow pit, w~ICh was 
denuded by construction operations, was treated extensively for 
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the promotion of grass cover. Seedlings were planted on the 
slopes of the access road along the tailrace to deter erosion and 
help prevent slides. Figure 258 shows the project layout down
stream from the dam after landscaping and site improvement 
were completed. 

Visitors building 

Because of the National Emergency and the resulting critical 
shortage of building material, a permanent visitors building was 
not constructed in 1950. A guard station however was impro
vised on the foundation substructure which was built in 1950 
because it serves as the control room for the inclined railway 
down the access tunnel to the power intake chamber. 

A permanent structure for visitors (fig. 88, p. 233) was erected 
by contract in 1953 and its features are described in detail in 
Chapter 3, "Design." 

GENERAL CONCRETING FACTORS AND PROCEDURES 

While 'Concrete placement was a relatively minor item in com
parison to the tunnel driving and earth- and rock-fill placing, a 
total of approximately 98,000 cubic yards of concrete was placed. 
The principal items were spillway and power-tunnel lining, 
auxiliary spillway (Bent Branch), sluiceway control tower, 
and powerhouse substructure. The placing of the concrete in 
these features has been described in the preceding sections. Con
creting factors and procedures pertaining to concreting in gen
eral on the South Holston project are included in this section. 

Two hatching plants, one on the left bank of the river just 
upstream from the aggregate plant and one at the auxiliary 
spillway site equipped to handle only bag cement comprised the 
project's concreting plant. The hatching and aggregate plants 
and cement-handling facilities are described in Chapter 5, "Con
struction Plant." 

Concrete ingredients and mixes 

Concrete ingredients were hatched at the hatching plants and 
charged into truck mixers of 2-cubic-yard capacity which were 
used for mixing and transporting all concrete. It was necessary 
to run concrete of a wetter consistency than would have normally 
been used because the truck mixers had a slower discharging rate 
and were not efficient. This requirement accounted in a large 
measure for a relatively high cement factor. Concrete mixes were 
designed in general to meet a minimum 28-day compressive 
strength of 3000 pounds per square inch in order to maintain a 
consistency compatible with placing condition and the type of 
equipment used. The cement factor ranged from 1.30 barrels to 
1.80 barrels per cubic yard. 

At Bent Branch where the minimum strength requirement was 
2500 pounds per square inch at 28 days, close control over hatch
ing and mixing of concrete allowed the use of only 1.30 barrels 
per cubic yard. At other locations where the design requirements 
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were higher, it was necessary to use 1.50 barrels when us~ng 
derrick and bucket placing facilities and 1.60 barrels w~en usmg 
a pumpcrete machine for placing. Concrete used for fin~sh floors 
in the powerhouse had a very low water-cement ratw and a 
cement factor of 1.80 barrels per cubic yard. 

Vinsol resin an air-entraining agent, was used as an admixture 
in order to entrain a minimum of 3 percent and a maximum of 
6 percent air in the concrete. 

Concrete finishing 
Several types of finish were used on the project concrete. All 

interior floors in the powerhouse were given a steel-trowel finish. 
The overflow section of the morning-glory spillway and the Bent 
Branch spillway were given a brushed-trowel finish. All outside 
walks, deck slabs, and the floor of the stilling basin were finished 
by means of a wood float. . . . . 

The invert section of the spillway and diverswn tunnels, which 
were not formed, were struck off by a heavy wood screed and 
given a final finish by the use. of a wood float a;s placement w~s 
made in 1942. After closure m 1950 some eroswn was found m 
the invert and a progtam of repair was instituted. The ero~ed 
areas were chipped out and patched or ground down to provide 
long sweeping curves. 

BOONE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

Construction plant facilities and some of the preparatory con
struction work at Boone, including diversion of the river and 
production of concrete are described in preceding Chapter 5, 
"Construction Plant." Construction activities relating to the proj
ect are described in the following entitled sections in the order 
given: Foundation Exploration; Excavation; Earth Work-Main 
Embankment and Switchyard Fill; Foundation Treatment; Con
creting; Special Measuring Instruments; Spillway; N onov.er!Jow 
Dam· Powerhouse, Intake, Service Bay, and Control Butldtng; 
Turbines Governors, and Equipment; Generator Installation; 
Transmi;sion Plant; and Site Improvement. The detailed descrip
tions of the various features are included in Chapter 3, "Design," 
to which references should be made as necessary. 

Foundation exploration 

Exploration for a dam in the vicinity of Spurgeon Island was 
begun in 1930 by the Holston River Power Co. In 1948, TV A 
drilled 18 diamond-drill holes near the axis of the present dam 
and in 1950 supplemented these holes with additional drilling so 
as to make a final determination of the location of the axis. 
Foundation rock consisted of moderately weathered limestone 
across the river bed and in the left abutment, but was heavily 
weathered in the right abutment and right rim. A concrete dam 
and powerhouse was, therefore, designed for the moderately 
weathered area, and an earth embankment section was designed 
for the right abutment area. Treatment of the right rim was also 
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planned because of the heavily weathered rock and known solu
tion channels in this area. After construction was started, a 
large solution channel was uncoverecl in the intake and power
house sections, and a large number of exploratory holes was 
drilled to determine the extent of this defect and the amount of 
remedial treatment necessary. A large solution channel was also 
uncovered at the toe of the left bank and explored for determina
tion of adequate treatment. 

Excavation 

The scope of excavation work comprised: ( 1) stripping of top
soil from the embankment areas and borrow pits; (2) removal of 
overburden where necessary to excavate to rock for foundations 
of the dam, spillway, powerhouse, embankment section, and down
stream river channel improvement; ( 3) excavation of rock to 
foundation grades required by design requirements or to sound 
rock as determined in the field. Excavation totaled 238,000 cubic 
yards of rock and unclassified material. Distribution is shown 
in figure 259. 

Left abutment.-The excavation or scaling operation of the 
left abutment was started October 12, 1950, before completion of 
the cofferdam. This permitted overhead scaling operations 
(which extended 75 feet above the top of the dam) to be substan
tially finished before work started in the bed of the river. The 
rock was discolored but not badly weathered, so sound rock was 
exposed with a minimum of drilling and blasting. The wasted 
material was picked up from the base of the slope after the 
cofferdam was unwatered. It was removed by power shovel and 
hauled in Euclid trucks. The material was spoiled along the 
upper end of Spurgeon Island. 

Spillway.-The foundation for the spillway, which includes 
blocks 11 through 16 (fig. 92, p. 241), extends from near the base 
of the left abutment to the center of the river channel. This 
area was entirely enclosed by the first-stage cofferdam. Over
burden was comparatively light, but weathering was deep in some 
areas. Excavation for the bucket section adjacent to the left 
abutment was 40 feet deep. A large solution channel was uncov-
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ered near the base of the left abutment under blocks 15 and 16. 
This channel followed the strike of rock, which is approximat~ly 
65° to the axis of the dam. The channel was an open cav1ty 
ext~nding 30 feet downstream from th~ base line in bloc~ 16 ~o 
the apron section near the 14-15 block lme. It wa~ filled w1th ~llt 
and gravel and was difficult to clean out. Excavation was earned 
down to elevation 1235 which removed most of the overburden to 
sound rock with the exception of the upstream end where t~e rock 
was considered adequate for this type of structure. Matenal was 
loaded into scale pans which were handled by a portable crane. 
Final excavation for the cutoff curtain was completed from the 
upstream side by means of a short tunnel. . 

Intake and powerhouse.-This area is entirely in the old nver 
bed and was enclosed within the second-stage cofferdam. Another 
large solution channel was exposed in otherwise solid rock. The 
channel dipped steeply to the west under blocks 9 and 10 a~d 
died out against a fault zone at the edge of block 11. The ~ohd 
cap of rock situated above this seam in block 8 was enbrely 
removed together with most of that in the draft tube area of 
block 9 (fig. 260). Excavation reached down to elevation 1211 
which is 19 feet lower than neat line requirements. The weath
ered material under blocks 9 and 10 was mined by driving three 

FIGURE 260.-Boone--draft tube excavation, looking upstream, block 9-
note concreted tunnel in foundation. 
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tunnels along the seam. F1gure 261 shows a typical tunnel sec
tion. Two tunnels, approximately 4 by 6 feet, were driven under 
the intake section and three under the draft tube section. The 
rock was drilled, blasted, and mucked out by hand. A portable 
air winch was used to haul a small skip pan from the rock face. 
Excavated materials from the intake and powerhouse areas were 
removed by diesel shovel or skip pans handled by a gantry crane. 
A tractor was used to assist the trucks in climbing the steep 
grades from the excavation area. Excavation for the tailrace at 
the end of the draft tubes was done in January 1953 after the 
construction gantry was removed from the area. 

Nonoverfiow section.-The nonoverflow section which connects 
the powerhouse with the right abutment was handled in two 
stages. The area for blocks 1 to 4 inclusive was uncovered before 
the second-stage cofferdam was completed. Rock in this area 
was badly weathered, and up to 20 feet was removed. Solution 
channels were extensive as shown in figure 262. This character
istic of the rock made it necessary to employ a large amount of 
hand labor to load the overburden and shattered rock into scale 
pans which were handled by crane. Waste material was hauled 
upstreatn and deposited along the river bank. . . 

Excavation for foundation under blocks 4 to 7 mclus1ve was 
performed after the second-stage cofferdam :vas unw~tered. Con
ventional methods were employed, and th1s matenal also was 
wasted upstream. 

Embankment.-Foundation for the earth embankment extends 
some 700 feet beyond the end of the concrete section. Topsoil 
was removed under the entire embankment. A cutoff trench was 
excavated to sound rock which is located under the upstream third 
of the embankment. The rock was badly weathered and again 
required a large amount of hand work.. The core trench was 15 
feet wide at the bottom and was dug w1th a small shovel or back
hoe when mechanical means could be employed. The exposed 

'!:~caiw~'::::t ;~;":%:!:;:,; ::rz"~o::;n ~;::e"::/' 
m<t~r~l the funnels wu. b.JcktiUed wifh concrete c'JS 
follows: 

TOTAL MAXIMUM BBLS CENENT WATER-CEMENT 
CONCRETE AGGREGATE PER CU YD RATIO 
790cvyd -$"- --160- -0.-5Z-

FIGURE 261.-Boone-typical tunnel section used in foundation excavation 
and concrete backfill data. 
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FIGURE 262.-Boone-solution channel in foundation, block 1. 

foundation in the core trench was very irregular with many 
pinnacles (fig. 263). 

Switchyard.-The switchyard area extends downstream for ap
proximately 1000 feet below the dam and along the right bank 
of the river. The completed yard area is a section of approxi
mately 20 percent cut to 80 percent fill. The excavated material 
was primarily earth with a large percentage of sand, gravel, and 
small boulders. A large percentage of the grading was done by 
benching with bulldozer. The balance was handled with a power 
shovel and 10-cubic-yard dump trucks. Excavation for the switch
yard structures, such as cable tunnel and equipment foundations, 
was done with a back-hoe and finished with hand labor. Some of 
the individual foundations were excavated by hand. 

Since the control building was located in a cut-and-fill section, 
the cut area was excavated 10 feet low and backfilled to minimize 
uneven settlement. 

Tailrace channel.-Improvement to the tailrace channel was 
required for approximately 1500 feet along the left bank. Exca
vation amounted to approximately 10,000 cubic yards of sand and 
gravelly material. This work was performed in two stages. The 
upstream 300 feet was graded in August 1951 and the balance 
completed in the summer of 1954 after the construction bridge 
had been removed. Excavation was aided by reduction of water 
discharge from the power plant so that the machinery could work 

r 
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FIGURE 263.-Boone-foundation in core trench for earth embankment. 

- -~~ • -- -- ---- -_ -· -~~----~--:--:-z!!l!"~ 

in the dry: ·Excavated material was wasted along the~-upper end 
of Spurgeon Island. 

EARTH WORK-MAIN EMBANKMENT AND SWITCHYARD FILL 

Major construction features covered in the general classifica
tion of earth work are the main embankment and the fill for the 
switchyard. The embankment is 770 feet long and has a maxi
mum height of 115 feet and contains 7 4 percent of the total 
amount of fill material placed. It is on the right bank and 
connects the concrete structure with the north abutment. The 
embankment contains a rock-fill section on the upstream intake 
side which required 74,000 cubic yards of quarry-run rock. This 
was done to steepen the slope so that free access of water to the 
intakes could be secured. The upstream side of the embankment 
is protected with riprap placed over a filter blanket, and the 
downstream side was covered with topsoil and seeded. 

The switchyard is at the toe of the embankment and adjacent 
to the service bay. It is cut-and-fill section but required 75,600 
additional cubic yards of fill which was deposited over the slope 
and along the tailrace channel. It is protected by a heavy blanket 
of riprap. 

Borrow pit.-Material for these embankments was obtained 
from a borrow pit 1.3 miles from the project. Preliminary inves-
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tigation revealed that the depth of overburden~ or usable material, 
varied from 5 to 30 feet. The proposed area was sampled on 
100-foot centers with the auger method plus a few undisturbed 
samples. Moisture and compaction tests for penetrometer needle 
readings were run at the time of sampling. Tests run in the 
laboratory were compaction, direct shear, specific gravity, Atter
berg limits, permeability, grain size analysis, and consolidation. 
These tests proved that the material would be fit for all areas in 
the dam. 

Before excavation of the pit started the topsoil was stripped 
with carryall scrapers and stored along the edge of the area. The 
rolling slopes of the pit area made the use of conventional load
ing equipment somewhat difficult; however, by careful planning 
with considerable attention given to drainage, a successful opera
tion was concluded. 

Approximately 98 percent of the material was loaded with a 
Euclid elevating loader. Bottom-dump Euclid trucks, having a 
13-cubic-yard capacity, were used for hauling. Figure 211, 
page 569, shows similar operations at Watauga. A plow was em
ployed to loosen the soil ahead of the loader and to facilitate 
drying so that material could be placed at optimum moisture. 
Work proceeded on a three-shift basis. 

Main embankment.-The earth embankment was placed in two 
stages to facilitate grouting operations. A total of 129,000 cubic 
yards of material was placed from July 10, 1951, to November 30, 
1951. This material completely filled the cutoff trench and pro
vided a substantial cap of rolled fill over the grout curtain area. 
Work was again resumed in April and completed in September 
1952. 

At the embankment initial placement of earth was made in the 
bottom of the core trench, and this material was hauled in small 
trucks so that it could be dumped close to the point of use. Clay 
was shoveled and hand tamped around the various rock pinnacles. 
As the fill progressed, the clay was spread with bulldozers and 
compacted with sheepsfoot rollers. All the topsoil was removed 
from underneath the embankment, and an 8-inch concrete pipe 
placed in a drainage blanket was located in the downstream toe. 

As the fill progressed, the working space enlarged so that equip
ment could be spread out and the capacity of the loader utilized. 
A maximum of 16 trucks was required at the peak on a 11f2-mile 
haul. A special haul road, having a maximum minus 6 percent 
grade, was constructed. The material on the embankment was 
spread in 6-inch layers and carefully compacted with sheepsfoot 
rollers. A close check was made at all times by the engineering 
division to insure adequate compaction. After interruptions of 
placement, such as inclement weather or week-end intervals, the 
surface was cleaned of material having excessive moisture or 
scarified by harrow to eliminate lamination. 

Material for the rock fill on the upstream river corner was 
obtained from the contractor's aggregate quarry located just 
downstream from the highway bridge. This quarry-run rock was 
hauled by TVA in 10-cubic-yard end-dump trucks and placed in 
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FIGURE 264.-Boone-placing rock fill-block 5 of concrete section had been left low 
for access. 

lifts ranging from 10 to 20 feet (fig. 264). Slopes were dressed 
with bulldozers and little hand work was employed. 

Material for the riprap face was also obtained from the aggre
gate quarry. This slope protection consists of a rock blanket of 
which 50 percent or more of the stone weighs more than 250 
pounds and has a minimum thickness of 18 inches. It was placed 
over a filter bed of crushed rock having a minimum thickness of 
9 inches. 

Switchyard.-Much of the material for the switchyard was 
placed concurrently with that of the embankment. The down
stream portion, which is a side-hill fill section, was placed first; 
conventional methods of placement were employed. This per
mitted the construction of the main yard to be finished several 
months before completion of the concrete structure. The slope 
was protected with riprap of which 25 percent of the stones 
weighs a minimum of 6000 pounds. The upstream end of the 
yard, which is adjacent to the earth embankment and the service 
bay, was excavated to 10 feet below the basement of the control 
building in the fall of 1951. This material was replaced with 
rolled fill ~o reduce uneven settlement of the control building. 
The fill adJacent to the service bay and under the control building 
was completed in November 1951. Backfill around the building 
was placed in June and July 1952. The entire slope from the 
powerhouse to the downstream end of the yard was protected 
with riprap. 

FOUNDATION TREATMENT 

Foundation treatment comprised an extended program contem
porary with all stages of construction, including cofferdam con
struction, excavation, placement of rolled fill in the main embank
ment and switchyard, and concrete placement in the powerhouse 
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and spillway. The scope of the treatment work consisted of: 
(1) drilling and grouting of cofferdams for watertightness; (2) 
mining of seams under the powerhouse and spillway for back
filling with concrete to effect an adequate foundation; (3) con
solidation of the foundation under the powerhouse, embankment, 
and switchyard; and ( 4) drilling and grouting of the cutoff cur
tain extending the entire length of the concrete dam, earth 
embankment, and 2850 feet of the reservoir rim. Quantities 
involved in foundation treatment are given in the following 
tabulation. 

Drilling (lin ft) Grouting 

Location Cubic foot 
Diamond Wagon Bags cement- Concrete 

cement clay (cu. yd.) 

Powerhouse and intake------- 7,071 3,626 9,763 ------------ 790 
Spillway and non overflow---- 16,324 7,825 16,515 ------------ 1,410 Embankment_ _______________ 19,717 ------------ 28,371 136,721 10 
Rim------------------------- 40,639 ------------ 94,971 680,386 0 

TotaL _________________ 83,751 11,451 149,620 817,107 2,21~ 

The bedrock making up the foundation of the Boone project is 
represented by two formations, the Maynardville member of the 
Nolichucky and the Conococheague member of the Knox, both of 
upper Cambrian age. Throughout the foundation, limestones and 
dolomites of these formations are encountered. Several major 
zones of weathering were observed in the foundation. In the 
left abutment, extensive cavities were intercepted under blocks 15 
and 16 down to elevation 1202. The second and most critical zone 
was encountered in the powerhouse area. Weathering occurred 
along a well developed shear zone dipping normal to the bedding 
with secondary and often more extensive weathering along the 
bedding. A large cavity at approximately station 6+85 on the 
base line extended downstream along the strike for some 25 feet. 
The deepest cavity encountered under the powerhouse was at 
elevation 1160 or 93 feet below the top of rock. 

The extensive nature of the weathering under the powerhouse 
units made it necessary to drive four short tunnels along the 
bedding to remove the weathered material along the seams. They 
were then filled with concrete (fig. 261). This area was then 
thoroughly grouted after a concrete cap of at least 10 feet had 
been placed. 

Concrete dam.-Foundation treatment under the concrete por
tion of the main dam consisted chiefly of two operations. First 
was the consolidation of the unsound material to solidify the area 
upon which heavy loads would be imposed to prevent subsequent 
differential settlement and cracking of the structure. This treat
ment was carried out by wagon-drilling holes 40 feet in depth 
according to a regular pattern and supplemented by additional 
holes as required by visual observation of solution channels in the 
foundation rock. The holes were then grouted to refusal with 
neat-cement grout. 
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The second operation consisted of drilling holes along the cutoff 
curtain located at the heel of the dam and grouting to refusal 
with neat-cement grout. Holes were first wagon-drilled 40 feet 
in depth and grouted so as to consolidate the upper zone of rock 
in preparation for high-pressure grouting. This was Jollowed by 
diamond-drilling holes 60 feet in depth and grouting by the zone 
method under pressures varying from 80 to 20 pounds per square 
inch. Excessively deep weathering of the underlying rock of the 
intake and powerhouse sections of units 2 and 3 (blocks 9 and 10) 
made it necessary to use diamond drills to penetrate the deeper 
cavities. 

Unwatering of the second-stage cofferdam disclosed several 
solution channels and seriously deep weathering in the rock 
underlying units 1, 2, and 3 (blocks 8, 9, and 10). This condition 
underlaid both the intake and powerhouse sections. Weathering 
was of such depth and magnitude as to make conventional 
methods of drilling and pressure grouting unworkable. A method 
of tunneling along the weathered seams was employed (fig. 261). 
Tunnels 4 by 6 feet in cross section were driven as indicated, and 
additional mining was performed along the weathered areas as 
feasible. These tunnels were filled with concrete (fig. 260} after 
which they were intercepted with drill holes. The holes were 
extended up through the concrete with steel pipe and pressure 
grouted after a minimum of 10 feet of concrete had been placed. 

The cutoff curtain is along the heel of the dam. being 4 feet 
upstream from the face of the concrete. A concrete cap, having 
a minimum thickness of 2 feet, was placed over this section in 
areas where the surface of rock was badly fractured. The curtain 
extended a minimum of 60 feet into rock. Spacing of holes varied 
from a maximum of 10 feet to a minimum of 0.62 foot, depending 
on condition of the rock. 

Two types of holes were used: (1) a low-pressure curtain was 
employed by injecting neat-cement grout through wag-on-drilled 
holes 40 feet deep to consolidate the unsound material in the 
upper zone of weathered rock which formed an impervious cap 
over the high-pressure area; (2) high-pressure curtain was 
achieved by diamond-drilling- holes 60 to 115 feet in depth and 
grouting under pressure of 1 pound per foot-depth of hole. The 
initial spacing- of holes was 10 feet on centers which was sub
divided for additional grouting where grout takes exceeded 10 
cubic feet per hole. 

Earth embankment.-There were many local cavities in the 
overburden along the rock contact. The depth of the strata in 
this area contributed to that factor. Consequently, consolidation 
grouting was employed under all embankment areas. This was 
done by laying out a regular pattern of holes on approximately 
50-foot centers and grouting with cement-clay (1 :12) grout. 
Fifty-four holes were grouted under the earth embankment, 
requiring approximately 32,000 cubic feet of grout. This work 
was performed during the winter of 1951 after the initial clay 
cap had been placed. 

Weathering under the embankment along the curtain was ex-

' 
I' 
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c~ssive, and an extensive drilling and grouting operation was 
required. Initial holes were spaced on 50-foot centers and drilled .a 
mjnimum of 10 feet into rock. This spacing was then subdivided 
al).p regrouted until acceptance of any particular hole was less 
thf!:~:~1 cubic feet. The maximum spacing was 12.5 feet and t~e 
~IJ).Imum 1.5. A cement-clay grout (one part of cement to SIX 
parts. clay by volume) was used throughout the greater part of 
th~ program. During the latter stages a cement grout was used 
where acceptance was expected to be small. 

Rim.-Approximately 2850 linear feet of the reservoir rim 
required treatment. This section extends along a narrow ridge 
beyond the end of the right embankment. Treatment consisted of 
diamond-drilling holes from 50 to 298 feet in depth and grouting 
to refusal with cement-clay grout. Grouting operations were 
started in April 1951 and continued on a three-shift, 5-day-week 
basis until completion in November 1952. 

The stage method was employed, and holes were initially drilled 
o,n 50-foot centers to prevent interconnection of holes during 
grouting. Spacing was then subdivided until grout take of any 
individual hole did not. exceed 175 cubic feet. The maximum 
spacing was 25 feet, and the minimum 1.56 feet. In general, a 
cement-clay grout of one part cement to six parts clay was used; 
nowever, in a few instances where takes were large, the ratio 
~as ip.creased to one to twelve on fifth- and sixth-stage holes. 
One hole accepted 34,000 cubic feet. Maximum pressures of 
¥2 pound per foot-depth of hole were used. 
· Switchyard.-The pinnacled rock surface and nature of the 

qnderlying strata in the switchyard made it necessary to consoli
date this material to strengthen the foundation. This became 
apparent after several sink holes developed in the excavated area 
during the winter months. The program was carried out by 
diamond-drilling holes 8 to 10 feet into rock and grouting to 
refusal, using a cement-clay grout (1 :12). The holes were laid 
out on a regular pattern to consolidate the areas under the struc
ture. Many of the foundations had already been built and the 
}\oles were spaced accordingly. A total of 32 holes was drilled 
ari<i grouted which required 86,000 cubic feet of grout. 
"' Grout stops, or packers, were set in the casing near the top of 

bedrock and the holes grouted to refusal. The casing was then 
raised 10 feet and grouting continued until refusal or until grout 
leaked out the surface. Pressures at no time were allowed to 
exceed 10 pounds per square inch measured at the header. 

CONCRETING 

Placement of concrete for permanent structures was started in 
March 1951 using concrete produced by the main plant. Concrete 
for construction plant structures was produced in agitator trucks 
which were hatched from a portable plant located adjacent to the 
aggregate storage piles. Operation of the main mixing plant was 
discontinued in December 1953. After this time approximately 
50 cubic yards was procured from ready-mixed concrete compa-
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nies and placed in miscellaneous structures such as visitors' 
building, walkways, and culvert head walls. ' 

Con~rete quant.ities in the various structures are given in the 
followmg tabulation : 

Cubic yards 

22,900 
41,400 ··.·j· 
63 300 J' 

' -. r .. 
64,100 .. J" 

7,700- T'J 

Total --------------------------------------------- 199,400 .. 

Concrete materials.-A blend of 30 percent natural and 70 per
cent t;ype II portland was used for all structures except during 
the wmter months when natural was blended with type I. Port
land cement,. types I and II depending on availability, was used 
for foun~abon treatment. The portland was obtained from 
nearby mills, and natural was shipped from Louisville, Ky. 

Manufactured aggregates produced from a local dolomite 
quarry 'Yere used. The quarry was approximately 3000 feet 
d?wnstream on the le~t bank of the river. Aggregates in five 
siz~s,. from sand to 6-mch, were furnished over the TV A's re~· 
claimmg tunnel under contract. · 
. River water without any treatment was satisfactory and useq 
m ~II ~oncret.e. It was heated during the winter months but 'na 
artificial cooh!lg of the water was employed at any time. ):::, 

Concrete mtxes.-A stud~ wa~ made of materials being used ih 
str~ct~res under constructiOn m the Cumberland River Basin 
This disclosed that air-entrained concrete made from a blend of 
natural and portl~~d cements was superior to plain mixes with 
respect to workability. Test data indicated that it would also be 
more dura~l.e. From the standpoint of heat of hydration, strength 
a~d durability, concre~e produced with natural cement blended 
with type II portland I~ S?mewhat similar to concrete made with 
t:ype IV portland. This IS not true with respect to workability 
s~nce the finely ground natural cement provides a better grada
tw~ w!J.en ble.nded with type II portland rather than type IV 
which IS relatively coarse and does not make a smooth workable 
paste. 

The u~e. o.f natural cement blended with type II portland raised 
the possibility of low early strength during cold weather. This' 
t_Ype of concrete woul~ affect production schedules by delaying 
form removal. Tentative plans were made, therefore to reduce· 
the natural ceme!lt content of all mixes during the winter months., 
T~e nee~ for usm~ all type II portland with no natural during· 
thiS penod wa~ believed highly probable. This alternate was not 
considered desirable because of the sacrifice in workability of th~ 
resultant conc:r:et~. Further laboratory study indicated that th~t 
heat charactensbcs and s~rength of concrete made with type~.l 
portland CeJ?le~t blended With 30 percent natural by volume were·: 
somewhat SIJ?Ilar to the concrete made with 100 percent type 11 
portland. Mixes were set up, therefore, to use the blend of type I. 
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portland and natural cements in all mixes during the period of 
January 1 to March 31. 

Mixes were designed for four general classes of concrete, each 
designated by reference to the maximum size of aggregate used 
in that particular mix. Concrete mixes were designed to meet a 
28-day compressive strength of 2000 pounds per square inch for 
the mass or interior concrete and 3000 pounds per square inch 
for the face or exterior. The average c-ement factor for the 
entire project was 1.05 barrels per cubic yard. Cement factors 
for the various types of concrete were as follows: 

Mix No. 1, 6-inch mass, 0.70 barrel per cubic yard. 
Mix No. 2, 3-inch mass, 0.80 barrel per cubic yard. 
Mix No. 3, 3-inch face, 1.00 barrel per cubic yard. 
Mix No. 4, Ph-inch face, 1.25 barrels per cubic yard. 
Mix No. 5, %,-inch face, 1.60 barrels per cubic yard. 

Six-inch mass was used for interior concrete where forms were 
open. This mix has the advantage of a minimum cement content 
yielding ample strength and low heat generation. No mix was set 
up for the use of 6-inch face concrete. Previous experience shows 
that the danger of honeycombed surfaces outweighs the economy 
achieved by using the larger aggregate. A special 3-inch mix 
was designed for face concrete to be used in conjunction with 
6-inch mass. For economical reasons, the mix with the larger size 
aggregate permitted by placing condition was used. Where sur
faces were to be finished, the lifts were usually topped out with 
the 11/2 inch. 

The water-cement ratio varied from 0.52 for the %.-inch face 
to 0.75 for the 6-inch mass. The use of an air-entraining agent 
increased workability and durability. Air-entrained concrete is 
found to be more elastic when in a hardened state and will, there
fore, withstand relatively high internal stresses without cracking. 
The air-entraining agent used was Vinsol Resin in a 12-percent 
solution. 

Very few alterations to the mixes were required which was 
largely due to the rigid control exercised over the production of 
fine and coarse aggregates. This material was well graded and 
free from excessive fines since it passed over a rinsing screen on 
its way to the mixing plant. 

Trial mixes were made in the laboratory and the percentage of 
each size aggregate determined by establishing a desired grada
tion and then adapting the available aggregates as closely as 
possible to this gradation. The cement content for the different 
classes; of concrete was established by mix design and remained 
constant except under special conditions. At the discretion of 
the inspector, cement was added during rain or when the rinsing 
screen was bypassed. All aggregate above the %-inch size was 
washed to remove surplus fines and insure uniformity. Bypass
ing of this screen made it necessary to add from 0.10 to 0.15 
barrel of additional cement per cubic yard. Test cylinders were 
made on all pours and broken at intervals for a positive check on 
the quality of concrete being produced. 

Rigid control was exercised at all times both as to production 
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of aggregate and the manufacture d 1 · 
tine screen analyses were made on all .P aci~g of concrete .. Rou
processed. Sam le a . SI~es 0 aggregate as It was 
tests. Moisture ~es~sw:~~et::~ pbnothdiC~lly for specific gravity 
plant. e Y e mspector at the mixing 

Concrete testing.-Routine co t t t· . ~ng test samples from each liftc~e e des _Tg cons~sted of secur-
mstalled on top of the wet-batch h~ ace · s.amph~g apparatus 
concrete samples directly from th ppe_r mad~It possible to obtain 
sample was wet-screened throughe f:~x~r. h he concrete for the 
taken to the laborator h . 12-I~c mesh. It was then 
ard 6- by 12-inch steef ~oldse I~ "iab re~Ixed ~nd placed in stand
compact the concrete in the ~old a S~ra ory ~Ib~ator was used to 
run at this time. Cylinders wer . u~p an air tests were also 
curing room and allowed to re~~I~red ~~ ~· constfant-t~mperature 
were made at various time i t . un I Ime o testmg. Tests 
strength is shown in the follow~:~;:~~-lat~~~ average breaking 

Time 6-inch 
mass 

1094 
1592 
2292 
3038 
3094 
3292 

3-inch 
mass 

1219 
1776 
2553 
3216 
3627 
3931 

3-inch 
face 

2194 
2777 
3555 
4415 
4817 
5157 

llf2-inch %-inch 
maximum maximum 

2128 1880 

~m I m~ 4299 4149 
4578 4675 
4824 4903 

fir~o~~s ab~~e cfh:~~=~enBf~i~~~~B~ace ffrms were used for the 
where panel forms were not ad n sur aces and at other points 
light construction, usually 2_ b~PJ~~l~h 

0
;h;y bwere. compar~tively 

studs and l-inch vertical sheathing. - Y 8-mch honzontal 

::" .1'~~/oo~ I' 

;:: 

. , . ~I 

.· oa~1L :1 
~~~_j 

TYPICAL SECTION 

foce of' previous 
plecemenf 

. 4i"lhrd on I" boll 

\ 
~-!"nul 

7/"w.hen using fwo lctV-.~-• ---l welded lo plale 

or.l· sheathing. 6/J"when 

~j?~a;;~;:er of T & G 

DETAIL A 
STRUT TYPC BOLT 

FIGURE 265.-Bondone-s~ction of vertical cantilever form 
a detall of strut type bolt. 
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Panel forms were used wherever pra.ctical and the Ir?-aj~rity 
were of the vertical cantilever type. This type of form! Imbally 
used at Fontana and improved at B~one, proved very satisfact.or~ 
Structurally, it consisted of vertical wales J?ade . from 8-mc 
13 75-pound structural-steel channels spaced m pairsd onh 4-fo~t 
ce~ters · horizontal studs made from 4-i~ch 5.4-poun f ~51an?e ~ spaced 'as shown in figure 265 ; and a smgle layer o ~r-~nc h 
vertical tongue and groove sheathing or two layers of. l-4-mc 
sheathing. It had the advantage and simplicity of erection over 
the Fontana form in that only one row of anchors was used. f The 
form was carefully balanced which permitted the lower orm 
bolts to be replaced with ordinary. bolt st_r~ts (fig. 265) · f-b;ence 
of anchors and bracing on the inside faci~Itated placemsn o ~onf 
crete since buckets could be more readily. spot~ed. . uppor o 
overhanging forms was supplemented by mterwr tie rods (fig. 
26~a'nels were designed for 5-foot lifts with a placing. rate of 
4 f t hour They were fabricated in 14-foot se~twns and 
for~ r~~~ireme~ts were met by building. 50. The. spillway ~nd 
its piers required 28 SJ?ecial panels which permitted formmg 
two blocks at the same time. . d 
· Standard panels were used an average of 35 times an were 
.generally in satisfactory condition for future use at th\ enfh ol 
the construction period. Many of these pa:t:lels were res ea e 
and used on the Fort Patrick Henry proJect. All were con
structed at the job carpenter shop. In gene.ral, lan.~~ 5~re 
raised by hand using standard A-frames eqmppe WI - on 
Coffing hoists. . th t · · ll 
· ... u any other special panels were bmlt for e rammg wa s, 
:fofthe downstream side of the powerhouse, and for the construe-

FIGURE 266.-Boone-upstream panel, spillway forms. 

.; 
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tion joints between the units. These forms were attached by 
bolts to Richmond tie-screw loops embedded in the concrete and 
rodded at the top from the inside. 

Special forms were also required for the intake, draft tube, 
and spillway-apron sections. Although limited in number of u.se:s, 
it proved economical to prefabricate in panels. They were sqp
ported in the field much the same as the cantilever form except 
that some required interior rods from the top. The lower lift 
of the curved section of the spillway bucket was formed by using 
precut ribs and lagging in the field. 

The intake and draft tube waterways required special form
work. Panels were used extensively in the intake (not the can
tilever type) which permitted a few reuses. This is true for the 
vertical walls of the scroll case. The draft tube forms, however, 
remained in place until all concrete was placed above them. They 
were built in sections on the carpenter shop platform and single
lagged. After being properly aligned in final position, a secopd 
layer of %,-inch sheathing was applied, and all cracks were filled 
and surfaces sanded to insure a smooth concrete surface in the 
water passages. Forms for the upper and lower cone of the 
scroll case roof were built-in-place, but the ribs were precut 
at the shop. 

All forms were oiled before concrete was placed. Vertical 
forms were left in place approximately 24 hours after the pour 
was completed but the time varied with the ambient temperature. 
An absorptive form liner (Firtex) was used on all surfaces of 
the spillway subjected to water action and on the downstream 
walls of the powerhouse below the draft tube deck elevation. 

Reinforcing steel.-All reinforcing steel was purchased in stock 
lengths of intermediate grade, new billet steel. It was cut and 
bent in the fabricating yard on the project. Difficulty in pro
curement resulted in purchase of a few lots of random lengths 
and odd sizes. Some substitution was necessary to adapt the 
material on hand to the requirements of the drawings. 

Generally, bars were .\l~livered in 40- and 60-foot lengths. Each 
size and length was racked separately to facilitate future handling 
in fabrication. Bars were cut by an oxyacetylene torch or power 
shears and fabricated in two bending machines. Cutting lists 
o:r . .fabrication lists were ma9-e out for each lift and the li!t and 

· localion were followed :Closely' to reduce the wastage: to a 
minimum. 

Placing of all reinforcing steel was done by special crews. No. 
16 black-annealed wire was used for tying, and precast concrete 

. ·spacers in which tie wire was embedded were used for spacing 
·· the bars. off the bottJ;)lfl or sides of. tl:).e forms. 

·. The major part of ·the steel was placed in the spillway piers 
and around the water passages of the i11take, scroll case, and 
draft tubes. A total of 2852 tons of steel· was required as shown 

. ·in the following tabulation: 
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Location 
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Conl'rete 
(cu. yds.) 

I Pounds steel 

( pounds) of concrete 
Steel I per cubic yard 

-in-ot~-k-:h-o-~~-=--=-==-==-=-==-=---=-==-=---::-==-=-==-==-=-==-==-=-== 1---~-i-;~-gg-1---~:-~~-~;-~g-g I ~ }:& 
Spillway ---------------------------------- 63,300 1,295,400 20

8
.4
9 d . 71,800 ., 636,500 ' . Nonoverflow dam an misc. --------------- ___ 

1

_

9

_

9 4

_

0

_

0 

~-----

Totals ------------------------------ • 1 <2855~~~~2r I 28.6 

Concrete pktcing.-In general, all concrete was place? ~n 5-foot 
lifts except when covering the fom;dation where a mmimum of 
two 21;2-foot lifts were placed. Horizontal surfaces, whether ro~k 
or concrete, were thoroughly. cleaned with. a~ air and water Jet 
just prior to placing a fresh. hft. :t:l' o restrictwn was placed upon 
the rate of placing except m the mtake and pow~rhouse ar~as. 
Fresh surfaces were thoroughly grouted by ?roommg _grout mto 
the surface for a depth of approximately % mch. A hft of n:ass 
concrete 18 to 20 inches thick, was then placed across the Width 
of the fo~m starting at approximately 6 feet from the downstream 
face and extending upstream to cover the grout. Another layer 
of mass concrete was then placed on top of the first layer. Three 
layers of face concrete, 18 to 20 inches each, were plac~d ?etwee.n 
the downstream form and the mass concrete, thus brmgmg t~us 
area to grade. A similar method was used on the upstre~m Side 
(fig. 267). All concre~e was co~pacted by means of mter?al 
electric vibrators. Flexible shaft vibrators were used for pla.cmg 
concrete in thin walls and heavily reinforced concrete sect~o_ns. 
Every effort was made to keep the concrete in workable condition 
and prevent a cold joint. If the exposed concrete became dry ~r 
hard because of breakdowns or other reasons beyond co?-trol, It 
was covered with grout before the next layer was deposited. . It 
was sometimes necessary to grout these areas after a hard ram. 

FIGURE 267.-Boone--concrete placing-note vibrator at right center. 
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In most cases concrete was dumped directly from the bucket 
into the forms. Both air-dump and hand-dump buckets were 
used. Chutes were used in a few locations to convey concrete 
from the bucket to the form. A pumpcrete machine was used in 
special instances, such as placing most of the concrete for block 18 
and for concreting the plug section in the spillway. 

In general, the placing cycle was 72 hours depending upon the 
location of the pour with relation to the foundation and air 
temperatures. Special instructions were followed for small lifts 
in the penstock and powerhouse area. The placing cycle varied 
from 3 to 7 days, depending upon location and ambient tempera
ture. 

Water seals were placed across all construction joints in the 
dam. They were made of 18-ounce copper, one-half of which was 
embedded in the first pour with the adjacent leg fastened to the 
form. This leg was turned out into the second lift after the 
forms were stripped. All seals were installed by skilled sheet
metal workers. Joints in the copper seals were brazed, and the 
horizontal metal seals placed to prevent seepage along the con
struction joint between pours were welded. 

Cleaning of horizontal joints.-The green-cut method, that is 
the use of air and water jet, was employed to clean all horizontal 
joints. When results from this method were not entirely satis
factory, the surface was further cleaned by scarifying with jack
hammers. Better than average results were obtained from this 
method. Very little laitance appeared on the tops of the blocks 
because there was no bleeding or water gain. The absence of 
bleeding may be attributed to the use of air-entrained concrete, 
natural cement, and well graded sand which contained a sufficient 
amount of fines or minus 100-mesh material. When cutting, as 
little water as possible was used with the air. Immediately after 
cutting, the surface was thoroughly rinsed with fresh water until 
the wash water was clean. 

Concrete curing.-During the warm months all vertical and 
sloping surfaces were covered with a membrane curing com
pound. It was applied with a spray gun immediately after the 
form was stripped. During the cool humid months curing, for 
the most part, was discontinued. Horizontal finish surfaces, such 
as floors, bridge slabs, and walkways, were either sprayed with 
membrane or covered with sand or burlap which was kept wet for 
several days. During cold weather, fresh concrete was protected 
by means of tarpaulins and heat from salamanders or light bulbs 
as long as required. 

Internal cooling was employed in 23 bottom lifts of blocks 15, 
16, and 17. 

Concrete finishing.-Interior floors in the control building, 
service bay, and powerhouse were given a steel-trowel finish. 
Red Colorundum floor hardener was used in many sections of 
these buildings. The roadway section of the spillway, intake, and 
nonoverflow section was fmishcd with a wood float. Outside 
walkways and curbs were given a brushed-trowel finish. 

Honeycombed areas, which were relatively few, were repaired 
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by cutting out the defective concrete to a depth of 4 to 6 inches 
and dry packing. The patch was finished to conform to the 
surrounding concrete and covered with a curing membrane. 

Exterior walls in finished areas such as the service bay and 
powerhouse were given a light mortar rub. This mortar con
sisted of one part portland cement to two parts of screened sand 
(all passing a 28-mesh screen) and mixed with enough water to 
yield a creamy consistency. It was applied when the concrete 
was not less than 60 days old to the surface of walls which had 
been previously wetted. The surface was then rubbed with a 
carborundum stone to remove abrupt protrusions and to pack 
mortar into the air holes. Board marks were not removed. All 
mortar was then removed from the surface by cleaning with a 
piece of burlap. 

Special measuring instruments 
Investigation of structural behavior by means of special em

bedded instruments was included as an essential part of the 
Boone Dam and powerhouse construction. The concrete pen
stocks and scroll cases employed at Boone operate under the 
highest head ever designed for this type of installation. It was, 
therefore, desirable to check design assumptions, thus adding to 
the general knowledge of the behavior of mass and reinforced 
concrete. The Carlson strain meters were used in critical loca
tions at various elevations and coordinates within the structure 
around unit 2 in the powerhouse and intake sections. 

Instruments were embedded in the concrete for measuring the 
phenomena of stress, strain, temperature, and foundation uplift. 
The stress, strain, and temperature requirements involved the 
placing of 102 Carlson meters, 10 of which were attached to 

FIGURE 268.-Boone-strain meter. 
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FIGURE 269.-Boone-uplift pressure cells, block 14. 

reinforcing steel bars (fig. 268). Five were set in concrete 
cylinders as stress-free, and 87 were embedded into the power
house and intake structure in groups of three. Nearly one-half 
of these instruments gave data for temperature determination. 
There were 17 uplift pressure cells (fig. 269) installed in blocks 
6, 9, and 14 to check uplift pressure along the contact with the 
foundation. The pipes leading from these cells terminate in the 
inspection galleries (fig. 270). 

FIGURE 210.-Boone-terminal for uplift cells. 
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Numerous and tedious steps WL'l'e required in the preparation 
for final embedment of these instruments. Cable leads from these 
meters terminated at two recess boards. The meters were fur
nished to the project with leads 3 feet long, and the longer leads 
were attached by careful splicing in the field laboratory. All 
meters were carefully checked many times before installation. 
Collection of data began immediately after installation and con
tinued daily until the reservoir reached its maximum level. 
Special readings were taken when the load-rejection tests were 
conducted on the generator unit 2. Readings were taken once 
each month after the completion of construction. 

SPILLWAY 

The spillway, which is across the left side of the channel, 
consists of a concrete weir surmounted by five 35- by 35-foot 
radial gates (fig. 95, p. 247). A sluiceway, 5 feet 8 inches by 
10 feet 0 inch, was built into the base of the structure and is 
controlled by a hydraulically operated slide gate. The crest gates 
are controlled by individual electric hoists. 

Concreting.-The first-stage cofferdam enclosed the entire spill
way and abutment section. Concrete, however, was placed in 
three stages. The first stage included all the weir, part of the 
apron, and most of piers (fig. 271). Late delivery of gate anchor
ages made it necessary to complete piers 11, 12, and 13 after the 
cofferdam was flooded. Apron blocks 11, 13, and 14 were left 
low to facilitate river diversion. The last stage included place
ment of the plugs in the temporary sluices and completion of the 
apron. The gate-hoist operating deck was not placed until after 
gate erection was completed in March 1953. 

Placement of concrete started in March 1951 and was suf
ficiently completed by August 1951 so that the cofferdam could be 
flooded. The piers were completed in April 1952, and the last 
concrete was placed in the apron April 1, 1953. 

Concrete was hauled directly by truck into the working area. 
A 40-ton Clyde Wiley revolver crane mounted on a high gantry 

FIGURE 211.-Boone-spillway with first stage concrPting completPd
note six tPmporary sluices. 
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was erected on the spillway apron to handle forms, reinforcing 
steel, and concrete. Concrete was placed on the afternoon and 
graveyard shifts. Base pours of the apl·on bucket were pbcced 
first so that the tracks for the revolver crane could be laid in this 
area. The bucket invert lifts, which were the last ones placed, 
were placed immediately after the gantry tracks were removed. 
The bucket sections of blocks Hi and 16 were completed during 
the first stage. 

The placing interval was 3 days between pours. Most of the 
concrete was placed in 5-foot lifts although a few 21/1-foot lifts 
were used while covering the foundation. -

Blocks 11, 13, and 10 were scherlulecl as lead blocks. Blocks 
15, 16, and 17 required a longer placing cycle as there were 
several lifts against sloping rock surfaces. The placing schedule 
was maintained in these blocks by the use of artificial cooling. 
Coils of thin-walled, l-inch tubing, spaced on 5-foot centers, 
were embedded in 23 of these lifts, and river water was circulated 
through the coils. 

Late shipment of embedded parts for the permanent sluiceway 
delayed th~ concreting of block 12. Delivery of the sluice slide 
gates was even later so that a vertical slot was left open which 
extended from the gate operating chamber to the spillway crest. 
When the gates were received they were lowered into position 
through this opening. The slot vras then concreted from the 
powerhouse cofferdam. 

Six temporary sluices (fig. 271), each 10 by 12 feet, were 

FIGURE 272.-Boone-concreting plugs in upper end of temporary sluices 3 and 4-
note sluice inlet structures and steel flap gates. 
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formed in pairs through the base of blocks 11, 13, and 14. The 
permanent sluice is through block 12. Reinforced concrete inlet 
structures at the entrances of these temporary sluices made pos
sible the use of steel flap gates to cut off the flow of water from 
upstream (figs. 272 and 273). Stoplogs placed between vertical 
H-beams along the downstream edge of the unfinished part of the 
apron then permitted unwatering in preparation for concreting. 
The sluices were closed in pairs. The inlet structure design for 
Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6 enabled the upper end of the plugs for these 
four sluices to be placed from the upstream side with an upper 
slab against the dam. Concrete was handled by a pumpcrete 
machine on the upstream arm of the second cofferdam where the 
machine was charged from dumpcrete trucks. Because of the 
different design of the intake structure for sluices 1 and 2 the 
concrete for these two was pumped through the sluices from the 
downstream side. The pumpcrete machine was charged from 
concrete buckets handled by the second-stage revolver crane. 
The downstream entrances of all six temporary sluices were 
closed by placing concrete from buckets with the second-stage 
revolver crane and by the use of the pumpcrete machine where 
plugs were out of reach of the crane. Final concrete in the 
spillway bucket opposite the permanent sluices was placed by 
pumpcrete machine just downstream from the spillway bucket 
in block 16. 

Vertical water seals were installed in pairs on all transverse 
joints. They were made of 20-ounce copper sheet, 12 inches wide, 
and formed with a 1%-inch crimp at the center to permit expan
sion and contraction. They were placed 12 inches from the 
upstream face and 12 inches apart. The bottom of these seals 
was grouted into a slot which was drilled into the foundation 
rock. Horizontal seals, made from %-inch steel sheets 8 inches 
wide, extended into the blocks from each leg of the copper seal 
for a distance of approximately 3 feet. These were installed to 
prevent percolation along the horizontal construction joint. 
Single copper seals were also installed around all the galleries. 

Uplift pressure in the foundation is relieved by two rows of 
vertical drains, spaced 8 feet on centers. The first row is 11 feet 

SLUICES I & 2 SLUICES 3 TO 6 

FIGURE 213.-Boone-sections through temporary sluices in 
spillway illustrating closure procedure. 
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FHWRE 214.-Boone--collector drain on bed of porous concrete 
block No. 1 foundation. ' 

6 inc~es downstream from the heel of the dam, and the second 
row IS u!lder ~~e toe of the dam. Collector drains fabricated 
from 18-mch-d~ameter, half-round, galvanized pipe were placed 
on the _foundation al~ng the center lines of the rows. Irregular 
places m the foundatiOn were leveled by placing a bed of porous 
concrete under the collector drain similar to that shown in 
figure 27 4. T.he edges of the drain were then dry packed with 
mortar. Vertical steel pipes, 4 inches in diameter were extended 
from the t<;>P .of th~ upstream drain to the floor of the inspection 
gallery. Similar pipes were extended from the downstream drain 
through .the top of the first lift, elevation 1254. The drain holes 
were dnlled after ~urtain grouti~g had been completed. Up
stream holes were diamond-core dnlled from the drainage gallery 
to a depth of 35 feet. The downstream holes were wagon-drilled 
to a 25-foot. depth. The tops of the pipe extensions at the down
stream. dram w~re plugged before the last lift of concrete was 
placed m the spillway bucket. 

A system of 8-inch por.ous concrete interceptor drains extends 
from the roof of the dramage gallery to the spillway crest (fig. 
275). ~he~ are spaced on 8-foot centers and were furnished to 
the pro]ect m 2%-foot l.engths, an even multiple of the 5-foot lifts. 

Floors ?f the gallenes were finished monolithically. Treads 
of the stairs were recessed 2 inches at the time the monolith was 
plac.ed and later formed by placing the finish step in which pro
tective treads were embedded. 

Spillway gates.-Difficulty in procurement made it necessary 
to schedule erection of the crest gates from the top of the dam 
after closure had been effected. Concreting of the piers was 
further delayed by late delivery of the anchorages. Anchorages 
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FIGURE 275.-Boone-spillway lift showing 8-inch porous 
concrete vertical interceptor drains. 

for piers 11 and 12 were set from the second-stage cofferdam with 
the revolver crane barely able to make the reach. 

Thrust from the gates is carried into the piers by heavy welded 
plate-steel anchorages which provide brackets for J?Ounting ~he 
trunnion bearings. Anchor arms were wrapped with No. 8 In
sulated copper wire to be used for prestressing the tension mem
bers of the anchors. The arms were covered with burlap and 
then painted with emulsified asphalt to prevent bonding with the 
concrete. The anchorages were carefully aligned and anchored, 
bearing plates were dry packed with concrete, and the anchorages 
were concreted in place. Prestressing of the tension members 
was accomplished by passing an electric current through the 
No. 8 copper wire. The circuit was fed by 250-volt, 125-cycle 
current. Heat from eddy currents in this circuit elongated the 
bars to the computed requirement of 0.083 inch. The resistance 
of this circuit was more than adequate since it was necessary 
to break the circuit at approximately 15-minute intervals to pre
vent too much elongation. The opening between the end of the 
pier and the bearing plates of the anchorages was then packe_d 
with grout, and heat was maintained for about 12 hours to permit 
the grout to set. Grout was made from type III portland cement. 

The gates were assembled in the manufacturer's shop, in
spected, match-marked, and shipped by rail to Gray Siding .. A 
motor crane was used to handle the component parts durmg 
erection. Partial assembly was made on the abutment section, 
from which point the crane walked to the spillway deck carrying 
its load. 

The sequence of gate erection was as follows: 
1. Recesses which were left in the concrete for the seal channels and sill 

beams were cleaned and scarified, and the threads of the anchor bolts 
were cleaned and oiled. 

2. Seal channels were placed in the slot in the side of the piers. The sill 
beams and seal channels were alined. 
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3. Trunnion bearings were placed on the anchorages and set in position· 

metal filler was placed between the gate anchor supports and th~ 
base of the bearing block. 

4. G~te arms w~re suspended from the piers, and trunnions were placed 
m the bearmgs. 

5. The gat.e was assembled, bolted, checked for alinement welded and 
seals mstalled. ' ' 

6. Sill beams and seal channels were grouted. 

Gates were erected in their final position, but the bottom was 
set on wood blocks approximately 2 feet high to permit access for 
workmen from the upstream and downstream side The molded 
rubber seals which bol~ to the skin plate of the gates were in
st~lled as soon as weldmg was completed. The compression of 
this seal was checked, and i:r:t two i_nstances it was necessary to 
mo_ve the seal t?ward the pier to mcrease compression. Final 
a~Justment consist~d of setting the g:Uide rollers. The upstream 
Sid~ of the gates Is protected by bitumastic No. 70-B enamel 
which was applied hot over a primer. The downstream side of 
each gate and the anchorages were painted with three coats of 
aluminum over a primer coat of red lead. The primer coat was 
brushed on, and the finish coats were applied with a spray. All 
surfa_ces were clean~d by sandblasting. 

Spi~lway gate hmsts.:-Eac~ ~ate is operated by a separate 
electncal~y op_erated h01s~ weighmg approximately 30 tons that 
was received m three mam sections-a drive unit and two hoist 
units. Each hoist was carefully alined and leveled, and the shafts 
were connected before the ~ases were grouted by the dry-pack 
method. .T~e ca~les were adJusted to make the gates raise evenly, 
and t_he hmit ~witches were set to operate at the proper interval. 
~ptllway bndges.-Two bridges span the entire width of the 

spillway sectio:r:t. <;>ne, which i~ 12 feet wide, forms the roadway; 
the second, which IS 2.4 feet higher, serves as the operating deck 
~pon which the hoist machinery was erected. The roadway deck 
IS supported on 30-inch 1-beams and is surmounted with 1-Beam 
Lok de~king. Each bay of the structural-steel frame was 
prefabncated and set in position with a motor crane. The 1-Beam
~ok deck _was installed and c~mcrete placed upon it. The operat
mg deck IS supported on 33-mch 1-beams surmounted by a rein
forced concrete slab. Concrete for both decks was handled in 
dumpcr~te truc~s and placed by a chute from the truck. Concrete 
was fimshed with a wood float. A pipe handrailing encloses 
both areas .. 

.sl!illway sluice.-Low river discharge and maintaining of a 
mr~umum stream flo'Y of 500 cubic feet per second during reservoir 
~lhng were accomphshed through a permanent sluiceway located 
m ~he base. of. block _12 (fig. 276). The slui~eway is of standard 
design and IS hned With steel from the upstreii,m face for a distance 
of 47 ~eet 71,4 inches. It is ~ontrolled by two hydraulically oper
ated shde gates, one for service use and the other for emergencies 
Concrete was placed within 2.5 feet of the bottom of the sluice. 
at which time the gate frames and liner were set bolted together' 
~nd carefully positione~. This operation was f~llowed by build~ 
mg the forms and placmg heavy mats of reinforcing steel (fig. 
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FIGURE 216.-Boone-discharge of 1000 cubic feet per second from permanent sluice. 

FIGURE 217.-Boone-reinforcing steel around sluice liner. 
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277) around the conduit. The gate frames were again checked 
for level before placing the concrete. Concrete was then placed 
around the liners with special care being taken to work the con
crete underneath. 

When the concrete had cocled to a stable temperature, an in
spection was made to see if the concrete was in contact with the 
steel liner. Several hollow places were found and were corrected 
by drilling and tapping the steel plate so that the voids could be 
filled with neat-cement grout. Bonnets were installed before the 
concrete covered the top of the conduit. Delivery of gates was so 
late that a vertical opening was made through the concrete from 
the top of the operating chamber to the spillway crest. Several 
months later the gates were lowered through this opening and 
set in proper position, and bonnets were installed. The hydraulic 
cylinders and pistons were placed in the same manner. The slot 
was then filled with concrete. 

Entrance to the sluiceway is screened by a trashrack structure 
having five openings 5 by 20 feet. It consists of a concrete apron 
and vertical steel columns to support the screens. The openings 
in the scr~en are 15 inches by 3 feet 8 inches. The racks were 
received in sections and were placed before second-stage river 
diversion was accomplished. They were installed unpainted. 

NONOVERFLOW DAM 

Blocks 1 to 7 inclusive comprise the nonovertlow dam which 
connects the powerhouse with the earth embankment (fig. 264, 
p. 665). Concrete was first placed in block 1 in July 1951. The 
foundation of block 1 is the highest of any of the blocks in this 
section. A dike was pushed out into the river to enclose blocks 
3 and 4 so that concreting of these blocks could progress during 
the change-over period from the spillway to the powerhouse cof
ferdam. Unwatering of the powerhouse cofferdam in September 
1951 permitted concrete operations b be extended to include 
blocks 5, 6, and 7. 

Concrete was placed over the foundation in small lifts as fol
lows: two 2%-foot lifts were placed at 5-day intervals; these 
were followed by two 2%-foot lifts on a 3-day interval; at this 
time two 5-foot lifts were placed on a 5-day interval, and the 
balance was placed in 5-foot lifts on a 3-day interval. Concrete 
for the first few weeks was trucked around through the switch
yard area. Unwatering of the powerhouse cofferdam made it 
possible to truck directly across the bridge below the spillway 
into the sec')nd-stage cofferdam. Cnncrete was completed in this 
section, with the exception of block 5, by April 1952. Block 5 
which was left low to provide access for concrete trucks to the 
intake section was concreted in July and August 1952, as de
scribed in the following section. 

POWERHOUSE, INTAKE, SERVICE BAY, AND CONTROL BUILDING 

Concrete.-Fonr blocks, 7 to 10, comprise the intake and power
house section. Concreting was started November 19, 1951, in 
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block 8 and approximately 66,000 cubic ya~ds was placed in the 
four blocks. The last concrete was placed I~ the scroll cas~ r~of 
of unit 1 April 8, 1953. In general, 5-fo~t h~ts we~e placed, w!th 
the exception of a few special 21/2-foot hfts m the mtake s~ctwn 
and block 7. Exposure time in block 7 ~as the same a~ that ~or 
blocks 1 to 6 inclusive. Two ~1/2-foot hf.ts were. use? m the. m
take, or blocks 8 to 10 inclusive. Special placmg mstruetwns 
were issued for the intake and scroll case pours. Th~ concrete 
penstock, which is heavily r.einforced, was broke~ ~p I~to small 
lifts to permit maximum shrmkage; some of t~e cnhcal hfts were 
placed on a 7 -day cycle. Concrete was hauled m buckets by truck 
and placed with two gantry cranes, one located upstream and the 
other downstream from the working area (fig. 278) · . 

Placing of concrete in block 5 was delaye~ until. the greater 
part of the upstream concrete had been placed m t_he mtake. Con
crete was left low in block 5 (fig. 264) so that It could be .u~ed 
as a roadway to shorten the hauling distance from t_he mixmg 
plant to the upstream gantry. After virtually all the mtake a~d 
nonoverflow dam concrete had been placed work was resumed m 
bl ck 5 A 20-ton revolver crane was mounted on the downstream 
si~e of· block 6 to place the last few lifts in block 5 as placement 
of earth fill on the upstream side prevented the upstream crane 
from reaching this block. . . . . 

The basement of the control bmldmg IS con~t~ucted of reu~
forced-concrete slab and walls. Pours we~e divided to permit 
shrinkage, but some cracking took place which w!ls .proJ:>ably due 
to uneven settlement of the fill on which th~ bmldmg. I~ p}aced. 
The building is located on a cut and fill section. A mimmum of 
10 feet was excavated under the slab in the cut area and replaced 

FIGUJU;; 2713.~.Boone-two gantry cra'!es used for placing concrete in powt!rhouse 
and mtake blocks. 
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with i·olled clay. Concreting \Vas started March 1952 over the 
cut section and finished in June 1952. 

Seals were handled much the same as described under spillway 
concreting. A 3-foot 6-inch vertical slot was left between the 
intak~ and powerhouse piers. Keys were installed on each side 
of this slot to develop maximum shear as the powerhouse is de
signed to be an integral part of the dam. The adjacent concrete 
was thoroughly cured, after which the slots were filled with con
crete during cool weather. 

Uplift drains were provided in the intake and draft tube 
sections. A collector drain formed from 24-inch, half-round, gal
vanized steel pipe was placed over the foundation in the intake. 
Four-inch steel pipes were extended at intervals from the top 
of the collector drain to the floor of the intake. After foundation 
grouting was completed, drain holes were drilled to a minimum 
depth of 35 feet by the use of core drills. Uplift pressures were 
relieved below the draft tube elbow by four rows of drains in 
each unit spaced 6 feet apart in a transverse direction. The 
two center rows consist of a 6-inch, half-round vitrified-clay pipe 
laid over a porous pad of concrete, and vertical steel pipes extend 
to the floor of the draft tube. The two outside rows, one up
stream and one downstream, consist of 3-inch-diameter holes 
drilled a minimum of 10 feet in the rock. These were drilled with 
wagon drills after concrete placement and foundation grouting 
had been completed. 

Structural steel.-Structural steel as discussed in this section 
includes both embedded items and superstructure for the power
house, service bay, and control room. Principal embedded items 
are the trashrack guides, intake gate guides, and draft tube gate 
guides. The exposed surfaces of all gate guides were cleaned by 
sandblasting and given three coats of coal-tar paint, bitumastic 
No. 50. 

Guides for the trashracks consist of 10-inch wide-flange beams 
weighing 115 pounds per foot with strap anchors embedded in the 
upstream face of the intake piers. Their over-all length is ap
proximately 70 feet. They were received in three sections and 
placed to keep just ahead of the concrete. The guides were alined 
and braced with pipe struts so that the trashracks could be 
inserted without difficulty. 

The trashracks consist of 16- by %-inch plate frames with 3-
by %-inch steel bars welded vertically on 4;,.~pch centers. Each 
section is 10 feet 8 inches by 20 feet wide, an·d each intake open
ing is screened by four sections placed one on top of the other. 
They were not painted. 

The intake gates operate on rails installed in vertical slots 
which extend from the invert crest of the penstock at elevation 
1285 to the top of the dam at 1392. Three different sections are 
used for the slot through this height. The heaviest section which 
surrounds the intake opening was made from 10-inch channel 
welded to %-inch bent plates that support a 175-pound steel rail 
on the downstream side and a stainless steel bar on the upstream 
side. A seal beam extends across the top of the opening. The 
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lightest section is a plain 10-inch channel embedded in the ends 
of the upper portion of the gate slot. It guides the gates into 
position on the rails. . 

The vertical guide sections of each intake opening are firmly 
anchored in the concrete and tied together at the top and bottom 
of the water passage by a structural-steel team. This arrange
ment provides a continuous sealing surface arcund the perimeter 
of the opening. 

Difficulty in procurement made it necessary to accept these 
guides or towers without the stainless-steel sealing bar being 
attached. The bar was received after the concrete had been 
placed and was attached in the field. A good job of erection was 
obtained, but this procedure was more expensive. 

Permanent reference points, Ylhich were used for alinement 
and checking position of the towers, were established at the bot
tom of each guide. Heavy steel plumb bobs suspended on piano 
wires were centered over these points as additional sections of 
guides were added or as the concrete was placed. Position was 
checked during and after each concrete pour. 

The 175-pound support rails were set to line on adjusting 
wedge assemblies and held in position by rail clips. The wedges 
were tack-welded to prevent future movement. The rails extend 
approximately 25 feet above the closed gate, but shortage of com
petent workmen made it necessary to defer setting the upper 
20 feet until after the gates were placed. 

Intake gates operated in pairs to close the water conduit to the 
turbine. They consist of a structural-steel framework on which 
is mounted a steel skin plate. There are nine individual wheel 
assemblies at each end of the gate which transmit the thrust to 
the supporting rail. Gates were received in two sections at the 
project. They were assembled in the intake slot where they were 
carefully alined, bolted, and welded together. The bottom half 
was lowered in the gate pit to rest on temporary beams and the 
top half positioned over it. The last operation was installation 

FIGURE 219.-Boone-blocking and rigging for lowering intake gate. 
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of ~he rubber music-note seals which were bolted around the 
perimeter of the skin plate. 

. Nondelivery of the intake hoists made it necessary to impro
VIS~ a means of handling the assembled gates, each of which 
weighs 35 tons. A pulley-block arrangement (fig. 279) was 
e_rected on the deck above the gates to lower them into final posi
tion. A long cab!~ was threaded through these sheaves and 
attached to a Euchd truck which furnished the motive power. 
The gates w~re protected ?Y a hot application of 70-B bitumastic 
enamel applied over. a pnmer after the gates were thoroughly 
cleaned by sandblastmg. 
~rocurement of guides for the draft tube gates was also un

satisfactory: Channels were obtained from construction material, 
some o~ which had been used, and the guides were fabricated at 
the project. T~ey were ~elatively light, being 10-inch steel chan
nel, and were mstalled m the conventional manner. Only two 
draft tube gates w_ere pr?vided, b_eing a complete set for one unit. 
Each gate was shipped m one piece. They are fabricated from 
structu_ral steel wi~h the steel skin plate on the downstream side. 
~ contmuous music-not~ rubber seal is bolted around the per
Imeter of ~he upstream side of the gate. The seals were installed 
at. the project. Thes~ gates were cleaned by sandblasting, primed 
with red lead, and_ given three coats of aluminum. 

Structural frammg for the powerhouse is designed for a mini
mum amount of steel. The roof over the generator room consists 
of cell~lar steel-roof deck panels laid over a framework of rela
tively hght stee~ 1-be~ms. Installation depended upon progress of 
generator erection smce the roof fits around the air housing of 
the generator (fig. 280). 

Heavy sections, 36-inch steel beams, are required in the service 
bay area to carrY_ the loads imposed by erection of the turbine 
rotor on the erection bay floor, elevation 1284, and for the eleva-

FIGURE 280.-Boone-framing for .generator room roof. 
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tion 1302 deck which covers this room. The deck has a large 
hatch opening, 28 by 32 feet, and is designed to support h.eavy 
loads when in place. Structural steel was placed by conventwnal 
methods, and most of the connections were riveted. 

Each generator has a separate removable hatch cover: They 
are 40 feet 6 inches in diameter and consist of a steel skm plate 
supported by a structural frame. Restricted working conditions 
in the powerhouse area made it desirable to assemble the hatch 
covers away from the powerhouse. The covers were received in 
12 pie-shaped sections which were assembled at the downstream 
end of the switchyard. They were tacked. together, carefu.lly 
alined, and welded. The insulation was apphed to the u~derside 
of the covers at this time. The assembled covers were picked up 
with two motor cranes and set on a trailer for transportation to 
the powerhouse. From that point they were handled by the 
powerhouse crane. . . 

Considerable steel of the usual frammg sections to support 
walls and roof (fig. 281) were required for the control_building. 
A motor crane was available for erection. Most connectwns were 
riveted and all exposed steel was protected by red lead and two ' . coats of finish paint. 

Architectural featur-es.-Architectural treatment. for the ex
terior walls is very simple with little ornamentatiOn (fig. 95, 
p. 247). The 5-foot lifts were marked with horiz~ntal '{-strips 
and the concrete was placed against wood forms m whiCh the 
lagging was placed horizontally. Form liner was used on the 
exposed surfaces below the draft tube deck.. Exposed concre~e 
walls predominate in the interior. Here agam forms were bmlt 

FIGURE 281.-Boone-steel framing for control building (left)-switchyard (right). 
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with horizontal lagging, and V-strips were used to mark construc
tion joints. 

Exterior walls of the control building are of light-buff face
brick capped with limestone coping stones. They were laid by 
force account from June to August 1952. Interior walls and par
titions were built of concrete brick. Stairways and corridors 
were finished with face tile. 

The ~oof decks of the powerhouse and control building were 
made with cellular steel panels over which was applied insulating 
board and waterproof membrane. Two layers of insulating 
board, % or 1 inch thick depending on location, were placed 
directly on the panels. The waterproof membrane was four-ply 
which was applied over the insulation. A light-weight aggregate 
concrete fill was placed over the membrane in the powerhouse 
area. The fill was then covered with marble chips. The mem
br~ne of the c~ntrol building roof was covered with slag. Instal
lation of the different areas was ccmpleted in four stages as the 
different sections of the powerhouse and control building were 
available. 

Colored concrete floors were placed in the generator room and 
plain colilcrete in the galleries. 'l'oi1ets and locker rooms were 
finished with glazed-tile walls and terrazzo :f1oo~·s. The public 
lobby was finished with marble walls and terrazzo floors. The 
floors of the control room and office area are covered with rubber 
tile. Ceilings and walls of these rooms are plastered. Contracts 
were awarded for these special services. 

Powerhouse crane.-The powerhouse crane is an outdoor over
head, traveling type having a 160-ton capacity (fig. 95, p.' 247). 
Two heavy girders are used to span a distance of 61 feet 9 inches. 
The upstream end of these girders is mounted directly on the 
trucks while the downstream end rests on a high gantry. The 
difference in elevation between the upstream and downstream 
rails is 31 feet 10 inches. The upstream trucks were placed 
first, and the downstream legs were assembled, placed over the 
trucks, and guyed. The girders were then set and assembly 
bolts connected. After proper alinement, welding of the connec
tions was started. All field connections were welded. 

The trolley was received completely assembled and was set on 
the rails over the girders by use of the revolver crane which was 
used for all erection. Total weight of the crane is 1231;2 tons. 
Erection was performed in record time between the dates of 
December 11 and January 5. Urgent need of this crane made it 
necessary to defer painting for several months. The shop coat 
was retouched, and a complete primer coat of red lead was 
brushed on all exposed areas. Two finish coats of aluminum 
phenolic resin varnish paint were applied on all exposed surfaces. 

Intake gate hoists.-Three gate hoists control the intake gates 
for the three units. Each unit consists of three parts-an elec
tric-motor drive unit located midway between two chain hoists. 
The motors and hoists were placed over the anchor bolts and 
carefully alined. Two steel-forged cross shafts extend from the 
power unit to the hoist. Each hoist has a pinion gear reducer. 
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Chains were then attached between the gates and the hoists, and 
the unit was synchronized so that the gates would rise evenly. 
The bases of the units were then dry packed and limit switches 
were set. 

A mishap occurred during early operation of unit 2 while fill
ing the penstock. Contrary to definite instructions, the gates 
were raised too quickly before allowing the penstock to fill. The 
upsurge of the water shot the gate upward into the slot. The 
chains were entangled but no damage was done to the hoist 
although it was severely tested. Additional controls have been 
installed to prevent recurrence. 

The hoist equipment was painted in the usual manner, primed 
with red lead, and finished with aluminum. The chains were also 
cleaned and painted. 

Auxiliary mechanical equ'ipment.-This includes the following 
systems: raw-water, treated water, compressed air, insulating 
oil, lubricating oil, oil purification, drainage, unwatering, plumb
ing, heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and carbon-dioxide fire 
extinguishing. 

Raw water for generator cooling is taken off from each pen
stock in an 8-inch line. It passes through twin strainers before 
entering the cooling system. Raw water for fire protection is 
taken from a multiple intake located in the upstream face of 
block 7. A 50,000-gallon storage tank stands on top of the hill 
above the switchyard at elevation 1450. Sprinkling hydrants are 
connected to this line, and adequate pressure on top of the em
bankment and in the visitors' building area is provided by booster 
pump. 

Treated water comes from a small filter plant in the basement 
of the control building. It consists of two rapid-sand-filter tanks, 
having a capacity of 6.3 gallons [>er minute each, and appropriate 
chlorinators. Operation of the filter plant was stopped in 1955 
and water then supplied by the newly formed Tri-Cities Water 
Utility District. 

Air conditioning is provided in the offices and control room of 
the control building, but only heating and ventilating are supplied 
in the powerhouse. No difficulty was encountered with any of 
these installations. 

Control buildings.-The Boone and Fort Patrick Henry power 
plants are controlled from a single station which is housed in a 
separate structure, the control building, located at Boone on the 
right bank between the toe of the embankment and the switch
yard (fig. 102, p. 285). It provides offices and space for the elec
trica~ laboratory and testing branch as well as housing the con
trol station and communications equipment. It is a two-story 
brick structure which was erected over a reinforced-concrete 
basement. The basement was built in the spring of 1952, and 
the superstructure was constructed from May to October 1952. 

TURBINES, GOVERNORS, AND EQUIPMENT 

The powerhouse at Boone Dam was designed and built to 
·accommodate three power units, all of which were installed dur-
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ing th~s construction period. The units are vertical-shaft, single 
Francis-runner-type, rated at 34,500 horsepower at 90-foot head. 
They ~otate counterclockwise at 100 revolutions per minute and 
are directly connected to 31,500-kilovolt-ampere, alternating
current generators. Installation was done by the TV A job 
forces under the general supervision of the manufacturer's rep
resentative. Erection of the first unit (unit 3) was started 
March 24, 1952, and the unit went into commercial operation 
March 15, 1953; it was followed by unit 2 June 12 1953 and 
the third unit (unit 1), September 3, 1953. Unit 3 is the fa;thest 
away from the service bay, so this sequence of erection was 
chosen to prev~nt worki_ng over ~ machine which was operating. 

Draft tube hners.-Field erection of each unit began with the 
assembly of a steel-plate draft tube liner. Each liner was re
ceived in four sections with vertical joints. The four sections 
of the liner were preassembled in the tailrace area within reach 
of the gantry crane. The field joints were bolted together and 
the jack-up strips were tack-welded. The complete assembly was 
lifted as a unit :;tnd placed in the pit. Jacks, blocks, and wedges 
were used to brmg the sections to grade and alinement. Turn
buckles, 'strut pipes, and pipe jacks were used to hold them in 
position. Final alinement, concentricity and elevation were ob
tained through adjustment of the jacks' and turnbuckles. Field 
welds were made on the four field joints. Care was taken to 
avoi~ overheating by welding in alternate strips and thoroughly 
peenmg. . T~e temporary bolts were removed and the holes plug
welde~ .withm 28 mche~ of the top. The joints were left open 
to facilitate the connectiOn between the liner and the stay ring 
The opening between the bottom of the liner and the draft tub~ 
waterway was formed, and concrete was placed at a rate of 
approximately 1 foot per hour. The welds were ground flush 
after the wheel pit was stripped. 

Stay rings.-The stay ring for each unit is mounted on 12 con
crete ~upport piers surmounted by a leveling screw jack placed 
on %-mch steel plates. Foundation bolts were installed in ver
tical pipe sleeves embedded in the piers. 

Each stay ring arrived on the job in four sections. Two 
quarter sections were bolted together in the tailrace and then set 
in .appr~ximate position on the jacks provided (fig. 282). This 
umt weighed 22 tons and was handled by the construction re
volver crane. The ot~er two quarter sections were set separately, 
a_nd the complete ~mt was bolted together in approximate posi
tion. A 12-leg spi~er was place? in the top of the stay ring to 
round out the castmg. The umt was carefully positioned and 
~ecured by installing and adjusting the hold-down rods and screw 
Ja.cks. C~mcentricity of the ring was checked from a plumb piano 
Wire which was suspended from the instrument tower and 
weighted by a heavy plumb bob immersed in oil. An electric 
tram and micrometer set with headphones were used in making 
a~l the conc.entricity checks. The level checks were made by the 
aid of a miCrometer target and transit having a high powered 
telescope. Concentricity and level checks were made before and 
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FIGURE 282.-Boone-half section of stay ring in place. 

after each pour. After the bottom of the stay ring was secured 
to the draft tube liner, the position of the center wire was deter
mined by centering in the lower bore of the stay ring. 

The connection angle for the joint between the stay ring and 
the draft tube liner was next installed. Rivet holes were drilled 
and countersunk, and the connection was bolted together. It was 
necessary to make several 18-inch vertical slits in the top of the 
draft tube liner to make a smooth connection to the bottom of the 
stay ring. The horizontal joint was then riveted, and the vertical 
slits and riveted portions of the field joints were welded. Care 
was again taken to avoid overheating and all welds were thor
oughly peened. 

Anchor rods were fastened to the upper and lower flanges of 
the stay ring which extended into the concrete. There were 
seventy-two 11/2-inch by 6-foot 6-inch rods in each flange. 

Pit liner.-The turbine pit above the top of the stay ring is 
formed with steel plate for a height of 13 feet 4 inches. The 
diameter of the pit is 19 feet 0 inch. The pit liner was received 
on the job in three sections with vertical field joints. It was 
cleaned, preassembled in the tailrace area, and then set as a unit 
on the top flange of the stay ring. In alining the pit liner par-
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ticular care was given to the servomotor bases to make sure that 
they were plumb and square with the transverse center line of the 
unit. The pit liner was made concentric by using pipe struts and 
braces. Field joints were welded; access steps were placed and 
welded; then the base of the liner was drilled and dowelled to the 
stay ring. The opening in the bottom of the drainage channels 
which run around the top of the pit liner was filled with caramel 
candy dough. This candy dough provided a means of sealing the 
opening during concreting and was later dissolved by flushing 
with clean water. 

Simultaneously with erection of the pit liner, forms for the 
upper and lower cone and scroll-case roof were built in placf' 
(fig. 283). Shop-fabricated ribs were set in accurate locations 
around the entire scroll-case roof, and double lagging was used 
to make up the forms for the finished concrete surfaces. Cracks 
in the forms were filled, and the surfaces were sanded and oiled. 
A heavy double mat of reinforcing steel was then placed which 
tied into the dowels projecting from the first-stage concrete. 

Concrete was placed in the lower cone to the base of the stay
ring casting. The void between the concrete and the casting was 
filled with grout through holes which were extended approxi
mately 5 feet vertically with steel pipes to increase the head on 
the grouting. This grout was placed after the concrete had set 
7 days. The upper cone was placed monolithically, but the lifts 
above this point were divided in four sections. In general, a 
lapse of 5 days was allowed between placing one pour upon 
another or between adjacent pours. 

Internal and operating parts.-Completion of concreting was 
followed by the removal of spiders, struts, and other internal 
bracing plus a general cleanup of all exposed metal and concrete. 
A final level and concentricity check was made on the stay ring. 
Field-welded joints and other rough spots were ground smooth, 

FIGURE 283.-Boone-scroll case roof forms. 
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FIGURE 284.-Boone-temporary wicket gate installation, unit 3, 
showing gates lashed with steel cablPs. 

and embedded parts were cleaned and brush-painted with one 
coat of underwater gray primer and two coats of underwater 
gray paint. 

Installation of internal parts followed substantially the same 
sequence in all units. One major exception was the temporary 
measure to facilitate final closure of the dam on schedule. The 
intake gates had not arrived for unit 3. It was decided, therefore, 
to make a temporary installation of the bottom ring, wicket gates, 
and head cover in order to shut off the water at the scroll case. 
The wicket gates were installed and lashed with steel cable (fig. 
284) ; in addition, temporary wood struts were wedged against 

FIGURE 285.-Boone-unit 3, wicket gate and head cover assembly. 
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the leveling arms at the top of the gate. The head cover had a 
temporary steel plate bolted over the shaft opening. After place
ment of the intake gates the head cover and wicket gate assembly 
was removed as a unit (fig. 285) to permit placing of the turbine 
runner. 

A bottom ring completes the transition between the speed ring 
and the runner vanes. It was made of cast steel and is bolted 
and doweled to but removable from the stay ring. Twenty bronze
liner bearing inserts are provided in the ring for the lower stems 
of the wicket gates. A seal ring is provided to match the wearing 
ring on the lower band of the runner. 

The turbine runner is of the Francis type, has 16 buckets is 
170 inches in diameter, and weighs 52 tons. It was origin~lly 
designed to be an integral casting. However, in order to meet 
contract schedules, it was necessary to cast the runner in two 
parts and weld it together. It was thoroughly stress-relieved and 
statically balanced. The runner was set on blocking on the 
service bay deck for assembly with the turbine shaft. 

The turbine shaft is a single alloy-steel forging, being 2 feet 
6 inches in diameter by 11 feet 5 inches long. It weighs 16112 
tons. The machined surfaces were thoroughly cleaned. The 
shaft was lifted upright and placed over the runner. Connecting 
bolts were installed and stretched 0.007 inch, and the nuts were 
then tack-welded to prevent any movement. The assembly was 
then raised to permit installation of the runner cone which was 
bolted to the lower center section of the runner. The assembly 
(fig. 286) was then placed in the wheel pit, centered and leveled. 

The bottom ring, which was received in four sectibns, was pre
assembled on the deck, set in the pit, and centered about the 
runner. This ring has 24 equally spaced bronze-bushing inserts 
which provide a seat for the bottom stems of the wicket gates. 

Each unit has 24 wicket gates to control and direct the water 

FIGURE 286.-Boone--:-turbine runner and shaft assembly. 
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to the bucket blades of the turbine. The gates and stems are an 
mtegral casting. Bronze sleeves encircle the upper an~ low~r 
stems where they come in contact with the bronze bushmgs· m 
the bottom ring and head cover. . . . 

The usual procedure which was followed m umts 1 and 2 .Is to 
place the gates individually, but in unit 3 assembly of the wicket 
gates and head cover had already been mad~ for a temporary 
installation to close the water passages to permit sched~led clos.ure 
of the dam. This assembly (fig. 285) was set back mto umt 3 
as a unit and alined about the runner. 

The head cover is made up of two castings designed to be re
moved with the runner and shaft in place. The head cover was 
centered about the runner and adjusted so that all wicket gates 
moved freely. The head cover and bottom plate were doweled to 
the stay ring after the generator shaft had been connected and 
centered in the bearing. 

Installation of the main shaft packing box followed closely 
behind the head cover. The turbine guide bearing was not set 
until after the rotation check was accepted. 

The generator contractor made up _the coupling between the 
turbine and generator shaft, placed his rotor, and centered the 
shaft in the bearing. The combined turbine and generator shafts 
were checked and adjusted for plumb numerous times between the 
time they were coupled together and the time the generator thrust 
bearing was lowered for inspection. Four plumb wires, located 
approximately on the unit center lines and suspended from the 
brackets on the bottom of the lower bearing bracket, were used 
to check the shaft for plumb. These plumb wires supported he~vy 
plumb bobs immersed in oil to dampen the pendu~um actwn. 
Readings were taken from the shaft of these four wires at four 
different elevations. The shaft was rotated at 90° intervals and 
readings were taken. From these data the. straightness ~f the 
shaft was determined and center of rotation was established. 
The shaft was then re~entered in the bearing and the loading of 
shoes checked before filling the bearing with oil. 

Wicket gate operating mechanism.-OJ?ening of the wicket 
gates is controlled through two hydr~ullcall~ operated servo
motors which are mounted on the bases m the pit lmer. ~hey ~re 
interconnected to the wicket gates through an operatmg rmg 
which connects to the arms of the wicket gates. 

An automatic greasing system lubricates each part of the gate 
mechanism. The system is designed to handle a measured quan
tity of grease to each bearing .by the use of line fe~der blccks 
inserted in runs of copper tubmg between the bearmgs and a 
central pumping station. All piping was fabricated of copper 
tubing. . 

Governors.-Each unit has a separate oil-pressure governmg 
system although the ones for units 2 and 3 are mounted in a twin 
cabinet. The governor is of the relay valve actuator type. The 
system operates on pressures ranging from 250 to 300 pounds 
per square inch. Installation of the governors was done concur
rently with that of the turbines and generators. The governors 
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were carefully checked and timed to open the wicket gates in 
6 seconds and close in 8 seconds which includes a 2-second cushion 
at the end of the stroke. The overspeed devices were adjusted to 
shut the machines down at 130 revolutions per minute. Normal 
operating speed of the units is 100 revolutions per minute. Care 
was taken in assembly to have all pressure oil lines and sump 
tanks cleaned by swabbing and then by flushing. Each system was 
refilled and flushed with clean oil several times before being 
placed in service. 

GENERATOR INSTALLATION 

The three generators were designed, built, and installed by the 
~anufacturer. They are the vertical:,shaft type, rated 31,250-
kllovolt-ampere, 13,800-volt, 0.8 power factor, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 
and revolve at 100 revolutions per minute. They are driven by 
a 34,500-horsepower, Francis-type, vertical-shaft, hydraulic tur
bine. Bare copper bus in metal-clad housing conducts the power 
from the generator terminals to the generator leads tunnel in 
the dam., Gas-filled, pipe-type cable transmits the power through 
the cable tunnel to a terminating structure in the switchyard. 

Assembly of generator 1 was started April 22, 1953, and the 
unit went into commercial operation September 3, 1953. Erection 
of unit 2 began January 22, 1953, and the machine was placed 
on the line June 12, 1953. Assembly of unit 3 was started 
August 12, 1953, and the unit went into commercial operation 
March 16, 1953. 

The. somewhat longer than normal erection time for this type 
of eqmpment was largely due to parts being received in improper 
sequence. 

Stator.-Before assembly of the stator could be started, it was 
necessary to complete all concrete for the unit up to the rough
floor grade of the generator room. This concrete contained the 
anchor bolts for the bearing bracket and stator all electrical 
conduit to the generator, and the bare-copper cable'for grounding 
the stator. 

The stator was received in three sections. The construction 
revolver crane was used for handling the stator sections (fig. 
287) for unit 3 because the powerhouse crane had not been 
received. The maximum lift was 30 tons at 128-foot radius. 
After the stator soleplates had been set and leveled the stator 
sectio?s ~ere set on them an~ then alined and bolt~d together. 
At this bme the stator was aimed roughly to permit the installa
tion of turbine parts and lower-bearing bracket. · The stator 
was not doweled to the soleplates until final radial measurements 
had been made from the shaft and the elevation of the rotor had 
been compared with the stator. Grouting of the soleplates was 
also deferred until these checks had been made. 

All the. coils were i~ J?lace when .the stat~r w~s received except 
those _which sp:;tn the JOmts. The Jump coils, eight at each joint, 
were mstalled m the field. To obtain access for inserting them 
in the slots, it was necessary to disturb some of the factory-
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FIGURE 287.-Boone-placing stator section. 

placed coils (a total of 24 coils in each third).. T~e pu~pose of 
moving so many coils was to establish a condition ~n whic~ none 
would be strained by bending. No work on the mstallah?n of 
jump coils, nor in raising the adja~ent o:t;tes, w_as done un_til the 
coils had been heated to make the msulatwn phable. An msula
tion temperature of about 45° centigrade ~as ~aintained ~Y 
direct current from a motor-generator set while this work was m 
progress. . 

After the jump coils had been installed a~d the adJacent o~es 
returned to their original position, e!lch c~:nl was _wedged WI~h 
mica plates and the coil slots closed with M~carta shcks. All ~01l_s 
that had been either installed or disturbed m the field were mdi
vidually tested for insulation. defects ~Y apply~ng. 30,000 vo~t.s 
from coil conductor to stator Iron. With all coils mstalled, cn
cuit connections were completed, coil interconnections made, and 
the stator then sprayed with a heavy coat of insulating varni~h. 

Rotor assembly.-The spider was first set on the erection 
pedestal, and the four arm extensions were bolted into .place. The 
brake ring was then installed around the lower penmeter, and 
the stacking plates which formed the b~ttom surface of the 
laminated rim were mounted. The stackmg plates were sup
ported from the floor at a number of points between each spider 
arm. . 

The sheet-steel punchings which form the rotor nm were 
stacked in the field. Punchings were thoroughly cleaned and filed 
to remove dirt and burrs. The plates were selec~ed at ra:t;tdom, 
and no attempt was made to arrange them accor~mg to Yie~gl~ts. 
Dowel pins, which were anchored in th~ ho_les m the ~tackmg 
plate, were employed ~o establish and marntam proper ahnement 
of the punchings, which were compacted by soft head mallets, 
and pressure was applied periodically to further compress the 
lamination. The final compression was 1pade with permanent 
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through-bolts after the stacking was complete and the upper end 
plate had been installed. Following the final compression, the 
rim was thermally expanded for installing the radial centering 
keys which fit between the rim and spider arms. 

After the pole slots in the rotor rim had been filed smooth, the 
generator field poles were mounted and wedged. Each pole piece 
was checked for proper elevation in relation to the rotor rim 
before the wedges were driven fast. The electrical connections 
between the poles were made by soldering the joints of the coil 
terminal. 

Thrust bearing and bracket.-The thrust bearing and guide 
bearing are both housed within one oil-filled compartment which 
constitutes the central part of the thrust-bearing support bracket. 
The thrust bearing is of the Kingsbury, flat, adjustable-shoe type. 
The bearing is self-oiled and water-cooled. The runner is sup
ported on 12 shoes. The support bracket, which is located below 
the rotor, rests on soleplates that were installed on a concrete 
ledge near the top of the turbine pit. The space on the roof of 
the service bay was used to assemble the shaft with the thrust 
bearing, and bearing bracket (fig. 288). The complete assembly 
was then set in place by the powerhouse crane. It was alined 
with the turbine shaft, and coupling was made and fastened to
gether with sixteen 4%6 -inch-diameter bolts. The coupling bolts 
were stretched 0.007 inch. The shoes were loaded by the slugged 
arc method. The bearing housing was then filled and flushed 
several times with clean oil before starting the machine. In addi
tion to processing the lubricating oil through the purifying sys
tem, a filter press was placed between the supply line and the 
bearing oil sump. 

FIGURE 288.-Boone-generator shaft and bearing bracket assembly. 
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FIGURE 289.-Boone-placing generator rotor. 

H ·'I• i . I; 
Rotor in;t~ll~tidn.-Installation of the bearing b!'acket. ~ssem

bly was followed by placing the rotor. It was set m position by 
the powerhouse crane (fig. 2~9) and l;>olted to the generator shaft. 
After completion of rotor, mst~llat~on the upper bracket was 
assembled and installed. 'Ihe SIX air coolers were mounted on 
the outside of the stator frame. This was followed by the assem
bly of the generator h~using aJ?.d installation of the armatures of 
the main and pilot exciters which were bolted to the top surfaces 
of the generator rotor. The two exciter. stators were then 
mounted on the upper bracket. The unders~de of t?-e genera~or 
hatch cover and downstream half of the air housmg 'Yere m
sulated by applying l-inch insulation board ?Ver W~ICh was 
trowelled two coats of "cover-coat." Each machme was msulated 
as soon as the air housing had been erected. 

The permanent-magnet. generator ":as ~ounted on top of the 
pilot-exciter housing. This generator IS directly ~onnected to the 
main shaft. It delivers three-phase cur_rent_to dnve. the governor 
flyballs. A substantial. part of th~ exciter mstallatwn work con-
sisted of making electncal con?ectwns. . . 

Shaft alinement and rotatwn check.-The combmed turbme 
and generator shafts were checked aJ?.d adjusted . a nul!lber of 
times before initial operation of the umt. The vertical almement 
was checked from four plumb wires Sl_lspende? from the bottoi? 
of the bearing-support br~cket at pomt:S which were approxi
mately on the unit cente~ hnes. T~ese. wires supported 30-pound 
plumb bobs which were Immersed m oil to dampen the penduJum 
action. Readings were taken from the shaft to these four tight 
wires with an electric-contact micrometer tram r?d. The ~eas
urements were made to each wire at four . elevatwns. Ma~Imum 
shaft throw-out at the turbine guide bea~mg for any umt was 
0.007 inch. The center of the throw-out Circle was out of plumb 
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a maximum of 0.003 inch. The generator guide bearing shoes 
were set with 0.010-inch clearance, and the turbine guide bearing 
shoes were set with 0.006-inch clearance. Figure 227, p. 599 
shows diagramatically the results of a similar type check on the 
shaft of Watauga unit 2. 

Switchboards.-The main control switchboards are in the 
control room, and the main relay board is in the relay room 
of the control building. The control and instrument board 
is a 14-section switchboard. This board provides space for the 
supervisory control of Fort Patrick Henry; Fort Patrick Henry 
and Boone flowmeters; metering and controls for the generators, 
station service, 69-, 138-, and the 161-kilovolt lines. 

The recording instrument board consists of a 16-section switch
board. This board supplies space for carrier telephone supply, 
48-volt direct current, 115-volt alternating current, 250-volt 
direct-current distribution, 250-volt motor-generator control, 12.5-
and 138-kilovolt line metering, water-level recorders, generator 
load-control and temperature recorders, and load and frequency 
recorders. 

The relay board consists of an 8-section, duplex, tunnel-type 
switchboard. This board provides space for generator protective 
relays; 69-, 138-, and 161-kilovolt line relays; transformer and 
bus protective relaying; and transformer No. 1 tap changer 
relays. 

Auxiliary power distribution for the control building and 
powerhouse is through a 10-panel, 440-volt main auxiliary switch
board which is supplied from the two station service transformers 
in the switchyard. A feeder from this board serves a 10-panel, 
440-volt main auxiliary board in the powerhouse; another feeder 
from this board serves a 6-panel air-conditioning powerboard; 
and a third feeder serves the 4-panel lighting and heating board. 
The 440-volt main auxiliary board in the powerhouse feeds the 
three unit 440-volt powerboards and the lighting and heating 
board. 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

The switchyard (fig. 281, p. 690) is on the right bank just 
downstream from the earth embankment and the control building. 
It is the major switching station for the tri-state area and pro
vides the tie between the Appalachian Power Co. and the main 
TVA system through Douglas Dam. The yard contains the main 
power transformer bank, a 161-138-kilovolt switching structure, 
a 69-kilovolt bay, and a 12.5-kilovolt yard. 

Construction of the yard was given a high priority and it was 
energized December 1951, which was long before the power plant 
was placed in operation. Controls were terminated in a tempo
rary building in the center of the yard. They were later moved 
into the permanent control room. 

Switchyard.-The yard was graded to approximate subgrade 
before any footings were placed. The cable tunnel is a reinforced 
concrete box structure which extends from the dam underneath 
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the control building to the switchyahrd. tl.t was diP\~~~~ ~~t~h~~~ 
ximately 40-foot lengths, and eac sec wn was 

h~~s, namely, floor, walltsh, and roodft. Feoot{y;;afl~ t~ee ~~::~~of~:~ 
and take-off steel were e sprea - YP · d 
footings was placed separat.ely and the pede~t~ltr ~o~~;tg~~~:h 
later. The tunnels and f?otmgs were colncrde ~ hro d-dug trenches 
December 1951. Condmt runs were pace m an 
and covered with concrete. f S t b 

Structural steel was erected during the months o ep em er 
d 0 t b 1951 All columns and girders were placed together 

an thee oro~nd and set into final position by a mobile crane. :r'he 
~fructu~e is fabricated from galvanized steel whose connectwns 
were made up with .bolts and locknuts. 11 trenching had 

The stone surfacmg was placed as soon 3:s ~ d 
been completed. The temporary control bmldmg ~as d r~mJ~~y 
· A ust 1953 and the permanent walks were P ace . m 
~54~g The yard is enclosed by galvanized woven fencmg and 

apRJ~f:~J~~~gf;~~iormer bank.-Power from the generators. is 
conducted to the main transforme~ through \wo l,_?OO,~~~fif{:d 
cular-mil cables for each phase which are e~c ose m g 
pipe. The bank consists of four (one spare) s;~gJ~~~~~ig5~~~~~~ 
kilovolt-ampere transformer~ (fig. 290 ) · ~a t 13 2-kilovolt 
former is rated at 36,000-kllov~lt-ampere mpu on · . 

· d" g 50 000-kilovolt-ampere mput or output on the 69-kllovolt wm In , , . d" 
and 161-138-kilovolt-ampe~e 'JY; mg:i t G ay Siding and moved 

Transformers were rece~ve y ral a r kidded onto founda-

ifo~~e a~~r~h~~e aa!~~b{;~.IleAss~!bly ~~~~i~ted of installing the 
cases radiators and bushmgs. The transformers. wer.e 

~mpped filled with ~itrogen, and coils were covered with ml 

FIGURE 290.-Boone-main power transformer bank. 

I 
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before the cases were opened. Slow delivery of oil made it 
necessary to assemble one transformer at a time and pump oil 
from one transformer to another so that the coils were properly 
covered while cases were opened. The transformers were filled 
with gas as the oil was removed. The transformers were assem
bled during October 1951 under the general supervision of the 
manufacturer's representative. 

Grounding.-Main station grounding is provided by a network 
of 500,000-circular-mil bare copper conductor embedded under 
the switchyard, under the powerhouse access road, and behind the 
dam on the right embankment just under the minimum pool ele
vation. This network provides the ground connection for the 
grounding system in the powerhouse, control building, and switch
yard through ground test stations located at these structures. 

SITE IMPROVEMENT 

A visitors' building was constructed overlooking the project 
and the lake (fig. 108, p. 311). It consists of a lobby, head
quarters for Public Safety Service, and public toilets. It is an 
attractive structure, combining red sandstone and cypress siding 
in modern architecture. This material was placed over a steel 
framework. The toilet areas are finished with marble and con
crete Colorundum floors. The building was constructed during 
the spring and summer of 1954. 

A service building was built on the site of the construction 
hospital. It consists of a garage, small office, storage and shop 
area. It was built of concrete block with built-up roofing. 

Access to the top of the dam and visitors' overlook area was 
provided by a permanent access road. This road partially re
placed a former county road and was constructed at the beginning 
of the project. It is approximately 0.9 mile long and extends 
beyond the point where the county road turns north 0.3 mile to 
the overlook area. Branching from this road is a service road 
leading to the switchyard, powerhouse, and control building. The 
roads were finished with a double treatment bituminous surface. 
Parking areas are provided adjacent to the control building for 
employees and a larger one near the overlook building for the 
public. Curbs were built of cut stone and walks surfaced with 
single treatment bituminous surfacing. 

All construction areas on the north or right bank of the river 
were regraded and seeded or planted. Spurgeon Island, an area 
of approximately 23 acres on which the construction plant was 
located, was planted in trees in the winter of 1955-56. The bor
row pit area from which material for the earth embankment was 
obtained was reseeded. This was done by spreading approxi
mately 2 inches of topsoil over the entire area, subsoiling to a 
depth of 20 inches along the contour, applying fertilizer and lime, 
disking and sowing with small grains and grass. 
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FORT PATRICK HENRY 
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

Construction plant facilities and some of the preparatory con
struction work at Fort Patrick Henry including diversion of the 
l'iver and production of concrete are described in preceding Chap
ter 5, "Construction Plant." Construction activities relating to the 
project and its principal features are described in the following 
entitled sections in the order given: Foundation Explomtion; 
Excavation; Foundation Treatment; Concreting; Spillway; Non
overflow Dam; Powerhouse, Intake, and Service Bay; Turbines 
and Equipment; Generator Installation; Transmission Plant; and 
Site Improvement. 

The detailed descriptions of the various features are included 
in Chapter 3, "Design," to which references should be made as 
necessary. 

Foundation exploration 

In 1932 the Holston River Power Co. explored the site which 
TV A later selected for Fort Patrick Henry Dam. Seven holes 
were drilled at that time, three in the river section and four in the 
right abutment rim. TVA drilled 10 holes in early 1949; based 
on core borings from these holes TVA's geologic branch issued a 
report on the geology of the site. It was decided that additional 
information was needed, so 46 more holes were diamond drilled in 
1950 and 1951. As construction of the project was getting under 
way, 40 additional holes were drilled in early 19.52; thus, a com
prehensive investigation of the foundation was completed. Al
though the right abutment and rim are composed of badly jointed 
and deeply weathered shaly limestone, they were successfully 
treated for percolation. The abutment required a relatively small 
amount of preparation to insure an adequate foundation for the 
low dam structure; the rim needed extensive treatment for 2100 
feet beyond the right abutment. 

Excavation 
The scope of excavation comprised the removal of overburden 

from the river channel and foundation areas, excavation of rock 
and earth to secure an adequate foundation for concrete placing, 
and excavation to grades furnished by design requirements. Con
ventional methods were used, and drilling was done with wagon 
drills or jackhammers. Blasting was performed with 40 percent 
gelatin dynamite, and the size of the shots was limited by the 
proximity of residences in the area. Initially, blasts using 2000 
pounds of dynamite were set off in the channel excavation area. 
This was reduced on complaint of local residents to 1200 
pounds. The size of the blasts was further reduced to a maxi
mum of 1000 pounds while excavating the powerhouse and spill
way areas. Good breakage was obtained and little secondary 
blasting was required. Spoil was loaded with power shovels into 
10-cubic-yard dump trucks and hauled to waste. Some small 
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FIGURE 291.-Fort Patrick Henry-monthly excavation progress. 
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shdts were made in cleaning the foundation to remove boulders 
an we~thered pockets. Loose rock was removed with bars and 
loaded m.to scale pans for final cleanup. Monthly excavation 
pro~ress IS shown m figure 291. 

Rwer channel.-;-The first excavation was for river diversion 
~nd work began m June 1951; excavation for the river channel 
Improvement work began in July. This channel (fig. 292) ex
tends fr.om the ~owerhouse for a distance of 3500 feet down
stream, IS approximately 125 feet wide, and ranges in depth from 
1 t<? 12 feet, the deeper excavation being at the upper end Prepa
rations for channel excavation included the removal of 1 or 2 

FIGURE 292.-Fort Patrick Henry-tailrace channel excavation, 
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feet of rock from the left channel immediately upstream from the 
highway bridge. This was done to improve stream flow for river 
diversion. Initially an island of silt, which was located j'ust 
upstream from the highway bridge,.was excavated to rock, and 
some of this material used to build dikes for river diversion. The 
channel area was divided into four sections in order to reduce 
pumping since leakage through the s~ams of the rock was exces
sive. The first section included 700 feet above the highway 
bridge, and work then progressed downstream. No cofferdam 
was needed at the extreme downstream end as stream regulation 
made it possible to remove high spots in this area by working in 
shallow water. In general, the rock, was sound enough to support 
equipment; however, there were a few areas of deep weathering 
which would not support equipment, and these areas were filled 
with waste rock to provide access to~the working areas. -

Spoil was used to grade the construction yard and was wasted 
along the right bank near the downstream end of the channel. 
Some of the sound rock was used for 'slope protection between the 
switchyard and highway bridge. Channel excavation was com
pleted in July 1952. 

Access roads.-Excavation for the principal access road to the 
overlook area was started in August 1951. This includes the 
widening along highway No. 23 for an acceleration and decelera
tion lane. This road was completed in December 1951. The 
project access road to the powerhouse and top of the dam was 
started in September 1951 and was completed in August 1952. 
Excavation was largely a side hill cut, and the waste material was 
used to fill in the low areas of the road to the powerhouse. 

Dam.-Preparation of the foundation in the right abutment 
required the removal of up to 50 feet of overburden and unsound 
rock; the heaviest cuts were in block 2, the service bay, and draft 
tube areas. Work began in March .1952 in the right abutment 
section and progressed toward the spillway as the cofferdam was 
completed and unwatered. The last !)ection of the first stage was 
in block lOa which was completed in late October 1952. Deep 
weathering in the right abutment section made it necessary to 
remove substantial quantities of relatively sound rock to secure 
an adequate foundation. 

Foundation for the powerhouse was generally satisfactory and 
overbreak was small, the maximum being approximately 5 feet. 
A road was cut into the draft tube area along the right side of the 
tailrace channel. This facilitated hauling of excavated material 
from the powerhouse and draft tube areas. Excavation in this 
stage extended just downstream from the end of the draft tubes; 
the rock further downstream was left to support the gantry crane. 
The crane was removed in early February 1952 and the excava
tion of the tailrace was completed at that time. Conventional 
methods were used although some line drilling was unsuccessfully 
employed along the right side of the tailrace. The steep bedding 
caused the rock to break behind the drilling, and, as a result, 
most of the line drilling was lost. The maximum grade in the 
tailrace area was undercut approximately l 2 feet at the point 
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FIGURE 293.-Fort Patrick Henry-right abutment forms, powerhouse excavation and 
road into draft tube area. ' 

where the road entered the draft tube area (fig. 293). Most of 
the excavated material was hauled to waste upstream from the 
dam. ~orne of the better rock was used for bank protection along 
the switchyard. 

The spillway excavation comprised scaling of the left abutment 
and removal of approximately 30 feet of sound rock along the toe 
of. the slop~ to make room for the downstream section of the 
spillway weir. Also, approximately 14 feet of sound rock was 
remov~d for the spillway apron. Work for the second stage 
began m February 1953 and was completed in mid-March. Spoil 
w_as wasted_ along the top of the left bank upstream from the 
highway bndge. 

Foundation treatment 

Fou~dation treatment for Fort Patrick Henry project was 
b_egun m August 1952 :;md completed in December 1953. Essen
tia_lly three a_rea~ reqmred grouting. The first area, which re
qmred consohdatwn, was under the right abutment from block 2 
through the powerhouse area to block 13. The second area was 
that f~r the cutoff curtain under the dam which was located 
approximately 5 f~et upstream from the heel of the concrete 
structure. The third area requiring treatment was approxi
mately 2100 feet of th~ reservoir rim extending beyond the right 
abutment. The locatiOn for the rim grouting was originally 
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along the crest of the ridge which overlooks the reservoir and 
averages 100 feet above the maximum lake elevation. This crest 
location was later abandoned and the grouting area moved to the 
side of the ridge adjacent to the shoreline to cut down the cost 
of drilling and give better control of grout pressures. Quantities 
involved in foundation treatment are given in the following 
tabulation. 

Drilling (lin. ft.) Grouting 

Area grouted 
Diamond Wagon Bags 

cement 

Powerhouse and intake------------------- 1,446.2 1,941.8 2,105 
Spillway and nonoverflow_________________ 11.362.0 4,592.0 · 15,887 

Cubic feet 
cement

clay 

Rim-final location----------------------- 32,221.9 494.0 37,068 363,344 
Rim-original location____________________ 3,936.7 ------------ 39,938 282,963 

1--------I-------I--------I-------
TotaL----------------------------- 48,966.8 7,027.8 94,998 646,307 

Foundation rock at the project is composed primarily of lime
stone, dolomite, and shale with lesser amounts of siltstone, all 
of which represent the Honaker and Nolichucky formations of the 
middle Cambrian age. All the masonry structures are founded 
on lithologic units of the Nolichucky, which is the youngest of 
the two formations represented. The majority of the Honaker 
formation throughout the rim is composed of dolomite; however, 
some narrow belts of limestone are present. The upper portion 
of the formation from station 13+00 to approximately station 
23+00 of the rim is composed of badly brecciated light gray, fine 
to coarse grain, saccharoidal dolomite. Numerous small cavities 
and weathered joints are present in this upper zone. In fact, 
practically all the rock to depths of 100 feet or more shows some 
degree of weathering. Numerous small faults are present which, 
to some extent, have controlled the direction and intensity of 
weathering. Grout takes were high in the bottom of some of 
these deeper holes, such as at station 14+06. 
. Beyond rim station 23+00 the beds changed from light gray, 
saccharoidal dolomite to dark gray, medium to fine grain dolomite. 
Throughout these beds, joints, weathered partings, and cavities 
are common. This was especially true between stations 27 + 00 to 
30 + 00 where extensive grouting on close centers was required. 

Construction techniques, drilling, preparation of grout mixes, 
and injection were the same as those employed at Boone, and only 
the results obtained are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Consolidation grouting.-The upper portion of the foundation 
rock under the nonoverflow sections was badly fractured and con
tained considerable weathering along the seams. It was deemed 
necessary to consolidate this area, and approximately 155 holes 
were drilled in blocks 2 to 13. Most of these holes were 38 feet 
deep and a few were from 10 to 30 feet deep. A regular pattern 
was established with holes staggered on approximately 20-foot 
centers and supplemented by additional holes to meet special con-
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ditions. Nipples made from llh-inch pipe were extended vertically 
from each hole until a minimum of 5 feet of concrete had been 
pl~ced. The holes were then grouted with neat-cement grout 
usmg 1'5-pound:per-square-inch pressure until refusal. 

Cut-off curtam.-The cut-off cu~tain is located 4 feet upstream 
from the heel of the structure. First-stage holes were drilled 25 
feet on ~enters .to a minimum depth of 60 feet or 10 feet below 
weatherm~ •. whichever depth was greater. The succeeding holes 
then subdivided .the space between holes already drilled and were 
grout~d. as reqmre~. The maximum spacing was 12¥2-feet, and 
the mi~Imum spacmg was 0.75 foot. A maximum acceptance of 
10 cubic feet of grout per hole was the criteria upon which fur
ther ~ubdivision was decided. Fourth-stage holes were generally 
su~cient although a few areas required additional subdividing 
unt~l the ~o.les were only 0.75 foot apart. No grouting was done 
until a ~mmmum of 10 feet of concrete had been placed over the 
foundation. A concrete cap, 6 feet wide and 2 feet deep was 
placed over the curtain area before drilling was started. In' some 
ar~as where rock was badly fractured, wagon drills were used to 
dnll shallow holes to consolidate the upper portion of rock. This 
was followed by deeper drilling with diamond drills. 

A neat-~emen~ grout with water-cement ratio of 2 :1 was used 
as ~ ~tartmg mix and decreased to as low as 0.5:1 in holes with 
cavities. or badly weathered rock. Pressures of one pound per 
square mch per foot of open hole depth were used with a mini
mum o~ 30 pounds per square inch for all sets. The step method 
employmg p~ckers was used; that is, the holes were grouted in 
steps approximately 20 feet in height beginning from the bottom 
of the hole. The curtain was successful with the exception of 
block 15 wJ:ere two foundation drains weeped excessively after 
the reservoir was filled. Th_e dr~ins were successfully grouted, 
and .new weep holes were dnlled m between the old drain holes. 

. Rtm treatment.-The reservoir rim required treatment for a 
distan~e of approximately 2100 feet beyond the right abutment. 
Th~ ahnement o! the grout curtai_n is irregular because of relo
catiOn f_rom stati.o!!- ~5+2~ to statw~ 33+00. The highest point 
of the ndge was Imtially chosen for Its location on the assumption 
that better. rock would. be encountered at the center of the ridge. 
The elevatiOn of the ridge av~rages 1363 feet which is approxi
mately 100 feet a~ove the maximum lake elevation. Drilling was 
slow ~nd costly ~mce holes were located in badly weathered and 
brecciated mate~Ial. The holes caved in; tools were frequently 
hung, and sometimes several shifts were required to remove them. 
Many ho~es had to be grouted and redrilled several times before 
the reqmred depth was reached. Grout takes were very high 
although pressure~ were reduced to 5 pounds per square inch at 
the top of the casmg. One hole took 69,000 cubic feet of grout 
through. sever~l stages without sealing off. Because of these and 
~ther difficulties. 3: new location was decided upon even though 
o900 f~et o~ dnlh~g and 282,000 cubic feet of grout had been 
placed .m this sectwn. ( That portion of the curtain was moved 
approximately 200 feet toward the lake and located so that the 
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tops of the casings were at elevation 1268. ~he new location 
proved to be a good selection ; drilling operatwns returned to 
normal; and grout takes were greatly re~uced. 

First- and second-stage holes were dnlled 50 ~nd 25 feet on 
centers, respectively, and grouted. They were d~I~led to 10 feet 
below weathering; some were 130 feet deep. Add.Iti~n~l stages of 
drilling were employed where grout takes of mdividual ~oles 
exceeded 175 cubic feet. Pressures of Y2 pound per square mch 
per foot of open hole were used initially and. later reduced to 
5 pounds per square inch at the top of the casmg. Pressure of 
30 pounds per square inch was used for all top sets where the top 
of holes was at elevations 1263 to 1268. 

A grout mix of one part cement to six parts of clay wa~ used 
as a starting mix. When grout acceptance was heavy t~e mix was 
changed to one part cement to nine parts of clay. This was fur
ther reduced to one part cement to twelve parts clay where heavy 
grout acceptance occurred. When the grout acceptance. slowed 
down, the mix was changed back to one part cement and SIX pa.rts 
clay and used until refusal. The step method was used ; g~outmg 
began at the bottom of the hole, and packers wer~ raised at 
approximately 30-foot intervals. Treatment of the nm appears 
to have been successful since there is no evid~nce of seepage and 
this is further substantiated by observations m wat~r table ho_les. 

Initially, a residual clay was used in the gr~mtmg opera~wn. 
It weighed 62 pounds per cubic foot, loose mater!al, and conta~ned 
30 percent moisture. The clay and water solu~wn was premiX~d 
in a ¥:2-cubic-yard concrete mi~er. The. solu~wn was then dis
charged over a screen with ¥:2-mch openm~s mto a s~orage vat. 
From this point it was drawn as needed mto an agitator tan.k 
mounted over the grout tank. The cement. was introduced at ~his 
point. The solution normally used cont~med 40 yercent sohds. 
Mixing of clay with water was not entirely satis~actory as. at 
times the material would form balls. and not g~ mto solutwn. 
Mixability of material varied, dependmg upon mOisture an~ tem
perature. Hot water for mixing purposes.was ~elpful but did not 
solve the problem as at times the material reJected by the wet 
screen reached 50 percent. 

A search for more satisfactory material revealed that an. allu
vial deposit located along the river bank would be more sa!Isfac
tory. It was classified as clayey sand, and tests made m ~he 
laboratory and field samples taken later revealed that t~e densi~y, 
permeability, and compress.ive strengths would be entirely satis-
factory even with a lean mix of 1 to 12. . 

From a construction standpoint results were also satisfact?ry. 
The percentage of wet scr~en rejects dropped to almost nothmg; 
less mixing time was reqmred,. a better co~trol of the percent of 
solids was obtained-all of which resulted m a 35 percent reduc
tion in unit cost. 

CONCRETING 

Placement of concrete for permanent structures was begun in 
August 1952 and completed in June 1954. Concrete was produced 
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in the Boone plant and was identical to that placed at. the Boone 
project. It was hauled in nonagitating dumpcrete trucks for a 
distance of 7 miles over the state highway. A fleet of ten 4-cubic
yard trucks delivered an average of 65 cubic yards per hour. 
Concreting was done on the afternoon and night shifts. Opera
tion of the main plant was stopped in December 1953, after which 
approximately 200 cubic yards was procured from ready-mix 
concrete producers. It was used for small miscellaneous pours. 
Concrete quantities for the principal structures are given in the 
following tabulation: 

Location Cubic uard.-r 

~i!~;f;~:==~~===~==~~~=:~~~==~=~~==~~~~=~~~~===~~~~~~ ;!:iii 
Materials and mixes were the same as those employed at Boone. 

The smaller structure used less of the larger aggregate a fact 
which increased the average cement factor from 1.05 ~sed at 
Boone to 1.12. Placing, curing, and finishing methods were iden
tical to those used at Boone. 

Forms.-Form construction was similar to that employed at 
Boone. Many of the Boone standard panels were reconditioned 
and used an average of 20 times at Fort Patrick Henry (fig. 294). 
Of the special panels which were built for the Boone spillway a 
large part was reconditioned or remodeled for use at Fort Patrick 
Henry. 

Special panels were built for the powerhouse superstructure. 
A rigid frame was constructed of vertical 8-inch steel channels 
spaced in pairs approximately on 4-foot 6-inch centers and hori
zontal wales built of 3- by 6-inch timbers spaced on 12-inch cen-

FIGURE 294.-Fort Patrick Henry-powerhouse, intake, and right abutment formwork. 
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FIGURE 295.-Fort Patrick Henry-forms for control bay walls. 

ters. For architectural purposes sheathing was run vertically 
with the exception of the top band which was horizontal. Two 
layers of l-inch tongue-and-groove sheathing were used. 

Since the lifts were 8 feet 8 inches high, the cantilever support 
(fig. 295) was supplemented with through-rods and internal 
diagonal tie rods. The walls varied from 12 inches to 4 feet 0 inch 
in thickness. Tie screw rods were used which could be screwed 
out of the embedded coil when forms were raised. They were 
located in the vertical V-grooves to make the holes less noticeable 
after plugging. 

FIGURE 296.-Fort Patrick Henry-draft tube form construction. 
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FIGURE 291.-Fort Patrick Henry-setting draft tube forms. 

Draft t~be forn:s were built at the Boone carpenter shop (fig. 
296), cut mto sections, and transported to the Fort Patrick Henry 
p~werhouse. . They were set in position (fig. 297), carefully 
aimed, and given a second layer of lagging. The cracks were 
filled and the forms were sanded and oiled. 

Al_l forms were lagged horizontally with the exception of the 
a;rchitectural treatment on. the powerhouse wall. Absorbent form 
lmer was used where flowing water would touch the spillway and 
for the downstream side of the powerhouse below the draft tube 
deck. 

Reinforcing steel.-Reinforcing steel was handled in the same 
manner as that at Boone. Fabrication was done at the Boone 
yard and the s~eel transported to Fort Patrick Henry for place~ 
ment. Approximately 1337 tons of steel was required as shown 
in the following tabulation: 

Location 

rit~~::~~;================================ N onoverflow dam and misc. ---------------

Totals ------------------------------

Concrete 
(cubic yards) 

16,300 
9,700 

29,500 
15,000 

70,500 

SPILLWAY 

Steel 
(pounds) 

1,223,800 
651,100 
626,400 
172,700 

2,674,000 
(1337 tons) 

Pounds steel 
per cubic yard 

of concrete 

75.1 
67.1 
21.2 
11.5 

37.9 

The spillway (fig. 109, p. 314) is similar to the one at Boone 
although not as high. It is located on the left side of the struc
ture; the gates and hoists are identical to those at Boone. Similar 
erection methods were used and only those which differ are dis
cussed. The Fort Patrick Henry spillway has a stilling basin, 
78 feet long, on which is placed a row of 24 concrete baffle block&. 
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Each block is 5 feet 0 inch by 7 feet 6 inches by 7 feet 6 inches 
high. This is in contrast to Boone which has a bucket-type apron. 

To simplify presentation the construction of block 10, a short 
nonoverflow section between the spillway and powerhouse, and 
the short abutment section at the end of block 15 are included in 
this spillway discussion. 

Concrete.-Concrete was placed in three stages. One and one
half bays of the spillway (blocks 10, lOa, and 11-see fig. 111, 
p. 319) were enclosed in the powerhouse cofferdam. The second 
stage included blocks 12 to 15 inclusive and the apron section, 
blocks 11 to 15 inclusive. The third stage, which was the closure 
operation, included the placement of the weir and apron concrete 
in block lOa and the filling of the temporary sluice in block 10. 

Concreting of the first stage (block 10) began in October 1952 
and was done in conjunction with work in the powerhouse. Con
creting of the larger part of the spillway in the second stage 
began in April 1953 with placement of concrete in the apron of 
block 13. The apron blocks were concreted first to permit moving 
the construction revolver crane into position for placing the weir 
and pier concrete. Closure of the structure was accomplished in 
two stages. Concreting of the weir in block lOa began September 
30, 1953, and was completed October 20. Final closure was made 
October 27, and the temporary sluice was plugged in three pours 
from October 29 to November 4. For a more detailed description 
of the closure procedure see Chapter 5, "Construction Plant," 
page 520. 

Concrete was delivered by truck to the downstream side of the 

FIGURE 298.-Fort Patrick Henry-spillway foundation concreting, 
blocks 12 to 15 inclusive. 
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spillway from whence it was handled in buckets by the revolver 
crane. Concrete was placed in 5-foot lifts on a 3-day minimum 
cycle except when covering the foundation rock. Four 2¥2-foot 
lifts were used to level the apron with the foundation of the weir 
after which two 2¥2-foot lifts were placed to cover the entir~ 
foundation. These were followed by 5-foot lifts on a 3-day cycle. 
Blocks 13 and 15 were designated as lead blocks (fig. 298). Artifi
cial cooling was employed in the base lifts of block 15 and the 
closure block of lOa. Block 15 had several pours placed against 
the rock, and the danger of cracking was minimized by the use of 
cooling coils in lifts 3 to 12 inclusive. The coils were spaced 
approximately 4 feet 6 inches on centers and placed on the bottom 
of the lifts. River water was used for cooling. 

Concrete. placing time was .reduced in the closure block (lOa) 
b:y: ~mploymg three 10-foot l~fts. The danger of cracking was 
mmimized by the use of coolmg coils which were placed in the 
bottom of the three top pours. Placement of concrete in this 
block was as follows: one 3¥2-foot lift and two 5-foot lifts on a 
3-day interval, one 10-foot lift at a 4-day interval one 10-foot 
lift at a 3-day interval, and one 10-foot lift at a 5-day interval. 

Form 'and reinforcing steel operations were similar to those 
at Boone. Many of the Boone panels were readily adapted for this 
work. 

Water seals, collector drains, and galleries were treated in a 
like manner as at Boone. Uplift pressure was relieved under the 
apron by drilling three rows of drain holes spaced approximately 
1~ feet on. centers. The holes were formed by extending steel 
pipes verbc:ally from the foundation to the top of the concrete 
through which wagon drills operated to drill 3-inch holes 10 feet 
deep i~to the rock. This drilling was done after all grouting 
operatiOns were completed. A line of intercepter foundation 
drain holes was drilled from the gallery with diamond drills. They 
are 35 feet deep, spaced 8 feet 3 inches on centers, and are 9 feet 
6 inches from the face of the dam. 

Spillway gates.-The crest gates are identical to those at Boone 
and were erected in a similar manner. They were received on 
schedule, and the construction revolver crane was used for assem
bly. Gates 2 to 5 inclusive were erected as soon as concreting 
of the piers was completed. Erection of gate 1 was deferred until 
concrete had been placed in the weir of the closure block. Assem
bly of this gate was carefully coordinated, and erection was com
pleted in record time to permit final closure to proceed on sched
ule. 

The gate anchorages were not prestressed electrically but were 
grouted after the lake had filled to the very top of the gates. 
Grouting was handled the same as that at Boone. 

Spillway bridges.-Similar construction methods were used at 
Boone and Fort Patrick Henry. The deck of the span over gate 1 
was left unconcreted and removed for concrete closure and gate 
erection operations. 

Spillway gate hoists.-The hoists for bays 2 to 5 were placed 
with the revolver crane and that for bay 1 was trucked out over 
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the intake deck and set in place with the mobile crane. They were 
installed in October and November 1953. The hoist for gate 5 
was placed in operation before closure was made. 

NONOVERFLOW DAM 

The nonoverftow dam, which includes blocks la to 7 inclusive, 
connects the powerhouse with the right abutment (fig. 299). 
Blocks 1 and la angle downstream approximately 61° for 112 fe~t 
in order to tie into the better rock in the abutment. Approxi
mately 13,500 cubic yards of concrete was placed in the nonover
ftow dam between August 1952 and February 1953. Concrete for 
blocks 3 to 7 was placed with the revolver crane whic_h was. located 
upstream from the dam. That in blocks la to 2 mclus1ve was 
handled in small buckets with a 2-cubic-yard shovel crane. Foun
dation of these blocks was badly fractured and dipped sharply so 
that the base of the blocks was uneven; as a result, special treat
ment for placing of concrete was required. In general, the ~ow 
pockets were leveled with the adjoining rock, and s~all lifts 
ranging from 2 to 2¥2 feet were placed on a 5- to 7 -day mterval. 
The placing interval varied with the placing temperature of the 
concrete and the amount of foundation which had been covered. 
Block 3 was the most critical; in it thirteen 2- to 2l;2-foot lifts 
were placed on a 5- to 7 -day interval; these were followed by one 
4-foot lift on a 7 -day interval; the balance of the concrete was 
placed in 4%- to 5-foot lifts on a 3-day interval. Water seals, 

FIGURE 299.-Fort Patrick Henry-base concrete and formwork for powerhouse and 
right abutment. 
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galleries, foundation and vertical porous drains were treated in 
the same manner as at Boone. 

POWERHOUSE, INTAKE, AND SERVICE BAY 

The powerhouse differs from Boone inasmuch as it is an ind~or 
type which completely encloses the powerhouse crane, the ~erviCe 
bay, and the two generating units (fig. 109, p. 314). Twm pen
stocks, which are approximately 18 feet square, conduct the water 
to the scroll case. The penstocks and scroll cases are constructed 
of reinforced concrete. 

Concreting.-Approximately 26,000 cubic yards of concrete was 
placed in the two powerhouse blocks, 8 and 9, and the service bay. 
Sections of the intake, service bay, and powerhouse were placed 
concurrently (fig. 300). The first-stage cofferdam enclosed the 
powerhouse area, and concreting began October 3, 1952, in block 8. 
Work progressed rapidly, and diversion to second stage was m~de 
March 14, 1953. Three revolver cranes were used for placmg 
concrete. A 40-ton crane was erected on the upstream side of the 
intake and a 20-ton revolver was located just downstream from 
the dr~ft tubes. The smaller crane was used to place concrete in 
the powerhouse substructure; it was later reerected on the intake 
deck for completing the powerhouse superstructure. The secon_d 
40-ton crane was erected just downstream from block lOa pri
marily for use in the second-stage cofferdam; however, it was 
used to place the upper portion of the concrete in pier 10 and 
some of the superstructure in unit 2. 

At the time of diversion to second-stage cofferdam, concreting 
of the powerhouse had advanced to the generator floor level. At 

FIGURE 300.-Fort Patrick Henry-intake, service bay and pou·erhouse substructure 
concrete and formwork. 
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that time approximately 1900 cubic yards was left to be placed 
in the intake section. Since the forebay was flooded, it was neces
sary to remove the travelers from the upstream crane and locate 
it at one spot where the crane was used to complete the concreting 
of the intake and erect the 20-ton crane on the intake deck. The 
powerhouse was kept unwatered by use of the permanent and one 
bet of temporary d1·aft tube gates at the downstream side and the 
set of temporary intake gates and stoplogs on the upstream side. 

Concrete placing was similar to that at Boone; lifts were broken 
up into small pours and the placing cycle varied from 3 to 7 days 
depending upon location and placing temperature. This treatment 
was successful and there was very little cracking. 

The dip of the rock along the right side of the tailrace at the 
downstream end of the draft tubes made it necessary to buttress 
the area with a concrete retaining wall. This wall is 124 feet 
long, has a maximum height of 33 feet, and contains approxi
mately 900 cubic yards of concrete. 

Water seals, foundation drains, and galleries were treated the 
same as those at Boone. 

Structural steel, gates and appurtenances.-The principal items 
of structural steel were the intake and draft tube gate guides and 
the powerhouse framework. Miscellaneous items included stairs, 
walkways, and pier nosings. The intake guides (fig. 301) are 
similar to those at Boone except that the gate slot is lined with 
%-inch plate for the entire height from elevation 1193 to 1270. 
Guide rails are used instead of a guide slot. The steel came in 
three sections for each opening. 

Each intake opening, which is 19 feet 10 inches by 22 feet 
0 inch in height, is closed by a wheel gate. This gate operates in 
two sections and seals on the upstream side. The gates were 
received completely assembled except for the music-note rubber 

FIGURE 301.-Fort Patrick Henry-intake gate guides. 
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seals which were installed at the project. The gates came too 
late fo_r second-stage river diversion and barely in time for unit 
operatwn. Only one set of gates was furnished as it is not antici
pated both units will need to be unwatered at the same time. This 
se.t was install~d by the ai.d of a motor crane after being painted 
with a hot apphcab?n of bitumastic enamel applied over a primer. 

The trashrack gmdes were made up of three sections of 10-inch 
wide-flange, 112-pound beams with strap anchors embedded i~ 
the upstream face of the piers. 

The ~raft tube g3:te guides were lined with %-inch plate for 
the entire 80 feet 6 mches of the slot. There are no guide rails 
and the gate is gujded through a small steel channel attached t~ 
the back of the gate slot. These guides came in four sections 
Erection of all guides followed the same procedures as those at 
Boone. 
. One set of dr~ft tube gates was furnished which closed an open
~ng of 11 f~et 4 mches by 18 feet 0 inch wide. They were received 
m one sectwn, and seal~ we~e installed at the site. These gates 
are suspended on doggmg rmgs made from forged chain. Ex
pose~ m~tal surfaces were clea~ed by ~andblasting, painted with 
a pnme coat of red lead, and fimshed with two coats of aluminum. 
. There were five areas which required steel floor framing, two 
m t~e control ba~ and three in the service bay. Beams ranged in 
sectwn from 12 mches on the roof to 36 inches for the erection 
bay. Erection was handled in the conventional way. 

The roof of the generator room is framed with welded-steel 
trusses, 56 feet 10 inches long by 18 feet 0 inch high (fig. 302). 
Eleven trusses were required which are 24 inches deep at the 
crown. Three trusses came in three sections and were welded 
together at the quarter points. They were assembled in a hori
zontal position on the intake deck, carefully alined welded to
gether, and lifted into place with the revolver crane. ' Cross brae-

FIGURE 302.-Fort Patrick Henry-welded steel trusses framing generator room roof. 
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ing, which is placed at intervals along the walls of the powerhouse, 
consisted of %-inch tie rods. The trusses were erected ahead of 
concreting since approximately 50 percent of the vertical leg is 
embedded in the concrete. 

Architectural features.-The superstructure of the powerhouse 
is constructed of reinforced concrete. The concrete was placed 
against tongue-and-groove forms, and the exterior surfaces were 
cut up into paneling by the use of V-grooves. Board marks on 
the exterior walls run vertically except for a narrow horizontal 
band which extends around the top of the building. Interior walls 
are marked by horizontal board marks, and the construction joints 
are accentuated by V-grooves. Floors of the generator room were 
finished with red quarry tile which was installed by contract. 
Floors of the control room are covered with rubber tile, and 
those in the rest rooms are finished with Colorundum concrete. 
Wails of the rest room are of glazed tile; marble stiles were used 
for the partitions. Face tile is used in the main stairway, and 
the balance of the floors are of plain concrete, most of which was 
placed after the building had been finished. Only the gallery 
floors in the dam were placed monolithically. 

Powerhouse crane.,-An overhead traveling gantry crane is 
used to handle the turbine and generator parts. The bridge span 
is 52 feet. It has a single trolley with a main hook which has a 
125-ton capacity and an auxiliary hook of 25 tons. It is fed by 
trolley from 440-volt 3-phase current. 

One bay of structural steel was omitted over the service bay to 
provide access for erection of the crane. The trucks were set and 
guyed, after which the girders were installed. Framing was then 
checked for alinement and the connections were welded or riveted. 
The trolley, which was received completely assembled, was then 
placed and wiring of controls completed. The crane was primed 
with red lead and painted with two coats of finish paint. 

Intake crane.-A 20-ton gantry crane is furnished to handle 
the intake gates (fig. 113, p. 333). It operates on two embedded 
rails which straddle the gate pit. A lifting beam rides in the 
gate slots to hook the gates. The motor crane was used in assem
bly. The trucks were placed first and were followed by erection 
of the frame. Some difficulty was encountered in alining these 
structural parts. Three-phase power at 440-volts is supplied to 
the crane through a cable. The crane was primed with red lead 
and finished with aluminum. 

Draft tube hoists.-A 12-ton hoist is used to handle the draft 
tube gates. It is electrically operated and has pushbutton control. 
It operates on a monorail which projects from the downstream 
side of the powerhouse wall. The monorail is constructed of a 
20-inch 1-beam, 65.4 pounds per foot, and extends for 151 feet 
along the side of the powerhouse. 

Auxiliary mechanical equipment.-Other equipment includes 
that for the following systems: raw water, treated water, com
pressed air (three systems), insulating oil, lubricating oil, oil 
purification, drainage, unwatering, plumbing, heating, ventilat
ing, and carbon-dioxide fire extingujshing. 
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A small high-pressure pump furnishes air for the turbine gov
ernor system. Air for general service is provided from a station 
air compressor which has a capacity of 111 cubic feet per minute 
at 100-pound-per-square-inch pressure. The system for draft 
tube evacuation has a compressor, whose capacity is 342 cubic 
feet per minute at 100-pound pressure, and three steel tank receiv
ers which have a capacity of 1050 cubic feet. 

Raw water for generator cooling is taken from each penstock 
through an 8-inch line. It passes through a strainer before enter
ing the cooling system. Raw water for fire protection is furnished 
from an intake located in the upstream side of block 7 at elevation 
1233. A 25,000-gallon concrete underground storage tank is pro
vided near the visitors' overlook building. Pressure for fire pro
tection is obtained through booster pumps. 

Treated water is obtained by tapping onto the Kingsport 
treated water system near the visitors' overlook. Heating and 
ventilation are supplied as needed throughout the powerhouse and 
control room. No air-conditioning is provided because the plant 
is unattended. 

Control room.-The control room is an integral part of the 
powerhouse and is located adjacent to the service bay. A single
story room, which is located over a basement, provides facilities 
for cable termination and benchboard controls. Relay, super
visory, and metering equipment is also located in this room. 

TURBINES AND EQUIPMENT 

The powerhouse at Fort Patrick Henry was designed and built 
to accommodate two generating units, both of which were in
stalled during this construction period. The units are the vertical
shaft, propeller-runner type with automatically adjustable runner 
blades which are controlled by an oil-pressure system from the 
governor. Each turbine is rated 25,000 horsepower under a head 
of 61 feet. The machines rotate in a counterclockwise direction 
at a speed of 138.5 revolutions per minute. The two turbines and 
governors were installed by TV A forces under the direction of the 
manufacturers' representatives. Installation of embedded parts 
began March 10, 1953, and the first machine (No. 2) was placed 
in commercial operation December 5, 1953. The second unit went 
on the line February 22, 1954. 

Draft tube liner.-Field erection began with the assembly of the 
draft tube liners. They are approximately 15 feet high and 13 
feet 5 inches in diameter at the lower end. Each liner was re
ceive~ in four sections, two upper and two lower. The sections 
were preassembled and lifted into approximate position with the 
construction revolver crane. The bottoms of the liners were 
adjusted to line with the top of the concrete draft tubes, and the 
tops were carefully positioned in order to make up the connection 
with the discharge ring. A pipe spider was used to round out the 
top of the ring. It was held in position with anchor rods and 
J-bolts. Welding of the seams was done carefully to prevent dis
tortion of the liner by building too much heat at one location. 
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Concrete was placed slowly around the liner at a maximum rate 
of 1 foot per hour to within 2 feet of the top. 

Discharge ring.-The discharge ring makes the transition· be
tween the bottom of the stay ring and the draft tube liners. Each 
discharge ring was received in two sections. The two halves were 
bolted together at the vertical splits, lowered into approximate 
position and temporarily bolted in place. Final positioning was 
not made until after the stay ring had been set. 

Stay ring.-Each stay ring was received in two sections. It 
was erected on 12 concrete piers which were placed on top of the 
draft tube liner pour. The first half was approximately posi
tioned, after which the second half was set to it and the connec
tions were bolted. The entire casting was then carefully alined 
for vertical and horizontal position. Internal pipe spiders (fig. 
303) were used to round out the bore of the casting, and exterior 
pipe struts were placed to hold the ring in place. The casting 
was centered about a vertical plumb line which suspended a 
heavy plumb bob immersed in oil to dampen the pendulum action. 
An electric tram was used in making all concentricity checks. 

The discharge ring was then centered and bolted to the stay 
ring. This operation was followed by making the connection 
between the discharge ring and the draft tube liner. The top of 
the liner which had been left blank, was then drilled, reamed, and 
riveted t~ the bottom of the discharge ring. The horizontal joint 
between the liner and the distributor ring was welded and ground 
smooth. The stay ring was again checked for position and firmly 
secured by the use of hold-down bolts and pipe jacks. 

FIGURE 303.-Fort Patrick Henry-pipe spider in stay ring, pit liner, and scroll case 
roof forms. 
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Pit liner.-The pit liner (fig. 303) for each turbine i8 10 feet 
high and 19 feet in diameter and was received in three sections. 
It was set on the stay ring and centered about a plumb line to 
within ±% inch of the true radius. Special attention was directed 
to alinement of the bases for the servomotors. The bolts to the 
stay ring were then tightened and the vertical joints were welded. 
The servomotor bases were again checked, and the liner was 
doweled to the stay ring. 

Simultaneously with the erection of the pit liner, forms were 
built for the upper and lower scroll case roof (fig. 303). Shop
fabricated ribs were set in proper position around the entire scroll 
case roof. Two layers of %-inch lumber were used for lagging. 
Cracks in the forms were filled, and the surfaces were sanded and 
oiled. A heavy mat of reinforcing steel was then placed which 
tied in with the dowels projecting from the first-stage concrete. 

Prior to placing concrete, 48 hook rods, 6 feet 6 inches by 1% 
inches, were screwed into the top and bottom of the stay-ring 
flanges. These rods extended into the concrete of the upper and 
lower cones. Concrete was placed in the lower cone to the base 
of the casting. The void under the casting was filled with grout 
through holes in the casting. The grout was placed through 
5-foot risers after the concrete had set 7 days. Lifts above t.he 
upper cone were divided into quadrants, and the placing interval 
between pours was 5 to 7 days, depending on location and tem
peratures. Water was sprayed upon the inside of the metal parts 
to reduce temperature rise. . 

Internal and operating parts.-Completion of concreting for each 
turbine was followed by the removal of cooling pipe, spiders, and 
struts, plus a general cleanup of all exposed metal and concrete 
surfaces. A final level and concentricity check was made on the 
stay ring. Field-welded joints and other rough spots were ground 
smooth, and embedded parts were cleaned and brush painted with 
one coat of underwater gray primer and two coats of underwater 
gray paint. 

Installation of internal parts followed the same sequence for 
both units. The bottom ring completes the transition between the 
stay ring and the distributor ring. It is made of cast steel and is 
bolted and doweled to, but removable from, the stay ring. Twenty
four bronze-liner bearing inserts are provided in the ring for the 
lower stems of the wicket gates. The ring was received in two 
sections. It was assembled on timbers in the lower portion of 
the pit since its outside diameter was too large to pass through 
the opening of the upper part of the turbine pit. After assembly 
it was picked up, lowered to approximate position, and bolted 
temporarily in place. 

The 24 wicket gates were then set in place; this operation was 
followed by the placement of the head cover which was also too 
large for preassembly and required assembling in the turbine pit. 
The outer head cover was set in position over the wicket gates, 
carefully centered about the plumb wire, and bolted. All wicket 
gates were checked to see that they turned freely. The plumb 
wire was centered from the distributor ring. The outer head 
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cover and bottom ring were then doweled to the stay ring. The 
wicket gates were then set to give equal clearance at the top and 
bottom of the gates. -

The runner, shipped completely assembled from the fact<?rY 
with the exception of the runner cone, was placed on an erectwn 
pedestal located on the generator floor between the two unit_s. The 
Kaplan piston rod with the piston was then assembled with the 
runner shaft. The shaft was left in a vertical position and placed 
over the runner so that the piston rod passed through the hole in 
the runner cross head. The shaft was bolted to the runner hub; 
precautions were taken to keep the tension on _all bolts as n~arly 
e:Jual as possible. They were stretched approximately 0.004 mch, 
and the nuts were tack-welded. The piston rod was then attached 
tJ the cross head. The packing box, which is in two sections, was 
set around the shaft and bolted together. The inner head cover, 
which was also in two sections, was set around the packing box 
and bolted. The connection between the head cover and the pack
ing box was then bolted together. The guide-bearing shell was 
temporarily fitted in place. . . . 

The entire runner and shaft assembly, whiCh weighs approxi
mately 70 tons (fig. 304), was raised to install the runner tip, and 

FIGl'IIE 304.-Fort Patrick Henry-turbine runner and shaft assembly. 
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the assembly was placed in the wheel pit. The runner was 
adjusted for equal clearance from all sides of the distributor ring, 
after which the top of the shaft was plumbed and braced. 

Wicket gate operating mechanism.-The opening and closing 
cycle of the wicket gates is controlled through two hydraulically 
operated servomotors which are mounted on bases set in the wall 
of the pit liner. They are interconnected to the wicket gates 
through an operating ring which connects to the gate levers of the 
wicket gates. 

An automatic greasing system is provided to lubricate each part 
of the gate mechanism. All piping was fabricated of copper 
tubing. 

Governors.-Each unit has a separate oil-pressure governing 
system which is located in a twin cabinet mounted on the gen
erator floor between the units (fig. 117, p. 349). The governor is 
the relay valve actuator type. It controls the position of the 
wicket gates and the tilt of the runner blades. The governor was 
carefully checked so that the wicket gates open and close in 8 
seconds exclusive of the cushion at the end of the cushion stroke. 
Timing for opening and closing of the runner blades was set for 
10 seconds. The overspeed device was set to operate at 173 revolu
tions per minute. Normal operating speed of the unit is 138.5 
revolutions per minute. The various pressure lines and oil sump 
were thoroughly cleaned by swabbing and flushing with fresh oil. 
The system was flushed and refilled several times before being 
placed in service. 

GENERATOR INSTALLATION 

Two alternating-current generators (fig. 117, p. 349) rated 
20,000-kilovolt-amperes, 0.9 power factor, 13,800-volts, 3-phase, 
60-cycles, 138.5 revolutions per minute were designed, built, and 
installed by the manufacturer. They are remotely controlled 
from Boone. Assembly of generator No. 1 was started August 25, 
1953. The unit went into commercial operation February 22, 
1954. Erection of generator No. 2 was started July 20, 1953, and 
the unit went into commercial operation December 5, 1953. 

Stator erection.-Before assembly of the stator could be started, 
it was necessary to complete all concrete for the unit up to the 
rough-floor grade of the generator room. This concrete contained 
the anchor bolts for the bearing bracket and stator, all electrical 
conduit to the generator, and bare copper cable for grounding the 
stator. 

The stator was received in two sections. After the stator sole
plates had been set and leveled, the two sections were assembled 
on them, alined, and bolted permanently together. The stator was 
not doweled to the soleplates at this time but was deferred until 
the radial measurements had been checked from the shaft and the 
elevation of the rotor had been compared with the stator. The 
grouting of the soleplates was also deferred until these checks 
had been made. 

The stator was received with all coils in place except those 
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which span the joints or "parting." The par:ting coils, ei~ht at 
each joint, were installed in the field. To obtai_n access for msert
ing them in the slots, it was necess~rY. to d1sturb some of th.e 
factory-placed coils (a total of 22 coils I~ each hal~)_. ~he p~u
pose in moving so many coils was to establish a .conditiOn m which 
none would be strained by bending. In~ulatw.n was ~e~ted to 
make it pliable before installing the parkmg coils or raisn;tg the 
adjacent ones. An insulation temperature of about 45° centigrade 
was maintained by direct current from a motor-generator set 
while this work was in progress. . 

After the parting coils had been installed a?-d the adJacent ol!-es 
returned to their original position, each ~011 ~as wed~ed With 
mica plates and the coil slots were close~ with MI~arta sticks. All 
coils that had been either installed or disturbed Ilf the field were 
individually tested for insulation defe~ts by apply.mg 30,000. vol~s 
from coil conductors to stator iron. With all coils mstalled, circmt 
connections were completed, and coil interconnections m.ade. ~he 
stator (fig. 305) was sprayed with a heavy coat of msulatmg 
varnish. · d t 1 

Rotor assembly.-The spider was bolted to an erect~on pe es. a 
which was located in the service bay. The br3;ke nng was !n
stalled around the lower perimeter, and the stackmg plates, whiCh 
form the bottom surface of the laminated rim, were mounted. The 
stacking plates were supported from the floor at a number of 
points between each spider arm. . 

The sheet steel punchings which form the rotor nm were 

FIGURE 305.-Fort Patrick Henry generator room-unit 1 stator in foreground. 
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stacked in the field. The punchings were thoroughly cleaned and 
the rough edges filed. Dowel pins, which were anchored in the 
holes in the stacking plates, were employed to establish and main
tain proper alinement of the punchings, which were compacted by 
soft-head mallets, and pressure was applied periodically to further 
compress the stack. The final compression was made with perma
ment through-bolts after the stacking was complete and the upper 
end plate had been installed. Following the final compression, 
the rim was thermally expanded for installing the radial centering 
keys, which fit between the rim and spider arms. 

After the pole slots in the rotor rim had been filed smooth, the 
generator field poles were mounted and wedged. Each pole piece 
was checked for proper elevation in relation to the rotor rim 
before the wedges were driven all the way down. The electrical 
connections between poles were made by soldering the joints of 
the coil terminals. Each pole was tested to determine its resist
ance and impedence; it was also checked for proper polarity. The 
insulation resistance of the field was found to be satisfactory. 
The rotor was sprayed with a heavy coat of insulating varnish. 

Thrust bearing and bracket.-The thrust bearing and guide 
bearing' are both housed within one oil-filled compartment which 
constitutes the central part of the thrust-bearing support bracket. 
The thrust bearing is of the Kingsbury, flat adjustable-shoe type. 
The bearing is self-oiled and water-cooled. The runner is sup
ported on 12 shoes. The support bracket, which is located below 
the rotor, rests on soleplates that were installed on a concrete 
ledge located near the top of the turbine pit. The bearing was 
assembled with the shaft and the bearing bracket in the service 
bay. The complete assembly was then set in place with the power
house crane. It was alined with the turbine shaft and the 
coupling made up with fourteen 31%6-inch bolts. The coupling 
bolts were stretched 0.007 inch. After the coupling had been 
made up the shaft was again checked for plumb and centered in 
the bearing. The guide shoes were set with 0.022-inch clearance. 
The shoes were loaded by the slugged arc method. The bearing 
housing was then filled and flushed with clean oil several times 
before starting the machine. The entire assembly was jacked up 
to permit a film of oil under the shoes immediately before starting 
up the machine. 

Rotor installation.-Connection of the shafts and checking the 
bearing were followed by placing the rotor. It was set on the 
shaft with the powerhouse crane. It was then bolted to the main 
shaft. After completion of the rotor installation the upper 
bracket was assembled and installed, the four air coolers were 
mounted on the outside of the stator frame, the generator housing 
was assembled, and armatures of the main exciter and pilot exciter 
were bolted to the top surface of the generator rotor. The two 
exciter stators were mounted on the upper bracket. A substan
tial part of the exciter installation work consisted of making elec
trical connections. 

The exciters were installed soon after the upper bracket was 
placed. Close attention was given to the alinement of the station-
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ary and rotating parts to insure a uniform air gap. The dowels 
and bolts that were used to hold the exciter yokes were each 
insulated with Micarta sleeves and washers. Resistance of the 
joint insulation measured approximately 30 megohms. 

Completion of the exciters was followed by the installation of 
the Kaplan head and the permanent-magnet generator. This gen
erator was directly connected to the main shaft. It delivers 
three-phase current to drive the governor ftyballs. 

Shaft alignment and rotation check.-The combined turbine 
and generator shafts were checked and plumbed a number of 
times before the initial operation of the units. The rotation 
checks were made in a manner similar to those at Boone, and 
figure 227, page 599, shows diagramatically the results of a similar 
type check on the shaft of Watauga unit 2. The center of the 
throw-out circle was out of plumb a maximum of 0.006 inch. 
The turbine guide bearings were then set with 0.013-inch clear
ance. 

Switchboards.-The main control switchboards are located in 
the control room. The two boards (fig. 119, p. 361) are of the 
duplex type consisting of eight panels each. These boards pro
vide for control, indication, generator load control, temperature 
recorders, voltage regulating equipment, direct-current distribu
tion, and telemetering and supervisory control of the units and 
switchyard equipment from Boone control room. All the panels 
were wired by TV A forces with the exception of the direct-current 
distribution panels and the supervisory panels which were wired 
in the factory. 

Auxiliary power distribution for the powerhouse is through a 
23-panel, 440-volt main auxiliary switchboard which is supplied 
from a three-panel section in the center of the board. The board 
is fed from two station service transforcers, one of which is 
located in the transformer yard and one in the switchyard. One 
end of the board is the lighting and heating board which serves 
the power to the various lighting and heating panels located 
throughout the powerhouse. 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

Switchyard.-The switchyard (fig. 120, p. 371) provides a 
69-kilovolt switching structure of four bays, three for the trans
mission lines and one feeder bay served by a 36,000-48.000 kilo
volt-ampere main power transformer located in the transformer 
yard. The two associated high-tension busses, the five oil circuit 
breakers and associated manually operated disconnecting switches, 
and the three motor-operated line disconnect switches are ar
ranged for main and transfer bus operation. The three outgoing 
lines in bays 4, 6, and 7 are respectively named Boone No. 1, 
Boone No. 2, and Church Hill. 

The switchyard is located on the right river bank immediately 
downstream from the powerhouse. Grading in this area was 
largely completed in 1952. Footings and conduit runs were placed 
during June and July 1953. Erection of structural steel was done 
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in August 1953. All conduit runs, water mains, and oil lines were 
completed before any surfacing was placed. The yard was fin
ished with crushed-stone surfacing and enclosed by a woven-wire 
fencing. An oil-purification plant and storage tanks are provided 
at the upstream end. 

Main power transformer.-Power from the generators is con
ducted to the main transformer through two 750,000-circular-mil 
cables for each phase which are enclosed in a gas-filled pipe. The 
transformer is a 3-phase unit of 36,000/48,000-kilovolt-ampere 
capacity (fig. 121, p. 372). 

The main power transformer was shipped with nitrogen. The 
radiators, bushings, and wheels were removed for shipping pur
poses. The transformer was assembled on its foundation. After 
assembly was complete, the transformer was filled with oil and 
purged with nitrogen gas. The transformer was assembled by 
the construction forces during October 1953 under the supervision 
of a representative of the manufacturer. 

Grounding.-Main station grounding is provided by a network 
of 500,000-circular-mil bare copper-cable conductor embedded 
under tl;le switchyard fill, and a small mat is embedded in the 
original ground just upstream from the dam. These two mats 
are interconnected and provide the main grounding for the power
house and switchyard electrical equipment. 

SITE IMPROVEMENT 

Approach to the project is by way of an access road extending 
upstream along the right bank from highway 23. Additional 
widening at the intersection was made to provide for an accelera
tion and deceleration lane. The road provides access to public 
parking and overlook areas which are located above the dam. 
Branch roads extend to the powerhouse and top of the dam. 
A small parking area is provided at the powerhouse and a larger 
one for the public is located adjacent to the visitors' overlook. 
A parking lot for prospective fishermen was constructed on the 
right bank below the highway bridge. It is surfaced with crushed 
stone. Walks are outlined with stone curbs and steep ditches 
are protected with armored gutters. All walks, roads, and park
ing areas are surfaced with bitumen. 

The construction buildings and equipment were entirely re
moved; construction areas were regraded; and the area upstream 
from the bridge was topsoiled for seeding. Seeding on the steeper 
banks was held in place with wooden pegs or chicken wire, 
depending upon the slope. All seeded areas were mulched with 
straw. Planting of shrubs and trees was deferred until the winter 
of 1954-55. 

A visitors' building (fig. 124, p. 379) is provided for public use 
which overlooks the project and the lake. It furnishes a public 
lobby and headquarters for Public Safety Service on the main 
floor. Public toilet facilities are located in the basement. The 
building is designed along modern lines and is constructed of red 
sandstone masonry interposed with cypress paneling which is 
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placed over a steel framework. It was constructed during the 
spring and summer of 1954. 
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CHAPTER 7 

RESERVOIR ACTIVITIES 

In addition to the many engineering and construction activities 
required before a reservoir can be impounded, there are other 
important matters directly affecting local governments, communi
ties, and residents of the area that must be taken care of. The 
reservoir engineering, construction, and other activities described 
in this chapter consist of Surveying and Mapping, Land Purchase 
Control, Land Acquisition, Local Government Finance, Community 
Planning Activities, Population Readjustment, Reservoir Clearing, 
Navigation Preparation, Highway and Railroad Relocation, Util
ities Relocation, Cemetery Relocation, and Archaeology. Following 
a brief description of each reservoir, each of the foregoing listed 
activities is described in detail in the order given, either sepa
rately for each reservoir or, where practicable, for the four 
reservoirs-Watauga, South Holston, Boone, and Fort Patrick 
Henry-combined. 

Figure 3, page 7, is a map of the Upper Holston Basin show
ing the location of the reservoirs briefly described in the following 
paragraphs. A view of each reservoir is shown in figure 306. 

Watauga Reservoir 

Watauga Dam which created Watauga Reservoir is on the 
Watauga River 36.7 miles above its confluence with the South 
Fork of the Holston River, approximately 5 miles east of Eliza
bethton. The reservoir is in Carter and Johnson Counties, Tenn. 
At surcharged level (at the crest of the morning-glory spillway, 
elevation 1975) the impounded reservoir covers an area of 7100 
acres, extends approximately 17 miles upstream along the Wa
tauga River, and forms sizable arms in the valleys of Elk River 
and Roan Creek. Although mountainous, the region was rela
tively densely populated, with an ownership pattern consisting 
largely of small, irregularly shaped farm tracts-many of them 
operated on a subsistence basis. The town of Butler, a small 
town at the mouth of Roan Creek was completely flooded. 

South Holston Reservoir 

The reservoir formed by South Holston Dam is approximately 
24 miles in length and extends in a northeasterly direction from 
the dam, which is on the South Fork Holston River at river mile 
49.8 about 7 miles southeast of Bristol, Tenn. The reservoir has 
a surface area of 9100 acres at elevation 1742, a total storage of 
783,000 acre-feet, and a shoreline of about 187 miles. It lies in 
Sullivan County, Tenn., and Washington County, Va. The country 
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FIGURE 306.-Upper Holston Reservoirs-Watauga, South Holston, Boone, 
and Fort Patrick Henry (from top to bottom). 
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on the north and west sides of the reservoir is well adapted to 
farming, and the farm land in most part is of high quality. On 
the south and east sides of the reservoir the country is mountain
ous and in the area near the dam it is steep and rugged. Dragon
shaped embayments furnish wonderful mountain scenery and 
areas for recreation. 

Boone Reservoir 

Boone Dam forming Boone Reservoir is on the South Fork of 
the Holston River 1.4 miles below its confluence with the Watauga 
River and about 9 miles northwest of Johnson City, Tenn. The 
dam and reservoir lie in Washington and Sullivan Counties, Tenn. 
The full reservoir (elevation 1385 mean sea level) extends up the 
South Fork of the Holston River for some 17 miles and up the 
Watauga River for approximately 15 miles. Its area is approxi
mately 4700 acres and the main shoreline at full pool is 122 miles 
long. The reservoir lies in an area of irregular terrain and much 
of its shoreline is bounded by steep hills and bluffs. Numerous 
tributary creek valleys form deep-water embayments along the 
sides of the two main streams. The lake as a whole is an attrac
tive body of water, easily accessible to residents of Bristol, John
son City, and Kingsport, and the farms that border it on all sides. 

Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir 

The Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir starts at the dam which is 
on the South Fork of the Holston River at mile 8.2 about a quarter 
of a mile above the U. S. Highway No. 23 bridge and 1% miles 
southeast of the corporate limits of Kingsport, Tenn. The danl. 
and reservoir, except for a small portion within the Boone Dam 
site reservation, lie in Sullivan County, Tenn. The exception is 
a strip of land on the left side of the river below Boone Dam 
which isjn Washington County. The reservoir is only 10.4 miles 
long, the backwater ending at Boone Dam. With the water at 
the top of the dam gates (elevation 1263 mean sea level) the lake 
has a main shoreline 30 miles long and an area of 865 acres. 

The terrain of the reservoir area is unusual for a rather thickly 
populated region, close as it is to the towns of Johnson City and 
Kingsport. The section of the river valley in which the reservoir 
is impounded was extremely rough, steep, and thinly settled. The 
bordering slopes are mainly wooded lands and the lake is a body 
of water of exceptional scenic beauty. This led the Sta~e of 
Tennessee, with TVA's cooperation, to establish the Warrior Path 
State Park, a modern recreation center located on both sides of 
the reservoir. The park begins about 2 miles above the dam and 
extends upstream for 3 miles. 

SURVEYING AND MAPPING 

Reservoir surveys for each of the four projects-Watauga, 
South Holston, Boone, and Fort Patrick Henry-were begun im
mediately after construction of each was authorized by Congress 
and continued concurrently with the construction programs. The 
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over-all surveying and mapping operations and planning for the 
projects were greatly facilitated because maps of the five-color 
valley topographic series were available. ~ese maps (s~a~e 
1 :24,000) served as a compilati<?n base f?r area, .mdex~ an~ exhibit 
maps. They were used in m~kmg studies an? mvesbgabons .and 
in planning field work. Honzontal a_nd vertical. control statwns 
established for the topographic mappmg saved bme and expense 
when control for reservoir surveys was set up. 

Reservoir preparation necessitated a variety of types of sur
veys, maps, and related engin~ering.. Planni_ng, ~esi.gn, construc
tion land acquisition, reservoir clearmg, navigatiOn Improvement, 
rese~voir operation, highway and utility relocation, and cemetery 
relocation are all based upon the results of surveys and the maps, 
charts and other drawings prepared from them. Table 55 sum
mariz~s the principal surveying and mapping activiti~s in terms 
of features and quantities for each of the four reservoirs, and the 
following paragraphs of this surveying and mapping section dis
cuss these features as they apply in general to the four reservoirs. 

TABLE 55.-Summary of principal surveying and mapping activities
Upper Holston projects 

South Feature Unit Watauga Boone 
Holston 

Basic control: 
Traverse, third-order -------- Mile ___________ 72.8 46 1 14.4 
Levels, second-order _______ do __ ----- 0 6 8.9 
Levels, third-order ---------- ______ _do _______ 11.8 32 43.0 

Aerial photographs: 
Area photographed ---------- Square mile ____ 150 200 150 
Number of photographs------ Photo __________ 86 108 99 
Enlargements to 1 inch = 400 _______ do _______ 42 84 58 

or 500-foot scale. 
Engineering for land a'?quisition: 

Property ownersh1p recon- Acre ___________ 23,535 28,020 19,860 
naissance. Deed ___________ 1,609 1,017 868 Deeds copied ----------------

Land tracts surveyed --------
(Tract_ _________ 1,205 661 655 
lAcre ___________ 18,930 24,970 13,390 

Contours mapped------------ Mile ___________ 410.6 697.5 340.0 
rMap ___________ 25 23 27 Land maps drawn to 1 inch = l Tract_ _________ 1,205 659 655 100- or 500-foot scale. Acre ___________ 18,930 24,135 13,390 

Permanent surveying and mark-
ing of reservation boundary 
line: 

Boundary traversed by tran- Mile ___________ 103 44 22.0 
sit-tape. 

Easement and boundary con~ _______ do _______ 62 123 121.9 
tour staked. 

Engineering for reservoir clear~ 
ing and rim treatment: 

Contours marked ------------
Mile ___________ 347.0 460 213.1 

Marking for marginal clear~ 
ing. _______ do __ ----- 59.6 95.4 69.3 

Clearing estimates prepared __ Acre ___________ 1,535 4,245 1,299 
Cemetery relocation: 

Disinterment surveys and f Cemetery------- 96 28 13 
3,092 854 416 plats. l Grave __________ 

86 19 10 Reinterment surveys and plats-• { g~~ve:~~~~~~~~~~ 1,281 559 104 
Large scale topograph.ic maps-[ fSheeL--------- 8 15 6 

scales range from 1 mch = 20 lAcre ___________ 1,780 936 731 
feet to 1 inch = 500 feet. 

Silt range surveys: I 
Monument-----· 58 90 36 Monuments set -------------- Profile _________ 29 45 18 Profiles ---------------------
Sheet---------- 1 2 1 Navigation maps ----------------

1 Includes 4.0 miles of trig traverse and 25 three-point observations. 
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AREA MAPS 

The first map needed when a project got underway was a 
reservoir area map suitable for preliminary planning studies and 
to serve as a base for report exhibits and progress indexes. For 
this purpose a_planimetric map of the proj~c~ ~rea was compiled 
and reproduced as soon as possible after activities started. These 
maps showed political boundaries, railroads, highways, schools, 
churches houses, trunk utility lines, cemeteries, important place 
and feat~re names, principal drainage, and proposed reservoir 
pool contour. They were prepared by mosaicking the planimetric 
bases of the TVA-USGS 1:24,000 Valley topographic series, and 
transferring the pool contour from the topographic maps. Perti
nent information available from other sources was also added. 
The compilation was then photographed to scales of 1 inch = % 
mile and 1 inch = 1 mile for reproduction. 

Upon completion of a construction program, the corresponding 
map was recompiled, features being corrected to show construc
tion changes. To the new map was added fee and easement 
boundary lines and normal pool contour. Reproductions of the 
new edition are available with the pool screened or unscreened at 
scales of 1 inch = % mile and 1 inch = 1 mile. 

Also a composite topographic map of the reservoir area at a 
scale of 1 inch = % mile was made by photographing a stickup 
of the Valley topographic maps upon which the dam and reservoir 
had been delineated. 

BASIC CONTROL 

Horizontal 

Horizontal control established for surveying and mapping in 
the reservoir areas (in addition to that previously set up for the 
Valley topographic mapping program) was transit-tape traverse 
of third-order accuracy (1 :5,000). Each line originated or closed 
on U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey triangulation stations or on 
control stations which had been set by the WPA and tied-in to 
and adjusted to the positions of the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
stations. Semipermanent markers were used for most of the 
traverse since it was usually located along roads which would be 
flooded. Before a reservoir was filled, concrete silt range monu
ments were set and coordinated for use in connection with future 
surveys. Coordinate values were computed on the Tennessee State 
Grid System of plane coordinates (Lambert Projection) for sta
tions in Tennessee and on the Virginia State Grid System of plane 
coordinates (Lambert South Projection) for those in Virginia. 
Both grid systems were developed and published by the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey. 

Vertical 

Additional vertical control established for the projects was also 
of third-order accuracy. Each level line originated and closed on 
a benchmark of an equal or higher order of accuracy. Lines of 
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leveling usually followed the same routes selected for trav~rse 
lines. Elevations were established on all traverse control stations 
and on many intermediate semipermanent bench marks set near 
the proposed lake level. Each bench mark was P!ominen_tly Pl;tin~ed 
to facilitate recovery, and a steel post carrymg an Identify~ng 
enamel sign was set at each permanent monument. The lev~lmg 
was adjusted to the 1936 Southeastern Supplemen~ary AdJust
ment Datum of the United States. After constructiOn had been 
completed on each project, second-o!der lev_el_s ~ere run to estab
lish precise reference bench marks m the VICinity of the dam and 
powerhouse. 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 

Vertical aerial photography of the reservoir areas was used in 
preparing planimetric base sheets for plane-table survey work. 
Photographs required for the Watauga and South Holston ar~as 
in 1941 and 1942 were furnished under contract by Aero Service 
Corporation of Philadelphia, Pa. The comp3:nf" delive~ed all nega
tives and two contact prints of each. Additional prmts needed, 
contact and enlarged . were made in the maps and surveys branch 
laboratory. The ca:nera used was a Zeiss P-10 with ~ focal 
length of 3.907 inches. The flying height was approx~mately 
7,800 feet, producing contact negatives at a scale of approximat~ly 
1:24,000 (1 inch = 2000 feet). Average overlap along the hne 
of flight was about 60 percent and between flights about 20 per
cent. 

Additional photography of the Watauga and South Holston 
areas required after the war and the photography for the Bo?ne 
and Fort Patrick Henry projects were done by TV A, also usmg 
a Zeiss P-10 camera. The plane was one ordinarily assigned to 
other TV A work. Methods were similar to those used by the 
contractor although larger contact scales-up to 1 inch = 500 
feet-were sometimes used for special purposes. 

PLANIMETRIC BASE PLANE-T ABLE SHEETS 

Accurate large-scale planimetric base sheets were used in the 
field for plane-table property surveys. Planimetric manuscripts 
were prepared with multiplex aero projectors at a scale of 1 :6000 
(1 inch = 500 feet) from the specially flown photography. The 
manuscript detail was then projected (at the same scale) to 
double mounted plane-table sheets. Completed sheet~ showed 
accurately the location of such features as field boundanes, fel!-ce 
lines, hedge rows, ridge lines, drainage features, roads, trails, 
buildings, and wooded and cleared areas. 

Control for multiplex base sheets 
and photo-scale determinations 

Horizontal and vertical control was established on enough 
photo-points to control the positi?n and scale of the mult~ple;c 
stereoscopic models and to determme the actual scale of the md.~-
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vidual aerial photographs. The basic control surveys were run 
so as to pass through as many of these points as possible, and only 
a small amount of supplemental field work was required. After 
the base sheets had been compiled by multiplex, they were, in 
turn, used in determining the scales of the aerial photograph 
negatives by comparing scaled distances between points on the 
photographs with distances scaled between the same points on the 
base sheets. Scale values were supplied to the aerial photograph 
laboratory. 

ENGINEERING FOR LAND ACQUISITION 

There were two parts to the property surveying and mapping 
program in a reservoir. The first part consisted of land acquisi
tion surveys and the preparation of land maps and plats. The 
surveys furnished sufficient information for the appraisal and 
acquisition of fee title or lesser interests in lands. They were 
accurate enough to permit the graphic determination of tract 
acreages within usual standards. From these surveys, maps and 
plats were prepared which showed the names of land owners; 
property bounds; improvements; cultural and natural features; 
political subdivision lines; pool, land purchase guide, and draw
down contours; and tract acreages, separated into fee severance 
(or easement) and balance areas, which were in turn broken 
down into cleared, wooded, water, and miscellaneous acreages. 

The second part of each reservoir program consisted of the 
transit-tape measuring and monumenting of the fee boundary 
line of the project reservation. The line must be retraceable in 
order that any corners disturbed or destroyed may be accurately 
replaced. Its location should also be visible on the ground to 
facilitate policing, fencing, clearing, leasing, cultivating, erection 
of buildings, and administration and to reduce encroachment on 
the Government reservation by adjoining owners. 

Property reconnaissance 

The first operation in the property surveying and mapping pro
gram for a reservoir was the preparation of a preliminary prop
erty ownership index map. This served as a base for a permanent 
deed identification record and was used later in the planning and 
e:cecution of property surveys and land mapping. In its compila
tion, use was made of property ownership data furnished by the 
U. S. Forest Service in those areas where the Service had made 
acquisition surveys. Other ownership information was obtained 
in the field by surveyors who recorded it on aerial photographs 
enlarged to a scale of 1:15,840 (1 inch = 1320 feet). 

Each property owner or occupant was interviewed in order to 
locate the approximate boundaries of his tract or tracts. Corners 
were pointed out in the field to the surveyor and, where definite, 
were painted red in order that they could be easily found at a 
later date when the property surveys were made. Their locations 
~vere then spotted, marked, and described on the photographs in 
mk, and property lines joining the corners were sketched in. The 
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surveyor then noted the owner's name and the book and page 
number of deeds recorded in the county courthouse. Tract 
descriptions were copied in the field from unrecorded deeds. 
Property and ownership data were secured for each tract touched 
by the acquisition guide contour and all adjoining properties. 
Tentative tract boundaries shown on the photographs and on 
record plats were transferred to base sheets compiled from Valley 
topographic map manuscripts at a scale of 1 :10,000 (1 inch = 833 
feet). After addition of the reservoir pool contour and owners' 
names and deed identification numbers, tracings were made and 
prints obtained by standard reproduction methods. 

These ownership index maps were extensively used by survey
ing and land acquisition personnel in planning and scheduling 
work, in the preparation of estimates, and in preliminary abstract 
work. 

Deed copying 
As soon as the property ownership index maps were available, 

tract descriptions and other information having a bearing on the 
owners' titles were copied from deeds or other instruments of 
conveyance recorded in the county seat of the county where the 
property was located. Recorded plats were copied also. 

Deed descriptions were plotted to a scale of 1 :6000 (1 inch = 
500 feet) on vellum and compared with the outlines of the tracts 
shown on the reconnaissance ownership photographs. Where 
major discrepencies were disclosed, the deed copying was checked; 
if no error was discovered, the field reconnaissance was reviewed 
before the photographs and deed descriptions were released to 
the property surveyors. 

Field procedures on property surveys 
Property tracts were divided ip.to three general classifications 

with an appropriate surveying method for each as follows: 
1. Farm tracts from about 10 acres up were surveyed almost entirely by 

plane table on planimetric base sheets at a scale of 1:6000 ( 1 inch = 

500 feet). 
2. Small rural tracts, ranging in size from about "h acre to 10 acres, were 

usually surveyed by plane table on white paper at a scale of 1:2400 
(1 inch = 200 feet). Traverse stations with azimuth ties were shown 
where available; otherwise, two or more property corners appearing 
on the l-inch = 500-foot sheets were tied in so that these small tracts 
could be plotted in their correct positions on the finished land maps. 

3. Lots in small communities were surveyed by either transit-tape or 
plane-table methods, in the latter case using as a base large scale 
detail topographic survey sheets previously prepared. (Often, in 
making plane-table surveys of towns or sub-divisions, good use can 
be made of reproductions of recorded plats photographed to the same 
scale as the property survey, provided the originals are accurate.) 

Use of planimetric base plane-table sheets in the field 
The plane-table sheets prepared in the office, as previously 

described, were double-mounted 20- by 25-inc~ (inside working 
limits) sheets. The scale used was 1 :6000 (1 mch = 500 feet). 
Horizontal control stations were plotted on these sheets by co
ordinates. The limits of each finished land map had been pre-
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viously determined from reconnaisance ownership maps and a 
plane-table sheet covered the same area to be shown on a corres
ponding finished land map, with an approximate inch overlap of 
culture to allow for possible discrepancies in reconnaissance own
ership plotting. 

The field surveyor was supplied with a plane-table sheet, prop
erty reconnaissance photographs, index maps, copies of the deed 
descriptions, and necessary surveying equipment. The owners or 
occupants of most tracts were again contacted for final checks on 
property corners and boundary lines. To reestablish lost or 
destroyed corners, the affected owners were called together to 
determine by mutual agreement the proper locations of their 
common corners and lines. 

Where the property corners and lines were already shown as 
planimetric features on the plane-table sheet (projected from the 
multiplex manuscript base), as was often the case with fence 
intersections, lone trees, road junctions, fence lines, streams, 
roads, and lanes, the plotting was merely a matter of emphasizing 
the features. The surveyor delineated on the plane-table sheet all 
features 'Which were to be shown on the final map, such as roads, 
lanes, trails, buildings, orchards, woods, hedges, bridges, culverts, 
streams, canals, millraces, railroads, and power and telephone 
lines. He also lettered on the plane-table sheet the owners' names, 
deed numbers, and all necessary explanatory notes describing the 
property corners and property lines. 

Contour mapping 

The contours representing the upper and lower clearing lines 
and the early flooding contour were marked with paint on the 
bases of trees in wooded areas and with stakes through cleared 
and brushy areas. These contours and the acquisition guide con
tour were mapped by plane table. White paper plane-table sheets 
were used instead of ratioed aerial photographs which were used 
on most of the other reservoir projects. Aerial photographs 
would have been difficult to orient and match as a large propor
tion of the length of the contours was in woodlands. On the other 
hand, some portions of the reservoirs offered excellent opportunity 
for control of the mapping by plane-table triangulation. "Cuts" 
were made on three or more triangulation stations at about %
to lh-mile intervals, usually at a station on the ridge between 
streams or draws. The plane-table sheets were later positioned 
under a tracing on which the triangulation stations had been 
plotted and coordinate values were scaled for each plane-table 
station. The contours were later transferred with an overhead 
reflecting projector to the property survey plane-table sheets 
being adjusted to fit the control stations which had been located 
by plane-table triangulation. 

Land acquisition maps 

The process of preparing multiplex base sheets for plane-table 
surveys has been described previously. As property surveys 
were completed the sheets were turned over to the cartographic 
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section for use in preparing land acquisition maps. Along with 
the plane-table sheets, the cartographic section was furnished 
aerial photographs; copies of recorded plats; deeds; and highway, 
railroad, and utility right-of-way maps. All property boundaries, 
ownerships, and subdivisions were checked against these data. 
Where discrepancies could not be reconciled, field checks were 
requested for clarification. 

As the review of the property plane-table sheets was completed, 
standard tracings were made of them on 22- by 34-inch cloth 
sheets. The total acreage of each tract was measured and shown 
on the map. Most measurements were made by planimeter, but 
acreages of small regularly shaped tracts were computed from 
scaled or measured distances. 

As the maps were completed to this stage, prints were furnished 
the land purchase control section for determining and designating 
the location of fee purchase and easement lines. Upon return of 
these prints to the cartographic section, copies were prepared and 
sent to the field to be used as guides in locating and marking the 
lines on the ground. As purchase boundary surveys were com
pleted, the field notes, with prints of the land maps containing 
other field notations, ·were forwarded to the computing office. 
There bearings and distances along the purchase boundary and 
the coordinates of all included corners were computed on the 
state plane coordinate systems, Lambert Projections for Tennes
see and Virginia. Computed values were supplied the cartographic 
section for use in completion of the acquisition maps. 

While the field survey and computing operations were under
way, interior property line bearings and detail acreage break
downs were being measured on the plane-table sheets or on ozalid 
prints of the incomplete land maps. This information, along with 
the field survey boundary data, was then added to the land map 
tracings and prints were delivered to the land purchase control 
section for preparation of descriptions of fee and easement 
parcels. 

Appraisal plats 

As soon as a land map was completed, individual appraisal plats 
were prepared of all tracts on it which were to be acquired. These 
plats, traced in pencil on vellum, are skeletonized versions of 
information shown on the land map-corner descriptions, build
ing labels, and all bearings and distances (except on unmarked 
lines) are omitted. They are used by the appraisers during their 
inspections and are prepared with a minimum of lettering within 
the tract boundaries in order to provide space for appraisal notes. 

ENGINEERING FOR THE RESERVOIR BOUNDARY 

Reservation boundary surveys 

Land acquisitions for the Upper Holston projects were of two 
types and required different types of boundary surveys. In each 
case the proposed boundary was staked in advance of the prepa
ration of the tract descriptions and the acquisition negotiations. 
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This w:as a considerable advantage to the land buyers who could 
deal with the land owners more easily when able to point out on 
the ground the exact locations of the fee simple severance lines or 
the flow3:ge easement contour. The part of the fee simple boun
dary which fell above the pool contour was marked with semi
permanent or temporary markers, the locations being adjusted 
to take advantage of and follow any appropriate natural features 
and ~o exc!ude buildings and other improvements which could be 
left I? pnvate ownership. T~e. corners were then tied in by 
transi~-tape traverse ~hiCh origmated and closed on previously 
established control statwns. When easement purchase was desig
na~ed, the easement contour was marked on the ground by red
pamted stakes. After staking, the easement contour shown on 
t~e land m_aps. was checked by plane table or inspection to locate 
discrepancies m the original mapping or projection to the land 
maps, and necessary corrections were indicated. 

Marking the boundary line 

Corner~ and witness corners which could be established in what 
was considered to be their final locations as the transit traverse 
was r~n 'were ~oordinated and marked with 1- by 1- by 24-inch 
an~le Irons. Similar markers were set and coordinated at the 
pomts wher~ the easement contour intersected fee purchase lines. 
Corners ~h~ch could only be tentatively established at the time 
of the ongma_l survey (pending completion of computations) 
were temporanly marked, the final corners being later established 
by short azimuth and distance measurements (turnouts) from 
the temporary survey markers. 

Following final staking of the fee boundaries of the four project 
reservation~ fence_posts will eventually be set at all corners. The 
boun~ary lines Will be identified by painting line and witness 
trees m wooded areas and by setting intervisible steel posts where 
the boundary crosses cleared land. All markers will be selected 
or located so that the adjacent marker in each direction is visible. 

The easement boundary, which is marked with red stakes fol
lows th~ meanders of the easement contour and can be re~dily 
reestablished at any future date from nearby bench marks. 

Reservation maps 

Reser~ation maps, or record plats, show the fee and easement 
bou~danes~ the boundary corners, and conditions existing within 
~he Immediate reservoir area after completion of the dam and 
Impoundage of the lake. The maps are drafted in ink on tracing 
cloth sheets 22 bY: 34 inches at scales of 1 inch = 500 feet for 
rural. areas and 1 mch = 100 feet for urban areas, following sub
s~anbally the. sheet layout of l~J?-d acquisition maps. Reproduc
t~ons at drafb_ng scale and mulblit.h copies at reduced scale (sheet 
size 11 by 17 mches) are made avilable after the drafting is com
pleted. 

In ~ompil~ng _res~rvation maps the appropriate state rectangu
lar gnd proJection IS first plotted on the sheets. The reservation 
boundary corners are then plotted accurately by coordinates, the 
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computed bearings and distances of the boundary b.eing adde.d 
later. Land map culture incorporated in the res~rvat~on ma-ps IS 
traced directly from the land acquisition maps, with slight adJust
ments where necessary to fit the plotted bound~~Y d~ta and other 
control. Relocated highways, railroads, and utility lines are com
piled and traced on the sheets. The dam~ -powerho~se, a!ld all 
other reservoir structures are added, the ongm~l. J?lammetnc ~nd 
topographic features taken from the land acqmsibo!l maps. ~e~ng 
revised where they have been changed by constructiOn acbvibes. 

ENGINEERING FOR RESERVOIR CLEARING AND RIM TREATMENT 

Pool contour marking 
The upper limits for complete clear~n~e of timber,. brush, and 

other floating materials and the lowe~ limits below 'Yhich no clear
ing was required but b~oyant matenal was to be bed down were 
set for the four reservoirs as follows: . 

Elevation Elevatton, 
Reservoir upper limit lolf'l'r limit 

~~\hu~~l;t~;-============================== i~~~ ~~~g 
~~~~eP~tri~k-H~;~y-========================= i~~~ i~~g 

These contours were marked from leveling of fourth-order 
accuracy originating and closing on reservoir control bench marks 
of higher order. . 

In marking the upper contou::- through ~ooded areas, a white 
band approximately 2 inches wide was p~unted on .the trunks of 
tr..ees, the top of the band being the clear~ng elevatwn. Through 
cleared areas the line was marked by pamted stakes at the cor
rect elevation on the ground and by paint marks on fence posts, 
buildings, and other structures. Mark~ were always located ~o 
as to be intervisible, but were of necessity more closely,.spaced m 
wooded areas than on cleared land. In wooded areas fore-and
aft" paint splotches were plac~d ab.ou~ 5 feet high on each marked 
tree to facilitate finding and Idenbfymg the contour marks. 

The lower contour was marked in a similar manner, except that 
red paint was used instead of white. 

Marginal marking for shore line clearing 

Along the wooded portion of the shore line, the narrow st::-ip 
of terrain immediately adjacent to and above the upper clearmg 
contour was marked for clearing in certain areas m accordance 
with specifications prepared by th~ division of health and. safety. 
Where bank caving from wave actwn was expected, clearmg was 
extended back, horizontally, 10 to 20 feet !rom the upper contour, 
the width of the cleared margin dependmg on th.e steep1_1ess of 
the bank slope. The outside limit of this margmal s~np was 
indicated by marking the trees with splotches of red pamt, b~ a 
crew of two men working immediately ahead of the clear~ng 
operations. At the same time ~he previously marke~ ~learmg 
contour in the wooded areas was mspected, and any obliterated or 
defective markings were restored or freshened. 
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Timber rlearing t>stimates 

Accurate, detailed estimates were prepared bi-monthly for the 
construction and maintenance branch. They showed the amount 
and types of clearing done and summarized other work performed 
during each bi-monthly period by each clearing unit. The areas 
clea;red and burned were usually planimetered on land maps or 
aenal photographs, proper allowance being made for special items 
of work such as scattered trees and hedgerows. Clearing estimate 
results and the progress status of each clearing operation were 
shown in detail on copies of the land maps. 

RELOCATION SURVEYS AND MAPPING 

Cemeteries 

Cemeteries within the reservoir area were surveyed by plane 
table at a scale of 1 inch = 20 feet with contours mapped at 1- or 
2-foot intervals. After the cemeteries had been cleared of under
br~sh, each grave was marked by a stake with an assigned identi
fym&' numb~r. The graves were then mapped in their proper 
locatwns, usmg symbols to indicate their condition and whether 
or not there were identifying markers. Other related data such 
as the name and nearest surviving relative of each interred per
son was secured at the time. The reinterment cemeteries were 
surveyed and staked out by plane table at a scale of 1 inch = 
20 feet. 

Plats of all cemeteries falling within the reservoir area and on 
lands likely to ?e affected by reservoir activ.ities were prepared 
at a scale of 1 mch = 20 feet on 81;2- by 11-mch cloth or vellum 
sheets, <;>r larger sheets when required, the larger sizes being pho
tographically reduced to this size for reproduction. On each plat 
the graves were numbered consecutively starting with dne. The 
grave symbols showed the condition of the graves and locations 
of monuments or other markers. Reinterment cemeteries were 
similarly mapped also. Each reinterment grave was identified on 
the pla~ by its originally assigned number with an accompanying 
tabulatiOn (?n the face of the map or on a separate, keyed-in 
sheet) showmg the name of the deceased and the place of disin
terment. The reinterment plats also indicated symbolically the 
new locations of monuments. ' ' 

Utility lines 

. Power lines and communications lines, river crossing installa
tions and structures, and bridges were located when the property 
surveys were made and were shown on the land maps. Locations 
were staked f<;>r the relocation of rural telephone lines owned by 
small c?mmumty gr?ups who employed no engineering personnel. 
Followmg constructiOn, surveys were made of portions of new 
utility lines where they crossed TV A lands. 
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MISCELLANEOUS SURVEYS AND MAPPING 

Dam base line layout and monumenting 

A local construction grid system was laid out and monumented 
at each dam site for control of detail layout surveys for the dam 
and related structures. Alinement surveys for the diversion spill
way tunnels at Watauga and South Holston were made and monu
mented. The base line of the dam was used as the north-south 
axis of the grid and the east-west axis, at right angles to it, was 
extended some distance beyond the working area. 

The stationing of the dam base line was determined by the divi
sion of design from studies based upon 1 :1200-scale dam site 
topographic maps. A number of points were established along 
the base line and parallel reference ranges were laid out upstream 
and downstream. Intermediate monuments along the reference 
ranges were then set by intersecting the reference ranges with 
perpendiculars from the stations on the base line. Because of the 
rugged terrain the layout was roughed-in, using third-order 
method of traverse and triangulation. Later, precise triangula
tion was used to fix the final positions on brass caps grouted in 
the rock formation or .on caps set in precast concrete monuments. 
The tunnel layout work at Watauga and South Holston included 
precise alinement surveys. 

To evaluate the dam site monumentation on the State plane co
ordinate system, the triangulation at the site was tied in by 
third-order traverse to the reservoir horizontal control net. Sub
stantial wooden fences were built around the monuments which 
were likely to be disturbed. 

Topographic surveys and mapping 

Standard large scale topographic maps were made of the dam 
sites, quarry sites, earth borrow areas, and plant sites, the town 
of Butler in the Watauga area, the South Holston saddle dam site, 
and for various other special purposes. Scales from 1 inch = 
100 feet to 1 inch = 500 feet were mainly used. These maps were 
reproduced from inked tracings measuring 22 by 34 inches hav
ing inside working limits of 20 by 25 inches and included a pro
jection of the State plane coordinate grid. Horizontal and vertical 
control was of third-order accuracy; stations were spaced from 
200 to 500 feet apart and were referenced to facilitate recovery. 
Leveling was adjusted to the United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey 1936 Southeastern Adjustment Datum. 

Like all standard maps prepared by TVA's maps and surveys 
branch, site topographic surveys are required to meet accuracy 
specifications providing that 90 percent of tested points be cor
rect for elevation within one-half the contour interval and within 
one-fiftieth of a map inch at publication scale for horizontal 
position. 

Silt range surveys 

Surveys were made to establish ranges for the future measur
ing of silt deposits in each reservoir area, the ranges being 
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ma~·~ed at each end with concrete monuments. The horizontal 
position of each monument was established by traverse of third
order accuracy. Levels were established by lines of fourth-order 
accuracy and a profile ~as. run along. each range. These profiles 
were p~otted and a penodic check will be made by sounding to 
determme the amount of silt deposited in each reservoir. 
Surveys for boat bases 

Engineering work for establishing and marking small boat 
chi'J,nnels along several of the tributary streams was done at the 
request of the navigation and transportation branch. This con
sisted of marking the channel fo;.- the flush cutting of stumps 
between the upper and lower cleanng contours. At selected sites 
additional clearing of trees was marked out below the lower clear
ing contour to provide safe moorage of boats during minimum 
draw-downs. · 

Navigation maps 

. ~avigation maps cover each entire reservoir area and are 
sim.Ilar to. those prepared for other tributary reservoirs. Combi
natiOn pr'ints made from the Valley topographic drainage and 
culture press J?lat~s we~e used as compilation bases: Navigation 
cont~urs, navigatwn aides, road relocations, transmission line 
locatwns, al!-d. othe_r data were ~aken from land maps, highway 
and. transmissiOn lme plans, stnp·maps showing pertinent navi
gation data, a:nd other sources. The completed compilations were 
photographed at the scale of 1 inch = 2000 feet. From the film a 
nonphotographic blue-~ine boar? was made on which the principal 
(black) color sepa~abon drawmg was inked· to navigation map 
stand~:ds-:- Blue-~me boards were obtained by photographic 
processes from this. black pl:9-te and used as bases in preparing 
other· color separatiOn drawmgs. The maps are reproduced in 
four colors at a scale of 1 inch = 1f2 mile. 

LAND PURCHASE CONTROL 

~ngineering for land acquisition for the Upper Holston Reser
voirs wa_s .based on TV A's land acquisition policy -established by 
the pr~viswns of the Board Resolution of February 2,' 1942. The 
resolub~:m established a general policy that land purchases' for 
res~rv01rs were to be limited to the minimum required for each 
proJe~t, a?d dele~a.ted to the General Manager authority for 
app~ymg Its provisiOns to each· subseq'J.lent· aa'm and reservoir 
P_I'OJect. Although the resolution in general limited fee acquisi
tion to lands below the upper limits of reservoir fluctuation zones 
provisions were made for fee purchases above those limits fo~ 
certain specified reasons. · · · ' 

J:?ivisional recort;~-mend~tions for·. special land purchases were 
reviewed by the chief engmeer and presented to the General Man
ager for al?proval. Purchase boundaries for these acquisitions 
were established by the maps and surveys branch to include the 
lands required for the proposed uses, and the tracts were released 
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for purchase in the usual manner. The purchase boundaries of 
the four reservoirs are shown in figures :n6, ~21, ~27, and 331 
on pages 786, 793, 800, and 806 respectively. 

In general, the methods employed in applying the land acquisi
tion policy to lands required for the Upper Holston Reservoirs 
were substantially the same as those followed on previous TV A 
projects. 

After the land maps had been drafted through a preliminary 
stage showing the cadastral data, the planimetry, and the perti
nent contours, prints were obtained and used in making thorough 
field investigations of tracts located along the future shore of the 
reservoir. Information secured by these investigations was noted 
or shown graphically on the land map prints. It indicated the 
extent to which the reservoir would affect the tracts and the 
routes of access to them; described operational methods; showed 
land classifications (cultivated, pasture, timber, etc.) ; indicated 
the approximate values of improvements; and suggested possible 
uses of tract remainders after impoundage of the reservoir. The 
information served as the basis for determining the locations of 
fee purchase lines and the tracts on which access damage releases 
should be secured. 
. If the field investigation did not indicate that the cost of replac
mg affected road access to lands above the acquisition guide con
tour would be prohibitive, the highway and railroad branch was 
requested to supply cost estimates for raising or relocating the 
affected road or roads and the land branch was asked to provide 
preliminary appraisals of the tracts. The appraisals set out the 
remaining values of the portions of the affected tracts which 
would not be inundated, based on alternate proposals for restor
ing road access, and, where pertinent, the amounts of damages to 
be allowed if the roads were not replaced. In some instances, 
because of circumstances peculiar to a project, decisions to restore 
road access, to purchase the affected lands, or to acquire access 
damage releases were not based solely on economy. 

Watauga land purchase control 

Approvals directing the acquisition of fee title or flowage ease
ments for approximately 1100 tracts containing some 11,600 
acres required for the Watauga Dam and Reservoir were released 
during. the p~r:iod from March 2, 1942, through November 28, 
1949-m addition to approvals for road right-of-way easements 
and other appurtenant rights. Releases were confined to distress 
cases while construction was suspended. 

Properties subject to flooding during construction.-Hydraulic 
studies indicated that constriction of flow by the cofferdams and 
diversion tunnel would increase flood hazards in the lower reaches 
of the reservoir. It was estimated that a discharge of 10-year 
frequency would reach elevation 1738 and a 20-year flood would 
cover the area below elevation 1795. Consequently, the 1738 and 
1795 contours were shown on the land maps and the lower contour 
~as staked. o~ the ground to facilitate appraisal work and acquisi
tion negotiatiOns. The land branch prepared special purchase 
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c?ntract forms providing for flooding of lands lying below eleva
tion 1.738 and th.e removal of specified buildings located below 
elevatwn 1795 prwr to the ordinary surrender of possession date. 
Approvals for the ~ffected tracts prepared by the maps and 
surv~ys branch specified that they should be acquired under the 
special purchase contracts. The acreages lying below elevation 
1738 were set out and affected buildings were identified on supple
ment~ry sheets attached to the approvals. 

Thirty-~our tracts situated upstream from the area acquired for 
tl!e dam site ~ould have been affected by early flooding, but imme
diate possess!on of three of them was required for construction 
purposes. Smce cofferdam closure was originally scheduled for 
4ugust 15, 1942, ~pprovals were released directing the acquisi
tion of early floodmg rights on 31 tracts. The removal before 
August 15, 1942, of 36 buildings located below elevation 1795 on 
30 tracts was specified, togethe~ with the acquisition of the right, 
a.fter that date, to flood approximately 15 acres lying below eleva
bon 1738 on three tracts. 

4 low priority for obtaining materials and equipment was 
assigned the Watauga project by the War Production Board and 
cofferdam closure was postponed from August 15, 1942, to March 
1, 1943, closure of the dam from July 1, 1943, to December 1, 1944. 
However, contracts for purchase of 20 of the tracts affected by 
early flooding had already been secured, some of the owners had 
pu~c~ased oth.er lands, and some had arranged to move affected 
bmldmgs to higher grou!ld; consequently, the approvals for these 
tracts could not be revised. The approvals for the remaining 
11 tr~cts were amended to provide for early flooding rights to be 
effective March 1, 1943. 

.suspension and recommencement of activities.-In compliance 
~Ith a s.u?s.equent ord~r of the War Production Board, construe
bon acbvibe~ were discontinued December 21, 1942. The land 
branch exammed the status of acquisition of each tract for which 
an approval had been released and requested the withdrawal of 
th?se for a~l unacquired tracts which were not in the process of 
bemg ~cqmred. ~pprovals specifying immediate surrender of 
possess101_1 were Withdrawn for two of the tracts required for 
constructiOn purposes and for seven tracts which were to have 
been acquired under the special purchase contract providing for 
early flooding rights. 

It w~s realized that the cessation of operations would work 
hardships on. the land o_wners in the Watauga Reservoir area and 
the TV A desired to assist them in every way possible in making 
nec.essary r~adjustments. Therefore, a procedure was set up 
which provid~d for the purchase of properties from owners 
already co~mitted to the purchase of other lands and the licensing 
of reservoir lands prevwusly acquired to former owners who 
would suffer hardship if forced to move. 

The TVA was requested by The League of Upper East Tennes
see Sportsmen's Clubs to acquire all the lands on the south side of 
Watauga Reservoi_r between the ~·eservoir and the boundary of the 
U. S. Forest Service and extendmg from the dam site to a point 
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on the Elk River about 1% miles north of Elk Mills. The League 
suggested that this land be transferred to the Forest Service to 
provide public access to and public use of the reservoir for recrea
tional purposes such as boating, hunting, fishing, and camping. 

Acquisition of all the land between the reservoir and the Forest 
Service boundary would have required the removal of some 300 
families. Since state Highway No. 67 was being reconstructed 
south of the reservoir and the cost of acquiring the land would 
have been much greater than the cost of replacing the remainder 
of the road system, acquisition of the entire area was not con
sidered justifiable, but the portion bounded by Rat Branch on the 
west and by Stoney Creek on the east was purchased. 

Upon resumption of construction of the Watauga project, 
cofferdam closure and diversion of the flow of the river were 
rescheduled for July 1, 1947, and closure of the dam for December 
1, 1948. Consequently, June 1, 1947, was set as the surrender of 
possession date for lands lying below elevation 1738, and July 1, 
1947, was the date specified for the removal of houses and build
ings located below elevation 1795. Approvals directing the acqui
sitiQ,n of affected tracts in conformity with these dates were 
released. 

The following tabulation is a condensed summary of acquisi
tions required for the Watauga project: 

Type of acquiBition Tracts 

Fee simple: 
Dam and reservoir ------------------------ 857 
Other ------------------------------------ 27 

Flo\Vage rights ------------------------------- 235 
Mineral rights -------------------------------- 4 
Flo\Vage rights on minerals -------------------- 25 
Road rights of \Vay and construction rights_______ 353 
Miscellaneous rights and easements ------------- 36 

Acres 

9,184.14 
13.75 

2,402.25 
(232.40) 
(305.26) 
506.93 
25.80 

Total approvals ------------------------- 1,537 12,132.87 
'" ~ .f·, ?. i) 

South Holston land purchase control · ;:1 

Construction on the South Holston project was begun in 
February 1942, discontinued in April 1943 because of wartime 
shortages, and resumed in December 1947. 

Approvals directing the acquisition of fee simple titre to or 
flowage easements on approximately 650 tracts containing about 
13,700 acres required for the dam site, saddle dike, and reservoir 
were released between January 28, 1942, and July 20, 1950, 
releases being confined to distress cases during the period when 
activities were suspended. 

Properties subject to flooding during construction.-Originally, 
closure of the dam was scheduled for December 31, 1943, in order 
to provide ample time for completion of the reservoir clearance 
and family removal programs. However, hydraulic studies indi
cated that constriction of flow by cofferdams and the diversion 
tunnel would increase flood hazards in the lower reaches of the 
reservoir before impoundage of the reservoir began. It was esti
mated that a discharge of 10-year frequency would reach elevation 
1525 and a 20-year flood would cover the lands lying below eleva-
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tion H5c10. Consequently, the 152f>- and 1f>·10-foot contoms were 
shown on the land maps and the lower contour was stal~ed on the 
ground, to facilitate appraisal work and acquisition negotiations. 
The Ian~ branch prepa.red special contract forms providing for 
the floodmg of lands lymg below elevation 1525 and the removal 
of ~pecified buildings located below elevation 1540 prior to the 
o1·dmary surrender of possession date. Approvals for the affected 
tracts, prepared by the land purchase control section, specified 
that they should be acquired under the provisions of the special 
contracts. The acreages lying below elevation 1525 were set out 
and the affected buildings were identified on supplementary sheets 
attached to the approvals. 

Cofferda~ closure was scheduled for March 1, 1943. Eighty
o!le tracts situated upstream from the area acquired for the dam 
site were found to be subject to early flooding and approvals were 
released directing the acquisition of early flooding rights on 78 
tracts. The three remaining tracts were situated in an area 
where the type and extent of acquisition to be employed had not 
b~~n determin~d at that time. The approvals provided for acqui
sition o~ the nght to flood, after March 1, 1943, portions of 76 
tracts and for removal of 24 buildings located below elevation 
1540 on 22 tracts. 

Sus_Pension and r_ecommencem:ent _of activities.-The procedures 
d.escnbed under this same headmg m the preceding Watauga sec
bon were also followed at South Holsto11. · 

Upon resumption of work on the South Holston project coffer
dam closure and diversion of the flow was rescheduled for' August 
1, 1948, and closure of the dam for November 20, 1950. Accord
ingly, August 1, 1948, was designated as the date for surrender 
of possession of lands lying below elevation 1525 and for the 
removal of build~ngs located below elevation 1540. Approvals 
w~re released whiCh directed the acquisition of tracts previously 
withdrawn from purchase in conformity with these dates. 
. The foll.owing tabulation is a condensed summary of acquisi

tions reqmred for the South Holston project: 
Type of acquisition 1' ractN 

Fee simple: 
Dam site and reservo'r ______________________ il07 
Saddle dike site----------------------------- 8 
Miscellaneous ------------------------------ 4 

Flo\Vage rights _________________________________ 139 
Flo\Vage rights on minerals ---------------------- 1 
Road rights of \Vay and construction rights ________ 109 
Miscellaneous rights and easements ______________ 24 

Acre.~ 

10,534.97 
144.60 
168.71 

3,004.97 
(69.20) 
265.10 
527.32 

Total approvals -------------------------- 792 14,645.67 

Road through dam construction area.-The Emmett-Fish Dam 
Ro3;d supplied .access to Bristol from properties located on Big, 
Josiah, and F1sh Dam Creeks and on Little Oak and Offield 
Branches. A portion of the road and the bridge across the Sout:1 
Fork .of the Holston River were located on the right of way 
(~cqmred by TVA) of the abandoned Holston Valley Railway. 
Smce the road crossed the construction area at the dam and was 
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being used by trucks and construction machinery, it was necessary 
to close the road as a safety measure. 

Closing of the road deprived a number of children of access to 
the schools they had been attending and residents of the area 
employed in Bristol of their usual route of travel to and from 
work. After the road was closed, access to Bristol was by way of 
South Bridge, an increase in the round-trip distance of about 40 
miles. To resolve the problem, approvals were released for the 
purchase of tracts in the affected area, bou_nded by the river,. by 
the United States Forest Service reservatiOn, by the dam site, 
and by the community of Fish Da~. . . 

Prior to the cessation of operatiOns, approvals directmg the 
acquisition of fee simple title to 25 tracts containing about 9.40 
acres were released in this particular area. These, together with 
one tract of 75 acres later approved because of the owners' dis
tressed circumstances, were purchased before land 3:cquisition 
activities were resumed after the war. After resumptiOn of the 
purchase program, three additional tracts containing 86 acres 
were approved and acquired. 

Abandonment of public roads in Virginia.-During contract 
negotiations between representatives of TV A and. the Common
wealth of Virginia in connection with the relocatiOn of affec.ted 
highways and roads in Washington Co~nty, Va., th.e State officials 
objected to the abandonment of public roads which were to be 
replaced by TVA. They pointed out that under Virginia laws any 
owner whose land abutted a section of road which was to be 
abandoned had the right to file suit for damages against the 
Commonwealth and might secure a monetary judgment. 

It was agreed that no roads above elevation 17 42 (crest of the 
main dam spillway) would be abandoned, and since TV.£\ would 
acquire flowage easements. on all lands (not purchased m fee) 
abutting the abandoned roads, TV A would compensate the land
owners for any damages resulting from the abandonments in the 
payments paid for the easements. However, to. discourage the 
filing of damage suits by dissatisfied landowners, It was proposed 
that all approvals for the acquisition of fee simple title to or 
flowage easements on lands abutting sections of roads located 
below elevation 17 42 stipulate that the instruments of convey
ance should contain a provision releasing Washington County and 
the Commonwealth of Virginia from all liability for damages 
resulting from the abandonment of these sections of roads. 

It had been the practice, on earlier projects, to stipulate the 
acquisition of access damage releases in those cases where proper
ties would suffer actual impairment of access as the result of the 
creation and operation of a dam and reservoir, but literal adher
ence to the proposal made for the Virginia portion of South 
Holston Reservoir would result in the release clause being used in 
many cases where the properties concerned would be afforded 
access over roads constructed by the TV A which would be equal 
or superior to the access provided by the roads which would be 
abandoned. Also, there were cases on the other projects where, 
despite the provision of substitute road facilities, varying degrees 
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of access inconvenience would result, alth.ough n.ot enough to 
justify the inclusion of a dama~e release m th~ .Il!strument of 
conveyance. Nevertheless, in v1ew of the possib~hty of future 
controversies arising with respect to the compara.tive access con
venience afforded by the former routes and by their replacel?ents, 
the release clause was specified in all cases where a section of 
road lying within the boundaries of or abutting a property would 
be abandoned. 

Boone land purchase control 

The 1390 mean sea level contour ( 5 feet above the top of the 
dam gates) was used as the acquisit~on guide. The dam and 
reservoir required the purchase of fee title to 190 tracts (2,016.74 
acres) and flowage rights on 395 tracts (3,004.11 acres). Of 
these, 41 fee tracts (804.90 acres) and 12 flowage rights (25.80 
acres) had been previously acquired from the East Ten!l~s~ee 
Light & Power Co. Approvals were released for the acqUisition 
of the others from private owners. Permanent easements for 
road rights of way were approved for acquisition on. 109 tracts 
(113.295 acres). In addition, there were nu~erous miscellaneC!us 
acquisitions, as listed in the summary tabulation. For t~e entire 
project, a total of 827 fee and easement tracts was reqUire~l. .. 

The following tabulation is a condensed summary of acqUisition 
required for the Boone project: 

Type of acquisition 

Fee simple: 
Tracts 

Dam site and reservoir ----------------------- 190 
Flowage rights ---------------------------------- 395 
Miscellaneous ----------------------------------- 27 
Flowage easements and access --------------------- 5 
Road right of way ------------------------------- 210 

Total approvals --------------------------- 827 

Fort Patrick Henry land purchase control 

Acre8 

2,016.74 
3,004.11 

125.90 
0.03 

113.29 

5,260.07 

Backwater effect in the Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir is negli
gible, and it was not necessary to take it into account in establish
ing the acquisition guide. However, a freeboard of 5 feet (above 
the top of gates elevation 1263 me~n sea level). was used t~rough
out the shoreline of the lake. This was sufficient to take m land 
which would be affected by wave-wash and seepage. Elevation 
1268 was the acquisition guide, and flowage rights were acquired 
to the 1268 contour. 

TV A had acquired from the East Tennessee Light & Power ~o. 
in 1945 the major part of the land needed for the Fort Patnck 
Henry project. There were 38 fee tracts totaling approximately 
1000 acres and seven flowage rights covering 11 acres in this 
original purchase. The entire project required only 170 tracts 
and 1466.49 acres of fee purchase, of flowage rights, of road 
rights of way, and of miscellaneous acquisitions. 

As a result of an agreement worked out with the State of 
Tennessee in connection with the establishment of the Warrior 
Path State Park, TV A acquired two tracts, containing approxi-
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ma~ely .60 acres, which were transferred to the state for incorpo
ratwn m the park. In exchange, TVA received eight tracts con
taining 68 acres. 

T~e following tabulation. is a condensed summary of acquisition 
reqmred for the Fort Patnck Henry project: 

Type of acquisition Tracts 

Fee simple: 
Dam site and reservoir ------------------------ 83 

Flowage rights ----------------------------------- 45 
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------ 19 
Road right of way -------------------------------- 23 

Total acquisition ----------------------------- 170 

LA~D ACQUISITION 

Acres 

1,271.02 
186.19 

5.24 
4.04 

1,466.49 

.TV~ purchased the reservoir lands following engineering deter
mmatwns of needed tracts. TV A's land purchase price policy in 
t~e Upper Holston p:rojects, as in all previous reservoir acquisi
tion programs, provided for the purchase of land and land rights 
at prices that would en.able the affected property owners to re
locate and reestablish themselves on properties of equal value. 
TVA's appraisal staff fix~q the prices offered the owners, and all 
negotiations were conducted on a nonprice trading basis. Conse
quently, properties required for the project were purchased at the 
fixed price or condemned. 

The ~ppraisal staff prepared a detailed study of the reservoir 
and a~Jacent areas, then analyzed the factors entering into and 
affectmg local real estate values. They studied the effects of 
locatio~, land use patterns, soil types and fertility, crop yields, 
and pnc~s of prod~ce; compiled information regarding present 
and prevwus sales m the locality; obtained local opinions of the 
value of similar. lands at similar locations; and examined past and 
present .trends m the local real estate market. Using these data 
as ~ gmde, they established prevailing price ranges for land in 
vanous classifications, for buildings, and for other elements of 
val~e such as fencing, fruit trees, and water supply; then fixed an 
eqUitable price for each individual tract of land. 
. While the land was being appraised, abstracters and title exam
mers prepared abstracts, examined titles, completed curative field 
work, and. prepar.ed purchase and sale contracts. Land buyers 
then negotiated with each owner for the purchase of his property. 
When the contracts were executed, title examiners cleared defects 
in title (resorting to condemnation for title reasons when neces
sary), made payment to the owners, and had the conveyance 
instruments recorded in the county records. In most cases, unless 
defects delayed title clearance, transactions were closed and the 
owner was paid within 30 days after execution of the contract. 

Except in a few unusual instances, owners who signed contracts 
to se.ll.their properties were. permitted to retain title to buildings, 
fencmg, .and other sa~vable Improvements, provided they removed 
them prwr t? a specified surrender of possession date. Salvage 
va~ue of retamed Improvements was deducted from the appraised 
pnce. 
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Per-acre land costs in the four Upper Holston Reservoirs ex
ceeded all previous per-acre land costs, averaging $313.49 an acre 
in Boone Hcservoir, $415.41 an acre in Fort Patrick Henry Reser
voir, $143.60 an acre in South Holston Reservoir, and $354.32 an 
acre in Watauga Reservoir. The major part of the land acquired 
for these res~rvoirs was purchased during a period marked by 
record levels m the real-estate market, as indicated by the rise 
in the rural real-estate index from 126 in 1942 to 335 in 1953 
an increase of 166 percent. Moreover, these reservoirs are not' 
comparable with any others in which land has been acquired for 
TV A programs, and the reasons for the high costs are evident. 

All except South Holston can be generally described as consist
ing of small acreage homesites, rather than rural farm acreage. 
Properties were highly improved and were located in a general 
area where land suitable for cultivation is scarce and sells for 
premium prices in private sales. The entire area is highly indus
trialized and offers a variety of full-time and part-time employ
ment in the many industries. Two of the Nation's largest rayon 
mills are located at Elizabethton, Tenn., only 10 miles from 
Watauga Dam. Kingsport, a community specifically planned for 
industrial development, lies only 3 miles from Fort Patrick Henry 
Dam. The Tennessee Eastman plants, manufacturing synthetic 
yarns and plastic, are located here. This community also offers 
employment for skilled and semiskilled labor at the Kingsport 
~ress, one of the largest printing and book manufacturing plants 
m .the country; the Blue Ridge Glass manufacturing plant; a 
maJOr Mead Paper Corporation plant; the Holston Ordnance 
Works; and a number of smaller industries. Bristol and Johnson 
City, b?th within easy commuting distance of any of the four 
reservOir areas, have numerous industrial and commercial estab
lishments that provide employment. 

Major industries in the area have drawn employees from the 
rural communities and have encouraged extensive suburban devel
opment rather than intensive urban integration. This is borne 
out by the typical population trends in the area. For example, 
census figures for Carter County, in which 60 percent of the 
Watauga Reservoir is located, show a 5.2 percent increase in 
urban population between 1930 and 1940. Rural population, on 
the other hand, increased 25.9 percent during the same period. 
Between 1940 and 1950 this trend continued at an accelerated 
pace. 

Continuing growth in rural nonfarm population and the rise in 
industrial income have had a pronounced effect on the economy 
of the general area, with full-time farming giving way to small 
subsistence operations that supplement industrial income. These 
economic trends in turn have affected land values significantly. 
With the increase in rural population, individual properties have 
grown smaller and smaller, demand for rural homesite properties 
ranging from 2 to 5 acres has expanded proportionately, and land 
values have climbed steadily upward. The increase in land values 
at this location has consistently exceeded the average cost incre-
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ment attributable to the inflationary trends that became evident 
in other parts of the Valley after World War II. 

Watauga land acquisition 

Unless notified to the contrary, owners who signed contracts 
to sell their properties were permitted to retain title to the build
ings and improvements, provided they removed them prior to the 
date set for surrender of possession. Where the owner was per
mitted to retain his buildings and improvements, their salvage 
value was deducted from the appraised value. 

The land acquisition program for the Watauga project, like the 
construction program, was divided into two periods: the first 
extending from January 1942, when appraisal work was initiated, 
to October 1942, when construction of the project was abruptly. 
deferred by the War Production Board; the second period com
menced .in August 1946 and continued until completion of acquisi
tion in the fall of 1948, just prior to the closure date December 1, 
1948. During the interim between the two major periods, acquisi
tions were limited to purchases to enable property owners in 
distressed circumstances to relocate themselves. When the buying 
program resumed in August 1946, approximately 25 percent of 
the reservoir area had been acquired. Figure 307 shows the 
monthly and cumulative progress in acres of the Watauga land 
acquisition program. 

The acquisition policy for this project required the purchase in 
fee simple of approximately 79 percent of the total reservoir area, 
while flowage easements were acquired over the remainder. Ex
cept for a few tracts needed for access road construction, highway 
easements rather than fee interests were obtained for road relo
cation purposes. No mineral interests in the area were found to· 
have any commercial value, and only one claim of any consequence. 
was asserted. This claim covered the rather extensive mineral 
holdings of the Reynolds Mineral Co. and had to be referred ·for· 
condemnation. Table 56 summarizes the principal land purchases 
as of August 31, 1950. 

TABLE 56.-Summary of principal land purchases for Watauga project as of 
August 31, 19501 

Distribution of 'l'otalland Average 
Tracts Acres and improve- cost principal land purchases ments cost per acre 

Fee 873 8,811.79 $2,816,361.06 $319.61 
Flow;g;-;;;;~~-;t~-=:::::::::::::::::::: 234 2,402.25 1,183,233.88 492.55 
Highway easements -------------------- 329 483.73 145,131.40 300.03 

Totals --------------------------- 1,436 11,697.77 4,144,726.34 354.32 

1 This summary does not include 11 reservoir fee tracts containing 386.10 acres and 3 highway 
tracts containing 23.50 acres which will be transferred at no cost from U. S. Forestry Service 
to TVA. 

Table 56 does not include the 551 miscellaneous rights acquired 
for the project. The total cost of these rights, which include pay
ments for loss of access, various kinds of easements, and licenses 
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and permits, was $49,683.05, of which ~$38,558.50 w~s char.g~d. to 
land cost and $11,124.55 to. the appropriate construction activities. 
The land cost figure includes a payment for the physical assets of 
the town of Butler amounting to $27,890. 

Acquired at an average per-acre cost of $354, ~he Watauga 
Reservoir contains the most expensive land acqmred for any 
completed TV A project. One of the most important reaso~s for 
this unusually high land cost is the nearness of the area to mdus
tries. Approximately 60 percent ()f the families liying in ~he 
reservoir area had one or more members of the family workmg 
in an industrial plant in Elizabethton, Kingsport, or Bristol. Few 
of the farm families, therefore, depended entirely on revenue from 
their land holdings. The fee and flowage tracts acquired, although 
averaging about 10 acres each, were highly improved by the res~
dents who derived their income from both industry and agri
culture. The cost of improvements averaged $206 per acre as 
compared with the previous high of $38 in Douglas Reservoir. 
A second important reason for the unusually high land cost was 
the spiraling real-estate market in the post-war period. The 
Watauga project was resumed during this trend, which continued 
for the duration of the project. As a result, real-estate values 
throughout the second ·and most important period of the acquisi
tion program were at levels approximately double those prevailing 
in 1942 when the buying program began. 

Of the 873 tracts acquired in fee, 266 were farms, which aver
aged 28.4 acres per tract. The remaining 607 fee tracts were 
rural-nonfarm properties or improved lots located in the town of 
Butler, which averaged only 2.5 acres per tract. While these non
farm tracts contained only 17 percent of the total fee area 
acquired, their total cost was more than two-thirds of the cost of 
all fee properties. Their cost averaged $1,237 per acre as com
pared with an average of $120 per acre for the tracts classified as 
farms. · 

The fee purchase area included the town of Butler, Tenn., a 
community at the confluence of the Watauga River and Roan 
Creek, which in 1940 had a population of 608. Purchase of all 
properties in the town, including all homes, stores, churches, 
schools, public buildings, and all town-owned public utilities, 
marked the first acquisition by TV A of an incorporated town. 
More than 200 individual properties were involved in this pur
chase, and the town's area, 857 acres or 1.3 square miles, repre
sented more than one-half of the nonfarm fee area in the reser
voir. The town was liquidated by two acts of the Tennessee 
legislature, which appointed a liquidating agent to receive TV A's 
payment for the physical assets of the town. 

The cost of flowage easements in the upper reaches of the reser
voir averaged $493 per acre. Most of the properties affected by 
easements were farm properties, averaging about 32 acres per 
tract, with the portions affected by the easements averaging 
slightly more than 10 acres, or about one-third of the entire farm 
units affected. The easements were appraised at 100 percent of 
the underlying fee value. The higher per-acre cost for flowage 
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easements as compared with the $320 per acre for fee properties 
resulted from a number of factors: ( 1) ':fhe easeme~t tracts con
tained a much larger proportion of fertile, p~oductive land than 
did the fee tracts, which in many cases contamed. some co~para
tively unproductive land. (2) Because of ~he. terram, the residents 
built their homes, barns, and other bmldmgs at the hea~s of 
hollows on the comparatively level lands lying above the ordmary 
flood elevations of the creeks and r.ivers. In most. cases these 
improvements were below the 1980 contour elevati?n and .had 
to be purchased. (3) Seyerance of the tillable productive portions 
of the farm units resulted in large payments for severa~ce dam
ages, as the remainders ;;tbQye the maximum. flood ~levatwn we~e 
generally rough, unproductive . woodlands, little smted for agri
culture. ( 4) The reservoir ;:tls0 disrupted road access. to the 
remainders, and, despite the road relocation program, this factor 
added considerably to the overall cost of the easement areas. 

Acquisition of the Watauga Reservoir presented many prob
lems, for although the total area flooded is ~omparatively s~all, 
its purchase disrupted the local factors. contnbu.tmg to the umque 
interrel~tionship of industry and agnculture m an area where 
population density is considera.bly ab?ve average, an~ land ~or 
agricultural uses sold for premmm pnces because of Its relative 
scarcity. . . . . 

The expense of appraising, buymg, abstractmg, title. examma
tion, closing, and general administration and clencal work 
amounted to $408,850.44 through June 30, 1950. 

South Holston land acquisition 

Deferment of the South Holston project in 1943 resulted in the 
division of the acquisition program into two periods: the first 
from January 1942 to September 1943, a!ld the second from June 
1948 until closure of the dam November 20, 1950. When full-scale 
buying resumed in the summer of 1948, ~bout 65 percen~ of the 
reservoir remained to be acquired. Durmg the 5-year mterval 
between the two major periods of land purchase activity, a few 
scattered tracts were acquired to enable owners in distressed 
circumstances to purchase new properties and relocate themselves 
without financial loss. Figure 307, page 757, shows the m?~t~ly 
and cumulative progress in acres of the South Holston acqUisition 
program. . . 

Operation plans for South Holston Reservoir reqmred t~e pur
chase in fee simple of about 78 percen~ of the total reservoir .area, 
with flowage easements over the remamder. As 3: rule, ~ee simple 
title was acquired in the lower half of the reserv?Ir and. m narrow 
strips along the river in the upper ha_If. Prop~rties entirel}' below 
the 17 47 contour, the maximum floodmg elevatiOn, and the Isolated 
properties which could be purchased for less than road replace
ment cost were acquired in fee. Flowage easements extendmg to 
the 1747 contour were acquired around the creek embayments and 
in the upper reaches of the reservoir. 

In Tennessee permanent easements satisfied right-of-way re
quirements for' road relocations, but in Virginia, road right-of-
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way was purchased in fee simple to meet road relocation require
ments. 

Except for mineral rights owned by the Ivanhoe Mineral and 
Smelting Co., which had to be condemned, mineral interests in the 
reservoir were inconsequential and presented only minor prob
lems. 

After extended negotiations an industrial site in a remote 
sectio~ of the reservoir was purchased from the Appalachian 
Sm~ltmg an~ Refining Co. This site was occupied by a smeltery 
which reclaimed lead from discarded automobile batteries and 
refined it into industrial lead. The company contended that 
because of its isolation from any populous center the site was 
peculiarly suited to this use and therefore had an intrinsic value 
not reflected in the appraisal. After condemnation was initiated 
however, the company agreed to convey the property to TVA with~ 
out further litigation. · 

As of Jun~ ?O, 1952, a total of 750 reservoir and right-of-way 
tracts, contamm~ .12,859.1~ acres, had been acquired from private 
o":n~rs. In additiOn to this acreage, possession of 12 tracts con
ta.mmg an aggregate of 1236 acres had been obtained from the 
U. S. Forest Servi.ce ~Y administrative use permit pending formal 
transfer. T.he prmcipal land purchases exclusive of the 12 U. S. 
Forest Service tracts are shown by type in table 57. 

TABLE 51.-Summary of principal land purchases for South Holston as of 
June 30, 1952 

Distribution of Total land Average 

principal land purchases 
Tracts Acres and improve- cost 

ments cost per acre 

Reservoir fee-------------------------------- 518 10,799.98 $1,190,153.50 $110.20 
Flowage easement--------------------------- 133 1,857.47 568,063.12 305.83 

Total reservoir land------------------- 651 12,657.45 1.758,216.62 138.91 

Highway fee_-------------- ___ -------_______ 51 73.10 40,020.63 547.48 
Highway easements-------------------------- 48 128.57 48,355.00 376.10 

Total right of WRY--------------------- 99 201.67 88,375.63 438.22 

Total for project----------------------· 750 12,859.12 1,846,592.25 143.60 

h Table 57. does not sho~ miscellaneous transactions involving 
o47 tracts m the reservOir area. These ranged from relatively 
minor clearing, construction, and core-drill boring permits secured 
at no cost to the intrinsic value of a power site at Aven's Ford 
for which TV A paid the Appalachian Power Co. $36,819.47. These 
rig~ts als? involved payments for loss of access, acquisition of 
varwus kmds of temporary easements (including five borrow 
easements containing 196.8 acres), and settlement of damage 
clai~s arising from ~onstruction activities. Miscellaneous rights 
acqmred for the project totaled $73,466.38'; with $34,434.40 allo
cated to land cost and $39,031.98 charged to appropriate construc-
tion activities. , · · . 

Exclusive of land obtained from the Forest Service, land and 
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improvements in all categories of acquisition averaged $143 an 
acre, less than one-half the over-all average in the Watauga Reser
voir. The South Holston area, unlike the Watauga area, was 
devoted primarily to agriculture, and the residents obtained their 
principal income from the sale of farm products. Less populous 
than Watauga, subdivision into small rural subsistence units had 
not advanced to the stage apparent in Watauga. In the South 
Holston area, farm tracts acquired in fee averaged 37 acres a 
tract; in the Watauga area fee farm tracts averaged 28 acres 
a tract. Nonfarm fee properties, averaging 3.7 acres a tract, 
comprised 38 percent of the total number of tracts and 7 percent 
of the total acreage acquired for the South Holston project, while 
properties in the same category, averaging 2.5 acres a tract, 
accounted for 69 percent of the tracts and 17 percent of the 
acreage acquired for the Watauga project. No properties acquired 
in the South Holston Reservoir were comparable to the town of 
Butler properties purchased for the Watauga project. 

All South Holston tracts acquired in fee from private owners 
averaged $110 an acre. Rural agricultural tracts averaged $82 
an acre, $52 an acre for land and $30 an acre for improvements. 
Nonfarm fee properties, however, averaged $408 an acre, with 
land averaging $114 and improvements $294. Purchase of more 
than half the fee properties containing about one-third the total 
acreage before the onset of the abrupt post-war rise in real estate 
values reduced the averages considerably. If the entire fee area 
had been acquired at 1948 and 1949 price levels, the cost of the 
reservoir would have been increased appreciably. 

South Holston Reservoir flowage easements, exclusive of the 
1,147.50 acres of U. S. Forest Service land in the flowage area, 
affected 1,857.47 acres of land in private ownership and cost an 
average of $306 an acre, more than twice the cost of tracts 
acquired in fee. These flowage easement tracts were appraised on 
the basis of 100 percent of the value of the underlying fee. The 
land covered by the easements averaged $193 an acre and the 
improvements, less their salvage value, averaged $113 an acre. 

Many of the fee tracts purchased in their entirety contained 
large portions of rough, relatively unproductive, unimproved land. 
On the other hand, flowage easements were generally limited to 
the productive fertile creek and river bottoms, leaving remainders 
that could not be operated as efficiently or as productively as 
before. Creation of the reservoir also disrupted road access to 
the remainders, leaving many, despite the road relocation pro
gram, with impaired access which further depreciated their 
value. As a result, flowage severance damage averaged $52 an 
acre, more than one-fourth the average cost of the land itself. 
Moreover, about one-third of the fee area was acquired during the 
1942-43 program, before the post-war inflationary spiral in farm 
real estate had taken effect. The entire flowage area, however, 
was purchased in 1948 and 1949 when real estate levels were 
reaching new highs. This upward trend was therefore more 
emphatically reflected in flowage easement purchases than in fee 
acquisition. 
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Through June 30, 1952, the expense of appraising, buying, 
abstracting, title examination and closing, and general adminis
tration and clerical work amounted to $329,727. 

Boone land acquisition 

For flooding and related reservoir purposes, such as highway 
relocations, the Boone project required acquisition from private 
owners of 698 tracts of land comprising a total of 4,330.61 acres. 
Figure 308 shows the monthly and cumulative progress in acres 
of the Boone acquisition program. · Operation of the reservoir will 
affect an additional 52 tracts of land containing 830.5 acres 
acquired by TV A in its purchase of the facilities of the East 
Tennessee Light & Power Co. in 1945. The company had assem
bled this land for the proposed Hemlock project near the Boone 
Dam site. 
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FIGURE 308.-Boone-monthly and cumulative acquisition of land. 

More than 96 percent (actually 96.7 percent) of the 4,330.61 
acres acquired from private owners was purchased by voluntary 
conveyance, with 2.3 percent condemned because of refusal to sell 
and 1.0 percent condemned to clear defective titles. The 52 tracts 
acquired previously from the power company required only a 
final title examination and did not involve additional purchase 
negotiations. 

About one-third of the tracts and about 40 percent of the 
acreage acquired for actual reservoir purposes involved fee pur
chase. The remainder, 66 percent of the tracts and 60 percent o£ 
the acreage, required the purchase of flowage rights to a specified 
contour elevation. Easements over the 160 properties affected by 
the highway relocation program were purchased on a 100 percent 
of land value basis. 

Table 58 gives a summary of the principal land purchases to 
June 30, 1954. 
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TABLE 58.-Summary of principal land purchase for Boone project as of 
June 30, 19541 

Distribution of 
principal land purchases 

Total land Average 
Tracts Acres and improve- cost 

ments cost per acre 

Fee"----------------------------------------· 195 
Flowage easements2

--------------------------· 395

1 

Highway easements-------------------------- 160 

TotaL ______ -------·----_____________ --· 7 50 

2,046.44 $564,106.13 $275.65 
3,004.11 996,430.95 331.6!1 

110.56 57,435.00 519.49 
1---------1-------

5,161.11 1,617,972.08 313.49 

1 The data should be reviewed on June 30, 1954. No significant change is expected. 
2 Includes 52 fee and flowage easements tracts, containing 830.5 acres, acquired from East 

Tennessee Light & Power Company. Their "book 'ljilue of $97,842.20 has been allocated to the 
Boone project. '. 

1 
... · • 

Table 58 omits miscellaneous rights involving 362.,transactions, 
which ranged from 182 clearing permits secured at no cost to 
various interests and releases that ran into considerable amounts. 
These miscellaneous rights cost a total of $53,331.00, with $8,758.25 
charged to the purchase of land rights and $44,572.75 charged to 
construction activities. 

The Boone Reservoir area, like the other Upper Holston Reser
voirs, is unique in the degree of suburban development and in its 
proximity to populous centers. Farm land is scarce and expensive; 
properties are small and highly improved. Comparatively small
scale supplemental subsistence farming marks the prevailing agri
cultural pattern in the area, with major emphasis on tobacco grow
ing, truck crop culture, and live stock production. Many of the 
farm operators, even those who consider farming as their primary 
occupation, work part time in the industrial plants throughout the 
vicinity. 

Exclusive of the 52 tracts acquired from the power company, 
the 538 fee and flowage easement tracts acquired from private 
owners cost an average of $347 an acre, with the 154 fee tracts 
averaging $378 an acre and the 384 flowage easements costing 
$334 an acre. The 160 road right-of-way easements, all of which 
were purchased from private owners, cost an average of $519 
an acre. 

Only 57, or slightly more than one-third, of the 154 tracts 
acquired in fee simple from private owners were classified by the 
appraisers as farm properties, and these averaged only 18.2 acres 
a tract. The per-acre cost of the 57 tracts in this group average 
$138 an acre for land and $69 an acre for improvements, a total 
of $207 an acre. 

Ninety-seven, or 63 percent, of the 154 tracts acquired in fee 
were classified as residential, suburban, or commercial properties. 
Properties in this category, representing almost two-thirds of the 
total tracts acquired in fee (but comprising only one-fifth of the 
total fee acreage acquired), averaged only 3 acres per tract and 
cost an average of $951 an acre, with $351 an acre for land and 
$600 an acre for improvements. Moreover, these residential and 
suburban properties, while representing only about 22 percent of 
the total land acquired in fee from private owners, accounted for 
almost 57 percent of the total expenditure for fee land. 
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Flowage easements purchased for the reservoir averag~d 
slightly less per acre than the over-all cost of land purchased m 
fee although the Boone acquisition policy provided for payment 
of full fee value for the flowage rights over land located below the 
flow line. The 384 privately owned properties affected by flowage 
easements were predominantly agricultural, averaging 35.5 acres 
per tract. The area below the top control contour averaged 7.7 
acres a tract or about one-fifth of the total property affected. 
Land over which flowage easements were acquired averaged $211 
an acre but this figure includes severance damage to land located 
above the top purchase contour and not actually encumbered with 
the flowage rights purchased by TVA. The average cost of $123 
an acre for improvements includes the value of buildings, fencing, 
fruit trees, and all other improvements not classifiable as land 
that were located on the flowage easement areas. 

At June 30, 19'53, all expenses of appraising, clearing title to, 
and purchasing the land and rights needed for the Boone Reser
voir totaled $296,667.19. 

Fort Patrick Henry land acquisition 

Land and land rights required for the Fort Patrick Henry 
project affect a total of 145 tracts containing 1,~66.19 acres ?f 
land. Figure 309 shows the monthly and cumulative progress m 
acres of the Fort Patrick Henry acquisition program. Seventy 
percent of the total tracts but only 31 percent of the total acreage 
was acquired from private owners. In addition to the 101 tracts, 
containing 454.29 acres, purchased from private owners, the 
reservoir area includes 44 fee and flowage easement tracts 
acquired by TV A from the East Tennessee Light & Power Co. in 
1945. The company acquired this land several years ago in con
nection with the proposed Hemlock and Shipley's Ferry projects. 

Practically 98 percent (97.9 percent) of the acreage acquired 
from private owners was purchased by voluntary conveyance, 
with the remainder condemned for refusal to sell and because of 
defective title. Three tracts were condemned because the owners 
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FIGURE 309.-Fort Patrick Henry-monthly and cumulative acquisition of land. 
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refused to accept the offered price, and one tract was condemned 
to obtain good title. 

Eighty-seven percent of the land obtained for the project, either 
from private owners or through the power company acquisition, 
was acquired in fee simple. Land affected by flowage rights com
prised 12.7 percent of the total, and highway easements amounted 
to 0.3 percent. 

Table 59 gives a summary of the principal land purchases as of 
June 30, 1954. 

TABLE 59.-Summary of principal land purchases for Fort Patrick Henry project 
as of June 30, 19541 

Distribution of Total land Average 
Tracts Acres and improve- cost principal land purchases ments cost per acre 

Fee'----------------------------------------- 87 1,276.58 $471,834.64 $369.61 
Flowage easements2-------------------------- 45 186.19 127,986.25 687.40 
Highway easements-------------------------- 13 3.42 9,251.50 2,705.12 

TotaJ2 ---------------------------_ ----_ 145 1,466.19 609,072.39 415.41 

1 The data should be reviewed at June 30, 1954. No significant change is expected. 
2 Includes 44 fee and flowage easement tracts, containing 1,011.90 acres, acquired from East 

Tennessee Light & Power Company. Their book value or $213,949.90 has been allocated to the 
Fort Patrick Henry project. 

Table 59 does not include miscellaneous rights acquired for the 
project at a total cost of $7,452.50, These include a borrow pit 
easement, releases from damages, and other rights and permits 
affecting a total of 37 tracts. None of these transactions was 
charged to the land account, as all were consummated in connec
tion with the construction program. 

Fort Patrick Henry Dam is situated about 3 miles southeast of 
Kingsport, and the area in the vicinity of the site had been sub
divided into suburban residential property. Twenty-seven fee and 
13 flowage easement tracts, containing a total of 90.9 acres, were 
situated in the four subdivisions located in the immediate vicinity 
of the dam site and the lower reaches of the reservoir. Five com
pleted residences and two club houses ranging in value from 
$2,500 to $24,500 had been erected in these four subdivisions, and 
two more residences were under construction at the time the 
property was appraised. 

The existence of these subdivisions influenced land costs more 
than any other factor. The 40 tracts, comprising about one-fifth 
of the total fee and flowage easement area acquired from private 
owners, accounted for more than half of the expenditures for land 
and land rights. 

Only 12 of the 50 tracts acquired in fee from private owners 
were classified as farm property, and these were unusually small, 
averaging only 6.9 acres a tract. The remainder was comprised 
of the 27 subdivision properties and 11 residential and commercial 
properties. 

Per-acre land costs ran to an average of $415, including the 
value of lands acquired from the power company. Lands acquired 
in fee from private owners averaged $951 an acre with land aver-
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aging $533 an acre and improvements $418 an acre.. Flowage 
easements acquired from private owners averaged. shghtly less, 
$715 an acre, with land averaging $416 an acre and Improvements 
$299 an acre. · · 1 · 

The cost of acquiring the land, including appraismg, c }armg 
title to, and negotiating for its purchase, totaled $66,00n.45 at 
June 30, 1953. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE 

The real estate purchased by TVA for the Upper Holston 
projects was formerly assessed ~or tax purposes by the five coun
ties concerned at a total valuatwn of $555,273. Annual. county 
taxes levied on the property was $19,631. (Lands acqm~ed bv 
TV A in the purchase of properties of the East Tennessee Light & 
Power Co. which were later transferred on TVA's books of 
account to' the Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects, are not 
included in these figures.) The impact of TV A land purchases on 
county finance in the area was slight. The assessed value of land 
acquired n~pres~ut~<LI?nly two-thirds ?f 1 p,erce,nt of .the aggre
gate assessed vahies,..of the five counties, and tax le':'Ies thereon 
accounted f'or about one-half of 1 percent of combmed ~ounty 
revenues. County receipts from the state governments m the 
form of ·grants and shared taxes, which pr?vide. a large share ~f 
the counties' total revenues, were affected httle, 1f any, by TV A s 
land purchases. The assessment of public utility and personal 
property was not materially altered. Detailed data on property 
tax losses, by projects and county, are shown in table 60. 

TABLE 60.-Property tax losses·-Boone, Fort Patrick Henry, 
South Holston, and Watauga 

Project and rounty 

Former assessed value Former county tax levy 
i of TV A-purchased land on TV A-purchased land 
I 
--------

, I I Percent of 
total county Percent of 

Amount I assess- Amount 'I total county 
ments ! revenues 

'----1----

Boone: I $
3

,
0

18 I ___________ _ 
Sullivan County, Tenn. --------------· $82,771 ~~------------

Washington County, Tenn.------------ 43,294 ,------------! 1,314 1------------

Total ------------------------------~ $126,065 ! 0.20 --~4-,3-3-2 ,---0-.1-9 

Fo1t Patrick Henry: I I 794 I 0.06 
Sullivan County, Tenn. --------------· __ 22,195 0.06 

SoutShuHll1'0v1a8~0nC:ounty, Tenn. --------------·[ .108,323 ~------------ 1 

I 
~:m 1 ============ Washington County, Va. -------------- 54,627 _--_--_-_--_--_-_--_

1 

____ , 

Total ------------------------------1 162,950 0.30 4,863 ! 0.20 
VVatauga: ~-----~ I 
· Carter County Tenn. ---------------- 87 ,ii87 '------------'~ 3,663 ------------

J o;::n -~~~-~t~~-~:~-n~-~~~~~~~~~~~~j ~:::::: 1-------~~~;- --~-'::-:-: 1 ---------~~~: ~--,-_5 2731 0 67 I 19,631 I 0.52 Grand total -----------------------·~ ilO , • 
1 
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Two municipal governments were affected by the projects
one very slightly, the other community completely inundated. 
A small area within the corporate limits of Bluff City, in Sullivan 
County, Tenn., which had accounted for about $125 ~nnually in 
city taxes, was acquired -by TVA for Boone Reservo~r. On the 
other hand, the entire site of the town of Butler, m Johnson 
County, Tenn., was pe-rmanently flooded by ·the, Watauga Res.e~
voir. The municipal goverhirieht owned a•·t6wn hall and Jail 
building, a waterworks and sewei'ag~ Igy-stetn, and maintained a 
system of streets and sidewalks, some of which were pa':'ed. Elec
tricity distribution service was provided to the commumty by the 
Mountain Electric Cooperative. ·· 

In the face of impending flooding, and after commencement of 
acquisition by TV A of real estate in the town, the General Assem
bly of Tennessee repealed the charter of the town of B~tler effec
tive August 1, 1947, by enactment of Chapter 638, Prwate Acts 
of Tennessee, 1947. This statute designated a liquidating agent 
and trustee with full powers, among others, to dispose of munici
pally owned properties, to receive the proceeds of such property 
on behalf of the town, its creditors, and taxpayers, and to dis
tribute such proceeds in accordance with general law. The TV A 
negotiated a contract dated September 16, 1948, with the liquidat
ing agent and trustee, whereby, for a consideration of $35,000 
paid by TV A the trustee transferred to TV A all the real-estate 
interests held by the town, including the town hall and jail build
ing, certain springs and pipeline rights-of-way, all streets, roads, 
sidewalks and alleys, including easements therein, and the entire 
water utility and sanitary and storm-sewerage systems owned by 
the town. The contract gave the town the right to salvage and 
remove the town hall and jail building. TV A subsequently sold 
salvage rights to the pipe in the water and sewerage systems, and 
it was removed also prior to flooding. 

Proceeds from the sale of municipal property to TV A, together 
with collection of all outstanding taxes on real estate in the town 
as it was acquired bY' TV A, enabled the liquidating agent and 
trustee to retire all bon'tled indebtedness on the waterworks in the 
principal amount of $28,000, to settle all current and floating 
financial obligations of the municipal government, and finally to 
distribute certain net funds remaining among the former property 
owners and taxpayers in the town ·in accordance with the provi
sions of state law. 

TV A payments in lieu of taxes 

Under the provisions of section 13 of the TVA Act as amended 
in June 1940, the TVA makes payments in lieu of taxes to the 
states and counties in which it owns and operates power property, 
including dams and reservoirs. The total payment in any year 
is based upon a percentage of the TVA's gross proceeds from the 
sale of power during the preceding year, the rate gradually drop
ping downward from 10 percent for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1941, to 5 percent for the fiscal year 1949 and each year there
after. One-half of the percentage payment is distributed among 
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the several states in proportion to the book value of TV A power 
property located within each state; and one-half is distributed in 
the respective states in proportion to the proceeds from the sale 
of electric power by the TV A in each state. A minimum guaran
teed payment is provided for each state in the amount of the 
2-year average of state and local property taxes formerly levied 
on power property purchased by the TV A and on that portion of 
reservoir lands allocated to power purposes. A direct payment is 
made to counties in an amount equal to the county and district 
portion of the former property tax as defined above. The sum 
thus paid to counties within each state is deducted from the pay
ment otherwise due the respective state governments. 

The general policy of TV A, prior to World War II, was to allo
cate to power purposes 40 percent of the cost of reservoir land 
related to multiple-purpose dams. For duration of the war 
emergency, however, the entire cost of all the defense projects 
undertaken by the TV A, including South Holston and Watauga, 
was charged to the purpose of power on TVA's books, since the 
projects were to be operated primarily for power purposes so long 
as that method of operation was necessary to meet war power 
needs. Near the end.of the war in 1945, as the period of critical 
war power demand ended, the cost of the emergency projects was 
re-allocated to conform with the normal multiple-use principles 
governing TV A dam operations. 

As a consequence of the cost allocation policies described above, 
the TVA replaced-up to June 30, 1945-the entire amount of 
county property taxes lost annually because of acquisition of land 
for the South Holston and Watauga projects up to that date. 
Beginning with fiscal year 1946, however, the county payments 
were adjusted to the basis of 40 percent tax replacement in accord 
with the normal allocation of reservoir land cost to power pur
poses on the books of TVA. Upon completion of later projects 
and their addition to the multiple-purpose river control system, 
the allocation fraction of the common cost (wliich includes reser
voir land) of multiple-purpose hydro projects has been revised, 
and allocation to power purposes as of the end of fiscal year 1953 
was 42 percent. The cost of Fort Patrick Henry, a single-purpose 
project, was charged entirely to power. 

TV A's annual payments to counties in lieu of taxes under the 
provisions of section 13, on the basis of the allocation to power of 
42 percent of the cost of reservoir lands for multiple-purpose 
projects and 100 percent for Fort Patrick Henry are as follows: 

State 
and 

CO'Unty 
Tennessee: 

Carter ---------------------------------------------
Johnson --------------------------------------------
Sullivan --------------------------------------------
VVashington ----------------------------------------

Virginia: 
VVashington -----------------------------------------

Amount 

$1,538.32 
2,511.20 
3,222.03 

551.86 

853.42 

Total --------------------------------------------- 1 $8,676.83 
1 Under the provisions of Chapter 31, Tennesoee Public Acto, 1947, the State government, out 

of its share of the TV A payment in lieu of taxes, reimburses Tennessee counties for the portion 
of their reservoir land tax losses not replaced directly by TV A payments to the counties. Thus, 
the Tennessee counties suffer no net loss of revenues because of TV A acquisition of lands for 
multiple-purpose hydro projects. (The counties also receive payments from TVA in replacement 
of all former taxes on power property acquired therein by the TV A from privately owned 
utilities.) 
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COMMUNITY PLANNING ACTIVITIES 

TV A encouraged the county and community planning agencies 
within the Upper Holston area to look into problems and take 
advantage of opportunities growing out of its projects in that 
area. A Joint Action Committee was organized at the time the 
South Holston project was initiated. This committee was com
posed of representatives of the Sullivan County Planning Com
mission, the Washington County Development Association, and 
the Bristol, Kingsport, Abingdon, and Damascus City Planning 
Commissions. The group as a whole studied problems of road 
relocation, fire protection, water safety, and the use and control 
of land along the reservoir margin. The group also encouraged 
the individual planning commissions and communities to study 
specific local problems. For example, the Washington County 
Development Association encouraged the Cleveland Community 
Club to study the best uses of land around the reservoir, the need 
for new roads, and recreation possibilities of the South Holston 
project. 

Recreation resources . 
The Joint Action Committee investigated new recreation re

sources which would be available in the area as a result of the 
Upper Holston projects. This group also was active in assisting 
the Tennessee Department of Conservation in reaching agreement 
on the location of Warriors Path State Park on Fort Patrick 
Henry Reservoir. 

Development of reservoir shoreline 

The Joint Action Committee made extensive studies of the best 
uses of land along the lakes formed by the Upper Holston projects. 
The several planning commissions within Sullivan County agreed 
upon uniform subdivision regulations to protect.the development 
of land in the portions of Fort Patrick Henry, Boone, and South 
~olston Res~r~oirs within that county. The Johnson City Plan
mug CommissiOn also used its subdivision regulations to guide 
development along the portion of the Boone Reservoir within its 
jurisdiction. As a part of the study of reservoir development, 
the planning agencies in Sullivan County adopted a major road 
plan to guide future road development throughout the whole 
county. 

Community relocation 

The Watauga Reservoir inundated the site of the entire commu
nity of Butler, Tenn.-an incorporated town of about 600 persons 
near the confluence of Watauga River and Roan Creek. In the 
early stages of dam construction TV A conferred with the people 
of Butler to determine whether there was any interest in relocat
ing the town. After expressing their views in a detailed question
naire, the townspeople decided finally that they were not inter
ested in relocating together on a new site. 

A group of persons from outside the town, however, joined by 
some of the residents of Butler, became interested in the estab-
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lishment of a new community in the Watauga area. The group 
pm·chased land for a town site. They set up a community plan
ning commission to prepare a town plan. They organized a cor
poraLon to acquire, develop, subdivide, and sell real estate in the 
nev.; cJmmunity of Carderview, named for the Reverend M. H. 
Carder, one of the leaders of the project. 

The community planning commission was assisted in planning 
the town by the Tennessee State Planning Commission, while 
TV A, working with the state agency, provided specialized serv
ices. These included preparation of a topographic map of the 
site, a suggested town plan showing street pattern, lot layot!t, 
a:1d areas to be reserved for community faCilities, cemetery site 
rlan, business center site plan, topographic model, investigation of 
sources of water supply, and studies relating to sewage disp8sal. 
Since the town was not incorporated as a municipality, a special 
utility district was created to provide water and sewerage 
services. · · ·' ·~ 

The development corporation sold lots at public auction on July 
29, 1947, some being purchased by former Butler residents as well 
as by others living in the area. A number of families moved their 
old houses from the reservoir basin to the new communit7, 
Carderview. Thus, the new town was an important factor in 
satisfactory relocation of many families affected by the Watauga 
project. · 

POPULATION READJUSTMENT 

TV A participated less in the family removal work at the four 
Upper Holston projects than at any of its previous reservoir con
struction projects. Instead, the major part of the work was per
formed by the Agricultural Extension Service-of the University 
of Tennessee College of Agriculture and the Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute in their respective States-through contract with TV A. 
Assistant county agents and assistant home-demonsration agents 
assisted families in relocating and readjustment and gathered and 
recorded all case work data. TV A family removal people did no 
family visitation except in unusual cases referred to them by the 
Extension Service. Chief function of the small TV A population 
readjustment staff was to act as liaison between TVA and the 
agencies which made actual contacts with reservoir fani1lies. The 
Extension Service's participation in family removal work had 
been increasing as TV A's reservoir construction program ad
vanced, and the full participation, starting with Watauga, was a 
culmination of this trend. " 

An experienced land appraiser ~played by TV A furnished the 
Exten~ion Service staff a listing of farms for sale, including the 
appraised value and description of available farms. Families 
required to relocate used these appraisals as an aid in judging the 
value of farm real estate. They used the descriptions to choose 
farms. for initial visitation and examination. , In addition, the 
appraiser, upon request from the >Extension Seryice staff, gave 
direct assistance to some farm families. , ,; , , , 
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General area involved 

P.hysical features.-The Upper Holston area in which the four 
proJe~ts a~e located lies nea~ the head of the Tennessee Valley. 
At this p01_nt the Valley consists of a series of ridges and smaller 
valleys as It breaks away from the main mountain chains. The 
str~ams follow the valleys as a rule; however, some of them have, 
at mtervals, cl!t through t~e. ridges. The lands are mostly fertile, 
generally of hmestone ongm. For the most part they lie well 
and are suitable for agriculture. 

Historical significance.-This region is the oldest in the Tennes
see Valley. It had already begun to attract settlers before the 
Revolutionary War. Emigrants came by two routes-down the 
yalley from Virginia and over the mountains from North Caro
hna. Near to, or within the four reservoirs, are the sites of the 
Wataug~ Settl.ement at Elizabethton; the Bean Cabin in Boone 
Reservoir, which was the birthplace of the first white child in 
T~nness~e; J ?nesbo:ro, the capital of the State of Franklin which 
e:osted m this regwn for about 4 years following the Revolu
twnary War; and Long Island near Kingsport, from which point 
flatboats and rafts embarked on their journeys westward. Mark
ers ~an be found ~hroughout the area pointing out its historical 
sigmficance. Dame! Boone's trail followed the water courses of 
th~ area to Long Island and his wilderness road took off from that 
p~nnt towards Kentucky. A marker near Johnson City marks the 
site of the tree where "D Boon CillED A. Bar On Tree in year 
1760." 

Economic imJ?ortance.-T~e area, in. additi~n to being generally 
a. ~ery goo~ agncultural sectwn, con tams the Important industrial 
cities ?f Kmgspo:r:t, Br~stol, Johnson City, and Elizabethton. The 
followmg tabulation gives the 1950 Federal Census population 
data for the area: 

County Population I 
---------------1--------

City Population' 

:rashington (Tenn.) --------- 59,971 Johnson City --------------- 27,864 
ullivan --------------------- 95,063 Kingsport ------------------ 19,571 

W h' gto (V ) Bristol (Tenn.) ------------- 16,771 
C as m n a. ----------- 2 37,536 Bristol (Va.) --------------- 15,954 

arter -----------------------' 42,432 Elizabethton ---------------- 10,754 
Johnson --------------------- ___ 12_,2_78_, Bluff City ------------------, 1,072 

Total ------------------1 2 24 7,280 I ------------------ ----91-,9-86 

1 Included in county totals. 
2 Exclusive of the city of Bistol, Va. 

Effect upon local economy 

Population displaced.-A total of 1277 families was required to 
remove because of TVA's four dam construction projects in this 
are~. Near.ly 200 additional families were required to make 
maJor readJustments. Of the 1277 families 742 were home 
owners and 5:35 were tenants; 406 \Vere farm' families and 87: 
we:r:e nonfarm. The following tabulation shows tenure and occu. 
patwnal status of displaced families by reservoirs. 
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Tenure status Occupational status 

Reservoir Total 
' 

Owner I Tenant Farm Non~ farm 

166 696 
183 159 

53 99 

Watauga --------------------------- 761 466 295 
South Holston ---------------------- 342 178 164 
Boone ------------------------------ 152 87 65 

6 17 

406 871 
Fort Patrick Henry ----------------- --~22::._ 1 ___ '_1l_l------::~ll::-+---:-::-::-l-----;;;;-; 

1,277 7 42 535 Total -------------------------

t One nonfarm owner on property leased for construction period and required to vacate for 
duration of construction period. 

For the most part, these families remain.ed in the sa!lle ~eneral 
area. Among the principal reasons for this were family t!~s a1o1d 
off-the-farm or industrial employment. Of the 761 families m 
Watauga Reservoir, 632 relocated in Carter or Johnson <!?un~y 
and an additional 67 in the general area. Of the 342 families m 
South Holston Reservoir 296 relocated in Sullivan County, Tenn., 
and Washington County, Va., and six additional families reloc~~ed 
in the general area. In Boone Reservoir, 1~6 of the 152 famili~s 
relocated in Washington and Sullivan Counties, Tenn., aJ?d one m 
another county in the area. There was a very defimte trend 
toward centers of population and industry, particularly toward 
Bristol from South Holston, and toward Elizabethton and Johnson 
City from Watauga. . 

Business establishments affected.-Twenty-seven busmess es
tablishments were required to move, relocate_, or discontinue ~n 
Watauga Reservoir; 17 in South Holston; 7 m Boone;_ and 3_ m 
Fort Patrick Henry. The total of 54 included stores, mills, fillmg 
stations etc. and were largely service establishments. Only one 
was engaged in manufacturing or processing. This was a plant 
in South Holston Reservoir for salvaging lead. It employed from 
6 to 10 people generally. 

Impact on area as a whole.-The number of families affected 
and the acreage of lands actually acquired were so small as com
pared to area totals that the impact on _the area. as a whole ~as 
hardly felt except for the expense a)ld mconvemence of movmg. 
Industries in the cities suffered slight loss of labor due to out
migration of industrially employed families. The few depending 
upon local materials for processing will suffer no particular prob
lem. Most families so employed improved their accessibility to 
work. 

Community facilities affected.-The most noticeable effect came 
in Watauga Reservoir with the re.moval of the town of Butler. 
This incorporated town of some 500 to 600 persons was wholly 
under the taking line. In addition to its post office, Masonic 
Lodge, elementary and high schools, there were three grocery 
stores, two furniture stores, two hardware stores, one drug store, 
two restaurants, three garages, two barber shops, one shoe shop, 
two physicians' and one dentist's office. It was a trade center for 
a large part of the reservoir area. The establishment of a new 
community above the reservoir as a result of the inundation of 
Butler is discussed on page 769. 
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A total of nine elementary schools and one high school had to 
be moved in order to make way for Watauga Reservoir; while 
7 churches, 4 schools and 1 1 other community facilities were 
removed in South Holston; one church and one school in Boone 
Reservoir; and none in Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir. 

Settlement of Butler municipal affairs 

This settlement was accomplished through a legislative enact
ment which withdrew the town charter and appointed a liquidator 
who received all monies, settled all indebtedness, and distributed 
any balance in accordance with the act. The town received ap
proximately $35,000. The liquidator paid outstanding indebted
ness as well as approximately $1,000 for expenses incurred, and 
turned over some $2,000 to the Chancery Court to be returned to 
the taxpayers of the last 5 yea;rs record. 

Intact removal of structures 

In the evacuation of Watauga Reservoir approximately 125 
homes were moved intact , (fig. 310), in addition to barns, 
churches, and other buildings. In South Holston Reservoir, 18 
residences were moved intact as well as a number of barns and 
smaller buildings, in Boone Reservoir 42 residences along with a 
number of other buildings, and in Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir 
two residences were moved in this manner. 

FIGURE 310.-Stone house-estimated }o weigh around 100 ton.~-that u·as remored 
intact from Watauga Resert·oir. 

RESERVOIR CLEARING 

Watauga Reservoir clearing ~. 
Although located in a mountainous and wooded section, the 

Watauga Reservoir was relatively clear and only 1663 wooded 
acres required clearing out of a total of 6760 acres in the clearing 
zone. In addition, 1280 acres were wired down. The area 
cleared was between elevations 1875 and 1960. Stumps were cut 
as low as practical in the upper levels, and all areas which pro
truded above the lower elevation were closely cut to prevent 
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FIGURE 311.-The Watauga Resert'oir area u·as relatively clear of timber-brush 
pilPd for burning along cre<•k bank after clearing opPrations. 

stumps becoming a menace to navigation. Figure 311 is a typical 
view of the reservoir area at the time of clearing operations. 

In contrast to previous projects, the clearing crews were organ
ized under the project construction superintendent. The reser
voir clearing organization consisted of a superintendent, three 
unit foremen and a maximum of 180 men. Each unit was com
prised of approximately 60 men which was divided into three 
crews. Work was done on a single shift, 5-day week, with the 
exception of a burning crew which operated around the clock 
during the months from May to October. Local farm labor was 
recruited largely from the vicinity of Mountain City, Tenn. Ex
perienced woodsmen who were acquainted with this type of opera
tion were recruited when possible, thereby increasing efficiency 
and reducing potential accidents. All work was performed 3:nd 
equipment furnished by force account except mule teams wh1ch 
were supplied under contract. 

The organization was safety-minded, which fact was reflected 
in the accident frequency rate of 8.4 and severity rate of 0.69. 
Each unit carried first-aid equipment, and one workman on a 
construction laborer rate had some special training in administer
ing first aid. 

Clearing at the dam site was done in 1942 by crews borrowed 
from the South Holston Reservoir clearing organization. Con
struction operations, suspended by WPB order in November 1942, 
were resumed in July 1946. At that time lumber was very scarce; 
consequently, the initial work for the reservoir clearing crews 
consisted of logging operations and sawmill activity (fig. 312). 
Approximately 2,288,000 board feet of hardwood was cut from 
TV A lands in and adjoining the reservoir. The reservoir area 
supplied 65 per cent of the total. The sawmill was located in the 
reservoir area where 1,488,000 board feet was sawed. Unit costs 
of lumber manufacturing are given in table 61. 
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F1duRE 312.-Sawmill operated by TV A reservoir clearing crew at 
Fish Springs in Watauga area. 
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Logs were skidded down the slopes by mule teams and hauled 
on trucks to the sawmill. Skidding operations were very difficult 
along one of the bluffs of the Watauga River. This was sur
mounted by rolling the logs off the bluff into the river and catch
ing them about one-quarter mile downstream by the aid of a log 
boom. They were then pulled from the river by tractor. 

Actual reservoir clearing operations began in September 1947 
and continued until closure in December 1948. The clearing in 
the reservoir area was grouped in four classifications; namely: 
regular, bank, wire down, and marginal. The project is located 
on a tributary stream of the Tennessee River and in the moun
tainous section where there are no swamp lands; consequently, no 
drainage was required. The slopes were moderately steep, access 
to the work was relatively easy, and no special difficulties were 
encountered. Of the total area cleared, 1160 acres was classified 
as regular clearing, 430 acres bank clearing, and 73 acres margi
nal clearing. Trees were cut and wired down on 1280 acres. 

Clearance operations for units engaged in regular clearing pro
gressed as follows: Underbrush and small timber were first cut 
and piled, followed by the saw crews which felled the larger 
timber and skidded out the usable logs, the balance of which was 
piled for burning. The larger portion of the work was done by 
hand; mechanical saws were tried but were not satisfactory in 
the Watauga area. Local residents were permitted to remove the 
scrap timber for firewood, but few took advantage of the oppor
tunity. 

Bank clearing was done in the usual manner; that is, a large 
amount of trees was felled into the river and pulled out with small 
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tractors which were equipped with power winches. The trees 
were then cut and piled for burning. . 

Most timber below the maximum draw-down elevation 1~75, 
which when standing would pierce water surface at that elevatiOn, 
was either topped or cut and wired down. About 5 percent was 
topped; the balance was wired down. Approximately 1280 acres 
was handled in this manner. This method was used where slopes 
were steep which made it difficult to cut and pi.le for burning and 
in areas where the trees would be permanently mundated. Usable 
timber was salvaged. At least two cables of soft No. 9 wire were 
placed on each tree one at the butt and one near the top. The 
cables were made ~p as follows: for trees under 8 inches, one 
strand; 8 to 16 inches, two strands; 16 to 24 inches, four strands; 
24 inches and up, six strands. More cables were ~sed wh~re trees 
lay near the river's edge or were in danger of bemg subJected to 
strong river currents. . . · . 

Marginal clearing is complete clearmg m the area above maxi
mum pool for a landward distance of 15 feet measured along the 
slope of the ground or to the 1-foot contour above normal maxi
mum pool, whichever is reached first. All trees, brush, and dea~
wood were removed ·from area along the shore of the reservoir 
including the islands. The upper limit of 1 foot above normal 
maximum pool elevation was chosen for the reason that wave 

TABLE 61.-Unit costs of lumber manufacturing operation in 
W'atauga Reservoir 

CostM b. m.1 

Logging operation: 
Cutting ----------------------------------------------
Skidding ----------------------------------------------
Delivery to mill: 

Labor ---------------------------------------------
Equipment operation ------------------------------
Miscellaneous expense ------------------------------

Build and maintain logging roads: 
Labor ---------------------------------------------
Equipment operation ------------------------------
Miscellaneous expense --------·----------------------

General expense: 
Salaries -------------------------------------------
Auto mileage -------------------------------------
Miscellaneous expense ------------------------------

$10.719 
6.315 

1.948 
2.785 

.076 

3.719 
.511 
.032 

2.870 
.407 
.003 

---
Total cost per M b. m. logs f.o.b. sawmilL__________ 29.385 

Mill operation: 
Labor -------------------------------------------------
Fuel and lubricants -------------------------------------
Repairs -----------------------------------------------
General expense --------------------------------------
Depreciation ------------------------------------------
Miscellaneous expense ----·------------------------------

Total mill operation ---------------------------------
Credit sale of slabs -----------------------------------

Total cost per M b. m. rough lumber f.o.b. milL ____ _ 

t 1,000 feet board measure. 

7.852 
. 639 

1.376 
1.396 
1.539 

.400 
---

13.202 
.050 

13.152 
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action at normal maximum pool would undermine and kill grow
ing timber to an elevation slightly higher than the maximum pool 
causing it to become floating debris in the reiervoir at some later 
date. 

Clearing operations were largely carried on under authority of 
permits from landowners, and as a general policy the landowner.s 
were permitted to retain possession of their property until 
December 1, 1948. In most instances buildings were removed by 
the owners and demolition was not required by TV A. Some 70 
pieces of property were acquired in 1942 which were leased to 
individuals. These buildings were sold at auction in the summer 
of 1948. Good relations were enjoyed with the property owners; 
shade and fruit trees were not cut until just before December 1, 
1948. 

Miscellaneous activities in connection with clearing the reser
voir consisted of the burning of ties removed from the old road
bed of the Southern Railway and removal of one dam. This dam 
was a concrete structure located on Roan Creek. It was 20 feet 
long and 6 feet high and was blown out by dynamite. A motor 
launch patrolled the lake daily from closure-December 1, 1948-
until the' lake reached the maximum draw-down elevation. This 
crew picked up floatage and removed it to the bank for burning. 
In general, clearing operations were very satisfactory, and a 
minimum amount of debris and floatage reached the dam. Dam
ages for crop claims amounted to less than $300 and only 5 acres 
of woodland located above the clearing line was burned over. 
Table 62 gives a summary of Watauga Reservoir clearing activi
ties. 

TABLE 62.-W atauga-.mmmary of reservoir clearing activities 

Completed-Fiscal year 

Item Unit 

I 

Totals 
1947 1948 1949 

------------1 ------~------
Regular clearing ---------------------1 Acre ___________ --------- 970 1 190 1,160 

~~~~i~~et~\~~r;;;-g-===================: ======~~======== ========= ~~~ ~ 
Total -------------------------- ------dO-------- --------- 1,2951 368 1,663 

Cutting and wiring down ______________ ------dO----------------- 46 1.234 1,280 

Total clearing and wiring dow~--------1------dO-------- ·--------~ 1:602 ~ 
Burning -----------------------------------dO-------- ·-------- 401 1,223 1,624 
Timber utilization: 

Lumber manufactured by TV A's M b. m, ________ . 1,667 526 95 2,288 
forces. 

Damage claims investigated and ap- Number _______ .---------~ 
praised . 

4 8 4 

South Holston Reservoir clearing 

Although located in a mountainous and generally wooded sec
tion the South Holston Reservoir was relatively clear. A large 
portion of the low-lying land along the river was cultivated. The 
wooded areas on the side slopes extended back into the hills along 
the tributary streams, and the~ae areas were cleared between 
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elevations 1640 and 1730. The total clearing amounted to approxi
mately 3875 acres out of a total reservoir area of 8100 acres 
below elevation 1730. Stumps were cut as low as practicable on 
the upper 10 feet of the clearing zone, and all areas which pro
truded above elevation 1640 were closely cut to prevent stumps 
from being a menace to navigation. A summary of reservoir 
clearing activities is given in table 63. 

Clearing operations were initiated in the summer of 1942, and 
17 45 acres were cleared before the project was closed by an order 
of the War Production Board in November 1942. After the 
project was reopened in 1948, clearing operations were resumed, 
and an additional 2130 acres were cleared. Five hundred acres, 
which were cleared in 1942, were rebrushed in 1949. Some 1773 
acres were also wired down in the 1949-50 operation. 

Clearing crews in 1942 were under a separate organization 
from the dam but were organized under the project construction 
superintendent in the 1949-50 work as described in the preceding 
Watauga section. 

The accident frequency rate of 12.8 and severity rate of 1.54 at 
South Holston reflected the fact that the organization was safety
minded. 

TABLE 63.-Summary of reservoir clearing activities in South Holston Reservoir 

Item Unit 1942 
and 
1943 

Completed-fiscal years 

Total 
1949 1950 1951 

---------1-----1------------ ---
Regular clearing ------------ Acre---------- 1,7 45 
Bank clearing ----------------------do _______ ·--------

1,907 62 --------- 8,714 
362 188 -------- 550 

Marginal clearing ---------- -------dO------··-------- 98 13 -------- 111 
------------

Total -------------------------dO------· 1,745 2,367 263 
________ .... 

4,875 

Cutting and wiring down _____________ do _______ ·-------- 1,523 250 -------- 1.773 
------------

Total elearing -------- ------dO------· 1,7 45 3,890 513 6,148 

Burning ----------------------------dO------· 1,732 
Percent of projeet completed__ Percent-------· 28 

1,902 685 4,319 
63 9 100 

Timber utilization: 
Lumber manufactured by M b. m,________ 1,790 2,725 219 4,734 

TVA. 
Logs sold ---------------- ft. b. m.'------· 475,000 

Damage elaims investigated Number_______ 1 
19,000 33,000 20,000 547,000 

2 2 5 
and appraised. 

1 Log scale. 

The initial work in 1942 consisted, to a large extent, of logging 
operations and sawmill activity. Lumber was scarce at that time, 
and approximately 1,790,000 board feet of lumber was manufac
tured for project consumption. A good market also existed at 
that time for logs, and 475,000 board feet (log scale measure) 
was sold. Lumber was also scarce when work was resumed in 
1948, and the sawmill at Watauga was moved to the South Hol
ston Dam site in September of that year. The 1949-50 operations 
involved the manufacture of 2,944,000 board feet of lumber and 
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the sale of 72,000 board feet of logs. Unit costs of lumber manu
facturing in the South Holston Reservoir are given in table 64. 

The terrain in the South Holston Reservoir was comparable to 
that of the Watauga Reservoir with the left bank consisting 
mainly of bluffs from the dam site to the Highway 421 bridge 
crossing. The clearing was grouped in three classificationd, 
namely, regular clearing, bank clearing, and marginal clearing. 
Of the total area cleared 3200 acres were classified as regular 
clearing, 550 acres as bank clearing, and 111 acres as marginal 
clearing. Trees were cut and wired down on 1773 acres. 

Clearance operations for units engaged in regular clearing fol
lowed the same methods and were carried on under authority of 
permits from landowners as previously described for Watauga. 

In most instances, buildings were removed by the owners, and 
demolition was not required by TV A. Cutting of shade and fruit 
trees was delayed until just before dam closure (November 20, 
1950), and, generally, good relations were enjoyed with the prop
erty owners. 

Two low dams were removed from the South Holston Reser
voir; one was a log dam located on the left bank near the old zinc 
plant approximately 10 miles above the dam, and another was a 
concrete dam on Wolf Creek on the right bank approximately 
15 miles above the dam. Both were removed by blasting with 
dynamite. 

TABLE 64.-Unit costs of lumber manufacturin& operations in 
South Holston Reservoir 

Co•t M b. m.1 

Logging operation: 
Cutting -----------------------------------------------
Skidding ------------------------------~---------------
Delivery to mill: 

Labor ---------------------------------------------
Equipment operation ------------------------------
Miscellaneous expense ------------------------------

Build and maintain logging roads: 
Labor ---------------------------------------------
Equipment operation ------------------------------
Miscellaneous expense ------------------------------

General expense : 
Salaries ------------------------------------------
Auto mileage --------------------------------------

Total cost per M b. m. logs f.o.b. sawmilL __________ _ 
Mill operation: 

Labor ------------------------------------------------
Fuel -------------------------------------------------
Repairs -----------------------------------------------General expense _______________________________________ _ 

Depreciation ---------------------·--------------------
Miscellaneous expense ----------------------------------

Total mill operation ---------------------------------
Credit sale of slabs ----------------------------------

$8.964 
9.008 

3.407 
4.470 

.007 

5.749 
.352 
.532 

2.488 
.352 

$35.329 

$10.503 
.729 

1.320 
.985 
.638 

.. 100 

14.275 
.467 

Total cost per M b. m. rough lumber f.o.b. milL _____ $13.808 

1 1,000 feet board measure. 
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In general, clearing operations were very satisfactory. Only 
five damage claims were filed, and settlement of these claims 
totaled $1076.14. There was only a small amount of floatage on 
the lake as It filled. During filling, the lake was patrolled by a 
three-man crew in a motor boat for the purpose of picking up 
floatage. 

Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir clearing 

The areas to be cleared in Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Reser
voirs were quite similar in species of timber and topography. 
Also, similar organizations and clearing methods were used in 
both reservoirs. The clearing operations in both are described in 
the following paragraphs with sufficient reference made to each 
re:.;ervoir where differentiation is necessary. 

The South Fork Holston River, generally speaking, flows 
through a narrow deep valley cutting througli several chains of 
ridges. In places, the water's edge follows continuously nearly 
vertical high bluffs for as much as one mile. The typical cross 
section of the river valley in these reservoirs is a steep bluff on 
one side of the river ranging in height from 50 to 150 feet and on 
the opposite side a narrow flat bottom from 100 to 500 feet in 
width and 8 to 15 feet above normal low water with a gentle 
upward slope into the hills. Topography of Fort Patrick Henry 
Reservoir is considerably more rugged than that of Boone. Sev
eral areas were inaccessible. Men and equipment had to be taken 
to and from these areas by boat. In a number of places the bluffs 
were so near a vertical plane that workmen had to be lowered 
from the top in rope slings and saddles to cut the trees and 
bushes. In areas of this kind no salvage of logs was attempted 
unless they could be floated out and recovered at an accessible site. 

The conventional methods of clearing were used in these reser
voirs as in all others. In addition to the use of the usual small 
tools such as axes, saws, mauls, sledge hammers, wedges, etc., 
power saws were employed to a large extent where it was at all 
possible to use this type of equipment. These two reservoirs are 
the first where power saws have been used extensively, and it is 
felt that their use and operation were big factors in performing 
the clearing operations economically. 

Many species of timber typical of this section of the country 
were to be found in these reservoirs. Boone Reservoir was prob
ably the most heavily timbered per acre of any of the Upper 
Holston projects. Most noticeable was a large number of fine 
oak and poplar. There was a scarcity of pine in both reservoirs. 

A large number of the clearing contracts permitted the prop
erty owners to remove the merchantable timber if removed in 
advance of TV A's clearing operations. Also, TV A forces cut and 
hauled to the TV A-operated sawmill logs that, when manufac
tured, totaled about 500,000 board feet of lumber. TV A sawed no 
lumber from logs in Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir. 

There were a few areas having timber of such quantity and size 
to interest timber contractors. Logs amounting to approximately · 
123,000 feet, log scale measure, were disposed of in the Boone 
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Reservoir by selling to the highest bid~er, and approximately 
23,000 ~eet were ~old from the Fort Patnck Henry Reservoir. 

Clearmg operatiOns were started in Boone Reservoir in January 
1951 and were. completed in. December 1952. In Fort Patrick 
Henry ReservOir these operations were started January 1953 and 
completed June 1953. 

The us.ual clearing organi~atio!l consisted of two clearing units. 
Each umt was under the directiOn of a unit foreman and three 
labor foremen. T~e number of laborers in each unit was from 
6.0 to 65. The .entire cle~ring organization was under the direc
tion of a. clearmg. supermtendent, who in turn reported to the 
constructiOn supermtendent. 

W o~k was done on a 40-hour week, single-shift basis. Local 
expenenced woodsmen and farm labor were used in clearing oper
:=tbons, many of whom had previously been employed on the clear
n~g of the !'7atau~a a~d South Holston Reservoirs. Their pre
vwus expen~nce m this type of work contributed much to in
creas.ed effi~Iency and. reduction of potential accidents. Each 
?learmg U~It was I?rov1ded with first-aid equipment and one man 
m each um.t w~s giVen special training in administ~ring first aid. 

All clearmg. m a reservoir was grouped under one of four types, 
namely, margmal, regular, wire-down, and bank clearing which 
had been previously described for Watauga. The extent ~f these 
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FIGURE 313.-Diagram showing type and limits of clearing in Boone Reservoir. 
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types of clearing in the Boone Reservoir is illustrated by figure 
313. . h' d On all types of clearing, teams with dnvers were 1re on a 
contract basis when such services could be used ~o good ad~~ntage. 

No burning was done until all removal,. cutbl!g, and p1lmg, as 
described above, was completed. If all piles d1d not coll!pletely 
burn with the initial firing, then logs, brush, and debn~ were 
repiled and fired again, and this operation repeated until com-
pletely burned. . . · 

Care was exercised during the burnmg operat_wns to keep all 
fires under control and to prevent fir_es from _gettmg on~o pnvate 
property or into forests. Three-shift burnmg operatwns were 
used when deemed necessary. . 

Considerable use of teams with their owners or dnvers was 
employed in dragging and piling and repiling logs, timber, a_nd 
brush during the burning operations. Employment of teams w1th 
drivers was on a contract basis. Table 65 shows the_ types of 
clearing, limits, and acreage in the Boone and Fort Patnck Henry 
Reservoirs. 

TABLE 65.-.Types of clearing, limits, and acre~ge in the 
. Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Reservoirs 

Boone Reservoir Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir 
Type of 
clearing 

Limits Acres Limits 

· 1 I El t" 1386 to 1390 80.461. Elevation 1264 to 1268-----
1

1 

Margma ----- eva JOn ----- · 1253 to 1264 Regular ______ ; Elevation 1350 to 1386----- 830.50 ElevatiOn . -----, 

Acres 

19.92 
94.79 

289.64 

52.35 

Wire down ___ ' Timber protruding above 1 256.55 I Timber protrudmg above ' 

I 
elevation 1350. ' elevation 1253. I 

Bank_________ Between elevation 1350 and 452.04 Between elevation 1253 and 

I 

1386 and upstream from 1----~ 1264 and upstream from 
1

---

where 1350 contour inter- where 1253 contour inter- , 
sects stream bed. 

1 

sects stream bed. I 

2,619.55 1·---------------------------1 456.70 Totals __ ----------------------------

NAVIGATION PREPARATION 

Because conditions governing preparations for navigation in 
the Watauga, South Holston, and Boone Re~ervoirs wer~ similar, 
the same preparation methods, as discussed m the f?ll<?WI~g para
graphs, were used. Fort Patrick Henry Reservmr IS discussed 
separately. 

Watauga, South Holston, and Boone 
Construction of Watauga, South Holston, and Boone Dams, like 

Cherokee, Douglas, and Fontana, would imp~und isolated bodies 
of navigable water with no connecti?n to !he .Improved Tenne~see 
River waterway. There also was httle hkeh~ood that the nver 
sections above and below the three reservmrs ever would be 
improved for commercial navigation purposes; the wide ran~e. of 
fluctuation in reservoir stages and the absence of nearby c1bes 
would not be conducive to large-scale commercial nav~gat~on 
within these reservoirs. Therefore, it appears that navigation 
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will be confined to the operation of small craft for malaria control, 
for land management, and for recreational purposes, with occa
sional local movements of forest products or similar materials. 

To provide fqr the requirements of navigation throughout the 
three reservoirs, the following preparatory program was carried 
out in each: stumps were cut flush with the ground surface in 
certain critical areas such as the crests of submerged knolls and 
selected landings; bridge piers, silos, foundations, and similar 
navigation hazards were removed; a system of navigation day
marks was installed; and a navigation map of the reservoir was 
prepared. 

Stumping.-Areas-three each at Watauga and South Holston 
and one at Boone-along the edges of the reservoirs were selectecl 
as probable locations where boats would be regularly moored, Ol' 

would land or be launched from automobile trailers. To insure 
safe landing conditions in the selected areas and to minimize the 
possibility of damaging moored boats during periods of receding
water levels, all stumps at the landing sites between the clearing 
contours were cut flush with the ground. In addition, trees below 
the lower clearing contours were cleared at the landing sites to 
provide safe moorage for boats during reservoir recessions to 
low elevations. Also, at some points where abandoned macadam 
roads entered a reservoir and were likely to be used for launching 
boats from automobile trailers, the areas were kept clear of 
boulders from nearby riprap operations. 

Particularly in the lower reaches of the reservoirs there were 
several knolls and ridges the crests of which were within the zone 
of normal fluctuation. Stumps and other obstructions projecting 

FIGURE 314.-Boone Reserwir-original Rainbow Bridge in process of demolition, 
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higher than the crests of these points were reduced to the ground 
level. 

Removal of navigation hazards.-Map and field study ~f ~he 
three reservoir areas showed that several structures, consisting 
chiefly of masonry and concrete foundations, c~imne~s, fences ~nd 
posts, concrete ~ulvert headwalls,. c<;mcrete bnd~e pier~, and ~Im
ber piles and bndges, had to be ehmmated to av01d leavmg senous 
hazards to navigation (fig. 314). In gen~ral, the program for 
removal of navigation hazards in a reservoir called for the redu.c
tion to within 3 feet of ground level of all such hazards m 
exposed locations and within the normal fluctuation zone of the 
reservoir. 

Navigation markers and maps.-Pleasure craft of the type that 
normally operates on lakes such as those of the Upper Holston 
projects do not require a continuous marked channel f~om .one ~nd 
of the reservoir to the other; neither is theye need ?r J';!Stificatwn 
for installing lighted navigation aids for mght naviga~wn. How
ever unless identifying markers of some type are provided, opera
tors ~f boats frequently get lost. In Watauga, South Holsto~, ~nd 
Boone Reservoirs as in Cherokee, Douglas, and others of similar 
type, this proble~ was handled by installing daymarks-11 ~t 
Watauga, 10 at South Holston, and 22 at Boone-at strategic 
locations along the shoreline (fig. 315). The dayf!larks were 
made 4 feet wide by 3 feet high from 16-gage alumn~um stock, 
painted white with 24-inch high black numerals. Locatwns of the 
markers with their corresponding numbers were shown on !1 
navigation map of the reservoir, and by using the map the navi
gator is able to establish his exact P?sition on ~he lake. 

Navigation maps covering the entire reservoir areas were pre
pared to a scale of 1 inch equals 112 mile .. The sheets, 17 by 22 
inches in size were printed in four colors with the depths of w~ter 
being indicat~d by blue coloring of varying intensity. LocatiOns 
and numbers of all navigation daymarks were shown; areas .co~
sidered especially hazardous to the operation of boats were mdi-

FIGURE 315.-Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir-typical daymark for navigation. 
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cated by a red overlay. In addition to the lake itself, the maps 
show planimetry of the surrounding region, including drainage, 
roads, buildings, wooded areas, and other topographic features. 

Fort Patrick Henry 

Fort Patrick Henry Dam would also impound an isolated body 
of navigable water with no connection to the improved Tennessee 
River waterway. There also was little likelihood that the South 
Fork Holston River above and below the reservoir would ever be 
improved for commercial navigation purposes since Kingsport, 
Tenn., the nearest major city, was downstream from the dam; 
and Boone Dam, which had no provisions for through navigation, 
was at the head of the Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir. It appeared 
that navigation would be confined to the operation of small craft 
for land management and for recreational purposes, with possible 
occasional local movements of forest products or similar native 
materials. Although the lake would be small-about 10 miles in 
length-it would offer many advantages for recreational boating 
not found at the other three Upper Holston reservoirs because of 
its fairly constant pool level. With a maximum reservoir fluctua
tion of ohly 5 feet, the construction of fixed docks and boathouses 
would be feasible. 

Because of the small range of fluctuation, reservoir preparation 
for malaria control required that all trees be cut as close to the 
ground as practicable, thus eliminating any necessity for close 
stumping for navigation purposes. The sparsely populated reser
voir area also eliminated the large number of man-made naviga
tion hazards found in other tributary lakes. The requirements of 
navigation, therefore, were limited to the installation of a system 
of navigation daymarks and preparation of a navigation map. 

Navigation markers and map.-The 10-mile length of Fort 
Patrick Henry Reservoir makes it possible for pleasure craft to 
readily operate from one end of the short lake to the other and, 
because the lake is mostly confined to the old river channel, the 
likelihood of boaters becoming lost is reduced. As at the other 
three lakes, there was no justification for installing lighted navi
gation aids for night navigation. It was necessary, however, to 
provide some type of identifying markers to assist operators in 
navigating the length of the lake. This problem was handled by 
installing a total of six daymarks at strategic locations along the 
shoreline (fig. 315). 

The daymarks and single navigation map were prepared as 
previously described for the other three reservoirs. 

HIGHWAY AND RAILROAD RELOCATION 

WATAUGA 

The Watauga project involved the construction of 5.7 miles of 
permanent access highways, 10.1 miles of state highways, and 
39.1 miles of county and tertiary roads, making a total of 54.9 
miles of highways. Figure 316 shows the relocated highways in 
the reservoir area. 
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Contracts were made with the State of Tennessee and with 
Carter and Johnson Counties for the adjustment of highways 
submerged or otherwise affected by the creation of the reservoir. 
Adjustment involved raising, relocating, or protecting the roads 
in or adjacent to the reservoir in such manner as to provide a 
system of roads which would serve the area under the new condi
tions equally as well as the original system had served the area 
before creation of the reservoir. TV A was obligated to replace 
the existing facilities, using equivalent standards and, since none 
of the contracting agencies chose higher standards and did not 
participate in the cost of the construction, roads were built sub
stantially to existing standards. 

Under the terms of the contracts with the above governmental 
agencies for TV A to replace equivalent highway facilities, TV A 
was released from further liability in connection with all sub
merged or otherwise abandoned roads not incorporated in the new 
system. In a few instances it was more practicable for TV A to 
acquire land or pay the owner for loss or impairment of access 
rather than provide roads costing more than the value of the 
areas served. As further provided by these contracts, the high
ways constructed by TVA were conveyed to the respective govern
ing agencies and TV A was released from all liability in connec
tion with their use and maintenance. 

The rugged topography of the area adjacent to the lake formed 
by Watauga embankment presented some difficult problems in 
highway location. The roads existing prior to the beginning of 
the reservoir construction were mostly located in the valleys 
formed by the Watauga River and its tributaries, and since these 
valleys were flooded by the lake, it became necessary to relocate 
the roads on higher ground. The topography along the contour 
of the lake is very mountainous and rugged, traversed by numer
ous depressions, and the relocated roads therefore have consider
ably more curvature and grade than the ones they replace. 

The route of the relocated State Highway No. 67 as finally 
adopted was the outcome of many investigations to obtain the best 
possible combinations of grade and alinement consistent with 
economy and engineering standards acceptable to the State. When 
the project was authorized in 1942, steel was an extremely critical 
war material. Studies were made to project the location across 
the top of the embankment and along the exceedingly rugged side 
of Iron Mountain and the north shoreline of the reservoir, thus 
avoiding use of critical steel in a bridge across the reservoir. 
This restriction was eliminated when the project was resumed in 
1946, but many alternates remained in the selection of an eco
nomical crossing of the main reservoir and various routes along 
the rough topography. One interesting problem was the choice 
between the location used, crossing the reservoir at Dale Neely 
Branch, and an alternate proposal crossing the main part of the 
reservoir at about 1 mile above Peavy Mountain, crossing Cobb 
Creek at its narrowest point, and then following the south shore 
of this creek along Gibson Mountain. 

From a regional standpoint, the state highway relocation paral-
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FIGURE 3li.-Watauga-new construction, Elk Mills Road, Carter C:ounty-traffic 
bound surfacing of 1000 cubic yards crushed stone per mde. 

lels the road it replaced. An entirely different situation existed, 
however in respect to the reestablishment of the local or county 
road sy~tem. Local travel was probably disrupted more than in 
any previous TV A reservoir. The town of Butler, located. near 
the confluence of Roan Creek and the Elk and Watauga Rivers, 
had been a hub of the road system of this area. Roads ~ed into 
Butler and connected to the state highway by . follow~ng the 
stream lines and giving reasonably easy acc~ss. With the munda
tion of Butler, this hub was destroyed and It became necessarY: to 
establish a circumferential system to accommodate the remammg 
peninsular areas. By using a combination of existing county 
roads and new construction (fig. 317), a through route was estab
lished from State Highway No. 67 near Dale Neely Branch, so~th 
to a crossing of the Elk River at Elk Mills, northeast to a cr?ssmg 
of the Watauga River at Wagner Island, north ~o. a crossm~ of 
Roan Creek at Doe Station, and northwest to reJOin State High
way No. 67 at Doeville. 

A summary of the highway work involved, all built by TV A 
forces, is as follows : 

Miles 

Access ~ighways --------------------------------------------== 1g:{ 
State highway ----------------------------------------------
Carter County highways --------------------------------------- 12.0 
Johnson County highways-------------------------------------- 27.1 

Total -------------------------------------------------- 54.9 

State highways 
A section of Tennessee State Highway No. 67 was located along 

Shook Branch in the valley along the Watauga River and after 
crossing the river near the settlement of Whiting, extended north
easterly up the Pierce Cree~ yalley-all in t~e a~ea now covered 
by the reservoir. In addition, a state-mamtamed nonsystem 
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highway extended from the above-mentioned river crossing to the 
town of Butler and then northwesterly to an intersection with 
Highway No. 67 near Cobb Creek School. This second road being 
located for the most part in the Milligan Creek and Cobb Creek 
Valleys was also covered by the lake for nearly all its length, the 
section between Dale Neely Branch and Milligan Creek being the 
only part not affected. 

By contract with the state the first road mentioned was re
placed by a new road, while the remaining part of the second road 
was incorporated into the system of county roads. 

After considering the alternate locations discussed above, High
way No. 67 was relocated from Dividing Ridge, about 2.5 miles 
northeast of Hampton, to the Cobb Creek School area. This relo
cation follows in general the southern shore of the lake to Dale 
Neely Branch, where it crosses the lake and then goes in a north
easterly direction to its intersection with the existing highway 
beyond the Kopley Branch embayment. The total length of the 
relocation is 10.1 miles, including the bridge. 

Due to the terrain traversed by the new highway it became 
necessary to build a road of somewhat more curvature and grade 
than wa:s found on the road which was submerged. A maximum 
horizontal curvature of 18° and maximum profile grades of 7 per
cent were used. Also as a consequence of the terrain, some of 
the cuts and fills are of considerable magnitude; for example, the 
cut at Dry Branch is 70 feet. The geologic conditions in that area 
furthermore are of such nature that it was necessary to construct 
benches and flatten slopes in cuts and fills to secure stable slopes. 
Even with these precautions, considerable sloughing of the earth 
cuts occurred. 

By the terms of the contract the highway was built to a width 
of 31 feet between shoulders and to a minimum elevation of 1980. 
The cut slopes are not steeper than 1 :1 in earth and 1/4 :1 in rock. 
Fill slopes outside of the reservoir are not steeper than 1.5 :1· and 
in embayments or other places where they can be affected by the 
reservoir are 2:1 to increase stability. These latter slopes were 
protected against wave action by rock fill revetment 4 feet thick, 
or 10-inch hand-placed riprap on 6-inch filter blanket. By con
tractual agreement this road was finished with a surface of 
traffic-bound macadam at the rate of 1320 cubic yards per mile 
covered with a light bituminous surface, with TV A making a 
cash payment of $175,700 to the state which represented the esti
mated difference in cost between the replacement of the high-type 
bituminous surface existing on the abandoned road and the tempo
rary surface constructed by TV A on the relocated road. 

The crossing of the reservoir near Dale Neely Branch is by 
means of a 37span steel deck truss bridge 1092 feet center to 
center of end bearings (fig. 318). The center span is 492 feet in 
length and is supported by reinforced-concrete piers, the tallest of 
which is 217 feet from the top of the cap to the bottom of footing. 
The distance from the roadway to the top of the pier cap is 65 
feet. The bridge flooring is made of a steel grid filled with con
crete. This bridge won the award for class I of the American 
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FIGURJ.; 318.-Watauga Reservoir-Dale Neely Bridge from start of 
construction to completion, 
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Institute of Steel Construction as the most beautiful bridge con
structed in 1948. 

Minor drainage is handled by 29 reinforced concrete box cul
verts, varying in size from 3 by 3 feet to double 15 by 10 feet, 
and by reinforced-concrete pipe culverts up to and including 42 
inches in diameter with concrete end walls. The right-of-way is a 
minimum of 75 feet on each side of the center line for a total of 
150 feet in width. 

County roads 

All secondary roads in this reservoir were constructed in ac
cordance with the provisions set forth in contracts between TV A 
and the two counties involved-Carter and Johnson. The drastic 
effect of the reservoir on the traffic pattern of the locality, chang
ing a system where the roads emanated from the town of Butler 
as spokes from the hub of a wheel to one where the hub was 
destroyed and the new road became the rim supporting the sev
ered spokes, was described previously. This is further emphasized 
by the fact that the lake inundated 21 county bridges of which 
9 were Jow-water bridges, 3 low-water private bridges, and 19 
footbridges. 

The circumferential road included projects 2103, 2104, and 
2105, in Carter County, and projects 2203, 2206, 2207, 2208, and 
2209 in Johnson County. Bridge projects on this route were 2281 
and 2282. 

The bridge near Wagner Island is a 464-foot center to center 
of end bearings, three-span steel girder bridge with reinforced 
concrete piers and abutments (fig. 319). The Roan Creek Bridge 
is a six-span concrete and steel beam bridge, 397 feet 3 inches 
center to center of end bearings (fig. 320) . Both of these bridges 
have won honorable mention in the Prize Bridge Competition by 
the American Institute of Steel Construction. 

These roads were constructed with roadbed width of 20 feet 
plus widening on curves up to 3 feet. A traffic-bound surfacing of 
1000 cubic yards of crushed stone per mile was applied (fig. 

FIGURJ.; 319.-Watauga Reservoir--Wagner Island Bridge. 
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FIGURE 320.-W atauga Reserroir-Roan Creek Bridge. 

317). Horizontal curves were designed with radii of 150 feet, or 
greater, and profile grades did not exceed 8 percent. Ditches in 
cuts were a minimum of 1 foot deep and 4 feet across the top. 
Earth-cut slopes were no steeper than 1 :1, with rock cuts exca
vated on a stable slope. Fill slopes outside the reservoir were 
1%:1 or flatter. Where exposed to reservoir wave action, a 
blanket of dumped rock fill with a minimum thickness of 4 feet 
was applied on slopes no steeper than 2:1. Concrete box culverts 
were used where design requirements called for openings greater 
than permissible pipe culvert sizes or where required because of 
economic or other design considerations. In Carter County paved 
invert corrugated metal pipe culverts were permitted up to 60 
inches in diameter. Ends of these pipes were cut by the manu
facturer to conform· to the fill slopes, thus saving pipe and pro
viding a neater appearance. In Johnson County concrete pipe 
culverts were permitted up to a similar size. In Carter County a 
minimum right-of-way 50 feet wide was required, while in John
son County a width of 66 feet was required. 

In addition to the circumferential road several other important 
county roads using similar standards were constructed. Serving 
the new town of Carderview were projects 2108 and 2216, the 
latter having a 26-foot graded roadbed and surfaced with a double 
bituminous surface treatment on 5-inch stabilized stone base. 
Project 2210 was constructed to provide a loop road assuring mail 
and school bus service to the Sink Valley Community. Numerous 
secondary roads were constructed to feed into the circumferential 
or other important roads. These roads were constructed to con
form to the topographic contours. Roadbed widths varied from 
12 to 16 feet and were surfaced with traffic-bound crushed stone. 

SOUTH HOLSTON 

The South Holston project involved the abandonment of 4.8 
miles of state highways and 45.3 miles of county or county type 
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roads and the construction of 4.5 miles of permanent access high
ways, 8.6 miles of state or primary highways, and 17.4 miles of 
county, secondary, and tertiary roads. Figure 321 shows the 
relocated highways in the reservoir area. 

Since the reservoir is located partly in Tennessee and partly 
in Virginia, it was necessary to enter into contracts with both of 
these states as well as with Sullivan County in Tennessee and 
Washington County in Virginia for the adjustment of highways 
submerged or otherwise affected. In Virginia all pu~lic h_ighwa:ys 
are under the jurisdiction of the state, but the counties still retam 
certain controls over the local or secondary road system; there
fore, all the highway work in this state was covered by one joint 
contract between TV A the state, and the county. All contracts 
were based on the principle that TV A would replace existing 
facilities, using equivalent standards, and that the cost of any 
further improvements in the system would be borne . by . the 
requesting parties. Both states chose to make such contnbutwns 
toward improvement, as will be discussed later. 

Under the terms of these contracts TVA was released from 
further liability in connection with all submerged or otherwise 
abandoned roads not incorporated in the new system. Provisions 
were also made for TV A to acquire certain tracts of land or to 
pay the owners for loss or impairment of access where this was 
more practicable than to provide roads. The contracts further 
provided that the highways constructed by TV A were to be con
veyed to the respective governing agencies and TV A b~ released 
from all liability in connection with their use and mamtenance, 
except that TV A assumed responsibility for damages to certain 
embankments for a limited time, as described later. 

A summary of the highway work involved, all constructed by 
TV A forces, is as follows: 

Miles 

Access highways ---------------------------------------------- 4.5 
Tennessee state highways -------------------------------------- 7.6 
County and tertiary roads in Tennessee ------------------------- 7.0 
Virginia state highways --------------------------------------- 1.0 
Secondary and tertiary roads in Virginia ------------------------ 10.4 

Total -------------------------------------------------- 30.5 

State highways 

The major problem of state highway relocation was the repl~ce
ment of the Bristol to Mountain City road, Tennessee State High
way No. 34 (U. S. No. 421) between Holston Valley Post. Offi~e 
and Delaney Mountain. Before the advent of the _reservmr. th.Is 
road had extended in the valley northwest of the river to withm 
about a mile cf the Tennessee-Virginia State line, from which 
point it followed the Painter Spring Branch Valley to the river. 
On the other side it went up the Jacob Creek Valley to Jacob, from 
where it rose sharply to its peak at Low Gap in Holston Moun
tain (elevation 3384). This road was inundated for a di~ta!lce of 
3.4 miles, and due to the width and shape of the reservoir It was 
impracticable to relocate in the immediate vicinity. 

1 
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FIGURE 322.-South Holston-bridge across reservoir on Tennessee Highway No. 34. 

The relocation finally selected leaves the old highway near 
Holston •Valley Post Office and crosses the Thomas Creek Valley, 
which is north of and about 120 feet in elevation below the South 
Holston Reservoir. From this valley the location climbs to a gap 
in "The Knobs" and crosses the reservoir some 7 miles above the 
dam. The reservoir is crossed by a bridge (fig. 322) 1196 feet 
3 inches long between centers of end bearings, consisti.ng of a 
4-span continuous plate girder, 394 feet between end be~rmgs and 
a two-span continuous truss, 800 feet betwee!l end beanngs. The 
bridge has a 24-foot concrete-filled steel-gnd ~oadway and two 
2-foot curbs. The piers and abutments are of remforced concrete. 
This bridge won the class II award in the 1951 Prize Bridge 
Competition conducted by the American Institute of Steel C?n
struction. East of the bridge the road (fig. 323) follows the high 

FIGUHE :{23.-·South llolston--Tennessee Highu·ay No. 34-Ho!ston Valley to 
[)daney M ountuin-bettveen Bristol and 111 ountain City. 
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ridge now forming a peninsula between the river and Sharp Creek, 
and then up Lucy Creek Valley to an intersection with the exist
ing road at a point 1.5 miles south of Jacob. 

The state, desiring a bridge across the reservoir of greater width 
and higher standards than TV A was required to provide, and fur
ther desiring to eliminate two sharp curves by extending the road 
about one mile farther toward Bristol than was within TV A's 
responsibility, entered into a contract with TV A covering this 
extra work as well as that which TV A would normally perform. 
Under the terms of this contract the state paid TV A $202,200, 
and in addition accepted, on both this and the other state project, 
a crushed-stone surface, applied at the rate of 1320 cubic yards 
per mile, in lieu of the base and bituminous pavement for which 
TV A was liable. By further terms of the contract, this road was 
constructed with a roadbed width of 31 feet and to a minimum 
elevation of 1747 within the reservoir. Cut slopes are 1:1 or 
flatter in earth and %:1 or flatter in rock. Embankment slopes 
outside the reservoir are 1.5:1 or flatter and where exposed to 
the action of the reservoir vary from 2:1 to 3.1, as determined 
by TV A, and are covered with a blanket of rock measuring 9 feet 
horizontally up to elevation 1737. One of the highest embank
ments constructed to date by TV A across a reservoir embayment, 
having a vertical height of 94 feet and containing about 200,000 
cubic yards of fill, is located about 1400 feet east of the end of 
the bridge across the reservoir. This fill was overbuilt 7.5 feet 
each side of the center line to allow space for raising the grade in 
event of settlement. Side slopes were designed 3 :1 and construc
tion was begun on this j;lasis. However, before completing more 
than 20 feet of the fill, the material encountered proved better 
than anticipated. Slopes were moved in along a berm at this 
level and slopes steepened to 2.5:1 from the roadway shoulder. 
Under the terms of the contract TV A was responsible for settle-· 
ment or sloughing of this fill for a period of 5 years after the pool 
reaches elevation 1690. 

Due to the mountainous nature of the area traversed by this 
road, it was acceptable to the state to use 7 percent grades for 
about 15 percent of the length and also some rather sharp curves. 
The maximum curve occurs at the end of the project and is a 180° 
turn on a 191-foot radius, but there are also two 24° and three 
20° curves. 

Minor drainage is handled by nine reinforced concrete box 
culverts varying in size from 3 by 3 feet to double 15 by 7 feet, 
and by reinforced concrete pipe culverts up to and including 30 
inches in diameter with concrete end walls. The right-of-way is a 
minimum of 75 feet wide on each side of the center line. 

Another state highway involved is known as State Highway 
No. 44 in Tennessee and as State Highway No. 75 in Virginia. 
Within Tennessee the road was affected at Painter Spring Branch, 
where a new embankment and a 10- by 10-foot concrete box 
culvert were constructed. The embankment slopes are 2 :1 and 
the downstream side is protected by a layer of rock, 9 feet wid~ 
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FIGURE 324.-South Holston RPserroir-Spring Creek Bridge. 

horizontally, to elevation 1737. Surfacing consisted of crushed 
stone, as previously mentioned. . . 

In Virginia this road was affected at the Spnng Creek crossmg, 
and TV A was responsible for relocation of this section of road to 
standards equal to those existing. However, the sta~e, desiring 
higher standards on the bridge paid TV A $17,240 which was t~e 
estimated cost of the requested improvements. The road was bmlt 
with a 20-foot roadway, except that the bridge approaches were 
widened. The surfacing consists of a 14-foot bituminous pave
ment on a 6-inch stabilized base. The other conditions of slopes, 
protection, etc., are similar to the section in Te_nnessee, but the 
right-of-way is a minimum of 40 feet on each side of the center 
line. 

Spring Creek is crossed by a three-span continuous bridge 205 
feet long between abutments, spans being 63 feet 5 inches, 78 feet, 
and 63 feet 6 inches, respectively (fig. 324). A 24-foot concrete 
roadway slab with two 9-inch curbs is supported on steel beams. 
The piers, which are a special T -type design, and the abutments 
are of reinforced concrete. In addition to the bridge there are 
several pipe culverts, reinforced concrete or corru~ated metal 
with paved invert, up to 54 inches in diameter, all with concrete 
end walls. 

County highways 
Very little adjustment was necessary to the county road system 

in Tennessee due largely to the fact that a great part of the area 
in the immediate vicinity of the reservoir was held by the U. S. 
Forest Service and that many other tracts bordering the reservoir 
became so inaccessible that it was found more economical to 
acquire the land or compensate the owners for loss of access than 
to provide serviceable roads. Therefore, only t~o new roads :were 
built, each affording access from the state highways to highly 
developed farming areas. In addition, approximately 5.2 miles 
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of existing roads were widened, and additional crushed-stone 
surface was applied. 

By contract with Sullivan County these roads were constructed 
with a roadbed width of 20 feet and surfaced with crushed stone 
at the rate of 1000 cubic yards per mile. The minimum elevation 
is 1747, cut slopes in earth are 1:1 or flatter, and fill slopes are 
1% :1 or flatter. Right-of-way is, in general, 25 feet on each side 
of the center line. The drainage was handled by one double 12- by 
8-foot, one 8- by 6-foot, and one 6- by 3-foot reinforced concrete 
box culverts and by reinforced concrete pipe culverts up to 36 
inches in diameter. 

During construction of the dam, TV A improved an abandoned 
railroad grade, which was being used as a county road, from 
Emmett and across the river to the construction area. The bridge, 
which had been improved by TV A, and that part of the road and 
its connections which lie south of the river and outside the perma
nent dam reservation were later transferred to Sullivan County 
because these roads give access to privately owned land remaining 
in this area. 

In Virginia, where generally the character of the land adjacent 
to the reservoir is less mountainous, the existing road system 
across and adjacent to the reservoir was adjusted to the new con
ditions by relocation, raising, or other improvements in such 
manner as to afford practically the same pattern of roads as had 
existed before the reservoir was created. While, as previously 
mentioned, these roads are under the jurisdiction of the state, 
they are relatively secondary in nature and more of the county 
type. The major project is a road along the Wolf Creek embay
ment, crossing the reservoir at Avens Island on a bridge (fig. 
325). This bridge is 965 feet long between centers of end bear
ings and consists of a three-span continuous truss 752 feet be
tween end bearings, and a three-span continuous plate girder 211 
feet 6 inches between end bearings. The bridge has an 18-foot 

FIGURE 325.-South Holston-At·ens Bridge crossing reserwir at At·ens Island. 
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concrete roadway slab with two 9-inch curbs and is supported by 
reinforced concrete piers and abutments. South of the bridge the 
road parallels the reservoir to a point near Denton Valley School, 
where it connects to the existing road. Other roads provide an out
lBt for the Spring Creek Valley area, still others for the area imme
diately north of the reservoir between the state line and A vens 
Island, and for the area south of the reservoir between A vens 
Island and Alvarado. There are two additional bridges on these 
roads-one three-span bridge 137 feet 11;2 inches long between 
abutments over Spring Creek and one four-span bridge 184 feet 
4 inches long between abutments over Wolf Cn~ek (fig. 326). All 
spans are 47-foot concrete T-beam construction and have an 18-
foot concrete roadway with two 9-inch curbs. The piers, which 
are a special T-type design, and the abutments are of reinforced 
concrete. 

The roads were constructed with a roadbed width from 12 to 
20 feet, depending on their importance, and are surfaced with 
crushed stone at various rates of application. The minimum ele
vation is 1747 on the major roads and 1732 on the minor roads. 
Cuts are not steeper than 1 :1 and embankments are 1% :1 or 
flatter. 'Embankments that are exposed to wave action from the 
reservoir are further protected by a blanket of rock of such width 
as deemed necessary in each case. Right-of-way varies from 
60- to 40-foot minimum total width. Drainage is handled by 13 
reinforced concrete box culverts varying in size from 4 by 6 fe2t 
to double 12 by 10 feet and reinforced concrete pipe and corru
gated metal pipe culverts up to and including 60 inches in 
diameter 

In addition to the above-mentioned roads in Virginia, it became 
necessary to construct four tertiary roads b properties whicl.1 
had lost their previous means of access. These roads were c:m
structed under the provision of article 2 of the rebcation C'1ntract 
between the State of Virginia, Washington County, and T'l A. 

FIGURE 326.-South Holston Reserwir-U:"olf Creek Bridge. 
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Railroad adjustment 

A branch line of the Norfolk and Western Railway Co. was 
affected in the upper reaches of the reservoir. The track of this 
railroad, between Abingdon, Va., and West Jefferson, N. C., fol
lows the Middle Fork Holston River embayment to its confluence 
with the South Fork, where it crosses the combined streams and 
then extends up the South Fork past Alvarado and past the head 
of the pool, about 11;2 miles above the bridge. 

While the major portion of the river bridge is a concrete and 
steel structure and is not adversely affected by the reservoir, some 
200 feet of the east approach was creosoted timber trestle of 
recent construction. Due to the reservoir, the frequency and 
duration of flooding at this site was increased to such extent as to 
affect adversely the timber bents and their foundations which 
were timber mud sills. At the left abutment and east of the 
bridge there were three sections of roadbed totaling about 1800 
linear feet, where the steep embankment slopes extended to the 
water's edge of the existing river. It was considered necessary 
to protect some of these embankment slopes against wave action 
and to increase their stability by placing a layer of dumped rock 
fill on the slopes. . 

A contract was made with the Norfolk and Western Railway Co. 
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FIGURE 327.-Boone-reservoir boundary, highway relocations, and 
cemetery relocations. 
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whereby TV A paid the railway company $50,000, which was the 
estimated cost of the bridge adjustments and slope protection 
work, and the railway released TV A from any liability for dam
age which might occur to the railway due to the construction and 
contemplated operation of South Holston Dam and Reservoir. 
The type and extent of the adjustments and the protective work 
were designed by and the construction work performed by the 
railway company. 

BOONE 

The Boone project involved construction of 1.4 miles of perma
nent access highways, 16.3 miles of county and tertiary roads, and 
0.2 mile of city streets, as well as some slope protection work at 
two state highway bridges. A total of 18 miles of highway con
struction was constructed by TV A forces. Figure 327 shows the 
relocated highways in the reservoir area. 

Contracts were made with the State of Tennessee, with Sullivan 
and Washington Counties, and with the town of Bluff City for 
the adjustment of highways and streets submerged or otherwise 
affected by the creation of the reservoir. This adjustment con
sisted of raising, relocating, or protecting the roads in or adjacent 
to the reservoir in such manner as to provide a system of roads 
which would serve the area under the new conditions equally as 
well as the original system had served the area before creation 
of the reservoir. The contracts are based on the principle that 
TV A would replace existing facilities using equivalent standards 
and that the cost of any further improvements in the system 
would be borne by the parties requesting same. Both the state 
and Sullivan County chose to make such contribution toward 
improvement, as will be discussed later. 

Under the terms of these contracts, TVA was released from 
further responsibility in connection with all submerged or other
wise abandoned roads not incorporated in the new system. Pro
visions were also made for TV A to acquire certain tracts of land 
or to pay the owner for loss or impairment of access where such 
action was more practicable than providing roads costing more 
than the value of the lands. Further provisions required that 
upon completion of all construction the highways including the 
right of way obtained by TV A for their construction were to be 
conveyed to the respective governing agencies, and TVA was 
released from further liability in connection with their use or 
maintenance. 

A summary of the highway construction involved is as follows: 
Miles 

Access highways ---------------------------------------------- 1.4 
Tennessee state highways -------------------------------------- 0.1 
Sullivan County: 

Principal roads ------------------------------------------- 8.5 
Tertiary roads ----------------------------------------- __ 3.4 

VVashington County: 
Principal roads ------------------------------------------- 2.9 
Tertiary roads -------------------------------------------- 1.5 

Bluff City streets --------------------------------------------- 0.2 

Total -------------------------------------------------- 18.0 
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No railroad adjustment or protection was required in the Boone 
Reservoir. 

State highways 

The Boone Reservoir required no relocation of the state high
way system. However, Tennessee Highway No. 34 (U. S. liE) 
crosses both the Watauga and South Fork Holston Rivers, and at 
each of these bridges some protective work was necessary. At the 
south abutment of the Watauga River Bridge, existing earth 
slopes exposed to reservoir wave action were flattened and pro
tected with stone revetment. At the South Fork Holston River 
Bridge the earth slopes at both abutments were protected with 
stone revetment. 

Furthermore, in connection with the construction of a Sullivan 
County highway intersecting U. S. Highway liE just north of the 
bridge over South Fork Holston River at Bluff City, all agencies 
concerned desired to improve this intersection over and beyond 
TVA's responsibility. The state reimbursed TVA $2,000 for ex
tending an existing concrete box culvert on the county road and 
improving the intersection within the state right-of-way in order 
to reduce safety hazards at the intersection. 

County and tertiary roads 

Nearly all the highway relocation and construction necessitated 
by the Boone Reservoir was in connection with the county high
way system. This system of roads within the two counties was 
dependent upon three river crossings-Pickens Bridge on the 
Watauga connecting Washington and Sullivan Counties and De
vault and Rainbow Bridges on the South Fork Holston connecting 
a large peninsular area of Sullivan County with its county seat. 
Studies were made to eliminate one of the bridges, but because of 
the resulting increase in travel distances no plan could be discov
ered which was acceptable to the counties. As the result of the 
decision to replace the bridges at their existing sites, the primary 
county road system was basically preserved and the county road 
relocation was confined to raising or relocating small sections of 
road to prevent isolation of small communities or even individuals 
where economically feasible. 

In general, three types of roadbed design with respect to width 
and surface were used in the county road reconstruction. In 
replacing the important roads having a bituminous surface treat
ment, a 22-foot roadbed was constructed and paved with a com
pacted crushed-stone base surfaced with a 16-foot bituminous 
treatment. Other through roads were constructed with a 20-foot 
roadbed with a crushed-stone surface course applied at the rate 
of 1000 cubic yards per mile. Roads serving one or only a few 
families (designated as tertiary roads) were graded 12 feet wide 
with a crushed-stone surface applied at a rate of not less than 
500 cubic yards per mile. All county roads were constructed to 
minimum elevation 1390 or 5 feet above normal pool. Earth cut 
slopes were not steeper than 1:1, with slopes in rock as steep as 
conditions permitted. Fill slopes were never steeper than 1.5 :1, 
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and where exposed to wave action of the reservoir were protected 
by a blanket of rock not less than 2 feet thick placed on a 6-inch 
layer of crushed-stone filter. 

Drainage structures other than bridges consisted of 21 rein
forced-concrete box culverts, varying in size from 5 by 4 feet to 
15 by 20 feet, and of reinforced-concrete pipe culverts up to and 
including 60 inches in diameter. In addition, an 84-inch corru
gated-metal-pipe structure was installed under a private road for 
use as a cattle pass. 

The existing Rainbow Bridge that was inundated had a road
way width of only 11 feet. Sullivan County desired an 18-foot 
roadway similar to the other bridges and participated in the cost 
of construction to the extent described below. 

Estimates indicated that the total cost of constructing the 
crushed-stone surfacing for the Sullivan County roads included in 
the contract balanced the cost of improving the bridge's stand
ards. The county was well qualified to perform this surfacing 
and agreed to assume this responsibility in return for a bridge 
having a wider roadway. 

An existing bridge across Beaver Creek near the headwater of 
Boone Reservoir was only slightly affected by maximum pool 
elevation. Here, Sullivan County chose to accept the estimated 
cost of raising the bridge ($17,000) and assume responsibility 
for possible future damage caused by the reservoir. 

Rights-of-way were obtained by TV A whenever required and 
were of a minimum width of 60 feet in Sullivan County and 
50 feet in Washington County for the regular county roads and 
30 feet in both counties for the tertiary roads. As previously 
stated, all rights of way obtained were later turned over to the 
respective counties. 

Bridges 

In conformance with the agreement to retain the three river 
crossings at the existing sites, three major bridges were con
structed at those respective sites and were designated as follows : 
Pickens Bridge across Watauga River (fig. 328), Devault Bridge 
across South Fork Holston River (fig. 329), and Rainbow Bridge 
across South Fork Holston River (fig. 330). 

The nature of the topography at each of the bridge sites was 
such that the three bridges constructed were identical in length 
and cross section, which resulted in considerable economy. The 
only significant difference in the bridges was that the distance 
from finished roadway to the stream bed was approximately 100 
feet for Pickens and Devault Bridges and was approximately 
70 feet for Rainbow Bridge. Additional savings were effected by 
utilizing a novel erection scheme whereby the structural steel was 
erected on land and rolled to its final position without the use of 
any falsework. 

Each of the bridges is 659 feet 6 inches between ends of abut
ments and consists of eight spans of 76 feet 3 inches, arranged in 
two four-span continuous units, resulting in 6li feet 6 inches 
center to center of bearings at abutments. An 18-foot 0-inch 
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FIGURE 328.-Boone-Pickens Bridge. 

concrete roadway sla,b and two 9-inch curbs are supported by 
four lines of steel-rolled beams. The substructures were all con
crete and consisted of conventional piers and abutments. It is 
worthy of note that the Pickens Bridge received honorable men
tion for the class III award in the Prize Bridge Competition 
conducted by the AISC for 1952. 

In addition to the major bridges, two minor bridges were 
required and are designated as follows : Cobb Creek Bridge and 
Muddy Creek Bridge. These two bridges are identical in length 
and cross section. The length is 235 feet 11;2 inches face to face 
of abutment backwalls and consists of five 47-foot 0-inch concrete 
T-beam spans with an 18-foot 0-inch roadway and two 9-inch 
curbs supported on concrete piers and abutments. The abut
ments are conventional. The piers are T-type, which is a cap 
supported by a single shaft. 

FIGURE 329.-Boone-Det·ault Bridge. 
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FIGURE 330.-Boone-Rainbow Bridge. 

Two minor existing bridges required alterations and are desig
nated as follows: Island Park Bridge and Footbridge across South 
Fork Holston River at Bluff City. The reconstructed Island Park 
Bridge consists of two spans of 40 and 38 feet and is approxi
mately 78 feet face-to-face of abutment backwalls. The plank 
roadway is 13 feet 614, inches between timber wheel guards and 
is supported on rolled-steel beams. The substructure is concrete. 
The footbridge across South Fork Holston River is a suspension 
bridge with two anchor spans of 37 feet 3 inches and 42 feet 8 
inches, respectively, and a main span of 268 feet 91;.4 inches. The 
existing timber cable support towers were replaced with salvaged 
timber, and two new concrete piers were constructed. 

City streets 

In the town of Bluff City near the upper reaches of the reser
voir three sections totaling 0.2 mile of the existing streets were 
raised to minimum elevation of 1390. These streets were raised 
in substantially their old location and then resurfaced with bitu
minous surface treatment on a 6-inch stabilized crushed stone 
base. 

With the exception of the surface on certain projects, which 
was constructed by Sullivan County as compensation for im
proved standards of design on the Rainbow Bridge, all the above
described work was performed by TV A forces. 

FORT PATRICK HENRY 

The Fort Patrick Henry project involved the construction of 
0.5 mile of permanent access highways and the adjustment and 
protection of 1.5 miles of county highways (fig. 331). 

A contract with Sullivan County, Tenn., provided for all high
way construction required in connection with the inundation of 
existing highways by the reservoir. As compensation for better-
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FIGURE 331.-Fort Patrick Henry-reservoir boundary and highway relocations. 

ments obtained in major bridge design described in detail under 
"~~idges," (follo'Ying) Sullivan County accepted the responsi
bility for performmg certain phases of the highway construction. 
Other work was performed by TV A. 

Under the terms of this contract, TVA was released from fur
ther responsibility in connection with all submerged or otherwise 
abandoned roads in the reservoir not incorporated in the new 
system. Provisions were also made for TV A to acquire certain 
tracts of land o~ pay the owner for loss or impairment of access, 
where such actwn was more practicable than providing roads. 
Furtl:er provisions required that upon completion of all construc
tion the highways, including the right-of-way obtained by TVA 
for their construction, were to be conveyed to Sullivan County 
and TV A was released from fure:er liability in connection wit:1 
t:1eir use and maintenance. 

A summa1·y of the highway construct~on i:lVolved is as follows: 
Miles 

Access highways ------------------------------------------- 0.5 
Sullivan County: 

Secondary roads --------------------------------------- 1.1 
Te:tiary roads ----------------------------------------- 0.4 

Total ----------------------------------------------- 2.0 
No state highway or railroad adjustment or protection was 

required in the Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir. 
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Bridges 
The major problem of highway adjustments centered around 

the existing Moody Bluff Bridge across the South Fork Holston 
River. This bridge consisted of a one-lane superstructure with 
an 11-foot roadway and an over-all length of about 533 feet. The 
spans arrangement contained four 100-foot through steel-truss 
spans, one 60-foot pony-truss span, and three 24-foot steel
stringer spans. The substructure consisted of concrete and 
masonry piers and combination concrete-steel bents. To utilize 
the existing superstructure, it would have been necessary to raise 
it about 32 feet to provide adequate vertical navigation clearance 
of 15 feet for small craft. The existing bridge was so located 
that the approaches were on about 90° turns and not much 
improvement could have been made in any new ~pproaches with
out excessive cost because of the rugged terrain. 

Negotiations with Sullivan County became prolonged when 
requests were made to relocate the highway upstream from the 
existing river crossing to the site of the new Warriors Path State 
Park and to improve the design of the bridge so as to have a 
24-foot ·roadway with a 5-foot sidewalk on one side. Various 
proposals were made by the county and Tennessee Division of 
State Parks to the Tennessee State Highway Department and to 
TV A for handling the costs and for participating therein. How
ever, the Tennessee State Highway Department was not particu
larly interested in this local county road, and TV A was limited in 
the amount of participation to the cost of raising the existing 
bridge and road at the existing site. 

Finally, an agreement \Yas made with Sullivan Count·r wherebv 
TV A would construct a new bridge at a new locatio~ adjacent 
to the State Park. The new bridge was specified to have a sub
structure of reinforced concrete; superstructure of steel girders, 
steel .floor beams, creosoted timber floor and stringers; an asp!1alt 
wearmg surface; and steel handrails. The roadway width was to 
be 18 feet and the design live load H10. The substructure was to 
be adequate for H20 live load on a future superstructure having a 
clear roadway width of 24 feet and one 5-foot sidewalk. The esti
mated cost of the bridge described above exceeded the estimated 
cost of raising the existing bridge and approaches, so Sullivan 
County. participated in the cost of the project by building the 
connectmg approaches and performing certain other work as 
stipulated. 

Considerable study was given to the layout of the new Moody 
Bluff Bridge. The position of the abutment on the right bank 
w3:s determine~ by economies of fill versus bridge and practical 
heights to which the embankment could be constructed. This 
obtained a length of 768 feet center-to-center of end bearings on 
the abutments. Comparative estimates of cost were made for 
several layouts and results indicated that relatively short spans 
should be used. Therefore, the final layout contained 10 spans at 
!6 feet 6 inches center-to-center of bearings. They were arranged 
m two three-span continuous units and one four-span continuous 
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FIGURE 332.-Fort Patrick Henry-Moody Bluff Bridge looking downstream from 
left bank. 

unit. The piers are about 70 feet high and consist of a spread 
footing on rock, a relatively small shaft, and a T-type cap (fig. 
332). Complete designs were made for the assumed future super
structure and the piers were so reinforced. Transite sleeves were 
embedded in the caps at the location of future anchor bolts so as 
to precl~de the possi?il!ty of the main cantilever reinforcing-steel 
bars bemg cut m dnllmg for anchor bolts. All design data for 
the future superstructure are recorded on the set of drawings 
prepared for the bridge. The right abutment is the only part of 
the substructure founded on pilings, and steel H-piles were driven 
to refusal on rock after the highway fill was in place. 

:\II field work was performed by TV A forces. The existing 
bndge was remove~ and delivered to the county as specified. 

The onJy other ~ndge work required was on the existing Smith 
Shoal Bndge. It IS located across the South Fork Holston River 
about 2 miles below Boone Dam. The bridge superstructure is 
well above ~he pool, but three steel-cylinder piers are located in 
the reservOir proper and required protection against corrosion. 
Th~refore, concrete encasements were constructed around the steel 
c~lmders and. steel web walls below elevation 1265.7. This par
ti.cular elevation was selected because this was the top of the 
highest battered section of the three piers affected. All work 
was performed by TV A forces during the low-flow stages while 
Boone Reservoir was filling. 

Secondary county roads 

Th.e highway al?pr~aches to the Moody Bluff Bridge are ap
pro~Imately 0.5 mile m length and were constructed entirely by 
Sullivan Co~nty to the standards it considered necessary. 

Qther proJects were .minor in scope, involving either slight relo
cahOJ_lS or. the protectiOn of fill slopes against wave action, and 
had httle, If any, effect upon the existing road pattern. One road 
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project crosses an arm of the reservoir in the Cook Valley and 
another at Dunlap Creek. In each case a 12- by 14-foot rein
forced-concrete box-culvert was constructed. Those sections of 
the embankment which were located on natural ground below 
elevation 1268 were constructed with 2:1 slopes protected with 
a blanket of rock placed on a 6-inch filter of crushed stone. On 
the downstream side this blanket measures horizontally 6 feet 
9 inches and on the upstream side, 4 feet 6 inches. 

Embankment slopes outside of the reservoir are 1112:1, or 
flatter, and the cut slopes not steeper than 1:1 in earth and as 
steep as permitted by stability in rock. Minor cross drainage is 
carried under the road in reinforced-concrete pipe culverts vary
ing from 18 to 48 inches in diameter. 

The roads have a finished width of 22 feet and any section of 
the road which is adjacent to the reservoir has creosoted-timber 
guard posts spaced at 15-foot centers. 

No surfacing was placed by TVA on these projects, this item 
being a part of the county's contribution toward the improvements 
in Moody Bluff Bridge. 

Rights-of-way for these projects, to a minimum width of 60 
feet, were acquired by TV A and later turned over to Sullivan 
County, which in turn relieved TV A from further maintenance 
and responsibility for these roads. 

A third county road, bordering the reservoir, whose embank
ment slopes are exposed to wave action for a distance of about 
700 feet required a protective blanket of rock fill. TV A furnished 
the necessary design and plans for this project, but all responsi
bility for performing the work and furnishing the materials was 
accepted by the county as part of its participation in the above
mentioned agreement. 

Tertiary county roads 

Three additional roads, necessary to provide access to private 
properties which otherwise would have been isolated by the reser
voir, were constructed in accordance with provisions of the con
tract with Sullivan County. They have a design width of 14 feet 
and a right-of-way of 40 feet. The drainage is handled by 18-inch 
reinforced-pipe culverts. Traffic bound stone was applied on 
these roads at the rate of 500 cubic yards per mile. 

UTILITIES RELOCATION 

Watauga utility relocations 

The preliminary utility relocation planning was started in 1942. 
At that time the power lines in the reservoir area were owned by 
the East Tennessee Light and Power Co., a subsidiary of the Cities 
Service Power and Light Co., and the Mountain Electric Coopera
tive; the telephone lines belonged to the Inter-Mountain Tele
phone Co. and the State of Tennessee Department of Conserva
~ion. In 1945 the East Tennessee Light and Power Co. properties 
m the reservoir area were acquired by the city of Elizabethton, 
by the Mountain Electric Cooperative, and by the Tennessee Val-
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ley Authority under the terms of a contract between TVA and the 
Cities Service Power and Light Co. (the parent utility holding 
company). · 

Very little reservoir work had been done when the project was 
closed in December 1942. Between 1942 and July 1946 (a period 
when construction was halted) the TVA purchased a number of 
tracts of land to avoid causing hardship to owners who had 
already bought new homesites outside the reservoir. As the land 
owners moved from these tracts, the power and telephone service 
facilities were removed by the utility owners to prevent damage 
or loss of materials. This comprised the only utility work per
formed during this period. 

The first actual utility construction was begun in October 1946 
(construction was resumed in July 1946) when the Mountain 
Electric Cooperative relocated a short section of 7.2-kv line to 
avoid interference with work on the highway project near the 
new bridge over Watauga River. It was completed in February 
1949 when the last line of the Mountain Electric Cooperative was 
removed from the reservoir. Table 66 summarizes Watauga utility 
relocations. 

TABLE 66.-W atauga utility relocations 1 

Miles of line 

Owner 
Removed Constructed Adjuated 

Tennessee Valley AuthoritY-------------------------- 12,674 31,581 ----------
Mountain Electric Cooperative_______________________ 6.712 ------------~-----------
Mountain Electric Cooperative_______________________ 2.847 ------------ --------
Mountain Electric Cooperative_______________________ 3.050 1.56% ---------
City of Elizabethton_________________________________ 5.373 ------------- ----------
Mountain Electric Cooperative_______________________ 10.262 1.267 ----------
Mountain Electric Cooperative_______________________ 9.154 1.311 ~---------
Mountain Electric Cooperative_______________________ 15.619 8.8881 3.88 
Inter-Mountain Telephone Co·------------------------1 8.079 9.646 --------
Inter-Mountain Telephone Co·------------------------ 17.331 -------------- ------------
State of Tennessee-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Tennessee Valley AuthoritY--------------------------------------~--------------' 0.619 
Inter-Mountain Telephone Co·------------------------ 0.115 0.1181 2.292 
City of Elizabethton_________________________________ 0.136 0.136 0.100 
Mountain Electric Cooperative_______________________ 2.413 3.137 1.784 

Total ----------------------------------------~ 93.765 I 57.646 I 8.675 

1 Does not include removal of 450-kva substation and its replacement in Mountain City with 
1500-kva substation. 

To avoid inundation, 91.1 miles of power and telephone lines 
was removed from the reservoir area. To replace these sections, 
54.3 miles of new lines was built and 3.9 miles of power con
ductor was replaced with heavier conductor. An additional 3.4 
miles of permanent relocations and adjustments was made to pro
vide clearance for highway work and other construction activities; 
4.8 miles of temporary adjustments was also made on lines later 
dismantled. 

South Holston utility relocations 

Preliminary surveys and planning for removal, adjustment and 
relocation of utility lines to be affected by the South Hoiston 
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Reservoir were started in 1942, plane-table surveys being made of 
all sections of line supported by poles having bases (ground sur
face) below elevation 1747 mean sea level. Lines in the reservoir 
area belonged to the City of Bristol, Tenn., the Appalachian Elec
tric Power Co., the Watauga and Green Spring Telephone Co., the 
Holston Valley Telephone Co., the United States Forest Service, 
and the Norfolk and Western Railway Co. In addition, it was 
necessary for the Inter-Mountain Telephone Co. and the Kings
port Utilities, Inc., to make minor adjustments to sections of lines 
above the reservoir level where poles interfered with TVA's con
struction work. 

The first utility adjustments were made in January 1948 when 
the Inter-Mountain Telephone Co. moved four poles to permit 
construction of a new warehouse at the dam site and the city of 
Bristol relocated short sections of power lines to allow TV A to 
construct the Willie Boone railroad siding in Bristol and the 
~ccess road to the dam site. The last of the work was completed 
m February 1951 when the Watauga and Green Spring Telephone 
Co. removed its Denton Valley one-wire telephone line from the 
pool area. 

Table 67 gives the utility relocations. 

TABLE 67.-South Holston utility relocations 

Miles of line 

Owner 
I j Removed I Constructed Adjusted 

---------------------------
Lines affected bu the reservoir 

City of Bristol, Tenn._______________________________ 6.779 7.392 ------------
Appalachian Electric Power Co·--------------------- 1.960 1.148 ------------
Inter-Mountain Telephone Co.________________________ 1.000 -------------- ------------
Watauga & Green Spring Telephone Co.______________ 6.269 5.743 ------------
Holston Valley Telephone Co. _______________________ i 3.516 1.888 ------------
United States Forest Service _________________________ , 9.000 -------------- ------------
Norfolk & western Railway co·----------------------'------------~.--------------r------------

Totai lines affected by the reservoir ____________ ! 28.524 I 16.171 ------------

Lines affected by construction j 

City of Bristol, Tenn. _______________________________ ' 
Appalachian Electric Power Co·---------------------
Inter•Mountain Telephone Co. _______________________ _ 
Kingsport Utilities, Inc·-----------------------------' 
Watauga & Green Spring Telepbone Co·--------------
Holston Valley Telephone Co. _______________________ . 

Total lines affected by construction ____________ _ 

Boone utility relocati~ns 

2.875 
.197 

1.181 
.200 

1.297 
.473 

----
6.026 

3.002 0.556 

I 
.252 ------------

1.221 .114 

I 

.200 ------------
1.297 .200 

.473 ------------
' 
I 

6.193 
I 

.870 

Construction activities of TV A and impounding of the reservoir 
affected approximately 25 miles of power and telephone lines. The 
maximum pool contour (elevation 1385 mean sea level) was used 
as the criterion for utility line relocation work. One section of 
TV A transmission line was relocated. Other changes were made 
under the provisions of seven contracts negotiated with the utility 
owners. The road relocation program and other TV A construc
tion work required the alteration of some 40 sections of line 
scattered throughout the project area. The impounding of the 
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reservoir affected 47 additional sections. In addition to the TVA 
transmission line, power distribution lines owned by the city of 
Bristol, Tenn., and the city of Johnson City were affected. The 
telephone lines were owned by the Southern Bell Telephone & 
Telegraph Co. and the Inter-Mountain Telephone Co. See table 68 
for Boone utility relocations. 

TABLE 68.- Boone utility relocations 

Miles of line 

Owner 
Removed Constructed Adjusted 

Lines affected by construction 
City of Bristol, Tenn·------------------------------- 2.33 1.78 0.82 
Inter-Mountain Telephone Co. ______ --------------- __ 2.17 2.75 .77 
City of Johnson CitY-------------------------------- 1.66 

1----
1.67 .12 

6.16 Total lines affected by construction _____________ !==~~ 5.70 1.71 

Lines affected by the reservoi)· 
City of Bristol, Tenn·------------------------------- 5.69 4.39 ------------
Inter-Mountain Telephone Co. ______ ----------------- 4.24 3.07 ------------
City of Johnson City-------------------------------- 4.50 2.92 ------------
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co. ____________ _ 1.37 1.92 ------------

.99 1.12 ------------Tennessee Valley AuthoritY--------------------------
1----

16.79 Total lines affected by the reservoir------------!==~~ 13.42 -----------
Grand total ---------------------------------- 22.95 

I 
19.12 1.71 

Fort Patrick Henry utility relocations 

A complete reconnaissance was made of the reservoir vicinity. 
Although the area immediately adjacent to the limits of acquisi
tion might be considered average rural hill country, with the 
usual density of power distribution and telephone lines, the land 
flooded by the reservoir was thinly populated. Due to this condi
tion and the fact that no extensive road relocation program was 
necessary, only a limited amount of power and telephone line 
relocation work was required. Four TVA transmission lines 
crossed the river, but they were designed to clear the proposed 
reservoir and no changes were necessary. Three telephone-line 
adjustments were made and three sections of power distribution 

. 
TABLE 69.-Fort Patrick Henry utility relocations 

Miles of line 

Owner 
Removed Constructed Adjusted 

Lines affected by construction 
Inter-Mountain Telephone Co·----------------------- 0.13 0.13 0.24 

1----
.13 Total lines affected by construction ____________ l======·=13=l====== .24 

Lines affected by the reservoir 
.83 Kingsport Utilities, Inc·----------------------------- ___ 1_.0_7_

1 
____ _ ------------

.83 Total lines affected by the reservoir ___________ l====l.=07'=I======= ------------
Grand total ---------------------------------- 1.20 .96 .24 
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line were relocated. The telephone lines were owned by the 
Inter-Mountain Telephone Co., and the distribution lines belonged 
to Kingsport Utilities, Inc., a subsidiary of Appalachian Electric 
Power Co. The adjustments were made by the owners under 
contracts negotiated with their representatives. The maximum 
pool contour (elevation 1263 mean sea level) was used as the 
criterion for utility relocation work in the reservoir area. See 
table 69. 

CEMETERY RELOCATION 

Watauga cemetery relocation 
In the Watauga Reservoir area the policies, procedures, and 

metho_ds followed in carrying out the cemetery-relocation program 
were m general the same as those employed for similar work in 
previously completed TV A reservoirs. Removals and reinter
ments were governed by the rules and regulations of the Tennes
see Department of Health and of the North Carolina State Board 
of Health. 

Reconnaissance surveys made in order to locate cemeteries in 
the Watauga Reservoir area had been completed when the grave
removal program was begun in the spring of 1942. As detail 
surv~ys of the affected cemeteries were being made, relatives of 
the mterred persons were being interviewed to ascertain their 
wishes in regard to disposition of the graves. Work on the 
Watauga project was discontinued in compliance with an order 
issued by the War Production Board November 21, 1942, but at 
that time all cemeteries known to be affected had been mapped 
and approximately one-half of the relatives of the deceased had 
been contacted. 

Grave-relocation activities were not resumed until the spring of 
1947, and it was considered advisable, at that time, to re-contact 
practic_ally all the persons with whom arrangements had been 
made m 1942 for the removal of graves of relatives. Actual 
removal operations were started in May 1947, but bad weather 
and the inability of some of the surviving kin to decide on reinter
ment sites made it necessary to stop work during the winter of 
1947-48. Activities were again resumed in the summer of 1948, 
and all but 20 of the affected graves were relocated at that time. 
A special crew removed these holdover graves in the fall of the 
same year. 

Of the 103 cemeteries, 3452 graves were investigated, 1282 
removal contracts were executed, and 1281 graves were removed. 
Investigation of all cemeteries in the reservoir area revealed that 
40 would be flooded or affected by wave action, 7 would be iso
lated, 1 would be affected by construction, 24 would be served by 
relocated roads, and 31 would not be flooded and would continue 
to have access after filling of the reservoir. A total of 874 monu
ments including both head- and foot-stones was removed cleaned 
and reset. Figure 316, page 786, shows the affected and reinter~ 
ment cemeteries, and table 70 is a summary of grave-removal 
activities at Watauga. 
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TABLE 70.-W atauga grave-removal activities 

Contracts Moved 

Classification No. of Total 
of cemeteries cemeteries graves Monu-Removal Remain Graves ments 

Flooded ----------------· 40 1,577 1 1,260 153 1 1,259 864 
Distributed by construction. 1 3 3 0 3 0 
Isolated -----------------· 7 40 13 26 13 10 

Subtotals affected --- 48 1,620 1,276 179 1,275 874 

Served by new roadS------ 24 1,121 26 293 •6 0 
Not affected ------------- 31 711 0 168 ·------- 0 

Subtotal unaffected •• 55 1,832 6 461 6 0 

Grand totals ------- 1031 3,452 1,282 640 1.281 I 874 

1 One grave not found. 
• Moved before owners built road. 

South Holston cemetery relocation 

Reconnaissance investigations were made in 1941 to locate and 
identify cemeteries in the South Holston Reservoir area. There 
were 44 cemeteries, containing approximately 2300 graves, which 
would be flooded or isolated or were considered to be possible 
reinterment sites. They ranged in size from a single grave to 
large public cemeteries containing several hundred graves. Detail 
surveys showed that 13 cemeteries, containing 550 graves, would 
be affected by flooding; 9 cemeteries, containing 116 graves, 
would not be directly affected, but would have their existing road 
access flooded after impoundage of the reservoir; and 2 ceme
teries, containing 16 graves, would be provided access by roads 
to be constructed by TV A. 

The relatives of all identifiable deceased persons interred in 
graves which would be affected were contacted, and 480 removal 
agreements were signed. Of the 108 affected graves of unidenti
fied persons, 79 were in large organized cemeteries, and the ceme
tery trustees made arrangements for the relocation of these 
graves. The other 29 unidentified graves were left undisturbed 
as no one could be found to execute removal contracts or provide 
reinterment sites. A total of 559 removal agreements and 86 
remain agreements was executed. In all, 559 graves were moved 
and 246 monum.ents were relocated. 

Removals were started in 194~ but were interrupted before 
being completed by the cessation of all activities on the South 
Holston project. One grave, a special hardship case, was removed 
in 1943. Full-scale operations were resumed in the summer of 
1947 and completed in October of that year. One grave, located 
below the dam in the construction plant area, was removed from 
the Stophel cemetery in November 1948 by special request of the 
deceased's relatives. Figure 321, page 793, shows the affected and 
reinterment cemeteries, and table 71 gives a summary of grave
removal activities. 
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'1'.\BLE 71.-South Holston gm•·•··rf'IIWI'IIl actiritit•s 

----··~ --·---·-r -~-----·· ----- -----

Contl'al'ts Moved 

Classification 
of cemeteries 

No. of Total -~---- ··-··-
cemeteries g:raves I ,. I Monu-

---------l---- Removal 
1 

Remain . Graves _m~en_t_s _ 

Flooded ------------------ 13
9

1' 550 5361 10 I 536 
1 

236 
Isolated ------------------ 116 22 62 22 9 

Subtotals affected ___ 22 j 666 558 I 72 558 ~---2-45 

Served by new roads______ 21 16 0
1
. I 14 0~ .I 0 

Not affected -------------- 20 1,625 0 1 1 
--~- ------

Subtotals unaffected_ =-z:_
1
_-.. __ 1._64_1 : ____ 1 _____ 14_• :==== 

Grand totals --------~ 44 ! 2,307 , 559 I 86 1 559 246 

1 Grave removed by special request of relatives. 

Boone cemetery relocations 

A complete reconnaissance disclosed 23 cemeteries in the reser
voir and its immediate vicinity. It was found that 11 would not 
be affected and 2, which would have been isolated, were served by 
new roads constructed by TV A. Nine cemeteries were flooded 
and one was rendered inaccessible by the reservoir. They con
tained a total of 234 graves. Surviving relatives authorized the 
relocation of 104 graves and they were moved to 10 reinterment 
cemeteries. Ninety-two monuments and 87 footstones were 
moved. In addition, a large masonry memorial monument was 
dismantled and rebuilt on a new location above the reservoir pool 
level. The monument belonged to the Daughters of the American 
Revolution and marked the site of a cabin built by a pioneer 
settler, William Bean. Figure 327, page 800, shows the affected 
and reinterment cemeteries and table 72 gives a summary of 
grave removal activities. 

TABLE 72.-Boone grave·rt'moval activities 

Contracts Moved 

Classification No. of Total 
of cemeteries cemeteries graves Monu-

Removal Remain Graves ments 

Flooded ------------------ 9 187 104 12 104 92 
lsulated ------------------ 1 47 0 30 0 0 

Subtotals affected ___ 10 234 104 42 104 92 

Served by new roads ______ 2 207 0 0 0 0 
Not affected -------------- 11 363 0 0 0 0 

Subtotals unaffected_ 13 570 0 0 0 0 

Grand totals -------- 23 
I 

804 104 42 104 92 

Fort Patrick Henry cemetery relocations 

An investigation was made of the reservoir area, but it was 
found that no cemeteries would be flooded or left inaccessible by 
impoundage of the reservoir, 
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ARCHAEOLOGY 

During the early stages of the first two Upper Holston projects 
a reconnaissance survey of the South Holston and Watauga Reser
voir Basins by qualified representatives of the Division of Anthro
pology of the University of Tennessee indicated that there were 
no archaeological manifestations of any importance in the area 
and, therefore, that no extensive investigations were justified. 
It was reported that the topography, particularly in the moun
tainous sections of the upper reservoirs, was not suitable for 
permanent Indian habitation, and that apparently there were no 
prehistoric village sites which showed any appreciable depth of 
deposit. What few woodland burial mounds were originally 
present in these areas have been destroyed long since by relic 
hunters. Evidence was found of numerous manufacturing sites 
in the Watauga area on which arrow-points seem to have been 
made in great quantities, probably by the Cherokees. The local 
abundance of raw materials in the form of flint and quartz prob
ably explains the large number of such briefly occupied manufac
turing sites. 
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CHAPTER 8 

INITIAL OPERATIONS 
AND 

RELATED DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

Although the Upper Holston projects ar~ opera!ed primarily 
for flood control, navigation, and power, t~e~r. creation made ~ec
essary many other related d~velop~ent activit~e~ ~r affected. exist
ing activities. Following discussiOns of the I!!Iti~l operation of 
the projects for power, flood control, and navigatiOn these .other 
activities and incidental problems are presented as follows. ma
laria control, reservoir water studies and operations, stream 
pollution control, agriculture, forestry, fish and game, and land 
management and recreation. 

INITIAL POWER OPERATIONS 

Watauga power operations 
The Watauga hydro plant has two generating units, each with 

a rated capacity of 27,800 kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 power factor, 
or 25,000 kilowatts. Final closure of the gates at Watauga Dam 
was made at 11 :01 a.m., December 1, 1948. Test r~ns were co~
pleted on generating unit 2 an~ it was placed ~n commerc~al 
operation August 30, 1949. Umt 1 was placed m commercial 

Plant supervisory .lind dtnul employeu perform ,u~rv1sory du1tes for the Soufh Holston, ioone, fGrt Pafmk 

Htnry, Wilbur, and Nolichucky Hydre Plants •n4 W•tavljil Stum Plant. M.111nt~a~ M~ployee~ also 
p~rhrm mainttnilnct ftr theu ad"d1t1onal lout1ons. 

FIGUHt: 333.-W atauga--organization for dam and powerhouse operation. 

817 
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operation September 29, 1949. There is no space in the power
house for the future additions of generating units. 

Because of the close proximity of towns it was not necessary 
to construct housing facilities for the operating personnel. 

The gross generation of the Watauga hydro plant from the start 
of commercial operation through December 1956 was as follows: 

Period of operation I 
Output 

(kilowatt
hours) 

Aug. 30, 1949-Dec. 31, 1956------------------~--8-3-1.-98_5_,0_0_0_ 

Average 
output 

(kilowatts) 

12,931 

Peak load 
(kilowatts) 

61,000 

The personnel required for the operation of the Watauga hydro 
plant on the basis of a 40-hour work week is shown in figure 333. 

Table 73 shows the ene}'gy generated by months at the Watauga 
hydro plant for the period shown in the preceding tabulation. 

TABLE i3.-W ata;tga-initial power operations by month.~ 

Energy 

Peak 
Generator 

Month rated 
Average load capacity 

Kilowatt- kilowatts (kilowatts) (kilowatts) hours continuous 

191,9 
August-------------------- 702,000 16,300 25,000 1 25,000 
September----------------- 16,522,000 23.000 50,000 50,000 
October-------------------- 14,558,000 19,600 50,000 '50,000 
November-----------------· 12,455,000 17,300 44,000 50,000 
December------------------ 9,895,000 13,300 48,000 50,000 

1950 January ___________________ 
7,989,000 10,700 50,000 50,000 

February------------------~ 11,234,000 16,700 60,000 50,000 March _____________________ 
9,247,000 12,400 58,000 50,000 April ______________________ 
5,902,000 8,200 50,000 50,000 May _______________________ 3,817,000 5,100 24,000 50,000 

June----------------------- 9,200,000 12,800 50,000 50,000 
July----------------------- 10,436,000 14,000 37,000 50,000 August_ ___________________ 

10,794,000 14,500 39,000 50,000 
September----------------- 10,975,000 15,300 60,000 50,000 
October-------------------- 14,251,000 19,200 60,000 50,000 
November------------------ 17,002,000 23,600 60,000 50,000 
December------------------ 19,332,000 25,900 60,000 50,000 

1951 
January-------------------- 22,162,000 29,700 60,000 50,000 
February------------------- 17,100,000 25,400 60,000 50,000 March _____________________ 15,191,000 20,400 60,000 50,000 April ______________________ 

8,665,000 12,000 30,000 50,000 
May----------------------- 4,600,000 6,100 36,000 50,000 June _______________________ 

3,756,000 5,200 30,000 50,000 
July----------------------- 4,890,000 6,500 60,000 50,000 August_ ____________________ 1,508,000 2,000 51,000 50,000 
September-----------------· 950,000 1,300 30,000 50,000 
October-------------------- 11,026,000 14,800 60,000 50,000 
November------------------ 14,903,000 20,600 60,000 50,000 
December------------------ 5,961,000 8,000 60,000 50,000 

1952 
January-------------------· 3,170,000 4,200 60,000 50,000 
February------------------· 2,332,000 3,300 60,000 50,000 
March ____________ --------- 3,010,000 4,000 60,000 50,000 ApriL _____________________ 11,244,000 15,600 60,000 50,000 
May----------------------- 16,782,000 22.500 60,000 50,000 June _____________________ -· 13,430,000 18,600 60,000 50,000 
July----------------------- ~.322,000 12,500 60,000 50,000 
August------ __ ------______ 15,990,000 21,400 60,000 50,000 
September----------------- 12,975,000 18,000 60,000 50,000 
October- __ ----_____________ 17,512,000 23,500 I 58,000 50,000 
November------------------ 8,924,000 12,300 

I 
50,000 50,000 

December------------------ 6,871,000 9,200 50,000 50,000 
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T \BLE 73.-Watauga-initial potver operations by months-Continued 

Energy 

Peak 
Generator 

rated Month Average load capacity 
Kilowatt- kilowatts (kilowatts) (kilowatts) 

hours continuous 

' 

I 
January--~~~~: _____________ ! B,324,000 4,400 48,000 50,000 
Fe b1·ual·y _________ ---------- I ,463,000 2,100 60,000 50,000 
March_------ ______________ 198,000 260 14,000 50,000 
ApriL _____________________ 144,000 200 25,000 50,000 
May----------------------- 7,371,000 9,900 61,000 50,000 
June _______________________ 10.083,000 14,000 60,000 50,000 
.July----------------------- 7,717,000 10,300 45,000 50,000 
August _____ -------- _______ 12,417,000 16,600 55,000 50,000 
Septembe1· ____________ -----· 11,825,000 16,400 50,000 50,000 
Octobe1' --------- ___________ 11,081,000 14,800 50,000 50,000 
November------ ____________ 326,000 400 34,000 50,000 
Deeem ber __________________ 14,846,000 19,900 55,000 50,000 

1954 
.I anuary ------------------- 1.),380,000 ! 20,600 i 50,000 50,000 
February---------- _________ 2,199,000 3,200 50,000 50,000 
March _____________________ 811,000 1,100 50,000 50,000 
April ______________________ 32,000 400 26,000 50,000 
May----------------------- 1,963,000 2,600 60,000 50,000 
June_------ ________________ s.o8:;,ooo 11,200 60,000 50,000 
.July----------------------- 11,136,000 14,900 55,000 50,000 
August _____ _! _______________ 12,390,000 16,600 50,000 50,000 
September_---------------- 16,022,000 22,200 51,000 50,000 
Octo bel' ____________________ 13,865,000 18,600 50,000 50,000 
November _____________ ----~ 13,297,000 18,400 42,000 50,000 
December------------------ 5,832,000 

I 

7,800 30,000 50,000 

1935 
J anuaJ'Y -------------------· 3,399,000 I 4,500 28,000 50,000 
F'ebruary ------------------- 3,606.000 i 5,300 32,000 50,000 
March ______ ------ _________ 69,000 100 32,000 50,000 
April ______ ---------- ______ 5,528,000 7,600 50,000 50,000 
May----------------------- 3,716,000 5,000 60,000 50,000 
June ____ ------------------- 3,073,000 4,200 60,000 50,000 
July----------------------- 3,247,000 4,300 60,000 50,000 
August-____________________ 12,729,000 17,100 48,000 50,000 
September----------------- 13,640,000 18,900 53,000 50,000 
October-------------------- 18,356,000 24,600 51,000 50,000 
November--------- _________ 15,062,000 20,900 44,000 50,000 
December_----------------- 3,304,000 4,400 30,000 50,000 

1956 
January-------------------- 2,902,000 3,900 30,000 50,000 
February------------------- 1,204,000 1,700 38,000 50,000 
March _____________________ 67,000 100 35,000 50,000 
ApriL ___ --_--------------- 162,000 200 35,000 50,000 
May----------------------- 413,000 500 31,000 50,000 
June ______ ----------------- 192,000 200 30,000 50,000 
July ___ -------------------- 1,520,000 2,000 32,000 50,000 
August _________ ----__ ------ 4,110,000 5,500 60,000 50,000 
September------------------ 7,073,000 9,800 50,000 50,0.00 
October-------------------- 8,564,000 11,500 45,000 50,000 
November-----------------~ 8,703,000 12,000 60,000 50,000 
December------------------ 11,060,000 14,800 60,000 50,000 

t Unit 2 started op.eration August 30, 1949. 
2 Unit 1 started operation September ,29, 1949. 

South Holston power operations 

The South Holston hydro plant has one generating unit with a 
1·.ated capacity of 38,888 kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 power factor, or 
35 000 kilowatts. Final closure of the dam was made and the 
1·e~ervoir began filling November 20, 1950. High potential test 
nms on the generating unit were completed and it was placed i_n 
commercial operation at 11 :45 p.m., F~bruary 13, 1951. There IS 
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no place in the powerhouse for the future addition of a generating 
unit. 

Operation of the plant is remotely controlled and supervision 
and maintenance are performed by Watauga hydro plant per
sonnel. One laborer on a 40-hour work week is stationed at the 
plant to maintain the yards and premises. 

The gross generation of the South Holston hydro plant from the 
start of commercial operation through December 1956 was as 
follows: 

Output 
Period of operation (kilowatt-

hours) 

Feb. 13, 1951-Dec. 31, 1956 __________ -------- 535,800,000 
I 

Average 
output 

(kilowatts) 

10,393 

Peak load 
(kilowatts) 

42,000 

Table 7 4 shows the energy generated by months at the South 
Holston hydro plant for the period shown in the preceding tabu
lation. 

TABLE 14.-South Holston-initial power operations by months 

Energy 

Peak Generator 
rated 

Month Average load capacity Kilowatt- kilowatts (kilowatts) (kilowatts) hours continuous 

1951 
February------------------- 882,000 2,400 29,000 135,000 
March _____________________ 3,053,000 4,100 30,000 35,000 
ApriL--------------------- 2,452,000 S,400 30,000 35,000 
MaY----------------------- 272,000 400 25,000 35,000 
June----------------------- 1,195,000 i,700 35,000 35,000 
July----------------------- 6,697,000 9,000 35,000 35,000 
AugusL-------------------- 7,231,000 9,700 35,000 35,000 
September-----------------· 6,446,000 9,000 35,000 35,000 
October-------------------- 10,407,000 14,000 36,000 35,000 
November------------------ 9,472,000 13,100 35,000 35,000 
December------------------ 4,930,000 6,600 35,000 35,000 

195!1 
January-------------------· 2,094,000 l!J800 35,000 35,000 
FebruarY------------------- 1,602,000 2,l00 35,000 35,000 
March--------------------- 3,697,000 ~0 35,000 35,000 
ApriL--------------------- 9,201,000 l,e;'ioo 35,000 35,000 
MaY----------------------- 17,923,000 2.4.100 35,000 35,000 
June----------------------· 12,983,000 18;1)00 35,000 35,000 
July ___ ------______ -------- 10,363,000 13,900 35,000 35,000 
August--------------------· 9,533,000 12,800 35,000 35,000 
September-----------------· 9,032,000 12,500 35,000 35,000 
October-------------------- 11,259,000 15,100 35,000 35,000 
November------------------ 3,430,000 4,700 35,000 35,000 
December------------------ 4,186,000 5,600 35,000 35,000 

1953 
January-------------------· 3,511,000 4,700 35,000 35,000 
FebruarY------------------- 3,644,000 5,400 40,000 35,000 
March---------------------· 382,000 500 30,000 35,000 
ApriL--------------------- 7,021,000 9,700 40,000 35,000 
MaY-----------------------· 16,044,000 21,500 40,000 35,000 
June----------------------- 21,160,000 29,300 40,000 35,000 
JulY----------------------- 17,571,000 23,600 40,000 35,000 
August--------------------· 20,889,000 28,000 40,000 35,000 
September-----------------· 18,072,000 25,100 40,000 35,000 
October-------------------- 3,142,000 4,200 32,000 35,000 
November------------------ 265,000 300 30,000 35,000 
December------------------· 7,518,000 10,100 80.000 35,000 
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TABLE 74.-South Holston-initial power operations by months-Continued 

Month 

1951, 
January-------------------· 
FebruarY-------------------
March---------------------
ApriL---------------------
MaY-----------------------· 
June-----------------------
July_--------------_-------
August--------------------· 
September-----------------· 
October--------------------
November------------------
December------------------

1955 
January--------------------
FebruarY------------------· 
March-------------------
ApriL---------------------
May-----------------------
June-----------------------
July-----------------------
August-----"--------------· 
.~eptember-----------------· 

ctober --------------------
November------------------
December------------------

1956 
JanuarY-------------------· 
FebruarY-------------------
March---------------------
April-------------
MaY-----------------------
June----------------------· 
JulY-----------------------
August--------------------· 
September-----------------
October--------------------
November------------------
December------------------

Energy 

Kilowatt
hours 

10,493,000 
823,000 

3,222,000 
2,183,000 
4,225,000 
8,941,000 

10,489,000 
11,906,000 

9,263,000 
7,753,000 
6,027,000 
4,126,000 

3,689,000 
8,144,000 

364,000 
12.740,000 
11,628,000 

5,123,000 
13,062,000 
19,816,000 
15,840,000 
10,438,000 
4,883,000 
8,279,000 

1,858,000 
1,739,000 

214,000 
182,000 

5,086,000 
7,714,000 
7,851,000 

11,498,000 
18,262,000 
16,055,000 
8,525,000 
6,300,000 

Average 
kilowatts 

continuous 

14,100 
1,200 
4,300 
3,000 
5,600 

12,400 
14,100 
16,000 
12,800 
10,400 
8,300 
5,500 

4,900 
4,600 

500 
17,700 
15,600 
7,100 

17,500 
26,600 
22,000 
14,000 

6,700 
4,400 

2,500 
2,400 

300 
200 

6,800 
10,700 

9,900 
15,400 
25,300 
21,500 
11,800 

8,400 

1 The single generating unit started operation February 13, 

Boone power operations 

Peak 
load 

(kilowatts) 

30,000 
30,000 
35,000 
40,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
31,000 
26,000 
25,000 
20,000 

20,000 
23,000 
80,000 
41,000 
40,000 
40,000 
40,000 
41,000 
41,000 
32,000 
26,000 
23,000 

20,000 
30,000 
30,000 
40,000 
40,000 
42,000 
40,000 
40,000 
40,000 
40,000 
40,000 
88,000 

1951. 

Generator 
rated 

capacity 
(kilowatts) 

35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
85,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 

85,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 

35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35;000 
85,000 
35,QOO 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 

The Boone hydro plant has three generating units, each with a 
rated capacity of 27,800 kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 power factor, or 
25,000 kilowatts. The turbines are the Francis type. Final 
closure of the dam was made and the reservoir began filling 
December 16, 1952. The first generating unit, unit 3, was placed 
in commercial operation at 5:51 p.m. March 16, 1953. Unit 2 
was placed in commercial operation June 16, 1953, and unit 1, 
the third unit, September 3, 1953. 

Supervision of operation and the maintenance of the plant are 
performed by Watauga hydro plant employees. Five senior oper
ators-hydro, four operators-hydro, one janitor, and one laborer 
are stationed at the plant. 
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The gross generation of the Boone hydro plant from the start 
of commercial operation through December 1956 was as follows : 

Period of operation 

Mar. 16, 1953-Dec. 31, 1956------------------

Output 
(kilowatt

hours) 

548,880,000 

Average 
output 

(kilowatts) 

16,498 

Peak load 
(kilowatts) 

93,000 

Table 75 shows the energy generated by months for the period 
shown in the preceding tabulation. 

TABLE 75.-Boone-initial power operations by month 

Energy 

Peak 
Generator 

Month rated 
Average load capacity Kilowatt- (kilowatts) 

hours kilowatts (kilowatts) 
continuous 

1953 
March--------------------- 2,945,000 7,800 24,000 1 25,000 
ApriL--------------------- 5,614,000 7,800 25,000 25,000 
MaY----------------------- 10,142,000 13,600 25,000 25,000 
June ____ ------------------- 17,202,000 23,900 50,000 2 50,000 
July----------------------- 15,428,000 20,700 50,000 50,000 
AugQsL-------------------- 19,638,000 26,400 50,000 50,00. 
September------------------ 18,260,000 25,400 55,000 3 75,000 
October-------------------- 8,907,000 12,1loo 50,000 75,000 
November------------------ 3,643,000 5,100 52,000 75,000 
December ___ --------------- 15,422,000 20,700 75,000 75,000 

195.+ 
January ___ ----------------· 20,550,000 27,600 75,000 75,000 
February------------------- 4,273,000 6,400 75,000 75,000 March ______________________ 

5,748,000 7,700 72,000 75,000 ApriL _____________________ 
9,904,000 13,700 57,000 75,000 

May----------------------- 7,541,000 10,100 31,000 75,000 June _______ ---------_______ 12,135,000 16,800 80,000 75,000 
JulY----------------------- 13,244,000 17,800 72,000 75,000 
August--------------------- 15,727,000 21,100 68,000 75,000 
September-----------,------- 14,292,000 19,800 90,000 75,000 
October-------------------- 15,102,000 20,300 90,000 75,000 November __________________ 17,421,000 24,200 75,000 75,000 
December ___ --------------- 11,760,000 15,800 75,000 75,000 

1955 
January-------------------- 5,467,000 7,300 45,000 75,000 
February------------------- 4,965,000 7,400 45,000 75,000 March _____________________ 

17,576,000 23,600 92,000 75,000 
ApriL--------------------- 14,308,000 19,800 64,000 75,000 
MaY----------------------- 13,180,000 17,700 60,000 75,000 
June----------------------- 6,306,000 8,700 61,000 75,000 
JulY----------------------- 11,236,000 15,100 60,000 75,000 
August--------------------- 19,938,000 26,800 63,000 75,000 
September ____ -------------- 20,144,000 27,900 62,000 75,000 
October-------------------- 19,511,000 26,200 60,000 75,000 
November------------------ 15,602,000 21,600 76,000 75,000 
December------------------ 10,819,000 14,500 67,000 75,000 

1956 
January ___ ----------------. 6,452,000 8,600 60,000 75,000 
February------------------- 5,861,000 8,400 86,000 75,000 March _____________________ 

7,559,000 10,100 90,000 75,000 
ApriL--------------------- 11,882,000 16,500 93,000 75,000 
MaY----------------------- 9,362,000 12,500 60,000 75,000 June _______________________ 6,238,000 8,600 61,000 75,000 July ___ ------______________ 8,725,000 11,700 64,000 75,000 August- ______ ------__ - _____ 10,079,000 13,500 60,000 75,000 
September------------------ 16,204,000 22,500 71,000 75,000 
October-------------------- 16,988,000 22,800 86,000 75,000 
November------------------ 12,164,000 16,900 90,000 75,000 
December ___ --------------- 13,416,000 

I 18,000 89,000 75,000 

1 Unit 3 commercial operation started March 16, 1953. 
2 Unit 2 commercial operation started June 12, 1953. 
8 Unit 1 <"ommercial operation started September 3, 1953. 
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TABLE 16.-Fort Patrick Henry-initial power operations by months 

Month 

1953 
December------------------

195~ 

JanuarY-------------------
February------------------· 
March---------------------
ApriL---------------------
MaY-----------------------June _______________________ 

July----- __ --_---___ -------
August------ _______________ 
September-----------------· 
October--------------------
November ___ ---------------
December------------------

1955 
JanuarY-------------------
February-------------------
March---------------------April ______ _,_ ______________ 

MaY-----------------------
June _______ ---------------· 
July-----------------------
August---------------------
September-----------------· 
October--------------------
November------------------
December------------------

1956 
January-------------------· 
February-------------------
March---------------------
April----------------------
MaY-----------------------
June ___ ---- __ ---- __ -------. 
July-----------------------
August--------------------· 
September-----------------· 
October--------------------
November ___ ---------------
December------------------

Energy 

Kilowatt
hours 

9,222,000 

12,800,000 
2,354,000 
3,490,000 
5,972,000 
4,434,000 
7,062,000 
7,650,000 
9,060,000 
8,589,000 
9,152,000 

11,005,000 
10,145,000 

5,397,000 
4,693,000 

10,955,000 
8,803,000 
7,460,000 
3,487,000 
6,595,000 

11;247,000 
11,510,000 
11,6'66,000 

9,824;00(} 
7,615,000 

5,952..000 
5,120,000 
5,159,QQO 
7,133,000 
5,646,000 
3,749,000 
5,110,000 
5,897,000 
9,268,000 
9,905,000 
7,588,000 
9,191,000 

Average 
kilowatts 

continuous 

14,500 

17,200 
3,500 
4,700 
8,300 
5,900 
9,800 

10,200 
12,100 
11,900 
12,300 
15,200 
13,600 

7,200 
6,900 

14,700 
12,200 
10,000 

4,800 
8,800 

15,100 
15,900 
15,600 
13,600 
10,200 

8,000 
7,300 
6,900 
9,900 
7,500 
5,200 
6,800 
7,900 

12,800 
13,300 
10,500 
12,300 

1 Unit 2 commercial operation started December 5, 1953. 
2 Unit 1 commercial operation started February 22, 1954. 

Fort Patrick Henry power operations 

Peak 
load 

(kilowatts) 

18,000 

18,000 
23,000 
33,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
38,000 
37,000 

37,000 
36,000 
44,000 
41,000 
41,000 
36,000 
36,000 
38,000 
36,000 
36,000 
37,000 
36,000 

38,000 
41,000 
38,000 
42,000 
37,000 
36,000 
36,000 
39,000 
40,000 
38,000 
40,000 
36,000 

I 

Generator 
rated 

capacity 
(kilowatts) 

1 18,000 

18,000 
• 36,000 

36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
86,000 
36,000 
86,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 

36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,009 
36,000 
36,000 

36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,MO 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 
36,000 

The Fort Patrick Henry hydro plant has two generating units, 
each with a rated capacity of 20,000 kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 power 
factor, or 18,000 kilowatts. The turbines are the Kaplan type. 
Final closure of the dam was made October 27, 1953. The first 
generating unit, unit 2, was placed in commercial operation at 
10 :29 a.m., December 5, 1953. Unit 1, the second unit, was 
placed in commercial operation February 22, 1954. 

Operation of the plant is remotely controlled from Boone hydro 
plant, and the supervision and maintenance are performed by 
Watauga hydro plant employees. One laborer on a 40-hour work 
week is stationed at the plant. 

The gross generation of the Fort Patrick Henry hydro plant 
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from the start of commercial operation through December 1956 
was as follows : 

Output Average 
Peak load Period of operation (kilowatt- output 

hours) (kilowatts) (kilowatts) 

Dec. 5, 1953-Dec. 31, 195 6------------------ 279,905,000 10,390 
I 

44,000 

Table 76 shows the energy generated by months for the period 
shown in the preceding tabulation. 

FLOOD CONTROL 

One of the primary purposes for which the Upper Holston 
projects were built was to reduce flood heights at downstream 
points, especially at Elizabethton and Kingsport. 

Watauga Dam, located 11 miles upstream from Elizabethton, 
controls 468 square miles or two-thirds of the 692 square miles 
above Elizabethton. The drainage area of the Watauga River 
abQve Watauga Dam, as well as the general surrounding area, is 
subject to intense rainfall and resulting severe floods. The storms 
which produce these floods may come either during the usual 
;valley-wide flood season in winter or early spring or during the 
hurricane season in the summer and fall. The greatest flood of 
record was in August 1940 when the peak flow at the dam site 
'was estimated to have been 71,500 cubic feet per second or about 
153 cubic feet per second per square mile. 

Kingsport is located 46, 53, and 15 miles downstream from 
South Holston, Watauga, and Boone Dams, respectively. Fort 
Patrick Henry Dam, although located only a few miles upstream 
from Kingsport, has no storage reservation for flood control, and 
its effect at Kingsport therefore is only incidental. Planned stor
age reservations for flood control in South Holston, Watauga, and 
Boone Reservoirs are given in table 77. 

Since closure of the Upper Holston dams-Watauga on Decem
ber 1, 1948; South Holston, November 20, 1950; Boone, December 
16, 1952; and Fort Patrick Henry, October 27, 1953-no great 
floods have occurred that would have caused serious damage at 
Elizabethton and Kingsport. Even the flood of January-February 
1957, which without regulation by the TV A system would have 
reached major damaging stages on the Tennessee River, would 
not have caused excessive damages at Kingsport. However, dur
ing the period that Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Dams were 
under construction, Watauga and South Holston aided on several 
occasions by holding back floodwater that would have overtopped 
the cofferdams. At Chattanooga, on the Tennessee River, several 
floods would have exceeded flood stage had it not been for the 
TVA reservoir system, and storage in the Upper Holston projects 
aided in the reduction of these floods. 

The storm of January-February 1957 would have resulted in 
the highest flood at Kingsport since the construction of the Upper 
Holston projects. It was a multicrested flood having crests on 
January 29, January 30, and February 1. To illustrate the effect 
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of these projects in that flood, headwater elevations, and natural 
and regulated hydrographs at the four dams are shown in figure 
334. Because the preceding fall season had been dry, the two 
large storage reservoirs-Watauga and South Holston-were sub
stantially below their normal maximum seasonal levels. At the 
beginning of the rise on January 27 these reservoirs were approxi
mately 30 and 26 feet, respectively, below their normal elevation. 

During the flood period, January 27 through February 4, 
Watauga rose about 21 feet and South Holston about 32 feet, hoth 
storing all inflow except for turbine requirements. If Watauga 
and South Holston had been at normal elevation at the start of 

1715 
SOUTH HOLSTON OAM 

Normal max. !eve~~ j I 1------1--

I J---r- i 
)./ 

i 1 
1---- - I i l I 

JANUARY 1957 FEBRUARY 1957 

FIGURE 334.-Upper Holston projects-operation during flood of 
January-February 1957. 
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the flood, they still could have stored the entire flood except for 
turbine requirements. . 

Boone Reservoir was about 10 feet below the normal max1mum 
seasonal level at the beginning of the flood. During the flood the 
reservoir rose approximately 17 feet to within 14 feet of gate-top 
level and then was returned gradually to its normal elevation. 
Actu'al discharge was limited to turbine requirements, the peak 
being 13,800 cubic feet per second. The natural peak discharge 
without storage in Watauga, South Holston, and Boone would 
have been 50,000 cubic feet per second. . 

The actual discharge at Fort Patrick Henry exceeded turbme 
requirements from January 29 through February 3, the peak total 
discharge being 14,500 cubic feet per second. Headwater eleva
tions fluctuated only enough to smooth out the variations in dis
charge from Boone and the inflow from the area between Boone 
and Fort Patrick Henry. The natural peak without upstream 
regulation would have been 51,000 cubic feet per second. 

The net effect of the regulation of the Upper Holston Reser
voirs during this 1957 flood was to hold the stage at Kingsport 
substantially below the damaging flood stage of about 12 feet on 
the USGS gage downstream from Highway 81 Bridge. The actual 
peak was 6.6 feet, 7.4 feet lower than the computed natural stage 
of 14.0 feet. Although it was unnecessary to lower the flood to 
this extent for flood control at Kingsport, operation shows the 
degree of regulation that can be attained when the major flood 
threat is on the Tennessee River. 

NAVIGATION 

The Watauga Reservoir was filled during the first half of 1949, 
creating a slack-water pool 16.3 miles in length at pool elevation 
1959; the South Holston Reservoir began filling late in 1950, 
creating a slack-water pool 23.7 miles in length at elevation 1729; 
the Boone Reservoir was filled during the spring of 1953, creating 
a slack-water pool about 17 miles in length on the South Fori~: 
Holston River and about 15 miles in length on the Watauga Rive~ 
at pool elevation 1385 ; and the Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir was 
filled during December 1953, creating a slack-water pool about 10 
miles in length at pool elevation 1263. The four reservoirs create 
isolated canalized sections of the Watauga and South Fork Hol
ston Rivers. The numerous shoals, rock reefs, rapids, and other 
barriers both above and below these reservoirs make navigation 
by modern tows not feasible; consequently, navigation locks were 
not constructed in the dams. 

At Watauga the one highway bridge spanning the main channel 
was constructed with an underclearance elevation 2002 feet above 
mean sea level, providing a vertical clearance of 43 feet above the 
normal maximum pool elevation 19!)9. Two highway bridges were 
constructed across the main South Holston Heservoir. No work 
was required at a third bridge, the Norfolk and \Vestern Hail road 
Bridge, which crosses the South Holston Reservoir just below the 
juncture of the Middle Fork Holston and the South Fork Holston 
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FIGURE 335.-W atauga-opening day of fishing at Lakeshores dock. 

Rivers. At normal maximum pool elevation 1729, each of these 
South Holston bridges provides a vertical navigation clearance 
greater than 15 feet. The three highway bridges spanning the 
main Boone channel were constructed with underclearance eleva
tions 1400 feet above mean sea level. That elevation provides a 
vertical clearance of 15 feet above the normal maximum Boone 
pool elevation 138'5. The two highway bridges spanning the main 
Fort Patrick Henry channel were constructed with underclearance 
elevations of 1,278.3 and 1,286.6 feet above mean sea level. These 
elevations provide vertical clearances of 15.3 and 23.6 feet above 
the normal maximum Fort Patrick Henry pool elevation 1263. 
The foregoing clearances are ample for the navigation that is 
expected to move on the four reservoirs. 

There has been no important commercial navigation on the 
four lakes since impoundment. Navigational use of the reservoirs 
consists of pleasure craft operating from docks (fig. 335) and 
bases along the shore. Several commercial docks providing rental 
boats, outboard motors, and other recreational services have been 
constructed along the reservoir shorelines. The State of Tennes
see built a recreational boat harbor and dock on Fort Patrick 
Henry Lake at Warriors Path State Park. 

MALARIA CONTROL 

Watauga 
Specifications governing the preparation of Watauga Re;;;::l··;oir 

for malaria control were first prepared in April 1942, but no 
clearing was performed prior to suspension of work by the WPB 
in December of that year. When construction activities were 
resumed, the specifications were revised in March 1947 and 
reviewed with the Tennessee Department of Public Health. Clear-
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ing operations were started in the fall of 1947 and completed in 
December 1948. 

In ac~ordance ~ith the specifications, complete clearing of the 
r~serv01r was earned out between elevations 1875 and 1960. Top
pmg_ of growth _below the 1875 contour was performed where 
reqmred to provide a clean water surface at the 1875 elevation. 
The specifications provided for rebrushing the top 10 feet of the 
reservoir just prior to initial filling. Since complete filling was 
not expected before the spring of 1950, final rebrushing of the 
fluctuati~n zone was sch~duled for the fall of 1949. Unusually 
heavy ramfall was expenenced during the summer of 1949, how
ever, and the reservoir was filled to within 11.5 feet of normal 
pool e~evation of. 1959 feet September 1. Since no significant 
mosqmto productiOn resulted from this summer filling and the 
short p~riod of inun.dation was very effective in killing the upland 
veget~ti.on present, It was COI?-cluded that rebrushing might safely 
be ehm_mated as a preparatiOn measure in Watauga Reservoir. 
Inspections also revealed that existing drainage structures were 
adequate and that additional marginal drainage for malaria con
trol was. not required. 

Periodic. mosquito surveys have failed to reveal the presence of 
the malana vector, Anopheles quadrimaculatus. The general 
topography, water temperature, and water-level management 
schedul~s. are s~ch that significant breeding of this mosquito is 
not anticipated m Watauga Reservoir. 

South Holston 

Clearing and drainage specifications approved by the State 
~ealth Departments ~f Tennessee and Virginia governed the pre
Impoundage preparatiOn of South Holston Reservoir for malaria 
control. Clearing was first initiated in 1942 but was suspended 
when construction of the project was stopped by the WPB that 
same yea~. When work started up again clearing operations were 
resumed ~n. December 1948 and completed in November 1950. 
T~e ongmal clearing and drainage specifications prepared in 

~pnl 1942. were revised in October 1948 to account for changes 
m t~e proJect plans relative to water elevations. The normal 
maximum summer elevation was established at 1729 feet. Com
plete clearing was carried out between the 1640 and 1730 con
tours. Topping of growth below the 1640 contour was performed 
~here required to provide a clean water surface at the 1640 eleva
tw~. Because of th~ topogra~h.Y and general drainage of the 
regiOn, th~ constructiOn of additional marginal drainage· ditches 
fo~ mala_na control was not required. Field investigations made 
pnor t~ Impound3:ge revealed that regrowth in that portion of the 
~·eserv01r clea:ed m 1942 was not sufficient to necessitate reclear
mg f?r malana control nor was final reconditioning of the upper 
margm of the reservoir required. 

Perio_dic inspe~tions made during the preimpoundage stage of 
reservoir OJ?eratwns were negative for Anopheles quadrimacu
latus mosqmtoes. It is anticipated that normal water-level man-
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agement can be relied upon to provide malaria control in the South 
Holston Reservoir. 

Boone and Fort Patrit·k Henry 

Clearing operations were initiated in the Boone Reservoir in 
the spring of 1951 and completed in the fall of 1952. Th~ original 
clearing specifications called for clearing down to elevatwn 1340, 
but these were modified to permit clearing only to the 1350 con
tour. Complete clearing was therefore carried out between eleva
tion 1350 and approximately the 1386 contour. 

Before the reservoir was impounded, some of the cleared areas 
had from one to two seasons regrowth of coppice in the upper 
10-foot zone which is usually rebrushed for malaria control pur
poses. However, it was decided not to recondition this 10-f<?o~ 
zone since experience in Watauga and South Holston ReservOirs 
indicated that such regrowth would not be expected to result in 
significant mosquito production, provided the reservoir was filled 
during the winter months and operated according to schedule. 
Therefore, the final shoreline conditioning operations in the upper 
10-foot zone of this reservoir were deleted from the reservoir 
preparation schedule.· . 

Clearing operations on Fort Patrick Henry ReservOir were 
begun in 1952, and complete clearing was carried o~t betw~en 
elevation 1253 and approximately the 1263 contour, with toppmg 
performed below the 1253 elevation to assure a clear water sur
face at this level. No shoreline reconditioning was required. Due 
to the steep and rocky topography, type of vegetation, and clima
tological conditions mosquito production is not expected to be sig
nificant provided the reservoir is filled during the winter months 
and operated according to schedule. 

No marginal drainage problems were found in either the Boone 
or Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir, hence no ditching was required. 
All requirements of the specifications covering clearing and drain
age in these reservoirs were met. 

Routine mosquito-collecting stations have been established and 
malaria-control equipment will be sent to these reservoirs when 
and if it is needed. Preimpoundage surveys showed the malaria 
vector, Anopheles quadrimaculatus, to be present in this area. 

RESERVOIR WATER STUDIES AND OPERATIONS 

WATAUGA 

Collection of rainfall data 

The annual rainfall over the watershed above Watauga Dam is 
heavy along the Blue Ridge but relatively light at the lower eleva
tions near the dam. Yearly precipitation in excess of 70 inches 
has been measured in the southeastern portion of the watershed .. · 
Maximum recorded amounts are 72.95 inches at Banner Elk, N.C., 
in 1908, and 75.36 and 79.20 inches at Boone and Blowing Rock, 
N. C., respectively, in 1949. The latter two stations are a short 
distance east of the watershed boundary. The lowest recorded 
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annual rainfall was 24.90 inches at Butler, Tenn., in 1941. Mean 
annual precipitation on the watershed ranges from 55 to 60 inches 
at Banner Elk, Boone, and Blowing Rock to a minimum of 45 
inches at Butler and Mountain City, Tenn. The mean for the 
whole watershed is 48 inches. 

Maximum monthly rainfall in the area occurs during the sum
mer months June, July, and August, and very heavy amounts 
have been recorded during the passage of tropical hurricanes in 
these months. In July 1916, Banner Elk reported 24.06 inches 
and Blowing Rock 29.78 inches. Both stations registered more 
than 15 inches of rain during the storm of July 15-16, 1916. In 
August 1940 Banner Elk recorded 22.69 inches while Boone had 
21.40 inches. Of this monthly total, 11 to 12 inches at each 
station occurred during a storm in the middle of the month. 

To determine accurately the quantity of water falling on the 
watershed, the TVA is compiling records from 14 rainfall stations 
in or very close to the 468 square miles of drainage area above 
the dam. Of these installations the TV A operates eight daily 
gages and two recording gages. During the construction of 
Watauga :Qam, two automatic radio rain gages were also operated 
by TV A. Two daily gages are maintained by the United States 
Weather Bureau in the watershed and two others a short distance 
outside. The United States Weather Bureau records are the only 
ones anteceding the establishment of TV A. 

Data from these rainfall stations and more than 500 others in 
the Tennessee River Basin are compiled each month in tabulations 
of daily and monthly rainfall for use in water control and water 
utilization studies. These data on precipitation and other ob
served climatological information are valuable also for many 
agricultural and industrial purposes. 

Forecasting 

Forecasts for the Watauga project during construction were 
made at an area office located at Elizabethton, Tenn. This arrange
ment was necessary because the mountainous drainage and steep 
channel slopes of the Watauga River produced a rapid concen
tration of runoff, with crest flow occurring a few hours after the 
end of rainfall. Forecasting charts and methods were developed 
by the forecasting section and furnished to the area engineer. 

Arrangements were made with observers at selected locations 
in the Watauga River watershed to report rainfall daily. To 
overcome the deficiency in communicatio• facilities, radio rain 
gages were established in certain critical areas and also radio 
stream gages were established on Elk Creek near Elk Park, on 
Roan Creek near Neva, and on the Watauga River near Sugar 
Grove. These radio gages automatically broadcast the river stage 
or the amount of rainfall at 2-hour intervals continuously 
throughout the day. 

The Watauga River at Watauga Dam drains a mountainous 
area of 468 square miles extending eastward to the Blue Ridge 
Mountains. The watershed consists of the valleys of the Watauga 
River, Roan Creek, and Elk Creek. In addition to the general 
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winter and spring storms, the _waters~~d e~pe~iences intense su.m
mer and fall storms of tropiCal ongm s1mllar to those wh1ch 
occurred in July 1916 and August 1940. 

Crest stages at Watauga Dam were foun~ to occu.r in 12 to 24 
hours after the beginning of the rise. Stud1es of ramfall ~ecords 
and hydrographs of past floods furnished data ~o~ correlat~ng the 
relation between rainfall and runoff; determmmg the bme of 
crest travel between stations; and developing methods and c~arts 
for predicting the flows near Sugar Grove on the Watauga R1ver, 
near Elk Park on Elk Creek, near Neva on Roan Creek, an? at 
the dam site. Curves for the time of travel between these stab?ns 
and the dam site were developed to assist in forecasting .the bme 
of crests. Crest discharge relations between these st~b?~s ~nd 
the dam site were likewise developed to estimate the d1mm1shmg 
of flood crests by valley storage as the flood progre~sed dow~
stream. These relations, together with a local reach mflow umt 
hydrograph, were utilized for combining the flows from the 
upstream stations. 

After June 1947 stream flow at the project was discharged 
through the sluice~ay tunnel. A portion of this tunnel served as 
the spillway for the finished structure. 

Forecasting procedure.-Rainfall reports from five observers 
and stream gage reports from one o~serve~ were telepho~ed daily 
to the area engineer, who also rece1ved r1v~r stages da1ly fr~m 
three automatic radio stream gages and ramfall amounts da1ly 
from two automatic radio rain gages. Additional radio reports 
were received whenever river stages exceeded certain critical 
levels or whenever continued heavy rain fell. 

By the use of these data, a preliminary estim3:te of. crest dis
charge was made and, if this indicated a stage whiCh m1g~t affect 
construction an advance warning was promptly transmitted to 
the dam. Preliminary warnings were made at any time. of the 
day or night when stages were critical as automatic rad1o gage 
reports were always available. Additional estimates were made 
and reported to the dam as storms progressed, and. at the end of 
the storm a forecast of final crest stage and recesswn was made. 

The methods used in forecasting for the Watauga project 
depended upon the distribution of the rainfall. When ra~nfall 
was substantially uniform or for the purpose of an approximate 
prediction, the watershed was considered as a unit. ~~en r.ainfall 
was distributed nonuniformly, the watershed was d1v1ded mto as 
many as four units over which rainfall was apt to be relatively 
uniform. These were the areas above the gages near Neva, Sugar 
Grove, and Elk Park, and between these stations and Watal!ga 
Dam site. Forecasts of the hydrograph at each of these gagmg 
stations were then prepared and combined by using time-of-travel 
curves and peak discharge relations. To this combined tributary 
hydrograph was added the hydrograph of the local area inflow 
to obtain the hydrograph at the dam site. 

Under current operating conditions a continuous hydrograph 
of reservoir inflow is computed by days. When rainfall and 
increased runoff occur, a composite forecast is made by using 
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daily average flows for unit runoff in each of the four areas of 
the basin, lagged to arrive in Watauga Reservoir for the various 
times of beginning of rise. These daily average flows, when 
multiplied by the estimated runoff and combined with average 
flows prior to the rainfall, yield the total estimated daily average 
inflows to the reservoir. 

Water control operations 

Final closure of Watauga Dam was made December 1, 1948, 
and forecasting of river stages was then discontinued by the area 
engineer and was taken over by the forecasting section in Knox
ville. After the closure, all inflow was stored until July 12, 1949, 
when some discharge was started through the turbine for dryout 
and testing of the generating unit. The unit went into commer
cial operation August 30, 1949, and discharge lowered the reser
voir from elevation 1947.30 on that date to elevation 1932.53 at 
the end of the year. 

The operation of Watauga Reservoir is integrated with the 
operation of the remainder of the TV A system. Observed and 
predicted data covering rainfall, reservoir inflow, pool elevation, 
and scheouled discharges are published daily. Each Wednesday 
an estimate is made of the reservoir inflow for the following 
week, to be used in scheduling the most efficient use of the avail
able water. 

Flood investigations 

Knowledge of the frequency and magnitude of past floods is 
essential in the design of a large storage project as a basis for 
determining spillway capacity and for planning flood-control 
operations. Extensive field investigations were made throughout 
the Holston River watershed, of which the Watauga River is a 
part, to locate high-water marks for all known floods. Profiles 
of these high-water marks were prepared. All available data on 
the history of floods were obtained from local residents and from 
a search of old newspaper files and other sources. 

In 1942, during the initial design period, an intensive investi
gation was made to define the profile of the record flood of 
August 13, 1940, along the reach from Wilbur Dam upstream to 
Cardens Bluff. Soon after the flood of January 1946 a similar 
investigation was made to locate high-water marks for this flood 
in the same reach. In 1944 a study was made to determine the 
benefits that would accrue to property downstream from Watauga 
Dam as a result of flood-control operations at the dam. 

Studies have been made to determine the peak discharges for 
all known floods on the Watauga River. These studies showed 
that the flood of August 13, 1940, exceeded any others known in 
vicinity of the dam, and that the flood of May 21, 1901, was the 
second highest. 

Stream flow investigations 

Stream-flow data for the Watauga project were obtained for 
the TV A by the United States Geological Survey which, under a 
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cooperative agreement, operated the necessary stream gages and 
furnished stream-flow recorrls to the TV A. The TV A operated its 
own gages for the determination of headwater and tailwater levels 
during the constn1ction period and subsequent to impoundage. 

The United States Geological Survey now operates four record
ing stream gates in the watershed above Watauga Dam and one 
recording gage on the Watauga River 1800 feet below Wilbur 
Dam. In addition, remote recording instruments in the Watauga 
control building register headwater and tailwater levels for both 
Watauga and Wilbur Reservoirs. Headwater and tail water levels 
for South Holston Reservoir will eventually be registered in the 
Watauga control building by remote recording instruments. A 
transmitter to be installed in the stream gage below South 
Holston Dam will register river stages on a remote indicator in 
the Watauga control building. The transmitter for the Wilbur 
Dam tailwater indicator is located in the United States Geological 
Survey stream gage. 

During the construction period a number of stream gages were 
necessary for forecasting purposes and for recording river heights 
above and below the construction area. Automatic radio broad
casting stream gages were installed at Sugar Grove and Elk Park 
for warning of flows on Watauga River and Elk Creek, respec
tively. During the initial construction period a stream gage with 
a remote recording instrument in the construction office was 
installed about 2000 feet upstream from the axis of the dam, and 
a staff gage was installed on the construction bridge about 4700 
feet above the dam. When construction was resumed in the post
war period, the remote recording stream gage was re-established 
downstream from the axis of the dam and the staff gage was 
maintained at its original location on the construction bridge 
upstream from the axis of the dam. The initial filling of the 
reservoir was observed on a series of staff gages which covered 
the range from normal river level to the elevation of the perma
nent headwater gage intake. 

Installation of new gages.-The existing stream gages on Wa
tauga River at Butler and on Roan Creek at Butler were affected by 
backwater from the reservoir. These gages were replaced with 
installations at the North Carolina-Tennessee State line on the 
Watauga River and at Neva on Roan Creek, respectively. A new 
stream gage was installed 1800 feet downstream from Wilbur 
Dam for determination of Watauga releases, since the Wilbur 
pool level did not permit satisfactory installation immediately 
below the Watauga powerhouse. 

Leakage investigations 
An investigation of the possibility of leakage through the reser

voir rim in the vicinity of Hampton, Tenn., was initiated during 
the autumn of 1947. There is an area of considerable extent near 
Hampton and Braemar which is located across the saddle from 
Watauga Reservoir and which lies below the elevation of the 
reservoir water surface. The distance from the reservoir, with 
the water at elevation 1959, across the divide to the corresponding 

, 
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elevation. in ~he Hampton area is slightly more than 1 mile. This 
area v:;mes .m elevation from about 1780 feet on the bank of the 
Doe ~IVer m th~ tow~ of Hampton to the maximum reservoir 
elevation. ~n tp.Is regwn are numerous springs, the flow from 
some of whi~h IS of considerable volume. Laurel Fork, a conti
nuously fl?wmg moun~ain stream, extends through the area to 
an out}et m the Doe River near Hampton. 

An mventory of ~prings and wells was made in the Hampton 
area to form a basis for determining what future observations 
should be m~de. A house-to-house canvass was made of the area 
below elevatiOn 1960 .to. determine the source of each water supply 
and to locate all existmg wells and springs in the area. This 
canvass located 45 wells, 15 springs, and 3 pipeline water-supply 
systems. 

To develop the general ground-water table throughout the 
Hampton 3;nd Braemar area, observations of water levels in all 
!he domestic wells open to. sounding have been made at quarterly 
~ntervals: Weekly obse~vabons were made on nine wells to provide 
mform~twn on short-time fluctuations in water levels. 

Contmpously recording stream gages were installed on the 
outlet channels o! the spring~ supplying water to Elizabethton and 
to Hampton. Discharge ratmg curves have been developed from 
current-m~ter measurements made in the outlet channels. A staff 
gage was mstalled on the spring emerging from Grindstaff Cave 
and weekly ob~erva~ions of flow have been made. The flow of 
three oth~r sprmgs IS measured periodically by current meter 
Reco~dmg stream ~ages were installed at two sites selected for 

measurmg the. flow m Laurel Fork. One gage is 2000 feet up
stream from. Highway No. 37 crossing at Hampton, and the creek 
at the gage IS at ~n elevation approximately 180 feet lower than 
Watauga Resery01r at normal maximum pool. The second or 
upstreal!l gage Is al;>Out 1500 feet west of Braemar. This gage is 
located m a geological formation believed to be upstream from 
the r~ach of ~he stream where leakage might occur. The elevation 
of this gage IS ab.out 80 feet below the normal maximum pool in 
Watauga ReservOir. 

Observations were made of spring flow stream flow in Laurel 
Fork, an~ ground-water levels in the well~ over a period of about 
~ year p~wr to the _closure of Watauga Dam and the beginning of 
Impoundmg water m the reservoir. Discharge records on Laurel 
Fork. and on ~he springs .since closure of the dam do not show 
any mc.rea~e m flow attributable to water coming through the 
re~erv01r nm ~rea. Water levels observed in the wells show no 
evidence of bemg affected by the reservoir. 

Water analyses 

During the years 1944 to 1947, samples of water throughout the 
!enne~se~ Valley ":ere C?llected at monthly intervals for mineral 
analysis m co~nectwn With an in~ustrial economics survey of the 
x~lley. Wate1 samples vvere obtamed monthly from the Watauga 

Iv.er at Rexford Bridge below Watauga Dam site during the 
penod June 1944 to June 1945, inclusive. In the area above 
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Watauga Dam, single analyses of water wer~ made for samples 
collected from Dutch Creek near Valle Crucis on February 26, 
1947, Elk Creek near Elk Park on Septe~ber 26, .194'5, and from 
the Watauga River near Sugar Grove durmg Apnl 1925 by other 
agencies and on September 26, 1945, by TV A. 

Mineral and sanitary analyses were made on water ~amples 
collected from three springs located within or ne~r the nght-of
way for the relocation of a road along Cobb Creek m the W ata~ga 
Reservoir area. Analyses were made for samples collected durmg 
May, June, and July 1948, and August 19~9. ?'he a~alyses were 
desired for use in possible legal proceedmgs mvolvmg the Mc
Queen tract. 

Reservoir and river temperatures 

Information on reservoir temperatures at various ~evels ~nd 
on the temperatures of inftowing streams is us.eful to ~ndustnes, 
and for planning recreational and strea~ pollutiOn studies. 9bser
vations of reservoir water temperatures m Wa~auga Reservoir have 
been made at monthly intervals or oftener smce May 1949. The 
bathythermograph instrument used for this purpose traces on a 
slide the relationship between depth and temperature .from top to 
bottom of the reservoir. Observations in the rese~v01r are made 
at a point immediately above the da~, . at .the Highway No. 67 
bridge crossing, and, when the reservoir IS high, at Wagner Island 
Bridge. A point observation is taken ~Y. hand ther!llometer at 
Wagner Island Bridge when the reservoir IS l.ow. Pomt observa
tions are made on Little Stoney Creek at Highwar No .. 67, Elk 
River at Elk Mills Bridge, and Roan Creek at Doeville Bndge. 

Stream pollution 
Stream pollution in the Watauga River is pri~c.ipally at~ributa

ble to industrial and sanitary wastes from the cities of Ehzabe~h
ton and Johnson City below Watauga Dam. Stream pollution 
investigations in the Watauga River water~hed have been ~on
fined to the area below Watauga Dam. Startmg on page 849 I~ a 
discussion of stream pollution control in the Upper Holston Basm. 

Sediment investigations 
To determine the quantity of sediment transpor~ed by the Ten

nessee River and its tributaries and thereby to estimate the pr?b
able sediment deposition in the reservoirs, t~e TV~ has earned 
out an extensive study of the movement of sediment m the strea~ 
in the valley. During a period in 1934 and 1935 a suspende.d sedi
ment-sampling station was maintained on the Wata.uga RIVer. at 
Elizabethton, Tenn., to determine the quant~ty of sedim~nt ~arried 
by the Watauga River. In addition, a statiOn was mamtamed at 
Kingsport, on the South Fork of the Holston River below the 
mouth of the Watauga River, from 1935 to 1938. Samples of.water. 
were taken from the streams and analyzed to ~eterm~ne their s~s
pended sediment concentra~ion. T.he total sedimen! m su~pen~10n 
was determined by correlatmg sediment concentratiOns with river 
discharges. 
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Sedimentation of reservoirs.-To provide a basis for determin
ing the future deposition of sediment in Watauga Reservoir, 30 
ranges were established across the main reservoir and tributary 
arms prior to the filling of the pool. The results of future sound
ings along these ranges will be compared with the original cross 
sections to determine the depth of sedimentation which may occur 
during the intervals between surveys. 

In addition to the investigations made directly for Watauga 
Reservoir, the TV A is conducting studies on various small water
sheds in the Tennessee River Basin where cover conditions can be 
controlled. The effectiveness of various corrective measures used 
to reduce erosion can be thereby determined. It is anticipated 
that the application of the results of such studies to larger water
sheds may effect a reduction in erosion and the consequent sedi
mentation of reservoirs. 

SOUTH HOLSTON 

Collection of rainfall data 

The anpual precipitation over the watershed above South Hol
ston Dam is heaviest along the mountains that form the south
eastern boundary and lightest along the northwestern edge of the 
area. Yearly precipitation in excess of 60 inches occurs infre
quently. Maximum recorded amounts are 64.43 inches at White
top Mountain, Va., in 1949, and 60.17 inches at Marion, Va., in 
1901. The lowest recorded annual rainfall is 18.66 inches in 1941 
at Colesville, Tenn., located 5 miles southeast of the dam and just 
outside of the watershed. Mean annual precipitation in the basin 
ranges from a maximum of 51 to 53 inches at Crandull, Tenn., and 
Whitetop Mountain to a minimum of 41 inches at Wallace and 
Emory, Va. The mean for the whole watershed is 45 inches. 

The maximum monthly rainfall in the area results generally 
from thunderstorms during the months of June, July, and 
August. The passage of tropical hurricanes during the summer 
and early fall months sometimes causes very heavy rainfall in the 
extreme headwaters. In August 1940, Troutdale, Va., recorded a 
total of 14.10 inches with over 9 inches occurring during the 
passage of a tropical storm in the middle of the month. In July 
1949, a series of heavy thunderstorms produced over 13 inches of 
rain for the month at Abingdon and Whitetop Mountain. Im
portant flooding on the South Fork Holston River results princi
pally from widespread storms occurring between December and 
March. 

In order to determine accurately the quantity of water falling 
on the watershed, the TV A is compiling records from 13 rainfall 
stations in or very close to the 703 square miles of drainage area 
above the dam. Of these installations the TVA operates seven 
daily gages and two recording gages. During construction of the 
dam, two automatic radio rain gages were also operated by TV A. 
Two daily gages are maintained by the United States Weather 
~ureau in the watershed, and the same agency maintains a record
mg gage just outside the area. One daily gage is observed by the 
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lTnih•d StatPs ForPst SPrviee. The United States Weather Bureau 
recorrls are the only ones anteeeding the establishment of TV A. 

Data from these rainfall stations and more than 500 others in 
the Tennessee River Basin are compiled each month in tabulations 
of daily and monthly rainfall for use in water control and water 
utilization studies. These data on precipitation and other ob
served climatological information are valuable also for many 
agricultural and industrial purposes. 

Forecasting 
Forecasts for the South Holston project during construction 

were made at an area office located at Elizabethton, Tenn. This 
office had been making forecasts for the Watauga project so that 
forecasts for the South Holston project were easily added. Fore
casting charts and instructions were developed by the forecasting 
section and furnished to the area office. 

Arrangements were made with obervers in a number of loca
tions throughout the South Holston River watershed to report 
daily rainfall observations. Arrangements were also made with 
one observer to report. river stages daily. In some areas where 
communication facilities were deficient, radio rain gages and radio 
stream gages were established. These radio gages automatically 
broadcast the river stage or the amount of rainfall at 2-hour 
intervals. 

The South Fork of the Holston River at South Holston Dam 
drains a mountainous area of 703 square miles extending north
east to the Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains. The watershed is 
separated by a low divide into two main drainages, the South 
Fork of the Holston River lying to the south of this divide and 
the Middle Fork of the Holston River lying to the north. The 
South Fork has one principal tributary, Laurel Creek, which rises 
east of and flows through a gap in Iron Mountain. In addition to 
the general winter and spring storms, the watershed experiences 
intense summer and fall storms of tropical origin similar to those 
which occurred in July 1916 and August 1940. 

Crest stages at South Holston Dam were found to occur in 18 
to 30 hours after the beginning of the rise. Studies of rainfall 
records and hydrographs of past floods for the South Fork of the 
Holston River at Bluff City, 15 miles downstream from South 
Holston Dam, furnished data for correlating the relation between 
rainfall and runoff. Hydrographs of the Middle Fork of the 
Holston River at Seven Mile Ford and near Meadowview, Va., 
and of the South Fork of the Holston River at Riverside and at 
Vestal, Va., were studied to determine the time of crest travel 
between stations. 

Charts were developed for predicting flows on the Middle Fork 
of the Holston River near Meadowview, Va., and on the South 
Fork of the Holston River at Vestal, Va. A crest discharge rela
tion was developed between these two stations and South Holston 
Dam to estimate the diminishing of flood crests by valley storage 
as floods progressed downstream for making approximate fore
casts. A local unit hydrograph of inflow was developed for the 
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reach of the river from South Holston Dam to the Meadowview 
and Vestal gages and was used with the combined predicted 
hydrographs of these two stations to predict a hydrograph of rises 
at South Holston Dam site. 

Beginning in June 19.48 stream flow at the project was dis
charged throug~ the slmceway tunnel. A portion of this tunnel 
served as t~e spillway for the finished structure. 

Forecasttng procedure.-Rainfall reports from four observers 
and both rive~ stage and rainfall reports from one observer were 
tele~hone~ dmly to the .area engineer at Elizabethton, who also 
received nver stages d~uly from an automatic radio stream gage 
at Vestal, Va., and ramfall amounts from automatic radio rain 
gages located at Mc.Queens Knob, Tenn., and Skulls Gap, Va. 
Observ.ers reported nver stages at 2-hour intervals once each day 
a_nd ramfall amounts for a 24-hour period once each day. Addi
tional repor~s we~e requested from observers and received from 
the automatic radw g~ges when critical levels were approached at 
South Holston Dam site or whenever heavy rain continued. 

By the use of these .data, a preliminary estimate of crest dis
charge w~s made, and If a sta~e was indicated which might affect 
constructw~ a;n advance 'Yarnmg was promptly transmitted to the 
dam: Prehmmary warnmgs. ~ere made at any time of the day 
or mght when sta~es were cntical as automatic radio gage reports 
~ere alw~ys available from Vestal and two rain gages. Addi
tiOnal estimates were made and reported to the dam as storms 
progressed, and .at the end of the storm a forecast of final crest 
stage and recessiOn was made. 

The methods used i~ f~rec~sting for the South Holston project 
depended up<?n the distnbution of the rainfall. When rainfall 
was ~u?stantially uniform or for the purpose of an approximate 
prediCti<?n, th~ watershed was divided into as many as three units 
over which ramfall was apt to be relatively uniform. These were 
the areas above Meadowview on the Middle Fork of the Holston 
above V ?stal on the South Fork of the Holston, and between thes~ 
two statwns and South Holston Dam site. Forecasts of the hydro
g~aph at e3:ch of th~se gaging stations were prepared and com
b.med by usm~ the tu~J.e-of-travel curves and peak discharge rela
tions. To this combmed tributary hydrograph was added the 
hydrograp? of the local area inflow to obtain the hydrograph at 
the dam site. 
U~der current operating conditions, forecasting data for Mead

o'Yview was replac.ed by data for the Middle Fork of the Holston 
Rive! .at Seven Mile Ford because of difficulties encountered in 
obtammg observers at the Meadowview gage location. A contin
uous hydrograph of inflow to South Holston Reservoir is com
puted by days. When storm runoff occurs, inflows are predicted 
by means of a composite unit graph which shows daily average 
flo"':'s fro~ ! in~h of runoff from each of the three areas of the 
bas~n, ~rnvmg .m South Holston Reservoir for various times of 
begmm~g of ram. These daily average flows, when multiplied by 
the estimated runoff in inches and combined with average flows 
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prior to the rainfall, yield the total estimated daily average inflows 
to the reservoir. 

Water control operations 
Final closure of South Holston Dam was made November 20, 

1950, and forecasting of river stage was then disco~tinued \;>Y t~e 
area engineer and was taken over by the forecast~ng sectiOn m 
Knoxville. After closure, all inflow was stored until Febr~ary 5, 
1951, when some discharge was st.arted ~hrough the. turbme. for 
dryout and testing of the generatmg umt. The umt went mto 
commercial operation February 13, 1951. . . . . 

The operation of South Holston Reservoir IS mtegrated with the 
operation of the remainde~ of the TVA_ s~stem. Observed ~nd 
predicted data covering ramfall, r~servmr _mflow, pool elevation, 
and scheduled discharges are published daily. Each W.ednesday 
an estimate is made of the reservoir inflow for the followmg week, 
to be used in scheduling the most efficient use of the available 
water. 

Flood investigations 
Knowledge of the frequency and magnitud~ of past flo~ds is 

essential in the design of a large storage pro]e~t as a basis for 
determining spillway capacity and for plannmg flood-control 
operations. Extensive field investigation~ were made throughout 
the Holston River watershed to locate high-water marks for all 
known floods. Profiles of these high-water marks were prepared. 
All available data on the history of floods were obtained from local 
residents and from a search of old newspaper files and other 
sources. One such source was a scrapbook kept b.Y Robert P. 
Fickle, who lived on South Fork of the Holston River a~ut ,3 
miles downstream from the mouth of Beaver Creek. Mr. Fickle s 
scrapbook contained much valuable information on floods qccur-
ring on the river b~tween 1817 and. 1875.. . . 

During construction on the dam, mvestig~twns of _flood heights 
were made in connection with the relocatiOn of highways and 
railroads around the reservoir area. An investigation of fl~od 
heights was made in the vicinity of Alvarado, Va., to determme 
the effect of reservoir backwater upon the tracks of the Norfolk 
and Western Railway during floods. An investigation of flood 
heights and flood discharges w~s made on SJ?ring Creek and 
Painter Spring Branch, where highway relocatiOn~ m~de neces
sary by the reservoir were contemplated. InvestigatiOns were 
made of the floods of August 1940, January 1936, February 1948, 
and others that affected the watershed of South Fork of the 
Holston River. In 1944, a study was made to determine the bene
fits which would accrue to property downstream from South 
Holston Dam as a result of flood control operations at the dam. 

Studies have been made to determine the peak discharges for 
all known floods on the South Fork of the Holston River. These 
studies showed that the flood of March 1867 exceeded any others 
known in the vicinity of the dam and that the flood of May 22, 
1901, was the second highest. 
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Stream flow investigations 

Stream flow data for the South Holston project were obtained 
for the TV A by the United States Geological Survey which, under 
a cooperative agreement, operated the necessary stream gages and 
furnished stream flow records to the TV A. The TV A operated its 
own gages for the determination of headwater and tailwater levels 
at the dam during the construction periods and subsequent to 
impoundage. TVA also operated stream gages at Bluff City and 
on Thomas Creek in connection with special investigations. 

The United States Geological Survey now operates six record
ing stream gages in the watershed above South Holston Dam and 
one recording gage on the South Fork of the Holston River 1900 
feet below South Holston Dam powerhouse. Headwater and tail
water levels for South Holston Reservoir are recorded on TV A 
recording gages located at South Holston Dam, and elevations are 
registered in the Watauga Dam control building by remote indi
cating instruments. A transmitter installed in the United States 
Geological Survey stream gage below South Holston Dam registers 
river stages on a remote-control indicator located in the Watauga 
Dam control building. 

During the construction period, stream gages were necessary 
for forecasting purposes and for recording river heights above 
and below the construction area. An automatic radio broadcast
ing stream gage was installed at Vestal for warning of flows on 
the South Fork of the Holston River. Warnings of flows on the 
Middle Fork of the Holston River were received daily by telephone 
from an observer at Seven Mile Ford. During the construction 
period a recording stream gage with a remote recording instru
ment in the administration office was installed 3800 feet upstream 
from the axis of the dam. A staff gage was installed during the 
construction period 2200 feet downstream from the axis of the 
dam. 

The TVA-operated recording stream gages for determining 
headwater and tailwater levels at the Bluff City Mills, Bluff City, 
Tenn., during a period of natural flow conditions prior to the 
closure of South Holston Dam. In connection with a water supply 
investigation the TVA installed a staff gage on Thomas Creek 
near the Bristol waterworks pumping station below South Holston 
Dam prior to the closure of the dam. 

Installation of new gage.-A new stream gage was installed 
1900 feet downstream from the South Holston powerhouse for 
determination of total releases from the dam. 

Leakage investigations 

Because of the character of the foundation, investigations of 
leakage through the reservoir rim were not necessary at South 
Holston Dam. Bimonthly observations have been made at wells 
below the saddle dam, but no evidence of leakage has been 
detected. 
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Water analyses 
During the years 1944 to 1947, samples of water th1·oughout 

the Tennessee Valley were collected at monthly intervals for 
mineral analysis in connection with an industrial economics sur
vey of the Valley. Water samples were obtained monthly during 
the period July 1944 to June 1945 from the South Fork of the 
Holston River at Vestal and from the Middle Fork of the Holston 
River near Marion, Va. 

The United States Geological Survey during the water year 
1950 analyzed water samples collected periodically at their six 
stream gaging stations located in the watershed above South 
Holston Reservoir. 

Reservoir and river temperatures 

Information on reservoir temperatures at various levels and 
on the temperature of inflowing streams is useful to industries 
and for planning, recreational, and stream pollution studies. Ob
servations of reservoir water temperatures in South Holston 
Reservoir have been made semimonthly since February 1951. The 
bathythermograph instrument used for this purpose traces on a 
slide the relationship between depth and temperature from top to 
bottom of the reservoir. Observations in the reservoir are made 
at a point immediately above the dam, at the bridge crossing orr 
U.S. Highway No. 421, and at Avens Bridge. Point observations 
are made semimonthly by hand thermometer on the inflowing 
water in the South Fork of the Holston River at Vestal and at 
Shallow Ford Bridge on the Middle Fork of the Holston River. 
Daily observations of water temperature were made at periodic 
intervals from February 1941 to October 1946 on the Middle Fork 
of the Holston River near Meadowview, Va. 

Stream pollution 

Stream pollution in the South Fork of the Holston River above 
the mouth of the Watauga River is principally attributable to 
industrial and sanitary wastes from Bristol on Beaver Creek 
below South Holston Dam. Special stream-flow records have been 
collected, and investigations of the time of water travel have been 
conducted in this area. Special stream-gage installations were 
made on Wolf Creek below Abingdon and on Laurel Creek below 
Damascus in connection with a stream-pollution investigation in 
the area above South Holston Dam. Starting on page 849 is a 
discussion of stream-pollution control in the Upper Holston Basin. 

Sediment investigations 

To determine the quantity of sediment transported by the Ten
nessee River and its tributaries and thereby to estimate the prob
able sediment deposition in the reservoirs, the TV A has carried 
out an extensive study of the movement of sediment in the streams 
in the valley. During a period in 1934 and 1935 a suspended 
sediment sampling station was maintained on the South Fork of 
Holston River at Bluff City, Tenn. Samples of water were taken ' 

' 
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from the stream and analyzed to determine their suspended sedi
ment concentration. The total sediment in suspension was deter
mined by correlating sediment concentrations with river dis
charges. 

Sedimentation of reservoi1~.-To provide a basis for determin
ing the future deposition of sediment in South Holston Reservoir, 
45 sediment ranges were established across the main stream and 
tributaries prior to impoundage of the water. Future soundings 
along these ranges will indicate the depth of sediment deposition 
during the intervals between successive surveys. 

BOONE AND FORT PATRICK HENRY 

Collection of rainfall data 

The average annual precipitation in the South Fork Holston 
Basin is less than in any other complete watershed of comparable 
size in the Tennessee Basin. Based upon records at 29 stations 
above the two dams where records have been maintained for a 
period of 10 years or more, the average annual precipitation is 
45.3 inches. In comparison, the 63-year average precipitation for 
the upper portion of the Tennessee Basin above Chattanooga, 
Tenn., is 51.0 inches. 

Precipitation averages at different stations in the watershed 
vary as much as 35 percent, depending upon both the location and 
the altitude of the station. In general, the stations in the high 
mountains have higher average annual amounts of precipitation 
than those in the lowlands. For example, the 46-year average 
rainfall at Banner Elk in the upper Watauga Basin is 55.9 inches, 
whereas, the 47-year average at Marion near the source of the 
Middle Fork is 42.0 inches. 

To determine accurately the quantity of water that falls on the 
watershed, the TV A is compiling records from 35 rainfall stations 
in the 1903 square miles of drainage area above Fort Patrick 
Henry Dam. Of these installations, the TVA operates 23 non
recording rain gages, four recording rain gages, and one auto
matic very-high-frequency radio rain gage. The United States 
Weather Bureau and other agencies maintain six nonrecording 
gages and one recording gage. 

Forecasting 

Forecasting river flows and stages is an important function 
during project construction operations. With the substantial 
completion of TV A's initial program of water control structures 
in the Tennessee Valley, the primary objects of forecasting have 
become those of supplying the water control and operation staffs 
with predictions for planning water utilization and of cooperating 
with the United States Weather Bureau in furnishing warnings 
of flood flows and stages at critical points throughout the Ten
nessee River Basin. 

The forecasting procedures for the Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry projects during the construction periods were similar to 
those developed for the Fontana and Hiwassee projects. All data 

------~--------------
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were received and all predictions were made at an area office 
strategically located at Elizabethton, Tenn., about 13 miles and 
20 miles southeast, respectively, from Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry projects. This arrangement was necessary because of the 
rapid concentration of runoff from the area between the upstream 
South Holston and Watauga Dams and the project sites, the crest 
flows occurring a few hours after rainfall. Furthermore, commu
nication facilities between the center of TV A's water control and 
forecasting offices at Knoxville, about 85 miles southwest of the 
projects, and the area above the dam sites were inadequate for 
rapid interchange of information. A manual containing the nec
essary forecasting charts and instructions was prepared in Knox
ville and furnished to the area engineer. 

Arrangements were made with observers in a number of loca
tions in the South Holston and Watauga River watersheds to 
report rainfall and river stages. Local communication facilities 
were adequate so that no radio rain and stream gages were 
required in the area. The area engineer's forecasts of flows and 
stages during critical periods and the daily predictions of weather 
conditions and temperatures furnished by the United States 
Weather Bureau were given by telephone to the construction 
forces. 

The South Fork Holston River at Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry Dams drains mountainous to rolling areas of 1840 and 
1903 square miles, respectively. The flow from 1171 square 
miles of these drainage areas is controlled by South Holston and 
Watauga Dams. Below these dams the drainage is mostly rolling 
except for the mountainous areas of the Doe River which joins 
the Watauga River from the southeast. The Watauga River joins 
the South Fork Holston River 1.3 miles above Boone Dam. The 
local uncontrolled areas are 669 square miles at Boone Dam and 
732 square miles at Fort Patrick Henry Dam. In addition to the 
general winter and spring storms, the watershed is subject to 
intense summer and fall storms of tropical origin. 

Rainfall is seldom uniform over these local areas. In develop
ing the forecasting relations, the local areas were subdivided into 
smaller local reaches at points of existing stream gages over which 
the rainfall could be assumed to be relatively uniform. Crest 
stages for general storms on the local areas above Boone and 
Fort Patrick Henry Dams were found to occur in 4 to 8 hours 
after the end of significant rainfall. Studies of rainfall records 
and hydrographs of past floods furnished data for correlating the 
relationship between rainfall and runoff, determining the time of 
crest travel between stations, and developing methods and charts 
for predicting the flows and stages at the dam sites. Curves for 
time of travel between stations were developed to assist in fore
casting the time of crests. Peak reduction relations for releases 
from South Holston and Watauga Dams were likewise developed 
to estimate the reduction of peak releases by valley storage as 
the waves progressed downstream. These relations, together with 
local reach unit runoff hydrographs developed synthetically, were 
utilized for combining the flows from the upstream stations. 
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At Boone Dam, during first-stage construction, the river was 
partially constricted and the flow was diverted through a channel 
formed by the cofferdam and the right bank of the river. For the 
sec~md stage, the flow was discharged through six temporary 
slmces, arranged in pairs, and one permanent sluice. During the 
closure period, the temporary sluices were closed in pairs and 
thereafter the permanent sluice was used to regulate flows. 

At Fort Patrick Henry Dam during first-stage construction 
conditions were similar to Boone and the flow was diverted 
through a channel formed by the cofferdam and the left bank of 
the river. For the second stage, the flow was discharged over one 
low block at elevation 1184.5 and through one temporary sluice. 
During the final closure period the flow was discharged through 
the temporary sluice during the raising of the low block and 
thro~g~ a turbine intake after closure of the temporary sluice. 

Critical flows ranged from 1200 cubic feet per second during 
the ~oone closure and 500 cubic feet per second during the Fort 
Patrick Henry closure to 10,000 cubic feet per second at other 
time:S. In addition, sufficient discharge had to be maintained at 
all times to supply about 500 cubic feet per second for industrial 
use at Kingsport. Operations at South Holston Dam and Watauga
Wilbur Dams prior to Boone closure and thereafter at Boone Dam 
were scheduled so that releases combined with forecast local flows 
would expedite and protect construction work and also provide 
the necessary Kingsport flow. 

Rating curves were developed theoretically, or from observed 
data, for each stage of construction at both of the projects and 
were adjusted in accordance with additional observed data or to 
meet changing field conditions. 

Forecasting procedure.-Daily reports of rainfall and river 
stages observed at 7 a.m. were received by the area engineer by 
telephone from the observers. Arrangements were made with the 
observers for speci3;l reports of observations at other hours upon 
request whenever nver stages approached certain critical levels 
or whenever heavy rainfall was in progress or predicted. Sched~ 
uled hourly or average daily releases 3 days in advance from 
Watauga and South Holston Dams were also received from the 
Knoxville office for use in forecasting. 

Predictions of flows and stages were given to the construction 
forces only when sufficient rainfall occurred to produce stages that 
ap~roached the c~iticallevels at the projects, or during periods in 
which some special phase of the construction work necessitated 
daily predictions. However, a constant check was kept of rainfall 
and stream-flow conditions, and whenever rainfall amounts were 
!eported a preliminary estimate of crest discharges was made and 
If they indicated stages which might affect construction an 
adv3;n~e warning was promptly given to the construction forces. 
AdditiOnal forecasts were made and reported by the area engineer 
as the storm progressed. At the end of the storm, forecasts of 
nn.al crest stages a~d probable recessions were made by using all 
ramfall data and discharges at upstream stations. 

The forecasts for Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects were 
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made by first predicting the hydrographs for each of the loc~l 
reaches using the rainfall-runoff relations and local reach umt 
runoff hydrographs, and then by combining these hyd_rogr~phs 
with the scheduled releases from the upstream dams usmg time
of-travel curves and peak reduction relations. This method 
resulted in a continuous predicted hydrograph for the flood. 

Under current operating conditions continuous hydrographs 
are seldom necessary as it is desired to know only the quantity of 
water which will arrive each day in the reservoirs. Therefore, a 
composite forecast is made by using daily average flows for unit 
runoff in each reach of the local areas, lagged to arrive in the 
reservoirs for various times of beginning of rise. These daily 
average flows, when multiplied by the estimated runoff and com
bined with average flows prior to the rise and with scheduled 
average releases from upstream dams, yield the estimated daily 
average inflows to the reservoirs. 

Water control operations 

Final closure of Boone Dam was made December 12, 1952, and 
the reservoir was filled to elevation 1335 by January 9, 1953. 
Further filling was limited to spillway crest, elevation 1350, until 
March 30 by construction work. Thereafter, the reservoir was 
filled gradually, reaching the normal operating range by early 
June. The first generating unit was placed in commercial opera
tion March 16, 1953, and was followed by the second and third in 
August and September. Early operation of the reservoir required 
numerous regulations of flow for construction work at Fort Pat
rick Henry project, 10 miles downstream, particularly during the 
closure period. In addition, until the closure of Fort Patrick 
Henry, it was necessary to schedule releases at Boone to supply 
the industrial requirements at Kingsport. 

Final closure of Fort Patrick Henry Dam was made October 27, 
1953. After closure and until the first generating unit was in 
operation, water was wasted through the other turbine intake to 
supply about 500 cubic feet per second for industrial requirements 
at Kingsport. The reservoir was filled gradually and was at 
normal operating level by December 5, 1953, when the first gener
ating unit went into commercial operation. This was followed by 
the second unit February 22, 1954. After the generating unit was 
available, industrial requirements at Kingsport were supplied, at 
times when generation would not normally be scheduled, by short 
intermittent minimum turbine releases. 

The operation of Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Reservoirs is 
integrated with the operation of the remainder of the TV A 
system and forecasts for their operation are made in Knoxville. 
Observed data are received and daily estimates of inflows, reser
voir elevations, and outflows are made for 3 days in advance and 
are published in the Daily River Bulletin. Each Wednesday an 
estimate of reservoir inflows is made for the following week to be 
used in scheduling the most efficient use of the available water. ~ 
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~trcam-flow inn•stigatinns 
Stream-flow data for the Boone and Fort Patrick Henry projects 

were obtained for the TV A by the United States Geological Survey 
which, under a cooperative agreement, operated the necessary 
stream gages and furnished stream-flow reco!·ds ~o the TV A. The 
TV A operated its own gages for the determ~natwn of headwa~er 
and tailwater levels at the dams, both durmg the constructiOn 
periods and subsequent to impoundage. 

Fourteen recording stream gages are now operated by the 
United States Geological Survey in the watershed above these 
projects, and one recording stream gaging station is operated .on 
the South Fork Holston River at Kingsport below Fort Patnck 
Henry Dam. The TV A operates a recording stream gage on Fall 
Creek, a tributary to Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir, to furnish 
information needed for determining the value of property affected 
by the reservoir. The TVA maintains a stage recording gage at 
the former United States Geological Survey recording stream gage 
station on the South Fork Holston River at Bluff City, Tenn., 
which is now in the backwater of Boone Reservoir. The North 
American Rayon Corporation maintains a nonrecording stream 
gage at its plant on the Watauga River at Elizabethton, Tenn. 

In connection with forecasting purposes in the watershed above 
these projects, the TV A maintains automatic very-high-frequency 
radio broadcasting stream gages at Vestal on the South Fork 
Holston River above South Holston Reservoir and at Sugar Grove 
on the Watauga River above Watauga Reservoir. 

Flood investigations 
Knowledge of the frequency and magnitude of past floods is 

essential in the design of spillways and for planning flood control 
operations. Extensive field investigations were made along the 
South Fork Holston River and Watauga River in 1939 and 1940 
to locate high-water marks for all known floods and profiles of 
these high-water marks. Available data on the history of floods 
were obtained from local residents and from a search of old news
paper files and other sources. These data give information on 
unregulated floods. These investigations showed that the two 
largest known floods at these projects were, in order of magni
tude, those of May 1901 and March 1867. The highest flood of 
recent date was that of August 1940. 

Leakage investigations 
Observations of the quantity of flow from the drainage gallery 

in Boone Dam were made periodically during the periods January 
1953 to August 1953 and monthly since February 1954. Gallery 
drainage observations have been made monthly since February 
1954 at Fort Patrick Henry Dam. The rate of gallery drainage 
in Boone Dam has varied between 20 and 110 gallons per minute 
and in Fort Patrick Henry Dam between 10 and 64 gallons per 
minute. Supplemental foundation grouting during the early part 
of 1954 in both Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Dams has reduced 
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the rate of gallery discharge at each to less than 20 gallons per 
minute. 

Stream pollution 

The South Fork Holston River and its main tributary, the 
Watauga River, are polluted by domestic and in~ustrial wastes. 
The communities of Elizabethton and Johnson City, Tenn., and 
Bristol, Tenn.,-Va., have been the principal contributors of these 
wastes that tend to pollute the waters of Boone and Fort Patrick 
Henry Lakes. Time-of-water-travel investigations have been con
ducted on Beaver Creek below Bristol and on the South Fork 
Holston and Watauga Rivers in connection with stream-pollution 
studies. The South Fork Holston River also receives pollution at 
Kingsport, Tenn., whose city limits are approxill'!-ately 2.5 air 
miles below Fort Patrick Henry Dam. Stream discharge data 
have been and are currently being furnished for use in connection 
with stream-sanitation studies that are being made above Boone 
Reservoir and below Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir. Starting on 
page 849 is a discussion of stream-pollution control in the Upper 
Holston Basin. 

Reservoir and river temperatures 

Observations of reservoir water temperatures at various levels 
and on the temperatures of inflowing streams are essential in 
studies of flow through the reservoir. Such information is a;lso 
useful to industries and in recreational and stream-pollutiOn 
studies. Semimonthly observations of reservoir water tempera
ture have been made since April 1953 at five points in Boone 
Reservoir and since March 1954 at four points in Fort Patrick 
Henry Reservoir. 

A continuous record of inflow water temperatures has been 
secured since April 1953 by means of recording therll'!-ometers 
located at Morrill Spring on the South Fork Holston River ~nd 
at Gibson Bridge on the Watauga River; both places are JUSt 
above backwater of Boone Reservoir. A continuous record of 
water temperature has been made j~st below Boone J?am sine~ 
April 1953 and just below Fort Patrick Henry Dam smce Apnl 
1954. 

Sediment investigations 

To determine the quantity of sediment transported by the 
Tennessee River and its tributaries and thereby to estimate the 
probable sediment deposition in the. reser;roirs, _the. TV~ con
ducted an extensive program of sediment mvesbgatwns m the 
valley. Many samples of water from all t~e major streams. were 
collected and analyzed to determine their suspended sediment 
concentration. Sampling stations in the vicinity_ lat~r occupied 
by Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Dams were mamtamed on. the 
South Fork Holston River at Bluff City and on the Watauga RIVer 
at Elizabethton from December 1934 to June 1935, and on the 
South Fork Holston River at Kingsport from December 1934 to 
June 1938. Sediment concentrations in the samples were corre-
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lated with river discharges to determine the total weight of sedi
ment in suspension in the streams. 

Sedimentation of reservoirs.-To provide a basis for determin
ing the future deposition ~f sediment in Boone. Rese!voir, 59 
sediment ranges were established an~ surveyed priOr to_Impoun~
age in December 1952. In Fort Patnck Henry ReservOir 18 sedi
ment ranges were established and surveyed prior to impoundage 
in October 1953. Future soundings along the ranges in these 
reservoirs will indicate the depth of sediment during the intervals 
between successive investigations. 

STREAM POLLUTION CONTROL-UPPER HOLSTON BASIN 

Municipal and industrial pollution 

Municipal and industrial pollution from Bristol, Elizabethton, 
Bluff City, and Johnson City was. present in the streams im
pounded by the Upper Holston projects to such an extent as. to 
seriously reduce the usefulness of the streams for water supplies, 
recreation, fish life, and other uses. Domestic sewage ori~inating 
in the four cities and discharged untreated produced high bac
terial concentrations in the river water at Kingsport. Ammonia 
discharged by two industries at Elizabethton made it impractica
ble to maintain a free chlorine residual in the treated water at 
Kingsport. Industrial waste from a paper mill in Bristol re~ulted 
in highly colored and foamy water in Beaver Creek and m the 
South Fork of the Holston during low-stream flows for several 
miles below the mouth of Beaver Creek. Toxic wastes from two 
industries in Elizabethton made a "biological desert" of the lower 
23 miles of the Watauga River. 

Pollution studies 

When streams as polluted as the Watauga and South Holst.on 
are impounded, significant changes occur in the water. Begm
ning in the fall of 1951, a year before closure of Boone Dam, and 
continuing to date (March 1956), water samples have been col
lected from 15 key locations on the streams tributary to, and on 
the South Fork Holston River and the Holston River downstream 
from Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Reservoirs. These samples 
have' been analyzed to determine the sanit~r.y chemical, and ~he 
bacteriological quality of the water. In addition, rath~r extensive 
reservoir water quality surveys were made on Boone m ~953 a_nd 
on Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir in 1954. In 1954 also, mtensive 
water quality surveys were made on the South Fork Holston 
River and the Holston River, from Fort Patrick Henry Dam 
above' Kingsport to Church Hill, approximately 11 miles below 
the head of the Holston River. 

The pollution studies have been made to determine the effects 
on downstream water quality of impounding the pollution carried 
by the inflowing streams. The studies are also directed at deter
mining the effects on water quality of impoundment per se. Results 
of the studies to date have shown the impoundments to be very 
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beneficial in reducing bacterial concentrations m the water. 
Clearer, less turbid, and less colored water is produced down
stream for municipal and industrial uses. Colder water is avail
able for industrial use at Kingsport during the summer months 
since cold water, originating in the lower levels of Watauga and 
South Holston Reservoirs, flows through the new pools along the 
bottom and is warmed less than in the open river by the sun and 
atmosphere. Cold water is very beneficial economically to indus
tries using it for condenser or other cooling purposes. Dissolved 
oxygen (a pollution-absorbing asset) concentrations are quite low 
in the water discharged in the summer months from Fort Patrick 
Henry Reservoir. 

Waste treatment facilities 

Waste treatment facilities for both Bristol, Va., and Bristol 
Tenn., went into operation in January 1953. Treatment work~ 
for Johnson City are now under construction. At Elizabethton 
and Bluff City activities leading toward treatment facilities are 
making definite progress. Below Fort Patrick Henry Dam at 
Kingsport, primary treatment works for municipal wastes' are 
under construction and should be in operation some time in 1957. 
Thes~ pollution abatement measures, together with the benefits 
provided by the new reservoirs will result in a materially im
pro~ed, and thus more useful, water quality in the upper Holston 
Basm. 

AGRICULTURE 

Watauga agriculture 

~VA acquired 9198 acres of land in fee for the Watauga 
proJect. About two-thirds of the total is in Carter County and 
the reJ?ainder is in Johnson County. Of the total acquired, 
approximately 4411 acres are inundated when the reservoir is at 
full pool, 1960 feet, contour elevation. Some of the remainder 
w~ll be subject to occasional flooding but a relatively large area 
Will not be flooded at all. About 65 percent of the area acquired 
was cleared. About 80 percent was used for the production of 
pasture and hay and 20 percent for more intensive crops such as 
tobacco,, vegetables, corn, and small grain. The total agricultural 
productiOn of the area was not large in terms of the total for east 
Tennessee but was important to the economy of the two-county 
area. 

A number of tracts of land were acquired before construction 
was suspended by WPB order in 1942 and a few tracts were 
acquired in the period during which con'struction was suspended. 
These tracts were licensed for use by local farmers (in most cases 
th~ former owner) until possession was required in order to per
mit closure of the dam. This procedure made it unnecessary for 
these former o:vners to seek new homes during the war period 
and prevented mterference with normal agricultural production. 

In general, roads followed the stream channels, and residences 
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were concentrated in the valleys. Because of this situation many 
areas not actually required for flooding were acquired to avoid 
relocating roads. Approximately 3688 acres of the land thus 
acquired were adjacent to United States Forest Service holdings 
and have been transferred to the Forest Service. 

The situation which existed with respect to industrial employ
ment of farm residents was rather unique in this particular area, 
since a very high percent of the farm families had at least one 
member working off the farm. Buses and private cars trans
ported these workers to and from the plants. The work of the 
agricultural extension service in assisting with the development 
of relocation and readjustment plans was somewhat difficult 
because few families wanted to move beyond commuting distance 
from the industrial plants. Much effort, therefore, was devoted 
to assistance in locating small tracts to which houses could be 
moved (either intact or by wrecking and rebuilding) and on which 
limited farm operations could be carried on. 

The small town of Butler was completely inundated, and there 
was a demand for small home sites on which the families of the 
town could relocate. With assistance from TVA, the Tennessee 
Agricultural Extension Service, and the State Planning .Commis
sion a good-sized tract of land on the edge of the reservoir was 
acquired by a group of local people. Streets were laid out; utili
ties made available, and a consolidated elementary school was 
built. A post office was established, two churches were moved 
from the reservoir area into the new community and stores and 
service stations sprang up. This area was also subdivided into 
suitable building lots to which many of the houses in Butler were 
moved intact by contractors. This action assisted materially in 
the orderly removal of families from the reservoir area. The area 
is now a well established rural community and has recently, by 
state legislative enactment, been designated by the name of Butler. 

Only a few relatively small tracts of land above the reservoir 
are suitable for agricultural use and these are being used by local 
farmers under license arrangements. The acreage involved is 
small and the licensees deal directly with a representative of TVA's 
Division of Reservoir Properties. 

South Holston agriculture 

TVA acquired 10,800 acres of land in fee for the South Holston 
project. About four-fifths of this area is in Sullivan County, 
Tenn., and one-fifth is in Washington County, Va. The Tennessee 
portion was, for the most part, small areas of bottom land suit
able for crop production surrounded by rather steep hills suitable 
mostly for pasture or timber production. Corn and tobacco were 
the principal crops and most farmers had small acreages and low 
incomes. Roads were not too good and the farmer's opportunity 
for employment off the farm was very limited. The Virginia por
tion, generally, was gently to steeply rolling land suitable for 
general agricultural use. Most of the Virginia farmers had rela
tively larger and more productive farms, and farm incomes were 
adequate for a reasonable standard of living. Corn, tobacco, hay, 
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and small grain were the principal crops, and a considerable por
tion of the total income was derived from livestock and livestock 
products. 

Of the total acreage acquired, approximately 5244 acres lie 
above the maximum shoreline contour. Much of this land has very 
poor access and is poorly suited for any purpose other than the 
production of trees. It is expected that some 3738 acres of this 
land will be transferred to the United States Forest Service which 
now controls a considerable acreage of timber land extending the 
length of the reservoir on the southeast side. 

Several tracts of land were acquired in this reservoir area dur
ing the initial construction period and a few others were acquired 
while construction activities were suspended. These tracts were 
not actually needed by TV A prior to closure of the dam and were 
licensed for use (mostly by the former owners) until the fall of 
1950. This procedure prevented the unnecessary interference 
with the war effort, which would have resulted from forced evacu
ation of the properties as soon as they were acquired. 

Many families living in the Tennessee portion of the reservoir 
had fairly ·limited incomes from agricultural production and to a 
very large extent desired to secure new locations which would 
provide an opportunity for nonfarm employment. The work of 
the agricultural extension service in helping with the development 
of relocation and readjustment plans was influenced materially 
by this desire, and much effort was devoted to assistance in locat
ing small home sites within reach of a good school and of industrial 
and commercial activity providing opportunity for employment. 
Many families found the conditions which they sought between 
the reservoir and the town of Bristol, and considerable acreage of 
land formerly included in farms was subdivided into building 
sites and sold to those required to leave the reservoir area. 

The acreage of land acquired by TV A which is not subject to_ 
flooding and is physically suitable for agricultural use is very 
small. Local residents are being permitted to use this land for 
crop and pasture production under license arrangements. The 
licensees deal directly with a representative of TV A's Division of 
Reservoir Properties. 

Boone agriculture 

The 2130 acres of fee land acquired for Boone Reservoir were 
located in what was considered good farming communities in 
Sullivan and Washington Counties, Tenn. Some of the land along 
the river banks was rocky and steep but tended to spread out into 
a rather rolling farm area. 

The more productive soils, terrace and bottom land, were 
derived from limestone formations. Practically all the land in 
rotation was fertile, well drained, and above average in produc
tion. More than 800 acres in the reservoir had been held by the 
preceding private power company for around 20 years. This land 
has been leased annually by individuals, and the best use has not 
been made of it agriculturally speaking. 

The problem created by the flooding of lands in this area was 
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not. serious. ~he people in the reservoir area did not depend 
entirely on agnculture for a livelihood. Ninety-nine families or 
65 percent of those required to move, included people who ~ere 
de~endent upon industrial employment in one of the nearby cities. 
This group of rural dwellers produced a large part of their food 
at ~orne and preferred to relocate under similar conditions. This 
desire caused a greater demand for property in this general area. 
Several families were transients working for TV A. For this 
reason, the percentage of tenant families exceeded to some extent 
the general area ratio. 

Although the trend of population was away from the farm 
~here was e~tensive agricultural development in the area. Dairy~ 
mg predommated but ~obacco and other high-value crops were 
gro~n. ~obacco, a mam cash crop, was not considered lost pro
ductiOn smce the 56 acres in tobacco allotments were transferred. 
Beef cattle production was also important to the people in the 
area, and poultry and hogs were kept for home use with the sur
plus going to nearby markets. 

The principal agricultural crops produced in the area included 
pasture, hay, corn, small grain, and tobacco. Sixty percent of the 
land was in pasture, 22 percent was used for hay 11 percent for 
corn, 5 percent for small grain, and 2 percent fo; tobacco. 

Fort Patrick Henry agriculture 

Since TV A acquired most of the 1275 acres of fee land needed 
for reservoir purposes through the purchase of facilities of the 
East Tennessee Power and Light Co. and relatively few families 
were affected, the impact upon agriculture was negligible. 
Churches, schools, and community organizations were not dis
rupted. No substantial loss or inconvenience was encountered in 
reloca~ion of the 22 families displaced. 

Until about two generations ago the economy of the area was 
almost wholly agricultural, but with the industrialization of 
Kingsport the area changed materially. Before removal 17 of the 
families were classified as nonfarm owners and nonfar~ tenants, 
two were farm owners, and three families were classified as farm 
tenants. The majority of the people worked in plants at Kings
port and in relation to agriculture usually had only a garden. 

Most of the area that was being farmed was land formerly 
own~d by the East Tennessee Power and Light Co. which was 
acqmred by TV A. This land had been leased on an annual basis 
and because of this continued and uncertain tenancy it was in ~ 
rather low state of improvement. Most of the land was steep and 
hilly. 

Only about 29 percent of the reservoir area, or 371 acres of 
land, was taken out of agricultural production. Of this 147 acres 
was in private ownership with the remaining 224 acr~s being a 
part of the land which was already owned by TV A. This land 
was used for the production of corn, small grain, truck crops, hay, 
and pasture crops. Practically all the pasture was unimproved. 
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FORESTRY 

Tree planting 

Spurgeon Island, immediately below Boone Dam, was reforested 
in 19n6. This 28-acre island was cleared to accommodate con
struction facilities for Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Dams. 
After removal of construction buildings, etc., the surface was 
exposed. Maximum discharge from Boone will inundate the 
island. Fifteen acres of this island were reforested to hold ero
sion and redEce water velocity to a minimum. 

Other reforestation included 5 acres on the Watauga Dam 
Reservation (19Gl) ; 10 acres on the South Holston Dam Reser
vatinn (l!:JGl-G2); and !) acres on the Boone Dam Reservation 
(]!)54). 

HSH AND GAME 

Watauga 

In general, the fish production in the Watauga Reservoir sh~ml.d 
be similar to that of the Fontana Reservoir because of the simi
larity of the watersheds. Watauga now provides smallmouth and 
largemouth black bass, crappie, and rock bass fishing. T~ese 
spec:es, with the possible exception of rock bass, should contmue 
to furnish good fishing periodically. Watauga is also potential 
walleye, sauger, and striped bass water. Since some of the 
tributary waters are good trout streams an occasional trout may 
be picked up in Watauga. Because of the extensive drawdown, 
rough fish should not become a serious problem. 

The possibilities for waterfowl are very limited because of the 
extensive drawdown (160-foot maximum) and the general char
acteristics of the surrounding upland. There are no special opp~r· 
tunities for upland game, and since the TV A lands have been or 
will be transferred to the United States Forest Service, TVA ha'> 
no special interest and/or responsibility in the matter. 

South Holston 

The South Holston Reservoir should periodically provide good 
largemouth and smallmouth black bass and crappie fishing. Pike, 
sauger, and especially striped bass should also become established. 
This reservoir should be more productive than Watauga because 
of the greater fertility of part of the watershed. Because of 
extensive drawdown, rough fish should not become a serious 
problem. 

The possibilities for waterfowl development are very limited. 
There are no special opportunities for upland game, and since the 
TVA lands have been or will be transferred to the United States 
Forest Service, TVA has no special interest and/or responsibility 
in the matter. 

Boone and Fort Patrit·k Henry 

Were it not for the presence of real and potential pollution 
hazards, water temperatures and relatively low turbidity woul:l 
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make these waters suitable for trout. At the present time, Boone 
has a mixed population of warmwater species-black bass, crap
pie, bluegills, catfish, and shad. How well these species can main
tain themselves under prevailing conditions remains to be seen. 
The low water temperature of Fort Patrick Henry will be unfa
vorable for maximum production of warmwater species. 

Because of the acquisition pattern and the character of the 
shoreline there are no special opportunities for game development. 

LAND MANAGEMENT AND RECREATION 

Watauga land management 

To protect the properties and to manage the lands which TY A 
had acquired, land management activities at Watauga began with 
the cessation of construction, in December 1942. Management 
included the protection of the construction plant during the period 
of work cessation, the rental of farm lands and buildings, the 
protection of forest lands, and the miscellaneous sales of t~~ber. 

When construction activities resumed in July 1946, additional 
lands an'd land rights were acquired. Land-management activities 
increased as additional properties came into possession. The 
policy of acquiring flowage easements wherever possible rather 
than fee title to the land left a substantial portion of the reservoir 
shorelands in private ownership. Some of the land required for 
the dam, dam reservation, and reservoir was already in Federal 
ownership in custody of the United States Forest Service. 

TV A's land purchases were based on a decision to transfer 
practically all the land purchased above maximum flood elevation 
to the United States Forest Service for administration as part 
of the Cherokee National Forest. Some 3688 acres were trans
ferred to the Forest Service March 7, 1956, and the Service also 
assumed management responsibilities for the lands between the 
maximum flood elevation and the low-water mark of the lake. 
The only lands above the maximum shoreline contour retained for 
TVA program use are the permanent dam reservation of 514 acres 
and one 113-acre tract located at the extreme upper limits of the 
reservoir on the right bank of Watauga River which has been 
retained for a possible future dam site. If the latter tract is not 
needed for this purpose, it will be considered for transfer to th_e 
Forest Service. The remaining fee-owned lands above the maxi
mum flood elevation consist of small scattered parcels aggregat
ing approximately 43 acres which are not desirable or strategi
cally located for inclusion in the National Forest. There appears 
to be no program need requiring retention of these small tracts 
and it is expected that they will be declared surplus and sold. 

Watauga recreation 

Watauga Lake, located in the Unaka Range of the Blue Ridge 
Mountain province and bordered by the Cherokee National Forest, 
is in upper east Tennessee between Virginia and North Carolina. 
The lake is about 75 miles northeast of the Great Smoky Moun
tains National Park. The region is rich in pioneer history and 
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was once a favorite hunting ground of the Cherkoee Indians. The 
Daniel Boone Trail traversed the reservoir from east to west fol
lowing the courses of Roan Creek and Watauga River. Daniel 
Boone blazed this trail from North Carolina into east Tennessee 
as early as 1760. 

Relocated State Highway No. 67 extends as a scenic drive 
along the south shoreline of Watauga Lake for a distance of 
approximately 12 miles. It affords easy access to the lake at 
nu~erous points. To the Watauga District of the Cherokee 
National Forest and the Unaka Mountains, the impoundment of 
Watauga Lake has contributed a lake 17 miles long, with a water 
surface of 6430 acres and a shoreline of 106 miles. Thus the 
lake is a ~ew re.creation resource in an area heretofore lacki~g in 
water bodies smtable for recreation. Studies of the potentialities 
of Watauga Lake revealed that because of TVA's conservative 
land purchases, areas suitable for recreation development along 
the lake shores were sufficiently limited to make it desirable that 
they be ~etained in public ownership to assure their availability 
for public use. The inclusion of these lands in the Cherokee 
National Forest will assure this. 

Pending transfer of lands to the Forest Service, plans were 
made to meet the immediate demand for commercial recreation 
facilities by issuing leases or licenses to private operators. Two 
areas suitable for commercial recreation purposes were identified 
-one on the south side of Watauga Lake at Tigue Branch embay
ment and the. ot~er on the dam reservation. The Tigue Branch 
embayment site, Ideally located on a heavily used state highway 
~as ~eased to Watauga Lakeshores, Inc., which has made substan~ 
ti~l Improvements including overnight cabins, restaurant, swim
mmg pool, ~nd boat dock. '_l'his lease is now administered by the 
Forest Service. A commercial boat-dock operation was also leased 
on the permanent dam reservation. Seven commercial boat docks 
have been established on private lands. Privately owned lands 
are expected to meet the demand for private cabin sites. Forest 
Seryice.land will be made available for additional leased private 
cabm sites and for group camping use. 
. Visitor facilities provided by TV A on the dam reservation 
mclude an overlook building, parking areas, picnic tables, and 
outdoor ovens. 

South Holston land management 

Land-management activities began at South Holston when con
str~ction stopped in December 1942 in order to protect the prop
erties an~ to manage the lands which TV A had acquired. Man
age~ent mcluded the _Protection of construction plant during the 
perwd of ~ork cessatiOn, the rental of farm lands and buildings, 
the protectiOn of forest lands, and miscellaneous sales of timber. 
. When construction activities resumed in August 1947, addi

tional lan.d~ ~eed.ed for the project were acquired. Land-manage
m~nt activities mcreased as the additional properties were ac
q~ured. The policy of .acquiring flowage easements wherever pos
sible rather than fee title to the land left a substantial portion of 
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the reservoir shorelands in private ownership. Some of the land 
required for the reservoir was already in Federal ownership in 
custody of the United States Forest Service as a part of the 
Cherokee National Forest. As at Watauga it is expected that 
TV A will transfer to the United States Forest Service for inclu
sion in the Cherokee National Forest substantially all left bank 
reservoir lands, together with the lands on the right bank known 
as the "Knobs," and comprising nearly all the ridge land facing 
the lake between the Highway 421 bridge and the dam reservation. 
Some 3769 acres above the maximum-flood elevation are proposed 
for transfer to the Forest Service. Approximately 406 acres will 
be retained by TV A for the permanent dam reservation. Two 
tracts suitable for local parks have been identified-one in Sulli
van qounty, Tenn., consisting of about 1'52 acres, and one in 
Washmgton County, Va., consisting of 23 acres. Ninety-two 
a~res of t~e former tract were leased to Sullivan County in 1954. 
FIVe public-access areas, totalling 25 acres, are retained with the 
expectation that they will ultimately be placed in the hands of 
~tate ?r local governmental agencies for development and admin
Istratw~. '_l'he remaining fee-owned lands-approximately 681 
acres-consist, for the greater part, of lands downstream from 
the dam reservation which are retained for reservoir operation 
purposes, and 10 tracts totaling 213 acres which were declared 
surplus and authorized for sale October 17, 1956. 

South Holston recreation 

South Holston Dam is located on the South Fork of the Holston 
River some 50 miles above its confluence with the North Fork. The 
Tennessee-Virginia State line bisects South Holston Lake the 
lower .two:thir~s ?f. the lak~ falling in Tennessee and the ~pper 
one-third m VIrgmia. Sullivan County, Tenn., and Washington 
Coun~y, Va., contain the entire shoreline of the reservoir. The 
lake .Is 24 miles long and has a shoreline of 168 miles. It is in a 
heav~ly popula~ed rural section of Tennessee and Virginia and is 
rea~Ily accessible t? the residents of Bristol, Kingsport, and 
Abmgdon. U. S. Highway No. 421 crosses the reservoir near its 
midpoint providing major public access opportunities. 

Scenically located in a region of forests and mountains South 
Holston La.ke adds a recreation resource which greatly e~hances 
the recreation opportunities and potentialities of the area. South 
Hols~on and W at~ug~ Reservoirs are becoming focal points of 
scemc and recreatiOn mtere.st in southeast Virginia and upper east 
Tennessee. South Holston IS very popular for boating and fishing. 
Sponsored outboard boat races have been attended by large 
crowds. 
. The relatiyely few recreation areas acquired by TVA are essen

hal ~or public use. Most of these will be retained in public own
ership by .transfer to the Forest Service for inclusion in the Cher
okee. ~ aho~al Forest. These lands will, under Forest Service 
admim~tratwn, also. a.fford co.mmercial, quasi-public, and private 
recreatiOn opportumbes. J omt field studies and discussions of 
these lands with Forest Service personnel have identified specific 
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use areas. The Planning Commissions of Washington County, 
Va., and Sullivan County, Tenn.; Bristol, Abingdon, and Damas
cus, Va., and Bristol and Kingsport, Tenn., formed a Joint Action 
Committee which also participated in studies of local needs and 
was of considerable help in determining the extent of local interest 
and the probable future demand for various public program 
developments in this area. 

Developments are rapidly taking place on the substantial 
amount of privately owned shorelands. A number of summer 
cabins and permanent homes have been constructed. Five com
mercial boat docks are in operation on private lands. There is one 
private yacht club and one college camp. One commercial boat 
dock and resort area has been leased by TVA on land which has 
been declared surplus for sale as a commercial recreation area. 
A fishing dock operates partly from TVA land under license. 

Visitor facilities provided by TV A on the dam reservation 
include an overlook building, parking areas, picnic tables, and 
outdoor fireplaces. 

Boone land management 

Among the properties acquired by TVA in 1945 from East 
Tennessee Light and Power Co. were lands which in part became 
the Boone Dam site and reservoir. Prior to construction, admin
istration of these lands involved primarily the licensing of areas 
which were suitable for agricultural use. 

With the authorization for construction of Boone Dam, addi
tional lands and land rights required for dam construction and 
reservoir purposes were acquired. Land purchases were in proc
ess virtually up to closure of the dam December 16, 1952. The 
greater part of the additional fee-title purchases were made for 
the dam reservation, borrow pit, and public access. Flowage 
rights on reservoir lands were acquired in lieu of fee-title to a 
substantial degree, leaving a large portion of the shoreline in 
private ownership. During construction, lands were made avail
able for their best interim uses. The principal interest and use 
continued to be agriculture. 

Following closure of the dam and completion of land acquisition, 
a land review and land use forecast was made to determine fee
title lands necessary for TV A program purposes and surplus 
lands. The total fee-owned lands on this reservoir above the 
maximum pool level, elevation 1390, together with lands down
stream from the dam, are approximately 833 acres. Of this 
total 536 acres are retained for program purposes and 297 acres 
have been declared surplus for sale. Excluded from the total 833 
acres are 29 acres originally acquired for Boone Reservoir lying 
downstream from the highway bridge below Boone Dam. This 
acreage was reviewed as a part of Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir 
land review and declared surplus. 

The retained 536 acres comprise the dam reservation, four 
public park areas, one group camp area, all islands, and 15 public 
access areas. The State of Tennessee has requested that 13 of 
these access areas be placed in its custody for development and ll 
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administration. The park acres are expected to be transferred or 
leased to local governments for development. The group camp 
area is likewise expected to be leased or sold for group camping 
and quasi-public use. 

Boone recreation 

Boone Lake has a shoreline of 130 miles and is less than an 
hour's drive from the cities of Bristol, Kingsport, Johnson City, 
Elizabethton, and Erwin. The surrounding land is wooded hills 
and open farm land. The rural population is rather heavy and is 
growing. Like the other Upper Holston reservoirs, Boone is 
located in the fast-growing Tri-City industrial area and is certain 
to receive heavy recreation use. Road access to the lake in general 
is good. 

A number of permanent homes and summer cabins had already 
been constructed on privately owned shorelands before the lake 
was opened to fishing. One private yacht club was established 
during the first year of reservoir impoundment. Fifteen boat 
docks were established or had been approved when the lake was 
opened to fishing during the second spring of impoundment. The 
small amount of TV A land available and suitable for commercial 
recreation use is expected to be sold. One boat dock, which will 
be sold later, has been licensed for operation on TV A land. A small 
public access tract within the city has been licensed to Bluff City 
for development and use as a picnic and play area. A visitors 
building and parking area have been provided by TVA on the 
dam reservation. 

Fort Patrick Henry land management 

Land management in the Fort Patrick Henry Reservoir pre
ceded by several years the authorization and construction of the 
project. These land management activities resulted from the 
acquisition in 1945 of the East Tennessee Light and Power Co. 
properties which included lands which subsequently became a 
part of the Fort Patrick Henry project. Management of the for
mer power company lands included protection of the property and 
use of the land through license or contract for such purposes as 
agriculture, timber harvesting, sand removal, and recreation. 
Recreation use involved rental of a few summer cabins located on 
the property when acquired. 

The Fort Patrick Henry project is located on the South Fork 
of the Holston River some 10 miles downstream from the Boone 
project. The reservoir has a shoreline of only 37 miles. With 
authorization of the project a relatively small amount of addi
tional fee-title land was purchased. Flowage easements were pur
chased in lieu of fee ownership in some cases but the major por
tion of the shoreline is in TV A fee ownership. During c~mstruc
tion, reservoir lands were made available for their best uses, con
sistent with construction needs. The principal use was agricul
ture. , · , , 

Following closure of the dam and completion of land acquisition, 
a land review and land use forecast was made to determine the 
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fee-title lands to be retained for TV A program purposes. This 
land review included 29 acres originally designated as Boone Res
ervoir tracts immediately down river from the highway bridge 
below Boone Dam. The total fee-owned lands on this reservoir 
above the maximum flood level, elevation 1268, together with 
lands downstream from the dam, totaled approximately 472 acres, 
of which 361 acres were declared surplus and authorized for sale. 
A large portion of the surplus land is forecast for commercial 
recreation use. The lands retained for program uses total 111 
acres which include the permanent dam reservation, five small 
public-access areas, islands, certain land on each side of the river 
below the dam, and certain very narrow strips along the reser
voir retained for water-control purposes. It is expected that the 
public-access areas will be placed in the hands of the state or 
local governmental agencies for development and administration 
for public recreation purposes. The land use forecast was re
viewed with the Sullivan County and Kingsport City Planning 
Commissions. 

Fort Patrick Henry recreation 

Fort Patrick Henry Lake is flanked by relatively high rock and 
wooded bluffs interspersed with hills and rolling farm lands. 
Located in the fast growing Tri-City area, the reservoir is within 
one-half hour's driving time from Kingsport, Bristol, Elizabeth
ton, and Johnson City. A 900-acre lake adds a valuable recrea
tion resource to this expanding industrial area. The lake is certain 
to receive heavy local recreation use because of its proximity to 
several cities and a large surrounding rural population. The five 
public access areas designated by TVA have been requested by 
the State of Tennessee for development and administration in the 
interest of the widest free public use. 

The relatively small extent of change in lake water levels will 
encourage full development and utilization of the recreation poten
tialities of the lake. Already a number of large permanent homes 
and cabins have been constructed on the shore lands. Many more 
are anticipated. A number of private boat piers or docks have 
been installed. Two fishing docks have been established, one in 
the State Park and one on privately owned shore lands. The 
fishing potential of the newly impounded lake is as yet unknown, 
but the number of boats already on the lake foretell considerable 
interest in boating and fishing. 

At Fort Patrick Henry, for the first time in TV A's experience, 
a state agency participated, from the earliest beginnings of the 
project, in the planning, acquisition, and development of a state 
park on the lake shore. Also unique in the development of the 
park was the State of Tennessee's acquisition and transfer to TV A 
of some 68 acres essential to the reservoir in exchange for 415 
acres transferred by TV A to the state. The state also bought 
additional land for the park from private owners. Warriors Path 
State Park lies on both sides of the reservoir for a distance of 
about 3 miles. Park roads, a large boat harbor, and a picnic area 
have been constructed. A relocated highway and new bridge 
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spanning the lake and passing through the park have been con
structed. 

A visitors building and parking areas have been provided by 
TVA on the dam reservation. 
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CHAPTER 9 

COSTS 

The Upper Holston projects accounting and cost section was 
established at South Holston Dam in January 1942. The work was 
so organized that all bookkeeping functions were maintained 
throughout the first construction period-January 1942 to Febru
ary 1944-for the local units of the personnel, construction and 
maintenance, reservoir clearance, reservoir properties, and health 
and safety divisions as well as for the Upper Holston projects 
division. The War Production Board issued a stop-work order 
effective November 30, 1942, and, in general, all construction work 
ceased i'Q December 1942. However, disposal operations on con
struction plant and construction inventories delayed the closing of 
the accounting office until February 1944. 

During this period, service was rendered to all organizations 
involved on both the South Holston and Watauga projects through 
the central offices of the accounting and cost, warehouse, and time
keeping units, all located at South Holston Dam. 

The second, and final, construction period opened in July 1946. 
The main accounting office was established at Watauga Dam 
where accounting and cost engineering functions were maintained 
for all work on Watauga, Wilbur, and South Holston Dams until 
November 18, 1950. On that date, there remained-for Watauga 
and Wilbur-only completion of the final cost reports. The office 
was transferred to Boone Dam from which accounting and cost 
engineering work was continued for the finishing-up work at 
South Holston Dam. 

After July 1946, the Upper Holston projects accounting and 
cost section provided bookkeeping, accounting, cost engineering, 
warehousing, timekeeping, and general office services for the 
Upper Holston projects branch engaged on all three of the above 
named projects. In addition, bookkeeping, accounting, and time
keeping services were rendered to the local units of the personnel, 
health and safety, and reservoir properties branches. Accounting 
for the relocation work of the construction and maintenance 
branch was handled by the construction and maintenance account
ing office (later renamed the Chattanooga construction accounting 
office) in Chattanooga. 

In general, the organization, controls and routines, as set forth 
in the following narrative, were obtained during both construction 
periods. The section was headed by the project accountant, who 
reported directly to the project manager, with functional super
vision exercised by the construction accountant. 

863 
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t\ccounting 
Ninety-five percent of all bookkeeping work was done on book

keeping machines. All general and detail ledgers were set up on 
these machines as were the hourly labor cost distribution ledgers. 
Two original entry ledgers were maintained-one, for payroll 
deductions; the other, for cash collections. Journal vouchers were 
prepared monthly for entry of data from these two original entry 
ledgers. 

Besides journal vouchers, other entry papers included field 
vouchers (for payment of vendors' invoices) shop orders, incom
ing shipping tickets, and TV A invoices, set up to collect amounts 
due TVA. 

In general, all costs can be subdivided into labor, material, shop 
service, machine time, prorations, and services by other TV A 
branches. The methods of accumulating data on each of these 
components were as follows: 
1. Labo1· 

A. Hourly labor: 
Each hourly foreman turned in, daily, a "Foremen's time report" 

on which were listed: ( 1) the badge numbers of the men in his crew; 
(2) total hours worked that day; and (3) hours spent, by each man, 
on each item of work as described by the foreman in his own words. 
After rating and extension by the time office, which established a 
control total for the days' labor cost, the cost office coded each work 
description. The accounting office then posted, to accounts designated, 
the costs and the detailed descriptions from these foremen's time 
reports. Upon completion of the month's business, a journal voucher 
was prepared listing the accounts and the related accumulated labor 
costs. This voucher was then posted to the main books of account. 

B. Annual labor: 
Reports were regularly submitted on all salary policy and annual 

trades and labor employees by all offices. Days worked, leave taken, 
overtime earned, and night differential earned were reported for each 
employee. These reports were rated and extended by the time office, 
coded by the cost office, and then summarized by cost accounts on a 
journal voucher from which Pntries were made to main books of 
account. 

2. Materials 
Material costs derived from: (1) vouchers covering payments for pur

chases; (2) issues from stock; and (3) transfers from other TVA projects. 
All construction materials, equipment, and items for permanent installa
tion were received, stored, and issued by the warehouse unit. Purchases 
were paid for in accordance with purchase agreements upon receipt of 
receiving reports prepared by the warehouse unit. Inventory items were 
priced, upon withdrawal, from stock ledgers in which over one-half of 
all stocks were carried under the perpetual inventory system. In general, 
equipment repair parts, permanent materials, fuels, lubricants, and ex
plosives were covered by this system. Price cards, with latest posted price 
being used, covered those stock items not carried in perpetual inventory. 

3. Shop service 
A separate operating account was maintained for the machine and 

garage shop and for the carpenter shop. The salaries and wages of shop 
supervisors, clerks, and workmen together with the costs of materials used 
and of shop building and equipment maintenance and depreciation were 
accumulated. Clearance to work features and other clearing accounts was 
accomplished by shop orders which were closed out monthly. 

4. Machine time 
Operating accounts for equipment groups were maintained to receive 

all costs for operating labor, fuel, supplies, and repairs. Distribution to 
work features waiS based upon an hourly use-rate for each hour operated. 
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T.hi~ use-rate covered the operating costs (described above) plus a depre
ciatwn rate based upon the esti~ated life ?f the equipment. Operating 
hou,rs were reported for each p_nc.e of eqmpment for each shift by the 
equipment operators. A deprec1atwn reserve account was credited with 
a_n amount equal to the product of the operating hours and the deprecia
tion rat<;,; clearances were effected each month. 

5. Prorations 
Certain cost e.lem~nts, which could not be equitably handled in another 

manner, were d1stnbuted to feature accounts on the basis of total costs 
prior to en~ry of prorations. ?'hese elements included (1) write-off of 
mvestment m gene~al. constructwn plant a~ea grading, plant roads, mis
c.ella~eous small bmldmgs; (2). total operatmg costs for warehousing, job 
bghtmg, workmen transportatwn on the job; and (3) general foremen's 
salaries and transportation expense on the job. 

6. Services involving other TVA branches 
Upon request, work was done for other TVA organizations and con

versely, these organizations rendered service to the projects. Costs' were 
transferred .to proper accounts, as incurred, through inter-office ledger 
sheets. MaJor work was first covered by sub-order to set up funds in 
accordance with best estimating information. Cost transfers were m~de 
monthly by sub-order to proper feature accounts. 

. In. 3;ddition, the accounting office established routines for: ( 1) 
mv01cmg contractors for materials and services rendered by 
TV~; (2) handlin~ and recording cash collections; and (3) con
trolling and collectmg payroll deductions. 

Cost engineering 

The ~e~ponsibilitie~ of the cost engineering unit included: (1) 
the wntmg and mamtenance of the job account classification· 
(?) ~he ~aily coding of all costs as they were incurred ; ( 3) th~ 
distnbubon of monthly operating costs for such construction 
plant units as compressed-air system, power system, raw-water 
system, aggregate plant, cement handling, mixing plant, etc.; ( 4) 
the prep~ration of mon~hly. and special reports on costs; ( 5) the 
preparation of cost studies m connection with budgets and budget 
c.ontrol; ( 6) t~e review of machine-operating costs and the estab
lishment of smtable rental rates for the equipment involved· and 
(7) the analysis, reconciliation, and adjustment of final costs to
gether with the preparation of the complete final cost report for 
each project. 

Within the framework of the job account classification all daily 
costs were coded. Foremen's time cards, annual employees' time 
reports, warehouse issue slips, shipping tickets, machine-time re
ports, purchase requisitions, and inter-office notices of entries 
were the main source documents from which costs were derived 
and recorded. 

Analysis of costs proceeded each month following the closing of 
the boo~s of account. This closing was completed, and financial 
reports Issued by the tenth of each month. Monthly budget studies 
incl.uding data developed by these cost analyses were completed, 
reviewed, at least bimonthly, with top job management and re
ports were issued by the nineteenth of each month. I~sofar as 
other work permitted with the available cost personnel, final cost 
report analyses were started on each project during the first year 
of work on that project. The objective provided for issuance of 
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the complete final I'eport within a few months after completion 
of all work. 

Warehousing 
Main warehouses were established at Watauga and, So~th Hol

ston Dams with a separate organizat~on for e~ch roam JOb. All 
materials and equipment for the Wllbur prOJect were handled 
through the Watauga warehouse. 

The main functions of each warehouse unit involved: 
1. Preparation of purchase requisitions for m~teri~ls and. equipment as 

desired by job management and the engmeenng des1gn branch of 
Knoxville. . . d t · 1 2. Receiving, unloading, inspecting, and checkmg a_ll m-boun rna ena s 
and equipment; preparing reports ~m such rec~1pts. . . 

3. Storing all materials; issuing matenals as reqmn;d for ~onstructw_n, 
taking periodic physical invento:r;ies. Prep~rmg 1ssue s~1ps and s~lp
ping tickets on out-bound mate~1als. Packmg and cratmg matenals 
for shipment to other TV A proJects and to v:endors. 

4. Accumulating and segregating surplufs mad!enalsl, bboth nl ew atnrdanus~ee~· 
Preparing reports on such surplus or 1sposa Y sa e or · 

The magnitude of the opera~ions a~ Watauga Dam can be gaged 
by the dollar volume of matenals w~Ich pa~sed through the ware
house. During the 4-year construction perwd, July 194~ through 
June 1950, inventory materials at a total cos~ yalue of $2_,500,000 
were received, stored, and issued. In addition, ma~erials 3;nd 
equipment purchased for specific use in the completed mstallatwn 
and so charged at time of purchase amounted to anothe;r $4,009,-
000. With approximately $2,'500,000 worth of construction eqmp
ment, which also was received and shipped ~ut by th~ warehouse, 
the Watauga Dam unit performed warehousmg functwns of some 
type on materials and equipment valued !it $9,000,000. . 

The South Holston Dam warehouse umt performed a hke serv
ice for that project. Here, the dollar value of the volume handled 
was substantially higher than at W ~tauga; ~<?uth H?lston was the 
larger project, built during a penod of nsmg pnces, both for 
labor and materials. 

Timekeeping 
The brass check system was employed at both Wata_uga and 

South Holston Dams which were serviced by sepa~at~ timekeep
ing units. Hourly employees drew brass at the b~gmm~g of each 
shift and dropped their brass when they left the JOb. Timecheck
ers covered the working area twice daily and recorded the pre~
ence of each worker. These timechecker reports f?rmed the basis 
for wage payment after they had been compared with hourly fore
men's time cards to remove employees checked b~t not reported by 
foremen. All discrepancies were cleared up durmg the next regu
larly scheduled tour of duty for the shift involved. 

Hourly payrolls were prepared in each time office. . Payment 
was effected by check issued to the employee at the time office 
immediately upon close of the employee's _shift. . 

Payroll deductions increased in type durmg the p~rwd of Upper 
Holston construction; consequently, payroll work mcreased. By 
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the time the projects were completed deductions were being made 
for. income tax, medical insurance, house rent, dormitory rent, 
eqUipment rent, telephone service, electricity, and union dues. 

Annual payrolls were maintained at the Watauga Dam time 
office for all salary-policy and trades and labor annual employees 
at Watauga, South Holston, and Wilbur Dams. Leave slips re
ports for both straight time and overtime were submitted t~ the 
time office where an individual ledger sh~et was maintained for 
each employee. A_s was the case with hourly payrolls, payroll 
work and preparation became somewhat more involved because of 
the various payroll deductions of current nature. 

SUMMARY OF COSTS 

WATAUGA 

T~e final cost of the original Watauga project, as reported 
herem at $32,368,781.95 ("General Summary," table 78) and as 
show:n by the books of account of June 30, 1951, includes hydraulic 
~ulbple-purpose plant ~onsisting of land, land rights, structures, 
Impro~ements, and ~qmpment; transmission plant consisting of 
the primary substatiOn located at the powerhouse site and con
str_uc~ed concurrently with the dam, powerhouse, and control 
bmldmg; and general plant consisting of intersite communication 
equipment. 

The final cost of the project, by character of expenditures is as 
follows ("Detail Summary," table 79) : ' 

Land costs-------------------------------------------- $4,770,277.01 
Construction costs: 

Direct construction ----------------- $21,071,911.25 
Indirect construction ---------------- 2,195,512.96 

Distributive general expense: 
Design and construction engineering __ _ 
Executive and administrative expense __ 
Other general expense ______________ _ 

1,721,575.53 
1,998,707.53 

610,797.67 

23,267,424.21 

4,331,080.73 

32,368,781.95 

Land costs in the amount of $4,770,277.01 cover reservoir land 
acquired in fee; reservoir land-flowage easements· communica
tion:line easement~; and easements for relocated highways. 

Direct construction costs totaling $21,071 911.25 include labor 
materials,_ equipment, construction plant, tools, shop expense: 
warehousmg, transportation, and other similar expenditures. 

Ind_irect construction costs amount to $2,195,512.96 and include 
supermtendence, acco~nting, cost engineering, timekeeping, per
sonal travel and subsistence of employees when in official travel 
sta~us, office sup~lies and expense, construction-plant studies and 
design, construction-camp operation, temporary-access facilities 
fire losses, police and g_uide service, and expense of closing dow~ 
and reopenmg the proJect due to suspension of construction by 
the Wf:!r Production Board in 1942 (p. 894). 

Design and construction engineering costs amounting to 
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$1,721,575.53 cover salaries and expenses of ~roject manager; sa~
aries and expenses of field, executive, supervisory and. office engi
neers concrete technicians, and inspectors; and services of c<;m
sulta~ts. Included among engineering services a_re :. foundaho?
borings and explorations; soil technology;. est.abhshmg of. hori
zontal and vertical controls; general exammabon and stu~Ies of 
foundation and reservoir rims, and effect of da~ construc~wn on 
sinks, wells, and springs in the areas immediately o.utside ~he 
reservoir· design of all permanent structures and eqmpment m
cluding protection and relocation ?f highways, and po_wer .and 
communication lines; and preparatiOn of plans and specifications 
for landscape treatment in the vicinities of the dam, powerhouse, 
and control building ( p. 895) . 

Executive and administrative costs total $1,998,707.53 and 
represent the Watauga project's proportion of .the total general 
administration of the Tennessee Valley Authonty ( p. 895). 

Other general costs totaling $610,797.67 coyer such expens~s 
as surveys for basic controls, silt ranges, and high-wa.ter marks m 
the reservoir area; flowage topography for hydra~hc and flood
damage studies; compilation of basic hydrographic . and hydro
logic data; general project investigations and .studies of fl~od 
control, power generation, and regional economics; construch.on 
medical services; public health engineering; pe~sonnel ~nd tram
ing services; messenger, file, mail and couner serviCes ; and 
preparation of a final report (p. 896). . . . 

All the foregoing distributive costs ( mdirect constr_u<.;twn, .de
sign and construction engineering, executive and admmistrahve, 
and other general expenses) have been distributed. to their related 
direct construction costs for all accounts exclusive of accounts 
covering the purchase price ~f la_nd. The deta_iled. su~mary (see 
table 79) illustrates the apphcatwn of these distnbuhve costs of 
project features. 

Summary statements of detailed analyses of costs are presented 
in the following schedules (tables 78 to 83). 

SOUTH HOLSTON 

The final cost of the original South Holston project, as reported 
herein at $31,242,223.95 ("General Summary," table 84) and as 
shown by the books of accounts of June 30, 1952, includes hydrau
lic multiple-purpose plant consisting of land, land rights, str.uc
tures, improvements, and equipment; transmission plant ~onsist
ing of the primary substation located at the powerhouse site and 
constructed concurrently with the dam and powerhouse; and 
general plant consisting of intersite communication equipme~t. 

The final cost of the project, by character of expenditures, Is as 
follows ("Detail Summary," table 85): 
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Land costs ------------------------------------------- $2,403,430.41 
Construction costs: 

Direct construction __________________ $22,404,045.38 
Indirect construction ---------------- 2,614,520.93 

Distributive general expense: 
Design and construction engineering __ _ 
Executive and administrative expense __ 

Other general expense -------------------

1,778,017.26 
1,504,252.80 

537,957.17 

25,018,566.31 

3,820,227.23 

31,242,223.95 

Land costs in the amount of $2,403,430.41 cover reservoir land 
acquired in fee; reservoir land-flowage easements; and easements 
for relocated highways. 

Direct construction costs totaling $22,404,045.38 include labor, 
materials, equipment, construction plant, tools, shop expense, 
warehousing, transportation, and other similar expenditures. 

Indirect construction costs amount to $2,614,520.93 and include 
superintendence, accounting, cost engineering, timekeeping, per
sonal trqvel and subsistence of employees when in official travel 
status, office supplies and expense, construction-plant studies and 
design, construction-camp operation, temporary-access facilities, 
fire losses, police and guide service, and expense of closing down 
and reopening the project due to suspension of construction by 
the War Production Board in 1942 (p. 916). 

Design and construction engineering costs amounting to 
$1,778,017.26 cover salaries and expenses of project manager; 
salaries and expenses of field, executive, supervisory and office 
engineers, concrete technicians, and inspectors; and services of 
consultants. Included among engineering services are: foundation 
borings and explorations; soil technology; establishing of hori
zontal and vertical controls; general examination and studies of 
foundation and reservoir rims, and effect of dam construction on 
sinks, wells, and springs in the areas immediately outside the 
reservoir; design of all permanent structures and equipment in
cluding protection and relocation of railroads, highways, power 
lines, and communication lines; and preparation of plans and 
specifications for landscape treatment in the vicinities of the dam 
and powerhouse (p. 917). 

Executive and administrative costs total $1,504,252.80 and 
represent the South Holston project's proportion of the total gen
eral administration of the Tennessee Valley Authority (p. 917). 

Other general costs totaling $537,957.17 cover such expenses as 
surveys for basic controls, silt ranges, and high-water marks in 
the reservoir area; flowage topography for hydraulic and flood
damage studies; compilation of basic hydrographic and hydrologic 
data; general project investigations and studies of flood control, 
power generation, and regional economics; construction medical 
services; public health engineering; personnel and training serv
ices; messenger, file, mail and courier services; and preparation of 
a final report (p. 917). 

All the foregoing distributive costs (indirect construction, de-
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sign and construetion engineering, executive and administrative, 
and other general expenses) have been distributed to their related 
direct construction costs for all accounts exclusive of the pur
chase price of land in account Nos. 200 and 204. The detailed 
summary, page 899, illustrates the application of these distribu
tive costs to project features. 

Summary statements of detailed analyses of costs are presented 
in the following schedules (tables 84 and 89). 

BOONE 

The final cost of the original Boone project, as reported herein 
at $27,191,574.12 ("General Summary," table 90) and as shown 
by the books of account at June 30, 1955, includes: hydraulic mul
tiple-purpose plant consisting of land, land rights, structures, 
improvements, and equipment: transmission plant consisting of 
the primary substation located at the powerhouse site and con
structed concurrently with the dam and powerhouse; and general 
plant consisting of intersite communication equipment. 

The final cost of the project, by character of expenditures, is 
as follows ("Detail Summary," table 91) : 

Land costs ------------------------------------------- $2,166,020.79 
Construction costs: 

Direct construction ------------------ $20,870,493.49 
Indirect construction ---------------- 1,185,353.18 

22,055,846.67 
Distributive general expense: 

Design and construction engineering __ _ 
Executive and administrative ________ _ 
Other general ----------------------

1,688,332.80 
779,113.08 
502,260.78 

2,969,706.66 

27,191,57 4.12 

Land costs totaling $2,166,020.79 cover reservoir land acquired 
in fee ; reservoir land flowage easements; and easements for re
located highways and telephone lines (schedules, pp. 924-927). 

Direct construction costs amounting to $20,870,493.49 include 
labor, material, equipment, construction plant, tools, shop ex
pense, warehousing, transportation, and other similar expendi
tures (schedules, pp. 927-939). 

Indirect construction costs total $1,185,353.18 and cover super
intendence, accounting, cost engineering, timekeeping, personal 
travel and subsistence of employees on official business, office 
supplies and expense, construction-plant studies, design and cost 
estimates, and public safety expense (p. 940). 

Design and construction engineering costs in the amount of 
$1,688,332.80 cover salaries and expenses of the project manager; 
salaries and expenses of field, executive, supervisory, and office 
engineers, concrete technicians and inspectors; and services of 
consultants. Included among engineering services are: founda
tion borings and explorations ; soil technology; establishing hori
zontal and vertical controls; general examination and studies of 
foundation and reservoir rims, and effect of dam construction 
on sinks, wells, and springs in areas immediately outside the 
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~·eserv?ir; desig~ of all permanent structures and equipment 
mcludn~g protectiOn and ~elocation of highways and power tele
phone hnes; and preparatiOn of plans and specifications for land
sc~pe. treatment in the vicinities of the dam, powerhouse, control 
bmldmg and substation (p. 941). 

Executive and ad_mi~istrative ~osts total $779,113.08 and repre
sent. the Boone proJects proportiOn of the total general adminis
tratiOn of the Tennessee Valley Authority (p. 941). 

?ther general co~ts totaling ~502,260.78 cover such expenses 
~s. surveys f?r basic controls, silt ranges, and high-water marks 
m the reservOir area; flowage topography for hydraulic and flood
damage studies; basic hydrographic and hydrologic data· general 
P.roject inves~igations and studies of flood control, powe; genera
tion, and regwnal economics; the expense of materials procure
me~t; C?nstruction medical services; public health and safety 
engmeermg; personnel and training services ; and preparation 
of a final prOJect report (p. 941). 
. All the foregoing distributive costs (indirect construction de

sign and construction engineering, executive and administra'tive, 
and other general expenses) have been distributed to their relaterl 
direct construction costs for all accounts exclusive of the purchasl' 
price of land in accounts Nos. 200, 204, and 207. The detailed 
summary, page 921, of this report, shows these costs as they have 
been applied to project features. 
. Summary ~tatements of detailed analyses of costs are presenterl 
m the followmg schedules (tables 90 to 95). 

FORT PATR!CK HENRY 

The final C?st of the original Fort Patrick Henry pro.iect. as 
reported herem at $12,419,841.74 ("General Summary," table 96) 
and as ~ho~n by the books of account at June 30, 1955, includes; 
hvdrauhc SI!lgle-purpose plant consisting of land, land rights, 
stru~tu.res, 1mprovements, and equipment; transmission plant 
c?nsistJng of the primary substation located at the powerhouse 
site and constructed co~currently .with ~he dam and powerhouse; 
and general plant consistmg of mtersite communication equip
ment. 

The final cost of the project, by character of expenditures is 
as follows ("Detail Summary," table 97) : ' 

Land costs ------------------------------------------- $793,566.34 
Construction costs: 

Direct construction ------------------- $9,594,709.22 
Indirect construction ----------------- 536,259.10 

Distributive general expense: 
Design and construction engineering __ _ 
Executive and administrative _________ _ 
Other general -----------------------

873,136.67 
438,613.60 
183,556.81 

10,130,968.32 

1,495,307.08 

p2,4Hl,841. 7 4 
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Land costs in the amount of $793,566.34 cover reservoir land 
acquired in fee, reservoir land flowage easements, and easements 
for relocated highways. 

Direct construction costs totaling $9,594,709.22 include labor, 
material, equipment, construction plant, tools, shop expense, 
warehousing, transportation, and other similar expenditures. 

Indirect construction costs amounting to $536,259.10 cover 
superintendence, accounting, cost engineering, timekeeping, per
sonal travel and subsistence of employees when in official travel 
status, office supplies and expense, construction plant studies, 
design and cost estimates, and public safety expense ( p. 960). 

Design and construction engineering totals $873,136.67 and 
includes salaries and expenses of the project manager; salaries 
and expenses of field, executive, supervisory, and office engineers, 
concrete technicians, and inspectors; and services of consultants. 
Included among engineering services are: foundation borings 
and explorations; soil technology; establishing· horizontal and 
vertical controls; design of all permanent structures and equip
ment, including relocation of highways and utility lines; and 
preparation of plans for landscape treatment in vicinities of dam, 
powerhouse, switchyard, and visitors building (p. 961}. 

Executive and administrative costs amounting to $438,613.60 
are for the Fort Patrick Henry project's proportion of the total 
general administration of the Tennessee Valley Authority (p. 
961). 

Other general costs amount to $183,556.81 and include such 
items as surveys for basic controls, silt ranges, and high water 
marks in the reservoir area; basic hydrographic and hydrologic 
data; general project investigations and studies of flood control, 
power generation, and regional economics; materials and equip
ment purchasing expense; construction medical services; safety 
engineering; personnel and training services; and preparation of 
a final report of the project (p. 961). 

All the foregoing distributive costs (indirect construction, de
sign and construction engineering, executive and administrative, 
and other general expenses) have been distributed to their related 
direct construction costs for all accounts exclusive of the pur
chase price of land in accounts 200 and 204. The detailed sum
mary, page 945 of this report, shows these costs as they have been 
applied to project features. 

Summary statements of detailed analyses of cost are presented 
in the following schedules (tables 96 to 101). 

COSTS 

T.\llLE 78.-Watuuga-final project cost-g<'llt!ral summary 

Account DeHcription 

! HYDRAULIC ::\IULTIPLE-PURPOSE PLAXT I 

~~ ~fr':,~t~~~s 1!~~ i';!,~~t;v;~-e-nt_s_================================= I 
2~32 Reservmrs, dams, and waterways ----·---- 1

1 
Water wheels, turbines, and generators ---------------------

~~ ~j~~!ii~~eoe~~c~~~:~?~\~r;:te~t;ip~~~t-========================= 
26 Roads, railroads, and bridges ____ ------------------

2i Village and reservoir facilities ---============================= 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

42 Structures and impt overnents ___ _ 

43 Station equipment --------------============================= 

CE~ERAL PLANT 

78 Communication equipment -----------------------------------

Deduct: 
Depreciation reserves on permanent equipment transferred 

from other projects ----------------------------------

873 

Amount 

$10,U82,796.77 
2,917,046.95 

14,154,640.8:1 
2,315,771.30 

637,334.53 
337,050.84 
166,535.83 
29,875.52 

31,541,052.66 

182,588.60 
611,601.59 

794,190.19 

37,230.84 

32,372,473.69 

3,691.74 

Total ------------------------------------------------- _ $32,368,7 81.9G 



TABLE 79.-Watauga-final project cost-detail summary 

Direct con-
struction costs: 

Item Land costs labor, mate-
rials, and 

other charges 

HYDtlAULIC MULTIPLE-PURPOSE 
PLANT 

Land and land rights 
200 Purchase price of land ___ $4,005,132.67 $21,149.09 
201 Expense of land and 

privilege acquisition ___ 517,651.97 ---------------
204 Relocation of highways 

and highway bridges.. __ 
207 Relocating other struc-

tures and improve-
ments ----------------

Structures and improvements 
212 

213 
214 
216 

220 
223 

224 
225 
226 

General yard improve-
ments ----------------

Powerhouse ------------
Control building --------
Miscellaneous structures __ 

Reservoirs, dams, and 
waterways 

Reservoir ---------------
Earth and rock main 

dam ------------------
Sluiceways -------------
Intake ------------------
Water conductors -------

Ws-ter wheels, turbines, 
a.nd generators 

247,492.37 

·---~~~~2~7~~ I 

-----------------------------·------------------------
-------------1 

-------------
----------------------------------------------------------
---------------

I 

I 
I 

230 Foundations and miscel
laneous steel and iron_ 

231 Turbines, including scroll 
case, speed ring, and 
draft tube liner-------

232 Auxiliary equipment for 

-----------------

-----------------
turbines -------------

233 Draft tube gates -------
235 Generators -------------
236 Auxiliary equipment for 

generators -----------
239 :Miscellaneous equipment 

for turbines and gen
erators --------------

Accessory electric equipment 
241 Switchgear ------------
242 Switchboards ----------
243 Protective equipment __ _ 
244 Electrical structures __ _ 
245 Conduit work ----------
246 Power and control wiring 
249 Station service equip-

ment ----------------

Miscellaneous power plant 
equipment 

- ---------------------------------
- ----------------
-----------------

-----------------
----------------

_!_: ______________ 

:\:========= ====== 
. ----------------

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
---------- _____ ..... 

252 Station maintenance 
equipment -----------

255 Cranes and hoisting 
- ----------------

equipment -----------
256 Compressed air and vac

uum cleaning systems_ 
258 Station water service sys-

tem -----------------
259 Other miscellaB.eous 

equipment -----------

r~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~: 
-,----------------

·1·---------------
·---------------

I 

4,474,980.61 

351,835,99 

4,847,965.69 

778,596.51 
1,120,437.17 

279,817.62 
36,797.52 

2,215,648.82 

303,956.68 

4,004,595.22 
4,137,508.02 

529,108.33 
1, 756,425.28 

10,731,593.53 

11,897.89 

521,271.23 

198,942.09 
2,139.22 

1,000,510.44 

10,655.36 

13,532.53 

1,758,948.76 

68,232.71 
166,297.42 

46,765.55 
13,404.68 
71,211.44 
66,320.87 

51,856.04 

484,088.71 

27,893.99 

102,967.22 

7,303.09 

48,524.29 

69,319.05 

256,007.64 

Indirect 
construction 

costs 

I 
$2,546.28 

----------------
230,042.51 

6,740.87 

239,329.66 

93,740.41 
134,896.89 

33,689.10 
4,430.30 

266,756.70 

39,354.82 

482,139.85 
498,142.12 

63,702.87 
211,467.72 

1,294,807.38 

1,432.46 

62,759.31 

23,951.97 
257.56 

120,458.10 

1,282.87 

1,629.27 

211,771.54 

8,214.99 
20,021.65 

5,630.42 
1,613.88 
8,573.62 
7,984.81 

6,243.29 

58,282.66 

3,358.34 

12,396.91 

879.27 

5,842.16 

8,345.78 

30,822.46 

i 

I 

- ;,:-tal-lan;-1 Distributive general expense I 
direct and 

I indirect ~-D;;sign and Executive and Other 
construction con~truct.ion administrative general 

costs eng1neerxng costs costs 
i 

I 

I 
$4,028,828.04 i $1,573.82 $1,972.26 $602.72 

517,651.97 ---..------------- 40,402.75 1 12,346.93 

4,952,515.49 434,132.87 408.949.25 I 124,973.39 

' 
358,576.86 i 57,837.08 32,501.12 9,932.22 

9,857,572.36 1 493,543.77 

I 

483,825.38 i 147,855.26 

872,336.92 57,939.56 72.608.11 I 22,188.77 
1,255,334.06 83,377.76 104,486.49 :u,no.69 

313,506.72 20,822.74 26,094.42 7,97 4.36 
41,227.82 2,738.30 3,431.56 i 1,048.67 

2,482,405.52 164,878.36 206.620.58 1 63,142.49 

I 
30,172.571 343,311.50 i 43,268.43 n,zzo.ss 

i 
4,486,735.07 298,003.51 373,448.99 i 114,1~4.63 
4,635,650.14 307,894.26 385,843.79 117 .~12.44 

592,811.20 39,373.80 49.342.06 I 10,078.75 
1,967,893.00 130,705.07 163,795.64 ,)Q,OS5.35 

12,026,400.91 819,245.07 1,002,603.05 :106,391.80 

I I I 

I 

13,330.35 885.39 1,109.54 339.07 

584,030.54 38,790.60 48,611.21 14,855.41 

222,894.06 - 14,804.35 18,552.37 5,669.53 
2,396.78 159.19 HJ!J.50 60.96 

1,120,968.54 74,453.38 93,30~.71 28,512.97 

11,938.23 792.92 9n.67 303.66 

15,161.80 1,007.03 1,261.97 385.66 

1,970, 720.30 130,892.86 164,030.97 1 50,127.26 

76,447.70 5,077.56 6,363.05 1,944.52 
186,319.07 12,375.09 15,508.09 4,739.21 

52,395.97 3,480.07 4,361.12 1,332.75 
15,018.56 997.51 1,250.06 382.01 
79,785.06 5,299.23 6,640.83 2,029.41 
74,305.68 4,935.30 6,184.76 1,890.04 

58,099.33 3,858.89 4,835.84 1,477.82 1 

542,371.37 36,023.65 45,143.75 I 13,795.76_1 

I 

31,252.33 2,075.74 2,601.26 I 794.93 

115,364.13 7,662.34 9,602.221 2,934.40 

8,182.36 543.46 681.05 208.13 

54,366.45 3,610.96 4,525.131 1,382.87 

77,664.83 5,158.41 6,464.36 1,975.48 

286,830.10 19,050.91 23,874.02 1 7,295.81 

I I 

I 

i 

Total 

$4,032,976.8 

570,401.6 

5,920,571.0 

458,847.2 

10,982,796.7 

1,025,073.3 
1,475,129.0 
368,398.~ 

48,446.:J 

2,917,046.~1 

425,973.1 

5,272,312.2 
5,447,300.6 

696,605.8 
2,312,449.0 

0 

6 
0 
4 

0 
3 
1 
6 

14,154,640.8: 

15,664.1 

686,287.7 

261,920.3 
2,816.4 

1.317,237.6 

14,028.4 

17,816.4 

1 
3 
0 

2,315,771.39 

89,832.83 
219,941.46 

61,56!!.91 
17,648.14 
!J3,7G4.53 
87,31 G. 78 

68.~71.88 

637,334.53 
--

36,7~1.26 

135,563.09 

9,61 G.OO 

63,885.41 

!H,2t:i:3.08 

337,050.84 
-
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TABLE 79.-Watauga-final project cost-detail summary-Continued 

Item 

BOG<U, r&ilroa<U, a-nd bridge• 
2GO Aceesa roads for perma-

nent use ---------------

Village and reservoir 
facilities 

271 Reservoir operation 
facilities --------------

Total hydraulic 
multiple-purpose 
plant -----------

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

Structures and improvemernts 
422 

423 
424 

421 
uz 
483 
435 
«86 
438 

489 

378 

General yard improve-
ments ----------------

Substation building -----
Outdoor substation struc-

ture ------------------

Station equipment 
Switchgear -------------
Switchboards -----------
Protective equipment ----
Conduit work -----------
Power and control wiring_ 
Main conversion equip-

ment -----------------
Station service equip-

ment -----------------

Total transmission 
plant -----------

GmNERAL PLANT 
Jntsrsite commission 

equip'm,ent 
Communication equip-

mest -----------------

Land costs 

----------------

----------------

$4,770,277.01 

-------------------------------
----------------
----------------

----------------
----------------
~-----------------------------------------------
----------------
----------------

Total general plant •---------------

Deduct: 
Depreciation reserves on 
,~Jermanent equipment 
transferred from other 

4,770,277,01 

projects -----------------·----------------

Total ----------------- 4,770,277,01 

Direct con-
struction costs : Indirect 
labor~ mate- construction 

rials. and costs 
other charges 

$126,492.63 $15,229.28 

23,349.71 2,481.90 

20,444,095.49 2,119,481.58 

32,448.99 3,906.75 
14,030.09 1,689.17 

92,206.46 11,101.35 

138,685.54 16,697.27 

175,668.50 21,149.90 
1,370.74 165.03 

15,990.99 1,925.26 
31,391.79 3,779.47 
30,605.98 3,684.86 

172,891.73 20,815.59 

36,623.47 4,409.34 

464,543.20 55,929.45 

603,228.74 72,626.721 

28,278.76 3,404.66 

28,278.76 3,404.66 

21,07 5,602.99 2,195,512.96 

3,691.74 ------------
21,071,911.25 2,195,512.96 

Total-land, 
Distributive genern.l expense 

direct and 
indirect Design and Executive and Other 

construction construction administrative general 
costs engineering costs costs 

$141,721.91 $9,413.00 $11,796.08 $3,604.84 

25,831.61 1,534.03 1,922.40 587.48 

27,333,864.08 1,674,581.65 1,939,816.23 592,800.70 

36,355.74 2,414.70 3,026.03 924.75 
15,719.26 1,044.06 1,308.38 399.83 

103,307.81 6,861.58 8,598.72 2,627.74 

155,382.81 10,320.34 12,933.13 3,952.32 

196,818.40 13,072.44 16,381.99 5,006.27 
1,535.77 102.01 127.83 39.07 

17,916.25 1,189.98 1,491.24 455.72 
35,171.26 2,336.03 2,927.44 894.62 
34,290.84 2,277.55 2,854.17 872.22 

193,707.32 12,865.80 16,123.03 4,927.14 

41,032.81 2,725.35 3,415.33 1,043.71 

520,472.65 34,569.16 43,321.03 13,238.75 

675,855.46 44,889.50 56,254.16 17,191.07 

31,683.42 2,104.38 2,637.14 805.90 

31,683.42 - 2,104.38 2,637.14 805.90 

28,041,392.96 1,721,575.53 1,998,707.53 610,797.67 

3,691.74 ------------ ------------ ------------
28,037,701.22 1,721,575.53 1,998,707.53 610,797.67 

Total 

$166,535.83 

29,876.52 

31,541,052.66 

42,721.22 
18,4 71.53 

121,395.85 

182,588.60 

231,279.10 
1,804.68 

21,053.19 
41,329.35 
40,294.78 

227,623.29 

48,217.20 

611,601.59 

794,190.19 

37,230.84 

37,230.84 

32,372,473.69 

3,691.74 

32.368,781.95 
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878 

Account 

200 

201 

204 

-2003 

-2004 

-2081 

-2103 

-2104 

-2105 

-2106 
-2108 
-2109 
-2110 
-2111 
-2112 
-2113 
-2114 
-2115 
-2116 
-2117 
-2118 

'l'HE WATAUGA PROJECT 

TABLE 80.-W atauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details 

HYDRAULIC MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PLANT 
LA:'-!D AND LA:\D RIGHTS 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
---------------------- --------- ------------

Purchase price of land: 
The land quantities and costs shown immedi

ately following cover reservoir and site land pur
chased in fee and permanent easements acquired 
for the needs of Watauga project. 

Land rights for relocation of highways are in
cluded in account 204. 

Reservoir land purchased in fee simple (873 8,811 78 Acre ________ _ 
tracts). 

Reservoir land rights, permanent easements 2, 418.69 ____ do_ 
(245 tracts). 

Total reservoir land and land rights ____ 11,230.47 ____ do 

Other land costs associated with the Watauga 
project consist of right-of-way easements for a 
permanent communication line serving the proj
ect. 

$319.05 $2,811,464.99 

493.43 1,193,461.18 

356.61 4,004,926.17 

Communication line right-of-way easements 
(11 tracts). 

5.73 ____ do________ 36 04 206.50 

Buildings acquired with the land, and which 
were located below reservoir flow line, required 
removal before water storage Cegan. Cost of dem
olition of such structures is shown below. 

Demolition and removal of buildings __ _ 

Total, account No. 200_ 

Expense of land and privilege acquisition: 
Cost of acquiring land and land rights set forth 

in account No. 200 (11,230.47 acres). 
1,118 Tract_ __ 463.02 

21' 14g .09 

4,026,281.76 

517,651.97 

Total, account No. 201 _______________ _ ------------- ----------- 517,65l.Q7 

Relocating highways and highway bridges: 
This account includes the cost of relocating 

highways and bridges together with the removal 
of timber stream crossings and abandoned bridge 
piers. Also included is the purchase price and cost 
of acquisition for right-of-way easements. For 
detail by elements of cost, see supporting 1:chedule 
for account No. 204. Construction work was per
formed by contract and force account. Detailed 
costs covering work done by force account will be 
found in the final cost report covering the con
struction activities performed by the Construc
tion and Maintenance Branch. 

Tennessee State highways (9.9 miles): 
Tennessee State Highway 67, Dividing Ridge 

to Watauga River. 
Tennessee State Highway 67, Watauga River 

to Kopley Branch. 
Vl atauga River Bridge on Tennessee State 

Highway 67. 

Total, Tennessee State highways ____ _ 

Tennessee County highways: 
Carter County (12.7 miles): 

Elk Mills Road-Milligan to Hately 
Branch. 

Elk Mills Road-Row Branch to Elk 
Mills. 

Sheets Hollow Road-Elk Mills to 
county line. 

Stump Knob at Sugar Hollow ___ _ 
Pierce Branch Valley Rd ________ _ 
Campbell Hollow Rd __ _ 
Culver-Pierce Rd ____ _ 
White Rd ___________ _ 
White-Smith Rd ______ _ 
Rhymer Rd __________ _ 
Stout-Smith Rd _________ _ 
Lunceford Rd _________ _ 
McNeely-Laws Rd __ _ 
Ward Rd _______________________ _ 
C'arrender Rd ____ _ 

Total, Carter County highways __ _ 

:I 
[~~~~~--:_::_ 

1====1===== 

1,317,217.95 

429,952.54 

896,031.86 

2,643,202.35 

189,644.25 

125,524.28 

109,079.13 

6,787.20 
45,724.75 
15,885.26 
16,104.06 
5,241. 74 
5,623.43 
3,695.97 

10,603.14 
6,316.44 
3,878.50 
2,152.12 

11,346.13 

557,606.40 

COSTS 879 
TABLE 80.-W atallfW--land costs and direct construction costs- --details--Continued 

LA:\ D AND LA:\ D R!l;]Hol -l'ontinucd 
---------------------- ------

- J_Quant~~~=- -~~te Account Description Amount 
20-4 -- "R-el-oe-a-ti~;hi~-h-w-ay_s_a_ndhl~;,-a~·"brid~p~: --- ------

Tennessee County highways 1 eontinuedJ: 

-2202 
-2203 

-2204 
-2205 
-2206 

-2207 

-2208 

-2209 

-2210 
-2212 
-2214 
-2215 
-2216 
-2218 
-2219 
-2220 
-2221 
-2222 
-2223 
-2224 
-2225 
-2226 
-2227 
-2281 
-2282 

-1201 

-1202 
-1203 

-2003 
-2004 
-2081 

Johnson County (2/.8 mile~): 
Roan Creek Rd __________________ _ 
Buntontown-Doeville Rd.-~!idway 

Church to Cook Hollow. 
~leal Camp Hollow Rd __________ _ 
Cable Rd ______________________ _ 
Buntontown-Doeville Rd.- Big Dry 

Run Gap. 
Buntontown-Docville Rd., Gregg Branch 

to Big Dry Run. 
Buntontown-Doeville Rd., rouuty line 

to Gregg Branch. 
Buntontown-Doeville Rd., Dry Run 

Gap to Midway Church. 
Sink Branch-Cobb Creek Rd _________ _ 
Wagner Island-Pine Knob Rd _________ _ 
\Yagner Island--Draught Creek Rd __ _ 
J. G. Dugger Rd _____________________ _ 
Piercetown Rd ________ _ 
Williams Island Rd ____ _ 
Dry Hill Rd ____ _ 
Farthing Rd ______ _ 
Greer Rd ________ _ 
Snider Rd ________________ _ 
Gambille and Gaithers Rd __ _ 
Dry Run Rd ____________ _ 
Dugger Bridge Rd _______ _ 
Gentry Rd _____________________ _ 
Dugger Cemetery Rd ________________ _ 
Wagner Island Bridge _______________ _ 
Roan Creek Bridge at Doe Station __ 

Total, Johnson County highways __ _ 

$53' 784 us 
2:36' 458 52 

8,927.74 
2:3,832.01 
70,494.88 

140,651.66 

139' 780.24 

64' 452.08 

103' 845.43 
31,602.77 

109' 290.44 
3, 953.02 

19,755.57 
12,684.81 
49,288.21 
4,274.89 
9,050.13 

737.74 
19,859.41 
10,748.50 
35,323.03 
13,322.60 
2,092.29 

203,296.64 
138,350.44 

----------- 1,505,758.03 

Total, Tennessee County highways _______________ _ - ----------- 2,063,364.43 

Bridge removals: 
'Vatauga River-Carter and Johnson Coun

ties. 
Carter County __________ _ 
Johnson County 

Total bridge removals. 

Total, account No. 204_ ______________________ _ 

11,664.29 

1,268.24 
2,973.67 

----------
15,906.20 

4,722,472.98 

SUPPORTING SCHEDI:"LE FOR ACCOU~TT No. 204 

Purchase price I Land rights I TVA 
of land rights acquisition expense force account Contract work Total 

Tennessee State highu'ays 

$12,426.00 $6' 335.80 $1' 165,349.55 $133' 106 00 $1,317,217.95 
14,10600 4,435.06 368,817.48 42' 594.00 429.952.54 

---------------- 371 '413. 73 524,618.13 896,031.86 
---------------------------------------

26,532.60 10,770.86 1,905,580.76 700,318.13 2,643,202.35 

''I 

,I' 
I 
I 
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TABLE 80.-W atauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

LAND AND LAND RIGHT~--Continued 

-2103 
-2104 
-2105 
-2106 
-2108 
-2109 
-2110 
-2111 
-2112 
-2113 
-2114 
-2115 
-2116 
-2117 
-2118 

-2202 
-2203 
-2204 
-2205 
-2206 
-2207 
-2208 
-2209 
-2210 
-2212 
-2214 
-2215 
-2216 
-2218 
-2219 
-2220 
-2221 
-2222 
-2223 
-2224 
-2225 
-2226 
-2227 
-2281 
-2282 

-1201 
-1202 
-1203 

Purchase price 
of land rights 

$14,679 00 
5,135.00 
5,260.00 

910.00 
4,746.00 

3,380 00 
265.00 
760.00 

1,610.00 
815.00 
535.00 
450.00 

1,325.00 
--------

39,870.00 

S1 ,241.50 
11,531.00 
2,397.00 
3,806.00 
4,435.00 
1,696.00 

15,763.00 
9,845.00 
6,570.00 
2,325.00 
2,301.00 

185.00 
------------------

870.00 
6,203.00 

785.00 
594.85 
40.00 

3,290.00 
2,208.00 
4,010.99 

120.00 
450.00 

------------------
------------------
---------

80,667.34 

SuPPORTING SCHEDULE FOR AccouNT No. 204-continued 

I 
Land rights I 

acquisition expense 
TVA 

force account Contract work 

Tennessee County hiyhu·aus 
Carter County 

$6,335.80 
4,751.85 
3,484.69 

633 58 
4,751.85 

2,217.53 
1,900.74 

950 37 
-------------

950.37 
I ,267.16 
I ,267.16 

316.79 
1.900.74 

30,728.63 

$2,534.32 
10,137.28 
I ,267.16 
1,900.74 
2,851.11 
3,167.90 
6,335.80 
5,068.64 
4, 751.85 
2,217 53 
2,851.11 

633 58 
------------------

1,583.95 
4,118.27 

633.58 
950.37 
316,79 

I ,267.16 
I ,267.16 
4,118.27 

633.58 
316.79 

------------------
------------------
-------

58,922.94 

$168,629.45 
115' 637.43 
100,334.44 

5,243 62 
36,226.90 
15,885.26 
10,506.53 
3,076 00 
3,913.06 
3' 695.97 
8,042 77 
4,234.28 
2,076 34 
1,385.33 
8,120.39 

----------
487,007.77 

Johnson County 

$50,009 16 
214,790.24 

5,263.58 
18,125.27 
63,208.77 

135,787.76 
117' 681.44 
49,538.44 
92,523.58 
27,060 24 

104,138.33 
3,134.44 

19' 755.57 
10,230.86 
38,966.94 
2,856.31 
7,504.91 

380.95 
15,302.25 
7,273 34 

27,19377 
12,469 02 
1,325.50 

122,023 84 
107' 704.91 

I, 254,249.42 

Bridge remoral 

$11,664.29 
1,268.24 
2,973.67 

-------------

-------------

--------------
-------------

--------------
---------

-----------

---------------
------------

----------------
-----------

-----------
-----------
-----------

-------------------
-----------------
-----------------
------------------
-------------------

--------------
------------------

-------------------

---------------
-----------

$81,272.80 
30,645.53 

111,918.33 

Total 

$189,644.25 
125,524.28 
109,079.13 

6,787.20 
45,724.75 
15,885.26 
16,104.06 
5,241. 74 
5, 623.43 
3,695.97 

10,603.14 
6,316.44 
3,878.50 
2,152.12 

II ,346.13 
-------

557,606.40 

$53,784.98 
236,458.52 

8,927.74 
23,832 01 
70,494.88 

140' 651.66 
139' 780.24 
64,452.08 

103,845.43 
31,602.77 

109,290.44 
3,953 02 

19,755.57 
12,684.81 
49,288.21 
4,274.89 
9,050.13 

737.74 
19,859.41 
10,748 50 
35,323 03 
13,222.60 
2,092.29 

203' 296.64 
138,350.44 

--~----

1,505,758.03 

$11,664.29 
1,268.24 
2,973.67 

---------·1-------- --------- --····----- --------
15,906.20 15,906.20 

ToTAL ACCOUNT No. 204 

$147,069.94 1 $100,422.43 $3,662.744 15 1 $812,236.461 $4,722,472.92 

COSTS 881 

TABLE 80.-W atauga-land costs and direct construction costs~etail$-Continued 

LAKD AND LAND RIGHTH-Continued 

Account 

207 
-0 
--oo 
-{)I 

-I 
-3 

212 
-0 
-00 
-01 

-I 
-10 
-100 

-101 
-102 
-103 
-104 
-11 
-12 
-14 
-140 
-18 

-2 
-20 
-201 

-21 

-4 

-40 
-42 
-43 

-5 

-6 
-60 
-61 
-62 

-8 
-80 
-81 
-82 

Description Quantity Unit Rate 

Relocating other structures and improvements: 
Relocating utilities: 

Powerlines _____________________________________________________________ _ 
Telephone lines _________________________________ ------------------------

Amount 

1140,613.67 
24,229.89 

Total, account No. 207-0 ___________ _ _______ -------------- ---------- 164,843.M 
!===!==~= 

Relocating cemeteries ____________________ _ 1,281 Grave ___ , ___ _ $42.71 54,711.41 
Relocating families _______________________ _ 761 Family ______ _ 173.83 132,281.02 

Total, account No. 207 _________________________ _ -------------------- 351,835.99 

Total, land and land rights _____ _ --------- ----------- 9,618,242.70 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

General yard improvements: 
Grading and landscaping: 

General grading___________________________ _ -------------- __________ _ 
Landscaping __________________________________ -------------- -----------

Total, account No. 212-{) ______________________________ _ 

Roads, sidewalks, bridges, and trestles: 
Roads, drives, and courts: 

Miscellaneous roadways, drives, 
. courts, and parking areas. 

Road to powerhouse______________ _ ___________________ _ 
Road to picnic grounds ____________ -----------------------------------
Road to east abutment ______________________ -------------- __________ _ 

Side!>tk~~~~~-n-~~~~~ -~~~--~~~=~: =~~: ~ ~ ~~ ~: ~ ~~:: : ~= ::: ~: =~~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~~= ~ ~ =~: 
Curbs _______________________________________ _ 
Bridges, trestles, and culverts: 

Powerhouse access bridge _____________________ _ 
Flagpole _______________________________________ -----

Total, account No. 212-1_ ________ _ 

Retaining walls, fences, gates, and railings: 
Retaining or property walls: 

Retaining wall at morning glory ---------- -------------- ----------
overlook. 

Fences, gates, and railings _______________________ -------------- __________ _ 

Total, account No. 212-2 ______________________ -------------- ________ _ 

Water treating, pumping, and storing equip-
ment: 

Water treating plant_ ___________________________ -------------- __________ _ 
Storing equipment ______________________________ -------------- -----------
Intake structure and supply lines _________________________________________ _ 

$74,575.18 
19,149.85 

93,725.03 

9,563.24 

38,819.06 
134,591.92 
213,041.76 

8,369.24 
30,061.47 
15,589.84 

88,267.73 
2,320.71 

540,624.97 

3,503.48 

5,992.62 

9,496.10 

3,300.28 
3,161.03 

18,790.28 

Total, account No. 212-4 ______________________ -------------- ___________ 25,251.59 
!===!=~;,;_:;;~ 

Water distribution lines ___________________________________________ -------·--- 42,310.59 

Sewer and drainage system: 
Paved gutters________________________ 54 Cubic yard___ $70.47 3,805.43 

5,435.30 
2,670.07 ~~~~~i':;~r;d·c;;t~h-b~;i~.--~~:: ::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: 

-----------
Total, account No. 212-6____________ __________ ______________ ___________ 11,910.80 

Visitors' facilities, outdoor: !=====!==~== 
Benches __________________________ _ 
Tables ______________________________ _ 
Fireplaces ___________________________ _ 

Total, account No. 212-8 ______________ _ 

4 Bench _______ _ 
18 Table _______ _ 
9 Fireplace ____ _ 

199.87 
134.36 
195.43 

799.48 
2,418.40 
1,758.90 

-------------- ----------- ==4~,9=76=.=78 

'I 
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TABLE 80.-W atauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

:iTRl:CTURE::i AKD I~IPROVEMENT::i-Continued 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Account I Descnptwn Quanht} I rmt Rate Amount 

212 ----~-(~lrral-;-~~~;o~;~H'nts~lhnued)- ------- ~--- -- ----------

-9 Power and hghtmg· 
-90 Poles, crossarms, and hard ware _ $4,324 29 
-92 Power d1stnLuhon and hghtmg ealnnets_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 779.83 
-·93 Grounding system______ _ ----------- 1,656.04 
-95 Conduit._______________ _ -------------- ----------- 21,397.07 
-96 Conductors... ----------- 13,706.09 
-98 Transformers___________________________ ----------- 3,808.61 
-99 Lighting standards, fixtures, and lamps__ 19 Outlet.______ $243.62 4,628.72 

213 
-I 

-2 
-2:l 
-24 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-31 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-41 
-410 
-411 
-412 

-42 
-420 
-421 
-423 

-5 
-50 

-52 
-58 

-6 
-60 
-608 
-61 
-611 
-62 
-620 
-621 
-63 
-M 
-65 
-650 
-651 
-654 
-655 
-66 
-67 

Total, account No. 212-9 __ _ 

Total, account No. 212 

Powerhouse: 
Diversion and care of water __ _ 

Excavation and hackfill: 
Rock excavation ________ _ 
Backfill__ __________________ _ 

Total, account Xo. 213-2 ___ _ 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Drilling drain and grout holes ____ _ 
Grout pipe and fittings ____________ _ 
Pressure grouting ___________ _ 
Foundation drains __________ _ 

Total, account No. 213-3 __ _ 

Concrete: 
Substructure concrete: 

Concreting _________________ -- __ _ 
Form work. ______________ ---- ___ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ____ _ 

Total substructure concrete 

Superstructure concrete: 
Concreting _____________ -
Formwork_ -------------
Reinforcing steeL _______ _ 

Total superstructure concrete 

Ret a ning wall concrete: 
Concreting ______________ --- _____ _ 
Formwork- _____________ ---- ____ _ 
Weep hole drains _________________ _ 

Total retaining wall concrete ____ _ 

Total, account No. 213-4 _______ _ 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 

5, 927 Cubic yard .. 
I ,552 ____ do_ 

112 

314 

9,930 
61,590 
405.57 

Linear foot __ _ 
-----------

Cubic fooL __ 

Cubic yard __ _ 
Square foot 
Ton ____ _ 

9, 930 Cubic yard. __ 

898 ____ do _______ _ 
19,551 Square foot. __ 
93.36 Ton ________ _ 

898 Cuhic yard __ _ 

12 23 
5.45 

9 17 

3.23 

23.14 
2.18 

172.63 

43.73 

3187 
2.32 

197 75 

103.02 

14 ____ dO.------- 21 73 
296 Square foot .. _ 1. 22 

50,300.65 

778,596.51 

65,246.11 

72,477.12 
8,466.08 

80,943.20 

I ,027.14 
197.48 

I ,014. 74 
1,3f9.24 

3,608.60 

229,803.24 
134,440.91 
70,012.!1 

434,256.26 

28,617.29 
45,435.61 
18,462.02 

92,514.92 

304.17 
362.21 

. 

-------- -------------- ----------- 11.19 
1----1-----

14 Cubic yard... 48.40 677.57 
1===1==== 

527,448.75 

Expansion joints and water stops, all ---------- -------------- ----------
types. 

8,478.00 

226.41 
610.71 

Waterproofing ____ ----- _____ --- ____________________ -- __ ------- _ -- ____ --- _ 
Drains ______________________________ -----------------------------------

Total, account No. 213-5 ______ _ ---- ---------- -------------- ======1'==9,=3=15=.1=2 

tluperstructure: 
Exterior masonry: 

Aluminum siding ____ _ 
Interior masonry: 

Brick partitions ___ _ 
Steel and other metal work: 

Structural steeL ______ _ 
Miscellaneous steel and iro11 

Carpentry work ________ _ 
Cementwork __ --~---
1\farble, terrar,zo, tilf', etc.: 

31,433 Square fooL __ 

88.86 ~!__ ________ _ 

416.1 Ton ______ _ 

10,252 Squart' foot __ . 

Marble work COO ___ tlo 
Floortile.. !l,OO!J ____ do __ _ 
Other special floors___ _ _______________ _ 

2.46 

192.39 

279.63 

1.43 

2. 93 
1.67 

Structural glass___________________ 1,575 ____ do________ 5.28 
Roofing and sheet metal work __________ ---------- -------------- -----------
Plastering____________________________ 45 Square y 6.78 

77,391.49 

17,096.02 

116,354.92 
42,069.10 
35,362.02 
14,692.30 

1,773.60 
10,043.06 

169.55 
8,3!1.41 

12,172.65 
305.15 

COSTS 883 

TABLE 80.-W atuuga--land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

tiTRUCTUREti A:-JD n!PROVE\IE:\T~--('ontinued 

A.ecount 

-6 
-68 
-fiH 

-i 

-8 
-80 
-82 
-83 

830 
-831 
-89 
. 890 
-891 
-892 
-895 

214 
-2 
-'27 
-2H 

-3 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-41 
-410 
-411 
-412 

-5 
-50 

-52 

-6 
-60 
-600 
-601 
-608 
-61 
-610 
-611 
-616 
-62 
-620 
-621 
-63 
-64 
-65 
-650 
-652 
-654 
-66 
-67 

DIRECT CoNSTRtTCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description -~ Quantity 
1 

Unit Rate Amount 

------1 
Powerhouse (continued): 

~uperst_ru~ture (continued): 
Pamtmg __________________ _ 
Protection and cleanup ________ _ 

Total, account :Ko. 213-6 ___ _ 
[_ ------- •-•-•-• •-•••••---- -,; ::; ~ 

Draft tube pier nose castings __ _ 

t;ervice work: 
Plumbing and drainage __ _ 
Heating (electric) ... _____ -------
Air conditioning and ventilating: 

Duct work __________ _ 
Equipment and controls ____ _ 

Lighting: 
Control panels and cabinets __ _ 
Conduit work___ -------------
Wiring _________________________ _ 
Fixtures, switches, and receptactes __ 

Total, account No. 213 -8_ 

Total, account ::\o. 213--

Control building: 
Excavation and backfill: 

Unclassified excavation_ 
Backfill _________________ _ 

0.85 Ton ________ _ 

12,145 Pound ______ _ 

277 Outlet. _____ _ 

3,000 Cubic yard __ _ 
838 ___ dO--------

$757.96 

1.618 

15 13 

2.17 
3 12 

644.27 

22,194 .Oi 
6,049.00 

16,842.88 
13,022.12 

1,92193 
19,656.11 
3,717.77 
4,19136 

87,595.24 

1,120,437.17 

6,505.82 
2,611.85 

Total, account No. 214-2 .. ---------- ---------- - -------- ------ -- 9,!17.67 
---==== 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Foundation drains ____________________ --------- I ,460.05 

======== 
Concrete: 

Substructure concrete: 
Concreting ___________ -- 438 ____ do_.______ 28.38 12,430.97 

8,515 Square foot... 
152

1
3
?6
9 

143 ,9g~ g~ ~~ri~f~~ci~g -s~~~-~=::::: === =:::: = = 21.86 Ton_________ . ,3 . 
--------

Total substructure concrete __ _ 438 Cubic yard .. _ 

Superstructure concrete: 
Concreting ______________ ------
Formwork ___ ------ _ -------------
Reinforcing steeL _________ --------

158 ____ d0--------
7 ,879 Square foot __ _ 
15.56 Ton ________ _ 

158 Cubic yard ... 

70 13 

40.99 
173 

224 45 

149.22 

30,717.26 

6,476 36 
13,608.07 
3,492.37 

23,576 80 Total superstructure concrete ___ _ 
==-----== ----:-== 

54,294.06 Total, account }/o. 214-4_ _______ ~;::~== 
===== 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 
Expansion joints and water stops, all 

types. 
\Vaterproofing ___________ -----------

314.24 

269.46 

Total, account :-lo. 214-5 583 70 
--------------1=·=·=-·=·=·=·=--=·=-1====== 

Superstructure: 

Exte~~~eb~l~k~~~-- _ _________ _____ 778 M___________ 298.70 

Backup brickdand tile_____________ 
4

,
485 

Sq·u~~~-f~~i::: ------2:8i-Aluminum st mg ________________ _ 
Interior masonry: 

Structural tile partitions___________ 5,972 ____ do________ 219 :~~ 

~~~C:d~~~~t~;~;,;,;;,;u!~ti~;,-_:::::: i~4g~ ~u~~~-f~~i::: .4o 
Steel and other metal work: 

268
.
05 Structural steeL_________________ 65.7 Ton.--------

Miscellaneous steel and iron________ ----- ------ -----------

8::::::':o;k~~--_::::::::::::::::::::: ----6;271- ·s;u~~~-f~~i::: ·-----i:oi-
Mar~~rtl~~~~k:~~1~:~~~·:_ --------- _ 1,437 ____ do ·-- --- 3 15 

Terrazzo work____________________ 746 ____ do________ 2.20 
Other special floors ________________ ---------- -------------- --

Roofing and sheet metal work ...•.....• ---------- -------------- ----------
Plastering____________________________ 1,172 I Square yard.. 8.66 

2,323.92 
1,326 73 

12,588.13 

5,374.88 
3,635.59 

574 46 

17,611.00 
15' 660.51 
29' 6~2. 01 
6,363.74 

4, 528.46 
1,641.49 
3,004.44 

10,171.42 
10.150 .• , 
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TABLE 80.-W' atauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

oTRUC'TUREi:i AND IMPROVEMENTS-Continued 

DIRECT CoNSTRLCTION CosTs-Continued 

Account Description I Quantity Unit Rate Amount ---- -----~------------------------------------214 
-6 
-68 
-680 
-681 
-69 

-8 
-80 
-82 
-83 
-830 
-831 
-832 
-89 
-890 
-891 
-892 
-895 

216 
--{) 

22 
0 
-0 
-2 
-4 

-9 
-90 
-92 

223 
-1 

-2. 
-20 
-23 
-28 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-37 
-38 
-39 

-7 

Control building (continued): 
::luperstructure (continued): 

Painting and glazing: 
Painting ________ _ 
Glazing ________________ _ 

Protection and cleanup ____ _ 

Total, account ~o. 214-6 

1,015 i:3q uare foot_= - $1.77 
$4,478.03 
1,799.22 

763.15 

131,687.60 
:Service work: ======= 

Plumbing and drainage __ 
Heating (electric) ____________ _ 
Air conditioning and ventilating: 

Duct work __________________ _ 
Equipment and controls ______ _ 
Battery room exhaust pipe __ 

Lighting: 
Control panels and cabinets 
Conduit work __ 
Wiring _________________________ _ 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles __ 

Total, accouot No. 214-8_ 

5,242 Pound _____ ::- 1.32 

203 

17,228.29 
I, 715.41 

33,049 24 
16,061 68 

317.78 

1,424.98 
6,893.32 
1,282.64 
4,701.20 

82,674.54 
Total, account No. 214 __ _ -=--====== ===== 

Miscellaneous buildings: 
Observation building ________________ _ 

(25 feet 8 inches by 49 feet 6 inches C'rab- 0-r:
chard stone structure with glassed in observation 
room complete with visitors' facilities). 

279,817.62 

36,797.52 

Total, account No. 216__________ I 
Total structures and improvements_-~:::~~.::_:-- - -- ----------- ;;;;;;;;.::..:~;;;;;;;; 12

2 2

3

1
ij' 

797 ~ 
------- -- ----------- ----------- ... 5,648 82 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION Cosrs 

Reservoir: 
2,904 Acre ________ _ Clearing _______________ _ 

Co~trol of miscellaneous fl~i~ie---~~~ = === = = = = 
Mamtenance and protection _____________ _ 

$100.90 $293,015 41 
3,414.67 

1 22,919.67 
Riverbank protection: ==--===== 

Grading and sloping ____ _ 
Riprap________________ -- ---i9j62- -C~-bi~-y~;,c:: ------i:i5- 8,464.23 

21,982.04 
Total, account No. 220-9 __________ ~ ______________ -----

----------- 30,446.27 
Total, account No. 220 ___________ _ ==== 

303,956.68 
Earth and rock main dam: 

Diversion and care of water ______________________________ _ 
28,272 .. 73 

Excavation and backfill: 
Clearing and grubbing ___________ _ 
Rock excavation________ ---- - ----362- -Cllbi~-y~;d~=~ -----19~01 
Unclassified excavation __ ~~===~===~=~== 220,750 ____ d0 ________ . 71 

10,814.72 
6,882.t9 

155,647.78 
Total, account No. 223-2 __________ ~= -------------- -------1-73

-.-
34

-
5
-.;-

9 
Foundation preparation and treatment· 

Drilling drain and ~rout holes ____ ~----- 5,916~ Linear foot_ __ 
Grout p1pe an~ fittmgs________________ 828 ____ do_____ 2 :~~ 13,:~t?! 
~~~~~~~i~~o~:~i~;~~~~~~:::::::::::::: ____ 944 Cubic foot.::: 6 26 5,912.19 
Concrete cap for cutoff grouting________ --247- -C~-bi~-y~;,c:: -----6o::io- J~:~~~:~ 

Total, account No. 223-3 __________ :-:-=:-:-:-:- -------------- -----------
----------- 44,847.57 

Rolled fill ________________________________ 1,482,689 Cubic yard ___ ==-~S 8M~7J9,"32 

,~--- -==== == === 
1 Denotea credit 

COSTS 885 

TABLE 80.-W' atauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS-Continued 

Account 

223 
-8 
-80 
-81 

224 
-1 

-2 
-23 
-232 
-233 
-234 

-3 
-30 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-41 
-410 
-411 
-412 
-413 

-42 
-420 
-421 
-422 

-43 
-430 
-431 
-432 

-44 
-440 
-441 
-442 

-45 
-450 
-451 
"452 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rato Amount 

Earth and rock main dam (continued): 
Rock fill and slope protection: 

Filter blanket-crushed rock. __ -----___ 223,927 Cubic yard __ _ 
Rock fill quarry-run rock _____________ 1,771,860 ____ do _______ _ 

$2.67 $575,561.83 
1.31 2,317,848.28 

Total, account No. 223-8 __________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 2,893,410.11 

Total, account No. 223 ____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 4,004,595.22 

Sluiceways: 
Diversion and care of water ________________ ---------- ----------- -------------

Excavation and backfill: 
Rock excavation: 

Open cut excavation. ____________ _ 
Tunnel excavation. ______________ _ 
Shaft excavation (including elbow 

section). 

175,030 Cubic yard __ _ 
90,560 , ___ do _______ _ 
24,865 ____ do _______ _ 

2.58 
13.40 
17.24 

114,951.77 

451,308.68 
1,213,317.74 

428,736.53 

Total, aceount No. 224-2 ______ ---------- __ ----------- 2,093,362.95 
===I=~== 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Drilling drain holes___________________ 240 Linear foot __ _ .85 
Foundation drains ______________________________ -------------------------

203.42 
847 83 

-------
Total, account No. 224-3 __________ ---------- --------------~-=-=-=--=-=--=-~-0-ll==1~,'=0=51=.~25 

Concrete: 
Intake and outlet portals: 

Concreting _________________ ---- __ 
Formwork ______________ ---- _- __ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ________________ _ 

Total intake and outlet portal 
concrete. 

Tunnel lining: 
Concreting ________________ ------_ 
Formwork _________ ---- ____ ------
Reinforcing steeL ________________ _ 
Contraction grouting _____________ _ 

Total tunnel lining concrete _____ _ 

Morning glory spillway: 
Concreting ______________________ _ 
Form work ______________ --------_ 
Reinforcing steeL ________ ---- ____ _ 

Total morning glory spillway 
concrete. 

Sluiceway valve chamber: 
Concreting ________________ ---- __ _ 
Form work. ___________________ ---
Reinforcing steeL ________________ _ 

Total sluiceway valve chamber 
concrete. 

Sluiceway tower structure: 
Concreting ______________ --------_ 
Form work. ____ ----- _______ -----_ 
Reinforcing steeL __________ ---- __ _ 

Total sluiceway tower structure 
concrete. 

Sluiceway shaft lining: 
Concreting ______________________ _ 
Formwork _______________ ---- ___ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ______ -------- __ _ 

Total sluiceway shaft lining con
crete. 

5,002 
25,145 
69.69 

5,002 

25,065 
186,060 

41.69 
51,359 

26,967 

8,471 
38,241 

49.43 

8,471 

3,971 
7,879 
70.07 

3,971 

1,765 
27,831 
100.82 

1, 765 

1,606 
9,762 
37.21 

1,606 

Cubic yard. __ 15.17 75,897.08 
Square fooL __ 1.57 39,579.93 
Ton _______ 167.05 11,641.96 

----
Cubic yard ___ 25.41 127,118.97 

____ do ________ 19.74 494,874.07 
Square fooL __ .88 163,103.13 
Ton _________ 188.49 7,858.14 
Cubic foot ____ 1.62 83,206.26 

Cubic yard ___ 27.78 749,041.60 

____ do ________ 14.50 122,844.80 
Square foot ___ 1.64 62,832.24 
Ton _________ 178.54 8,825.07 

---------
Cubic yard ___ 22.96 194,502.11 

____ do ________ 23.38 92,822.28 
Square foot_ __ 3.60 28,403.29 
Ton _________ 150 89 10,573.04 

Cubic yard ___ 33.19 131,798.61 

____ do ________ 21.27 37,542.92 
Square foot_ __ 1.83 50,998.79 
Ton _________ 179.60 18,107.37 

Cubic yard ___ 60.42 106,649 Oi 

____ do ___ 21.69 34,839.03 
Square foot ___ 2.67 26,037.75 
Ton _________ 180.30 6,709.13 

Cubic yard ___ 42.08 67,585.91 
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TABLE 80.-W atauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

RESER\'OIRS, Dn!S, AXD WATERWAYS-Continued 

Account 

224 
4 
. 46 
-460 
-461 
-462 

-47 
-470 
-471 
-472 

-48 
-482 
-484 
-4840 
-4841 
-4842 

-5 
-50 

-54 
-58 

-6 
-60 

-62 

-63 

-7 
-70 
~7i 
~74 
-75 
-76 
-78 
-781 
-782 

-8 

-9 
-90 
-902 
~91 
-93 
-95 
-96 
-960 
-967 
-98 

=~~0 
-991 
-992 
-993 

DIRECT Co~·sTRCCTIOX CosTs-Continued 

Description 

Sluiceways (continued): 
- Concrete (continued): 

Spillway tunnel elbow: 
Concreting _____ _ 
Forrnwork __________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ___ _ 

Quantity 

2' 136 
10,691 

08 

Unit 

Cubic yard __ . 
Square fooL __ 
Ton ________ _ 

Rate 

$17 96 
4.15 

108 38 

Amount 

lf38,357 77 
44,412 85 

8. 67 

Total spillway tunnPl elbow con
crete. 

2' 136 rubic yard __ _ 38 75 82,779 29 

Spillway shaft lining: 
Concreting ___________ _ 
Formwork __________ _ 
Rf'inforcing steel ___ _ 

1,459 ____ do _______ _ 
14, 054 Square fooL __ 

8.78 Ton ________ _ 

15 58 
1 19 

176.02 

22,736 42 
16,674 53 
1,545 48 

Total spillway shaft lining con
crete. 

1,459 Cubic yard __ _ 28 07 40,956 43 

Training wall at powerhouse: 
Excavation ______ _ 
Concrete: 

Concreting ___________ _ 
Formwork __________________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL_~----------· 

Total training wall at power
house .. 

Total, account No. 224-4 ___ _ 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 
Expansion joints and water stops·- all 

types. 
Pressure grouting _____________ _ 
Drains ____ -~ ________________ _ 

Total, account No. 224-5 ___________ _ 

133 
2,807 
I 73 

rubic yard __ _ 
tlquare foot __ _ 
Ton ________ _ 

3,316 Cubic fooL_ 

21 57 
1.37 

380.60 

3 86 

1,411 1 9 

2,868 34 
3,855 78 

658.43 

8, 793 74 

I ,509,225 74 

2,772 18 

12,812 16 
2,389.51 

17' 973.85 
Gates and appurtenances: ======-= 

Sluiceway slide gates (96 inches in diam
eter). 

Gate ___ ~---- 54,731 47 

Rowell-Bunger valves (5 feet 8 inches 
by 10 feet). 

Valve ________ 47,383.25 

Sluiceway intake trashracks ___________ _ 36.41 Ton ________ _ 

Total, account No. 224-6 ____________ == ______ _ 
Auxiliary structures and improvements: 

Access footbridge to sluiceWay tower _ ~ __________ _ 
Sluiceway tower elevator ___ • ______ :::~ 
Miscellaneous steel and iron ~~-------- --------------
Sluice lines and transition se~fi~~;- ~---
Sluiceway tower crane_____ -----
Piping: ------------

Piezometer piping ______ ~- ______ _ 
Sluice gate bypass and backfHl- ---------- ----------

piping, ---- ---- ------------

Total, account No. 224-7 ______ _ 

388.82 

-----------

109,462.93 

94,766.49 

14,157.06 

218,386.48 

30,279.86 
16,75145 
35,032.75 
63,328 53 
5,283 99 

12,293.46 
2,015.12 

164,985.16 
Interior masonry (sluiceway tower) _________ ---------- ______ _ ====== 

4,163.15 
Electrical work: ====== 

Service work: 

8 
. ~eating (electric) _________________________ ------------ _________ _ 

P;~:~c~~~r ~Q~ij;~;~t----- ---------- --~ ---------- --------- -~---
570.58 

1,037 04 
2,875.02 
3,661.67 

ronduit work. ___ ---~~::::::::::::::: 
Power and control wiring: 

Cables and wire __________ _ 
Plugs and receptacles ________ ::: 

if:hti~;~ers_ ------------ - ---~---· 
Cabinets _______________ _ 

~i~i~~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
Fixtures, switches and receptacles __ : 

5,239 :P~~~-;c::::: . 7o 

s22- -:P~~~.c::::: 

46 -o~ti;t_-_-::::: 

2 74 

12.94 

1,698.92 
73.21 

179.99 

324.61 
2,253.56 

137.64 
595.43 

Total, account Ko. 224-9 __________________ -------------- _______ -_-_-__ -__ -_ -----13-.-4-07-.6-7 

Total, account IS"o. 224 __________ ~~~ _____________ ~~~--~~ 4,137,508."02 
========= 

COSTS 887 

TABLE 80.-W atauga land costs and direct construction costs --details~ Continued 

RE~ERVUIR~, DAM~, AND WATERWAY~- Continued 

DIRECT CossTRrCTHiN CosTs~Continued 

_"~':"_Uilt ~--- ----~escriJl(i()ll__________ Quantitd _ __TJ_"it_ ____ _Rate_ __ !!ll~U!ll__ 
225 ' Iutake: 

-2 Excavation: 
-28 Unclassified...... $14,418.42 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-41 
-410 
-411 
-412 

-5 
-50 

-6 
-62 
-620 

-623 

-7 
-70 
-71 
-74 

-8 
-80 

-9 
-91 
-93 
-95 
-96 
-960 
-967 
-97 
-98 
-99 
-990 
-991 
-992 
-995 

226 
-I 
-11 
-12 
-123 
-1230 
-124 
-1240 

Concrete: 
tiubstructure concrete: 

Concreting __ _ 
Formwork __ _ 
Reinforcing steeL_ 

Total substructurE' eonerrte __ 

tiuperstructure concrete: 
Concreting ___ _ 
Formwork __ _ 
Reinforcing steel~~--------~--~---

Total superstructure concrete ___ _ 

Total, account No. 225-4_ 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 
Expansion joints and water stops-all 

types. 

Gates and appurtenances: 
Intake gates: 

Gate, seals, frames, guides, and 
hoist (29 by 20 feet). 

Screens, supports, and trashracks __ _ 

I ,804 
7,843 
34.67 

Cubic yard._. 
Square fooL __ 
Ton ________ _ 

I, 804 rubic yard __ _ 

1,419 ____ do ____ ··---
29,211 8quare foot __ _ 

68 67 Ton ________ _ 

1,419 Cubicyard __ _ 

Gate ______ _ 

20.73 Ton _______ _ 

$16.99 
2. 96 

176.73 

33.27 

26 17 
1. 74 

197.79 

71.56 

384.92 

30,647 69 
23,241 37 
6,127.30 

60,016 36 

37,130.66 
50,828.08 
13,582.56 

101,541.30 

161,557.66 

438.60 

243,201.97 

7,979.47 
---------

Total, account No. 225-6_ 

Auxiliary structures and equipment: 
Intake tower crane ________ ~----------~ Crane_ --~--- ---------~ 
Access bridge _________ ~---~--~-------- ---------- -------------- -----------
Miscellaneous metalwork _____ ~---- ~-- ---------- ----------~ 

Total, account No. 225-7 ________ _ 

Service work: 
Roof drains, floor drains, and vents __ _ 

Electric work: 
Switchgear _________ ~-~-_~-~~~ _______ _ 
Grounding ___ ~_~ _____ ~ __ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ 

~--- --- ~----- ~--

Conduit work __ ~--~ __ ~~ _____ _ 5,077 Pound___ .90 
Power and control wiring: 

Cable and wire ___________________ ---------- ________ _ 
Plugs and receptacles ____ ~-~~~-----

Heating ___ ~ _____ ~ ~ _ ~ _ ~ _ ~- ~- _- ___ -
Transformers ____ ~--~ -~- ~---~ _ ~ ___ _ 
Lighting: 

Cabinets ______ -~---~- ___________ _ 
Conduit..--- ________ ---- ______ - 398 Pound_______ 2.35 
\Viring-----------------------~-- ----~----- ------------ - -----~~---
Fixtures, switches and receptacles~-- 13 Outlet______ 23.74 

Total, account .No. 225-9 

Total, account No. 225 

Water conductors: 
Tunnel: 

Diversion and care of water ~ _________ _ 
Excavation: 

Main tunnel: 

251,181.44 

47,435 34 
30,158.53 
12,890.30 

90,484 17 

2,541.96 

758.02 
9H 04 

4,559.81 

291.28 
26.47 

188.67 
125 03 

155 55 
936.28 
192 34 
308.59 

8,486 08 

529' 108 33 

28,096 95 

Rock excavation______________ 39,250 13.30 522,106.53 Cubic yard .. _ 
Penstock tunnels: 

Rock excavation ______________ \ 2,38(}_ ____ do ________ l===22=.=40=i==5=3=,=31=9=Q=Q 
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TABLE 80.-Watauga-land CO$($ and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

RESERVOIR~. DAMe, AND WATERWAYS-Continued 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Account Unit Rate Amount Description Quantity 
---1------------------------------
226 Water conductors (continued) 

-14 
-140 
-1400 
-1401 
-1402 
-1403 

-2 
-22 
-223 
-224 
-23 
-230 
-231 
-237 

-24 
-240 
-241 
-242 

-25 
-250 

-264 
-258 
-27 
-270 
-271 

-3 

-5 
-62 
-628 
-7 
-78 
-781 

-8 
-81 
-82 
-828 

230 
-o 

231 

Tunnel (continued) 
Concrete: 

Concrete liner: 
Concreting __________________ _ 
Formwork __________________ _ 
Reinforcing steel _____________ _ 
Grouting voids between con-

crete and rock. 

Total concrete _____________ _ 

Total, account No. 226-1 

Surge chamber: 
Excavation: 

Chamber proper (rock) ___________ _ 
Open cut (unclassified)_ __________ _ 

Cons~i~f-tion groutinf 

a:~;r~i~i~~~~-
0

~~~~ =~ = = ==== === == = Pressure grouting ________________ _ 

9,192 
88,970 

5 
2,057 

Cubic yard __ _ 
Square foot. __ 
Ton _______ __ 
Cubic foot __ _ 

$20.61 
1.00 

171.25 
4.77 

$189' 450 68 
89,018 97 

856 25 
9,811.06 

9, 268 Cubic yard___ 31.20 289,136.96 
====I==~= 

25,858 Cubic yard___ 9 65 
20,200 ____ do___ 2.20 

4,030 Linear foot___ 15.16 

6,844 Cubic fooL__ 3.01 

892' 660.34 

249,616.84 
44' 453-97 

61,076.97 
230 77 

20,598.26 

Concrete liner: 
1===1==== 

Concreting ________ _ 
Formwork _______ :_ 
Reinforcing steeL __ _ 

Total concrete liner_ ___________ _ 

3 '786 
37,666 
21.10 

Cubic yard __ _ 
Square foot __ _ 
Ton ________ _ 

3, 786 Cubic yard __ _ 

Joints, stops, watE>rproofing, and drains: 
Expansion joints and water stops- __________ _ 

all types. 

~~~i::~~-~r_o_u_t~~~:::: ::::::::::::: ______ ~~~ __ ~-u-~i~-f~~-t~:: ~ 
Auxiliary iti-uctures: 

Steel risers ______________________ _ 
Miscellaneous steel and iron _______ _ 

Total, account No. 226-2 _____ __ 

Steel penstocks (twin penstocks, 11-foot 
diameter, 210 linear feet; including con
creting between penstocks and tunnel 
walls). 

Fore bay: 
Excavation: 

Unclassified _________________ _ 
Auxiliary structures and equipment: 

Piping: 

164.24 Ton _______ _ 

375.00 Ton _____ _ 

I ,453 Cubic yard __ _ 

18 98 
1.77 

171.96 

37.57 

16.12 

514.41 

-----------

425.49 

. 78 

71,861 94 
66,732 67 
3,628. 41 

142,223.02 

732.37 

9,121.13 
I ,370.14 

84,487.30 
2,380.17 

616,290.94 

159,558.37 

I, 129.35 

Piezometer piping____________________________________ ____ ___________ 3,598.12 

Tailrace: 
===I==== 

£!~=~~~~:~d care of water _________ _ 

Unclassified ____________________ __ 8,140 Cubic yard___ 9. 07 

9,372.50 

73,815 66 

Total, account No. 226-8 ________ ---------- ------------ _ -~ 0-=·=--=·=·=--=·=--cl=c==83='=18=8=.=16 

Total, account No. 226 __________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 1,756,425.28 

Total, reservoirs, dams and ------------------------ -----------10,731,593.53 
waterways. 

WATER WHEELS, TURBINES, AND GENERATORS 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Foundations and miscellaneous steel and iron: 
Miscellaneous steel and iron __________________________ -----------

Total, account No. 230 ____________________________ -------------- __________ _ 

Turbines, including scroll case speed ring and 
draft tube liner (vertical shaft, Francis single 
runner type, rated at 34,500 horsepower at 
216 feet net head). 

Turbine ______ $260,635.59 

S11 ,897.89 

11,897.89 

521 '271. 23 

Total, account No. 231. _________________ ---·------ --------------::-::~-52!~ 

COSTS 889 

TABLE 80.-Watauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

WATER WHEELS, TURBI.NES, AND GENERATORS-Continued 

Account 

232 
-o 
-2 
-4 

-9 
-90 
-92 

233 
-0 

235 

236 
-o 

239 

241 
-I 
-12 

-121 
-122 

-123 
-14 

242 
-I 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-33 

-34 

-4 

-5 
-6 
-7 

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
-------------------------[--------------

Auxiliary equipment for turbines: 
Governors _________ ------------------ - Governor _____ $44,088.89 $88,177.77 
Scroll case filling and drainage system ______ _ 
Main penstock valve and appurtenances ____ _ valve ________ 43;65268 ~~:~~U~ 
Auxiliary _equipmen~ ~ot otherwise classified: 

1===1==== 
Turbme vent pipmg ___________________ ---------- -----------
Turbine piezometer piping system __________________________ _ 

Total, account No. 232-9 __________________ _ 

Total, account No. 232 __________ __ ----------------

Draft tube gates: 

1 '120. 91 
1,799.73 

2,920.M 

198,942.09 

Gate frames and guides____________________ 3.6 Ton_________ 594.23 2,139.22 

Total, account No. 233 ____________________________ -------------- ___________ 2,139.22 
1===1==== 

Generators (27,777 kv.-a. at 90 percent pl., Generator.. __ 500,255.22 1,000,510.44 
13,800-v., 200 r.p.m.). 

Total, account No. 235 _____________ - __ 

Auxiliary equipment for generators: 
Excitation panels, switches and rheostats ___ _ Cubicle______ 5, 327 68 

Total, account No. 236 __________________ ---------- ____________ :_ -------

1,000,510.44 

10,655.36 

10,655.36 
=,==='i======= 

Miscellaneous equipment for turbines and 
generators: 

Lubricating and governor oil storage and 
purifying system. 

Total, account No. 239 ________________________ -------------- -----------

13,532.53 

13,532.53 
1===1==== 

Total water wheel, turbines, and __ _ _ _ _ _ ________________________ - _ _ I, 758,948.76 
generators. 

Switchgear: 

ACCESSORY ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT 
DIRECT CoNsTRUCTION CosTs 

Assembled switchgear: 
Assembled main switchgear-job 

assembly: 
Housing __________________________________ -------------- -----------
Bus, insulators, and insulator hard- ---------- -------------

ware. 
Equipment_________ ----------- ---------- --------------

Assembled neutral switchgear-job _______________________________ __ 
assembly. 

Total, account No. 241·L ___________ ---------- -------------- __ 

$39,884.04 
11 '151.54 

9,977.82 
7,219.31 

68,232.71 
====I==== 

Switchboards: 
Main control boards and terminal cabinets ___ -----------------------------------

440-volt auxiliary power boards: 
Main 440-volt power board. _____________________________________ ---------
Common 440 /220-volt power board _____________________________________ -- _ 
Heating and ventilating 440-volt power ______________________ . __ 

board in powerhouse. 
Heating, ventilating, and air condi

tioning 440-volt power board in con· 
trol building. 

53,633.59 

23,887.43 
11,994.32 

2,883.06 

6,389.30 

Total, account No. 242-3 __ . __ __ __ __ _ _ __ __ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ 45, 154 .11 
1===1==== 

Common 220/250-volt lighting, heating, and ______________ ___________ 6,094.24 
battery board. 

Main direct-current control board___________ __ _________________ ----------- 35,348.08 
Signal system board__________ __ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ 24,066 . 78 
Power distribution cabinets________________ __ ____ ___ _ __ _______________ - 2,000. 62 

-----1-----
Total, account No. 242- ____ _ ------------------ 166,297.42 
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TABLE 80.-W atauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

ACCESSORY ELECTRIC EQLIPMEI\T -Continued 
DIRECT CoNSTRt'CTION CosTs- Continued 

~-\croun~~---------D-~~ption ~---- Quantity __ Uni~-- --~- -~mo~~-
24:3 Protective equipment: 

~1 Grounding system _______ ---------------- $46,765.55 

2H 
-4 

245 
-I 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-6 

246 
-I 

-2 
-3 

249 
-I 
-11 

-12 

-14 

-2 

252 

255 
-0 
-01 
--o2 
-03 

256 
-0 

25R 

259 
-0 
-00 

01 

Total, acccunt ~o. 243 _____________ _ 46,765 55 

Electrical structures: 
Cable trays and supports ________ _ 13' 404.68 

Total, account No. 244_ 13,404.68 

Conduit work: 
48, 784 Pound ______ _ Metallic conduit _________________________ _ 

Nonmetallic conduit _____________________ _ $0 93 
22 

45,183 15 
12,962 39 
4,223.55 
5,626.68 
I, 717 13 
1,498.54 

Conduit boxes _________________________ _ 
60,036 ____ do_ 

Concrete envelopes ______________________ _ 
Manholes _______________________________ _ 

120 Cubicyard __ _ 46.89 

Plug receptacles _________ _ 
I MH ______ _ 

Total, account No. 245_ 

Power and control wiring: 
Control, auxi1iary power, and excitation 

wiring-4,160-volt and under. 
Main power cables-15,000-volt ___________ _ 
Special cables (station service 15,000-volt 

supply). 

Total, account No. 246 __________________ ---------- ____ _ 

Station service equipment: 
Transformers: 

Auxiliary power transformers (2 500-
kilovolt-ampere; I 750-kilovolt-am
pere). 

Lighting transformers (3 75-kilovolt
ampere; 2-kilovolt-arnpere). 

Voltage regulators ___________________ _ 

Total, account No. 249-L _____________________ _ 

Batteries, charging equipment, and other 
motor generator sets. 

Total, account No. 249 __________________ ---------- ______ _ 

71,211.44 

64,298 73 

488.80 
I ,533 34 

66,320 87 

28,508.26 

2,118.30 

2,879.02 
1---------

33,505.58 
I====-------== 

18,350 46 

51' 856.04 

Total, accessory electric equipment_ ______ ------------------------ 484,088.71 

MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Station maintenance equipment_ ______ ------ _______________ _ 

Total, account Xo. 252 __________ _ 

Cranes and hoisting equipment: 
Generator room crane: 

$27,893.99 

27' 893.99 

Crane (100-ton capacity) ____ _ 
Crane track _________________________ _ 

I 
10 59 

Crane ________ ----------- 97' 444.04 
3,105.81 
2,417.37 Collector rails _________________________ _ 

Ton _______ _ $293 28 

Total, account ~o. 255 _____________ _ 102,967 22 

7,303 09 
Compressed air and vacuum deaning systems: 

Compressed air system ________________ _ 

Total, account Xo. 256 ____________ _ 7,303.09 

Station service water s;vstern ___ _ 48,524.29 

Total, account ]';o. 258 __ _ 48,524 29 

Total, a('count Ko. 259-0 ___ _ 

- 12,262.19 

1.:__ ---- --~~_4!l~2_1 
1
-----------1 37,742.40 
====-=,=-=--==-==-

Othrr miscellane-ous equipment: 
Local communication system: 

Cable ___ _ 
Equipment 

===~·=I 

COSTS 891 
TABLE 80.-W atauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

~IISf'ELLANEOUS PO\YER PLA:'>T EQl:IP~IEXT- Continued 
DIRECT CONSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

I 

_A_cc_o_u_nt_ _______ !:>e_s_cr_ip_ti~n____ _ _______ -~~~~~---~~~-i~-- ~~~mount _ 
259 

-I 
Other miscellaneous equipment (continued) 

Fire extinguishing equipment: 
-10 
-11 

-2 
-3 
--4 
-5 
-7 

260 
-I 

271 
-I 

-9 

422 
-0 
-00 
-01 

-I 
-10 
-11 

-2 
-21 
-8 
-9 

Fire protection systems ______ _ 
Portable fire extinguishers _____ _ 

Total, account ~o. 259-L 

Furniture and fixtures _________ _ 
Lockers, shelves, and cabinets ___ _ 
Cleaning equipment __________ _ 
Miscellaneous instruments ___ _ 
River gaging installations _____ _ 

Total, account ~o. 259 ____ _ 

Totalmiscellanrous powerplant equipmeut 

ROADS, RAILROADS, AND BRIDGES 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Access roads for permanent use: 
Access road from Siam, Tenn., to \Yatauga 

Dam. 

Total, account ~o. 260 _____ _ 

Total roads, railroads, and bridgf's __ 

VILLAGE AND RESERVOIR FACILITIES 
DIRECT CoNsTRUCTION CosTs 

Reservoir operation facilities: 
Maintenance building (frame construction, 

26 by 83 feet, complete with building 
services). ~ 

$7' 741.33 
I ,127.04 

1--~------

8' 868.37 

4,387.88 
2,403.16 
I, 786.59 
I, 105.82 

1:3,024 8:3 

1
-----------1 69,319.05 -=-=-= =-=--=---=:-- == 
----------- 256,007 64 

$126,492 63 

126,492.63 

------- ----------- 126,492.63 
="==r=o== 

$20,614.41 

Portable malaria control equipment ____________________________ _ 2, 735.30 

Total, account No. 27!_ _____________ _ 

Total village and reservoir facilities _________________ _ 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

General yard improvements: 
Grading and landscaping: 

Grading ________________ _ 
Landscaping _____________ _ 

Total, account No. 422-0 ______ _ 

Roads, sidewalks, bridges, and trestles: 
Roadways, drives, and courts ____ _ 
Sidewalks ________________ _ 

Total, account J\o. 422-1 

Retaining walls, fences, gates, and railings: 
Fences, gates, and railings __ _ 

Drainage _____________ _ 
Water supply system __ 

Total, account Xo. 422 

23,349.71 

23,349.71 

$4,309.45 
5,946.50 

10,255.95 

554 56 
284.12 

838 68 

6,5i5.40 
II ,014.17 
3' 764.79 

32,448.99 
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TABLE 80.-W atauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS-Continued 

Acrount 

423 
-f) 
-00 
-01 

424 
-I 
-12 
-127 
-128 
-14 

-2 

-3 
-30 
-300 
-301 

-6 
-61 
-63 
-64 

-9 
-90 
-91 
-92 
-93 

431 
-I 
-15 
-2 
-25 
-3 
-7 

432 
-7 

-70 
-71 

433 
-I 
-21 
-3' 
-4] 

435 
-I 
-2 
-3 
-4 

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
----------------------------------------
Substation building: 

Oil purifying building: 
Structure _________________________ _ 
Equipment_ _______________________ _ 

$13,091.69 
938 40 

Total, account No. 423 ________________________ -------------- =--=-=-=-=--=-=-=--cl===14='=0~30=.0=9 

Outdoor substation structures: 
Foundations (for structures and equipment): 

Excavation and backfill: 
Unclassified excavation ___________ _ 1,313 Cubicyard __ _ 
Backfill _________________________ _ 750 ____ do __ _ 

Concrete work _______________________ _ 552 ____ do __ _ 

Total, account No. 424-L _____________________________ _ 

Transformer support rails _________________ _ 

Superstructure: 
Structural steel: 

Main yard ______________________ _ 
Towers for 66-kilovolt tie-in _______ _ 

Total, account No. 424-3 

Transformer tracks: 
Tracks __________ ~ __________________ _ 
Turntable ___________________________ _ 
Portable track section ________________ _ 

0.33 Ton ________ _ 

66.96 ___ _do_ 
24.40 ____ do_ 

270.05 
8.50 

24.00 

Linear foot __ _ 
Ton ________ _ 
Linear foot __ _ 

$6.17 
2.16 

38.80 

472.67 

8,099. 97 
1,622.42 

21,417.30 

31,139.69 

155.98 
1===1==== 

506.38 
497.90 

9.13 
921.59 

2. 91 

33,907.44 
12,148.76 

46,056.20 

2,465.27 
7,833.53 

69.87 

Total, account No. 424-6 _______ _ -------------------------------------- 10,368.67 

Lighting: 
1===1==== 

Cabinets _______________________________________________________ _ 
Conduit_____________ _ ____________ _ 3,072 Pound ______ _ 
Wiring _____________________________ _ 4,247 Linear foot_ __ 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles _____ _ 36 OutleL _____ _ 

.69 

.17 
31.79 

509.57 
2,118.48 

713.52 
I, 144.35 

Total, account No. 424-9 ____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 4,485.92 
===I,=== 

Total, account No. 424_ _______________________ -------------- =--=-=-=--=-=-=--=-l==9=2=,2=0=6=.4=6 

Total structures and improvements ___ ---------- _ 

STATION EQUIPMENT 
DIRECT CoNsTRUCTION CosTs 

Switchgear: 
Circuit breakers: 

69-kilovolt breakers __________________ _ Breaker ______ $14,386.07 
Disconnecting switches: 

69-kilovolt disconnecting switches ______ _ 25 Switch_______ 1,372.09 
Instrument transformers __________________ _ 9 Transformer__ 1,189.31 
Fuses ___ --------- ___ --------------------

138,685.54 

$129,474.62 

34,302.18 
10,703.83 

1,187.87 

Total, account No. 43L_________________ __________ ______________ 175,668.50 
1===1==== 

Switchboards: 
Power distribution cabinets and control 

centers: 
Power distribution cabinets ____________ ---------- -------------- -----------
Control centers ____ -------- _____________________________________________ _ 

399.16 
971.58 

--------
Total, account No. 432 ________________________ --------------~=-=-=--=-=-=--=-=-=-l===1~,3=7=0=.7=4 

Protective equipment: 
Lightning arrestors and gaps _______________ ---------- -------------- ______ _ 
Grounding system __ ---------------------- ---------- -------------- -----------
Guards, signs, locks, and key systems_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ _ 
Resistors and reactors__ _ _ _ Reactor_ _ _ _ _ _ 2, 964 . 85 

Total, account No. 433 

Conduit work: I Metallic conduit__________________________ 22,251 Pound_______ .54 

~~~.ium~~~!~~~~~~--~~::::::::::::::::: :: ___ ~~::~~- ::::~~::: ::::: _______ :~~-
Concrete envelopes________________________ , 223 Cubic yard... 43.52 

4.~0Q 04 
5,703.69 

48.55-
5,929.71 

15,990.99 

11 '966. 31 
5,179.52 

561.76 
9,705.85 

COSTS 893 
TABLE 80.-W atauga-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

STATim; EQU!PMENT-Continu•d 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Account Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
-----!----------__:_ _______________ ------------------

435 
-6 
-7 

436 
-I 

-4 
-5 

438 
-I 

439 
-I 
-11 

-6 
-61 
-62 
-63 

-9 
-95 
-952 
-959 

378 
-I 

-11 
-12 

-2 

-22 
-4 
-42 
-9 
-94 

Conduit work (continued) 
Manholes and covers _____________________ _ 
Power plug receptacles ______ _ 

MH _________ $1,923.53 

Total, account No. 435 ______________________ _ 

Power and control wiring: 
Control, auxiliary power, and excitation ---------- -------------

wiring-4160-volt and under. 
Bare conductors ___________ -------------- ---------- -------------- _____ _ 
Insulators and hardware __ _ 

Total, account No. 436 _______ _ 

$3,847.05 
131.30 

31,391. 7D 

10,422.99 

11,807.00 
8,375.99 

30,605.98 

Main conversion equipment: 
===~=== 

Main step-up power transforiners (3-phase 
69/13. 2-kilovolt, 2, 400-kilovolt-amper~ 
self-cooled and 3, 200-kilovolt-ampere 
forced air-cooled). 

Total, account No. 438 ____ _ 

Station service equipment: 
gtation service transformers: 

Lighting transformers (480/120-240-
volt, 15-kilovolt-ampere). 

Insulating oil system: 

Transformer__ 86, 445. 87 172,891.73 

172,891.73 

Transformer __ 398.54 

Piping _______________________________ -----------------------------------
Equipment_ ____ ---------- _____________________ _ 

13,184.68 
18,600.19 
2,384.97 Oil in storage_________________________ 6,800 Gallon __ .35 

Total, account No. 439-6 ___________________________ _ 34,169.84 

Equipment not otherwise classified: 
Fire protection equipment: 

Portable fire fighting equipment_ ___ ---------- ______________ ----------- 741.40 
CO, fire extinguishing systems ______ ---------- _____________ ----------- 1,313.69 

-------1------
Total, account No. 439-9________ __________ ______________ ___________ 2,055.09 

l===ol==== 
Total, account No. 439 _________ _ - -------------- ----------- 36,623.47 

1===1==~=~= 
Total station equipment_________ __________ ______________ ___________ 464,543.20 

GENERAL PLANT 

INTERSITE COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
DIRECT CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

Communication equipment: 
Telephone trunk line connection to Inter

Mountain Telephone Co.: 
Clearing right-of-way ____________________________________________________ _ 
Pole structures and conductor ___________________ _ 

$3,203.12 
4,213. 81 

Total, account No. 378-L ___________________________ _ 

Conductor, cable, conductor hardware, and 
protective devices: 

350 Cable (coaxial) ______________________ _ 
Exchanges and station equipment: 

Station installations _________________________________ _ 
General service equipment: 

Coupling capacitors, line traps, and ______________ _ 
tuning units. 

Linear foot_ __ so 68 

7,416.93 

236.41 

7,495.89 

13,129.53 

Total, account No. 378 ______________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 28,278.76 
1===1==~= 

Total intersite communication equip- __________ -------------- ----------- 28,278.76 
rnent. 
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TABLE 81.-Watauga-indirect comtruction co8ts 

Superintendence, accounting, and timekeeping ______________ _ 
Salaries and expenses of the superintendent of construction 

and his immediate assistants in field and office; and salaries and 
expense~ in c~mnection with field accounting, timekeeping, and 
cost engmeermg. 

Travel and subsistence ____________________________________ _ 
Personal transportation, per diem allowance, and miscella

neous expense of supervisory personnel when in official travel 
status. 

Office supplies and expense _______________________________ _ 
Miscellaneous expense of the field office including stationery 

and other office supplies, blueprints, photostats, telephone, tele
graph, and maintenance of office space, including heat, light, 
and water. 

Construction plant studies and design _____________________ _ 
Preliminary investigations, studies, and estimates of con

struction costs, schedules and construction plant layout, includ
ing diversion and care of water, and construction plant and 
equipment. 

Camp operation -----------------------------------------
Camp construction costs inclusive of camp equipment, and 

expense of operation of cafeteria, commissaries, dormitories, 
dwellings, and other employee facilities. 
Temporary access road __________________________________ _ 

Improvements to and maintenance of existing state road from 
Elizabethton to Siam and maintenance of road from Siam to job 
site during the construction period. 

Police and guide service __________________________________ _ 
Police and guide service maintained for the benefit of the 

project; labor and expense for assistance given the safety engi
neer and cost of safety signs, posters, and bulletins; minor 
expense for injuries or damages involving nonemployees; and 
expenses for accommodation of guests on official visits. 

Fire losses ----------------------------------------------
Loss sustained by the project, due to damage by fires at surge 

tank, intake tower and dormitory D, including repairs to struc
tures and equipment; loss of small tools, personal property, and 
equipment; and cost of fighting fires. 

Loss due to suspension of work ___________________________ _ 
Costs incurred in suspending construction operations in com

pliance with orders from the War Production Board in 1942, and 
costs incurred by construction forces relative to reopening of 
job consisting of rehabilitation of plant and utilities. 

Liquidated damages and other credits ______________________ _ 
Liquidated damages collected from contractors or vendors, 

and credits for percentages added to bills against vendors, con
tractors, and others for overhead charges on services by the 
Tennessee Valley Authority. 

Total indirect construction costs _____________________ _ 

: 1 Denot~ credit. 

$734,710.12 

68,109.13 

234,038.45 

79,772.98 

541,540.48 

20,950.72 

282,776.35 

9,497.46 

290,783.10 

1 66,665.83 

2,195,512.96 

COSTS 

TABLE 82.-W atauga-distributive general expense 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING COSTS 

Engineering-field and office _________ _ 
Sala~ies and expenses of: project ma~~g~~-;;d-hi~-~~;di~ 

ate assistants; ti~ld, executive, supervisory, and office engineers; 
con~rete techmcians; and consultants. Cost of: foundation 
bon~gs and exp~orations, soil technology, and engineering for 
vertical and honzontal control. 

Dam site and regional geology ___________ _ 
Ex~mil!a!ions and studies of foundations a~d.-ies~;;;i~;i~s; 

mappmg Jomt planes, cleavages, and faults· and studies of the 
effect. of da~ constru~tion on sinks, wells, 'and springs in the 
area Immediately outside the reservoir. 

Design -------------------------------
Design of dam, powe~house, ~ontrol buildi;;-g:;;~it~hy~~d.-~~d 

related. stru~tures; desig;n of highway relocations; preparation 
of specifications; and design of landscape treatment in vicinities 
of dam, powerhouse, control building, and switchyard. 

Total design and construction engineering costs _______ _ 

EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 

General administration ___ _ 
P~oration to the project oFit~-p~iti;;;;-o-Fth;g:~~;~;~Ta-d~i;;-is~ 

tratwn of the Tennessee Valley Authority. 

Total executive and administrative costs _____________ _ 

895 

$831,743.11 

13,912.66 

875,919.76 

1,721,575.53 

$1,998,707.53 

1,998, 707.53 
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TABLE 82.-W atauga-distributive general expense-Continued 

OTHER GENERAL COSTS 

~aps and surveys _______________________________________ _ 
Surveys for basic controls, silt ranges, and high-water marks, 

in the reservoir area; flowage topography for hydraulic and 
flood damage studies; aerial photography and mosaics; and 
preparation of reservoir maps. 

Syetem expense -----------------------------------------
Proration of the cost of collection and compilation of basic 

hydrographic and hydrologic data, such as river forecasting, 
rainfall and evaporation studies, stream gauging and flood in
vestigations, and other miscellaneous investigations useful to 
the system of dams, reservoirs, and waterways as a whole. 

General project investigations ____________________________ _ 
General studies and investigations bearing on feasibility of 

project, selection of site, general plans and layout, quantity and 
cost estimates, and studies of flood control, power generation, 
and regional economics. 
Construction medical service _____________________________ _ 

Operation of the medical center and portable dressing sta
tions for care of employees claiming service-connected injuries, 
employment physical exa!)1inations and treatment of minor ill
ness occurring to employees while on duty, and services of 
safety engineer. 

Public health engineering ________________________________ _ 
Services of sanitary engineers in the reservoir area incidental 

to public health including: pre-impoundage studies; supervi
sion of malaria control methods; and supervision and approval 
of water supplies and general sanitation for construction camps, 
reservoir construction personnel and recreational developments. 

Personnel -----------------------------------------------
Services of personnel representative, interviewers, and cleri-

cal staff engaged as field representatives in recruitment, place
ment, promotion, classification and service rating; and recrea
tion programs. 

Office service -------------------------------------------
Messenger, files, mail and courier services. 

Final project report _____________________________________ _ 
Editing of individual reports on the planning, design, con

struction, cost, and initial operation of the project into 1 com
prehensive report, including preparation of additional drawings 
or illustrations, and printing and binding. 

Total other general costs ___________________________ _ 

$55,352.94 

26,907.53 

50,778.49 

306,129.40 

18,23!1.02 

125,089.42 

6,355.48 

21,945.39 

610,797.67 

COSTS 897 

TARLE 83.-W atauga-?etl!il.< of indirect con.structiou costs and certain 
dz.•tnbutll'l' general expense.< 

Item 

INDIRECT CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

Project field offices 

Construc
tion and 
mainte-
nance 

Dam 
construc

tion 

Superintendence ------------------------- $22,797.53 $110,390.78 
Accounting, cost engineering and time- 65 2 344,140.25 keeping, ' 64.71 

M~s~t~~~~~ous charges from other organi- 177,287.90 14,828.95 

Travel and ~ubsistence -------------------- 1,057.01 67 052 12 
Office supphes and exp~nse --------------- 14,982.51 219;055:94 
ConstructiOn plant studies and design _____ _ 
Employee housing construction_ ~=========== --350:2-1-0.21 

~~~Ji~V~!t~.~~~~==~=~:~~~~~:~= ~~~~:::~:: · · :mm 
Public facilities and accom~.;d;t'i~~--~T ------------ '263,997.13 

guests. ------------ 7,307.81 

Fire losses.------------------------------- ------------ 9,497.46 
Lob; W~t~~neq due to suspension of work ------------ 290,783.10 

Distribution of other credits_______________ 2 44,606.28 2 22,059.55 

Central 
accounting 

office 

------------
------------

$79,772.98 
11,616.23 

------------
------------
------------
------------
------------
------------
------------
------------
------------

Total 

} $734,710.12 

68,109.13 
234,038.45 

} 
79,772.98 

541,540.48 
20.950.72 

} 282,776.35 

9,497.46 
290,783.10 

2 66,665.83 

Total ------------------------------ =23=6=, 7=8=3=.3=8=[",:1,~8~67;,:·~34~0;,:-~37~!-~=~~~~~~:,::;~ 91,389.21 2,195,512.96 

. DISTRIBUTIVE GENERAL EXPENSE 
Dest.Qn and construction engineering costs· 

~i~1rig~t~~?~a~c;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :===~~~;~~~= ==~~~}!=t~~;= --:;;j1i;i- :~;~;;;~~~ 
Total ----------------------________ l----::-1--::, 9-=-3-=-5.-=-o-=-o+-7-0_7_, 0-9-5-.2-2+1-. 0_1_2_:_. 5_4_:_5-.3....:1-l--1-. 7::._2:_:1:.::,5:..:7:.:5..:.:_ 5:_:3 

2 Denotes credit. 
1 Division of reservoir properties. 
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TABLE 85.---South Holston-final project cost----detail summary 

Item 

HYDRAULIC MULTIPJ,E PURPOSE PLANT 

Land and land rights 
Purchase price of land _______________________________________ 
Expense of land and privilege acquisition _______________________ 
Relocation of highways and highway bridges ___________________ 
Relocation of railways and railway bridges _____________________ 
Relocating other structures and improvements _________________ 

Structures and improrements 
General yard improvements________________ _ ________________ 
Powerhouse ______ ----------- ______________ ----------------
Miscellaneous structures ________________________ ----------- _ 

Reserroirs, dams, and waterways 
Reservoir __________________________________________________ 

Concrete dam and spillway ___ -------------------------------
Auxiliary dams ______________ --------- ______________________ 
Earth and rock main dam-----------------------------------
Sluiceways _________________________________________________ 

Intake_---------------------------------------------------
"~ater conductors ______________________________ ----------- _ 

Water wheels, turbines, and generators 
Foundations and miscellaneous steel and iron __________________ 
Turbines, including scroll case, speed ring, and draft tube liner ___ 
Auxiliary equipment for turbines __ -------------------- _______ 
Generators _________________________________________________ 
Auxiliary equipment for generators ____________________________ 
Miscel1aneous equipment for turbines and generators ____________ 

Land costs 

Sl, 788,727.52 
479,652.80 
135,050.09 

--------------
-----------

-----
2,403,430.41 
=-= 

--------------
--------------
--------------
-----
--------------

-------- ---
-------- -----
---------
------------
--------------
--------------
--------------

Direct 
construction 
costs-labor, 

materials, and 
other charges 

$15,901.59 

-2; 51 i; 542:72-
49,455.98 

188,491.46 

2, 765,391.75 

794,066.43 
582,685.84 

10,147.92 
------

1,386,900.19 

779,850.19 
400,08~_38 
934,891.90 

7,338,893.30 
4,845,445.66 

486,092.26 
1,079,074.15 

---- - 15,864,330.84 
-----

------ ------- 2,711.08 
------ 483,102.69 
------ 77,730.64 
------ 803,313.46 
------ 18,150.62 

11,175.02 
-----
------------- 1,396,183.51 

Indirect 
construction 

costs 

$1,945.48 

---2o3;7ss:75-
-------------

5,372.33 

211,106.56 

97,149.78 
71,288.49 

1,241.54 
---

169.679 81 
==·= 

96,140.77 
48,948.06 

114,379.02 
897,874.29 
592,814.32 

59,470.79 
132,018.94 

1,941,646.19 

331.68 
59,105.03 
9,509. 93 

98,281.10 
2,220.63 
1,367.21 

170,815.58 

Total
land, direct 
and indirect 
construction 

costs 

$1,806,574.59 
479.652.80 

2,850,381.56 
49,455.98 

193,863.79 

5,379,928.72 

891,216.21 
653,974.33 

11,389.46 
------
1,556,580.00 
=-= 

875,990.96 
449,031.44 

1,049,270.92 
8,236,767.59 
5,438,259 98 

545,563.05 
1,211,093 09 

17,805,977.03 

3,042. 76 
542,207.72 

87,240.57 
901,594.56 
20,371.25 
12,542.23 

1,566,999.09 

Distributive general expense 

Deiign and 
construction 
engineering 

$1,072.19 
--------------

388,844.00 
3. 661.15 

23,355.28 

416,932.62 
-=------==--:= 

53,541.39 
39,288.67 

684.24 
------

93,514.30 
·----·· 

89.495.08 
26,976.36 
63,036.81 

494,838.40 
326,713.10 
32,775.66 
72,758.56 

1,106,593. 97 

182.80 
32,574.09 

5,241.13 
54,164.89 

1,223 84 
753.49 

94,140.24 

Executive and 
administra~ 
tive costs 

$1,041.57 
26,406.45 

173,502.29 
2,924.27 

11,958.61 

215,833.19 
-== 

52,011.98 
38,166 38 

664.70 
------

90,843.06 

53,153.14 
26,205.78 
61,2?6.16 

480,'703.28 
317,380.50 
31,839.42 
70,680.21 

1,041,198.49 

177.57 
31,643.61 
5,091.42 

52.617.66 
1,188.88 

731.98 

91,451.12 

Other 
general 

costs 

$372.49 
9,443.58 

62,048.62 
1,045. 79 
4,276.69 

77,187.17 
=-=== 

18,600.74 
13. 6~9. 22 

2:l7. 71 
------

32,487.67 

19,008.85 
9,371.82 

21,899.53 
171,911.12 
113,502.94 
11,386.55 
25,276.95 

372.357.76 

63 51 
11,316.52 

1,820.81 
18,817.35 

425.17 
261.77 

32.705.13 

Total 

S1,809,060.84 
515,502.83 

3,474,776.47 
57,087.19 

233,454.37 

6,089,881.70 
=.::.-= 

1,015,370.32 
745,078.60 

12,976.11 
-----

1,773,425.03 

1,037,648 03 
511,585.40 

1,195,443.42 
9,384,220.39 
6,195.856.52 

621,564.68 
1,379,808.81 

20,326,127.25 

3,466.64 
617,741.94 

99,393.93 
1,027,194.46 

23,209.14 
14,289.47 

1,785.295.58 

00 
~ 
00 
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TABLE 85.-South Holston-final project cost-detail summary-Continued 

Direct Total-
Distributive general expense 

construction Indirect land, direct 
Item I Land costa I costa-labor, constructiOn and mduect I Design and I Executive and I Other I Total 

materials, and costs constructiOn construction administra- general 
other charges costs engmeering t1ve costs costs ,-------------~~-~------~--

I 
BYD&AULIC MULTIPLE PURPOSE PLANT (continued) 

Accessory electrtc equtpment 
241 Switchgear _______________________________________________ 

-------------- $22,237.16 $2,720.60 $24,957.76 $1,499.38 $1,456.55 $520.90 $28,434.59 
242 Switchboards _____________________________________________ 

-------------- 100,794.88 12,331.71 113,126.59 6,796.28 6,602.14 2,361.09 128,886.10 
243 

~l~fi~2~~~~~~;1H~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~;~;~ 
-------------- 12,915.65 1,580.16 14,495.81 870.86 845.99 302.54 16,515.20 

244 -------------- 13,290.41 1,626.01 14,916.42 896.13 870.54 311.32 16,994.41 
245 -------------- 26,022.44 3,183. 71 29,206.15 I, 754.61 I, 704.49 609 57 33,274.82 
246 -------------- 21' 181.93 2,591.50 23 '773 .43 1,428.23 I ,387.43 496 18 27,085.27 
249 -------------- 32,670.87 3,997.10 36,667.97 2,202.90 2' 139.97 765.30 41,776.14 

----- ------- ------- -------
-------------- 229,113.34 28,030.79 257,144.13 15,448.39 15,007.11 5,366.90 292,966.53 
=== === 

252 
St . . MisceUaneou~ power plant equipment 

8,392.94 1,026.83 9,419.77 565.91 549 75 196 60 10,732.03 a bon mamtenance eqmpment ______________________________ --------------
255 Cranes and hoisting equipment ________________________ ------- -------------- 132,192.85 16,173.09 148,365.94 8,913.34 8,658.74 3,096.57 169,034.59 
256 Compressed air and vacuum cleaning systems __________________ -------------- 4,567.58 558.82 5,126.40 307.98 299.18 106.99 5,840 55 
259 Other miscellaneous equipment_________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________ -------------- 42,011.86 5,139.92 47' 151.78 2,832. 73 2,751.80 984.12 53,720.43 

- -----------
-------------- 187,165.23 22,898.66 210,063.89 12,619.96 12,259.47 4,384. 28 239,327.60 

271 
Village and reservoir facilities 

Reservoir operation facilities _________________ --------------- -------------- 12,106.69 1,481.19 13,587.88 816.32 792.99 283 60 15,480.79 
----- -------

Total hydraulic multiple purpose plant_ _________________ $2,403,430.41 21,841,191.55 2' 545,658.78 26,790,280.74 1,740,065.80 1,467,385.43 524,772.51 30,522,504 48 
== ------ ---~--- ----

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

Structures and improvements 

:::::1-----422 General yard improvements ________________ 100,030.39 12,238.19 112,268.58 6,744.73 6,552.07 2,343.18 127 '908 56 
424 Outdoor substation structure _______________ --- 56,831.36 6,953.01 63,784.37 3,831.96 3,722.50 1,331.25 72.~70 08 

--------
--- ------- 156,861.75 19,191.20 176,052.95 10,576.69 10,274.57 3 ,674. 43 200,578 64 

------ ----- ====---
Station equipment 

431 Switchgear ________________________________ 
------------- -------------- 127' 781.89 15,633.43 143,415.32 8,615.93 8,369.81 2,993.25 163,394.31 

432 Switchboards _______________________________ 
-------------- 269.71 32 99 302.70 18.19 17.66 6.32 344.87 

433 Protective equipment_---------- _______________ ::::::::::::: -------------- 15,944.85 1,950.77 17,895.62 1,075.11 I ,044 40 373 50 20,388 63 435 Conduit work_ _____________________________________________ 
-------------- 45,014.61 5,507.30 50,521.91 3,035.19 2,948.50 1,054.45 57,560 05 

436 Power and control wiring ____________________________________ -------------- 35,625.78 4,358.62 39,984.40 2,402.14 2,333.52 834 52 45,554.58 
-i38 Main conversion eauinment ___ 120,777.78 14,776.52 135,554.30 8, 143.66 7,91104 2,829.18 154,438.18 

TRANSMISSION PLANT-Continued 

Station equipment (continued) 
439 Station service equipment__ __________________________________ . _____________ 37,914.98 4,638.69 42,553.67 __ 2~_6~~ _ 2,483.46 -~~~--48_,481.77 

-------------- 383,329.60 46,898.32 430,227.92 25,846.71 25,108.39 8,979.37 490,162.39 

Total transmission planL____________________________ ______ __ ____ __ 540,191.35 66,089.52 606,280.87 36,423.40 35,382.96 12,653.80 690,7 H .03 
=-=-:: 

GENERAL PLANT 

lntersite communication equipment 
378 Communication equipment-----------------------------------~--------------~ 22,662.481 2,772.631 25,435 11 I 1,528 061 1,484 41 ~~ 530 861_28,~78_~ 

Total general plant-----------------------------------______________ 22,662.48 2,772.63 25,435 11 1,528 06 1,484 n 530 86 28,978 44 

TotaL---------------------------------------------- 2,403,430.41 122,404,045.38 2,614,520.93 27,421,996 72 1,778,017.26 1,504,252 80 537,957 17 31,242,'223 95 
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TABLE 86.-South Holston-land costs and direct construction costs--details 

Account 

200 

201 

204 

-2001 

-2002 

-2081 

-1201 
-2104 
-2105 
-2107 
-2108 

-3001 

-1202 
-3101 

-3102 

-310~ 

HYDRAULIC MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PLANT 

LA:<;D A:-ID LA:'\D RIGHTS 

Description 
~--~~~~~~--------
Purchase price of laud: 
. The land quantities and costs shown immediatley 
following cover reservoir and site land purchased 
in fee an~ permanent easements acquired for the 
needs of South Holston project. 

Laud rights for relocation of highwavs are in-
cluded in account 204. · 

State of Tennessee: 

I Quantity Unit 

Purchased in fee simple (450 tracts) _____ 9,598.78 Arre __ 
Permanent easements (.JJ tracts)______ 303.07 ____ do_ 

Total, State of Tennessee _ _ 9, 901 ~5 ____ do_ 

State of Virginia: 
Purchased in fee simple (68 tracts)_ _____ 1,201.20 ____ do __ 
Permanent easements (97 tracts)______ I, 554.83 _do __ _ 

Total, State of Virginia __ 

Total reservoir and site land and land 
rights ________________ _ 

Buildings acquired with the land, and which 
were located below reservoir flow line, required 
removal before water storage.began. Cost of dern
elition of such structures is shown below. 

2,756.03 do __ 

12,657.88 -· .do. 

Rate 

$102 42 
313.55 

-----~ 

108.88 

197.58 
304.38 

----~-

257.83 

141.31 

Amount 

$983' 103.43 
95,027.40 

1,078,130.83 

237,335.97 
473,260.72 

~~-~--

710,596.69 

I, 788, 727.52 

Demolition and removal of buildings _____ _ 
-------------- =-----=--=-==1==1=5=, 9=0=1=. 5=9 

Total, Account No. 200 __ 

Expense of land and privilege acquisition: 
Cost of acquiring land and land rights set 

forth in account No. 200 (12,657.88 acres). 

----------------- I ,804,629.11 
=== 

656 Tract. 73118 479' 652.80 

Total, account No. 201_ ________________ _ 

Relocating highways and highway bridges: 
--------------I=_=_-=-=-_=_=_=_ -=-1==4=79=,=65=2=_=80 

Shown below is the cost of relocating and pro
tecting highways together with removal, con
~truction, and protection of bridges. Also included 
IS the purchase price and cost of acquisition for 
right-of-way easements. For detail by character 
of cost, see supporting schedule for account 204. 
Construction work wa.s performed by contract and 
force account. 

Tennessee State highways (7.63 miles): 
Tennessee Highway 34, Holston Valley 

to Delaney Mountain. 
Tennessee Highway 44, at Painter Spring 

Branch. 
South Holston River Bridge on Tennessee 

State Highway 34. 

Total, Tennessee State highways _____ _ 

Tennessee county highways: 
Sullivan County (7.11 miles): 

Bridge removals ______________ _ 
Holston Valley Church Road ___ _ 
Sharp Creek-Lucy Creek Rd __ _ 
Harr-Little Jacob Creek Rd___ _ __________ _ 
Sullivan County Forest Service Rd __ 

Total, Sullivan County highways _________ _ 

Total, Tennessee highways _______ ~ 

Virginia State highways (0.96 miles): 
Virginia Highway 75, at Spring Creek __ _ 

Virginia county highways: 
Washington County (10.47 miles): 

Bridge removals __________________ ---------- -------------- -----------
VirginiaHighway664~SpringCreek ---------- -------------- ----------

to Wolf Creek. 
Virginia Highway 670-along Wolf ---------- -------------- __________ _ 

Creek. 
VirginiaHighway672-Highway 664 ---------- -------------- __________ _ 

to Denton Valley School. 

731 '752 .50 

44,545.71i 

761,283.64 

1,537,581.92 

5,745.41 
15' 828.24 
28,941.62 
21,798.01 
21,318.01 

93,631.29 

1,631,213.21 

95,643 17 

4,322.54 
151,344.87 

41 '928- 35 

164,647.79 

COSTS 903 
TABLE 86.-South H alston-land costs and direct construction costs--details 

-Continued 

LAND AND LAND RIGHT8---Continued 

Account Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
-20~4---~I~R~e~loc~a~t~in~g-hi--g~h~w~ay~s-an~d-h~ig~h~w~a~y~b-r~id~g~es-(c~o-n~--1----- ----~- -----~--1-----·-

-3106 

-3109 
-3116 

-3117 

-3118 

-3119 

-3121 
-3140 
-3141 
-3143 
-3144 
-3145 
-3146 
-3147 
-3181 

-2001 
-2002 
-2081 

-1201 
-2104 
-2105 
-2107 
-2108 

-3001 

-1202 
-3101 
-3102 
-3104 
-3106 
-3109 

tinued) 
Virginia county highways (continued) 

Washington County (continued) 
Virginia Highway 665~at Spring 

Creek. 
Virginia Highway 663~at King Mill 
Virginia Highway 664~at Lick 

Branch. 
Virginia Highway 664~at Mays 

Branch. 
Virginia Highway 664-at Bowman 

Branch. 
Virginia Highway 664~atBumgard- _______________ _ 

ner Branch 
Jones Rd________________________ __________ _____ _ _________ _ 
J. E. Stuart Rd___________________ __________ _____ _ _____ -----------
Grable Branch Rd ________________ ---·---
W. Arthur Grubb Rd _____________________________________________ _ 
Garrett-Williams Rd ______________________________________________ _ 
Gentry-Hewitt Rd _________________________________________ _ 
John Michael's Rd________________ _____ _ _________________ _ 
Grover C. Avens Rd ________________________________________ _ 
Avens Bridge on Virginia High-

way 672. 

Total Washington County high
ways. 

Total Virginia highways _________________________ _ -----------------

$46' 388-24 

31,936.34 
7,958.65 

22,383.13 

9,269.17 

12,735.55 

4,434.85 
6,990.42 
9,098.51 
I, 241.21 
6,333.27 

264.60 
883 38 

2,079.22 
395,496.34 

919,736.43 

1,015,379.60 

1 
______ T_o_ta~laccount No. 204 ___________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 2,646,592.81 

Purchase iPrice 
of land r ghts 

$38,794.00 
3,210.00 

------------------
42,004.00 

--------------
$2,860.00 

970.00 
1,435.00 

400.00 

5,665.00 
=== 

47,669.00 

$9,395.00 

$10,940.00 
7,077.13 
2,408.00 
1,925.00 
4,235.00 

SUPPORTING SCHEDULE FOR ACCOUNT N 0. 204 

TVA 
force account Contract work 

Tennessee State hiohways 

$13,048.29 $679' 910-21 -------------------
I ,449.81 39' 885-97 -------------------

------------------ 221,421.79 $539' 861. 85 

14,498.10 941,217.97 

Tennessee county hiohways 
Sullivan County 

539' 861.85 

------------------ $5,745.41 -------------------
$2,899.62 
2' 416-35 
2,416.35 

483-27 

8' 215.59 

22,713.69 

Sl, 933.08 

$8,215.59 
966.54 

I ,449.81 
I ,449.81 
3,382.89 

10,068.62 -------------------
25,555.27 -------------------
17,946.66 ------------------
20,434.74 -----------------

79,750.70 -------------------

1,020,968.67 539,861.85 

Virginia State highu1ays 

$84,315 09 1-------------------1 
Viroinia County hiohways 

Washington County 

$4,322.54 
132,189.28 
33,884.68 

160,789.98 
43,013.43 
24,318.45 

Total 

$731,752./iO 
44,545.78 

761,283.64 

1,537,581.92 

$5,745.41 
15,828.24 
28,941.62 
21 '798.01 
21,318.01 

-~~~---~ 

93 '631. 29 

1,631,213.21 

$95,643.17 

$4,322.54 
151,344.87 
41,928.35 

164,647.79 
46,388.24 
31,936.34 
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TABLE 86.-South Holston-land costs and direct construction costs--details 
-Continued 

204 
-3116 
-3117 
-3118 
-3119 
-3121 
-3140 
-3141 
-3143 
-3144 
-3145 
-3146 
-3147 
-3181 

Account 

205 
-o 
-01 

207 

-o 
-()() 

-Q1 

-1 

-3 

-5 
-50 

LAND AND LA;-.[D RIGHTS-Continued 

SUPPORTING SCHEDULE FOR ACCO"t'NT No. 204-continued 

Purchase price I Land rights I 
of land rights acquisition expense I 

TVA 
force account Contract work 

$35.00 
90.00 

285 00 
895.00 
760.00 

------------- --
------------- ----

------------------ ----
1,935.50 

------------------ ------
40.00 

------------------ -----
------------------ -----

30,625.63 

V iruinia County highways-continued 
Washington County-continued 

$483.27 S7 ,440.38 
483.27 21,809.86 
966.54 8,017.63 

1,933 08 9,907.47 
966.54 2, 708.31 

----------- 6,990.42 --------------
----------- 9,098.51 -----------------

1,24121 
1,933.08 2,464.69 -------------------

264.60 -------------
483.27 360.11 -------------

2,079.22 -------------
208,444.26 $187,052.08 

22,713.69 679,345.03 187,052.08 

Total 

S7, 958.65 
22,383.13 
9,269.17 

12 '735. 65 
4,434.85 
6,990.42 
9,098.51 
1,241.21 
6,333.27 

264.60 
883.38 

2,079. 22 
395,496.34 

919,736.43 
==---========:_---============== 

40,020.63 24,646.77 763' 660.12 187,052.08 1,015,379.60 

Total account No. 204 

$87,689.63 $47,360.46 $1 '784' 628. 79 $726.913.93 1 $2,646,592.81 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
--------------------------------------

Relocating railways and railway bridges: 
Norfolk & Western Ry: 

State of Virginia ______________________ ---------- -------------- ----------- $49,455.98 

Total, account No. 205 __________ __________ -------------- =-=--=·=·=--==li==4=9=,4=5=5=.9=8 

Relocating and protecting other structures and 
improvements: 

Relocating utilities: 
Powerliw.es. 

State of Tennessee __ ----------------- ---------- -------------- -----------
State of Virginia ______________________ ---------- -------·------ -----------

Telephone lines. 
State of Tennessee _______________ ----- ---- ______ ------ _ ------- ---- ____ - _-
State of Virginia ______________________ ---------- -------------- -----------

7,830.84 
5,442.15 

751.32 
4,819.63 

Total, account No. 207-Q ____________ ---------- -------------- =-=--=·=--=·=·=--=-,l==1=8=,8=4=3=.9=4 

Relocating cemeteries: 
State of Tennessee ___________________ _ 
State of Virginia _____________________ _ 

Total, account No. 207-L __________ _ 

Relocating families: 
State of Tennessee ______________ ------
State of Virginia _____________________ _ 

Total, account No. 207-3 ___________ _ 

550 Grave _______ _ 
9 ____ do _______ _ 

$28 35 
28.35 

15,590.67 
255.12 

559 ____ do________ 28.35 15,845.79 
1===1==== 

283 Family ______ _ 
59 ____ do _______ _ 

342 ____ do. ______ _ 

323.70 
323.70 

323.70 

91,606.28 
19,098.13 

110,704.41 
1===1==== 

Relocating and protecting municipal facilities: 
Bristol, Tennessee, waterworks. ______________________ ----------~-=-=--=-=·=·=--=·=-l==4=3=,0=9=7=.=32 

Total, account No. 207 ______________ ---------- --------------l=====l==18=8='=49=1=_=46 

Total, land and land rights ____________________ --------------------·---- 5,168,822.16 

COSTS 905 

d d · t construction costs-details 
TABLE 86.-South Holston-land costs ?n tree 

-Contmued 

Account 

212 
-0 
-oo 
-01 

-1 
-10 
-100 

-101 

-102 
-103 
-104 
-11 
-12 
-14 
-140 

-2 
-20 
-21 

-4 

-43 
-5 

-6 
-60 
-61 
-62 

-8 
-80 

-9 
-92 
-93 
-95 
-96 

-98 
99 

213 

-2 
-23 

24 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

~TRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTti 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTS 

Amount Rate Q n Unit 
_D.e.=s=cr=ip~t=io=n~------l--u_an_,_Y_ 1 _______ 1-------------

General yard improvemen~s: 
Grading and landscapmg: 

General grading ______ _ 
Landscaping _____ -----

Total, account No. 212--Q ____________ ------~~-

Roads, sidewalks, bridges, and trestles: 
Roadways, drives, and courts: . 

,_ Miscellaneous roadways, dnves, 
._ courts, and parking areas. 

Roadway from powerhouse to top 
ofdam. . 

Roadway to Bent Branch Spillway __ 
Roadway on earth dam ___________ _ 
Roadway on saddle dam No. L ___ _ 

~idewalks ____ -
Curbs ____________________ _ 

-----------

-----------

$125,859 71 
29' 793 50 

155,653.21 

12 '700. 25 

398,908.74 

36,392 70 
6,994.64 
2,302 31 

12,735.70 
11,395 75 

11,28100 Bridges, trestle~, and culverts: __ 
Tailrace bndge ___________________ ~::__ -------------- =-:-:-:= 4 92 ,711 09 

Total, account No. 212-L-----

Retaiping walls, fences, gates, and railings: 
Retaining or pro pert~ .walls_---------
Fences, gates, and railings __________ _ 

Total, account No. 212-2 

\\Tater treating, pumping, and storing 

eqJ~~~k~n!~ructure and supply lines_--
\Vater distribution system--------

Sewer and dr~inage system: 
Open drams _________ _ 

4,054.05 
6,375.24 

1----- ----- --
10,429.29 

------------ ======== 

45,420.99 
1,314.35 

--------------~--==~=== 

-------------- -----------

-----------

2,794 84 
3, 723.29 

438.60 Pipe lines ____ ---------.----------

Manholes and catch basmL------ ----------- 6,956.73 
Total, account No. 212-6_______ --------------

Miscellaneous structures: Fla~pole ______ ----------- =- 2 • 3~· 90 
Flagpole _____________________________ -==~1=~===1==== 

5124 
Power and lighting: - · b' t -------------- ----------- 760 95 

Power distribution and hghtmg ca me s_ ---------- -------------- ----------- 52,272:64 

~~~}~l1~~te~:-:-~-~:~:~-~~~:~:~:~: ~~~~:~~~i: :~~ti~~~~~~~~: :::~~~~:;~: li!Ui 
Lighting standards, fixtures, and lampsf ---- ---------79,193.87 

:::::·. :::::::::: :::~9:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ~::::::-~ =~94,~6"~ 
29,310 27 

Powj)~~~:si~n and care of water___________ -------------- ----------- ===== 

Excavation and backfill 4,940 Cubic yard___ 3.22 15 •
889

-
82 

~~~Mic~~~t~~~~:: _____ ::::_:_:::::_~ ____ do ______________ .9_3 ____ 8_,_65_4_-~ 
24,544.19 

Total, account No. 213-2--------- -- - --- ---- ----

Foundatio~ ~repara~ion and treatment: 
FoundatiOn drams ______________ _ 

462.97 
====I===== 

Cubic yard___ 23 34 112 • 009 ·~~ 
S f t 2.55 87,469. 

quare oo --- 176 _40 40,349.19 

~::i:-;:r~--~:. ----.;9.96 239,828.27 
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TABLE 86.- South Holston-~land costs and direct construction costs- -details 
-Continued 

Account 

213 

-41 
-410 
-411 
-412 

-5 
-50 

-52 
-58 

-6 
-60 
-608 
-61 
-610 
-611 
-62 
-620 
-621 
-63 
-64 
-65 
-660 
-651 
--654 
-66 
-67 
-68 
-680 
-681 

-7 

-8 
-80 
-82 
-83 
-830 
-831 
-89 
-890 
-891 
-892 
-895 

216 
-() 

-1 

STRUCTURES AND J~IPROVEME:-iTS -Continued 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION Cosrs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
---------------1---~ ------------------

Powerhouse (continued) 
Concrete (continued) 

Superstructure concrete: 
Concreting ___ . ______ . __________ _ 
Form work ______________________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL _______________ _ 

Total, superstructure concrete ___ _ 

269 
7,290 
30.38 

cubic yard ___ _ 
Square foot __ _ 
Ton ________ _ 

269 Cubic yard __ _ 

$31.81 
2. 45 

168.78 

117.33 

Total, account No. 213-4. _______________________ _ 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 
Expansion joints and waterstops-all ---------- ----------- __ ----------

types. 
Waterproofing ________________________ ---------- ------------ _ -----------
Drains ______________________________ ---------- -------- _____ -----------

Total, account No. 213-5. -------------

Superstructure: 
Exterior masonry: 

$8,556.92 
17,878 09 
5' 127.62 

31,562.63 

271,390.90 

3,757.28 

230.12 
478.84 

4,466.24 

Aluminum siding_____ ___________ 11,428 Square foot.__ 3.23 36,932.65 
Interior masonry: 

Structural tile partitions___________ 1,781 ____ do._______ .84 1,490.56 
Brick partitions__________________ 25.77 Thousand.... 253.65 6,536.45 

Steel and other metalwork: 
StructuralsteeL_________________ 261.33 Ton_________ 270.86 70,784.10 
Miscellaneous steel and iron __________________ --------------___________ 21,403.48 

Carpentry work ••• ___________________ _ __ _ _ _ ____ ___ _ _____ ___ __ __ __ ___ ____ 13,467.36 
Cement work .. _________________________________ -------------- ______ _____ 5,015.42 
Marble, terrazzo, tile, etc.: ,. 

Marble work_____________________ 461 Square foot.__ 3.13' 1,444.90 
Vitrified floor tile ___ --------______ 3,020 ____ do._______ 3. 24l 9, 787.49 
Other special floors________________ 741 ____ do________ 1.07 795.37 

Roofing and sheet metalwork _____________________ -------------- ----------- 15,312.52 
Plastering____________________________ 197 Square yard.. 11.20 2,206.00 
Painting and glazing: 

Painting ___________________________________________________ --------- 9,044. 63 
Glazing__________________________ 2,247 Square fooL_ 2.48 5,563.21 

1----1-----
Total, account No. 213-6 ________ ---------- ____ __ ----------- 199,784.14 

Draft tube pier nose castings .. ___ . ______ . __ 0.73 Ton .... 491.93 359.11 

Service work: 

~~~/:::~ei~~r~~l~~~~~:::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::_::: ::::::::::: 1~;~:t~ 
Air conditioning and ventilating: 

Duct work ... ____________________ _________ _ ____ __ __ ______ ___ _____ ___ 12,602.95 
Equipment and controls ___________ ----------------------------------- 5,720.52 

Lighting: 
Control panels and cabinets ____________ ------ __________________ ------- 1,514.42 
Cqn?uitwork____________________ 5,625 Pound.______ 1.66 9,341.74 
Wmng __________________________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 2,230.45 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles__ 173 Outlet_______ 19.25 3,330.22 

----~t-----

Total, account No. 213-8 ________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 52,368.02 
/===/==== 

Total, account No. 213 __________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 582,685.84 
1===1==== 

Miscel!&neous buildings: 
Observation building (12 feet 8 inches by 24 ---------- -------------- ----------

feet 2 inches temporary, concrete block 
construction). 

9,525.86 

Guard shelter ____________________________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 622.06 
1---1----

Total, account No. 216. _________________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 10,147.92 

Total, structures and improvements _______ ----------------------------------- 1,386,900.19 

COSTS 907 

TABLE 86.-South Holston-land costs c;nd direct construction costs--details 
-Contmued 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

~~-------D~es_cr~iption __ _l_~a_lll~_\ ___ !~~t -~~~-~~ Amoun~ 
4,3781 Acre._ 220 Reservoir: S\52 94 $669' 561. 86 

3,029. 79 
15,969.04 

-() Clearing ___________ --.------_----
-2 Control of miscellaneous flotage---_ 
-4 Maintenance and protection _______________ _ 

(revenue from operation of agricultural 
and forest land during construction). 

-9 
-90 
-91 
-92 
-94 

221 
-1 

-2 
-20 
-24 
-28 

-3 
-30 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-41 
-410 
-411 
-412 

-42 
-420 
-421 
-422 

-5 
-50 

-58 

222 
-1 
-12 
-120 
-121 
-13 
-130 
-137 
-17 

Riverbank protection: 
Grading and sloping ________ _ 
Gravel blanket..---_-
Riprap. _ ---------------
Concrete toe walls- - __ - -- -

Total, account No. 220-9 

Total, account ~ o. 220 

Concrete dam and spillway: 
Diversion aad care of water--

Excavation and backfill: 
Clearing and grubbing ... -------------

35,000 Cubic yard __ 
2,400 ____ do __ 

12,640 ____ do .. 
104 ____ do. 

.80 28,159.54 
3.83 9,191.49 
5 80 73,310.86 

24.67 2,565.69 

113,227.58 

779,850.19 
== ==--==::::::;E 

1, 92128 

~~~t:;~ifi~d .-,;c;,-;,;-t;~~:: _ _ _ _ _ 155,300 .. do __ _ . 93 

595.79 
60.68 

144,979.04 

Total, account No. 221-2 __ _ 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Drilling drain and grout holes_---
Foundation drains _______ _ 

Total, account No. 221-3_. 

Concrete: 
Mass concrete: 

Concreting __________ _ 
Formwork __ ---------
Reinforcing steeL ____ _ 

Total mass concrete ________ _ 

Apron concrete: 
Concreting ___________ ------------
Formwork ____________ -----------
Reinforcing steeL. __ -------------

Total apron concrete ___________ _ 

Training wall concrete: 
Concreting ______ -- ___ ----_-------
Formwork_ --------- ___ ----------
Reinforcing steeL _______ ---------

Total training wall concrete ... __ -

145,635.51 

597.73 
1,768.32 

2,366.05 

4,321 ____ do________ 17.24 74,494 38 
16,820 Square foot. _ 1.75 29,429.91 

3.72 Ton ____________ 18~3 __ .7~2-l---~6~8~3~.4_5 

4,321 Cubic yard ___ I===24=_=21=I==I0=4=,6=0=7=.7=4 

3,877 __ .do. r· -- ~ug 
9,790 Square oot __ _ 
23.59 Ton_________ 155.89 

67,085.34 
11,099.42 
3,677.48 

1---------
3,877 Cubic yard. __ /==2=1=_=11=/=~8=1=, 8=6=2=. 2=4 

1,948 ____ do________ 19.63 38,244.09 
11,523 Squarefoot___ 1.81 20,880.47 

15.47 Ton_________ 179.32 2,774.08 
1------1--------

1 , 948 Cubic yard ___ l==3=1=-7=8= /==:=61=,":'89::'8=. :'.:64 

Total, account No. 221-4_ _______ ~-------- --------------
1
:-=·=--=·=-·=·=·=--=/==24=8=,=36=8=.=6

2 

Joints stops, waterproofing, and drains: 833 _ 43 
E~pansion joints and water stops-all --- ----------

types. 958. 49 
Drains.----------------------------- ---------- -------------- 1 _-~-~--~-~-~----~---/-----

Total, account No. 221-5 ____________ ---------- --------------,;·=--=·=·=--=·=·=··,l===1=·7=9=1=.9o=2 

400,083.38 
Total, account No. 221.. -------------------------------- --------------

Auxiliary dams: 
Saddle Dam No.1: 

Excavation and backfill: 
Clearing and grubbing _____________ --------
Stripping ______ . ______ .-----_.--- 15,000 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Drilling drain and ~rout holes-._._. 42 , 217 
Pressure grouting _________________ 1,687,830 

Rolled fill ... ------------------------- 189,300 

.... do_::::::: ----·-:iii -

Linear foot... 3.27 
Cubic fooL.. .40 
Cubic yard... .39 

126.17 
2,718.09 

138,047.29 
676,068 44 
13,580 39 

I Denotes credit. 

i I 
,: i 

I 
'II 
! I 

II 
II 
! i 
I: I 
I I 
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TABLE 86.-South Holston-land costs and direct construction costs-details 
-Continued 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS~Coutiuued 
DIRECT CoNsTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
Account Description 
---- -----~---------------- --------------------

222 

-18 
-180 
-181 
-183 

223 
-1 

-2 
-20 
-23 
-27 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-37 
-38 
-39 

-4 
-43 
-5 
-58 
-7 

-8 
-80 
-81 

224 
-1 

-2 
-22 
-23 
-24 
-25 
-26 

-27 
-28 
-29 

-3 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-41 
-42 
-43 
-44 
-45 
-46 
-47 
-48 

Auxiliary dams (continued) 
Saddle Dam No. 1 (continued) 

Slope protection: 
Gravel blanket__------ __________ _ 
Riprap __________________ _ 
Seeding and sodding ______ _ 

Total, account No. 222. __ 

Earth and rock main dam: 

5,119 __ Cubic yard. 
10,882 ____ do ... 

3.5 Acre __ __ 

$3.16 
2.35 

73115 

$16,198.50 
25,593.98 
2,559.04 

934,891.90 

93,866.01 
Diversion and care of water ____ _ 

====== 

Excavation and backfill: 
Clearing and grubbing _____ _ 
Rock excavation __________ _ 
Unclassified excavation ____ _ 366,100 Cubic yard .• _ . 96 

13,958.14 
24,921.87 

351,110.44 

389,990.45 Total, account No. 223-2 __ i======= 
Foundation preparation and treatment: 

Drilling drain and grout holes__________ 42,966 Linear fooL.. 3.01 
Grout pipe and fittings________________ 5,425 ____ do________ .24 
Pressure grouting .. ___________________ 31,516 Cubic foot____ 4.18 
Foundation drains. _____________________________________________________ _ 
Concrete cap for cutoff grouting________ 578 Cubic yard___ 41.66 

129,370 35 
1,322.71 

131,876.26 
4,822.69 

24,08116 

291,473.17 Total, account No. 223-3 ... --------- ---------- -------------- __________ _ I======= 
Cut-off walls: 

Concrete core wall____________________ 695 ____ do ........ 27.54 

Permanent drainage: Drains. ___ ----------_------------ ___________________ -------- __________ _ 
Rolled fiJI __________ ------------- _________ 2,089,000 ____ do _______ _ .82 

19,139.67 

15,374.83 
1.708,716.36 

1===1==== 
Rock fill and slope protection: 

Filter blanket--;:rushed rock ...... _____ 412,100 .... do .... __ __ 
Rock fill~quarry run rock _____________ 3,383,700 ____ do _______ _ 

2.71 
1.09 

1,116,094.14 
3,704,238.67 

Total, account No. 223-B .. ---------- ---------- _________________________ 4,820,332.81 
I=== I=~~'= 

Total, account No. 223 ______________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 7,338,893.30 

Sluiceways: 
Diversion and care of water ____ _ ---------- ---------- -------------- ----------- 92,909.24 

Excavation and backfill: 
Portal unclassified excavation _________ _ 
Tunnel rock excavation _______________ _ 
Spillway shaft rock excavation __ •. ____ _ 
Sluiceway shaft rock excavation _______ _ 
Stilling basin and discharge channel 

unclassified excavation. 
Spillway plaza unclassified excavation __ _ 
Sluiceway plaza unclassified excavation __ 
Backfill .... _________________________ _ 

99,550 
74,637 
22,200 

6,360 
237,480 

Cubic yard __ _ 
__ .. do .. ____ __ 
__ .. do .. -----
-- .. do .. ------____ do _______ _ 

141,400 ____ do .. _____ _ 
3,250 .... do _______ _ 
5,500 ____ do ______ __ 

1.81 
14.84 
20.74 
22.69 
1.15 

.88 
1.33 

.87 

180,118.71 
1,107,585.16 

460,426.95 
144,307.11 
273,942.58 

123,881.66 
4,315.52 
4, 781.08 

Total, account No. 224-2 ____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 2,299,358.77 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Foundation drains ____________________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 3,095.33 I=== I==== 

Concrete: 
Intake and outlet portals: 

Intake portal and trashrack _ • ____ _ 
Outlet portal and transition section_ 

Tunnellining ________________________ _ 
Morning-glory spillway ______________ __ 
Sluiceway valve chamber _____________ _ 
Sluiceway tower structure _____________ _ 
Sluiceway shaft lining _________ --------
Tunnel elbow _______________________ _ 
Spillway shaft lining. ________________ _ 
Stilling basin .. _____________________ __ 

Total, account No. 224-4. ...... -----

3,326 ____ do ...... .. 
3,371 ____ do ...... .. 

23,937 __ .. do .. _____ _ 
8, 508 __ .. do .. _____ _ 
5,217 ____ do ______ __ 
1,148 __ .. do .. _____ _ 
2,804 .... d0--------
1,696 .... do ........ 
1, 073 __ .. do .. _____ _ 

16,548 .... do ........ 

33.10 
31.87 
27.85 
26.77 
38.35 
69.70 
28.30 
39 10 
28.77 
24.48 

110,085.81 
107,425.10 
666,649.09 
227,728.86 
200,056.07 
80,010.68 
79,346.50 
66,306.29 
30,870.31 

405,143.01 
1-=-~1-----

67,628 .... d0--------1==2=9=.1=8=1=1='=97=3=,6=2=1.=73 

COSTS 909 
TABLE 86.-South Holston-land costs and d:rect • construction costs-details 

Account 

224 
-5 
-50 

-54 
-58 

-6 
-60 

-62 

-63 
-64 

-7 
-70 
-71 
-74 
-75 
-76 
-78 
-781 
-782 

-9 
-90 
-902 
-91 
-93 
-95 
-96 
-98 
-99 
-990 
-991 
-992 
-993 

225 
-2 
-27 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-5 

-6 
-61 
-62 
-620 
-623 

-7 
-71 
-712 
-7127 
-7128 
-714 
-715 

-717 

-Continued 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS~Continued 
DrnECT CONSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 

Sluiceways (continued) 
Jomts, stoJ>l?. w~t~rproofing, and drains: 

ExpansiOn JOints and water stops-all 
types. ----

~es_sure grouting____________ 1,980 Cubic fooL __ 
rains _____________________________ ---------- _____ _ $6.50 

$5,062.17 

12,872.25 
2,386.43 

Total, account No. 224-5.. __________ ~~=~ -------------- ~~=-:- ~~2(), 320 _ 85 
Gates a!ld appurtenances: == 

Slmceway slide gates (5 feet 8 inches by 

Intake: 

10 feet). 
Rowell-Bunger valve (96 inches in di

ameter). 

Gate..------_ 49,957.32 99,911.64 

Valve ________ 53,571.83 107,143.65 

Sluiceway intake trashracks ___________ 35 81 
Discharge bypass system ____________________ · -~~~---~~:::::: ____ :~~:~~- 10,602.77 

20,869.08 

Total, account No. 224-6 ____________ ~---

Total, account No. 224_ ________ _ 

'E;j~~~t~~--~~:: ::::::::::: 

238,530.14 

29,150.16 
19,625.47 
24,883.14 
76,785.91 
46,785.63 

RR2.96 
480.82 

3,246.13 
5,260.28 
2,301.34 

167.69 

-------------- -- 4,845,445.66 

Excavation and backfill: 
I=~;~~~~ 

Unclassified excavation _______________ _ 12,000 Cubic yard___ 1. 79 21 4 1 1====1=~~· ;;,:61~. ;;;g 
Concrete: 

Valve cham~er and trashrack concrete: 
Concretmg ___________ _ 

~~r;:;:.~i~li~teec::::::::::::::: 
3 ,179 __ .. do .. ____ __ 

12,367 Square foot __ _ 
196.98 Ton ........ . 

21.02 
2.67 

168.51 

66,817.16 
33,068.52 
33,192.30 

Total, account No. 225-4 ______ __ 3,179 Cubic yard... 41.86 133,077.98 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains ______ ---------- _____ 1===~=1==;;;;;;;;:,;;;;;; 
Gates and appurtenances: 1, 388 .46 

Butterfly valve and operating equipment J Intake gates: - va ve ........ ----------- 95,012.05 
Stop log gate frame and guides _______ __ 
Screens, supports, and trashracks... 25:63' -T~;;_-~::::::: ----417:57· 1~;MUl 

Total, account No. 225-6 ........ == ______________ I-_-_----1--10_:7_:_,S:_7_:_
0

_:__50::.:: 

Auxiliary structures and equipment: === 
Intake access conduit: 

Excavation and backfill: 
Unclassified excavation 

Cone~:;'.~~~~~:::::::---- -

2tm ~: Joint~. stops, waterp~0",;t\.;g:;,:.;d--- 1•606 Cubic ya;<i::_ -----7o:2i 112,754.19 
drams. -------------- -- 3,627.26 

2,400 Cubic yard __ _ 8.90 

Miscellaneous iron and steel 

Total intake access condui~-~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~-~~-~-~---------l--150-
4

:.::.::.::---::.:.:=:: 
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TABLE 86.-South Holston-land costs and direct construction costs-details 
-Continued 

Account 

225 

-74 
-77 
-78 

-8 
-81 
-82 

-9 
-91 
-93 
-95 
-96 
-960 
-967 
-98 
-99 
-990 
-991 
-992 
-993 

226 
-1 
-11 
-12 
-123 
-127 

-14 
-140 
-1400 
-1401 
-1402 
-1403 

-15 
-158 

-2 -22 
-223 
-227 
-24 
-240 
-241 
-242 
-27 
-270 

-271 

-3 
-30 

-33 
-34 
-340 
-341 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS-Continued 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity I Unit Rate Amount 
---------·------ ----- ------ --------
Intake (continued) 

Auxiliary structures and equipment (contin-
ued) 

Miscellaneous metal work____ ---------- _ ------------ _ $4,166.72 
24,599.41 
2,542.07 

Intake access facilities ________________ ---------- _ ------------ __________ _ 
Bypass piping system ________________ ---------- _____________ _ 

Total, account No. 225-7 _____ _ 181 '791. 65 

Service work: 
Drainage system________________ __ ---------- __ ----------- _ 
Heating and ventilating system ______ _ 

15,282.85 
5,778.29 

---------
Total, account No. 225-8 _________ _ 21,061.14 

Electrical work: 
Switchgear________________________ 2,197.60 
Protective equipment.------------- __ - 956.99 
Conduit work________________________ 7,631 Pound_____ $1.04 7,902.96 
Power and control wiring: 

Cable and wiring _________________ ------ ___ --------------- 2,906.58 
Plugs and receptacles ______________ ---- _ ------------ 116.65 

Transformers _________________________ -- _______ - ---------- ------- _ _ _ _ 405.82 
Lighting: 

Cabinets _____ . _____ ---------- _____ --- ____ --- 98.51 

~~!~~===:::::::::::::::::::::: ----~:~~~- _:~~~-d~~::::- ___ 2:~~- 3,~n:t~ 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles_ 50 Outlet_______ 15.57 778.71 

----------1----------
Total, account. No. 225-9 _____ _ - ---------- -------------- - 19,441.34 

1===1==~= 
Total, account No. 225 __________ ---------- ________ _ 486,092.26 

Water conductors: 
Tunnel: 

Diversion and care of water ____________ ------------------------ _______ _ 42,599.35 

185,266.44 
11,296.57 

Excavation: 
Rock excavation main tunneL _____ _ 
Unclassified excavation downstream 

ports!. 

Concrete: 
Concrete lining: 

Concreting __ -- ____ -_- _______ _ 
Form work-_----------- _____ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ___________ _ 
Consolidation grouting _______ _ 

11, 800 Cubic yard __ _ 
1,070 ____ do _______ _ 

1,143 
12,360 3.32 

264 

____ do _______ _ 
Square foot __ _ 
Ton ________ _ 
Cubic foot ___ _ 

15.70 
10.56 

25.60 29,257.71 
1.76 21,769.21 

163.58 543.09 
3.27 863.63 

Total concrete _____________ _ 1, 143 ____ do ________ l==4=5=. 8=7=l==5=2~, 4=33=.=64 

JointB, stops, waterproofing, and drains: Drains _________________________ ---------- ________________________ _ 2,352.98 

Total, account No. ~26-L ___ _ -- ---------- -------------- ----------- 293,948.98 
1===1=~~~ 

Surge tank: 
Excavation: 

Rock excavation, surge shaft _______ ----------
Unclassified excavation, open cut___ 4,250 

------------- 21,066.44 
Cubic yard ___ 3.06 13,002.53 

Concrete: 
Concrete base for steel surge tank__ 188 
Concrete backup for steel shaft liner_ 426 
Concrete slab at rock buttress______ 362 

____ do ________ 36.76 6,910.99 
____ do ________ 18.89 8,047.35 
____ do _______ 35.17 12,732.71 

Steelwork: 
Steel surge tank (36 feet diameter 407 .16 

by 187 feet high). 
Steel •haft liner (14 feet diameter 79.0 

Ton _________ 394.49 160,618.90 

Ton _________ 441.52 34,879.71 
by 79 feet high). 

Total, account No. 226-2 ------- ---------- --------------1=-=--=--=-;;--=--;;-,1==25;;7~,2~5=8.=63 

Steel conduits and penstocks: 
Steel penstock liner (15- and 14-foot 

diameter, 834linear feet; and 40 linear 
feet of 15-foot diameter, steel bell-
mouth liner at valve chamber). 

599.0 Ton ________ _ 

Vent piping __________________________ -------

Concrete: 
Concrete backuP------------------
Penstock encasement concrete _____ _ 

4,181 Cubicyard __ _ 
401 ____ do _______ _ 

573.94 

24.44 
47.95 

343,792.34 

2,982.91 

102,175.36 
19,226.18 

COSTS 911 

TABLE 86.--South Holston-land co.~ts and direct construction costs--details 
·-Continued 

RESERVOIRS, DA:\18, AND WATERWAYS-Continued 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

_A_cc_ou~ ____ . _______ D_es_c_ri_r_ti_on ______________ I_Quan~}'_j ___ v_n~-- , __ R_a_t_e ____ A_m_o~_t___ 
226 Water conductors (continued) 

-35 
-350 
-358 

-8 
-81 
-82 
-823 

-84 
-840 
-841 
-842 
-843 

230 
-0 

231 

232 
-o 
-2 

-9 
-90 
-92 

235 

236 
-0 
-1 

239 

-0 

bteel conduits and penstocks (continued) 
Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 

Expansion joint and water stops ____ ---------- _ $1,347.90 
520 07 Drains _________________________ _ 

Total, account No. 226-3 __________________________ _ 

Tailrace: 
Diversion and care of water ________ _ 
Excavation: 

Rock excavation ____ _ 3,570 Cubic yard __ _ 

Concrete retaining walls: 
Concreting ______ . _________ ----- __ _ 1,086 ____ do _______ _ 
Formwork __ ---------- __________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ________________ _ 

8,0991 Square fooL __ 
46.38. Ton ________ _ 

Drains (weep holes) ______________ _ 

$3 22 

19 581 
1801 

163 .13; 

470,044.76 

2,817.61 

11,484.38 

21,265.68 
14,543.57 
7,565.77 

144.77 
---------

Total concrete retaining walls ___ _ 1,086 C'ubicyard___ 40 07 43,519.79 
====lc=== 

Total, account No. 226-8 ________ ---------- -------------- 57' 821.78 

Total, account No. 226 ____________________ -------------- ___________ 1,079,074.15 

Total reservoirs, 
waterways. 

dams, and ---------- -------------- ----------- 15J864,330.84 

: 

WATER WHEELS, TURBINES, AND GENERATORS 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Foundations and miscellaneous steel and iron: 
Miscellaneous steel and iron ________________ --------- _ -----------·- _ --------"-- $2,711.08 

1----1--_:____ __ 
Total, account No. 230------------------ ------------------------ ----------- 2,711.08 

1===1==~= 
Turbines, including scroll case, speed ring and 

draft tube liner (vertical shaft, Francis single 
runner type, rated at 48,500 horsepower at 180 
feet net head). 

Turbine ______ ----------- 483,102.69 

Total, account No. 231_ _________________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 483,102.69 
1====1=~~= 

Auxiliary equipment for turbines: 

~c~:!t~:~-filii~g-~~d-d~;i~;.g~-~y~t~~::::::: ________ : __ ?_0_~e~~~~ :::=:
1
=:=:=: :=:r:=: -=-:=:=: l==6,;,~;,;g;&o~0=·;;~~ 

Auxiliary equipment not otherwise classified: 

f~~~t~: ;fe~~:~l~rgpjpj~g~y~t~;;,-_-~~::: ::::=:=::: ::::::::=::::: ::::::::::: d~U~ 
Total, account No. 232-~9 ____________ ---------- -------------- -__ -_-_-_-__ --_-_-__ -l---2-,_7_1_8-.7-2 

Total, account No. 232 ______________ ~ -------------- ----------- 77,730.64 
l===il==== 

Generators (38,888 kv.-a. at 90 percent pf., Generator_______________ 803,313.46 
13,800-v., 144 r.p.m.). 

Total, account No. 235 ____________________________ -------------- ----------- 803,313.46 

Auxiliary equipment for generators: 1=====1===~== 
Excitation panels, switches, and rheostats____ 1 Cubicle______ ______ __ __ _ 6,574.04 
Generator cooling water system _____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 11,576.58 

Total, account No. 236 __________________________________________ l-_-_-__ -_-_-_-__ -_-_l---1-8-,-15_0_.-62 

1fiscellaneous equipment for turbines and gen-
erators: 

Lubrication and governor oil storage and 
purifying equipment. 

Total, account No. 239 _________________ _ 

Total water wheels, turbines, and generators __ _ 

11,175.02 

--------------I=-=--=--=·=--=·;;--=1==1,;1 ;;;· 1;;75;,;·;:;02 

1,396,183.51 
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TABLE 86.--South H olston-land costs and direct construction costs-details 
-Continued 

Account 

241 
-1 
-12 

-121 
-122 

-123 
-14 

242 
-1 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-33 

-5 

-6 
-7 

243 
-1 

244 
-1 
-10 
-11 
-12 
-13 
-15 

-5 

245 
-1 
-3 

246 
-1 

-2 
-7 

249 
-1 
-11 

-12 

-2 

ACl'ESHOI\Y ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
----------------- ---- ------· --=- -·---·---

Switchgear: 
Assembled switchgear: 

Assembled main switchgear-job 
assembly: 

Housing ________________________ _ 
Bus, insulators, and insulator hard

ware. 
Equipment ______________________ _ 

Assembled neutral switchgear-job 
assembly. 

$9,344 56 
7,443.82 

1,413.64 
4,035.14 

Total, account No. 24!_ _____________ ---------- -------------- =·-=·=·=·=--=·=·=--=!===2=2=,2=3=7=.1=6 

Switchboards: 
Main control boards and terminal cabinets __ ---------- -------------- ----------- 48,198.99 

==i==== 
440-volt auxiliary power boards: 

Main 440-volt power board. __ ........................................... -
Common 440 /220-volt power board ................................. _ ..... . 
Ventilating fan 440-volt power board ............................ --········· 

10,234.43 
6,076.74 
2,244.78 

Total, account No. 242-3 ... ---------- --------------1=·=--=--=--=·=--=-1 ==18~,555=.=95 
Supervisory control, recording instrument, 

and battery board. 
Signal system board ........ _ ...... _ . 
Power distribution cabinets _______ _ ----------------------

22,405.86 

11,081.76 
552.32 

Total, account No. 242 __________________ ·····----- -------------· ----------- 100,794.88 
I=== I===~ 

Protective equipment: 
Grounding system ________________________ ---------- -------------- -----------

Total, account No. 243 ........... ------- ---------- ---·-···--···- --------··· 

Electrical structures: 
Generator leads tunnel: 

Excavation and backfilL ..................................... ---·····-·· 
Concrete .. ·--···-···----··········-·· 61 Cubic yard... $91.67 
Ventilating system ...... ___ ........................................ --- .. -
Lighting system. __ .... _._. __ ........... _- _ .. - .......... -.- .. - -- .... -----
Miscellaneous metal work ______________ ---------- -------------- -----------

12,915.65 

12,915.65 

297.31 
5,591.98 

400.75 
217.63 

1,422.47 

Total, account No. 244-L ___________ ·-----·-·· ·········-----~;-~--~-~-=-·=·=·=-·l===7~,=93=0=.~14 

Cable trays __ ----------·-···-··-·· __ ··--· --------·· .............. ------·-··. 5,360.27 
-----1-----

Total, account No. 244. ____ ··------·- ___ ---------· .. _ ..... ---· .. 1 ;·~·;;··;;-~--~·=·=-·=l==1=3~,=29=0=.4=1 
Conduit work: 

Metallic conduit _____________ .---------... 19,173 Pound.______ 1.21 
Conduit boxes ......... ------------------· ---------- ·------------- ···-·····--

23,265.84 
2,756.60 

1-------== 
Total, account No. 245 .................. ··--·-···· ·····-··--·-·· -------···· 26,022.44 

Power and control wiring: 
Control, auxiliary power, and excitation ---------- -------------- ----------- 20,453.40 

wiring-416().volt and under. 
Main power cables-15,000-volt and above •. --------- -------------· ----------· 204.55 
Plugs and receptacles ______________________ ---------- ---------····· ····------- 523.98 

1----1------
Total, account No. 246 .. ·-····-··--····· ---------· --············1,·=·=-·=·=·=--=·=-·=1===21~,=18=1=.=93 

Station service equipment: 
Transformers: 

Auxiliary power transformers (one 500-
kv.-a.; one 750-kv.-a.). 

Lighting transformers (one 50-kv.-a.; 
one 2-kv.-a.). 

Total, account No. 249-L ___________ -----····· ··----·····-·· ----·-····· 

Batteries, charging equipment, and other 
motor-generator sets. 

Total, account No. 249 __________________ ·····---·· ····--·····--- -----------

Total, accessory electric equipment _______ -----------------------------------

16,776.10 

463.14 

17,239.24. 

15,431.63 

32,670.87 

= 229,113.34 

COSTS 913 
TABLE 86.-South Holston-land costs and direct con.Mruction costs-detail5 

-Continued 

Account 

252 

255 
-0 
-00 
-01 
-02 

256 
-o 

259 
-0 
-00 
··01 

-1 
-10 
-11 

-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 

-7 
-70 
-71 
-72 

271 
-1 
-10 

-11 

422 
-o1 
-()() 

..01 

MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
---------------------------------------
Station maintenance equipment_ __ • _________________________________ _ 

Total, account No. 252 .............. _. ------------

Cranes and hoisting equipment: 
Generator room crane: 

Crane (165-ton)________ Crane .................. . 
Cranetrack ...... ---·--···-·········· 7.10 Ton......... $304.69 
Collector rails_ ..................... _ ............ _. _ .................. . 

$8,392.94 

8,392.94 

128,848.4i 
2,163.29 
1,18109 

Total, account No. 255.............. .......... .............. ........ 132,192.85 
===I'=~= 

Compressed air and vacuum cleaning systems: 
Compressed air system ___________________________________________________ _ 

Total, account No. 256 .................. -·-······· ...................... . 

Other miscellaneous equipment: 
Local communication system: 

Cable .•............................. ---·····-· ....................... . 
Equipment. .... _........... . ..................... _ .... _ ..... . 

4,567.58 

4,567.58 

3,24153 
6,441.18 

Total, account No. 259-0 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
=·=·=· ·=·=· ·=·=· ·=-l===9 ,~6=82=.=11 

Ffre extinguishing equipment: 
Fire protection systems________ _ ___ ---------- _____________ -----------
Portable fire extinguishers _____________ ---~------ __ _ 

Total, account No. 259-L ..... - ....................................... . 

Furniture and fixtures _____________________ ---------- -------------- __________ _ 
Lockers, shelves, and cabinets ______________ ---------- -------------- __________ _ 
Cleaning equipment _______________________ ---------- -------------- __________ _ 
Miscellaneous instruments __________________________________________________ _ 

River gaging installations: 

7,299.58 
418.55 

7,718.13 

1,504.58 
1,118.92 

192.95 
799.72 

Downstream gaging station ................................... -··--····· 12,029.55 
Tailwater gaging station ............... --········ ·····-----···· ---·-······ 1,915.64 
Headwater gaging station .............. ···-·-·-·· .............. ------·-·-- 7,049.66 

---1--·_:_-
Total, account No. 259-7 .................................... 1 =·=·=-·=·=·=··=·=-·=l==2=0~,~99~4~.;;85 
Total, account No. 259 ............. - --····-··· ········-······ ··-·····-·· 42,011.86 

1===1=~-= 
Total, other miscellaneous equipment_ ---------- ______________ ----------- 187,165.23 

VILLAGE AND RESERVOIR FACILITIES 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Reservoir operation facilities: 
Maintenance buildings: 

Headquarters building (frame con
struction, 24 feet by 60 feet, complete 
with building services). 

Storage shed (frame construction, 24 
feet by 44 feet). 

$9,098.64 

3,008.05 

----1-=== 
Total, account No. 27!_ _____________ -------··· ---···········l=·=·=-·=·=·=--=·=·=·l =~$=12;,;·~10;:6~·;;69 

Total village and reservoir facilities ___ ···----------···········........... $12,106.69 

1--
TRANSMISSION PLANT 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTS 

General yard improvements: 
Grading and landscaping: J 

Grading __ ------------------ ___________________ -------------- -----------
Landscaping ____ ................................................. ______ _ 

$82,454.68 
7,170.71 

Total, account!No. 422-Q ____________ ------···· -------------- ----------- 89,625.39 
1===,1==== 
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TABLE 86.-South Holston-land costs and direct construction costs-details 
-Continued 

Account 

422 
-2 
-21 
-8 

424 
-I 
-12 
-127 
-14 

-2 

-3 
-30 
-300 
-301 

-9 
-90 
-90 
-91 
-93 

431 
-1 
-11 
-15 

-2 
-21 
-25 

-3 
-7 

432 
-7 

433 
-I 
-2 
-3 
-4 

435 
-I 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-6 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS-Continued 
DIRECT CoNsTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Amount Rate Unit Description Quantity 
~---------~---~- -----------1-----
General yard improvements (continued) .. 

Retaining walls, fences, gates and rathngs: 
Fences, gates, and railings _____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- $6,334.06 

Drainage. ______________ ---------- ___________________________________ ------- 4,070. 94 

Total, account No. 422 .. ---------------- ::..:.-------- --------------
1
,-=·=·=-·=·=·=-·=·=-I==I00='=03=0=.=39 

Outdoor substation structures: 
Foundations (for structures and equipment): 

Excavation and backfill 
Unclassified excavation. _________ --

Concrete work ___________________ ---_-

Total, account No. 424-l_ ___ _ 

Transformer support rails ___ _ 

Superstructure: 
Structural steel: 

Main yard and transformer yard ___ _ 
Intermediate tower for 69-kv 

tie-in. 

Total, account No. 424-3. 

318 Cubic yard __ _ $53.35 
1-~~-

I ,418.30 
16,965.70 

18,384.00 

3.59 Ton ________ .
1
==38=9=. 5=7=1===1 ,~39=8=.5=7 

85.72 ____ do _______ _ 
6.38 ____ do _______ _ 

345.25 
374.62 

29,595.09 
2,390.09 

--~~~-~ 

31,985.18 

LighS~~inets____________ 777.74 
Conduit____________ 3,304 Pound_______ .66 2,189.98 
Wiring. ____________________________ . ---------- -------------. ----------- 701.71 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles._____ 39 Outlet.--.·;. __ 3_5_._75_

1 
__ 1_,:._3_9_4_.1_8 

Total, account No. 424-9 ____________ ---------- -------------- =··=·=·=-·=·=-·=·=-l==,;,5;,,0;6,;,3=.6=1 

Total, account No. 424 ______________ ---------- -------------- ====l==5=6=,8=3=1=.2=6 

Total, structures and improvements_- __________ - --- ____ ------- $156,861.75 

STATION EQUIPMENT 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Switchgear: 
Circuit breakers: 

15-kilovolt breakers ... ______ _ 
69-kilovolt breakers ... _______________ _ 

Breaker_ _____ ----------- $12,297.96 
____ do ________ $12,738.14 76,428.83 

;-~~-1-~~~-

Total, account No. 431-L ___________ ---------- --------------l=·=-·=·=·=·=-·=-=·=-l==8=8~,7=2=6=.7=9 

Disconnecting switches: 
15-kilovolt disconnects .. ------ _______ . 
69-kilovolt disconnects._. ____ ---------

6 Switch_______ 520 04 3,120.25 
17 ____ do________ 1,371.55 23,316.34 

~~---1--~~-

Total, account No. 431-2 ____________ ---------- --------------,=·=-·=·=·=-·=·=-·=-,l==2=6~,4=3=6=.5=9 

Instrument transformers___________________ 13 Transformer.. 866.60 11,265.1!2 
Fuses ___________________________________ ---------- --------------~;·;-·;;·;·;·-=·=·=··,l===l,;,3;5~2=.6=9 

Total, account No. 43L. ________________ ---------- --------------l=·=-·=·=·=-·=·=·=··,l==l2=7~,=78=1=.8=9 

Switchboards: 269 .71 
Power distribution cabinets---------------- ---------- -------------- -----------

1 
____ _ 

Total, aecount No. 432 ______ _ 269.71 -----------------------------------------1=== 

Protective equipment: 
Lightni':'g arresters and gaps__ _ _______________________ - ----------. 2, 777.92 

8~~~:1~.~~~~~\~::t,;~~;i~re;, ;y;t~;,;;~~::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: 8 ' 26~ ~ 
Resistors and reactors._______ I Reactor. ____ .

1 

_____ 
1 

___ 4_, 8_8_7_.54_ 

Total, account No. 433 _____ _ ---------- --------------1:;;;;;;;:;~=1==1~5~,9=44=.85=· 
Conduit work: 

Metallic conduit. ____________ _ 
Nonmetallic conduit. ________ _ 
Conduit boxes __________ _ 
Concrete envelopes _____ ~ ___________ _ 
Manholes and covers ________________ _ 

23,696 Pound_______ .52 12,217.54 
48,493 ____ do_ ______ .13 6,;~n1 

-3iiii- -C~bi~-y~~L- 46.98 14,094.68 
3 Manholes..... 3,955.84 J1,867.52 

1--~-1--=--

Total, account No. 435------------------ ---------- -------------- 1 ,-=·00··=·=·~--=·=-·=l"'=4=5~,"'01=4o=.=6l 

COSTS 915 
TABLE 86.-South Holston-land costs and direct construction costs-details 

-Continued 

Account 

STATIO;\i EQUIPME:-.iT-rontinued 
DIRECT CoNSTRlTTION Cosrs-Continued 

Description Quantity cnit Rate Amount 
~--~-~-~~~~-~~~--------~ -------~- ------ ----
436 

-I 

-4 
-5 
-7 

438 
-I 

439 
-I 
-11 

-6 
-61 
-62 
-63 
-64 

-9 
-95 
-950 
-951 

-952 

378 
-2 

-22 
-4 
-42 
-9 
-94 

Power and control wiring: 
Control, auxiliary power, and excitation 

wiring-4160-volt and under. 
Bare conductors __________ _ 
Insulators and hardware __ 
l'lugs and receptacles ________________________ _ 

Total, account No. 436_ 

Main conversion equipment: 
Main step-up power transformers (single 

phase, 69/13. 2-kilovolt, 11, 250-kv.-a. 
self-cooled and 15,000-kv.-a. forced air-
cooled). 

Transformer._ $40, 259 26 

$17,180.31 

11,074.45 
7 '224. 78 

146.24 

35,625.78 

120,777 78 

Total, account No. 438__________________ __________ ______________ ___________ 120,777.78 
1===1==~== 

Station service equipment: 
Station service transformers: 

Lighting transformers ( 480 '120 /240-
volt, 15-kv.-a.). 

Transformer ____ _ 

Insulati';lg oil system: 
Plpmg ________________________________________________________________ _ 
Tanks_______________________________ 3 Tank_ _______ 1,791.59 
Oil treating and pumping equipment____ __________ _ _____________________ _ 
Oil in storage______________________ 6, 980 Gallon___ . 52 

Total, account No. 439-6_ --------------

Equipment not otherwise classified: 
Fire protection equipment: 

Fire extinguisher houses___________ House ___ _ 2,155.78 
Fire protection lines (treated __ ---------- ___ _ 

water). 
Portable fire fighting equipment.. _ ----------

380.90 

10,73107 
5,374.78 
9,955.11 
3,618.79 

29,679.75 

4,311.55 
2,282.91 

1,259.87 
1-~~------

Total, account No. 439-9 _______ _ 

Total, account No. 439 __________ ---------- _ -----------------

Total station equipment __________________ _ 

GENERAL PLANT 
INTERSITE COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Communication equipment: 
Conductor, cable, conductor hardware, and 

protective devices: 
Cable (coaxial) ____________ _ 

Exchanges and station equipment: 
Station installations __ _ 

General service equipment: 
Coupling capacitors, line traps, and 

tuning units. 

I ,863 Linear fooL.. $0.28 

7,854.33 

37' 914.98 

$383 '329. 60 

$527.16 

14,428.24 

7,707.08 

Total, account No. 378 ______________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 22,662.48 

Total intersite communication equip- I ________________________ 
1'_=_=_= __ =_=_= __ =_=_,!==2=2=.=66=2=.=48 

ment. 
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TABLE 87.-South Holston-indirect construction costs 

Superintendence, accounting, and timekeeping_______________ $774,334.70 
Salaries and expenses of the superintendent of construction 

and his immediate assistants in field and office; and salaries and 
expenses in connection with field accounting, timekeeping, and 
cost engineering. 
Travel and subsistence____________________________________ 73,498.50 

Personal transportation, per diem allowance, and miscella
neous expense of supervisory personnel when in official travel 
status. 
Office supplies and. expense________________________________ 230,879.84 

Miscellaneous expense of the field office including stationery 
and other office supplies, blueprints, photostats, telephone, tele
graph, and maintenance of office space, including heat, lights, 
and water. 
Construction plant studies and design______________________ 56,156.57 

Preliminary investigations, studies, and estimates of con
struction costs, schedules and construction plant layout, includ
ing diversion and care of water, and construction plant and 
equipment. 

Camp operation ----------------------------------------
Camp construction costs inclusive of camp equipment; and 

expense of operation of cafeteria, commissaries, dormitories, 
dwellings, and other employee facilities. 
Temporary access road __________________________________ _ 

Improvements to and maintenance of existing road from 
Ruthton, Tennessee, via Emmett, Tennessee, to job site during 
the construction period. 
Police and guide service _________________________________ _ 

Police and guide service maintained for the benefit of the 
project; labor and expense for assistance given the safety engi
neer and cost of. safety signs, posters, and bulletins; minor ex
pense for injuries or damages involving non-employees; and 
expenses for accommodation of guests on official visits. 

Fire losses ----------------------------------------------
Loss sustained by the project, due to damage by fires includ-

ing repairs to structures and equipment; loss of small tools, 
personal property, and equipment; and cost of fighting fires. 
Loss due to suspension of work ___________________________ _ 

Costs incurred in suspending construction operations in com
pliance with orders from the War Production Board in 1942, 
and costs of rehabilitation of construction plant and utilities at 
time of reopening job. 
Liquidated damages and other credits _____________________ _ 

Liquidated damages collected from contractors or vendors, 
and credits for percentages added to bills against vendors, con
tractors, and others for overhead charges on services by the 
Tennessee Valley Authority. 

Total indirect construction costs ____________________ _ 

1 Penotes credit. 

551,363.61 

232,806.69 

232,561.04 

1,560.49 

501,773.87 

1 40,414.38 

2,614,520.93 

COSTS 

TABLE 88.-South Holston-distributive general expense 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING COSTS 

917 

Engineering-field and office______________ __ $1,043,635.40 
Salaries and expenses of: project manage.;:- a;d-hi~-i~~;di-:: 

ate assistants; field, executive, supervisory and office engineers· 
concrete technicians; and consultants. Cost of: foundatio~ 
borings and explorations, soil technology and engineering for 
vertical and horizontal control. ' 

Dam site and regional geology----------------------------- 35,502.92 
Examinations and studies of foundations and reservoir rims· 

mapping joint planes, cleavages, and faults; and studies of th~ 
effect. of da~ constru~tion on sinks, wells, and springs in the 
area Immediately outsrde the reservoir. 

Design ------------------------------------------~ 698,878.94 
Design of dam, powerhouse, switchyard, and related~;tr-;;c-:: 

tures; ?esig!l of highway. and railroad relocations; preparation 
of specrficabons; and design of landscape treatment in vicinities 
of dam, powerhouse, and switchyard. 

Total design and construction engineering costs_______ 1,778,017.26 

EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 

General administration ---------------------- $1 504 252 80 
. Pro,rations to the project of its portion of the g;;;;~f~d~i;-:: ' ' · 
Istration of the Tennessee Valley Authority. 

Total executive and administrative costs______________ 1,504,252.80 

OTHER GENERAL COSTS 

Maps and surveys________________________________________ $58,685.16 
. Surveys for ?asic controls, silt ranges, and high-water marks, 
m the reservoir a:r:ea; flo":age topography for hydraulic and 
flood damage studres; aerral photography and mosaics· and 
preparation of reservoir maps. ' 

System expense ----------------------------- _ 26,907.53 
Proration. of the cost of ~ollection and compil;tJ:o;;-~f-b;~~ 

hy~rographrc and hyd.rologic data, such as river forecastings, 
ramfall.and evaporatiOn ~tudies, stream gaging and flood in
vestigations, and other miscellaneous investigations useful to 
the system of dams, reservoirs, and waterways as a whole. 

General project investigations_____________________________ 47 668 84 
General studies and investigations bearing on feasibility of ' · 

project,.selection of site, ~eneral plans and layout, quantity and 
cost est~mates, and ~tudies of flood control, power generation, 
and regronal economics. 

Construction medical service______________________ _ 259,784.25 
Operation of the medical center and portable dressin-g stati~;;~ 

for care of employees cl.aim~ng service-connected injuries, em
ployment physical exammatwns and treatment of minor illness 
occl!rring to employee while on duty, and services of safety 
engmeer. 
Public pealth engineering _____________________________ _ 

Services of sanitary engineers in the reservoir area incident~l 
to public !tealth including: pre-impoundage studies; supervision 
of malarra ~ontrol methods; and supervision and approval of 
water s_upphes an~ general sanitation for construction camps, 
reservoir construction personnel and recreational developments. 

16,424.71 
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918 'l'HE SOUTH HOLSTON PROJECT 

TABLE 88.-South Holston-distributire general expense-Continued 

Personnel -----------------------------------------------
Services of personnel representative, interviewers, and cleri-

cal staff engaged as field representatives in recruitment, place
ment, promotion, classification, and service rating; and recrea
tion programs. 

Property and supply--------------------------------------
Prorations to the project of its portion of the total Materials 

Branch expenses subsequent to June 30, 1951. Such expense in 
prior years is included in executive and administrative costs. 

Office service --------------------------------------------
Messenger, files, mail, and courier services. 

Final project report_ ________________________ -------------
Editing of individual reports on the planning, design, con

struction, cost, and initial operation of the project into 1 com
prehensive repo:t:t, including preparation of additional drawings 
or illustrations, and printing and binding. 

Total other general costs---------------------------~ 

$98,480.56 

488.11 

7,341.53 

22,176.48 

537,957.17 

1 
I 

COSTS 919 
TABLE R9.-South Holston-details of indirect comtruction costs and 

certain distrihutire general expenses 

I Project field offices 

1------,--
Item 

1 

Construc
tion and 
mainte

--nance 

11\"DIRECT CO::\TSTRUCTIO~ COSTS I 

Dam 
construc

tion 

Superintendence -------------------------1 $33,014.56 $151,683.24 
Accounting, cost engineering anU time- ' 

Central 
accounting 

office 

M
keep

11
ing. h 1 79,341.98 353,790.53 ~------------

Isce aneous c arges from other organi- , 
zations. 104,320.;)4 ~? 183 8"" 

Travel and subsistence ------------------- 334.07 Ll~, • 
0 ~------------

Office supplies and expense ---------------' 23 314 11 2h~·~~~·i~ ------------
Construction plant studies and design ______ -----~--~---~ ,n ' ------------
Employee housing construction____________ ------------ $56•156.57 
Camp operation ------------------------- ------------, • m:m:~~ 
Temporary access road ___________________ ,------------~ 209,141.28 

2,604.26 
23,665.41 

Total 

} $774,334.70 

73,498.50 
230,879.84 

56,156.57 

551,363.61 
232,806.69 

~~1i~~ 1i:~fli~~~~s -=========================:~===========~ 454.24 
Police and guide service----------------- ----------- '2l~:~g:g~ 
Public facilities and accommodation of-~------------~ 

guests. 1 13,162.18 
Fire losses ------------------------------_!~=========== 1,560.49 

------------ } ------------
------------
------------

232,561.04 

Loss sustained due to suspension of work 
by WPB. ------------ 501,773.87 

D"tu~utwn of other credits ------------- 2 36,436.90 I '3,977.48 

Total ------------------------------ 203,888.36 2,328,206.33 82,426.24 
=~~===i=~=l 

DISTRIBUTIVE GENERAL EXPENSE I 

1,560.49 

501,773.87 
'40,414.38 

2,614,520.93 

Design and construction engineering costs: 
Engineering, field and office ______________________ _! 787 753.52 252,205.21 l 
Consulting service ------------------- ------------ 3:676.67 ------------ J 1,043,635.40 

R:s'Yg~it~~~~-~~~i_o_~~~-~~~~~~~=========1:=========== ============ 35,502.92 35,502.92 I 698,878.94 698,878.94 

Total ------------------------------'-------- ____ 791,430.19 
I I 

: Division of Reservoir Properties. 
-Denotes credit. 

986,587.07 1,778,017.26 
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Design and I Executive and 
con~truc~ion a~ministra~ 

·--------------------- _____ -----l-----~[-----l engmeermg tlve costs I-----·-----·---

Other 
general 

('osts 

HYDRAULIC MULTIPLE PURPOSE PLANT 

Land and land rights 
200 Purchase price of land ___ -------------------------------- ----~$1.567 .157. 63 $15,998.89 $899.81 $1.584.056.33 $1,170.89 $&79.71 $373.71 $1,586,180.64 
201 Expense of land and privilege acquisitioa --------------------- _ 471,908.70 -------------- -------------- 471.908.70 ---277;i23"ii:l" 15.139.78 9,759.97 496.808.45 
204 Relocation of highways and highway bridges_--------__________ 126.024.80 1.894,096.83 124.370.43 2,144,492.06 75,840.68 48.891.23 2.546,347.00 
207 Relocating other structures and improvements__________________ 929.66 151,764.93 2.344.65 155,039.24 18,513.66 5,565.52 3,587.85 182,706.27 

-----------
2.166.020 79 2.061.860.65 127.614 89 4,355.496.33 296' 807.58 97,125.69 62.612.76 4,812,042.36 

- =----==-= 
Structures and improvements 

212 Genera] yard improvements _______ --------------- ____________ -------------- 252,610.39 14,207.38 266,817.77 18.487 46 9,153.17 5,900.65 300,359.05 
213 Powerhouse ________________________________________________ -------------- 1,640,548.33 92,268.16 1, 732,816.49 120,064.61 59' 444.14 38.321.09 1,950,646.33 0 214 Control building ____________________________________________ -------------- 387.533.17 21,795.74 409,328.91 28,361.87 14,042 00 9,052.27 460,785.05 0 216 Miscellaneous structures _____________________________________ -------------- 98.115.09 5.518.22 103,633.31 7.180 61 3.555.14 2,291.84 116.660 90 00 

-----~ 8 
-------------- 2,378.806.98 133,789.50 2.512,596.48 174.094 55 86' 194.45 55,565.85 2,828,451.33 00 
= 

Reservoirs, dams, and waterways 
220 7 Reservoir ______________ ------ ____________ ------------------ ---------- --- 1,076,536.93 60.460.05 1.136 '996. 98 93,809.70 39.486.75 25,455.41 1.295.748.84 
221# Concrete dam and spillway---------------------------------- -------------- 3,740,830.60 210.392.80 3.951,223.40 273,775.15 135,546.44 87.380.97 4,447.925 96 
223\' Earth and rock main dam ___________________________________ -------------- 1,101,314.84 61,940.44 1,163,255.28 80,600.45 39.905 39 25,725.29 1,309.486.41 
224- Sluiceways ___ . ____ --------- __________ .--------------------- -------------- 91.961.07 5,172.10 97,133.17 6. 730 23 3.332.15 2,148.09 109,343.64 
225 Intake. ____ . ____ . __ ---------- __________ .-------------- _____ -------------- 1. 912.718 05 107,575.60 2,020 '293. 65 139.983 53 69,306.03 44,678.62 2.274.261.83 
226.\l Water conductors ... _----- ________ . ___ .--------- ____________ -------------- 55.353.04 3.113 18 58,466.22 4,051.05 2,005.68 1,292. 97 65,815.92 

----·-

-------------- 7,978,714.53 448.654.17 8.427,368.70 598,950.11 289,582.44 186,681.35 9,502,582.60 
=·=·-= 

IQ Water wheels, turbines, and qeneratora 
231 Turbines, including scroll case, speed ring, and draft tube liner ___ -------------- 1.330,622.79 74,837.24 1,405.460.03 97.382.51 48.214.21 31,081.63 1,582.138.38 
232 Auxiliary equipment for turbines _____________________________ -------------- 182,986.23 10,291.56 193.277.79 13.391.97 6,630.38 4,274.32 217.574.46 
233 Draft tube gates ______________ ------------------------------ -------------- 43.994.39 2.474.35 46,468.74 3,219.75 1.594.11 I ,027.65 52,310.25 
235 Generators _________________________________________________ -------------- 2,556,345.59 143.774.67 2.700.120.26 187,087.84 92,627.43 59,712.93 3.039' 548.46 
236 Auxiliary equipment for generators ____________________________ -------------- 38,242.42 2.150.84 40.393.26 2,798.80 1,385.69 893.29 45.471.04 
239 Misce11aneous equipment for turbines and generators ____________ -------------- 20.666.27 1 '162 .32 21.828 59 1,512.47 748.83 482.74 24,572.63 

-~~----

----------- 4.172.857.69 234.690 98 4,407,548.67 305,393.34 151.200 65 97,472.56 4. 961 '615. 22 
=::-...:= 

Acce.osory electric equipment I ~ 
241 ~:i~~g:.~d--.~~::: ::::::::::: ::~::: ~: ~ ~:: ~::: =~:::: :: =~: ~:: : ~: ~ ~::::::::: 86.020.21 4.837.97 90.858.18 6,295.45 3.116 88 2,009.32 102.279 83 1:-:> 
242 329.624.77 18.538 84 348.163.61 24.123 81 11.943 73 7.699.61 391 '930 76 ~ 

--1 



252 
255 
256 
258 
259 
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422 
423 
424 

431 
432 
433 
435 
436 
438 
439 

-----~--· ------~-~-~· --·-· hOO~ __ ,_....., _____ -~ ~~-- --~~-~-------

Item 

Village and reservoir facilities 
Reservoir operation facilities _______________ _ 

Total hydraulic multiple purpose 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

Structures and improl'ements 
General yard improvements ____________ _ 
Substation building __ ------- ___________ _ 
Outdoor substation structure ____________ _ 

TABLE 91.-Boone-final project cost-detail summary-Continued 

Construction costs 

Land costs 
·,Direct Indirect 

Total
land, and 

construction 
costs 

Distributive general expense 

con~truc~ion a~ministra-
Design and I Executive and 

engmeermg t1ve costs 

'3.33 
9.31 
8.83 
0. 79 
7.46 

Other 
general 

costs 

$7:>ti .40 
650 '67 

2,365.14 
2,405.08 

946 02 

----1 148,080.25 8,328.37 156,408.62 10,837.351 5,365 591 3,458 96 
----- 17,187 93 966.69 18,154.62 1,257.91 622.79 401.49 

1-~ _355,820~ 20,012.15 375,832.56 _26,040 ~ _12,892 91 ~11.50 

Total 

176,070.52 
20,431L81 

423,077.91 

619,585.24 521,088.59 29,307.21 550,395.80 38,136 20 18,881.29 12,171.95 

Station equipment =-==-·= == -= == 
Switchgear__ _____________________________________________ -------------- 458,201.35 25,770.28 483,9i1.63 33,533.77 16,'(•2.61 10,702.99 544,811.00 
Switchboards ___________________________________________________ --------- 1,147.98 64.57 1,212.55 84.01 41.60 26.S1 1,364.97 

1--- ------ -·===-=1=-= 

Protective equipment.______________________________________ _ _ _ ___ _______ 41,109.71 2, 312.10 43,421.81 3,008. 64 1 ,489,58 960.27 48,880.30 
C'onduitwork______________________________________________ ____ _________ 50,869.73 2,861.03 53,730.76 3,722.93 1,843.23 1,188.25 60,485.17 
Power and control wiring____________________________________ __ __ _________ 270,300.82 15,202.33 285,503.15 19,782.15 9, 794.17 6,313. 88 321,393.35 
Main conversion equipment __________________________________ -------------- 1,579,409.61 88,829.59 1,668,239.20 115,590.12 57,228.82 36,892.97 1,877,951.11 
Station service equipment _________________________ ----------- __ _______ _____ 40,324.64 2, 267.95 42,592.59 2, 951.19 I ,461.13 941.94 47,946.85 

--------------------------
-------------- 2,441,363.84 137,307.85 2,578,671.69 178,672.81 88,461.14 57,027.11 2,902,832.75 

Total transmission 
---------- 2,962,452.43 166,615.06 3,129,067.49 216,809.01 107,342.43 69,199.061 3,522,417.99 

------------.--· .. --- .. -·- ... ---

GENERAL PLANT 

Tntersite communication plant 
378 Communication equipment ______________________________ _ 77,857.86 4,378. 90 82,236.76 5,698.08 2,821.12 I ,818.66 92,574.62 

Total general 
-------------- ------
77,857.86 4,378.90 ~2' 236.76 5' 698.08 2,821.12 1,818.66 92,574.62 

·---==-= 
20,873,231.26 1,185,353.18 24,224,605.23 1,688,332.80 779,113.08 502,260.78 27' 194,:ll1.89 

2, 737' 77 __ .. ___________ 2, 737.77. -------------- -------------- -------------- 2, 737.77 reserves on permanent 

-~·~·Ill 

20,870,493.49 11,185,353.18 24,2;,~67.4~ l,mi8,332-8o ~- 77;~;~"o's'" = ~~2,260 78 27.191,57U2 
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THE BOONE PROJECT 

TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-detaib 

HYDRAULIC MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PLANT 
LAND AND LAND RIGHTS 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 

~ Purchase price of land: ------~---_--
The land quantities a~d cost ~hown nnmediately 

following cover reservOir and site Ian~ purchased 
in fee, and permanent ~asements acqUired for the 

201 

204 

-2002 

-2003 

-2103 
-2106 
-2108 
-2109 
-2111 
-2112 
-2113 
-2181 

-2202 
-2203 
-2204 

needs of the Boone proJect.. . 
Land rights for reloc_atwn of. highways and 

communication lines are mcluded m accounts 204 
and 207 respectively. . . . 

The reservoir land statistics shown below m
clude land and land rights acquired by the TV A 
from the East Tennessee Light and Power Co. 
when that company's properties were purchased 
on June 29, 1945. This land consists of 37 fee 
simple tracts and 11 easement tracts havmg_ total 
areas of 797.70 acres and 25.60 acres respectively. 
All land lies within the State o( Tennessee. 

Roservoir land purchased m fee Simple (190 

R::::.:~~; land rights, permanent easements 

~2t~:~:~!~~-oir and site land and land rights. 

Buildings acquired with the above designated 
fee land comprised two groups: Th.ose which '!ere 
located below the reservoir flow line and reqmred 
removal before water storage began, and those 
located above the maximum high water level but 
which were of no value to TVA. The latter_ '!ere 
also removed to eliminate hazardous condttu~ns 
on TV A property. All fences below the flow hne 
and an old mill dam, located at the head of Boone 
Dam Reservoir pool, were removed. . 

Demolition of buildings and other Improve
ments. 

2,123.24 

3,007.60 

5,130.84 

Acre. ________ 1264.29 1561,154.28 

.... do ________ 334.49 1,006,003.35 

.... do ________ 305 44 1,567,157.63 

15,998.89 

Total, account No. 200 .. ---------- 1,583,156.52 ---------- --------------1=·=--=-·=·=-·=--=-1==== 
Expense of land and privilege acquisitio~: 

Cost of acquiring land and land rights set 
forth in account No. 200 (5,130.84 acres). 

594 Tract _______ _ 794.46 471,908.70 

471,908.70 Total, account No. 201. _________________ ---------- --------------
1
.-=·=-·=·=·=·=-·=·=-i======= 

Relocatin~ highways and highway br!dges: 
Shown below is the cost of relocatmg and pro

tecting highways, together '!ith remov_al, con~ 
struction, and protection of bridges. Als? !n.cluded 
is the purchase price and cost ~f acqmsitton for 
right-of-way easements. For detail by character of 
cost see supportin~ schedule for account 204. 

'Federal and Tennessee State highways (0.1 

m~~~- Highway No. liE at bridge across 
Holston River at Bluff City. 

U. S. Highway No. liE at_ DeVault 
Bridge acrosR Watauga RIVer (pro
tection only). 

Total Federal and Tennessee State 
highways. 

1,932.45 

17,978.07 

19,910.52 

County highways: . 
Washington County (2.9 miles): 112,016.84 

Cobb Creek Rd.---------------------------- -------------- ----------- 61,475.17 

~~~~~in~-i~~ln~'6b,;~IR.C::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: 38,408.93 
OakGroveSchool-SpurgeonKnobRd. ---------- -------------- -----------

2
8•

0
5
9
78
2

·
7
9
6
1 .. 

~~!t~~i~~E!~~~~~~!~i~~~~ ~~~~~-~~~~ ~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~-~~-~-~-~~-~-~-~~--3-~_:-::i::-!-:~-J:-::i 
661,719.00 ------------ -----------Total Washington County _______ -----------

'========!========'= 
Sullivan County (8.5 miles): 

Pickens Bridge Rd________________ -------- -------------- -----------

~~~j~~ ~~:·,rle~~!i~~r~fgG~~;;;~~- :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: 
Creek. 

30,745.03 
14,366.66 
17,779.55 

1 Tbil bridge iBiocated one-half in each of Washin~ton and Sullivan Countieo. 

COSTS 925 
TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

LAND AND LAND RIGHTs-Continued 

Account Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount --------------------------- ---- -----------r-----r---------
204 Relocating highways and highway bridges (con-

-2207 
-2208 

-2209 
-2211 
-2213 

-2215 
-2216 
-2220 
-2221 
-2225 
-2226 
-2229 
-2231 

-2232 

-2233 

-2234 

-2267 
-2281 

-2282 
-2283 

-2301 

-1201 
-1202 

-130i 
-1802 

-2002 
-2003 

tinued) 
County highways (continued) 

Sullivan County (8.5 miles) (continued) 
Loop Rd. south of Tri-City Airport. ---------
Holston Community-DeVault ----------

Bridge Rd. 
Gross-Holston Community Rd _____ ----------
Gross-New Hope Church Rd. ______ ---------- -------------- __ _ 
New Hope Church-Buffalo School ______ _ 

Rd. (contract payment in lieu of 
relocation). 

ThomasBridge-RainbowBridgeRd. _________ -------------- ---------
Rainbow Bridge-Galloway Mill Rd .. ____ __ --

~~~vCi{y~~;d~; G-r;,~.- Rd~:::::: :::::.:::: :::::::::::::: :::::::=::_ 
Allison Mill-New Bethel Church Rd.---------- -------------- -----------

8:n~;:~e~*l~Bi~ff-CltyRct::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::::::: 
Washington-Sullivan County to -------------- _____ _ 

Massengill Branch Bridge. 
Rocky Spring School-DeVault 

Bridge Rd. 
Elizabeth Chapel-Enterprise School 

Rd. 
Allen B. Lindamood-Rainbow 

Bridge Rd. 
Island Park Approach Rd. ________ _ 
DeVault Bridge over ~outh Fork of 

Holston River. 
Footbridge at Bluff City. _________ _ 
Rain how Bridge over Routh Fork of 

Holston River. 

Total Sullivan County _______________________ _ 

Total county highways __________ ==~ __ _ 
Town of Bluff City: 

Streets in Bluff City, Sullivan County 
(0.2 miles). 

Removal of bridges: 

Sullivan County.--------------------- _________ -------------- ----------
Washington County _____________________________________________________ _ 

Total, removal of bridges .. __________ _ 
---------------------------------

Tertiary roads: 

$13,28510 
1,33108 

178,514.19 
21,221 38 
17,000 00 

33,378.01 
10,220.34 
93,707.14 
2,809.44 

29,525.65 
10,669.72 
33,829 38 

4,757.81 

12,386.54 

24,538.25 

40,333.07 

13,078.27 
307,786.94 

10,161.36 
264,726.32 

1,186,151.23 

1,847,870.23 

18,490.04 

8,038 80 
5,849.30 

13,888.10 

~!~h'i~~~~UC~I~:/ii'~·~ii.-si:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ~~:~~u~ 
Total, tertiary roads .... ____ ._. ____ . _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _____ ___ __ ___ __ _ 119,962.74 

Total, account No. 204. _____________ ---------- ______________ l=_~ __ =_=_= __ =_~_= __ =l=2~.=020=,=12=1=6=3 

Purchase price 
ofland rights 

$500.00 

500.00 

SUPPORTING SCHEDULE FOR ACCOUNT 204 

Land rights 
acquisition expense Construction costs 

Federal and Tennessee State highways 

$427 33 

427 33 

$1,932.45 
17,050.74 

18,983.19 

Total 

$1,932.45 
17,978.07 

IV,910.52 
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TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

LAND A:-iD I.AXD RH;HTS-Continued 
------

----~--- --- . 

204 

-2103 
-2106 
-2108 
-2109 
-2111 
-2112 
-2113 
-2181 l 

-2202 
-2203 
-2204 
-2207 
-2208 
-2209 
-2211 
-2213 2 

-2215 
-2216 
-2220 
-2221 
-2225 
-2226 
-2229 
-2231 
-2232 
-2233. 
-2234 
-2267 
-2281 
-2282 
-2283 

Total 

Total 
county 

highways 

-2301 

-1201 
-1202 

Total 

-1301 
-1302 

Total 
account 
No. 204 

Relocating highways and highway bridges (continued) 

Purchase price 
of land rights 

SUPPORTING SCHEDULE FOR ACCOUNT 204-ContinurJ 

Land rights 
acquisition expense Construction costs 

County hiQhways 
W a.shington County 

Total 

$2.185.00 I $1,709.32 $108,122.52 $112,016.84 
550 00 854 66 60,070 51 61,475.17 
550 00 427.33 37,431 60 38,408.93 
330 00 1,281.99 6,966.92 8,578.91 
410 00 427 33 1.255 43 I 2,092.76 

3,020 00 1,709.32 31,067.32 34,796.64 
910 00 2,136.65 76,305 28 79,351 93 

~~~~~i~ ~---s.~~~- ------E~;~~-~-------~~~~~ 
Sullivan County 

sa,7ss.oo $2,136.65 I $24,853.38 ~ao,74s.o3 
---- ------- ------- -------- --- ---- 14,366 66 14,366.66 l:m gg ~.~~~ ~~ 1 ~u~u~ n:nug 

10 00 427.33 893.75 1,331.08 

~~:m gg IO.~~u~ 1 ~ru~u~ ~~u~u~ 
--------- ---- -------- --- --- -------- _, 17,000.00 17,000.00 

1.sso oo 1,709 32 I 30,118.69 33,378.01 
350 00 854.66 9,015.68 10,220.34 

2,735 00 5,555.29 85,416.85 93,707.14 
30 00 1,281.99 1,497.45 2,S09.44 

1,775.00 1,281.99 26,468.66 29,525.65 
30j 00 854.66 9,510 06 10,669.72 

5,210.00 2,136.65 26,482.73 33,829.38 
540.00 854 66 3,363.15 4,757.81 
810.00 1,281.99 10,294.55 12,386.54 

1,565.00 854.66 22,118.59 24,538.25 
2,945.00 1,281.99 36,106.08 40,333.07 

125.00 1,281.99 11,671.28 13,078.27 
----- ------ -- ------ 1-- 307,786.94 307,786.94 
----- ------- --------- 10,161.36 10,161.36 
----- -------- ------ _______________________ , 264,726.32 264,726.32 

38,945.00 ---35.041"06! ____ 1_,112,165 17- 1,186,151.23 
--------- ---------,-----------------

45,900.00 

$60.00 1 

$8,982.00 
2,210.00 

11,192.00 

,652 00 

43,587.661 1,758,382.57 

Town of Bluff City streets, Sullivan County 

$1.709 _ 32 1 

Bridge removals 

Tertiary roads 

$18,375.19 
4,273.30 

22,648.49 

68,372 80 

$16.720. 72 1 

$8,038.80 
5,849.30 

13,888.10 

$71' 680.39 
14' 441.86 

86,122.25 

I ,894,096 83 I 

--

1,847,870.23 

$18,490.04 

$0.,038 0 
5,849 30 

13,888 10 

$99,037.58 
20,925.16 

119' 962 74 

2,020.121,63 

1 This bridge is lo<ated one-half in each of Washington and Sullivan Counties. 
2 Payment to county in lieu of relocating road. 

COSTS 927 

TARLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 
J.AXD A:--iD LAND RHiHTS-Continued 

~""_~ ---· _______ Description ' Quanhty I I: nit I Rate 

207 R~locating and p~~tecting othe~r~tu~s and ~--·---'---~--- ------
Improvements: 

-0 Relocating utilities: j 
-00 Power lines __ _ 
-01 Tf'~ephonr lines: 

Purchase price of eaRements __ _ 
Expense of acquisition____ Tract_ $427.33 

-1 
-3 
-4 

40 
-9 

C'oB5truction ___________ _ 

Total, account Xo. 207-Q ___ _ 

R Plo('ating cemeteries _____ _ 
RPloeating families ___________________ _ 
Relocating apd protecting municipal facilitfe~~-

Bluff C1ty, Tenn., sewerage system _____ _ 
Protr~ting .other structures and improvements 

(fi!lmg smks and repairing dwelling). 

104 
152 

Grave. __ _ 
Family ______ _ 

101 16 
363 55 

Amount 

$58' 292.25 

75.00 
854.66 

15,869.74 

75,091 65 

10,520.70 
55,259.19 

11,500.00 
323.05 

--------~----~-o_
0

:_:_::_:_~ __ :_~~-~-~-~_:_~_:_:~_,g_h_ts ____________ _J_-_-:_: ______ -: ___ :f~-------------~-----------~~~~~:g-6:-:--;-: 

212 
-o 
-oo 
-01 

-I 
-10 
-100 

-101 
-102 
-11 
-110 
-Ill 
-12 
-120 
-121 

-2 
-20 
-201 
-202 
-21 
-210 
-211 
-212 

-213 

-214 

-4 

-40 
-41 
-42 

-5 
-50 
-51 
-52 
-53 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

General yard improvements: 
Grading and landscaping: 

General grading ___________________ _ 
Landscaping ________________________ _ 

Total, account No. 212-o _____ _ 

RmuiR, sidPwalks, bridges, and trestles: 
Roadways, drives, and courts: 

Surfacing-unloading and erection 
area. 

Surfacing-roads and parking areas_ 
Road to Spurgeon Island _________ _ 

Sidewalks 
Concrete sidewalks and stairs ____ _ 

rurl~itummous sidewalks __________ _ 

Concrete curbs __________________ _ 
Stone curbs ________ --------- ____ _ 

20 Acre 

662 Square yard __ 

15,000 ____ do ________ 
0.19 Mile _________ 

65 Cubic yard ___ 
I ,310 Square yard __ 

I ,235 Linear foot ___ 
3, 720 _do __ 

Total, account No. 212-L ________________ _ 

Retaining walls, fences, gates, and railings: 
Retaining or property walls: 

Concrete walls ___________________ _ 
Stone walls __________________ _ 

109 Cubic yard __ • 
----- ----

Fences, gates, and raihngs: 
-- ------------

$1,598.02 

4 15 

153 
48,849.53 

66 27 
2.20 

6.57 
4.29 

60.84 

$53,858.48 
31 '960' 40 

85,818.88 

2,745.43 

22,979.39 
9,281.41 

4,307.61 
2,885.57 

8,117 40 
15,970.29 

66,287.10 

6,631-.20 
3,514,25 

742.21 ~~~~{~~a~d::itr_s ___ ~ ~:::::::::: = == 
Chain link fence around storage 

yard. 
357 ·ii~~~;r~~t~== -- ·6,68146 

7.49 2,672.62 

Handrail (with wire mesh guard 
panels). 

Fence at aggregate quarry ____ _ 

Total, account No. 212-2 

\rater: treating, pumping, and storing 
eqmpment: 

\Yater treating equipment __________ _ 

67 ____ do 

Pumping eouipment_ ______________________________ _ 
Storing equipment_ ________________________ _ 

Total, account Xo. 212-4_ 

\Yater distribution system: 
Raw water lines __ _ 
Treated water lines ___ _ 
Drinking fountains __ Fountain ____ _ 
Fire hydrants_ _ __________ _ Hydrant ____ _ 

21 84 1,463.14 

610.80 

22,315.68 

8,116.60 
I ,227.30 
I ,085.44 

--------

230.60 

10' 429.34 

8,096 .·72 
12,262.87 

96.26 
461.19 

---------
Total, account Xo. 212-5 ----------- 1-~~-------- --- ·---------- ----------- 20,917 04 
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TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-detaib-Continued 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS-Continued 

Account 

212 
-6 
-60 
-61 
-62 
-64 

-8 
-80 
-82 

-9 
-00 
-92 
-93 
-95 
-96 
-98 
-99 

213 
-1 

-2 
-22 
-23 
-28 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-35 
-37 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-41 
-410 
-411 
-412 

-42 
-420 
-421 
-422 

-5 
-50 

-58 

DIRECT CoNSTJtUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 

General yard improvements (continued) 
Sewers and drainage system: 

Paved gutters.----------------_------ ---------- -------------- ----------- $4,927.75 
Pipe lines.------------------------------------- -------------- ----------- 8,882.47 
Manholes and catch basins _____________ ----------------------------------- 6,303.82 
Sanitary sewerage facilities _____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 1 ___ 3_,90_1_.1_6 

Total, account No. 212-6 ____________ ---------- --------------~.-=·=·=--=·=--=·=·=-ll==24='=0=15=.,;,;:20 

Miscellaneous structures: 

~1:!I~l:~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: --------~- -~~~~~~e_-_-:::: ::::::::::: U~t~ 1----1------

Total, account No. 212-8------------ ---------- --------------l=·=·=--=·=·=--=·=--=l===5='=23=2=·,;.;,35 

Power and lighting: 
Poles, crossarms, and hardware _________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 566.42 
Power distribution and lighting cabinets. ---------- -------------- ----------- 186.05 
Grounding system. ____ --------------- ---------- -------------- ----------- 573.51 
Conduit.-------------------------------------- -------------- ----------- 5,531.53 
Conductor. __________________________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 3,033.61 
Transformers ___________ -------------- ---------- -------------- ----------- 2,187.38 
Lighting standards, fixtures, and lamps__ 15 Outlet_ ______ 

1 
__ S_3_67_._7_5

1 
___ 5_,5_1_6_._ao 

Total, account No. 212-9------------ ---------- --------------~-=-=·=--=·=·=·=--=-·l==1=7='=59=4=.-=80= 
Total, account No. 212 ______________ ---------- --------------~-=-=·=--=·=·=·=--=-·l==25=2~,=6=10= . .;,;:39 

Powerhouse: 
Diversion and care of water ________________ ---------- --------------l=·=·=--=·=·=·=--=·=-l==1=4=2=,3=80=·~91 

Excavation and backfill: 
Earth excavation _____________________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 2,396.95 
Rock excavation______________________ 14,400 Cubic yard___ 7.94 114,367.62 
Backfilling___________________________ 8,594 ____ do.-------

1 
___ ._7_2_

1 
___ 6_,_20_3_._62 

Total, account No. 213-2------------ ---------- --------------l=·=·=--=·=·=--=·=--=l==12=2='=96=8=.=19 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Drilling drain and ~rout holes __________ ---------- -------------- -----------
Grout pipe and fittmgs ________________ ---------- -------------- -----------
Seam tunneL________________________ 271 Cubic yard___ 73.45 
Pressure grouting_____________________ 2,617 Cubic foot____ 2.92 
Foundation drains ___________ -------- ---------- -------------- -----------

15,591.80 
383.60 

19,906.10 
7,652.15 
2,246.29 

Total, account No. 213-3. -------- ---------- --------------~=-=--=·=--=·=--=·=-1 ==·=5"",7=79=.~94 

(_'oncrete: 
Substructure concrete: 

roncreting ___ ------- ------------
Form work ____________ -# ________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ________________ _ 

Total substructure concrete_## __ _ 

Suprrstructure concrete: 
Concreting __________________________ _ 
Form work __________________ . _______ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ____________________ _ 

Total superstructure concrete _______ _ 

Retaining wall and crane girder concrete: 
Concreting ______________________ _ 
Forrnwork _____________ -- __ -- ----
Reinforcing steel_ ________________ _ 

Total retaining wall and crane 
girder concrete. 

21,100 
119,992 

695.25 

21,100 

Cubic yard __ _ 
Square foot __ _ 
Ton ________ _ 

Cubic yard __ _ 

1,760 ____ do _______ _ 
30,025 Square foot __ _ 
132.40 Ton ________ _ 

1,760 

575 
10,758 
38.65 

575 

Cubic yard __ _ 

Cubic yard __ _ 
Square foot __ _ 
Ton ________ _ 

Cubic yard __ _ 

1542 325,329.99 
2.46 295,196.14 

246.36 171,279.91 

37.53 791,806.04 

21.31 37,500.75 
2.27 68,303.91 

247.58 32' 779.97 
---------

78.74 138,584.63 

15.67 9,007 75 
1.47 15,766.52 

247.19 9,553.73 
----- ------

59.70 34,328.00 

Total, account No. 213-4_ _________________ --------------~-=-=·=--=·=·=·=--=-l==96=4='=71=8=.=67 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 
Expansion joints and water stops-all ---------- -------------- ----------

types. 
Drains-formed or porous tile __________ -----------------------------------

Total, account No. 213-5------------ ---------- -------------- 1=-=·=--=·=·=--=·=--=1==~== 

COSTS 929 
TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

~TRUCTUREn A~D_IMPROVEMENT~-Continurd 

Account 

213 
-6 
-60 
-61 
-62 
-63 

-631 
-635 
-6350 
-6351 
-6352 

-6357 

-64 
-65 
-66 
-660 
-661 

-7 

-8 
-80 
-800 
-801 
-82 
-83 
-831 
-8310 
-8311 
-89 
-800 
-891 
-892 
-895 

214 
-2 
-27 
-28 

-3 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-41 
-42 

-5 
-50 

-6 
-60 
-61 
-610 
-6100 
-6101 
-6105 
-62 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
-------- --------- --------1------

Powerhouse (continued) 
Superstructure: 

Structural steeL ___ _ 
Exterior walla (metal ;idi~g)~ ~:: ::::::: 
Roofi_ng, flashing, and sheet metal work __ 
In~~~~: walls, partitions, ceilings, and 

Brick partitions _____________ _ 
Interior wall, ceiling, and floor fi~is-h:-

~:b;:,t;~::_-_-::::::::::::::: 
Wall tile, nonstructural (facing 

tile). 
Plastering (including lath and 

furring). 
Doors, windows, and millwork _______ _ 

101.08 Ton _________ $372.83 
I ,188 Square foot ___ 5.65 

------ ----

30.35 Thousand ____ 257.31 

14,600 Square foot ___ .90 
39.10 ____ do ________ 6.31 
1,585 ____ do ________ 2. 96 

83 t>quare yard __ 12.98 

Miscellaneous metal work__ -- ----------
Painting and glazing: ----------- ---------- ----------

bi!~~~~-------~~:::: ::::::: :_- ---- ----- __ 2_3_5_- Square foot_~~ -----~1~92-

Total, account No. 213-6 __ 

$3i ,685.45 
6,706.77 

20,548.49 

i,810.2i 

13,174.11 
246.65 

4,689.97 

1,077.26 

17,016.ft1 
117,204.53 

3,836.43 
451.00 

230,447.54 

Draft tube pier nose castings ______________ _ 
J=====lo= 

2.29 Ton ________ _ 496.60 

Service work: 
Plumbing and drainage: 

Plumbing system _______________________ _ 
Dramage system _______ _ 

Heating (electric) ______________ ------- --------- --------------
Ventilating systems: ------- ---------- -------------- ------

Non-conditioned air system: 
Duct _____________________________________ _ 
Eqmpment and controls_ Lighting: ------ ---------- -------------- -----------

1,137.22 

2,935.20 
35,889.71 
i,705.80 

12,478.67 
5,407. 79 

Control panels and cabinets _____ _ 
~ndmtwork____________________ 14,139- -Poood u1 2~:m:g 
Fi~t~:.s; ~~itches: ·,;.;.j ~~~~pt~cl~~:: ------383- -Ooti;i:: ~ ~ ~ ~: -----4o: 76- :g: m: ~~ 

Total, account No. 213-8 ________ -:::=-:-:-:-:: _______ ------------ ----------- 115)68.42 

Total, account No. 213 __________ == ____ _ -- ----------- 1,640,548.33 

rontrol building: 
Excavation and backfill: 

Unclassified excavation 5,600 Cubic yard___ .97 
Backfilling ___________ :::::::::: ________________________________________ _ 

5,442.10 
795.08 

Total, account No. 214-2 ____________ == ____ _ -----------
6,237.18 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Foundation drains_·------------ ______ ---------- _ 1,458.89 

Concrete: 

~~r:r:.~f~i~~~~:_:~: ~: ~: ~::: ~::::: :::: 793 Cubicyard___ 21.89 17,360.55 
20,244 Squarefoot.._ 1.86 37,639.38 

45.56 Ton_________ 273.61 12,465.53 

Total, account No. 214-4_ ___________ -:::=-:-:-:-:: _____________ -_ -----l--
67
-,-4-65

-_--4-6 

Joints, stops, waterprofing, and drains: 
Expansion joints and water stops-all 

types, 

Superstructure: 
Structural steeL___________ 85.85 T 
Exterior walls: on- - - - - - -

Masonry walls: 
Face brick___________________ 33.21 Thousand ___ _ 
Back-up brick and tile ___ _ 
Sills and co in ----- ---------- ---------

Roofing, Bashing, ana s~ectJOet~};;.;rk~: :::::::::: __ _ 

307.94 

405. 4i 

518.30 

26,436.65 

13,46.t.77 
7,565.90 
1,327.08 

22,407.22 
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TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

STRCCTURES AND IMPROYEMENTS--Continued 

Account 

214 

-63 

-630 
-631 
-633 
-635 

-6350 
-6351 
-6352 

-6353 
-6354 
-6355 
-6357 

-64 
-640 
-641 
-643 
-65 
-66 
-660 
-661 

-8 
-80 
-800 
-801 
-82 
-83 
-830 
-8300 
-8301 
-8302 
-831 
-8310 
-8311 
-89 
-890 
-891 
-892 
-895 

216 
-o 
-'{)() 
-01 

·-o2 
-Q3 
-o4 

-05 
-050 
-o51 
-o6 
-o7 
-o70 
-o7! 
-os 

DIRECT CoNsTRCCTION CosTs~Continued 

Description Quantity I Unit Rate Amount 
-----------=------·---- ____ , _____ ----------

Control building (continued) 
Superstructure (continued) 

Interior walls, partitions, ceilings, and 
floors: 

Structural tile partitions _________ _ 
Brick partitions __________________ _ 
Steel partitions __________________ _ 
Interior wall, ceiling, and floor 

finish: 
Cement work ________________ _ 
Marble work ________________ _ 
Wall tile (nonstructural), facing 

tile. 
Acoustical tile and insulation _ 
Floor tile ___________________ _ 
Terrazzo work _______________ _ 
Plastering (including lath and 

furring). 

11,174 Square foot __ 
4,720 ____ do ______ _ 

470 ____ do -------

12,500 ____ do-------
629 ____ do ______ _ 

3,610 ____ do -------

1 '758 
5,787 
1,130 
I, !58 

____ do ______ _ 
____ do-------
____ do -------
Square yard __ 

Doors, windows, and millwork: 
Door•--------------------------- 1,406 Square foot __ 
Windows________________________ 858 ____ do ______ _ 
Venetian blinds___________________ 983 ____ do ______ _ 

Miscellaneous metal work ______________ ---------- --------------
Painting and glazing: 

Painting ________ .: ________________ ---------- --------------
Glazing__________________________ 1,087 ____ do __ 

Total, account No. 214-6 _________________ _ 

Service work: 
Plumbing and drainage: 

Plumbing system ___________________________ ----------
Drainage system __________________ ---------- ------------

$0.70 
1.85 
5.35 

.85 
5.32 
2.48 

34 
.71 

2.76 
II. 73 

14.66 
4.83 

.59 
-----------

-----------
I. 72 

----
-----------

Heating (electric) -------------------- ________________________ -----------
Ventilating systems: 

$7,798.26 
8,721.70 
2,514 74 

10,631.46 
3,343.35 
8,943.31 

602.10 
4,097.82 
3,120.00 

13,581.31 

20,607.41 
4,147.85 

575.57 
14,161.73 

5, 784.54 
1,873.87 

181,707.64 

6,704.65 
8,450.65 
3,393.06 

Conditioned air system: 
Duct-----------------------___________________________________ 36;526.85 
E<juipment and controls _______ ---------- ___ ___________ 21;564.23 
P1pmg ____________________ ---------- _______ ___________ 4,658.70 

Non-conditioned air system: 
Duct---------------------------------_______ ___________ 16,448.19 
Equipment and controls _______ ----------________ ----------- 4,920.73 

Lighting: 
Control panels and cabinets ________ ---------- 1,730.44 

~~!~:-~~'_~~~~~~~=::::::::::::: ----~:~~~- ~~~~-d~~~==== ______ 1:~~- 1~:~gu~ 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles__ 263 Outlet_______ 43.05 11,321.01 

1----1------
Tota~ account No. 214-8 ________ ---------- --------------~-=-=-=--=-=-=--=-~-'l==1=30='=1=45=.=70 

387,533.17 Total, account No. 214 __________ ---------- __________ _ -------------

Miscellaneous buildings: 
Observation building: 

Foundation ______ -------------------- ---------- ________________________ _ 
Carpentry work ________________________________ -------------- -----------
Masonry ____________ ----------------- ---------- -------------- -----------
Roofing and sheet metal work ____________________ -------------- -----------
Structuralsteel and miscellaneous metal- ________________________ -----------

work. 
Painting and glazing: 

Painting _________________________ ---------- __ ------------ -----------
Glazing__________________________ 514 Square foot___ 3.14 

Electrical work _______________________ ---------- -------------- -----------
Plumbing and drainage: 

Plumbing ________________________ --------------------------·---------
Drains_---------------- ___ ------ ---------- -------------- -----------

Ventilating ___________________________ ---------- -------- ______ -----------

21,912.52 
15,832.25 
14,780.64 
4,976.68 
8,344.22 

2,028.20 
1,611.41 

10,347.13 

11,230.26 
733.29 

2;412.64 

l 
i 

COS'l'S 931 
TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS--Continued 

Account 

216 

-o9 

-1 

220 
-0 

-2 

-4 

-8 
-80 
-81 

-9 
-90 
-91 
-92 

221 
-1 

-2 
-20 
-22 
-23 
-27 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-36 
-37 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-41 
-410 
-411 
-412 

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description 

Miscellaneous buildings (continued) 
Observation building (continued) 

Quantity Unit Rate 

Eqmpment (not otherwise classified)__ _ _ ________ ____ _ _________ _ 

Total, account No. 216-0 ____________ ~~~= -------------- ~~---
Public s!'fety. building (6 feet by 8 feet by 7 

feet h1gh, tlmber frame structure on skids). 
Building ______ -----------

Total, account No. 216 __________________ ~~~= __ _ ------------

Total, structures and improvements _______ ---------- __ _ 

Reservoir: 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS 
DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Clearing ____ --------- _____ _ 2,621 Acre __ _ 

Control of miscellaneou• flotage _____________________ _ 

Maintenance and protection __________ _ 

Rim treatment: 

8:~\i~g~-_-::~:::::: ::::::::::::. 40, 639 Linear fooL __ 
680,386 Cubic foot__ __ 

Total, account No. 220-8 ____________ ~~~~~ 

Riverbank protection: 
Excavation ______________ _ 
Gravel blanket_----------- ______ _ 
Riprap __________________________ :::: 

44,000 Cubic yard __ 
1,800 ____ do _______ _ 

10,700 ____ do _______ _ 

$178.00 

4.96 
.45 

.35 
4.11 
7.07 

Amount 

$3,624.14 

97,833.38 

281.71 

98,115.09 

2,378,806.98 

$466,530.31 

2,648.82 

1,543.82 

201,696.75 
305,424.99 

507,121.74 

15,619.32 
7,397.66 

75,675.26 

Total, account No. 220-9 ____________ ~~ -------------- -__ -_----l--9-8-.6-9-2-24 

Tota~ account No. 220______________ _________ ______ _ __________ 1,076,536 _93 

Concrete dam and spillway: 
Diversion and care of water _____ _ 312,774.71 

Excavation and backfill: 
Clearing and grubbing _____ _ 

~:~khe~:~~l~~n-~::::::::::::::::---- ----2;5oo- -c;;b"i~-:Yar.l_:: -- 6 og 1 ~:~~U! 
UnclaBBified excavation________________ 29 •200 ----do________ 4.75 138,610.21 27,000 ____ do________ 5 06 136,525.06 

Total, account No. 221-2 _________________________________ l-_-_-__ -_-_-__ -_-__ -l--
29
_
4
_:,-

10
_
6 
___ 

73 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Drilling drain and grout holes_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 
Gro~t pipe.and fittings ________________ ---~~~~~~~ ~~~-~~--- ---- ------
Spemal cav1ty treatment_______________ 1,409 Cubic-y~~.1::: -----31:13-
teBB~regrout>~g--------------------· 18,000 Cubic foot____ 4 94 

oun at10n drams____________________ _ ____ -------------- -------~---

Total, account No. 221-3 ________ _ 

Concrete: 
Overflow mass and apron concrete: 

~~~~'!~:kg_-::::::::::::- ... -
Reinforcing steeL _____ __________ _ 

Total overflow mass and apron 
concrete. 

N onoverflow mass concrete: 
Concreting ______ _ 

~~r::r;~r~g ·~~~c:::::::: ::::::--

---------------------

59,030 Cubic yard ___ 
153,871 Square foot_ __ 
572.92 Ton _________ 

59,030 Cubic yard ___ 

64,300 ____ do _______ _ 
156,997 Square foot __ _ 
132.45 Ton _________ _ 

12.32 
1.50 

236.69 

18.53 

11.98 
1.19 

251.71 

Total nonoverflow concrete______ 64,300 Cubic yard __ _ 15.41 
~= I==== 

94,629.94 
6,848. 79 

43,858.78 
88,945.38 
18,543.69 

252,826.58 

727,202.28 
230,761.75 
135,604.28 

1,093,568.31 

770,609.60 
187,051.00 
33,339.08 

990,999.68 
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d d . construction costs-details-Continued TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs an 1rect 

Account 

221 

-42 
-420 
-421 
-422 

-43 

-430 
-431 

-5 
-50 

-58 

-6 
-61 
-610 
-611 
-612 

-7 
-72 
-74 
-75 
-77 

-9 
-93 
-95 
-96 
-99 
--900 
-991 
-992 
-995 

223 
-1 
-2 
-27 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-36 
-37 

-5 
-50 
-51 
-52 
-53 
-54 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS-Continued 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit 

Concrete dam and spillway (continued) 
Concrete (continued) 

Pier concrete: 4,400 ____ d
0 

_______ _ 
Concreting_______________________ 

32
,902 Square fooL __ 

~~i;:}:r~i~ii~ie;c:::::::::::::::: 94.29 Ton _____ ---

Rate 

S16. 78 
1.77 

286.71 

Amount 

$73,815.35 
58,343.41 
27,033.82 

4 400 C b. d 36.18 159,192.58 
Total pier concrete______________ • u lC yar ---1=====1,===== 

Spillway roadway and operating bridge 

concrete: 46 d 25.45 1,170. 00 
Spillway roadway bridge concrete___ ---- O-------- 145.38 9,013.52 
Spillway operating bridge concrete __ --~ ____ do _________________ _ 

2,253,944.99 Total, account No. 221-4 ________ ~----------------------~~-;-;··=·=·=--=·=·=-I=~=== 

Joints, stops, wa.te_rproofing, and drains: 36,554.25 
Expansion JOints and water stops-all ---------- --------------

D;~~:":-formed or porous tile.-----~~~ -------------- ______ __:8_·_3_3_2_· 2_8 

----------- 64,886.53 Total, account No. 221-5 ____________ ----------- ------------1===1=="=== 

Gates and appurtenances: 

Cresh~~~l~ames and guides____________ 106.31 
Gates and seals___________________ ~ 
Operating equipment _________________ _ 

Ton ____ _ 
Gate ___ _ 
Hoist_ __ _ 

Total, account No. 221-6 ________ ---------- ---------

691.89 
38,644.19 
42,964.91 

73,555.07 
193,220.96 
214,824.53 

481,60.056 

Auxiliary structures. and ~quipment: 310. 26 33,331.07 
Spillway operatmg hrldge structural steeL 107. 43 Ton---- 4 '724 .17 
Miscellaneous metal work ______________ - -------------- 9,102.71 

~::,:~~!1~rg~ih.er~eM'uriD.I!-.ievi.;e8::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ~::::::::: ___ s_._5_oo_.s_4 

55,748.79 Total, account No. 221-7 ____________ ---------- --------------j;·;,:·=·=--=·=·=--=·=-·1===== 

Electrical work: _________ 1,583.10 
Grounding ___________________________ ---------- -------------- -- _________ 5,312.08 

~~~~~i!ndo~~~t~~~-;;i~l~g:::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::_________ 4,163.59 

Lighting: 342.55 
Cabinets ____ --------------------- -----833- -p~;;;;.J_ __ _ ___ 1.59 1,327.40 

~~~~~; ;~li~~~i, :,;~.j ~~~~~i~i1~;:: =--i5i- -ou-tleC::::: 
1
_-_-_--_-_3_2_:o_:i_-

1 
___ ~_:3_~_:_0_9~ 

24,941.71 
Total, account No. 221-9 ________ ---------- --------------~~-;-;·-=·=·=--=·=·=-1==~== 

3,740,830.50 Total, account No. 22L _________ ~ --------------
1
;-;,·=--=·=·=·=--=·=-l===== 

East embankment: ___ 38,056.69 
Diversion and care of water---------------- ---------- --------------
Excavation ~nd backfill:. 63 000 Cubic yard... 1.26 79,321.78 

Unclassified excavatiOn________________ ' l=====lc===== 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 17 L' f t 3.97 78,207.50 
Drilling drain and ~rout holes______ 19,7 mear 00 --- __________ 424.68 
Gro~t pipe.and fittmgs__ ______________ -------~0 - -Cubi~-;,;:;<i:::- 27.26 272.59 
Spemal caVIty ~reatment -------------- 231 227 Cubic fooL__ .54 125,344.42 Pressure groutmg_____________________ • ________ _ 

Total, account No. 223-3------------ ----------

Permanent drainage: 
Trenching and trench backfilL. ------ -----------

204,249.19 
------------~~~=1==== 

~n~~:~t~~£~~~~:-~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~: ::::~~~;~: :~~~:_:;~~::::: _--_-_--_-2_-:_iiii_-

3,337.92 
2,026.26 

435.83 
835.96 

11,636.47 

18,272.44 
Total, account No. 223-5 ____________ --------~ --------------1.-=·=·=--=·=·~-=l===~== 

COSTS 933 
TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-detailJ-Continued 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAY~-Continued 

Account 

223 
-6 
-61 
-610 
-611 

-612 

-7 
-70 
-71 

-8 
-80 
-81 
-83 
-84 

224 
-3 

-6 
-60 
-600 

-602 
-604 
-62 
-63 

225 
-1 

-2 
-23 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-35 
-37 
-370 
-374 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-41 
-42 

-5 
-50 

-6 
-62 
-620 
-621 

-622 
-623 
-625 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 

East embankment (continued) 
Earth fill: 

Rolled fill: 
Preparation of borrow pit -------- 420,000 Cubic yard ___ $0.17 $73,317.32 
Loading and hauling material for 420,000 ____ do _______ .65 271,861.52 

fill. 
Spreading and compacting _________ 420,000 ____ do.------ .30 127,312.55 

----- ------
Total, account No. 223-6 ________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 472,491.39 

Rock fill and filter blanket: 
Filter blanket..------------------·---
Rock fill----------------------------

18,170 Cubicyard___ 2,54 46,162.51 
83,000 ____ do------- 2.28 189,289.75 

-~---1-----

Total, account No. 223-7-------- ---------- --------------~~-=·=--=·=·=--=·=--~!==23=5,;'=45=2=.=26 
Slope protection: 

Gravel blanket_. ____________________ _ 
Riprap ________ -- ____ - ______________ _ 
Seeding and sodding _________________ _ 
Gutters -------------- ____________ _ 

2,195 Cubicyard___ 2.76 6,060.56 
12,835 ___ _do ------- 2.99 38,330.11 

4 Acre_________ 1,281.73 5,126.90 
800 Linear foot ___ 

1 
___ 4_._9_4-J-__ 3_:,_95_3_._52 

Total, account No. 223-8 ____________ ---------- --------------~~-=·=--=·=·=--=·=·=-I ==53,;'=47=1=.=09 

Total, account No. 223 ______________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 1,101,314.84 

Sluiceways: 
Conduit liners --------------------------- 26.60 Ton. _______ _ 515.85 13,721.65 

Water regulating equipment: 
Gates and appurtenances: 

Gates, frames, guides, and seals (5 90.48 Ton_________ 707.30 
feet 8 inches by 10 feet; 2 asBem· 

63,996.07 

blies). 

~fo";J::~n:uf3~pm~~~---::::::::::: ----T74- -1';,;;::::::::: ----585:94- f:~~:~~ 
Trashrack<! ------------------------ 8.75 Too_________ 416.93 3,648.14 
Vent and bypass piping ------------ ---------- -------------- ---------·- ___ 3_,_2_2_0_.6_6 

Total, account No. 224-6 ___________________________________ -,=·=·=--=·=--=·=·=--=l==7=8='=23=9=.=42 

Total, account No. 224_ _____________ ---------- --------------,=·=·=--=·=·=--=·=--=l==9=1,;'=96=1=.=07 

Intake: 

Diversion and care of water --------------- ---------- -------------- =-=--=·=·=--=·=·=--~ 1===8~6,0=4=9=.2=3 
Excavation and backfill: 

Rock excavation ~-----------~-~----- 4 ,500 Cubic yard ___ -l===7=. 9=4=i===35=c:'=7=39=.=58 
Foundation preparation and treatment: 

8;~~:~i~~·~~.ifi1t~!~~~-~~1~::::==:::: :::::::::: ::=:=::::::::: ::::::::::: 46 ·m:~~ 
Seam tunneL________________________ 519 Cubic yard... 73.45 38,122.76 
Pressure grouting: 

Grouting________________________ 7,745 Cubic foot___ 2.92 22,641.03 
Concrete grout cap________________ 164 Cubic yard___ 17.90 2,935.27 

Foundation drains •• _________________________________________ .
1
_._-_-_ --_-_-_--_-_.

1 
___ 2_,_45_6_._94 

Total, account No. 225-3 ____________ ---------- --------------l=·=·=--=·=·=--=·=--~l==1=12,;'=97=3=.=98 
Concrete: 

Concreting _________ ----- _______ --~ __ _ 
Form work ______________ -~ ___ ----~ __ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ______ ----- ________ _ 

41,508 
133,372 

1,089.12 

Cubic yard __ _ 
Square foot .. _ 
Ton ________ _ 

12.52 
1.87 

231.11 

519,807.15 
249,650.85 
251,706.91 

1----1-----
Total, account No. 225-4 ____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 1,021,164.91 

---------- --------------1=·=--=·=--=·=--=·=-11==2=0=,1=5=1.=40 

83.92 Ton _________ 780.25 
6 Gate _________ 38,526.99 

1.75 Ton _________ 1,406.94 
141.73 Ton _________ 407.57 

3 Hoist_ _______ 00,158.78 
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TABLE 92. Boone-land ro.~t.• and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS-Continued 

Account 

225 
-7 
-74 
-75 

226 
-8 
-81 
-82 
-823 
-84 

231 

232 
-0 
-2 

-9 
-90 
-92 

233 
-1 
-10 
-11 

235 

236 
-o 
-1 

239 

-o 
-o1 
-o2 
-os 
-o4 

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description 

Intake (continued) 
Auxiliary structures: 

Miscellaneous metalwork ______________ 
Handrailing (3-rail) ________ 

Total, account No. 225-i _ 

Total, account No. 225_. _ 

Water conductors: 

Quantity Unit 

5 51 Ton _________ 
1,320 Linear foot ___ 

Rate 

$1,146.49 
2.26 

Amount 

$6,317 17 
2,977.29 

9,294.46 

1,912,718.05 
==== 

Tailrace: Diversion and care of water ______________________ -----------·--- _ 32,625.65 

Excavation and backfill: Rockexcavation__ _ ________ 2,700 Cubicyard___ i.94 21,443.74 

Co;::::~~~~~~-~t- ~~~-2~~~~:.:_:_:-::- _ ~~-_::~0-:: ::: 1-------~-~--~-~--1--5-:-::-:-:-.-:: 
Total reservoirs, dams, and water-~--------1-------------- ----------- 7,978,714 53 

ways. 

WATER WHEELS, TURBINES, AND GENERATORS 
DIRECT CoNsTRUCTION CosTs 

Turbines, including scroll case, speed ring and 
draft tube liner (vertical shaft, Francis single 
runner type, rated at 34 500 horsepower at 90 
feet net head). 

Turbine ______ $443,540.93 $1,330,622 79 

Total, account No. 231.----------------- ---------- --------------~=-=--=-=-=-·=-=-·=-,l=1='=33=0=,=62=2=.7=9 
Auxiliary equipment for turbines: 

Governors ••. ---------------------------_ 3 Governor_____ 51,161.19 
153,483.57 
23,975.35 Scroll case filling and drainage system _______ ---------- --------- ____ -----------

==~·==~=1========== 

Auxiliary equipment not otherwise classified: 
~urb!n• vent piping_:-:--------------- ----------

urbme piezometer p1pmg system ______ ---------- ____ _ 

Total, account No. 232-9 ____________ ---------- ______ _ 

Total, account No. 232 __________ _ 

Draft tube gates: 

-------------
-------------

2, 716 29 
2,811.02 

5,527.31 

182,986.23 
==== 

Gates: Gate frames and guides _______________ _ 20.85 Ton _________ 1,275.10 
2 Gate_________ 8,704.31 

26,585.77 
17,408.62 Gates and seals ______________________ _ 

Total, account No. 233-L----------- ---------- -------------- -----------==---= =--=== 
43,994.39 

Generators (31,250 kv.-a. at 80 percent pf, 13,800 
v., 100 r.p.m.). 

Generator .. __ 852 ,115 20 2, 556,345.59 

Total, account No. 235 ____________________________ -------------- ----------- 2,556,345.59 
========= 

Auxiliary equipment for generators: 
Excitation panels, switches, and rheostats____ 3 Cubicle .. ____ 4, 426. 49 
Generator cooling water system _____________ ---------- -------------- -----------

13,279.47 
24,962 95 

Total, account No. 236 __________________ ---------- -----

Miscellaneous equipment for turbines and gener
ators: 

Lubrication and governor oil storage and 

38,242.42 
======= 

purifying equipment: Purification and pumping equipment_ __________________________ ----------- 5_-879.35 
T~ks, 2,125-gallon capacity.--------- 2 Tank________ 1,127.15 2,254.30 
Pipmg ----------------------------- ---------- -------------- ----------- 11,11!.66 
Oilinstorage --------------------- 1,074 Gallon_______ 1.32 1,420.96 1---------1----------

Total, account No. 239-0 ... --------- ---------- --------------~=-=-·=-=·=--=·=--=-,!==2=0~,6=6==6=.2=7 
Total water wheels, turltines, and gen- _________________ ------- ____ _ _____ _ 4,172, 957.69 

era tors. 

COSTS 935 

TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

ACTESSORY ELECTRIC EQlilP~IE:-;T 

Account 

2H 
-I 
-12 

-121 
-122 

-123 
-14 

-141 
-142 

-143 

2~2 
-I 

-3 
-30 

-31 

-33 

-34 

-4 
-40 

-41 

-5 
-6 
-7 

243 
-1 

244 
-3 
-30 
-5 

245 
-I 
-2 
-3 
-7 

246 
-I 

249 
-1 
-II 

-12 

-13 

DIRECT CoNSTRl'CTIOX CosT's 

Description 
----- --- ~~-~-----

Switchgear: 
Assembled switchgear: 

Assembled main switchgear-job 
assembly: 

Housing ______________ _ 
Bus, insulators, and insulato~ h;~d~

ware. 
Equipment_ __ _ 

Assembled neutra·l-~~-it~h-ie-~~~f~b
assembly: 

Housing _______________ _ 
Bus, insulators, and insulat~; h~~d~

ware. 
Equipment~------- ______ _ 

Total, account No. 241-L 

~witch boards: 
Main control boards and terminal cabinets. __ 

440-volt. auxiliary power boards: 
Mam 440-volt auxiliary power board in 

powerhouse. 
440-volt unit auxiliary power boards in 

powerhouse. 
440-':"ol~ auxiliary power board in control 

bmldmg. 
.,1:4:0-volt air conditioning powrr board in 

control building. 

Total, account .No. 242-3 _____ _ 

220-volt auxiliary power boards: 
22g~~~!~ auxiliary power board in power-

220-':"ol~ auxiliary power board in control 
bmldmg. 

Total, account No. 242-4 

Hattery boards 
Signal system b-o~~d;:::::::: 
Power distribution cabinets __ ~:~~~~~~~:~~~~ 

Total, account No. 242 __ 

Protective equipment: 
Grounding system __ ------------

Total, account No. 243 ______ _ 

Electrical structures: 
Enclosures and barriers: 

Metalhc enclosures and barners 
Cable trays _____________________ --

Total, account No. 244 

Conduit work: 
Metall1c conduit 
Nonmetallic cond~it _____ -
Conduit boxes ----------
Plug receptacl~;~~:::::::::::::: :::::::::: 

Total, account No. 245 ___________ _ 

Power and control wiring: 
Con~t:ol, auxilliary power, and excitation 

wmng-4160 volts and under. 

Total, account No. 246 _________________ _ 

Station service equipment: 
Transformers: 

Auxiliary power transformers (two 600-
kv.:a.; three 3-kv.-a.). 

L1ghtmg transformers (two 75-kv -a . 
three 2-kv.-a.). · ., 

Voltage regulators (two 7.2-kv.-a.) ____ _ 

Quantity 

130,134 

194 
61 

Unit 

Housing __ 

Homing __ 

Pouud. _ 

13~~ .. ---~-------0utleL ___ _ 

Ill -
Total, accoun(No. 249-1_ ______________________ _ 

Rate 

$16,296.97 

----

. 71 

29 91 
:J7 91 

Amount 

$~8.890. 92 
18,063.10 

3,549.27 

4,369.00 
1,486 86 

9,661.06 

86,020.21 

147,864.55 

13.634.83 

9, 720.41 

18.890.68 

5,713.53 

47.959.45 
== 

2,477.76 

3,208.53 

5,686.29 

85,407.82 
38,149.46 
4,557.20 

329,624.77 

32,381.83 

32,381.83 

451.07 
27,404.18 

27,855.25 

92,556.99 
580.04 

5,803.41 
2,312.58 

101,253.02 

102,962.75 

102,962.75 

13,488.61 

1,811.69 

2,895.29 

18,195.59 
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TABLE 92.-Boone-land cost& and direct construction co&t&-detaib-Continued 

ACCESSORY ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT-Continued 

Account 

249 
-2 

262 

255 
-o 
-oo 
-o1 

256 
-0 

258 

259 
-o 
-oo 
-Q1 

-1 
-10 
-11 

-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 

-7 
-71 
-72 

271 
-1 

-9 

Dnn::CT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity 
1------~==~~----1 

Station oervice •quipment (continued) 
Batteries, chargmg eqmpment, and other 

motor-~enerator sets. 

Unit Rate Amount 

$22,303.88 

Total, account No. 249.----------------- ==:._:: --------------i=·=·=--=·=-·=·=·=--ol==4=0=·=49=9=·4=7 

Total, accessory electric equipment_ ______ ----------------------------------- 720,597.30 

MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Station maintenance equipment_ ____________ --~~ --------------
1
_-_--_-_--_-_--_-_-

1 
____ 1_7_,0_87_·_04 

Total, account No. 252 __________________ ==:._:: --------------
1
o-=·=--=·=·=--=·=--ol===7='=08=7=·=04 

Cranes and hoisting equipment: 
Generator room crane: 

Crane (160-ton). _- -------------------
Crane track _______ -------------------

1 Crane ________ ----------- 323,427.82 
22.33 Ton_________ $518.62 11,580.74 

1----1-------
Total, account No. 255-0 ____________ ---------- --------------~~-,;-;;--:;:-~--=-=·=--ol==33=5,;·=00=8=·5=6 

Compressed air an~ vacuum cleaning systems: l8, 727.35 
Compressed air system_-------------------~ ------------- -~----_-_-------------1-----

Total, account No. 256 __________________ ==:._:: --------------~o·=·=--=·=·=--=·=·=-l ==18=·=o72=7=·oo=35 

Station service water system ___________________ ~ --------------
1
_-_--_-_--_-_--_-_-

1 
__ 4_6_,3_46_._70 

Total, account No. 258 __________________ ------::_::~- --------------~=-=·=--=·=·=--=·=--ol==4=6=·=34=6=·=70 

Other miscellaneous equipment: 

Locab~\,1.:~-u~!~~~i~~-~~t-•~: ______________ ---------- -------------- ----------- ~N~-:~ 
Equipment_ __________________________ ~ --------------

1
_-_--_-_--_-_--_-_-

1 
___ ' _·_ 

Total, account No. 259-Q ____________ ---------- --------------~~-,;-;;-·:;:·,;·;;--:;:-~--=l==5=0"",=77=7=.=85 

Fire extinguishing equipment: 10,459.00 

~!t~b'};,lfi~~o!:G',~~~h~Mi::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::1_:_:_:_::_:_:_:-__ :_:1 ___ 1_,_32_7_._66 

Total, account No. 259-'------------ ---------- --------------~,-:;:·=·=--=·=--=·=·=-ll==11=·=7:,86=·=66 

~r:P:r:~\~r:l~~~~~~i~e~:::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: f:i~:~ 
Miscellaneous instruments __ --------------- ---------- --------------~;-,;·;;--;;·:;:-~--;;·:;:·=-I===== 

River gauging installations: . 2,409.22 

~~:::;t:!~~~~~:~i~ti~~-_:::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::1;:;;::;:·;;-::;::,;:;::;;:=:1===1=,=73=3=.=02 

Total, account No. 259-7------------~ --------------
1
_-_-_-_--_-_-_--_-_-

1 
___ 4_•_14_2_·_2( 

Total, account No. 259 ______________ ---------- --------------
1
,-=·=·=--=·=--=·=·=-l ,==79=·=4=49=.=11 

Total miscellaneous power plant equip
ment. 

VILLAGE AND RESERVOIR FACILITIES 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

486,618.76 

Reservoir operation facilities: 1130 69 
Maintenance building (concrete block con- ---------- -------------- ----------- ,459. 

struction 26 feet wide by 83 feet long, 
c_omplete' wit~ building services) 3 005.37 

UnmstaUed eqmpmenL ..................................... ---------- -------------- .=....:_~ ___ • __ 

Total, account No. 27'------------------ ---------- --------------===~~ 

Total, village and reservoir facilities .. ------ __ -------- ---------- ........ -----------

COSTS 937 

TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENT~ 
DIRECT CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

_A_cc_o_u __ n_t _
1 
______ . ___ Des_c_ri_P_ti_on _________ I_Q_u_a_n_ti_ty ____ U_n_it _____ Rate ____ A __ mou_n_t:__ 

422 General yard improvements: 
-o Grading and landscaping: 
-oo Grading_____________________________ 214,400 Cubic yard___ $0.45 $96,934.66 
-02 Yard surfacing (crushed rock, 7 inches 12,300 Square yard__ 1.53 18,856.13 

-1 
-11 
-2 
-21 
-8 
-9 

423 
-0 

424 
-1 
-13 
-14 
-15 

-3 

-7 
-70 
-71 
-73 
-74 
-75 

-8 
-80 

-9 
-90 
-91 
-92 
-93 

431 
-1 
-11 

-14 
-15 

thick). 

Total, account No. 422-0 ______________________ -------------- ----------- , 115~790.~ 

Roads, sidewalks, bridges, and trestles: 
Sidewalks (bituminous surface)_________ 807 Square yard__ 2. 78. 

Retaining walls, fences, gates, and railings: 
2,244.25 

12,457.84 
12,709.45 
4,877.92 

Fences, gates, and railings_____________ 1,625 Linear foot___ 7. 67 
Drainage _________ --------- ___ ----------- ------- ___________________________ _ 
Water supply system ______________________ ---------- -------------- -----------

Total, account No. 422 ______________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 148,080.25 

Substation building: 
Oil purification building (reinforced concrete 

construction, 18 feet wide by 40 feet long 
by 10 feet high, complete with building 
services). 

l====l'====o= 

17,187.93 

Total, account No. 423 __________________ ------------------------ ----------- 17,187.93 

Outdoor substation structure: 
Foundations (for structures and equipment): 

Consolidation grouting __ ------- ______ _ 
Concrete foundations _________________ _ 
Transformer support rails _____________ _ 

86,233 
986 

5.83 

Cubic foot__ __ 
Cubic yard __ _ 
Ton ________ _ 

===== 

.43 
63.89 

516.86 

36,686.44 
62,997.82 
3,013.31 

Total, account No. 424-L ___________ ---------- -------------- '=·=--=·=·=--=·=·=·=-ll==1=0=2=,6=9=7~6=7 
Superstructure--structural steel ___________ _ 210.00 Ton ________ .

1
==54=3=. 3=7=l==1=14='=10=,8=. =35 

Cable and pipe tunnel: 
Excavation and backfilL______________ 2,955 Cubic yard___ 5.35 15,795.00 
Concrete ______ ----------------------- 1,492 ____ do________ 65.30 97,430.22 
Lighting system.--------------------- ---------- _______ ------ _ ----------- 7,055. 76 
Drainage ___ --------- _____ ----------- __ -------- -------------- ----------- 211.10 
Miscellaneous metalwork______________ 0.69 Ton_________ 1,261.29 870.29 

-----1-----
Total, account No. 424-7------------ ---------- --------------~=-=·=--=·=·=--=·=--=l==1=21,;'=36=2=.=37 

Miscellaneous structures: 
Fire extinguisher houses (reinforced con

crete construction, 6 feet wide by 12 
feet long by 7 feet 10~ inches high). 

Lighting: 

House ________ ----------- 2,486. 68 

Cabinets _______ ----------------- _________________ ------------ ----------- 1, 972.63 

~~i~~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ____ ::~~~- -~~~-n-~~~::::: ------~:~- ~:~~n~ 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles______ 104 Outlet_ ___ -_ .

1 
___ 3_2_. 60_

1 
____ 3_, 3_9_0_. _38 

Total, account No. 424-9 ____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 15,165.44 
I==== I====='= 

Total, account No. 424_ _____________ ---------- --------------~~---=--=·=·=--=·=--= 1=,=35=5"",=820=.=41 
Total structures and improvements ___ ---------- -------------- ----------- 521,088.59 

Switchgear: 
Circuit breakers: 

STATION EQUIPMENT 
DIRECT CONSTRUCTION CosTs 

15-kilovolt breakers (four 2, 000-ampere 
pneumaric operated and three 1, 200-
ampere solenoid operated). 

161-kilovolt breakers _________________ _ 
69-kilovolt breakers ________________ _ 

$87,487.81 

Breaker_ _____ $48,268.17 96,536.34 
____ do ________ 15,075.66 120,605.28 

1----1-----
Total, account No. 431-1_ ___________ ---------- --------------~,-:;:·=·=--=·=·=--'='·=-ll==30'='4;,~6=29~·~4"3 
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TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

STATION EQUIPMENT-Continued 

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Rate Amount Account Description Quantity Unit 
-------:------~--~--~~---------~--------------I------1--------
431 

-2 
-21 

-24 

-25 

-3 
-7 

432 
-7 

433 
-I 
-2 
-3 
-4 

435 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-7 

436 
-1 

-2 

-4 

-5 
-7 

438 
-I 

-2 

-5 

439 
-1 
-11 

-6 
-61 
-62 

-63 
-64 

Switchgear (continued) 
Disconnecting switches: 

15-kilovolt disconnects (thirteen 1, 200-
ampere and three 2,000-ampere). 

161-kilovolt disconnects (1, 200-ampere, 
four manual and two motor operated). 

69-kilovolt disconnects (1, 200-ampere, 
sixteen manual and six motor oper· 
ated). 

--- $19,559.21 

20,462.62 

39,215.35 

Total, account No. 431-2 ____________ =~-- -------------- 79,237.18 

Instrument transformers ____ ----------- - ---------- ----------- 71,979.58 
Fuses ___ ---------------------------- --- ---------- --------------- 2,355.16 

1===1=== 
Total, account No. 431_ ____________ ---- ---------- -------------- =--=-=-=--=-=-=--=-l==4=5=8=,2=0=1=3=5 

Switchboards: 
Power distribution cabinets_- __ -------

Total, account No. 432 _______ _ 

Protective equipment: 
Lightning arresters and gaps __ -
Grounding system._-------- __ -- _______ -
Guards, signs, locks, and li:ey system _____ _ 
Resistors and reactors ___ - ______ _ 

Total, account No. 433 ___ _ 

Conduit work: 
Metallic conduit_ __________ _ 
Nonmetallic conduit __ --- __ 
Conduit boxes _____________ _ 
Concrete envelopes ___________ ----_-
Power plug receptacles- - - __ _ 

Total, account No. 435 __ _ 

Power and control wiring: 
Control, auxiliary power, and excitation 

wiring---4, 160-volt and under. . 
Main power cables-15,000-volt (high

pressure, nitrogen gasfilled, pipe-type). 

49,423 
2,008 

35 
214 

3 

1,147.98 

I, 147.98 

15,100.87 
19,415.64 

105.58 
Reactors _____ ----------- 6,487.62 

----~-1-~~~-

------------- 41' 109.71 

Pound___ $0.76 37,604.87 
____ do________ .91 1,831.89 
Box__________ 66.48 2,326.65 
Cubic yard___ 41.49 8,879.29 
Outlet_______ 75.68 227.03 

1---1~---

---------- --------------I=--=-=-·=--=-=--=-11==5=0 '=86=9=. 7=3 

37,093.56 

123,000.11 

47,772.50 Bare conductors (copper cable-9356-pound, 
aluminum tubing-10,896-pound, and 
copper tubing-7,807-pound). 

Insulators and hardware _________________ - ---------- -------------- ----------- 42,363.37 
20,071.28 Cable trays and supports __________________ ----------

Total, account No. 436 ________ _ 

Main conversion equipment: . 
Main step-up power transformers (smgle

phase, 161/138-69-13. 2-kilovolt, 50,000-
kv.-a., forced-oil- and forced-air-cooled). 

Other main power transformers (single-phase, 
67-7 .2/12.47-kilovolt, 5,000-kv.-a., self
cooled). 

Feeder voltage regulator (3-phase, 15,000/-
30,000-kv.-a., 12,000-volt, 722/1444-
ampere). 

Transformer__ 363,861 . 50 

____ do _______ _ 20,947.01 

Regulator ____ -----------

Total, account No. 438 __________________ == ---- --------------------
Station service equipment: 

Station service transformers: 
Lighting transformers ( 480/120 /240-volt, Transform«-- 488. 55 

25-kv.-a.). 

270,300.82 

1,455,446.00 

83,788.03 

40,175.58 

1,579,409.61 

977.09 

Insutpt:,O~g~~l_sY_'_~~~--------------------- __________ -------------- ----------- 18,971.41 
Tanks (two 12, 795-gallon and one 7,640- ---------- -------------- ----------- 7,878.23 

gallon capacity). 
Oil treating and pumping equipment_ ___ ---------- -------------- --------27- 8,~:~ :~~ 
Oil in storage_________________________ 2,300 Gallon _______ l----· -1-----

Total, account No. 439-6 ____________ ---------- --------------l=·=--=-=-=--=·=-=--,l==3=6~,3=3=0=.6=8 

1 COSTS 939 
TABLE 92.-Boone-land costs and direct construction costs-details-Continued 

STATION EQt:IP~lEC\T-Contiuuetl 

DIRECT CoNSTRrcTwx CosTs-Continued 

____:~~~~ --------~escnptJon -----=---1-Quai~lity __ l''~'t__ __ l _'__R:tr __ J __ Ailf~lllft__ 
439 Station service equipment (continued) . 

-9 EqUipment not otherwise classtfied: 
-95 Ftre protective eqUipment: 
-952 Portable fire fighting equipment____ $1, 545.03 
-959 C02 fire extinguishing system____ 1,471.84 

378 
-2 

-22 
-4 
-42 
-9 
-94 

Total, account No. 439-9 __________ _ 3,016.87 

Total, account No. 439 ___ _ 40,324 64 

Total station equipment ___ _ _ __________ -------------- ___________ 2,441,363 S4 

GENERAL PLANT 
INTERSITE COM~1UNICATION PLANT 

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

Communication equipment: 
Conductor, cable, conductor hardware, and 

protective devices: 
Cable (coaxial)______________________ 5,314 Linearfoot___ $0 28 

Exchanges and station equipment: 
Station installations _____________________________ -------------- __________ _ 

General service equipment: 
Coupling capacitors, line traps, and __________ -------------- __________ _ 

tuning units. 

$1 ,50l.:l8 

44,075 10 

32,281.38 

77 ;857 .86 Total, account No. 378 ______________ 

1 

__________ ------------

1===1== 
Total intersite communication plant_ _______________________ _ 77,857 88 
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TABLE 93.-Boone-indirect construction costs 

Superintendence, accounting and timc:;keeping: . 
Salaries and expenses of the supermtendent of constructiOn 

and his immediate assistants in field and office; and salaries and 
expenses in connection with field accounting, timekeeping, and 
cost engineering -----------------------------------------

Travel and subsistence: 
Personal transportation, per diem allowance, and miscella-

neous expense of supervisory personnel when in official travel 
status --------------------------------------------------

Office supplies and expense: 
Miscellaneous expense of the field office including stationery 

and other office supplies, blueprints, photostats, telephone, tele-
graph, and maintenance of office space, including heat, lights, 
and water ----------------------------------------------

Construction plant studies and design: 
Preliminary investigations, studies, and design of construc-

tion plant facilities, including diversion and care of water; and 
estimates of construction schedules and cost_ ________________ _ 

Camp operation: 
Camp construction costs inclusive of camp equipment; and 

revenue from operation of cafeteria, commissaries, dwellings, 
and other employee facilities ______________________________ _ 

Temporary access road: 
Relocation, for access to the construction area, of the former 

Boring Rd. from State Highway No. 37 to a point 4,270 feet 
measured along the centerline of the relocated road; and main
tenance of the road during the construction period. The road 
was conveyed to Sullivan County, Tenn., after it had served its 
purpose to the Tennessee Valley Authority _________________ _ 

Police and guide service: 
Police and guide service maintained for the benefit of the 

project; labor and expense for assistance given the safety engi
neer and cost of safety signs, posters, and bulletins; minor ex-
pense for injuries or damages involving non-employees; and 
expense for accommodation of guests on official visits _______ _ 

FICA taxes and FEGLI expense: 
Federal Insurance Contributions Act taxes paid by TV A for 

the benefit of annual employees; and Federal Employees Gov-
ernment Life Insurance expense paid by TV A for the benefit 
of annual and hourly employees __________________________ _ 

Liquidated damages and other credits: 
Liquidated damages collected from contractors or vendors, 

and credits for percentages added to bills against contractors, 
vendors, and others for overhead charges by the Tennessee 

$495,812.73 

44,780.90 

223,979.86 

47,516.65 

29,788.60 

79,234.33 

279,389.11 

378.99 

Valley Authority ---------------------------------------- '15,527.99 
------

Total indirect construction costs ____________________ _ 1,185,353.18 

t Denotes eredit. 

COSTS 

TABLE 94.-Boone-distributive general expense 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING COSTS 

Engineering-field and office: 
Salaries and expenses of project manager and his immediate 

assistants; field, executive, supervisory, and office engineers; 
concrete technicians and inspectors; and consultants. Cost of 
foundation borings and explorations; soil technology; hydrau
lic model testing; and engineering for vertical and horizontal 
control -------------------------------------------------
Dam site and regional geology: 

Examination and studies of foundations and reservoir rims; 
mapping joint planes, cleavages, and faults; and studies of the 
effect of dam construction on sinks, wells, and springs in the 
area immediately outside the reservoir---------------------

Design: 
Design of dam, powerhouse, control building, switchyard, and 

related structures; design of highway relocations; preparation 
of specifications; and design of landscape treatment in vicini
ties of dam, powerhouse, control and visitors' buildings, and 
switchyard ----------------------------------------------

Total design and construction engineering costs ______ _ 

EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 

General administration: 
Proration to the project of its portion of the total general 

administration of the Tennessee Valley Authority ___________ _ 

Total executive and administrative costs ____________ _ 

OTHER GENERAL COSTS 

Materials procurement: 
Proration to the project of its portion of the total Division 

of Materials expenses applicable for services performed for 
the Division of Construction ______________________________ _ 

Maps and surveys: 
Surveys for basic controls, silt ranges, and high water marks, 

in the reservoir area; flowage topography for hydraulic and 
flood damage studies; aerial photography and mosaics; and 
preparation of reservoir maps ____________________________ _ 

General project investigations: 
General studies and investigations bearing on feasibility of 

project, selection of site, general plans and layout, quantity 
and cost estimates; compiling basic hydrographic and hydro
logic data, such as river forecastings, rainfall and evaporation 
studies, stream gaging, and flood damage claim preparation; 
geologic investigations for dam and quarry sites; and studies 
for flood control -----------------------------------------

Construction medical service: 
Operation of the medical center and portable dressing sta

tions for care of employees claiming service-connected injuries 
including preparation of compensation claims; employee place
ment and periodic physical examinations; treatment of minor 
illness occurring to employees while on duty; and services of 
safety and public health engineers ________________________ _ 

941 

$925,648.56 

24,527.21 

738,157.03 

1,688,332.80 

779,113.08 

779,113.08 

$99,655.42 

41,404.74 

66,755.40 

214,106.65 
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942 THE BOONE PROJECT 

TARLE 9•t.-Boone-distributive general expense-Continued 

OTHER GENERAL COSTS---Continued 

Land value appraisal: 
Preliminary investigations, negotiations for options and per-

mits, and preparation of land value estimates prior to selection 
of final Boone dam site __________________________________ _ 

Personnel: 
Services of personnel representative, interviewers, and cleri

cal staff engaged as field representatives in recruitment, place
ment, promotion, classification, and service rating and pay; pro-
motion of employee-management relationships; and conducting 
employee-in-service training programs and recreation programs 

Final project report: 

$1,595.73 

66,297.77 

- Editing of individual reports on the planning, design, con
struction, cost, and initial operation of the project into one com
prehensive report, including the preparation of additional 
drawings or illustrations, and printing and binding__________ 12,445.07 

------
Total other general costs____________________________ 502,260.78 

====== 

.L 

... -

COSTS 943 
TABLE 95.-Boone-details of indirect collStruction costs and certain 

di.~tributit-e general PXp<'nses 

Item 

lNDIRECT CO~STRUCTION COSTS 

Field accounting offices 

Chatta
nooga 

construe~ 

tion 

Upper 
Holston 
projects 

Superintendence ------------------------- $15,549.14 $78,195.40 
Accounting, cost engineering and time-

keeping ------------------------------- 46,596.59 300,737.7 4 
Miscellaneous charges from other organi-

Central 
accounting Total 

office 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ $493,812.73 

zations -------------------------------- 47,103.23 7,630.63 
Travel and subsistence-------------------- 1,046.00 43,734.90 ------------
Office supplies and expense--------------- 23 745.19 200,234.67 ------------

------------ J 
44,780.90 

Construction plant studies and design ______ -----~------ ------------
Employee housing ------------------------ ------------

~:~~o~~~~a;~0c~s~-;~;d-=================== :=========== 
Safety activities ------------------------- ------------
Pu~tic liabilities ------------------------- 5,016.55 
Pohce and guide service ------------------ -----------
Public facilities and accommodation of 

guests --------------------------------- ------------
Tax payments and federal employees gov- ------------

ernment litfe insurance expense _________ _ 

62,869.65 
1
·' 33,081.05 

79,234.33 
886.35 

1,414.55 
'268,622.60 

3,449.06 
378.99 

$47,516.65 

============ l 

} 

223,979.86 
47,516.6;; 

29,788.60 
79,234.33 

279,389.11 

Distribution of other credits ______________ 
1

_
1_1_2_,3_4_1_.6_2_

1 

_____ 

1

_-_-_-_--_-_-_-_-_-____ 

1 

__ 1_1_5:__,5_2_7_.9_9 

Total ------------------------------ 126,715.08 1,011,121.45 

1 3,186.37 

47,516.65 1,185,353.18 

DISTRIBUTIVE GENERAL EXPEN3E 

Design and construction engineering costs: 
Engineering, field and office ___________ ------------ 832,816.96 89,989.63 
Consulting service ------------------- ------------ 2,841.97 ------------
Dam site and regional geology _________ ------------ ------------
Design ------------------------------ ------------ ------------

24,527.21 
738,157.03 

922,806.59 
2,841.H7 

24,527.21 
738,157.03 

Total ------------------------------ ------------ 835,658.93 852,673.87 1,688,332.80 

1 Denotes credit. 
2 Division of Reservoir Properties. 
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TABLE 91.-Fort Patrick Henry-final project cost--detail summary 

Item Land costs 

HYDRAULIC SINGLE-PURPOSE PLANT 

Construction costs 

Direct Indirect 

Total
lan<l, direct 
and indirect 
construction 

costs 

Distributive general expense 

Design and I Executive and 
con~truc~ion a~ministra-
engmeermg tlve costs 

Other 
general 
costs 

Total 

200 
201 
204 
207 

$210.82 
Land and land rights 

Purchase price of land .••. _________ ...•.•.•.•........ ____ .... $582,734.60 $2,45V. ~v Jla7 .05 J5~5,331.54 $210.82 $109.84 $45.96 $585.698.16 
Expense ofland and privilege acquisition...................... 201,825.61 ············-· ····-········· 201,825.61 ·-············ 7,894.95 3,303.98 213,024.54 

$137.05 

Relocation of highways and highway bridges •. ·-···-·-··· .. ____ 6,546.24 389,813.28 24,222.65 420,582.17 77,333.72 19,412.72 8,124.09 525,452.74 
Relocating other structures and improvements •.•••.• -•••...... ······-······· 20.799.87 ··········-··· 20.799.87 1,773.05 883.00 369.53 23,825.45 

791,106.45 413,073.04 24,359.70 1,228,539.19 79,317.63 28,300.51 11,843.56 1,348,000.89 
====--====·= 

Structures and improvements 

212 General yard improvements ..... ·-·········-····-············r-···········-· 209,389.98 11,665.87 221,055.85 17,945.25 9,349.17 3,912.56 252,262.83 213 Powerhouse ___ ·················-·····························-·-·······-· 1.276,716.84 71,130.51 1,347,847.35 109,417.84 57,004.84 23,856.14 1,538,126.17 
216 Miscellaneous structures ..... _·-·············-···············-·-·······-·-· 108,912.46 6,067.91 114,980.37 9,334.07 4,862.89 2,035.09 131,212.42 

------~----~ ----- -----
····---·-····· 1,595,019.28 88,864.29 1.683.883.57 136,697.16 71.216.90 29,803.79 1,921,601.42 
=--======----==-~=====--- ---~~-

Reservoirs, dams, and waterways 
220 Reservoir __________________________________________________ 

1 

______________ 

1 

668.441.72 37.495.92 705.937.64 64,058.98 30.120.48 12.605.22 812,722.32 
221 j Concrete dam and spillway •... ___ ·-···.···-·-······· .. _. ______ ... _____ _ ___ 2,056,597.40 114.580.48 2,171,177. 88 176,255.57 91,826.17 38,428.62 2,477,688.24 
225l!ntake ••••• ______________________ ....••. ______ ...... _________ ------·-··· 658,199.97 36,670.70 694.870.67 56,409.39 29,388.34 12,298.82 792,967.22 
226 Water conductor•------------·-·-···-······················· ---------·-··· 495,323.43 27.596.26 522.919.69 42,450.46 22,115.97 9,255.38 596,741.50 

1-- 3,878.562.52 216.343 36 4,094.905.88 339,174.40 173,450.96 72.588.04 4,680,119.28 

Water whn:ls, turbines, and oenerators 
231 Turbines,includingscrollcase,speedring,anddrafttubeliner ... ····-···-····· 869,617.12 48,449.51 918.066.63 74.528.38 38,828.02 16,249.26 1,047,672.29 
232 Auxiliaryequipmentforturbines ••.•.. --·-·········-···-····· -------- . 154,099.29 8,585.43 162,684.72 13.206.69 6.880.46 2,879.43 185,651.30 
233 Draft tube gates_·-·-·····-·-----·········-·-·········---·-·-·······-- . 45,739.35 2,548.31 48.287.66 3,919.97 2,042.24 854.67 55,104.54 
235 Generator•--------------------·-·········-·-·········--···· -·····-·-· . 1.349,258.16 75,172.05 1.424,430.21 115,634.82 60.243.78 25.211.61 1,625,520.42 
236 Auxiliary equipment for generators .. ········-··········--···· ···-···-- _ 27,409.97 1,527.11 28,937.08 2.349.10 1,223.84 512.17 33,022.19 
239 Miscellaneous equipment for turbines and generators_ ....... __ .. ____ ······- _ 19.809.55 1,103. 66 20,913.21 1,697. 73 884.49 370.15 23,865.58 

1-·-··-····-·--1~~~.!133.44 
Accessory electric equipment 

241 Switchgear •... _ .•.......••. - ..•....•••••.•..•••.•. ----.--- -I--
242 Switchboards ______ . __ ... __ ._ ..... __ -····· ....•. __ ...... ----

58,384.78 
172,466.61 
23.419.81 
12,384.06 
74.027.43 
52.827.26 

243 Protective equipment_ __________ ----------------------- ---
244 Electrical structures _____________________ --------------------
245 Conduit work ... ·-·-·······--··-·-·-·······-·········------
246 Power and control wiring ________________ -------_--- ________ _ 

-----

137.386.07 2.603,319.51 211,336.69 110,102.83 46.077 29 2.970,836.32 

3.252 83 
9,608.74 
1,304.80 

689.96 
4,124.34 
2,943.20 

61.637.61 
182,075.35 
24,724.61 
13,074.02 
78,151.77 
55.770 46 

5.003 72 
14,780.82 
2,007.14 
1.061.35 
6,344.33 
4,527.42 

2,606.85 
7. 700.56 
1.045.69 

552.95 
3,305.29 
2,358.71 

1,090.95 
3,222.63 

437.61 
231.40 

1,383.34 
987.11 

70,339.13 
207,779.36 
28,215.05 
14,919.72 
89,184.63 
63,643.70 
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252 
255 
256 
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271 

422 
423 
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TABLE 91.-Fort Patrick Henry-final project cost-detail summary-Continued 

Construction costs 

Itrrn Land costs 
Direct Indirect 

Total·
land, direct 
and indirect 
construction 

costs 

Distributive general expense 

Design and I Executive and 
construction administra-
engineering tive costs 
------ -----

Other 
general 

costs 

Total 

HYDRAULIC SINGLE-PGRPOSE PLANT (continued) 
Accessory electric equipment (continued) 

$3,338.70 Htation service equipment_ ________________ ---------------- ~~~~~~j _ _!38,95678 [_ $2,170~~-~-_!~~~~ 

===~j 4~~66 i31==~.094~~~=~~~~021=~~.;!l~~s_l 

$1,739.40 
------

$72i. 93 $46.9:1:1. 23 
--~-·- ---- ---------

19,309.45 8,080.87 521,014.82 
--

399. i7 7,575.22 614.96 320.38 134.08 8,644.64 
7,457.74 141,316.25 11.472 01 5,976.72 2,501.22 161,2ti6.20 

728.11 l:J,i96.94 1,120.03 583.52 244.20 15,744.69 
I, 729.18 32,766.05 2,659.94 1,385.78 579.94 37,:\91.71 
2.237.18 42,392.23 3,441 39 I, 792.90 750.32 48,:!76.84 

------- ----------~--~-
16.69 I 19,308 33 4,209.76 271.424.08 

503,599.69 110,305.~:: :~~-~~~~~~ 
Village and reservoir facilities 

RPservoir operation facilities ________________ _ ----- 702.46 

Total hydraulic single-purpose plant__ •• _____ _ $791,106.45 1 9,on,o52.18 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

Structures and improvements 
General yard improvements _____________________ -------------------------- 58,862.53 3,279.44 62,141.97 5,044.67 2,628.18 1,099 88 70,914.70 
Substation building_______________________________________________________ 18,766.40 1,045.54 19,811.94 1,608.:l3 837.91 350.66 22,608.84 
Outdoor substation structure _________________________________ -------------- 69,473.74 3,870.63 73,344.37 5,954.08 :!,101.98 1,289.15 83,698.58 

----------- ------ --------- ------- -------- ---------- ----
-------------- 147,102.67 8,195.61 155,298.28 12,607.08 6,568.07 2,748.69 177,222 12 

=====--= ==- = -==-== -----= -== = ======- - = = ==---= = - ---
Station equipment 

Switchgear __________________________________ ----------- __ _ 
Switchboards ______________________________________________ _ 
Protective equipment ______________________________________ _ 
Conduit work _____________________________________________ -

4,721.92 1,976.09 127,408.76 
45.99 19.25 1,240.98 

632.82 264 s:; 17,074.93 
1,928.75 807.17 52,042.23 

105,755.25 5,892.01 I 111,647.26 9,06:3.49 
1,030.07 57.39 1,087.46 88.28 

---- 14,172.99 789.63 14,962.62 1,214.66 
----- 43,197.49 2,406.69 45.604.18 :!,702.13 

Power and control wiring ___________________________________ _ ----- 79,398.18 4,423.56 83,821.74 6,804.62 3,545.09 1,483.60 95,655.05 
Main conversion equipment_ _________________________ _ 
Station service equipment ______________________________ _ 

6,693.22 2,80107 180,598.95 
1,138.74 476.56 :l0,726.01 

---1------ ------------------
18,706.53 7,828.57 504,746.91 

----- 149,905.59 8,35178 158,257.37 12,847.29 
------ 25,504.03 1,420.92 26,924.95 2.18,, 76 
--------------

-442~05---ssl-35.906 23 
1::;;~~~~~~ 418,963.60 23,341.98 

========-= 
Total transmission ~~~~~~~~~=~~:_<J~ ~7_1=-31,5:ri~~~=~!J'I._~~ti_l=~~~~~l=__2_5~!!!l=/==~~77~~1=·=~81 :96~.03 

GENEHAL I'!,A:'IOT 

I . . . . I I \1 I I il nterstte commumcahon eqUtpmcnt , 
37b Communication equipment_ _________________________________ -------------- 20,135.54 1,12182 ~~57.:lil_l __ 1,725.67 -= 899~5- __ _!_76 24 __ 2~':~~ 

Total general plant__ _________________________________ ---;~;:;~~~f~~~:~:::: :~ 53::~:: :: !0.~::::: :~·I Hi+;~;,~~ ·~s.:::~: 
18

:1.::: :~ 12~4~::~:: * 
Deduct: DepreciatiOn reserves on permanent equipment transferred~-------------- 84 88 ________ _____ 8J 88 1 __________ --------------1----. ________ S4.-88 

frorn;~::l:~~~j~~:~·------------------ -------------------------17m.io~ ~6911 536,~~0- 1D:m:53~ 6fli=~i:l,l:l6~7 438,613.60 lc-1~.556.81 12,419. >q1.7J 
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TABu: 98.-Fort Patrick Henry-land cost.< and direct construction cost$-details 

Account 

201 

204 

-2101 
-2102 
-2103 
-2181 

-118% 

-12()1 

-1801 

-2101 
-2102 
-2103 
-2181 
--2182 

Total 

HYDRAlJLIC PRODUCTION PLANT 

LAND AND LAi\D R)(;!lT~ 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
-·---~ ~ --1----1-----

Purchase price of land: 
The land quantities and costs shown immedi

ately following cover reservoir and 5iite land pur
chased in fee, and permanent easements acquired 
for the needs of the Fort Patrick Henry project. 

Land ri&hts for relocation of highways are in
cluded in account No. 204. 

The reservoir land statistics shown below include 
land and land rights acquired by TV A from the 
East Tennessee Light and Power Co. when that 
company's properties were purchased on June 29, 
1945. This land consists of 37 fee simple tracts and 
7 easement tracts having total areas of 1000.90 
acres and 11.00 acres respf'ctively. All land I irs in 
the State of Tennessee. 

Reservoir land purchased in fee simple (87 1,276.58 Acre ________ _ 
tracts). 

Reservoir land rights, permant-nt easements 186.19 ____ do _______ _ 
( 45 tracts). 

Total reservoir and site land and land rights. 1,462. 77 ____ do _______ . 

Demolition of buildings and other improve
ments. 

Total, account No. 200.--------------·-· 

Expense of land and privilege acquisition: 
Coot of acquiring land and land rights set forth 

in account No. 200 (1,462.77 acres). 

Total. account No. 201_ ____ _ 

Relocating highways and highway bridges: 
Shown below is the cost of relocating and pro

tecting highways, together with removing and 
constructing bridges in Sullivan County, Tenn. 
Also included is the purchase price and cost of 
acquisition for right-of-way easements. For detail 
by character of cost, see supporting schedule for 
account No. 204. 

Sullivan County highways (1.1 miles): 
Cook Valley Rd _____________________ -----
Dunlap Hollow Rd ______________ _ 
Hemlock Rd.-------------------·-·-· 
Moody Bluff Bridge across South Holston 

River. 
Smith Shoal Bridge across South Holston 

River. 

132 Tract _______ _ 

$356 22 

687.40 

398.38 

1,528. 98 

$454,748 35 

127,986.25 

582.734 60 

2,459.89 

585,194.49 

201,825.61 

201,825.61 

48,695.93 
26,657.80 

31.65 
288,521.04 

13,622 08 

Total Sullivan County highways ______ ---------- ____ _ ------------------- 377,528.50 

Bridge removals: 
Sullivan County, Tenn .. ___ _ 

Tertiary roads: 
Sullivan County, Tenn. ____ _ 

Total, account No. 204 ______________ ---------· -

Purchase price 
of land rights 

$750.00 

SUPPORTING SCHEDULE FOR ACCOUNT 204 

Land rights 
acquisition expense Construction costs 

Sullivan County highway• 

$2,175.44 

----------------------- ---------------

$45.770.49 
26,657.80 

31.65 
288,521.04 
13,622.08 

750.00 2,175.44 374,603 06 

8,257.81 

10,573.21 

396,359.52 

Total 

$48,695.93 
26,657.80 

31.65 
288,521.04 

13,622.08 

377' 528.50 

COSTS 949 

TABLE 98.-Fort Patrick Henry-land costs and direct construction costs---details 
-Continued 

-1201 

-1301 

Total 
account 
No. 204 

Account 
-----

207 

-0 
-00 
-01 

-3 

212 
-{) 
-{)0 
-01 

-1 
-10 
-11 
-12 

-2 
-20 
-200 
-202 

-21 
-210 

-5 
-50 
-51 

-6 
-60 
-61 

LAND AND LAND RIGHTS-Continued 

StTPPORTING SCHEDULE FOR ACCOlTNT 204-Continued 

Purchase price 
ofland rights 

Land rights 
acquisition expense Construction costs Total 

Bridue remomls 

-----------------------l-----------------------1 $8,257.81 1 $8,257.81 

Tertiary road& 

$901.50 $2,719.30 $6,952.41 $10,573.21 

1,651.50 4,894. 74 389,813.28 396,359.52 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
.----

Relocating and protecting other structures and 
improvements: 

Relocating utilities: 
Power linf's_ ~ _____________ --~- ______ _ 
Telephone lines _________________________________ . __ -- __________ ---- _- __ --

Total, account No. 207---{) ____________ -----

Relocating families _______________________ _ 
22 Family_______ $865.29 

Total, account No. 207. _________________ -----

$1.708.44 
54.99 

1. 763 43 

19 ,03~ .44 

20,799.87 
Total, land and land rights _______________ ---- ------------

---------- -------------- ----------- 1.204,179.49 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS 

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

General yard improvements: 
Grading and landscaping: 

General grading _____________________ _ 
Landscaping ________________________ _ 

59,000 Cubicyard___ Sll6 $68,620.02 
13.2 Acre _________ 2,831.76 37,379.29 

1-~-1-~~-

Total, account No. 212-{) ____________ ---------- --------------~0-=--=·=·=--=·=·=--l==10=5='=99=9=.3=1 
Roads, sidewalks, bridges and trestles: 

Road ways, drives, and courts _________ _ 9,591 Square yard__ 2. 71 25,966.13 
Sidewalks ___ . _______________________ _ 1,880 ____ do________ 1.64 3,086.07 
Curbs ________________ ------- _______ . 1,500 Linearfoot.__ 6.31 9,459.94 

1----1-----
Total, account No. 212-L ___________ ---------- --------

Retaining walls, fences, gates, and railings: 
Retaining, or property walls: 

Retaining wall-powerhouse area ___ -----------------------------------
Retaining wall-visitors' building ---------- -------------- ----------

area. 

38,512.14 

549.21 
10,241.20 

Fences gates, and railings:, 
GuardraiL _____________ _ 1,680 Linearfoot___ 3.68 6,179.56 

1----1-----
Total, account No. 212-2 ________ ---------- --------------l=·=--=·=·=--=·=·=·-,l==1=6=,9=6=9=.9=7 

Water distribution systems: 
Raw water lines _________ ------------- __________ -------------- -----------
Treated water lines. ___ . _____ . ____________________ -----------. ___ - -------

2,331.31 
7,939.31 

Total, account No. 212-5 ______________________ --------------l=·=--=·=·=--=·=·=·-,l==1=0='=27=0=.6~2 

Sewers and drainage system: 
Paved gutters.·--·------------------- 1,100 Linear foot___ 3.57 
Pipelines __________________ ••••••••••• ----···-·· -···---------- --···-·--·-

3,930.06 
8,046.8! 
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TABLE 98.-Fort Patrick Henry-land costs and direct construction costs-details 
-Continued 

Ar1·ount 

212 

~62 

21:J 
-1 

-2 
-22 
-2:! 
-2H 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-37 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-41 
-410 
-411 
-412 

-5 
-50 

-58 

-6 
-60 
-61 
-62 
-63 

-630 
-63[ 
-633 

::~~~ 
-6351 
-6352 

-635-1 

~nn:cTUIU;~ AliD IMPROVE~!El\T~-Coutiuued 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTIO:s CosTs-Continued 

~--------~---~-=criJJtion ~- I QuaJJtit\· -~--~-~~~~--;:--

:'1·wers and drainagr system (continuf'l}) 
(~-~~;~~~;~I ya;Ji~J~~vernent~~~~ilit~-ed) ,~ ~------ --~ 

.\lanholes ami eatl'h basins_ _ _ _ I $-1, 19:3. :?5 

" ,~~;~:::~:.::::: ,. , .. •• ... , - -• •, .I , .. .,. . .. · •.. ~.~~ ~:~ 
Total, account Xo. 212-8..~~~ -~--~- ~~------~-~- . ----- -~- 5,028.74 

fu·f~~\~i~jz·;.E~ ... , .... w•r~ ••• , .•' • o ...... ••••~<"•, 1 · _ !.ill•~ 
Total, account :\o. 212-9~~~----~-~~- --~ ----------- ~:-::_·--·::.1 "=_16·4:J~()7 
Total, account :\o. 212.~~~~~--~--~-- -~~-~------~-- 209,:389.9X 

PowPrhouse: 
Din·rsion ami carr of water _ _ ____ . ____ _ 

Exl'avation ami hack fill: 
Earth exravation _____________________ _ 
Rock excavation __________________ _ 
Backfilling -~~~--~~-~~~~~~~~~--~ 

Total, account No. 213-2_ 

Fouw.lation preparation and treatment: 

6,900 ('ubic yard ... 
16,800 -~~-dO~~--~---

1.41 
5.94 

Dri11ing drain and grout holes ________________________ -------------- _____ _ 
Grout pipe and fittings _______ ------- _____________________________ _ 

Pressun· grouting.~~~---~-~~-~~~~-~~-- :J17 Cubic fooL.~ 3.80 
Foundation drains ____________________ ----------

Total, account No. 213-:L~~~~~~~~~~

Concrete: 
Bubstructure concrete: 

Concreting ____ --- _____ - _________ _ 
Formwork ______________________ _ 
HPinforcing steeL _____ --- ________ _ 

Total suhstrueture c·onat>te _____ _ 

:)uperstructure concrete: 
Concreting ____________________ _ 
Formwork _____________________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL _______ ------ ___ _ 

Total superstructure eon crete ___ _ 

1-1,000 
79,831 
478.80 

Cubic yard~~. 
Square fooL~_ 
Ton ________ _ 

1-1,000 ('uhic yard~~-

2,300 
54,686 
1-17.43 

Cubic yard~~~ 
Square foot __ _ 
Ton~~~~~~~--

2,300 f'uhir yard~~-

15.6g 
2.-17 

250.22 

38.32 

27.78 
2.45 

29-1 56 

104.80 

c==ll 

76,125.80 

9,739.10 
99,849.31 

1,033 79 

110,622.20 

5,385.90 
334.95 

1,205.35 
1,163.55 

8,089.75 

219,640.65 
196,973.19 
119.807.45 

536,421.29 

63,892.32 
133,713.09 
43,427.55 

241,032.96 

Total, account Xo. 213-L.~~~~~- -~-~~~~~~- -~~~~-~-~~~--- 777,454.25 

Joints, 8tops, waterproofing, and drains: 
Expansion joints and water stops-all 

types. 
Drains-formed or porous tile __________ ---------- -------------- _______ _ 

14,557 05 

-189.43 

Total, account No. 213-5~~-~-~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ==------ ~15,046.4~ 
== =-===-== 

;)uperstructure: 
Structural steeL~~~~~~_~~~--~~~.~~~~_ 116.63 Ton _________ :J25. S8 38,006.88 
Exterior walls (backup tile)~ _____ ~~~ ___ 1,370 Square fooL __ 1.79 2,451.38 
Roofing, flashing, and sheet metal work_ 10,R50 -~-~do .. ~~-~~- 2. 72 29,514.05 
Interior walls, partitions, ceilings, and 

floors: 
Structural tile partitions ___________ 1,6:JO ~-~-dO .. ~~~~-~ 10:3 1,682.20 
Brick partitions __________________ ~li .10 Thousand~~~. 2:l7 07 8,558.11 
tlteel partitions __________________ 303 :-!quare foot_ 7 14 2,164.37 
Interior wall, ceiling, and floor finish: 

Cement work_ ________________ 7,:300 .... dO~~~----- 1.65 12,045.23 
Marble work.~~~~~~-~~-~~---- 73 ~~~-do.~-~~-~- 7.73 564.00 
'Vall tile, nonstructural (facing 955 

::::::::::::::1 
3.36 3,207.H 

tile). 
Floor tile-quarrY~~--~~~~~~~- 5,020 1.33 6,659.77 

~-

CORTR 951 

TABLE 98.-Fort Patrick Henry-land costs and direct construction costs-details 
-Continued 

-6358 

-64 
-65 
~66 

olio 
661 

-s 
~80 

-800 
-801 
-82 
-83 
-830 
-8:J01 
-831 
~8310 
-8311 
-89 
-890 
-891 
-892 

890 

216 
-0 
-00 
-01 
-02 
-O:J 

04 
-05 
~050 

-051 
-06 
-07 
-070 
-071 
-08 
-09 

-1 

-2 

~THUCTUilEti A:\D l~IPHU\'E~!E:STt:i~ Continued 

Dut~<:CT CONSTHrCTION CosT:;- CoutiHuPd 

Drsf'riptimJ 

Powerhouse (continued) 
~uperstructure (rontinued l 

Plastering (iududing lath and 
furring). 

Other wall, ('eiliug, aud ftoor 
finish (ruhher tile). 

Doors, windows, and millwork_ 
~fiscellanmus metalwork ___ _ 
Painting and glazing: 

Painting ___ _ 
niazing ___ _ 

Total, af·(·ount ~o. 

Draft tube pier nose ('astings_ 

SPrvice work: 
Plumbing and drainagt': 

Plumbing system __ _ 
Drainage syst{'m ___ _ 

Heating (eleetric). _ 
Ventilating systems: 

f'onditionrd air system: 
Equipnlf'nt and ('ontrols_ 

N unconditioned air systrm: 
Duct. _________________ _ 
Equipmrnt and eon trois __ 

l.ighting: 
Control panels and cabinets __ 
Conduit work (steel)~ 
Wiring ________________________ _ 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles __ 

Total, aecount No. 21:3-R 

Total, account Xo. 21:3. 

.\.fiseellaiJeous buildings: 
Ohsrrvation building: 

Foundation (eoncrete) _______________ _ 
Carpentry work _____________________ _ 
.\lasonry ________________________ _ 
Roofing and sheet metal work ___ _ 
Structural steeL _____ _ 
Painting and glazing: 

Painting _________ _ 
Glazing _________________ _ 

Electrical work ____________ _ 
Plumbing and drainage: 

i;l~'in~i~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-
Ventilating. ___ .~_.~ ___ ._~_. ________ .. ~.-
Equipment (not part of another account) __ _ 

Total, account Xo. 216-0 ...... ~-~-~

Public safety building (6 feet hy 8 feet by 7 
feet high, timber frame structure on skids). 

Public toilet (16 feet 6 inches long hy 11 feet 
wide by 8 feet 6 inches high, timber frame 
structure resting on a 4-inch concrete slab, 
complete with septic tank). 

Total, account Ko. 216 __________ _ 

rllit Hate 

.)()lj 

1 ,5Hl ~quarf' foot 

------------

i'lfi Squan.· fooL_ 

TmL ____ 51iH 

12,78-1 

41i 

AIIIOUilt 

".5,515 x.o 

l,li7 4 .5.) 

lli,066 54 
27.2:16 8.5 

:J, 790 62 
;j ,351 i'i 

lli2 .~8!l Iii 

H29 95 

H,OS:l 16 
25,535.60 
10,86:l01 

:1,244.42 

21,96R 70 
12,:Hfl 5.5 

±,45g :n 
21, 94:ll2 

274 -()~~t!;t:::: :)0 1R 
9,3~1 6:l 
R,270 :JO 

16\1 

861 

Cubic yard __ _ 118.-13 

bquare foot ~ ~ i :l 66 

126,058.HO 

1,276,716.84 

I= 
20,014.2\1 
19,488.02 
17,961.59 
5,234 01 

15,292.24 

1, 790 62 
:l, 15:J 00 
8,363 5:l 

8,615 5H 
8:l!J 71 

:l,18S 50 
4 ,17H .1H 

I ~~-j;~i:l~----- ]:------~~~------ - 10~:::-;: 
Building.. _ i 658. U6 

I~~-------------~ 108.912.46 

Total structurrs and improvements___ -1----- I i====~ 
~--~ ____________ I _ 

1

1.595,019 28 
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'fABLE 98.-Fort Patrick Henry-land costs and direct construction costs-details 
--Continued 

Account 

220 
-0 
-2 
--4 

-8 
-80 
-81 

-9 
-oo 
-91 
--112 

221 
-1 

-2 
-20 
-22 
-23 
-27 
-28 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-37 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-41 
-410 
-411 
--412 

-42 
-420 
-421 
-422 

--43 

-430 
-431 

-6 
-50 

-68 

RESERVOIRS, DAMR, AND WATERWAYS 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION ('osTs 

Description 

Reservoir: 
Clearmg. ___________ ----------------
Control of miscellaneous flotage---
Maintenance and protection __ 

Rim treatment: 
Drilling _____________________________ _ 
Grouting ___________ ---------------_-

Total, account No. 220-8_ 

Riverbank protection: 
Excavation ______ - -----------------
Gravel blanket .• --------------------
Riprap •• ------ _____ ---- -------------

Total, account No. 220·9 _________ _ 

Total, account No. 220. 

Concrete dam and spillway: 
Diversion and care of water __ -

Excavation and backfill: 
Clearing and grubbing_ _ _________ _ 
Earth excavation ____ -----------------
Rock excavation ________ -------------
Unclassified excavation _______________ _ 
BackfilL ___________________________ _ 

Quantity Unit 

457 Acre _______ _ 

------------

646,307 Cubic fooL. __ 

17,800 C'ubic yard __ _ 
2,-100 ____ do _______ _ 

13,700 .... do ___ _ 

Rate 

$225.50 

Amount 

$103,052.55 
657.29 

14,570.06 
=========[========== 

.45 
223' 766.09 
291,586.22 

515,352.31 

;~ 7,995.24 
3.20 2,132.91 

43,821.48 

-------------- ----------- 53,949.63 
1=====1,===== 

4,100 Cubic yard .. _ 
21,400 ____ do _______ _ 
24,800 ____ do .. _____ _ 

900 ____ do _______ _ 

1.28 
5.13 
2. 70 

15.50 

668' 441.72 

188,934.63 

5,161.05 
5,229.81 

109' 806.89 
66,922.06 
13,951.94 

Total, account No. 221-2 ____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- ,= 201,~1.~ 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Drilling drain and grout holes __________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 72,771.74 
Grout pipe and fittings ________________ ---------------.--------- ------3-95- 2,415.26 
Pressure groutmg_____________________ 15,887 Cubw foot.___ · _ 62,687.36 
Foundation drains ____________________ ::::~:::::::: -------------- 1 _-_-_-_--_-_-_--_-_-~__1_:3._,_80_6_ .. _68 

Total, account No. 221-3 .. ---------- ------------- -~,-=·=·=-·=·=·=·= --=-,1===15=1~,=68=,1=.=04 

Concrete: 
w._ Overflow mass concrete: 

~~~:;~~~==:::::::::::::::::::: ... l~u~~~ Cubic yard __ _ 
Square foot.._ 

13.17 
1.71 

245.75 

346,330.64 
130' 803.42 
64,303.21 Reinforcing steeL _______________ • 261.66 Ton ________ _ 

Total overflow mass concrete ____ _ 

Nonoverflow mass concrete: 
Concreting __________________________ _ 
Formwork __________________________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ________ -------- ____ _ 

Total non overflow mass concrete ____ _ 

Spillway pier concrete: 
Concreting ____ ------------ ___ ------ __ 
Form work_-------- ____ --------- ____ _ 
Reinforcin& steeL ________ ------ ______ _ 

Total spillway pier concrete _________ _ 

Spillway roadway and operating bridge 
concrete: 

Spillway roadway bridge concrete ______ _ 
Spillway operating bridge concrete _____ _ 

26,300 Cubic yard .. _
1
===20=.=5=9 =l==54=1='=43=7=. =27 

13,502 ____ do _______ _ 
51,884 Square foot __ _ 
30.94 Ton ________ _ 

13,502 Cubic yard __ _ 

3,200 .... do _______ _ 
26,499 Square foot.._ 
57.84 Ton .. ______ _ 

14.57 
1.44 

286. 78_ 

20.75 

196,778.14 
74,567.02 

8,873.11 

280,218.27 
1=====1'===== 

L15.52 
' I. 94 
290.16 

49,671.87 
51,434 60 
16,782.71 

3, 200 Cubic yard .. _l===3=6=.=84=l==11=7='=88=9=.1=8 

56 .... do _______ _ 
69 .... do _______ _ 

25.15 
188.91 

1,408.49 
13,034.87 

Total, account No. 221-4 ______________________ -------------- ----------- 953,~8.08 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 
Expansion joints and water stops-all __________ --------- __ ----------- 13,229.92 

types. 
Drains-formed or porous tile ____________________ --------------~----_-_--_____ 1_0~9_9_.7_5 

Total, account No. 221-5 ----------- ---------- --------------,,-=·=-·=·=·=--=·=·=-'===23='=42=9=.=67 

1 Donotes credit. 

COSTS 953 
TABLE 98.-Fort Patrick Henry-land costs and direct construction costs-details 

-Continued 

Account 

221 
-6 
-61 
-610 
-611 
-612 

-7 
-72 

-74 
-75 
-76 

-9 
-93 
-95 
-96 
-99 
-991 
-995 

225 
-1 

-2 
-22 
-23 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-37 
-38 

-4 
-40 
-41 
-42 

-5 
-50 

-58 

-6 
-62 
-620 
-621 

-623 
-625 

-626 

-7 
-74 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS-Continued 

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 

Concrete dam and spillway (continued) 
Gates and appurtenances: 

Crest gates: 
Gate frames and guides ___________ _ 
Gates and seals __________________ _ 
Operating equipment_ ____________ _ 

Total, account No. 221-6 _______ _ 

127.68 
5 
5 

Ton_________ $600.02 
Gate _________ 37,575.73 
Hoist.___ 42,086.37 

$7ft,611.18 
187,878.63 
210,431.84 

474,921.65 

Auxiliary structures and equipment: 
Spillway operating bridge structural 105.07 Ton_________ 321.29 33,758.31 

steel. 
Miscellaneous metalwork______________ -------------- -- 6,883.40 

~i~'i~~~~l~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: 7·m ~: 
-----1-----

Total, account No. 221-7. __ _ 

Electrical work: 

----- ---------- --------------1=·=--=--=·=--=--=-1===4=8~,9=38=7,;,$ 

Intake: 

Grounding __________________________ ---------- -------------- -----------
Conduit work.---------------
Power and control wiring ______ _ 
Lighting: 

Conduit (steel) __________ _ 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles __ 

2,529 
83 

Pound ___ _ 
Outlet. _____ _ 

.65 
41.35 

805 61 
ft,219 .26 
I ,541.00 

1,633.14 
3,432.8, 

1--------
Total, account No.221-9 ________ ---------- 13' 531.83 

Total, account No. 221_ _________ ---------- _______ _ -------------- 2,058,597.40 

Diversion and care of water __ ------------- ---------- -------------- ----------- 28,076.61 

Excavation and backfill: 
I=== I==~= 

Earth excavation__ -------------
Rock excavation _____________________ _ 

2,500 Cubicyard... 1.28 3,188.25 
3,100 ____ do ________ 

1 
___ 5_.6_1+_1_7_:_,4_oo_.22 

- ------------- -~,-=-·=·=-·=·=--=-"1==20;,;·~58,;,8"". 4=7 
Total, account No. 225-2 ____________ --------

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Drilling drain and grout holes _________ ---------- __ ----------- ----------- 11,150.85 
Grout pipe and fittings. _____________ -- -- ______________________ -- 371.16 
Pressure grouting_____________________ 1,788 Cubic foot____ 3.43 15,135.20 
Foundation drains ___________________ ------- ________________ 

1 
_______ 

1 
__ 2.:,,_82_3_._73 

Total, account No. 225-3 ____________ ---------- --------------~,-=·=-·=·=·=-·=·;··=l==20~,;48;;0:,·,;;;94 

Concrete: 
Concreting___ _ ____________ _ 
Formwork ______ --- ___ --- ___________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL_ ------------

9, 700 
44,731 
332.56 

Cubicyard___ 14.26 138,356.48 
Square fooL 2.21 98,674.04 
Ton _________ 

1 
__ 23_9_._63_

1 
___ 7_9,_6_9o_._56 

Total, account No. 225-4 _________ _ 
- ---------- --------------1=·=--=-·=·=--=--~-1==31~6~,7=21=.0,;,8 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 
Expansion joint and water stops-all 

types. 
Drains-formed or porous tile _________ _ 

8,294.82 

-------------- ----------- 734.46 
1---1----

Total, account No. 225-5 ____________ ---------- --------------l·=·=-·=·=·=·=-·=·=-l===9~,0=2=9=.=28 
Gates and appurtenances: 

Intake gates: 
Gate frames and guides____________ 77.44 
Gates and seals (23 feet 4 inches by 2 

18 feet 8 inches). 
Screens, supports, and trashracks _ _ _ 98 54 
Gate handling equipruent (20-ton 1 

gantry). 
Crane rails (220 lin. ft. 100-lb. 5. 25 

A.R.A.). 

Total, account No. 225-6 _____ _ 

Auxiliary structures: 

Ton_________ 642.01 
Gate _________ 50,413.57 

Ton ________ _ 308.34 
Crane ________ -----------

Ton ________ _ 476.82 

49,717.26 
100,827.13 

30,383.39 
78,493.37 

2,503.28 

261,924.43 

Miscellaneous metalwork _____________ _ 434.51 0.32 Ton_________ 1,357.84 
1---1----
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TABLE 98.--Fort Patrick Henry~-land costs and direct construction cost.~-details 
-Continued 

..\.('('OUllt 

225 

-'ji) 

226 

0 
.-2 
: i 

-9 
-PO 
-P2 

23:l 

23.1 

2:lo 

2:39 

I 
-10 
-11 

-3 
- 31 
-31 

0 
I 

--01 
-02 

REc<ERVOJR~. DA~1ti, A:\D WATER\rA Y:< Co"ti11ued 

DIRECT.CONSTRrCTIO.S CosTs-('ontinued 

Deseriptiou 

I ntak£· (c·ontinued 1 

Auxiliary structurr::; (eontinued 1 

Handrailing __ _ 

Total, a(TOUut ~o. 225 i _ 

Total, account :\o. 225_ 

'\"atrr c·mu.lurtors: 
Tailraer: 

Divrrsion and <·are of watl'r _ 
Ex<·avat.ion and backfill: 

Earth <'xeavatimL __ 
Roc·k t•xeavatiou __ _ 
llaekfill __ _ __ _ 

f'onf'retr (wall and panng)_ __ _ 

I Quantity I 

~--- I 

1~1 
25,800, C'ubir \'ard .. 

: ::~--~~7 ·~~05· i .. do j 

~H44.5i 

-~--:--:--1 1,:{79 08 

___ -I fiSS, 199 97 

:J/,OOS 10 
265, 175.3:l 

613 40 
2:!,977.6.5 

I 

1 
Cuhir· yard __ 

1 
Total, aeeount Xo 226-8 . . _ -:--:--~ I 49S,:l2:l 4:l 

Total reserv01rs, dams, aud watPrways_J ~=.-=.=c.==--=.-i_:__:_·c.--:c·cc·c.· "~ ~'-'·-'-·"-~ ~::.·_1_1_=_-__ --~::..-~'-~-'-:_'-~ ~'-'--'--':l,_,.,.Ko_c:-18,_502. 5~ 
\rATEH \\'HEELS, TURB!};Eti, A:\D CE:\ERATOR~ 

DmEcT CoNSTH.FCTION CosTs 

~~~~ -~~--- -~--- ------

Turbinrs, induding seroll ease, sperd ring and 
draft tube linPr (vrrtical shaft, Kaplan head ad
justa hlP blade type, rated at 25,000 horsepower 
at 61 feet net head). 

Total, arrount ~o. 231 

Auxiliary rquipment for turbines: 
Governors_______ __ 
t:eroll easf' filling and drainage system 
Drvrf'ssing system for tailwater 

Auxiliary equipment not otherwise classified: 
Turbine vent piping ______________ _ 
Turhinf' piezometer piping systf'm _____ _ 

Total, arrount No. 232-9 _____ _ 

Total, arrount :\o. 232 ________ _ 

Draft tubr gates: 
Uates: 

Datr fraiilf'S and guides ____________ _ 
Gatrs and seals ___________________ _ 

Total, aeeount No. 233-L ___ _ 

(;ate handling hoist and lliOIJOrail: 
Gate handling hoist 
"\1onoraiL ___ _ 

Total, aerount )l"o. 233-3_ 

Total, arrount ~o. 23:3 

Turbine_ 

Governor 

19.~0 Ton .... 
2 Gate 

1 Hoist 
II 13 Ton_ 

( :rnerators (20,000 kv.-a., at 90 percent pf., (~enPrator __ _ 
1:3, 800-volt, 1:38 .5-r.p.m.). 

Total, ae<'ount ~o. 235 ____ _ 

Auxiliary Pquipment for generators: ~----~2 Ex('itation panPls, switches, and rheostats __ _ Cuhirle ____ . _ 
fipnrrator rooling water system ____________ _ 

Total, arrount :\o. 236 

\lisf'ellaneous equipment for turbinrs and gene-r
ators: 

Luhriration and govrrnor oil storage and 
1 urifying equipment: 

Purifie:-lticn aud I'UIIIfling equipmrnt _ 
THnh, :2,150-c-allon {'apaf'ity__ ==1 Tank. _____ __ 

52,803.:34 

$86!1,fll7 12 

869,617 12 

105,606.68 
20.762 66 
23,070 18 

2,81:3 16 
I ,846.61 

~.659.7i 

1.;4,099.29 

800.71 15,5:33.87 
7,852.39 15,704.77 

593.67 

(ii4,629 OR 

5,\155.77 

1,276.57 

:n. 23R. 64 

7,893.16 
6,607.55 

14,500.71 

45,739 35 

1 ,:)49,258 16 

1 ,:l~\1,258.16 

II ,911 51 
15,498.43 

27,409.97 

I ,485.81 
:2,553 .la 

955 

TABLE 98.---Fort Patrick Hmlr\'- land co.<t.< 1t11d dirPct ron.<trurtion ro.<t.<--dPtail.< 
- · Continuf'rl 

:\r'('OUJlt 

-II 

2!1 

o:l 
04 

-1 
-12 
-120 

-122 

-12:l 

~42 
-1 
-3 
-5 
-6 

243 
-I 

24! 
-5 

245 
-1 
-~ 

-:l 

1~6 
-1 

-1 

249 
-1 
-11 

-12 

\\'.-\lEI{ \\ ll!CJ-:1.,;, Tl'RBl:\EK, A:\ll t;EXER-\TO!{,; -t'ont1nu•·d 

DIRECT C'oxtiTHt-cTJOx ( 'osTs- ContinuPd 

DP~eription 

~1is{'ellaueous PquipnJPnt for turhin('~ and ).!.f'TH'r

ators (eontiHuPdl 
Luhriration and g;ovrrnor oil stora!.!,P and 

purif\ing rquiprnr11t 'r·ontinurr! 1 
Piping ___ _ 
Oil ir1 storagr 

Total, a1·r·nunt :\ o. 2:l!1 

Tnt:-1.1 watr·r wherl:--, 1nrhirw:-,, ;111d 1!1'11-
rrator:-;. 

Qualltit.\ Hair 

100 (;11lon 

\mount 

~s.:~:H ~o 
I ,4o2 Sl 

I!I,XO~ 5.1 

.\t't'EC'KOH\ EJ.lct'THll' J·:(JrlnlE\T 

:--:witf·h..-;car: 
A.ssf'lllhll'd swit(·hgt•ar: 

...\s.'wrnh!Pd mai11 aud m·utral switc·hJ;~,t>ar: 
( ;f'nerator switl"hg!'ar all( I lt•ad:-; 

housirtg:-;. 

~wit(·hboard~: 

Bus, iwmlatnr:--, and in:-.ulatnr hard
warf'. 

EquipnJr•nt 

Total, at·(·ourlt ~o. :lll-1 

.Main control boardii aud tn'Jnina! rahinPts_ 
-1--1-0-volt auxiliary powf'r board ___ _ 
Battery hoards_ _ _________ _ 
~ig;nal system hoards 

Control centers: 
Fan room ccut.er ____ _ 
~preading room rentrr 

Total, arf'Ollllt. No. 2-1-2-\l 

Total, arc·ount ~ o. 2-1-2 

Protrdive equipmeut: 
(~rounding systerrL _ 

Total, arrount :No. 24:{ 

Electriral strueturrs: 
Cable trays __ .. _ 

Total, arrount Xo. 2-t-t 

C'ondui t work: 
~fetallic couduit_ ____ _ 
::\omnetallic conduit._ __ 
Conduit boxes __ 
Plug rrrrptadrs __ _ 

Total, aeeouut ~o. :n.L 

Powf'r aud control wiriug: 
Control, auxiliary powPr, all(! 

wiring-4,1f10-volt and under. 
~lain power C'ahlr:o;-1.5,000-volt and 

Total, af'<'onut Xo. :l-1-fi_. 

Ptation Sf'rvire equipJurnt: 
TransforJJIPrs: 

Auxiliary powrr transformrrs (two fiOO
kv.-a.; thrPP :1-kv.-a., onP 2·kY.-a,; 
and o11P 1-kv.-a. l. 

Lighting; trausfonllf'f:-i :0111' 7;i h·.-a.; 
and two :l-kv.-a.). 

; 4,152 
I, 97.1 

1:39 
.\:{ 

I 
I 

$1~.612 .86 

.\, ggg. 9!1 

58,384. 7H 

76,463.16 
26,399. 8~ 
52,764.73 
14,014.:32 

......... / .. · ... ~:: ... 488. 5S 
2,335. 9S 

~------ --------

----1 2,82{ 56 
=--===== ==-======-

1 

172,466.61 

I 23,419 81 ... [~~~~~= =~-:~~~ 
1

---- ------

------- - --------- 12,384.06 

Pound 
do_ 

Rox __ 
Outlet. .. _ 

12,384 06 

67,596 42 
I ,6SI 30 
3,.518 2.5 
I ,261 46 

7 4,027 ~.j 

4fi,4fi0.9S 

1),:{61i 2~ 

.12' .'127 2f) 

Hi722 91 
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TABLE 98.-Fort Patrick Henry-land costs and direct construction costs-details 
-Continued 

Account 

249 

-13 

-2 

252 

255 
-0 
-00 
-01 
-02 

256 
--{) 
--1)1 
--1)2 
--1)3 

258 
-I 
-2 
-3 

259 
-0 
-00 
-01 

-I 
-10 
-11 

-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 

-7 
-71 
-i2 

ACCESSORY ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT-Continued 

DIRECT CONSTRUCTION CosTs-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
------------ ----------

Station service- equipment (continued) 
Transformers (continued) 

Voltage regulators (one 7.2-kv,-e..) ______ ---------- -------------- ----------- $1,442.89 
----------

Total, account No. 249-'------------

Batteries, charging equipment, and other 
motor·generator sets. 

Total, account No. 249 

Total accessory electric equipment ___ _ 

MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 

DIRECT CoNsTRUCTION CosTs 

Station maintenance equipment_ _______________ ---------------------

Total, account No. 252 __________________ ---------

Cranes and hoisting equipment: 
Generator room crane: 

19,400.10 

19,556.68 

38,956.78 

432,466.73 

$7,175.45 

------------- 7,175.45 

Crane (125-ton) __________ ----------- Crane______ 125,280.69 
Cranetrack____ ___ 10.62 Ton________ $453.94 4,820.80 
Collector rails. _______________________ -- ____________ ---- ...... 

1

_._-_--_-_-_--_-_-_-

1 

___ 3_, 7_5_7_.0_2 

Total, account No. 255 __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ _-- __ __ __ __ __ -- _------ .
1 
c-=·=--=·=·=· =--=·=-l==1=3=3=, 8=5=8=. =51 

Compressed air and vacuum cleaning systems: 
Compressed air system: 

~~~~-e-~t.-:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::_::::::::::: ::::::::::: u~u~ 
Portable compressor (105-cfm) _ __ __ _ _ _ _ 1 Compressor-- .

1
_._-_-_--_-_-_--_-_-

1 
___ 3_,_45_6_._97 

Total, account No. 256--1) ____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 13,068.83 

Total, account No. 256 ______________ ---------- -- ----------------------

Station service water system: 
Equipment ---------------- ___ _ __ ___ ---------- --- ------ -----------
T~J!kB (concrete-25,000-Gallon capacity)___ 1 Tank_ _______ ----- -- -
P1pmg .... ____________ ----------------- __ --- -------------- -----------

13,068.83 

1,826.89 
11,145.79 
18,064.19 

Total, account No. 258 .. ________________ -- ____ ---- _ ---------- ---~c·=·=-·=·=·=--=·=--=l==3=1=,=03=6=.=87 

Other miscellaneous equipment: 
Local communication system: 

Cable ______________________________________________________ ----- 3,098.94 
Equipment_________________________ _ ______________________ .. 

1
_._-_-_--___ 

1 
_____ 1 __ 5_, __ 29_2_._53 

- ---------- -- --~;-~--;,--;::;·~--;,--;::;·1 ==1;,8~, 3~91==. 4==7 Total, account No. 259--1) ____________ --------

Fire extinguishing equipment: 
Fire protection system _________________ ---------- -------------- -----------
Portable fire extinguishers _____________ ---------- ----~~~~ ~----------

Total, account No. 259-L ___________ ---------- ----------- -------------

9,385.78 
436.99 

2,78J.84 
2,050 61. 

------- -------

Total, account No. 259 _______ _ 

Total miscellaneous power plant euip~ 
ment. 

------------- ;;· -~-;::;--~--==-~--~-1==4~, 8=34=_=45 

---------------- 40,155.05 

225,294 71 

COSTS 957 

TABLE 98.-Fort Patrick Henry---land costs and direct construction costs-details 
-Continued 

Account 

271 
-9 

422 
-0 
-00 
-02 

-1 
-11 
-2 
-21 
-8 
-9 

423 
-0 

424 
-I 
-14 
-15 

-3 
-6 

-9 
-90 
-91 
-92 
-93 

431 
-1 
-15 

-2 
-21 

V!LLAOE AND RE~ERVOIR FACIL!TlEt; 

DIRECT CoNSTRrJCTION CosTs 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 

Reservoir operation facilities: 
Portable equipment (tagged) _________________________ ----------- $702.46 

Total, account No. 271_ ________________________ _ 702.46 

Total village and reservoir facilities ______ _ 702.46 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

~TRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

General yard improvements: 
Grading and landscaping: 

Grading. ___________________________ _ 
Yard surfacing (crushed rock, 7 inches 

thick). 

Total, account No. 422-0 _______ _ 

Roads, sidewalks, bridges, and trestles: 
Sidewalks (bituminous surface) ________ _ 

Retaining walls, fences, gates, and railings: 
Fences, gates, and railings ____________ _ 

Drainage _______________________________ _ 
Water supply system .. __________________ _ 

20' 100 
3,120 

274 

831 

Cubic yard __ _ 
Square yard __ 

Square yard __ 

$148 
2.06 

3.11 

Linear foot___ 9. 66 

$29,802.57 
6,435.33 

36,23i. 90 

852.36 

8,023.40 
1,888.30 

11,860.57 

Total, account No. 422 __________________ ---------- _____________ ----------- 58,862.53 
1===1==~= 

Substation building: 
Oil purification building (reinforced concrete 

construction, 18 feet wide by 40 feet long 
by 10 feet high, complete with building 
services). 

18,766.40 

Total, account No. 423 __________________ ---------- _ ------------ ----------- 18,766.40 

Outdoor substation structures: 
1===1=="=== 

268 Cubic yard___ 101.85 2i ,296.38 
0.66 Ton_________ 441.45 291.36 

Foundations (for structures and equipment): 
Concrete foundations _________________ _ 
Transformer support rails _____________ _ 

-----1-----
Total, account No. 424-l____________ __________ ______________ ___________ 27,587.74 

====I===== 
Superstructure-structural steeL___________ 60.90 Ton.________ 479.65 29,210.70 
Transformer tracks ___________ ----------- __________ -------------- =·=--=·=·=--~·=·=·=-! ===4~, 7=7=0=. 7=5 

Lighting: 
Cabinets _______________________________________________________________ _ 

fVi~!~i~::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ____ ::967 Pound_._-::::: ______ 1:4~ 
I ,164.25 
4,297.29 

796.15 
I ,646.86 Fixtures,switches,andreceptacles______ 32 Outlet_______ 51.46 

Total, account No. 424-9 ______________________ -------------- ___________ 7,904.55 
~~~;I=~;:;; 

Total, account Ko. 424 ________________________ -------------- ----------- 69,473.74 
1~==1==~= 

Total structures and improvements .. _ __ __ __ ___ _ _________ __ ___ __ __ ____ ___ 147,102.67 

STATION EQUIPMENT 

DIRECT CoNSTRUCTION CosTs 

Switchgear: 
Circuit breakers: 

69-kilovolt breakers ______________ __ 

Disconnecting switches: 
15-kilovolt disconnects (600 ampere, 

manually operated). 

Breaker. ____ . 1 "$=14~,=1=88=.=28=lc=$=7=0,~9=41=.=41 
Switch _______ ----------- lii5.86 
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TABLE 98.-Fort Patrick Henry-land costs and direct construction costs-~~details 
-Continu~d 

Account 

-25 

432 

43:1 
~I 

--2 
-3 
-4 

4:15 
~I 

~2 

~3 

~4 

~6 

~7 

-1 

~2 

~4 

-5 

438 
~I 

439 
~1 

·~11 

-6 
~61 
~62 

~63 
~64 

~9 

~95 

~952 

DIRECT C'O'>KTRr<'TIO.\' ( 'o:-;TS---( 'outinut'd 

:Switehgear (continuf'd J 

Dis(·onnef'tiug switt·he:- \('OJitinut>d 
fi!cl-kiJovoJt JiS('OIIIIt'dS (fi00 UliJ!Jt'n·, 

eleven manual and thref' Inntor ojwr
atedl. 

Total, aeeouut :.;o. tH-2 

Instrument transfonHPrs_ ~ 
Fuses ___ _ 

Total, ar·t•(mnt \o. -l:n 

Switchl;oards: 
PowPr rl.istrihuti011 l'<tlJiTJf't:' __ _ 

Total, a<'<"ount Xo. -ttl 

Protective equipl!leut: 
Llf!'htning: arrester~ ami ~ap~ l.S-kiloYolt, 

single-poi('\. 
(;roundmg systf'lll_. _ 
(i-uards, sigHs, loc·ks,avd hy sy:.;terus __ 
Re'listors and reac-tor~ { fi~-kilovolt nf'utral 

grOUlldingl. 

Total, a(·c·ount "\'n. 1:):) 

( 'onduit work: 
.Mrtalli<' t'onduit 
\'oumPtt:tl\i(" conduit_ 
Conduit boxP'5 __ 
Con{"rete envelopes __ 
:\fan holes and r·overs __ 
Power plug reerpt.adrs ___ _ 

Total, account. Xo. -!:~5-

Power and f"Ontrol wiring: 
Control and auxiliary powrr wiring·-

volt and uudrr. · 
.\fain powe-r rahlrR-lS,OOO-volt (high-prrs

sure, nitrogrn gas-fi.llrd, pipe typP). 
Bare condurt.ors ( ropper cable-1. :J7 4 lbs, 

aluminum tuhing-5, i:1:1 lbs, aHd eopper 
bar-6 lbs). 

Insulators and hard wan'_ 

Total, ateount Xo. -I:H)_ 

\lain ('OilVt>rsiou rquipmeut: 
.\lain stPp-up power tran::;fornlf'r:-~ (:1-phasP, 
(i!IY-1:l.2-kilovolt, 4H,OOO-kv.-a., oil-ill<
mf'rst>d, forf'c_•d-air eoolc_·d l. 

Total. a("t·ouut ~o. -t~k_ 

F:tation SC'rvire rquipment: 
~tation service transforr11ers: 

I Quantit~' enit 

TransformPr . 

){ate I 

T 
I 
I 
I 

Amount 

24,312 37 
~~===----~~=-== 
I - -, H, i33 :JO 

' - - --~_:..·1--1-05
1

:.-~.65~5·.-21 57 1--::-:--:~ . 

I ~[_:~~~; 

ill 
21 

25 H:l 
R2 01 

2, tiil 79 
26.65 

1,030.07 

:l63 .42 

9,243 56 
22.63 

4,543.38 

14,172.99 

l:l ,083 28 
4,029.1:1 

568.25 
20,093 30 

5,343.58 
79 95 

4:l, 197.49 

12,71H.60 

4H, 768 33 

9,:368.42 

8,542.83 

i\1,398.18 

149,905.59 

149,905.59 

Lighting transformers (4.-.:0-120 :2-10-Yolt, 
25-kv.·a.). 

Transformer__ 555. 83 

Insulating oil s~·str11r: 
Piping __ _ 
Tanks (two .1, 1 fH'i-gal\on and one 1, i-\50-

gal\on t'apa('ity l. 
Oil treating and punlping equiprnellt __ 
Oil in storagr___ ---------- __ 

Total, aeeouut. ~o . .t~\-l-6 ______________ --

EquiplllPnt uot otherwisr claHsified: 
Fire protrf'tive rqniprrwnt: 

Portable fire fighting equipHa·ut __ 

5'' (iallou _____ _ 

6, 787.30 
4,646 77 

11,646.38 
.4:l 22.26 

23,102.71-

710.77 
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TABLE 98.---Fnrt Patrick Henn --lnnr/ f'nst.< nnd dirert con.<trurtinn rnst.< -detail.< 

-\.ontinut·d 

:\r·r·ount i 
nn 

95!1 

,_,TATW:\ EQnP~IE:\T -( 'olllillned 

Dr1n~n Co.:-.;sTHCCTJON (\)sTs-( 'ontiuued 

Di'fwription 

Station service equipment (c:ontinuPJ 1 

Equipment not otherwiseelas,sifiPd 1 eo11tinued · 
Fire protective equipmeut (contiuut>d) 

ro~ fin' extinguishilrg sy:;telll:O:_ 

Total, arrount Xo. -l:~fl- ()_ 

(2uantity 

Total, ;wonnt :\o. l:l\1_ 1---------

,.~Ill! Hat<· .-\lliOUllt 

I 
I ;.;J' 1:1-l .12 

i 
1' 815 4!1 

I ! 25,501 03 
I 

·llR, 963 60 Tnta\ statinn Plj1Jip:·_n_t __________ L_ 
----~--------------- I I 

(;ENERAL PLANT 

1:\TEH~JTE ('0~!~!!':\H'ATION l'LA:\T 

DJHECT ('o:--.'HTHI'CTIO."' CORTS 

-----~-~-----

aiB Communication equipnwut: 
Conductor, cablr, eondudor hardwan·, and 

protective devices: 
Cable (coaxial)_ ti-·!.1 I Lint•ar foot__ $0.:~!1 $250.0!1 

Exrl~~1fu~llli!l:tt:l\~~~to~J<~uipu!e!lt: I 10 'Sti-l 12 

Genrral serviee equipmeut: I' 1 --!- I' 

Coupling tapaeJtors, lmf' tr,tp:-;, and ____ ----~·- 6,0:21 :n 

~r~~~:~:~.~~:::::,t:\o l7H ___ l-----1 ....... ~-:-:~:-:-1--20~1355< 
Total mtorSitr tOI!InJUI!Ilatloll plant___~~=-__ :-:-:"' I _ ___:_:_:_:----1-----------1---20,'1~3~54 

----'-----------

-22 
-4 
-42 
~9 

- 94 
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TABLE fJ9.-Fort Patrick Henry-indirect construction cost.< 

Superintendence, accounting, and ti~ekeeping: . 
Salaries and expenses of the supermtendent of constructiOn 

and his immediate assistants in field and office; and salaries and 
expense~ in c~:mnection with field accounting, timekeeping, and 
cost engmeermg -----------------------------------------

Travel and subsistence: 
Personal transportation, per diem allowance, and miscella-

neous expense of supervisory personnel when in official travel 
status --------------------------------------------------

Office supplies and expense: . . . 
Miscellaneous expense of the field office mcludmg stationery 

and other office supplies, blueprints, photostats, telephone, tele-
graph, and maintenance of office space, including heat, lights, 
and water-----------------------------------------------

Construction plant studies and design: 
Preliminary investigations, studies, and design of construc-

tion plant facilities and cofferdams; and estimates of construc-
tion schedules and cost_ __________________________________ _ 

Camp operation: 
Camp construction costs inclusive of equipment, less revenue 

from sale of camp structures and equipment and revenue from 
operation of cafeteria, commissaries, dwellings, and other em
ployee facilities ------------------------------------------

Temporary access road: 
Construction of safety lanes along both sides of State High

way No. 23, north of the bridge located downstream from the 
dam. Costs include rights-of-way easements, design, and con
struction consisting of grading, drainage, and surfacing for the 
lanes north and south of the road providing access to the 
reservation ----------------------------------------------

Police and guide service: 
Police and guide service maintained for the benefit of the 

project; labor and expense_f~r a.ssistance given t~e saf~ty engi-
neer· minor expense for lllJUries or damages mvolvmg non-
empl~yees; maintenance and repair o~ facilities provided ~or 
v_is.itors; and expense for accommodation of guests on official 
VIsrts ---------------------------------------------------

FICA taxes and FEGLI expense: 
Federal Insurance Contribution Act taxes and Federal Em

ployees Government Life Insurance expense paid by TV A for 
the benefit of employees ----------------------------------

Liquidated damages and other credits: 
Liquidated damages collected from ~ontrac~ors or vendors; 

and credits for percentages added to bills agamst contractors, 
vendors, and others for overhead charges by TV A ___________ _ 

Total indirect construction costs _____________________ _ 

t Denotes credit. 

$212,505.11 

23,640.22 

72,570.86 

21,856.38 

28,259.36 

37,929.27 

140,244.03 

------.::;~· 

=~===-jjl; 
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TABLE 100.-Fort l'atrick Henry-distributive gPneral t'Xpen.<e 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING COSTS 

Engineering-field and office: 
S_alaries and expenses of project manager and his immediate 

assistants; fie!d1 executive, supervisory, and office engineers; 
concrete techmcians and inspectors· and consultants. Cost of 
f?undation bo~ings and exploration~; soil technology; hydrau-
lJCe model testmg; and engineering for vertical and horizontal 
control -------------------------------------------------
Dam site and regional geology: 
Ex~miD:a~ion and studies of foundations and reservoir rims; 

mappmg JOint planes, cleavages, and faults; and studies of the 
effec~ of da!Jl constru~tion on sinks, wells, and springs in the 
area Immediately outside the reservoir _____________________ _ 

Design: 

$402,467.32 

16,596.13 

Design o_f dam, powerhouse, switchyard, and related struc
tures; des~gn . o_f . ~ighway relocations; design of landscape 
treatment m VICinities of dam, powerhouse and visitors' build-
ings, and switch yard; and preparation of specifications_______ 454,073.22 

Tot~l design and construction engineering costs________ 873,136.67 
====~ 

EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 

General administration: 
P~o~ation. to the project of its portion of the total general 

admimstratwn of the Tennessee Valley Authority___________ $438,613.60 
----

Total executive and administrative costs______________ 438,613.60 

OTHER GENERAL COSTS 

Maps and surveys: 
. Surveys for ~asic controls, silt studies, and high water marks, 
m the reservoir area; flowage topography for hydraulic and 
flood damage studies; aerial photography and mosaics· and 
preparation of reservoir maps------------------------~----
General project investigations: 

G_eneral stu_dies an_d investigations bearing on feasibility of 
proJect, selection of Site, general plans and layout, quantity and 
cost estimates; compiling basic hydrographic and hydrologic 
data, such as river forecastings, rainfall, and evaporation 
studies, stream gaging, and flood damage claim preparation; 
geologic investigations for dam and quarry sites; and studies 
for flood control ----------------------------------------
Materials procurement: 

Proration to the project of its portion of the total Division 
of Materials expenses applicable for services performed for the 
Division of Construction _________________________________ _ 

Construction medical expense: 
Operation of the medical center and portable dressing sta

tions for care of employees claiming service-connected injuries, 
including preparation of compensation claims; employee place
ment and periodic physical examinations; treatment of minor 
illness occurring to employees while on duty; and services of 
safety and .Public health engineers _________________________ _ 

$18,249.07 

43,680.14 

22,670.91 

67,823.75 
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TABLE 100.-Fort l'atricf• Jleury--distrilmtitc y,cuerul nJH'/1-'c-- -Continued 

Land value appraisal: . 
Preliminary inYestig·ations, nPg"Otiations for Ol_ltwns and p_er

mits and preparation of land value ~st1mates pnor to selectwn 
of final Fort Patrick Henry dam s1te. ------------------------

Personnel: _ . 
Services of personnel representatives, interv1ew~rs, and den

cal staff engaged as field revresentatJYes m recru_1tment, plaee
ment, pro~otion, classification, and serv1ce ra~mg and pay;_ 
promotion of employee-management relatwnsh1p; co~ductmg 
employee-in-service training programs; and recreatwn pro-
grams--------------------------------------------------

Final cost report: . . 

$478.!!0 

18,789.fl4 

Editing of individual reports o.r: the plannmg,_ des1_gn, con
struction, cost, and initial operatwn of the proJect m~o one 
comprehensive report, including t_he yreparat1?n _of additional 
firawings or illustrations, and pnntmg and bmdmg_________ 11,8fi5.00 

-------
Total other general costs_____________________________ 18H,556.81 

T ~HLE 101.-Furt fJatriek H"nry-detuils of indireet cumtructiotl co.'t.' awl 
certain di.,lributiz·e generul expPnses 

Item 

1 Fidd accounting· offices I 

Chatta
nooga 

construe· 
tion 

Upper 
Holston 
projects 

I 

I:>!DIREC'£ CONSTRUCTJO:>! COSTS I 

Central 
af'counting 

office 
Total 

Accounting, cm;t engineering and time- 140,403.65! ------------ $21:1,767 .6:-i 
Superintendence --------------------c---- ------------ $47 •654 ·7° i ------------ } 

Mfs~~l::eo~~-~h~~;e-s--f~~~-~th~~--~~g-;~i=- ------------ I 

zations -----;-------------------------- $ 24 · 22_2~::_ 2~:m:~~ i ============ 23,640.22 
Travel and ~ubsistence ---_----------------- ------- ___ 71 308.32 '------------ 71,308.32 
Office supphes and expen'e ------c-------- --------___ -----~------' $21,856.38 I 21,856.38 
ConstructiOn P!ant studies and design---=== :_========---~ 226,317.24 I' 178,013.37 • I 
Employee ho':'smg --------------------- ____ 1. 2 20 ,044 _51 ------------11 28,2fi9.36 
Camp operatiOn-------------------------- ------- __ 28 153.831 9,775.44 I 37,929.27 

~~~iffJiiff{iiT;~i~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~==l , m:~u:H ~============ l 140.244.03 

P~b~~~t/~~~~~~~--~~~1--~~~~:~-o~_a_t~~~--~~- ----------=1 3.4ng~ I============ J 7 4.5o 
Tax payments and 1< EGLI expense-.-------- ---------- I 1 820 .63 ------------ '820.63 
Liquidated damages and other credit>: ______ -----------

1 
______________ _ 

Total ------------------------------ 24,222.65 608,418.00 I' 146,881.55 _I_ 536,2o9.10 

DISTI<IBI!Tl\'E GE:>!ERAL EXPENSE ~'~====I ~-
DeRi{Jn and construction engineering costs: q 497 63 l 

Engineering, field and office----------------------- 33 1,273 ·33 
1 

6·' ' · I 402,467.32 
Consulting service ------------------- ------------ l.o%~~=-~---ifi~:ii6.13-~ 16,596.13 
Daf!l site anrl regional g-eology ________ -------==== ========---- 454,073.22 454,073.22 

De;:t:l ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=!===- -33~~~ 540,166.98 873,136.67 

1 Denotes credit. 
~Division of Resetvoir IJropertiP~. 

.• 
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APPENDIX A 

STATISTICAL SUMMARIES 

WATAUGA 

CHRONOLOGY 

Authorized by ____________ Congress on December 17, 1941; Tennessee Valley 
Authority Board of Directors on January 15, 1942 

Construction started ---------------------------------- February 16, 1942 
Construction deferred by order of WPB _________________ December 21, 1942 
Construction resumed ------------------------------------- July 22, 1946 
Dam closure (beginning of reservoir filling)------------- December 1, 1948 
First power unit on line _________________________________ August 30, 1949 
Second power unit on line _____________________________ September 29, 1949 

LOCATION 

Dam-On Watauga River at river mile 36.7; in Carter County, Tenn.; 5 miles 
east of Elizabethton, Tenn.; 19 air miles south of the Tennessee-Virginia 
State line at Bristol; 104 air miles northeast of Knoxville, Tenn .. 

Powerhouse-On Watauga River at river mile 35.8, 1.8 miles above Wilbur 
Dam. 

CoNSTRUCTION QUANTITIES 

Dam and power plant 
Dam and power facilities: 

Rock excavation --------------------------------- 364,200 cubic yards 
Unclassified excavation -------------------------- 254,900 cubic yards 
Rolled earth fill ------------------------------- 1,482,700 cubic yards 
Rock fill, quarry run --------------------------- 1,771,900 cubic yards 
Filter blanket-crushed rock --------------------- 224,000 cubic yards 
Riprap ------------------------------------------ 19,200 cubic yards Reinforcing steel ____________________________________ :_ ___ 1,045 tons 
Structural steel (includes trashracks, sluice liners, 

surge tank riser, and penstock) -------------------------- 1,290 tons 
Formwork -------------------------------------- 584,000 square feet 
Grouting ------------------------------------------ 65,400 cubic feet 
Concrete ---------------------------------------- 80,400 cubic yards 

Highway: 
Excavation ----------------------------------- 2,793,000 cubic yards 

PRINCIPAL DESIGN FEATURES 

STREAM FLOW 

Drainage area above dam ------------------------------- 468 square miles 
Gaging station discharge records (for complete records see Hydraulic Data 

Branch files) : 
Butler, Tenn., August 1900 to December 1901, 

November 1920 to October 1948; drainage area ______ 427 square miles 
Near Elizabethton, Tenn., May 1903 to 

December 1908; drainage area -------------------- 474 square miles 
Elizabethton, Tenn., February 1926 to 

July 1949; drainage area ------------------------- 692 square miles 
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Above \Vatauga Dam, Tennessee, May 1942 to 
October 1946; drainage area _________________ 4h7 5fiiVHP miles 

Below Wilbur Dam, Term., January 1948 to 
July 1953; drainage area ------------------------- 471 square miles 

Maximum known flood at dam site, estimated 
(~ugust 13, 1940) ------------------------- ~~,000 cub!c feet per second 

Maximum probable flood, regulated ____________ .,.~,000 cubic feet per second 
Average natural flow at dam site, . 

estimated (1921-44) -------------------------- 719 cubic feet per second 
Minimum daily natural flow at dam site, 

estimated (1925) ------------------------------ 83 cubic feet per second 

RESERVOIR 
Counties affected: 

State of Tennessee---------------------------------- Carter, Johnson 
Operating levels at dam: 

Maximum used for design (from estimates 
at time of design) -------------------------------- Elevation 1988.0 

Maximum probable flood, regulated (for 
present conditions) ------------------------------- Elevation 1981.7 

Spillway crest (area 7,200 acres) ____________________ Elevation 1975.0 
Normal maximum pool (area, 6,430 acres) ____________ Elevation 1959.0 
Normal minimum pool (area 1,210 acres) _____________ Elevation 1815.0 

Backwater, length at: . 
Elevation 1959 ------------------------------------------- 16.3 miles 
Elevation 1975 -------~-------·---------------------------- 16.7 miles 

Shore line, length: 
Elevation l!J.IY Elevati.t1n 1.4'J.-~ 

Main shore -------------------------------
Islands ---------------------------------
Total ------------------------------------

Original river area: 

104 miles 
2 miles 

106 miles 

107 miles 
2 miles 

109 miles 

Elevation 1959 ------------------------------------------- 335 acres 
Elevation 1975 -------------------------------------------- 340 acres 

Storage (fiat pool assumption) : 
Total volume: 

Elevation 1959 -------------------------------
Elevation 1975 --------------------------------

Useful controlled storage (elevation 1975-1815) ______ _ 
Volume for low-water releases (elevation 1959-1815) __ 

Minimum controlled flood storage capacity on: 

569,800 acre-feet 
678,800 acre-feet 
627,200 acre-feet 
518,200 acre-feet 

January 1 (elevation 1975-1934) ____________________ 256,200 acre-feet 
March 15 (elevation 1975-1952) --------------------- 1 G:J,OOO acre-feet 

TAILWATER (AT POWERHO!JRR) 

Maximum level used for design (from estimates 
at time of design) --------------------------------

Maximum probable flood, regulated (for present 
conditions, after dredging) -----------------------

Minimum expected level --------------------------------

HEAD (GROSS) 

Elevation HW4.0 

Elevation 1662.4 
Elevation 1647.2 

Maximum static (elevation 1975-1647.2) ----------------------- 327.8 feet 
Normal maximum operating (elevation 1959-1650) -------------- 309.0 feet 
Minimum operating (elevation 1815-1652) ----------------------- 163.0 feet 

PREPARATION FOR FLOODING 

Property acquired ----------------------------------------- 11,636 acres 
Clearing (estimated) --------------------------------------- 1,350 acres 
Highways: 

Access -------------------------------------------------
State -------------------------------------------------
County and tertiary --------------------------------------
Total ---------------------------------------------------

5.7 miles 
10.1 miles 
39.1 miles 
54.9 miles 

STATISTICAL SU.l\l.l\IARIES 967 

Families affected _ ------------------------------------------------- 650 
GraYes, approximately -------------------------------------------- 3,000 
Utilities adjusted or constructed ------------------------------- 63.0 miles 

STRUCTURES 

EMBANKMENT 

Type _________ , ________ Impervious rolled earth fill with rock-filled shoulders 
Length ------------------------------------------------------- 900 feet 
Maximum height ---------------------------------------------- 318 feet 
Top of embankment-------------------------------------- Elevation 1998 
Foundation ------------------------- Unicoi quartzite and Shady dolomite 

0 UTLET WORKS 

Spillway: 
Location ------------------------------------------ Right abutment 
Material and type ______ Concrete, uncontrolled morning-glory spillway 

with concrete-lined shaft and discharge tunnel. 
Crest diameter -------------------------------------------- 128 feet 
Crest length, clear ---------------------------------------- 385 feet 
Crest level ---------------------------------------- Elevation 1975.0 
Shaft and tunnel diameter --------------------------------- 34 feet 
Length: 

Shaft and elbow -------------------------------------- 313 feet 
Tunnel --------------------------------------------- 1,4 72 feet 

Invert of tunnel outlet ------------------------------Elevation 1667.4 
Discharge capacity, headwater elevation 1988 

(design level) ------------------------ 62,000 cubic feet per second 
Sluiceway: 

Location ------------------------------------------ Right abutment 
Material and type ______ Tunnel with concrete access tower to regulating 

valves at tunnel plug; discharges into spillway tunnel. 
Tunnel: 

Diameter --------------------------------------------- 34 feet 
Length ----------------------------------------------- 608 feet Tower: 
Inside diameter --------------------------------------- 25 feet 
!Ieight ----------------------------------------------- 276 feet Regulating valves _________________ Two 96-inch !Iowell-Bunger valves 

Emergency gates ______ Two 5-foot 8-inch by 100-foot hydraulically 
operated slide gates. 

Centerline of valves ------------------------------- Elevation 1706.2 
Service crane on tower ---------------------- One 20-ton pillar crane 
Discharge capacity: 

Intake: 

!Ieadwater elevation 1981.5 
(maximum design level) ----------- 11,500 cubic feet per second 

Headwater elevation 1975.0 
(spillway crest) ------------------- 11,300 cubic feet per second 

!Ieadwater elevation 1959.0 
(normal maximum headwater) _____ 11,000 cubic feet per second 

POWER F AGILITIES 

Concrete-tower type, one tractor-type gate, steel trashracks. 
Conduit: 

One from intake to wye downstream from surge tank; two from wye to 
powerhouse, each with butterfly valve; 2 sections have concrete lining, 
1 section has concrete and steel lining, and 1 section is unlined. 

Surge tank: 
N onoverfiow differential type, excavated in rock, connected to power 

conduit by short riser. 
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Power house: 
Type ______ Indoor type, reinforced concrete substructure, structural 

steel superstructure with aluminum wall panels. 
Size (maximum dimension) ______ 150 feet long, 90 feet wide, 107 feet 

high. 
Control building: 

Location __________ Across the river and upstream from the powerhouse 
Substructure ----------------------------------- Reinforced concrete 
Superstructure ______ Structural steel with aluminum wall panels; re-

inforced concrete frame with brick wall panels. 
Size (maximum dimension) _________________ Ell-shaped, 86 by 80 feet 

Tailrace channel: 
Excavated in river bed. 

Powerhouse access bridge: 
Location ______ From powerhouse service bay across river to access road 
Type ______ Concrete deck on structural steel framing supported by con-

crete piers. 
Switchyard: 

Location ______________ Upstream from and adjacent to control building 
Size ____________________________________ 300 feet long, 115 feet wide 
Structure ----------------------------------------- Galvanized steel 

DETAILS OF STRUCTURES 

EMBANKMENT 

Type ____________________________ Rolled earth fill with rock-filled shoulders 

Length ------------------------------------------------------- 900 feet 
Top of embankment: 

Nominal -------------------------------------------- Elevation 1998 
At maximum camber _________________________________ Elevation 2007 

Maximum height, below nominaL ________________________________ 318 feet 
Maximum overall width at base ________________________________ 1,260 feet 
Maximum width of earth core at base ____________________________ 440 feet 
Filter between earth fill and rock fill ____________________________ Two-zone 
Slope of earth core, upstream and downstream ___________________ 1 on 0.85 
Average outer slope, upstream and downstream _____________________ 1 on 2 
Width of berms on outer slopes ___________________________________ 18 feet 
Vertical distance between berms __________________________________ 30 feet 
Slope between berms ___________________________________________ 1 on 1.4 
Top width, overalL_____________________________________________ 32 feet 
Top width of earth core_________________________________________ 10 feet 
Roadway width ------------------------------------------------ 20 feet 

SPILLWAY 

Location ________________________________________________ Right abutment 
Type ______ Concrete morning-glory spillway, uncontrolled; with concrete-

lined shaft and discharge tunnel. 
Level of excavated plaza around crest_ ______________________ Elevation 1965 
Crest level---------------------------------------------- Elevation 1975 
Guide piers on crest to induce radial flow------------------------------- 6 . 
Crest length, clear ______________________________________________ 385 feet 
Crest diameter ------------------------------------------------ 128 feet 
Shaft and tunnel diameter: 

Excavated ---------------------------~--------------------- 37 feet 
Concrete lining -------------------------------------------- 34 feet_ 

Length: 
Crest to 34-foot shaft_______________________________________ 89 feet 
Shaft and elbow-------------------------------------------- 224 feet 
Tunnel -------------------------------------------------- 1,472 feet 

Radius of elbow center line______________________________________ 75 feet 
Tunnel slope ----------------------,------------------------- 1.32 percent 
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Tunnel invert: 
Under shaft --------------------------------------- Elevation 1687.8 
Outlet portal -------------------------------------- Elevation 1667.4 

Outlet portaL _____ Simple reinforced-concrete tunnel outlet, no energy dis-
sipation. 

Discharge capacity, headwater elevation 1988 
(design level) --------------------------- 62,000 cubic feet per second 

SLUICEWAY 

Location ----------------------------------------------- Right abutment 
Type ______ Tunnel in rock with concrete closure plug; two sluices through 

the plug, each controlled by a slide gate and a Rowell-Bunger valve; access 
to tunnel and operating chamber is through a concrete tower and concrete
lined shaft. 

Inlet portaL _____ Reinforced concrete wall structure with trash racks; portal 
invert elevation 1691.0. 

TUNNEL 

Length: 
Inlet portal ----------------------------------------------
Unlined tunnel -------------------------------------------
Concrete tunnel plug --------------------------------------
Lined tunnel ----------------------------------------------

Diameter: 

58 feet 
130 feet 

70 feet 
368 feet 

Excavated ------------------------------------------------ 37 feet 
Unreinforced concrete lining -------------------------------- 34 feet 

Slope ----------------------------------------------------- 1.32 percent 
Sluices ______ Two, 5 feet 8 inches by 10 feet, 16 feet center to center; steel-

lined. 
Control: 

Emergency gate ______ Two, one in each sluice, 5-foot 8-inch by 10-foot 
slide gate. 

Emergency gate hoist_ _____ Two, one mounted on bonnet of each gate, 
hydrauli.cally operated. 

Emergency gate hoist oil pump: 
Quantity -------------------------------------------------- 1 Manufacturer ________________________ DeLaval Steam Turbine Co. 
Capacity, gallons per minute________________________________ 20 
Pressure, pounds per square inch ___________________________ 1,200 
Motor, horsepower ----------------------------------------- 25 
Motor manufacturer ----------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 

Regulating valves ______ Two 96-inch Rowell-Bunger valves, one connected to 
downstream end of each sluice liner; center line of valves elevation 1706.15. 

Regulating valve operating machinery ______ Motor-driven drive unit mounted 
on operating platform at elevation 17 41.65. 

Energy dissipation ______ Weir across tunnel floor downstream of valves; wall 
across tunnel roof between valves and weir. 

Discharge capacity: 
Headwater elevation 1981.5 

(maximum design level)---------------- 11,500 cubic feet per second 
Headwater elevation 1975.0 

(spillway crest) ----------------------- 11,300 cubic feet per second 
Headwater elevation 1959.0 

(normal maximum level)---------------- 11,000 cubic feet per second 

SHAFT AND TOWER 

Location _____________________ Over downstream end of tunnel closure plug 
Type ______ Concrete-lined shaft in rock, surmounted by concrete tower, all 

reinforced. 
Top platform of tower __________________________________ Elevation 1998.0 
Top of tunnel plug, base of shaft_ ________________________ Elevation 1721.6 
Height: 

Shaft --------------------------------------------------- 148.6 feet 
Tower -------------------------------------------------- 127.8 feet 

i I 
I 
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Shaft cross sertion: 
Inside circular, diameter__ ~ _____ ·---·--·------------ :.!b feet 

28 feet 
32 feet 

Excavated diameter, lower rock _____________________________ _ 
Excavated diameter, upper rock -----------------------------

Tower cross section: 
Inside circular, diameter____________________________________ 25 feet 
Outside octagonal, diameter __________________________ Varies in 6 steps 
Wall thickness, above shaft_ ________________________________ 3.08 feet 
Wall thickness, at top ______________________________________ 1.67 feet 

Inside access ______ Spiral stair to landing for electric-motor-operated eleva-
tor; emergency safety-caged ladder. 

Floor levels: 
Elevator machinery and crane support_ ______________ _ 
Elevator landing __________________________________ _ 

Slide gate pump machinery-------------------------
Howell-Hunger valve drive machinery----------------

Elevator: 

Elevation 1988.5 
Elevation 1976.0 
Elevation 1750.6 
Elevation 174Ui 

Manufacturer __________ The Warner Elevator Manufacturing Company 
Type ___________________ Worm-geared traction type, automatic, electric 
Capacity __________________ 1,200-pound live load at 100 feet per minute 
Motor--------------------------------------- 5 horsepower, 400 volts 
Controls __________________ Alternating-current, automatic push button 
Lift ------------------------------------------------------ 225 feet 
Platform -------------------------------------------- 16 square feet 
Landings ______ Bottom elevation 1750.65, top elevation 1976, no inter-

mediate landing. · 

ACCESS FOOTBRIDGE FROM SHORE TO TOWER 

Type ______ Floor, 2-inch "Tri-Lok" filled with concrete, framed between steel 
plate girders. 

Walkway width, clear__________________________________________ 4 feet 
Length ------------------------------------------------------- 249 feet 
Spans --------------------------------------------------------- 3 equal 

INTAKE 

Location _________________________________________________ Left abutment 
Type--------------------------------- U -shaped reinforced concrete tower 
Size: 

Over-all maximum at bottom ________________ 37 feet 6 inches by 31 feet 
Height --------------------------------------------------- 225 feet 
Wall thickness --------------------------------------- 2 feet 6 inches 

Trashracks ______________ Eight racks 13 feet wide by 12 feet 3 1;2 inches high 
Gross area at racks ________________________________ 1,175 square feet 
Maximum velocity at racks __________________________ 3 feet per second 

Gate ______ One structural steel 18.83-foot-wide by 24.9-foot-high gate with 
roller train. 

Maximum velocity at gate slot_ ____________________ 12.4 feet per second 
Gate hoist: 

Location----·--------------------- On operating deck at elevation 1998 
Type _________________ Hoist unit connected to drive unit; lifting chains 
Motor, horsepower ___________ 60, at 830 full load revolutions per minute 
Chain pull (total for hoist)--------------------------- 420,000 pounds 
Speed of gate movement_ _________________________ 3 ± feet per minute 
Estimated weight of hoist_ ____________________________ 92,000 pounds 
Pitch of lifting chains ______________________________________ 8 inches 
Minimum ultimate strength per strand _________________ 519,000 pounds 
Estimated weight of two lifting chains_________________ 67,500 pounds 

Service crane: 
Location _________________________ On operating deck at elevation 1998 
Type ---------------------------------------------------- Jib crane 
Capacity -------------------------------------------------- 20 tons 
Motors: 

Main hoist_ _____ One, 30 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 
1,200 revolutions per minute. 
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Service crane-Continued 

Motors-Continued 
Boom hoist_ __ -:-- One, 3~ horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase 60 cycles 

1,200 revolutiOns per minute ' ' s . . 
wmg ___ . ___ One, ~ horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase 60 cycles 1 800 
revolutions per mmute. ' ' ' 

Brakes: 

Location 

Main hoist -----------
Boom hoist ---M·-------

Number Type 

-------~------------------

i 

I 

Torque (each) 
pound-feet 

Swing _______________ _ 
Spring-set, thrustor-released I 

Spring-set, thrustor-released ======r 
Magnetic-disc --------------------

32G 
325 

2fi 

Intake floor ________________ _ 
Gate maintenance deck ----------------------
Operating deck -------=======---------------------------
Access footbridge from shore t~-t-o--;;~~--------------------

' 

Elevation 1775 
Elevation 1954 
Elevation 1998 

Typte-1---1-t- 2-Jndch "Tri-Lok" floor filled with concrete, framed between 
s ee p a e gir ers. 

rralkway width, clear-------------------------------------- 4 feet 
sength "'---------------·------------------------ ------------ 178 feet 

Ladde~ans ----------------------------------------~----------------- 2 
---------------------------------------- Inside to bottom of tower 

POWER CONDUIT 

Location -----------
Type ______ Single co-;c-r~t~::-jj~~d-;~d-~~~i~-e-dt~;~-eT;;~ti~~; ~~~chf~gt~~~ 

. two concrete- and steel-lined sections. 
Size: 

Single-conduit section: 
C~n~r-ete-lined, in.side diameter -------------------------- 18 feet 
Mm!mulll: w~ll t~Ickness, lined section___________________ 12 inches 

. Unlme~. msi~e di~m~ter --------------------------------- 20 feet 
LenJh;~-condmt sectwn, mside diameter __________________________ 11 feet 

Single-conduit section: 
EOII~rede-lined --------------------------------------- 1,450 feet 

W
n mte --.-t;------------------------------------------ 1,972 feet 
ye ransi wn -------------------- 55 f t Twin-conduit section: --------------------- ee 

Steel-lined __ 
Total length -----~~~~~~~~~--------------------------------- 227 feet 

Slope, main conduit section -------------------------------
1 
~ 7°4 feett 

Butterfly valves: ----------------------------------- · percen 
Location________ Ad. t t t b' N b --------------------- Jacen o ur me scroll cases 
M~~f:~t~r~~-=--=-~-=----------------------------J--hTwoH. onde e

1
ach conduit s· ------------------------- os ua en y ron Works 

p~~c;~t~};;~-;~;;-(;~~~-~p;~)-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_---- 132 in~ie~ 
Motor horsepower ________ ---------- · 
Closing time _____ ------------------------------------- 35 

~eikage at 250-foot-h;;d-(g~;~;~t;;d)=~~~~~~~~~~-lSg;ll~~;p-e~-~in~~~ 
ave seat_______ Ad' t bl Unwatering pump: --------------------------------------- JUS a e 

~~~f:;~u~-e~_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=.---------------- Ralph B. Carter Compani 
Capacity, g-allons per minute =========---------------------------- 91 
Head total f t __ ----------------------------
Size, ~uction !~d di~~h;~g-~---------------------------------1-:;,-~--h20 T ------------------------------- m 1nc es 

ype ----------------------~-------- Portable, gasoline-engine-driven 
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SURGE TANK 
Location ___________________________________ 400 feet south of powerhouse 
Type ______ Differential, partially concrete-lined chamber excavated in rock 

with steel internal riser. 
Height: 

Tank: 
Lined section (upper) -------------------------------- 137.5 feet 
Unlined section (lower) ------------------------------ 100.0 feet 
Total height ----------------------------------- 235.0-237.5 feet 

Riser --------------------------------------------------- 226.5 feet 
Shaft, center line of tunnel to floor of tank __________________ 46.33 feet 

Size: 
Tank (inside diameter) ------------------------------------- 60 feet 
Riser (outside diameter) ------------------------------------ 16 feet 
Shaft ----------------------------------------------------- 18 feet 
Thickness of tank lining ----------------------------------- 18 inches 

Top of tank-------------------------------------------- Elevation 2022.5 

POWERHOUSE 

Generating capacity (two units at 25,000 kilowatts) ________ 50,000 kilowatts 
Type of construction ______ Indoor, reinforced concrete subliltructure, struc-

tural steel superstructure with insulated aluminum panels. 
Principal dimensions: 

Length --------------------------------------------------
Width ----------------------------------------------------
~aximum height -----------------------------------------
Unit spacing ----------------------------------------------

DRAFT TUBES 

150 feet 
90 feet 

107 feet 
40 feet 

~umber ------------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Type ______ Reinforced concrete elbow, circular section at upper end changing 

to two rectangular passages at discharge point. 
Liner_ _____ Plate steel extending 8 feet below discharge ring; diameter at 

top 8 feet 9% inches. 
Horizontal length (center line of turbine 

to downstream face) ---------------------------------- 47 feet 6 inches 
Center pier --------------------------------------- Concrete, 4 feet thick 
Outlet dimensions ______ Two per unit, each 12 feet 7 inches wide by 11 ·feet 

11 o/s inches high. 
~et area outlet opening (one unit)------------------------ 301 square feet 
~aximum outlet velocity _______________________________ 5.9 feet per second 

POWERHOUSE CRANE 

Type ______ Overhead traveling, one trolley, equipped with a main hoist and 
an auxiliary hoist. 

Rails ------------------------------------------------------- 175-pound 
~otors: 

Main hoist_ _____ One, 40 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 600 
revolutions per minute. 

Auxiliary hoist_ _____ One, 40 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 
600 revolutions per minute. 

Bridge traveL _____ Two, 15 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 
600 revolutions per minute. 

Trolley traveL _____ One, 10 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 
600 revolutions per minute. 

Brakes: 

Location 

Main hoist -----------
Auxiliary hoist -------
Brid!O'e travel --------
Bridge travel --------
Trolley travel ---------

Number 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Type 

Spring-set; thrustor-released -----
Spring-set; thrustor-released -----
Spring-set; thrustor-released -----
Hydraulic; foot-operated --------
Spring-set; solenoid-released ------

Torque (each) 
pound-feet 

800 
800 
400 
550 
160 

Capacities and speeds: 

STATISTICAL SUMMARIES 

Capacity 
tons 

Speed. feet 
per minute 

Travel 
feet 

Main hoist ------------- 100 4-5 ---------- ------------

973 

Lift 
feet 

so 
65 ir~~~Y:a~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_=_~_- ~~=~g ========= ---------98-

25-35 --------- 28 ==========--

TURBINES 

~umber ------------------------------------------------------------ 2 
.p:anufacturer _______________ ~ewsport ~ews Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co. 
Cype -;----------------------------------------------- Vertical-Francis 

E
affipaptY.-------------------- Rated 34,500 horsepower at 216-foot net head 

ciencies: 

Guaranteed efficiency-percent 
Net Maximum 

head, guaranteed 
feet horsepower At max. 34,500 30,000 25,000 20,000 15,000 

load hp hp hp hp hp 

------------
325 -----~----- 42,000 86.0 82.5 80.0 77.5 74.2 70.0 
300 ----------- 42,000 88.5 85.2 82.0 80.0 76.5 72.5 
275 ----------- 42,000 89.7 88.0 86.0 82.5 78.7 75.0 
250 ----------- 42,000 88.5 90.0 88.5 85.5 81.5 78.5 
225 ----------- 37,100 87.5 90.0 90.0 87.0 83.5 79.5 
216 ----------- 34,500 87.7 87.7 89.5 87.0 83.5 80.0 
200 ----------- 29,800 87.0 87.0 84.0 80.5 
175 ----------- 23,200 82.0 --------- --------- 82.7 79.0 

:a;et speed ---------------------------------- 200 revolutions per minute M a. Ion ---------------------------------------------------- Clockwise 

S 
ax~mfi. urn rudna(wa~ speed ---------------------- 395 revolutions per minute 

pec1 c spee ratmg) ------------------------ 45 
Diwscthargel (!t~ting() t-;---)----------------------- -:1;6_0_0-~iibi~f~~t-p;;~~~ond 

a er ve oc1 1es ra mg : 
Scroll case entrance _ 2 f 
Turbine wicket gates ================------------ 2.6 eet per second D ft t b · ------------ 54.0 feet per second 

Runne~~ u e exit --------------------------------- 5.3 feet per second 

D'~e -;-
1
------------------·------------------------ Vertical-Francis 

a ena -------------- · Cast st el Diameter inlet --------~~~------------------------------- . e 
Diameter dischar e ------------------------------- 108 ~nches 
B k t g ------------------------------------ 105.5 mches 

~ain~haft~-------------------------------------------------------- 19 

i':e~ef~a~======--=------------------------------------- Forge? steel 
~ g. 1 d' t-- ---------------------------------------- 95 mches 

Stay ri:;~a Iame er ---------------------------------------- 24 inches 

~atebial T---------------------------------------------- Cast steel 

S ~n~We edi~m:fe~e~_-_-_-_~-_-_-_-_-_-_~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-148~5i~~h;; 
W

c!okl tcaset------------------------------------------- Welded plate steel 
1c e ga es: 
~aterial ------------------------------------------------ Cast steel 
~umber -------------- 18 

Clea;r:~!~!: ________________ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-24~345i~~hes 

Runner top seal ---------------------------------------------- 0.030 
R~nner bottom seal ---------------------------------------- 0.030 
Wicket ~ates (tot.al top and bottom)-------------------------=== 0.030 

Total net weight turbme --------------------------------- 330,000 pounds 
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Net weight of rotating parts ------------------------------ 41,500 pounds 
Maximum hydraulic thrust ------------------------------- 206,500 pounds 
Flywheel effect, pound-feet' ------------------------------------- 430,000 
Elevation center line of distributor _____________________________ 1,654 feet 
Elevation bottom of draft tube ______________________________ 1,631.42 feet 
Distance center line unit to end of draft tube _____________________ 47.6 feet 

GOVERNORS 

Number ---------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Manufacturer ---------------------------------- Woodward Governor Co. 
Type ____ ---------------------------------------- Twin cabinet actuator 
Flyball power source ________________________ Permanent magnet generator 
Operating pressures: . 

Maximum ------------------------------- 300 pounds per square mch 
Minimum ------------------------------- 250 pounds per square inch 

Rated capacity----------------------------- 56,800 foot-pounds per second 
Closing speed of gates-------------------------- Adjustable 4 to 12 seconds 
Speed droop adjustment ----------------------------------- 0 to 6 percent 
Sensitivity (guaranteed) ----------------------------------- 0.06 percent 
Oil pump ______ Two pumps each rated 100 gallons per minute at 300 pounds 

per square inch, 1,200 revolutions per minut~, rota~y gear: type. . 
Operating cylinders ______ Two for each umt, 19-mch diameter, 91%s-mch 

stroke, volume-5,240 cubic inches. 
Maximum velocity in oil lines __________________________ 18 feet per second 
Size of cabinet_ _________________________ 6 feet 6 inches by 8 feet by 19 feet 

GENERATORS 

Number ________________________________________ Two initial and ultimate 
Manufacturer---------------------__________ Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Electrical characteristics: 

Rating ______ Normal continuous 27,777 kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 power 
factor, 60° C., temperature rise, 60 cycles, 3 phase, 13,800 volts, 200 
revolutions per minute, class B insulation; maximum continuous, 31,944 
kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 power factor, 80° C., rise. 

Line-charging capacity ----------------------- 22,222 kilovolt-amperes 
Synchronous condenser capacity--------------- 15,277 kilovolt-amperes 
Efficiencies ______ Guaranteed overall, including exciters and rheostats 

(100 percent load equals 27,777 kilovolt-amperes). 

1.0 vower factor 0.9 power factor 

Load, percent-------------· 50 75 -1· 100 115 50 75 100 115 

Efficiency, percent _________ 96.85 ~ 97.70 ~~~ 97.20 97.45 97.45 

Losses in kilowatts ______ (calculated data, 100 percent load equals 27,777 
kilovolt-amperes). 

1.0 power factor 0.9 power factor 

Load, percent_ _____________ 50 75 100 115 50 75 100 115 
Field I'R------------------ 41 49 57 66 57 75 96 118 
Friction and windage ______ 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 
Core ____ ------------------· 125 I25 I25 125 125 125 125 12& 
Armature I'R-------------· 28 63 112 148 28 63 112 148 Stray load _________________ 21 46 82 109 21 46 82 109 
Exciters and rheostats _____ 8 9 10 11 10 12 15 17 ----------------------Total losses __________ 393 462 556 629 411 491 600 687 

Temperature detectors: 
Stator winding ------------------------- Twelve resistance-type units 
Bearings -------------------------------- Two units for each bearing 
Bearing oil bath ----------------------------------------------- 1 
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Temperature detectors-Continued 

Generator air coolers --------------------------------- One per cooler 
Exciter air discharge ------------------------------------------ 1 

Reactances : 
Direct axis synchronous ------------------------------- 101.0 percent 
Direct axis transient ---------------------------------- 39.0 percent 
Direct axis subtransient ------------------------------- 24.0 percent 
Quadrature axis transient ----------------------------- 65.0 percent 
Quadrature axis subtransient _ ___ 32.2 percent 

~~1~;ir:ak~~~e~~~-==================================== i~:~ ~=~~=~~ Zero sequence----------------------------------------- 27.8 percent 
Resistances: 

Stator winding per phase at 7 5o C. _____________ _: __________ 0.0276 ohm 
Field winding at 75o C.__________________________________ 0.345 ohm 

Short-circuit ratio -------------------------------------------- ___ 1.1 
Symmetrical root mean square short-circuit currents calculated by-ma;;-ufac-

turer (ratio to rated current) : 

~~m:~ :i~;l~s~h";s~-============================================ i:~ Initial line to neutral ------------------------------------------ 4.1 
Sustained 3 phase ---------------------------------------- ____ 2.2 
Sustained single phase ------------------------------------- ___ 3.0 

Sustained line to neutral ----------------------------------==--- 4.2 Voltage reglillator ------- Automatic higli-speed noncontinuous vibrating type 
Full-load regulation at rated voltage and speed ______ 25 percent of rated volt-

. age between full load and no load at 0.9 power factor. 
T~me response of voltage regulator _______________________________ 5 cycles 
Field currents: 

Full load 0.9 power factor _______________________________ 526 amperes 
Fulllo~d 1.0 power factor _______________________________ 406 amperes 
Operatmg as condenser, overexcited maximum ____________ 526 amperes 

Stator------------------------- Y -connected, 3 parallel windings per phase 
Rotor, number of poles_____________________________________________ 36 
Damper windings ----------------------------------- Noncontinuous type 
Generator mechanical characteristics: 

Drive __________________ Vertical with direct connection to turbine shaft 
Rotation ------------------------------------------------ Clockwise 
Combination brakes and jacks ______ Six shoes mounted on lower bearing 

bracket,, bearing against lower rim of rotor; operated by 100- to 125-
p~un_d air ~ressure, designed to bring unit to full stop from half speed 
Withm 8 mmutes; brakes may be used as jacks; designed to lift rotor 
sufficient for bearing part inspection and removal. 

Ventilation and cooling: 
Number of coolers -----------------------------.. --------------- 6 
Cooling water __________ Maximum flow 600 gallons per minute at 25° C. 

Flywheel effect (WR') ----------------------------- 10,000,000 pound-feet' 
Runaway speed ------------------------------- 395 revolutions per minute 
Bearings and lubrication: 

Type ______ Combination Kingsbury-type thrust bearing and segmental 
guide bearing located below the generator rotor. 

Thrust bearing capacity------------------------------ 588,000 pounds 
Lubrication: 

Capacity of oil reservoir --------------------------------- 570 gallons 
Oil characteristics: 

Viscosity seconds-Saybolt Universal at 100° F. __________________ 250 
Cooling ______ Cooled by circulating water 25 gallons per minute at 25° C. 

Sh!~;fL _____ Forged steel, 24 inches in diameter, hollow-bored with 6-inch-
dtameter hole; flanged connection to turbine shaft. 

Dimensions: 

~~~~:i:~ ~~ ~~:~t;====================================== Height of generator including exciters ---------------------

348 inches 
265 inches 
216 inches 
130 inches 

II 
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Weight of principal parts: 
Rotor without shaft ---------------------------------
Shaft ----------------------------------------------
Bearings and lower bracket --------------------------
Stator without coolers and housing -------------------
Main exciter ----------------------------------------
Pilot exciter ------------------------------- ________ _ 
Generator complete ----------------------------------

EXCITERS 

Main exciters: 

196,000 pounds 
24,000 pounds 
30,000 pounds 

100,000 pounds 
15,000 pounds 

1,600 pounds 
440,000 pounds 

Type ________ Shunt wound, 10 pole, separately excited, direct-connected 
Rating ______ 175 kilowatts, 250 volts, 700 amperes, 200 revolutions per 

minute. 
Mounting __________________________ Vertical, on shaft above generator 
Ceiling voltage ------------------------------------------- 325 volts 
Nominal response ratio ---------------------------------------- 1.0 
Insulation ------------------------------------------------ Class A 

Pilot exciter: 
Type __________________ Compound wound, self-excited, direct-connected 
Rating ______ 6.25 kilowatts, 250 volts, 25 amperes, 200 revolutions per 

minute. 
Insulation ------------------------------------------------- Class A 

GENERATOR AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

Generator neutral reactor: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Manufacturer--------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type________________________________ Self-cooled, open coil, air-cooled 
Rating ______ 15,000-volt insulation, reactance 0.75 ohm, 1-minute rating 

of 5,000 amperes, temperature rise of 195° C., with all heat stored 
within the reactor. 

Generator neutral oil circuit breaker: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Manufacturer--------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Rating ____ 600 amperes, 15,000 volts, 150,000-kilovolt-ampere interrupt-

ing capacity. 
Generator surge protective equipment: 

Arrester: 
Number -------------------------------------------------- 6 
Manufacturer----------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type _________________________________ Single phase, station type 
Rating _____________________ Maximum 12.0 kilovolts line to ground 

Capacitor: 
Number -------------------------------------------------- 6 
Manufacturer----------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type ---------------------------------------------- Single pole 
Rating _____________________________ 0.25 microfarad, 15,000 volts 

METAL-CLAD SWITCHGEAR 

Generator metal-clad switchgear: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Type ______ Aluminum housing with aluminum barriers which encloses 

current transformers, potential transformers, surge protective arresters 
and capacitors, disconnecting switches, buses, and insulators. 

Rating ------------------------------------------------ 15 kilovolts 
Size of bus ___________________ Two ~-by 4-inch copper bars per phase 
Bus insulators __________________________ 15 kilovolts, NEMA class B-3 

AUXILIARY POWER 

Station service transformers: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 2 Manufacturer _____________________ Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. 
Type __________________ Indoor, noninflammable, liquid-filled, self-cooled 
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Station service transformers-Continued 
Rating ______ 500 kilovolt-amperes, 3 phase, 13,200-480 volts 60 cycles, 

55 o C., rise. 
Connection _____________________________ High side and low side delta 
Taps __________ Three 21h percent taps above and one below 13,200 volts 
Manufacturers' test data at 75° C., rated voltage and rated frequency, 

average values: 
Impedance ---------------------------------------- 5.88 percent 
Exciting current ----------------------------------- 2.90 percent 
No-load losses -------------------------------------- 1,622 watts 
Total losses ---------------------------------------- 6,550 watts 

Regulation: 
Percent power factor --------------------------------- 100 

Percent regulation ------------------------------- 1.16 
80 
4.36 

Efficiency at 100 percent power factor: 
Percent load ------------------ 100 
Percent efficiency ______________ 98.71 

Segreg-ated weights: 

75 
98.84 

Core and coils ----------------------------- _______ _ 
Tank and fittings --------------------------------
Liquid (335 gallons) -----------------------------
Total -------------------------------------------

Auxiliary power switchboards: 
Main 480-volt auxiliary power board: 

50 
98.87 

25 
98.48 

3,800 pounds 
3,300 pounds 
4,350 pounds 

11,450 pounds 

Location _____________________________ Powerhouse, elevation 1669 
Equipment_ _____ Transformer section, three panels mounting three 

600-ampere air circuit breakers; feeder section, mounting fifty
seven 100-ampere air circuit breakers. 

Manufacturer-------------------- Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 
Vent fan power board: 

Location _____________________________ Powerhouse, elevation 1669 
Equipment_ _____ Six panels 22 inches wide, mounting twenty 100-

ampere breakers. 
Manufacturer ____________________ Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 

Station control battery and chargers: 
Location ______________________ Powerhouse service bay, elevation 1655 
Number of cells ________________________________________________ 120 
Type of cells ______________________________ Nine lead plates, glass jar 
Ampere-hour capacity of cells ______ 250 volts, 40 amperes for 8 hours to 

final voltage of 1.75 per cell. 
Number of chargers ___________________________________________ _ 2 
Rating of chargers: 

Motor _________________ 15 horsepower, induction, 440 volts, 3 phase 
Generator ______ 10 kilowatts, diverter-pole type, maximum voltage 

300 direct current. 

FIRE PROTECTION 

Carbon-dioxide system: 
Number ------------------------------------------ One, powerhouse 
Equipment: 

System No. 1 : 
Protection of generators ______ Air space within each generator 

5,400 cubic feet, eight 50-pound cylinders for initial discharge, 
eight 50-pound cylinders for delayed discharge, eight 50-pound 
cylinders for reserve. 

Protection of oil storage room and oil purification room ____ Air 
space, oil storage room, 4,430 cubic feet; air space, oil purifica
tion room, 8,000 cubic feet; eight 50-pound cylinders discharged 
for each room. 

Portable equipment_ _____ Two 5-pound, one 10-pound, and seven 
15-pound hand-type fire extinguisher::: located conveniently 
throughout the building. 

Water system: 
Raw water is supplied by gravity for fire protection in the powerhouse. 
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Hose outlets: 
~umber ------------------------------------------------------ 5 
Size ---------------------------------------------------- 1¥2 inches 

Sprinkler nozzles: 
~umber _____________________________ Sixty-four for each transformer 
Location _______________________________ Powerhouse transformer deck 

HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEMS 

Electric heating system: 
Total connected heating load in powerhouse ______________ 288 kilowatts 

Ventilating systems: 
Fans: 

Designation 

Generator room exhaust-five each _______________ _ 
Electric spaces exhaust -------------------------
Machine shop exhaust --------------------------
Oil room exhaust -------------------------------
Battery room exhaust --------------------------
Toilet exhaust ---------------------------------
Forge exhaust ----------------------------------

Summary of fans: 

Cubic feet 
per minute 

15,000 
20,000 

6,625 
6,625 
4,830 
3,780 
2,600 

Total air exhausted ------------------------- 119,460 
Total air recirculated ~---------------------- 10,000 

Static 
pressure 

inches 

Motor 
horse
power 

1'/a 
1% 
1 
1 
% 

Total fan load (approximate) ------------------- ------------ ------------ 26 

DRAINAGE AND UNWATERING SYSTEMS 

Station drainage pump: 
Quantity------------------------------------------------------ 1 
Capacity, gallons per minute ------------------------------------ 425 
Total dynamic head, feet --------------------------------------- 25 

~;{~b~~-;f~t~g~;-_-_-_-_-_~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-__~~~~~~~-t~~bin~ 
Manufacturer ------------------------------- Fairbanks, Morse & Co. 
Motor, horsepower --------------------------------------------- 5 
Motor manufacturer ---------------------------- General Electric Co. 

Station drainage water jet eductor: 
QuantitY------------------------------------------------------ 1 
Suction capacity, gallons per minute ________________ 290 approximately 
Quantity pressure water required, gallons per minute ______ 450 at 100 

pounds per square inch. . 
Size suction and discharge_________________________________ 6 mches 
Size; pressure water supply _________________________________ 3 inches 
Manufacturer ----------------------------------- Schutte & Koerting 

Draft tube and scroll case unwatering pump: 
Quantity ------------------------------------------------------ 1 
Capacity, gallons per minute ----------------------------------- 3,200 
Total dvnamic head, feet --------------------------------------- 40 Type _ _:-____________________________________________ Vertical turbine 
~umber of stages ---------------------------------------------- 1 
Manufacturer ------------------------------- Fairbanks, Morse & Co. 
Motor, horsepower --------------------------------------------~ 40 
Motor manufacturer ---------------------------- General Electnc Co. 

RAW-WATER SYSTEMS 

Source ------------------------------------------------------- Forebay 
Flow --------------------------------------------------------- Gravity 
Pressure to eductor, unreduced ________ 145 pounds per square inch maximum 
Pressure to transformer sprinkler system, 

unreduced------------------------------------ Full headwater pressure 
Pressure to station service and fire protection, 

reduced to ---------------------------------- 60 pounds per square inch 
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Pressure to generator air coolers and othet· 

unit requirements ---------------------~--- __ 40 poumh; per square iuch 

TREATED-WATER SYSTEM 

Source ______ Pumped from multi-level intakes in the intake tower through 
the chemical feeders to storage tanks. 

Storage tank: 
Location ------------------------- On the right bank at elevation 2200 
Type ------------------------------------------- Steel, underground 
Capacity --------------------------------------------- 1,655 gallons 

Storage tank: 
Location---------------- ~ortheast of control building at elevation 1920 
Type ;------------------------------------------- Steel, underground 
Capacity ----------------------------------------------- 450 gallons 

Pressure to powerhouse reduced to _______________ 60 pounds per square inch 
Treated water pumps: 

Quantity ------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Capacity, gallons per minute ------------------------------------- 10 
Head, total dynamic head --------------------------------------- 400 
Type ---------------------------------------------- Deep well power 
Manufacturer ------------------------------ Fairbanks, Morse & Co. 
Motor, horsepower --------------------------------------------- 3 
Motor ll(anufacturer ------------------------- Fairbanks, Morse & Co. 

Chemical f.eeders: 

Quantity ------------------------------------------------------ 3 
Chemicals used --------------------------------- Hypochlorite, alkali 
Manufacturer--------------------------- Wallace & Tiernan Co., Inc. 

OIL SYSTEMS 

Oil purifiers: 

Item 

QuantitY---------------------------------
Capacity, gallons per hour _______________ , 

Manufacturer---------------------------· 
Filter press capacitY---------------------
Heater----------------------------------
Pump motor, horsepower ________________ _ 
Pump motor, manufacturer--------------· 
Centrifuge motor, horsepower-------------

Portable insulating Governor and lubri-
oil purifier1 eating oil purifier 

1 -------------------- 1. 
600 without press, 900 350. 

with press. 
DeLaval Separator Co. DeLaval Separator Co. 
1,200 gallons per hour- None. 
36 kilowatts ---------- 24 kilowatts. 
3 -------------------- 2. 
General Electric Co,___ General Efectric Co. 
2 -------------------- (Same motor as above.) 

1 Portable purifier also serves switchyard system. 

OiJ pumps: 

Item 

QuantitY---------------------------
Manufacturer----------------------
Capacity, gallons per minute--------
Discharge pressure, pounds per 

square inch-----------------------· 
Motor, horsepower------------------· 
Motor, manufacturer _______________ _ 

Clean 
insulating 
oil pump 

Dirty 
insulating 
oil pump 

Clean 
lubricating 

oil pump 

1 1 

120 Gleorge Di~opel r Corpor~~on,. 

50 35 50 
71h 7'h 5 

General Electric Company, 

Dirty 
lubricating 
oil pump 

1 

37 

60 
& 
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CoMPRf;SSED-AIR SYSTEM 
Air compressors: 

PRINCIPAL MACHINE SHOP EQUIPMENT 

Purchased new: 
Engine lathe ______ One, 20 to 24 by 180 inches, driven by a 10-horsepower, 

440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,745-revolution-per-minute V-belt-drive 
motor, manufactured by Western Machine Tool Works. ' 

Shaper_ _____ One, 24-inch size, driven by a 71/z-horsepower 440-volt 
3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,740-revolution-per-minute V-belt-drive motor manu~ 
factured by Western Machine Tool Works. ' ' 

Drill press ______ One, 30-inch size, driven by a 5-horsepower 440-volt 
3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,800-revolution-per-minute motor manufa:ctured by 
Cleereman Machine Tool Co. ' 

Hacksaw ______ One, S14- by 9%-inch capacity, driven by a 2-horsepower, 
440-volt, 3-ph~se? 60-cycle, 1,200-revolution-per-minute motor, and 
3-speed transmisSion, manufactured by Racine Tool & Machine Co. 

Bench lathe ______ One, 10 by 54 inc~es, drive~ by a %-horsepower, 440-
volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,800-revolutwn-per-mmute motor manufactured 
by South Bend Lathe Works. ' 

Sensitive drilL _____ One, 16-inch size, driven by a ¥.!-horsepower 440-
volt, 3-pha.se, 60-cycle, 1,750-revolution-per-minute motor, manufadtured 
by Champwn Blower & Forge Co. 

Pedestal grinder ______ One, 2-wheel, 12-inch size, driven by a 2-horse-
power, 440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,750-revolution-per-minute motor 
manufactured by the Cincinnati Electrical Tool Co ' 

Tool post grinder ______ One, with accesso.ries, drivc;n.by a %-horsepower, 
110-volt, 1-phase, 60-cycle, 3,400-revolutwn-per-mmute motor manufac-
tured by the Cincinnati Electrical Tool Co. ' 

Pipe;threading machine ______ One, portable, with accessories, driven by 
a ~-horsepower, 110-volt, 1-phase, 60-cycle motor manufactured by the 
Oster Manufacturing Co. ' 

Forge, anvil, quenching tank, arbor press________ One each 
Miscellaneous assortment of small tools. ------------

PoWERHOUSE ACCESS BRIDGE 

Type------;----------------------------- Concrete deck on steel stringers 
~oadway width_________________________________________________ 18 feet 

s~~~~h_=-_=-_=-_=-_=-_=-_=-_=-_=-_=-_=-.=-.=-=.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=-.=-.=-_=-_=-_=-_=-_=-_=-_=-.=-.=--=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-_:~!-~~~~-~!~che~ 
TAILRACE CHANNEL 

Excavation -------------------------- In rock 
Le~gth -------------------------------=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-~~~~~-=--=- 400 feet 
Width----7 ----:-------------------------------Varies from 71 to liO feet 

Bed t>e~~~v_e~~~~~-~~~~_=-_=-.=-.=--=-.=--=-.=-.=--=-.=-.=-_=-_=-_=-_=--=-_=-_=-_=-_=--=-_=-_=-_=-_=-_=--=-_-:_~~~!~~~~~ 1~~c~:~~ 
Average height ------------------------------------------- 5 feet 

CONTROL BUILDING 

Location ________________________________ Left bank, adjacent switchyard 
Type of construction______ L-shaped, reinforced concrete substructure 

structural steel superstructure with brick and aluminum siding. ' 
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Floor area------------------------------------------- 9,200·squarefeet 
Volume --------------------------------------------- 130,000 cubic feet 

MAIN CoNTROL SWITCHBOARDS 

Type ______ %-inch-thick, stretcher-level steel, dead-front panels, for all 
boards. 

Item 

Control and instrument board------------------------------1 Relay board ______ ----_____________________________________ i 

Direct-current distribution board---------------------------i 
Recording board------------------------------------- -----1 

Actuator: 

Number 

Panels 

Width 

9 2 feet 4 inches. 
9 2 feet 4 inches. 
9 2 feet 4 inches. 
9 2 feet 4 inches. 

lJnits 1-2 ------------------------------------------------- 19 feet 
Annunciator and operation recording system: 

Annunciator windows on actuator cabinet for each generator______ 14 
Annunciator windows on control desk____________________________ 32 

Operations recorded on control desk: 
Watauga (including Wilbur)----------------------------------- 144 
South ~olston ------------------------------------------------ 60 

Annunciator and transmitter circuits_____________ _ 48 volts direct current 
Recorder circuits -------------------------------- 250 volts direct current 
Supervisory circuits ------------------------ 115 volts alternating current 
Load and frequency control equipment: 

Principal equipment: 
lJnit load recorder for South Holston________________________ 1 
lJnit load controller (includes South Holston)---------------- 3 
Area load recorder_________________________________________ 1 
Deviation load recorder_____________________________________ 1 
Frequency recorder-controller ------------------------------ 1 
Master load frequency controller____________________________ 1 
Tie line load recorder-controller_____________________________ 1 
Interchange load recorders__________________________________ 2 

Carrier-current and telephone equipment: 
Narrow-band frequency-shift to telemetering receivers 

coupled to 69-kilovolt transmission line________________________ 12 
Pilot-relay transmitter-receiver units coupled 

to 69-kilovolt transmission line________________________________ 2 
Telephone transmitter-receiver unit coupled 

to 69-kilovolt transmission line________________________________ 1 
Speech-plus-duplex carrier telephone and telegraph unit 

coupled to open-wire telephone line____________________________ 1 
20-line manual key-type telephone turret_________________________ 1 
50-line automatic dial exchange_________________________________ 1 
Motor-alternator for emergency: 

120-volt alternating-current power supply; 7.5 horsepower, 
250-volt direct-current motor; 6.3-kilovolt-ampere, 
single-phase generator, 1,800 revolutions per minute________ 1 

480-volt auxiliary power and 240-volt lighting and heating board: 
Location ____________________________ Control building, elevation 1699 
Equipment_ _____ Power section, six panels mounting two 600-ampere, 

three 225-ampere, and twelve 100-ampere air circuit breakers; light
ing and heating section, three panels mounting two 225-ampere and 
seven 100-ampere air circuit breakers. 

Manufacturer------------------------ Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 
480-volt air-conditioning board: 

Location __________________________ Control building, elevation 1726.83 
Equipment ______ Six panels mounting twenty 100-ampere air circuit 

breakers. 
Manufacturer--------------- Northeastern Engineering, Incorporated 

. 

1
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Supervisory control and telemetering: 
Number of control functions to South Holston _______ --------- 54 
Number of control functions to Elizabethton______________________ 32 
Number of continuous telemeter indications______________________ 7 
Number of selected telemeter indications_________________________ 14 

FIRE PROTECTION 

Portable equipment_ _____ Six 5-pound and two 15-pound hand-type fire 
extinguishers located conveniently throughout the building. 

Water system: 
Raw water is supplied by gravity for fire protection at the control 

building. 
Fire hydrants: 

Number ------------------------------------------------------ 2 Size _______________________________ 6 inches with two 2% -inch outlets 
Hose outlets: 

Number------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Size --------------------------------------------------- 1Vz inches 

HEATING, VENTILATING, AND AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 

Electric heating system: 
Total connected heating load in control building __________ 157 kilowatts 

Ventilating and air-conditioning systems: 
Fans: 

Designation Cubk feet P.res~ure Motor Stetic I 

per minute h hor:"epower 

~----------------!------~~I 3 
Offices supply ------------------------ 6,500 1 
Control room 5upply ------------------ 5,400 11/ol 2 
Telephone room supply---------------- 1,500 Ph 1 
Lower spaces ~xhaust ----------------- 5,500 %I 1'h 
Toilet exhaust ------------------------ 4,200 1 %, : 1 
Attic exhaust------------------------- 2,500 I % % 
Battery room exhaust ----------------- 2,525 1/4 1;~ 

Sum¥'otl~ ~1/~~~:plied ---------------- 13,400 1----------------1---------------
~~~( f~~ ~~~~a(=~~dr~;i-;;;;;;:;)====== _________ 1_4~~=~- :-=============== ~------------9--

Surface coolers (using gravity flow lake water): 

Designation 

Offices air conditioning _________________ _ 
Control room air conditioning ___________ _ 
Telephone room air conditioning ________ _ 

Cubic 
feet 
per 

minute 

6,400 
5,400 
1,500 

Entering air I Leaving air 
temperature temperature 

~clb 1 ~~~ I ~:lb 1 ~~~ 
I 111 ::1 1:1 ~l 

RAW-WATER SYSTEM 

Source _________________________ From powerhouse fire and service system 
Flow _________________________________________________________ Gravity 
Pressure to service and fire protection ____________ 60 pounds per square inch 

TREATED-\VATER SYSTEM 

Source ---------------------------------- From 1,655-gallon storage tank 
Flow --------------------------------------------------------- Gravity 
Pressure, reduced to ____________________________ GO pounds per square inch 

STATISTICAL SU~DIARIES 
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Structural steeL _____ Hot-dipped galvanized all field connections bolted; all 
structures designed for maximum allowable stresses in accordance with 
TV A structural standards. 

Oil purification building ______________________________ Reinforced concrete 
Location _____________________________ Northeast corner of switchyard 
Width, maximum ------------------------------------------ 18 feet 
Length, maximum ------------------------------------------ 32 feet 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 

Transformer track turntable: 
Maximum design load ______________________________________ 100 tons 
Turntable track radius _____________________________ 6 feet 3 1h inches 
Transfer track gauge ______________________________ 4 feet 872 inches 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

Main power transformers (mounted on powerhouse deck): 
Nun1ber ------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Manufacturer--------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Rating ______ 24,000 kilovolt-amperes, self-cooled; 32,000 kilovolt-am-

peres, forced-air-cooled, 69-13.2 kilovolts, 3 phase, 60 cycles. 
Connections ______ Wye on high-voltage side with neutral grounded 

through a reactor; low-voltage side connected delta. 
Taps ______ High-voltage winding, two 2.5 percent above and two 2.5 per-

cent below 69,000 volts, full capacity, no load, manual. 
Polarity ---------------------------------------------- Subtractive 

Test data (average values at 24,000 kilovolt-amperes): 
Exciting current: 

90 percent rated voltage ____________________________ 0.33 percent 
100 percent rated voltage ___________________________ 0.64 percent 
110 percent rated voltage ___________________________ 1.33 percent 

Impedance ____________________ 69- to 13.2-kilovolt winding, 8.53 percent 
Efficiency: 

Full load ----------------------------------------
Three-fourths load-------------------------------
One-half load -----------------------------------
One-fourth load ----------------------------------

Regulation at 75o C., at 32,000 kilovolt-amperes: 
100 percent power factor _______ _:: __________________ _ 
90 percent power factor----------------------------
80 percent power factor----------------------------

Losses, no load: 

99.44 percent 
99.50 percent 
99.51 percent 
99.34 percent 

0.96 percent 
5.76 percent 
7.47 percent 

110 percent rated voltage __________________________ 43.5 kilowatts 
100 percent rated voltage ________________________ 33.625 kilowatts 
90 percent rated voltage __________________________ 26.75 kilowatts 

Losses, total at full load at rated voltage ________________ 211.6 kilowatts 
Weight of parts: 

Tank and fittings ___________________________________ _ 
Core and coils ______________________________________ _ 

Oil (3,610 gallons)----------------------------------
Total ----------------------------------------------

Neutral reactor for main transformers: 

35,000 pounds 
64,000 pounds 
26,700 pounds 

125,700 pounds 

Nun1ber ------------------------------------------------------ 2 Manufacturer ___________________________ Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type ___________ Outdoor, oil-immersed, air core with lightning arrester 
ln1pedance ---------------------------------------------- 22.2 ohn1s 
Rating: 

Current, 30 seconds ________________________________ 650 amperes 
Kilovolt-amperes, 30 seconds ________________ 9,295 kilovolt-amperes 
Resistance ------------------------------------------ 0.535 ohm 

Emergency station service transformer: 
~un1ber ------------------------------------------------------ 1 
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Emergency station ~ervice transformer-Continued 
~anufacturer _________________________________ Wagner Electric Corp. 
Type ________________________ Outdoor, 3 winding, oil-filled, self-co?led 
Rating ______ 69,000-2,400-480 volts, 3 phase, 60 cy~le~, 69,000-vol~ wmd-

ing, 750 kilovolt-amperes, 2,400- and 480-volt wmdmgs, 450 kilovolt-
amperes. . . 

Connection ______ 69,000-volt winding wye, 2,400- and 480-volt wmdmg 
delta. 

Taps ______ 69,000-volt winding, two 21h percent taps above and below, 
69,000 volts, 2,400-volt winding, two 2% percent taps above 2,400 volts. 

~anufacturers' test data at 75° C., rated voltage, and rated frequency, aver
age values: 

Impedance based on 75D kilovolt-amperes: 
69,000- to 480-volt win?in!J------------------------- 8.01 percent 
69 000- to 4,160-volt wmdmg _______________________ 11.50 percent 
2,400- to 480-volt winding__________________________ 4.72 percent 

Exciting current ------------------------------------- 3.83 percent 
No-load losses ----------------------------------------- 4,080 watts 
Losses, total at 750 kilovolt-amperes: 

69,000 to 480 volts _______________________________ 12.78 kilowatts 
69,000 to 4,160 volts ______________________________ 11.98 kilowatts 
2,400 to 480 volts-----------------------------;--:- 13.98 kil_owatts 

Efficiency 100 percent power factor, 75° C, 69,000-volt wmdmg, 750 kilovolt
ampere~, 4,160-volt winding, 450 kilovolt-amperes, 480-volt winding, 300 
kilovolt-amperes: · 

Full load -------------------------------------------- 98.69 percent 
Three-fourths load ----------------------------------- 98.71 percent 
One-half load ---------------------------------------- 98.54 percent 
One-fourth load -------------------------------------- 97.69 percent 

Weights: Tank and fittings ____________________________________ _ 
Core and coils _______________________________________ _ 
Oil (1,150 gallons) _________ _: _________________________ _ 

Total -----------------------------------------------
Switchgear and switches: 

69-kilovolt oil circuit breakers: 

6,000 pounds 
7,900 pounds 
8,500 pounds 

22,400 pounds 

Number __ --------------------------------------------------- 9 
~anufactuier _____________________ Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. 
Type _________________________________ 3 pole, pneumatically operated 
Rating ______ 600 amperes, 1,000,000-kilovolt-ampere interrupting capac-

ity, 5-20 cycles reclosing. 
Design data: 

Weight, breaker complete with oiL _____________________ 16,665 pounds 
Weight of oil (750 gallons)---------------------------- 5,625 pounds 
Impact, equivalent sta~ic load, in~ludes de~d load pl~s 

impact value on opemng at full mterruptmg capacity ____ 40 000 pounds 
Closing current ---------------------------------------- 6.1 amperes 
Tripping current --------------------------------------- 10 amperes 

69-kilovolt disconnecting switches: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 25 Manufacturer ___________ Railway and Industrial Engineering Company 
Rating ____________________________ 600 amperes, 3 pole, gang-operated 

Lightning arresters: 
Number (mounted on main transformer tank)-------------------- 6 
~anufacturer ___________________________ Westinghouse Electr!c Corp. 
Type _______________________________________ Single pole, station type 
Rating ------------------------ 60 kilovolts, maximum line to ground 

Coupling capacitors: 
5 Number ---------------------------------------------------Manufacturer __________________________________ General Electric Co. 

Type ______ Two with carrier auxiliaries only; three with .carrier aux!l
iaries and potential device with separately mounted adJustment umt. 

Rating ______________________________________ 69 kilovolts line to line 
Line wave traps: 

3 Number ------------------------------------------------------

STATISTICAL SUMMARIES 985 
Line wave traps-Continued 

~anufacturer ---------------------------------- General Electri<l Co. 
Rating __________ 400 amperes, with tuning range of 45 to 165 kilocycles 

Insulators: 
Rating and type ______________________ Two units, pedestal, 69 kilovolts 

~anufacturer_ ____________________________ Locke Insulator Corp. 
Dry flashover per stack _____________ 235 kilovolts root mean square 
Wet flashover per stack ____________ 180 kilovolts root mean square 
Cantilever strength upright_ _______________________ 1,500 pounds 

Rating and type _________________________ 15 kilovolts, suspension type 
Number of units per string for 69 kilovolts____________________ 5 
Manufacturer _______________________________ Lapp Insulator Co. 
Dry flashover --------------------- 325 kilovolts root mean square 
Wet flashover--------------------- 215 kilovolts root mean square 
~echanical and electrical strength __________________ 15,000 pounds 

FIRE PROTECTION 

Carbon-dioxide system No. 2: 
Oil purification building in switchyard ______ Air space, oil purification 

room, 2,733 cubic feet; four 50-pound cylinders to be discharged. 
Portable equipment_ _____ One 100-pound buggy-type carbon-dioxide unit and 

one fire hose cart are housed in the oil purification building. 
Water system: 

Raw water is supplied by gravity for fire protection in the switchyard. 
Fire hydrants: 

Number -------------------------------------------------- 2 Size ___________________________ 6 inches with two 2%-inch outlets 

RAW-WATER SYSTEM 

Source __________________________ From powerhouse fire and service system 
Flow --------------------------------------------------------- Gravity 
Pressure to service and fire protection____________ 60 pounds per square inch 

OIL SYSTEM 

Oil purifiers ______ For data on purification equipment refer to powerhouse 
oil systems. 

Oil pumps: 

Item 
Clean 

insulating 
oil pump 

Quantity---------------------------------------------- I ------------- 1. 

Dirty 
insulating 
oil pump 

Pump manufacturer----------------------------------- George D. Roper Corp. 
Capacity gallons per minute ___________________________ 115 -----------~ 115. 
Discharg~ pressure, pounds per square inch_____________ 80 ------------ 3~. 
Motor, horsepower------------------------------------- 10 ------------ 7 )'.. 
Motor, manufacturer----------------------------------- General Electric Co. 

Oil storage tanks: 
Type ___________________________________________ Steel, above ground 
Location _________________________ Adjacent to oil purification building 
Clean oil tank: 

Capacity ---------------------------------------- 10,620 gallons 
Dirty oil tank: 

Capacity ---------------------------------------- 7,050 gallons 

YARD FACILITIES 

MAINTENANCE BUILDING 
Structure: 

Width ---------------------------------------------------- 25 feet 
Length ---------------------------------------------------- 84 feet 
~aterials ______ One-story concrete block construction for walls and some 

interior partitions, wood fr-aming for floors, some interior partitions and 
roof; wood sash, doors, and frames. 
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Heaters: 
Type----.-------- Reces~ed-wall-type electric gravity convection heaters 
Three umts ________________________________________ 4 kilowatts each 
One unit----------------------------------------------- 3 kilowatts 
One unit--------------------------------------------- 1% kilowatts 

VISITORS' BUILDING 

Structure: 

~::;fh ==================================================== ~~ i::i Materials ______ Reinforced concrete foundations; Crab Orchard stone 
vertical tongue-and-groove siding and glass in exterior walls· wood 
framing in roof and interior partitions. ' 

Public facilities ______________________________ Toilets, reception room 
Heating and ventilating: 

Heaters-number and type: 
Electric air blast heaters (two units) ________________ 20 kilowatts 
.Electric wall recessed heaters (five units)------------ 10 kilowatts 

Fans: 

Cubic feet 
Static 

Motor Designation pressure, 
per minute inches horsepower 

Reception room supply--------------- 1,440 '\4 'h 
I 

PARKING AREAS 

L~cation _______________________________ One, at powerhouse access bridge 

~i~i!ft~=-=_=_=_=~-=-=_=_=_=~~-=-=_=_=~-=-=_=_=_=_=_=~~-=-=_=_=~-=-=_=_=_=~-=-=~-=-=_=_=_=_=_=_=_~~==1=2 ~~ii~i!! 
Materials ______ 4-inch stabilized stone base with bituminous surface· con-

cret~ curbs and gutters; 5-foot-wide 130-foot-long concrete sidewalk. ' 
Lo.catwn ____________________ One, between control building and switchyard 

~~itft~=-=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=-~~=-=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=~-=-=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_==1=2= v~ii!i!! 
Materials ______ 4-inch stabilized stone base with bituminous surface· con-

crete curbs and gutters. ' 
Location _______________________________________ One, at visitors' building 

~~~itft~=-~=-=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=~-=-~=-=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_~=-=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=~=7=0 ~~~iii!! 
Materials ______ 6-inch stabilized stone base with double bituminous surface· 

8-foot-wide sidewalk with 4-inch stabilized stone base and single bituminou~ 
surface; concrete curb and gutter. 

Lo~ation ________________________________ 1,000 feet from visitors' building 
W1dth. and length _______________________________________ Irregular shape 
Capacity--------------------------------------------------- 40 vehicles 
Materials ______ 4 inches of traffic-bound crushed stone bordered by barrier 

stones. 

SOUTH HOLSTON 

CHRONOLOGY 

Authorized by ______ Congress on December 17, 1941· Tennessee Valley 
Authority Board of Directors on January 15, 1942. ' 

Construction started --------------------------------- February 16, 1942 
Construction deferred by order of W.P.B. ____________________ April 15, 1943 
Construction resumed ---------------------------------- August 4, 1947 
Dam closure (beginning of reservoir filling) ____________ November 20, 1950 
Power unit on line ____________________________________ February 13, 1951 

S'l'.A'J'IS'l'ICAL SU~DIAIUES 987 

LOCATION 

On South Fork Holston River at river mile 49.8; in Sullivan County, Tenn.; 7 
miles southeast of Bristol, Tenn.-Va.; 110 air miles northeast of Knoxville, 
Tenn. 

--

CoNSTRUCTION QuANTITIES 

Item 

Dam and power facilities: 
Rock excavation ---------------------
Unclassified excavation --------------
Rolled earth fill ---------------------
Rock fill-quarry run ----------------
Filter blanket ------------------------
Riprap ____ --------------------------
Reinforring steel --------------------
Structural steel (including conduit 

Dam and power plant 

123,500 cubic yards. 
1,022,800 cubic yards. 
2,089,000 cubic yards. 
3,388,700 cubic yards. 
412,100 cubic yanls.1 

12,640 cubic yards. 
550 tons. 
1,660 tons. 

liners, tl·ashra<'ks, and surge tank). . 
Formwork ___________________________ : 112,600 square feet. 
Grouting ----------------------------1 33,760 cubic feet. 
Concrete ----------------------------- H7 ,500 cubic yards. 

Highway and railroad: I 
Excavation -------------------------- 1,600,000 cubic yards. 

Saddle dam 

189,300 cubic yards. 

il,ll9 cubic yards. 2 

10,882 cubic yards. 

1,68i ,830 cubic feet. 

1 Crushed rock. 
2 Gravel. 

PRINCIPAL DESIGN FEATURES 

STREAMFLOW 

Drainage area above dam ______________________________ 703 square miles 
Gaging station discharge records (for complete records 

see Hydraulic Data Branch files): 
Bluff City, Tenn., July 1900 to May 1953; drainage area_ 813 square miles 
Above South Holston Dam, Tenn., 

April 1942 to November 1950; drainage area ________ 690 square miles 
Below South Holston Dam, Tenn., July 1951 to date; 

drainage area ----------------------------------- 703 square miles 
Maximum known flood at dam site, 

estimated (1867) ------------------------- 45,000 cubic feet per second 
Maximum probable flood, regulated 

(spillway and sluices, 51,000 cubic feet 
per second; emergency spillway 
25,000 cubic feet per second)--------------- 76,000 cubic feet per second 

Average unregulated flow at dam site, 
estimated (1901-43) ---------------------- 1,020 cubic feet per second 

Minimum daily natural flow at dam site, 
estimated (1940) ------------------------- 45 cubic feet per second 

Maximum probable unregulated flood __________ 133,000 cubic feet per second 

RESERVOIR 

Counties affected: State of Tennessee _________________________________________ Sullivan 
State of Virginia _______________________________________ Washington 

Operating levels at dam: 
Maximum used for design 

(from estimates at time of design)---------------- Elevation 1755.0 
Maximum probable flood, regulated 

(for present conditions)-------------------------- Elevation 1751.8 
Spillway crest: 

At dam (area 8,750 acres)---------------------- Elevation 17 42.0 
At Bent Branch (area 8,960 acres) __________________ Elevation 1744.0 
Normal maximum pool level 

(area 7,580 acres)-------------------------------- Elevation 1729.0 
Normal minimum pool level 

(area 2,390 acres)------------------------------- Elevation 1616.0 
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Backwater, length at: 
Elevation 1742 -----------------------------------------
Elevation 1729 ----------------------------~------------

24.3 miles 
23.7 miles 

Shoreline, length at: 
Elevation 1729 

Main shore -------------------------------- 160 miles 
Islands ----------------------------------- 8 miles 
Total ------------------------------------- 168 miles 

Original river area: 

Elevation 17 4~ 

173 miles 
14 miles 

187 miles 

Elevation 1729 ------------------------------------------ 485 acres 
Elevation 1742 ------------------------------------------ 500 acres 

Storage (fiat pool assumption) : 
Total volume: 

Elevation 17 42 -------------------------------- 7 44,000 acre-feet 
Elevation 1729 -------------------------------- 638,200 acre-feet 

Useful controlled storage (elevations 17 42-1616) ______ 625,200 acre-feet 
Volume for low-water releases 

(elevations 1729-1616) -------------------------- 519,400 acre-feet 
Minimum controlled flood storage capacity on: 

January 1 (elevations 17 42-1702) -------------------- 286,300 acre-feet 
March 15 (elevations 17 42-1713) -------------------- 218,200 acre-feet 

TAIL WATER 
Maximum used for design ________________________________ Elevation 1513 
Maximum probable flood, regulated ________________________ Elevation 1509 
Minimum expected level (approximate)-------------------- Elevation 1485 

HEAD (GROSS) 

Maximum static (elevations 1742-1485) -------------------------- 257 feet 
Normal maximum operating (elevations 1729-1489)--------------- Z40 feet 
Minimum operating (elevations 1616-1490) ---------------------- 126 feet 

PREPARATION FOR FLOODING 

Property acquired ----------------------------------------- 12,859 acres 
Clearing estimated ----------------------------------------- 4,600 acres 
Highways: 

Access -------------------------------------------------- 5.6 miles 
State --------------------------------------------------- 8.4 miles 
County and tertiary-------------------------------------- 13.2 miles 
Total --------------------------------------------------- 27.2 miles 

Railroads --------------------------------------------------- 0.3 mile Families affected, estimated _________________________________________ 325 
Graves, approximately --------------------------------------------- 1,000 
Utilities adjusted or constructed, approximately __________________ 44 miles 

STRUCTURES 

MAIN EMBANKMENT 

Type_________________ Impervious rolled earth fill with rock-filled shoulders 
Length ----------------------------------------------------- 1,600 feet 
Maximum height ---------------------------------------------- 285 feet Top of embankment_ _____________________________________ Elevation 1765 
Foundation ------------------------------------------- Tellico sandstone 

SADDLE DAM 
Location _____________________________ Right rim, 4.5 miles from main dam 
Type________________________________________ Impervious rolled earth fill 
Length ----------------------------------------------------- 3,700 feet 
Maximum height ----------------------------------------------- 40 feet Top of embankment_ _____________________________________ Elevation 1765 
Foundation ----------------------------------------------------- Earth 

OUTLET WORKS 
Spillway: 

Location -------------------------------------------- Left abutment 
Material and type ______ Concrete, uncontrolled morning-glory spillway 

with concrete-lined shaft and discharge tunnel; concrete stilling basin 
at tunnel outlet. 

j 
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Crest diameter ------------------------------------------- 128 feet 
Crest length, clear----------------------------------------- 385 feet 
Crest level ---------------------------------------- Elevation 17 42.0 
Shaft and tunnel diameter________________________________ 34 feet 
Length: 

Shaft and elbow------------------------------------- 283 feet 
Tunnel --------------------------------------------- 1,068 feet Invert of tunnel outlet_ _____________________________ Elevation 1476.2 

Stilling basin: 
Length -----------------------------------------------Width at bottom ______________________________________ _ 
Height of walls _______________________________________ _ 

300 feet 
117 feet 

53 feet 
Discharge capacity, headwater elevation 1755 

(design level) ------------------------- 62,000 cubic feet per second 
Sluiceway: 

Location -------------------------------------------- Left abutment 
Material and type ______ Concrete-lined tunnel with concrete access tower 

to regulating valves in tunnel plug, discharges into spillway tunnel. 
Tunnel: 

Diameter --------------------------------------------- 34 feet 
Length ----------------------------------------------- 608 feet 

Tower: 
Inside diameter --------------------------------------- 25 feet 
Height ----------------------------------------------- 248 feet 

Trasliracks_______ Bare spaced approximately 12 inches center to center 
Regulating valves _________________ Two 96-inch Rowell-Bunger valves 
Emergency gates ______ Two 5-foot 8-inch by 10-foot hydraulically oper-

ated slide gates. 
Center line of valves _______________________________ Elevation 1501.7 
Service crane on tower _______________________ One 20-ton pillar crane 
Discharge capacity: 

Headwater elevation 1755 
(maximum design level) ____________ 11,000 cubic feet per second 

Headwater elevation 17 42 
(spillway crest) ------------------ 10,700 cubic feet per second 

Headwater elevation 1729 
(normal maximum) --------------- 10,400 cubic feet per second 

Auxiliary spillway (Bent Branch) : 
Location _______________________ In saddle, 1.5 miles south of main dam 
Type and materiaL _____ Chute-type spillway, curved concrete overflow 

weir, uncontrolled; sloping apron with converging side walls and end 
sill; rock-cut channel through saddle, unlined; concrete control weir 
with ski-jump sill at end of channel. 

Overflow weir: 
Crest level ------------------------------------- Elevation 17 44 
Crest length ------------------------------------------ 300 feet 
Width, including apron_________________________________ 80 feet 

Channel: 
Length ----------------------------------------------- 338 feet Width _______________________________ Varies from 206 to 100 feet 

Control weir: 
Crest level ------------------------------------ Elevation 1725.5 
Crest length ------------------------------------------ 100 feet 
Width, including silL___________________________________ 50 feet 

Discharge capacity, headwater elevation 1755 
(design level) ----------------------- 43,000 cubic feet per second 

Foundation --------------------------------------- Tellico sandstone 

POWER FACILITIES 

Intake: 
Type ______ Submerged concrete chamber with access tunnel from visitors' 

building. 
Trashracks _______________________ Steel bars spaced on 4-inch centers 
Valve ___________________________ One 15-foot-diameter butterfly valve 
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Conduit: 
Type ________________________________ Concrete- and steel-lined tunnel 
Size and lengths: 

Concrete section, 15-foot diameter----------------
Steel sections, 15-foot diameter_ _________________ _ 
Steel section, 14-foot diameter_ _________________ _ 
Total length -----------------------------------

240 lineal feet 
590 lineal feet 
280 lineal feet 

1,125 lineal feet 
Surge tank: 

Location ______ On right bank approximately 185 feet upstream from 
powerhouse. 

Type ____________________ Restricted orifice, steel-plate cylindrical tank 
Riser to tank __________________________ Concrete- and steel-lined shaft 

Powerhouse: 
Type ______ Indoor type, reinforced concrete substructure, structural steel 

superstructure with insulated aluminum panels. 
Size (maximum dimension) ______ 86 feet long, 50 feet wide, 100 feet high 

Tailrace channel: 
Excavated transition from draft tube outlet to natural river bed. 

Transformer yard: 
Location ______ At the toe of the dam adjacent to and south of the power-

house. 
Size ______________________________________ 130 feet long, 50 feet wide 
Structures ---------------------------------------- Galvanized steel 

Switchyard: 
Location ______ Downstream of the access road between the tailrace chan-

nel and the stilling basin. 
Size ______________________________________ 212 feet long, 95 feet wide 
Structures ---------------------------------------- Galvanized steel 

DETAILS OF STRUCTURES 
MAIN EMBANKMENT 

Type ___________________________ Rolled earth fill with rock-filled shoulders 
Length ----------------------------------------------------- 1,600 feet 
Top of embankment: 

Nominal ------------------------------------------ Elevation 1765.0 
At maximum camber------------------------------- Elevation 1775.1 

Maximum height, below nominal top___________________________ 285 feet 
Maximum overall width at base ________________________________ 1,175 feet 
Maximum width of earth core at base___________________________ 430 feet 
Filter between earth fill and rock filL __________________________ Two-zone 
Slope of earth core, upstream and downstream ____________________ 1 on 0.75 
Average outer slope: 

Upstream: 
Above elevation 1630 __________________________________ 1 on 2.10 
Below elevation 1630 __________________________________ 1 on 2.20 

Downstream ------------------------------------------------ 1 on 2 
Width of berms on outer slopes: 

Upstream, from top to bottom ____________________________ 3 at 21 feet 
2 at 29.5 feet 

4 at 24 feet 
Downstream, from top to bottom _________________________ 1 at 16 feet 

5 at 18 feet 
1 at 20.5 feet 

Vertical distance between berms __________________________________ 30 feet 
Slope between berms ___________________________________________ 1 on 1.4 
Top width, overalL _____________________________________________ 32 feet 
Top width of earth core __________________________________________ 19 feet 
Roadway width ------------------------------------------------ 20 feet 

SADDLE DAM 

Location ____________________________ Right rim, 4.5 miles from main dam 
Type ________________________________________ Impervious rolled earth fill 

Length ----------------------------------------------------- 3,700 feet Top of embankment_ ___________________________________ Elevation 1765.0 
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Maximum height ----------------------------- _________________ 40 feet 
Maximum overall width at base __________________________________ 186 feet 
Slope, upstream and downstream __________________________________ 1 on 2 
Slope protection: 

Upstream ______________________ 18-inch riprap on crushed stone filter 

Top ~i~hs:~~~-==============================================-GJ:£~~~ 
Roadway width, patrol road, crushed stone _________________________ 20 feet 

SPILLWAY 

Location------------------------------------------------ Left abutment 
Type______ Concrete morning-glory spillway, uncontrolled· with concrete-

lined shaft and discharge tunnel. ' 
Level of excavated plaza around crest_ _____________________ Elevation 1732 
Crest level ---------------------------------------------- Elevation 17 42 
Guide piers on crest to induce radial flow___________________ 6 

§~=~~~d~~~t~~e~~============================================---~~~ i==t 
Shaft and tunnel diameter: 

Excavated ------------~--------------------------------- 37 feet 
Concrete lining ____ _: ________ ,____________________________ 34 feet 

Length: 
Crest to 34-foot shaft_____________________________________ 89 feet 
Shaft and elbow----------------------------------------- 194 feet 
Tun~el ------------------------------------------------- 1,068 feet 

Radius of elbow centerline____________________________________ 75 feet 
Tunnel slope ----------------------------------------------- 0.3 percent 
Tunnel invert: 

Under shaft ------------------------------------- Elevation 1484.48 
Outlet portal ------------------------------------- Elevation 1476 23 

Outl~t portaL ______ Reinforc~~ concrete culvert structure, 60 feet long, trape-
zOidal cross section, transitions from 34-foot-diameter tunnel to stilling 
basin dimensions. 

Stilling basin: 
Material _.:_ _____________________________________ Reinforced concrete 
Le?gth ------------------------------------------------- 300 feet 
W1dth at bottom: 

Upstream ------------------------------------------ 44 feet 
Downstream ---------------------------------------- 117 feet 

Width at top: 
Upstream ------------------------------------------- 63 feet 
Downstream ---------------------------------------- 141.5 feet 

Top of walls ______________________________________ Elevation 1518.00 
Floor: 

Upstream------------------------------------ Elevation 1476.23 
Downstream --------------------------------- Elevation 1465.00 

. Top of end silL ___________________________________ Elevation 1481.00 
D1scharge channeL _____ Channel excavated into rock, floor elevation 1485 

earth slopes protected by riprap. ' 
Discharge capacity, headwater elevation 1755 

(design level)------------------------------ 62,000 cubic feet per second 

SLUICEWAY 

Location ------------------------------------------------ Left abutment 
Type ______ Concrete-lined tunnel in rock with concrete closure plug· two 

sluices through the plug, each controlled by a slide gate and a H~well
Bunger valve; access to tunnel and operating chamber is through a concrete 
tower and concrete-lined shaft. 

ln~et portaL--:--- Reinforc_ed concrete wall structure with trashracks; portal 
mvert elevatwn 1485.29. 

TUNNEL 

Length: 
Upstream of plug _______________________________________ _ 

Plug ---------------------------------------------------Downstream of plug _____________________________________ _ 

150.5 feet 
90· feet 

367.5 feet 
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Diameter: 37 feet 

~~~~j~j~~ce_d_c~-;;-c~;t;-ii~i~g============================== 34 feet 
Slope ------------------------------------------------------ 0.3 percent 
Sluices ______ Two, 5 feet 8 inches by 10 feet, 16 feet center to center; steel-

lined. 
Control: . . f 8 · h b 10 f t Emergency gate ______ Two, one m each slmce, 5- oot- -me Y - oo 

slide gate. 
Emergency gate hoist_ _____ Two, one mounted on bonnet of each gate, 

hydraulically operated. 
Emergency gate hoist oil pump: 

1 Quantity -----------------------------------------------~-Manufacturer _______________________ DeLaval Steam Turbme Co. 
Capacity gallons per minute________________________________ 20 
Pressure; pounds per square inch ___________________________ 1,2og 
Motor horsepower ----------------------------------------- 2 
Motor' manufacturer------------------ Westinghouse Electric Corp. 

Regulating valves ______ Two 96-inch Bowell-Bunger valves, one c.onnected to 
downstream end of each sluice liner; center line of va!ves ele~abon 1501.70. 

Regulating valve operating machinery ______ Motor-driven umt mounted on 
operating platform at elevation 1537.20. . 

Energy dissipation ______ Weir across tunnel ~oor downstream of valves, 
wall across tunnel roof between valves and weir. 

Discharge capacity: 
Headwater elevation 1755 

(maximum design level)---------------- 11,000 cubic feet per second 
Headwater elevation 17 42 

(spillway crest) ---------------------- 10,700 cubic feet per second 
Headwater elevation 1729 

(normal maximum) -------------------- 10,400 cubic feet per second 

SHAFT AND TOWER 

Location _____________________ Over downstream end of tunnel closure plug 
Type ______ Concrete-lined shaft in rock, surmounted by concrete tower, all 

T~e~~~f~~~ of tower---------------------------------- Elevat~on 1765.0 
Top of tunnel plug, base of shaft_ ________________________ ElevatiOn 1517.2 

Height: 17 4.05 feet 

~~~:r ================================================= 73.75 feet 
Shaft cross section: 

Inside circular, diameter---------------------------------
Excavated diameter, lower rock __________________________ _ 
Excavated diameter, upper rock __________________________ _ 

25 feet 
28 feet 
32 feet 

Tower ~ross. sections:. _ 25 feet 
Inside circular, dmmeter--------------------------------;- . 
Outside octagonal, diameter _________________________ Varies m 8 steps 
Wall thickness, above shaft_ _______________________________ 8.08 ffeet 
Wall thickness, at toP------------:------------:------------- 1.75 ee 

Inside access ______ Spiral stair to landmg for electric motor-operated eleva-
tor; emergency safety-cage ladder. 

Floor levels: 
Elevator machinery and crane support_ _____________ _ 
Elevator landing ---------------------------------
Slide gate pump machinery--------------------------

Elevation 1755.5 
Elevation 17 43.0 
Elevation 1537.2 

Elevator: El t C 
Manufacturer --------------------------- The Warner ~va or ?· 
T e -- ________ Worm-gear traction type, automatic, el~ctric 
c~~a~lty_-_-_-_-_-_:-_:-_-__________ 1,200-pound live load at 100 feet per mmute 
Motor -------------------------------------- 5 horsep?wer, 400 volts 
Contr~ls __________________ Alternating-current, automatic push button 
Lift ----------------------------------- 196.8 feet 
Platf~~~__:-__:-__:-__:-__:-__:-__:-__:-__:-__:-__:-__:-__:-_________________ Approxim~tely 16 squar~ feet 
Landings ______ Bottom elevation 1546.20, top elevatiOn 17 43.0, no mter-

mediate landing. 
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Service crane: 
Location ________________________ On operating deck at elevation 1765.0 
Type--------------------------------------------------- Job crane 
Capacity -------------------------------------------------- 20 tons 
Motors: 

Main hoist_ _____ One, 30 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 
1,200 revolutions per minute. 

Boom hoist_ _____ One, 30 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 
1,200 revolutions per minute. 

Swing ______ One, 3 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 1,800 
revolutions per minute. 

Brakes: 

Location Number Type 
I 

Torque (each) , 
pound-feet 

---------1-----------------------------
Spring-set, thrustor-released ------ -----~ 326 
Spring-set, thrustor-released ----------- 326 
Magnetic disc ------------------------- 25 

Main hoist ______ _I 
Boom hoist ______ 1

1 

Swing -----------

ACCESS FOOTBRIDGE FROM SHORE TO TOWER 

Type ______ Floor, 2-inch "Tri-Lok" filled with concrete, framed between 
steel plate girders. 

Walkway width, clear------------------------------------------ 4 feet 
Length --~---------------------------------------------------- 189 feet Spans _________________________________________________________ 3equal 

AUXILIARY SPILLWAY (BENT BRANCH) 

Location __________________________ In saddle, 1.5 miles south of main dam 
Type______ Chute-type spillway; curved concrete overflow weir, uncontrolled, 

sloping apron with converging side walls and end sill; rock-cut channel 
through saddle, unlined; concrete control weir with ski-jump sill at end of 
channel. 

Overflow weir: 
Crest level ----------------------------------------- Elevation 1744 
Crest length ---------------------------------------------- 300 feet 
Radius of upstream face____________________________________ 250 feet 
Width, including apron_____________________________________ 80 feet 
Top of end silL ____________________________________ Elevation 1726.5 
Length of end silL_________________________________________ 206 feet 

Channel: 
Length --------------------------------------------------- 338 feet Width ___________________________________ Varies from 206 to 100 feet 
Slope -------------------------------------------------- 1.5 percent 

Control weir: 
Crest level ---------------------------------------- Elevation 1725.5 
Crest length ---------------------------------------------- 100 feet 
Width, including end silL___________________________________ 50 feet 
Top of end silL ____________________________________ Elevation 1716.3 

Outlet_ _______ Rock-cut channel, 100 feet wide, connecting with Bent Branch 
Discharge capacity, headwater elevation 1755 

(design level)------------------------------ 43,000 cubic feet per second 

INTAKE 

Location_______________________________________________ Right abutment 
Type ______ Submerged concrete chamber with inclined concrete access tunnel 

from visitors' building. 
Size: 

Outside dimensions _______________________ 43 feet wide by 46 feet long 
Height ---------------------------------------------------- 46 feet Minimum wall thickness_____________________________________ 7 feet 
Chamber dimensions ______ 18 feet 6 inches wide by 32 feet long by 32 feet 

Trashracks ______ Semioctagonal-shaped concrete frame with racks of steel 
bars, 4 inches on center. 

Gross area at racks-------------------------------- 1,170 square feet 
Maximum velocity at racks------------------------ 3.4 feet per second 
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Butterfly valve: . 
Location ____________________________ Valve chamber, mtake structurl 

~~~~f:ct~i~r-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:--:N~;-p~l:tN~;~-Shfpb;iiicii~g-&-D"i-yd-o~ck ~o. 
Size ____________________________________________________ 180Inc ~~ 

Percent clear area (valve open)---------------------------------
10 

~~~?~g.hti~:P_0_':~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-3oo-;;~~onds 
Leakage at 150-foot head (guaranteed)---------- 65 gallons per. mmute 

Ventii:ii~n~~~t-==-F-o~~~d-;iith~~;gh-8=-in~h-plp~-fr~~-f;~i~ ~~tl~~;}l~~fJ~ 
ing basement, exhaust through access tunnel. . 

Drainage ________________________ Two 8-inch pipes, gravity flow to tailrace 
Floor levels: . 

Deck of trashrack structure _________________________ Elevat~on 162~.g 
Access landing ------------------------------------ Elevat~on 1~2 

3 
·
0 Elevated steel platform _____________________________ Elevat~on i5~3 ·0 Valve chamber floor ________________________________ ElevatiOn · 

Access tunnel: . . 
Dimensions (inside) ________________ 6 feet 6 inches wide by 7 fe~t high 
Minimum thicknesses _____________________ 3 percent of hydraulic head 
Length _____________________________________ ~pproximately 23~ feet 
Inside access _____________ 2-man cable car on rmls, emergency stairway 
Cable car: 1 

~~:e~~~_:-~~-Op~~-t~p~-;t~~I-fi;;:~~--~~-fu~;-d~;ible~fi~~-g;d-;heels, 
~ncl.osed with steel plate. 40_ ound ASCE 

¥:~~k~zcee-;t~~-t-o-~~~t;i~~-;;i};~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- lfeet 6 inc~es 
Track incline------------------------------------------- Vanes 
Rated full-load capacity---------------------------- 4,000 p~unds 
Normal travel speed ____________ Approximately 100 feet per mmute 
Hoist unit_ ___________ Grooved drum, speed reducer and spur gear~ 
Hoist unit motor, horsepower ________________________________ . 2 
Hoisting cable ______ %-inch diameter, 6 by 19 preformed breakmg 

strength 47,400 pounds. . . 
Car and hoist, manufacturer __________ Lakeside Bndge & Steel Co. 

Heating and ventilating: 
Heaters (number and type): . 

Electric air blast heaters (one umt) ------------------ 10 kilowatts 
Electric blower-type heaters (two units)-------------- 5 kilowatts 

Fans: 

Designation 

Intake chamber supply---------------------

Cubic 
feet per 
minute 

1,000 

Static 
pressure, 

inches 

Motor 
horse
power 

3 

Sump pump: 1 
Quantity --------------------------------------y~~~;~;B~~th~-;; Co. 
Manufacturer-------------------------------- 3 500 
Capacity gallons per hour------------------------------------ ' 2o 
Head, total dynamic head, feeL-----------------------------lA--;- h 
Size, discharge ------------------------------------------ 1 2 me ~ 
Motor, horsepower -------------------------------------------- 2 

PowER CoNDUIT 

~~~~tion ------=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-~-=_-=_-=_-_-=_-_-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-=.-_-=.-=.-=.-=.-c~~~;~t~:-;~d-st~~f:h~:~ut~~~! 
Totall;~gth-==----------------------------------------------- 1,125 fee 
Penstock section, intake chamber: 15 f t 

Inside diameter ------------------------------------------ . eeh 
Thickness of steel plate-------------------------------------- 1 me 

STA'l'ISTICAL SUl\11\lARIES 995 

Penstock section, intake chamber-Continued 
Length ---------------------------------------------------- 42 feet 
Slope -------------------------------------------------- 30 percent 

Concrete section: 
Inside diameter -------------------------------------------- 15 feet 
Minimum wall thickness____________________________________ 9 inches 
Length --------------------------------------------------- 240 feet 
Slope -------------------------------------------------- 30 percent 

Steel-lined section: 
Inside diameter -------------------------------------------- 15 feet Thickness of steel plate ________________________________ ~1e and 1 inch 
Length --------------------------------------------------- 548 feet 
Slope______________________ 1 percent minimum to 3 percent maximum 

Steel-lined section: 
Inside diameter _____________________________________________ 14 feet 
Thickness of steel plate ________________________________ 7/16 and 1 inch 
Length--------------------------------------------------- 280feet 
Slope --------------------------------------------------- 1 percent 

Steel-lined section: 
Inside diameter ------------------------------------ 13 feet 6 inches 
Thickness of steel plate ____________________________ 114 to 1% inches 
Length ---------------------------------------------------- 15 feet 
Slope --------------------------------------------------- 1 percent Drainage ________________________ Two 8-inch pipes, gravity flow to tailrace 

SURGE TANK 

Location ______ On right bank approximately 185 feet upstream from power-
house. 

Type _______________________ Restricted orifice, steel plate, cylindrical tank 
Height: 

Tank ---------------------------------------------------- 187 feet 
Riser _________ Center line of conduit to floor of tank-90 feet 6% inches 

Size: 
Tank (inside diameter)-------------------------------------- 36 feet 
Riser (inside diameter)-------------------------------------- 14 feet 
Orifice (inside diameter)--------------------------- 9 feet 10% inches 
Plate thickness, tank _______________________________ 7/16 to 1% inches 
Plate thickness, riser---------------------------------- o/s to 11)16 inch 

POWERHOUSE 

Generating capacity, one unit_ ___________________________ 35,000 kilowatts 
Type of construction ______ Indoor, reinforced concrete substructure, struc-

tural steel superstructure with insulated aluminum panels. 
Principal dimensions: 

Length --------------------------------------------------
VVidth ---------------------------------------------------
Maximum height ------------------------------------------

DRAFT TUBE 

86 feet 
50 feet 

100 feet 

Type ______ Reinforced concrete elbow, circular section at upper end chang-
ing to two rectangular passages at discharge point. 

Liner ______ Plate steel extending 8 feet 81h inches below discharge ring; 
diameter at top 11 feet 7% inches. 

Horizontal length (center line of turbine to 
downstream face)----------------------------------- 64 feet 3% inches 

Center pier ________________________________ Concrete, 4 feet 9 inches thick 
Outlet dimensions______ Two, each 17 feet 7% inches wide by 14 feet 2 1/s 

inches high. 
Net area outlet opening __________________________________ 468 square feet 
Maximum outlet velocity------------------------------ 6.9 feet per second 

POWERHOUSE CRANE 

Type ______ Overhead traveling, one trolley, equipped with a main hoif!lt and 
an auxiliary hoist. 

Ill 
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Rails ------------------------------------------------------ 175 pounds 
Motors: 

Main hoist_ _____ One, 60 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 900 
revolutions per minute. 

Auxiliary hoist_ _____ One, 60 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 
900 revolutions per minute. 

Bridge traveL _____ Two, 40 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 
900 revolutions per minute. 

Trolley traveL _____ One, 15 horsepower, 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 
1,200 revolutions per minute. 

Brakes: 

Location 

Main hoist ------
Auxiliary hoist --
Bridge travel ---
Bridge_ travel ----
Trolley travel ___ _ 

Number 

Capacities and speeds: 

Item 

Type 

Spring-set; thrustor-released ----------
Spring-set; thrustor-released ----------
Spring-set; thrustor-released ----------
Hydraulic; foot-operated --------------~ 
Spring-set; solenoid-released -----------

Capacity, Speed, feet 
tons per minute 

Travel, 
feet 

Torque (each), 
pound-feet 

L'ft. 
feet 

675 
675 
460 
600 
140 

Main hoist-------------------------- 165 ------
Auxiliary boisL--------------------- 25 -------
Bridge traveL----------------------------------
Trolley traveL----------------------------------

3'/o-4'/o --- ------------ 48 
25-35 ----- ------------ 58 
80-90 53 -------- ------------
25-30 ----- 27 --------~------------

TURBINE 

~umber --------------------------------------------------~th-6___ 1 
Manufacturer ________________________________ S. Morgan S~1 ompa~y 

Type ---------------------------------- Vertical-Francis 
Capacity===========--------- Rated 48,500 horsepower at 180-foot net head 

Net head, 
feet 

Maximum 
guaranteed At 
horsepower maxi-

mum 
load 

Guaranteed efficiency-percent 

48,500 40,000 30,000 20,000 10,000 
horse- horse- horse- horse- horse-
power power power power power 

-------1--------· ----------------

240-------------- 56,000 88.5 86.8 84.0 78.7 --------- ---------
220-------------- 56,000 89.5 89.1 85.5 80.0 71.4 

200-------------- 56,000 86.8 90.0 88.5 81.8 72.8 

180-------------- 48,500 86.6 86.6 89.7 84.6 75.3 

160-------------- 41,050 84.5 86.3 86.0 77.2 

140-------------- 32,830 82.6 --------- --------- 85.6 78.1 60.S 

Rated speed __________________________________ 144 revolutions per min~te 
Rotation ------------------------------------------------.---- Cloc~w1se 
Maximum runaway speed ______________________ 267 revolutions per mmute 
Specific speed (at rating)--------------------------------;----------- 48 
Discharge (at rating)-------------------------- 2,580 cub1c feet per second 
Water velocities (rating)---------------------------- 16.7 feet per second 

Draft tube exit__________________________________ 5.5 feet per second 

Runner: · · 1 F · 
Type -------------------------------------------- Verbca - :anc1s 
Diameter inlet ------------------------------------------ 142 mches 
Diameter discharge ------------------------------------- 141 inches 
Buckets ------------------------------------------------------ 17 
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Main shaft: 
Material --------------------------------------------- Forged steel 
Length ----------------------------------------------- 125~ inches 
~ ominal diameter ------------------------------------- 29 inches 

Stay ring: 
Material ------------------------------------------------ Cast steel 
~umber vanes ------------------------------------------------ 20 
Outside diameter------------------------------------ 20 feet 2 inches Scroll case ___________________________________________ Plate steel riveted 

Wicket gates: 
Material ------------------------------------------------ Cast steel 
~umber ------------------------------------------------------ 20 
Ileight ---------------------------------------------- 29.745 inches Total net weight_ _______________________________________ 837,000 pounds 

~et weight rotating parts________________________________ 96,590 pounds 
Maximum hydraulic thrust_ ______________________________ 295,500 pounds 
Flywheel effect, pound-feet2 ------------------------------------ 1,000,000 
Elevation center line distributor---------------------------------- 1495.00 
Elevation bottom of draft tube __________________________________ 1465.17 
Distance centerline unit to end of draft tube ______________________ 64.3 feet 

GOVERNOR 

~umber ---------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Manufacturer---------------------------------- Woodward Governor Co. 
Type ----~-------------------------------------------- Cabinet actuator 
Flyball power source ________________________ Permanent magnet generator 
Operating pressures: 

Maximum ------------------------------- 300 pounds per square inch 
Minimum ------------------------------- 250 pounds per square inch 

Rated capacity-------------------------------------- 220,000 foot-pounds 
Closing speed of gates __________________________ Adjustable 4 to 12 seconds 
Speed droop adjustment_ __________________________________ 0 to 6 percent 
Oil pumps ______ 2 pumps each rated 150 gallons per minute, 300 pounds per 

square inch, 880 revolutions per minute, rotary gear type. 
Operating cylinders ______ 2 per unit, 20.5-inch diameter by 15.875-inch stroke 

-volume 9,850 cubic inches. 
Maximum velocity in oil lines___________________________ 18 feet per second 
Size of cabinet___________ 6 feet 6 inches by 12 feet 0 inch by 7 feet 11 inches 

GENERATORS 

~umber ________________________________________ One initial and ultimate 
Manufacturer ______________________________ Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Electrical characteristics: 

Rating ______ ~ormal continuous, 38,888 kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 power 
factor, 60° C., temperature rise, 60 cycles, 3 phase, 13,800 
volts, 144 revolutions per minute, class B insulation. 

Maximum continuous, 44,721 kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 power 
factor, 80° C., rise above 40° C., air leaving the coolers. 

Line charging capacity ________________________ 33,000 kilovolt-amperes 
Synchronous condenser capacity _______________ 24,000 kilovolt-amperes 
Efficiencies ______ Guaranteed over-all, including exciters and rheostats 

(100 percent load is 38,888 kilovolt-amperes). 

1.0 power factor 0.9 power factor 

~~---R~ 
---

Load, percent_ _____________ 50 100 115 50 75 100 115 

---------------
Efficiency, percent _________ 96.95 97.75 97.75 96.6 97.2 97.4 97.4 
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Losses in kilowatts _______ Calculated data, 100 percent load equals 38,888 kilo-
volt-amperes. 

1
--l~ower~actor 0.9 power factor 

--L-oa_d_p_e-rc_e_n_L _______ -_-_-_-__ -_-__ 50 751 100 115 -;,~- -7~1----;;1 ~0 
Load loss__________________ 27.5 62 110 145 27.5 62 110 14;) 
Friction and windage ______ ' 170 170 170 170 170 1'10 170 170 
Core______________________ 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 I 200 
Armature I'R-------------- 35 79 140 185 35 79 140 185 
Field I'R------------------ 47 55 65 71 66 89 115 138 
Exciters and rheostats_____ 14.5 15 15.5 16 15.5 17.8 20 22 

Total Iosses----------
1
494- 5s1T7oo:5T787f5i:4- 617.8 755f86o 

Temperature detectors: 
Stator winding __________________________ Twelve resistance-type units 
Bearings _________________________________ Two units in bearing shoes 
Bearing oil bath_______________________________________________ 1 
Generator air coolers _____________________________ One for each cooler 
Exciter air discharge__________________________________________ 1 

Reactances : 
Direct axis synchronous_________________________________ 102 percent 
Direct axis transient_ __________________________________ 35.1 percent 
Direct axis subtransient________________________________ 25 percent 
Quadrature axis transient______________________________ 61 percent 
Quadrature axis subtransienL___________________________ 61 percent 
Negative sequence ------------------------------------- 32 percent 
Stator leakage ---------------------------------------- 16.4 percent 
Zero sequence ----------------------------------------- 19 percent 
Negative sequence -------------------------------------- 28.5 percent 

Short-circuit currenh,, symmetrical root mean square, ratio to rated current: 
Initial 3 phase________________________________________________ 4.4 
Initial 1 phase________________________________________________ 3.6 
Initial line to neutraL _________________________________________ 4.55 
Sustained 3 phase_____________________________________________ 2.28 
Sustained single phase _________________________________________ 3.10 
Sustained line to neutraL ______________________________________ 4.50 

Resistances: 
Stator winding phase to neutral at 75° C, __________________ 0.0176 ohm 
Field winding 75 o C, _____________________________________ 0.2920 ohm 
Effective negative sequence_______________________________ 3 percent 

Voltage regulation between rated load at 
0.9 power factor lagging and zero load ________________________ 20 percent 

Field currents: 
Full load at 0.9 power factor lagging _____________________ 636 amperes 
Full load at 1.0 power factor---------------------------- 470 ampereil 
Operating as condenser, overexcited maximum ____________ 580 amperes 

Stator------------------------ Y -connected, 2 parallel windings per phase 
Generator mechanical characteristics: 

Drive __________________________ Vertical, directly connected to turbine 
Rotation ------------------------------------------------ Clockwise 
Combination brakes and jacks_ _____ Six shoes mounted on lower bearing 

bracket. 
Ventilation and cooling: 

Number of coolers______________________________________________ 6 
Cooling water ________________________ 845 gallons per minute at 25° C. 

Flywheel effect (WR2) ---------------------------- 25,000,000 pound-feet2 
Runaway speed _______________________________ 244 revolutions per minute 
Bearings: 

Type ______ Combination Kingsbury-type thrust bearing and segmental 
guide bearing. 

Thrust bearing capacity------------------------------------ 450 tons 
Bearing lubrication: 

Capacity of oil reservoir ________________________________ 1,050 gallons 
Cooling ___________ By circulating water, 33 gallons per minute at 25• C. 

STATISTICAL SUl\Il\IARIES 999 

Shaft_ ____________ Forged steel, 27 inches in diameter, 6 inches hollow-bored 
Dimensions: 

Diameter of housing _____________________________________ _ 410 inches 
324 inches 
257 inches 
131 inches 

Diameter of stator--------------------------------------
Diameter of rotor----------------------------------------
Height of generator including exciters ____________________ _ 

Weight of principal parts: 
Rotor without shaft_ ________________________________ _ 

Shaft ----------------------------------------------Bearings and lower bracket_ ________________________ _ 
Stator without coolers and housing ___________________ _ 
Main exciter---------------------------------------
Pilot exciter ---------------------------------------
Generator complete----------------------------------

EXCITERS 

Main exciters: 

330,000 pounds 
43,000 pounds 
60,000 pounds 

163,000 pounds 
21,000 pounds 

2,000 pounds 
750,000 pounds 

Type ______ Shunt wound, excited from pilot exciter, direct-connected, 10 
pole 

Rating __________________________ 200 kilowatts, 250 volts, 800 amperes 
Mounting __________________________ Vertical, on shaft above generator 
Ceiling voltage ------------------------------------------- 325 volts 
Nominal response ratio_________________________________________ 1.0 
Insulation ------------------------------------------------ Class Al 

Pilot exciter: 
Type __________________ Compound wound, self-excited, direct-connected 
Rating _____________________________ 8 kilowatts, 250 volts, 32 amperes 
Insulation ------------------------------------------------ Class Al 

GENERATOR AlUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

Generator neutral reactor: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 1 Type __________________________________________ Open coil, air-cooled 
Ma~ufacturer --------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Ratmg ______ 15,000-volt insulation, impedance 0.753-ohm !-minute rat-

ing of 5,000 amperes, temperature rise 162 o C. ' 
Generator neutral oil circuit breaker: 

Number ------------------------------------------------------ 1 
Ma~ufacturer --------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Ratmg ______ 15,000 volts, 600 amperes, 150,000-kilovolt-ampere inter-

rupting capacity, single pole. 
Generator surge protective equipment: 

Alrresters : 
Number -------------------------------------------------- 3 Manufacturer_ ______________________ Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type __________________________________ Single phase, station type 
Rating ____________________ Maximum 12.0 kilovolts line to ground 

Capacitors: 
Number -------------------------------------------------- 3 
Manufacturer----------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type -------------------------------------------- Single phase Rating _____________________________ 0.25 microfarad, 13,800 volts 

METAL-CLAD SWITCHGEAR 

Generator metal-clad switchgear: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 1 
Type ______ Alluminum housing with aluminum barriers which encloses 

instrument transformers, surge protective arresters and capacitors, 
fused disconnecting switch, insulators, and buses. 

Rating ______ 15 kilovolts, 2,100 amperes at 30° C., rise above 40° C., 
ambient. 

Size of bus __________________ Four 7.4- by 4-inch copper bars per phase 
Bus insulators __________________________ 15 kilovolts, NEMAl class B3 
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MAIN CONTROL SWITCHBOARD 

Type ______ %-inch-thick stretcher-level steel, dead-front panels for all boards 

Panels 

Item 
Numb<!r Width 

Control and instrument board------------------------------ 7 2 feet 8 inches. 
Relay board----------------------------------------------- 7 2 feet 8 inches. 
Supervisory and battery board-----------------------------· 8 i/'f~~t8 ~nf~:l:: 
Actuator-------------------------------------------------- -- ----------

Annunciator and operation recording system: 
Annunciator windows on actuator________________________________ 14 
Annunciator windows on control board___________________________ 14 
Operations transmitted to Watauga-----------------------.------- 60 
Annunciator and transmitter circuits ____________ 48 volts d1rect current 

Load and frequency control equipment: 
Unit load recorder-transmitter__________________________________ 1 
Remote unit load recorder at Watauga____________________________ 1 
Unit load controller at Watauga_________________________________ 1 

Supervisory control and telemetering: 
Number of control functions____________________________________ 54 
Number of continuous telemeter indications______________________ 7 
Number of selected telemeter indications_________________________ 14 

Carrier-current and telephone equipment: 
Narrow-band frequency-shift telemetering transmitters 

coupled to 69-kilovolt transmission line_________________________ 12 
Pilot relay transmitter-receiver unit coupled to · 

69-kilovolt transmission line__________________________________ 1 
Duplex carrier telephone transmitter-receiver unit 

coupled to 69-kilovolt transmission line_________________________ 1 
10-line automatic dial exchange_________________________________ 1 
Motor-alternator for emergency: 

120-volt alternating-current power supply: 
7.5-horsepower, 250-volt direct-current motor; 
6.3-kilovolt-ampere, single-phase alternator, 
1800 revolutions per minute_____________________________ 1 

AUXILIARY POWER 

Auxiliary power switchboards: 
480-volt main auxiliary power board: . 

Location ------------------------- Powerhouse, elevatiOn 1517.0 
Equipme;t ______ Two panels for station service transformer in-

coming feeders, and bus tie breaker, rated 600 amperes, draw-out 
type, eight panels of feeder breakers, consisting of two 600-ampere, 
six 225-ampere, and nineteen 100-ampere breakers. 

Manufacturer------------------------ Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 
240-volt lighting and heating and 480-volt common auxiliary po~er board: 

Location ___________________________ Powerhouse, elevation 1502.5 
Equipment______ Lighting and heating-three panels with four 

225-ampere and five 100-ampere breakers. 
Common auxiliary power board-six panels with 

thirty 100-ampere breakers. 
Manufacturer-------------------- Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 

240- and 480-volt ventilating fan power board: 
Location __________________________ Powerhouse, elevation 1531.06 
Equipment_ ___________ Three panels with ten 100-ampere breakers 
Manufacturer ____________________ Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 

480-volt heating and ventilating board: 
Location _____________________ Visitors' building, elevation 1750.29 
Equipment_ _____ Three panels with one 225-ampere and twelve 100-

ampere breakers. 
Manufacturer-------------------- Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 

S'l'ATISTICAL SUl\ll\lARIES 1001 

Station control battery and chargers: 
Number of cells ________________________________________________ 120 
Type of cells ________________________________ 15-plate, lead, glass jar 
Ampere-hour capacity of cells ______ 250 volts, 35 amperes for 8 hours to 

final voltage of 1.75 per cell. 
Number of chargers____________________________________________ 2 
Rating of chargers: 

Motor_ _________________ 15 horsepower, induction, 440 volts, 3 phase 
Generator ______ 10 kilowatts, diverter-pole type, maximum voltage 

300 direct current. 

FIRE PROTECTION 

Carbon-dioxide system: 
Number of systems _________________________________ One, powerhouse 
Equipment protected: 

Generator ______ Air space within generator, 8,000 cubic feet; initial 
discharge, twelve 50-pound cylinders; delayed discharge, eight 50-
pound cylinders; reserve, twelve 50-pound cylinders; initial con
centration, 13.3 cubic feet of air per pound of CO,. 

Oil storage room ______ Volume of room, 11,500 cubic feet; discharge, 
twelve 50-pound cylinders; concentration, 19.1 cubic feet of air per 
pound of CO,. 

Oil purification room ______ Volume of room, 6,276 cubic feet; dis-
' charge, six 50-pound cylinders; concentration, 20.9 cubic feet of air 
per pound of CO,. 

Manufacturer _________________________ C-O-Two Fire Equipment Co. 
Portable equipment_ _____ Six 15-pound hand-type fire extinguishers 

conveniently located throughout the building. 
Water system: 

Treated water for fire protection in the powerhouse is obtained from the 
City of Bristol Water Department. 

Hose outlets: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 4 
Size --------------------------------------------------- 1 ¥.I inches 

HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEMS 

Electric heating system: 
Total connected load in powerhouse ______________________ 165 kilowatts 

Ventilating systems: 
Fans: 

Designation 

Generator leads tunnel exhaust _____________ _ 
Generator room exhaust, two _______________ _ 
Electric spaces exhaust--------------------
Oil room exhaust--------------------------
Battery room exhaust----------------------
Toilet exhaust ----------------------------
Telephone room exhaust-------------------
Summary of fans: 

Cubic feet 
per minute 

4,300 
each 13,100 

4,500 
2,500 
2,000 
3,000 
3,300 

Statio 
pressure, 

inches 
Motor 

horsepower 

each 2 

1 

%. 

%. 
lh 
lh 
lf2 

Total air exhausted------------------- 45,800 -------------- --------------
Total fan load (approximate)------------------------------------ 8 

DRAINAGE AND UNWATERING SYSTEMS 

Station drainage pump: 
Quantity ----------------------------------------------------- 1 Capacity, gallons per minute ____________________________________ 340 
Total dynamic head, feeL_______________________________________ 25 
Type --------------------------------------------- Vertical turbine 
Number of stages---------------------------------------------- 2 
Manufacturer ----------------------------------- Layne-Central Co. 
Motor, horsepower -------------------------------------------- 5 
Motor manufacturer ------,-----------------------General Electric Co. 
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Draft tube. aml scroll case unwatering pump: 
1 Quant~ty -------------~---------------------------------------2500 

Capacity, gallons per mmute__________________________________ ' 
2

5 
Total dynamic head, feet_ ____________________________ v;iti~;l-t~"i-bine 
Type --------------------------------------------- 1 

~~~~f~~~~r~~a:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~;y~;:c~~b~al Co. 
Motor, horsepower -------------------------------------

1
--E-

1
--t--.- c30 

Motor manufacturer ____________________________ Genera ec nc o. 

RAW-WATER SYSTEM 

~~~~c~---~----_-:_-:_-_-_-:_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~---_-_-_-_ ~~:~~~ 
Pressure to strainer, unreduced ______ 145 pounds per square mch, maximum 
Pressure to generator air coolers and other 

unit Tequirements ___________________________ 40 pounds per square inch 

TREATED-WATER SYSTEM 

Source ________________________________ City of Bristol Wat~r Depar~ment 
Pressure, unreduced _________________ 222 pounds per square mch maxn;mm 
Pressure to powerhouse_______________________ 50 pounds per square ~nch 
Pressure to visitors' building__________________ 55 pounds per square ~nch 
Pressure to maintenance building ______________ 125 pounds per square mch 

OIL SYSTEMS 

Oil purifiers: 

Item 

Quantity 
Capacity, gallons per hour ______________ _ 

Manufacturer --------------------------
Filter press capacity. gallons per hour----
Heater ---------------------------------
Pump motor, horsepower ________________ _ 
Pump motor, manufacturer ______________ _ 
Centrifuge motor, horsepower------------

Oil pumps: 

Insulating oil 
purifier 

1 -------------------- 1. 

Lubricating oil 
purifier 

600 without press_____ 350. 
900 with press ______ _ 

DeLaval Separator Co. 
1,200 ----------------\ Non~. 
36 kilowatts ----------~ 24 kilowatts. 
3 -------------------- 2. 

General Electric Co. 
2 --------------------l Same motor as above. 

Item 
Clean 

insulating 
oil pump 

Dirty 
insulating 
oil pump 

Clean 
lubricating 
oil pump 

Dirty 
lubricating 
oil pump 

QuantitY---------------------------· 
Manufacturer----------------------
Capacity, gallons per minute _______ _ 
Discharge pressure, pounds per 

square inch ______________________ _ 
Motor, horsepower _________________ _ 

Motor manufacturer-----------------

120 I 
50 
10 

1 1 
George1fo. Rl oper Cor~4 , 

20 70 
71h 3 

General Electric Co. 

24 

35 
2 

COMPRESSED-AIR SYSTEM 

Portable air compressor 

Q t •t ----------------- 1 uan 1 Y ---------------------------------------- Schramm Inc. 
Manufacture:t: -----------:--------------------------------- ' 94 
Capacity, cubic feet per mmute--------:------------------------------- 100 
Disc~arge p~essure, pounds per square mch------------------------=== Air 
Coohng medmm ------------------------------------------------ 25 

~~~~~· ~~~~f:~~~er-=.-=.-=_-=_-_-=_-_-_-=_-=_-_~:_-=_-_~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-w~sti~gh~u;~-E!e~t~ic-Corp. 

1 
I 
I 

I 

I 

J 

STATISTICAL SU:\1:\IARIES 1003 
PRINCJPAL MACHINE SHOP EQUIPMENT 

Purchased new: 
Hacksaw ______ One, 10- by 10-inch capacity, driven by a 2-horsepower, 

440~volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,200-revolution-per-minute motor and 4-
speed transmission, manufactured by Armstrong-Blum Manufacturing 
Co. 

Bench lathe ______ One, 10 by 54 inches, driven by a =J4,-horsepower, 440-
volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,725-revolution-per-minute motor, manufactured 
by South Bend Lathe Works. 

Sensitive drilL _____ One, 15-inch size, driven by a 3A -horsepower, 220-
volt, 1-phase, 60-cycle, 1,800-revolution-per-minute motor, manufactured 
by Buffalo Forge Co. 

Pedestal grinder ______ One, 2-wheel, 12-inch size, driven by a 2-horse-
power, 440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,750-revolution-per-minute motor, 
manufactured by Queen City Machine Tool Co. 

Pipe-threading machine ______ One, portable, with accessories, driven by 
a 112-horsepower, 110-volt, 1-phase, 60-cycle motor, manufactured by 
The Toledo Pipe Threading Machine Co. 

Miscellaneous assortment of small tools. 

TAILRACE BRIDGE 

Type______________________________________ Concrete deck on steel beams 
Roadway width ------------------------------------------------ 24 feet 
Length -------------------------------------------------------- 45 feet 
Spans ----~------------------------------------------------------- 1 

TAILRACE CHANNEL 

Excavation---------------------------------------------------- In rock 
Average length ----------------------------------------------- 140 feet 
Average width ------------------------------------------------ 48 feet 

SWITCHY ARD AND TRANSFORMER YARD 
STRUCTURES 

Structural steeL _____ Hot-dipped galvanized, all field connections bolted; all 
structures designed for maximum allowable stresses in accordance with TV A 
structural standards. 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

Main power transformers (transformer yard): 
~uniber ------------------------------------------------------ 3 Thfanufacturer _________________________________ VVagner Electric Corp. 
Type ______ Single phase, oil-insulated, self- and forced-air-cooled, gas-

sealed, outdoor. 
Rating ______ 11,250 kilovolt-amperes, self-cooled 15,000 kilovolt-amperes, 

forced-air-cooled 69/39.8-13.2 kilovolts, 55o C., temperature rise. 
Connections ______ Bank connected wye on high-voltage side, grounded 

through a reactor, delta on low-voltage side. 
Taps ______ High-voltage winding, two 2 72 percent above and below 

69,000 volts. 
Polarity----------------------------------------------- Subtractive 
Test data (average values at 11,250 kilovolt-amperes): 

Exciting current: 
Percent of rated voltage ________ 100 90 110 
Percent exciting current_______ 1.31 0.75 2.45 

lnipedance ---------------------------------------- 7.65 percent Resistance : · · 
69-kilovolt winding ----------------------------- 0.2130 ohm 
13.2-kilovolt winding ---------------------------- 0.0193 ohm 

Regulation at 11,250 kilovolt-amperes: · ' 
Percent power factor ___________ 100 90 80 
Percent regulation ------------- 0.63 3.86 5.04 

Losses, no load: 
Percent rated voltage_________ 110 
Watts loss ------------------ 25,583 

100 
18,850 

90 
14,367 
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Main power transformers (transformer yard) -Continued 
Test data (average values at 11,2fi0 kilovolt-amperes)-Continued 

Total losses at rated voltage at 
15,000 kilovolt-amperes ------------------------ 57.28 kilowatts 

Weight of parts: 
Tank and fittings _________________________________ 19,100 pounds 
Core and coils ____________________________________ 39,500 pounds 
Oil (2,520 gallons)------------------------------- 18,400 pounds 
Total ------------------------------------------- 77,000 pounds 

Dimensions: 
Projected floor space ________ 10 feet 4¥.! inches by 14 feet 3lh inches 
Height over tank ______________________________ 14 feet 4% inches 

Neutral reactor (69-kilovolt transformer neutral, transformer yard): 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 1 Type ____________ Air core, oil-immersed, outdoor, with lightning arrester 
Manufacturer--------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Rating (one minute)______ 1,000 amperes, 17,000 kilovolt-amperes, 17 

ohms, 165° C., rise. 
Station service power transformer (transformer yard): 

Number ------------------------------------------------------ 1 
Manufacturer---------------------------------- Moloney Electric Co. 
Type ___________________________________ Outdoor, oil-filled, self-cooled 
Rating ______ 500 kilovolt-amperes, 3 phase, 13,200-480 volts, 60 cycles, 

55o C., rise. 
Connection _____________________ High- and low-voltage windings delta 
Taps ________ Two 2¥.! percent full capacity above and below 13,200 volts 
Manufacturer's test data at rated voltage and frequency corrected to 

75° C.: 
Impedance ---------------------------------------- 5.2 percent 
Exciting current ----------------------------------- 1.37 percent 
No-load losses-------------------------------------- 1,454 watts 
Total losses ---------------------------------------- 6,009 watts 
Regulation: 

Percent power factor _____________ 100 90 80 
Percent regulation -------------- 1.07 3.2 3.85 

Efficiency at 100 percent power factor: 
Percent load -------- 100 75 50 25 
Percent efficiency ____ 98.81 98.93 98.97 98.62 

Segregated weights: 
Core and coils------------------------------------- 3,775 pounds 
Tank and fittings__________________________________ 2,350 pounds 
Oil (355 gallons)---------------------------------- 2,675 pounds 
Total -------------------------------------------- 8,800 pounds 

Dimensions: 
Projected floor space ________ 5 feet 10¥.! inches by 4 feet 3IA, inches 
Height over tank _______________________________ 7 feet 6lh inches 

Emergency station service transformer: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 1 Manufacturer ________________________________ Wagner Electric Corp. 
Type___________________________________ Outdoor, oil-filled, self-cooled 
Rating ______ 750 kilovolt-amperes, 69-kilovolt winding, 450 kilovolt-am-

peres, 2.4-kilovolt winding, 450 kilovolt-amperes, 480-volt winding, 3 
phase, 69,000-2400-480 volts, 60 cycles, 55° C., rise. 

Connection ______ High voltage, wye, neutral ungrounded, interme-
diate and low voltage, delta. 

Taps ____________________ Two 2¥.! percent above and below 69,000 volts 
Manufacturer's test data at rated voltage and frequency corrected to 

75° C.: 
Impedance ---------------------------------------- 8.01 percent 
Exciting current ----------------------------------- 3.83 percent 
No-load losses ------------------------------------- 4,080 watts 
Total losses --------------------------------------- 12,780 watts 
Regulation: 

Percent power factor______ 100 90 80 
Percent regulation ------------- 1.48 4.71 5.85 

STATISTICAL SU.l\I.MARIES 1005 
Emergency station service transformer-Continued 

Manufacturer's test data at rated voltage and frequency corrected to 
7 5o C.-Continued 

Efficiency: 
Percent load ________ 100 
Percent efficiency ____ 98.69 

75 
98.71 

50 
98.54 

25 
97.69 

Segregated weights: 
Core and coils ___________________________________ _ 
Tank and fittings _________________________________ _ 
Oil (1,150 gallons)--------------------------------
Total -------------------------------------------

Dimensions: 

7,900 pounds 
6,000 pounds 
8,500 pounds 

22,400 pounds 

Projected floor space ________ 10 feet 6¥.! inches by 7 feet 1¥.! inches 
Height over tank _________________________________ 9 feet % inch 

Switchgear and switches: 
69-kilovolt oil circuit breakers: 

Number -------------------------------------------------- 6 
Manufacturer----------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type _____________________ 3 pole, pneumatically operated, outdoor 
Rating ______ 69 kilovolts, 600 amperes, 1,000,000-kilovolt-ampere 

interrupting capacity, 5-cycle opening, 20-cycle reclosing. 
Design data: 

Net weight complete with oiL _____________________ _ 
Net weight breaker without oiL ___________________ _ 
Oil per complete breaker (795 gallons)-------------
Impact, equivalent static load, includes dead load 

plus impact value on opening at full 

17,700 pounds 
11,740 pounds 

5,960 pounds 

interrupting capacity --------------------------- 53,000 pounds 
Closing current at 250 volts__________________________ 2 amperes 
Tripping current at 250 volts _________________________ 12 amperes 

15-kilovolt oil circuit breakers: 
Number -------------------------------------------------- 1 Manufacturer_ ________________ Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. 
Type ___________________________ 3 pole, solenoid-operated, outdoor 
Rating ______ 15 kilovolts, 3,000 amperes, 1,000,000-kilovolt-ampere 

interrupting capacity. 
Design data: 

Net weight complete with oiL _____________________ _ 
Net weight breaker without oiL ___________________ _ 
Oil per complete breaker _________________________ _ 
Impact, equivalent static load, includes dead load 

plus impact value on opening at full 

10,400 pounds 
6,800 pounds 
3,600 pounds 

interrupting capacity --------------------------- 32,000 pounds 
Closing current ----------------------------------- 110 amperes 
Tripping current ---------------------------------- 8 amperes 

Disconnecting switches: 
69-kilovolt switches: 

Number -------------------------------------------------- 17 
Type _________ 13 gang, manually operated; 4 gang, motor-operated 
Rating ________________________________ 69 kilovolts, 600 amperes 
Manufacturer_ ___________________________ Delta Star Electric Co. 

15-kilovolt switches: 
Number -------------------------------------------------- 2 
Type and rating ______ 1 gang, manually operated, 2,000 amperes; 

1 gang, motor-operated, 2,000 amperes. 
Manufacturer_ _________________ Southern States Equipment Corp. 

Lightning arresters: 
Number----------------------------------------------- 3 single pole 
Manufacturer---------------------------------- General Electric Co. 
Impulse voltage to start discharge with 1.5- by 

40-microsecond wave -------------------------------- 195 kilovolts 
Arrester cut-off or reseal voltage line 

to ground --------------------------- 60 kilovolts, root mean square 
Line coupling capacitors: 

Number ------------------------------------------------------ 3 
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Line coupling capacitors-Continued 
Manufacturer---------------------------------- General Electric Co. 
Type ______ 2 with carrier auxiliaries only, 1 with carrier auxiliaries and 

potential device. 
Rating ______ 69 kilovolts voltage class, 39.9 kilovolts line to ground, 150 

watts. 
Line wave traps: 

~umber ------------------------------------------------------ 3 
Manufacturer---------------------------------- General Electric Co. 
Type ___________ 2 double frequency, 1 single frequency, suspension type 
Rating __________________ 400 amperes, tuning range 50 to 200 kilocycles 

Insula tors: 
Rating and type ___________ 69 kilovolts, pedestal type, 2 units per stack 

Manufacturer ___________________________________ Ohio Brass Co. 
Basic insulation leveL ______________________________ 325 kilovolts 

Rating and type ________________________ 23 kilovolts, station-post type 
Manufacturer _______________________________ Lapp Insulator Co. 
Basic insulation leveL _____________________________ 150 kilovolts 

Rating and type ________________________ 15 kilovolts, station-post type 
Manufacturer _______________________________ Lapp Insulator Co. 
Basic insulation leveL ______________________________ 110 kilovolts 

Rating and type __________________________ 15 kilovolts, suspension type 
~umber of units per string for 69 kilovolts____________________ 5 
Manufacturer----------------------------------- Ohio Brass Co. 
Basic insulation leveL ______________________________ 360 kilovolts 

FIRE PROTECTION 

Portable equipment_ _____ Two 100-pound, buggy-type, carbon-dioxide units 
and two fire hose carts are housed in the fire-protection equipment buildings. 

Water system: 
Fresh water is supplied for fire protection in the switchyard and trans

former yard. 
Fire hydrants: 

~umber ------------------------------------------------------ 2 Size _______________________________ 4 inches with two 2%-inch outlets 

TREATED-WATER SYSTEM 

Source ________________________________ City of Bristol Water Department 
Pressure to fire hydrants ______ 222 pounds per square inch maximum reduced 

at hose outlets. 
OIL SYSTEMS 

Oil purifiers ______ For data on purification equipment refer to powerhouse 
oil systems. 

YARD FACILITIES 

MAINTENANCE BUILDINGS 

Structure (main building): 
Width ---------------------------------------------------- 24 feet 
Length ---------------------------------------------------- 60 feet 
Materials ______ One-story frame construction on concrete block founda-

tions. 
Heaters: 

Type __________________________________ Portable electric heaters 
Two units---------------------------------------- 3 kilowatts 
One unit ----------------------------------------- 2% kilowatts 
Three units -------------------------------------- 2 kilowatts 
Type __________________________ Recessed wall-type electric heaters 
One unit ----------------------------------------- 1% kilowatts 
Two units ----------------------------------------- 1 kilowatt 

Structure (storage shed) : 
Width ---------------------------------------------------- 24 feet Length ____________________________________________________ 44 feet 
Materials______ One-story frame construction on concrete block foun-

dations, 

STATISTICAL SUl\1:\fARIES 1007 
VISITORS' BUILDING 

Structure (main building): 
Width ---------------------------------------------------- 24 feet Length _____________________________________________ 32 feet 6 inches 
Materials ______ Reinforced concrete foundation walls; reinforced con-

~rete and insulating glass panels in exterior walls, cellular steel decking 
m roof; structural tile and plaster in interior partitions. 

Structure (toilet wing): 
Width ______________________________________________ 14 feet 3 inches 

Length ---------------------------------------------------- 30 feet 
Materials ______ Reinforced concrete foundations; reinforced concrete and 

aluminum siding in exterior walls; cellular steel decking in roof; struc
tural tile and plaster in interior partitions. 

Heating and ventilating (main building): 
Heaters-number and type: 

Electric air blast heater (one unit)------------------ 20 kilowatts 
Electric blower-type heater (two units)-------------- 5 kilowatts 

Fans: 

Designation 

Reception room heating supply _______ _ 
:Reception room exhaust ______________ _ 

Heating (toilet wing): 

Cubic feet 
per minute 

1,500 
1,500 

Static 
pressure, 

inches 
Motor 

horsepower 

Electric wall-recessed gravity-type heaters (two units) ______ 4 kilowatts 
Electric wall-recessed gravity-type heaters (one unit) _______ 2 kilowatts 

PARKING AREAS 

Location ___________________________________________ Above stilling basin 

Width --------------------------------------------------------- 40 feet 
Length -------------------------------------------------------- 88 feet 
Capacity ---------------------------------------------------- 9 vehicles 
Materials ______ 4-inch stabilized crushed-stone base with double bituminous 

surface bordered by barrier stones; 8-foot-wide 88-foot-long bituminous 
sidewalk. 

Location _____________________________________ At left end of embankment 
Width and length _______________________________________ Irregular shape 
Capacity --------------------------------------------------- 24 vehicles 
Materials ______ 4-inch stabilized crushed-stone base with single bituminous 

surface bordered by barrier stones; 8-foot-wide 290-foot-long bituminous 
sidewalk. 

Location ___________________________________________ At visitors' building 
Width ________________________________________________________ 20·feet 

Length ------------------------------------------------------- 190 feet 
CapaCity --------------------------------------------------- 19 vehicles 
Materials ______ 6-inch stabilized crushed-stone base with double bituminous 

surface bordered by barrier stones; 7-foot-wide 190-foot-long bituminous 
sidewalk. 

Location ________________________ About 1,000 feet north of visitors' building 
Width ------------------------------------------------------- 40 feet 
Length ------------------------------------------------------- 470 feet 
Capacity --------------------------------------------------- 48 vehicles 
Materials ______ 4-inch stabilized crushed-stone base with double bituminous 

surface bordered by barrier stones; 7%-foot-wide by 470-foot-long crushed
stone sidewalk. 

BOONE 

CHRONOLOGY 

Authorized by TV A Board of Directors ____________________ August 25, 1950 
Initial appropriation by Congress ______________________ September 6, 1950 
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Construction started (in field)--------------------------- August 29, 1950 
Dam closure ---------------------------------------- December 16, 1952 
Unit No. 3 in commercial operation _______________________ March 16, 1953 
Unit No.2 in commercial operation __________________________ June 12, 1953 
Unit No. 1 in commercial operation ____________________ September 3, 1953 

LOCATION 

On the South Fork Holston River at river mile 18.6, 1.4 miles below its con
fluence with the Watauga River, in Sullivan and Washington Counties, 
Tenn.; 10.4 river miles upstream from Fort Patrick Henry Dam; 10 air miles 
southeast of Kingsport, Tenn. 

CONSTRUCTION QuANTITIES 

Dam and power facilities: 
Earth excavation ------------------------------ 46,500 cubic yards 
Rock excavation ------------------------------- 75,000 cubic yards 
Unclassified excavation ------------------------- 95,600 cubic yards 
Earth fill -------------------------------------- 428,600 cubic yards 
Rock fill --------------------------------------- 83,000 cubic yards 
Filter blanket ---------------------------------- 18,200 cubic yards 
Riprap ---------------------------------------- 25,700 cubic yards 
Grading --------------------------------------- 214,400 cubic yardsl 
Reinforcing steel ---------------------------------------- 2,852 tons 
Structural steel2 ---------------------------------------- 1,950 tons 
Formwork ___________ ~------------ 660,500 square feet (contact area) 
Concrete --------------------------------------- 199,358 cubic yards 

Highways: 
Excavation ------------------------------------- 415,000 cubic yards 

PRINCIPAL DESIGN FEATURES 

STREAM FLOW 

Drainage area above dam _____________________________ 1,840 square miles 
Gaging station discharge records (for complete records see Hydraulic Data 

Branch files) : 
Kingsport, Tenn., September 1925 to date; 

drainage area --------------------------------- 1,931 square miles 
Bluff City, Tenn., July 1900 to May 1953; 

drainage area --------------------------------- 813 square miles 
Elizabethton, Tenn. (Watauga River), 

February 1926 to July 1949; drainage area________ 692 square miles 
Maximum known flood at dam site, 

estimated (May 1901) _________________ 100,000 cubic feet per second 
Maximum probable flood, regulated ________ 137,000 cubic feet per second 
Average flow at dam site, 

estimated (1921-32) ------------------ 2,720 cubic feet per second 
Average flow at dam site, 

estimated (1921-47) ------------------ 2,500 cubic feet per second 
Minimum flow at dam site, 

estimated (September 9, 1925) __________ 323 cubic feet per second 

RESERVOIR 

Counties affected: 
State of Tennessee __________________________ Sullivan and Washington 

Operating levels at dam: 
Top of spillway gates (area 4,520 acres) ______________ Elevation 1385 
Maximum used for design ____________________________ Elevation 1385 
Maximum probable ---------------------------------- Elevation 1385 
Normal maximum pool leveL __________________________ Elevation 1385 
Spillway crest (area 2,230 acres)---------------------- Elevation 1350 
Normal minimum pool level (area 1,550 acres) __________ Elevation 1330 

1 Estimated to consist of 69,400 cubic yards of excavation and 145,000 cubic yards of fill. 
2 Including gates and appurtenances, trash racks, and conduit liners. 
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Backwater, length at elevation 1385: 
South Fork Holston River _________________________________ 17.3 miles 
Watauga River, above junction ____________________________ 15.3 miles 

Shoreline, length at elevation 1385: 
Main shore---------------------------------------------
Islands -------------------------------------------------Total __________________________________________________ _ 

Original river area ___________________________________________ _ 
Storage (flat pool assumption) : 

122 miles 
8 miles 

130 miles 
718 acres 

Total volume at elevation 1385 _____________________ _ 
Total volume at elevation 1350 _____________________ _ 
Total volume at elevation 1330 _____________________ _ 

196,700 acre-feet 
84.300 acre-feet 
46,700 acre-feet 

Useful controlled storage 
(elevations 1385-1330) -------------------------- 150,000 acre-feet 

Total flood reservation on January 1 
(elevations 1385-1358) ------------------------------ 93,000 acre-feet 

TAILWATER 

Maximum used for design (maximum probable flood, 

Mf;i~~~e~~-========================================== E~~e;t~~~~li~i 
HEAD (GROSS) 

Maximum static (elevations 1385-1260.1) ----------------------- 124.9 feet 
Normal maximum operating (elevations 1385-1263) ------------- 122 feet 
Minimum operating (elevation 1330-1265) ---------------------- 65 feet 

PREPARATION FOR FLOODING 

Property acquired ------------------------------------------ 5,325 acres 
Clearing --------------------------------------------------- 1,364 acres 
Highways: 

Access ------------------------------------------------- 1.8 miles 
State --------------------------------------------------- 0.2 miles 
County and tertiary-------------------------------------- 15.5 miles 
Total--------------------------------------------------- 17.5 miles 

STRUCTURES 

Length: 
Earth embankment -------------------------------------- 750 feet 
N onoverflow dam ---------------------------------------- 394 feet 
Spillway ------------------------------------------------ 214 feet 
Powerhouse intake --------------------------------------- 17 4 feet 
Total --------------------------------------------------- 1,532 feet 

Foundation: 
Embankment ------------------------------------------ Overburden 
Concrete structures _________ Conococheague and Maynardsville limestone 

EMBANKMENT 

Type ________________________________________ Impervious rolled earth fill 
Length ------------------------------------------------------- 750 feet 
Maximum height ---------------------------------------------- 90 feet Top of embankment_ _____________________________________ Elevation 1400 

NONOVERFLOW DAM 

Type ------------------------------------------------- Concrete gravity 
Maximum height ---------------------------------------------- 160 feet 
Deck level ---------------------------------------------- Elevation 1392 

SPILLWAY 
Type__________________________________________ Concrete gravity overfall 
Maximum height_ ______________________________________________ 160 feet 
Roadway deck leveL _____________________________________ Elevation 1392 
Spillway crest leveL _____________________________________ Elevation 1350 
Spillway clear opening (five openings at 35 feet)------------------ 175 feet 
Crest gates __________________ Five radial gates, 35 feet wide by 35 feet high 
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Gate hoists-------------------~------------------------- Five fixed hoist 
Slu!ce ______________________________ One, 5 feet 8 inches wide, 10 feet high 
Slmce gates ____________________________ Hydraulically operated slide gates 
Discharge capacity, headwater elevation 1385: 

Spillway ------------------------------ 137,000 cubic feet per second 
Sluice --------------------------------- 3,830 cubic feet per second 

POWER FACILITIES 

Powerhouse: 
Type ____________ Semioutdoor, monolithic reinforced concrete structure 
Location __________________________________ Right (east) side of river 
Generating capacity (three units at 25,000 kilowatts) ___ 75,000 kilowatts 

Control building: 
Type__________________ Reinforced concrete, structural steel, and brick 
Location ______ Right (east) bank, downstream of the nonoverfiow dam 

:1djacent to the switchyard. ' 
Switchyard: 

Location ______ Right (east) bank, downstream of control building and 
nonoverfiow dam. 

Dimension _____________________________ 634 feet long by 170 feet wide 

DETAILS OF STRUCTURES 

EMBANKMENT 

Type ______ Impervious rolled earth fill; upstream cone, rock fill on earth core 
Length ------------------------------------------------------ 750 feet 
Top elevation: 

Nominal ------------------------------------------- Elevation 1400 
At maximum camber ________________________________ Elevation 1403 

Maximum height, nominaL_____________________________________ 90 feet 
Maximum width of base________________________________________ 457 feet 
Top width ---------------------------------------------------~ 20 feet 
Slope of embankment: 

Upstream embankment -------------------------------------- 1 on 3 
Upstream cone: 

Core ----------------------------------- Varies, 1 on 3 to 1 on 1 
Rock fill -------------------------------- Varies, 1 on 3 to 1 on 2 

Downstream ________________ 1 on 2.5 below elevation 1365, 1 on 2 above 
Berm ___________________________ Downstream, elevation 1365, 10 feet wide 
Slope protection: 

Upstream embankment ---------------------------------- Riprapped 
Downstream ---------------------------------------------- Grassed 

NONOVERFLOW DAM 

Type ------------------------------------------------- Concrete gravity 
Length: 

Left abutment -------------------------------------------- 84 feet 
Main portion ---------------------------------------------- 310 feet 
Total ---------------------------------------------------- 394 feet 

Height (lowest foundation to deck)------------------------------ 160 feet 
Deck level---------------------------------------------- Elevation 1392 
Deck width ---------------------------------------------------- 12 feet 
Slope of concrete: 

Upstream ------------------------------------------------ Vertical 
Downstream _____________ 1 on 0.71 below elevation 1370, vertical above 

SPILLWAY 

Type __________________________________________ Concrete gravity overfall 
Length: 

Clear opening (five openings at 35 feet)----------------------
Piers (six at 6.5 feet) _____________________________________ _ 

Total ----------------------------------------------------
Height (lowest foundation to roadway deck)----------------------

175 feet 
39 feet 

214 feet 
160 feet 
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Deck level: 
Roadway deck ------------------------------------- Elevation 1392 
Operating deck ------------------------------------ Elevation 1394.4 

Crest level -------------------------------------------- Elevation 1350 
Discharge capacity (headwater elevation 1385) : 

Spillway ------------------------------- 137,000 cubic feet per second 
Sluice --------------------------------- 3,830· cubic feet per second 

Base width: 
Spillway only --------------------------------------------- 109 feet 
Including apron ------------------------------------------- 150 feet 

Decks: 
Roadway deck ______ 1-Lok with concrete surfacing, on structural steel 

beams, simple spans. 
Operating deck ______ Reinforced concrete slab, on structural steel beams, 

simple spans. 
Apron: 

Type ------------------------------------------------------ Bucket 
Radius ---------------------------------------------------- 32 feet 

wrd~~g;; u:p-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::__~~-de!i::~ 
Elevation of lip____________________________________ Elevation 1270 
Elevation of low point_ _____________________________ Elevation 1256.75 
Thickness (minimum) ------------------------------------- 6.75 feet 

Gates: 
Type .. ------------------------------------------------- Radial steel 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 5 
Clear opening between piers____________________________________ 35 
Height_ __________________________________________ 35 feet 7%6 inches 

TRAINING WALLS 

Type ______________________________________ Reinforced concrete cantilever 
Length from baseline: 

Right wall ---------------------------------------------- 189 feet 
Left wall ----------------------------------------------- 163.8 feet 

Top elevation (on apron)--------------------------------- Elevation 1293 
Thickness ----------------------------------------------------- 6.5 feet 

FIXED GATE HOIST 

Number ---------------------------------------------------------- 5 
Manufacturer------------------------------ Pacific Coast Engineering Co. 
Location _____________________________________ Mounted on operating deck 

Gate weight -------------------------------------------- 114,000 pounds 
Capacity and speeds: 

Hoist capacity (both hoisting drums)---~-------------- 132,000 pounds 
Lifting speed ------------------------------------ 3.5 feet per minute 

Motors ( 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles) : 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 5 
Size and speed ___________ 20 horsepower at 1,200 revolutions per minute 

SLUICES 

Number ---------------------------------------------------------- 1 Location ______________________________________________ Spillway block 12 
Size __________________________________ 5 feet 8 inches wide by 10 feet high 
Length: 

Upstream steel-lined portion ________________________________ 47.6 feet 
Downstream unlined portion________________________________ 51 feet 

Discharge capacity 
(headwater elevation 1385) ------------------ 3,830 cubic feet per second 

Gates: 
Manufacturer ______________________ Hardies-Tynes Manufacturing Co. 
Number------------------------------------ Two; installed in tandem 
Type ______________________________ Hydraulically operated slide gates 
Operating mechanism ______ 24 inches in diameter, oil-operated, hydraulic 

hoist mounted directly above the leaf on the bonnet of the gate. 
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Gates-Continued 
Hydraulic oil pump: . 

Manufacturer----------------------- !>cLaval Steam Turbmc Co. 
Capacity _________________________________ 120 gallons per minute 
Pressure _____________________ . ______ 1,200 pounds per square inch 
Motor ------------------------------------------- 30 horsepower 
Maximum head on gate ____________________ 125 feet above gate sill 

Trashracks: 
~umber -------------------------------------------------- 1 
Dimensions of sections ______ Five sides of an octagon, each side 5 

feet 7 inches wide, 20 feet 6 inches high. 
Size of bars ______ 4 inches wide bv 1 inch thick, spaced 16 inches on 

centers. 

INTAKE 

Type __________________________________ Combination gravity and buttress 
Length (three blocks of 58 feet each)---------------------------- 174 feet 
Width of deck__________________________________________________ 35 feet 
Opening (per unit)------------------------------------------------ 2 
Size of openings (at upstream face) ______ 19 feet 61Js inches wide by 41 feet 

8 inches high. 
Gates: 

~umber ______________________ Six; two gates for each of the three units 
Type ------------------------------------------------- Wheel gates 
Dimensions ________ 25 feet 1 inch high; 15-foot clear width between piers 
Maximum head _____________________ 100 feet at the bottom of the gates 
Hoists _____________________________ Fixed hoists, electric-motor-driven 

Gate hoists: 
~umber------------------------------------ Three; one for each unit 
Manufacturer __________________________ Judson Pacific-Murphy Corp. 
Type ____________________________________ Fixed, electric-motor-driven 

Location ---------------------------------------------- Intake deck 
Capacity------------------------------------------- 280,000 p~unds 
Speed ___________________ ---------------------- 3 to 4 feet per mmute 
Motors (440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles): 

~umber _____________ ----------------------------- One per hoist 
Size and speed __________ 50 horsepower, 900 revolutions per minute 

Trashracks and guides: . 
Guides ______ 10-inch-wide flange columns anchored to concrete w1th 2- by 

%-inch bars. 
~umber of trashracks ________ Six; one for each intake opening made up 

of four sections. 
Size of section ____________________ 20 feet wide and 10 feet 8 inches high 
Size of bars ______ Vertical bars 3 by lh inch, spaced 4 inches on centers, 

horizontal bars 6 by o/s inch, and 16- by %,-inch plates. 
Gross area ________________________________________ 1,666 square feet 

POWERHOUSE 

Type ___________________________________ Semioutdoor, reinforced concrete 

Dimensions: 
Length (including service bay) Four blocks at 58 feet each ______ 232 feet 
Width (face upstream generator room to draft tube outlet)------ 98 feet 
Height (maximum) --------------------------------------- 85 feet 

Unit spacing -------------------------------------------------- 58 feet 
Draft tube: 

~umber ------------------------------------------------------ 3 
Type ______ Concrete elbow, circular section at upper end changing to two 

rectangular passages at exit. 
Horizontal length (center line of turbine to downstream face) ____ 65 feet 
Vertical distance from distributor center line to low point 

of draft tube floor----------------------------------------- 39 feet 
~P.t area of outlet opening (total per unit) _____________ 629 square feet 
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Draft tube ga!e.s ______ .One set of two gates furnished, 12 feet 5%, inches high 

by 19 feet n mches Wide, gates of steel construction; handled by 15-ton jib 
crane mounted on powerhouse gantry crane. 

POWERHOUSE CRANE 

Type--.-:---- Gantry crane, trolley, traveling gantry, main and auxiliary hoist; 
_Jib crane on downstream leg for handling draft tube gates. 

Capacity and speeds: 

Location 
Capacity, 

tons 

Main hoisL----------------------------- 160 
Auxiliary hoist-------------------------- 25 
Trolley traveL __________________________ --------------
Gantry traveL--------------------------· ___ -----------
Jib crane_______________________________ 15 

Speed, feet 
per minute 

3-4 ¥.. ----- --
20-30 -------
25-35 -------
90-100 ------
8-10 --------

Travel 

68 feet. 
75 feet. 
46 feet 9 inches. 
259 feet 
80 feet. 

Motors (all rated 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles): 

Location 

Main h
1

oist ---------
Auxiliary hoist ___ _ 
Trolley travel -----
Gantry travel -----
Cable reel ----------

Frame and type 

Open, wound rotor __ 
Open, wound rotor __ 
Open, wound rotor __ 
Open, wound rotor __ 
Open, squirrel cage __ 

Time and 
temperature 

rating 

60 minutes 50° C, __ 
60 minutes 50° c, __ 
30 minutes 50° C, __ 
60 minutes 50° C, __ 
30 minutes 50° C, __ 

Horse
power 

50 --------
50 --------
20 --------
Four-30 __ 
10 pound-

feet 
stalled 
torque. 

Synchronous 
speed not 
to exceed, 

r.p.m. 

900 
900 

1,800 
1,800 

600 

Jib crane hoist _____ Open. squirrel cage__ 60 minutes 50° c. __ 15 -------- 1,200 

Brakes: 

Location Type Mounting Rating, 
lb-ft 

Percent of 
motor Tempera-
torque ture rise 

·Main hoist_____________ Thrustor __ Floor 800 150+ 55° C. 
Auxiliary hoist _________ Thrustor __ Floor 800 150+ 55° C. 
Trolley traveL _________ Solenoid ___ Floor 125 150+ 55° C. 
Gantry traveL---------· Thrustor __ Floor 160 150+ 55° C. 
Cable reeL_____________ Disc ------ Motor ----- ------------ ------------ ------------
Jib crane hoist_ ________ Thrustor __ Floor _____ 160 150+ 55° C. 

TURBINES 

~umber ---------------------------------------------------------- 3 
Manufacturer ________________ Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. 
Type ------------------------------------------------ Vertical-Francis 
Capacity ________________________________ Rated 34,500 at 90-foot net head 

Guaranteed efficiency-percent 

Net head, Maximum 
feet guaranteed 34,000 30,000 25,006 20,000 10,000 

horsepower At maxi- horse- horse- horse- horse- horse-
mum load power power power power power 

------------
120 ______________ 54,000 85.0 85.8 82.8 79.0 74.4 54.3 11 o_ _____________ 47,500 86.0 88.0 86.0 82.5 77.5 57.8 
100-------------- 41,000 87.0 89.5 88.0 85.0 80.8 61.5 , . 90 _______________ 34,500 87.7 87.7 88.9 87.2 83.5 64.0 . ·. so _______________ 28,400 86.5 --------- --------- 87.0 84.5 66.7 70 _______________ 

22,500 83.3 --------- --------- --------- 83.3 68.0 
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Rated speed ___________________________________ 100 revolutions per minute 
Rotation --------------------------------------------- Counterclockwise 
Maximum runaway speed _______________________ 189 revolutions per minute 
Specific speed (at rating)------------------------------------------ 67.1 
Discharge (at rating)-------------------------- 3,660 cubic feet per second 
Runner: 

Type -------------------------------------------- Vertical-Francis 
Diameter inlet ------------------------------------------ 143 inches 
Diameter discharge -------------------------------------- 17 4 inches Buckets _______________________________________________________ 16 

Main shaft: 
Material ---------------------------------------------- Forged steel 
Length ------------------------------------------------- 137 inches 
N aminal diameter --------------------------------------- 33 inches 

Stay ring: 
Material ------------------------------------------------ Cast steel 
Number vanes ------------------------------------------------- 12 
Outside diameter_ ___________________________________ 21 feet 4 inches 

Scroll case __________________________________________ Reinforced concrete 
Wicket gates: 

Material ------------------------------------------------ Cast steel 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 24 
Height ----------------------------------------------- 59.335 inches 

Total net weight _________________________________________ 525,000 pounds 
Net weight rotating parts _________________________________ 135,000 pounds 
Maximum hydraulic thrust_ __ .:_ ____________________________ 309,000 pounds 
WR2 --------------------------------------------- 3,700,000 pound-feet2 
Elevation center line distributor------------------------------------- 1272 
Elevation bottom of draft tube ______________________________________ 1233 
Distance centerline unit to end of draft tube ________________________ 65 feet 

GOVERNORS 

Number ---------------------------------------------------------- 3 
Manufacturer----------------------------------- Woodward Governor Co. 
Type ______________________________ (1 single and 1 twin) cabinet actuator 
Flyball power source ________________________ Permanent magnet generator 
Operating pressures: 

Maximum ------------------------------- 300 pounds per square inch 
Minimum ------------------------------- 250 pounds per square inch 

Rated capacity ------------------------------------- 197,000 foot-pounds 
Closing speed of gates __________________________ Adjustable 4 to 12 seconds 
Speed droop adjustment_ __________________________________ 0 to 6 percent 
Oil pumps, each cabinet_ _____ Two pumps, each rated 150 gallons per minute, 

300 pounds per square inch, 880 revolutions per minute, rotary gear type. 
Operating cylinders ______ Two per unit, 20-inch diameter by 15.333-inch stroke, 

9,440 cubic inches. 
Maximum velocity in oil lines __________________________ 18 feet per second 
Size of cabinets: 

Twin ------------------- 19 feet by 7 feet 8% inches by 6 feet 6 inches 
Single ------------------ 11 feet by 7 feet 8% inches by 6 feet 6 inches 

GENERATORS 

Number _________________________________ Three initially, three ultimately 
Manufacturer------------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Electrical characteristics: 

Rating ______ Normal continuous 31,250 kilovolt-amperes at 0.8 power 
factor, at rated speed and voltage, with a temperature 
rise of not over 60° C., above 40° C., air leaving the cool
ers, 13,800 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 100 revolutions per 
minute, Class B insulation. 

Maximum continuous 35,937 kilovolt-amperes at 0.8 power 
factor, soo C., temperature rise above 40° C., air leaving 
the coolers. 

Line charging capacity----------------------- 25,000 kilovolt-amperes 
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Electrical characteristics-Continued 
Synchronous condenser capacity _______________ 20,400 kilovolt-amperes 
Efficiencies ______ Guaranteed over all including exciters and rheostats 

at rated voltage and speed, 100 percent load equals 31,250 kilovolt
amperes. 

1.0 pow~r factor 0.8 power factor 

Load, percent_____________ 50 75 100 115 50 75 100 1lii 

----------1------------------------
Efficiency, percent_________ 96.70 97.30 97.50 !17.50 9ii.85 96.50 %.73 96.7G 

Losses in kilowatts ______ Calculated data, 100 percent load equals 31,250 
kilovolt-amperes. 

1.0 power factor o.g power factor 

Load, percent___________________ 50 75 100 115 50 75 100 115 

----------1--------------------
Field I'R------- ----------- 47 56 67 77 71 !)8 128 156 
Brush contact _____________ . 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 
Exciters and rheostat_ _____ 16 16 17 17 17 19 22 26 

~~~~~i~~-~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 135 135 135 13fi 135 l3fi 135 135 
185 185 185 185 185 185 185 185 

Armature I'R ______________ 59 132 140 310 59 132 140 310 
Stray load--------------- __ ------- ------- 95 ------- ------- ------- 95 

------ ------ ------ --- ---
Total losses __________ 443 526 641 726 468 571 707 814 

Temperature detectors: 
Stator winding ------------------------------------------------ 12 

2 
2 
t 
6 
1 

Thrust bearing shoe ___________________________________________ _ 
Guide bearing shoe ____________________________________________ _ 
Bearing oil bath ______________________________________________ _ 
Generator air coolers __________________________________________ _ 
Exciter air discharge __________________________________________ _ 

Reactances: 
Direct axis synchronous _______________________________ _ 
Direct axis transient_ _________________________________ _ 
Direct axis subtransient ______________________________ _ 
Quadrature axis synchronous __________________________ _ 
Quadrature axis transient_ ____________________________ _ 
Quadrature axis subtransient __________________________ _ 

Negative sequence -----------------------------------
Zero sequence ----------------------------------------

Resistances at 75 o C.: 

106.7 percent 
39.8 percent 
30.0 percent 
64.5 percent 
64.5 percent 
33.0 percent 
31.5 percent 
11.3 percent 

Stator winding ----------------------------------------- 0.0271 ohm 
Field winding ------------------------------------------ 0.2860 ohm 

Short-circuit current, symmetrical root mean square, ratio to rated current: 
InUial 3 phase_________________________________________________ 3.3 
Initial single phase____________________________________________ 2.8 
Initial line to neutraL_________________________________________ 4.1 

Short-circuit ratio ------------------------~----------------------- 1.0 Sustained 3 phase _______________________________________________ 0.98 
Sustained single phase_________________________________________ 1.3 
Sustained line to neutraL______________________________________ 2.0 

Voltage regulator ______ Automatic, high speed, noncontinuous vibrating with 
cross-current compensation. 

Voltage regulation between rated load at 0.8 power factor 
and zero load ______________________________________________ 25 percent 

Field currents: 
Full load 0.8 power factor ______________________________ 670 amperes 
Full load 1.0 power factor------------------------------ 483 amperes 
Operating as condenser, overexcited _______________________ 590 amperes 
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Stator ____________________________ Wye-connected, three parallel windings 
Rotor, number of poles______________________________________________ 72 
Generator mechanical characteristics: 

Drive ______________________ Vertical, with direct connection to turbine 
Rotation ----------------------------------------- Counterclockwise 
Brakes and jacks, combination (air pressure used for braking, 

oil pressure used for jacking)--------------------------------
Ventilation and cooling: 

6 

Number of coolers---------------------------------------------
Cooling water 25° C., required for air coolers 

6 

when generator is operated at 80° C., rise rating 
and 0.8 power factor ________________________ 665 gallons per minute 

Flywheel effect, WR2 
------------------------------ 36,000,000 pound-feet2 

Runaway speed ________________________________ 189 revolutions per minute 
Bearings and lubrication: 

Type ______ Combination Kingsbury-type thrust and segmental guide 
bearing, located below generator rotor. 

Thrust bearing capacity------------------------------------ 430 tons 
Capacity of oil reservoir_ _______________________________ 1,200 gallons 
Oil, viscosity, Saybolt Universal at 100° F. ____________________ 275-325 
Oil cooling water, 25° C. ________________________ 20 gallons per minute 

Shaft_ ____________ Forged steel, 30 inches in diameter, 6 inches, hollow-bored 
Dimensions: 

Diameter of housing _____________________________________ _ 480 inches 
360 inches 
303 inches 
120 inches 

Diameter of stator ______________________________________ _ 

Diameter of rotor _____ ~----------------------------------Height of generator including exciters _____________________ _ 
Weight of principal parts: 

Rotor without shaft_ ________________________________ _ 

Shaft ----------------------------------------------Bearings and lower bracket_ _________________________ _ 
Stator without coolers and housing ___________________ _ 
Main exciter ---------------------------------------
Pilot exciter ---------------------------------------
Generator complete ----------------------------------

EXCITERS 

Main exciter: 

315,000 pounds 
59,000 pounds 
80,000 pounds 

174,000 pounds 
30,000 pounds 
2,500 pounds 

805,000 pounds 

Type________ Shunt wound, 12 pole, separately excited, directly-connected 
Rating ________________________ 250 kilowatts, 250 volts, 1,000 amperes 
Ceiling voltage ------------------------------------------- 298 volts 
Insulation ------------------------------------------------ Class A 

~·not exciter: 
Type __________________ Compound wound, self-excited, direct-connected 
Rating ____________________________ 10 kilowatts, 250 volts, 40 amperes 

Insulation ------------------------------------------------ Class A 

GENERATOR AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

Generator neutral reactor: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 3 Type ______ Self-cooled, open coil, air core enclosed in sheet-steel cubicle 
Manufacturer ___________________________ Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Rating ______ 15,000-volt insulation, 0.3 ohm, 10,000 amperes (10 seconds) 

with temperature rise not exceeding 195° C., above 40° C., ambient. 
Generator neutral circuit breaker: 

Number ------------------------------------------------------ 3 
Type and rating ______ Air circuit breaker, withdrawal; 15 kilovolts, 

250,000-kilovolt-ampere interrupting capacity, 1,200 amperes, 250 volts, 
electrically operated. 

Manufacturer--------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Generator surge protective equipment: 

Arresters: 
Number -------------------------------------------------- 9 
Manufacturer----------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp . 

l 
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Generator surge protective equipment-Continued 
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Type and rating ________ Single pole, station; 12 kilovolts maximum 
line to ground. 

Capacitors: 
Number -------------------------------------------------- 9 
Manufacturer----------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type and rating __________ Single pole, 13,800 volts, 0.25 microfarad 

METAL-CLAD SWITCHGEAR 

Generator metal-clad switchgear: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 3 Manufacturer_ ___________________________ Designed and built by TV A 
Type ______ Steel housing with transite barriers which encloses insulators, 

buses, current transformers, and surge protective arresters and capaci
tors; bus extends from generator to tunnel where connection to pipe 
cable is made. 

Rating ------------------------------------------------ 15 kilovolts 
Size of bus __________________________ Three '%,- by 4-inch copper bars 
Bus insulators ____________ 15 kilovolts, NEMA type B, strength Class 4 

AUXILIARY POWER 

Station se~·vice power transformers: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Manufacturer--------------------------------- Kuhlman Electric Co. 
Type _______________________________ Outdoor, oil-immersed, self-cooled 
Rating ______ 600 kilovolt-amperes, 3 phase, 13,200-480 volts, 60 cycles, 

55 o C., rise. 
Connection --------------------------------------------- Delta-delta 
Taps __________________ Three 2lh percent above and below 13 200 volts 
Manufacturer's test data at 75° C., rated voltage and rated frequency 

average values: 
Impedance ---------------------------------------- 4.95 percent 
Exciting current ----------------------------------- 2.90 percent 
No-load losses -------------------------------------- 1,860 watts 
Total losses ---------------------------------------- 7,573 watts 
Regulation: 

Percent power factor ____________ 100 90 80 
Percent regulation ------------- 1.07 3.04 3.72 

Efficiency at 100 percent power factor: 
Percent load _________ 100 75 50 25 
Percent efficiency ____ 98.75 98.88 98.91 98.55 

Weights: 
Transformer complete with oiL _____________________ 9,000 pounds 
Oil, 380 gallons____________________________________ 2,850 pounds 

Dimensions: 
Projected floor space _____________________________ 71 by 66 !nches 
Height over tank ______________________________________ 86 mches 

Lighting transformers, powerhouse, and control building: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Manufacturer---------------------------------- General Electric Co. Type _________________________________________________________ Dry 
Rating ______ 75 kilovolt-amperes, 480-240/120 volts, single phase, 60 

cycles. . 
Primary taps _________ Four 2lh percent full-capac1ty taps below normal 

Auxiliary power switchboards in control building: 
Main 480-volt auxiliary power board: . . 

Location ________________ Elevation 1319.19 floor m spreadmg room 
Equipment_ _____ Three 1,600-ampere frame, electrically operated, 

drawout type for incoming feeders from station service transform
ers 1 and 2 and bus tie· two 600-ampere frame, manually operated 
breakers, feeders to po~erhouse main 480-volt auxiliary board, six 
225-ampere and twenty-one 100-ampere frame feeder breakers; 
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Auxiliary power switchboards in control building-Continued 
Main 480-volt auxiliary power board-Continued 

motor-starting feeder breakers are equipped with suitable starting 
contactors mounted in the same compartment as the breaker. 

Manufacturer-------------------- Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 
480-volt air-conditioning board: 

Location ___________ Elevation 1318.19 floor in air-conditioning room 
Equipment_ _____ Six panels, 20 inches wide by 7 feet 6 inches high, 

mounting twenty-four 100-ampere frame feeder breakers; motor
starting and heater circuits are equipped with a starting contactor 
mounted in the same compartment as the breaker. 

Manufacturer-------------------- Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 
Lighting and heating board: 

Location ________________ Elevation 1319.19 floor in spreading room 
Equipment_ _____ Four panels, 20 inches wide by 7 feet 6 inches high, 

mounting five 225-ampere frame, four 100-ampere frame feeder 
breakers, and an emergency throwover switch to direct current in 
case of alternating-current power failure. 

Manufacturer _____________________ Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 
Auxiliary power switchboards in powerhouse: 

480-volt main auxiliary power board: 
Location _________________ Elevation 1302.2 floor in generator room 
Equipment_ _____ Two panels, 22 inches wide by 7 feet 6 inches high, 

mounting three 600-ampere frame breakers, two for incoming feed
ers and one bus tie, electrically operated, withdrawal type; eight 
panels, 20 inches wide by 7 feet 6 inches high, mounting eight 225-
ampere and thirteen 100-ampere frame feeder breakers; where 
starting contactors are required they are mounted in the same 
compartment as the breaker. 

Manufacturer-------------------- Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 
480-volt unit board 1: 

Location ___________________ Elevation 1302 floor in generator rooYI 
Equipment_ _____ Four panels, 20 inches wide by 6 feet 4 inches high, 

mounting two 225-ampere, nine 100-ampere, and one 50-ampere 
frame feeder breakers, with starting contactors as required. 

Manufacturer ____________________ Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 
480-volt unit boards 2 and 3: 

Location __________________ Elevation 1302 floor in generator room 
Equipment_ _____ Eight panels, 20 inches wide by 6 feet 4 inches high, 

mounting four 225-ampere, eighteen 100-ampere, and two 50~am
pere frame feeder breakers, with starting contactors as required. 

Manufacturer-------------------- Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 
Lighting and heating board: 

Location __________________ Elevation 1302 floor in generator room 
Equipment_ _____ Four panels, 20 inches wide by 7 feet 6 inches high, 

mounting fourteen 100-ampere frame feeders breakers and an 
emergency throwover switch to direct current in case of alternating
current failure. 

Manufacturer ____________________ Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 

CONTROL BUILDING 

Type ______________________ Reinforced concrete, structural steel, and brick 
Location ______________ Right (east) bank downstream of nonoverflow dam 
Floor area ------------------------------------------- 14,500 square feet 
Volume ---------------------------------------------- 184,200 cubic feet 
Type of construction __________________ Reinforced concrete, structural steel 

MAIN CONTROL SWITCHBOARDS 

Switchboards: 
Type________________________ 1/s -inch stretcher-leveled steel, dead front 
Manufacturer--------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 

RTATISTICAL SUMMARIES 1019 
Switchboards-Continued 

Panels 
Item Number Width 

Main control and instrument______________ ----------- 14 2 f t · h Direct-current ba-ttery board ______________ _:-- 5 ============ 2 r::~ ~ ~~~h::: 
~~:;dt:~r~~~~~==================================-===-== 11 ------------ 2 feet 4 inches. 8 duplex ----- 2 feet 4 inches. 
Am;u~ciator system ______ The Autocall annunciator system is used, con-

sistmg_ o~ a 3-panel relay cabinet located in the telephone room and 
two prmtmg recorders with associated visual windows and audible bell 
one for Boone and one for Fort Patrick Henry, located on the operators; 
desks. 

Load an~ frequency control equipment: 
StatiOn load recorder retransmitter ___________ _ 
Tie-line load recorder retransmitter - ------------
Unit load controllers________ -------------------------
Master station load controller;-------------------------------
Frequency recorder controller===============----------------

1 
2 
5 
2 
1 Station control battery and chargers: ----------------

Number of cells 120 
Rating ______ 2SO-~~it;~3-5--;.,~P~;~;-fo~-S-h~~-r~-t~-fi;;_;_}-~~it;,ge of 

1. 75 volts per cell. 
Nu~ber and type of chargers _______________ Two motor generators 
Ratmg of starters: 

Motor ________ 15 horsepower, induction type, 440 volts, 3 phase 
Wcycl~ ' 

Generator--------------------- 10 kilowatt-amperes, 280 volts 

APPURTENANT FACILITIES 

FIRE PROTECTION 

Carbon-dioxide systems: 

~~~~f:ct;~~~=======----------------------------------------~-- 2 
Systems: ------------------------------ Walter Kidde Co. 

Equipment system 1: 
Generators 1, 2, and 3 ______ Air space within each machine 

9,500 cubi_c feet, initial discharge fourteen 50-pound cylinders, 
delayed disc~arge twelve 50-pound cylinders, reserve fourteen 
50-pound cylmders. 

Oil puri~cation and storage room ______ Air space 8,800 cubic 
. feet, discharge fourteen 50-pound cylinders. 

Equipment system 2: 
Oil purification building ______ Air space 2,808 cubic feet, dis-

charge four 50-pound cylinders. 
Water system : 

Raw water is supplied for fire protection in 
the powerhouse, control building and switchyard 
Hose outlets in powerhouse _____ ~-------------
H_?se outlets in_ control building _______________ =============--
Fire hydrants m switchyard-------------------------------== 

HEATING, VENTILATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING 

Powerhouse: 

9 
3 
7 

Heating ----------------------,---------------------- 140.5 kilowatts 

! 
'I 
i,l 
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Powerhouse-Continued 
Ventilating: 

Item 

Service baY exhaust-------------
Generator room exhaust---------
Toilet exhaust -----------------
Leads tunnel exhaust------------
Draft tube exhaust---------------
Turbine pit supPlY--------------- ___ ::___1 __ _.::_:..::..:__1------1-----

Total --------------------- ---------- 56,750 \---~-------- ------------

1 Each. 

Control building: 178 kilowatts 
Heating --------------------------------------------- 45 tons 
Air conditioning -----------------------------------
Ventilating: 

Number Cubic feet 
Item of per 

fans minute 

Control room air conditioning 

o~~~P;~~m air conditioning sup-
ply. 1 

Electrical spaces supply---------- 1 Electrical spaces exhaust--------- 1 Mechanical spaces exhaust...------ 1 Battery room exhaust-----------

8,200 

6,700 

8,000 
7,750 
6,000 
2,600 
3,000 
2,500 Toilet room exhaust-------------- l 

Relay room exhausL-------------l----J-----1 

Total --------------------- ----------
44,660 

Static 
pressure, 

inches 

1% 

lo/, 

% 
% 

~ 
% 

11;4 

-----

DRAINAGE AND UNWATERING SYSTEMS 

Motor 
horsepower 

3 

1 
1 
1 
'h 
% 
% 

------------

Station drainage pumps: _ 2 
Number --------------------------------------3ooiaii~~s"P-e"i--minute 
Capacity---------.---------------------------- ---------- 50 feet 
Head total dynamiC------------------------------- Vertical turbine 
Type' ---------------------------------- 2 
Numb~"i--~f-s~g;s-=. ______ P"ee-r1~88P"li~"PJ5h-i;i~;,-:F~~d-Mach~e-ryCorp. 
Manufacturer__________ _ ___ 7% horsepower 
Motor ----------------------------u~ite-dSt;,t~s-Electrical Motors, Inc. 
Motor, make------------------~--

Draft tube and scroll case unwatermg pumps: 2 
Number -------------------------------------3(i(io-gall~~;-p-;r-Drlnute 
Capacity---------~-------------------------- ' _______ 55 feet 
Head, total dynamiC----------------------------------Vertical turbine 
Type---------------------------------------------=_-=____________ 2 
Number of stages _______ P~rl~ssP;-m-pDM;~;.-:F~~d Machinery Corp. 
Manufacturer---------- 60 horsepower 
Motor ---------------------------U-it;d-State-s-El;~t;ical Motors, Inc. Motor, make_____________________ n 

RAW WATER SYSTEM 

Unit cooling: ---------------------- Foreb.ay 
Source ------------------------------ ------------------- Gravity 
Flow ----------------------------------

Fire and service: ----------- Forebay 
Source ----------------------------------------

STATISTICAL SUMMARIES 1021 
Fire and service-Continued 

Flow------ Pumped into a 50,000-gallon storage tank located on the right 
embankment at elevation 1450. 

Pump: 
Location ________________ Powerhouse service bay at elevation 1284 
~umber -------------------------------------------------- 1 Manufacturer ___________________________ Fairbanks, Morse & Co. 
Type ------------------------------------ Horizontal centrifugal 
Capacity--------------------------------- 188 gallons per minute Head, total dynamic ____________________________________ 170 feet 

Motor ------------------------------------------ 15 horsepower Motor, make ____________________________ Fairbanks, Morse & Co. 

TREATED WATER SYSTEM 

Water-treatment plant: 
Location __________ In the control building basement at elevation 1314.19 
Capacity-------------------------------------- 10 gallons per minute 
Raw water flOUrce ______ Flows by gravity from multilevel intakes in the 

, , upstream face of the nonoverflow dam. 
Service pumps: 

Location ________________ Control building basement at elevation 1314.9 

Number ----------------------------~------------------------- 2 
Manufacturer-------------------------------- Fairbanks, Morse & Co. 
Type ---------------------------------------- Horizontal centrifugal 
Capacity-------------------------------------- 35 gallons per minute 
Head, total dynamic________________________________________ 150 feet 

, Motor ----------------------------------------------- 5 horsepower ··· Motor, make ________________________________ Fairbanks, Morse & Co. 
·Chemical feeders: 

·Location __________________________________ Control building basement 

Number ------------------------------------------------------ 5 Chemicals used_______________ Alum, soda ash, hypochlorite, and calgon 
Manufacturer ---------------------------------- Proportioneers, Inc. 

Booster pump: 
Location ----------------------------------------- Visitors' building 
Nu~nber ------------------------------------------------------ 1 Manufacturer _____________________ Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. 
Type ---------------------------------------- Horizontal centrifugal 
Capacity-------------------------------------- 50 gallons per minute 
Discharge pressure_________________________ 60 pounds per square inch 
Motor------------------------------------------------ 2 horsepower 

Storage tank: 
Location ----------------------------------------- Visitors' building 

LUBRICATING OIL SYSTEM 

Pumps: 
Nu~nber ------------------------------------------------------ 2 Manufacturer _________________ Worthington Pump & Machinery Corp. 
Capacity------------------------------------ 33.5 gallons per minute 
Discharge pressure________________________ 70 pounds per square inch 
Motor ------------------------------------------------ 5 horsepower 
Motor, make ______________________ Reliance Electric & Engineering Co. 

Purifier: 
Nu~nber ------------------------------------------------------ 1 
Capacity--------------------------------------- 375 gallons per hour Manufacturer ___________________________________ The Sharples Corp. 
Heaters ____________________________________ Two at 24 kilowatts each 
Feed pump, discharge pump, and centrifuge motor _________ 2 horsepower 
Feed pump, discharge pump, and centrifuge motor, make ______ Louis-

Allis Co. 
STATION AIR SYSTEM 

Stationary compressor: 
Nu~nber ------------------------------------------------------ 1 Capacity _________________________________ 111.5 cubic feet per minute 
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Stationary compressor-Continued . Manufacturer_ _______________________________ Joy Manufacturmg Co. 
Discharge pressure ________________________ 100 pounds per square inch 

~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-25-h~;se~o~:~ 
Motor, make ______________________ Reliance Electric & Engineering Co. 

Portable compressor: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 1 
Manufacturer --------------------------------------- Schramm, Inc, 
Capacity ___________________________________ 105 cubic feet per minute 
Discharge pressure ________________________ 100 pounds per square inch 
Cooling medium ________________ Air-cooled by fluid medium in radiator 
Motor----------------------------------------------- 25 horsepower Motor, make ____________________________________ General Electric Co. 

MACHINE SHOP EQUIPMENT 

Bench lathe ______ One, 10 by 56 inches, driven by a %,-horsepower, 220/440-
volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,725-revolution-per-minute motor; manufactured by 
Sheldon Machine Co., Inc. 

Pedestal grinder ______ One, 2 wheel, 12-inch size, driven by a 2-horsepower, 
220/440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,750-revolution-per-minute motor; manufac
tured by Queen City Machine Tool Co. 

Sensitive drilL _____ One, 15-inch size, driven by a %-horsepower, 110/220-
volt, 1-phase, 60-cycle, 1,740-revolution-per-minute motor; manufactured by 
Walker-Turner Division of Kearney & Trecker Corp. 

Metal-cutting handsaw ______ One, 10 inches round by 18 inches rectangular, 
flat capacity, driven by a %, -horsepower, 220/ 440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 
1,750-revolution-per-minute motor; manufactured by Johnson Manufacturing 
Corp. 

Portable pipe-threading machine with accessories ______ One, driven by a %-
horsepower, 110/220-volt, 1-phase, 60-cycle, motor; manufactured by Oster 
Manufacturing Co. 

Miscellaneous assortment of small tools. 

SWITCHYARD 

STEEL 

All structures are of hot dipped galvanized structural steel; all field connec
tions bolted; all structures designed for maximum allowable stresses in ac
cordance with TV A structure steel standards. 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

Main power transformers: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 4 
Manufacturer--------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type ______ Single phase, oil-insulated, forced-oil and forced-air-cooled, 

nitrogen gas-filled, outdoor. 
Bank rating ______ 161/138- and 69-kilovolt windings, 150,000 kilovolt-

amperes, 13.2-kilovolt windings, 108,000 kilovolt-amperes, forced-oil, 
forced-air-cooled, 161/138-69-13.2 kilovolts, 55-degree temperature rise. 

Connections ______ Wye on 161/138-kilovolt winding, solidly grounded, 
wye on 69-kilovolt winding grounded through a reactor, 13.2-kilovolt 
winding delta-connected. 

Taps ______ 161-kilovolt winding with two 2.5 percent taps above and two 
2.5 percent taps below 161 kilovolts, full capacity, manual no-load tap 
changer; 69-kilovolt winding with eight 1.25 perce11t taps above and 
eight 1.25 percent taps below 69 kilovolts, all at rated kilovolt-amperes _ 
with automatic tap changing under load. 

Polarity ----------------------------------------------- Subtractive 
Test data: 

Exciting current: Percent rated voltage ______________________ 100 110 
Percent exciting current____________________ 0.52 1.1 

l 

I 
I 
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STA'l'ISTICAL SUJ\ll\fARIES 

Main power transformers-Continued 
Test data-Continued 

Impedance: 
161 to 138 ~ilovolts at 50,000 kilovolt-amperes ____ _ 
161 to 69 kilovolts at 50,000 kilovolt-amperes _____ _ 
161 to 13.2 kilovolts at 36,000 kilovolt-amperes ___ _ 
138 to 69 kil?volts at 45,000 kilovolt-amperes _____ _ 
138 to 13.2 kilovolts at 36,000· kilovolt-amperes ____ _ 
69 to 13.2 kilovolts at 36,000 kilovolt-amperes 

Regulation: ------
161 to 138 kilovolts at 50,000 kilovolt-amperes: 

100 percent power factor--------------------
90 percent power factor ___________________ _ 
80 percent power factor_ __________________ _ 

161 to 69 kilovolts at 50,000 kilovolt-amperes: 
100 percent power factor-------------------
90 percent power factor_ __________________ _ 
80 percent power factor--------------------

161 to 13.2 kilovolts at 50,000 kilovolt-amperes: 
100 percent power factor-------------------
90 percent power factor--------------------
80 percent power factor ___________________ _ 

138 to 69 kilovolts at 45,000 kilovolt-amperes: 
100 percent power factor-------------------
90 percent power factor--------------------
80 percent power factor--------------------

138 to 13.2 kilovolts at 36,000 kilovolt-amperes: 
100 percent pow(!r factor-------------------
90 percent power factor--------------------
80 percent power factor--------------------

69 to 13.2 kilovolts at 36,000 kilovolt-amperes: 
100 percent power factor_ _________________ _ 
90 percent power factor--------------------
80 percent power factor--------------------

Losses, no load: 
100 percent rated voltage _____________________ _ 
100 percent rated voltage _____________________ _ 
90 percent rated voltage ______________________ _ 

Total loss watts at 75° C., at rated voltage: 

1023 

3.66 perce11t 
14.90 percent 
15.18 percent 
14.25 percent 
17.65 percent 

5.85 percent 

0.23 percent 
1.81 percent 
2.36 percent 

1.66 percent 
7.90 percent 

10.10 percent 

1.52 percent 
7.87 percent 

10.12 percent 

1.48 percent 
7.43 percent 
9.54 percent 

2.10 percent 
9.25 percent 

12.03 percent 

0.526 percent 
3.040 percent 
3.900 percent 

92,933 watts 
73,150 watts 
58,700 watts 

161 to 138 kilovolts at 50,000 kilovolt-amperes ____ 136,059 watts 
161 to 69 kilovolts at 50,000 kilovolt-amperes~----- 336,820 watts 

. 161 to 13.2 kilovolts at 36,000 kilovolt-amperes ____ 201,903 watts 
Weights: 

Tank and fittings ____________ _:____________ _ 46,500 pounds 

~i{e_~~~-~~~~=================================== 1ig;ggg ~~~~~: Tap c anger (dry)------------------------------- 5,500 pounds 
otal ------------------------------------------ 280,000 pounds 

Neutral reactor: 
Number (in 69-kilovolt neutral)--------------------------------- 1 
Manufacturer---:---------.--.----------;--- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type________ A1r core, oil-Immersed, mert gas-sealed, with lightning 

arresters. 
Rating: 

30-second c~rrent rating ____ ;---------------------- 4,500 amperes 
30-second kilovolt-ampere ratmg ___________ 60,750 kilovolt-amperes 
30-second temperature rise ______________________________ 165° C. 

Im~edance, test data _______________________________________ 3.2 ohms 

Swit~~:a~t ;;d-;.;.it~h;s~----------------------------------- 7,700 pounds 

161-kilovolt oil circuit breakers: 
~umber -------------------------------------------- 2 Manufacturer ______________________________ General :Ei~~t;i~ Co. 
Type ____________________ 3 pole, pneumatically operated, reclosing 
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Switchgear and switches-Continued 
161-kilovolt oil circuit breakers-Continued . 

Rating ______ 161 kilovolts, 1,200 amperes, 60 cycles, ?-cycle opemng, 
20-cycle reclosing, interrupting capacity 3,500,000 k1lovolt-amperes. 

Design data: . . 
Net weight breaker complete w1th mL ___________ 45,000 pounds 
Net weight breaker without oiL ________________ 21,786 pounds 
Oil per complete breaker------------------------ 3,07 5 gallons 
Impact, equivalent static load, includes. 

dead load plus impact value on opemng 
at full interrupting capacity ________________ 135,000 pounds 

69-kilovolt oil circuit breakers: 
Number -------------------------------------------------7 8 
Manufacturer------------------------------- General Electr1c ~o. 
Type ____________________ 3 pole, pneumatically operated, reclo~mg 
Rating ______ 69 kilovolts, 1,200 amperes, 60" cycles, ~-cycle openmg, 

20~cycle reclosing, interrupting capacity 1,500,000 kilovolt-amperes. 
Design data: . . 

Net weight breaker complete w1th o1L-------------- 13,000 pounds 
Net weight breaker without oiL____________________ 7,600 pounds 
Oil per complete breaker _____________________________ 720 gallons 
Impact, equivalent static load, includes 

dead load plus impact value on opening 
at full interrupting capacity ______________________ 29,000 pounds 

14.4-kilovolt oil circuit breakers: 
12.5-kilovolt line breakers with relay cabinet: 

Number -------------------------------------------~-- 5 
Manufacturer------------------- Westinghouse Electnc Co.rp. 
Type ______________________ 3 pole, solenoid-operat~d, reclos~ng 
Rating ______ 14.4 kilovolts, 1,200 amperes, 60 cycles, mterruptmg 

capacity 250,000 kilovolt-amperes. 
Design data : 

Net weight breaker complete with oiL ________ 2,820 pounds 
Net weight breaker without oiL_____________ 2,550 pounds 
Oil per breaker------------------------------- 36 gallons 
Impact, equivalent static load, includes 

dead load plus impact value on opening 
at full interrupting capacity ______________ 7,200 pounds 

Generator and station service transformer breakers: 
Number ---------------------------------------------- . 4 
Manufacturer----------------------- Westinghouse Electnc Co_rp. 

Type _____________________ 3 pole, pneumatically operated, ~onreclos~ng 
Rating ______ 14.4 kilovolts, 2,000 amperes, 60 cycles, mterruptmg 

capacity 1,500,000 kilovolt-amperes. 
Design data: 

Net weight breaker complete with oiL ___________ 12,600 pounds 
Net weight breaker without oiL ________________ 10,238 pounds 
Oil per complete breaker------------------------- 315 gallons 
Impact, equivalent static load, includes 

dead load plus impact value on opening 
at full interrupting capacity----------------- 38,000 pounds 

Disconnect switches: 
161-kilovolt disconnect switches: 

6 Number -------------------------------------------------~ 
Manufacturer---------------------------- Delta-Star ~lectnc Co. 
Type ______ 4 gang, manually operated, underhung mountmg; 2 gang, 

motor-operated, upright mounting. 
Rating ________________________ 161 kilovolts, 1,200 amperes, 3 pole 

69-kilovolt disconnect switches: 22 
Number -------------------------------------------------
Manufact~rer ------------------ Southern States Equipment Corp. 
Type ______ 16 gang, manually operated, vertical and. underhung 

mounting; 6 gang, motor-operated, under hung and upnght mount-

R~~i~·g _________________________ 69 kilovolts, 1,200 amperes, 3 pole 

l 
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Disconnect switches-Continued 
15-kilovolt disconnect switche,;: 

Number -------------------------------------------------- 16 
Manufacturer------------------ Southern States Equipment Corp. 
Type and ratmg ______ 3 gang, motor-operated, 2,000 amperes, 3 pole; 

14 gang, man1;1ally opera~ed, 1,200 amperes, 3 pole, vertical, under
hung and upnght mountmg. 

Lightning arresters: 
161-kilovolt circuit: 

Number ------------------- 8 
Manufacturer------------_--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -(J;;;r-~-Ei~~t~i~ Co. 
Typ.e ________________________________________ Single pole, station 
Ra~mg _____ ~, Four 161 ~ilovolts line to line, 145 kilovolts maximum 

l~ne to gro!J.nd; four, ";lth one unit shunted for 138 kilovolts line to 
lme, 133 k1lovolts max1mum line to ground 

69-kilovolt circuit: · 
Number -~--------- 3 
Manufacturer -------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-(J;;;;~-:Ei;c-t'i-ic Co. 
Typ.e ____________ -:--------------------------- Single pole station 
Ratmg ______ 69 k1lovolts line to line, 60 kilovolts maximu~ line to 

ground. 
13.8-kilovolt circuit: 

Number ------------- _ 3 
¥anufacturer _________ ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-(J;;;;~f:Ei;c-t'i-ic Co. 
rP.e--------------~-------.------;--------:---- Single pole, station 

Ratmg ______ 13.8 kllovolts !me to !me, 15 k1lovo!ts maximum line to 
ground. 

12.5-kilovolt circuit: 
Number ____ 6 
¥anufacturer~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-G;;;r'iC:Ei;c-t'i-ic Co. 

yp_e ________________________________________ Single pole, station 
Ratmg ______ 12.47 kilovolts line to line, 9 kilovolts maximum line to 

ground. 
Line coupling capacitors and potential devices· 

161 kilovolts: · 
Number ----------------------------------------------- 5 Manufacturer _______________________________ General Electric Co. 
Ty!?e-----;-. T~o coupling capacitors with potential device and car
. ner aux1banes; three coupling capacitors with carrier auxiliaries. 

69 k1lovolts : 

Number -------------------------------------------------- 3 Manufacturer _______________________________ General Electric Co. 
.. Type ______ . Coupling capacitor with potential device and carrier 

· auxiliaries. 
Line wave traps: 

161-kilovolt circuit: 
Number -------------------------------------------------- 5 Manufacturer _______________________________ General Electric Co. 
Typ~-------------------- Single and double frequency, suspension 
Ratmg ______ 800 amperes, 50 to 150 kilocycles and 90 to 300 kilocycles 

69-kilovolt circuit: 

Number -------------------------------------------------- 5 Manufacturer _______________________________ General Electric Co. 
Typ.e ____________________ Single and double frequency, suspension 
Ratmg __________________________ 800 amperes, 50 to 150 kilocycles 

Insulators: 
Type -------------------------------------------- Pedestal, stacking 

Number of units per stack for 161-kilovolt service______________ 4 
Manufacturer-------------------------- Porcelain Insulator Corp. 
Dry flashover per stack_________________________ 485 kilovolts rms 
Wet flashover per stack ________________________ 380 kilovolts rms 
Impulse withstand test_ _____________________________ 750 kilovolts 
Cantilever strength, upright_ _______________________ 1,200 pounds 

i I 
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Insulators-Continued _ 69 kilovolts, station post Type______________________________________ __ Lapp Insulator Co. 
Manufacturer______________________________ 235 kilovolts 
Dry flashover ------------------------------------- 180 kilovolts 
Wet flashover ------------------------------------- 350 kilovolts 
Impu.lse withstand tesL-----------------_::-_::-_::-_::-_::-_::-_::-_::-_::-_::-_::- 1,500 pounds 
Cantilever strength ------------------~.::-_-_ 46 kilovolts, station post 

Type ____________________________________________ Lapp Insulator Co. 
Manufacturer---------------------- 170 kilovolts 
Dry flashover ------------------------------------- 125 kilovolts 
Wet flashover ------------------------------------- 250 kilovolts 
Impulse withstand test_ _____________________________ 2 000 pounds 

Cantilever strength ----------lSkilo-;o}t;-high~t~;~gth, ~tation post 
Type__________________________ ---~------ Lapp Insul!':tor Co. 

Manufacturer---------------------- 85 kilovolts 
Dry flashover ------------------------------------- 55 kilovolts 
Wet flashover ------------------------------------- 110 kilovolts 
Impu_lse withstand tesL----------------------_::-_::-_::-_::-_::-_::-_::- 4,000 pounds 
Cantilever strength ---------------------------------- Suspension 

Type ----------------------------------------- __ Ohio Brass C~ 
Manufa~turer --------------------------------- ___ 15 000 pounds 
Mechamcal strength --------------------------- ' 
Dry flashover: . 640 kilovolts 

161 kilovolts, string of eleve~ umts ______________ 325 kilovolts 
69 kilovolts, string of five umts.------------------ 155 kilovolls 
12.5 kilovolts, string of two umts _______________ _ 

Wet flashover: . 
161 kilovolts, string of eleven. umts ______________ _ 
69 kilovolts, string of five umt~------------------

455 kilovolts 
215 kilovolts 
90 kilovolts 12.5 kilovolts, string of two umts _______________ _ 

INSULATING OIL SYSTEM 

Oil purific!ltion building: Southeast corner of the switch yard 
LocatiOn---------;------------------ _ Reinforced concrete 
Type of constructiOn-------------------------iS-feet wide, 40 feet long 
~::.::-.::-.::-.::-.::-.::--:Ffo~-s~~--s~it~hya'i-d-~il-p~"i-ify"i;g-equipment, fire-protection 

equipment, and storage space. 
Insulating oil pumps: 

Item 

Number------------------------------------· 
Manufacturer----------:-------------------
Capacity, gallons per minute----------;------
Discharge pressure. pounds per square Inch __ _ 
Motor, horsepower--------------------------
Motor, make--------------------------------

Clean-oil pump 

1 --------------------
Viking Pump Co. 
100 ------------------
50 -------------------

~~.~;.~t;~-El;~trl~-c-.;:---

Dirty-oil pump 

~iking Pump Co. 
100. 
20. 

iiaster Electric Co. 
I ______ _ 

Insulating oil purifier: --------------- 1 
Numb~r ---------------600-g-;li;;~~-p-;~ho~r-~ith-or without filter press 
Capac1ty -------------- The Sharples Corp. 
M.anufacturer ---7---------------------=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-1.~200 gallons per hour 
Fllter press capac1ty ------------------ __ Two at 24 kilowatts each 
Heaters --------------------------------- 1% horsepower 
Feed and discharge pump motor _______________________ Louis-Allis Co. 
Feed and discharge pump motor, make------------:.:=_-=_-=_-:_-:__ 2 horsepower 
Centrifuge motor ------------------------------ Louis-Allis Co. 
Centrifuge motor, make ------------------------------

FIRE PROTECTION 

Wat1ra~s~e~~r is supplied from a 50,000-gallon storage tank. 

Fire hydrants: ------------·-- 7 
N_umber -------------------6i~~h~~-.;,ith"21,1;~inch hose connections 
S1ze ----------------------

STATISTICAL SUMMARIES 1027 
Carbon-dioxide system: 

Portable carbon-dioxide fire-extinguishing equipment_ _____ Housed in the 
fire equipment building in the switchyard. 

Automatic carbon-dioxide fire equipment system ______ For protection of 
the oil-purification building. 

Portable equipment_ _____ One fire hose cart, complete with wrenches, 
reel, two 50-foot lengths of hose, and two nozzles, housed in fire equip
ment building in the switchyard. 

YARD FACILITIES 

VISITORS' BUILDING 

Type of construction ______ Reinforced concrete, structural steel, stone, cypress 
siding, and glass single-story with basement. 

Width ---------------------------------------------- ___ 28 feet 3 inches 
Length -------------------------------------------------------- 73 feet 
Public facilities ------------------------------- Toilets and reception room 
Heating and ventilating: 

Heating --------------------------------------------- 40.5 kilowatts 
Ventilating ______ One fan, 3,000 cubic feet per minute, at %-inch static 

pressure, motor %. horsepower. 

PARKING AREAS 

All parking areas are surfaced with a double bituminous surface treatment on 
a 4-inch stabilized stone base. 

Visitors' parking areas ______ Three-one located at the visitors' building with 
a 40-car capacity, one located some 300 feet east of the right abutment with 
a 30-car capacity, one located one-half mile downstream of the dam with a 
16-car capacity. 

Employees' parking area ______ Located east of the control building with a 
20-car capacity. 

MAINTENANCE BUILDING 

Location ______ North of access road at the point where the road branches to 
the powerhouse and to the top of the dam. 

Type of construction____________________________ One story, concrete block 

LAWN SPRINKLER SYSTEM 

Location ______ Along the roadway to the top of the dam, adjacent to the park-
ing areas and near the visitors' building. 

Number of sprinklers ---------------------------------------------- 11 
Supply ----------------------------- 50,000-gallon raw water storage tank 
Raw water booster pump for sprinkler system: 

Nuinber ------------------------------------------------------ 1 
Manufacturer --------------------- Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. 
Type ---------------------------------------- Horizontal centrifugal 
Capacity ------------------------------------- 37 gallons per minute 
Head, total dynamic ---------------------------------------- 100 feet 
Motor------------------------------------------- _____ 2 horsepower 

FORT PATRICK HENRY 
CHRONOLOGY 

Authorized by TVA Board of Directors ________________ September 16, 1949 
Initial appropriation by Congress ______________________ September 6, 1950 
Construction started (in field)------------------------------ May 14, 1951 
Dam closure ------------------------------------------ October 27, 1953 
Unit No. 2 in commercial operation _____________________ December 5, 1953 
Unit No. 1 in commercial operation _____________________ February 22, 1954 

LOCATION 

On South Fork Holston River at river mile 8.2 in Sullivan County, Tenn.; about 
2.5 miles upstream froin Kingsport, Tenn.; and 10.4 river miles downstream 
from Boone Dam. 
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CONSTRUCTION QUANTITIES 

Dam and power facilities: 
Earth excavation --------------------------------- 63,700 cubic yards 
Rock excavation --------------------------------- 159,500 cubic yards 
Unclassified excavation -------------------------- 24,800 cubic yards 
Riprap ----------------------------------------- 13,700 cubic yards 
Grading ---------------------------------------- 20,100 cubic yards' 
Reinforcing steel ---------------------------------------- 1,337 tons 
Structural steel' ----------------------------------------- 941 tons 
Formwork ------------------------ 335,400 square feet (contact area) 
Concrete --------------------------------------- 70,500 cubic yards 

Highways: 
Excavation -------------------------------------- 90,000 cubic yards 

PRINCIPAL DESIGN FEATURES 

STREAM FLOW 
Drainage area above dam ______________________________ 1,903 square miles 
Gauging station discharge records (for complete records see Hydraulic Data 

Branch files) : 
Kingsport, Tenn., Sept. 1925 to date; drainage area 1,931 square miles. 
Bluff City, Tenn., July 1900 to May 1953; drainage area __ 813 square miles 
Elizabethton, Tenn. (Watauga River), February 1926 to 

July 1949; drainage area __________________________ 692 square miles 
Maximum known flood at dam site, 

estimated (May 1901) ----------------- 100,000 cubic feet per second 
Maximum probable flood, regulated ________ 145,000 cubic feet per second 
Average flow at dam site, 

estimated (1921-32) ------------------ 2,810 cubic feet per second 
Average flow at dam site, 

estimated (1921-47) ------------------- 2,590 cubic feet per second 
Minimum flow at dam site, 

estimated (September 9, 1925) _________ 334 cubic feet per second 

RESERVOIR 

Counties affected: 
State of Tennessee ------------------------- Sullivan and Washington 

Operating levels at dam: 
Top of spillway gates (area 893 acres)---------------- Elevation 1263 
Maximum used for design--------------------------- Elevation 1263 
Maximum probable flood, regulated ------------------ Elevation 1263.8 
Normal maximum pool level------------------------- Elevation 1263 
Spillway crest (area 357 acres) --------------------- Elevation 1228 
Normal minimum pool level (area 808 acres)---------- Elevation 1258 

Backwater, length at elevation 1263 ____________________________ 10.3 miles 
Shoreline, length at elevation 1263: 

Main shore ---------------------------------------------- 30.5 miles 
Island -------------------------------------------------- 6.4 miles 
Total --------------------------------------------------- 36.9 miles 

Original area of South Fork Holston River--------------------- 338 acres 
Storage (flat pool assumption) : 

Total volume at elevation 1263 _______________________ _ 
Total volume at elevation 1258 _______________________ _ 
Total volume at elevation 1228 _______________________ _ 
Useful controlled storage (elevations 1263-1258) -------

TAILWATER 

27,100 acre-feet 
22,800 acre-feet 

6,100 acre-feet 
4,300 acre-feet 

Maximum level used for design 
. (J?aximum probable flood, regulated)-------------------- Elevation 1229 

Mtmmum ----------------------------------------------- Elevation 1186 

1 Estimated to consist of 3,900 cubic yard of excavation and 16,200 cubic yard" of fill. 
' Including gates and appurtenances, and trashracks. 
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HEAD (GROSS) 

Maximum st~tic (elevations 1263-1186) ____ _ 
N?~al max1mul? operating (elevations 1263-1.193)---------------
Mtmmum operatmg (elevations 1263.8-1229) ------=============== 

77 feet 
70 feet 

34.8 feet 
PREPARATION FOR FLOODING 

Property acquired _________ _ 
Clearing -------------------Highways: ---------------------------

----------------------------

Access ___________ _ 
County and tertiary ------------------------------------

Total -------------===================================== 

STRUCTURES 
Lengths: 

1,469 acres 
167 acres 

0.4 mile 
1.3 miles 
1.7 miles 

Nonoverflow dam 
Spillway --------=== ------------------------------ 259 feet 
Powerhouse i~take an_d_~~~;ic~-b~y-=======------------------- 214 feet 
Cutoff wall, nght (north) bank ____ ------------------- 152 feet 
Total _____ ------------------------- 112 feet 

Foundation -------Nl-;--h--k---h----------------------------- 737 feet 
---------- 0 lC uc Y s ale and Honaker limestone and dolomite 

NONOVERFLOW DAM 

Type ------•-----------Maximum height _ ---------------------------- Concrete gravity 

Deck level -------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~=~~~~~-El;~;tio!5/;;J 
SPILLWAY 

Type _________ c 
Maximum height-~~~~~~~~---------------------- oncrete gravity overfall 
Roadway deck level __ --------------------------------------- 90 feet 
Spillway crest level --====-------------------------------- Elevation 1270 
Spillway clear openings (fi~;~{;;;iti~g.;-~-35_{_t_) ____________ Elevation 1228 
Crest gates________ F' d' ee ---------:--------- 175 feet 
Gate hoists ____ --------- IVe ra lal gates, 35 feet Wlde by 35 feet high 
Discharge capaclty~h;;d;~t~~-~k;,~ti~~-1263--------14--1-0-00Five ~xed hoists 

second. ------ , cubtc feet per 

Intakes: 
POWER FACILITIES 

Number_ ____ _ 
Gross area at ;;d;_~-------------------------- 2 (each with 2 bays) 

Powerhouse: ------------------- 1,570 square feet per unit 

Type ______ Enclosed, monolithic concrete substructure 
cre~e superstructure with rigid frame steel bents ' reinforced con-

Locatwn_________________ At · · 
Generating capacity (two u~it~-;tis-0-0-0 k'l ngttht) (north) shore ?f river 

Control bay: ' 1 owa s ----- 36,000 k1lowatts 
Tydpe _______ Reinforced concrete and structural steel a~ formmg upstream wall. with nonoverflow 
Location Tailrace cha~~;l_: _______________________________ North end of powerhouse 

Excavated in river bed 
Switchyard: · 

L t• · oca wn-;----- 0~ nght bank of river about 90 f d centerlme of umts. eet ownstream from 

DETAILS OF STRUCTURES 

NONOVERFLOW DAM 

Type ---------------Length: ------------------
Left abutment 
Main portion -========= 

Concrete gravity 

27 feet 
232 feet 
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Length-Continued _________ 259 feet 
Total ----------- ------------------------------_________ 112 feet 
Cutoff wall --------------------------------------- 95 feet 

Height (lowest foundation to deck) ---------------------_=-_=-.=--:E!~.;;tion 1270 
g:~~ !~~~h -=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=__________ 12 feet 

Slope of concrete: _______ Vertical 
Upstream -----------------i---0-ib~l~;-~le-;;ti~~-1248, vertical above 
Downstream -------------- on · , 

SPILLWAY 
Type _________________________________________ _ Concrete gravity overfall 

Length: . f ) _____ 175 feet 
Clear opening (five openmgs at 35 eet ----------------==----- 39 feet 
Piers (six at 6.5 feet)------------------------------- _____ 214 feet 
Total ------------------------------------------------ 90 feet 

Height (lowest foundation to roadway deck)----------------------
Deck level: Elevation 1270 

Roadway deck --------------------------------------Elevation 1272.4 
Operating deck ------------------------------------ Elevation 1228 

Crest level ----------------------------------------------
Discharge capacity . 263 ) 141 000 cubic feet per second (headwater elevatwn 1 ----------------- ' 
Base width: _______ 75 feet 

Spillway only -------------------------------------- 148 feet 
Including apron --------------------------------------

Apron: _____________ Level 
Type ----------------------------------------~~----------- 73 feet 
Length -------------------------------------- Elevation 1182.5 
Floor elevation ------------------------------------ ___ 5 feet 
Minimum thicknes~ -- ---------:---f--~~~~.;;ti;~-ii9o-t~~~evation 1195 
Elevation of end silL _____ Vap;;~ { 0 t by 5 feet by 7.5 feet high blocks 
Baffle blocks One row o . ee bl k 

located midle-;gth of apron with 3.38 feet between oc s. 

Training walls: _ Reinforced concrete cantilever 
Type ------------.-------------------- _________ 160 feet 
Length from baselme ----------------------------- Elevation 1195 
Top elevation (on apron) -----------------------~--~----_-_______ 6.5 feet 
Thickness -----;------d--d--k-------------S-e~-13-;one statistical summary Crest gates, gate hoists, an ec s __________ _ 

INTAKE 

Combination gravity and buttress Type __________________________________ Two blocks of 55 feet each, 11.0 feet 
Length_______________________________ 26 feet 3 mches 
Width of deck -----------------------------------------~----- Two per unit 
Openings --;-----------2lf~~tlO-h~che-s-;ld~-byS6-:f;;t-high at ~pstream face 
Stze of opemngs ___ F__ t f four sections each for each opemng, e~ch sec-
Trashracks______ . ouhr se ~do b 9 feet 6 inches high bars 3 by lh mch on tion 22 feet 3% me es WI e Y ' 

4-inch centers. f t• llift wheeled gates of structural steel, each 
Gates ______ One ~et o two ver I~a- .d b 11 feet 5 inches high (bottom 

~:Jti~~) tb; ~~cj~~~s1i~:~~!s 8 h\~~h(~o~\!ctfon) ; operated by intake gantry 
crane. 

Gantry crane: On intake deck at elevation 1270 Location ___________________________ _ 
Capacities and speeds: 

Main hoist: . 80 feet 
Maximum lifting height ----------------------------- 20 tons 
Rat~d capacity -----------------------:lot;-:12-f~~t-p;r minute 
Liftmg speed -----------------------

Trolley: 6 feet 4 inches 
Travel ------------------------------io_t_o-15 feet per minute 
Speed ------------------------------

l 
STATISTICAL SUl\ll\IARIES 1031 

Gantry crane-Continued 
Capacities and speeds-Continued 

Gantry: 
Travel ------------------------------------ 80 feet 4 inches 
Speed ---------------------------- 90 to 100 feet per minute 

Motors ______ All motors were rated 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles, with frame 
and type, time and temperature ratings, horsepower, torque, and synchronous 
speeds as follows: 

- ~ 

Frame Time and Synchronous Motor temperature Horsepower speed not and type rating to exceed 

Main hoist (one) __ Totally enclosed, 60 minutes 55 o c. 20 ------------ 900 r.p.m. wound rotor. 
Trolley travel Totally enclosed, 30 minutes 55 o c. 3 ------------- Gear motor. (one). high torque, 

squirrel cage. 
Gantry travel Totally enclosed, 60 minutes 55° c. 20 ------------ 900 r.p.m, (one). wound rotor. 
Link operation Totally enclosed, 60 minutes 55° c. 85-inch-pound Gear motor. (two). torque type. torque at 

600 r.p.m. 

Manufacturer -------------------------------------- Louis-Allis Co. 
Brakes ______ The motors were provided with brakes of the rated torque, type, 

and mounting described below; the thrustor-operated brakes were manufac
tured by t'he Westinghouse Electric Corporation and the disc brakes by the 
Stearns Magnetic Manufacturing Co.: 

Rating Percent 
Tempera-Location Type Mounting of motor (ft-lb) torque ture rise 

Main hoist_ _______ Thrustor shoe ___ Floor------ 160 100+ 55° c. Trolley traveL ____ Solenoid disc ---- Motor-----~ 10 100+ 55° c. Gantry traveL ____ Thrustor shoe ___ Floor------ 160 100+ 55° c. Link operation ____ Solenoid disc ---- Motor-----· 3 ------------ 55° c. 

POWERHOUSE 

Type______ Enclosed, monolithic concrete substructure, reinforced concrete 
superstructure with rigid frame steel bents. 

Size (maximum dimensions including service bay) ______ 151 feet 6 inches 
long by 123 feet wide by 134 feet high; service bay 41 feet 6 inches by 88 feet 
8 inches. 

Distance between centerlines of units _____________________________ 55 feet 
Draft tubes: 

~ulllber ------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Type ______ Concrete elbow; circular section at upper end changing to 

two rectangular passages at exit. 
Horizontal length (centerline of unit to downstream face) ______ 65 feet 
Vertical distance from distributor centerline 

to low point of draft tube floor _____________________________ 38 feet 
~et area at outlet opening (per unit)------------------ 666 square 'feet 

Draft tube gates ______ One set of two vertical-lift slide gates of structural 
steel, 11 feet 1 ~ inches high by 20 feet 4 inches wide, operated by 12-ton 
electric monorail hoist; dogging device provided at draft tube deck level 
elevation 1237. 

Draft tube gate hoist: 
Location ______ On powerhouse superstructure downstream wall above 

gate slots at elevation 1259; I-beam monorail extends full length of the 
powerhouse. 

Rated capacity ---------------------------------·------------ 12 tons 
Maximum lift ---------------------------------------------- 20 feet 
Hoisting speed ---------------------------------- 10 feet per minute i: 
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Draft tube gate hoist-Continued __ 100 feet per minute 
Trolley travel speed -- ----------.-----E---;-----;-- Co Philadelphia Pa. 
Manufacturer_ ___________ Amencan ngmeermg ., • 

POWERHOUSE CRANE 

Type ______ Overhead tray~ling, 1?5-ton capacity, single trolley equipped with 
a main hoist and an auxihary hOlst. _________ 175 pounds 

Rails ---------------------------------------------
Capacities and speeds: 

Main hoist: . _______ 125 tons 
Rated capacity ---------------------------------- 71 feet 
Ma~ii~um lift --------------------------gi:;{t~-4%-f~~t-pe-r minute 
H01stmg speed ------------------------ 2 

Auxiliary hoist: 25 tons 
Rated capacity ---------------------------------------~~ 80 feet 
Ma;x:iJ?lum lift ----------------------------iot~-3o!~~tper minute 

. H01stmg speed ------------------------- 90 to 100 feet per minute 
Bndge travel speed -----------------------= 25 io 35 feet per minute 
Trolley travel~6t~er~ ~;r_e_W~;tl;gh~;;e-Ele~tric Corp., rateq 440 volts, 

M~t~hs;ie~-60-c:Cl~s, with frame and type, time and temperature ratmgs, horse-
power, and speeds as follows: _ __ _ __ _ 

Time and Synchronous 
Frame temperature Horsepower speed not 

Motor and type rating to exceed 

Main hoist_ ________ Open, wound 60 minutes, 50° C. 50 ------------ 900 r.p.m. 
rotor. 

60 minutes, 50° C. 50 ------------ 900 r.p.m. Auxiliary hoist_ ____ Open, wound 
rotor. 30 minutes, 50° C. 10 ------------ Gear motor 256. Trolley drive _______ Open, high 
torque squir~ 
rel cage. 30 minutes, 50° C. Two at 20 each. 900 r.p.m. Bridge drive _______ Open, wound 

... ---.~ rotor. 

Motors were provided with shoe-type brake~ of rated tor9ue, 
Brt~~~:\."~d-~ounting listed below; the br~kes were a~lhfurmsfed ~~ 'Xbytl~~~ 

hou;e Electric Corp. except the hydrauhc brake wh1c was urms e 
Wagner Electric Co.: 

Location Type Mounting 

___ __I 
-----1 

Rating 
(lb-ft) 

Percentage 
of motor 

torque 
Tempera
ture rise 

525 150+ 50° c. 
525 150+ 50° c. Main hoist-------------1 Soleno!d --

Auxiliary hoisL-------- Soleno!d --
Trolley drive----------- Solenoid --
Bridge drive------------~ Thrusto~ -
Bridge drive------------ Hydrauhc -

Floor 
Floor 
Floor 
Floor 
Floor 

75 150 + 50° c. 

=====1--------~~~- -------=~~~ -~~:-~~-----
TURBINES 

~umber ---------------------------------------------- 2 
Manufact-;i;r _________ ~ewport ~ews Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Compa

11
ny 

--------- · _______ .:_ ______ Adjustable-blade prope er 
Type_-;-------------------------Rated 25 000 horsepower at 61-foot net head 
Capacity ' 

Guaranteed efficiency-percent 
Maximum 

Net head, guaranteed 

I 
20,000 15.000 10,000 feet horsepower 25,000 

horsepower horsepower horsepower horsepower 

I ' 

~~=================:\ 
I I 89.0 89.0 89.0 22,000 ~--------------[ 90.0 I 

89.0 87.5 
~~:m ----------ii.o-

1 

90.0 89.0 87.5 61-----------------. i 90.0 
I 

89.5 87.0 

~~=================:! 
26,500 I 90.0 . 90.0 89.5 86.0 28.ooo 9o.o 1 

~ 

l 

I 
t 
• 
I 
I 
1 
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Rated speed--------------------------------- 138.5 revolutions per minute 
Rotation ---------------------------------------------- Counterclockwise 
Maximum runaway speed ---------------------- 319 revolutions per minute 
Specific speed (at rating) ------------------------------------------- 129 
Discharge (at rating) ------------------------ 3,940 cubic feet per second 
Runner: 

Type ------------------------------------ Adjustable-blade propeller 
Diameter ----------------------------------------------- 129 inches 
Blades -------------------------------------------------------- 6 Main shaft: 
Material ---------------------------------------------- Forged steel 
Length -------------------------------------------- 15 feet 3 inches 
~ominal diameter ---------------------------------------- 24 inches 

Stay ring: 
Material ------------------------------------------------ Cast steel 
~umber vanes ------------------------------------------------- 12 

Scroll case --------------------------------------------------- Concrete 
Wicket gates: 

Material ------------------------------------------------ Cast steel 
~umber ------------------------------------------------------- 24 
Height ----------------------------------------------- 61.086 inches 

Total net weight----------------------------------------- 425,000 pounds 
~et weight rotating parts -------------------------------- 138,300 pounds 
Maximum hydraulic thrust ------------------------------- 482,000 pounds 
Flywheel effect ( WR

2
) ------------------------------- 352,000 pound-feet' 

Elevation centerline distributor ------------------------------------ 1192 
Elevation bottom of draft tube ------------------------------------- 1154 
Distance centerline unit to end of draft tube _______________________ 65 feet 

GOVERNORS 

~umber ---------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Manufacturer ---------------------------------- Woodward Governor Co. 
Type ------------------------------------------- (Twin) cabinet actuator 
Flyball power source ----------------------- Permanent magnet generator 
Operating pressures: 

Maximum ------------------------------- 300 pounds per square inch 
Minimum ------------------------------- 250 pounds per square inch 

Rated capacity ------------------------------------- 155,000 foot-pounds 
Closing speed of gates __________________________ Adjustable 4 to 12 seconds 
Speed droop adjustment_ ____________________________ ------ 0 to 6 percent 
Oil pumps ______ Two pumps, each rated 100 gallons per minute, 300 pounds 

per square inch, 1,160 revolutions per minute, rotary gear type. 
Operating cylinders ______ Two per unit, 17.5-inch diameter by 15.75-inch 

stroke; volume 7,340 cubic inches. 
Maximum velocity in oil lines -------------------------- 18 feet per second 
Size of cabinet ------------------------ 7 feet 6 inches by 19 feet by 9 feet 

GENERATORS 

~umber ---------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Manufacturer ------------------------------ Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Electrical characteristics: 

Rating ______ ~ormal continuous 20,000 kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 power 
factor, 60° C., temperature rise above 40° C., air leaving the coolers, 
3 phase, 60 cycles, 13,800 volts, 138.5 revolutions per minute, Class B 
insulation; maximum continuous 23,000 kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 power 
factor, 80° C., temperature rise above 40° C., air leaving the coolers; 
this rating is 115 percent of normal and is within the maximum capabil
ity of the turbine. 

Line-charging capacity ----------------------- 17,600 kilovolt-amperes 
Synchronous condenser capacity--------------- 11,000 kilovolt-amperes 
Efficiencies ______ Guaranteed over all, including exciters and rheostats, 

at rated voltage and speed. 
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I 1.0 power factor 0.9 power factor 

Load, percent-------------· 50 75 100 115 50 75 100 115 

----------------
Efficiency, percent--------- 96.75 97.35 97.60 97.60 96.30 97.00 97.25 97.23 

Losses in kilowatts ______ Calculated data, 100 percent load equals 20,000 
kilovolt-amperes: 

1.0 power factor 0.9 power factor 

Load, percent------------------· 50 75 I 100 115 50 75 I 100 I 115 
----- ---·---1--

Stray load loss------------- 13.8 30.! 55.0 72.8 13.8 30.9 55.0 72.8 
Friction and windage ______ 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 95 
Core----------------------· 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 
Armature l'R-------------· 25.8 58.0 103.2 136.5 25.8 58.0 103.2 136.5 
Field I'R--------------- --- 46.8 55-0 64.4 74.5 62.4 81.6 103.2 127.5 
Exciters and rheostats-----· 10.0 12.5 16.0 18.0 10.0 12.5 16.0 18.0 

Total losses __________ -----·--1 
284.4 344.4 426.6 489.8 3oo.o 1 371.0 465.4 542. 8 

Losses in kilowatts, including exciters and rheostats 
when operating as a synchronous condenser overexcited 
at 11,000 kilovolt-amperes ------------------------------------ 331 

Temperature detectors, resistance-type detectors: 
Stator winding -------------------------------------------
Thrust bearing shoe ---------------------------------------
Guide bearing shoe ---------------------------------------
Discharge air from coolers ---------------------------------
Discharge air from exciters --------------------------------
Turbine bearings -----------------------------------------
Bearing oil reservoir ---------------------------------------

12 
2 
2 
4 
1 
3 
1 

Reactances, calculated values: 
Direct axis synchronous ---------------------------
Direct axis transient ------------------------------
Direct axis subtransient ---------------------------
Quadrature axis synchronous ----------------------
Quadrature axis transient -------------------------
Quadrature axis subtransient -----------------------Stator leakage ____________________________________ _ 

Zero sequence ------------------------------------
Negative sequence ---------------------------------

Short-circuit currents, symmetrical root mean square: 

95 percent 
40 percent 
31 percent 

61.4 percent 
61.4 percent 

31 percent 
20 percent 

19.7 percent 
31 percent 

Initial 3 phase ----------------------------------
Initial 1 phase ----------------------------------
Initial line to neutral ----------------------------
Sustained 3 phase -------------------------------
Sustained 1 phase -------------------------------
Sustained line to neutral --------------------------

3,060 amperes 
2,650 amperes 
3,490 amperes 
1,820 amperes 
2,370 amperes 
3,550 amperes 

Resistances at 75° C.: 
Stator winding, phase to neutral --------------------
Field winding -------------------------------------
Effective negative sequence --------------------------

Voltage regulation between rated load at rated 

0.0493 ohm 
0.4030 ohm 
0.2380 ohm 

power factor and zero load ---------------------------- 25.3 percent 
Field currents: 

Full load at 0_9 power factor lagging ________________ 510 amperes 
Full load at 1.0 power factor lagging _________________ 400 amperes 

Stator ----------------------------------- Y-connected, split winding 
Rotor, number of poles ----------------------------------------- 52 
Damper windings -----------------------'------------ Noncontinuous 

STATISTICAL SUJ\fMARIES 1035 
Generator mechanical characteristics: 

Drive----------------- Vertical, with direct connection to turbine shaft 
Rotation ------------------------------------------- Counterclockwise 
Brakes and jacks ______ Six combined brakes and jacks; brakes are air-

operated; jacks are oil-operated. 
Ventilation and cooling: 

Number of coolers ---------------------------·------------ 4 
Cooling water-------------------- 420 gallons per minute at -27° C. 
Flywheel effect (WR') -------------------- 13,066,000 pound-feet' 
Runaway speed ----------------------- 326 revolutions per minute 

Bearings and lubrication: 
Type ______ Combination Kingsbury-type thrust bearing and segmen-

tal guide bearing located below the generator rotor. 
Thrust bearing capacity-------------------------- 860,000 pounds 

Lubrication: 
Capa~ity of <;>il reservoir --------------------------- 1,100 gallons 

. Bearmg ~o~lmg water------------- 36 gallons per minute at 27° C. 
Oil characteristics ______ Visco5ity seconds Saybolt Universal at 100° F-

275-325. . 
Shaft ______ Forged steel, 24 inches in diameter hollow-bored with 8-inch-

diameter hole. ' 
Dimensions: 

Diameter of housing --------------------------------
Diameter of stator frame 

Diameter of rotor ------============================= 

380 inches 
276 inches 
219 inches 

Height of generator including exciters 
. above generator floor ---------------------------- 143~ inches 

Weight of principal parts: 
Rotor without shaft ----------------------------- 236,600 pounds 
Shaft --------------------------------------- ___ 38,000 pounds 
Stator without coolers and housing ---------------- 110,000 pounds 
Main exciter ------------------------------------ 16,000 pounds 
Pilot exciter ------------------------------------ 5,500 pounds 
Generator complete ------------------------------ 580,000 pounds 

EXCITERS 

Main exciter: 
Typ_e __________ Shunt-wound, 8 pole, separately excited, direct-connected 
Ratmg __________________________ 150 kilowatts, 250 volts, 600 amperes 
M~~nting __________________________ Vertical on shaft above generator 
Ceiling voltage ------------------------------------------- 325 volts r omln~l response ratio ---------------------------------------- 1.0 

. nsu, atwn ------:------------------------------------------ Class A 
Pilot exciter: 0 

Type ________ ~--------- Compound-wound, self-excited direct-connected 
Rating7 ---------------------------- 6 kilowatts, 250 'volts, 24 amperes 
Insulation --------------~~~~--~--------------------------- Class A 

GENERATOR AUXILIAR');" EQUIPMENT 

Metal-~lad s_witchgea~ -----------------:--~--.Nine panels for two generators 
(This switchgear mcludes the followmg equipment: generator main and 

neutral air circuit breakers, neutral reactors, instrument transformers 
and surge protective equipment.) ' 

Manufacturer--------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Generator phase and neutral air circuit breakers: . Number ____________________________________ L_____________ 4 

Rating ______ 3 phase, 1,200 amperes, interrupting capacity 500 000 
kilovolt-amperes, 13.8 kilovolts; the neutral breakers have all three 
poles connected in parallel. 

Generator neutral reactor: 
Number -------------------------------------------------- 2 
Rating ______ 15 kilovolts, 0.3 ohm, 6,500 amperes for 10 seconds with 
tempera~ure rise not to exceed 195° C., above 40° C., initial; self
cooled, air core. 
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Metal-clad switchgear-Continued 
Generator phase and neutral air circuit breakers-Continued 
Generator surge protective equipment: 

Arresters: 
Number of 1 pole -------------------------------------- 6 
Type and rating __ Station, 12 kilovolts maximum line to ground 

Capacitors: 
Number ---------------------------------------------- 6 
Type and rating _________ 1 pole, 13.8 kilovolts, 0.25 microfarad 

AUXILIARY POWER 

Station service power transformers: 
Station service transformer No. 1: 

Manufacturer ---------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type -------------------------- Outdoor, oil-immersed, self-cooled 
Rating ______ 500 kilovolt-amperes, 3 phase, 13,200-480 volts, 60 

cycles, 55° C., rise. 
Connection ----------------------------------------- Delta-delta 
Taps ______ Three 2~ percent taps above and one 2~ percent tap 

below 13,000 volts. 
Manufacturer's test data at 75° C., rated voltage and rated frequency, 

average values: 
Impedance ----------------------------------- 5.590 percent 
Exciting current ------------------------------ 0.656 percent 
No-load losses ---------------------------------- 1,400 watts 
Total losses ------------------------------------ 6,488 watts 
Regulation: 

Percent power factor -------------------- 100 
Percent regulation ----------------------- 1.2 

Efficiency at 100 percent power factor: 
Percent load _____ 100 75 
Percent efficiency_ 98.73 98.87 

Segregated weights: 

50 
98.94 

80 
4.2 

25 
98.64 

Core and coils ----------------------------- 3,650 pounds 
Tank and fittings -------------------------- 1,900 pounds 
Oil -------------------------------------- 2,200 pounds 
Total weight------------------------------ 7,750 pounds 

Dimensions : 
Projected floor space -------------------- 60 by 70 inches 
Height over tank ----------------------------- 79 inches 

Station service transformer No. 2: · 
Manufacturer ----------------- Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. 
Type -------------------------- Outdoor, oil-immersed, self-cooled 
Rating______ 500 kilovolt-amperes, 3 phase, 69,000-480 volts, 60 

cycles, 55 o C., rise. 
Connections__ High side wye with ungrounded neutral, low side delta 
Taps ______ Three 2~ percent above and one 2~ percent below 

69,000 volts. 
Manufacturer's test data at 75° C., rated voltage and rated frequency, 

average values: 
Impedance ------------------------------------ 6.64 percent 
Exciting current ------------------------------- 2.38 percent 
No-load losses--------------------------·-------- 2,420 watts 
Total losses ------------------------------------ 7,194 watts 
Regulation: 

Percent power factor --------- 100 
Percent regulation ----------- 1.47 

Efficiency at 100 percent power factor, 

90 
4.40 

80 
5.20 

100 percent load ---------------------------- 98.56 percent 
Segregated weights: 

Core and coils --------------------------
Tank and fittings ------------------------
Oil (840 gallons) ------------------------
Total -----------------------------------

6,550 pounds 
3,950 pounds 
6,300 pounds 

16,800 pounds 

Station service power transformers-Continued 
Station service transformer No. 2-Continued 
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Manufacturer's test data at 75°C, rated voltage and rated frequency, 
average values-Continued 

Dimensions: 
Projected floor space -------------------- 98 by 59 inches 
Height over tank ---------------------------- 109 inches 

Auxiliary power switchboards: 
480-volt main auxiliary power board: 

Manufacturer ---------------- Continental Electric Equipment Co. 
Location ------------------------- Generator room, elevation 1222 
Main ______ Air circuit breakers, three, 800-ampere frame, 50,000 

amperes interrupting, electrically operated withdrawal type, for 
incoming feeders from station service transformers and bus tie. 

Feeder air circuit breakers ______ 15,000-amperes interrupting ca-
pacity, six 225-ampere frame, manually operated; sixty 100-ampere 
frame, manually operated. 

Starting contactors ______ Forty-four, mounted in same compartment 
with circuit breaker. 

Heating and lighting board: 
Location ------------------------- Generator room, elevation 1222 
Manufacturer ---------------- Continental Electric Equipment Co. 
Feeder air circuit breakers______ Sixteen 100-ampere frame, manu-

ally operated, 2 pole, for 240/120-volt grounded neutral circuit; one 
automatic thrower switch for emergency lighting. 

Heating and lighting transformer ________________ Two (one spare) 
Rating ______ 75 kilovolt-amperes, 480-240/120 volts, liquid-

filled, noninflamable. 
Manufacturer-------------------------- General Electric Co. 

Voltage regulator ------------------------------------------ 1 
Rating ______ 7.2 kilovolt-amperes, plus or minus 10 percent, air-

cooled. 
Manufacturer--------------------------- General Electric Co. 

CONTROL BAY 

Type _____________________________ Reinforced concrete and structural steel 
Dimensions----------------------------------- 62 feet by 27 feet 7 inches Floor area ____________________________________________ 4,800 square feet 
Volume ----------------------------------------------- 59,000 cubic feet 

MAIN CONTROL SWITCHBOARDS 

Type panels ______ 1.4!-inch-thick stretcher-leveled steel, dead front panels all 
boards, vertical duplex type. 

Manufacturer------------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Number Pauel width 

Main control and instrument board_______________ 8 2 feet 4 inches 
Supervisory relay board_________________________ 8 2 feet 4 inches 
Recording instrument and battery board__________ 8 2 feet 4 inches 
Line relay board_______________________________ 8 2 feet 4 inches 
Location of supervisory controL ____________________ Boone control building 
Supervisory control voltage-------------------------------------- 48 volts 
Load-frequency control equipment__________________ Boone control building 
Annunciation system, visual and audible: 

LocaL_____ Fourteen annunciator windows for each unit and fourteen 
common to the station. 

Remote ________ Operations recorder located on operator's desk at Boone 
Station control battery and chargers: 

Battery voltage------------------------------------------- 250 volts 
Number of cells ----------------------------------------------- 120 
Type ______ Lead-acid, 15 plate, glass jar, 280 ampere-hours, 8-hour rate 
Manufacturer _______________________ The Electric Storage Battery Co. 
Number of battery chargers_____________________________________ 2 
Type -------------------------------------------- Selenium rectifier 
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Station control battery and chargers-Continued 
Rating ------------------------------------- 12 kilowatts at 258 volts 
-~anufacturer ------------------------------------------- Inet Corp. 

APPURTENANT FACILITIES 

FIRE PROTECTION 

Carbon-dioxide systems: 
Number ------------------------------------------------------ 2 
~anufacturer ---------------------------------- Walter Kidde & Co. 
System No. 1 : 

Generators ______ Air space within each machine 6,000 cubic feet, 
initial discharge ten 50-pound cylinders, delayed discharge ten 
50-pound cylinders, reserve ten 50-pound cylinders. 

Oil purification and storage room ______ Air space 5,790 cubic feet, 
discharge ten 50-pound cylinders. 

System No.2: 
Oil purification building in switchyard ______ Air space 2,808 cubic 

feet, discharge four 50-pound cylinders. 
Water system ______ Water is supplied for fire protection in the powerhouse 

and switchyard. 
Hose outlets in powerhouse______________________________________ 7 
Fire hydrants in switchyard_____________________________________ 3 

HEATING, VENTILATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING 

Heating system: 
Total connected heating load in powerhouse 

and control bay ----------------------------------- 187.5 kilowatts 
Ventilating system: 

Fans: 

Number 
Cubic feet 

Static 
Motor Designation of pressure, 

fans per minute inches horsepower 

Generator room supply----------- 12 6,000 tt %. 
Generator room exhaust--------- 8 7,500 ¥.. 
Relay and control room supply--- 1 10,100 %. 2 
Relay and control room exhaust-- 2 5,000 'AI lf.J 
Tank room supply--------------- 1 2,500 % lf.J 
Tank and oil purfiication room 

exhaust ----------------------- 4,000 % %. 
Air compressor and C02 room 

supply ------------------------ 4,400 % % 
Air compressor and C02 room 

4,000 ~ ~ exhaust ----------------------- 1 
Spreading room supply ___________ 1 2,000 ~ 
Battery room exhaust ____________ 1 2,500 1,4 1,4 
Toilet and locker room exhausL-- 1 1,500 ~ lJl 
Draft tube gallery supply--------- 1 2,000 1,4 1,4 
Draft tube gallery exhaust_ _______ 1 2,000 1,4 1,4 
Turbine pit supply _______________ 2 1.900 1,4 ~ 
Leads tunnel exhaust_ ____________ 1 6,200 ~ 1 
Oil purification building __________ 1 1,110 1,4 'AI 
Visitors' building, reception room 

6,000 'h 1¥..1 supply ------------------------: 1 
i 

Air conditioning ______ Communications room cooled and dehumidified by a 
5-ton unit air conditioner. 

STATION DRAINAGE PUMPS 

Quantity ---------------------------------------------------.-"-7~---- 2 
Capacity ---------------------------------------- 300 gallons perminute 
Head, total dynamic -----------------------------------------=--- 65 f~et 
Type ------------------------------------------------- Vertical turbine 
Number of stages-------------------------------------------------- 2 
~anufacturer -------------- Peerless Pump Division, Food ~achinery Corp. 

STATISTICAL SUMMARIES 1039 

Motor --------------------------- ------------------------ 7% horsepower 
~otor, make------------------------- United States Electrical ~otors, Inc. 

UNWATERING PUMPS 

Quantity---------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Capacity---------------------------------------- 3,000 gallons per minute 
Head, total dynamic _____________________________________________ 55 feet 
Type -------------------------------------------------- Vertical turbine 
Number of stages__________________________________________________ 2 
~anufacturer ______________ Peerless Pump Division, Food ~achinery Corp. 
~otor --------------------------------------------------- 60 horsepower 
~otor, make _________________________ United States Electrical ~otors, Inc. 

FIRE AND SERVICE PUMP 

Quantity---------------------------------------------------------- 1 
~anufacturer ----------------------- Allis-Chalmers ~anufacturing Co. 
Type -------------------------------------------- Horizontal centrifugal 
Capacity----------------------------------------- 150 gallons per minute Head, total dynamic _____________________________________________ 85 feet 

~otor --------------------------------------------------- 5 horsepower 
~otor, make ___________________________ Allis-Chalmers ~anufacturing Co. 

FIRE BOOSTER PUMP 

Quantity---'-------------------------------------------------------- 1 
~anufacturer ----------------------- Allis-Chalmers ~anufacturing Co. 
Type -------------------------------------------- Horizontal centrifugal 
Capacity----------------------------------------- 600 gallons per minute Head, total dynamic _____________________________________________ 90 feet 

~otor -------------------------------------------------- 20 horsepower 
~otor, make ___________________________ Allis-Chalmers ~anufacturing Co. 

LUBRICATING OIL PUMPS 

Quantity---------------------------------------------------------- 2 
~anufacturer --------------------------------------- Worthington Corp. 
Capacity------------------------------------------ 36 gallons per minute 
Discharge pressure ______ 45 pounds per square inch for clean-oil pump, 40 

pounds per square inch for dirty-oil pump. _ 
Motor---------------------------------------------------- 3 horsepower 
~otor, make________________________________________ General Electric Co. 

LUBRICATING OIL PURIFIER 

Quantity ---------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Capacity------------------------------------------- 375 gallons per hour 
Manufacturer ________________________________ The DeLaval Separator Co. 
Heaters ______________________________________ Three at 12 kilowatts each 
Feed pump, discharge pump, and centrifuge motor ____________ 2 horsepower 
Feed pump, discharge pump, 

and centrifuge motor, make ________________________ General Electric Co. 

STATION AIR COMPRESSOR 

Quantity---------------------------------------------------------- 1 
~anufacturer --------------------------------------- Worthington Corp. 
Capacity-------------------------------------- 111.4 cubic feet per minute 
Discharge pressure ____________________________ 100 pounds per square inch 
Cooling medium --------------------------------------------------- Air 
Motor--------------------------------------------------- 25 horsepower 
~otor, make ________________________________ Westinghouse Electric Corp. 

PORTABLE AIR COMPRESSOR 

Quantity---------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Manufacturer _______________________________ Davey Compressor Company 
Capacity--------------------------------------- 105 cubic feet per minute 
Discharge pressure ____________________________ 100 pounds per square inch 
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~~0/~~~-~~~~~~----_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-:_-:_~_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-::-ioh~~~~P"o!~~ 
Motor, make ________________________ Elliott Co., Crocker-Wheeler Division 

DRAFT TUBE EVACUATION AIR COMPRESSOR 

Quantity---------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Manufacturer ______________________ Pennsylvania Pump & Compressor Co. 
Capacity--------------------------------------- 342 cubic feet per mii.1Ute 
Discharge pressure ____________________________ 100 pounds per square mch 
Cooling medium ------------------------------------------------ Water 
Motor-----------------------------------------------_-_-_-_- i:uf~-A.iR~c~~ Motor, make ________________________________________ _ 

MACHINE SHOP EQUIPMENT 

Bench lathe ______ One, 10 by 56 inches, driven by a %-horsepower, 220/440-
volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,725-revolution-per-minute motor; manufactured by 
Sheldon Machine Company, Inc. 

Pedestal grinder ______ One, 2 wheel, 12-inch size, driven by a 2-horsepower, 
220/440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 1,750-revolution-per-minute motor; manufac
tured by Queen City Machine Tool Co. 

Sensitive drilL _____ One, 15-inch size, driven by a lh-horsepower, 110/220-
volt, 1-phase, 60-cycle, 1, 725-revolution-per-minute motor; manufactured by 
Walker-Turner Division of Kearney and Trecker Corp. 

Metal-cutting handsaw ______ One, 10 inches round by 18 inches, rectangular, 
fiat capacity, driven by a %,-horsepower, 220/440-volt, 3-phase, 60-cy?le, 
1,750-revolution-per-minute motor; manufactured by Johnson Manufacturing 

Corp. . . 0 'th . d . b v Portable pipe-threadmg machme______ ne, w1 accessones, r1ven y a 72-

horsepower, 110/220-volt, 1-phase, 60-cycle motor; manufactured by Oster 
Manufacturing Co. 

Miscellaneous assortment of small tools. 

EXCAVATED TAILRACE CHANNEL 

Length ------------------------------------------------------ 3,600 feet 
Width-------------------------------------------- Varies, 96 to 150 feet 
Maximum depth ------------------------------------------------ 14 feet 

SWITCHY ARD AND TRANSFORMER YARD 

Switchyard ____________________ Area fenced in 300 feet long by 82 feet w~de 
Transformer yard ______________ Area fenced in 44 feet long by 35 feet w1de 
Structures: . 

Oil purification building __________ One, floor, 40 feet long bv 18 feet w1de 
Steel structures ______ All steel hot-dipped galvanized; all connections 

bolted. 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 

Insulating. oil pumps: . 
2 Quantity------------------------------------------------------

Manufacturer ----------------------------------- Worthington ~orp. 
Capacity-------------------------------------;- 56 gallons pe:r; mmute 
Discharge pressure ______ 35 pounds per square mch for clean-011 pump, 

20 pounds per square inch for dirty-oil pump. 
Motor -------------------------------------------G;~;~af ~l:::ii~c~~ Motor, make ___________________________________ _ 

Insulating. oil purifier: 
1 Quantity------------------------------------------------------

Capacity ______ 600 gallons per hour with filter press, 900 gallons per hour 
without filter press. 

Manufacturer ____________________________ The DeLaval Separatoh Co. 
Filter press capacity--------------------------- 1,200 gallons per our 
Heaters __________________________________ Three at 12 kilowatts each 
Feed and discharge pump motor ________________________ 3 horse~ower 
Feed and discharge pump motor, make ____________ General Electric Co. 
Centrifuge motor ------------------------------------- 2 horsel?ower 
Centrifuge motor, make __________________________ General Electnc Co. 

ST.\'l'ISTICAL SUl\Il\IARIES 1041 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

Main power transformer: 
~umber ------------------------------------------------------ 1 Manufacturer ___________________________ Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type ______ 3 phase, oil-immersed, self-cooled, forced-air-cooled with in-

ert gas equipment, outdoor. 
Rating ______ 69-13.2 kilovolts, 36,000 kilovolt-amperes, self-cooled, 48,000 

kilovolts forced-air-cooled, 60 cycles, 55° C. temperature rise. 
Connections ______ 69-kilovolt winding wye, grounded through a neutral 

reactor, 13.2-kilovolt winding delta. 
Taps ______ High-voltage winding, three 2.5 percent taps above and one 

2.5 percent tap below, 69 kilovolts, full capacity no-load tap changer. 
Polarity ----------------------------------------------- Subtractive 
Test data: 

Exciting current: 
Percent rated voltage __________ 90 100 110 
Percent exciting current________ 0.4 0.756 1.65 

Impedance, 69-13.2 kilovolts _________________________ 8.32 percent 
Resistance: 

69-kilovolt winding, 3 phase_______________________ 0.603 ohm 
13.2-kilovolt winding, 3 phase _____________________ 0.0626 ohm 

Regulation: 
Power factor percent ______________________ _ 
Regulation percent ------------- 0.71 

Lpsses, no load: 
Percent rated voltage__________ 90 
Loss in watts _________________ 44,100 

4.22 

100 
56,800 

5.49 

110 
77,600 

Losses, total watts at 75° C., at rated 
voltage and 36,000-kilovolt-ampere load ____________ 188,200 watts 

Efficiency at rated voltage and load __________________ 99.47 percent 
Weight of parts: 

Tank and fittings _______________________________ _ 
Core and coils __________________________________ _ 

Oil --------------------------------------------
Total weight ----------------------------------

Transformer neutral reactor: 

47,700 pounds 
85,000 }Jounds 
31,400 pounds 

164,100 pounds 

~umber ----------------------------~------------------------- 1 
Type ______ Air core, oil-immersed, magnetic shielding between winding 

and tank wall, hermetically sealed tank, outdoor type with lightning 
arrester . 

Manufacturer--------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Rating ______ 60 cycles, 20 ohms, 800 amperes, 16,000-volt reactance drop, 

12,800 kilovolt-amperes, 165° C. calculated temperature rise above 40° 
C. in 30 seconds. 

High-voltage bushing ----------------------------------- 25 kilovolts 
Low-voltage bushing ------------------------------------ 15 kilovolts 
Arrester mounted on tank _________ 20 kilovolts maximum line to ground 
Total weight------------------------------------------ 3,750 pounds 

Switchgear and switches: 
69-kilovolt oil circuit breakers: 

~umber -------------------------------------------------- 5 Manufacturer ______________________________ General Electric Co. 
Type ____________________ 3 pole, pneumatically operated, reclosing 
Rating ______ 69 kilovolts, 600 amperes, 60 cycles, 5-cycle opening, 

20-cycle reclosing, 1,000,000-kilovolt-ampere interrupting capacity. 
Design data: 

~et weight breaker complete with oiL __________ _ 
~et weight breaker without oiL _______________ _ 
Oil, complete breaker-------------------------
Impact, equivalent static load, includes 

dead load plus impact value on opening 

13,000 pounds 
7,732 pounds 
5,268 pounds 

at full interrupting capacity----------------- 26,000 pounds 
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Disconnect switches: 
69-kilovolt disconnect switches: 

~umber -------------------------------------------------- 14 
Manufacturer ----------------------R. & I. E. Equipment Division 
Type ______ Eleven manually gang-operated, three motor gang-

operated. 
Rating __________________________ 69 kilovolts, 600 amperes, 3 pole 

15-kilovolt disconnect switch: 
~umber -------------------------------------------------- 1 Manufacturer ______________________ R. & I. E. Equipment Division 
Type ___________________________________ Manually gang-operated 
Rating __________________________ 15 kilovolts, 600 amperes, 3 pole 

Lightning arresters: 
69-kilovolt circuit: 

Number _____ Three mounted on brackets welded to transformer tank 
Manufacturer----------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Rating ___________ 60 kilovolts maximum line to ground, station type 

13.8-kilovolt circuit: 
~umber -------------------------------------------------- 3 
Manufacturer----------------------------------- Ohio Brass Co. 
Rating __________ 15 kilovolts maximum line to ground, station type 

Potential transformers: 
~umber ------------------------------------------------------ 5 Manufacturer _____________________ Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. 
Rating _______________________ 40,250-115-67.08 volts, 500 volt-amperes 

Coupling capacitors with potential device and carrier auxiliaries: 
~umber -----------~------------------------------------------ 2 Manufacturer ____________ Motorola Communications & Electronics, Inc. 
Rating _________________________________ For use on 69-kilovolt circuit 

Line wave traps: 
~umber ------------------------------------------------------ 2 
Manufacturer--------------------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Type __________________________________ Double frequency, suspension 
Rating ______________________________ 400 amperes, 90 to 200 kilocycles 

Insulators: 
69 kilovolts, post type: 

Manufacturer ___________________________ Lapp Insulator Co., Inc. 
Dry flashover ------------------------------------- 235 kilovolts 
Wet flashover ------------------------------------- 180 kilovolts Impulse withstand test_ _____________________________ 350 kilovolts 
Cantilever strength -------------------------------- 1,500 pounds 

15 kilovolts, post type: 
Manufacturer---------~---------~------- Lapp Insulator Co., Inc. 
Dry flashover ------------------------------------- 85 kilovolts 
Wet flashover ------------------------------------- 55 kilovolts Impulse withstand test_ ____________________________ 110 kilovolts 
Cantilever strength -------------------------------- 2,000 pounds 

Suspension insulators: 
Manufacturer----------------------------------- Ohio Brass Co. 
Mechanical strength ------------------------------ 15,000 pounds 
Dry flashover, 69 kilovolts, string of five units __________ 325 kilovolti'! 
Wet flashover, 69 kilovolts, string of five units _________ 215 kilovolts 
Impulse withstand test_ ____________________________ 420 kilovolts 

APPENDIX B 

REPORTS OF CONSULTING 
ENGINEERS AND GEOLOGISTS 

This appendix contains the joint recommendations and approvals following 
studies by the Tennessee Valley Authority Board of Consultants. In addition, 
individual reports were also prepared by consultants on research and other 
work ordinarily done by regular staff members of the TV A, but this appendix 
has been limited to the reports of the consultants acting as a board. 

WATAUGA DAM 

February 27, 1942 

On Wednesday morning, February 25, 1942, the undersigned consultants, 
accompanied by the Chief Engineer and members of his staff, visited the 
Watauga Darn site and borrow areas, and, as outlined in our Douglas Darn 
report of this date, studied and discussed the data furnished us on the borrow 
materials and on embankment design methods. · 

Discussions and answers to the questions presented for our consideration 
follow: 

Question 1. Does the proposed site provide in general a safe and dependable 
foundation? 

The site chosen for the Watauga Darn is in a narrow and rocky gorge where 
erosion has been comparatively rapid and weathering of the rock has been 
relatively unimportant. The rock and earth fill darn will rest chiefly on the 
very resistant Cambrian quartzite, which in this locality has been thrust north
westward over the Shady dolomite and Rome formation. The fault-plane 
between the quartzite and the dolomite dips steeply in a downstream direction 
and will be covered by the darn only in the lower levels of the upstream rock fill. 

The strike of the fault plane is about parallel with the axis of the darn. 
This fact and the further fact that the fault plane has a steep dip greatly 
lessen any probability of leakage and structural weakness in the darn area due 
to the faulting. The massive quartzites which underlie most of the darn and 
extend downstream for a considerable distance furnish a safe, reasonably tight 
and dependable foundation. 

Question 2. Are the materials available at the site suitable for use in an 
earth and rock dam? 

The exposed rock and the core from the first hole being drilled at the site 
show a hard quartzite which will provide excellent material for the rock fill 
zones. An examination of the core materials and characteristic curves of grain 
size and shear strengths indicates satisfactory material for the central imper
vious core. 

Question 3. Will an earth and rock dam constructed in accordance with the 
present preliminary design be stable and permanent? 

Based on the affirmative answers to questions 1 and 2 the section with earth 
and rock slopes as shown in the preliminary design contained in Report ~o. 
0-134-6 will provide a stable and permanent structure. . . 

The Consultants desire to emphasize the importance of an adequate and 
well graded transition zone both upstream and downstream between the im
pervious core and the rock fill with finer sizes next to the core and grading to 
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the coarser material next to the rock fill. In the rock fill the smaller sizes 
should he placed next to the transition zone grading out to larger sizes. 

C. P. Berkey. 
0. N. Floyd. 
L. C. Glenn. 

UPPER HOLSTON SPILLWAYS 
June 18, 1942 

W. H. McAlpine. 
W. F. Prouty. 
W. F. Uhl. 

On Wednesday morning, June 17, the undersigned consultants, accompanied 
by the Chief Engineer and members of his staff, visited the Norris hydraulic 
laboratory for the purpose of observing model tests of the proposed morning
glory spillways for the South Holston and Watauga projects. 

Preceding the model tests, Mr. Hickox, in charge of the laboratory, gave a 
brief description of the proposed spillways and hydraulic features of the 
design. A special feature mentioned by him was the introduction of a baffle 
on the downstream side of the riser pipe just above the bend for the purpose 
of diverting the flow. The model is on a scale of 1 to 51. The general dimen
sions of the prototype are contained in report No. 0-134-7. 

You have asked us to answer the following question: 

On the basis of model tests, has a satisfactory method been developed for pass
ing water by the dam? . 
The general layout for the South Holston spillway and outlet is shown on 

exhibits 3 and 4 in report No. 0-134-7 and includes the following: 
1. A morning-glory spillway with uncontrolled crest at elevation 1742. 

The spillway discharges into the downstream portion of the tunnel 
initially used for diversion. 

2. Two 96-inch-diameter Rowell-Bunger valves installed as an integral 
part of the diversion tunnel plug. 

3. An overflow section with uncontrolled crest at elevation 17 44 located 
at Bent Branch saddle about 1% miles south of the main dam. 

The main spillway and outlet tunnel are in the left abutment and the emer
gency spillway is in a low gap in the left ridge about 1% miles from the dam. 
It is planned to handle a flood of 133,000 cubic feet per second peak inflow and 
105,000 maximum outflow. 

The general layout of the spillway and tunnel for the Watauga Dam are 
shown on exhibits 5 and 6 and consist of the following: 

1. A morning-glory spillway with uncontrolled crest at elevation 1975. 
The spillway discharges into the downstream portion of the tunnel 
initially used for diversion. 

2. Two 96-inch-diameter Rowell-Bunger valves installed as an integral 
part of the diversion tunnel plug. 

These are located in the right abutment and are designed for a peak dis
charge of 65,000 cubic feet per second, corresponding to a peak inflow of 130,000 
cubic feet per second. 

As far as could be determined by our observations of the tests, the model 
indicated satisfactory performance for discharges from 10,000 to 63,000 cubic 
feet per second. At the higher discharges the introduction of radial baffles 
over the rim improved the discharge characteristics materially. As the model 
may not give a precise indication of the reduction in discharge in the prototype 
due to entrained air, it is suggested that results of the model tests be compared 
with such information as may be available bearing on the efficiency of existing 
morning-glory spillways. We believe the model tests have developed a satis
factory method of passing water at these dams. 

C. P. Berkey. 
0. N. Floyd. 
L. C. Glenn. 
W. H. McAlpine. 
W. F. Prouty. 
J. L. Savage. 
W. F. Uhl. 
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WATAUGA DAM AND SOUTH HOLSTON CONDUIT 

May 28, 1947 

On Tuesday, May 27, 194 7, the undersigned consultants, accompanied by the 
Chief Engineer and members of his staff, visited the Watauga Dam site and 
borrow areas, and this morning, the data contained in report No. 0-134-16 
and other matters were discussed and studied. 

Discussions and answers to the questions presented for our consideration 
follow: 

Question 1. Are the materials now proposed to be used in the core of the main 
embankment of the Watauga Dam suitable for that purpose? 

A great deal of exploratory work has been carried out with regard to the 
borrow pit material for the earth core since our visit to the site in 1942. The 
additional information obtained concerning the available core material con
firms our earlier opinion that it is suitable for the purpose. 

Question 2. Will the filter planned for the main embankment of the Watauga 
project, and composed of the materials designated, form an 
adequate transition between the impervious core and the rock 
fill? 

The filters serving as transition zones between the impervious core and the 
rock fill in the upstream and downstream portions of the dam are to be of the 
same dimensions and composed of two classes of crushed material as follows: 

(a) Fine, or sand, filter material will be proportioned so that 15 percent 
size of filter material divided by 85 percent size of core material 
is less than 5. It will be composed of 66 percent secondary crusher 
product, plus 34 percent sand that is produced by regrinding the 
+ 10-mesh material. 

(b) Coarse, or gravel, filter material will be proportioned so that 15 per
cent size of filter material divided by 15 percent size of core mate
rial is greater than 5. It will be composed of primary crusher 
product open full width, or of muck from the power tunnel. 

The cross section of dam indicates that the sand filter is to be 8 feet thick 
and the gravel filter 12 feet thick, measured horizontally. Both the upstream 
filter and downstream filter are symmetrically placed with respect to the longi
tudinal centerline of embankment and with respect to the slope, namely 1 verti
cal to 0.85 horizontal. 

It is the opinion of this Board that the filter, if constructed as planned for 
the main embankment of the Watauga project and if composed of the imper
vious materials designated, will form an adequate transition between the im
pervious core and the rock fill. 

Question 3. Will the proposed conduit for the South Holston project, built 
in accordance with the preliminary design submitted, be, in 
your opinion, an adequate and safe structure? 

The power conduit proposed will be built on a rock bench following the 
hillside under the right abutment of the dam. Core drillings made along the 
centerline indicate that the conduit will be founded on firm rock over its full 
length. 

The conduit is to consist of an unlined reinforced concrete section through 
the upstream rock-fill portion and a steel plate section within a reinforced 
concrete shell through the impervious core and the downstream rock-fill por
tion of the dam. 

Planning of construction joints and pouring schedule in order to eliminate 
the effects of temperature and shrinkage in transverse as well as longitudinal 
directions is proposed. Drainage between the steel liner plate and the concrete 
shell is to be provided where the conduit is exposed to water pressure except 
for that portion at the upstream end. 

In our opinion, the conduit built in accordance with the proposed preli"!flinary 
design submitted will provide an adequate and safe structure. 

The Board of Consultants, as a result of its disc"\J.SSions with the TV A per
sonnel and a study of the plans accompanying report No. 0-134-16, make the 
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following recommendations in regard to details not specifically covered in the 
above questions: 

(a) It appears that no deep core borings have been made at the site in 
the stream. It is considered desirable to have one or more deep 
core borings made in the stream bed, so located as to intersect the 
fault area in order to be assured that satisfactory conditions exist 
without the necessity of deep grouting. 

(b) It was agreed that the small concrete cut-off wall and trench in the 
foundation, shown on drawing 21N201, should be eliminated as 
being unnecessary for grouting operations. Also, it would inter
fere to some extent with the compaction of the fill by sheepsfoot 
rollers. 

(c) It is believed that the system of drainage blankets, shown on drawing 
21N201, extending into the core between elevations 1940 and 1730 
should be eliminated as being unnecessary, expensive, and tending 
to shorten the path of percolation. The drainage blanket on founda
tion to 'elevation 1700 is to be retained. 

The rocks of the foundation consist chiefly of quartzites with subordinate 
shales. The shales have been so highly indurated that they are semi-slaty and 
hence have much more. competence as foundation material than the usual shale. 
The quartzites are fractured and jointed, especially in the thin-bedded zones. 
Fracture and joint planes, however, are relatively tight. The quartzite is 
practically insoluble. Weathering is entirely mechanical, is confined to a very 
narrow surface zone. 

The main fault between the quartzite and the dolomite shows very little 
g-ouge and rapidly becomes. tight as stream level is approached. Subordinate 
faults of small throw show almost no gouge or weathering. There is no evi
dence of recent movement on the fault plane. The area is not in an active 
earthquake region. 

All in all, the rocks at Watauga present only minor geological problems and 
provide a very satisfactory foundation. 

L. C. Glenn. 
W. H. McAlpine. 
W. F. Prouty. 
J. L. Savage. 
W. F. Uhl. 

WATAUGA AND SOUTH HOLSTON PROJECTS 

April 26, 1949 

On Monday and Tuesday, April 25 and 26, 1949, the undersigned consultants, 
accompanied by the Chief Engineer and members of his staff, visited the 
Watauga and South Holston projects. We were furnished copies of report 
No. 0-134-17 which contains data concerning the earth core, rock fill, and filters 
of the main embankment of the Watauga project and data on the grout curtain, 
earth core, rock fill, friction tests, and design of embankment slopes of the 
South Holston project. Also included in this report is information relating 
to the design of the power conduit for the South Holston project. These and 
other matters were discussed and studied. 

You have asked us to answer the following questions: 

Question 1. Do the records and the accompanying information, together with 
your general inspection of the structures, indicate that 
Watauga Dam as finally completed has been satisfactorily 
constructed and is an adequate and safe structure? 

We believe that foundation conditions, the materials used in construction 
and the construction procedure hav'e all been entirely satisfactory and have 
produced an adequate and safe structure. 

Question 2. Is the grout cu1·tain for the South Holston Dam adequate to 
reduce seepage to snf e vnlues? 

The grouted curtain consists of a series of grouted drill holes located approxi
mately on the upstream quarter point of the earth core extending up each 
~ butme!l<t to approximately the elevation of the top of the dam. 
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Initially the rock surface was consolidated by low-pressure grouting in 
shallow hoies to a depth of 20 to 30 feet. Subsequently, holes were drilled to 
a depth of 80 to 120 feet starting on 25-foot centers. This was followed by 
drilling and grouting of intermediate holes until the grou~ intake w:as finally. 
reduced to negligible proportions. The holes were grouted m successive stages 
from the bottom up using packers. . . 

We have examined the grouting data accompanymg report No. 0-134-17 ~nd 
other exhibits. It is our opinion that seepage through the rock foundatwn 
will be quite inconsequential. 

Question 3. With the adopted design and construction procedure, will the 
South Holston Dam be an adequate and snfe structu-re? 

It is the unanimous opinion of the consultants that the foundation conditions 
nvailable in the river channel and abutment areas at South Holston Dam have 
been treated adequately; that the embankment materials including those .being 
utilized in the upstream and downstream !ockfills a~d filter zones, and m the 
central impervious earthfill zone are of su~table qua.hty; and that th.e adopted 
design and construc~ion J?roced:ures are satisfac.tory m respect to the Import~nt 
features of the proJect mcludmg the dam, spillway! outlet ~o_rks, power m
takes tunnel surge tank and the power plant. It Is the opmwn of the con
sulta~ts, the;efore, that the South Holston Dam will be an adequate and safe 
structure. 

Question 4. Is the tunnellocntion and design such as to assure t~e foundation 
of the core of the dam to 'be safe from any undes1rable leakage 
from the tunnel and the tunnel itself to b~ a safe structure? 

The power tunnel is located within the right abutment of thE; d~m, Its total 
length is 1,024 feet and it is to be concrete lined throughout. It IS P.lanned to 
pressure grout the rock surrounding. the tunnel. . T~e up~tre~m sectwn of the 
tunnel has a diameter of 15 feet. This cross sectwn IS mamtamed for 547 feet, 
the balance having a diameter of 14 feet. Excep~ for the up~tream 230. feet 
the concrete tunnel lining has a steel membrane !mer to provide water tight
ness. The downstream portion of this steel liner is designed to carry the full 
internalload. . 

The tunnel has been excavated for its full lengt)l. T~e rock thro~gh which 
ii passes has proved to be of good quality and no tlmberi;ng was :eqmr.ed. 

Drainage has been provided for by means of two perv~ous dram~ laid u;n~er 
the tunnel from a point upstream fro!ll the core to ~he. tailrace. This provision 
together with the steel membrane !mer should ehmmate any danger of un
desirable leakage from the tunnel into the dam core and make the tunnel a 
safe structure. 

SoUTH HoLsToN DAM 

February 27, 1942 

L. C. Glenn. 
W. H. McAlpine. 
W. F. Prouty. 
J. L. Savage. 
W. F. Uhl. 

On Wednesday, February 25, 1942, the undersig;n~d consultants, accompanied 
by the Chief Engineer and members of his staff, VISited the South Holston Da~ 
site and borrow areas and, as outlined in our report on Dou&'las Dal_ll of this 
date, studied and discussed the data furnished us on the matenals available.for 
construction of the dam embankment and on methods of embankmen.t desi~n. 

Discussion and answers to the questions presented for our consideratiOn 
follow: 

Question 1. Does the proposed site provide in general a safe and dependable 
foundation? 

An inspection was made of the topography an.d .the rock exposur~s of the 
dam site and of a number of the cores in the dnllmg both at the Site and a 
short distance downstream at the quarry site. Both dam and quarry are 
located on the Tellico sandstone which here dips about 45° to the southeast 
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while the course of the river is to the west. The sandstone was once much 
fractured but has been well recemented by calcite. 

The rocks in the right abutment and under the riverbed and flood plain are 
sound and strong and show very little evidence of weathering. Apparently 
they will require only slight stripping and minor treatment to prepare them 
for foundation purposes. 

The cores on the left abutment, however, show weathering and :r:usty di~
coloration down almost to stream level. Near the surface the rock IS pra~tl
cally all weathered. Lower down in a given hole this changes t<;> alte~nat111g 
sound and weathered rock in units up to several feet each 111 thickness. 
Weathering has more vigorously attacked certain less resistant beds and has 
progressed down along the bedding planes. The weathered portions have 
become more porous than the unweathered roc~ but the mate~ia~ is sti.ll 
coherent and possesses considerable strength. Smce the beds dip mto this 
left abutment when the surface is stripped, inspection of the exposed edges 
of the beds ~ill enable one to determine how deep general rock excavation 
should go. Individual beds that have been weathered below this general level 
may then be further excavated or otherwise treated. The weathered beds are 
strong enough to bear such loads as will be imposed on.them. They may show 
some percolation of water w~en u~der hea?, but solutwn effec~s are expected 
to be of minor consequence 111 this matenal and the weathermg should not 
present any difficult construction problems. 

The Board of Consultants would consequently answer "yes" to the question 
of whether the proposed site provides in general a safe and dependable 
foundation. 

Question 2. Are the materiuls availuble at the site suituble for use in the dum 
in un eurth und rock dum? 

An examination of the cores from the holes drilled at the quarry site indi
cates hard rock suitable for the rock fill zones. An examination of the core 
material from the borrow areas indicates a very impervious material rich in 
clay which will provide a suitable central core. 

Question 3. Will an eurth and rock dum constructed in accordance with the 
present preliminury design be stuble and permanent? 

The outer slopes of the rock fill as shown in the preliminary design in rep~rt 
No. 0-134-6 are considered satisfactory. Further tests o~ the core matenal 
should be available before the slopes of the core are defimtely fixed. It may 
be found desirable to extend the width of cut-off trench upstream from the 
axis if the original ground surface is not firm. The design subject to these 
qualifications will provide a stable and permanent structure. 

The Board of Consultants desire to emphasize the importance of an adequate 
and well graded transition zone bo.th upstre~m and downstream between ~he 
impervious core and the rock fill with finer sizes next to the core and gra~111g 
to the coarser material next to the rock fill. In the rock fill the smaller sizes 
should be placed next to the transition zone grading out to larger sizes. 

SoUTH HOLSTON AND BOONE PROJECTS 

July 26, 1950 

C. P. Berkey. 
0. N. Floyd. 
L. C. Glenn. 
W. H. McAlpine. 
W. F. Prouty. 
W. F. Uhl. 

On Monday to Wednesday, July 24, ~5, and 26, 1950, the un.dersigne~ ~on
sultants accompanied by the Chief Engmeer and members of his staff, VIstted 
the South Holston and Boone projects. We were furnished copies of ~eport 
No. 0-134-18, which contains data concerning the status of construction of 
the South Holston project and the geology and treatment of the Th~mas C_reek 
divide on an arm of the South Holston Reservoir where a saddle dam IS requtred. 
Also included in this report is information on the location and topography of 
the dam site for the proposed Boone project, the geology of the dam site, the 
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discharge capacity of the proposed spillway and sluice arrangement and pro
posed load assumption for the design of the dam. 

You have asked us to answer the following questions: 

Question 1. 

COMMENTS 

SOL'TH HOLSTO~ PROJECT 

Do the records and the accompanying information, together with 
the knowledge obtained from your generul inspection of the 
Htructure, indicute thut South Holston Dam, as now eHsentially 
completed, has been satisfactorily constructed? 

On the basis of the information contained in report No. 0-134-18, entitled 
"South Holston and Boone Projects-Information for Consultants, July 24-26, 
1950;" and in view of the information obtained from our inspections and dis
cussions of the completed and proposed features of the South Holston Dam; 
it is the considered opinion of the Consulting Board that this project when 
completed will be of conventional and eminently satisfactory construction. 

Question 2. From the drilling and grouting records, do you consider that the 
grout curtain in the saddle of Thomas Creek Valley when com
pleted according to the methods and standards outlined in this 
report will be adequate to reduce seepage into Thomas Creek 
Valley to safe values? 

COMMENTS 

On the •basis of the comprehensive information contained in report No. 
0-134-18, and in a supplemental report dated July 24, 1950, both of which 
contain extensive detail information relative to the geologic conditions and 
more particularly the rock structures underlying the proposed South Holston 
Saddle Dam; and having in mind the additional information obtained from 
our inspections, and especially from our discussions with the engineers who 
are supervising and performing the important curtain grouting operations 
within the foundation rocks below the proposed saddle dam; it is the con
sidered opinion of the Consulting Board that an adequate and satisfactory 
grout curtain is being provided under the Saddle Dam. 

The only modification in presently adopted grouting methods and standards, 
which may prove to be sufficiently effective to warrant careful consideration, 
would involve in principle "the grouting to refusal under considerably lower 
pressures than the present 200 pounds per square inch." By means of such 
a reduction in the grouting pressure it appears axiomatic that the grout 
curtain would be of considerably less width and consequently of substantially 
less cost; and it is the impression of the Consulting Board that the thinner 
grout curtain would suffice. In this connection it is suggested that an experi
mental grouting program be adopted in an effort to develop a more economic 
grout curtain that can be considered satisfactory for this relatively low saddle 
dam. 

This experimental grouting program would be centered about, or would 
ehiefly involve, grouting at a lower pressure than 200 pounds per square inch, 
the exact pressure to be determined by experience. 

It is recommended that the present program-except for the matter of the 
pressure to be used-be continued until the higher rock is struck at about 
station 6+50 and beyond that point that the packer be set at elevation 1725 
and grouting be carried up to that elevation. 

Question 1. 

COMMENTS 

BooNE PROJECT 

In view oj the geological information submitted to you, do you 
consider the proposed site for the Boone Dam an adequate one? 

On the basis of the information contained in report No. 0-134-18, and more 
particularly the areal geologic map; the layout of supplementary core drilling; 
the geologic plan and sections A-A, B-B, and C-C; the geologic sections along 
ranges D, E, F, G; and the general layout of the Boone project; and as a 
result of the additional information from our inspections of the dam site and 
the exploratory drill cores, and especially from our discussions with the engi-

II' i' 
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neers familiar with the project investigations and plans; it is the considered 
opinion of the Consulting Board that the project site is suitable for construction 
of a concrete dam with flanking embankment, as shown generally on the "Gen
eral Layout" drawing, exhibit 4. 

Because of the similar general geological features and weathered conditions, 
foundation treatment similar to that now being carried out at the saddle dam 
at the Thomas Creek divide on the South Holston project will be required 
under the earth embankment here. 

Question 2. Do you believe that the discharge capacity of the proposed spill
way and sluice arrangement at Boone Dam is adequate? 

COMMENTS 

The discharge capacity of the proposed spillway and sluiceways for the 
Boone project compares with other similarly located TV A projects as follows: 

BoONE PROJECT 

Flow through spillway and sluiceways with headwater at top of concrete 
dam would equal 6400 v' drainage area (669 square miles of uncontrolled area) 
with contribution of 27,000 cubic feet per second (full combined turbine and 
sluice capacity) from the upstream reservoirs. 

CoMPARATIVE PROJECTS 

Project 

Cherokee-------------------------· 
Douglas--------------------------· 
Norris----------------------------
Hiwassee ___ ----------------------· 
Apalachia------------------------· 
Great Falls---------•---~---------

Drainage 
area 

3429 
4541 
2912 

Square root 
of drain
age area 

Spillway and 
sluiceways 
capacity in 

c.f.s. 

58.5 288,000 
67.5 330,000 
54 281,800 
31 173,000 
31.8 150,000 

Coefficient 

4940 
4880 
5200 
5570 

Watauga ________________ ----------
South Holston--------------------· 

968 
1018 
1675 
468 
703 

41.4 150.000 I 
============:================ 

1 4720 
'3630 
3 6000 
3 5000 

1 Includes effect of upstream storage. 
2 Project was purchased by TV A. 
' These figures used for flood inflow hydrograph. 

Further information as to effect of the South Holston and Watauga Reser
voirs on the design flood is to be furnished the consultants prior to making 
their final approval or recommendation as to the adequacy of the proposed 
spillway capacity. 

Question !1. Do you consider the load assumptions proposed for the design of 
the dam structure to be adequate? 

COMMENTS 

On the basis of the information embodied in report No. 0-134-18 relative to 
the "proposed load assumption for the design of the dam" (Boone); and in 
view of wide experience on many similar and larger concrete gravity dams; 
it is the opinion of the Consulting Board that the proposed cross section of 
Boone Dam as shown in exhibit No. 12 of report No. 0-134-18 is generally 
~atisfactory for the relatively low concrete gravity dam. 

C. P. Berkey. 
L. C. Glenn. 
W. H. McAlpine. 
J. L. Savage. 
W. F. Uhl. 

BOONE AND FORT PATRICK HENRY PRO.TECTS 

August 12, 1952 

On Monday and Tuesday, August 11 and 12, 1952, the undersigned consult
ants, accompanied by members of the Chief Engineer's staff, visited the Boone 
and Fort Patrick Renry projects. 
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We were furnished copies of report No. 0-134-19, which contains data con
cerning the construction of the Boone project and geology and grouting opera
tions carried out to prevent excessive seepage and emban:,ment settlement. 

Also included in this report is information concerning the location and 
geology of the Fort Patrick Henry project which is now under construction. 

You have asked us to answer the following questions: 

BooNE PRoJECT 

Question 1. From your general inspection and from the enclosed information 
and from the records presented during the meeting, do you 
conclude that the structures of the Boone project which now 
are essentially completed have been satisfactorily constructed 
and are adequate and safe? In particular, do you consider the 
grout curtain under the structures adequate to assure reason
able watertightness and do you consider the treatment of the 
large seams and cavities in the foundation rock under the 
powerhouse sufficient to assure safe and permanent support of 
the structure? 

COl\Il\IENTS 

Our inspection of the nearly completed Boone structures satisfies us that 
they have been designed and constructed in an adequate manner, and that the 
!ltructures themselves may be depended upon for a long and satisfactory life. 

The foundation of the structures being in limestone, a number of defects 
have been found and have been corrected. The usual cutoff grouting has been 
executed under the concrete section and the embankment section in what we 
consider a satisfactory manner. In addition, local treatments of major open
ings in the limestone have been necessary. These include the stopping of a 
cavity under the west end of the spillway and the treatment of a large open 
seam under the powerhouse. We consider the treatment of these defects to 
be adequate. Also, we approve the filling of cavities in the overburden over 
the rock under the embankment, evidence of which was discovered during con
struction. The filling of these minimizes possible future settlement of the 
embankment. 

To summarize, the foundation treatment under the dam proper warrants 
our approval. 

Question 2. From the drilling and g1·outing records and the contemplated 
additional work, do you consider the grout curtain extending 
into the rim from the right abutment of the dam will l>e ade
quate to reduce seepage through the rim to safe values? 

COMMENTS 

On the basis of the results of drilling and grouting thus far completed, and 
the contemplated results of drilling and grouting yet to be completed, along 
the right abutment rim at Boone Dam, the Board members are confident that 
these completed and contemplated grouting operations will reduce the seepage 
conditions adequately to avoid any hazard to the project under maximum reser
voir storage conditions. In this connections, it will be of interest to note that 
very similar seepage conditions were encountered along the left abutment rim 
at the Madden Dam Project in the Panama Canal Zone. Those seepage condi
tions included a number of sink holes and solution channels all of which were 
successfully treated by grouting operations similar to those adopted for the 
Boone Dam project. 

FORT PATP.JCK HENRY PROJECT 

Question 1. Based on the geology information which has been submitted to 
you and based on your- inspection of the site, do you consider 
the proposed site for Fort Patrick Henry Dam an adequate one? 

COMMENTS 

On the basis of the information contained in report No. 0-134-19, entitled 
"Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Projects" and our inspection, it is our opinioN 
that the site selected is adequate and particularly well suited for the type and 
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height of the proposed dam. The axis of the dam as selected should result in 
a safe structure and economical in construction. 

W. H. McAlpine. 
J. L. Savage. 
W. F. Uhl. 

BoONE AND FORT PATRICK HENRY PROJECTS 

July 23, 1954 

On Thursday and Friday, July 22, and 23, 1954, the undersigned consultants, 
accompanied by members of the Chief Engineer's staff, visited the Boone and 
Fort Patrick Henry projects both having recently been completed and are now 
in operation. . . . 

We were furnished cop1es of report No. 0-134-20, wh1ch contams data con-
cerning the geology of the right .abutment z:im and the rim treatment for ~he 
Boone project and data concernmg the mam structu~es, g~ology, fo~ndatl?n 
for masonry structures, foundation treatment, the nght r1m and nght nm 
treatment for the Fort Patrick Henry project. 

You have asked us to answer the following questions: 

Question 1. 

BooNE PROJECT 

From the records of drilling, grouting, and grout take, do you 
consider that the grout curtain extending from the right abut
ment of the. dam into the rim has been completed in an adequate 
way so as to prevent seepage through the rim from becoming 
a problem? 

ANSWER 

Based on our inspection of the site and the records of drilling and grouting, 
we conclude that adequate provision has been taken to prevent undue seepage 
through the rim. 

~uestion 1. 

FoRT PATRICK HENRY PRoJECT 

From your general inspection of the project and from th_e infor
mation submitted during this meeting, do you constder the 
structures of the Fort Patrick Henry project to be satisfac
torily constructed, adequate and safe? 

ANSWER 

It is our considered opinion that the structures of the Fort Patrick Henry 
project are satisfactorily constructed, adequate, and safe. 

Question 2. From your study of the records of the g~ologic formation, t~e 
drilling, and the grouting, do you consider the g:out curta,tn 
extending from the right abutment of tlfe dam. tnto the 7'!-m 
adequate to provide a reasonable protectwn agatnst excesswe 
seepage through the reservoir rim? 

ANSWER 
On the basis of our examination of the site, the records of ~he geolo~ic 

studies, the drilling and grouting data, relative to the grout ~urtam extendu~g 
from the right abutment of the Fort Patrick Henry Dam, mto the reservoir 
rim, we are agreed that all reasonable protection ~pp~ars to have been pro-
vided against excessive seepage through th~ reserv01r nm. . 

The change in location of the grout curtam to the alternate lme on the r~s~r
voir (east) side of the rim crest ll:PP~ars to have been a commendable decJsJon 
resulting in considerable savings m tlme and money. The fact that the reser
voir has been filled to capacity and no leaks have developed augers well for 
the protection offered by the grout curtain and indicates that all reasonable 
measures have been taken. Cl A. B. eaves. 

W. H. McAlpine. 
J. L. Savage. 
W. F. Uhl. 

APPENDIX C 

HYDRAULIC MODEL STUDIES 

The designs of the principal hydraulic features of all TV A's major projects 
are investigated prior to construction by accurate tests of small-scale models 
on w~ich it is possible to simulate natural conditions. These models have 
expedited th~ development of structures, such as those for energy dissipation 
wave reductwn, and erosion control, which could not be analyzed accurately 
by ~ath~ati~al formul~e. Data observed during the model tests often suggest 
modificatwns m the design that are not only more efficient in hydraulic per
formance, but also result in substantial savings in construction costs. 

This appendix covers the investigation and development with the aid of 
model tests in TVA's hydraulic laboratory at Norris, Tenn., of certain hydraulic 
fea~ures of the Watauga, South Holston, Boone, and Fort Patrick Henry 
proJects. 

WATAUGA AND SOUTH HOLSTON 

Certain features of the spillwar and outlet structures at Watauga and South 
Hols~on are common to both proJects and the same model investigations were 
applicable to thes~ features. Additional investigations for Watauga included 
t~e powerhouse ta1lrace channel bed load deflector, and the powerhouse bridge 
piers; and for South Holston the supplementary spillway and the surge tank. 

Morning-glory spillway 
The morning-glory type of spillway was the only one tested for the Watauga 

and South Holston projects. Preliminary studies of its operation were made 
on a 1 :51-scale model with a prototype crest diameter of 110 feet similar to 
figure 336 but without crest piers. At the f!laximum discharge of 60,000 cubic 
fe.et per second. the performance was unsatlsfactory. The vertical shaft filled 
with water. which ~urged up. and down an~ back and forth in the spillway 
~outh causmg cons1der~ble d1sturbance. Th1s was remedied by placing radial 
P.Iers on the crest. Va~wus numbers of piers were tried and it was found that 
s1x, arranged as shown m figure. 336 gave v_ery ~atisfactory results. Figure 337 
11hows the flow over the crest w1th these p1ers m place. Further improvement 
was sought by changing the distance from the rim of the spillway to the toe 
?f the excavated slope. The flow over the spillway was improved as the distance 
mcreased, but beyond a distance of 30 feet the improvement was not sufficient 
to justify the increased excavation cost. 

Th': tes~s on this model sho~ed that in order to obtain the desired discharge 
capacity It was necessary to mcrease the crest diameter to 128 feet at both 
projects. A_ 1: 109-sc!lle model of this diameter spillway was built for the 
purpos~ ~f mvestJgatm~ the pressur~s on the face of the spillway and for 
deter~m1~g the head-~Ischarge relatwnship. Figure 336 shows the details 
of this spil!way as designed for South Holston. The rating curve applicable 
to both.proJects for the 128-foot-diameter spillway is shown in figure 338. 

Vertteal shaft and tunnel.-The radius of the bend connecting the vertical 
shaft an4 hori~ontal tunnel was found to have an important effect upon the 
flow conditions m the tunnel. Bends having radii of 38.2 and 50 feet produced 
a turbulent and unsteady flow condition in the horizontal section of the tunnel 
This condition was eliminated by the use of a 75-foot radius bend. · 

For all bends some disturbance was caused by the flow down the shaft on the 
side above the horizontal tunnel. Satisfactory flow in the tunnel was obtained 
by blocki~g off a por~ion of the spillway crest, but this reduced the capacity 
of the sp1llway. Satisfactory tunnel flow was also obtained with a deflector 
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block at the base of the shaft without the disadvantage of reduced discharge. 
Figure 336 shows the dimensions and location of the deflector ~nally selecte~ 
for South Holston. This has an upper surface slope of 3 vertical for 1 hori
zontal and projects 6.5 feet into the shaft. The block was placed at the ba~e 
of the shaft 165.75 feet below the spillway crest and symmetrical to the axis 
of the horizontal tunnel. The deflector at Watauga has the same upper surface 
slope but projects 8.0 feet into the shaft at its base 196.15 feet below the 

PLAN 

SECTION A-A 

--t--
E/1484 2s 

SECTION S-S 

FIGURE 336.-South Holston-plan and cross sectwn of morning-glory spillway, 
vertical shaft, and elbow. 

HYDRAULIC l\IODEL STUDIES 

FIGURE 337.--:-Wa!auga a_nd South Holston-morning-glory spillway with 
szx pzers-dzscharge 60,000 cubic feet per second. 
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spil_lway crest, and has its center 30 degrees to the right of the axis of the 
honzontal tunnel. 

Pr_essures on the spillway face and in the vertical shaft.-Observations 
applicable to bo~h Watauga and South Holston were made on the 1: 100-scale 
model to determme the pressures on the spillway face. Additional observations 
were made of pressures i~ the spillway shaft and in the vicinity of the deflector 
h_lock and t?e bend by usmg the 1: 51-scale model. Figure 339 shows the loca
tions at which the pressures were measured as related to the Watauga spillway 
and table 102 summarizes the results . 
. Elbow pressures:-Pressures were measured at several locations in the elbow 
Just below the vertical shaft on the 1: 51-scale model. 

FIGURE 338.-W atauga and South H olston-rating curve for moming-glory 
spillway with crest 128 feet in diameter. 
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!1797 "• b 
c 

Piez/·10 
in !hi's p/~M 

E/1778.85 

FIGURE 339.-W atauga-location of spillway piezometers. 

TABLE 102.-Pressures in spillway' 

Discharge--cubic feet per second 

so,ooo \5o,ooo [45,ooo ~~~~~~ 20
•
000 ~ 

-------~---, 5 4 I 4 4 3 

1----------------- ~ ~ ~ II -21 -11 II J ~ ~ 
;======-=-=========: 3 1 I o , 6 4 2 1 1 

9 s: 6 2 2 0 0 4----------------- 10 3 , 2 ~ 4 'I 4 4 3 
5----------------- 3 4 ' 4 2.. 2 2 1 1 
6---------------- 2 2 I 2 o o 1 
7_ ___ ------------- -1 o o o o 1 0 o o 
8----------------- 18 20 I 12 s5 o4 4 9 o 
9----------------- 9 4 6 2 1 1 
10---------------- 47 31 I 32 179 ~ 3 2 z 
lla--------------- 38 23 . 22 I .. 2 1 I 
llh--------------- 28 17 I 27 I 23 20 0 0 0 
11•--------------- 0 0 ' 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 
12---------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -5 
13---------------- 68 70 64 '. 56 I 35 14~ 30 18 
14---------------- 83 69 60 ' 55 I 48 2~ 17 I 
15---------------- '-c 47 41 34 ° 4 
16---------------- 69 "'' 16 15 13 12 9 
1 7_ ____ ------ --- 18 17 ! 

1 PleEometer pressures in feet of. water. 
PieEometer locations are shown m fii'llre 839. 

i 

I 
i 
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Deflector 

rtii555.BS 

FIGURE 340.-South Holston-locations of piezometers in elbow 
at foot of spillway shaft. 
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Negligible pressure reductions were found in this region for a discharge of 
9240 cubic feet per second, which was the maximum discharge for which results 
could be obtained. Figure 340 shows the locations of the pressure measure
ments as related to the South Holston spillway, and table 103 shows the 
pressures measured. 

Air pressures in shaft and tunnels.-Under various conditions of operation, 
pressures were measured in the 34-foot-diameter tunnel just upstream from 
the outlet structure as related to the South Holston spillway, immediately 
above the water surface in the vertical shaft of the spillway, and in the branch 
tunnel below the Rowell-Bunger valves. The tunnels were vented by openings 
near the outlet and at the upstream end of the branch tunnel as shown in 
figure 341. The maximum pressure reduction occurred for a discharge of 
61,000 cubic feet per second. In the vertical shaft just above the converging 
jets the pressure reduction amounted to 1.5 feet of water. With the outlet vent 
closed, the pressure reduction just upstream from the outlet was 0.5 foot of 
water. For lower discharges, pressure reductions were practically zero. 
A similar series of tests with the branch tunnel vent closed showed that 
practically the same pressure conditions existed throughout the model. 

TABLE 103.-Pressures in elbow in feet of water 

Discharge= 9,240 cubic feet per second 

I 
j : 

Point No·------------------ __ 1 ____ z ____ a __ ' __ 4 __ , __ 5 __ l __ s __ l __ 7 __ 

Pressure, feet of water_____ -0.5 -0.5 -1.0 I +3.0 I -0.5 -0.5 I -1.5 
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PLAN 

FIGURE 341.-South Holston-location of air vents in model of 
spillway and outlet tunnels. 

Piezometers 

SECTION ON '- AT VALVES 
(8) 

SECTION ON C. AT VALVES 
(b) 

SECTION ON '- AT VALVES 
(c) 

FIGURE 342.-W atauga and South Holston-energy-dissipating structures for 
Rowell-Bunger valves. 
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Howell-Hunger valves 

Release of water from the reservoir when the level is below the spillway 
crest is accomplished at both Watauga and South Holston by discharging 
through two Rowell-Bunger valves in the branch tunnel at each project. 
Operation of these valves without suitable energy-dissipating structures 
resulted in high-velocity flow in the branch tunnel and unsatisfactory flow 
conditions at the junction of the branch tunnel and the main spillway tunnel. 
The high-velocity flow from the branch tunnel looped completely around the 
main tunnel just below the junction. This condition was greatly improved by 
installation of an energy-dissipiating structure at the valves and by another 
structure at the tunnel junction, which reduced the velocity and guided the 
flow slowly and smoothly into the main tunnel. 

Several structures for dissipating the energy below the valves were tested 
and are shown in figure 342. The most satisfactory scheme consisted of a 

SECTIONAL PLAN AT W'r'E 

SECTION H·H SECTION./·./ 

FIGURE 343.-South Holston-structures at junction of spillway and outlet tunnels. 

T AIILE 104.-Pressures on weir shown in figure 342 

Distance below valve 
(feet) 

7 .5 __________________________________________ _ 

9.5-------------------------------------------
10.6------------------------------------------
11.5----------------------------------------
12.6-----------------------------------------13.6 •• ____________________________________ _ 
16.6------------------------------------------19.6 _________________________________________ _ 
23 .6 ... ------------------ ---------------------

11.5------------------------------------------

Pressure in feet of water at piezometers 

(a) 

+13 
+38 
+52 
+55 
+56 
+53 
+57 
+53 
+48 

(b) (c) 

Both valves open 

-3.0 
0 

+o.5 
-1.0 
-2.0 
-4.0 
-6.0 
-9.0 

-11.0 

-9.0 
-7.0 
-6.0 
-5.0 
-6.0 
-6.0 
-6.0 
-6.0 
-5.0 

One valve open 

(d) 

-3.0 
-2.0 
-2.0 
-2.0 
-2.0 
-3.0 
-2.5 
-2.0 
-0.5 

+261 +2.0 1 -1.0 1 -1.0 

(e) 

+1.5 
+s.o 
+3.o 
+3.0 
+3.0 
+3.0 
+2.0 
+3.5 
+5.5 

+1.5 
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deflecting roof above the valve and a heavy weir located 11.5 feet downstream 
of the valv·e at both projects as shown in figure 342. Pressures on the weir 
below the Rowell-Bunger valve were measured at the piezometer locations 
shown in figure 342(c) with the weir at different distances downstream of the 
valves. The piezometer pressures are shown in table 104 for various positions 
of the weir. A triangular sharp-crested weir and a ring projecting into the 
tunnel below the valves were two other schemes tested. These gave satisfac
tory results with respect to energy dissipation but were subject to damage by 
cavitation. They are shown in figure 342 (a) and (b). 

The structure at the wye consisted of a sill across the branch tunnel sur
mounted by guide vanes which also served as piers to support the tunnel roof. 
The structure was shaped to fit the section of the main tunnel so that no 
obstruction would be offered to high-velocity flow from the spillway. Figure 343 
shows the structure at the South Holston tunnel junction. The Watauga 
structure is identical except that the branch tunnel intersects the main tunnel 
from the left. 

Watauga tunnel outlet 

The spillway tunnel ended in a rather steep rock face on the bank of the 
river. Tests on the 1: 51-scale model showed that no stilling basin would be 
necessary. The topography was such that no eddies were formed to cause 
erosion at the portal structure although erosion occurred in the river bed 
downstream. Figure 344 shows the cross section immediately below the 
portal as it existed after 10 minutes of model operation with a spillway dis
charge of 60,000 cubic feet per second. 

Watauga tailrace channel bed load study 

Loose material contained in an old railroad embankment along the right bank 
and material eroded from the river bed at the outlet will be carried downstream 
and deposited in the Watauga powerhouse tailrace channel. A 1: 70-scale 
model was built to determine what measures would be required to prevent the 
deposition of this material adjacent to the powerhouse, since some turbine
operating sequences might draw such material into the turbine runners with 
1·esultant damage to the turbine. The model reproduced a 3,900-foot reach of 
the river from the spillway outlet to a point downstream from the powerhouse 
and was molded of concrete. Sand was used to represent the erodible material 
and was introduced into the flow at the bend downstream from the spillway 
outlet. 

The initial tests showed that deposition could be prevented by a deflector 
wall along the edge of the tailrace channel excavation. The wall shown in 
figure 345 was the most satisfactory of those tested. This prevented the 
deposition of bed load material in the tailrace channel immediately downstream 

M 10 71 U 14 41 .MI It 10 0 It 20 ll U .MI It Nl It to 

MODEL LAYOUT lED PlfOFILCS AT STA 21 + .3 
DISCIIARCC = fOODO CFS 

SCCTION A -A 

FIGURE 344.-W ataul'{a-spillway tunnl'l outll't and erosion profile. 
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---1675 

---1700 

SECTION A-A 

Highway Bridge 

PLAN 

Elev8tion fop of w,g/1 v.1ries 
between 1659 at powt!rhouse 
to 1654 at end of wall. 

FIGURE 345.-W atauga tailrace channel-bed load de/lector u·all. 
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fr?m the powerhouse and produced a minimum disturbance to the flow in the 
tailrace. It was not necessary to prevent the deposition of material in the 
cha

1
ndnbel downstream ~rom the wall, since it did not endanger the turbines and 

cou e removed durmg nonoperating periods. 

Watauga powerhouse access bridge pier pressures 

Tests were ~onducted on the 1: 70-scale river model to obtain water surface 
profiles ll;nd PI~zometer pr~ssure measurements on the Watauga powerhouse 
access b~Idge piers. This mformation was required for the structural design 
of the piers smce the skew of the piers and the deflection of the flow by the 
~pstream corner ?f the powerh?use ~roduced a flow condition which resulted 
m severe contractwn along the rrght side of each pier. This contraction caused 
an u_nbalanced loa.d to be applied to the piers. The greatest contraction was 
ob~am.ed on the pier nearest the powerhouse. Information was obtained for 
this pier only . 

. The actual water s~rface eleva~ions were measured against the sides of the 
['Iet:. The left chart m figure 346 sho:vs the profi.les for a discharge of 50,000 
cubic feet ~er sec~md. Twen~y-five piezometers m five horizontal rows were 
p~aced on ei~her side of the pier to determine the piezometer pressures The 
right chart m figur~ 346 sho'Y's the mean lines of zero pressure, or effective 
w,ater surface .elevat~ons, o_btamed from reading of the five rows of horizontal 
P•ezometers with a rrver discharge of 50,000 cubic feet per second. 
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1660 

1655 ---

Rwer 
b•d 

ACTUAL 
WATER SURFACE PROFILES 

10 II 10 

DISTANCE FROM UPSTREAM END OF PIER 
IN FEET 

1675 

1670 

z 
0 

" ~ 1665 

1660 

1655 
Rwer 
bed\ 

MEAN EFFECTIVE 
WATER SURFACE PROFILES 

20 15 10 5 0 

DISTANCE FROM UPSTREAM END OF PIER 
IN FEET 

FIGURE 346.-W atauga powerhouse access bridge piers-actual and mean effective 
water surface profiles for discharge of 50,000 cubic feet per second. 

South Holston tunnel outlet stilling basin 

The topography and river-bed material below the tunnel outlet at South 
Holston were such that it was necessary to provide a stilling basin to protect 
the outlet structures. Tests to investigate the design of the stilling basin were 
conducted on a 1: 51-scale model. The principal problem was that of spreading 
the high-velocity discharge as it left the tunnel to dissipate the energy within 
the stilling basin. This was accomplished by flaring the tunnel outlet, depress
ing the roof, and placing a spreader pier and deflecting blocks in the center 
of the tunnel outlet as shown in figure 347. With the height of the end sill 

SECTION ON C 

36' 

SECTION A-A DETAIL A 

FIGURE 347.-South Holston-stilling basin at tunnel outlet. 
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fixed at 16 feet, the best results were obtained when the end sill had a slope 
of 1 horizontal to 2 vertical. A steeper slope increased the wave heights down
stream, while a flatter slope permitted the hydraulic jump in the basin to move 
downstream. Basins with lengths of 300 and 350 feet were tested with the 
results shown in table 105. The erosion and wave heights were less for the 
longer basin. 

TABLE 105.-Erosion depths and wave heights 

Stilling basin length 300 feet Stilling basin length 350 feet 

Dischan;:e 
(cubic feet 

per second) 

Spillway 

0 
10,000 
10,000 
20,000 
20,000 
30,000 
30,000 
40,000 
40,000 
50,000 
50,000 
60,000 
60,000 

Sluices 

10,000 
0 

10,000 
0 

10,000 
0 

10,000 
0 

10,000 
0 

10,000 
0 

10,000 

I 
Maximum, 

erosion 
at sill 
(feet) 

Wave heights
distance from sill 

1
Maximum I 

I erosion 
-------- at sill 

100 feet 400 feet 

------~ ----:. === ===~=== i. ======~=== ----------- -----------~-----------

_________ ,__ ·----------'-----------
6 4 

----------- -----------~---------------------- ----------- -----------~ 

9 
16 

15 
15-20 

10 
10-12 

(feet) 

0 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 

10 
6 

12 
8 

15 

South Holston supplementary spillway 

Wave heights
distance from sill 

100 feet I 350 feet 

1

----------- ---------

1 ' 1 
1 ' 1 
8 2 

I 
3 2 

' 3 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 4 
8 5 
8 5 

7-10 5 

The South Holston supplementary spillway at Bent Branch was tested at 
a scale of 1: 50. The design of this structure, shown in figure 348, was found 
to be satisfactory except for the stilling basin below the lower control spillway. 
Better flow conditions were obtained below the control when the basin width 
was made equal to the crest length of the control and the bed excavation was 
raised from elevation 1705 to 1713. 

A slight modification of the training walls for the upper spillway was found 
to be desirable. As originally designed, the top edge of the wall followed a 
radial line. Because of the wall batter and the slope of the spillway face and 
apron, the bottom of the wall converged toward the centerline. This resulted 
in a concentration of flow along the walls. The condition was remedied by 
revising the walls in plan so that the intersection of the wall with the spillway 
face and apron was radial. This required three breaks in the wall alinement. 
Figure 349 shows the revised wall in plan and section. A similar change was 
applicable to the walls for the lower control spillway. 

South Holston surge tank 

A 1: 50-scale model of the turbine surge system was designed and built to: 
1. Establish the size and shape of the orifice restriction, 
2. Establish the maximum and minimum water surface elevations in the 

surge tank, and 
3. Observe and present data on the characteristics of the surge tank 

performance for various operating conditions. 
It was impossible to build a geometric scale model because of the difference 

in friction characteristics of the prototype and model tunnel surfaces. 
The model was therefore designed so that the frictional and inertial charac

teristics of the model would be identical to the calculated frictional and inertial 
characteristics of the prototype. A 1:50 linear scale was used in the design 
of the entrance structures, the "T" intersection at the base of the tank, the 
riser, and the surge tank. Friction and turbulent loss calculations were then 
made for all other portions of the system and equivalent sizes and lengths 
determined to meet the frictional and inertial requirements. Figure 350 shows 
the basic prototype and model dimensions. 
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FIGURE ~49.-South Holston-wall junction.detail$ for Bent Branch spillway. 

The required sizes for the surge tank orifice were established by a series of 
tests on sharp-edged orifices of varying sizes. In these tests the pressure in 
the penstock downstream from the riser was measured by means of an electrical 
pressure cell, and the gate closure rate and water surface elevation in the 
surge tank were measured by means of mechanical recording devices The 
tests showe~ that to meet the requirement of a nearly constant pe.nstock 
p~essure durmg the first quarter-cY:cle, an orifice with an equivalent prototype 
diameter !Jf 9_.9 feet would be required for a load rejection condition and one 
10.9 feet m diameter for a load acceptance condition. 

NOR TW 

MODEL AND PROTOTYPE LAYOUT 

SECTION A- A 

PROTOTYPE 

H 

l~~ .. J~~=r=F~~~~~~==~~==~~==~~~~~~ 
MODEL 

FIGURE 350.-South Holston-model and prototype layouts for surge tank. 
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ORifiCE 

14.295' •

1 

FIGURE 351.-South Holston--orifice at bottom of surge tank. 

Tests on the orifice shown in figure 351 showed that it was equiv:ale~t to an 
orifice 9.9 feet in diameter when the flow was upward and 10.9 feet m diame~er 
when the flow was downward. Thus, a single orifice was capable of producm.g 
optimum operational chara~tet:istics for both types of lo!l~ changes. This 
orifice was tested for load reJection and load acceptance conditions at headwater 
elevations 1616, 1690, 1729, and 1753. The maximum and mini:t;mm headwater 
tests were made with the fastest possible gate closure rate, smce these tests 
were performed to determine .the limits of the surge. tank. The other tests, 
which were made in the operatmg range, were mad~ with a slo":er gate closure 
rate, since it is anticipated that in normal operatwn the maximum goyer:r.lOr 
speed will not be used. Figure 352 shows typical load acceptance and reJection 
curves. 

BOONE 

Model tests for Boone Dam were made of the design featur~s of ~he spillway, 
spillway bucket, training. walls, barrier wall, spillway sluice, nver channel 
below the dam, and the spillway approach. 

The model 

All model tests were conducted on a 1:50 scale model. The general layout, 
the topography, and the model details for the. design finally adopted and 
constructed are shown in figure 353. The model mcluded a 250-foot 3:pproach 
section, the spillway, the powerhouse, and a 1,400-foot reach of the river and 
flood channel below the dam. . 

Arrangements were made for easy removal and installation of the spillway 
bucket at the toe of the spillway. The lower powerhouse wa,ns and draft tubes 
were built to scale and provisions were made for dischargmg water through 
the draft tubes. The 1,400-foot reach of the downstream river. bed was formed 
in concrete with provisions for removal of the areas immediately bel!JW the 
spillway, outlined in figure 353, so that erodible gravel or sand-cement mixtures 
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MODEL - FULL LOAD ACCEPTANCE CUIIVES 

" 50 75 100 115 110 

SECONDS FROM START Of GAT£ OPENING 

MODEL - FULL LOAD REJECTION CURVES 

25 50 75 100 125 ISO 

SECONDS fROM START OF GATE CLOSURE 

LEGEND: 

CD WATER SURFACE ELEVATION IN SURGE TANK. 

@ PENSTOCK PRESSURES 25.5 FEET DOWNSTREAM Of SURGE TANK RISER. 

FI~URE 352.-South Holston-typical load acceptance and rejection curres 
for surge tank. 

could be used for erosion studies. One-quarter-inch gravel was used for all 
developmental tests and the erodible sand-cement mixtures were used for final 
verification. 

Development of spillway bucket and training walls 

Design considerations.-Preliminary design studies indicated the feasibility 
of the use of an unsubmerged type of spillway bucket in which the flow is 
deflected upward at the toe of the spillway and the energy is dissipated on the 
river bed some distance downstream. Geological explorations had shownjthat 
the rock could withstand intermittent spilling of large volumes of wat.er .f.rom 
such a spillway without excessive erosion. Since the major dissipatio'n of 
energy would take place on the bedrock at the point where the spillway' dis
charge strikes the river bed, it was essential to develop, by tests, a design which 
would confine the erosion to an area where it could not in any way endanger 
the major structures. , 

Preliminary tests showed that the spillway discharge would erode consider
able material from the river bed and deposit it in the tailrace· channel. Smce: 
such deposition of material would raise the tailwater level and thus reduce 
the head on the turbines, it is probable that such. deposition will' be removf:ld 
in the prototype 'ifi the interest of maximum power production. Thus, this 
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MODEL LAYOUT 

NQTE; 
All d1m1nsions rtftr lo fill profofypt 

THI'J BOO!\"FJ PROJECT 

BARRIER TRAINING SPILLWAY 

~~ WAL~_WALL:-) 

! ~ l'~;NG WALL ;,;E~SI~N 

~ 

-~----
11!_~.81' 

TYPICAL SECTION 

PLAN OF SPILLWAY 

FIGURE 353.-Boone-J :50-$cale model layout. 

material was removed at periodic intervals during the model tests. If in the 
future considerable amounts of material are allowed to accumulate in the river 
channel below the spillway, the safety of the structures may be jeopardized 
since the model tests did not anticipate this condition. 

Bucket design.-The initial design is that shown in figure 354. In this 
scheme the bucket lip was at elevation 1260 and made an agle of 20 degrees 
with the horizontal. The river-bed elevation immediately below the spillway 
averages 1258. Very low training walls and no training wall extensions were 
provided. 

Tests were made with the gravel erosion bed at several spillway discharges 
from 24,700 to 132,000 cubic feet per second with and without a powerhouse 
discharge of approximately 12,700 cubic feet per second. For all discharges 
except the very low flows, the spillway jet jumped free of the bucket and arched 
above the tailwater, entering the tailwater at a distance of 50 to 200 feet from 
the toe of the spillway. The water under the arching jet was depressed below 
the tailwater level by the aspirating action of the jet at the end of the bucket, 
which was essentially at river-bed elevation, and was further depressed by the 
''sweeping" action of the jet entering the tailwater. The water in front of 
the powerhouse and from the upstream tip of Spurgeon Island flowed into this 
depressed area. Thus, two eddies were formed, the flow from the powerhouse 
tailrace being clockwise and the flow over Spurgean Island being counter
clockwise. As the jet struck the river bottom, the water-surface elevation 
immediately downstream was increased. This produced flow directly down
stream and to the sides toward the banks, and caused higher eddy velocities 
:dong both banks. An eddy velocity of 15 feet per second occurred at a spillway 
discharge of 50,000 cubic feet per second. The high-velocity current on the 
powerhouse side caused deep erosion directly in front of the structures. The 
contours in figure 354 show this erosion for a total discharge of 87,700 cubic 
feet per second. These tests showed the definite need for protection of the 
toe of the spillway from dangerous erosion. Tests with various training walls, 
l'Xtending downstream and below river-bed elevation showed the necessity for 
improvement in the general flow conditions. To achieve this, tests on the 
bucket shape were instituted. The best wall design found for the original 
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bucket was used for these tests. The principal objective of the tests was the 
elimination of the upstream current on the spillway side of the training wan 
extension and, if possible, the reduction of the left- and right-bank eddy 
velocities. All tests were made at a discharge of 60,000 cubic feet per second 
since this had been found to be the critical discharge. 

Two distinct types of bucket designs with 15 variations were tested. The 
two types were the simple bucket similar to the original bucket design, and the 
dentated bucket such as bucket 2, shown in figure 355. The purpose of the 
dentates was to distribute the impact of the jet over a longer section of the 
river bed. The variables were the downstream lip elevation and the lip angle. 
The lip angle is the angle with the horizontal made by a line tangent to the 
hucket curve at the lip of the downstream edge of the bucket. 

Three schemes were tried in which the bucket was divided into 29 equal 
segments and the odd-numbered segments were provided with a lip angle less 
than the even-numbered •egments. The lip elevat;on was 1260 and was the 
&arne for all segments. Lip angles of 0 and 20 degrees, 10 and 20 degrees, 

£11260 

t of cresf ----1 

148.31' 

ELEVATION 
SPILLWAY BUCKET NO . ./ 

£11350 

POWERHOUSE 

G G G SPILLWAY 

== == =c:::::J ;-~cheme A-1 £11275 
Scheme A-2 £11266 

~/~~ 
~~.,0 ~~ 

~,.~ ~~ m --~ .. ~ ~ /l~~J~tl ::l"' 
~~ 

I \ 
Nofe: 
Original bed elevation was 1260 

PLAN 
Qs=75,000 CFS. QPH•12,700 CFS 

FIGURE 35,1.-Boone-erosion contours downstream from spillway bucket No. 1. 
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and 30 and 45 degrees respectively for the dentates and the bucket were tested. 
The dentated buckets did not materially change the results obtained with the 
original bucket. 

Tests were made on two series of plain buckets: those in which the lip 
elevation was held constant and the lip angle was changed, and those in which 
the lip angle was held constant and the elevation changed. Figure 355 shows 
5 of the 12 variations tested. 

No satisfactory combination of lip angle and elevation could be found for 
lip elevations lower than 1266. Any combination below this elevation gave 
operation similar to that observed for the original bucket. When the lip was 
raised above this elevation, a very material improvement was noted. The jet 
~o longer had an aspirating effect upon the tailwater as the jet left the bucket 
lip. The raising of the lip above the tailwater elevation produced a jet which 
struck at a greater angle with the river bed and thus created less "sweeping" 
action. These two changes resulted in a material reduction in the eddy 
velocities. 

,. 

81/CKCr 12 

81/CKcr tJ 

81/CKCr /4 

81/CKCr IS 

PLAIN rYPC 81/CKCrs 
NOrE: 

L__ ~~~!::LI0'·2!1l'_ J 
PLAN 

DCNTATCD IVCK£7 

sccrtoN A-A 
81/CKCr 2 

DlNTATCII #UCKCT 

81/CKCr 15 

All ;,m.lfsions rdir f• flt1 protfJfy, •. 

SuIt Oi::ELEZOt:::=•i.o """;;;IO!i':::=IO:i====iiOO Feet 

FIGURE 355.-Boone-details of typical buckets for spillway. 
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Bucket 15 was successful in nearly eliminating the upstream flow along the 

training wall extension, reducing the eddy action, and redJJcing the scour along 
the barrier wall. This bucket was therefore adopted for further stJJdy. 

St1·aight right training wall extension.-The spillway bucket tests indicated 
the need for protection along the right side of the spillway. Tests were run 
to determine the effectiveness of variations in the height and length of the 
right training wall extension in providing the required protection. The tests 
showed that a wall extension with the top below the tailwater level would not 
protect the toe of the spillway structure from erosion but that a wall above 
tailwater elevation would. Bowever, neither wall protected the tailrace from 
r;roding immediately downstream from the draft tubes. A high wall 30 feet 
long did not provide protection for the powerhouse, spillway, or tailrace chan
nel, but increasing the length of the wall to 60 feet provided protection for 

Q, •1.15,400 CFS 
Q,.. • 12,700 CFS 

Qi•/0,100 CFS 

Q,•60,200 CFS 

" ~ ~1260 ==--~=~bl:'="' 
~ IZ2~C>-----'------'--"-c...::..:;=-'-' 

SECTION A- A 

Q,•S,290 CFS 

SECTION 8·8 

NOT£, 
All dlm,nsions re~r fo fhl 
prototype. rhe riv•r '*I w• •t 
£1/2$8 to 1260 •t $/•rf af fest. 

FIGURE 356.-Boone-erosion contours obtained with 
adopted bucket and wall design. 
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the toe of the structure but not in the tailrace channel. Such a wall was located 
too close to the deep erosion caused by the jet. Straight training wall exten-
sions were thus proven inadequate. . . . 

Angled barrier walls.-Consideration of. the results obt~med with str.aight 
training wall extensions led to the conclusion that protect~on for the tail~ace 
channel and a short training wall extension might be obtamed by an erosiOn
resistant concrete barrier wall placed in a trench extending do':l'nstream from 
and at an angle to a short training wall extension. Such a barru;r wall, sho_wn 
in figure 353, would be flush with the original surface and, while contr.olhng 
the destructive action of the eddy current, would not obstruct t~e flow m ~he 
tailrace channel. Numerous walls of various lengths and at vanous deflectiOn 
angles were tested in conjunction with a 30-foot, straight, high training wall 
extension. . 

The barrier walls were angled 20, 30, or 45 degrees to the right. Walls with 
a 20-degree deflection angle were located too close to the jet impact area. 
Walls deflected 30 degrees to the right provided the best protection to .the 
tailrace and toe of the spillway and had the least area exposed by eroswn. 
Barrier walls 75 feet long failed to protect the tailrace channel, while walls 
100 and 125 feet long and deflected 30. degrees to the ri.ght pr~wided the best 
protection. Figure 356 shows the eroswn patterns obt3;med wit~ the adopted 
bucket and wall design shown in figure 353. This design provided adequate 
protection for all major structures. 

Supplemental investigations of train~ng and spillw~y. u·alls.-The develop
mental tests established the general design for the trammg walls1 but further 
investigations were required to determ.in.e the height of t~e spill~ar walls, 
the maximum required height of the trammg 'Yalls and the nght tr~~;u~mg wall 
extension, and the unbalanced pressur.es which occur on the trammg wall 
extension. 

WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
ALONG RIGHT SPILLWA'r' WALL AND TRAINING WALL 

WATER SURFACE PROFILE 
ALONG LEFT SPILLWA'r' WALL AND TRAINING WALL 

FIGURE 351.-Boone-water surface profiles along left and right 
spillway walls and training walls. 
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Water surface profiles along the spillway walls and training walls were 
obtained to establish the gate trunnion position and the necessary heights of 
the spillway walls. A free discharge of approximately 137,500 and a gate 
discharge of approximately 115,000 cubic feet per second with the headwater 
at elevation 1385 produced the highest water surface profiles. Figure 357 
shows the profiles for both conditions. 

Most of the tests leading to the development of the right training wall 
EXtension were made with the top of the wall at elevation 1290. For discharges 
greater than 133,000 cubic feet per second there was flow over the top of the 
wall from the higher tailwater level. This would result in a heavy spray as 
the water dropped into the rapidly traveling water in the spillway bucket. 
Raising the top of the wall to elevation 1293 eliminated this condition. 

Pressures were measured at 15 piezometers distributed uniformly over the 
~ide of the right training wall extension. Tests were made at five different 
Rpillway discharge rates covering the operating range. The unbalanced 
pressure between the normal tailwater level and the piezometer pressures was 
computed. In no case did the unbalanced pressure exceed 4 feet of water, 
prototype, and in most cases the pressure was about 2 feet of water. 

Channel alignment 

The first tests showed that with Spurgeon Island located as shown in figure 
~~58 the flow channel was materially constricted. This constriction contributed 
to the formation of the right-bank eddy action. Furthermore, the high-velocity 
flow rapidly cut away portions of the island and deposited the material in the 
main chanpel. To improve this condition, three schemes involving the excava
tion of the right side of Spurgeon Island were tested. As the excavation line 
was moved from limit A to limits B and C, shown in figure 358, the spillway 
flow was directed more nearly straight downstream. This resulted in elimina
tion of the flow over the bank, which would cause erosion of the island, and 
also in some reduction of the right-bank eddy. However, no material improve
ment in the eddy velocities along the left bank was noticed. Limit B was 
selected for construction. 

Sluice and bucket partition wall 

Design and construction considerations limited the desirable location of the 
5-foot 9-inch by 10-foot sluice to the two positions shown in figure 359. The 
sluice floor was to be at elevation 1260. Tests on position one proved it to be 
unsatisfactory because the sluice discharge, upon striking the steep slope near 
the toe of the spillway bucket, expanded to the right toward the powerhouse 
and was deflected up along the training wall. This action would produce con
siderable spray in the prototype and would place a heavy unbalanced load 
on the training wall. Tests on position two, with the final bucket design, gave 
operation that in general was good. The sluice discharge, upon striking the 
steep slope at the toe of the bucket, waa deflected upward and into the air and 

--41'!1!;----
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FJGUIIE 358.-Boone-limits of channel excavation along Spurgeon IslanJ below dam. 
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SECTION C·C 
SCHEU£ 2 

THE BUO='IE PHOJECT 

COMPOSITE PLAN 
61/CKET ~ARTITJON WALLS AND SLIJICll 

SECTION 0·0 
SCHEU£ 6 

Bottom or bucket, 
£11256.84 

SECTION E·E 
SCHEME /1 

FIGURE 359.-Boone--.<luicP and buckPt partition u:all locations and designs. 

FIGURE 360.-Boone-free spillway discharge of 59,900 cubic feet per second. 
Confetti paths show the angular approach flow pattern. 
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spread over a width of approximately 180 feet before striking the river bed. 
This action spread the energy over a large area and nearly eliminated erosion. 
However, the jet, because of its wide spread, impinged slightly on the upper 
downstream corner of the right training wall and would l1ave created consider
able spray in the switchyard area. This undesirable feature was eliminated 
by a bucket partition wall described in the following paragraph. 

To effect closure of the curved bucket during the second construction stage, 
it was proposed that a concrete partition wall be placed across the bucket. 
Since removal of such a wall would be costly and would leave a patched area, 
it was desirable to locate the wall, if possible, in such a position that it could 
remain in place permanently. Details of several of the 11 wall positions tested 
are shown in figure 359. Wall scheme 2 was located too far from the sluice 
to offer any improvement to the sluice operation. Wails on both sides of the 
sluice, as in scheme 6, produced good discharge performance but gave unsatis
factory spillway operation because the two walls materially obstructed the 
flow through the bucket. Scheme 11 with the wall located along the right side 
of the sluice was most satisfactory. Chamfering the top edges of the wall 
Essentially eliminated its interference with the spillway discharge. This wall 
served to close the bucket during the second construction stage and also pre
vented the sluice jet from spreading to the right, thus eliminating the impinge
ment of the jet on the right training wall. Check tests covering the discharge 
range showed no appreciable erosion of the river bed. This partition wall and 
sluice position 2 were thus selected for the final design. Pressures were 
measured on each side of the partition wall to aid the structural design of 
the wall. , 

Spillway appt·oach 

The curvature in the reservoir upstream from the dam and the fact that the 
E;pillway was located along the extreme left side of the channel caused the flow 
t!) approach the spillway at an angle from the right as shown in figure 360. 
With the original spillway and pier design, scheme A, sho,.vn in figure 361, the 

Gate guide) r-----
3.5'R I~~· 

1--'-"-

S bays @ 35' and 4 p1ers @ 7',. 20~'_______, 
r8AS£ LINE 

3._5'R _ _____ t---- ~ 35'R 

v 
SCHEME A 

Tr'"" :("' ] 'w' - .Jrs·R ---u=. 7 
SCHEMES O, E, & F 

SCHEME 0 SCHEME E SCHEME F 

FIGURE 361.-Boone-spilhmy pier details. 
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angular approach created two objectionable flo~' conditions .. With flo'Y under 
the gates, lm·ge vortices formed along the left s1de of each p1er, and .w1th f:ee 
flow an extremely lm·ge contraction orcurreri at the powerhous~ p1e!' wh1ch 
resuited in separation of the flow nearly to the crest along the outs1.de p1er ~all. 
Less severe contractions occurred also along the left s1de of the mtermed1ate 
piers. The vortex action is shown in figure :362.. . . 

Two design changes were studied to determme the best way of 1ml!rovmg 
the obiectionable conditions. The first tests were concerned w1th varymg the 
shape" of the r~ver channel by excavating. the left bar;k to mak.e the water 
;;pproach the spillway mo~·e near!):' at a nght al!gle w1th the spillway crest. 
In the second tests the spillway p1ers 11 ere mod1fied to r·educe the effects of 
the angular approac!J. . . . . 

It was found impcssible, within the most liberal economic hm1ts, to make 
enough enlargement of the left side of the appr·oac.h waterway to effec~ any 
appreciable straightening of the flow through the spillway bays. Accordmgly, 
no excavation wt~s recommended. . . . . . . 

Vortex action adjacent to the mtermed1ate s~1llways was mm1m1zed by 
moving the pier noses downstream 8 feet, t?e maxn~mm allowed by structural 
limitaf:ons. The radius of the left end p1er was mcreased ne~rly 8 feet to 
11.2;") feet, and this change practically eliminated vortex formatwn t~ere. 

Modifications of the right pier nose which made the mos~ decrease m vort~x 
action made the least decrease in end conti·actions and v1ce versa. A satis
factory compromise between the two, shown in fi~ure 361 as scheme E, was 
recommended. The radius of curvature of the p1er was 12.75 feet, and the 
curved nose was tangent to both the spillway wall and the upstream wall of 
the powerhouse. · 

Gate-controlled operation was found to be best when all gates were equ:;tllY 
c•Jen as shown in figure 363. Figure 360 illustrates the free-flow OJ:!eratwn. 
IJischarge under one gate with the adjacent gates closed resulted m large 
vortices. 

FIGCRE 362.-Boone-.<pillway discharging 57,300 cubic fe!'t pe: ucond .through 
11.6-foot gate openings. Large wrtices formed along the sules of pw~s. 
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FIGURE 363.-Boone-spillway discharging 60,700 cubic fePt pPr second through 11.6· 
foot gate openings, headwater elevation 1385, with the recommend<'d pier design. 
Comparison with figure 362 shows that vortex action has bPell dimini.<hPd. 

' 
Spillway rating and operating restrictions 

The model was used to obtain free-discharge and gated-discharge rating 
curves for the spillway gates. 

The model studies to develop the design for Boone Dam were generally 
made under conditions of uniform operation of the spillway gates. This ideal 
condition is not often attained in operating practice. Therefore, after the 
overall design had been developed and adopted, a series of tests was run to 
determine the limitations, if any, upon sluice or gate operation. Gate operating 
instructions were developed from these tests. 

The unsubmerged type of spillway bucket, under certain conditions of dis
charge, produced flow patterns which would cause erosion of the river bed. 
These conditions therefore limit the methods and range under which the 
spillway can be used. The approach problems at this site further limit the 
methods of gate operation and necessitate specifying definite operating proce
dures to prevent harmful erosion. 

Prototype sluice discharge rating 

After the completion of the prototype structure the sluice discharge rating 
was obtained from prototype measurements. The difference in pressure 
between any two points in a closed conduit varies with the square of the 
discharge rate. Pressure measurements were taken from the upstream gate 
bypass line for each one-half foot of the gate opening and the differential head 
between the headwater level and the hydraulic grade-line elevation in the 
bypass line was computed. Coincident with the pressure measurements, dis
charge measurements were taken for two gate positions by personnel of the 
United States Geological Survey at the highway bridge downstream from the 
dam. These measurements allowed the establishment of the relationship 
betwe·en the discharge and the pressure differential. The discharge was then 
computed for each position from the calculated pressure differentials. 

FORT PATRICK HENRY 

Model studies of Fort Patrick Henry Dam were conducted to develop a 
satisfactory design for the apron, to study other features of piers, apron, and 
training wall design, to develop a gate operating schedule, to study approach 
flow conditions, and to study flood flows in the downstream channel. Satis
factory operation for all discharges up to the maximum of 145,000 cubic feet 
per second was desired for a tailwater range from the elevation 1190 to 1229 
Dnd a headwater range from elevation 1258 to 1263. 
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Development of spillway apron 

The purpose of these model tests was to develop an apron of simple design 
which would provide good operating conditions without erosion that would 
endanger the structure. The studies embraced all foreseeable operating con
ditions. 

Two models were built. One was at a scale of 1:50 to develop the basic 
dimensions of the apron and the other was at a scale of 1:112.5 to study the 
overall operation of the structure with respect to the other adjacent structures 
und the site topography. 

Description of models.-Tests for the basic design of the apron were made 
on the 5-bay 1: 50-scale model shown in figure 364. The gates were arranged 
so that they could be opened individually or uniformly. The model was con
structed to facilitate changing the apron. A movable bed of %-inch gravel 
was placed downstream from the apron. The model was placed next to the 
glass wall of the flume to allow viewing and photographing the action of the 
water on the apron and the movable bed. 

The basic apron design was refined and the operation of the project as a 
whole was studied on the 1:112.5 scale model shown in figure 365. This model 
encompassed 2,200 feet of the topography upstream from the dam and 4,700 
feet downstream. The spillway, powerhouse, tailrace channel, and downstream 
islands were reproduced. The topography was molded of concrete. For cer
tain tests where the erosion characteristics of the banks and the river bed 
were desired a sand-cement erosion bed was placed downstream from the apron. 
A gravel erosion bed was used when bank erosion was not a major factor. 

Tests on the 1: 50-scale model.-The tests on the 1: 50 scale model showed 
that for uniformly distributed discharges good operation was obtained with a 
horizontal apron at elevation 1182.5 with a plain, sloping end sill 7.5 feet high 
located 160 feet below the base line of the dam and with twenty-four 5- by 7.5-
by 7.5-foot baffle blocks located 115 feet below the base line. To ensure sat
isfactory operation for single bay openings or for nonuniform gate operation, 
certain operating restrictions were found necessary. 

FIGURE 364.-Fort Patrick Henry-spillway 1: 50-scale model, 

HYTilL\rLTC' :unnEL ~TFiliE~ 

FlGl'RE 365.-Fort l'atrick Henry--dam and tailrace 1: 7 7 2 .. )-scale model. 

FIGURE 366.-Fort Patrick Henry-adopted apron with 147,400 cubic feet 
per second discharge, 1: 50-scale model. 
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PLAN 

RIGHT SID£ 
ELEVATION 

COORDINATES OF 
BLOCK CURVE 

X y 

0.0 0.500 
0./ 0.349 
0.2 0.263 
0.3 0.200 
0.4 0.161 
0.5 0.128 
0.75 0.072 
1.0 0.043 
1.5 0.016 
2.0 0.008 
3.0 0.0 

FIGURE 367.-Fort Patrick· Henry-adopted baf!le block details-spillway. 
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FIGURE 368.-Fort Patrick Henry-erosion profiles at toe of apron 
for sand-cement erosion bed. 
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Approximately 68 apron designs were tested and the relative effectiveness 
of each evaluated by measuring the amount of erosion in the gravel bed and 
the wave heights downstream from the apron, and by noting the sensitiveness 
of the operation to changes in tailwater depth. It was assumed that, if there 
was any marked tendency toward erosion in the movable bed, the corresponding 
rock in the prototype would also be eroded. The experimental data were ob
tained by making surveys of the erosion in the movable bed, by still and motion 
photographs, and by visual observations. 

The three basic apron types tested on the 1: 50 scale model were a horizontal 
apron and end sill, a stepped apron with end sill, and a horizontal apron with 
baffle blocks and end sill. A satisfactory horizontal apron and end sill design 
was exclusively long while the most satisfactory stepped apron design was 
very sensitive to tailwater fluctuations. For the adopted apron, the operation 
of which is shown in figure 366, the sides of the blocks were curved in plan 
view. The details of the block are shown in figure 367. This was done to 
minimize the possibility of cavitation damage by eliminating the sharp corner. 
Pressures on all exposed sides of the baffle piers were obtained for various gate 
operating conditions to provide loading data for structural design. 

Tests on the 1:112.5 scale model.-The apron developed on the 1:50 scale 
model was duplicated on the 1:112.5 scale model. Erosion studies were made 
by using gravel and also a sand-cement mixture for the erodible bed. For 
these studies the mix consisted of 1 part by weight aluminous cement _to 100 
parts sand plus small quantities of additives. The erosion studies showed that 
the training walls did not have to extend above tailwater elevation but would 
give satisfactory operation with the tops at elevation 1195. Figure 368 shows 
the erosion resulting from tests at four discharges for a high training wall 
scheme and the adopted low wall design. Use of the lower training wall neces
sitated two features not required for a high wall design-on the right the 
use of a nose projecting toward the tailrace channel to prevent the formation 
of a high local velocity around the right corner of the apron, and the use of 
a sloping end sill as shown in figure 368. The adopted design is shown in 

SECTION ON CENTERLINE OF BAY .J 

FIGURE 369.-Fort Patrick Henry-adopted apron and spillway. 
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FtGUllE 3i0.-Fort Patrick Henry-erosion in sund-conent b··d after co11sccutit•e 
operation at 40,600 cubic feet per second and 65,300 cubic feet per srcond -
1:112.5 model. 

figure 369. Figure 370 shows the model erosion produced after consecutive 
operation at 40,600 cubic feet per second and 65,300 cubic feet per second. 
Poor flow conditions were noted around the powerhouse corner on the spillway 
side when a square corner was used. This was remedied by providing a 4-foot 
chamfer on this corner. 

Piers a:rod spray walls 

To provide data for the design of the piers and spray walls, water-surface 
profiles and pressures were obtained. Water-surface profiles were taken along 
the right spray wall'for maximum discharge for (a) only bay 1 open and (b) 
all bays open. Pressures were measured on the right pier and on both sides 
of the first inteimediate pier for the same two flow conditions. 

Approad1 excavation 

The left abutment and spillway were located and positioned so that a por
tion of spillway bay 5 was placed below the original ground level. This re
quired t]mt part of the left bank upstream be excavated to provide satisfactory 
approach flow. The 1:112.5 scale model was used to determine the minimum 
excavation required to provide good flow conditions without loss of spillway 
capacity. 

Flood channel improvements 

Several large and small vegetated islands occupied the flood channel to the 
left of the excavated tailrace channel. Operation of the 1: 112.5 scale model 
showed that certain of these islands would have to be removed as they pro
vided an undesirable channel constriction even at low spillway discharges. As 
the left floodway channel may eventually be overgrown with vegetation, con
sideration was given to the effect that such growth might have upon flood 
flows. It was found that no noticeable adverse effects occurred when the left 
channel was allowed to be covered with vegetation. 
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Wave heights 

The turbulent flow from the apron produced waves in the river channel 
downstream. Knowledge of the height and frequency of these waves was 
required to determine the proper design of riprap protection for_ the river 
banks. Wave heights were measured on the 1: 112.5 scale model with a wave 
probe to which was applied a carrier frequency of 2,000 cycles per second 
which was amplitude-modulated by the movement of the_ w~ter sur~ace on 
the probe. An oscilloscope was use.t t·: pr~~ent the modulatiOn m g;raphic form 
and a permanent record was obtained by photography. The maximum :waves 
occurred at station 2+80 on the right bank for a discharge of 5,600 cubic feet 
per second through the powerhouse and 144,200 cubic feet per second over the 
spillway. They were 5 to 6 feet high a1~d h::d a frequency of 2 to 3 seconds. 

Gate operating restrictions 

Random or unsymmetrical operation of th2 spillway gates can result in 
detrimental operation and serious scour.. The 1: 50 ~ca~e. model was used to 
determine the maximum allowable opemng for an mdividual gate and the 
maximum gate-opening differential hetween adjacent gates to prevent scour 
at the toe of the apron. The maximum gate-opening differ_ential was found 
to vary with the gate opening and was 1 foot for gate openmgs up_ to 1 foot, 
2 feet for gate positions from 1 to 5 feet, and 5 feet for all gate openmgs above 
5 feet. . 

The 1:112.5 scale model was used to determine the proper gate-opemng 
sequence, which was found to be in the order of gates 4, 2, 5, 1, and 3: Bay 3 
should be med for a short time for the removal of trash when a Wide. ~pen 
gate is required. A photographic reco~d wa~ o_btaine~ o~ th~ flow. conditiOns 
for the various gate arrangements possible withm the limitations_ given ll;b?ve. 
This will be used in establishing operating schedules under special conditiOns 
in the future. 

Spillway rating 
A preliminary rating was prepared by using da:ta obta~n~d on the 1: 112.5 

scale model. Since this project will normally provide a mmimum fl~w for the 
downstream water users, more accurate data for small gate open~ngs were 
required. These data w~re obtained from a_1: 15 scale model ?f a smgle bay. 
On this model accurate discharges were obtamed for gate opemngs of 0.3 foot 
below crest level crest level, and 1, 2, 3, and 5 feet above crest for the two 
conditions of adj~cent bays closed and adjacent bays open. 

Minor design studies 

During the course of construction the laboratory was called upon to evalu~te 
the effect of three design modification proposals submitted by the constructiOn 
forces. These proposals were (a) to spoil the tailrace channel excavated mate
rial along the left side of the islands, (b) to leave a concrete cofferdam key on 
the apron at the centerline of bay 2, and (c) to leave t~e first-s~age upstream 
cofferdam in place in front of the powe_rhouse and sp1llway w1th a 100-foot 
breach in it. These proposals were studied on the 1: 112.5 scale model. Flow 
conditions in each case were found to be satisfactory. 



APPENDIX D 

PERSONNEL 

This appendix is comprised of: (1) the organizational structure of TVA 
with names and titles of organization heads as of March 1957; (2) a listing of 
personnel whose responsibility placed them in policymaking or other key posi
tions during construction of the Upper Holston projects; and (3) schedules 
giving labor classifications and hourly rates of pay during alternate years of 
the construction program. 

Organization, March 1957 
The organizational structure of TVA as of March 1957 is shown by the top 

chart of figure 371, and the names and titles of the persons holding the top 
organizational positions at that time are as follows: 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Herbert D. Vogel, Chai1·man 
Harry A. Curtis, Director Raymond R. Paty, Director 

GENERAL CouNSEL 

Joseph C. Swidler 

OFFICE OF GENERAL MANAGER 

Aubrey J. Wagner, General Manager 

BUDGET STAFF 

L. J. Van Mol, 

INFORMATION STAFt' 

Paul L. Evans, Director 
Chief Budget Officer WASHINGTON STAFF 

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS 
AND EcoNOMICS STAFF 

Marguerite Owen, 
Washington Representative 

L. L. Durisch, 
Public Administration Analyst 

OFFICE OF ENGINEERING 

Geo. K. Leonard, Chief Engineer 

DIVISION OF WATER 
CONTROL PLANNING 

Reed A. Elliot, Chief 

DIVISION OF DESIGN 

R. A. Monroe, 
Chief Design Engineer 

Water Control Planning 
Engineer 

DIVISION OF CONSTRUCTION 

Henry T. Lofft, Chief 
Construction Engineer 

OFFICE OF POWER 

G. 0. Wessenauer, 
Manager of Power 
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ORGANIZATION OF THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

H OIYISIOH OF I PERSONNEL 

H DIVISION Of l LAW 

H DIVISIOH Of l FINANCE 

H DtVISIOtiOf l 
PAOPERTl' AND SUPPU 

DIVISION OF l MATERIALS 

I BOARD Of DIRECTORS -l 
I 
I 

l OffiCE Of THE 

I GENERAL t.4ANAGER 

I 
I 

OHICE Of OFFICE OF 

ENGINEERING POWER 

DIVISION OF DIVISIOII Of 
WAT£R CONTROL PLANNING POWER UTILIZATION 

DIVISION Of 

OIYISIONOFOESIGN 
POWER SUPPLY 

DIVISION OF 
POWER OPERATIONS 

DIVISION OF 
CONSTRUCTION DIVISION OF 

POWER ENGINEERING 
AND CONSTRUCTION 

OFFICE OF ENGINEERING 
OI~ISIONS Or (NGINHIIING .-.NO CONSTRUCTION 

CHIEf ENGINEER 

CONSULTANTS 

GENERAL COUNS[L l 

I 
OFfiCE Of 

CHEMICAL ENGIN[[RI!lG 

OIYISION OF 
CHEioiiCAL DEVELOPt.IENT 

DIVISION OF 
CHEMICAL OPERATIONS 

OFFICE OF THE 
CHIEF ENGINEER 

1 
DIVISION Of ir 

AGRIC_ULTURALRELATIONS 

I OIVISIOH Of } 
FORESTRY RELATIONS 

I DIVISIONOF ~ 
H£ALTH AND SAfETY 

I 
DIVISIONOF ~ 

NAVIGATION AND LOCAL 
rLOOD RrLATIONS 

I DIVISION OF }-
RESERVOIR PROPERTIES 

OECO.IBER 6.19~3 

FIGURE 3il.-Organization-TV A and office of engineerin~+ 
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DIVISION OF PoWER UTILIZATION 

J. E. Watson, Director 

DIVISION OF POWER OPERATIONS 

C. L. Karr, Director 

DIVISION OF POWER SUPPLY 

R. A. Kampmeier, Director 

DIVISION OF POWER 
ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION 

W. W. Woodruff, Director 

OFFICE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

Charles H. Young, Manager 
of Chemical Engineering 

DIVISION OF CHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT 

John H, Walthal, Director 

DIVISION OF CHEMICAL OPERATIONS 

Stewart A. Harvey, Director 

DIVISIONS NOT GROUPED INTO OFFICES 

DIVISION OF PERSONNEL 

E. A. Shelley, Director 

DIVISION OF LAW 

Joseph C. Swidler, 
General Counsel 

DIVISION OF FINANCE 

Gifford Cruze, 
Comptroller 

DIVISION OF );'ROPERTY AND SUPPLY 

Ashford Todd, Jr., Directot· 

DIVISION OF 
AGRICULTURAL RELATIONS 

Leland G. Allbaugh, Director 

DIVISION OF HEALTH AND SAFETY 

0. M. Derryberry, Director 

DIVISION OF MATERIALS 

Paul Fahey, Director 

DIVISION (,)F FORESTRY RELATIONS 

Richard' Kilbourne, Director 

DIVISION OF NAVIGATION 
AND LOCAL FLOOD RELATIONS 

J. Porter Taylor, Director 

DIVISION OF RESERVOIR PROPERTIES 

J. Ed Campbell, Director 

Organization, construction period 

Following is a listing of personnel whose responsibility placed them in policy
making or other key positions in the TV A organization from January 1942 to 
January 1954, the overall period-including the shutdown during World War 
II-during which the Upper Holston projects were built. Although the or
ganizational structure upon completion of the Upper Holston projects was the 
same as that of March 1957 (figure 371), various organizational changes oc
curred during the construction period and these . changes are noted in the 
listing. · 

That part of the list covering the Office of Engineering and its Divisions of 
Planning, Design, and Construction is more comprehensive because these divi
sions planned, designed, and built the projects. It is regretted that space does 
not permit listing all persons who were identified with the project. The or
ganizational structure of the Office of Engineering is shown by the bottom 
chart of figure 371. . , . 

Project personnel relations are discussed in chapter 6,.'~Construction," be
cause of their close association with construction operations. 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

David E. Lilienthal, 
Chairman, until November 1946 

Gordon R. Clapp, 
Chairman, after November 1946 

Harcourt A. Morgan, 
Directm·, until 

James P. Pope, 
Director, until 

May 1951 
Raymond R. Paty, 
Director, after 

July 1952 

May 1948 
Harry A. Curtis, 
Director, after 

February 1949 
GE:XERAL Cou~sEt 

William C. Fitts, Jr., until December 1944 
Thomas J. Griffin, Acting, until December 1945 

Joseph C. Swidler, after December 1945 

OFFICE OF THE GENERAL MANAGER 

Gordon R. Clapp, until November 1946 
George F. Gant, until April 1951 

John Oliver, after AJ?ril1951 

BuDGET STAn· 

A. J. Wagner, Ass1stant, 
after September 1951 

E. A. Ackerman, Assistant, 
. after August 1952 

lNFORi\IATION STAFF 

Paul W. Ager, until November 1946 
John Oliver, until April1951 
John H. Clark, until January 1954 
Louis J. Van Mol, after January 1954 

W. L. Sturdevant, until July 1952 
PaulL. Evans, Assistant, after June 

1951, Director, after July 1952 

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS AND EcoNOMICS STAFI<~t 

L. L. Durisch 
S. H. Robock 

DIVISION OF PERSONNEL 

I George F. Gant, Director, until November 1946 
Harry L. Case, Director, after November 1946; 

Assistant to, after July 1942 
Louis J. Van Mol, Assistant, April1952 

to February 1954 
Franklin Pitcher, Personnel Officer 

Richard 0. Niehoff, Administrative and 
Educational Relations Officer 

PERSONNEL SERVICES 

1 (after October 1953) 
CLASSIFICATION 

f (until December 1942) 
PERSONNEL SERVICES STAFF 

(until February 1947) 
STANDARDS AND ANALYSIS 

(until October 1953) 
Carl L. Richey, 

until February 1943 
John E. Conway, 

until July 1948 
Louis J. Van Mol, 

until April 1952 
Bryant W. Ruthven, 

after April 1952 ----

LABOR RELATIONS 

(after October 1953) 
PERSONNEL RELATIONS 

(until October 1953) 
Edwin B. Shultz 
TRAINING AND 

EDUCATIONAL RELATIONS 

(until October 1953) 
Malcolm G. Little, 

until October 1943 
W. J. McGlothlin, 

until September 1948 
Mildred Teasley, Acting 

Chief, until February 1952 
Richard 0. Niehoff, 

until October 1953 
1 Government Relations and Economics Staff was incorporated into General Manager's Office 

in December 1953. 
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF PERSONNEL OFFICER 

(until January 1947) 

PERSONNEL OFFICE 

(until October 1953) 
EMPLOYMENT 

(after October 1953) 
George Slover, until September 1944 

Glenn A. Dooley, until March 1952 
E. A. Shelley, after March 1952 

UPPER HOLSTON PROJECTS 
AREA PERSONNEL OFFICER 

R. H. Boyd, until December 1942 
W. N. Rogers, until January 1951 
H. Jack Milnes, after January 1951 

DIVISION OF LAW 

William C. Fitts, Jr., 
General Counsel, until December 1944 

Thomas J. Griffin, 
Acting, until December 1945 

Joseph C. Swidler, 
General Counsel, 

after December 1945 
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Joseph C. Swidler, Solicitor, H. James Hitching, Assistant 
until June 1943 General Counsel, until 

Thomas J. Griffin, Solicitor, November 1944 
until July 1953 Charles J. McCarthy, Assistant 

Charles J. McCarthy, Solicitor, General Counsel, until 
after July 1953 July 1953 

Robert H. Marquis, Assistant 
General Counsel, after 
March 1947 

Thomas A. Pedersen, Assistant 
General Counsel, after 
July 1953 

DIVISION OF FINANCE1 

E. Arnold Sunstrom, Comptroller, 
until December 1951 

Gifford G. Cruze, Comptroller, 
after December 1951; Assistant after 

March 1946; Assistant to, after 
September 1945 

Glenn P. Smith, Assistant, until September 1945 
Newton B. Dicks, A.~sistant to, after February 1953 

Lloyd G. Pease, Administrative Officer 

TREASURY 

W. H. Raudenbush, Staff Accountant 
R. E. Allen, Classification Accountant 
Homer L. Cooper, Reports Accountant 

AUDITING 

H. K. Robinson A. J. Robertson 
CHEMICAL ACCOUNTING 

J. E. Brabham 
CENTRAL ACCOUNTING 

W. A. Jensen, until January 1944 
Gifford Cruze, until September 1945 
W. H. Raudenbush, until February 

1953 
D. W. Lackey, after February 1953 

POWER ACCOUNTING 

Glenn P. Smith, until September 
1945 

H. S. Carpenter, until January 1951 
Boyd N. Peterson, Acting, after 

January 1951 

' Effective February 1953, the Division of Finance consists of the Office of Comptroller which 
includes Procedures, Account Classification, and Reports. Staffs, and the f'!llowmg )>~ancheo: 
Central Accounting, Chemical Accounting, Power Accounting, Plant Accounting, Aud1bnw, and 
Treasury, 
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PLANT ACCOUNTING 

(after February 1953) 

PROPERTY RECORDS 

(until February 1953) 
W. J. Pollock, until May 1943 

Paul Fahey, until September 1952 
L. L. Laughlin, after September 1952 

CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTING 

Paul Fahey, until September 1952 
George P. Eberle, after January 1953 

DIVISION OF PROPERTY AND SUPPLY' 

John I. Snyder, Director 
Ashford Todd, Jr., Assistant Director, 

Assistant to, until January 1953 
Rufus J. Partain, Administrative Officer 

Land 

John I. Snyder, Chief, until September 1944 
George M. Baker, Chief, after September 1944 

E. W. Cowling, Jr., Assistant Chief, until 
. February 1943 

Robert J. Coker, Assistant, after September 1944 
R. J. Partain, Assistant to, until September 1944 

SUPERVISOR OF TITLES 

Leo L. Cole, Jr., 
until September 1944 

John R. Perry, after 
September 1944 

SUPERVISOR 
OF APPRAISALS 

(after December 1945) 
BOARD OF 

APPRAISAL AND REVIEW 

(until December 1945) 
W. E. Sanford 
Wm. D. Blackwell, 

until December 1945 
Joe L. Burdette, 

until August 1944 
J. C. White, untjl 

January 1945 · 

CHIEF TITLE EXAMINER 

Harold .Curry, 
until May 1943 

W. H. Robinson, 
after August 1946 

SUPERVISOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE 

SERVICES 

T. H. Kenan 

UPPER HOLSTON PROJECTS 

Jack W. Hind, Chief 
until May 1943 

E. W. Cowling, Jr., 
after May 1943 

SUPERVISOR OF BUYING 

Leroy F. Simons 

CENTRAL DISTRICT 

Leroy F. Simons 

WESTERN DISTRICT 

John W. Newman 

EASTERN DISTRICT 
Robert J. Coker 

CHIEF APPRAISER CHIEF LAND BUYER 

Robert A. Jones W. L. Sullins, 
until May 1942 

Jesse Ware, 
until May 1943 

R. H. Kempster, 
after August 1946 

1 Division established September 1944 incorporated as branches under it the former divisions 
Of 'Land, Materials, •.nd Office Service. Effective December 1953 the Materials Branch was made 
a Division of Materials. 
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Materials' 

Charles H. Garity, Chief, until April 1944 
W. J. Hagan, Jr., Chief, until December 1947 

R. M. Mills, Chief, until August 1952 
Paul Fahey, Chief, after August 1952 

John L. Neely, Jr., Assistant, until February 1950 
L. B. Rockwell, Assistant, after February 1950 

J. C. Prugh, Assistant to, January 1948 to May 1949 
H. B. Hendrix, Assistant to, after August 1952 

Julien W. Campbell, Administrative Officer 
Alice M. Shea, Administrative Services 

GENERAL PROCUREMENT 

W. J. Hagan, Jr., 
until April 1944 

J. E. Jernigan, 
until November 1945 

James H. Cheston, 
until June 1947 

R. M. Mills, 
until December 1948 

John L. Neely, Jr., 
until February 1950 

L. B. Rockwell, 
after Febr~ary 1950 
(until January 1945) 

0. F. Wasmansdorff, 

CONTRACTS 

(until July 1942) 
R. M. Mills, 

until July 1944 
James H. Cheston, 

after July 1944 

PROCUREMENT ANALYST 

John L. Neely, Jr., 
until December 1948 

James H. Cheston, 
until February 1950 

Harold B. Hendrix, 
after February 1950 

SALES AND TRANSFER 

A. M. Anderson 

CONTRACTS 
ENFORCEMENT 

(until October 1950) 
J. F. Hagood, 

until August 1945 
P. B. Bruce, 

after August 1945 

Office Service 

Charles E. Lex, Jr., Chief 
R. M. Jones, Jr., Assistant, 

after November 1948 
H. J ervey Kelly, Assistant, 

until July 1947 
H. F. Gough, Assistant to, 

until February 1946 and 
after August 1947 

TRAFFIC 

John L. Neely, Jr., 
until January 1945 

L. B. Rockwell, 
until February 1950 

J. Edwin Daugherty, 
after February 1950 

COAL PROCUREMENT 

R. M. Claytor 

SPECIFICATIONS 

(until October 1950) 
R. M. Mills, 

until July 1942 
A. R. Holbrook, 

until August 1948 
Drury Bagwell, 

after August 1948 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 

L. G. Payne 
OFFICE METHODS 

Charles 0. Libbey 

WESTERN DISTRICT 

S. Paul Lewis 
CENTRAL DISTRICT 

T. R. Claxton 
EASTERN DISTRICT 

W. L. Hooff, Jr. 

OFFICE OPERATIONS 

(until November 1948) 
J. Gordon Reid, 

until May 1942 
Paul W. Swenson, 

until July 1943 
R. M. Jones, Jr., 

until November 1948 

SPACE AND COMMUNICATIONS 

(until July 1943) 
Alan Richardson, 

until August 1942 
R. M. Jones, Jr., 

until July 1943 

1 Effective December 1953 the Materials Branch of the Division of Property and Supply wa• 
made a Division of Materials. 

r . 
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Transportation' 
George H. Irish, Chief 

Charles H. Hudson, Assistrwt 
W. B. Berner, AdministTative SeYviees 

WESTERN DISTRICT 

John A. Heffernan 
CENTRAL DISTRICT 

R. Bruce Yates 

OFFICE 01<' ENGINEERING 

. Theo?ore B. Parker, 
Chwf Engmeer, until June 1943 

C. E. Blee, 
Chief Enginee1·, after June 1943 
R. A. Monroe, Assistant, until 
September .1945; Assistant to, 

until June 1943 
Harry Wiersema, Assistant to, 

after May 1942 

EASTERN DISTRICT 

Thomas J. Hoskins 

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS 
AND REPORTS 

CONSULTANTS 

W. H. McAlpine 
BUDGETS, ESTIMATES, 

AND PERSONNEL 
Van Court Hare 
G. E. Tomlinson, 

until May 1942 
after April1946, 
until October 1946 

W. A. Chalkley, 
until June 1943 

R. L. Forshay, 
October 1943 
until September 1944 

John C. Voorhees, 
until June 1951 

Jack W. Hind, 
after August 1949 

0. N. Floyd, 
until November 1944 

W. F. Prouty, 
until June 1949 

J. L. Savage 
W. F. Uhl 
L. C. Glenn, 

until January 1951 
C. P. Berkey 
A. B. Cleaves, 

after July 1953 

B. B. Brier 
A. B. Wilkinson 
E. R. Brabham 
W. N. Rogers, 

after January 1953 

DIVISION OF WATER CONTROl. PI.ANNING 

Sherman M. Woodward, 
Chief WateT ContTol Planning Enginee1·, 

until April1943 
James S. Bowman, 

Chief WateT ContTol Planning EngineeY, 
after April 1943; Assistant, until April 1943 

W. A. Bowmaster, Assistant to, after January 
1949; Administmtive Assistant, until January 19MJ 

HYDRAULIC DATA 

Albert S. Fry 
Van Court Hare, 

until June 1942 
G. N. Burrell, 

until December 1945 
D. Charlton, 

until January 1948 
G. H. Hickox, 

until January 1948 
J. H. Wilkinson 
Ritchey Hume, 

after June 1942 
B. E. Morriss, 

until September 1942 
J. E. Goddard, 

until Jan. 1941, 
after December 194fi 

James Smallshaw 
LeRoy Engstrom 

PROJECT PLANNING 

Reed A. Elliot, 
after July 1946 

L. H. Clouser, 
until February 1946 

Arthur Schweir, 
until June 1945 

C. W. Okey, 
until January 1945 

G. K. Leonard, 
November 1944 to 
July 1946 

W. L. Voorduin, 
until November 1944 

W. R. Chambers, 
until March 1943 

G. W. Hamilton 
D. H. Mattern 

1 This section was given Branch status under Division of 
March 1950. 

MAPS AND SURVEYS 

R. E. Frierson 
Ned H. Sayford, 

until February 1952 
G. D. Whitmore, 

until September 1945 
P. F. Meredith, 

until May 1942 
J. F. Barksdale, 

until August 1946 
C. Shalibo 
F. W. Truss, 

until November 1945 
H. J. Kelly, 

until June 1942 
Paul Morris 
C. C. Miner, 

until November 1944 
W. B. Jackson 
C. M. DuBois, 

until April 1951 
Property and Supply, effective 

1 
! 

PERSONNEL 

FLOOD CONTlWL AND DRAIN.\GE 

Joseph H. Kimhall, 
until January 194.) 

C. W. Okey, 
after January 1945 

E. J. Rutter 
IUVER CONTIWL 

N. W. Bowden 

!'OWE!{ STUDIES 

Ilana M. Wood 
Reed A. Elliot, 

until July 1946 
Julian Hinton 

GEOLOGY 

B. C. Moneymaker 
L. F. Grant 
John M. Kellberg 

DIVISION OF DESIGN 

George R. Rich, 
Chief Design Engineer, until August 1945 

R. A. Monroe, 
Chief Design Engineer, after August 1945 
W. B. Allen, Assistnnt, until January HJ4H; 

Assistant to, until April 1943 
W. C. Boop, Assistant to, after February 194!! 

J. C. Voorhees, Priorities, after June 19fi1 

Technical Staff 
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CIVIL ENGINEERING 

Ross M. Riegel, 
ELECTRICAL 

ENGINEERING 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING 

until October 1951 
A. A. Meyer., 

after October 1951 

MATERIALS 
ENGINEERING 

P. J. Freeman, 
until August 1951 

G. I. Teasley, 
after August 1951 

Raymond A. Hopkins 
Richard E. Behnke, 

until August 1945 
C. W. Bohner, 

until December 1944 
STRUCTURAL STEEL, 

HEAVY EQUIPMENT, AND 
BRIDGE ENGINEERING' 

K. C. Roberts, 
until December 1946 

G. P. Palo, 
after December 1946 

J. F. Roberts, 
until October 1942 

H. J. Petenen, 
after October 1942 

C. L. Norris 

ARCHITECTURE 

H. B. Tour 
R. J. Mock, February 

1948 to April 1950 
F. G. Roth, February 

1948 to January 1952 
R. H. Owens, 

after January 1952 
HIGHWAYS' 

Frank W. Webster 
RAILROAD' 

J. B. Sullivan, 
until April1944 

0. Hoebel, 
J. E. Moreland, 

until August 1942 
Erwin Harsch 

until Decerr:ber 1944 
Hugo Colditz, 

after March 1945 

until December 1947 
Frank W. Webster, 

after December 1947 
Hugo Colditz, 

after March 1945 
HIGHWAY AND RAILROAD BRIDGES" 

K. C. Roberts 
Administrative 

W. C. Boop, until December 1942 
E. F. Newman, until August 1945 
W. C. Boop, until February 1949 

B. C. Erskine, after February 1949 
Project Staff 

M. L. Dickenson, until May 1944 
F. E. Junior, until March 1945 

Hugo Colditz, until March 1945 

1 This staff section added in November 1945. 
2 This staff section was added in March 1942, and combined under Highway and Railroad in 

January 1948. 
• This staff section was added in August 1942 and combined under Structural Steel. Heavy 

Equipment, and Bridge Engineering in November 1945. 
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ARCHITECTLTHAL 

H. B. Tour 
H. H. Ostrander 
R. H. Owens 
J. R. Passaneau 
G. R. Bowman 
T. B. Minton 
R. T. Case 
L. V. Gibney 

ELECTRICAL 

S. Kvaven 
H. M. Osmun 
E. S. Haynes 
V. K. Yagodkin 
L. R. Sellers 
H. W. Bowen, 

until December 1951 
E. R. Snyder 
R. M. Alspaugh 
A. M. MeN erney 
E. R. Einfalt 
R. R. Lewis 
W. Paynter, Jr. 
P. J. Rugg 
H. W. Westby 
F. J. O'Brien 
J. C. Ebersole 
C. V. Poling 
C. H. Mock 
J. A. Akerman 
C. McCord 
E. Corneliussen 
R. C. Nix 
L. F. Rhodes 

Design Branches 

R. H. Leech 
R. F. Tiry 
C. 0. White 
C. H. Glaze 

CIVIL 

A. A. Meyer 
G. P. Palo, until December 1946 
W. F. Emmons 
B. H. Arneberg, until December 1953 
0. Lavik 
W. N. Calvert 
C. R. Marks, until September 1945 
W. R. Barrows, until June 1947 
F. P. Lacy, Jr. 
0. H. Raine 
W. W. Engle 
E. E. Clarridge 
C. D. Durfee 
A. Grini 
J. W. Smith 
F. E. Bosland 
H. B. Henry 
R. C. Brown 

MECIIA~ICAL 

H. J. Petersen 
R. M. Gardner 
C. L. Norris 
J. R. Parrish 
R. E. Lyon 
M.A. Bryant 
C. W. Bolieau 
B. S. Montgomery 
R. M. Stewart 

STRUCTURAL STEEL, HEAVY EQUIPMENT, 
AND BRIDGES 

J. I. Givens 
M. M. Williamson 
C. E. Schiding K. C. Roberts, 

until December 1946 
R. D. Hunter 

G. P. Palo, after December 1946 
W. R. Mathews 

W. M. Dexter 
L. W. Snyder 

E. M. Titus HIGHWAY AND RAILROAD--FIELD 

N. E. Way 
E. Scroggie 
R. W. Mabe, until April 1943 

E. M. Arnold, until September 1945 
A. E. Rush, until August 1946 
S. L. Breeden, until February 1948 

DRAFTING AND SERVICE 

F. W. Ray 
T. Benson 
Joe McNew 
Roy L. Akard 
Fred E. Woods 
Frank E. Delaney 
Benton McKeehan 
Guy Jett 

Service Branches 
INSPECTION AND TESTING 

P. J. Freeman, 
until August 1951 

F. W. Groh, 
until July 1945 

G. I. Teasley, 
after August 1951 

W. Nixon 
D. G. Bagwell 

CO~TRACTS A~D SPECIFICATIONS 

J. H. Cheston, 
until February 1942 

H. Carpenter, 
after February 1942, 
until January 1945 

R. E. Gibson, 
after January 1945 

DIVISION OF CONSTRUCTION 

A. L. Pauls, 
Chief Construction Engineer, until August 1945 

Geo. K. Leonard, 
Chief Construction Engineer, after January 1950 
Glenn A. Dooley, Assistant to, after March 1952 
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Watauga Dam Construction 

J. B. Hays, Project Manager, until January 1943 
Geo. K. Leonard, Project Manager, after July 1946 

H. T. Lofft, Construction Engineer, until January 1943 
Oren Reed, Construction Engineer, after July 1946 

E. H. Morgan, Assistant Construction Engineer, until January 1943 
S. N. Smith, Assistant Construction Engineer, after January 1948 

A. E. Rush, Highways, after August 1946 
E. F. Biggs, Construction Superintendent, until November 1942 

E. C. McClenagan, Construction Superintendent, after July 1946 
D. C. Morris, Assistant Construction Superintendent, until November 1942 

Jack McKamey, Assistant Construction Superintendent, until January 1948 
Paul Jones, Assistant Construction Superintendent, after January 1948 

W. D. Simpson, Assistant Construction Superintendent, until February 1949 
Carl Sparks, Reservoir Clearance Superintendent, after July 1946 

MATERIALS ENGINEERING 

F. H. Kellogg, until January 1943 
H. J. Corwin, until January 1043 
E. A. McDougle, 

until January 1943 
W. D. Nowlin, 

until November 1947 
E. A. McDougle, 

after November 1947 
G. E. Thomas, until March 1949 

OFFICE ENGINEERING 

L. 0. Hopkins, until January 1943 
James D. Flagg, until June 1949 
Sivert E. Olsen, 

after January 1947 

FIELD ENGINEERING 

W. T. Webb, until January 1943 
W. J. Bond, until January 1943 
H. W. Watkins, until January 1943 
S. N. Smith, until January 1948 
George Kimmons, after January 1948 

INSPECTION' 

W. C. Dickens, until January 1943 
E. E. Boudman, after January 1943 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

R. E. Sears, until September 1949 

CONSTRUCTION 

E. Snoddy, General Foreman, until January 1943 
E. Lee Akard, Assistant General Electrical Foreman, until January 1943 

A. C. Cooper, Assistant Master Mechanic, until January 1943 
D. H. Roby, General Mechanical Foreman, after July 1946 

Blake Taylor, General Steamfitter Foreman, after August 1946 
W. T. McCloud, General Structural Steel Foreman, until December 1942 

R. L. Ross, General Structural Steel Foreman, after August 1946 
R. R. Cooper, General Electrical Foreman, until August 1947 

L. E. Hinkle, General Electrical Foreman, after September 1947 
Paul Jones, General Carpenter Foreman, until January 1948 

Harry Reeves, General Carpenter Foreman, after January 1948 
W. R. Foster, General Foreman, until February 1947 

J. M. Dillard, General Labor Foreman, until December 1942 
Paul Hall, General Labor Foreman, after January 1947 

M. L. Kelly, Assistant Tunnel Superintendent, until November 1942 

ACCOUNTING 

John E. Odell, Project Accountant, until April 1943 
C. L. Brownell, Project Accountant, after July 1946 

C. W. Allen, Jr., Costs, until April 1943 
S. C. O'Briant, Costs, after July 1946 

C. L. Dudley, Timekeeping, until December 1942 
C. F. Birchfield, Timekeeping, after July 1946 

Guy A. Montgomery, Warehouse, until November 1942 
W. W. McCutchen, Warehouse, after July 1946 

1 After July 1946, inspection was a function of materials and field engineering. 

r ,. 
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South Holston Dam Construction 

J. B. Hays, Project Manager, until April 1943 
Geo. K. Leonard, Project Manager, after July 1946 

W. K. Seaman, Project Manager, after January 1950 
H. T. Lofft, Construction Engineer, until April1943 
Oren Reed, Construction Engineer, after July 1946 

S. N. Smith, Const1·uction Engineer, after June 1950 
W. D. Lavers, Assistant Construction Engineer, until April1943 

A. E. Rush, Highways, after August 1946 
R. C. Perkins, Construction Superintendent, until April 1943 

E. C. McClenagan, Construction Superintendent, after July 1946 
R. F. Taylor, Assistant Construction Superintendent, until June 1950 

Paul Jones, Assistant Construction Superintendent, after June 1950 
W. D. Simpson, Assistant Construction Superintendent, after July 1946 

Charles Stiner, Assistant Construction Superintendent, after December 1948 
Fred Wadsworth, Assistant Construction Superintendent, after December 1948 

Carl Sparks, Reservoir Clearance Superintendent, after July 1946 

OFFICE ENGINEERING 

E. M. Bowles, until April 1943 
S. E. Olsen, after July 1946 

MATERIALS ENGINEERING 

H. J. Corwin, until April 1943 
E. A. McDougle, after July 1946 

FIELD ENGINEERING 

J. T. Hendricks, until September 1950 
W. L. Reid, after September 1950 

INSPECTION' 

W. C. Thompson, until April 1943 

CONSTRUCTION 

Wade Good, Master Mechanic, until April 1943 
D. H. Roby, General Mechanical Foreman, until September 1949 

V. E. Smith, General Mechanical Foreman, after July 1946 
Rlake Taylor, General Steamfittm· Foreman, until January 1950 

A. Hamby, Assistant General Steamfitter Foreman, after August 1948 
L. E. Hinkle, General Electrical Foreman, after July 1946 

R. L. Ross, General Structural Steel Foreman, after July 1946 
Harry Reeves, General Carpenter Foreman, after July 1946 

C. W. Wade, General Labor Foreman, after July 1946 

ACCOUNTING 

John E. Odell, Project Accountant, until April 1943 
C. L. Brownell, Project Accountant, after July 1946 

C. W. Allen, Jr., Costs, until April 1943 
S. C. O'Briant, Costs, until August 1950 

J. Paul Johnson, Costs, after August 1950 
H. H. McCurry, Timekeeping, after July 1946 
E. L. Weaver, Warehouse, until April 1943 

John R. Blake, Warehouse, after February 1948 

Boone and Fort Patrick Henry Dams Construction 

W. K. Seaman, Project Manager 
S. N. Smith, Construction Engineer 

Edward McClenagan, Construction Superintendent 
P. H. Jones, Assistant Construction Superintendent 

A. E. Rush, Highways 

EU;CTRICAL ENGINEERING 

F. W. Chandler 

OFFICE ENGINEERING 

S. E. Olsen 
C. 0. Sherfey 

INSPECTION 

K. W. Hall 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 

J. T. Hendricks 
Sam L. Breeden 

MATERIALS 
ENGINEERING 

E. A. McDougle 
Paul W. Allred 

t After July 1946, inspection was a function of materials and field engineering. 

l 
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CONSTRIJCTION 

Paul H. Hall, r;eueml Lahor Foreman 
L. E. Hinkle, General Electrical Foreman 

R. L. Ross, General Strul'fural Steel Foreman 
Harry J. Reeves, General Carpenter· Foreman 

V. E. Smith, Geneml Mechanical Foreman 
Carl H. Sparks, Reservoir Clearance Superintendent 
R. E. Anderson, Quarry and Tunnel General Foreman 

A. B. Hamby, General Steamjitte1· Foreman 
W. W. Main, General Mechanical Foreman 

ACCOUNTING 

C. L. Brownell, Accountant 
J. Paul Johnson, Cost Enginee1· 

Charles Jones, Accountant 
H. H. McCurry, Timekeeping 

John R. Blake, Property and Supply 

Construction Plant 
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R. T. Colburn, Construction Plant Engineer until October 1945 
R. E. Martin, Construction Plant Engineer,' until August 1948 

John F. Partridge, Construction Plant Engineer, until September 1953 
Lee M. Ragsdale, Const?"uction Plant Engineer, after September 1953 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING MATERIAL ENGINEERING 

T. S. Whitehou'se, until May 1943 D. W. Yambert, until June 1945 
J. C. Buchanan, after May 1943 P. A. Schwab, after June 1945 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 
A. F. Hedman, 

EQUIPMENT ADMINISTRATION 

0. W. Anderton 
until December 1945 

0. R. Bengston, COSTS 
after December 1945 

Hugh R. Kinzer 
C. Homer George 

Construction and Maintenance 
(Miscellaneous Construction) 

Thomas D. Lebby, until September 1951 
W. B. Richardson, after September 1951 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

L. R. Ancill, until May 1943 
A. J. Wardrep, after June 1946 

AREA SUPERINTENDENT 

Lee M. Ragsdale 

Reservoir Clearance 
(until June 1945) 

Howard E. Davis 
W. R. Holden, Administrator 

DIVISION OF REGIONAL STUDIES' 

H. K. Menhinick, Director, until September 1951 
T. B. Augur, Assistant to, until May 1950 
W. J. Hayes, Assistant to, after July 1947, 

Acting Director, after September 1951 
until April 1952 

GOVERNMENT 
RESEARCH' 

SITE PLANNING' 

0. H. Graves, 
ADMINISTRATIVE 

M. J. Rand, L. L. Durisch until April 1951 until March 1952 

1 Effective December 1953 the Division of Regional Studies was abolished and transfer was 
made of the Government Relation!ii and Economics Staffs to the General Manager's Office. 

2 Sections of Site Planning and Rt>creation transferred to the Division of Reservoir Properties 
April 1951. 

I . 
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ARCHITECTURE 

R. A. Wank, 
until September 1944 

R. J. Mock, 
until February 1948 

NAVIGATION AND 
TRANSPORTATION' 

C. T. Barker, 
until March 1946 

A. J. Wagner, 
until September 1951 

J. Porter Taylor, 
after September 1951 

RECREATION' 

C. A. Towne, 
until April 1946 

R. M. Howes, 
until April 1951 

URBAN COMMUNITY RELATIONS INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS' 

(until February 1948) (after December 1945) 
R. F. Leonard, W. K. McPherson, 

until February 1945 until September 1950 
A. J. Gray, after February 1945 S. H. Robock 

DIVISION OF HEALTH AND SAFETY 

E. L. Bishop, Director, until March 1951 
0. M. Derryberry, Director, after July 1951; 

Assistant, until March 1951; 
Acting Director, after March 1951 

F. E. Gartrell, Assistant, after March 1951 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

HYGIENE 
MALARIA CONTROL 

R. B. Watson, 
OCCUPATIONAL 

HEALTH 

C. M. Davidson 
SAFETY 

H. H. Hayes 
UPPER HOLSTON 

SAFETY OFFICERS 

R. D. Hickey, 
until December 1942 

A. Lee Callahan, 
until July 1950 

John H. Stark, 
after July 1950 

until December 1945 
E. H. Hinman, 

until September 1948 
C. N. Leach, 

until January 1951 
F. E. Gartrell, 

until March 1951 
G. S. Christopher, 

after March 1951 

G. H. Collings, Jr. 
HEALTH OFFICE 

E. E. Carrier 
UPPER HOLSTON 

MEDICAL OFFICERS 

L. B. Harville, Jr., 
until August 194-2 

J. F. Dietrich, 
until August 1942 

J. C. Gambill, 
until June 1953 

C. S. McLaughlin, 
after June 1953 

DIVISION OF RESERVOIR PROPERTIES 

L. N. Allen, Director, until November 1945 
J. Ed Campbell, Director, after November 1945 

Assistant, until November 1945 
H. E. Hudson, Assistant to, until July 1942 

M. A. DeVoe, Assistant, after November 1945 
BUDGETS 

AND ACCOUNTS 

S. Y. Cross 
PROPERTY USE 

F. C. Manning 
SITE PLANNING2 

0. H. Graves 
RECREA TION2 

R. M. Howes 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES AND PROPERTY PROTECTION 

M. A. Wilson, until 1951 
Alan Richardson 

MANAGER, UPPER HOLSTON PROPERTIES 

G. L. VanArsdall, until March 1947 
C. W. Nash, after March 1947 

UPPER HoLSTON 
PUBLIC SAFETY SUPERVISORS 

C. E. Kiser, until December 1947 
C. A. Weaver, until May 1948 
Frank Smiley, until May 1948 
Joe Lewis, after May 1948 
C. E. Kiser, until August 1948 
W. E. Smith, until January 1949 
H. P. Andrews, after January 1949 

UPPER HOLSTON CAMP MA:<rAGERS 

M. H. Kiser, until December 1942 
D. R. Mulligan, until September 1947 
E. H. Watson, until May 1949 
D. A. Burkhalter, after May 1949 

1 Division of Navigation and Local Flood Relations established December 1953. 
2 Sections of Site Planning and Recreation were transferred to Division of Reservoir PropertieS 

April 1951 from Division of Regional Studies. 
3 Effective December 1953 the Division of Regional Studies was abolished and transfer was 

made of the Government Relations and Economics Staffs to the General Manager's Olllce, 

l 
PERSONNEL 

OFFICE OF MANAGER OF POWER 

G. 0. Wessenauer, Mannger 

1099 

.R. A. Kampmeier, Assistnnt 
Mern.ll DeMerit, Chief Power Engineer 

Llewellyn Evans, ~hzef Consulting Electrical Engineer, until July 1952 
A. H. Sullivan, General Office E_ngineer, until July 1945 

H. P. Corden, General Office Engmeer, after December 1945 
DIVISION OF DIVISION OF 

POWER OPERATIONS POWER UTILIZATION 

C. L. Karr Walton Seymour, 
until September 1947 

R. A. Kampmeier, 
until April 1952 

James E. Watson, 
after April 1952 

DIVISION OF 
POWER SUPPLY 

(after April 1952) 
R. A. Kampmeier 

DIVISION OF POWER ENGINEERING AND (=ONSTRUCTION 

W. W. Woodruff 

OFFICE OF CHIEF CONSERVATION ENGINEER 
(until December 1951) 

Neil Bass, Chief Conservation Engineer, until December 1951 
E. A. Lamke, Assistant to Chief 

DIVISION OF 
AGRICULTURAL RELATIONS 

J. C. McAmis, 
until February 1948 

DIVISION OF 
FORESTRY RELATIONS 

Willis M. Baker 

E. H. White, 
until December 1950 

DIVISION OF 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING1 

J. W. Moon, until June 1952 
Eric Winters, Acting, 

until October 1952 
A. M. Miller, until March 1945 
C. H. Young, after March 1945 

Leland G. Allbaugh, 
after October 1952 

OFFICE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING' 

Charles H. Young, 
Manager 

DIVISION OF 
CHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT 

John H. Walthall, 
Director 

DIVISION OF 
CHEMICAL OPERATIONS 

S. A. Harvey, 
Director 

1 The Office of Chemical Engineering was established March 1952 with a Division of Chemical 
Development and a Division of Chemical Operations. The Division of Chemical Engineering was 
discontinued March 1952. 

TABLE 106.-Labor classifications arul hourly rates of pay-1942, '47, '49, and '51 

Classification 1942 

Apprentice (all trades except structural 
iron worker) ----------------------- $0.65-1.10 

Apprentice (structural iron worker) __ _ 
Armature winder --------------------- --------1-SO--
Asbestos worker (_heat insulation)------ 1:375 
Asbestos worker lmprover_____________ .775 
Axe filer ----------------------------- 625 
Bituminous distributor operator-------- · 
Blacksmith --------------------------- --------1-375-
Biacksmith helper -------------------- '775 
Blacksmith welder -------------------- 1' 50 
Boilermaker -------------------------- 1' 50 
Boilermaker helper -------------------- t'oo 
Boilermaker welder ------------------- 1' 50 
Bolt threading machine operator_______ '775 
Bricklayer --------------------------- 1'50 
~ulldozer operator -------------------- 1:25 

arpenter --------------------------- 1 25 
Carryall operator -------------------- 1:25 

1947 

$0.75-1.80 
.90-1.20 

1.85 
1.625 
1.00 
.85 

1.375 
1.50 
1.00 
1.50 
1.75 
1.50 
1.75 
1.00 
2.00 
1.50 
1.55 
1.50 

1949 

$1.05-2.25 
1.125-1.50 

2.25 
1.90 
1.30 
1.10 
1.60 
1.95 
1.30 
1.95 
2.25 
2.00 
2.25 
1.30 
2.50 
1.80 
1.90 

1.80 

1951 

$1.25-2.475 
1.20-1.60 

2.50 
2.375 
1.50 
1.25 
1.85 
2.25 
1.50 
2.25 
2.475 
2.225 
2.475 
1.50 
2.75 
2.10 
2.15 
uo 

I . 
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T\BI.E )Oh.·· /,abor cla.,,,;fications and lrourl.1· mit'.' of fillY~ IIJ42, '4~, '4<1, a/Ill'.)/-
l:ontinucd 

Cla~sification 

c~mtnt finishel' ----------------------
Cement pump ope1·ato1· ---------------
Cement pump t1perator helper --------
Cement scoopman ---------------------
Central comtnes.;or plant Ollerator _____ _ 
Central mixing plant fol'eman ________ _ 
Chuck tenr1er _ -----------------------
Clerical-- fir~t aid- lahoJ'{:>J' (lanr1 clear-

1\142 

!:Ji l.:~i .-) 
.8.) 
.6:Z:) 
.I.~ 

1.23 
1.~0 

1.00 

1\ql 

$1,.).) 

1.10 
.8.) 
.~10 

1.00 
1.7.) 
1.:25 

ance) · .625 .85 
Concrete -~i-;_~,~.-~J)~~·~lt~~=============== 1 

1.00 1.:23 1.:~7 :i -1.00 
Concrete placing· foreman------------- 1.:2:5 1..)0 
Construdion laborer ------------------ .00 .85 
Conveyot' overatnr ------------- .7 5 1.10 
Core drill fon:man ----------- 1.25 1.40 
Core drill helper -· ------------- .I ~l .H.) 

g~~~~i~~!- ~l~~~/~~~\. -==================~~ i:~~6 i:~~;) 
Crane operator ----------------------- 1 1..)0 1.75 
Crushing plant foreman --------------- 1 1.370 1.60 

g~:~~~{~~ ~~~~~ ~;)~:~~()~--==============~: 1 :b~ 1 :~t) 
~=~-~~~(nSip-p;;7.~)-t'~~t~)~--==============~! __ ------~~=~-i 1 ~~~ n 
Dern~k operatot· (ltvP boom) ---------- 1.~0 1l 1.7,) 
Draghne operator--------------------- l.oO 1.75 
Drill bit grindel' ----------------------

1 
.1 1 ,J 1.00 

Drill boat foreman -----------·---------:------------- l.ilO 
Drill ~harpeD(!!' OJ)erator --------------~ 1.37;) 1.50 
Edgerman ----------------------------!- ----------- 1.10 
Electl'ician -------------·-------------- 1.;)0 1.83 
Electrician \"\'elder -------------------- 1.il0 1.83 
Elevating grader opt>rator ------------- 1.375 1.;)0 
Equipment foreman ------------------· 1.75 ~.00 
Euclid loarl.er operator ----------------1 

_____________ -------------

Excavation foreman __________________ : 1.25 l.;iO 
Fireman (on stationary boilers, loeo- I 

motive cranes, etc.) -----------------1 
~~I~:~~ (~~~)-e~~i~i;~-~-kill~~l-t~;d;;)==] 
Form strippet· ------------------------! 
Gas and diesel mechanic ______________ _ 

gl:;,j~~f~;~i~~~-~=e;;=a=~i;=;=e~~;~========i 

.~0 

.85 
1.37:1-1.75 

.83 
1.375 

.77.) 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 

.775 

.65 
1.00-1.25 

.75 

1.10 
1.10 

1.50-2.23 
1.10 
1.65 
1.00 
1.2.) 
1.60 
1.50 
1.10 

.85 
1.375-1.625 

.85 

Grader operator· ----------------------~ 
Groundman (lin~ crew) -------------
Gr<?undman (trmnee) ----------------

1 
Hmst operator -----------------------~ 
Hydraulic monitor operator-----------
Jackhammer operator (drilling or chip- I 

L:~:No;;;-a-,;--======================] d~ 1:~~ 
Labor sub-foreman --------------------1 .R5 1.00 
Laborer (uncla:-;sified) ----------------. .:50 .73 
Larvicidal boat operator -------------- 1 .62.~ .85 
Lather (tie-on installation) ___________ I 1.00 1.70 
Lead burner--------------------------·------------- 2.125 
Lineman -----------------------------i 1.30 1.83 
Loading machi:~e operator ------------ .73 1.10 
Locomotive fireman ------------------- .HO 1.10 
Locomotive operator ______ ------------' 1.00 -1.2.) l.:ri 5 1.62,) 
Log turner ---------------------------! ------------- 1.10 
Machini~t ---------------------------- 1.37 3 1.65 
Machinist helper ---------------------- .775 1.00 
Machinist welder --------------------- 1.30 1.63 
Marble setter -------------------------· 1.50 1.625 
lVIarine engineer ----------------------: 1.120-1.25 1.373-1.,)0 

:nr~~:~~ot_===============~==========; 1.12.)-i:~~ 1.37 n--i:~~ 
Millwright helpet· --------------------- .775 1.00 
Mortar mixer ------------------------ .73 .90 
Motor crane driver and oiler ___________ , _____________ -------------
Motorboat operator -------------------: .620-- .73 .8:1- .95 

tJN~:i~~-~a_c_~!~-e-~~~~·~~~~=============i 1:~~ i:i~ 
Ornamental ironworker --------------- 1.50 1.80 
Other skilled building trade•-----------: 1.123 1.25 

Hl4!l 1\101 

$1.8/.) 
1.~3 
1.10 
1.10 
1.7 5 1.8.) 
1.~0 :Z.3i> 
1.45 1.65 

1.10 1.25 
l..>0-1.75 1.70-2.10 

1.75 2.05 
1.10 1.25 
1.30 1.50 
1.7;; 2.10 
1.10 1..>0 
1..-JU 1.83 
1.50 1.70 
2.120 2.35 
1.75 l.H5 
1.10 I 1.50 
1.30 1.70 

r-------tilrl-------t!!-
1.75 
1.95 
1.20 
2.25 
2.25 
1.80 
2.315 
2.125 
1.90 

1.35 
1.25 

1--------1-.ao--
1 2.12:i 

i u~ 
2.05 
1.80 
1.40 
1.10 

1.62.i-1.875 
1.10 

2.00 
2.25 
1.35 
2.50 
:2.50 
2.10 
2.60 
2.35 
2.05 

1.50-1.70 
1.50 

1.95~2.60 

1.40 
2.30 
1.50 
1.80 
2.35 
2.10 
1.60 
1.20 

1.85-2.10 

1.10 1.3ii 
1.65 1.90 
1.20 1.35 
0.95 1.15 
1.10 1.25 
2.00 2.25 
2.60 2.75 
2.25 2.50 

1 1.30 1.50 

~---1~6-5~1.8?-- ·---~~8-5-=-i.iT 
1.2a 1.3o 
2.125 2.30 
1.30 1.50 
2.12.) 2.30 
2.25 2.50 
1.70 2.10 
1.75 2.10 
l.!lO 2.15 
1.30 1.50 
1.10 1.35 
1.45 1.85 

1.10-1.15 1.25 
2.125 ·------------
1.35 1.50~1.70 
2.25 2.40 
1.65 1.80 

1 
l 
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Continued 

Classitif•ation 1~142 

OutsidE" m<c~chini:->t -------------------- %1.:ri.i 
Oubdde machini:-;t helper_______________ .iii) 
P int r l.i:'i 
P;n f;~J:a~;;_,~--~1~~~;t~t~-(t~-r~;p~ll-t,,:p;):=j 1 .. '>0 

~1~~:~~·1 ~~~~·~i(~t~·a~~~ = === === === == = ======I ________ 1~~~- _ 
Plaster€'!' ----------------------------- 1.;)0 
Plumber ----------------------------- 1.00 
Plumber helper ----------------------- . 1 1.) 1 
Pneumatic concrete gun noz7.leman __________________ : 
Pneumatic <'on<:>rete gun operator-------------------
Portable compt·essor operator__________ l.UO 
Portable crushl'l' foreman______________ 1.12.J 
Portable crushe1· operator _____________ " .70 
Powder foreman ---------------------- 1.2.) 
Powderman -------------------------- 1.00 
Power hammer operator_ ______________ -------------
Power shovel operator_________________ 1.50 
Primary crusher operator ______________ 

1 

1.120 
Pump operator ----------------------- 1.00 
Reclaiming tunnel operator _______ . _____ ! • 7;) 
Refl'igeration plant foreman ___________ ! 1.:2.) 
Refrigeration plant operator----------- 1.00 
Reinforcing deel worker (tying, plac- I 

ing, bending) ---------------------- 1.87:-i 
Road roller operator------------------- 1.00 1.::!.) 
Roofer ------------------------------- 1.125 
Sand classifier operator---------------- .85 
Saw filer----------------------------- 1.25 
Sawyer ------------------------------ ---------- __ _ 
Sewer foreman ----------------------- 1.2fi 
Shaft and tunnel foreman_____________ 1.25 
Shaft and tunnel minet·--------------- .75 
Sheetmetal worker·-------------------- 1.373 
Sheetmetal worker helper______________ .77 1) 

Sheetmetal worker welder______________ 1.30 
Sign painter ------------------------- 1.25 
Steamfitter -------·-------------------- 1.50 
Steamfitter welder -------------------· 1.50 
Stone mason ------------------------- 1.50 
Structural steel worker________________ 1.50 
Structural steel worke1· welder--------- l.fiO 
Subforeman (supe1·vising skilled 

trades) ---------------------------- 1.22.; 1.60 
1.00 

.. )0- .625 

Switchman __________________________ _ 
Teamster ------------------------ ___ _ 
Terrazzo worke1· ---------------------
Tile setter ---------------------------
Timber crosscut saw filer ( lanrl clear-

1.50 
1.50 

$1.6;, 
1.011 
l.:lO 
1.02.) 
1.7 .) 
1.:!.) 
1.7:; 
~.110 
1.00 
1.37::1 
1.620 
1.2;) 
I. lO 
1.12.i 
1.50 
I.:z.-, 
1.00 
1.70 
1.2;; 
1.20 
1.10 
1.20 
1.00 

1.6:; 
1.37 ,) 
1.37:1 
1.00 
1.5i) 
1.55 
1.40 
1.40 
1.00 
1.6il 
1.00 
1.6;} 
1.50 
2.00 
2.00 
1.873 
1.80 
1.80 

u:, 2.10 
1.10 

.7 .)~ .85 
1.62:1 
1.625 

ance) ------------------------------ 1.00 1.10 
Timberjack (land clearance)----------- .75 .85 
Timber rigger (land clearance)-------- .75 .85 
Tool dresser --------------------------- 1.37 5 1.50 
Tractor operator --------------------- 1.00~1.25 1.20-1.375 
Transportation foreman -------------- 1.25 1.50 
Trenching machine helper_____________ .625 .85 
Trenching machine operator___________ 1.25 I 1.50 

~::~~~ t~·/.~~~~- ======================~ -- --~~-5-~1~~~--: ---- ~l:_-_1~~: __ 
Truck operator-powet· system con-

struction (special equipment)________ 1.00 1.35 
Tunnel la~>Orer ----------------------- .60 I .90 

~~~;a~oF~~~~~~~-==================== _______ :~;~-- i q~ 5 

Wagon drill operatoJ'__________________ .90 I 1.125 
Warehouseman ----------------------- -------------1 .95 
\Vatrhman ---------------------·------ .50 1 .73 
Water·proofer (roofing) --------------- 1.12.i 1.3/ii 

I 
I 

Ul4~1 

$:!.1 :2.) 
1.30 
l.R.i 
1.HO 
2.]2;", 
1..10 

2.:!.) 

$~.:ill 
L;;o 
2.1;) 
2.10 
2.30 
J..iO 
2.37 .) 
z .. -,o 

~~-------HFI ========1=-~~= 
1./.) ! 1.!1.) 

1 !.30 ; !.7n 

I 

1./.; 1.~!0 
l,;)() 1.02:) 
1.30 l .. iO 
2.120 2.3:l 

I 1.4G 1.70 

I ,~~" '"' 
: 2.10 2.2i;) 
I 1.6o 1.85 

1.6.) 1.80 2.00 
1.30 1.50 
l.fJO 2.15 
1.90 2.10 
1.6.) 1.!!0 
1.65 uo 
1.20 1.3;) 
2.00 2.25 
1.30 J.iio 
2.00 2.2.i 
1.85 2.10 
2.2;) 2.50 
2.2;) 2.50 
2.50 2.73 
2.25 2.40 
2.25 2.40 

.\1.)-1.10 
O.!l;i-1.10 

2.2.) 
2.2G 

1.25 
1.10 
1.10 
1.95 

1.50-1.625 
1.80 
1.10 
1.80 

1.22:5-1.5;) 
1. 7.) 

1 .. )0 
1.13 -1.2o 

2.50 
2.50 

1.3fl 

1.2.) 

1.70-l.H.i 
2.35 
1.50 
2.10 

1.·10-l.f!ii 
1.95 

1.7 5 1.95 
1.10 1.25 
1.70 2.00 
1.5.i 1.85 
1.10 ------------
1.3.5 1.50 
1.10 1.30 

.f);) 1.15 

Well drill foreman __________ ---------- -~1.2;; -~ ---1.40 _I' Well drill helper ---------------------- .75 .85 
Well drill operalor -------------------- 1.125 1.2.) 
_Yard_c_onductor 1.125 1.2.) -HI [n! 
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TABLE 107.-Schedule of trades and labor classes and rates of pay, 1953-construction 
work and temporary operating and maintenance work except at Shawnee project, 

negotiatPd effectit·e ]an. 4, 1953 

Classification by craft 

Apprentice (all trades): 
1st period~Al ____ _ 
1st period~Bt ___ _ 
2d period _____________ _ 
3d period _____________ _ 
4th period: 

In tradf's with $3 journeymen rate __ 
In trades with $2.775 journeyman 

rate. 
In trades with $2.75 journeyman 

rate. 
In trades with S2 65 journeyman 

rate. 
In trades with $2. 50 journeyman 

rate. 
In trades with $2. 45 journeyman 

rate. 
In trades with $2.375 journeyman 

rate. 

Foreman (This classification used only with 
skilled trades): Craft journeyman rate plus. 

Subforeman (this classification used with skil
led trades only in accordance with the agree
ment reached with the Tennessee Valley 
Trades and Labor Council): rraft journey
man rate plus. 

Powerhouse crane oper1t.tor ____________ _ 

International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, 
Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers, 
and Helpers of America: 

Blacksmith __________________________ _ 
Blacksmith helper' ____________ --- ____ _ 
Blacksmith welder __________________ --_ 
Boilermaker2 ________________________ _ 
Boilermaker helpera __________________ _ 
Boilermaker welder ____________ ------_-

Bricklayers', Masons' and Plasterers' Inter-
national Union of America: 

Bricklayer __________________ ----------
Marble setter ________ ------------
Stone mason ___________ --------------
Terrazzo worker ___ -------------------
Tile setter______ -----------

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners 
of America: 

Carpenter______________ _ __________ _ 
Carpenter welder _______ _ 
Millwright ___ ------------
Millwright welder _______ _ 
Saw filer_ _______ _ 
Sawyer ___________ _ 

International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers: 

Driver-special line equipment _________ _ 
Electrician ____________________ -------
Electrician welder ____________________ _ 
Groundman (line crew) _______________ _ 
Groundman trainee-A_---------------
Groundman trainee-B _______________ _ 
Lineman _____________ ----------------
Right-of-way clearing foreman-spray 

(maintenance only). 

International Hod Carriers', Building and 
Common Laborers' UniOn of America: 

Ax filer _____________________________ _ 
Cement gun nozzlernan _______________ _ 
Cement pump operator helper _________ _ 
Chuck tender ________________________ _ 
Clerical~first aid~Iaborer (land clear-

ance). 
Concrete placing foreman4 _____________ _ 
Construction laborers _________________ _ 
Edgerman ___ ------- ___ ------ __ -- -----
Excavation foreman6 _____ -------------

Hourly 
rate 

$140 
I 50 
I 75 
I. 95 

2 70 
2.50 

2.475 

2.385 

2. 25 

2. 205 

2.14 

.25 

.125 

2 775 

2. 75 
2.50 
2. 75 
2. 75 
2.50 
2. 75 

3.00 
2.80 
3 00 
2 80 
2 80 

2 375 
2 375 
2.375 
2.375 
2.375 
2.375 

2.625 
2. 775 
2.775 
1.80 
I 40 
1.50 
2 775 
2 20 

1 35 
I 95 
I 35 
1 85 
1 35 

2 20 
1 35 
1 45 
2 20 

Classification by craft 

Flagman __ 
Form stripper __ 
.Jackhammer operator (drilling or chip-

ping). 
Lahar foreman 
Laborer (unclassified) ___ _ 
Larviridal boat operator __ 
Log turner ___ _ 
Mortar mixer _______________________ _ 
Powder foreman ____________________ _ 
Powderman _________________________ _ 
Power saw operator (right-of-way clear-

ing). 
Sewer foreman_ ---------------
Shaft and tunnel foreman8 ____ _ 
Shaft and tunnel miners _______________ _ 
Timber cross-cut saw filer (land clear-

ance) _____________________________ _ 
Timber rigger (land clearance) _________ _ 
Track foreman _______________________ _ 
Tunnel laborer _________ _ 
Tunnel miner------------
\Vagon drill operator _________________ _ 
Watchman ___ -----------------

International Association of Bridge, Struc
tural, and Ornamental Iron ·workers of 
Amerira: 

Ornamental ironworker _______________ _ 
RPinforcing ironworker (tying, placing, 

bending). 
Structural ironworker _________________ _ 
Structural ironworker welder __________ _ 

International Union of ''T ood, Wire, and Metal 
Lathers: 

Lather (tie-on installation) ____________ _ 

International Association of Machinists: 
Bolt threading machine operator _______ _ 
Gas and diesel mechanic ________ ------_ 
Gas and diesel mechanic helper ________ _ 
Machinist_ __________________________ _ 
Machinist helper _______ ---------- ____ _ 
Machinist welder _______ -------- ______ _ 
Outside machinist __________ _ 
Outside machinist helper ______________ _ 

International Union of Operating Engineers: 
Small motorboat operator ____ _ 

Group A equipment operators9 _________ _ 

Crane operator (includes live boom 
cranes and winch trucks not used 
as cargo vehicles with perma
nently attached"A"frame or boom 
-does not include powerhouse 
cranes). 

Derrick operator (live boom). 
Dragline operator. 
Dredge operator. 
Equipment mechanir. 
Equipment mechanic welder. 
Euclid loader operator. 
Pile driver operator. 
Power shovel operator. 

Group B equipment operators9 _________ _ 
Bulldozer operator. 
Carry-all operator. 
Chief filter plant operator. 
f'oncr!:'te mixPr operator-21S and 

over. 
Concret!:' pump operator 
Elevating grader operator. 
Grader operator. 
Hoist operator~2 drums (when used 

as 2-drum hoist). 
Locomotive operator-20-ton and 

over. 
Marine engineer. 
Marine pilot. 

Hourly 
rate 

$1.75 
1.475 
1.475 

2.075 
1.30 
1.35 
1.45 
1.475 
2.075 
1.95 
1.35 

2.075 
2.075 
1.475 

1.45 
1.35 
2.20 
1. 70 
2.15 
1.625 
1.30 

2.65 
2.525 

2.65 
2.65 

2.55 

1.65 
2.45 
1.65 
2.45 
1.65 
2.45 
2.45 
1.65 

1.35 

2 .•o 

2.25 

i 

! 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
i 
i 
i 

I 

PERSONNEL 1103 
TABLE 107.-Schedule of trades and labor classes and rates of pay, 1953-construction 

work and temporary opPrnting and maintenance work except at Shawnee project, 
negotiated effective ]an. 4, 1953-Continued 

Classification by craft Classification by craft I 
Hourly 

rate 

------------------------------,-------1-------------------------------
International Union of Operating Engineers

(rontinuedl 

Group B Equipment Operators(-rontinued) .. 
Pan scraper operator (turnapull 

type). 
Trenching machine operator. 
Yard conductor. 

Group C equipment operators9 ___ _ 
Bituminous distributor operator. 
Central compressor plant operator. 
Core drill operator. 
Filter plant operator. 
Hoist operator-1 drum. 
Locomotive operator-less than 20 

ton. 
Motor crane driver and oiler. 
Road roller operator. 
Tractor operator-50 horsepower 

and over. 
Tunnel motorman. 

Group D equipment operators9 ________ _ 
Concrete mixer operator-under 

21S. 
Crane car operator. 
Crusher operator.Io 
Fireman-A (to be used only for fire

men serving steam powered equip
ment regularly operated by group 
A equipment operators). 

Oiler-A (to be used only for oilers 
serving equipment regularly oper
ated by group A equipment oper
ators). 

Tractor operator-under 50 horse
power. 

Well drill operator (6 inches and 
over). 

GroupE equipment operators9 ____ _ 
Cement pump operator. 
Conveyor operator. 
Core drill helper. 
Crushing plant helper. 
Equipment mechanic helper. 
Fireman-B (to be used for firemen 

serving steam powered equipment 
not regularly operated by group 

A equipment operators). 
Loading machine operator. 
Oiler-B (to be used for oilers serving 

equipment not regularly operated 
b) group A equipment operators). 

Portable compressor operator .11 

Pump operator. 
Sand cJassifier operator. 
Switchman. 
Trenching machine helper. 
'Velding machine operator.12 
Well drill helper (6 inches and over). 
\Vork boat operator. 

Equipment operator foremen:Ia 
Central mixing plant foreman ___ _ 
Core drill foreman ________________ _ 
Crushing plant foreman ___________ _ 
Dredge mate ___________________ -· 
Drill boat foreman _______________ _ 
Equipment foreman ___________ _ 
Equipment mechanic foreman _____ _ 
Grade foreman14 _________________ _ 
Greaser foreman _________________ _ 
Well drill foreman (6 inches and over) 

Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators and 
Paperhangers of America: 

Painter __________ -------- ___________ _ 
Sign painter_ ________________________ _ 

$2.25 

195 

1.85 

1.65 

2 50 
2. 20 
2.10 
2 85 
2 075 
2.85 
2.85 
2.50 
2 25 
2.10 

2.375 
2.375 

Operative Plasterers' and Cement :Masons' 
International Association: 

Cement mason__ -----------------
Plasterer ______________________ _ 

United Slate, Tile and Composition Roofers, 
Damp and Waterproof \Vorkers' Associa
tion: 

Roofer (composition, built-up water
proofing). 

Roofer-slate and tile ________________ _ 

Sheetmetal \rorkers' International Associa-
tion: 

Sheetmetal worker_ _______ _ 
Sheetmetal worker welder _____________ _ 
Sheetmetal worker-sketrhman journey-

man rate plus. 

United Association of Journeymen and Ap
prentices of the Plumbing and Pipefitting 
Industry of the United States and Canada: 

Lead burner ________________ _ 
Plumber ___ -------------------------· 
Steamfitter __________________________ _ 
Steamfitter welder ____________________ _ 

International Brotherhoon of Teamsters, 
Chauffeurs, \Yarehousemen and Helpers 
of America: 

Garage attendant ____________________ _ 
Teamster-! or 2 draft animals ________ _ 
Teamster-more than 2 draft animals ___ _ 
Truck driver l (includes: (I) dump trucks 

3 cubic yards and under, struck meas
ure; (2) trucks other than dump trucks 
with a manufacturer's nominal rating 
of 3-ton and under-does not include 
trucks covered by the classification 
Truck Driver Ill). 

Truck Driver II (includes: (!) dump 
trucks over 3 cubir yards struck meas
ure up to and including 6 cubic yards 
struck measure; (2) trucks other than 
dump trucks having a manufacturer's 
nominal rating of over 3-ton up to and 
including 5-ton-does not inc·lude 
trucks covered by the classification 
Truck driver III). 

Truck Driver Ill (includes: (!) dump 
trucks over 6 cubic yards struck meas
ure; (2) trucks other than dump trucks 
over 5-ton; (3) trucks regardless of size 
having special equipment operated by 
the driver, such as winches (except 
bumper winches on pickup or %-ton 
trucks when used only to help the truck 
over rough or muddy ground), cargo 
refrigerating or heating units, dump
sters, mixers, fuel delivery equipment, 
etc.; (4) crawler trucks regardless of 
size; (5) tractor-type trucks of any size 
up to 65,000 pounds gross vehicle 
weight, (6) trucks of any size when pull
ing a trailer. Does not include trucks 
covered by the classification driver
special line equipment-does not in
clude winch trucks with permanently 
attached "A" frame or boom when as
signed primarily for hoisting for 1 week 
or more; under these circumstances the 
driver position is classified as crane 
0perator). 

Truck Driver IV (includes only tractor
type trucks having a gross vehicle 
weight of 65,000 pounds or more). 

Truck foreman _______________________ _ 
\Yarehouseman _____________________ _ 

'Yarehouse foreman ____ ---------------

Hourly 
rate 

$2 3~ 
2. 75 

2 05 

2.15 

2.50 
2.50 

.25 

3.175 
2. 775 
2. 775 
2.775 

1.65 
130 
140 
160 

180 

195 

2 15 

2.40 
1.50 
2.10 

l 
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1104 THE UPPER. HOLSTON PROJECTS 

t "A" ('.0\Tl'Z..: fir-.;t half of' fir-.;1 JHTiod; "P,"' l'OVC'l~ seennd half of tit·~1 pcrind. 
~ lnf'luding- h-1.nH1t \Ym·l\ (•omin<-!" unriP1· thf' hoill't·makPr .iuri'-'rliC'tinn. 
'·.·\ hoil('t·nmJ."'t h•lpf·r nt ;-1 hl:-\(']-.... nJith hPi)l('t JH·tfntrn-. duti(':-. ('!11:-.<'h <tPfllnxim~t!ing: Lho-,e of 

a journeym<-J.n. 
-t Ex<'lnding (•ulvert<.::, towc1· /"ootin).!s, and ~imil:tt' intt·t·mittl:'nt -;mall pourinp; 0JH>nttions. 
:; Performs a \vide variet;.,: of manual lnhoring duties ~hove the h--thon.:r (uncla:-,~;fied) level. 
G Where th(' forem:--~n involved is actually J'e:--ponsihh_, fo1· the proper ('Oonlination of heavy duty 

equipment and operatn1·~. 
'Not to he ust::>d fo1· minor intermittent SP\H't' OJH:'nttions involving r)nly hand excavation or fo1· 

operations \\"hf'rf:' the '-llllE"'l vi!-- ion or p\umlwr~ or '-lf:':-tmfittf:'t":-; :...; invohi('tl. 
'j Exf'ludin'!' to\H't" and machinet·y footing. tf:'st pits under ~0 !'eC't and :-~imilar miscellaneous 

excavations, \York unde-r air pn-'sSUt"t:', and ma.inr tunnPI orwt·ations. 
''The terms "t•qtt;pmPnt open-tttJrs" and "g-roup~ A, R, C', f:'tr· .. " are not paymll titles. The 

appropl"i~ltl' title listed under a group is ust>d on }til payroll and TH't·--onnel rt't'ords, and the wage 
rate shown opposih" tht:• group lettPJ" app\ie'"l to all (']as~ifico:-J.tion in that gTour>. 

to \Vh<'n conve;.-ors <Ul' usl'd in crush in~ plants thPy \\"ill ht:' nrwt·aterl hy l'mployers whose posi
tions are classified as "conn·yor operator.'' 

11 When three ot· more po1·table C'Omprt'ssors an-' operating in a group, or when the combined 
output of two or more J)Oi"table c0mJ)re::,:-;ot·s OJH•rating· in a gToup exc~·eds 1,000 r·ubi~ feet per 
minute, thl' operator shall be cla-;sifi~:d as a "<'entral compressot· plant operator." 

1 ~ A welding machine operator is not t·eqnin.'d wht'l"e only one machint• of 300 amperes capacity 
ol' less is in w~e on rt project. An op~·rator i!-> reLJ.uired whe1·e mort> than one m:-H·hine of any size 
is in use on the pl·o.it·ct: or where one machine of over :~00 amperes f'apacity is in use on the 
project. One o)>et·atnr may npPr<1tf:' as many mar·hine.-. a~ practical, depending on tht•ir lof'ation 
en the pt·oject. 

13 The term ''t>quipment operator foreman" i.-. not a payroll tith'. The :-;twcifir- class titles and 
rates listed under this group are used on all payroll and per-;onnel t"eC'Ol'd-.:. 

14 Where the foreman involved is actl..Ja!ly respon~iblc- for the pt·ot>tc•t· operation of the equip
ment and for the \VOI'k of the operators. 
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APPENDIX E 

MAJOR PURCHASES 
T\RLE 108. -W-atauga--major purcha.<e.< of material and equipment. 

(Includes purchases amountin{! to SI,OOO or more) 

Item Yrndor ; Datf' ol award Contrart prirf' F. o. h. 
--

ARCHITECTURAL 
I 

Offiee furniturr Rohrrt~ ( 'o. Feb. 4, 1n42 I ~22. ;:lo no ''I 
Building materiaL Paty Lumhrr ('o., I It{'. C\!ay 21. 1942 I. 291\ Sl 'I 
Kitchen cabinet~ and countrr i ('havanues Lumbrr Co._ Or·t·. Ill. 1946 4.i~O 02 Elizabethton. 

tops. 
Paint_ Cilman Paint S· \ arni~h ( 'o. ()!'(. :Jt 194o 2.22~ 15 ·" Southern yellow pine Cit~' Lumber ( 'n. 1nr. FPh. ,, 194; I, ~40 00 II\ 

Do .. Burke• .\:: llod~'c~ LI'Jnhn ('o: FPh. ' 1n4; :l, 2:l0 110 
Aluminum siding materials_ H. H. Robertson ( 'o. FdJ. 1:1. 1!l4k 75. 2:~1 00 Installt>(l. 
Steel roof deck_ do \1ar. 2!1. 1!l4k k. FRl 00 Do. 
~fasonry materials tllliPColerwuJ Brid, ~:d( :-;("o. \Ia\· 3. Hl4,<.:. 2. 1111 72 Flizahrthtn1•. 

Do_____ _ ___ Tumer ( 'Ia~· Prodwts ( 'o. .Jun"r 20, 194k I :i. 1il4 00 Do. 
Paint and paint matrrial_ \Yarren Paint & Color ( ·o. .Juh· 14. 194~ 4. 2411 .\0 .. , 
<:lass and glazing __ H(•nswaiH!Yr t\: ( 'o .. ltH·. AUf'. li, 1n4s I fi/:1 no \\ ataug.a Datn. 

Do __ 1!. Jl. Rolwri'"Oll ('o (lr-t. li. 1 ~)4 ,1.\ :i,!ili 011 Flizahrthton. 
Paint mate~i~i;_ \\.arn·u Paiut t'.: ( 'olor \o\'. ,...:., HJ4S ::.1114 12 Do. 

Do ___ \larietta Paint S Color :\o\". s. 1'14< 1' 122 211 Do. 
Sloping alumi;JU!ll wiudow _ (;pnrral Hrcmze Corp. 

i 
:\o\'. 17, 194, ;.%G.OII Do. 

Rolling door ('ornelllrou Worb. Tttr·. \o\'. :Hl. 1!14-' 2. :~/:) ()() Do. 
Do ___ (;f'nPral Brm11f' ('orp. \ov. :~0. H).tS 4. 12!1 011 Do. 

Aluminum louvrrs afld ~rillt>~ _ \ewman HrothN:-., Ill(". \)p(", !l. 1\14S IHI \\'atauga D<1nt. 
\Yhite lead paint_ Lasting Produds Co. 

I 
l)p(' 10. 1!14, 110 ,1) 

Hollow metalwork, alulllinullt Suwrior Stf'rl Door & Tr-int Co. Det". I'' I!HR no ElizalH'thton. 
work, and buildt>n;' finishing I 

·>, 

hardwarE'. 
Do ___ i{Piianr·t• .-\.rt ~lt'tal ( 'o. ___ Dl't". 1::. 1\J-L>., .~. fi7i" ()() Do. 
Do __ 1 Di(·k \\'riv,ht Hardwarf' ( 'o. Der·. l:l, 1!14, 5. 272 2:i Do. 

11iscellanrous altuniuuuJ --, .\'rwman Brothf'r~. Int'. D('r·. 20. 1!14R ;,:-\2:3 00 \\'atau~a Datn. 
Roofing and shrE't metal work Ew-:lE'y Roofing & Shert \ft'tal .Jan. (i, 194!1 I ,,, li2f) 50 Installerl . 

Co. I 

Aluminum srn·ire- ('a binds _ (;rurral .\lPtals. ITH', . Tan. 2fi. Hl4!l 

I 

2. 2.\.5 110 Elizalwthtnu . 
Furring, lath in~. plaster, and in- RPntrnbar·h & \\'right, lnt'._ Feb. 2S, 194!1 I. /47 00 Tnstallrd. 

sulation. 
Aluminum windows A. B. C. ~tPel EquipnH'Tlt Co._ ~tar. 10, 194!1 I 1. 500 00 EliL.abethtoH. 

Do ___ Trusco11 Steel ('o. ___ ~lar. 10. 1949 1 'i!i!i 41 Do. 
Marble __ TeJHws~ee ~Jarblr Co. \!ar. I R. 1P49 :l,OY5 00 Installed. 

Do __ 
--- A. ~1. P. C. 0. Marble Division \lar. "· 1949 1 ,591i 011 Do. 

Quarry tile ~nd t~;;a-z-zo Fred E. "\1Pbius Co. ___ Apr. 12. 1949 R.005 00 Do. 
Do _____ Standard Tilr f..· 11arhlr C~.-. Apr. 12. 194[1 1. !Iii 00 Do. 

Plywood paneli~lg-~~~(J h-a-r~fw~~d Paty Lumber Co._ Apr. l:l. 194[1 1, Hit R() ElizahPthton. 
fascia. i 

Rubber gasket and ruhlwr ee- Chase Industrial ltelri~erator I Apr. IR, 1!149 1, 1.0< o:; Do. 
ment. Equipment & Enginerring Co. 

Acoustical ceiliug tih·, rubber Rmt?nbarh & Wright ___ Apr. lH. l\l49 2, fiiO 110 lnf-ltallPd. 
floor tilr, and lino1rurn flooring. : 

! Concrrte blocks, prrrast eon- ~outhern Ca~t :-itone Co._ ~lay HI. 1\140 1.120 5.\ Elizabethton. 
rrete rap, foundation ventila-
tors, and termite shields. 

Construction of superstrudurf' ('lir·k ('onstruetiml Co. ~r(l,. 1:). 1949 22.1121 zn ('onstrudt·d. 
for visitors' building. 

Aluminum wall base ______ Relianl'e Art \-fetal Co._ \fay lf). Hl49 I. IllS CO E!inl,rthtoJl, 
Steel flagpole and aeerssorirs Baartol Co. ~!a·: 24. 1949 

I 

I. 247 00 Do. 
Millwork and builders' finishing C'ity Lumber Co._ May· 21. 1949 2. 1o4 .s1; Elizahrt~J10JT. 

hardware. 
Built-up roofing and sheet nwtal 

I 
,\Jan~hall Hrotherf' Lunthr ,ltJIH' 2~. 1Y49 1. lkf\ 25 Installed. 

work. 
Strrl shelving and related items_ I Bin.o; and Enuipmrnt ('o._ .JUJJf' 2, 1!1.111 1. 12M ll4 I Elinlwthton . 

CIVIL 
(also see .Stru('tural) 

Driving diversion tunnel and t ~lorri~olt-Knudsen Co., lne._. ).tar. 2. 1!142 
I 

.4:\;. !lOll Oil { 'oustrudrd. 
shafts and eonstructing con- ' 
erete intake strurturc. I 

('oncrete agE!regate for sluier- _.\mPri<'all LimPstonP Co._ Aug. 2-!, 1\l42 2. ;21 S2 Elizal·dhton. 
way intake strurture. 

ELECTRICAL 

Wf'lding macbinf's Elel"trit"ai Arc·. Ilw._ .-\pr. !J . 1\142 4. iHJ oo ,,, 
Electriral material Crayhar E!e("trit· Co. ~!a\· ~. 1()42 1 '!lk4 1 s ,,, 
Electric· supplirs_ Kin)..!.~ port E!t,r·tri('a] ( 'o ()("t·. :1. 1(.140 l.!iliO OS !I) 
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1106 THE WATAUGA PROJEC'l' MA.TOR PURCFIAsms 1107 

TABLE 108.-Watauga-major purchases of material and equipment-Continued TABLE 108.-W atauga-major purchases of material and equipment-Continued 

Item Vendor Date of award Contract price F. o. b. 
Item Vendor Date of award Contract price F. o. b. 

-------

ELECTRICAL-Con. ELECTRICAL-Con. 

Two 27, 777-kilovolt-ampere gen- Westinghouse Electric Corp.~ __ Nov. 7, 1946 $713,716.00 Elizabethton. 
Main control battery __________ The Electric Storage Battery Jan. 13, 1949 $31,236.00 Pulaski, Ya. 

era tors. Co. 
Electric weld steel tubing _______ The Tri-State Pipe Co, ________ Jan. 22, 1947 2, 860.00 (1) Battery charging rnotor-gener- General Electric Supply Corp._ Mar. 9, 1949 1,315.00 (I) 

Main transformers _____________ \Vestinghouse Electric Corp. ___ Mar. 7, 1947 124,197-00 Elizabethton. 
a.tor set. 

Rigid steel conduit ____________ Graybar Electric Co. __________ May I, 1947 21,265-48 Do. 
Transformers __ - ______________ Western Electric Co. __________ Mar. 24, 1949 5, 790.40 (I) 

Treated transmission lines ______ Southern \food Preserving _____ May 2, 1947 7,033.35 (1) 
Carrier-frequency cable ________ The Okonite Co. _____________ Apr. 4, 1949 1,900.00 Elizabethton. 

Asbestos-cement conduit and Johns-Manville Sales Corp._ ___ May 9, 1947 8, 716.84 Elizabethton. 
Spare insulating oiL ___________ Esso Standard Oil Co. ________ June 2, 1949 1,365.00 Bayonne, N. J. 

fittings. Carrier relaying equipment _____ Westinghouse Electric Corp._ __ Aug. 30, 1949 2,894.00 Elizabethton. 

Station service transformers ____ Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing May 13, 1947 9,430.00 Do. 
Voltage regulators _____________ General Electric Co. __________ Aug. 31, 1949 2,325.00 Do. 

Co. Load frequency control and tem- Leeds & Northrup Co, ________ Sept. 12, 1949 3,089.00 Do. 

69-kilovolt oil circuit breakers ___ Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing May 19, 1947 101,989.00 Do. 
perature recorders. 

Co. Special lighting standards ______ Kerrigan Iron Works, Inc. _____ Sept. 13, 1949 I, 163.40 Do. 
Floodlights ___________________ G. E. Company ______________ June 13, 1947 2,016 00 (1) Operation recorder for South The Autocall Co, _____________ Oct. 5, 1949 6,270.95 Do. 
Crossarms ____________________ Line Material Co. ____________ July 17, 1947 5,976.00 (1) Holston line. 
69-kilovolt potential transform- Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing July 21, 1947 8, 603.70 Elizabethton. 

Line-tuning equipment for South General Electric Co. __________ Oct. 6, 1949 1,600.00 Do. 

ers. Co. Holston line. 
Station service transformer _____ Warner Electric Corp. ________ Aug. 20, 1947 10,227.00 Do. 

Switchboards _________________ _ ____ do ______________________ Oct. 12, 1949 66,197.75 (I) 

Water level gages _____________ Leupold and Stevens In;tru- Oct. I, 1947 2, 651.00 Do. 
Power line carrier telephone set __ Westinghouse Electric Corp. ___ Jan. 23, 1950 3,225.00 Elizabethton. 

ments. 
Load frequency controls and Leeds and Northrup Co. ______ Oct. 6, 1947 16,236.00 Do. 

HEAVY EQUIPMENT 
temperature recorders. 

Battery-charging motor-genera- The Electric Products Corp .. __ Oct. 15, 1947 3,072.00 Do. 
Sprinkler tank truck ___________ Knoxville Truck Sales & Service Mar. 6, 1942 4, 664.96 (I) 

tor sets. Shovels __________ ------------ Northwest Engineering Co. ____ Jan. 23, 1942 70,960.00 (I) 

Bare conductors _______________ General Cable Corp .. _________ Nov. 5, 1947 6,844.80 Do. 
Used motor patrol grader _______ Roy C. Whayne Supply Co. ___ May 13, 1942 1,400.00 (') 

Main control switchboards ______ General Electric Co._____ _ __ Nov. 18, 1947 39' 080.12 Do. 
Do ______________________ Clifford Waterhouse __________ May 13, 1942 2, 750.00 (I) 

Auxiliary power switchboards ___ Northeastern Engineering, }nc. = Dec. 2, 1947 32,310.00 Do. 
Elevating grader_,_ ____________ Power Equipment Co .. ________ Aug. 6, 1946 20,980.00 (I) 

Conduit fittings _______________ Gra,ybar Electric Co. __________ Dec. 8, 1947 2,868.46 Do. 
Shovel and boom attachment_ __ ·wilson-Weesner-,Vilkinson Co._ Aug. 7, 1946 30,008.00 (I) 

Heating and lighting transform- v.,r estinghouse Electric Corp. ___ Dee. 15, 1947 1,562. 28 Do. 
Diesel-powered shovels _________ _____ do ______________________ Aug. 13, 1946 94,790.00 (1) 

ers. 
Do ______________________ Martin Machinery & Supply Co. Aug. 13, 1946 179,436.00 (I) 

Insulators and line hardware ____ Locke Insulator Corp .. ________ Dec. 23, 194 7 4,476.26 Do. 
Tractor-trucks ______ ----- _____ Power Equipment Co. _________ Aug. 12, 1946 198,752.40 (1) 

Do ______________________ Lapp Insulator Co., Inc .. ______ Dec. 23, 1947 2,605.35 Do. End-dump truck•--------------
____ _do ______________________ Aug. 12, 1946 88,697.70 (1) 

Floodlights ___________________ Roden Electric Supply Co .. ____ Jan. 8, 1948 2,700.00 (1) 
Portable hatching bins _________ Wilson-Weesner-Wilkinson _____ Oct. 10, 1946 6,665.00 (1) 

Play-area floodlight ____________ General Electrir Supply Corp._ Jan. 9, 1948 1,165.20 (1) 
Sheepsfoot tamping rollers ______ Crenshaw' a_----- ___________ - Oct. 29, 1946 4, 600.00 (I) 

Telephone and signaling equip- Automatic Electric Sales Corp._ Jan. 29, 1948 17,693.00 Elizabethton. 
Hoist chains for intake gate _____ Link-Belt Co·---------------- Nov. 6, 1946 26,990.00 Elizabethton. 

mcnt. Transit mixers_--_------------ Clinchfield Supply Co. ________ Nov. 18, 1946 12,295.00 (I) 

Operator's desk _______________ Roberts Co. ___________ , _____ Feb. 19, 1948 3,433.92 Do. 
Intake gate ______ --------- ____ Lakeside Bridge & Steel Co, ___ Dec. 3, 1946 68,730.00 Elizabethton. 

Operation recording, annuncia- The Autocall Co. _____________ Mar. 18, 1948 18,970.44 Do. 
96-inch regulating valves _______ S. Morgan Smith Co. _________ Dec. 6, 1946 62,000.00 Do. 

tor, and signaling systems. 
Truck chassis _________________ Chelsea Used Trucks, Inc. _____ Dec. 13, 1946 17,043.00 (1) 

Indoor bus insulators and porce- Lapp Insulator Co., Inc._ ______ Apr. I, 1948 1,522.26 Do. 
Power shovel_ ________________ R. L. Harris, Inc. _____________ Jan. 2, 1947 36,000.00 (1) 

lain bushings. 
Intake gate hoist_ _____________ Lakeside Steel & Bridge Co. ___ Jan. 7, 1947 47,800.00 Elizabethton. 

Line traps and coupling capaci- Tennessee Electric Co. ________ May 13, 1948 7,024.00 Do. 
Slide gates for sluiceway ________ Newport News Shipbuilding & Feb. 14, 1947 78,950.00 Do. 

tors. Dry Dock. 
Bare conductors _______________ The American Brass Co. _______ May 14, 1948 3,381.08 Do. 100-ton overhead traveling erane Victor L. Browning ___________ Apr. 15, 1947 73,995.00 Do. 

69-kilovolt disconnecting Roden Electrical Supply Co. __ May 14, 1948 1,112.28 Do. for powerhouse. 
switches. Jib cranes for intake and sluice- Lakeside Bridge & Steel Co, ___ Apr. 16, 1947 68,458.00 Do. 

Do ______________________ 
R~ilway & Industrial Engineer- May 18, 1948 26,700.00 Do. way towers. 

Cabinets, lighting and heating __ 
mg Co. Closure gates and appurtenances Truitt Manufacturing Co. _____ Apr. 18,1947 2, 772.00 Do. 

Stokes Electric Company ______ May 25, 1948 2,395.83 Do. for sluiceway. 
Bare conductor fittings _________ Railway & Industrial Engineer- May 27, 1948 1,040.70 Do. Transformer transfer turntable __ Lakeside Bridge & Steel Co. ___ Apr. 22, 1947 5,435.00 Do. 

Do ______________________ mg Co. 
End-dump trucks ______________ Power Equipment Co. _________ Apr. 24, 1947 68,300.00 (I) 

U. S. C. 0. Power Equipment May 28, 1948 1,118.40 Do. 
Attachment for shovel_ ________ Wilson-Weesner-Wilkinson _____ Aug. 29, 1947 4,600.00 (1) 

15-kilovolt indoor disconnecting 
Corp. 'i Dump trucks _________________ Power EMuipment Co. _________ Oct. 14, 1947 66,300.00 (') 

Railway & Industrial Engineer- June 2, 1948 4,138.00 Do. ~ 
Parts for shoveL-------------- Martin achinery & Supply Co. Oct. 14, 1947 3,016.60 (1) 

switches. ing Co. Attachment for shoveL ________ Wilson-Weesner-Wilkinson _____ Oct. 17, 1947 3,220.00 (1) 

Bare conductors _______________ Aluminum Company of America June 4, 1948 3,396.24 Do. ~ 
Tractors _______ - ______________ R. L. Harris, Inc, _____________ Oct. 31, 1947 84,236.40 (1) 

15-kilovolt indoor fused discon- Electric Power Equipment Corp. June 4, 1948 1,025.60 Do. ! Diesel powered dump trucks ____ Power ~uipment Co. _________ June 24, 1948 123,189.00 (I) 

necting switches. 1Y.-cubic-yard heavy duty man- Wilson- eesner-Wilkinson Co._ Dec. $, 1948 1,911.00 (I) 

~elephone line carrier telegraph_ Automatic Electric Sales Corp._ Aug. 5, 1948 I, 439.20 Do. ganese steel dipper. 
are copper wue ______________ Nehring Electric Works _______ Aug. 16, 1948 4, 854.40 (1) Heavy duty rock dipper ________ T. A. G. Equipment Co., Inc. __ Dec. 31, 1948 2,603.13 (!) 

Remote control cable __________ U.S. Rubber Co .. ____________ Aug. 25, 1948 13,452.00 (I) 
Do ______________________ Wilson-Weesner-Wilkinson Co._ Jan. 6, 1949 1,911.00 (1) 

Insulated cable --------------- General Electric Co. __________ Aug. 25, 1948 4,410.00 Elizabethton. Service of dump trucks _________ Leon Bennett ________________ Oct. $, 1949 8,873.00 (1) 

Do ______________________ Snyder Wire & Cable Co .. _____ Aug. 25, 1948 25,221.00 Do. Do ______________________ Graybar Electric Co .. _________ Aug. 25, 1948 68,806.00 Do. MECHANICAL 
Miscellaneous switch board Westinghouse Electric Corp. ___ Sept. 10, 1948 2,081.39 (1) 

Do ______________________ General Electric Co. __________ Sept. 10, 1948 1,279.20 (1) 
Valves ________ - ___________ --- American Radiator & Standard Apr. 2~, 1942 1,225.71 (1) 

Carrier-current relays __________ Westinghouse Electnc Corp. ___ Sept. 30, 1948 3,304.00 Elizabethton. Sanitary Corp. 
Auxiliary transformers _________ '\\"' agner Electric Corp.__ _ ___ Oct. 13, 1948 1,020.90 Do. 

Wooden water tanks ___________ Challenge Company __________ Apr. 23, 1942 1,260.00 (1) 

Lighting fixtures and accessories. General Electric Supply Corp._ Dec. 16, 1948 2,048.82 Elizabethton. 
Used steel pipe ________________ Albert Pipe Supply Co., Inc. ___ May 4. 1942 1,750.00 (!) 

Do ______________________ Kingsport Electric Co., Inc. ___ Dec. 16, 1948 1,404.10 (1) Circular wood stove water tanks_ George Windeler Co. __________ May 2~, 1942 4,390.00 Elizabethton. 
Do ______________________ _____ Do, _____________________ Dec. 16, 1948 1,404.10 (1) Shaper ____ -------- ___________ Deaderick Machinery Co. _____ June IQ, 1942 1,776.00 (1) 

Do ______________________ Mid-South Supply Co. _______ Dec. 16, 1948 1,012.79 Elizabethton. Valves, pipe and fittings ________ American Radiator & Standard June 11, 1942 22,394.75 (1) 

Insulated telephone cable _______ The Okonite Co. _____________ Dec. 21, 1948 5, 557.40 Do. Sanitary Corp. 
Carbon-dioxide portable fire- Associated Engineers __________ Dec. 23, 1948 1,240.50 Do. Wood tank•------------------ The Hauser-Stander Tank Co. __ June 13, 1942 1,545.00 (1) 

extinguishing equipment. Compressed air ________________ Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc .••. June 1), 1942 2, 700.00 (1) 

C~rbon-d!oxide fire-extinguish- Walter Kidde & Co., Inc. ___ Dec 28, 1948 5,162.87 Do. 
Used steel pipe ________________ The National Supply Co, ______ Aug. , 1942 4,431.00 (1) 

mg eqUipment. Pipe- permanent and tempo-
Crane Co. ___________________ May 21,1946 3,763.50 Singleton. 

Disconnecting switches and fuse Stokes Electric Co. ___________ Jan. 4, 1949 1,0.58.40 Do. rary water lines. 
May 24, 1946 mounting. I Do ______________________ Chandler Boyd Co, ___________ 2, 786.68 Do. 

1 Purchase made directly from the project. Practically all deliveries were f. o. b. the job or nearest shipping point. 1 Purchase made direcUy from the project. Practically all deliveries were f. o. b. the job or nearest shipping point, 
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T.\BI.E lll8. ll"atml/[11 mn}or purclw.'"·' of mflterial aud erJIIipmeut Continued 

Itrnt 

MECHANICAL ·Con. 

\"alves, fittings, pipr, and acces
sory treated-watrr ~up ply and 
filter plant. 

Do ___ _ 

Wagon drill mountings, driftPr, 
drills and penumatic hoists. 

Bit sharpening equipment_ 
Portable air compressors 
Drills and fishing tools 
Air drill hose ....... 
Reconditioning drills 
Pipe, fittings, and aec·f's:o:.oriPs 

\ cndor Date ol ;1\\ard , Contrad pric(' 

~oland Cn .. Jn('. 1 .JunP i, J!-141) i 

ThP TPnnPsSPP \1rtal Culvert ' .Jurw i. !94fi 
('o. 

Brooks FquipmPnt & \1anufaf'- :\ug. f-i. l!l4fi 
turing Co. 

Bueyrus-Erir Co. Aug. li, 194fi 
Osborne Equipment Co. Aug. r; ICJ4fi 
lhwyrus-Erie Co. _ _ . I Aug. 12: 1 iJ46 
_j.1artiu ~1a('hi11ery '-\:Supply Co. I Aug. 2:{, HJ4fi 
Rock Bit ~a!rt' & Sr.nier Co.~. Srpt. t:~. 1\J4f) 
Anwri('all Radiator & Standard I ~rpt. 2f), 1\Hfl 

:::lauitary ( 'orp. I 
Knoxvillr-Trrm. Equipnwnt Co. Oet. 
(;pnpral Tirf' ~ale.-: ('n . Od. 

19. ]:" so 

IL0:10.GO 
lfL :J32 00 
50,485 00 

4.41;0 00 
I. ~~0 84 I 
1. ;)dl 4.~ 

2.J7,S 00 
!i.OCO CO 

Ratchet hoists __ 
Tire repairs_ 
Embedded pipe. fittings, & atf·ess I 

Do_____ - ! 

Crane ( 'owpau~ ( ll't. 
rnited State.-: FipP l( l•:oun~lry Ol't. 

~~. 194!i 
14. l\l4fi 
tr Jt146 
1 n: 1041; 

l.OIY 0\1 

(~overnors for 2 h~·clrauli(· tur
bines. 

Two 34,500-horsepowPr·h.Ydrau-
lic turbines. 

One turbine inlet valve- --unit 2 
Portable air compressors ___ _ 
Deep-wE'll t:vpe pumping unit:i 
Automatic PlrC'trif' rlevator _ 

C'o. 
Woodward C:onrnor Co. 

\ewport \pw,.., ~hiphtJilding & I 
Drv Dock 1 

JashUa Hrn(i~· Iron \\'orb 1 
Martin Maehnwry ~ ~upph· ('o t 

Fairbanks-;\lorsf' & Co._ 
Warner Elf'Vator }.la!lufactur-

in~ Co. 

\'ov. 

\ov. 

\'o\'. 
\'ov. 
\'ov. 
\'ov. 

:L CCI\.40 

4. 1040 n:u;o oo 

4. 104fi :;::4.740 00 

.1, J\14ti 59. :zro oo 

.-:, IP4!i 14. !140 00 
15. 104fi 2.0~5.00 
2ti, l!,l4fi 12,4~5 {)() 

Insulating and luhric·ating 
purifying units. 

ni\1 De Laval ~f'i1arator Co. \r.v. 2\J. 1P4fi '· .\22 1111 

Air drill hose_ 
Do _____ _ 

Water strainers ___ _ 
Fire hose with rouplingR 

Insulating and lubrication oil 
transfei pumping units. 

Pneumatic sump pumps __ _ 
Stationary air compressors 
Portable air compressors. __ 
Steel tanks ____ .. ____ ..... 
Pipe railing and miscellaneous 

metaL 
Yalve with extension stem and 

fioorstand. 
Sluiceway flowmeters_ _ _ ___ _ 
Wire guards, dampers, louvrrs, 

and grilles. 
Fans and electri(· hraters 
Airhose______ __ 

Do ______________ . 
Fans and electric heaters 

Do ___________________ _ 
Special valves and controllers_ 

Deep-well type pumping unit:-; 
for treated water. 

Air hose_ 

Steel pipe ___ .. 

Fittings, pipe, and accessories for 
embedded lines. 

Fittings, pipe, and accessorirs for 
embedded lines. 

Do ___ _ 

Apecial valvrs and controllNs 

Air hose __________ . _ . _ _ 
Fans and surfacr coolers for c·on

trol building. 
Machine shop equipment 

Do ................... . 
Air filters for control building_. 
Machine shop equipment__ 

Do _______ _ 

Osborut> Equipllll'Ht ('o . _ Df'('. 1\l. Hl4fi 
I Knoxvillf'-Te!lll. Equipnwnt Co i D( e. HI, JH4fi 
! Audale Co. __ . . .. ~-· I De('. 20, l!l4fi 
, The Atitlf' RuhhN ~1anuf:H·- 1 Df·(·. 21i, Hl4fi 

turing: Co. 
neorge D. HopPr Corp. .Jan. 2, 104i 

Martiu Maebiuf>fy & Supply Co. Jan. 10, l!l4/ 
Ingersoll-Hand Co Feh. 5. 1947 
Schramm. lue._ ___ _ Feb. 5, 1947 
Truitt Manufacturing Co._ Feh. 25, 1947 
Carolina Steel & Iron Co • ~1ar 10, Hl47 

Gnnnf'll Co, lnf I Apr 14, 194i 

Repubhc Flo• ~leter Co Apr 14, 1947 
AI!lerican "arn11ng& 'ent1lat- Apr. 29, 1947 

Le1i~;SEnJl;iuePriug Co. ___ --[Apr. :~0. 1841 
Knoxv~He-Ten!!. Equitnnent Co. Junt> II, 194 i 
Knoxville Beltmg & Supply Co.. .June 11. 194 7 
Electromode Corp. ____________ , Junr HI, 1941 
GraybarElectrieCo. _________ 'Junr 19,1941 
American Radiator& Standard Julr S, 1947 

Sanitary Corp. 
Tennessee Mill & Minf' Co. .lui)· 11, 1947 

Tennessef' Mill & Mine Supply .July 17, 1941 
Co. 

American Radiator& Rtandard July 1", 1947 
Sanitary Corp. 

Crane ro. I .Jul)· JR. 1947 

;\lational Cast I ron Pipe.. . .I July 18, Hl4 7 

American Radiator & 8-tandard ! July IS, 1H4i 
Sanitary Corp. 

Thr Cha·pmau Yalve Manufa('- Au~. 1, ID4i 
turing Co. 

Goodall Rubber Co.. Aug. 4, 1947 ' 
Arnrriean Blower CorJl. .\uf.,!:. fi, 1\Hi 

1 

1 Bryant Machuten & EngmPer- I -\ug 2h, JH4i 
1 

2. ,\OS 011 
2. Jn4 oo 
fi. 296 GO 
:l. 520 ()() 

2, fi~~ 75 

I, 140 00 
I, !85 CO 
2.373.52 
6,879 00 
4,174.00 

2.1il0 .44 

4.206.00 
2,486 25 

4 ,li92. 40 
:3.:340.00 
1.55fi.OO 
:1.900.75 
1,640.00 
2,019 04 

I. :110 00 

I, !lfO 00 

I. 7:30 75 

4. 969.27 

li,566 38 

I, 906 61 

1,023 00 

1,270 00 
2. R24 40 

4,400 oo 
mg Co. 

I 

The\\-. S. :VIuman Co_ I Aug. 26, 1947 li,479 li:l 
Amencan Air F1lter Co, Inc __ Sept 5, 1947 1,062 10 
TheW. S Murnan Co Sept 22, 1947 5,965.40 
Moore-Handley Hardware Co., Oct. 2:l, 1947 1.156 19 
Inc. 1 

. 0. h. 

Do. 

•'I 
I') 
(1) 

(l) 

I') 
ElizatJrthtou. 

''I 
•'I 

FlizaLt>thto11. 
Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
,,1) 

f-:lizabt'tbtOJI. 
Do. 

llo. 

{!) 

I' I 
Elir.atwthton. 

I') 

Elizabethton. 

(1) 
ElizaLdhton. 

Do. 
Elizahethtou. 

l'l 

ElizaiH:'thtou. 

Do. 
Do. 

Do. 
(I) 
(') 

Do. 
t;an Francisco. 
Elizabethton. 

Do. 

('I 

111 

Elizabethton. 

Elizabethton. 

Do. 

Do. 

11) 

Elizalwthton. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

l Purchase made directly from the pro j et't. Practically all deliveries wen··f. o. b. the job or tlt'arest £hipping point. 
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TABLE 108. -W atauga~major purchases o/ material and equi.pnumt- Continued 

ltPm 

MECHANICAL-Con. 

Control and indicating dPvires 
for hr:1ting, ventilating, and 
air-con(litioning systems. 

Ste-f'l pipe and topper tubing 
Yalvf's ___ 

Galvanized ('Orrugated metal 
culvert pipe. 

Pipe fittings._ 
Pipe fittings __ 

Wire rope __ 
Conveyor heltiHg 
Insulation lor routrol building_ 

(ialvan)zrd-iqm shf'Pts for ('OH-

trol building. 
\1arhinf' shop f'quipment (small 

tools). 
Do __ 

Part for lima shovrl_ 
\\'rought-iron pipr_ 
~teel pipr _ ~ _ 
Air hose for rock drills_ 

Do .. 
Lubricating oil for grnrfators, 

turbines, govemors, and slide 
gates. 

Power pipe machim·s_ 
Black steel pipr _ _ _ _ _ 
\'alv~s, fittings, pipr, and acers-

sones. 
Portable air eompressors, dirsrl 

powered, and aceessorirR. 
Rock drill bits __ 
Pipe insulation and -~ccessories_ 
\'alves, fittings, pipe, and acces-

sories (visitors' building and 
picnic area). 

105-cubic feet per minutr gaso-
line powered air comprf"ssor, 
complrte. 

Arc welding machine aeerssories 
Rock drill hits __ . 
Air hose _____ 
RPrvomotor r~'li;1~-ff'f- h~~J~-~~-~d 

rod endR. 
Turhinr wif·ket gate loeb __ 

STRUCTURAL 

Timbers, trestlr frame and tele-
phone materiaL 

Short.Jeaf yellow pim• _. ~ _ 
Diesel fuel oiL __ _ 
Sawmill operation __ 
Pinr _____ -
Power Cord_ 
Oak. ................ - -
Shortleaf yellow pine ____ _ 
Oak and pine __ 
Pine. ____ -- -- ----. -
Structural steel trashraeks __ 
Oak_ _________ _ 
Pine __ 
Absorbent sherts __ 
Pine___ -
Shortleaf yellow pine __ _ 
Hardwood lumhff ~ 

.\'ails ___ _ 

Portland eelllent ________ _ 
StN•l gate framr and tuunt>lli1wr 
Portland eemPnL _ - ~ 
Strudural :sterl gatP frame aud 

tunnel liner. 
\fiscellaneous strcl for spillway 

control tower. 

! 

I 

I 

I 
i 
i 

\'f'ndor 

.Johnson ~f'rYi('f' ('o. 

c:rinnell C'o., Inc. 
Anwriean Hadiator & :-:tandard 

San.itary Corp. 
The Tennesser ~h·tal ('ulvNt 

Co. 
Cran'r Co. __ 
Ameriean Radiator & Standard 

Sanitary Corp. 
\Yilson-W rr-sner-Wilkinson 
Knoxville Brlting & Supply ( 'o. 
The Brooks Fisher Insulating 

ro. 
Thr AmeJ;i<·an Rollin~ }.till ('o. 

Tidewater f1upply f'o., IJH·. 

Mc\1aster-Carr ~upply Cn. 
Lima-Hamilton Corp .. 
:\oland Co., In('._ 
Chandler-Bovd Co._ 
Osborne Eqllipmrnt ( 'o. 
<'. \L Mrl'lung ,(, l'o. 
~in<"lair Refining ( 'o. 

(ieorf!,e \\'. \\'arner & ('o., Iu<·. 
Housr-Hasson Hardware Co._ 
American Radiator & Standard 

Ranitary Corp. 
Brooks Equipment & Manufac-

turing C'o. 
(~ardner-Druver ( 'o. 
Johns-:ytauville Sales Corp._ 
Noland Co., Ine._ 

Power EquipHlPtlt Co. __ 

\\-elding c:as Products Co. 
Roek Bit Sales & Rervice Co._ 
Osborne Equipnu,ut f'o. 
~rwport News Shipbuilding & 

Dry Dot'k Co. 
\Yoodward <foYf'mor ('o. 

;\lidwrst ~te(•] ( 'orp. 

Edmonds Bros. __ _ 
(;eneral Oils, Inc. 
Cl)'de E. Stout 
.Johnson ('it.v Lnmbcr <'o._ 
Am{'ri('all St"eel Wirr Co. __ 
.Johnson Cit~· I.•Hnhf'- Co.~ 
Whit(' & Blaek Lumhrr Co. 
Patv Lumbrr Co., lnt·._ 
Hur"kr & Hodl!:t'S Lumber Co._ 
('aro\ina Ste£•1 & Iron ('o._ 
Pa''' Lu'nL{"r C'o. 
City Lumber Co. 
Dan~ & Hus~rlt, lue. 
Pah· LumbN Co._ 

. do. 
\\'. P. Brown & ~ons Lumber 

l'o. 
TeJUlt'"'S~'P Coal, Irou & HH . 

Co. 
Petln-Di;..it• (\•!lJent ('orp._ 
\\'orden-Alle11 ('o. 
\'olunteer Pmtland { 't·rneut 
\Y orden-AliJ.u ( 'o. 

Lak{'sidt' Brid~f' aud ~tf'Pl ( 'o. 

1 Datr o! award 

' Df'r·. :;_ 1!14; 

llrr. 12. i!l4i 
Dee. 19. Hl4i 

! .ian. 2. 1948 

. Jan. S, 1!14S 
I Ja11. 8. 194' 

i Jan. 21. IH4~ 
Jan. 2:1. 1!148 
.Jan. n 194~ 

Jan z:L 1u4:, 

. I au. 29. 1948 

' .Jan. 29, 1948 I 
Frh. 5. 194S i 
F'eh. 16, 1948 ' 
Feb. 16, 194s I 
Mar. :3. 194S 
Ma1. :J. 1948 
Apr. I. 1948 

Apr. 1:1, 1948 
Apr. 29, 1948 
}.fay 4, 1948 

Mav 14, 194~ 

1 ,ll:lle ;;, 1!141'\ 
].July I, 1948 
, Au~. II. 1948 

(kt. 7, Hl4k 

(\<·t. 2~. 1948 
~OY. 15, 1948 
Nov. 18, 1948 
.Jan. 16. 1951 

FPh 27. 19.11 

Feb. JD 1942 

·I, Fe h. 20. I 942 
. Feb. 24, 1942 

I ~1ar 2:1. 1942 
I .June 2, 1942 

I ::~~::~ ~~: ~~:~ 
.June 16, 1942 

' .hwr lH, 1942 
.ltlln' I 8, 1942 
.Julv 18, 1942 

I

' Jul)· 31, 1942 
Aug. 4. 1942 I 
Aug. 5, 1942 ' 
Auo. II, 1942 ' 

I S··pL 12, 1942 
Od. 8. 1942 

Ott. 4. l94ti 
: Oet. ll, 194f) I 

I OeL 11, H146 I 
j tieL 11, 194fl 

11"1. 1.\. 19~1i 

('outra('t prH'P 

$1.4:14 :1:j 

::.620 Zli 
li.%9 58 

8.52' ~1 

I. 940.21 
:u:12 ;J 

1.!!05 00 
1.179 00 
I. 5B8.15 

2.:HG 2S 

I. 2lti ;fi 

I. 208 til 
2. 722 95 
:uoo 40 
2. 502 91 I 
1.112 00 
I. 110.00 
1 .. 1.14 00 

2.:11s oo 
1,244.50 
:1.386 27 

1s. J:Js :JO 

.o.:l.)O.OO 
2.fi9i.9i 
:{,03S.7i 

2, J::.l ()() 

1.57.5 1.1 
9. 91.1 50 
1.217 00 
2.250 00 

4.:12~ ()() 

2. 7:ll Oil I 

4.107 50! 
9,900 00 i 

4!1,000 00 
:l. 630.19 
I. 9:l4 00 
:u;s~ 12 
2. :J26 2~ 
1,857 32 
2. 997 56 
~./41.00 
2.570 33 
:1.260.57 
2,240.00 
1.647.9ti 
.\. :l79. 75 

24.204 00 

:I. 2<i2 .\() 
t),fj()/ 00 

:t~f)' 250. ou 
0. fif)i ou 

-----·- ------

F. o. h. 

J)o. 

Do. 
Do. 

(I) 

Elizabethton . 
Do. 

fl) 
II) 

Eliza\){'thton . 

Do. 

Do . 

Do. 
I') 

Elizabethton. 
Pittshurllh. 

(1) 
fl) 

Elizalwthton. 

(\) 

(I) 
K11oxvillr. 

(1) 

(I) 
Elizalwthton. 

Do. 

I') 

(I) 
(1) 
(I) 

ElizaiJethton. 

Roekford, IlL 

(') 

I') 
(') 
(I) 
(1) 

I') 
(l) 

II) 
(I) 
(I) 
(I) 
(1) 

(') 
(I) 
(I) 
(1) 

i') 

(I) 

fl\ 
l'l 
(!) 

J•:lizal>rtltt<m. 

Do. 

1 Purchase made directly from t.hr projert. Practically aU df'livPrie~ wer<· I. o. h. the job or urarrst shipping point. 

I i 
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TABLE 1 08.-W atauga-major purcha3es of material and equipment-Continued 

Item Vendor Date of award Contract price F. o. b. 
---------------l-------·--------1--------l----------------

STRUCTURAL-Con. 

T -type metal grid flooring for 
spillway access footbridge. 

Structural steel for spillway ac
cess footbridge. 

Electrical blasting exploders ___ _ 
Structural steel for penstocks 

and surge tank riser. 
Kitchen sinks and duo waste~---
Portland cement _____________ _ 
Steel concrete pouring tower ___ _ 
Portland cement __ -------- ___ _ 

Concrete aggrrgate ___________ _ 
Dynamite ___________________ _ 

Do _____________________ _ 
Structural steel for gate gui:les __ 
Portland cement ____________ __ 
Valve anchor bolts ____________ _ 
Miscellaneous steel ___________ _ 
Alloy filler for intake gate guides_ 
Structural steel spillway sluice 

liners. 
Steam coaL _______________ _ 
Drilling tools ________________ _ 
Diamond core drill bits. ______ _ 
Structural steel for powerhouse __ 
Structural steel for intake access 

footbridge. 
Structural steel for powerhouse 

access bridge. 
Yellow pine _________________ __ 

Do _____________________ _ 
T-type metal g id floming for 

intake access footlridge. 
CoaL _______________________ _ 
Nails. ______________________ _ 

Structural steel for control build-
ing. 

Dipper assembly _____________ _ 
Hollow drill steel stock ________ _ 
Steel stairs __________________ _ 
Truck tires and tubes ________ __ 
Miscellaneous steel for intake, 

spillway, and powerhouse. 
Yibrating screen and cloth _____ _ 
Southern yellow pine poles ____ __ 
Nails. ______________________ _ 

Structural steel trashracks for 
spillway. 

Structural steel trashracks for 
intake. 

Tires and tubes .. ____________ _ 
"~ire rope ______ --------------

Do._------- ____________ _ 
Galvanized structural steel for 

switchyard. 
Lumber _____________________ _ 
Crusher run stone ____________ _ 
Hollow drill steeL __________ __ 
Southern yellow pine ________ __ 
Diesel fuel oiL ______________ _ 
Round creosoted timber guard 

posts. 
Handrailing __________________ _ 

Cleaning and painting metal sur-
faces. 

Chain link fences and accessories_ 
Type II portland cement .. ____ _ 
Coke breeze ________________ __ 

Asbestos-cement trays and sheets 
Structural steel cable rack sup-

ports and brackets __________ _ 
Galvanized grating and acces

sories. 
Aluminum pigment paste ______ _ 

Reliance Steel Products Co .. ___ Oct. 21, 1946 

Virginia Bridge Co. ___ _ 

Atlas Powder Co .. ____ __ 
Bethlehem Steel Co .. ___ 

C. M. McClung & Co .. _____ __ 
Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. ____ _ 
Archer Iron 'Vorks, Inc. ______ _ 
Cumberland Portland Cement 

Co. 
American Limestone Co. _____ _ 
E. I. DuPont DeN em ours & Co. 
Hercules Powder Co .. ________ _ 
Lakeside Bridge & Steel Co. ___ 
Signal Mt. Portland Cement __ _ 
Truitt Manufacturing Co. ____ _ 
Carolina Steel & Iron Co .. __ __ 
Thomas F. Seitginger's Sons __ _ 
Truitt Manufacturing Co. ____ _ 

Southwestern Fuel Co .. _____ __ 
Sanderson Cyclone DrilL ___ __ 
J. K. Smith & Sons, Inc. ____ __ 
Anthracite I) ridge Co. _______ _ 
Truitt Manufacturing Co. ___ _ 

Virginia Bridge Co._ 

Oct. 24, 1946 

Oct. 25, 1946 
l>ov. 4, 1946 

Nov. 13, 1946 
Nov. 14, 1946 
Dec. 12, 1946 
Dec. 17, 1946 

Dec. 18, 1946 
Jan. 30, 1947 
Jan. 30, 1947 
Feb. 26, 194 i 
Mar. 4, 1948 
Mar. 25, 1947 
Apr. I, 1947 
Apr. 2, 1947 
Apr. 9, 1947 

Apr. 18, 1947 
Apr. 25, 1947 
Apr. 28, 1947 
Apr. 30, 1947 
June 10, 1947 

June 13, 1947 

Burke & Hodges Lumber Co .. _ June 17,1947 
EdmondsBrothersLumberCo.~ June 17, 1947 
Re iance Steel Products Co... June 19, 1947 

Southw<stern Fuel Co .. ______ _ 
TennesRee Coal, Iron & RR. 

Co. 
Anthracite Bridge Co .. _______ ~ 

Lima Locomotive Works, Inc. __ 
Jos. T. Ryerson & Sons ______ _ 
Vulcan Rail & Construction Co. 
Free Service Tire Corp. ______ _ 
Truitt Manufacturing Co. ____ _ 

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing 
Southern Wood Preserving Co._ 
Tennessee Coal, Iron & RR. 

Co. 
Lakeside Bridge & Steel Co. __ _ 

July 1, 1947 
July 7, 1947 

Aug. 8, 1947 

Aug. 13, 1947 
Aug. 13, 1947 
Aug. 21, 1947 
Aug. 22, 1947 
Aug. 27, 1947 

Aug. 28, 1947 
Sept. 8, 1947 
Oct. 14, 1947 

Oct. 15, 1947 

Virginia Bridge Co .. __________ Oct. 15, 1947 

Free Service Tire Co. ________ _ 
Martin Machinery & Supply __ _ 
Noland Company, Inc .. ______ _ 
The Chas. E. Schuler Engineer-

ing Co. 
Grayson Lumber Co .. ______ __ 
H. K. Eads ________________ __ 
Crucible Steel Co. of America __ 
Paty Lumber Co., Inc .. _____ __ 
Gtneral Oils_---------------
Cherokee Wood Preserving Co .. 

Sherwood Moore Iron Works, 
Inc. 

Alabama Painting & Roofing 
Co. 

Anchor Post Fence Division __ _ 
Volunteer Portland Cement Co. 
Tennessee Product & Chemical 

Corp. ~ 
Johns-Manville Sales Corp .. __ _ 
Anthracite Bridge Co ... ______ _ 

Walter Bates Co .. _ 

Oct. 16, 1947 
Oct. 24, 1947 
Oct. 29, 1947 
Nov. 18, 1947 

Dec. 5, 1947 
Dec. 17, 1947 
Dec. 23, 1947 
Jan. 26, 1948 
Feb. 12, 1948 
Feb. 27, 1948 

Mar. 10, 1948 

Mar. 30, 1948 

Mar. 31, 1948 
Apr. 30, 1948 
May 10, 1948 

June 7, 1948 
July I, 1948 

July I, 1948 

Magna Manufacturing Co .. ____ July 14, 1948 

1 Purchase made directly from the project. Practically all deliveries were f. o; b. the 

$1.557 00 Do. 

12,815 00 Do. 

5,00150 (!) 
81' 298.00 Elizabethton. 

1, 74150 (1) 
4,567.50 (1) 
4,117 00 (1) 
3,397.50 (1) 

3,560.00 (I) 
9,720 00 (1) 

21,60000 (1) 
19,53100 Elizabethton. 
46,980 00 (1) 

7, 762.00 Elizabethton. 
5, 990 00 Do. 
2, 274 00 Do. 

29,355.00 Do. 

20,000.00 (I) 
6,865.55 (1) 
3,030.00 (1) 

70,675.00 Elizabethton. 
1,681.00 Do. 

19,425~00 Do. 

4,387 50 (1) 
5, 250 00 (1) 
1,308.00 Elizabethton. 

87,000.00 (1) 
2,124.67 (I) 

10,424 00 Elizabethton. 

2,596.50 (1) 
2,548.77 (1) 
4, 745~00 Elizabethton. 

13,400.00 (1) 
9,278.00 Elizabethton. 

1, 770.84 (1) 
4,449.19 (1) 
2,034.94 (1) 

10,379 00 Elizabethton. 

4,700.00 Do. 

5,000 00 (1) 
1,335.84 (1) 
1,240.00 (1) 

29,353.00 Elizabethton. 

12,030 00 (1) 
3,183.75 (1) 
2.559.65 (1) 

12,445.00 (1) 
64,350 00 (1) 
10,564.00 (1) 

3,107.00 Elizabethton. 

17,890.00 Do. 

1,981.00 Do. 
106,200.00 (1) 

1,662.00 (1) 

2, 918 60 Elizabethton. 
3,375.00 Do. 

2,000.00 Watauga Dam. 

1,4h0.00 (1) 

r nearest shipping point. 

1 
i 

MA.TOR PURCHASES 1111 
TABLE 108.-W atauga-major purchases of material and equipment-Continued 

Item 

STRUCTURAL-Con. 

Aluminum switchgear housings, 
junction cabinet, and station 
service transformtr boxes. 

Southern yellow pine __________ _ 
Generator stair, walkways, and 

aluminum grilles. 
Reconditioning drill bit and drill 

steel. 
Southern yellow pine __________ _ 
Tire and tube repairs _________ _ 
Southern yellow pine _________ _ 

Do. ____________________ _ 
Do. ____________________ _ 

Absorptive form lining ________ _ 
Dynamite. __________________ _ 
CoaL ________________ ------_ 
Diesel fuel oiL _____________ __ 
Concrete aggregate ___________ _ 
Fine and coarse concrete aggre-

gate. 
Portland cement type II ______ _ 
Concrete blocks and precast caps_ 
Concrete aggregate ___________ _ 
Tire and tube repairs _________ _ 

BRIDGES AND ROADS 

Bridge spans _________________ _ 
Spreading crushed stone _______ _ 
Calcium chloride ____________ __ 
Binder materiaL _____________ _ 
Tar ________________________ __ 
Crushed stone ______________ __ 
Metal superstructure for Wa-

tauga River Bridge on Ten
nessee State Highway No. 67. 

Telephone conduits for Watauga 
River Bridge on Tennessee 
State Highway No. 67. 

Metal superstructure for Roan 
Creek Bridge at Doe Station. 

Metal superstructure for Wa
tauga River Bridge at Wagner 
Island. 

Concrete right-of-way markers._ 
Tar _______________ -----------

Vendor Date of award Contract price 

Kirk & Blum Manufacturing July 27, 1948 
Co. 

Ray E. Loper Lumber Co., Inc.. Aug. 19, 1948 
Truitt Manufacturing Co .. ____ Aug. 20, 1948 

Rock Bit Sales & Service Co .. _ Sept. 12, 1948 

Edmonds Bros. Lumber Co .. __ 
Free Service Tire Co. ________ _ 
Paty Lumber Co., Inc .. ______ _ 
Ray E. Loper Lumber Co., Inc .. 
Grayson Lumber Co., Inc .. __ __ 
Dant & Russell, Inc .. _______ __ 
Liberty Powder Co .. ________ __ 
Richards Coal Co .. ______ __ 
Esso Standard Oil Co .. __ _ 
H. K. Eads__ _____________ _ 
E. W. Mather _______ _ 

Pennsylvania Dixie Cement_ __ _ 
Southern Cast Stone Co .. ___ __ 
American Limestone Co. _____ _ 
Free Service Tire Corp. ______ _ 

Oct. 7, 1948 
Oct. 20, 1948 
Oct. 28, 1948 
Oct. 28, 1948 
Oct. 28, 1948 
Nov. 8, 1948 
Jan. 19, 1949 
Feb. 2, 1949 
Feb. I, 1949 
Feb. 7, 1949 
Mar. 2, 1949 

May 4, 1949 
May 10, 1949 
Sept. 19, 1949 
Oct. 20, 1949 

Midwest Steel Co .. ___________ Jan. 20, 1942 
American Limestone Co .. _____ Feb. 18, 1942 
D. L. Earnest Co .. ___________ Aug. 12, 1942 
H. K. Eads __________________ Aug. 13, 1942 
Emulsified Asphalt Products___ Aug. 18, 1942 
H. K. Eads .. __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ Aug. 21, 1942 
Nashville Bridge Co .. _________ Feb. 17, 1947 

Graybar Electric Co .. _________ Feb. 27, 1947 

Nashville Bridge Co .. _________ June 12, 1947 

Nashville Bridge Co .. _________ June 17, 1947 

Southern Cast Stone Co .. _____ Mar. 12, 1948 
The Barrett Division, Allied May 27, 1949 

Chemical and Dye Corp. 

$29,400.00 

4,349.50 
5,115.00 

2,000.00 

2,885.00 
5,000.00 
5,181.00 
2,382.00 
1,275.00 
3, 780.00 

24,390.00 
30,000.00 
15,600.00 
2,305.24 

30,516.00 

22,800.00 
1,120.55 
2,618.00 
7,500.00 

12,026.90 
9, 843 75 
1,800.00 
2,482.50 

13,724.00 
13,880.00 

451,432.00 

1,323.84 

32,983.60 

76,627.44 

1, 538.35 
22,854.00 

F. o. b. 

Elizabethton. 

(') 
Elizabethton. 

(1) 

(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
(I) 
(I) 

(l) 
(I) 
(') 
(1) 

(') 
(1) 
(!) 
(1) 
(') 
(1) 

Erected. 

Elizabethton. 

Erected. 

Do. 

(1) 
(1) 

1 Purchase made directly from the project. Practically all deliveries were f. o. b. the job or nearest shipping point. 
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T.\llLE 109. South 1/ol.<ton ma,ior [JIIrdw.<es of mlllerill{lllld etjllipmelll' 

Jtrrn \ f'tlflnr DatP o! award Contrad prief• 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Southrrn yellow pine 
Roof YE'ntilators 
Aluminum louvf•r:-; and window 

trim. 
Steel rolling door _ 
Metal siding paHPis 
Built-up roofing, insulation. and 

sheet-metal work. 
Steel roof and floor df'rking 
M<tal doors. __ _ 

Do__________ _ _ 

Pat.\· Lumfwr ('o .. Irw. 
Ameriran .\lachinr ,\::.\Ida]:" 
A. F .Jorss frorr \Yorks. hlf'. 

Cornell Iron \Yorks. Iw. 
H. H. Robertson ( 'o. 
EnsiP_\. Roofing t\: ~)IP('t .\ff'tal 

H. H. Rotwrtscn ( 'o. 
Atlantie Metal Products, Til('. 

Dick Wright Hard wart> ( 'o. 
.'\pwman Brothr-rs, lnt'. 

. lui) 2.0, 194!1 
Aug. 4. 194fl I 
()(-t. f), IH4!l I 

\ov. IS, lll4H 1 

Df•t·. 7, 1949 
ller·. 21, 1!14!1 

1 

llPr·. :lo, 1!149 ! 
.Tan. D, Hl.JO 

:\1iscellaneousalumilltllll (powl'r-, 
house). 

Marble_ 

(ilass aud ulazing ( powi'rhoust>) 
Ceramic floor pavf'rS __ 
Plastering and insulating (powPr-

A~l\fP('O Marhh· Division 
W. Wiesr1. 

Standard C:la:-s ('o. 
Fn•d E. Mehiul'i Co. 
Doul!laR Plastr-ring ( 'o. 

i .Jan. 9, 1\150 1 

I .Jan. 2;, 1950 , 

'H. : Feb. 1:l, 1!150 I 

Fr·b. 14. l!l.oll 
Feb. 20, I 9511 
Feb. 2:l, I 950 

house). 
Southern yellow pine" __ 
Huperstrurture (visitors' build

ing). 
Aluminum pigment pash·, vehi

clf' and red lead paint. 

CIVIL 
(also see Struetural) 

Richmond J,urnbN. I ne. __ _ 
C'lirk ('onstnwtion Co., Inc._ 

Warrell Paint & ('olor f'o. 

.June 20, 1950 

.Jan. 19, 19S:l 

Mar. 1:1. I!J.\1 

Driving and liniHK divf'fsiclfl Morri~ou-Kuudse!J ('o.: rtah ~1ar. 2. 1\142 
tunnel and shafts. Construf'tion ( 'o. 

ELECTRICAL 

Two 27,778-kilovolt-awpt•rf-' ~t'll- \\"f>:-<tinghousP EIPdril' ( 'orp._ 
erat.ors (powerhouse I.-·. 

One 38,888-kilovolt-aJJlJit'H' grll
erator. 

do 

Neutral grounding reaetor _ _ _ _do_ _ ______ _ 
Three 69-kilovolt, 11 ,250-kilo- Wagner Elertrie Corp .. _ 

volt-ampere main transformers. 
One 69-kilovolt oil ('ircuit breaker Wf'stinghousp Elet"tri<" Corp. 

(switehyard). 
Rigid steel conduiL 
Bare conductors __ 
Station service transformer ____ _ 
~ onmetallic conduit~ hydro __ . _ 
Carrier relay equipmf'nt (powf'r-

house). 

General Electric Co. ____ _ 
Nehring Electric Works_ 
Maloney Electrir Co. __ _ 
Line Material Co. __ . ___ _ 
\\'estinghousr Elrf'tric Corp. 

Load frequency control and tern- LPeds & Northrup Co. __ 
perature recorder. 

Lighting-speeiallightingstand- KPrrigatt lrm1 Works. ltlc. __ _ 
ards. , 

~1ain control switchboards ____ I <irneral Elc<·trir- Co .. _ 

Recording and armuneiatingsys- The Autocall Co. _ 
terns. 

Power line carrier equipment OenPral Elertric· Co._. 
(switchyard). 

Water level recorders and trans
mitters. 

15-kilovolt outdoor oil circuit 
breaker. 

Auxiliary transformer and volt
age regulator. 

Communication equipment_ __ 
Bare conductors ______ . _ _ _ .. 

Do. ____________________ . 
Fused disconnecting switches __ _ 
Auxiliary power switchboards __ 
Bare conductor fittings_ 
Insulated conductors_ .. ______ _ 

15-kilovolt disf'onnerting 
switches. 

69-kilovolt disronnf'rting 
switches. 

Lfupold & Stevens Instrument 
Co. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ 

Allis-Chahner~ Manufacturing 
Co. 

ne-ne-ral F.lr-ctric Co._ 

Automatic Electric Sales 
Aluminum Co. of America __ 
American Brass Co._ 
S & C Eleetrir Co .. _________ _ 
Northeast.rrn Engineering, Inc._ 
Anderson Brass Works __ " _ 
Westinghouse Electrie ~upph· 

Co. · 
Southern State:-< Equipment 

Corp. 
DPlta-Rtar EIPC"trif• <'o. 

Mar. 9, 1~42 

.June 21, 1!14X 

Julv li, 194X 
Jul)· 6, 194X 

.ltr!.t· li, 194X 

Julv 16, 194S 
.lui)· 22, 194S 
.Jan. 12, 1949 
Feb. 24, 1949 
Aug. 30, 1!149 

Sept. 12, 1949 

Sept. 1:1, 194~ 

Sept. 29, 1949 

Oet. 5, 1949 

Oct. li, 1949 

Oct. :n, 194!1 

:\ov. 2, 1949 

c-!ov. :l, 1949 

Nov. 28, 1949 
1\ov. 28, 1949 
:\ov. 28, 1949 
Dt•c. I, 1949 
Dee. 5, 1949 
Dec. ;, 1949 
.Jan. :L 1950 

. Jan. 20, 1950 

.Jan. 20. 1950 

$:l:l, H40 110. 
I.IW2 :14 
:J,49S 00 

I, 441i 00 
:)2, 411i 04 
4,2RIOO 

II. 221 00 
:1.307 00 
1.92:1 92 
:), 04:l 00 

. 24~ 00 

4,k\!i j;) 
;,!100 00 
1. fii~ no 

:l;L475 31 
.\0, i53 95 

2. !144.50 

l,k.\0,000 00 

1'1 

. \92, \HJ4. 00 

4,007 00 
!IX. Sl5.00 

GG. /01.00 

13, 5J:l.30 
:1,027 .5:l 
4,122 1!0 
;{, 577.58 
5.867.00 

1.49;_!)6 

li6, 197 75 

\1,82:189 

li,405.00 

:1,285.00 

10,994 00 

1,104 44 

2, 822 00 
2,333 28 
l.liOO .97 
I, 111.95 

16,108.00 
1.068.00 
1.596.10 

2,:179 iO 

19.2411.75 

F. o. h. 

Bristol. 

Do, 
Installed. 

Do. 

Do. 
Bris<ol. 

Do. 
Do. 

Do . 

l11~talled. 
Do. 
Do. 

(:!) 

('nw.;trurted. 

('un~tmdt·t!. 

Bristol. 

Do . 

Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Bristol and 
Elizalwthton. 

Bristol. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

~outh Holston. 
Bristol. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

I Includes purchases amountinJJ. to $1,000 or mort". 
2 Purchase made directly from the projt>ct. Praetieally all deliveries were f. o. b. tht• joL or nearest shipping point. 
3 Approximate. 
4 Contrac·t was eancelled in compliaHef' with WPB order dat<•d Uetober 20, 1942. \" o information as to the amount paid 

under this contract. if any, is available in this offi.rf', 

l .\1.\.lt lit l'l'W '11.\:'E~ 1113 

TABLE 109.~ South HolMon-ma,ior purcha.-e., of material and ei{Ltipment'--Continued 

Itt' ill 

ELECTRICAL-Con. 

Communiration equipment_ 
Instrument transformers ____ _ 
Battery for charging motor of 

generator sets. 
Lighting____ ___ __ 
Auxiliary transformers ___ _ 
Insulated telephone rable. _ 
Insulated conductors ______ _ 
Fire-extinguishing equipmrnt. 
Insulated eondul'ton; __ 

Batteries 

~pare iwmlatin~ oil 

HEAVY EQUIPMENT 

He~ular gradf> ga~oliue _ 
Do.. __ 

Dump tfu('ks_ _ _ ___ _ 
Diesel powered end-dump trucks 
9fi-inch regulating valves_ 
Slide gates for sluief'way 

Regular gradr gasoline __ _ 
Heavy duty stet>! dippPr __ 
1 fi5-ton ovf'fhPad travdiug, ('fall(' 

(powPrhousP J. 
Diesel fuel oil. ___ _ 
Liner platt•s for telsmith jaw 

erushN. 
New 3- to 4-c·uhie-vard Plrl·tri(· 

shovel. . 
Closure gate for sluiePwav ____ _ 
Inclined railway equipmf.nt for 

intake access tunne I. 
All-east maganese stf'el dippt>r 
I-IPavy duty ba('k ~f'ared shaprr 

and enginP lathe. 
Tractor and atta('hJUPHts __ _ 
Hydraulie Jrador JHOUJdrd 

hu<·ket loatlcrs. 

MECHANICAL 

Two :34,500-horsPpower hydrau
lic turbines. 

Governors for two hydraulic 
turbines. 

Cylinder gate tor elosurP gate iu 
intake tunnel. 

Air hose ami eoupliugs_ 

(~overuor for OIH' hydraulie tur
bine. 

One 48,500-horst'J\OWN hydrau-
lic turbine. 

Invasion tubing 
Fine redu('tiou erusher __ 
l 80-ineh butterfly valve ai\(J 

a('('E'SSoriPS. 
Oil pumP)ng unit lor sluieP ~ate 

pressurr system. 
Air hose e<;mlpll:'tl:' with (·ouplin~J,S 
Fuel oil.. _ _ ________ __ 
Power Of)cratf'l1 eoal stokers __ _ 
Metal culvert pipe_.-·---·--
Air hosf' in .10-foot lengths com-

plete with couplings. 
Insulatinl!, and luhril·atiug oil 

purifying units (powPrhousP). 
Regulatin.g valvP for Bristol wa· 

trr iiUJlpl~· . 
Twin-typP watl:'r :-itrainer ipow

erhousp). 

\·t>ndor Date ol award Coutraet 1JrilT F. o. b. 

\\'estinghousP Elef·triC" ( 'orp. 
Genrral Electric Co. __ 
Osboruf' Equipment Co. 

1 C:eneral Elf:'("tric Co. 
' WestinghousP Elrdrie Corp. 
(~eneral Cable Corp. 
The Okonite ( 'o. _ . 

1 Jan. 23, 1950 
I .Jan. 24, 1950 
' Apr. 24, 19.50 

CO-Two Firr Equipnlf'Bt Co. __ 
Phelps-Dodge Copper Products 

Apr. 25, 1950 
Apr. 26, 1950 
:.lay II. 1950 
July 26, 1950 
Aug. :1, 1950 
Aug. 21, 1950 

Corp. 
The Elcdrit· "'-toragt> Batkr~· 

Co . 
Tidf'. \\"ater Assoc·iated ()il ( 'o 

( :u!t H.eliuing ( 'o. 
Esso Standard Oil ('o. 
\\'ilsou-\\'eesner-\\'ilkinsou C'o. 
Power Equipmeut Co. 
~ . .\lor~an P.mitb Co.~_ _ _ 
Hard it>- Tyul:'s \1anufac·turing 

Co. 
Culf Refiuin~ Cu. 
R. L. Harris, Iue 
\\"biting Corp. 

(;t•rwral Oils_ 
Tlw 'Frog, ~wit1'h & Manufa(·

turiu~ ('o. 
( )sborup EquipJJH'Ht ( 'o. 

Lakesidt> Bridgt> & ~tee! ( 'o. 
_Do. 

Electric· Stl'el Foundry_ 
c;rorge :\1. Meriwether_ 

Bt"aw·r ~1otor & lmplenwnt ( 'o. 
Powf'f E<!uipnlf'llt Co . 

~.Morgan :-iJllitb Co.- .. 

Woodward (;onruor Co._ 

oept. 21. 1950 

h•b. 111. 1~.;1 

tiq>L I, IY4~ 
St·pt. I, I 948 
~<·pt. 29, 1948 
:\ov. 12, 1948 
Feh. 24, 1949 
Ft·h. 24, 1~49 

~1ar. 10, 194\l 
~1ar. 10. 1\149 
\1ar. 21. 1!14H 

:\pr. t:L 194!l 
Apr. 21. 1!149 

:.Ia; 4, 1!14\1 

Ma.1 211. 1\1411 
. -\u~. 2\l, 194Y 

DPr·. 20. 1\1411 
.Junf' 2R. 19,10 

Or-t. lti. 11150 
:.tar. 1!1, 19.\1 

:.Jar. 1, 11142 

:V1ar. 2, 1~42 

PuiteU ~taks \\"ar Dt'partllleut .Jul.)- (), 1942 

Browning Belting & Supply 
Co., Iue. 

\\'oodwarU (~overuor Co._ 

:-:. !\torKan ~mith ('o. __ _ 

Louis ClrPmspon. ln1'. __ 
:\ ord_Lerg: Manufadurin~ Co. 
:\ewport ~ews ~hiphuildin~ & 

Dn- Doek ('o 
Burf~rd, Hall &.Smith_ 

Osbomc EquiJ>IIlt'nt ( 'o. 
C:eneral Oils 
Central Coal Co.__ _ 
Tennesst'P Mt>tal Culvert Co. 
OshonH:' Equipnwut Co. 

Burfonl, Hall~\: Slllith_ 

~. :\Iorg,au ~1nith Co. __ 

Elliott Co., flu·. 

'Ia; 4, 1!148 

May 12. l!l4S 

'Lt;· 12. 1948 

'Ia) 19. 1\148 
.JunP 24. 194S 
.lui) 2. 1948 

.Juh· ];;, 1\l4l-! 1 

I 

Jul~- 2~. IH4S 
Au~. 1;, 1948 

1 

Aug. 23, 194S ! 

I Aug. 27, 194~ : 
' :-;ppt. 7, J\)41-{ I 

i "'-Ppl. I, J\1-tl-l 

li2. 8i5 00 1 Hristol. 
9,507 68 Do . 
2. 652 00 Do. 

I. 826 7:l Do. 
1.581.00 Do. 
1.22; 20 Do. 

J:l, 62; .00 , Do. 
:1.859 00 i Do. 

19.305.00 1 Do. 

; . 815 80 Pulaski, \'a. 
Philadelphia. 

I, ;40 00 Bristol. 

2.415.00 I'J 
9,62800 12 1 

20.470.00 ''l 
154,870 00 l'l 
S1, 757.00 Bristol. 
7.1.:{\14 00 Hirmiugha111. 

ln. !100 00 I') 
2. 2:ifi 00 1:!) 

106.750 00 Bristol. 

:18.400 00 12 1 
I. :)38 fi.\ (2) 

112. :).)() 00 (2) 

2, 960 00 Bristol. 
1.1,43:1 00 Do . 

4.686.00 (2 ) 

II, 254.06 (') 

I. 825 00 121 
11,400 00 (2) 

1,4) Bristol. 

( 4 1 Do. 

!-)/, 45a 41 Wiota, ~loutaua. 

:1,410 00 (') 

51 ,1:Ji .00 Bristol. 

:!:J,\,ii.\0. 00 Do. 

20.3:l2.50 (21 

10,599 O,o 12 ) 

67.450 00 Bristol. 

I. 208.00 Do . 

1,380.00 12) 
·199, 325.00 (Z) 

I. 965 00 I') 
111,098 24 (2) 
2.0.07.40 (2) 

I 0. 2.10 00 Bristol. 

J.:i70.7;) Do. 

1 lntludes purl'haiieli aJuouutin!-!, to ~ 1.000 or morl'. 
~Pure hasP mad(' Jirt><"tly frolll th<" projt-t·t. J'rat·ti('all.\' all dt•livl·r:,., wt·rp i o. b. tl11• jolJ or lleal't't:it shipping point. 
:{ Approximatt•. 
.I Contrad was (·arH·t>llPd iu ('Oillplia!l!'f' with \\'I'B ordr-r datt"d ()t"tofwr 20. Hl42. \o irdon11atiou as to the amount paiJ 

under thi~ eontraet, it ar1y, is availahlt' in this offit·t·. 
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TABLE 109.-South Holston-major purchases of material and equipment1-Continued 

Item Vendor Date of award Contract price 

MECHANICAL-Con. 

Automatic electric elevator for 
sluiceway tower. 

Valves, pipe, fittings, and acces
sories for sluiceway. 

Warner Elevator Manufactur- Sept. 2, 1948 
ing Co. 

Noland Co., Inc .. ____________ Sept. 8, 1948 

Do ______________________ National Cast Iron Pipe Co. Sept. 8, 1948 
Cast iron pipe and fittings for ..... do ___________________ ::: Sept.l3, 1948 

intake valve. 
Miscellaneous pipe fittings, pipe 

and valves. 
Noland Co., Inc .• ____________ Oct. 4, 1948 

Rock rake for mounting of D-8 Power Equipment Co. _________ Oct. 6, 1948 
caterpillar tractor. __________ _ 

Valves, pipe and fittings _______ _ 
Special valves and accessories for 

miscellaneous piping systems. 
Conveyor belting _____________ _ 
Station drainage and draft tube 

unwatering pumps (power
house). 

Noland Co., Inc._ ___________ _ 
American Radiator & Standard 

Sanitary Corp. 
Knoxville Belting & Supply Co .. 
Layne-Central Co .. __________ _ 

Nov. 4, 1948 
Nov. 23, 1948 

Nov. 26, 1948 
Dec. 15, 1948 

~\:~\rt~':,~~-ai~d- ;{;ei-~-i~~- ~~;'( ~hatta1noogaBoiler & Tank Co.. Jan. 18, 1949 epub ic Steel Corp, __________ Jan. 28, 1949 
galvanized fence staples. 

Valves for spillway, sluiceway, 
building, and unit drain lines. 

Fittings, pipe, and accessories 
for embedded materials (pow
erhouse). 

Do _____________________ _ 
Do _____________________ _ 

Insulating and lubricating oil 
transfer pumping units (pow
erhouse). 

Roller drive chains ___________ _ 
Black steel wire ______________ _ 
Fans, roof ventilators, and filters 

for heating and ventilating 
systems (powerhouse). 

AmericanRadiator&Standard Mar.l4, 1949 
Sanitary Corp. 

Noland Co .. _________________ Mar. 15, 1949 

Grinnell Co .. ·--------------- Mar. 15, 1949 
Natiomil Cast Iron Pipe Co.... Mar. 15, 1949 
George D. Roper Corp .. _______ Apr. 28, 1949 

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. May 10, 1949 
Bethlehem Steel Co .. _________ June 28,1949 
Westinghouse Electric Corp .... July 15, 1949 

Sheet metal, hardware, and ac- Chattanooga Steel Supply Co., July 22, 1949 
cessories for heating and ven- Inc. 
lating systems (powerhouse). Do _____________________ _ 

Wire guards, dampers, louvers, 
grilles for heating and venti
lating systems (powerhouse). 

Industrial Steel, Inc .. _________ July 22, 1949 
American Warming & Venti- July 25, 1949 

lating Co. 

Electricheatersand thermostats Stokes Electric Co .. ___________ July 26, 1949 
for heating and ventilating 
oystems (powerhouse). 

Fans,roofventilators,andfilters American Machine & Metals Aug. 4,1949 
for heating and ventilating Co. 
systems (powerhouse). 

Machine shop equipment ______ _ 
Do _____________________ _ 

Portable air compressor _______ _ 
Valves for exposed piping sys

tems. 

United States Murrian Co ..... 
Noland Co .. ________________ _ 
Power Equipment Co .. _______ _ 
Gray-Hodges Corp .. _________ _ 

Aug. 15, 1949 
Aug. 15, 1949 
Aug. 17, 1949 
Oct. 24, 1949 

Pipe and accessories for exposed 
piping systems. 

Noland Co. __________________ Nov. 2, 1949 

Do •• ____________________ National Cast Iron Pipe Co .... 
Do ______________________ Gray-Hodges Corp .. _________ _ 

Specialties and accessories for _____ do _____________________ _ 
exposed piping systems. 

Steel sheet piling._____________ Tennessee Coal, Iron & RR., Co. 
Inoulated copper wire .. ____________ .do. ____________________ _ 

Do ______________________ Roden Electrical Supply Co .... 
Ratchet hoists ________________ Jones-Sylar Supply Co .. ______ _ 
Steel drill bit •• __ -----________ Rock Bit Sales & Service Co .. _ 
Arc welding and gas welding Delta Oxygen Co. ___________ _ 

equipment. 

Nov. 2, 1949 
Nov. 2, 1949 
Nov. 7, 1949 

May 2, 1950 
June 19, 1950 
June 19, 1950 
Sept. 11, 1950 
Oct. 25, 1950 
Nov. 7, 1950 

X-ray equipment ______________ X-Ray Engineers, Inc .. _______ Dec. 13, 1950 
Ca~:f.~~:.· bolts, nuts, and Mill & Textile Supply, Inc ..... Feb. 8, 1951 

Steel pipe. __________________ _ 

Steam tank car heater and ac-
cessories. 

Turbine flowmeter (powerplant) _ 

Elite Sales Corp .. ___________ _ 
Nixon Machinery & Supply 

Co. 
Hagan Corp .. ______________ _ 

1 Includes purchases amounting to $1,000 or more. 

Mar. 20, 1951 
Mar. 21, 1951 

June 9, 1951 

$16,170.00 

1,674.10 

4,323.07 
7,582.62 

1,943.30 

2,39c .69 

3,051.00 
2,475.20 

4, 800 00 
5,660.60 

2,967.18 

1,390.68 

I, 755.14 
2,895.32 
1,692.15 

1.313.84 
11.040.00 
1,423.00 

1,052.13 

1,448.13 
1,979.90 

3,894.00 

1,062.34 

1,850.62 
3,346.00 
2,349.82 
2,861.17 

4,075.52 

8,234.61 
2,022.33 
1,453.47 

3,271.80 
3,984.84 
1,879.50 
3,281.76 

32,000.00 
1,068.00 

I, 160.08 
3,127.98 

1,006. 72 
3,466.00 

1,055.00 

F. o. b. 

Inotalled. 

Briotol. 

Do. 
South Holoton. 

Briotol. 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 
Brio to!. 

Chattanooga. 
(2) 

Briotol. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

(2) 
(') 

Bristol. 

Chattanooga. 

Bristol. 
Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(') 
(') 

(2) 
(2) 

(2) 
(2) 

Johnaon City. 

2 Purcha~e made directly from the project. Practically all deliveries were f. o. h. the job or nearest •hipping point. 
a ApproximatE-. 

l 
I MAJOR PURCHASES 1115 

TABLE 109.-South Holston-major purchases of material and equipmenf-Continued 

Item Vendor Date of award Contract price 

STRUCTURAL 

Steel trashracks for spillway 
eluiceway. 

Two steel girders for railroad 

Carolina Steel & Iron Co ... ____ July 18, 1942 

Mt. Vernon Bridge Co .. _______ Aug. 24, 1942 
bridge'. 

Detonating fuse______________ Atlas Powder Co .. _____ _ 
Blasting caps. ________________ ----.do .. _______________ -_ 

May 6, 1948 
May 24, 1948 
July 2, 1948 Diamond core drills and appur- Joy Manufacturing Co. ___ _ 

tenant equipment. 
Portland cement. ____________ _ 
Coarse aggregate _____________ _ 
Fine aggregate _______________ _ 
Miscellaneous structural steel __ _ 
Bridge flooring for sluiceway 

Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. ____ _ 
H. K. Eads _________________ _ 
E. W. Mather.. _____________ _ 
Anthracite Bridge Co. ________ _ 
Reliance Steel Products Co .. __ _ 

July 2, 1948 
Aug. 10, 1948 
Aug. 10, 1948 
Aug. 31, 1948 
Sept. 2, 1948 

access footbridge. 
Structural steel for sluiceway Virginia Bridge Co._ Sept. 9, 1948 

access footbridge. 
Fine concrete aggregate _______ _ 

Do _____________________ _ 
Penstock, shaft riser, and surge 

tank. 
Structural steel spillway sluice 
Detonating fuse, reinforced ____ . 

Structural steel for powerhouse_. 
Portland cement type II ______ _ 
Detonating fusef ______________ _ 
Dynamite .. _________________ _ 
Miscellaneous structural steel 

for trashrack guides, etc. 
Structural steel trashracks for 

intake and spillway. 
Spiral steel stairs _____________ _ 

Detonating fuse ______________ _ 

Structural stair No. I (power-
house). 

Cleaning and painting metal 
surfaces. 

Dynamite. __________________ _ 
Structural steel for switchyard. _ 
Generator walkway and plat-

form. 
Aluminum switchgear housing __ _ 

Asbestos-cement trays and 
sheeto. 

Structural steel cable (switch-

E. W. Mather____ Sept. 21, 1948 
H. K. Eads __________________ Oct. 6, 1948 
Chicago Bridge & Iron Co .. ___ Dec. 2, 1948 

Truitt Manufacturing Co. ____ _ 
The Equitable Power Manu-

facturing Co. 
Lakeside Bridge & Steel Co. __ _ 
Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. ____ _ 
Atlas Powder Company ______ _ 
Hercules Powder Co. _________ _ 
Glazer Steel Corp .. __________ _ 

Dec. 17, 1948 
Apr. 19, 1949 

May 3, 1949 
June 10, 1949 
July I, 1949 
July 1, 1949 
Aug. 2, 1949 

Irvington Steel & Iron Works .. Aug. 11, 1949 

Johnson City Foundry & Ma
chine Works, Inc. 

The Equitable Power Manu
facfuring Co. 

SamuelJ. Creswell Iron Works. 

Sept. 22, 1949 

Dec. 5, 1949 

Jan. 31, 1950 

Koppers Co., Inc .. ___________ Feb. 3, 1950 

National Powder Co .. _______ _ 
Lehigh Structural Steel Co .. __ _ 
Chattanooga Boiler & Tank 

Co. 
The Kirk & Blum Manufactur

ing Co. 
Johns-Manville Sales Corp .. __ _ 

Feb. 14, 1950 
Apr. 6, 1950 
Apr. 7, 1950 

Apr. 19, 1950 

Apr. 19, 1950 

Irvington Steel & Iron Works .. Apr. 21, 1950 
yard). 

Portland cement ______________ Penn-Dixie Cement Corp ...... May 24, 1950 
June 2, 1950 
June 9, 1950 
Dec. 26, 1950 
Mar. 8, 1951 
Mar. 16, 1951 

Chain-link fence (switchyard)_ _ _ The Colorado Fuel & Iron Corp. 
Portland cement ______________ Penn-Dixie Cement Corp .. ___ _ 

Do ___________________________ do _____________________ _ 
Steel plate guard and posts.____ Tennessee Metal Culvert Co .. _ 
Alumtnum canopy doors and Brown Fence Co. ____________ _ 

chain link fence. 
Guard posts. ________________ _ 

BRIDGES AND ROADWAYS 

Railings and miscellaneous steel 
for river bridge on principal 
access road to dam. 

Tar _________________________ _ 

Superstructure for South Hol
ston River Bridge on Tennes
see State Highway No. 34. 

Metal superstructure Avens 
Bridge, South Holston River, 
on Virginia State Highway 
No. 672. 

Koppers Co., Inc._ ___________ Apr. 4, 1951 

Carolina Steel & Iron Co ....... Mar. 10, 1947 

Reilly Tar & Chemical Corp .. _ June 24, 1948 
Virginia Bridge Co .. __________ Dec. 20, 1948 

Virginia Bridge Co .. __________ May 26, 1949 

(•) 

$2,000.00 

11,800.00 
3,137.75 

15,817.65 

18,975.00 
3,570.00 
3,400.00 

10,770.00 
1' 879.50 

12,740.00 

3,540 00 
6,980.00 

404,595.00 

54,707.00 
2,950.00 

49, 678 .. 00 
21,375.00 
5,900.00 

'14,000.00 
4,106.00 

11,895.00 

2,300 00 

14,940.00 

I, 145.00 

31,720.00 

14,350.00 
24,900.00 

1,100.00 

6,990.00 

2,083.44 

1,374.00 

'87,450.00 
2,681.73 

39,275.00 
344,320.00 

1, 830.40 
1,543.70 

I, 971.20 

4,174.00 

5,555.20 
529,749.55 

193,476.37 

F. o. b. 

Bristol. 

Mt. Vernon. 

Bristol. 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Do. 

Do. 

(2) 
(2) 

Installed. 

Bristol. 

Bristol. 

Bristol. 

(2 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Do. 

Do. 

(2) 

Bristol. 

Do. 

(2) 
Bristol. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Bristol. 

Bristol. 

(2) 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

(2) 

(2) 
Erected. 

Do. 

1 Includes purchases amounting to Sl,OOO or more. 
2 Purchase made directly from the project. Practically all deliveries were f. o. b. the job or nearest shipping point. 
• Approodmate. 
• Contract was cancelled in compliance with WPB order dated Octob•r 20, 1942. No information as to the amount 

paid under this contract, if any, is available in this office. 
• These girders were not used for the railroad bridge, since all railroad relocation work was done by the Norfolk 

& Western Ry. It is believed that these girders were turned over to construction plant branch and later released by thai 
branch and sold. 
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1116 THE ~<II"TII IIOL~TO:\ PRO.IECT 

TABLE 109.~-South Holston-major [Htrcha.<e.< of material rmd equipment'-Continued 

\ ('!ldnr Datt- ol awarJ Coutrad prit'l' 

BRIDGES AND ROADWAYS 
-Con. 

RailiJI!.!Sand rni~rrllancnus parh (;!az'•r :-:tPPl Corp. .Jul~ 27. 1$l49 
for \\'o1f Cr''"k Bri lgf' on\ ir-
ginia f-:.tatc H;:.!hwaY .\o. fi/)4. 

PrP~.' !r'- r~·at"d guar~! pw,t:-: for ( 'hProi·J'" \\ ond Prr~f'rvl!lg ( '0. Ort .1. 1\H\l 
Tenncs·, ·e :-:tate Hi;.!_hwa\· .\o. 
o-:. . 

Hai:i:n.:samlmi'ieellant>ou:-part'-'. Traitt \lanufar-turi'l~ (' 0 . ~la\ 1. 1950 
;-;p~inl-'. ('q•ck Brid •r. 01! \ ir-
gmia :-':a:P HiJ1way .\o. fi\i5. 

1 

~pans. mPtal rai;iuQ:S and parts, ATnPrit·a!l Brid!i.P Co. .lunf' 23. 1950 
Spring ('n•Pk Bridge, on\ ir-
ginia State lli~hway .:\o. 75. 

Road tar___ AlliC'd Chemi<·al & D~·p ('orp.. Aug. :w. W50 
Barrt•tt Divi:-;ion. 

$1. :lOS IKl Bristol. 

12fi 42 Do. 

2.11:1 ()() Do. 

i 
16.000 00 ! IJo. 

1 IndudPs pur('ha'3PS amount111~ to :3-l.OJO or mort'. 
2 PurchasP madf' dirretly from the project. Prac·ti<·a!l.l· all dPiivf'rJP.s wPrf' f. o. b tht> .10h or nrarp:-;t :->hrppinl2." pomt. 
:~ Approximatr. 

l 
~1.\.11 11: ITit<'H.-\~ES 1117 

TAriLF: 110. llomw maior purdwse.< of materiul and equipment' 

Ite111 Datf' of awa:rl. Contra(·t price ! 

ARCHITECTURAL 

Aluminum ~afetv t;eads 
~lasonrv m;:.Lri'al_ 

Do· __ 

\\'hit<· Fouudry ( 'o., 
Tur11~c ('b,~· LodlH't" 
\Ypst \ .;-giuia brid~. ('J. 

Do __ 
Hollow-rue tal doorR ar!d lr<~!IH'ii 
Wood doors __ 

:\lerc.v Brotht•ts Bri(·k ,~ Tilf' ( "o.1 
At'tn:.t ~tee! Product~ ( 'orp. 
C'ha.vamws Lumber Co. 

:\ug. 15. 1\J.Jl 
Fl'l1. .), I 952 
Feb. .1, Hl52 
Fe h. I \1, 1 !152 
~lar. :1, I 952 
~lar. :1, 1!152 
~lar. :1, 1952 
~far. :·), l!J52 

Builders' finish har·lwari' 
Metal wimlows 
Steel Sf'rVi('f' ('ahinl't:-; 
~larhle __ 

Do __ 
Sterl roof de('kilH'._ 
Rubber tile floors and Hr·ou~ti('al 

tilr ceilim!R. 
Furring, !a thin~. plastr·r:J,'.'. a11d 

insulation. 
Steel shelvinl!. bin:;, and :-;tont~~' 

<·alJiud:-;. 
Copper __ 
Built- up eompnsitim1 r,>ofing, 

1 

build-up fill, insulatiou, fla:-;h
ing, and shf'Pt-metal work. 

Dick Wright Hard wan• ( 'o. 
Trm;con St{·el f'oniJ~<tn~ 
Grnera I M Ptals. In<'. 
Gra:v Kno . ...:: Marh1e ('o. 
:o;alomone .Marblf' ('n. 
H. H. Robert:-on Co. 
Brow!l\ CustonJ Shr.p 

\ \ . LnN'\ ,\:: Son 

FiJ(-")it~ ~alrs ( 'orp. 

(', U. HtL'):-,('\' & 
\"ulran Roo~!l''. Co 

Paint and paiut rnatPriaL (~iliJJall Paint&: \'arni~h Co. 
Trrrazzo floors and ha~t· Art Mof.:air & T;Jp ('o .. Ill('. 
~1ovablehollow-mtttal partitim:s I ThP K F. Hau:::erwau ('n. 
Millwork and builtlf'"fs· fiuishi11~ ' ('it~· LumhPr Co .. fll<'. 

hardware. 
Glass a!ld glazi1 g 
Hoofing and slwetrnrta! work .. 
Furrinl!, lathinv. pla~tPrirn..>.. aldl 

insulati!lll. 
Plant matPrials_ 

Do __ 
Rt{'el roo! dr<'king . 
Ahunillum lllatPrials 
Steel fla11.polr __ . 
Hollow metalwork. wood door!'. 

and builders' fmish hard wan•. 
llo __ _ 

MarhlP and a<'<'f'SsoriPf: 
(;lass and ll,}azing __ 

Furriug.lathin/!. and plastering 
materials and acrpssoriEs. 

Roofing and shert mf'tal work_ 

f'ast-aluminunJ si~·ns aud alumi
num supports. 

CiVIL 

StarHh1nl (;J~s.; ('o .. lw. __ 
East Tt•nne::::::ee Hoofiu~ ( 'n. 
\. ( · T .a~t·y & Son 

.loJtl'~ t)maturiJtal ~unwr\· 
William Flt-nwr & Som:. I"n('. 
H. H. Robt"rt.wtl Co 

1 ~ey,.wan Brother:::. T!H'. 

Baartcl Co. _ 
.-\t.la11ti1· ~h·tal Produds.ln(',_ 

\\'au:stuff Hard warP ('n. 

Tennessee Marbh• Co. 
Central Gla8R f'o. of \'irginia. 

Inc. 
Hrrt R. (iiltwrt PlasteriJJg ( 'o. 

D:we Johnson Hoofing & Bup
ply f'J. 

NP\\man HrothP!'~. hlf'._ 

1 :\pr. 2, Hl52 
Apr. 14, 1952 
Apr. 14, 1952 
Apr. lfl, 1fl.~2 
Apr. 2:1, 1!1.02 

.\pr. 25. 1!1,\2 

:-lay· ti, 1!152 

~laY 2:1. I !1.12 
!\Ia}· 21, 1\1,12 

.Y!~~~~: 2 ~: n:~~ 

' 

.luJH' I, J\.l52 
Aug. r:. 1952 

1 Aug. 12. HJE2 
j Au~. 2H 19.12 
I :-:f"pt. 1(), I!J,12 

.July I, 195:1 

.lui\· 1. 1!15o 
:'\o\· li, 195:{ 
:\ov. :)~~· IH~;~ 
Dt>e . .J, 19u,) 
J),., .. 15. 195:1 

De1·. 1.1. 19.1:{ 
Jan. 1:~, 1954 
.Jan. 15, 1954 

Fe h. 11. I !154 

1\lar. 2:1, 1954 

Apr. 27. 1954 

$1,1115 00 
4,475 05 
2.574 45 
I, 545 OH 
h. fi~/ 00 
:1.040.11~ 
S.S4S 15 
I. !150 111 
1.\141i 00 
I, 94S 00 
1,0:{5 00 

II. S911 :Ji 
4.474.00 

1.527 1.1 

1. 05:1 o:1 
1:1. S2,1 IH 

I. 44H 52 
2, ill/ 00 
1,4!14 (10 
:1, 111S 50 

2.44:1 44 
1,590 42 

12,0ii ()fi 

2. 5111 00 
1, 272 44 
2,:180 00 
4. 2:JO 00 
1,442 no 
I ,450 00 

I, 657 00 
2,:1(18 00 
1,428 00 

2.094 00 

1,29500 

1.47i.OO 

F. o. b. 

Johnson City. 
(iray. 

Do. 
Johnson City. 

Do. 
Boone Dam. 

Do. 
Johnson City. 

Do. 
Boone Daru. 
lnstallf'd. 
(;ray. 
luslalled. 

Johnson ('ity. 

(2) 

Iu~tallf'tl. 

I') 
Iustallr·d. 
Boone Dau1. 
Jobmsou ( 'ity. 

Instal rd. 
Do. 
Do. 

121 
I'J 

Im~tallPd. 
Boonf' Dam. 
Johnson Cit:v. 

Do. · 

Do. 
Installed. 

Do. 

('J 

Installed. 

Boone Dam. 

(, l~o S('e Hruetural I 
Strain meters ________ .___ , ltaJ. \\. l'arlsotL Julv 9, 1951 

Jul)· 13, 1951 
:3,202.50 Johnson Citv. 
:J,:llo oo Do. · r nsulatPd <·ablP for Htrain lllPter~ ! Crueral f'ahlr Corp. 

ELECTRICAL 

F.ledric equipmeJJt __ _ 
Carrier relay Pquiprneut 
Four main transformers 
Line traps and eoupling ('apa<·-

itors. 
Lighting fixtun·s __ _ 
Three generators_ 
Line-tuning eQuipment 
Metering eQuipment 
Primacord _________ _ 
Load reeordrr-transwittrrs __ _ 
Powerline telerneterin~ PQuip-

ment. 
(19-kilovolt dis('onnPding 

switches. 
Two 161-kilovolt and right IHl

kilovolt oil ('ireuit hreaker:-;. 
Lightning arresters __ 
161-kilovolt diseonnPdiug 

switches. 
Bare conduetors, copper 

I \\ hole~·alP Electr~~·.ln<·._ _ 
\Ypsting} 01:!'e Eledr;f. Corp. 

do 
r Crtwral EIP('tri(' Co.-

(~rayLar Electrie ('o .. In('. 
\\'estinghouse Eledrir· Corp. 
nrneral ElPdrir f'o.-

_ do. ____ ---· _ 
American Cynamid f'o._ 
LePds & Northrup Co. ___ _ 
\\"rstillghousr Eledri<· ('orp. 

~olltlwru :'tate:; Equipnlf'llt 
Corp. 

(;f'nPral EIPI'trit· Cn._ 

do _ 
DPlta-Rtar E\e(·tri<· ( 'o. 

:-\lip-Not Belting Co._ 

~ept.2o, 19f.O 1,675 oo 
Sept. 2B. 1950 9,120 00 
~ept. 2H. 1950 I 1.1S3,977 no 
Od. :1. 1950 I :1. 159 00 

0!'1. 5, 1950 
Oet. 1!1, 1950 
Ort. 24. 1950 
Oet. 24. 1950 
Oct. 24. 1950 
Oet. 27, 1950 
:'>lov. 3, 19,\0 

~0\'. 10, 1!150 

~ov. 13, 1950 

Nov. Iii, 1950 
!\ov. 21, 1950 

:\ov. 29, 1950 

1.006 05 
2. 1:1R. 812.00 

5,080 00 
1, 11:;0 HI 

14,000.00 
:1, 194.00 
1.:100 oo 

:{2,000 00 

177.206 :J5 

12,00() 00 
5,045 32 

3,078 50 

I Jnrludes purchases amounting: to $LOCO or mort>. 
~ Practically all deliveries wrre f. o. b. the job or nearest shippin~ point. 

Crar. 
Do. 
Do. 

I' I 
Boone Dam. 
Ciray. 

Do. 
1'1 

Crav. 
'no. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

·r 
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TABLE llO.-Boone-major purchases of material and equipment'-Continued 

Item Vendor Date of award Contract price F, o. b. 

-------------l-------------1-------------l----------
ELECTRICAL-Con. 

Bare conductors, aluminum ____ _ 
Bare conductors ______________ _ 
Instrument transformers ______ _ 

Aluminum Company of America 
Mills & Lupton Supply C'o .. __ _ 

Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

1, 1950 
5, 1950 
8, 1950 
8, 1950 

General Electric Co. _________ _ 
Do _________ _ 

Metal ground grids _________ _ 

Carrier-frequency cable _______ _ 
Powerline carrier phone set ____ _ 
Conductor cable ______________ _ 
Electric parts ________________ _ 
Battery charging motor-gener-

ator set. 
Main control battery _______ _ 

Bare conductors _____________ _ 
Nonmetallic conduit _______ _ 
Rigid steel conduit. ______ _ 
15-kilovolt disconnect1ng 

switches. 
Cable _______________________ _ 
Main control switchboard equip-

ment. 

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing 
Co. 

International Derrick & Equip-
ment Co. 

The Okonite C'o .. ____ _ 
Motorola, Inc. _________ _ 
Nehring Electrical Works 
Gray bar Electric Co., Inc 
The Electric Products Co. 

The Electric Storage Battery 
Co. 

Nehring Electrical Works _____ _ 
Johns-Man ville Sales Corp .. __ _ 
Graybar Electric Co __________ _ 
Southern States Equipment 

Corp. 
Gray bar Electric C'o., Inc .. ___ _ 
'Vesting house Electric rorp. _ 

Relay equipment_ _________________ do _____________________ _ 
Insulators Lapp Insulator Co., Inc .. ___ _ 

W
Ca,.brele' ·c·a·b-le:,:a:n::d:c:o:r:d:_:_:_: ___ : __________ Graybar Electric Co., Inc .. __ 

Wholesale Electric, Inc._ _____ _ 
Switchboard equipment________ General Electric Co .. ________ _ 
Steel conduit and fittings_____ Sies Electric Supply C'o .. _____ _ 
Air conduit breaker________ Clyde Iron Works, Inc _______ _ 
Copper wire____________ Graybar Electric Co., [nc. ____ _ 
Insulators and line hardw~~,;:_~~ Ohio Brass Co. ______________ _ 
Generatorternperaturerecorders Leeds & Northrup Co. _______ _ 
Cabinets and panelboards _____ : Sies Electric Supply Co .. _____ _ 
Bare conductor fittings_________ Anderson Brass Works, Inc .. __ 
12 · kilovolt step· type voltage Westinghouse Electric C'orp 

regulator. 

Dec. 15, 1950 

Dec. 28, 1950 
Jan. 19, 1951 
Jan. 26, 1951 
Jan. 29, 1951 
Feb. 21, 1951 

Feb. 28, 1951 

Mar. I, 1951 
Mar. 5, 1951 
Mar. 7, 1951 
Mar. 15, 1951 

Mar. 15, 1951 
Mar. 29, 1951 

Apr. 13, 1951 
Apr. 16, 1951 
Apr. 26, 1951 
May 4, 1951 
May 9, 1951 
May 29, 1951 
June 12, 1951 
June 14, 1951 
June 20, 1951 
June 22, 1951 
June 22, 1951 
June 25, 1951 
June 27, 1951 

69/12.47 ·kilovolt and station 
service transformers. 

General Electric C'o .. _________ July 10,1951 

Bat~le~::::::::::::::::: ___ _ 

Safety mineral insulated cable 
and fittings. 

Instrument transformers 

Operations, recording, and an
nunci,a.ting equipment. 

Portable fire extinguishers _____ _ 
Do----------------------

£~:P~~ _c_i~~~~t-~~~~~~~s __ ~ = = = __ 

Kuhlman Electric Co .. _______ _ 
Cumberland Battery Manufac

turing Co. 
Graybar Electric Co., Inc .. ___ _ 

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing 
Co. 

The Autocall Co .. __ _ 

Rogers-Bailey Supply Co .. ___ _ 
The Fyr-Fyter Co ____________ _ 
¥lestinghouse Electric Corp. __ _ 
General Electric Co., Lamp 

Division. 
Electrical equipment_________ Industrial Belting & Supply C'o. 

Do .. ______________ _ _ ____ do _____________________ _ 
Fabricated communic~ti-~~- Mills & Lupton Supply Co ____ _ 

equipment racks. 
15;!A~J.~~lt disconnecting Southern States Equipment C'o. 

Power line carrier telephone ____ _ 
Panelboards and cabinets ______ _ 
Telephone cable ______________ _ 

Telephone equipment_. _______ _ The North Electric Manufac-
turing Co. 

Motorola, Inc .. _____________ _ 
General Electric Supply Corp .. 
The Ansonia Electrical Co .. __ _ 

15-kilovolt cable-pipe type ____ _ Phelps-Dodge Copper Products 
Corp. 

Main control switchboards ___ ._ General Electric Co .. ________ _ 
Do__________________ Westinghouse Electric Corp._ __ 

Single· conductor power and Phelps-Dodge Copper Products 
lighting cable. C'orp. 

Do _____________________ Rome Cable Corp .. __________ _ 
Insulators and line hardware ____ Ohio Brass Co .. _________ _ 
Bare conductor, aluminum ______ Reynolds Metals Co·-----~~~~ 
Fused disconnecting switches... General Electric Co. 

MulY)~~~~~~~~ _c~~-t~~~ ~~~~~::: · :R~~~oc~i,i~ c~~p.:::: :::::::: 
440-volt auxiliary power switch- Northeastern Engineering, Inc .. 

boards. 

1 Includes purchases amounting to $1,000 or more. 

July 10, 1951 
July 18, 1951 

July 24, 1951 

Aug. 27, 1951 

Aug. 29, 1951 

Sept. 10, 1951 
Sept. 10, 1951 
Sept. II, 1951 
Sept. 14, 1951 

Sept. 17, 1951 
Sept. 17, 1951 
Sept. 21, 1951 

Sept. 25, 1951 

Oct. 3, 1951 

Oct. 4, 1951 
Oct. 17, 1951 
Oct. 17, 1951 
Oct. 25, 1951 

Oct. 31, 1951 
Oct. 31, 1951 
Nov. I, 1951 

Nov. I, 1951 
Nov. 7, 1951 
Nov. 7, 1951 
Nov. 8, 1951 
Nov. 9, 1951 
Nov. 9, 1951 
Nov. 11, 1951 

• Practically all deliveries were f. o. b. the job or nearest shipping point. 

$4,548.78 
10,407.17 
45,960.00 
17,327.45 

1,260.00 

1,085.00 
1,249.00 

28,894.32 
1,368.44 
3,580.00 

7,592.33 

3,744.69 
2,573.75 

21,271.23 
6,931.90 

1,595.07 
7, 721.87 

14,342.35 
10,296.67 
1,985.00 

11,293.60 
5,894.00 
1,815.60 
1,226.80 
7' 375.00 
2,162.42 
6,137.00 
1,650.00 
3,302.24 

34,948.00 

72,330.00 

11,566.00 
1,000.00 

5,058.99 

1,318.50 

24,304.00 

1,578.85 
1,449.20 

77,410.00 
1,690.89 

1,050.00 
1,459.00 
I, 136.43 

9,300.00 

14,945.80 

2,069.00 
5, 188.75 
1,059.10 

81,UO.OO 

4,021.00 
71,826.39 

1,275.00 

46,793.00 
2,178.15 
1,037.69 
1,612.50 

13,552.90 
55,600.00 
43,621.21 

Gray 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

(2) 
(2) 

Johnson City. 

Philadelphia, Pa., 
and Pulaski, V a. 

Johnson City. 
Do. 

Gray. 
Johnson City. 

(2) 
Johnson City 

Do. 
Do. 

(2) 
(2) 

Johnson City. 
Do. 

(2) 
(2) 

Johnson City. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Gray. 

Gray. 

Do. 
(2) 

Johnson City. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

Gray. 
(2) 

(2) 
(2) 

Johnson City. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Gray. 

Do. 
Do. 

Johnson City. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Johnson City. 
Gray. 

Do. 
Do. 

l 
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TABLE llO.-Boone-major purchases of material and equipment'-Continued 

Item Vendor Date of award Contract price 

ELECTRICAL-Con. 

Auxiliary transformers _____ _ 
Bare conductor fittings ____ _ 
Lighting standards _________ _ 
Switchboard wire _________ _ 
Insulators ___________________ _ 
Bare conductor-copper bar __ 
Bare conductor fittings _____ _ 

Load·frequency control equip-
ment. 

Fire extinguishing equipment __ _ 
Electrical material, miscellane

ous bronze bolts and nuts. 
Lamps _____________________ _ 

Miscellaneous telephone equip
ment. 

Powerline carrier telemetering 
equipment. 

Water level gages ___ _ 

Voltage regulators __________ _ 
Batteries _______ _ 
Blasting caps ________________ _ 
Power line carrier eguipment ___ _ 
Supervisory control equipment __ 
Conduit _____________________ _ 
Recording and annunciating 

equipment. 
Load-frequency control rquip-

ment. 
Lighting transformers _______ _ 
Conduit fittings __________ _ 
Suspension insulator units_ 
ACSR conductor cable ________ _ 
Telephone cable ______________ _ 
Cable _______________________ _ 
Reinforced primacord _________ _ 
Lamps ______________________ _ 

Lighting, incandescent, and fluo
rescent lamp bulbs. 

Reinforced primacord _________ _ 
Electrical material, miscellane

eous rail fixtures. 
Fluorescent lighting fixtures ... _ 
Battery. ________ -------------

General Electric Co. _________ _ 
Anderson Brass Works, Inc._ 
Sies Electric Supply C'o .. __ 
Graybar Electric Co .. ______ _ 
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc, ___ _ 
The American Brass Co. ______ _ 
Southern States Equipment 

Corp. 
Leeds & Northrup Co .•. ___ _ 

Walter Kidde & Co., Inc ... _ 
Lewis Supply Co .. ________ _ 

General Electric Co., Lamp 
Division. 

Communication Equipment & 
Engineering Co. 

Motorola, Inc. __ _ 

Leopold & Stevens Instruments 
Co., Inc. 

General Electric Co .. ________ _ 
Electric Storage Battery C'o .. __ 
Atlas Powder Co _____________ _ 
General Electric Co. _________ _ 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. __ _ 
Kingsport Electric Co., Inc .. __ 
The Autocall Co, ___________ _ 

Leeds & Northrup Co. ______ _ 

General Electric Co. _________ _ 
Graybar Electric Co .. _______ _ 
Victor Insulators, Inc. ________ _ 
Reynolds Metal Co .. ________ _ 
Ansonia Electrical Co._.~ ____ _ 
Sies Electric Supply Co .. _____ _ 
Hercules Powder Co .. ________ _ 
General Electric Co., Lamp 

Division. 
General Electric Co .. __ . _ .. 

Hercules Powder C'o .. _____ _ 
Northern Light Co .. ______ _ 

General Electric Supply Co .... 
Cumberland Battery Manufac

turing Co. 
Fluorescent lighting fixtures____ Stokes Electric Co ... ________ _ 
Lighting fixtures ... _______________ .do .. ___________________ _ 

Do_--------------------- Graybar Electric Co. _______ _ 
Copper wire __ ------------- ________ do _____________________ _ 
Telephone cable __ .______ The Ansonia Wire & Cable Co._ 

Do ______________________ The Okonite Co. ____________ _ 
Two 14.4-kilovolt oil circuit Westinghouse Electric Corp .. __ 

breakers. 
Instrument transformers ______ _ 

15-kilovolt disconnecting 
switches. 

Powerline carrier telephone ____ _ 

HEAVY EQUIPMENT 

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing 
Co. 

Memco Engineering & Manu
facturing Co., Inc. 

Motorola Communication & 
Electronics, Inc. 

Oxygen and acetylene______ _ Southern Oxygen Co., Inc .. ___ _ 
Gasoline _____________________ Gulf Refining Co,_ ___________ _ 
Motor oiL______________ _ ______ do _____________________ _ 
Lubricating oil______________ Fox-Wolfe Oil Co .. 
Lubricant .. __________________ The Texas Co .. _____________ _ 
Fuel oil_ _____________________ Esso Standard Oil Co, ________ _ 
Slide gates for spillway_________ Hardie- Tyner Manufacturing 

Co. 
Gasoline. ___________________ _ Gulf Refining Co. ________ _ 
International tractor with rear R. L. Harris, Inc._ _______ _ 

winch. 

Nov. 15, 1951 
Nov. 16, 1951 
Nov. 28, 1951 
Nov. 29, 1951 
Jan. 2, 1952 
Jan. 2, 1952 
Jan. 3, 1952 

Jan. 7, 1952 

Jan. 29, 1952 
Fob. 5, 1952 

Feb. 7, 1952 

Feb. 29, 1952 

Mar. 12, 1952 

Mar. 21, 1952 

Mar. 21, 1952 
Mar. 26, 1952 
Mar. 26, 1952 
Mar. 26, 1952 
Mar. 28, 1952 
Mar. 31, 1952 
Apr. 2, 1952 

Apr. 17, 1952 

Apr. 18, 1952 
Apr. 30, 1952 
May 7, 1952 
May 8, 1952 
June 12, 1952 
June 12, 1952 
June 13, 1952 
June 17, 1952 

July II, 1952 

July 14, 1952 
Aug. 6, 1952 

Aug. 8, 1952 
Aug. 8, 1952 

Aug. 13, 1952 
Aug. 13, 1952 
Aug. 16, 1952 
Au~. 28, 1952 
Feb. 2, 1953 
Feb. 2, 1953 
July 10, 1953 

Sept. 16, 1953 

Feb. 16, 1954 

Apr. 23, 1954 

Oct. 3, 1950 
Oct. 5, 1950 
Oct. 6, 1950 
Oct. 6, 1950 
Oct. 16, 1950 
Oct. 31, 1950 
Nov. 3, 1950 

Mar. 7, 1951 
Apr. 6, 1951 

Tires ________________________ GoodyearTire&Rubberro ... Apr. 13,1951 
Tires and tubes ____________________ do ______________________ Apr. 23, 1951 
Partsforpump ________________ Ingersoll-Rand Co .. __________ Apr. 24, 1U51 

' Includes purchases amounting to $1,000 or more. 
2 Practically all deliveries were f. o. b. the job or nearest shipping point. 

$1,484.44 
1,305.43 
1,033.29 
4, 715.96 
2,300.00 
5.094.32 
1,883.70 

21,543.00 

6,893.57 
1,340.04 

I, 764.15 

I, 186.20 

11,840.85 

2, 911.20 

2,254.00 
9,806.63 
1,127 50 
3,795.00 
8, 696.00 
3,021.25 

10,679.00 

8, 748.85 

1,680.00 
1,251.46 
4,020.00 
9,648.64 
5, 927.00 
1,068 75 

15,100.00 
1,223.92 

1,066.97 

3,050.00 
2,676.00 

5,231.23 
1,049.55 

1,355.68 
1,355.68 
2, 231.18 
3,045.50 
1,221.10 
4,787.65 

13,492.00 

1,385 16 

1,029 00 

2,133.90 

4,900.00 
18,500.1)() 
4,210.00 
3,300.00 
4,292.00 
2,115.00 

51,546.00 

14,670.00 
6,954.00 

7,989.50 
4,076.78 
1,002.60 

F. o. b. 

Johnson City. 
Do. 
Do. 

York, Pa. 
Johnson City. 

Do. 
Boone Dam. 

Johnson City. 

Do. 
Boone Dam. 

(2) 

Johnson City. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

(2) 
.Johnson City. 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

(2) 

Johnson City. 
Do. 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Johnson C'ity. 

(2) 
Johnson City. 

Boone Dam. 
(2) 

Boone Dam. 
(2) 

Boone Dam. 
(2) 

Johnson C'ity. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

Knoxville. 

Do. 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Gray. 

(2) 
(2) 

(2) 
(2) 

(2) 
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T,\BLE 110.-Boone·--major purchases of material and equipment'· Continued 

Item 

HEAVY EQUIPMENT-Con. 

Tires and tuhe~_ 
Tirr:o; 
A11tifreeze __ 
Eur·lid parts~ 
()xygPJl. ar·etvleJH' 
OiL .. 

Do. 
1 GO-ton gantry \'fanf' 
Fuel oiL 
Intake gates_ 
Fuel oiL •. 
nasoliue ~-
Pumps 

Euclid parts_ 

\"eudor 

B. F. (;oodric:h Co .. 
(~oodn•ar Tirf' & Rubfwr Co. 
HolstOn Auto ~upply Co. 
Power Equipment Co. 
:-\outhern Oxyg,e11 Co .. In{'. 
ThP Tt-xas Co._ 

Jo_ 
Judson-Pacilie-.\lurphy ('or!J. 
Esso ~tandard Oil ro. 
Lakeside Bridg.f' & ~tf'd <'o. 
Ueneral Oils_ 
Culf Refinin~ Co.. . _ 
Buehanan-RooW"'Y Equipnu'nt 

Co. 

Draft tulw 1-',atps and ('hain:-;. 
Caterpillar parts___ _; 
Trnrk rha~si~ with rab and r·on- ' 

Powf'r Equipmi'nt Co. 
Truitt .\lanufadurirq..!. ( 'o .. 
R. L. Harris, IlH·. __ _ 
Powf'f EquipmPnt Co. 

t'rdr dnmp bo\lirs. 
Do_ _ 

D- H CatPrpillar parts _ 
Radial spillway gatf'tL 
D-~ ('aterpillar part~ 
Lorraine shovrl parts_ 
D-R Catrrpillar parts 
\ ilwr vibrator 
Craw IN 
Cun11nius parts 
Intake gatP hoists 
Tirfs and ttdJc~· 

I ntakf' /fate hoist r·hains 
Eurlid parb_ 
Cuuuuius parts ___ _ 
Korhrinl! parts __ 
lngPrso!l-Iland parts __ 
Eurlid p.arts_ _ __ 
Intake gate hoists_ 
Hoistf: __ _ 
C'atrrpillar parts~ __ 
Lima show! parts __ 
Tirr and tube 
Tarpaulins 
D~8 track gropp_ 
rat<>rpillar p~ut~_ 
C::a.rdnrr-Derrvrr parts 
Caterpillar parts_ 
C:ardne~-Den\'f'r parts 
Rex parts_ 
Furl 
Tarpaulins 
Tirrs and u >CS 

D-R CatPrpillar parts 
Tirr __ 
Tirt•s 
~trudur;1] c.;tpe] for lahri('at ion 

of intake g-ate:-. 
Euelid rarts_ 
Clraninv., and paintirw. ~pillwa_\ 

and iutab' !!..ates. 
Cummir1s part"-
Drill part __ 
Hot-roliPd strur·tnral shapps for 

fabrir·ation of intakP gates. 
Do 

CatPrpillar parts_ 
Euclid part~-_ 
TimkPu parts 
P'uel oil__ 
Oxn~en_ 
OiL ... 

Do .. _ 
Transmission_ 
(~rras(' _ 
Cummins parts_ 

Do ... __ _ 
CatPrpillar parts __ _ 
Lorain parts 

RPO !-.lotors, Ine. 
(;.C. Phillips Trador C'o .. Ill<'. 
\"irl-',inia Brid~J,e C'o. 
Tavlor .\1aehinery Co. 
R.·L. Harris, Iw:. 

do 
('rpnshaw's_ 

! Power Equltllurut Co .. 
('umnJius Diesel ~alPs Corp._ 
.Judson-PaC'ifit·-i\[urph~- Corp. 
The <loodyrar TirP & H.uhbN 

Co. 
The .Jeffrey .\.Ianuladuring. ( 'o. 
Power Equipment Co. 
Cummins Dirst•l Sales Corp._ 
\\"ilson-\\"prsuN-\Yilkinson Co 
Ingt'fsoii-Rand ('o. 
Powrr Equipnwnt Co.__ _ 
Paeifir· Coast Eng:inPrring C'o. 
Tidewater ~uppl_v Co., II!(·. 
R. L. Harris. Inc. __ 
Baldwiu-Linm-Hamilton ( 'orv. 
Cioodyrar Tire & Rubber Co .. 
C:reenf' Hardware & Supply Co. 
Tador :\laf'hinf'n· Co. 
H. 'L. Harris. lnr-'. 
(brdtwr-DeHver Co 
R. L. Harris, IIH'. 
c:ardner-Druwr ('o 
('bail! Bf'lt Co. 
(;i'HPral Oils_ 
(ireew• Hard wan',\.: ~upply Co. 
(:oodvPar Tir(' & Huhlwr Co .. 
H.. L.. Harris, Inr·. 
FirestonP Tin· & Huhher ( 'o. 
B. F. <:oodridr Co. 
Allstatf>~ ('onstrut'tors. lJI(". 

PowPr Equipll!PIIt Co. 
Koppprs ('o., Inr·. 

( 'unnnins DiPst'l ~-\a\ps ( 'orp. 
<:ardnr'r-DPnwr Co. 
('alu!llt't Iron ll.:. ~upph· Co. 

D. Lovr1nan & :--:on. hw. 
R. L. Harris. llH·. 
Power Eouipmeut Co. . 
Timkrn Rollrr Ih'ariu~J, Co. 
Esso StaJH!ard Oil Co. 
~outbem (h~·grn Co. 
Thl' PurP Oil Co. 

Ju 
Kebo ()i\ ('o. 
The Texa.--. ( 'u. 
( 'ummius Dil'st'l ~ah•s Corp.~ 

do_ 
H. L. Harris. I1H·. 

do 

1 Inrludrfl pur('haHf'S atllountiJlg to S.l,OOO or HIOP'. 

Datf· ot award ' ( 'ontrad pril'e 

Apr. :m. 1951 $6.11112 11:: 
.June 7. 1951 21.017 75 

, Junr 12. 1951 2. 646 00 
· June 13, 1951 I ,320.118 

July 9. 1951 7,650 00 ' 
.July 12. 1951 S.032 50 
.Julv 2:3, 1951 6.378 50 
.lui)· 25, 1951 2117.000 00 

' July· 27. 1951 20,000 00 
July :ll. 1951 174,590.66 

1 Aug. 1. 1951 ::1,030.00 
· Aug. 27. 1951 20, R75 00 , 

Oct. II. 1951 .1.491 .10 

Oet. 15. 1951 1.007 1111 
Oet. 16, 1951 1:1.325 Oil 

, Oct. 17, 1951 I. 145.84 
I Od. IS, 1951 22.R30 00 

Oet. IS. 1951 .12. 988 10 
Oet. 2:3, 1951 5.1i8 i5 
Xov. 5, 1951 1:19.41:3.71 
:\oY. 7, 1951 I. 859 5:l 
~0\'. 14. 1951 1. ~ss 20 
Drr. ~. 1951 1. go3 44 
DP('. ti. 1951 2. 560 00 
Dt'(·. 19. 1951 48.100.00 
Dee. 21. 1951 I. 41.1.11 
Det·. 24, 1951 196,500 00 
Der. 26, 1951 4. :J04 5? 

1 Der. 28. 1951 21.872.10 
1 Jan. 8, 1952 1.084 13 
, Jan. 9. 1952 2,114.92 ' 

-1 Jan. 17, 1952 4,467 56 
. 1 Jan. 19, 1952 I, 907 45 

I Feb. 19, 1952 1..542 40 
Feb. 21, 1952 179,250.00 
Feb. 26, 1952 1.068 00 

1 Feb. 27, 1952 1,508.74 
~ ~far. 21, 1952 ' 1,965.60 

Mar. 26, 1952 7,083.70 
1 Apr. 10, 1952 I. 032 00 

Apr. 14, 1952 I. 690 06 
Apr. 25. 1952 I. :l41 04 
Apr. 28, 1952 1,081 90 
Apr. 29. 1952 2. 431 82 
Apr. 30. 1952 2.544 60 
~lay 7. 1952 1.125 :30 
.'vlay· 8. 1952 14.364 00 i 
:VIay 9, 1952 2.004 00 
:V!ay 12, 1952 I. 2ii 50 . 
:V!ay 12, 1952 l,:llO 45 
:V!ay 14, 1952 1,041 50 
~lay 21, 1952 2.2fi:l 02 
\lay· 21. 1952 2.940.00 

~lay· 22, 1952 1.1:{\i f):l 
\fa~· 22. 1952 1:{. 2:JP 011 

~lay· 29. 1952 I. 2fili 04 
.June .1. 1952 2. 4:3.1 8.1 
.Junf' II. 19.12 1 '~10 :~f) 

June 1 I. 1952 2. 125 ];) 

June 27. 1952 2. Sl7 .16 
June 30, 1952 I. :J74 72 
.Jul)· 9. 1952 I. .154 44 
.July 14. 1952 20.000 Oil 
.luly· 17. 1952 7. 800 00 
.Tuh· 17. 1952 4,91'0 011 
Jul)· 21. 1952 fi. 210.00 
July 22, 1952 2.467 50 
.July 22, 1952 .\.080 20 

: July 24, 1952 1.039 91 
· July 24, 1952 I. 121.84 

.Jul)· 24. 1952 1.050 44 

.Tuh· 24. 19!i2 I . ~.12 .1 f) 

2 Pradif'ally all rlrlive-rirR wrrr f. o. h. thr job or lli'arest shippin~ poinr. 

F. o. h. 

i:.?) 

•:.?j 

1'1 
(::"'1 

1--'1 

(::") 

('] 
(:::') 

1'1 
t ;ra_\ 

I' I 
12 1 
12) 

(:.?) 

( ~ra.\. 
(:.?) 

(:ra~·. 

{:.?1 

12) 
( ;rar. 

1'1 
1'1 
(2) 
I') 
121 
1:.!) 

( :ra.Y. 
(:.?) 

I :n,~·-
(:.!) 

121 
(2) 

(21 
12) 

Ura~·. 
("2) 

(2) 

12) 
<'l 

, 12) 
12) 
I') 
(2) 

<') 
''l <') 
'') 
12) 
I') 
121 
121 
12) 

l'c-lwP, ~- ('. 

1'1 
Hooul' Dam. 

I') 
1'1 

Ea.t-~t ('hiea).'o, Incl. 

Pittshuruh, Pa. 
·'l 
•2) 

1:.!) 

·'I 
•2) 

,2) 

''I 
•'I 
,2\ 

•2\ 

·'l 21 
•'l 

1 
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TARLE llO. BootH' mo.ior purdw.<e., of nw!Prialand eiJltipment' Coutinued 

I If'! II \ I'IHlor Datt· of award ( 'ontract pr:r·r· 

HEAVY EQUIPMENT Con. 

Caterpillar parb___ H. L. Harrit-,, IJH·. . 1 :}~~~- ;g.:~~~ 

~~~~j~~:;d~~ dampPr:-. !ott\"Pr:-. ·~h:~{ll~;~~!:~~~\~:~r~l~111·1~ ,\\I'll-' .Jul~- ~(): l!·l,)2 ' 
eliminator. tilatiug Co. 

Diesel fuel- .\lcLain & Brvson Oil Co._ .-\u~. 1, 1\152 
Caterpillar part;-;_ Parkiusou Tr~dor Co. :\u~- I, 1fl,)2 

Do____ R.L.llarris.Iur._ Aug. 5,1U52 
A.utifn'eze_. __ _ \\"m. ~-Gray & Co. Aug. 5, 1\152 

[~te~Piti~r p~rts ~~T~~~l~~J~~~~~·-~~~~ltH'r <·o- -1 :~~~: ~~: :~~~ 
Tarpaulins_~ Grf'ene Hardware'--\: ;-!,uppl~ ( 'o. 1 .-\uj..!.. 2

2
5
5 

.. 1
1 

~.<.5522 CorP drill parts___ .Jo,· MauufaeturiJH! ('o .-\ug,. :1 

Gasoliue_ _ _ GUlf Refi11ing Cu.. .-\u~. 2!\, 1\152 
Tires_____ l"nlted States Hubbn Co._ :\Ui-'-- 2,<..,, 1952 
Koehring parts \\"ilson-\Yee:mr-r-\\ ilkin~on Co. ~I' pt. 10, l\l52 
C'atNplllar parts__ H. L. Harris.lul' ~Ppt. ?_):·. 1

1
:.:·.5

5
2
2 Do_ _Jo. :-:Ppt. ""t 

Mauitowo(· parts T .. -\.G. Equipiii('JII Co .. I11r·. ~r'pt. :;o, \052 
Tire.. The ll. F. Uondril'h l'o \n\'. IN, l!l.\2 
(;ardni'f-D{'nn'r part:- (:ardner-DPuwr Co \o\". 2)-1, 
Caterpillar partl' R. L. Harris. In(·. 1 

\)('(". ~ 
Diesrl fut>l. E:;~o ~taudard Oil ( "o. D(•(·. 1:2, 
<:anhwr-DcnvN parts (;anluPr-Denwr ("o. .Jan. 12, 
H.aimmits__ H . .\i. ~awwr l\ ~on. l!l(". 1-"f'h. \I.,. 
Tirf'f' and tube:-_ l"1ritnl :-)tui('~ Huhl)(r Co. \1ar. \11. 
Tires_____ (;oodnar Tir(' ,\: lbhlwr ('n ~!ar. :!:l, 
('ranc parts \\auk~·sha .\1otor Pow('!' ('o. .-\pr. .), 
(~rader parts H. L. Harris. luc. .\pr. 1.l, 1!15:) 
P am.l lJ part:--; Hamisehlt•g:tr Corp .\pr. 17, 1B5:; 
('atr·rpillar part;-; H. L. Harris. hi(". .\Ln 1:;, ]j].);; 
Diesel fupl Shell Oill'o. ~Ia' 1:1, 1!1.5:0 
Tires_____ ruit( .. J.~tatPsHuhhf'rCo._ .\1a\ 20.11l5:l 
l'atrrpillar parte. R. L. llarris.lt11·. ~Ia\· 2.\. 1!15:1 
f'olvent___ 1 Uulf Refiuin~ Co. .Jun.r 1. 11),);; 
Dil:'sel fuf'l ' Esso Standard Oil ( 'o. .hill(' 2. 11-15:1 
OiL_____ The Purr Oil Co. .lul.1· :1. 105:1 

Do... _.do. .luly li, 105:1 
Gasoline _ 
OiL __ _ 
Luhrieant __ _ 

Do .. 
Tires and tulH's_ 
DVJlalllite_ 
( ·Ummins parts ___ _ 
~loto-Crane parts_ 
D~8parts ______ _ 
Tirl s c.nd tube!" .. _ 
~!lY City parts _____ . 
lirf's _____________ _ 

_____ Ju_ -·- _ .luly· 7, ID5:i 
The Texas Co._ .I u 1~ ,-.:, I Hfj;{ 
The Pur!:' Uil Co. JulY ,..;, 1\l[);{ 

8hell Oil Co._ _ . .lui\· S, 1!15:1 
Goodyear Tire l.\ Hubbf'r C'o._ 

1 
.lui~- 20, 1115:) 

E. I. duPout r.ll:'~ewnurs & Co. .July 2H. 105:~ 
Cummius Dit:>sel ~all'~ Corp._ Au~!-. IS, 19fl:{ 
R. L. Ilarri:->. In('. ~I'Jlt. 2. 195:1 

___ do ___ .. ~('pt. 2, 1!)5:-l 
<ioodvear Tin·,\.: Hul:hf'r Co._ ~('pt. 25, lH5:i 
T. A.~G. EquipnH:'ut Co. Ott. l:L 19,1:{ 
Goodyear Tire & Ruhher Co.. :\ov. H, 1fl5:i 

c/o Free Servie<• Tire Co. 
. __ . i Gulf Refining Co .. _ .. Diesel fueL ____ .------- .Jan. !\, 1fl54 

:liar . .1, 1954 Cummins parts ________ _ 

(;asolinr_ ----------------

MECHANICAL 

Thrpe :34,500- horsepowt'r ~~~-
draulic turbines. 

Governors for thref' h~'drauli~· 
turbim's. 

Structural steel buildiul..!.s 
Badges and ehe('b_. 
Jackets. pants 

Convevor belting_. 
Car puller._ ..... 
\'ibrating srrf'ell 
Relays_ ....... __ ... . 
Steel air reeeiver tank 
Band saw ___ _ 
Conveying s~'Stt>m 

Insulating and lubrieatiug oil 
purifying units. 

frntrifuga] })UJHJ.L 

Diamond core drills_ 
Sluice gatt> oil pumping unit ___ -I 
Embt>dded piping and acressories_l 

Cummins Diesf'l Saks Corp._ 
Pnrf' Oil Co. 

.L\t>wtwrt \tw::. ~hipbuilding t\ 
Drv Doek Co. 

\Yoodward (~ovnnor ('o. 

~t.t•f'lcraft .\1auuiacturing ( ·o. 
Javbill !\1 auufarturinl! Co. 
t3t3.nrlard Oih,d ('loth in~ Co. 

Inc. 
Mill & Trxtilt' ~uppl~-. lnf'. 
'Yilson-Weesuer-\\ilkinwu ('o. 
Robins Convf'rors DiYision 
Standard Iro11 &. 8ted l'o. 
Chattanooga Boiler'-': Tank ( 'o. 
The Tamlf'witz \Yorks __ 
Robins CouvPvor:-- Divisi011, 

Hewitt Rohir;s, !Hr·. 
ThP Sharplef' rorp. 

Power Equipnwut ( 'o .. 
Joy Manufacturing Co. 
Burford, Hall, & ~mith 

I 

I 
Naylor Pipe Co. _ _I 

""'" 2'. 1054 

:-:ept. 5, 1!150 

:-:eJ>t. .1. 1950 

~ept. i. 1 ~.50 
Oct. :1, 1!1.111 
Oct. !1, 1!150 

()d. Iii. 1!150 
Ort. IS. 1!150 
Ort. 20, 19511 
Oct. 25. 1!1.10 
Oet. :n. 1!150 
:\ov. f), 19!:0 
:\ov. !1. 19.111 

:\ov. !1.1\l;;O 

::\ov. 22. 1950 
DPl'. 13. Hl50 
Df'{'. 29, 1950 
Jan. 4. 1951 

1 Includes purd:asrs amotanting to $l,CCO or n:orP. 
2 Practi(·ally all deliveries were f. o. b. the job or nEanst shipping point. 

! 

~;. 2:Jo .5o 
1.05~ 91 
:)..117 110 

l:l,li75 011 
I, 42S ::s 
1 '9i"2 S5 
I. 215 00 
5. 1s:: 40 
I. :;17 2S 
1.11:12 ()\) 

I. 412 Ill 
44. 71!11 1111 

2. 101 II' 
1 'li02 i5 
1 .4@ 9:{ 
2. s7."- iO 
1 'fi05 (i5 
1.114:{ 110 
I.IHIS 011 
1.12:1 :lli 
li.OOO 00 
I lrll 

170 00 
J.:•:;; 11i 
2. 42fi jl(l 
!.:;Iii :)\) 

I. 14G.Ii4 
1. n~:; (,7 
!),:)\!) 42 

.12. ti27 20 
1.101 04 
2. 4:)2 ;I 
1.01l7 20 
li,OIIO 00 
2.145 00 
:1.:125 00 

1!1.:\20.00 
l.li74 .10 
I, 144 00 
4,!125 00 
I,O!l:l :14 
I, 124.00 
I. 5f,4 02 
1.11.1 52 
I. 2111 72 
1,055 9S 
I. 742 22 
1,74SSO 

:1. S44 SO 
I. 205 4:l 
2.!!S2 00 

,OilS. 175 00 

I IIi. 451 ~1.1 

:)l'. fi57 110 
l. 2CO 1111 
1.572 1111 

IS. 2S5 00 
2.1lSO 00 
::. s2:1 co 
1.i·Ul (};) 

1. 5ro 10 
I. SIS 44 

:{:). '~.4:~ 00 

n. !14.1 co 

4, 7:18 co 
14,493 25 

1. 4:~c 1:1 
1.264.25 

F o. b. 

12 1 
121 
''I 
\ 2 ) 

'I 
(:.!) 

1'1 
''I '') 
r'l 
1'1 
1:.?) 

•'I 
121 
1--'l 
1--'l 
1'1 
('2) 

(2) 

',2) 

\2) 

'·'I 
12) 

I') 
(2) 

(:.?) 

''I 
1:.?) 

1:21 

1:2) 

'') 
I') 
11 1 
I:.!) 

l'l 
121 
I') 
(2) 

<') 
I' I 
(2)· 

I') 
l'l 
'') 
r2 l 
12 ) 

l'l 
\:.!) 

r'l 
(2) 

l'l 

( :ra;.·. 

Do. 

1'1 
(:.!) 

(:!) 

12 1 
I') 
<'l 
12) 
l'l 
12) 
12 1 

Ci-1a;.·. 

(2) 

1'1 
Gni~'-

Do. 
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TABLE 110.-Boone-major purchases of material and equipment'-Continued 

_____ I_te_m ______ 
1 

_____ '_'e_n_d_o_r ____ 
1

' Date of award I Contract price 1

1 

___ F_._o_._b_._ 

MECHANICAL-Con. 

Oil pumping units ____________ _ 
Vertieal turbine-type pumping 

units. 
Steel bars. __________________ _ 
Insulating and sluice gate oil 

storage tanks. 
Suspension clamps ____________ _ 
Jackets and pants ____________ _ 

Repair parts _________________ _ 
Conveyor belt ______ -----------
Raw water strainers __________ -
Steel shapes .•• ______________ -
Starter, etc. _________________ _ 
Catchweight coils ____________ _ 

Repair parts _________________ _ 
BraBB bars ___________________ _ 
Pulley------ ____________ --- __ 
Pipe, valves, fittings, and acces

sories. 
Do _____________________ _ 
Do _____________________ _ 

Water-chilling equipment ______ _ 
Repair parts _________________ _ 
Diamond core bits. ___________ _ 
Embedded pipe, valves, fittings 

and accessories. 

Viking Pump Co. ____________ _ 
Food Machinery & Chemical 

Corp., Peerless Pump Div. 
Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ____ _ 
Lucey Boiler & Manufacturing 

Corp. 
Ohio Brass Co. ______________ _ 
Standard Oiled Clothing Co., 

Inc. 
Power Equipment Co. ________ _ 
Carlyle Rubber Co., Inc. _____ _ 
Elliott Co. __________________ _ 
David Smith Steel Co. _______ _ 
Walter I. Self & Co .. ________ _ 
Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. 

Co. 
Hoyt N. Payne Co. __________ _ 
Siskin Steel & Supply Co. __ • __ 
Continental Gin Co .. ---------
Gray-Hodges Corp. __________ _ 

Noland Co., Inc. ____________ _ 
McWane Cast Iron Pipe Co .... 
York Corp. __________ : _____ _ 
Viber Co. ___________________ _ 
J. K. Smit & Sons, Inc. ______ _ 
Gray-Hodges .Corp. __________ _ 

Jan. 17, 1951 
Jan. 24, 1951 

Jan. 25, 1951 
Feb. 5, 1951 

Feb. 9, 1951 
Feb. 12, 1951 

Feb. 14, 1951 
Feb. 19, 1951 
Feb. 20, 1951 
Mar. 16, 1951 
Mar. 21, 1951 
Mar. 27, 1951 

Mar. 27, 1951 
Apr. 6, 1951 
Apr. 10, 1951 
Apr. 11, 1951 

Apr. 11, 1951 
Apr. 11, 1951 
May I, 1951 
May 9, 1951 
May II, 1951 
May 11, 1951 

Do. ____________________ _ 

Motor-operated valves, thermo
static valves, meters, con
trols, and oil filters. 

McWane Cast Iron Pipe Co .... May 11, 1951 
The Chapman Valve Manu- May 11, 1951 

facturing Co. 

Gratings, frames, piezometer Truitt Manufacturing Co. _____ May 18, 1951 
boxes. 

f:C~I,i~~~~~~~~~~S--~ ~=:::::::::: 
Evans L. Sheff & Associates __ _ 
Ingersoll-Rand Co. __________ _ 

Stationary air compressor _____ _ 
Repair parts _________________ _ 

Do _____________________ _ 

Joy Manufacturing Co. _______ _ 
Gardner~Denver Co. _________ _ 
R. L. Harris, Inc. ____________ _ 

Do •• ___________________ _ Cummins Diesel Sales Corp. __ _ 
Do _____________________ _ Gardner-Denver Corp. _______ _ 

Parts .• __________ .• _________ _ Range Auto Parts, Inc. _______ _ 

Tarpaulin .. ------------------ Summers Hardware & Supply 
Co. 

Air hose ______________________ C. D. Genter Co .. ___________ _ 
Bronze bushing stock .. ________ Rogers-Bailey Supply Co .. ___ _ 
Portablepipe-threadingmachine. C. M. McClung & Co. _______ _ 
Fans and heaters ______________ Ferguson Equipment Co. _____ _ 

Do ______________________ Gra;vbar Electric Co., Inc. ____ _ 
Do ______________________ Braid Electric Co .. __________ _ 

Bench lathe ___________________ Noland Co., Inc. ____________ _ 
Spindle._ •. ------------- _________ .do ___________________ --· 
Repair parts __________________ Power Equipment Co. ________ _ 
Bench lathe ___________________ Lucey Boiler & Manufacturing 

Repair parts _________________ _ 
Embedded pipe, valves, fittings, 

and accessories. Do _____________________ _ 

Do _____________________ _ 

Steel pipe and fitting•----------
Repair parts _________________ _ 

Do •• ___________________ _ 

Do •• ___________________ _ 
Raw water storage tank. ______ _ 
Manilla rope ____ --------- ____ _ 
Air hose _____________________ _ 

Wire guards, dampers, elimina-
tor and grilles. 

Repair parts _________________ _ 
Jacket and pants _____________ _ 

Repair parts ___ --------------_ 
Air entraining agent __________ _ 
Repair parts _________________ _ 

Corp. 
Crenshaw's _________________ _ 
Gray-Hodges Corp. __________ _ 

American Radiator & Standard 
Sanitary Corp. 

Smolka Co., Inc. ____________ _ 
Sherman Concrete Pipe Co. ___ _ 
Power Equipment Co .. _______ _ 
Martin Machinery & Supply 

Co. 
Clyde Iron Works, Inc. _______ _ 
W. E. Caldwell Co. __________ _ 
The E. T. Rugg Co. _________ _ 
C. D. Genter Co. ____________ _ 
The American Warming & Ven-

tilating Co. 
Roy C. Whayne Supply Co._ .• 
Standard Oiled Clothing Co., 

Inc. 
R. L. Harris, Inc. ____________ _ 
W. L. Magaw _______________ _ 
R. L. Harris, Inc. ____________ _ 

May 23, 1951 
May 25, 1951 
May 29, 1951 
June I, 1951 
June 5, 1951 
June 7, 1951 
June 11, 1951 
June 13, 1951 
June 14, 1951 

June 18, 1951 
June 14, 1951 
June 27, 1951 
June 28, 1951 
June 28, 1951 
June 28, 1951 
June 29, 1951 
June 29, 1951 
June 29, 1951 
July 6, 1951 

July 6, 1951 
July 9, 1951 

July 9, 1951 

July 
July 
July 
July 

9, 1951 
9, 1951 

19, 1951 
19, 1951 

July 23, 1951 
July 24, 1951 
Aug. 13, 1951 
Aug. 14, 1951 
Aug. 15, 1951 

Aug. 17, 1951 
Aug. 20, 1951 

Aug. 28, 1951 
Aug. 31, 1951 
Sept. 13, 1951 

I Includes purchases amounting to $1,000 or more. 
2 l'factically all deliveries were f. o. o. the job or nearest shipping point. 

$1,075.00 
7,594.00 

1,638.28 
5, 970.00 

1,097.40 
1,572.00 

2,120.00 
1,500.00 
2,545.00 
2,270.53 
2,904.00 

12,480.00 

2, 898.00 
2,497.07 
2,085.58 

13,985.02 

2, 821.79 
1,540.00 
6,882.00 
1,352.20 
1,415.12 
5,177.50 

2,426.24 
2,439.00 

1,557.00 

1,230 00 
2, 765.00 
2, 756.50 
2, 930.40 
5, 521.39 
1,784.79 
1,451.20 
1,580.67 
1,087.20 

4,905.00 
1,300.44 
1,036.08 
1,045.65 
2,103.10 
I, 509.00 
1,828.76 
1,828.76 
2,001.14 
3,708.50 

1,112.40 
4,801.59 

4,468.67 

2,265.10 
3,150.00 
1,460.63 
1, 715.00 

1,182.40 
6,317.00 
1,073.56 
I, 131.52 
3,346.35 

1,640.00 
1,310.00 

2,779.49 
I, 700.00 
1,255.92 

Gray. 
Gray and 

Boone Dam. 
(2) 

Gray and 
Boone Dam. 

(2) 
(2) 

(2) 
(2) 

Boone Dam. 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Johnson City. 

Do. 
Boone Dam. 
Johnson City. 

(2) 
(2) 

Gray. 

Johnson City. 
Do. 

Boone Dam. 

Johnson City. 
(2) 

Johnson City. 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Pinion (2) 

(2) 
(2) 

Johnson City. 
Boone Dam. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

(2) 
(2) 

Johnson City. 

(2) 
Johnson City. 

Boone Dam. 

Johnson City. 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

(2) 
Johnson City. 

(2) 

Gray. 
(2) 

(2) 
(') 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
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TABLE 110.-Boone-major purchases of material and equipment1-Continued 

Item \'pndor 

MECHANICAL-Con. 

'Wire ropes ____________________ Slip-Not Belting Co. __ _ 
Repair parts __________________ R. L. Harris, Inc. _____ _ 

Do ______________________ Power EQuipment Co. ________ _ 
Core bits _____________________ J. K. Smit & Sons, Inc. ______ _ 
Repair parts __________________ R. L. Harris, Inc. ___________ _ 
Rags _________________________ The Leshner Corp. __________ _ 
Repair parts__________________ Cummins Diesel Sales Corp, __ _ 

Do._____________________ Ingersoll-Rand Co .. _________ _ 
Do __ -------------------- Gardner-Denver Co. _________ _ 

Core barrels __________________ Joy Manufacturing Co. _______ _ 
Jackbits___ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ Ingersoll-Rand Co .. _________ _ 
Repair parts __________________ R. L. Harris, Inc. ___________ _ 

Do ___________________________ do _____________________ _ 
Jackets and pants _____________ The H. M. Sawyer & Son Co .. 
Fans, coils, filters, and heaters __ The Trane Co. ______________ _ 

Do ______________________ The ~cw York Blower Co. ___ _ 
Do__________________ Stokes Electric Co. __________ _ 

. Do__________________ Gray-Hodges Corp. __________ _ 
L1ma parts_____________ Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corp._ 
Bronze gate valves______ Tidewater Supply Co., Inc. ___ _ 
Portable air compressor__ Power Equipment Co. _____ _ 
Bags_________________ Werthan Bag Corp. ____ _ 
'Vi ping bags_ The Leshner Corp. _________ _ 
Steel bars ____________________ Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ____ _ 
Reconditioning drill bit and drill Rock Bit Sales & Service Co._ 

steel. 
Valves, pipe, fittinw;, and acces- I. Burack, Inc. _____ _ 

sories. 
Do __ ----------- _____ do ____________________ _ 

Jackets and aprons____ The H. M. Sawyer & Son Co._ 
Air hose____ Slip-~ot Belting Corp. 
Jackbit_____ __ __ _______ Crens1aw's _________________ _ 
Steel plates_________ Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ___ _ 
Concrete buckets____ Roy C. \\'hayne Supply Co __ _ 

Core~~~s~======== == == == == === = _:~~d~~~i_t_ ~-~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~ = = =:: 
Core barreL __________________ Joy Manufacturing Co. _______ _ 
Pipe _________________________ Mitchell-Powers Hardware Co._ 
Wire and staples ______________ Republic Steel Corp. __ 
Iron pipe _____________________ Noland Co., Inc. ___ _ 
Exposed valves, fittings, and ac- Gray-Hodges Corp. __ 

cessones. 

Date of award 

Sept. 13, 19j1 
Sept. 18, 1951 
Sept. 20, 1951 
Sept. 25, 1951 
Sept. 26, 1951 
Sept. 27, 1951 
Sept. 28, 1951 
Sept. 28, 1951 
Oct. 2, 1951 
Oct. 5, 1951 
Oct. 9, 1951 
Oct. 10, 1951 
Oct. 10, 1951 
Oct. 24, 1951 
Nov. 6, 1951 
Nov. 6, 1951 
Nov. 6, 1951 
Nov. 6, 1951 
Nov. 8, 1951 
Nov. 14, 1951 
Nov. 16, 1951 
l'iov. 20, 1951 
Nov. 29, 1951 
Nov. 29, 1951 
Nov. 30, 1951 

Dec. 3, 1951 

Dec. 4, 19.51 
Dec. 13, 1951 
Dec. 18, 1951 
Dec. 18, 1951 
Dec. 18, 1951 
Dec. 26, 1951 
Dec. 27, 1951 
Dec. 27, 1951 
Dec. 27, 1951 
Dec. 31, 1951 
Dec. 31, 1951 
Dec. 31, 1951 
Jan. 2, 1952 

Do ______________________ W.D.AllenManufacturingCo .. Jan. 2,1952 
Valves, pipe, fittings, and acces- James B. Claw & Sons. Jan. 3, 1952 

sories. 
Hardware and insulating mate- Johns-Manville Sales Corp.__ Jan. 8, 1952 

rials. 
Valves, fittings, and accessories_ 

~'iiu~~!tf:~~~-:~~:: ::::::::::: 
Jackbits _____________________ _ 
Air entraining agent __________ _ 
Rags ________________________ _ 
Pipe insulation _______________ _ 
Air hose _____________________ _ 
'Wire guards, dampers, louvers, 

grilles, ceiling outlet fixtures. 
Control and indicating devices __ 
Jackets and pants ____________ _ 
Gardner-Denver parts _________ _ 
Welding cable ________________ _ 
Pipe ________________________ _ 
Miscellaneous equipment _____ _ 
Pipe __________________ _ 
Tarpaulins ________ _ 
Ingersoll-Rand parts __ 
Air hose __________ _ 
Joy parts ___________ _ 
Raw-water strainers __ 
Hot-rolled carbon steel bars __ 

'Vhirley crane parts ______ _ 
Track group 
Tyscru ____ __ 

Boots_____________ _ _____ _ 
Hot-rolled carbon steel bars. __ _ 
Used pipe ___________________ _ 

I. Burack, Inc.___ _ 
Joy Manufacturing Co._ 
Southeastern, Inc.-
Crenshaw's ________________ _ 
W. L. Magaw ______________ _ 
The Leshner Corp, ___________ _ 
Breeding Insulation Co. ______ _ 
Slip-Not Belting Corp. _______ _ 
The American Warming & Ven-

tilating Co. 
Mills & Lupton Supply Co .. _ 
The H. M. Sawyer & Son Co. __ 
Gardner-Denver Co. _________ _ 
C. D. Genter Co .. ___________ _ 
Columbus Steel Supply Co. ___ _ 
HomelitE' Corp. _____________ _ 
Slip-l\ot Belting Corp .. ______ _ 
Green Hardware & Supply Co. __ 
Im;ersoll-Rand Co. ___ _ 
Slip-Not Bellin~ Co .. ________ _ 
Joy Manufacturing Co. _______ _ 
Elliott Co. __________________ _ 
Buford & Tucker Steel Supply 

Co. 
Clyde Iron Works. Inc. ______ _ 
Taylor Machinery Co. _______ _ 
Richmond Screw Anchor Co., 

Inc. 
Greene Hardware & Supply Co. 
Calumet Iron & Supply Co .. _ 
f'olumbus Rteel Supply Co .. 

Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 

8, 1952 
8, 1952 
8, 1952 
9, 1952 
9, 1952 

10, 1952 
15, 1952 
18, 1952 
21, 1952 

Jan. 29, 1952 
Jan. 30, 1952 
Feb. 5, 1952 
Feb. 5, 1952 
Feb. 11, 1952 
Feb. 12, 1952 
Feb. 13, 1952 
Feb. 13, 1952 
Feb. 13, 1952 
Feb. 15, 1952 
Feb. 19, 1952 
Feb. 19, 1952 
Feb. 26, 1952 

Mar. I, 1952 
Mar. 3, 1952 
Mar. 14, 1952 

Mar. 14, 1952 
Mar. 14, 1952 
Mar. 31, 1952 

1 Includes purchases amounting to $1,000 or more. 
2 Practically all deliveries were f. o. b. the job or nearest shipping point. 

Amount 

81,405.00 
1.318.88 
1,645.67 
1,576.10 
8,857.80 
1,145.00 
1,324.74 
I, 163.40 
2,063 55 
I, 373.50 
2,102.00 
1,903.44 
4,390.00 
2,013 50 
3,164.80 
1,665.76 
1,094 15 
1,077.00 
1,388.00 
2,063 95 
3,748.00 
3,250.00 
I, 145.00 
5,147. 71 
1,000.00 

1,294.40 

2,192 79 
1,544.00 
2,215. 91 
1,815.00 
1,202.79 
2,003.55 
2,329.94 
2,462.66 
1,373.50 
1,088.06 
3,507.90 
1,463.54 
5,528.84 

1,215.35 
2,412.80 

1,372.31 

1,109.78 
1,086.00 
1,410.00 
1,965.00 
I, 740.00 
1.145.00 
I, 114.20 
I, 288.40 
2,244.60 

1,453.48 
2,163.00 
1,642.20 
1,510.00 
8,675.00 
1,004.84 
I, 726.54 
1,032 00 
1,484.40 
1,286.40 
I. 786 10 
1,820.00 
I, 124.02 

I, 381.48 
1,961.25 
1,674.00 

2,356.80 
I, 107.79 
8,600 00 

F. a. b. 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(') 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Johnson City. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

(2) 
(2) 

Johnson City. 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(') 

Yonkers, N.Y. 

Do. 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Johnson City. 

Do. 
Boone Dam. 

Johnson City. 

Do. 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Boone Dam. 
(2) 

Boone Dam. 

Boone Dam. 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

Boone Dam. 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

(2) 
Portland, Oreg. 

(2) 
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TABLE 1111.- Boone -rrw.iur rmrcha""·' of 11/([(('rial fl/1(1 l'l[lli[1111"11( 1-Continued 

ltrn1 

MECHANICAL -Con. 

Air entraining a!-'.eHL 
. JaC'kPts and pant::._ 
;-;tru(·tural ~hapr~ 
Corr bits 
.\ir-conditioning uuit _ 
.Joy part:-; 
Htrel pipe. 
rsed pipr_ 
Air hose 
Brouzp bu:>hin!!._ 
:)mith Tlli\C•r parts 
Plumbing, li'.t urr>~. water l'Ooler, 

elPctrir hraters. ntlves. f.t
tinl!;s, pipE>, and aecessories. 

~tee} 
Lubril'ating nil 

I nsulatiou. pipt• and equipment 
Plumhiuf!, tixturt>s. water cooler. 

t'lertrir beatpr~. valvt>s. fit
tings. pipP, ;uHl a(·n•ssories. 

Steel bars 
. Joy parts 
Air hose 
.Joy parts 
C'asinp: 
Air entraininl-!, a~LPTit 
Rags_ 
\rire ropP_ 
Steel guard rail 
Corrharrcl assemhh 
Casing and drill ro;ls 
Bits __ 

Do __ 
Diamond <·ore bit~ 

STRUCTURAL 

\Yir(' t'Ollf'~ 

Pipe _______ _ 
Building hoard~
Yellow pim• __ 
Rough pine log~ 
Cement handling; sn;tern 
Limestonr_ . 
Y('llow pinr_ 

Do __ _ 
Do __ _ 
Do __ _ 
Do __ _ 
Do __ _ 
Do __ 

Doors and windows _ 
Dynarnitr_ 
Bulk cement __ 

Do __ _ 
Truck rhassis 
Sluice llner for spillway 
Concrete mi .... ers 
Shelving __ _ 
Used pipe __ 
Cross ties and :>witeh til's 
Concrete mi\illf.!. plarrt 
Culvert pi JW 
Oil_ __ _ 
Struchiral stf'el tm"lhmek anrl 

stop log guidt's. 
Structural stPel gatf' and10ra<1,l'~ 
Structural strf'l gatP ~.uide~ and 

sill beams. 
nalvanized. structllral -;tt'PI 

Pipe_ 
Bolts aJH.lnub 
Yellow pint' 

L. .~Oilllt'fHI!'IJ ~OilS, Jut. 
H. ~1. Saw~ Pr & Son ('o . 
tliskin ~teell\· ~uppl~- ( 'o. 
J. K. f':3mit & Sous, Iue. 
Eusti::, LaiJ(·astl•r As~otiatc::-
,Joy ~lanufaduriuu. Co. 
Ke:vstonf' PipP &- ~upph· Co. 
( 'olumhus~terl Pipe ~uppl_1: ( 'o. 
Cireene Hardware~._\: Suppl,.· ( ·o. 
Ciilbert Brass Fuumln 
T. L. ~mith Co. 
American Radiator~,_\ ~taJJdard 

Sanitary Corp 

l,.ehiJ.!.b :-\tt·ell ·orp. 
Freed01n - Yalvolinc Uil 

Galcua DiYision. 
\ orth Brother:-
I. Bmaek. Jn,· 

:-ii:o~klH ~ttel~,_\': :-iupJd:. ( 'o 
.Jo\ Mauufaeturiug ('o 
8li-p-0; ot Belting ( 'orp. 
.Jo,v Manufaduring ( 'o. 

do 
W. 1.. \lagaw Co. 

{'o .. 

Industrial Wiping Cloth Cu. 
Tt•JUJC'SSN' Coal ,~.::_ I ro11 C01. 
TPmwssre \lt>tal ( 'ulvf'rt Co. 
Joy \1anutaduring ('o_" __ 

· do 
I\. :-:.ntit ,1: :-:.o11:-. 

do 
dn 

The Coloradn Fut'l ~,_\ lro11 
C'orp., \\~ickwirf' ~fH'lli'Pr 
Division. 

Sherman Concrete Pipe ( 'o. 
Paty Lumber Co._ 
Wood Lumber Co. 
Clyde Taylor __ . __ 
Osborne Equipml·ut ( 'o. 
('linrhfield Stone C'o. 
Cox Coal & Supply C'o. 
Burkr & Hodges Lultlllf'r ( 'o 
( ~f'orgr E. Davis & Co. 
Ray E. Loper Lumber ( 'o. 
1.. 1r. West Lumber Co. 
South ~lississippi Lundwr ( 'orp. 
Thotup~on Lumber Co. 
:-'tonP Lumber Co. 
HPrcules Powder ( 'o. 
Pf'nu-Oixie Cement ('nrp. 
Louisville Crmf'ttt Co. 
Ht'O :vlot.ors. Trll' 
,!~akes~df• _Brid;;e ~,_\: :StPi•l Co. 
I. L. :-;nuth ( o._ 
Eusti~ 1.aneaster A.:i:-:u('iatt>:
Columhus Stttl Suppl~ ('o. 
Bond Brot.ht>rs __ 
Tht' (' ~-Johnson Co. 
.~lu·rmau ( 'oncrrte Pipt· ( 'o. 
F.8so :3tanJard Oil Co 
f.akPf'.idf' Bridge & :-:tt'"l ( 'o. 

( 'lw.tauoo~a Boilf'r ,\-Tan~ ( n. 
\a~ln·ille Bridge ro. 

lnt,•nl<l.llOJJal Dern!·L ,,. Lt~tJ!:-

ltlt'nt Co. 
\ol:tud \o .. lt11· .. 

( 'h·dr· Irou Work~ 
E1\11ton.l8 hro::. T.1m:lrr ('o._ 

l IueluJe::; pun·ha:-.t-1'1 <UliOUUting to :--l.OUU ur HHlr~-' 

:\pr. z·) l \·,52 
. \pr. >l(l . 1\1;)2 
~:a~- .1. 
\Ia\ ' ).la.\ \J. 
\1a,\ :zn. 
.ll!Jif' H, Jjlfi2 
• ltiJ!(' 1:? . ]ll;):z 

. Juw· :.o . 

.Juh I. 

.JulY 1-l. 
' .JuiY 2-L 

.\ug II. ! !1.~;2 

.i.ug,. :w . !!li:i2 

~~·pt. Ill. 1 !1.)2 
~t·pt. 12. I ~I:, :2 

:--r•pi -''· 
211 . 

27. 
{)n· . I 7. 
Dt·t·. 17. 1\l:i:? 
!)('(' 1\1, 1\l;l:z 

I I 1 \J,~< 
I I. 
Iii, \\1[-:; 
_,. 1\J.:-.:; 

\1. 1\!5:; 
\t!C' ]q, 1\lf.:; 

.\u;.: \\1, 1\1,):; 
\ \1~'. 2-L 1\!5:l 

.\Uf.',. :21, 1V50 
~t']lt. ·"· 1 ~li)O 
:-'rpt. ~- 1\150 
:-::{·pt. 1::. 1 \!50 
:-(t•pt. 21. 1!150 
~ept. 22. l!l;j() 
.-.:.t'pt. 2!l. Jjl!)() 

.-.:.(•pt. 2\l. 1!!50 
,-.:.ppt. 2!1. 1\!50 
,-.:.t'pt. ZH. 1\JiiO 
;o;ept. 2fl. Hl50 
f.lt"pt. 29, 1!).30 
~rpt. 2!l, J\);'j() 

(\('\. 2, 1!150 
()f't. (\, 1\1.10 
()f't. :u, l!J;"iO 
Ill'\. 11. 1\l50 
(kt II. 1\150 
th-t. ll. l\J;)() 
()('j_ \:;, \!ISO 
()(-[. il. 1 ~ ~ r~o 

lkt. 1\), 1\1.')() 
(){-t_ 20, 
(kt. ~;), 

()rot. 21:. 
\o\'. 14. 
\<lY. ::o. 
{1({', II. 
.Ian. "· 

Jan. 4. 1!151 

1- I ~ 13 l 
2::. lH:) I 
:z::, 1!151 

'2 Pradi(·ally all dPhYPriP~ WNi' f n h rhr inh or llCar··'T .~!. I'!Jill!.~ pol!!t 

' 

I 

! 

! 

\J]•(Jl:llt 

C\1 
110 
'I 
2!1 
00 
.so 
00 
/II 

. 41\l 711 
o-- ,,, 

. O:l4 0·1 

.01/ ,)\ 

\1!1 

\('. '-1(1 (,() 

..;. . "11 \I .~4 

4. 1.",\l ('() 
2. ::~1:; ;,o 
1. Oi li 40 
1. :1:; .r,o 
I. Oil 
I 1111 
1.tril ..;.o 
2. \"l~ .l() 

(.:-·.~ .11 
1!11 
.10 

~' ~ 1 ~~~ 

71 

I. :w .44 
2. \l25 011 
\l. -t:32 110 
ti. (iOO co 
I. ti:?S 80 

Ill. 5CO 00 
5. 12,1) 00 
2. :;75 GO 
2,:)75.00 
2,250.00 
~.Ofl2 50 

c:;, r:;;o 00 
4. 2CO 110 
l.OPfi 00 
li.\Jl\0 011 

:l7o.OI10 oo 
1411.1100 110 

II. SSii 110 
\). 415 co 

27. 27:~ 110 
4. 21:D co 
2. 2~~ 50 

1:2.77:; .~4 
'ifi. !74 lfi 

I Ill 
, . \S4 .CO 
:: 021 00 

\ill 
\4.\ .CO 

'I . 477.11\1 

'250.;~5 
o::1: 115 

"· 1..(;() \Ill 

. 0. h. 

1.!1 

\.!\ 

i.!) 

,:.') 

Bumw Dant 
i:.'\ 

i:.') 

,:.') 

,.!) 

Hoot if' Dan1. 

• .!) 

B(!onr Da111. 

('2) 

1'1 
(2) 

l'l 
(2) 

(21 
(:Zi 
I') 
1'1 
1'1 
''1 
(21 
(21 
p!j 
12) 
('21 
(2) 

'') 
( ;ra~. 

(:!) 

('21 

121 
(2) 
(:.') 

(:!) 

,21 
(;ray. 

Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

(:.') 

(21 
12) 

1 

STRUCTURAL -Con. 

.Joint filler_ 
<;uarJ rail an I pu~t=
('t'nH'Jlt 
Oynamitf-' 
AbsoqJtiYe 
TreatPJ :Jil•l :ul!'ll')r 

lo·1:s. 
Yello·,.- pi!w 
Lumber 
~outheru yellow pitH'_ 
Steel shapes_ 
Structural 
('omTetc 

Air-entrainin<I 
~truetural 
Pipe 

;\ails~_ 
Plates __ 
LumlH'r 
Steel. 
Fence posts, la:np pc ts 
Pipe_ 
I.urnlwr 

Do_ 
Do_ 
Do __ _ 
Do __ 

Structural stt><'l ~ate ~uidr·s 
sill beams. 

esed pipe __ 
Rheets __ _ 
Air-entrainin~ aQ;ent _ 
Struetural steel tra.shrad·.s 
Pipe_ 
Roofing __ 
Steel shapes_ 
!\ails ____ _ 
Wire nails __ 
Pipe 
Lumber_ 
St.erl shaprs_ 
Iron ___ _ 
Pipe 

Do___ ___ __ - . 
Rtrurtural strel framing 

hatch eovers. 
Portland cement ___ _ 
Pipe, _____________ . -----
Spiral stair and hand railing __ 
Structural steeL_ 
Form liner __ _ 
Lumber_ _____________ -
Steel anchor bolts and assen1blies 
Lumber 
Steel tubing ___ _ 
Structural steel_ _ ___ _ 
I-beam bridge flooring __ _ 
Bars ______ ----------
Structural steel guidt'S __ 
Pipe ____ _ 
Lumher __ _ 
Aspha!L. 
Oak lumber __ 
Asphalt__ 

Do __ _ 
Tarpaulins _____ --
Asphalt__ 

Do ___ _ 
Do __ 

Do ___ _ 
Crane rails ami aeeessories_ 

Asphalt_ __ _ 

.\f. \.1 I ll t I 'l. HI 'II.\~ 1:;,-

~h!·rnw.H ( '01wn·tP Pi [!f' r ·o_ 
Tut!lt'.., ... l·~· \leta! ( 'ulnrt ( 'n. 
p, IJTt-Di-.:ie Cen:e:Jt Corp. 
E. I. DuPont de \t'rtHl'Jr:-. & ( 'n. 
lh11t ,1; H·l:o~"Pll. fn<·. 
Ha \.('0 { 'orp. 

.lan. 29. 195! 
Jan. :11. J\:151 
Feb. I, 19.>1 
Feb. 6. 1951 
Feb. 9, 1951 
l•'eh. 12. \9.';\ 

Tu,,din ,\- (:rnoHr Feb. lfi, 1951 
.J. \\'alt\'r \Yright Lumhrr Co. I .\1ar. 2R, 1951 
H•1rke {1.: llo•li!.f'S LalldH·r ('o. _ -_j Apr. 2, 1951 
D:rriJ ~111ith StPf'l Co._ Apr. 4, 1951 
' :-:tPf'] (lz Iron \\'ork.'-' I Apr. 5, 1951 

Tl'lltt .. Equipment Apr. 13, 1951 

,\ ~11pph Co. 
~tf't'l 

1.: ~11ppl.\· ('o. 
;'t\'\'l { 'o._ 

~h·<·l ,\_ \\'in· Co. 
~IH'flll<lll ( 'onnf't•• Pipe ( 'o. 
P:tt\· l.tttnl,rr { ·n_ 
'l'hmll]l.~on Lu!tllwr ('o. 

i ( 'rp; Coal ,1,: ~uppl.\· ('o. 
~trin•:_ff•1lnw LuiJlll('r ('o._ 
Barke~._\: llodgf's Luwhf'r ('o. 
\ asln·ille Bri<hr ( 'n. 

I Apr. IR, 1951 

I 

Apr. 20, 1951 
Mav I, 19.11 

May· 4, 1951 
\lay R, 1951 
Mav 11. 1951 

1 ~lav 21, 1\151 
\fav 2H. 1951 

I Jur;e fi, 1951 
.June R. 19S\ 

1 Junf' 11, 1951 
'I .Junf' 11, 1951 
. June 11, 1951 
i June 11. 1951 
I .Jnnr 12. 19.11 

Colullllms :-.:.tf'l•l (1.: ~upply ('o. i .June 1~. 1951 
:-:.iskin ~tf'PI & ~npply Co .lunr 15, 1951 
L. Ponltf'horn Sons, I 111. .June lH, 19.1)1 
Truitt !\lanu!'ar·turin'! ('o Junf' 20, 1951 
.\oland ('o., In(·__ June 29, 1951 
\·all('(' I ro11 1\: :--:trf'l ('o. : June 29, 1951 
('hark< ~tl'cll'o. July 9, 1951 
:-;iskin ~tf'f'l & f-luppl,\· ( 'o. .July 10, 1951 

dn · July Ill, 1951 
\oland Cu._ : July 2j, 1951 
Patv Lumlwr Co. i Jul:v 26, 1951 
Cal;nnf't Iron & Rupph· <'o. : Ju1_v 30, 1951 
~tandard Iron & f-;.tpp] Co. ! Aug. 3, 1951 
('olumlms Strr-1 & f-;11ppl~, Co._ Aug. 10, 1951 
(~rernr Jrardwarr & Suppl~- Co.! Aug, 2R. 1951 
Allthra('itr BridQf' ('o. ' Auk ~1, 19.)1 

Prnn-Dixir C'l'mrut Corp. Rrpt. 4, 1951 
C. '>!. ~lrC'lung & ('o. R•·pt. II, 1951 
HPnry E. nrpmp Co. t')'c'pt.. 13, 1951 
Anthrar·itr Bridg·p Co. Rrpt. 13, 1951 
Dant •1: Russell. Till'. Sept. lR, 1951 
LeeK. 1\'rrt. Sept. 20, 1951 
Trvin·~tou Sterl & Iron Works Sept. 21, 1951 
Hay K Loper ('o., lnr. Oct. 2, 1951 
Erir Strrl ( 'o .. Iue. Oct. JR. 1951 
Anwriean Bridv:r Co. Ort. 19, 1951 
Rrlianer StPrl Prodnrts Co. Drt. Z2. 1!}51 
Associated Htf'rl Co.__ Ort. 29. 1951 
C'alu1nr•t Iron .1',-- Ruppl~- Co._ 1 Xov. 9, 19,11 
Allwrt Pip(' ~uppl~- Co .. h1r. ! ~ov. 9, 1951 
Edmonds Bro:->. f-lnpph· Co._ ! ~0''· 19, 1951 
Dealers ~nppl)· Co .. __ . _ -~ ;-;ov. 20, 1951 
XavP Brother~ Lumhrr ('o. ____ Nov. 20, 1951 
Bristol Buih!f'rs Suppl~· Co., Inr. Nov. 20, 19.11 
Pat~· LumhPr Co., Inc, ________ Nov. 28,1951 
(~rN'nP Hardwarr & Ruppb· Co. I Nov. 2R, 1951 
\1arsha11 Brothers Lumber Co._ Nov. 29, 1951 
Bri..,tol Buil,Icr"'~llppl\' ('o .. In('.: ~ov. 29, Hl51 
~Ull''llCr~ llardwart· & ~upph· ~oY. 20. 1051 

( \). 
:\ .. (~. Ht>in:-; Co. :\ov< 00. H!bl 
l..ll. Fo~tl·r ('o. \0•· :~o· 19.11 

4. 19.\1 

1 Ineludt:>s purl'hasps an1ounting tu :'.!,00() ill' It ton•. 

~ Pra1·ti(•ally all dPliYt·ril':'\ wert' t o h thP job or m·amst shipping pomt 

\rnol.'!ll 

$2,1170.0U 
1). 259 .LJ 

14,500 00 
l!i.OOO.CO 
:J. ~!JO (;iJ 

17.6:10.00 I 

22.043.45 
I. 152 {;:) 
2.408 00 
2.824 55 

15.642.50 
4.010 00 

I. 740 011 
2. 1S:lll~ 
l.li\5 fl<l 

\,\:3150 
1. 4:-Ji O:l 
K. 300 \l:l 
:l. \160.00 
1), ]()2 53 
I, S\8 .00 

:H), 400 00 
S, 040. Oil 

17, fiOO 00 
.1.084 20 
.\, 250 00 i 

2\1,7\0I:f\ 

:l, 757 .10 
\,040 16 
1.60000 

17.966 91 
I, 941.hli 
I. 219 .Oil 
!1.500 00 
I. 889.15 
l,:l8S.OO 
1,092.00 
4,39515 
5,050 00 
I, 534.16 
5, :l82 OJ 
I, 56G 8\i 

:15, .\9R. 00 

4:1,500.00 
I. 91i8.:l9 
I, 624 .\oil 

16,898011 
3.900.00 
6,255.00 
I ,284.00 
:3, 150 00 
\, 195.60 

lli.531.00 
,\,48J.Ii:l 
2.286.08 
2,400.00 
6,250.00 

13.061.45 i 
1,470.00 I 
\,:]62. 7:l 
1.091. 75 
1.208.25 
I. 776 /0 i 
I. 17S.OO . 
I. 471 2.\ 
2. ()j() 7f\ 

. ,\115 45 ... i.).5 'i'fl 

12. 120 4S 

1125 

o. h. 

,:1 

I~ I 

1:!1 

,.:) 

t:.'J 
,:!1 

,.!) 

(:.!J 
,:!) 

1:1 

t.!· 

:\. (' 

l:.'J 
',:.'1 

(:.'j 

1'1 
(2) 

t:!J 
{:!) 

(:!) 

(:!) 

('.!) 

( :ra\· 

1:!) 

1'1 
(:!] 

(;ray 
1'1 
I') 
I'! 
1'1 
(2) 

1'1 
( 2 ) 

C') 
I') 
I') 
I') 

Ill.-

l'l 
( 'arue~i(', Pa., 

Chi1·a!!O. 111. 
1:.!) 

il 

I 
I I. 

I II: 
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1126 THE BOONE PROJECT 

TABLE 110.-Boone-major purchases of material and equipment'-Continued 

Item Vendor 

STRUCTURAL-Con. 

Asphalt-_.................... Dealers Supply Co .......... _. 
Do ...................... _____ do.----------·----------
Do. _ -·- __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ Bristol Builders Supply Co., Inc. 
Do .. ____________________ Dealers Supply Co. _______ _ 
Do-------------·--·-·-·- A. G. Heins Co. ____________ _ 

Pip•--·---------------------- Columbus Steel Supply Co. ___ _ 
Miscellaneous steel stairs, hand- Hamlin & Allman Iron Works __ 

railing. ladders, and covers. 
Wir•----·--·-·-·--···--··----
Coilloop ....... ---·-·------ __ 

Yellow pine lumber ..... -------Do _____________________ _ 
Lifts ________________________ _ 

Steel floor grating and decking_. 
Steel plates ------------------
Lumber------_--- ___ ---- ____ _ 
Steel bars ___________________ _ 

Pine lumber_ ________________ _ 
Dynamite ___________________ _ 
Steel bars. __________________ _ 
Steel shapes _________________ _ 
Pine lumber _________________ _ 
Lumber ______________ . ______ . 
Portland cement.-------- ____ _ 
Pine lumber_ ________________ _ 
Steel bars _____________ . _____ _ 
Deformed steeL _____________ _ 

Concrete bars ________________ _ 
Lubricating oiL _____________ _ 
Aebestos-cement cable trays ___ _ 
Wire rope _____________ -----_-

Connecting wire ______________ _ 
Structural steel shapes ________ _ 
SteeL .. ____ ------------- ___ _ 
Steel bars ___ --------- _______ _ 
Steel plates __________________ _ 
Sheet-metal generator leads 

housings. 

~:e~~~~~~ ~ ~::::::::::::::::: 
Steel bars_._---------- ______ _ 
Fibre rope _____ ----- _________ _ 
Structural steel generator covers, 

liner plates, stop bars, and 
ship ladders. 

Yellow pine lumber ___________ _ 
Galvanized structural steeL • __ _ 
Poles and logs ________________ _ 
Stone and chips ______________ _ 
Rail and posts _______________ _ 

Treated wood crosearms _______ _ 
Construction bars ____________ _ 
Structural shapes _____________ _ 
Steel sheets __________________ _ 
Wire rope ___________________ _ 

Steel plates ______ ----- _______ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ____________ _ 

Do. ____________________ _ 
Steel sheets __________________ _ 
Wire rope ___________________ _ 

Calumet Iron & Supply Co. ___ _ 
Superior Concrete Accessories, 

Inc. 
Holly Springs Lumber Co. 
Belcher Lumber Sales Co. ____ _ 
Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ____ _ 
William F. Klemp Co. ____ _ 
Charles Steel Co. ____________ _ 
South Mississippi Lumber Co. 
Calumet Iron & Supply Co ... 

Holly Springs Lumber Co. ____ _ 
E. I. duPont deNemours & Co._ 
Calumet Iron & Supply Co ... __ 
Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ____ _ 
Belcher Lumber Sales Co., Ltd .• 
South Mississippi Lumber Co._ 
Penn-Dixie C~ment Corp. ____ _ 
Holly Springs Lumber Co. ____ _ 
Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ____ _ 
The American Industrial Prod-

ucts. 
Connors Steel Co. _________ _ 
Shell Oil Co. ________________ _ 
Johns-Manville Sales Corp. ___ _ 
Sunbury 'Vire Rope Manufac-

turing Co. 
Barker Smith & Co. _________ _ 
United States Steel Corp, _____ _ 
Calumet Iron & Supply Co ... 
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. 
Burn-Rite Products Co. ___ _ 
General Metals, Inc. ____ _ 

Calumet Iron & Supply Co .. _ 
Laclede Steel Co. ____________ _ 
Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ____ . 
The E. T. Rugg Co. _________ _ 
Lakeside Bridge & Steel Co. __ 

Belcher Lumber Sales Co., Ltd._ 
Lehigh Structural Steel Co .. 
Pensacola Creosoting Co. _____ _ 
American Limestone Co. _____ _ 
The Tennessee Metal Culvert 

Co. 
Republic Creosoting Co. ______ . 
Burn-Rite Products Co. ______ _ 
Nashville Bridge Co. __ .. _. ___ _ 
Burn-Rite Products Co .. _____ _ 
Sunbury Wire Rope Manufac-

turing Co. 
Burn-Rite Products Co. ___ _ 
Conners Steel Co .. ________ . __ 
Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ____ . 
Burn-Rite Products Co._. ____ . 
Sunbury 'Wire Rope Manufac-

turing Co. 
Lumber_------- __ ------------ Belcher Lumber Sales Co., Ltd .. 
Portland cement ______________ Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. ____ _ 

g~~:~~\~~~~~:::::::::::::::: ~k:~::::~ g~~~~:!: ~t,~_co.~ 
Reinforced steeL _____________ Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ____ _ 
Crusb.ed a!!gregate_____________ Malone Bros. _____________ ._. 
TranBlt-mtxed concrete _________ Brooks Sand & Gravel Co. ____ _ 
Crushed aggregate_____________ American Limestone Co .• ____ _ 
Concrete aggregate_----------- ____ .do .. ____ -----------_----
Reinforced steeL_____________ Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ____ _ 
Lumber ______________________ Belcher Lumber Sales Co., Ltd .• 

Date of award 

Dec. 7, 1951 
Dec. 7, 1951 
Dec. 12, 1951 
Dec. 13, 1951 
Dec. 18, 1951 
Dec. 18, 1951 
Dec. 28, 1951 

Dec. 31, 1951 
Dec. 31, 1951 

Dec. 31, 1951 
Dec. 31, 1951 
Dec. 31, 1951 
Jan. 7, 1952 
Jan. 8, 1952 
Jan. 15, 1952 
Jan. 22, 1952 

Jan. 23, 1952 
Jan. 24, 1952 
Jan. 29, 1952 
Feb. 6, 1952 
Feb. 12, 1952 
Feb. 19, 1952 
Feb. 20, 1952 
Feb. 27, 1952 
Mar. 3, 1952 
Mar. II, 1952 

Mar. 11, 1952 
Mar. 12, 1952 
Mar. 14, 1952 
Mar. 14, 1952 

Mar. 14, 1952 
Mar. 17, 1952 
Mar. 26, 1952 
Mar. 27, 1952 
Apr. 2, 1952 
Apr. 7, 1952 

Apr. 15, 1952 
Apr. 15, 1952 
Apr. 15, 1952 
Apr. 22, 1952 
Apr. 28, 1952 

Apr. 30, 1952 
May 7, 1952 
May 9, 1952 
May 13, 1952 
May 20, 1952 

June 4, 1952 
June 11, 1952 
June II, 1952 
June \3, 1952 
June 18, 1952 

June 20, 1952 
June 23, 1952 
June 23, 1952 
June 26, 1952 
July 23, \952 

July 31, 1952 
Aug. 7, 1952 
Aug. 8, 1952 
Aug. 27, 1952 
Sept. 25, 1952 
Sept. 29, 1952 
Oct. 6, 1952 
Oct. 8, 1952 
Oct. 13, 1952 
Oct. 16, 1952 I 
Oct. 24, 1952 

I Includes purchases amounting to $1,000 or more. 
2 Practically all deliveries were f. o. b. the job or nearest shipping point. 

Amount F. o. b. 

Sl, 225 .oo (2) 
3,770.00 (2) 

1,064.30 (2) 
8,542.00 (') 
1, 183.20 (2) 

4,485.00 (2) 
22,716.44 Johnson City. 

9,229 08 (2) 
2, 725.00 (2) 

4, 320 00 (2) 
4,937 00 (2) 

5, 634 12 (2) 

3,567 57 Johnson City. 
11,600.47 Harrisburg, Pa. 
3,922.50 (2) 
2,630.24 East Chicago, Ill., 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
3,605.00 (2) 

17,000 00 (2) 

6, 615 21 East Chicago, Ill. 
1,048 28 (2) 
3,246.30 (2) 
6, 717.50 I') 

58,000.00 (2) 

10,183.85 (2) 
7,020.00 (2) 

32,000.00 (') 

28,875.00 (2) 

2,750.00 (') 
15,523 35 Manville, N.J. 
1,643.00 (2) 

1,500.00 (') 
3,607.09 (2) 
7,585.50 (2) 

1' 299 11 (2) 
1,585 71 (2) 

29,712.00 Boone Dam. 

2,816. 21 (2) 

3,225.00 (2) 
1,625.29 (2) 
1,420.13 (2) 

61,161.00 Gray. 

1,066.20 (') 
i' 680.00 Gray. 
6, 926 75 (2) 
2,464.50 (2) 
2,559.00 (2) 

I, 112.82 (2) 
\,167 05 (2) 
1,242.38 (2) 
3,077 00 (2) 

1,035 00 (2) 

1, 595.51 (2) 

10,500 00 (2) 

15,075.73 (2) 

1,563.83 (2) 
1,737.00 (2) 

2,229.01 (2) 
8,700.00 (2) 

2,394.80 (2) 

2,430.00 (2) 
15,695 35 (2) 
I, 125.00 (2) 

5,000 00 (2) 

I. 200 00 (2) 

14.100.00 I (2) 

17,046.65 (2) 

3,08\.90 (2) 

l 
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l\IAJOR PURCHASES 1127 
TABLE 110.-Boone-major purchases of material and equipment1-Continued 

I 

Yendor Date of award Amount F. o. b. 
---------~----~~-~---~-----~-~---~~~ 

Item 

STRUCTURAL-Con. 

Storing, etc. ______________ _ 
Steel pipe _____________ _ 
Lumber---------------_ 

Do ____ -----------
Do __ _ 
Do _____ _ 
Do _______________ _ 

Wire rope_--------------Bars ___________________ _ 
Reinforced steeL ______ _ 
Fibre rope ____________ _ 
Form liner ______________ _ 
Lumber ________________ _ 

Do _____________________ _ 
Do _____________________ _ 

Ready-mixed concrete _________ _ 
Lumber. __________ - _______ ---

Do _________________ _ 
Treated wood poles _______ _ 

Do _________________ _ 
Do __________________ _ 

Lumber __________ . ____ _ 

Ralph Yoakum Co .... --------
I. Burrack, Inc._ _ 
Holly Springs Lumbrr Co. __ _ 
L. U. West Lumber Co ....... . 
Georgia-Pacific Plywood Co._ 
Vine Hill Lumber Co .. 
D. A. Bowling ___________ _ 
Jones-Sylar Supply Co .... 
Calumet Iron & Supply Co .. __ _ 
Siskin Steel & Supply Co. ___ _ 
The E. T. Rugg Co. __ _ 
Dan\ & Russell, Inc. _________ _ 
Georgia-Pacific Plywood Co. __ _ 
Holly Springs Lumber Co. ____ _ 
Belcher Lumber Sales Co., Ltd._ 
Brooks Sand & Gravel Co ..... . 
Belcher Lumber Sales Co., Ltd._ 
Shepherd Lumber Corp. ______ . 
Republic Creosoting Co, ______ _ 
L. D. McFarland Co. ________ _ 
South East Joslyn Co, _______ _ 
Georgia-Pacific Plywood Co. __ _ 

Creosoted Southern pine_ __ American Creosote Works ____ _ 

Oct. 29, 1952 
Nov. 6, 1952 
Nov. 17, 1952 
Nov. 28, 1952 
Nov. 28, 1952 
Dec. 9, 1952 
Dec. 10, 1952 
Dec. 1\, 1952 
Dec. 16, 1952 
Dec. 19, 1°F>? 

Dec. 2?, 1952 
Dec. ~P; 1952 
Dec. 31·, 1952 
Dec. 30, Jc •. 
Dec. 30, 1952 
Jan. G, 1 Qfi1 
Jan. 12, 1953 
Jan. 19, 1953 
Jan. 20, 1953 
Jan. 20, 19n:l 
Jan. 20, 1953 
Jan. 23, 1953 
Feb. 2, 1953 
Feb. 4, 19.,3 
Feb. lfl, 1953 
Apr. li, 1953 
Apr. fi, 1953 
May 18, 1953 
June \9, 1953 
Aug. 6, 1953 
Sept. 8, 1953 
Jan. 4, 1954 
July 1, 1954 

Lumber _______________ _ 
Treated wood poles __ 
Lumber _____ _ 

Do ______ _ 
Do ____________ _ 

Concrete pipe ________________ _ 
Rail fixtures _________________ _ 
Galvanized structural steeL ___ _ 
Structural steeL ______________ _ 
Steel roof deck and accessories._ 

BRIDGES AND ROADS 

Bridge steel beam spans and 
miscellaneous metal parts. 

Bridge metal railings and miscel
laneous metal parts. 

Concrete aggregate and road 
surfacing stone. Do _____________________ _ 

Do __________________ _ 
Crushed stone __________ . __ . __ 
Bituminous materiaL _________ _ 

Do _____________________ _ 

Bituminous concrete---------~-
Tar and asphalt ______________ _ 

Do _____________________ _ 

Shepherd Lumber Co. ________ _ 
Gulfport Creosoting Co. ______ _ 
Stringfellow-Lumber Co. __ 
Holly Springs Lumber Co ... 
Tennessee Eastern Lumber Co._ 
Sherman Concrete Pipe Co. __ 
~orthern Light Co. ___ _ 
Henry E. Gremp Co. ____ _ 
Flint Steel Co. ______________ _ 
H. H. Robertson Co. _________ _ 

Virginia Bridge Co. ___________ Apr. 26, 1951 

Irvington Steel & Iron Works __ Aug. 2, 1951 

American Limestone Co. ______ Mar. 23,1951 

Lambert Brothers, Inc. ________ Mar. 23,1951 
L. L. Kreger _________________ Mar. 23, 1951 
American Limestone Co.______ Mar. 25, 1953 
Reilly Tar & Chemical Co. ____ Apr. 13, 1953 
Hunt Oil Co, _________________ Apr. 13, 1953 
Southern Amurite Asphalt. ____ May 5, 1954 
Koppers Co., Inc., Tar Division_ May 21, 1954 
AmericanBitumulsAsphaltCo._ May 21 .1954 

1 Includes purchases amounting to $1,000 or more. 
2 Practically all deliveries were f. o. b. the job or nearest shipping point. 

$5,200.00 
1,086.57 
7,060.00 
3,000.00 
2,920.00 
2,999.70 
1,860.00 
1,845 00 

12.400 00 
6. 732 00 
2. 026.57 
4. 680 00 
6.010.00 
2 99100 
3,081 90 

22,fi00 00 
2.368 33 
3,300.00 

33.036 25 
10,312.00 
27,21100 

3.120 00 
20.7:18 29 
2.050.69 
4,010.99 
3,447.00 
2.875.50 
2, 623.75 
1. 572 60 
2,676.00 
1,599.00 

123,983.00 
5,365.00 

185,176 00 

11,206.00 

13,600.00 

12,600.00 
16,500.00 
3,150.00 
2,620.00 
2,620.00 
2. 692 63 
1,981.00 
3,669.00 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

('J 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(') 

Johnson City. 
(') 
(2) 

Piney Flats. 

Do. 

(2) 

(2) 
(') 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
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TABLE 111. Fort Patrick Henry major pur,.hase.< of mrrterial a11d equipment' 

ltf'ltl 

ARCHITECTURAL 

~tee! roof dPeking_ 
nJass aJHl glazing 
~tpel rolling door 
).lasonry IJJatrriab 

Do"_ 
~tPPl srrYier ('abinet::; 
li ollow-mrtal doors. pressed- , 

strrl framrs, tin-clad fire door. 
wood doon:, and builders· fin
ish hardware. 

Do.. . 

\ t>udor 

H. H. Rolwrtso11 ( 'o 
Pittshnnrh PlatP I; 1a~~ ( 11 

\1 illiam E. C\ld :ill 
Birmingham ~la;r ( 'o. 
ChrrokrP Hri<·k & TilP ( 'o. 
Fidf'lit:v i-'ale<: Corp. 
Aetna Strel Products Corp. and 

"'illiam S. Tnmhlr Co .. In(' 

\\illiaTJJ L. ,\l•·<;J!J 

(h·t 2~. 
Dr·r· ;), 

H. 
1.1. 
1.). 

\)('(' 

j){'(', 

D<·<·. 
Dr•<· 
J)pr· 

J,), i ~l.~:? 
~~l. 1 ~~;-)2 

Hoofing and sheet metal wnrk j Davr .Johnson Roofin:!. (\· :-;up-
J),·r·. ZH. 
FPh. !l. 

).farhlr anJ quarry tile 
Aluminum railings_ 
RubhN tilr floors iu rrlaY room. 

fil<' room, alHI janitor'S closet, 
and liuol{'Uill on generator 
walk wan. 

Furring, lathing. and plal:itenng_ 1 

F-terl roof decking __ 
Aluminmn matrrials 
Strel fta~polr... . 
Hollow-mrtal work, wood doors. 

and huildf'rs' finish hardwarP 
~larhk ..... 

<:lass and !!lazing_ 

Roofing a11d shef't metal wurk 

C'ast-alumiBUIIJ sign:; auJ alumi
num supports. 

Furniture ____ _ 

ELECTRICAL 

T~~a~~~~~~~~~~~~·~:t-au~ ~Jt're ge~J--I 
ng-kilovolt main t.ram;former and I 

neutral ~round in!! reactor. 
\\'ire __ 
Telephone wire_ 
Rtat.ion servir·r transforn1er~- __ 

Do __ _ 

FivP fi!l-kilovolt oil circuit 
brrakrrs. 

Hare eondu<'tors _ 
Cenerator switchgear __ 
BattPry rhargerR for station I'Ofl

t.rol battery. 
Coupling eapa<'itor~ and linf' 

towPr~. 
Power-line CafrJf'f tf'lelt\eteriug I 

f'\lUiplllf'llt. 
Tt•lemrtE'rill!.!, iw;trumPnt~-
Supf'rvisor:'o: I'OHtrol Pquipnwnt 
Line traps __ 
Operations re1•ording and an-

nunciating equipmf'Jd. 
~lain control switehGoard~ 
Bare rondudor 
J,oad-frrqUPII<',\' r·ontrol Pquip

tnf'nt. 
Nonmeta\li,. nmduit 
Single-f'ondu('t.or, fiOO-volt, iusu

lated {'abk· tn1r:-. RO.l and 
P:\. 

15-kilovolt iusulatt·d <·atJIP 
Ruspe11sioH insulator units 
Rigid stPf'i ('ouduit 

ACSR eouJuetor tablt· 
Ringlt:>-tonJuetor iJlsulatcd eal~lr 

--type HOJ. 

ply Co. 
Korizon Terrazzo I 'o. 
Aluminum ~trurturf's. I 11<· 
Brown'f: C'u:-:ton1 :-'bop 

~. ( '. Lat:e\ <\: ::loll 
H. H. Robertson ('o. 

~Pwrnan BrothPr~. lw 
Baartol Co. 
\\' agstaff Hard warP ( 'n 

.\ f!llJ('O .\iarbJr i)j\·i~IOII, 
Howard\\~. Wietw. 

Crntral Glass ro. of \'irginia. 
Ine. 

Dave .John~o11 RoofiJJI!. A· ;-;up
ply Co. 

\:ewman Brothert'. l1w. 

h•l) zo. l~!.~;j 
,IIIII(' 1\1. ] \),):~ 

.Jqh 1-1. \11:}:: 

.lnl.\ I i. 1 ~~.~:l 
\O\'. ]/, ]\j,');; 

\o\'. :;n I 0.1:\ 
J)p(' :{. 1\l.'):\ 
!)('(', 15.1\l!):-s 

./all 

1 .!all !.1. 1!1.)1 

\lar 2:l, 1!1;)! 

. \pr. 21. 1\l;H 

Royal.\letal ,\.lallufa<·turiug ('o.
1 
~~·pt. 1. l\!.14 

\\'e:-:;tiu~house Eleetril' ( 'orp 

do 

Uraybar Electric ( 'o. 
Tele-Wire Supply Co .. lne .. 
\Y Pstinghouse Electric Corp. 
Allis-Chalmers !\..1anulaeturiug 

Co. 
General Elect.ric Co 

:::iouthwire Co._ 
Westinghouse Elcetric ( 'orp. 
!NET, Inc. 

Motorola. In<'. 

do 

(~eueral Electric ('o. 
Westinghouse Elrctrie ('orp. 

.. do .. 
Thr Autocall Co. 

\\'pstin~house Elet·1 rit· ( 'orp. 
~ ehring Electrical Works 
LPf'ds & Northrup Co. 

.litlll' .1.1\l,)l 

~rpt. II. lfli)l 
Srpt. 1~. lfl51 
\ov. 2:L I\J.11 
:\ov. 2:5, 1\J.')[ 

DPe. 1:L Hl.11 
Ja11. 22, I \L12 
Frh. I~. 1!152 1 

\bn. 1!. 1952 

\tar. 12. l!l52 

,,lar. lH. 1!!52 
~far. 2R. 1052 
:\ pr. 1' 1\10:~ 
:\pr_ 2. 1!1.12 

-\pr. 4. 1!1,12 
Apr. I, 19.12 
Apr. II. 1!)52 

. Johus-Manvillt> :::ialt>s ( 'orp. :\pr. 24. 1052 
Phelps-Dodge Copper Produd~ i \Ia~· 'l I 0;)2 

Corp. 

The Okonite Co. 
Yictor Insulator!'. I II(' 
Frazier Machinf'r.v l\: :-:upph 

Co. 
Heynolds Metals l o 
Phelps-Dodge Copppr l'nHiud:" 

Corp. 

~Ia_\ , . ! \1,12 
\1a\ - )\\,12 
\!a~ ,'<. 1!1,12 

.\Ia:. '· l!l;i:! 
'b~ l\1 ]li!'l:! 

1 lnt!Ullt.'s }HifL·hast·:- <UllOUlJtlug lo :-,1,(10() or morP 
2 Praf'ti('a\ly all dPlivPrif'F wf•re ~. o. b. rhf' job or Ot>arc·,-.! .-,h1ppi!lt: j•n:nl 

\illl)lllil 

2>:4 O(l 
:;/1 2~ 

I. '-tl'\ 00 
1 11>; Od 

II.) 1i;) 
. 41:2 ,j() 

:2.4::0 00 

:,o 
Ill) 

l:!q 011 

·t.0:2!l !Hl 
.), \( g Oil 

"· '-1.1 no 
I. 442 00 
1. 4':1 no 

lli4 ()() 

.Oii.S ;j<.; 

:;, 2\li .10 
I. 211 ()() 
. 1. /2fi :w 
n. 2:11 oP 

li2 //,') ()() 

:;, 2.11 

()() 

00 
21 

o. ]!):) 1.\0 
11 . .112 no 

1. /(;(' on 
21.:i5~.on 

:).-l\1,; 10 
4.020 n 

II. 7J:s OJ 

'l. C-!..; lj-! 
17 :1:1:11:1 

. 0. h. 

( :ra.\'. 
T n~talJPrl. 
Hooll(' Darn. 
I ;ray. 
.John~on C'ih·. 

Do. · 
Boone Dam. 

Do. 
ln>tallrd. 

Do. 
Boonr Dam 
I 11:'-tallcd. 

Do. 
llo. 

Boone Datll. 
.JohiJ:iO!l C'itY. 

Do. · 

fnstallrd. 

Do. 

Do. 

BootH' Dan1 . 

Do. 

Fort Patri('k 
Henry Da;n. 

Kiugsport. 

(2) 

(') 
<:ray . 
.Johnson ( 'ity. 

(;ray. 

.John!'lon City. 
c:ra).·. 
John.::on City. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do . 
Do. 

12 1 
. Jotmson City. 

l 
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TABLE 111. Fort l'atrir·k 1/r•rrt..- ""J.ior purch'ISP.< oi mo!Prial mul P<trripment' 
<:ontinuetl 

Itrm 

ELECTRICAL-Coo. 

~ingle-condu<·tor amlmulti-C'oll
durtor polyethylt·ne iJJsubtPd 
eable. 

15-kilovolt eablr Ilij,l' t.':pe 

15- and 69-ki\o\'olt discolltH'd
ing switches. 

Electrical materia!, llliscellall
eous rail fixtures. 

Telephone equipnwnt _ 
Instrument transt'ormers_ 

Switchboard wirf' __ 
480-Yolt auxiliary powPr switch-

board. 
Bare rondudors. alumiillllll 
Insulator~-_ 
Bare conductor fittings 
\Yater leveln•(·orders rmd tr.uls

mitters. 
PanelLoards awl eabiw~t:; 
TelE>phone line carrier eq~Jipnt' 11t 

Auxiliar\' transformcr~
Control.equipnwnt __ 
Insulated eondurtor.-; a!ld fitti11:::" 
Wiring cable, etC'. 
Prismatie li1,hting fixturt>s_ 
Lighting; fixtures ___ _ 
Carbon-dioxidP fire-extinl!;uif'h-

ing equipmPnt. 

HEAVY EQUIPMENT 

Radial spillway gates __ 
Intake gatrs 

Portland eemrnL __ _ 
Radial gate hoists __ 
>Jatural cemPnL. ___ ~ 
125-ton overhead trave:ing 
Draft tube gates and chains_ 
Cleaning and paintin~?; svillway 

and intake ;;atr::.. 
Intake gantry cranr and liftiiJg 

beam. 
Electric monorail hoist_ 
CoiL 

Readv-mixed concrete __ 
C'E>menL_ 
Tyscru __ 

Lubricating oiL 
Concrete __ 
C'mshed stonf' _ 

MECHANICAL 

Two 25,000-horsepowf'f hydrau-
lic turbines. 

Governors __ 
Raw-water strainers __ 
Insulatimt· and lub:-icatin;.'. o:J 

purifyii1;2. units. 
Embedded pipe. valns. fltt!n,_ .... 

and accessories. 
Do 

Porta hi:- pipr-threadin'! Inad-.inc 
10-inch bench hthe 
Yertica1, turb:ne-typr ;mn1ping 

units . 

Ins'Jlatin~r ami lubriC'atin;..c oil 
pumping units. 

\'rndor 

l'h!• _\ ll~!lllU Fit'l t. (•;,' I 'o 

\urt'w:11 Li~''l- ('o 

Aug. 22, l\152 
Aug 2;. H1 .i2 

4 1'>$2 
~ 5. 1 'J.) ·= 

Ser., 2\l 1952 
(h._·._, :31, 1952 
:\ o-.-. HI. 1952 
So~ 1? 19.)2 

Dec. 2'~ :952 
.Tan. 2. l£5:{ 

Jan. 5. 195:~ 
Jan. 14. l\;j;) 
Jan. \ n. 195;{ 

1 .Jan. 19. 195;.) 
Feb. 5, t9.13 
Feb. 5. Jflj;) 
:\pr 2:). HI.J.) 

}~irp.;nia,BriJg~ Co. , 
1 

Nov. "· l!J51 
t mted ~ta.trs :"it eel ( o., Amrr- 1 Feb. , . 1952 

ican Brirl!!e DiYis:on. 
Pcnn-Di\ie -C'rmrnt Corp._. J Feb. 20, 19~2 ! 
Pacific Coast EmrinePrinu: C'o --1 Feb. 21, 19.:.2 I 
LoJisvillt> Cement. Co._ : ___ --1 Feb. 22, 1952, 
.J:tdson-Pacifie-~lurphy ('orp _ _I "\<Jar. 24, 1952 
\as)l\·il!l' BriJs.o:p Co._ i Apr. 30, 1952 ' 
Koppers Co., Inc May 22, 1952 

Y.Ioffr~t En£ineNing Co. 

:\ TJlP~iean Enu:inrNing Co. ___ _ 
rnc:1HlOlld St·rcw :\nchor Co .. 

Ir1r. 
Brooks S~1nd ~\- Gra\'el C'o._ 
Pe1:n-Di:.ir Cement Corp. __ _ 
RichmmHI Sl'rew Am·hor Co .. 

lne. 
Sindalr Refinin':!: Co. 
Cit,· Coneretr Co. 
;-;ta.nJ:ud ('rushrd Stonr Co, 

\'cwport :\ews ~hiphuilding & 
Dn· Dotk Co. 

\\'ootiwarU (ioYernor Co. 
Elliott Co. 
Bur:·ord. Ilall. l\: ~tuith 

I Jrmr:::-:--'ylar Supply Co .. Ine. 

\'olalld Co., Jm·. ___ _ 
C. Y.l. .:\!c·Clu'll!. & Co .. Ine. 
\o~a:HlCo .. Ine.___ _ 
Food ~lachir1en· & Chemical 

<:orp .. PeerleSs Pump Divi
~wn. 

\\'orthington Pump & :\lachin
ery Corp 

July 2f. 1952 

Aug. 21. 1952 
Dec. 3. 19.)2 

Jan. 6, 1953 
.Jan. 30, 1953 
Feb. 26. 1953 

Drc 2S, 195:l 
Jan. 19. 1954 
Apr 12. 19.S4 I 

~Ia) :. 1951 

Mav 11. 1951 
Feb. 19, 1952 
Mar. 4. 1952 

Mar. 5. 1952 

~lar. 5, 1952 
~lar. 20. 1952 , 
~lar. 21. 1952 I 
~lar. 24. 19.12 ' 

~lar. 2i. 1952 , 

1 Includes purchases amountinu to ~1.000 or more. 
:! Practically all ddiverie~ were i o b the job or nearest shipping point 

. \lllOUI!t 

2o.o;g oo 

I 7·,.6 00 

:;. :J~4 411 
4. ry;~ 22 

:) 260 00 
:!1 :1!)0 00 

1. o:J.\ :1' 
:1. 9'2 fiO 
l. :-:~i fi5 
:~.X% Si 

I. 626 ·~ 
4. 233 :~;} 

1 .oog oo 
1,271 44 I 
2.493. 2.l 
2,49' z:J 
I. 207 Sfi 
I. 284.29 
il. ~-~R 45 

I:JV.690.79 
82.640 00 

156.000.00 
179.250.00 
38,000 00 

104.880 00 
11.600 00 
:.413.00 

66.400.00 

6.992.00 
1. 827 60 

22,500 00 I 
q7 .000 00 I 
I. :l9fl 42 ' 

1.071 .00 
2.700.00 
•u~o oo 

703 g;2 oo 

81.869.00 
1.820.00 

13.037.00 

1.016 94 

1.291.59 
l. 109 86 
1.837.76 
; .531 65 

1.516 00 

F. o. b . 

.JohlJ:;oll ('it\· 

Du. 

Du. 

IJq 
Uo. 

Boone Dan1. 
C:o.iy. 

.lohuson ( 'itv. 
Do. . 
Do 
Do. 

Boone Dau1. 
Jo~nsou Cit~·. 

Do. 
Boone Dam. 

Do. 
(2 

Boone Dam. 
.Johnson C'itr. 

Do. · 

Gray. 
Do. 

Gray. 

Gray. 
Do. 

Fort Patrick. 
Henry 

( ~ra~·. 

Johnsou 

Kingsport. 

Do. 
Johnson C'itv. 

Do. · 

Carnegie, Pa. 

Boone Darn. 
.Johnson City. 

Do. 
Do. 

Do. 
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1130 THE FOR'!' PATRICK HE:\RY PRO.TliJCT 

TABLE 111.-Fort Patrick Henry-major purchases of material and equipment' 
-Continued 

Item Yendor Date of award Amount F. o. b. 
-----------

MECHANICAL-Con. 

Stationary air compressors ______ Pennsylvania 
pressor Co. 

Pump & Com- Apr. 10, 1952 $6,236 00 Johnson City. 

Motor-operated valves, thermo- Gray-Hodges Corp. ____ .\lay 6, 1952 1,248 00 Do. 
static valves, meters, controls, 
and oil filters. 

Do.------ _______________ Leinart Engineering Co. _______ May 6, 1952 1,232 48 Do. Do ______________________ The Chapman Valve Manufac- May 6, 1952 1,626.00 Boone Dam. 
turing Co. 

Stationary air compressors ______ Worthington Corp .. __________ May 20, 1952 2,591.00 Johnson City. 
Embedded pipe, valves, fittings, Gray-Hodges Corp .. __________ .\lay 24, 1952 3,534.55 Do. 

and accessories. 
Do. _________________ .. _- Noland Co., Inc .. ____ May 24, 1952 4,260.58 Boone Dam. Do .. ___________________ - James B. Claw & Sons ________ May 24, 1952 4,504.80 Do. 

Fabricated steel tanks _________ Lucey Boiler & ~Ianufacturing June 17, 1952 9, 997.00 Gray. 
Corp. 

Wire guards, dampers, louvers, The American "Farming & Yen- July 30, 1952 3,547.00 Johnson City. 
eliminator, and grilles . tilating Co. 

Do ______________________ Titus Manufacturing Corp. ____ July 30, 1952 2, 863.26 Do. 
Fans, roof ventilators, heaters Chicago Blower Corp._ Aug. 5, 1952 1, 096.95 Franklin Park, Ill. 

and thermostats. 
Do. _____________________ Eustis Lancaster Associates ____ Aug. 5, 1952 2,360.00 Johnson City. Do. _____________________ DeBothezat Fans Division _____ Aug. 5, 1952 3,137.30 Boone Dam. Do ______________________ Stokes Electric Co. ___________ Aug. 5, 1952 5,168.47 Johnson City. 

Sheet metal, miscellaneous steel, Burn Rite Products Co._ Aug. 12, 1952 1, 699.71 Boone Dam. 
and hardware. 

Pipe, valves, fittings, and acces~ American Radiator & Standard Aug. 21, 1952 1,605.83 Do. 
sories. Sanitary Corp. 

Do ______________________ Edward Sherman Supply Corp,_ Aug. 21, 1952 1,611.30 Gray. 
Portable air compressor ________ Contractors Equipment Co. ___ Oct. 8, 1952 3,151.00 Boone Dam. 
Pil•e, valves, fittings, and acces- Gray-Hodges Corp ____________ Oct. 29, 1952 4, 015.69 Pittsburgh, Gray, 

JHries. and Johnson City. 
Do •. -------- ____ -------- J. M. Tull Metal & Supply Co., Oct. 29, 1952 1,395.29 Dn. 

Inc. Do ______________________ Noland Co., Inc ... __ Oct. 29, 1952 1,641.03 Boone Dam and 
Johnson City. 

Do •. ------------ __ ------ American Radiator & Standard Oct. 29, 1952 1,362.04 Do. 
Sanitary Corp, 

Do_, ____________________ Gray-Hodges Corp .. __________ Nov. 21, 1952 1,854.96 Do. 
Todet and locker room acces- Standard Glass Co .. __________ May 1, 1953 1,181.30 (2) 

sories. 
Lubricating oiL ______________ Sinclair Refining Co ... _______ July 21, 1953 1,240.00 Gray. 

STRUCTURAL 

'\\Tire _________________________ Graybar Electric Co .. _________ Sept. 17, 1951 3,297.50 (2) 
Structural steel gate guides and Tucker Steel Corp._ __________ Sept. 26, 1951 4,875.00 Gray. 

sill beams. 
Structural steel gate anchorages. Virginia Bridge Co. ___________ Sept. 26, 1951 40,940.00 Do. 
Corrosion-resisting steel anchor Truitt Manufacturing Co. _____ Sept. 27, 1951 1,116.00 Boone Dam. 

bolts. 
StructuralsteeL ______________ American Bridge Ca. __________ Oct. 19, 1951 16,500.00 Gray. 
!-beam bridge flooring _________ Reliance Steel Products Co._ ___ Oct. 22, 1951 5,481.63 Do. Pine poles ____________________ Carl Young __________________ Jan. 17, 1952 1,387.50 (2) 
Steel roofing __________________ Glazer Steel Corp .. ___________ Jan. 29, 1952 1,160.50 (2) 
Structural steel guides .... _ .. __ Truitt Manufacturing Co .. ____ Feb. 11, 1952 27,969.00 Gray. 
Structural steel trashracks ______ _____ do ______________________ Feb. 14, 1952 18,744.00 Do. 
Pine lumber __________________ Citizens Supply Corp._ ________ Mar. 4, 1952 4,200.00 (2) 
Steel strips ___________________ Ingalls Iron Works Co .. _______ Apr. 16, 1952 2,472. 77 (2) 
Poles and logs ________________ Pensacola Creosoting Co. ______ May 9, 1952 6,926.75 (2) 
Structural steeL ______________ Tucker Steel Corp._ __________ May 27, 1952 24,884.00 Gray. 
Steel, steel pipe and fittings _____ Tennessee Metal Culvert Co ... May 30, 1952 1,020.00 (2) 
Treated wood crossarrns ________ Republic Creosoting Co .. ______ June 4, 1952 1,112.82 (2) 
Structural steeL .... _ ... _._._- Nashville Bridge CoL ________ June 13, 1952 3,304.47 (2) 
Lumber_. __ .. __ . ____ . _____ . __ Citizens Supply Corp ... _______ July 9, 1952 15,867.50 (2) 

Do ______________________ McLaney Lumber Co .. ______ July 9, 1952 4,950.00 (2) 
Carbon steel strips .. _. ________ Beck & Corbitt Co .. _________ Aug. 18, 1952 1,312.57 (2) 
Crane rails and accessories ______ L. B. Foster Co .. _____________ Sept. 4, 1952 3,043.60 Gray and 

Johnson City. 
Galvanized structural steeL_. __ Charles E. Schuler Engineer- Sept. 12, 1952 19,472.20 Gray. 

ing Co. 
3, 671.00 Boone Dam. Spiral stairs and band railing ____ Henry E. Gremp Co .. _______ Oct. 9, 1952 

Miscellaneous steel parts _______ _____ do _____________ Oct. 10, 1952 10,346.00 Gray. 
Cable trays (formed asbestos Johns-Manville Sales CorP,:::: Oct. 28, 1952 2,750.54 Johnson City. 

cement). 
Siskin Steel & Supply Co .... __ Nov. 25, 1952 1,081.20 (2) Reinforcing steeL . _______ - _ .. _ 

Galvanized chain-link fence _____ United States Steel Co., Amer- Dec. 31, 1952 2, 795.57 Gray. 
ican Steel & "Tire Division. 

' Includes purchases amounting to $1,000 or more. 
~ Practically all delivories were f. o. b. the job or nearest shipping point. 
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TABLE 111.-Fort Patrick llenry-mu.ior purchases of material and equipment1 

-Continued 

Item 

STRUCTURAL-Con. 

Miscellaneous steel covers, grat
ing, ladders, stairs, and hand
railings. 

Generator leads housings ______ _ 

Treated wood poles _______ _ 

HIGHWAY BRIDGES 

Steel beam spans, metal railings, 
and miscellaneous metal parts. 

Vendor 

\'alley Iron & ~tee! Works __ 

The Kirk & Blum Manufactur-
ing Co. 

Gulfport Creosoting Co. _______ 

UniteJ States Steel Co., A mer-
ican Bridge Division. 

I Date of award j Amount 

Jan. 1:l, 1953 $3, ono. oo 

Feb. 4, 1953 :J.66100 

Feb. 16, 1953 4,010.99 

Od. 21, 1952 57,394 00 

1 Includes purchases amounting to $1,000 or more. 
!2Practically all deliveries were f. o. b. the joL or nrarrst shipping point. 

F. o. b. 

Boone Dam. 

Do. 

(') 

Gray. 



APPENDIX F 

MEDICAL SERVICES 

In previous project technical reports of this series the medical services pro
vided during the construction of the project have been included in the chapter 
covering the dam construction. On the Upper Holston projects, however, par
ticularly at Watauga and South Holston, special study was given to the con
trol of occupational disease hazards created by the extensive tunneling and 
quarrying on these two projects. Because of the length and importance of 
the discussions covering this type of medical service on the Upper Holston 
projects they have been included in this report separately as an appendix. 

Types of medical services 

The types of medical services available for the protection of an employee's 
health at the Upper Holston projects were similar to those provided at other 

' TABLE ll2.~W atauga and South Holston~statistical data of 
medical serz·ices rendered 

Ser·vice 

Physical examinations: I 
Initial employment examinations ___ ----------------·-------- 1 

Reemployment examinations-------------------------------: 
Tra?s~er and .terminati?n ":xaminations--------------------- 1 Penodtc physical examtnattOns _____________________________ , 
Physical examinations for venereal disease _________________ _! 
Physical examinations for industrial hazards----------------1 

Imm~~1~~~\o~~~minations --------------------------- --- ----- --~ 

§~Y~~~x i~~~~!~i~~~s _ ========= ==========================! Other (ivyol, tetanus, influenza, hay fever) ----------------- 1 

Communicable disease control: i 
Epidemiological investigations (syphillis, gonorrhea, malaria, ' 

other). 
Other ---------- _________________________________________ _ 

Adult hygiene (not otherwise classified) : , 
Consultations --------------------------------------------
Inspections for approval for dutY-·-------------------------
Home services _ ------------------- ___________ -------------

Treatment of occupational injuries or illnesses: 
Outpatient services: 

General medical services ______________________________ _ 
Surgical procedures ----------------------------- ______ _ 

Home service'3: Professional visits-------------------------
Nonoccupational injuries or illnesses: 

Outpatient service: 
Venereal disease treatments-gonorr·hea ________________ _ 
Treatments and dressing'3 (not ctherwise classified) ____ _ 

Laboratory service: 
Urinalyses ___ --------------- ____ ------------------------- _ 
Examination of blood: counts, typing, microscopic exami-

nations, etc. 
Specimens of venous blood taken for 1aboratory examinations __ 
Examination of smears (exclusive of blood)------------------
X-rays ___ ------------------------------------------------
Other servic0s ______ --------------------------------------

Miscellaneous services: 
Tests for residual chlorine ___________ -----------------------
Emergency first-aid (non employee)-------------------------
01.hel' services to nonemployees------------------------------1 

Total services ----------------~~-------~--------------1 

Watauga 

7.060 
4,556 
5,411 

309 
158 
448 
202 

10,428 
2,718 
1,574 

2.929 
2,269 

1 

20,273 
162 

1 

37 
15,476 

10,ii44 
8,708 

10,487 
210 

8,691 
1,993 

1,73.) 
2 
3 

116,393 1 

South 
Holston 

1133 

2,826 
2.890 
4,611 

688 
63 

614 
123 

4,671 
918 
168 

95 
138 

6,045 
1,257 

16.000 
201 

42 

20 
14,842 

ii,856 
7,198 

6.072 
186 

0,2:14 
3,!l2H 

86.781 
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TVA projects and included pre-employment medical exa~inati<!n~; ~edical 
supervision of vocational placements; treat~ent of occup~twnal m~unes; pe
riodic health examinations; emergency medical care durmg workmg hours; 
health education activities and consultations; immunizations against typhoid 
fever, smallpox, and other comm~nicable diseas~s; a~d the developJ_Uent a~d 
application of methods of preventmg or controllmg nsks of occupatiOnal dis
ease. Table 112 gives statistical data of all medical services rende;red at 
Watauga and South Holston and table 113 is a summary of the services at 
Boone and Fort Patrick Henry. 

TARLE 113.-Boone and Fort Patrick Henry-summary of medical services rendered 

Fiscal year 
enrling June 30 

Visits 

----------:---

I I 

Non-
1 

Service- . . service- Labo- Immu-
! Exami- related . I~Ih~l related ratory niza-
; nations I treat- ITIJUnes treat- services tions 

____ ._: ments I___ ments _____ _ 

1~51_______________________ 4,090 1,057 1,215 585 1,441 4,109 911 
1!1.32_______________________ 13,546 I 2,009 5,435 2,442 4,993 5,607 1,574 
1953____________________ ___ 13.012 2,948 , 4,479 1,981 I 4,697 6,810 1,344 
1954__ _____________________ ~~~~~ __ 6~ ~- 1,380 ~ 

TotaL_______________ 35,878 j 6,895 1 12,425 I 5,613 I 13,426 I 17,906 4,963 

Medical centers 

Shortly after construction of Watauga and South Holston was authorized 
in December 1941, plans for the construction of a medical center at each project 
were quickly made-but before their full-scale operation could be developed, 
WPB issued its stop order. 

Upon renewal of construction activity at Watauga in July 1946, however, 
full-scale operation of that center was rapidly attained, and only a few months 
in temporary quarters in Elizabethton were necessary. In late December 
1946, the reconditioned and enlarged medical center was occupied (figure 128, 
page 388). Because of extreme pressure on hospital facilities and shorta~e of 
professional personnel in the general area at that time, an employee medical
care program was established which made available medical and hospital 
services to employees living in dormitories on the project. Three doctors, six 
nurses, five medical aides, four clerks, two medical technicians, four orderlies, 
and one cook were at work at the Watauga medical center by June 1947. 
Employee use of medical-care services for non-service-connected conditions, 
however, was not so great as had been anticipated, with the result that the 
medical-care program was discontinued in February 1948. Other employee 
health services continued as usual. 

At South Holston, construction activities were renewed in August 1947, and 
at that time operation of its medical center was again initiated. As construc
tion activities on Watauga neared completion, staff and equipment were grad
ually transferred to the medical center at South Holston. Personnel included 
physicians, nurses, medical aides, technicians, and clerical workers. 

On September 6, 1950, a medical aide was assigned to the Boone project 
with supervision from South Holston where preemployment examinations were 
done. On January 15, 1951, a complete staff moved from South Holston to 
the Boone medical center. On May 21, 1951, a medical aide was assigned to 
the Fort Patrick Henry project with supervision from Boone. In December 
of the same year a nursing station was established at Fort Patrick Henry 
which continued operation throughout construction. To provide adequate 
medical coverage of two pr?jects whicl_l were nearly 10 mil~s apart a rat;tter 
large staff was required with two resident officers, a nursmg staff, med1cal 
technicians, and medical aides to cover all phases of the work including reser
voir clearance. 

Services provided by the medical staff at the Boone medical center consisted 
of preemployment examinations, periodic examinations, treatment of service
related illnesses and injuries, immunizations against certain communicable 
diseases, treatment of minor non-service-related illnesses and injuries, and 
advice regarding maintenance of health among employees. 
Th~ BP<me medical center was closed December 17, 1953, and a temporary 
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nur,.;ing station was established in the Boone control building. A nurse and a 
clerk provided services at Boone and Fort Patrick Henry, with weekly visits 
by a health officer from the John Sevier Steam Plant for the purpose of medical 
supervision. On June 30, 1954, this nursing station was closed because of the 
end of construction. 

Occupational disease hazards 

Watauga and South Holston.-Special study was given to the control of 
occupational disease hazards on the Watauga and South Holston projects be
cause of the extensive tunnelling and quarrying. Among the problems en
countered were control of dusts produced in these activities, control of gases 
produced by the use of diesel and gasoline equipment underground, and con
trol or removal of blasting gases. Medical and engineering controls of these 
occupational disease hazards were carefully coordinated. 

Engineering controls included provision for adequate ventilation, wet meth
ods of drilling and mucking, air-water sprays during blasting, proper type of 
explosives, and personal protective equipment. A more detailed discussion of 
some of the engineering control activities is given under "Industrial Hygiene," 
page 1136. 

Careful occupational history and physical examination, including an X-ray 
of the chest and other laboratory studies, were key items in the physical evalu
ation of applicants for employment. All individuals who were to be assigned 
work in "dusty trades" were required to meet certain health standards. A total 
of 306 individuals at Watauga and over 700 at South Holston identified by 
these medical procedures were the subjects of special decisions in order to 
prevent their placement in jobs which would constitute an undue hazard to 
their health. 

At Watauga, 249 (81.4 percent) required only regular 6-month rechecks of 
their conditions, 52 (17 percent) had to be excluded from dusty trades because 
of preexisting lung changes, and 5 (1.6 percent) could not be employed be
cause of extensive preexisting lung pathology. Of the 52 who were excluded 
from dusty trades, 48 percent were so restricted because of lung conditions 
due to previous dust exposure, 46 percent because of lung conditions caused 
by tuberculosis, and 6 percent for other miscellaneous causes. 

At South Holston, 266 (36.2 percent) required only 6-month rechecks of 
their condition; 29 (3.9 percent) were excluded from dusty trades because of 
preexisting lung changes; and only 1 (0.1 percent) could not be employed 
because of extensive preexisting lung pathology. 

During the construction period many periodic reexaminations were made, 
but there was no evidence of detrimental effect on health. 

Poison ivy and oak.-Poison ivy and poison oak dermatitis was a continuing 
problem throughout construction particularly among workers in the reservoir 
areas. The incomplete control was due to lack of an adequate method of pre
vention rather than to a method of healing. 

Environmental sanitation 

Technical supervision was maintained over housing, water supply, food 
service, sewage, and other public health engineering activities associated with 
the construction of the Upper Holston projects. Housing for key personnel 
who were required to be on call at all times was provided in the city of Eliz-
abethton (see chapter 4, "Employee Housing"). _ 

Watauga.-Prior to the construction of the filter plant, water for domestic 
use at Watauga was obtained from two sources: one supply, a spring where 
only chlorination was necessary, and the other, Watauga River water which 
was processed by Army type pressure filters. Later, both of these supplies 
were discontinued in favor of a rapid sand gravity filter plant using the 
Watauga River as a source. Treatment consisted of coagulation, sedimenta
tion, filtration, and chlorination. Calgon was added for corrosion control. 
Isolated crews were furnished potable water in conveniently located covered 
barrels. 

Before construction of the several sewerage systems, pit privies were used 
for excreta disposal and in remote locations privies were used for the dura
tion of the project. Later, sewage originating in the camp and construction 
area was discharged untreated into Watauga River excepting where facilities 
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were located above the water-treatment plant. There, disposal was by septic 
tank with underground absorption of the effluent. 

Food service was provided for the project in a cafeteria operated by the 
TVA. Contracts were awarded for perishables, such as milk and bakery 
products, from a list of prospective vendors whose establishments had been 
investigated for conformance with sanitary regulations. 

Dormitories for male employees were located in the construction camp. 
Incombustible garbage from the camp area was disposed of by burial and 
appropriate measures were taken for rodent and fly control. 

South Holston.-Water for domestic use at South Holston was obtained by 
an extension of the system serving the city of Bristol, Tenn. Isolated crews 
were served by conveniently located covered water barrels filled with water 
from a tank truck. Chlorine residuals to care for chance contamination were 
maintained in this water. 

During the early part of the construction period pit privies were used for 
excreta disposal. Except in remote locations these were replaced by septic 
tanks when water under pressure became available. Effluent from the septic 
tanks was discharged without further treatment into the South Holston River 
at a point downstream from the intake of the Bristol water works. 

A cafeteria equipped to serve about 400 meals a day was operated by the 
TV A in the camp area. Frequent inspections revealed that this cafeteria 
operated in a satisfactory manner. Close supervision was also maintained 
on sources of food such as milk and bakery products. 

Housing in the camp area consisted of 4 dormitories, 6 prefabricated de
mountable houses, and 14 farm houses that were purchased from local owners 
when the project began. Originally, garbage from the camp area was col
lected and disposed of by a contractor. Later, this method was discontinued 
and collections were made by TV A employees. Disposal was accomplished by 
the landfill method with necessary measures taken for the control of rodents 
and flies. 

Boone.-Water for domestic use was taken from the South Fork Holston 
River at a point slightly downstream from the dam site and was processed in 
a temporary water-treatment plant. Treatment consisted of coagulation, 
sedimentation, filtration, and chlorination. During periods of normal or high 
flows in the river this water was relatively easy to treat, however, during 
periods of low flows especially on weekends, color, tastes and odors were en
countered. To eliminate this condition the water supply intake was changed 
from the South Fork Holston River to Cedar Creek. 

Sewage from the construction area was treated in septic tanks. Effluent 
from these tanks was discharged to underground absorption fields for final 
disposal. 

Food service at this project was obtained through a contract-operated cafe
teria which was inspected by the local health department. 

Fort Patrick Henry.-Water for domestic use was obtained through an 
extension of the Kingsport system. For crews of workmen isolated from the 
pressure system, water was available in conveniently located covered barrels. 

Sewage from the construction area was discharged into two septic tanks; 
the larger was located above U. S. Highway No. 23 and the smaller below this 
highway. Effluent from both these tanks was discharged to underground 
absorption fields for final disposal. 

Power tunnel 

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE 

WATAUGA 

Dust from drilling.-When construction on Watauga was resumed in 1946 
and work on the tunnel was continued the following health hazards were soon 
encountered. Atmospheric dust concentrations rose during drilling operations 
from less than 10 million particles per cubic foot to 20 to 30 million particles 
per cubic foot. The dust consisted of 85 to 95 percent free silica and the 
atmospheric concentration used for a basis of control was 10 million particles 
per cubic foot maximum, although it was recognized that 5 million particles 
per cubic foot would have been a better value. The difficulty was encountered 
after the first bend had been made in the tunnel. At the time, this observation 
was not significant. 

It was noted that a mist produced during drilling operations became denser 
and that this mist carried high concentrations of dust particles. Inasmuch 
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as the men were required to work in this mist, it was assumed (for want of 
better information) that it constituted a silica dust hazard. The mist also 
made it evident that the airstream from the ventilation line was not reach
ing the tunnel working face. 

From studies on a model set up at the occupational health branch labora
tories, it was noted that by changing the airstream emerging from the ventila
tion line from turbulent to streamline flow that it readily reached the working 
face through the working distance usually maintained between 60 and 90 
feet. This effect was produced in practice by attaching to the end of the 
ventil.ation line a removable cap containing three horizontal parallel plates, 
functionally described as straightening vanes. With this device, existing 
velocities seemed too high for working comfort and less air was required. The 
mist was blown away from the working face and back into the tunnel where 
it was short lived. With the working face cleared, it was found practical to 
mount four additional drills on the jumbo and thereby expedite the work. 

Dust concentrations remained low until the full blower capacity approached 
the point of being inadequate, but as the tunnel work was nearly completed 
no further action was taken. The inadequacy of airflow was caused by the 
summation of individually insignificant leaks in the joints. As the length of 
the line increased and the number of joints likewise increased, the total air 
lost through leaks became critical and amounted to approximately two-thirds 
of the output of the blowers. 

Environmental dust concentrations during the driving of the two penstocks 
at the downstream end of the tunnel were slightly above normal. Contamina
tion within the tunnel was low but general outside atmospheric dust concen
trations were near the reference level. This was caused by two factors: 
(1) activities in the area produced considerable dust and (2) blower intakes 
were necessarily low since air blowing into the penstock portals was taken 
from the lowest point on the project. The operations lasted for only a short 
length of time and in addition the silica content of the dust was lower than 
for the main power tunnel. 

Dust concentrations during the driving of the pilot shaft for the tunnel 
surge tank were low because of the ambiguity of the situation. Springs and 
other unde;rgroun.d water seams were so numer.ous that the work virtually 
took place m a ramstorm. Enlargement of the p1lot shaft to the full diameter 
took place from above and no difficulty was encountered with dust. 

Oyer-all average dust concentrations for the power tunnel showed the fol
lowmg (no attempt was made to weigh the average by due consideration of 
research on the mist) : during drilling, 12.8 million particles per cubic foot· 
during mucking, 6.8 million particles per cubic foot. ' 

Blasting gases.-Another problem encountered in the power tunnel driving 
was that of expediently removing gases after blasting. Usual procedure con
sisted in stopping the blower during the blast and then operating under re
versed direction of flow. This involved a waiting period usually in excess of 
an hour for gas concentrations to drop to a tolerance level. Laboratory experi
ments ~m a mod~l of the tunnel indicat~d that a more desirable procedure was 
to contmue blowmg after the blast until the slug of blasting gases was moved 
from the working face to a point beyond the end of the ventilation line on its 
way toward the portal of the tunnel. A time period of 10 minutes was more 
than adequate to accomplish this. When the flow direction was then re
versed, the gases were effectively removed through the ventilation line. 

Th!s pro~edure resulted in little or no unnec~s~ary delay after blasting since 
certam mamtenance procedures such as rew1rmg for electrical service and 
conn~cti.on of air and water lines consumed a time interval during which 
ventilation procedures take place. Atmospheric samples taken to evaluate 
exposure to the carbon monoxide component of the gases indicated that worker 
concentr~tion was reduced from 100 particles per minute to more traces. At
mosphenc samples taken to evaluate exposure to oxides of nitrogen compo
nent indicated worker exposure to drop from hypertoxic value to low or neg
ligible results. 

Exhaust gases from mobile equipment.-Use of diesel locomotives under
ground pos~d the proble.m of atmospheric contamination with exhaust gases, 
some ?f :vh1~h may fall. mt.o the tox1c range an~ others of which are certainly 
very 1rntatmg and obJectionable. Atmosphenc carbon monoxide concentra
tions varied considerably but were usually high when the locomotive was 
idling; oxides of nitrogen concentrations also varied considerably but usually 
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increased when the diesel was under load; acrid gases such as formaldehydes 
caused frequent complaints of eye and nose irritation. 

Since it is commonly regarded that diesel operating efficiency plays an im
portant part in the composition of exhaust gases, a logical corollary would be 
that performance would also have value from the health standpoint. On this 
basis it was recommended that a small amount of potassium dichromate be 
added to the scrubber which is a part of the exhaust system and is primarily 
intended to safeguard against sparks escaping into the environment. Dichro
mate has been found by those engaged in steel finishing and fabricating to be 
effective in combating hydrogen type corrosion and it was for this reason that 
it was recommended. However, it was soon noted that the dichromate addi
tion served to reduce drastically the content of irritant gases released to the 
atmosphere and, furthermore, there was evidence that a decrease in carbon 
monoxide and oxides of nitrogen content resulted. The mechanism of the 
reaction was not understood but the effect was gratifying in that diesel opera
tion produced no further problem during tunnelling operations. 

Operation of the shovel as well as the dump trucks in the poorly ventilated 
tunnel area caused problems in ventilation. Carbon monoxide concentrations 
in the working atmosphere were at times excessive and on several occasions 
caused cessation of activities until the atmosphere was cleared. A 5000-cubic
foot-per-minute blower was placed at the crotch of the Y, and the air was 
blown through collapsible tubing toward the upstream portal. This was done 
as a measure of expediency. The measure did not prove satisfactory because 
the tubing was mostly in a state of collapse. The work was completed by 
working the shovel intermittently and by frequent favorable atmospheric 
conditions. 
Quarries 

Dust in aggregate quarry.-Quarrying of rock for use as aggregate was 
done in deposits consisting almost entirely of dolomite. Although the dust 
resulting from such rock falls into the category of a nuisance, a limited amount 
of personal protection is required. For example, jackhammer operators were 
required to wear dust-type respirators during drilling operations. No local 
exhaust was provided on the crushing plant. 

Dust in coyote tunnels.-Quarrying of rock for fill was accomplished 
through coyote hole tunneling and mass blasting (see page 461). Because of 
the small tunnel diameter, the amount of air exhausted by the drills supplied 
an appreciable quantity of the air required for ventilation during this opera
tion. With wet method of drilling, the supplied air ventilation then hinged 
more on the amount required for effective elimination of blasting gases. 
Where many tunnel branches were involved the principal factor was that of 
pipe sizing in order that air would be forced through the pipes involved. With 
adequate airflow for clearing the area of blasting gases, no other particular 
problems were encountered. 

SouTH HoLSTON 
Power tunnel 

Dust from drilling.-The power tunnel at South Holston was short, approxi
mately 800 feet in length. The rock through which the tunnel was driven 
consisted of dark slate-like material with thin glistening white layers appear
ing as seams. Analyses of the dark material indicated a free silica content of 
about 18 percent, while the white layers showed about 37 percent. Atmos
pheric dust samples taken in clear atmosphere during drilling showed less 
than 5 million particles per cubic foot,l but when work had progressed to 
where a mist was produced during drilling operations, samples taken in the 
mist indicated dust concentrations to exceed 30 million particles per cubic 
foot. Atmospheric samples taken during mucking operations showed dust 
concentrations to be below 5 million particles per cubic foot. 

Blasting gases.-Air for ventilation was supplied by the two blowers which 
had been used at Watauga. The procedure used for clearing the tunnel after 
blasting which yielded good results at Watauga was recommended for South 
Holston. Atmospheric samples taken at the time reentry was made after 
blasting showed carbon monoxide concentrations to be nil and oxides of nitro
gen concentrations to range from nil to G parts per million" and to av<>rage 
slightly less than 2 parts per million. 

1 Tolerance level under these conditions, 22 million particles per cubic foot of air. 
• Tolerance level for nitrogen oxides, 25 parts per million parts of air. 
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Exhaust gases j1·orn mobile equipment.-From the very start of tunnel op
erations, tunnel workers requested chemical treatment of the water used in 
the scrubbers on the diesel locomotives used in tunneling. At Watauga the 
scrubbers had been treated with potassium dichromate and as a result, pollu
tion of the tunnel atmosphere by irritant and toxic gases had been so reduced 
that no complaints were encountered during the entire period of diesel opera
tion. Tests were again made at the South Holston project and again no diffi
culty was encountered. Carbon monoxide concentrations in the exhaust gas 
effluent ranged from nil to 42 parts per million and averaged 12 parts per 
million. The tunnel air showed nil parts per million. Oxides of nitrogen in 
the exhaust gases ranged from nil to 5 parts per million and averaged less 
than one part per million. The tunnel air showed nil parts per million. 

Aggregate plant dust control 

Rock used for aggregate at South Holston contained from 32 to 52 percent 
free silica and averaged approximately 38 percent. Quarrying was done by 
using well drillers followed by blasting. The rock was transported by dump 
trucks to a crushing plant which had been removed from Watauga. 

Dust control at this crushing plant was formulated so as to accomplish the 
following: 

1. Maintain dust concentrations of the respirable size range3 below rec
ognized minimum harmful levels for the 8-hour work day. Minimum 
harmful levels in this case would be approximated by the formula 

Dust count X percent free silica= 5 million particles per cubic 
foot4 

Dust count X 38 percent free silica = 5 million particles per 
cubic foot or 

Dust count = 13 million particles per cubic foot. 
2. Provide a system which would require a minimum of maintenance. 
3. Withstand the hard usage of a construction plant and maintain design 

values throughout its expectant life. 
Results achieved from dust control measures were as follows: 

1. Maintenance of dust concentrations below harmful range: 
The control measures proposed were to process wet rock through 

the primary jaw crusher and thereby control dust exposures up to 
head house No. 1. This proved to be impracticable since the loam 
content of the rock would not permit wet rock to be fed to the jaw 
crusher. Auxiliary control included a perforated airline installed 
just outside the window of the operator's shack and which was ex
pected to decrease dust exposures to the operator. At the discharge 
end of the crusher, a hood and stack activated by aspiration pro
duced by compressed air was installed. The effect of these measures 
was a decrease in dust concentrations to approximately one-third the 
total dust discharged by the operations. This was not adequate un
der some conditions but was of sufficient value as to be kept in opera
tion at all times. Average dust concentrations were 14 million par
ticles per cubic foot. 

At first, installed chutes, screens, etc., were uncovered and ventila
tion was subject to nullifying action by wind. This situation was 
remedied by covering all chutes with tarpaulin and providing all 
feeders to screens, etc., with wind-break baffles. These so increased 
the effectiveness of ventilation that no further trouble was encoun
tered. The scalper screen averaged 5 million particles per cubic foot. 

Discharge of rock into bins, especially bin A, was a source of 
much dust production. Most of the respirable size range was cap
tured by the exhaust ventilation but much visible dust was apparent. 
This was a difficult point to ventilate and was further aggravated by 
the dry rock and high loam content. Over-all dust concentrations 
averaged 15 million particles per cubic foot. 

The tunnel under the primary storage pile was not supplied with 
any dust control except for a water hose playing on top of the pile. 
The use of a mechanical feeder did much to minimize the production 
of dust in the tunnel. Dust concentrations averaged 8 million par-

'Less than 5 microns in largest diameter. 
• Million particles per cubic foot of air. 
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ticles per cubic foot but ranged from 2 million particles per cubic 
foot to 22 million particles per cubic foot. 

In head No. 2 where the operator was stationed, dust concentra
tions were well controlled. Rock reaching this point was fairly well 
cleaned of dust. and. in addition, the effect of the wind was more 
favorable than unfavorable. Dust concentrations did not exceed 12 
million particles per cubic foot and averaged 4 million particles per 
cubic foot. 

Screens and other equipment in this head house produced dust con
centrations which averaged 10 million particles per cubic foot. 

In head house No. 3 where the operator was stationed, dust con
centrations averaged 7 million particles per cubic foot. This head 
house covered equipment which produced the smallest size rock and 
also produced material for the sand plants. Although this m.ight 
well have been the dustiest location in the plant, it proved to be 
otherwise. Airflow was so controlled that dust containing a mini
mum of product (ground rock) was collected. This head house suf
fered the greatest effects of the weather, dampness contributing ap
preciably to the tendency of clog chutes, ducts, and hoods. Screens 
in this head house contributed very lightly to the dustiness, air con
tamination averaging only 6 million particles per cubic foot. 

2. Maintenance of the system: 
The system purposely had no dampers and was provided with 

cleanout entries at the base of each vertical riser. Pipe sizing was 
such as to maintain proper velocities throughout the system. and 
thereby provide little opportunity for settling. The system. was 
installed exactly according to specifications and thus success or fail
ure was a function of specification only. Exceptionally wet weather, 
long cold spells, etc., put these facilities to rigorous tests. The re
sults of atmospheric samples prove conclusively that maintenance 
was no hardship and that a good measure of success was accom
plished. 

3. Withstand the hard usage of a construction plant: 
The heavy-weight material with all welded construction suffered 

very little from the period of operation. The hoods with their nar
row ventilation slots were braced by supporting members which also 
served as straightening vanes. Air distribution at the beginning as 
well as the end approached perfection and the withstanding of rocks, 
etc., falling upon them without evidence of even a slight dent pays 
tribute to the care exercised by the fabricating, structural, and main
tenance workers. Pictures taken immediately after assembling and 
again at disassembling are interchangeable and defy evidence of 
service. The entire system was functioning as well when dismantled 
as when installed, a fact seldom accomplished by ventilation systems 
or crushers. 

Rock fill quarry 

Dust in coyote tunnels.-Rock for the dam fill at South Holston was ob
tained by coyote tunneling and blasting as at Watauga (see page 461). The 
tunneling was done in several stages of relatively short duration. Air was 
supplied by a 5000-cubic-foot-per-minute fan through steel pipes of appropri
ate size. 

Criterion of adequate ventilation was the effectiveness in removing blasting 
gases prior to mucking. On several occasions, tests were made of the tunnel 
atmosphere to check on what the workers considered safe concentrations for 
resuming work. Carbon monoxide concentrations were usually below 50 parts 
per m.illion5 and conditions actually were safe. 

Toward the end of these quarrying operations, a condition was encountered 
where a number of the workers were feeling sick and their eyes became blood
shot. Ventilation conditions were not what is usually considered adequate, 
but the operators laid the blame on the brand of explosive being used. There 
is ample evidence in the literature that the gases produced by some explosives 
are more difficult to exhaust or purge than others and, therefore, credence was 
given to their statement. Other explosive was obtained and the condition was 
alleviated. 

• Tolerance level for carbon monoxide in tunnels, 100 parts per million or less. 

APPENDIX G 

WILBUR PROJECT IMPROVEMENTS 

The Wilbur project is at mile 34 on the Watauga River about 3 miles down
stream from Watauga Dam and about 5 miles east of Elizabethton, Tenn. 
(fig. 3, page 7). It was acquired by TV A from the East Tennessee Light & 
Power Co., June 29, 1945. 

The plant as completed in 1912 consisted of a concrete dam with an over
flow spillway and a powerhouse located at the toe of the dam on the right 
bank of the river. The dam was a gravity type structure and was con!!tructed 
of cyclopean concrete. It had a total length of 368 feet, of which 240 feet was 
an uncontrolled overflow spillway. The powerhouse was of reinforced con
crete with brick spandrel walls and contained two horizontal turbines directly 
connected to 1560-kva generators. Provision was made initially for a third 
unit, which was installed in 1926. This was a vertical Francis turbine di
rectly connected to a 1500-kva generator. The total rated capacity of these 
three units is 3700 kilowatts. Following severe damage by the 1940 flood 
the powerhouse was rebuilt by the power company. 

Improvements authorized by TVA September 25, 1947, included raising the 
dam and increasing the normal pool elevation approximately 5 feet; exten
sion of the powerhouse to house an additional generating unit; installation 
of radial gates on the spillway crest; removal of silt in the forebay; and 
removal of downstream shoals to reduce the tailwater elevation, thus increas
ing the effective operating head. Construction of these improvements started 
September 21, 1948, and the additional unit was initially operated July 19, 1950. 

Figure 372 shows the project in 1937, 1948, and 1950. 

PLANNING 

History of Wilbur project 
Ownership.-The Doe River Light & Power Co. began purchasing land for 

the construction of the Wilbur project in 1907. On June 6, 1910, the Watauga 
Power Co. was formed and took over construction of the project. It was com
pleted in 1912. On March 9, 1927, the Tennessee Central Service_ Co. was in
corporated and operated the plant until October 25, 1929. At that time the 
name of the company was changed to East Tennessee Light & Power Co., and 
it was operated as a subsidiary of the Cities Service Power & Light Co. 

On July 29 and August 4, 1943, TVA entered into contracts with Bristol, 
Virginia, and Bristol, Tennessee, respectively, to furnish electric power for 
municipal purposes. This power was to be distributed over systems acquired 
from the East Tennessee Light & Power Co. or to be constructed by the 
municipalities. 

At about this time the Cities Service Power & Light Co. was ordered by the 
United States Securities and Exchange Commission to dispose of it!! holdings 
in the East Tennessee Light & Power Co. In view of this development, TVA 
was requested by the cities being served by the company to negotiate for them 
in the purchase of the property. These negotiations resulted in the purchase, 
June 29, 1945, of the entire electric generating and transmission properties 
of the East Tennessee Light & Power Co. This purchase included the Wilbur 
and Greeneville hydroelectric projects, the Watauga steam plant, transmission 
lim~s. and distribution systems. The municipalities and cooperatives then 
purchased the distribution systems which would serve their customers. 

Flood damage.-The flood of mid-August 1940 exceeded all previous records 
on the headwaters of the Watauga River. The estimated peak flow at Wilbur 
was 71,500 cubic feet per second, or more than twice the capacity for which 
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FIGURE 372.-Wilbur project in 1937 (top), 1948 (middle), and 1950 (bottom). 
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the spillway was designed. As a result, the flood waters overtopped the bulk
head section upstream from the powerhouse, destroyed the powerhouse super
structure, and submerged all the equipment. 

Reconstruction was started immediately after the flood. An entirely new 
superstructure was built of reinforced concrete designed to with!!tand an over
flow of water over the roof. Some of the smaller equipment had to be re
placed, but most of the major equipment was dried, cleaned, and put back into 
service. The entire reconstruction work was completed about July 1, 1941. 

Hydrology 

Streamflow data at Wilbur Dam are given in the following tabulation: 
Drainage area, square miles _____________________________________ 4 71 
Average flow (1921-32) : . 

Cubic feet per second _______________________________________ 757 
Cubic feet per second per square mile _________________________ 1.6 
Inches per year ___________________________________________ 21.8 

Minimum flow of record, cubic feet per second ______________________ 84 
Maximum flow of record, cubic feet per second __________________ 72,000 

Other hydrologic characteristics of the Upper Holston watershed are in 
Chapter 2, starting on page 34. 

Coordination of Watauga and Wilbur 

When operated as a peaking plant, the Watauga project, as planned, with 
an installe<;l capacity of 50,000 kilowatts, would discharge at a rate consider
ably in excess of that which could be controlled with the pondage available at 
Wibur. Appraisal of the effect on the privately owned Wilbur plant of the 
change in streamflow characteristics resulting from the Watauga project was 
underway at the time Wilbur was purchased by TVA. Upon purchase, the 
problem became one of how best to integrate Wilbur into the TV A system. 
Obviously operation of Watauga as a peaking plant would result in wasting 
practically all the Watauga discharge in excess of that which can be used by 
the existing Wilbur turbines. To fully utilize the generating capacity at 
Watauga and the resulting flow at Wilbur, additional generating capacity, 
together with additional pondage, had to be provided at the Wilbur project. 
An alternative would have been to extend the Watauga tunnel, bypass Wilbur 
Dam, and construct an entirely new powerhouse downstream from the Wilbur 
Dam which would utilize the combined Watauga and Wilbur head. This po!!
sibility was thoroughly explored, but was found to be more expensive than 
the preceding plan. 

Proposed improvements 

The features described in the following paragraphs are those planned and 
used as a basis for design. In the ensuing "Design" section, figure 373 show!! 
a plan and elevation of the project and figure 37 4 shows a plan of the genera
tor room floor and sections of the powerhouse and intakes-both figures in
clude the improvements as designed and constructed. 

Dam and spillway.-Before improvement, approximately 5 feet of undevel
oped head existed between the Wilbur project and the normal operating tail
water elevation at the Watauga powerhouse. The most economical means to 
develop this head was found to be raising the normal maximum headwater 
level at Wilbur from elevation 1645.3 to elevation 1650. At the same time, it 
was planned to raise the top of the nonoverflow section to elevation 1657. This 
would provide a freeboard of 4 feet above the elevation which would be 
reached by the design flood. Studies indicated that the existing dam, as 
purchased, did not provide the safety factors usually incorporated in TV A 
structures. For this reason additional concrete was required, not only to 
increase the height, but also to meet TV A standards with respect to stability. 
To provide for the proposed extension of the powerhouse, it was necessary to 
increase the total length of the nonoverflow section from 130 feet to approxi
mately 266 feet by converting part of the existing spillway into a nonoverflow 
section. The downstream face of the nonoverflow section immediately behind 
the powerhouse was badly weathered and although the condition was not seri
ous. a new surface was included in the proposed work. 

The existing spillway was capable of discharging about 29,000 cubic feet 
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per second with the reservoir level at the top of the lowest nonoverflow section. 
The improved project was planned to pass a regulated discharge of 33,000 to 
36,000 cubic feet per second from Watauga Reservoir (depending upon sluice 
operation) plus turbine discharge at Watauga, or a total of about 38,000 cubic 
feet per second. Because the spillway width was reduced to provide space for 
the extension of the powerhouse, alterations to the remaining spillway were 
necessary to provide the required capacity and control. It was proposed to 
cut the existing spillway crest from elevation 1640.8 to elevation 1630 and to 
install three 20- by 30-foot-wide tainter gates which would be controlled by 
individual hoists. The spillway profile would be changed to the proper ogee 
shape for the higher head. 

Forebay and tailrace.-Over the many years since construction of the Wil
bur project, progressive silting had eliminated pondage and constricted flow 
through the racks at the powerhouse intake. It was planned to remove the 
accumulation of silt in the reservoir over an area extending along the face of 
the dam and upstream for a distance of about 120 feet. This material could 
be pumped over the dam and distributed over low-lying areas beyond the lim
its of the tailrace excavation. Further accumulation of silt was not expected 
because of the protection afforded by the Watauga project. 

A series of shoals and pools existed downstream from the powerhouse in the 
tailrace channel. The elevation of the barrier at the downstream end of the 
existing tailrace was about 1584 and limited the minimum tailwater to that 
level. Another barrier existed, and is still present, some 1500 feet farther 
downstream and has a top elevation of about 1581. Economic investigations 
indicated that it would be feasilJle to excavate the tailrace and the first shoals 
to elevation 1578, thereby reducing the minimum tailwater from elevation 1584 
to 1581. It was estimated that approximately 17,000 cubic yards of excava
tion would be involved in this work. The excavated material would be de
posited on the low-lying areas downstream from the limits of the proposed 
work. 

Additional power facilities.-To handle efficiently at Wilbur the controlled 
discharge from the Watauga powerhouse, it was proposed to add another unit 
at Wilbur. The size of the unit should be such that its flow capacity, together 
with that of the existing installation, would utilize the Watauga discharge to 
the greatest advantage. 

The result of increasing the maximum normal headwater level to elevation 
1650 and reducing the minimum tailwater to elevation 1581 would increase the 
maximum static head from 61.3 to 69 feet. The minimum operating head 
would be changed from 53.4 to 59 feet, and the normal maximum operating 
head from 58.3 to 64 feet. The small variation in operating head, together 
with the fact that the unit could be operated at near optimum gate opening 
most of the time, suggested the use of a fixed-blade. propeller turbine. 

Economic studies indicated that an installation of this type would be less 
costly than either a Francis- or a Kaplan-type runner and was therefore 
recommended. It was further recommended that the runner be rated at 9700 
horsepower at full-gate opening under a head of 58 feet, and have 3: specific 
speed of approximately 123; also that the generator be rated at 7000 kilowatts, 
0.9 power factor. 

As planned, the proposed new unit would be placed on the river side of the 
existing powerhouse. Because of the construction difficulties and costs involved 
in breeching the dam in order to provide a typical intake structure, a plate steel 
penstock and scroll case would be used instead of the more conventional concrete 
setting. (Because steel pipe deliveries were so slow at the time the work was 
scheduled a concrete box type of intake passage was actually used.) The 
powerhouse addition for the new unit would be approximately 38 feet long 
and 46 feet wide. Service equipment required for the new unit would be con
tained within the new section since space was not available in the existing 
powerhouse. 

Power 

Virtually all inflow at Wilbur i~ regulated by operation o~ t_he Watau&"a 
project. Because t~e storage capacity of the Wa~aug_a Reservon: IS so_larg_e m 
relation to the available runoff, seasonal regulatwn IS substantial, With little 
wasted water during the rainy seasons and with low flows greatly supplemented 
by Watauga storage withdrawals during the dry periods. 

Average weekly discharges from Watauga normally range up to about 2000 
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cubic feet per second, with capacity discharges of about 2600 to 3500 cubic 
feet per second during peaking hours, depending on load requirements and 
available head on the turbines. 

Comparative power studies showed that the addition of 7000 kilowatts of 
generating capacity to the existing 3700 kilowatts would utilize most of the 
regulated inflow, with negligible energy increments to be derived fro~ a larger 
installation. An installation of around 11,000 kilowatts would result m greater 
spillage, or would require a wider pondage fluctuation accompanied by a loss 
of head and energy. . 

Potential power.-By raising the dam almost 5 feet, lowering the tallwater 
by excavation of the tailrace, and installing a new unit of 7000 kilowatts, the 
potential energy of the Wilbur plant was considerably increased. . 

Estimates of the additional energy resulting from the plant renovation 
included analyses of probable weekly load-factor operations at Watauga, as 
well as seasonal use of that reservoir. In power studies it was assumed that 
full use would be made of the Watauga capacity, and that a weekly peak 
discharge of about 3100 cubic feet per second would be representative of esti
mated average operating conditions. The average weekly inflow to Wilbur 
was modified, taking into account load-factor operation at Watauga and the 
regulating effect of the Wilbur pond. . 

Under the same conditions of upstream regulation by Watauga, the esti
mated output of the original Wilbur plant would be 12,700,000 kilowatt-hours 
per year on the average, as compared with 29,400,000 kilowatt-hours per year 
after plant improvements, a gain of 16,700,000 kilowatt-hours per year. The 
potential primary power of the system, estimated on the basis of dry-year 
conditions, would be increased by 3200 continuous kilowatts. 
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DESIGN 

The design of the improvements to Wilbur Dam as finally decided upon is 
discussed in the following pages in two major sections: "Non overflow Dam 
and Spillway" and "Power Facilities." The general layout of the project includ
ing the improvements as designed and constructed is shown in figures 373 
and 374. 

NONOVERFLOW DAM AND SPILLWAY 

The original Wilbur Dam structure consisted of a 15-foot-long nonoverfiow 
left abutment, a 240-foot-long spillway, and a 113-foot-long nonoverfiow right 
abutment, of which 54.5 feet was occupied by the intake. The top of the left 
abutment was elevation 1650.8, the spillway crest was elevation 1640.8, and 
the top of the right abutment was elevation 1652.8. To give the necessary 
freeboard, the top of the abutments was raised to elevation 1657. The spillway 
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FIGURE 375.-Wilbur-plan and sections of improved spillway including 
roadway bridge and operating machinery deck. 
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crest, on which four radial gates were installed, was lowered to elevation 1635 
to provide for a maximum discharge of 38,000 cubic feet per second. See 
figure 372. 

NONOVERFLOW DAM 

The nonoverfiow dam was raised and widened to provide the 11-foot roadway 
across the dam, and the badly weathered downstream face of the right abut
ment was repaired. The repairs were accomplished by removing all deterio
rated concrete and placing a new surface of varying thickness in rectangular 
panels about 12 feet long by 6 feet high. Special care was taken to obtain 
good bond between the old and new concrete. Stability analyses were made 
showing the sections to be within the allowable limits for the increased head
water elevation. 

The left abutment is a sectio:R between the spillway and the access highway 
to the Watauga project. It consists of a portion of nonoverfiow dam topped 
by a roadway, with concrete parapet walls on either side of the roadway. 
These parapet walls are curved outward from the dam to meet the highway 
and allow access for a 40-ton truck trailer. The downstream parapet was 
designed to join properly with the existing highway bridge. Open joints, one
half inch wide, were placed in the parapet walls to prevent cracking due to 
temperature changes in the concrete. 

SPILLWAY 

Structural features 
' 

Figure 375 shows a plan and sections of the improved spillway including the 
roadway bridge and gate operating machinery deck. The 185-foot-long spill
way contains four radial gates 40 feet wide by 15 feet 9 inches high and five 
piers 5 feet wide. About 8 to 10 feet of the old crest was removed along with 
all the deteriorated concrete on the downstream face, and a new crest, down
stream face, and bucket were made to meet the new hydraulic and stability 
requirements. The piers were designed to support the gates, the roadway, 
and the gate operating machinery deck. 

The new sections on the downstream face of the old dam were separated into 
two parts by a contraction joint between the bucket and the tangent section. 
The purpose of this joint was to provide a space for grouting after shrinkage 
had occurred. Grouting of the joint after a period of cold weather gave 
assurance that the new concrete would carry the load it was designed to take. 
The reservoir had to be filled several months before cold weather occurred, 
so water pressure was applied in the contraction joint to maintain stability of 
the dam during the time interval between reservoir filling and grouting of the 
joint. The pressure was supplied by water from a tank located on the slope 
above the dam on the right shore. Pressures and grouting procedure on the 
contraction joint are given under "Grouting" on page 1176. Concerning pressure 
in this contraction joint, the design specifications say: When closure is made 
and headwater rises to elevation 1635.0 water pressure shall be applied to 
contraction joints. Pressure shall be maintained as long as headwater remains 
above elevation 1635.0 or until time of grouting. If headwater drops below 
elevation 1635.0 water pressure shall be removed from contraction joints. 

Drain holes were drilled through the new concrete into the original concrete 
on the downstream face to pick up any seepage through the old dam. 

During construction a temporary diversion slot was cut into the old concrete 
near the left end to take care of the runoff from the drainage area below 
Watauga Dam. 

Roadway bridge and gate operating machinery deck 

The roadway bridge and operating machinery deck extend over the spillway 
concrete structure for an over-all distance of 185 feet and are made up of four 
clear spans of 40 feet with five concrete piers each 5 feet wide (figs. 375, 376, 
and 377). The bridge and deck run alongside each other but each structure is 
entirely independent. The roadway bridge is set at elevation 1656.33 and the 
machinery deck is set 3 feet 3 72 inches higher at elevation 1659.63. The 
machinery deck is 9 feet 172 inches wide and accommodates the hoist and other 
mechanical equipment for handling the radial gates. The roadway has a 
width of 11 feet to accommodate a trailer truck. 
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FIGURE 376.-Wilbur Dam from upstream showing completed improvements. 

Both structures are of the simple-span girder type with reinforced concrete 
deck and curbing and steel pipe guard rails. The machinery deck is designed 
for normal operating loads. The roadway bridge is designed for H-20 and 
D-40-L trailer truck loading and in accordance with AASHO Specifications. 
The main girders supporting the machinery deck are 24-inch, llO•pound wide 
flange sections and for the roadway bridge they are 30-inch 109-pound wide 
flange sections. The roadway bridge concrete slab is reinforced with 4'\i-inch 
I-beam-lok steel decking. 

Radial gates 

The function of four gates (fig. 375, Section B-B and figs. 377 and 391) 
is to regulate and control the discharge of water over the spillway under all 
conditions of flow with headwater above crest elevation 1635. The top of the 

FIGURE 377.-Wilbur Dam /rom downstream showing completed improvements. 
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gate is at elevation 1650. When the reservoir level goes above elevation 1650 
the gates are opened as required to hold the pool at a constant elevation. The 
arran?"ement of gates is such that when they are fully open, the water dis
chargmg from a pool at elevation 1651 will clear the trunnion bearings and 
the bottom of the gates. 
Eac~ gate consists of a curved steel upstream skin plate stiffened by a series 

of horizontal beams and supported by a trussed structure made up of 9 vertical 
truss frames, an upper and a lower horizontal girder, and 2 braced rocker 
arms that are continuations of the 2 vertical end frames. The rocker arms 
are securely bolted to the horizontal girders and their downstream ends are 
equipped with large lubricated bronze bearings. The bearings are supported 
by and rotate on forged steel pins in trunnion assemblies which are securely 
anchored in the concrete piers of the spillway. 

Rubber water seals of the music-note type are attached to the two sides and 
along the bottom edge of the skin plate of each gate. With the gates in their 
closed position these seals bear against steel channel guides embedded in the 
concrete piers and steel sill beams embedded in the concrete crests. To prevent 
the gates from binding between the spillway piers as they are raised or low
ered, each gate is equipped with self-lubricating bronze-bushed steel rollers 
mounted just downstream of the skin plate and at the upper and lower corners 
of each side of the gate. These rollers bear against and roll upon the steel 
guide c?annels embedded in the sides of the concrete piers. Two pin type 
connectwns are located near the bottom edge of the upstream face of the skin 
plate for attaching the lifting ropes. Each gate is raised, lowered, or held in 
any open pos\tion by two flat wire ropes and a fixed hoist mounted on the 
spillway operating deck. 

The gate guides for the sides of each gate are of 10-inch steel channelS· 
curved to a radius to match the curvature of the gates and set on embedded 
anchor bolts in curved pockets formed in the concrete piers. The anchor bolts 
had long threaded portions and nuts which permitted adjustment and aline
ment of the guides for proper functioning of the gate rollers and seals. A 
horizontal steel sill beam in the spillway crest was also set in a pocket in the 
concrete on embedded anchor bolts. After adjustment and alinement, the 
pockets were filled with concrete completely embedding the bolts and nuts. 

All gates were temporarily assembled in the manufacturer's shop and then 
disassembled sufficiently to permit shipping by rail. The estimated weight of 
each gate is 42,000 pounds. All gates are of carbon steel and are of welded 
construction. 

The gates were designed for dead load, seal and trunnion friction forces, 
hoist rope pulls, and waterload. The allowable stress under the above load 
conditions was not to exceed 16,000 pounds per square inch, with no allow
ance being made for the corrosion of parts. The gates were also designed for 
dead load, seal and trunnion friction forces with the total rope pull on one 
side, and waterload. The allowable stress under this load condition was not 
to be greater than 1 '\i times that allowed above. 

The skinplate was designed as a uniformly loaded beam of unit width and 
clear span between stiffener beam flanges with partial restraint at ends due 
to continuity of plate and effects of welding attachment to the gate framing. 
Each skinplate stiffener was designed as a simple beam with a span equal to 
the distance between the webs of the vertical trussed frames, uniformly loaded 
for its full length, and of a combined section which included a width of skin
plate equal to 24 times the thickness of the skin plate plus the width of the 
beam flange. 

The trunnion bearings were proportioned for a unit bearing pressure not 
to exceed 2500 pounds per square inch under the maximum resultant load 
imposed upon it. The trunnion pins were made of forged alloy steel and de
signed for a combined bending and twisting stress not to exceed 21,000 pounds 
per square inch and a shear stress not to exceed 10,000 pounds per square inch 
under the maximum resultant load imposed. The trunnion bearing bushings 
are of phosphor bronze, of the split type, and each is 8 inches in diameter 
inside by 10 inches long. They are grease lubricated. 

The approximate pull per lifting rope is 19,000 pounds. All lifting ropes 
are of the flat type, 4 inches wide by % inch thick, made up of several plow 
steel wire ropes laid side by side and laced together with soft iron wires. 
Each lifting rope has an average ultimate breaking strength of 125,400 pounds. 
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Gate hoists 

The hoist (fig. 378) for each gate consists of a motor driving a cross shaft 
through a worm gear reducer and sp~r gears, and this c;ross s?aft directly 
driving rope drums mounted on each side of the motor dnve umt. T.he rope 
drums are of the reel type, designed to accommodate flat type steel wire rope 
approximately 4 inches wide by % inch thick. The hoist drums are c~nnected 
to the spillway gate by these ropes. As the drums rotate, the. ropes w.md onto 
the drums in successive layers until the gate has been raised to Its fully 
opened position. 

The gates are normally raised or lowered by electric power. To afford 
emergency manual operation when electric power is not available,. a hand
wheel is available for placing on the squared extended end of the high-speed 
shaft of the reducer. A limit switch is mounted so as to be operated by the 
hub of the handwheel when placed on the reducer shaft. W?en so operai;ed, 
it interrupts the power circuits to the motor and prevents It from startmg 
when the hoist is operated manually. 

A limit switch driven by a chain and sprockets from the cross shaft of each 
hoist controls the open and closed position of its respective ~ate .. To prevent 
continued unwinding of the ropes, should a gate hang up w.hlle bemg 10\yered, 
limit switches are installed to stop the motor upon appreciable slackenmg of 
either one or both ropes. The position of t~e gate at and be~ween .the fully 
open and closed positions is shown by an ~ndicator o.f the rotatmg pomted and 
dial type mounted at one end of each hoist and dnven from the cross shaft 
through sprockets and chain. 

FIGURE 378.~Wilbur~spillway radial gate hoist. 

POWER FACILITIES 

ORIGINAL INTAKE AND POWERHOUSE 

Reference to the plans, elevation and se.cti?ns of figures 373 ~nd 374 will be 
found helpful in connection with the descnptwn of the features mcluded under 
"Power Facilities." 

Structural changes and additions 

The old intake and powerhouse structures required certain additions, altera
tions, and repairs to me~~ the req?i;rements of ~he new layout and to put the 
structures in good condition. Ratsmg the old mtake. st.ructures provided an 
11-foot roadway over the top of the intake gate h01stmg machmery ;rooms 
(fig. 376). A headwater gauge well recording device w~s also placed m o_ne 
of these rooms and an electrical manhole constructed. adJacent to the n~w m
take. Resurfacing of the downstream face o~ the mta~e was done m the 
same way as for the nonoverflow section. Th_e mtake .sectiOn was checked for 
stability for the increased headwater elevatwn. Inside the old powerho?se 
the platform at the upstream wall was extended to give space for the battenes. 
The extension is a reinforced concrete slab supported on structural steel 
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brackets anchored to the old concrete. The old built up roofing was removed 
and a new roofing membrane with concrete wearing surface was installed. 

The roof beams, columns, and walls of the original powerhouse were in
vestigated to determine the loading capacity so that the erection area, the 
40-ton stiffieg derrick, and storage spaces could be placed on the roof. An 
addition was made to the old spillway training wall running from the power
house to the intake, making the top the same elevation as the roof of the old 
powerhouse, to give a walkway from the machinery platform at the down
stream face of the old intake to the service area on the roof of the old power
house. A spiral stair on the machinery platform gives access to the roadway 
deck of the dam. It was necessary to construct a platform for the stiffieg 
derrick at the junction of this wall and the upstream wall of the powerhouse. 

Revisions to old intake gate hoists 

The existing hoists were revised to adapt them to the new outlines of the 
upper intake structure, to renew such portions of the hoist machinery as were 
badly worn or otherwise unserviceable, and to improve the equipment where 
possible. One hoist is required for each intake gate which has two timber 
lifting stems, each of which carries a steel rack on the downstream face and a 
steel bearing plate on the upstream face. Each hoist originally consisted of 2 
pinions on a common shaft which engaged the 2 racks and were driven through 
shafts and reduction gears from a line shaft. This shaft in turn was driven 
by an electric motor through a pinion and gear. Each hoist was provided 
with two guide rollers in rolling contact with the bearing plates on the gate 
stems to maintain contact between racks and pinions, a . hand-operated band 
type brake, and a hand-operated clutch for disconnecting the hoist from the 
line shaft drive. 

Due to the alterations in the concrete at the top of the dam, it was necessary 
to move each hoist back from the gate stems and down to a lower elevation. A 
new base was furnished for mounting of the old hoist frame. A new rack 
pinion shaft with supporting frame and bearings and support and bearings 
for the gate stem guide rollers was installed. The new rack pinion shaft was 
then driven by sprockets and chains from the old rack pinion shaft. All worn 
bearings or shafts were renewed. The old line shaft was cut into sections 
joined by flexible couplings, and a new motor was installed with a new motor 
pinion. All gears, sprockets, chains and couplings were enclosed or guarded 
by steelplate housings. The speed of hoisting was retained at its original 
value of 1 foot per minute. The original handbrakes and clutches were re
tained, but each new motor was provided with an electric brake. 

Trashracks 

The concrete and steelwork at the existing units 1-3 trashracks were found 
to be in poor condition and required considerable repair. New supporting 
beams were added and the concrete work was repaired and strengthened. The 
trashracks on unit 2 were replaced with new racks. These racks were made 
up in five sections, each about 2% feet wide and 30 feet 11 inches high and 
consisting of 2%- by %6-inch bars spaced on 2%-inch centers and bolted to
gether with rods and pipe spacers. 

Access for inspecting and cleaning the trashracks was secured by a steel 
platform installed near the top of the trashracks at elevation 1650.42 and 
extending the full length of the original and new intake structures. The plat
form is about 3% feet wide and floored with 1%-inch-deep galvanized grating 
which is laid in position, without fasteners, and can be quickly removed. 

Stiffleg derrick and hoists 

The stiffieg derrick was erected on the roof of the old powerhouse and used 
in the construction of unit 4 (fig. 377). It was designed to handle the equip
ment in connection with the installation, operation and maintenance of unit 4, 
which included the following specific functions: 

1. Handle all parts of the turbine and generator for installation and 
maintenance· including transfer of the generator rotor from the 
roadway on the top of the dam to the erection point on the roof on 
the powerhouse and from the erection point to the final installed 
position. 

2. Install, raise, and lower the radial intake gates. 
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3. Raise and lower the draft tube gates. 
4. Transfer the draft tube gates from the draft tubEl slots to the intake 

stoplog slots when draft tube gates are required as intake emergency 
stop logs. 

5. Raise and lower the draft tube gates when they are functioning as 
intake emergency stoplogs. 

The capacity of the derrick was set by the weight of the generator rotor
the heaviest piece to be handled-which weighed 82,000 pounds before assem
bly and had to be lifted at a boom radius of 60 feet. 

The derrick was used equipment, originally built by the American Hoist & 
Derrick Co. It consists of a vertically pivoting boom and a rotating mast 
supported by two stiffiegs-one anchored to the roof of the powerhouse and 
the other to the downstream portion of the intake. The bottom of the mast 
has a ball and socket step arrangement securely bolted to and supported by a 
welded structural steel base mounted on the roof of the powerhouse. 

The main hoist, boom hoist, and slewing hoist were designed by TV A. Each 
consists of a drum driven by an electric motor through a speed reducer, flex
ible couplings, shafting, and gearing, with a thrustor-operated electric brake. 
The main hoist and the boom hoist are mounted on a common base, with the 
two drums arranged in tandem. The wire rope from the boom hoist drum is 
reeved through sheave arrangements so as to support the outer end of the boom 
and to furnish means for adjusting it to various operating positions. The 
wire rope from the main hoist drum is reeved through sheave arrangements 
to a hook block at the end of the boom and is used for raising or lowering this 
block and attached load. Two wire ropes lead through guide sheaves from 
the slewing hoist drum to and around the outer circumference of the bull 
wheel to which they are securely anchored. As the drum revolves, one of 
these ropes winds on while the other winds off, thus rotating the bull wheel 
and derrick mast. Control of the hoists is by three reversing drum controllers 
mounted on a control cabinet located adjacent to the derrick mast. 

It was decided not to use the sill members on the used derrick for connec
tion between the mast base and the bottom end of each stiffieg because the 
powerhouse structure was of sufficient strength and rigidity to resist the hori
zontal forces between these anchorage points. Suitable anchorages were 
designed for the bottom end of each stiffieg, and the stiffiegs shortened to 
accommodate the best locations for these anchorages on the existing struc
tures. A suitable anchorage was also designed for the mast base. 

FIGUUE 379.-Wilbur-interior of original 3-unit powerhouse-L·ertical unit 3 in right 
foreground. 

! 
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Electrical features and addition~ 

The old section o~ the powerhouse contains three units (fig. 379). Genera
tors 1 and 2 are honzontal type rated 1560 kilovolt-amperes, 0.8 power factor, 
220_0 volts, 3 pha~e, 60 cycles;. Each of these units has a direct-connected 
exciter rated 50 kilowatts, 125 volts. 

Unit 3 generator is a vertical type rated 1500 kilovolt-amperes, 0.8 power 
fact~r, 2300 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles and has a direct-connected exciter rated 
25 k~lo~atts, 1_25 volts. The three original generators are open type, cooled 
by a1r circulation from the generator room. Although the new unit 4 can be 
completely controlled from Watauga, units 1, 2, and 3 are not and only the 
shutdown of these 3_can be annunciated at the Watauga control center. 

The g~nerator sw1tchgear and control board room for the old units is lo
c~ted adJa~ent to. the generat.or room. The generator bus, oil circuit breakers, 
d1sconnectmg switches, and. mstrument transformers are located in concrete 
cells. The 2_300~volt connections from.each generator to the oil circuit breaker 
are rr.tade. w1th msulated cable. An air-type, 3-phase reactor was installed in 
the ~1rcmt b~tween generators 1, 2, and 3 bus and generator 4 bus to reduce 
the mterruptmg duty of th~ old generator breakers. A new 480-volt auxiliary 
power boar? was added w1th the unit 4 addition and supplies the auxiliary 
power reqmrements for all four units. 

The _main control switchboard for the old units consists of 10 panels mounted 
on a p1pe framework .at ~he _unit 1 end of t?e ~enerator room. These panels 
mount the necessar:y mdicati~g and recordmg mstruments, control switches, 
relays, and annunciat,or. eqmpment for operation of the three units. The 
governor for, each umt IS the open type located adjacent to the respective 
generators. A 60-cell, 125-volt battery provides a dependable direct-current 
source for control purposes for the entire plant. One panel of the switchboard 
m!!unts the controls for the battery-charging motor-generator set and the cir
cUit breakers for direct-current distribution. 

With the instal.Jation ?f unit 4, the relaying of units 1, 2, and 3 was modified 
so that they are Immediatel:y shut down by operation of protective devices in 
case of overvolta!'c, field failure, transformer differential, or ground. They 
are also automatically shut down in case of bearing high temperature over
speed, overcu;rre~t, or tripping of line breaker at Watauga, but gen'erator 
breaker tnppmg Is delayed until the turbine wicket gates are closed. 

All_ three of the ol~ gene;rators are wye-connected and operate ungrounded; 
each IS pr~tected by mduc~wn overcurrent and thermal bearing relays. Each 
generator Is protected agamst overvoltage by instantaneous type alternating
current overvoltage relays, designed to operate on voltage only and be inde
pe~den~ of f;requency changes_; a direct-current _undercurrent relay provides 
umt tnpout !n. case of field failure. On each umt, an overs peed switch shuts 
down the umt m case of overspeed. 

Other additions affecting original units 1, 2, and 3 are included under 
''Powerhouse Unit 4" starting on page 1159. 

Plumbing and sewage disposal system 

The ~anitary system was altered and new fixtures installed to serve the 
new _un.It as well as the old. The system has a total of four plumbing fixtures, 
consisting of 1 water closet, 1 lavatory, 1 shower, and one 52-gallon electric 
":ater heater, all for use by employees. All fixtures use raw water only and a 
Sign located over the lavatory warns that the water is not suitable to drink. 
Wa~te from the water closet, lavatory, and shower flows by gravity to a 
buned 540-gallon concrete septic tank outside of the powerhouse. The septic 
tank effluent discharges into the tailrace. 

POWERHOUSE INTAKE-UNIT 4 

Structural features 

The constructio~ at Wilb~r was s<;hedule~ to be done during the time the 
Watau~a Reservoir was fillmg. This reqmred a fast construction schedule 
for ~he mtake struc~ure so that it could be closed by the time Watauga started 
to di_scharge. Studies _were made showing that it was economical to construct 
a remforced concrete mtake and scroll case. This type of construction gave 
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larger waterways with reduced head losses. It also made possible a two
stage construction in the limited space available. 

Normally, flow through the intake is about 1500 cubic feet per second. 
The structure was built on top of the old dam after cutting away enough of 
the crest to provide space for the required waterway. It is a 37-foot-wide 
block, divided into two 13-foot-wide by 13-foot-high water passages with trash
racks and stoplog slots upstream and two 13- by 13-foot radial gates just 
inside the upstream wall of the structure. The end piers are 4 feet thick and 
the intermediate pier, 3 feet thick. The base slab, resting about half on the 
old dam and half on rock, has a 2-foot minimum thickness, and the roof slab 
is 3 feet thick. 

The intake structure alone is not stable, requiring the powerhouse as a but
tress to make it so. The powerhouse and intake were separated by a con
traction joint to reduce temperature and shrinkage stresses and to provide a 
space for grouting. This joint was grouted after the two structures had time 
to cool, thus making certain the powerhouse would serve to buttress the in
take. Water pressure was applied in this contraction joint for a period of 
time before it was grouted for the same reason and in the same manner as 
for the spillway. 

The intake deck was designed to carry the load of a 40-ton truck. Two open
ings 8 feet 3 inches by 13 feet, covered by removable gratings downstream of 
the roadway, provide access to the radial gates and the intake waterways. 

Seals were installed in the joints of the relatively thin slabs and walls to 
reduce possibility of seepage leaks. The seals in the contraction joints on 
either side of the block were extended into the concrete of the existing dam a 
distance of 2 feet in case opening of the contraction joint in the upper struc
ture should cause the existing .concrete to crack. 

Design assumptions 

The intake structure was analyzed for the following assumed cases of 
loadings: 

1. Dead load only (weight of concrete 150 pounds per cubic foot). 
2. Headwater elevation 1650. 

a. Intake gate closed, waterways dry. 
b. Intake gate open, wicket gates closed. 

3. Headwater elevation 1658. 
a. Intake gate closed, waterways dry. 
b. Intake gate open, wicket gates closed. 

Uplift pressure was assumed as varying uniformly from full headwater 
pressure at upstream edges to zero at drains or dry faces, acting over the 
full base area. The structure was assumed subject to a 40-degree temperature 
drop and a 40-degree temperature rise. Normal design stresses were allowed 
to increase 25 percent for case 1 or 2 combined with temperature and shrink
age and for case 3 alone. For case 3 combined with temperature and shrink
age, normal stresses were allowed to increase 50 percent, 

Radial gates 

The two radial intake gates are used to close the intake openings of unit 4 
either in an emergency or for routine inspection and maintenance work. 

Each gate is approximately 13 feet 8 1h inches high by 12 feet 11 inches wide. 
Details of these gates are similar to the details of the radial gates installed 
on the spillway. The main difference is that the intake gates require a seal 
along the top as well as along the sides and bottom. The lifting arrangement 
is also different. Each intake gate has an alloy steel chain sling and lifting 
pin connected at the top of the gate frame just downstream from the upper 
edge of the skin plate. Just below the operating deck a guide sheave is in
stalled for the lifting chain, and at deck level there is provision for dogging 
the gate in its open position. Operation of the intake gates is by the stiffleg 
derrick. 

The gates were designed in the same way and with the same allowable 
stresses as the spillway gates. The assumed waterload used for design varies 
from 16 feet 4 inches at the top of the gate to 29 feet 6 inches at the bottom. 
Each gate weighs about 14,50{) pounds and the approximate pull for the lifting 
chain for each gate is 21,000 pounds. 
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The guides and sill beams for the intake gates were placed in the same 
manner as for the ~pillway gates and, in addition, h~nt plates were installed 
for the seal along the top of the gates to bear against. 

Emergency gates 

The draft tube gates described under "Powerhouse-Unit 4" are used as 
emergency intake gates, operating in slots just upstream of the intake open
ings. They must be operated under balanced pressure. This is accomplished 
before lowering by first closing the radial gates or turbine wicket gates, and 
before raising by first filling the waterways with headwater through a bypass 
valve. 

Structural steel gate guides form the gate slots in the intake structure 
immediately in front of the intake openings. These guides were set in posi
tion when the concrete was being placed. Bent bar anchors tie the steelwork 
to the concrete. The lower sections of the guides are made up of % inch 
bent plates on which the channel gate guides are supported. These bent plates 
also served as forms when pouring the concrete gate slots. 

To provide a true surface for sealing the gate in the closed position, a 
frame apron of % inch steel plate is built around the intake openings. Clear
ance between the guide shoes on the gate and the stationary channel guides 
is enough to permit easy sliding of the gate into position, to afford space for 
slight horizontal movement of the gate when being closed against pressure 
of headwater, and to permit proper functioning of the rubber seals on the gate. 

Trashracks 

Inclined trashracks (see at right in fig. 391) are at the upstream face and 
between the intake piers resting on a concrete ledge at elevation 1617.75. 
Horizontal loads are sustained on 12-inch steel beams which extend horizon
tally between piers and are spaced on 6-foot 4-inch centers. No trashrack 
guides are installed. Steel channels are embedded in the concrete to receive 
the bottom of the trashracks. The trashracks consist of eight sections, each 
3 feet 1 inch wide and 32 feet 8 inches high. The bars are 2%-inches by o/s 
inch, spaced on 4%-inch centers and bolted together with %-inch diameter 
rods and pipe spacers. The trashracks are designed for a 5-foot differential 
head and a water velocity through the racks of 2.68 feet per second, based on 
the net area of the racks. 

PowERHOUSE-UNIT 4 

General layout 

Unit 4 powerhouse is the semioutdoor type (fig. 377 and 380). Since it 
was to house a relatively small unit and was required to fit between the spill
way and the old powerhouse, the available space was limited. Careful coor
dination of the various factors involved, however, gave a very compact and 
efficient layout. 

The powerhouse is a 37-foot-wide by 63-foot-long block. The draft tube is 
the elbow type, and the scroll case is of concrete. Equipment rooms and the 
pipe galleries are downstream of the scroll case above the draft tube. The 
sump for the unit is in the floor of the lowest room above the draft tube roof. 
This room, floor elevation 1582.9, also houses the station air receiver, an oil 
tank, and a lubricating oil transfer pump. Stairs run down from this room 
to the draft tube access. The next room above, floor elevation 1593.15, houses 
the C02 equipment, the governor air compressor, and cooling water equipment. 
The floor is designed for a 250-pound-per-square-foot live load. 

The room above, floor elevation 1603.4, the same level as the generator room 
floor, houses the governor, governor pressure tank, and main switchboard. 
The floor is designed for a 400-pound-per-square-foot live load. It is covered 
by a watertight concrete deck, designed for a 500-pound-per-square foot live 
load. A watertight hatch cover is provided for the hatch in the deck. Remov
able gratings are installed in the hatch openings in the floors below. 

Downstream of the powerhouse over the draft tube, a walkway to aid in 
placing the draft tube gates was built. It is at elevation 1586, about 1 foot 
above tailwater during normal operating conditions. The draft tube gate slots 

I!' 
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FIGURE 380.-Wilbur-exterior of pou·erhouse-wzit 4 extension at right end. 

were designed so that the draft tube gates may be used in the intake stoplog 
slots, as well as in the draft tube. 

Besides the generator, the generator room houses the exciter cubicle, auxil
iary powerboard, switchgear, and draft tube unwatering pump. A door was 
cut from the generator room into the old powerhouse. The roof of the genera
tor room is a watertight concrete deck, designed for 200 pounds per square 
foot. A hatch 17 feet square is provided in the roof, through which the tur
bine and generator parts are taken in and out. 

A 6-inch layer of porous concrete was placed over the concrete scroll case 
roof under the generator room floor fill to intercept any seepage through the 
scroll case roof. Also, the same provision was made between the upstream 
wall of the generator room and the intake structure. Metal seals were placed 
in the joints in the conventional manner. 

The powerhouse was designed to be constructed in two stages. The first 
stage consisted of the entire structure except for a recess left for placing the 
embedded parts, the scroll case roof, and generator room floor. This method 
greatly reduced the possibility of delay due to slow delivery of embedded parts 
and gave shelter for the work of installing the turbine and generator. 

Design assumptions 

The powerhouse for unit 4 was analyzed for the following assumed cases 
of loadings: 

1. Dead load only (weight of concrete 150 pounds per cubic foot). 
2. Headwater elevation 1650; tail water elevation 1602. 

a. Waterways full. 
b. Waterways empty, rotating machinery parts removed. 

3. Headwater elevation 1658; tail water elevation 1615. 
a. Waterways full. 
b. Waterways empty, rotating machinery parts removed. 

4. Tailwater elevation 1595, first stage construction complete; waterways 
empty; rotating machinery and embedded parts not installed. 

Uplift pressure was assumed to vary uniformly from full tailwater pres
sure at outer edges to zero at drains or dry faces, acting over full base area. 
The structure above elevation 1603.4 was assumed subject to a 50-degree tem
perature drop and a 20-degree temperature rise. Normal design stresses were 
allowed for cases 1 and 2. They were allowed to increase 25 percent for cases 
3 and 4, and for cases 1 and 2 combined with temperature and shrinkage. 
They were allowed to increase 50 percent for cases 3 and 4 combined with 
temperature and shrinkage. 
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Architectural design 

Th~ powe_r~ouse for hous.ing unit 4 is modern in every respect. A recessed 
alummum Sidmg panel, havmg corrugated glass windows above and aluminum 
louvers below, forms the downstream wall of the generator room above the 
d?wnstream deck. The new dowm:tream deck terminates 1 foot short of the 
nver end of the powerhouse, thus giving definition and pleasing proportion 
t<:> the superstructur~ mass .. The ne": construction, although modern in de
SI.gn, bl~l!-ds appro~ma!ely With the existing work and, together with the new 
pipe ::ailmgs and hghtmg fixtures throughout, gives the entire project a very 
pleasmg appearance. 

Draft tube gates 

The draft t~be gates were designed to be used for unwatering either the 
~raft tu?e or mtake waterways. Each of the two gates is about 16 feet 6~ 
mches high by 15 feet wide .. They must be operated under balanced water 
pressure. The gates are reqmred to take the greater load when used for the 
draft tube, so they were designed to take tailwater to elevation 1605 with the 
draft tu.be un':'atered. ~asic allowable design stress was 18,000 pounds per 
square mch With a Yls mch corrosion allowance. 

The draft tube gate slo.ts are just downstream of the downstream wall of the 
powe.rhou~e. Each g~te IS equipped with a chain sling with special lifting and 
doggmg lmks: Doggmg devices are installed on the face of the downstream 
wall a~ elevatiOn 1614 deck level where the chains may be dogged as the gates 
are raised or, lowered. The gates are handled by the stiffleg derrick. 

Each gate consists of a downstream vertical skinplate supported by hori
zontal beams that are framed into two structural end posts. The skinplate is 
further supported by intermediate vertical stiffener members. Gate water 
seals are of rubber, !llolded into the form of a music note. With gates in place 
these .seals. bear agamst the surfaces of the embedded slot steel. Each gate is 
supph~d Wit~ two bottom seals-one to function in the draft tube slots and the 
other m the mtake slots. 

S~ructural steel guid~s in the draft tube gate slots are similar to those in 
the mtake structure. Sill beams in the floor of the draft tube and embedded 
plates at th.e top of the gate ?Penings were also installed for the gate seals 
to bear agamst when closure Is made. 

Hatch cover 

U~it 4. powerhouse hatch is .on the roof directly over the generator. The 
openmg ~s 17 feet square and Is large enough to permit the crane to handle 
the tu~bme and gener~tor parts through the powerhouse roof. The hatch 
frame IS made u~ of %-mch flanged plates welded together. Suitable bent bar 
anchors are provided and the fral?e was set in place when pouring the concrete 
roof :;tructure. The hat~h cover IS of welded, waterproof construction 18 feet 
6% mches square and IS made up of :14-inch plates stiffened with suitable 
structural tees. ~ugs are f~rnished for u.se in lifting the cover. The top 
plate of the c?ver I;S sloped slightly for dramage and is thoroughly insulated 
~n the underside With asphalt and corkboard. The cover was designed for a 
live load of 50 pounds per square foot. 

Turbine and governor 

Turbine.-The hydraulic turbine for unit 4 is of the vertical fixed-blade 
propeller type with concrete spiral casing and elbow-type draft tube (figs 374 
and 381). It was designed by the manufacturer. It is rated 9700 horsep~wer 
under a n~t head of 58 feet at 180 revolutions per minute, with best efficiency 
at approximately 62-foot net head. The specific speed at rating is 111. The 
turbine is designed to operate satisfactorily at any head from 58 to 69 feet. 

A cast-steel stay ring forms the main foundation ring for the turbine and 
the ten stay vanes act as vertical columns to transmit to the foundation the 
weight of the structure and equipment above. The spiral case is of reinforced 
concrete construction and is formed in the powerhouse substructure. 

The runner is made from an integral casting and has six blades. The throat 
diameter is 115 inches and the discharge ring diameter is 115:14 inches. The 
center line of the distributor is set at elevation 1586.67 and that of the runner 
at elevation 1583.20. These settings result in a plant stigma value of 0.51. 
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FIGURE 381.-Wilbur-unit 4 turbine runner, inner crown [Jlate assembly, and shaft. 

Inspection of the runner after 1 year o! oi?era~ion indicates that this val~e 
of sigma is satisfactory insofar as cav1tatwn IS concerned. T~e runner IS 
bolted to a forged-steel shaft having a nominal diameter of. 18 mches and a 
length of 134 inches. The shaft has flanged ends for connection to the runner 
and to the generator shaft. . . . d' 

The turbine shaft is guided by a water-lubnc~ted bearmg h~vmg a Iamete~ 
of 22.75 inches. The lubricating water is furmshed by gravity flo:w th:r:oug 
a 2-inch supply line from the scroll case. The water supply system IS equipped 
with alarm and shutdown features which operate in case of low flows. . 

The flow of water through the turbine is controlled by 10 cast-steel. Wicket 
gates At the upper end of each gate a lever is connected throu.gh a lmk .and 
pin ~echanism to a central shifting ring. In each gate connection. there IS a 
breaking link to protect the mechanism in the event that somethmg sh~uld 
become wedged in one of the gate openings and prevent th~ ~at~ ~rom clo~mg. 
An eccentric pin is also located in the gate linkage to permit mdividual adJust-
ment of each gate. . 

The gates are controlled by two hydraulically operated servon;otors u~mg 
oil under a pressure of 300 pounds per squar.e inch as an op~ratmg m.edmm. 
One servomotor is equipped with an automatic gate latcJ;I which f?-nctwns to 
hold the gates in the closed position i_n case of a p:r:edetermmed low 01~ pressure. 
The gate mechanism is equipped with a mechamcal ga!·e block :Which can be 
set to limit the gate movement ~n eit~er direct~o~. Th1s block IS used un.der 
conditions of high head when it IS desirable to hm1t tJ;Ie output of the tu;rbme. 
Parts of the gate mechanism having relative motion ~n contact are .lubncated 
by an automatic pressure greasing system. There IS a~?- a~tomatJc vacuum 
breaker valve in the head cover for admitting atmosphenc air to t~e runner. 

Efficiency tests were not made on the installed equip_ment. An ~ndex test 
was made and the results of this test were correlated with. the turbme ~a~u
facturer's expected performance data to compute operatmg characteristics 
of the turbine. 

. .... 
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FIGURE 382.-Wilbur-unit 4 governor cabinet-generator at left. 

Governor.-The governor is of the cabinet-actuator type. The cabinet (fig. 
?82) contains all the essential elements of the governor. The equipment 
mcludes two 40-gall<;»n-p.er-minute, 300-pound-per-square-inch oil pumps, a 
contro~ column on which Is mounted the essential speed control elements, main 
and pilot valves, relay valves, shutoff and hand control valves, auxiliary 
pressure swit'ches, and other control devices. The sump tank forms the lower 
part of the cabinet. 

The governor pressure tank is inside the governor cabinet. The volume of 
the tank is 32 cubic feet. Two 3-inch pipes are used to connect the governor 
to the turbine servomotors. The maximum oil velocity in these pipes is limited 
to 18 feet per second. The governing system requires a total of 325 gallons 
of neutral lubricating oil having a viscosity of approximately 300 SSU. 

A permanent magnet generator and its auxiliaries are mounted on top of 
the. generator above the main and pilot exciter. This generator is driven by a 
splmed shaft from the stub shaft which drives the pilot exciter and delivers 
3-phase current to drive the governor flyballs. 
. A ~otor-driven 8.3-~ubi.c-foot-pt:;r-min~te .capacity, 300-pound-per-square
mch air compressor mamtams the air cushwn m the governor oil pressure tank. 

The governor is designed and equipped with special control equipment so 
that the ~urbine can be remotely controlled from the Watauga control room. 
Th~ special rem_ote-controlled equipme~?-t includes starting solenoids, timing 
devices, automatic generator brake applicator, automatic gate locks, automatic 
alarm and shutdown devices, automatic recording and transmitting facilities 
interlocks, relays, etc., as required. ' 

Generator and exciter 

Unit 4 generator is rated 7777 kilovolt-amperes, 0.9 power factor 2300 
volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles and 8940 kilovolt-amperes with a temperatu{e rise 
of 80o C. above 40° C. air leaving the coolers. This rating is approximately 
115 percent of normal and is within the maximum rating of the turbine. The 
generator is totally enclosed, air-cooled, with two water-cooled heat exchangers 
withiJ?. the h~using. ~igure 383 sho.ws the generator before the upper bracket 
a~d air housmg were mstal!ed. It IS a vertical water-wheel-driven type with 
Kmgsbury-type thrust bearmg (fig. 406) and segmental guide bearing. 

The ~tator is rolled steel-pl~te construction and rests on sole plates em
bedded m the concrete foundatwn (fig. 405). The 3-phase stator winding is 
star-connected and brought out to terminals for convenient connection. The 
neutral ends are connected together and operated ungrounded. The windings 
are insulated with glass and mica turn and coil insulation in accordance with 
American Standards Association for Class B insulation. 

The rotor (fig. 407) is designed to withstand all overloads and a maximum 
runaway speed of .467 .revolutions pe~ minute .. The field ,POles are built up of 
punched-steel lammation and held m dovetailed slots m the rotor rim by 
keys and wedges. The field winding insulation conforms to ASA Class B. 
Damper windings are provided to improve stability under fault 'conditions 
and to reduce voltage distortion under conditions of single-phase fault. 
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FIGUIIE 383.-Wilbur-unit 4 generator before installation of upper bracket and air 
housing. 

The collector rings are above the rotor and are equipped with a suitable 
bru&h rigging and directly connected to the main exciter armature without 
main field breaker or rheol;ltat. 

Twelve combination brakes and jacks are mounted on the lower bearing 
bracket and bear against the brake ring on the underside of the rotor rim. 
Compressed air is used for braking and oil pressure is used for jacking. The 
jacks are capable of lifting the combined weight of all revolving parts of the 
generator and turbine sufficiently for easy inspection and removal of bearing 
parts. 

The shaft connecting the generator to the turbine is 16 inches in diameter, 
of forged steel, machined, and polished. A flange at each end, forged integral 
with the shaft, provides for connection to the generator and turbine shafts. 
A 4-inch axial hole, the length of the shaft, aids in inspection and forging. 

The upper bracket (fig. 407) supports the air housing and the exciters 
which are directly connected to the generator shaft. The main exciter output 
is connected directly to the generator field. The pilot exciter is connected 
through a field rheostat and breaker to the field of the main exciter. A perma
nent magnet generator is mounted above the pilot exciter. Voltage control is 
by electrically-operated rheostat and circuit breaker in the main exciter field 
circuit. The rheostat and breaker, together with the regulator contactors, are 
in a metal-clad cubicle located in the generator room. The voltage regulator 
main control element, voltage- adjusting rheostat, regulator transfer switch, 
and indicating lights are mounted on the main control board in the generator 
room. Contactors are used in the excitation cubicle for forcing or high-speed 
excitation. 

Generator fire protection is by a carbon dioxide fire extinguishing system 
which discharges C02 gas through nozzles mounted on the initial and delayed 
pipe ring headers located above the rotor. The control is automatic by means 
of thermostats located in the generator housing or by generator differential 
relay operation. 

This unit can be started, synchronized, completely controlled, and stopped 
at the Watauga control room. This remote control is accomplished by means 
of interposing relays and telephone wire circuits. 

Main low-voltage switchgear and connections 

Unit 4 generator connections from the generator terminals to the powerhouse 
wall are made with four 4- by 4-inch copper bars per phase, enclosed in %6 inch 
steel plate enclosure with transite barriers between phases. This construction 
facilitates connections to instrument transformers and surge protective light
ning arresters and capacitors. From the powerhouse wall to unit 4 generator 
oil circuit breaker in the switchyard the connection is made with six 1,250,000-
circular mil insulated cables per phase. The generator neutral of all four 
units is operated ungrounded. 

I 
____j__ 
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Gene1·ator leads nnd switchqea;r housin.q.-Due to construction considera
tions, the exit point of the main generator leads on unit 4 is located near the 
top of the generator housing and on the upstream side of the unit. For this 
reason it was necessary to run the leads and switchgear housing in the area 
above the generator room floor. 

The housings are made up of three sections consisting of a horizontal run, 
a transition section, and a vertical run. The horizontal section commences 
at the periphery of the generator housing and extends diagonally across the 
generator room floor to the transition section located at the northeast corner 
of the room (fig. 408). At this point the vertical section connects and rises 
against the wall for the full height of the generator room. At the top of this 
section the leads pass through bushings in the concrete wall and connect to 
cables running to the switchyard. 

The housing consists of continuous totally enclosed structures with separate 
compartments for each conductor phase and compartments for switches, light
ning arresters, and appurtenant electrical equipment. The bare leads are 
supported on pedestal insulators which are mounted on brackets or hangers 
built integral with the housing structure. The horizontal sections are of 
sheet-steel construction with welded and bolted connections. The vertical 
section is made up of asbestos-cement sheets, reinforced with steel angles. 
Phase barriers are of '\6-inch-thick asbestos-cement sheets. 

The horizontal housing is the same height as the generator housing which 
is 4 feet 11 '\6 inches above the generator room floor. The top of this housing 
is covered with linoleum and is used as a walkway to the exciter units on the 
top of the generator. An access ladder from the turbine room floor is provided. 

To counteract the possible effect of heating due to magnetic flux and stray 
circulating currents from the buses, it was necessary to break continuity 
through the joints of the steel sections of the housings. This was done by 
bolting insulating strips of transite between the connecting faces of the joints. 
Fiber bushings were used with the connecting bolts. 

Doors and removable panels are installed for quick access to the buses and 
electrical equipment. The housing sections are supplied with ample facilities 
for ventilation by natural air currents. 

Cable trays.-Cable trays are installed for unit 4 only and consist of a 
single run of trays close to the ceiling of the mechanical equipment room, 
elevation 1593.15. The trays are of formed asbestos cement, 18 inches wide, 
and are supported on welded-steel brackets which are secured to the concrete 
walls or ceiling. 

Auxiliary power 

Auxiliary power at 480 volts is supplied from either of two station service 
transformers located in the transformer yard. Each station service trans
former is rated 2400-480 volts, 225 kilovolt-amperes, 3 phase. The normal 
supply is from station service transformer 2, which is tapped off the main 
transformer low-voltage bus. 

Station service transformer 1 is tapped off the generator side of unit 4 
generator breaker. If the normal feed to the 480-volt board fails, the feeder 
breaker to station service transformer 2 trips out and feeder breaker to station 
service transformer 1 automatically closes. 

The two main feeder breakers to the auxiliary board are 600-ampere frame, 
drawout type, electrically operated, with interrupting rating of 25,000 amperes. 
All feeder breakers have a frame rating of 100 amperes with an interrupting 
rating of 15,000 amperes. 

This 480-volt auxiliary board was installed with the unit 4 addition and is a 
dead-front type, totally enclosed, steel cubicle construction. Lighting and 
miscellaneous 240/120-volt circuits are supplied through 480-240/120-volt 
stepdown transformers. Power circuits leaving the 480-volt board are single
conductor cables insulated for 1000 volts. 

STATION SERVICE FACILITIES 

Main control switchboard 
The main electrical controls, instruments, and relays for the electrical 

equipment in the new powerhouse and transformer yard are centralized on a 
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3-section vertical duplex control, instrument, and relay board. The main 
control board and governor cabinet are adjacent to each other in the generator 
room. The front section of the duplex switchboard contains t~e generator 
voltage regulator, control switches, indicating an~ record~ng mstruments, 
and annunciator visual alarm cabinet. The rear section contams the generator 
and line relays and 125-volt direct-current distribution circuit breakers. The 
switchboard is a totally enclosed cubicle of stretcher-levele4 steel. One end 
of the switchboard is mounted against the wall. The end sectiOn houses a 6- by 
4-foot telephone and communication equipment panel mounted on the wall. 

Unit 4 can be started, synchronized, controlled, and stopped from Watauga 
control room which is 1.65 miles from the Wilbur powerhouse. Remote control 
is accomplished by means of telephone type interposing relays located at 
Wilbur with a 51-pair telephone cable connection between Wilbur and Watauga 
control room. Current transformer secondary leads for remote indicating 
instruments are connected through 5- to 0.25-ampere auxiliary transformers; 
the instruments at the remote control room are calibrated for full-scale deflec
tion at 0.25 ampere. 

Relaying 

Unit 4 generator is connected wye and operated ungrounded. This unit ia 
protected by induction- and. thermal-type overcurre~t relays, generator J?hase 
differential relays, and bearmg thermal relays. An mstantaneous type direct
current overvoltage relay connected to the pilot exciter operates to insert 
more field resistance and limit the pilot exciter voltage in case of overspeed. 
The generator is protected against ove!voltage by an in~tantaneo!!s type 
alternating-current overvoltage relay which actuates the quick-lowermg con
tactor of the main exciter field. An overspeed switch trips the speed-no-load 
solenoid in case of overspeed. 

The main power transformer bank is protected by phase differential relays 
of the induction type, operating on percentage current differential. The pro
tected zone includes the generator breakers, buses, and generator cables of all 
four units. The 69-kilovolt neutral of the main transformer bank is grounded 
through a potential transformer. A voltage relay is connected across the 
secondary of the potential.trans~ormer; a fault to ground of the l_ine or. trans
former high-voltage windmg Will operate the voltage relay which trips t~e 
shutdown solenoid of units 1, 2, and 3 and trips the speed-no-load solenoid 
of unit 4. 

The 69-kilovolt line to Watauga is protected by three single-phase, 1-zone, 
directional distance relays. Operation of these relays or the line relays at 
Watauga will shut down units 1, 2, and 3 and trip the speed-no-load solenoid 
of unit 4. 

Signal and annunciator ~yetem 

Audible and visual annunciators on the local control board and governor 
cabinet indicate excessive temperature of bearings, windings, air and oil, 
abnormal liquid level, or flows and faulty operation of equipment through~ut 
the plant. In ~ddition, units 1, 2, and 3 hav~ one and ~nit 4 has two 20-pomt 
graphic operation recorders. Twelve essential operatiOn and abnormal c~n
ditions are annunciated at the Watauga control room on an Autocall annuncia
tor system printer and two visual windows which indicate trouble on Wilbur 
units 1, 2, and 3 or unit 4. 

Communication system 

Telephone service is primarily by direct connection to the automatic switch
board at Watauga, utilizing pairs in a multipurpose control cable connecting 
the two plants, thus making the telephones at Wilbur an integral part of the 
Watauga system. In addition to the teleph?ne ~on_nected through the auto
matic switchboard, a magneto telephone circUit IS connected between an 
instrument at Wilbur and the 20-line manual key type switchboard on the 
operator's desk at Wata~ga. . . 

Outside telephone service may be obtamed by calhng the Watauga operator 
via the magneto circuit or one of the 2-way dial trunks and requesting an 
interconnection to one of the outside services connected to the manual switch
b<>4rd. 
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A connection to the outside Intermountain Co.'s system is provided for use 
in reaching points not covered by TV A's communication system and as a 
standby for the latter. 

l.ighting 

The lighting and heating systems for unit 4 powerhouse are supplied from 
a single-phase, 25-kilovolt-ampere, noninflammable, liquid-filled, 480-240/120-
volt, indoor-type transformer. Lighting for the transformer yard is fed from 
a local transformer. Lighting and heating distribution is by means of the 
usual mains, distribution cabinets, and branch circuits. Lighting on the dam 
and in the transformer yard is controlled by an automatic time switch. 

High bay refractor-type units are used in the generator room and conven
tional industrial-type fixtures for all other powerhouse areas. Substation
type fixtures are used for general lighting in the transformer yard. Ball-type 
globes mounted on straight steel tapered poles are utilized for lighting the 
top of the dam. Emergency lighting for the powerhouse is supplied from the 
125-volt station control battery. The emergency lights are so spaced as to 
form part of the normal lighting system. The lamps normally operate on the 
120/240-volt alternating-current lighting circuits, but during a power failure 
an automatic throwover switch connects them to the 125-volt station battery. 
Upon return of power, the switch automatically connects them to their normal 
alternating-current supply. 

Grounding system 

The power and protective grounding system was extended and enlarged 
when unit 4 was installed. Two additional low-resistance ground mats were 
added. One mat located in the transformer yard consists of 500,000-circular
mil bare copper cable buried in a bed of clay extending around the perimeter 
and through the center of the yard with vertical leads extended to connect into 
the surface ground mat. This protective network placed just below the surface 
connects to transformer neutral, lightning arresters, equipment frames, steel 
structures, and steel grounding grids located at all operating points, thus 
equalizing the potential gradients in the yard to further protect the operators. 
Another ground field was installed on the right embankment, forebay area, 
consisting of an outer ring of 500,000-circular-mil bare copper cable connected 
at 20-foot intervals with a network of No. 4/0 bare copper cable, all buried in 
a bed of clay, trenched to a depth necessary to be in permanently moist earth. 

Ground test stations in the northwest and southwest corners of the tran
former yard provide for testing the several ground mats including a ground 
connection to the existing ground mat below the powerhouse near the site of 
the old switchyard, together with a loop through the powerhouse and along the 
toe of the intake back of the upstream ground mat. Megger tests using remote 
reference grounds indicate that the combined grounding mats have a resistance 
to earth of 1.9 ohms. 

Fire protection-unit 4 

An automatic fire-extinguishing system is provided for the protection of 
unit 4 generator. There is an initial and a delayed ring-pipe header within 
the generator housing. The initial discharge header has eight discharge 
nozzles; the delayed header has four discharge nozzles. The thermostats in 
the generator housing which initiate discharge are set at 220• F. Discharge 
is also initiated by generator differential relay operation or by manual control 
switch. 

The generator has an air volume of 17 40 cubic feet. The initial discharge 
is 200 pounds of C02 which provides a concentration of 8.7 cubic feet of air 
per pound of C02• The delayed system discharges an additional 200 pounds 
C02 at predetermined time intervals to maintain the concentration for a suffi
cient length of time to extinguish the fire. 

Heating and ventilating-unit 4 

The powerhouse is generally heated and ventilated by various systems 
serving related spaces. 

Heating.-Due to infrequency of occupation, the powerhouse is not heated 
to a comfort level during severe weather. Instead, warmed areas are available 
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where attendance may be required, where maintenance or repair operations 
may be expected, where freezing may occur, or where heat is required for the 
removal of dampness. Heat is provided to maintain at least a 45-degree 
ambient. 

All heating is by electricity with 60 kilowatts installed. The generator 
room and mechanical equipment rooms are heated by 440-volt fan-type unit 
heaters. Each unit heater has a wall-mounted thermostat to prevent over
heating. In addition, plug receptacle outlets are strategically located for 
18-kilowatt, 440-volt, pedestal-mounted, fan-type unit heaters and for 3-kilo
watt, 220-volt, gravity-convection portable heaters. 

Ventilating.-Ventilation is provided for the dissipation of heat from elec
trical equipment or solar radiation, for the relief of dampness, and for human 
comfort. The quantity of air supplied or exhausted was determined from the 
recommendations of the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engi
neers and from comparisons with other installations of similar nature. Fresh 
air enters the generator room through exterior wall-louvered openings from 
where it is exhausted by two centrifugal fans to the outdoors through louvers 
located in the opposite wall of the room. The mechanical equipment rooms 
are ventilated by means of a propeller-type fan located in a shaft to provide a 
portion of the generator room air to these rooms. Air exhausted amounts to 
7200 cubic feet per minute. 

Drainage system-unit 4 

All powerhouse roof and deck drainage flows by gravity to the tailrace; all 
other drainage flows to the. station sump. The sump is located below floor 
elevation 1582.9. It has a capacity of approximately 370 gallons and is serviced 
by two 50-gallon-per-minute vertical shaft sump pumps discharging directly 
to the tailrace. The pumps are operated automatically by float switch controls 
and an alarm sounds in the Watauga control building if water continues to 
rise in the sump when both pumps should be operating. 

Unwatering system-unit 4 

An unwatering pump for the draft tube and scroll case is used to permit 
inspection and repair of the underwater parts. The scroll case is equipped 
with a screened outlet and an 8-inch drain line with shutoff valve. When the 
intake gates are closed, the water in the scroll case drains to tailwater level 
through the wickets and the opened 8-inch drain valve into the draft tube 
before the draft-tube gates are closed. The draft tube is equipped with a 
screened outlet which connects to a 24-inch unwatering pump well. One 
1500-gallon-per-minute, vertical turbine-type motor-driven pump installed in 
the 24-inch well operates only when the draft-tube gates are closed during 
unwatering periods and discharges directly into the tailrace. The pump is 
manually controlled. 

Filling system-unit 4 

In order that the draft-tube gates may be raised under balanced head condi
tions an 8-inch connection with shutoff valve is provided for use in filling the 
draft tube and scroll case to tailwater level. 

Raw water system-unit 4 

Raw water from the forebay is used for unit cooling and lubricating. The 
supply is from the unit scroll case and water flows to the unit by gravity 
through a twin type strainer. The strainer may be cleaned without interrup
tion of flow. 

The raw water system for the turbine and generator is divided into three 
parts-one to the two generator surface air coolers, one to the generator guide 
and thrust bearing oil cooler, and the other to the turbine guide bearing where 
the water is used as a lubricant. Each of the three parts has an indicating 
flowmeter having two electric contacts. Each meter's two contacts close at 
predetermined low flow points. One contact will operate an interposing relay 
which will interlock the unit starting controls to prevent starting the unit with 
low flow and will also energize an alarm in the Watauga control building. 
The other contact will shut down the unit on low flow. 

A motor-operated valve serves as a complete shutoff for all water to the 
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unit. The valve is opened or closed by manual remote control from the Watauga 
control building when unit 4 is started or stopped. Flow through the generator 
air coolers is controlled automatically by an air-operated proportioning valve 
operated by a temperature controller which is actuated by a feeler bulb in 
the generator housing. An antisyphon arrangement prevents draining of the 
air coolers while the unit is shut down or if water supply should fail. 

The raw-water strainer has a differential pressure switch having alarm 
contacts to notify the operator in the Watauga control building when the 
strainer needs cleaning. 

Treated-water system 

There is no treated-water system at the Wilbur project. Bottled water is 
furnished for drinking purposes. 

Governor and lubricating-oil system-unit 4 

Because the Wilbur station is operated by remote control and the quantity 
of governor and lubricating oil is small, the oil is transported by truck in a 
portable storage tank to the Watauga project for purification. The oil 
facilities consist of one 785-gallon portable oil storage tank, one 20-gallon-per
minute pump, and a complete piping system to carry oil for the governor 
system and generator bearing to and from the portable tank. 

Station air system-unit 4 

A complete piping system distributes compressed air to the generator brakes, 
service outlets, and for instrument control of the generator cooling water 
discharge proportioning valve. Because this station is operated by remote 
control and since the demand for compressed air at unit 4 is very light, the 
customary stationary air compressor usually required for larger hydro plants 
was eliminated. A stationary 8.3-cubic-foot-per-minute, air-cooled, 300-pound
per-square-inch governor air compressor purchased for the governor furnishes 
station air and the air for the generator brakes. A 100-cubic-foot air receiver 
is on the elevation 1582.9 floor. The governor oil pressure tank is inside the 
governor cabinet on the elevation 1603.4 floor. The receiver and the pressure 
tank are direct-connected to the air compressor. A gage-type pressure gov
ernor automatically maintains air at 100 pounds per square inch in the air 
receiver. Maintenance of the 300-pound-per-square-inch pressure in the gov
ernor oil pressure tank is a manual operation and is checked frequently and 
the air supply replenished as required. The piping is so arranged that 300-
pound-per-square-inch air cannot enter the 100-pound-per-square-inch storage 
tank. 

Gage wells 

A 24-inch-diameter gage well with a 2-inch screened inlet line from head
water is installed in the intake section. The headwater level shows on an 
indicator in the Watauga control building. A stream gaging station is installed 
in the tailrace pool, about 1200 feet downstream, and the water level shows 
on an indicator in the Watauga control building. The water level indicated 
by the stream gaging station approximates the Wilbur tailwater level; there
fore, it was decided not to install the customary tailwater gage well in the 
powerhouse. 

Piezometers-unit 4 

Piezometers are provided for the measurement of water flow through the 
turbine. 

Machine shop equipment 

There is no machine shop equipment at Wilbur. Any repairs to Wilbur 
powerhouse equipment will be made in the Watauga machine shop. 

TRANSFORMER YARD AND TURNAROUND 

The new transformer yard (fig. 384) and turnaround are on the right bank 
at the same elevation as the top of the dam (fig. 373). The old switchyard on 
the right bank downstream of the powerhouse was made obsolete by the addi-
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FIGURE 384.~Wilbur transformer yard. 

tion of unit 4 and the conversion of the system voltage from 44,000 to 69,000 
volts. Access to the new location by the roadway across the top of the dam 
is much improved and the new turnaround area adjacent to the transformer 
yard greatly facilitates the handling of the heavy equipment. This location 
required excavation into the hillside to provide a level area. Some of the 
excavated material was used to fill in and dress up the abandoned switchyard 
area. 

Main electrical connections 

The entire output of the station is delivered over a single 69-kilovolt line 
to the Watauga switchyard. Generator leads for units 1, 2, and 3 connect 
to a common bus through generator oil circuit breakers in the powerhouse. 
This common bus is connected to the transformer low-voltage bus by cables 
with a current-limiting reactor in the circuit. Unit 4 generator leads con
nect to the transformer low-voltage bus through a generator breaker located 
in the transformer yard. Station service transformers 1 and 2 are also in 
the yard. Station service transformer 1 taps off the generator side of unit 4 
generator breaker. Station service transformer 2 taps off the main trans
former low-voltage bus. The main transformer bank consists of three single
phase units. The transformer 69-kilovolt neutral is grounded through a 
potential transformer. 

Design features 

The Wilbur transformer yard is not a conventional structure. It was 
designed to meet the needs of this station without provision for additional 
future lines. The transformer bank is beside the structure which supports 
both the 2300-volt bus and the 69-kilovolt buses which are mounted at different 
elevations. Three potential transformers are connected to the transformer 
low-voltage bus to provide line relaying, synchronizing, and ground detector 
potential. A 69-kilovolt line disconnecting switch is provided. The concrete 
foundations for the various equipment structures are all on rock. Rock 
dowels were installed where loading conditions so required. A concrete stair
way was constructed from the yard and turnaround area down to the power
house area. 

Main transformers 

The main transformer bank of three single-phase transformers, rated 69-2.2 
kilovolts, 3333/4444 kilovolt-amperes, oil-air, forced-air-cooled, provide a 
bank rating of 10,000/13,332 kilovolt-amperes. The transformer bank is con
nected delta on the 2300-volt side, wye on the 69-kilovolt side, and grounded 
through a potential transformer. 

l 
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A framed steel structure in the transformer yard supports buses, cables, 
switches, and other appurtenant electrical equipment in connection with the 
main transformers. The structure is 20 feet wide by 42 feet long and 31 feet 
high and is built up of rolled steel columns and beams with angle bracing. 
All structural members are galvanized and all connections are bolted. 

Insulation coordination and lightning protection 

Electrical equipment insulation, bus insula~ors, and protec~ive dE}vices :;tre 
carefully selected and coordinated so as to give a saf~ margm of msulat~on 
strength above the maximum abnormal voltages permitted by the protective 
equipment during switching surges, short circuits, and overvoltages caused 
by excessive generator speed due to loss of load. . 

Lightning arresters are connected close to the high- and low-voltage termi
nals of the transformer bank to dissipate any lightning or switching surges 
which might otherwise cause a breakdown of equipment insulation or flashover 
of insulators or bushings. 

Fire-protection system 

No water fire-protection system has been installed at this yard. A concrete 
fire-protection equipment building adjacent to the transformer yard houses 
portable C02 fire extinguishers. 

Insulating oil system 

The equipment oil capacities at Wilbur are so small that no oil ~toragt; tank.s 
or built-in purification facilities are provided. T~e portabl~ msulatmg .011 
purifier at the Watauga project can be moved to Wilbur for direct connectiOn 
to the electrical equipment when the oil requires purification. Any major 
repairs to the Wilbur electrical equipment, which would involve complete 
draining of the oil from the equipment, will be made at Watauga. 

CONSTRUCTION 

This section of appendix G describes the general cons~ruction procedure 
followed for the Wilbur improvement program. Construction of the changes 
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and additions to the project started in the field in September 1948, and con
tinued through August 1950. The work was done by TV A using force account 
labor, and the construction organization and plant facilities for Watauga 
were used to great advantage because of their nearby location. Figure 385 
shows the construction schedule. 

Detailed descriptions with pertinent illustrations of the principal changes 
and additions as designed and built are included in the preceding "Design" 
section of this appendix and are not repeated or referred to in this construc
tion section except as felt necessary. The principal construction quantities 
are listed in the following "Statistical Summary" section on page 1200. 

Plans, elevation, and sections of the project including the changes and 
additions are shown in figures 373 and 374 on pages 1145 and 1146. 

Engineering layout 

Since there was no permanent vertical control available at Wilbur it was 
necessary to transfer an elevation from monument LHT-2161, located opposite 
the Watauga powerhouse, to a convenient location at Wilbur. The baseline 
for horizontal control was established along the average existing concrete 
at a time when the lake was low enough to see the upstream edge of the 
concrete all the way across the overflow section of the dam. A line perpendicu
lar to the baseline was established 1 foot off the spillway wall of the old 
powerhouse. At this time, it was noted that the existing powerhouse was not 
square with the baseline. The centerline of unit 4 was established to give a 
minimum of 17 feet off the existing powerhouse wall. 

Silt removal 

Silt deposit along the upstream side of the dam had reached elevation 1630 
and the existing intake racks were embedded to a depth of more than 10 feet. 
Along the dam, silt extended almost up to the elevation of the new spillway 
crest (fig. 386) . 

To remove objectionable silt an air-activated hoist with an endless cable 
was placed on the left bank near the abutment of the dam. Along the right 
bank a wire cable was anchored to the dam and extended up the lake shore 
about 200 feet to another anchor in the rock bluff. The endless cable from 
the hoist passed through a sheave attached to the cable on the right bank. 
A muck pan fastened to the endless cable was used to stir up the silt and 
drag it to the existing circular sluiceway near intake 3. The consistency of 
the muck was such that it could be flushed through this opening. The area 
of silt removal was extended upstream by moving the sheave block on the 

FIGURE 386.-Wilbur-stream diversion through spillway-intake area after silt 
removal. 
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anchor cable. The depth to which the silt could be ~redged was el!lvation 1615, 
the invert of the sluiceway. Further depth was gamed through mtake 4 area 
as the concrete removal progressed. . . 

To remove silt from the forebay of the spillway, the hoist and anchor cable 
was moved to the opposite sides of the lake. The silt was then dragged toward 
the intake cut from the north bank of the lake. The .maj~rity of the silt was 
removed while it was in a wet state shortly after the d1verswn slot was opened. 
One attempt to put a bulldozer in the lake bed was unsuccessful because the 
silt would not support the weight of the machine. . 

Silt removal began December 28, 1949, an~ was virtually comJ_)leted by 
February 15, 1949, with approximately 5000 cubic yards removed .. Figure 386 
shows the area where the silt was removed upstream from the mtakes. 

River diversion 

From December 1 1948 through July 12, 1949, the river flow was intercepted 
at Watauga Dam td fill that reservoir and there rem~ined only a small amo~nt 
of surface water inflow into Wilbur Lake. The maJor part of reconstru<:twn 
work at Wilbur with exception of the powerhouse superstructure and switch
yard, was don~ while the river flow was being held. Seepage w~ter was 
transferred to a common location by use of small water sypho~s and air PU!DPS 
and then transferred to the river channel by a larger gasohne motor-dnven 

pump. · · 1' h d b fi t Drainage of the lake and stream flow d!Verswn were !lc~omp 1s. e Y rs 
lowering the lake to elevation 1615 by removal of the ex1stmg slmceway gate 
which was Bone December 1, 1948. The sluiceway was a 60-inc.h formed hole 
through the dam just south of the powerhouse and can be seen m the t?P and 
middle views of figure 372. A reinforced steel-plate gate covered.tl?-e slmc~way 
at the upstream side. The drawbar by which the gate was o~1gmally hfted 
had been torn from the gate which was complet~ly covered by s1lt. T? remove 
the gate a charge of dynamite was placed agamst the downstream side. 

It wa~ necessary to agitate the silt at the sluiceway before the water would 
recede to elevation 1615 at which level it was possible to remove the nec~ssary 
amount of old concrete for the new spillway work. The lowest elevation .to 
which the concrete was removed for the new intake, however, was 1612. To bmld 
the new intake and to permit repair work on the. existing intake, a c~t was 
made through the dam at the left side of the splllway 'Yhere new spillway 
bay 4 was to be located. This cut can be seen at the left m figure 386 and to 
the right in figure 387. Water flow in the lake was intercepted b¥ a sand bag 
dike and routed through a ditch to the diversion slot. Water passmg from the 
slot was carried over the work in progress below by an open 'Yooden !lume. 
When it became necessary to close the new intake and the diverswn slo~ m the 
spillway watertight barriers were installed, and the water was diverted 
through 'an open hatch in intake 3. 

Concrete 
Practically all the concrete for the Wil~ur project recon:tru~tion came by 

transit-mix trucks from the Watauga batchmg plant about 2 ~miles upstream. 
Concreting started in December 1948. . 

Since the new spillway concrete was to b!l placed agamst t~e old concrete 
without keys, a mix was needed that would msu~e proper .bondmg of the niw 
concrete to the old. For this purpose concrete w!th a cons1~tency of 1- to 1.V2-
inch slump was maintained. The mix was designed to y1eld a compr~ssive 
strength of 300·0 to 4000 pounds per square inch at 28 days, the max1mu~ 
size aggregate was 1:JA. inches, the cement f~ctor was 1.4 ba!'rels per cubic 
yard, the water-cement ratio was 0.50 by weight, a~d a s~ffi~Ient amount of 
vinsol NVX was used to yield 3 to 6 percent entramed ~ur m the concrete. 
Where possible, this same mix was also used for concretmg the nonoverflow 
section. . ,, · h · · ate Other concrete mixes included one With 174-mc m.aximum size ag~reg d 
1.7 barrels cement per cubic yard, a water-cement ratio of 0.53 br weight an 
with vinsol NVX added; this was used wh!ln a pm~pcrete .machme or chutes 
were required for placing. A mix with %-mch max~mum size aggre~ate, 1.75 
barrels cement per cubic yard, a water-cemen~ rah!J of 0.50 by. weight, a;nd 
with vinsol NVX added was used for very heavily remforced ~ech?ns cont.am
ing numerous embedded parts. For other concrete pours a mix With 1:JA.-mch 
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maximum size aggregate, 1.50 barrels cement per cubic yard, a water-cement 
ratio of 0.53 by weight, ~nd with vinsol NVX was largely used. 

The average compressive strengths of the foregoing mixes are given in the 
following tabulations: 

Concrete mix Average 
compressive strength-
pounds per square inch 

: 

:Maximum size Cement Water Sand 
aggregate per cubic cement By Seven 28 yard ratio weight days days 

Inches Barrels I by 1Veight Percent 

* 1.75 

I 

0.50 48 3,608 5,331 
11,4 1.70 .53 43 4,500 6,575 
11,4 1.50 .53 42 3,331 5,500 
11,4 1.40 .50 38 3,231 5,193 

SPILLWAY 

The weir concrete of the spillway section of the dam overlies the concrete 
of the old dam to form a new slope for the spillway, and a horizontal contrac
tion joint is located in the weir along the downstream face near the toe (fig. 
375). For each spillway block, this joint was divided into individual systems 
containing (1) copper seals or grout stops, (2) pipes to admit the grout, 
(3) pipes to vent the joint while grout was being introduced, and (4) a system 

of pipes through which water could be injected under predetermined pressures 
to stabilize the structure against head water pressure while the concrete was 
being cooled during the period between initial filling of the lake and final grout
ing of the joint. The pressure-grouted joint placed the weir concrete in com
pression and improved the stability of the new weir concrete on the old concrete. 
Water under pressure was first applied to the joint August 29, 1949, and the 
pressure was held until the joint was grouted. 

Concrete removal 

To meet design specifications for the spillway, it was necessary to remove 
800 cubic yards of concrete from the top of the old dam. Through the spillway 
section the old concrete weir was removed to a depth of 9.8 feet. Figure 387 
shows the spillway section after concrete removal, which began December 2 
and was finished December 14, 1948. 

The downstream face of the old spillway was line drilled with 2-inch-diameter 
holes on a horizontal plane at elevation 1631. The holes were on 6-inch centers 

FIGURE 387.-Wilbur-spillway section after concrete removal-slot in concrete at 
right is for diversion. 
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and extended through the dam to within approximately 1 foot of the upstream 
face. Line drilling began November 8, 1948, and was completed November 19, 
1948. Because of quartzite plumb stones in the old concrete, it was necessary 
to use drill bits made of high carbon steel. 

Vertical charge holes were 2 inches in diameter. Four rows approximately 
3 feet apart with holes on 18-inch centers were drilled across the old weir. 
The downstream line was first charged and shot, followed by the second, third, 
and fourth rows. Each line was loaded and shot separately, and in many 
instances each shot was followed by cleanup secondary shots and hand muck
ing. The removal progressed from the downstream to upstream side in order 
that the shooting face would throw the muck downstream where it was loaded 
on trucks and hauled to the spoil dump. After the top part of the weir was 
removed, angle holes were drilled, loaded, and shot to obtain the desired cross 
section. 

The downstream surface where no concrete was removed was cleaned and 
roughened by bushing with jackhammers. The loose disintegrated surface 
material was picked to firm concrete. 

Excavation for spillway toe 

The area for the spillway toe extension was cleaned of muck, loose rock, 
and disintegrated bedrock with a back-hoe power shovel. Deteriorated rock 
was chipped from the foundation by pneumatic paving breakers. Excavated 
material was hauled to the spoil dump downstream along the left bank of 
the river. 

Concrete placement and forms 

Concrete for the spillway was placed in the forms from the downstream side 
of the dam by a temporary stiffleg derrick located below pier 4 and by the 
permanent stiffleg derrick located on top of the powerhouse (fig. 388). Con
crete from the trucks was unloaded into 2-cubic-yard bottom-dump buckets 
which were lifted into the forms by the derricks. 

Forms for the spillway were, with exception of bulkhead sections, shop-built 
at Watauga. The bulkhead forms were built-in-place and cut to conform to 
the final weir outline. The panel forms for the face extended slightly over 
the bulkheads and were held in place with form rods secured by ty-loops in the 
previous pour along the bottom of the form and by dowels with tie rods and 
struts along the top of the forms. Forms for the piers were shop-built wooden 
panels and some were of the cantilever type. The forms for exposed surfaces 
were lined with an absorptive form lining. Typical formwork may be seen 
in figure 388. 

Concrete placing in the weir and piers was carefully scheduled to give 
maximum use of the shop-built panels. One complete set of weir panels was 
fabricated and used, while two sets of pier panels were fabricated for the piers 

FIGURE 388.-Wilbur-concreting operations underway-February 1949. 
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up to elevation 1637.50. Above this elevation, reclaimed Watauga panels were 
adapted to and used on the piers. 

Concreting of the spillway began December 14, 1948, and was finished 
except for the diversion slot in bay 4, April 18, 1949. This diversion slot 
concrete was placed in June 1949. Total concrete placed in the spillway 
exclusive of the bridge and operating machinery deck, was around 5500 
cubic yards. 

Grouting 

Grouting of the longitudinal contraction joints was started March 1 1950. 
Joints to be grouted were first flushed with water by use of the grout 'pump. 
Grout was mixed to the ratio of three parts of water to one part of cement 
and pumped into the 1¥2 -inch inlet, with outlet and ¥2 -inch air vents open. 
The outlet and air vents remained open until a good mixture of grout appeared 
and then were closed. These vents were cracked frequently to allow water 
and air to escape. After it was evident that all water and air had escaped 
and only grout appeared at these points, a constant pressure was held on the 
heade_r for approximately a_n. hour and then sealed off under pressure. After 
checkmg the gage to be positive that pressure was being held, the header was 
removed. A similar operation was carried out in each block. A few small 
leaks appeared in various places but were not large enough for special con
sideration since they sealed off under pressure. 

Grouting pressures followed closely those specified for various headwater 
levels as follows: 

Headwater 
elevation 

1645-----------------------
1640 ____________ -----------
163 5-----------------------
1630-----------------------
1626 ________ ---------------

Gates 

Grouting pressures-pounds per square inch 

Intake 

115 
100 
85 
75 
65 

Spillway Spillway 
blocks 1 and 5 blocks 2. 3, and 4 

55 145 
45 120 
35 95 
32 86 
30 75 

Upon completion of concreting of the piers, the trunnion pins which support 
the gate arms were placed, alined, and welded in the embedded trunnion 
c~sings. Before placing the gates into the bays, the radial gate guides and 
sill beams were temporarily placed and positioned. Final alinement and 
grouting in of these beams were not done until after the gates were placed. 

The gates were shop assembled with exception of the arms which were 
attached to the gates at the site. Prior to placing, the gates were painted 

FIGURE 389.-Wilbur-placing spillway radial gate i11 bay 4. -~'---
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with red lead and aluminum paint. The assembled gate was then placed into 
the bay by the stiffleg derrick (fig. 389). 

As soon as alinement was completed, the guides and sills were grouted in, 
and the rubber seals were attached. The upstream faces of the gates were 
cleaned by sandblasting and painted with applications of hot bitumastic 
enamel. Figure 377 shows the completed gate installation from downstream 
and figure 391 from upstream. 

Operating bridge and machinery. 

The operating bridge or deck (see figs. 375 and 377) for the gate lifting 
machinery is 10 feet 6 inches wide and has a 6-inch reinforced concrete slab 
supported by 2-inch structural steel beams and framing across the spillway 
bays. Protective concrete curbs lie along the upstream and downstream sides 
of the deck. The downstream curb is 9 inches wide and has pipe sleeves in 
which a protective pipe railing is grouted. The upstream curb is 6 inches wide 
and has no protective railing. Expansion joints with premolded joint filler 
at piers 1, 3, and 5 and contraction joints at piers 2 and 4 divide the deck into 
sections. 

Formwork for the deck concrete consisted of a wooden flooring between the 
top flanges of the structural beams. Cross members and studding were sup
ported by the lower flanges of the structural beams. The concrete was placed 
in the forms by derricks below the dam. 

Painting of the exposed structural steel and handrailing consisted of 1 coat 
of red lead and 2 coats of aluminum paint. 

Each gate i<; operated by a fixed hoist (fig. 378) located on the deck above 
the gate. The hoisting machinery was erected and installed by TV A in 
August 1949. 

UNITS I, 2, AND 3 INTAKE 

Concrete removal 

To make room for new gate operating machinery, it was necessary to 
remove approximately 7 feet of concrete from the top of the existing dam in 
the area of units 1, 2, and 3. Removal was started by drilling and blasting 
which was satisfactory to a depth of about 4 feet. At this level a horizontal 
construction joint caused the concrete to break clean. The remaining 3 feet 
of concrete was removed by use of pneumatic tools. This method was slow 
and difficult because the old concrete contained plumb stones of a flinty 
hardness. 

The concrete on the downstream slope of the original intake was in a 
deteriorated condition and in some spots grass and weeds had taken root. 
It was necessary to remove from 6 inches to 1 foot of this concrete, which 
was done by use of pneumatic tools. 

The piers under each penstock were in such bad condition that two-thirds 
of them were removed to reach solid concrete. The bad concrete is believed 
to have been caused by excessive heating brought about when fires were built 
to thaw the ice formed in the penstocks during extremely cold winters. 

Concrete placement and forms 

The intake section was inaccessible by either of the stiffleg derricks, and 
concrete was placed by use of a pumpcrete machine located at the toe of the 
old dam. After excavation began for the powerhouse addition, the pumpcrete 
machine was moved to the old powerhouse roof deck. At this point concrete 
could not be dumped by the transit-mix trucks directly into the machine so it 
was hoisted to the machine in a 2-cubic-yard bucket by the permanent stiffleg 
derrick. 

The panel forms for the intake, with the exception of bulkheads and irregular 
sections, were shop built at the Watauga carpenter shop. For the first lifts 
all forms were field built. Ty-screw anchors were placed in the first lifts 
about 8 inches below pour grade to provide anchorage for the bottom of the 
forms on upper lifts. The tops of the forms were held in place by tie rods and 
wood struts. The shop-built forms were of the cantilever type made from 
wood. Forms were lined with an absorptive material which gave to the con-
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FIGURE 390.-Wilbur-comtmction activity in unit 4 area in March 1949. 

crete a dense surface free of air pockets. All horizontal and vertical construc
tion joints have V-grooves formed from % inch chamfer strips. Concreting of 
this section was virtually complete by June 1949. 

NEW INTAKE-UNIT 4 

Construction activity for unit 4 intake in March 1949 is shown by figure 390. 

Concrete removal 

The concrete removal for the unit 4 intake was done in the same manner as 
in the spillway, the main difference being that the horizontal line drilling was 
lowered to elevation 1618.5 in the 37-foot-long intake section. This concrete 
to be removed was a part of the old spillway, and the neat line for its removal 
was shown by the drawings to be 37 feet from the river wall of the old power
house. During removal, however, the concrete would invariably break to the 
old vertical construction joint which was 3 feet beyond the neat line. 

Concrete placement and forms 

Concrete for unit 4 intake was placed by the permanent stiffleg derrick on 
the existing powerhouse roof. 

The forms for unit 4 intake were shop-built wooden panels of the cantilever 
type. These forms were used whenever and wherever possible, but the lines 
of the water passages were often of such a design that it was sometimes 
impractical to use them. In such instances, a sizeable amount of field-built 
forms with supporting falsework was necessary. Shop-built forms were used 
largely on the exterior walls and were lined with an absorptive material to 
give a dense surface to the concrete. Vertical and horizontal construction 
joints were chamfered to form V-grooves on the finish surface. 

Around 1800 cubic yards of concrete were placed in unit 4 intake section. 

Gates and operating equipment 

Prior to setting the radial gates for unit 4 intake, the side seal channels 
and gate sill beams that provide the sealing surfaces were temporarily placed. 
Final alinement and embedment of these channels and beams were not com
pleted until after the gates were in position. This procedure insured a tighter 
and more uniform seal between the respective sealing surfaces. 

The gates were shop assembled except for the arms which were attached 
on the job. Prior to placing, the gates were painted with hot bitumastic 
enamel. They were set in place using the permanent stiffleg derrick in 
October 1949. 

The gates are raised and lowered by the permanent powerhouse derrick 
which was erected in January 1949 with temporary hoist machinery. N~w 
hoists and controls were installed in July 1950 after construction was com
plete and the additional generating unit was in operation. Figure 388 shows 
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this derrick during project construction and the bottom view of figure 372 
shows it as a part of the completed project. . . . . 

The upstream side of the completed intake and spillway secho!ls JUSt pnor 
to water releases from initial operation at Watauga may be seen m figure 391. 

POWERHOUSE-UNIT 4 

Concrete and rock removal 

Concrete removal in unit 4 powerhouse area consisted of the small retaining 
wall extending downstream from the existing powerh?u.se at the do~nstream 
corner adjacent to unit 4 area. It was removed by dnllmg and blastmg. 

Rock removal starte'd October 15, 1948, prior to the impoundment of water 
at Watauga. Part of the rock to be removed, howev.er, proje~ted abo':e !he 
tailrace water level and work on this rock could be earned on while the existmg 
Wilbur units were generating. Drilling, blasting, and removal .of roc~ con
tinued intermittently for some time. Portable compressors furmshed air for 
drilling. The rock was loaded by a power shovel with a back-h<?e attachment 
(fig. 390) into heavy trucks, and a total of some 1850 cubic yards ~as 
removed. Excavation was substantially complete by April 7, 1949, at which 
time the foundation weep holes were drilled. 

Concrete placement and forms 

Concrete for unit 4 powerhouse was placed in the two stages described in 
the "Design" section of this appendix. First stage concrete, partly completed, 
is shown in ,figure 392. 

The concrete was placed by the permanent derrick on the corner of the 
existing powerhouse. Either 1- or 2-cubic-yard bottom dump concre!e buckets 
were used depending on which size was better s~ited for the pour bemg made. 

Shop-built panel forms were used where possible, however, a large amou~t 
of the forms had to be built in the field. Shop-built panels were of the canti
lever type and were used almost exclusivelf on the outside walls. They ~ere 
lined with an absorptive material for architectural. p~rposes and to obt~m a 
more durable surface. Sheathing on forms for the ms1de walls was of 6-mch
wide tongue and groove boards running horizontally. Care was taken to m~~;ke 
the form boards match in adjacent pours. V-grooves were formed on extenor 
and interior walls at horizontal and vertical construction joints. Seals were 
placed in horizontal and vertical construction joints at low elevations where 
water percolation might occur. . . 

The entire roof slab was placed at one time. It was necessary .to build s_up
porting false work from the generator room floor level, and considerable time 
and work were involved. 

FIGURE 391.-Wilbur-upstream side of completed intake and spillway sections just 
prior to water releases from Watauga initial operation. 

II' 
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FIGURE 392.-Wilbur-unit 4 powerhouse substructure with first-stage 
concrete partly completed-looking downstream. 

Concrete placement for unit 4 powerhouse began April 6, 1949, with the 
draft tube floor. Placing continued at a prescribed rate with time intervals 
between pours allowing maximum shrinkage and minimum delay in the 
construction schedule. First-stage concrete placement was substantially com
plete by October 7, 1949, at which time the roof deck was placed. Second-stage 
concrete began December 12, 1949, with the pouring of part of the erection 
piers. Late delivery of the embedded turbine parts then delayed second-stage 
concrete until February 24, 1950, and its construction status March 14, 1950, 
is shown in figure 393. Practically all the remaining concrete for unit 4 
powerhouse was placed within the next 30 days (fig. 394) and totalled some 
2420 cubic yards. 

FIGURE 393.-Wilbur-construction status of unit 4 powerhouse concrete March 14,1950. 
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FIGURE 394.-Wilbur-unit 4 powerhouse concrete substantially complete ucept 
floor finish. 

Placement of the floor finish in the generator room was not started until 
after the unit was ready for operation. The wearing surface is dark red in 
color and has a steel-trowel finish. This concrete was mixed with a portable 
electric mixer of 3%-cubic-foot capacity as all other hatching and mixing 
facilities had been removed from the project. 

INSTALLATION OF UNIT 4 

Descriptions of the principal components of the turbine and generator com
prising the new unit 4 installed in the extension of the Wilbur powerhouse are 
included in the preceding "Design" section with detailed data in the following 
"Statistical Summary" section. To install the unit about 7 months were 
required-December 1949-July 1950. 

The unit consists of a vertical shaft, fixed blade, propeller type runner 
turbine rated at 9700 horsepower at a 58-foot net head with a generator rated 
at 7777 kilovolt-amperes, 0.9 power factor, 2300 volts, 3-phase, 60-cyc!e, 1950 
amperes, and _60° C. rise. Th~ unit. rotates cloc~w_ise at a speed of 18? revo
lutions per mmute. The physical size of the umt IS small compare~ With the 
machines installed at Watauga, South Holston, Boone and Fort Patnck Henry, 
and other major TVA projects. The turbine runner has an over-all height of 
3 feet 7% inches and an outside diameter of 9 feet 7%6 inches; the generator 

FIGURE 395.-Wilbur-unloading turbine part5 onto powerhouse roof deck. 
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FIGURE 396.-Wilbur-draft tube area of unit 4-steelliner in foreground. 

diameter is 22 feet 6 inches including the air housing which has a height of 
4 feet 2 inches. 

The component parts of the unit were delivered by rail to the TV A siding 
at Elizabethton, Tenn., where they were unloaded by a portable crane onto a 
16-wheel trailer float and transported to the powerhouse. Here they were 
unloaded by the powerhouse stiffleg derrick and placed in convenient arrange
ment for assembly and installation on the powerhouse roof as the turbine parts 
are shown in figure 395. The parts were cleaned and necessary subassemblies 
made before installation by the derrick. 

Turbine 

Installation of the turbine began December 13, 1949, and was completed 
early in May 1950. 

Embedded parts.-The embedded parts of the turbine include the draft tube 
liner, curb ring, speed ring, and the turbine pit liner. These parts were 
installed in the following sequence: 

1. The draft tube liner (fig. 396), which was fabricated in one piece, was 
lowered into its recess. 

2. The curb or discharge ring (fig. 397), made up of two halves, was 
secured to the top plate of the draft tube liner by thirty-six l-inch 
machine bolts. 

3. The two halves of the speed ring (fig. 398) were bolted together and 
placed on the curb ring. The speed-ring casting was too full and 

FIGURE 397.-Wilbur-turbine curb, or discharge, ring. 
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FIGURE 398.-Wilbur-turbine speed-ring assembly. 

it was necessary to slot six of the casting holes before the nuts could 
be placed on the anchor bolts. 

4. The two sections of the pit liner (fig. 399) were bolted together and 
lowered into position where the lower surface of the liner was secured 
to. th~ speed ring with sixty 114- by 5¥2-inch machine bolts. After 
ahgnmg, the halves were welded together at the vertical joints. 
Weldin~ .and peening were carried on alternately to keep distortion 
to a mimmum. 

Internal and operating parts.-These parts of the turbine including the 
bottom plate, wicket gates, wicket gate operating mechanism outer head cover 
runn.er, shaft, in~er head cover, gate-ring support, gate ring, turbine guid~ 
bearmg and turbme shaft stuffing box were assembled and installed in the 
following sequence: 

1. The bottom plate was set in place on the curb ring. 
2. The 20 wicket gates were placed in the bottom plate. 
3. After all gates were placed the outer head cover (fig. 400) which 

houses a bearing and stuffing box for each gate was installed. 
4. Eret:;ting, liftin~, keying and connecting the gates with the gate oper

atmg mechamsms (figs. 401 and 402) was carried on as the other 
installations were progressing. Figure 403 shows the speed ring 
embedded in the concrete scroll case with the wicket gates in full 
open position. 

r •. The runner and shaft were assembled without difficulty, the bolts at 
the joint being elongated 0.010 inch to insure a good joint. The inner 

FIGURE 399.-Wilbur-turbine pit liner. 
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FIGURE 400.-Wilbur-turbine outer head cover. 

head cover, gate-ring support, gate ring, turbine guide bearing, and 
turbine shaft stuffing box were then added to the runner and shaft 
and the entire assembly (figs. 381 and 404) lowered into the pit 
where it was fastened to the outer head cover. 

Turbine and generator shaft connection 

The work of coupling the turbine and generator shafts together was per
formed by the generator contractor and the combined shafts were checked 
and plumbed several times during the course of erection. The shaft rotation 
check was made in a manner similar to that previously described for Watauga. 

Governor 

The governor was included as a part of the turbine contract. The cabinet 
actuator (fig. 382) was installed by TV A with the final adjustments, settings, 
and checking of the governor operating mechanism being supervised by a 
factory representative both prior to and during operations. 

Generator 

Field erection of the generator for unit 4 was begun May 10, 1950, and the 
erection and testing were virtually complete July 1, 1950. The unit was 
placed in commercial operation July 19, 1950, following a delay of nearly 3 
weeks because of thrust bearing difficulties. 

The various parts which had been stored on the powerhouse roof in con
venient arrangement upon arrival were also assembled on the roof where an 
erection pedestal had been provided for the rotor. 

After the anchor bolts and sole plates were made ready by TV A construction 
forces, the generator was erected in the following sequence: 

1. The lower bearing bracket was received completely assembled, and 
was set directly into position, alined, doweled, and grouted. 

FIGURE 401.-Wilbur-right hand servomotor of turbine showing 
hand wheel operated locking device. 
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FIGURE 402.-Wilbur-automatic wicket gate lock on left hand servomotor of turbine. 

2. The stator was received completely assembled in one piece and set 
directly on its sole plates. 
Figure 405 shows the lower bearing bracket grouted in place and 
the stator on its sole plates. 

3. The shaft was assembled with the thrust bearing runner (fig. 406) 
and shoe cage on the powerhouse roof. The assembly was set into 
position in the lower bearing bracket, the bearing assembly was 
completed, and the coupling to the turbine shaft was made. 

4. Fourteen field poles had to be assembled on the rotor, the coil inter
connections completed, and the fans installed. This work was per
formed concurrently with the preceding steps on the powerhouse 
roof (fig. 407). When the rotor was completed, it was set into posi
tion on the shaft and bolted thereto. 

5. The thrust bearing shoes were loaded by the slugged-arc method and 
the shaft was plumbed. 

6. The stator air gap was adjusted and the stator was doweled to the sole 
plates which were then grouted. 

FIGURE 403.-Wilbur-turbine speed ring embedded in concrete scroll case
wicket gates in full open position. 
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FIGUHE W4.-Wilbur-lowering turbine runner, shaft, and related parts 
assembly into place. 

7. The upper bracket (fig. 407) and the exciters were set into poiition 
on the stator and bolted and doweled one to the other. 

8. The air coolers, piping, and wiring were installed. 
9. The air housing and top cover plates were installed. 
Generator erection was completed and initial rotation and test!ng were 

started June 27 1950. The testing of this machine was performed differently 
from most of the larger machines installed by TV A, in that most of the 
acceptance tests were performed at the factory. However, a short-circuit d:y
out run and a final field dielectric test at three-quarters test voltage With 
minimum temperature of 75° C. were performed. The dry-out run and the 
high potential test were completed June 30, 1950. 

The unit was synchronized with the system at 9:37a.m., July 19, 1950, and 
was released to TVA by the erector July 21. Figure 408 shows the generator 
on the day it was placed in service. 

FIGUnt; 405,-Wilbur--generator lower bearing bracket grouted in place 
rmd stator set on sole plates. 
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FIGURE 406.-Wilbur-gen<'rator shaft and thrust bParing assPmbly. 

TAILRACE 

Tailr~ce excavll:tion involved the removal of some 15,000 cubic yards of 
unclassified ma~enal and .was done by convention~! methods from February to 
June 1949. With the ta1lrace channel at elevatiOn 1577.5 it was necessary 
to construct a concrete weir with a top elevation of 1585 a~ross the mouth of 
the .. d:raft tubes for the old units to ensure their being sealed. The plan of 
the tailrace and weir are shown in figure 373. 

NONOVERFLOW SECTIONS 
Left abutment 

:rhe left .abutment nonoverfiow section is about 40 feet long and most of 
th1s length IS taken up in an approach from the existing highway to the road
way across the top of the dam. This approach consists of two wing walls, 

FIGURE 407.-Wilbur-generator rotor on powerhouse roof
upper bearing bracket at right. 
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FIGURE 408.-Wilbur-unit 4 generator July 19, 1950, the day it was placed in service. 

one which ties in with the existing highway bridge wall and parapet, and a 
ramp from the existing highway at elevation 1653 to the roadway across the 
dam at elevation 1656.33. This entire structure is of reinforced concrete 
construction and most of it is new concrete; only 18 cubic yards of old concrete 
were removed. 

Concrete was dumped directly into place or into a 1-cubic-yard bucket 
handled by a portable crane or by the temporary stiffleg derrick depending 
on the location of the pour. Forms used were largely field-built with some 
shop-built panels. 

Right abutment 

The right abutment nonoverfiow section is 54 feet 6 inches long and 13 feet 
3 inches wide at the top where the roadway continues across the dam and 
provides an entrance to the turnaround area. This nonoverfiow section is 
adjacent to the intake of the existing units and has one contraction joint. 
A small section with its downstream face on the same slope as the intake 
section ties the structure to solid rock. 

It was necessary to remove 33 cubic yards of the existing concrete. The old 
concrete was removed and new concrete placed by the same procedure described 
for the intake of units 1, 2, and 3. 

YARD IMPROVEMENTS 

When the existing switching structure was removed the old switchyard was 
obliterated by backfilling with approximately 350 cubic yards of unclassified 
material excavated for the new switchyard. A reinforced concrete curb 
9 inches wide and averaging 9 inches high helps hold the fill slope in place 
and a walkway 3 feet 6 inches wide was poured along this curb. This walkway 
provides access to the existing storeroom approximately 125 feet downstream 
from the powerhouse. Concrete stairs were built from the outside powerhouse 
platform level to the new switchyard level. Final grading on the slope down
stream from the stairs and the transplanting of honeysuckle on that slope were 
done the first week in May 1950. 

A turnaround area between the right abutment of the dam and the new 
switchyard provides sufficient room for employee parking. In this area il! a 
small reinforced concrete fire protection house which houses C02 portable 
fire fighting apparatus consisting of two 50-pound cylinders. 

The existing cable-suspended swinging footbridge was removed when access 
to the opposite side of the river could be obtained via the roadway across the 

I 
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dam. The steel stairs and handrail on the left abutment of the footbridge 
wer~ also removed and used at Watauga as a part of the intake tower footpath. 

VIew.s of the completed project as seen from the right and left banks are 
shown m figures 377 and 380. 

COSTS 

The final cost of generating unit 4 and related additions and improvements 
to the Wilbur project, as reported herein at $2,202,046.92 ("General Summary," 
table 11_4) and as shown in the books of account at June 30 1951 includes: 
~ydrauhc production plant consisting of additions to exi;ting ~tructures 
Improv~ments, and equipment; transmission plant consisting of a new primary 
substat~on locate~ at the powerhouse site and constructed concurrently with 
produc~IOn plant Improvements; general plant consisting of plant retirements 
and mamtenance related to and carried out concurrently with the improvement 
program. 

The final cost of unit 4 and related additions, plant retirements and mainte
nance, by character of expenditures, is as follows ("Detail Summary" table 
115): ' 

Plant additions 

Construction costs: 
Direct construction -----------------
Indirect construction ----------------

Distributive general expense: 
Design and construction engineering __ _ 
Executive and administrative _______ _ 
Other general expense --------------

$1,747,302.39 
58,182.81 

213,362.83 
133,073.05 

17,286,88 

Total plant additions ---------------------------

Changes to existing plant 

Cost of removals and maintenance 
of existing structures, improve-
ments and equipment ------------------------------

$1,805,485.20 

363,722.76 

2,169,207.96 

32, 838.96 

2,202,046.92 

Direct construction costs of plant additions in the amount of $1 747 302.39 
covet: labor, material construction plant, equipment, tools, shop exp~nse' ware-
housu~g charges, transportation, and other similar expenditures. ' 

Indm;ct construc!ion .costs. totalin~ $58,182.81 include superintendence, 
accountmg, cost engmeermg, tJmekeepmg, personal travel and subsistence of 
emp!oyees on o_fficial business, of!ice supplies and expense; construction plant 
stud1e~ and design, and _constr~ctJo~ camp operation (p. 1199). 

Design and constructiOn engmeermg amounting to $213,362.83 cover salaries 
and e~penses of . the project manag~r; and salaries and expenses of field, 
executive, supervisory, and office engmeers, concrete technicians, and inspec
tors (p. 1199). 

E_xec,utive and. administrative costs total $~3?,073.05 and represent the 
pro.]ect s proportiOn of the total general administration of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority (p. 1199). 

O_ther general co~ts in t~e amount of $17,286.88 cover services of safety 
~ngmE_!er, . constructiOn !lledical expenses, personal services, general project 
mvestJgabons, and studies of power generation (p. 1200). 

Changes to existing plant in the amount of $32,838.96 cover the cost of 
property retirements and maintenance of structures, improvements and equip-
ment carried out concurrently with the improvement program. ' 

Summary statements of detailed analyses of costs are presented in the 
schedules which follow. 
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TABLE ll5.-Wilbur-final project cost-detail summary 

Direct Total-direct 
Distributive general expense 

Item construction Indirect and indirect I Total 
costs-labor, construction construction - Design and Executive and Other 

materials, and costs costs construction administra- general 
other charges engineering tive costs costs 

--~---- ------- -~-

HYDRAULIC PRODUCTION PLANT 

Structures and improvements 
General yard improvements ________________ ------------------ $10,635.31 $353.52 $10,988.83 $1,296.40 $808.55 $105.03 $13,198.81 Powerhouse ________________________________________________ 246,420.15 8,191.06 254,611.21 30,037.51 18,734.21 2,433.67 305,816.60 

-------------
257,055.46 8,544.58 265,60().04 31,333.91 19,542.76 2,538.70 319,015.41 

==::::.=== 
Reserooirs, dams, and waterways I 

~~¥!~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~: 
2,103.15 69.91 2,173.06 256.37 159.89 20.77 2,610.09 

426,847.17 14,188.48 441,035.65 52,030.75 32,451.25 4,215.59 529,733.24 
186,541.33 6,200.67 192,742.00 22,738.55 14,181.89 1,842.30 231,504.74 
54,056.46 1,796.85 55,853.31 6,589.24 4,109.67 533.87 67,086.09 

-------
669,548.11 22,255.91 691,804.02 81,614.91 50,902.70 6,612.53 830,934.16 

---
Water wheels, turbines, and generators 

Foundations and miscellaneous steel and iron ___________________ 592.54 19.70 612.24 72.23 45.05 5.85 735.37 
Turbines, including scroll case, speed ring, and draft tube liners ____ 157,528.29 5,236.27 162,764.56 19,201.99 11,976.16 1,555.76 195,498.47 
Auxiliary equipment for turbines ______ ------------ ______ ----- 64,821.93 2,154.69 66,976.62 7,901.50 4,928.12 640.19 80,446.43 
Draft tube gates _______________________________ ---- ____ ----- 15,498.58 515.18 16,013.76 1,889.21 1,178.28 153.06 19,234.31 Generators _________________________________________________ 218,849.28 7,274.59 226,123.87 26,676.74 16,638.12 2,161.38 271,600.11 
Auxiliary equipment for generators ____________________________ 6,530.52 217.08 6,747.60 796.04 496.49 64.50 8,104.63 
Miscellaneous equipment for turbines and generators ____________ 2,567. 73 85.35 2,653.08 313.00 195.21 25.36 3,186.65 ------

466,388.87 15,502.86 481,891.73 56,850.71 35,457.43 4,606.10 578,805.97 

Accessory electric equipment 
Switchgear _________________________________________________ 11 '911.56 395.94 12,307.50 1 ,451. 97 905.58 117.64 14,782.69 Switchboards _______________________________________________ 32,420.64 1,077.67 33,498.31 3,951.93 2,464. 79 320.19 40,235.22 
Protective equipment_. _____________________ ----------- _____ 7,233.26 240.44 7,473.70 881.70 549.91 71.44 8,976.75 
Electrical structures ___________________ ---------------------_ 1,342.99 44.64 1,387.63 163.71 102.10 13.26 1,666.70 
Conduit work __________________________________ ------------ 23,226.89 772 07 23,998.96 2,831.25 1,765.84 229.39 28,825.44 
Power and control wiring_----------------------------------- 12,733.46 423.26 13,156.72 1,552.15 968.07 125.76 15,802.70 
Station service equipment_ _____________________ -------------- 8,081.00 268.61 8,349.61 985.04 614.36 79.81 10,028.82 

------
96,949.80 3,222.63 100,172.43 11,817.75 7,370.65 957.49 120,318.32 

====..."=-= 
Mi•ceUaneou• powerplant equipment I 

Cranes and hoisting equipment _______________________________ 42,446.59 1,410.93 43,857.521 5,174.05 3,227.02 419.21 52,677.80 
Compressed air and vacuum cleaning systems __________________ 833.41 27.70 861.11 101.59 63.36 8.23 1,034.29 
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TABLE l15.-Wilbur-final project cost-detail summary-Continued 

Item 

HYDRAULIC PRODUCfiON PLANT (continued) 

Miscellaneom powerplant equipment (continued) 
258 Station service water system ________________________________ _ 
259 Other miscellaneous equipment ___________________________ _ 

Direct 
construction 
costs-labor, 

materials, and 
other chare:es 

$6,568.71 
12,528.80 

Indirect 
construction 

costs 

Total-direct 
and indirect 
construction 

costs 

Distributive general expense 

Design and 
construction 
emz:ineerin~ 

Executive and 
administra· 
tive costs 

Other 
general 
costs 

Total 

---------------1-------·-----

$218.35 I $6,787.06 $800.69 $499.39 $64.87 $8,152.01 
416.46 

1

----1 1-
_62,377.51 

12.945.26 I ,527.20 952.51 123.74 15,548.71 
--------···-

2,073.441 64,450.95 7,603.53 4,742.28 616 05 77,412.81 
Total hydraulic production ---1 1,552,319.75 

TRANSMISSION PLANT 

Structures and improvements 
422 General yard improvements _____ _____ -------------
424 Outdoor substation structure ______________________ _ 

29,676.57 
17,077.04 
----
46,753.61 

24,630 41 
Station equipment 

Switchgear ______ _ 
Switchboards ____ --------------

431 
432 
433 
435 
436 
438 
439 

Protective equipment____ _________ __________ ----------
Conduit work __ ------------------- ________ _ _____ _ 

142.51 
5,929.49 

22,569.25 
26,583.71 
46,794.75 

512.30 

Power and control wiring ________ _ 
Main conversion equipment_ __ _ 
Station service equipment ______ _ 

---
127,162.42 

== 
Total transmission 173,916.03 

==:.::.= 
GENERAL PI,ANT 

lntersite communication plant 
378 Communication equipment _________ _ 24,139 03 

Total general 24,139 03 

I, 750,374.81 

--------- -· 
51,599.42 1,603,919.17 189,220.81 118,015 82 15,330.87 1,926,486.67 

=------.:=..-=- ==:....:o.-== 

986.46 30,663.03 3,617.44 2,256.18 293 09 36,829.74 
567.64 17,644.68 2,081.61 1,298.29 168.65 21,193.23 

-------------
1,554.10 48,307.71 5,699.05 3,554.47 461 74 58,022.97 

- -- - -- ---- --===== ----~------

818.72 25,449.13 3,002.34 1,872.54 24:l.25 30,567.26 
4.74 147.25 17.37 10.83 

1.41 I 176.86 
197.10 6,126.59 722.78 450 79 58.56 7,358.72 
750.20 23,319.45 2, 751.09 1, 715.84 222.90 28,009.28 
883.65 27,467.36 3,240.43 2,021.04 262.54 32,991.37 

1,555.46 48,350.21 5,704.07 3,557.59 462 1.1 58,074.02 
17.03 529.33 62.45 38.95 s o6 I 635 79 

----------·-------------,~----
4,226.90 131,389.32 15,~()_~~ ==c!·.~~58__== 1,251).87 157,Rl:l.30 

5,781.00 179,697.03 21,199.58 13,222 05 1,717.61 215,836.27 
--------

802.39 24,941.421 2,942.44 
----- ----·1-----------
24. 941.42 2. 942.44 

I~·-=~-~=---·~ 
1,808,557.62 213,362.83 

1.8:1.> 18l 238.40 I 29.957.44 

d:~H~~~ =~-=17.;::~~ 2.1~::::: :: 
802.39 

58,182.81 

Deduct: Depreciation reserves on permanent equipment transferred/ 3,072 42~----------------~ 3,072 42~----------------~-from other proJects. 
--------------------------~-~ 

Total plant additions_______________________________________ 1,747,302 39 58,182 81 1,805,485 20 
1 

'213,362 83 

3,072.42 

133,073 ~J----17:286'88 1------
2,169,207. 96 

.::=--==·=-~ 
CHANGES TO EXISTING PLANT 

I 
32,83:).96 

, _________ _ 
I 2,202,046.92 1==r ~-===~=~ -~~·=!==·~--- ---
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THE UPPER HOLSTON PROJECTS 

TABLE 116.-Wilbur-direct construction costs-details 

HYDRAULIC PRODUCTION PLANT 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 
--~---------------- ----------------

General yard improvements: 
Grading and landscaping: 

General grading _____ _ 

Roads, sidewalks, bridges, and trestles: 
Roadways, drives, and courts (bitu

minous surfaced). 
Sidewalks (concrete) ___ - _____________ _ 
Curbs (concrete) _____________________ _ 

200 Cubic yard. __ 

2,450 Square foot_ __ 

62 Cubic yard __ _ 
4 ____ do _______ _ 

$3.53 

.18 

104.04 
111.30 

$705.32 

431.45 

6,450.59 
445.21 

Total, account No. 212-L___________ __________ ______________ ___________ 7,327.25 
1===1==~~ 

Retaining walls, fences, gates and railings: 
Concrete retaining walls_______________ 7 Cubic yard___ 110.54 
Fence~, gates and railings ______________ -----------------------------------

773.81 
1,164.47 

--------
Total, account No. 212-2 ______________________ _ ------------ ----------- 1,938.28 

l===l===o= 
Power and lighting (not part of a structure): 

Grounding system ______________________________ -------------------------

8~~~~~\~~= :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ---~ :~~~- -~~--:::::::: :: ------ _:~~-
Lighting standards, fixtures, and lamps_ ---------- -------------- ----·------

Total, account No. 212-9 ____ _ 

Total, account No. 212 __ _ 

Powerhouse: 
Diversion and care of water __________________________________________________ _ 

Excavation and backfill: 

42.55 
446.85 
47.72 

127.34 

664.46 

10,635.31 

10,076.07 

Rock excavation _____________________ _ 1,847 Cubicyard___ 10.78 19,911.91 
I=== I==== 

Foundation preparation and treatment: 
Drilling drain and grout holes ____________________________________________ _ 
Foundation drains ______________________________________________________ _ 

Total, account No. 213-3 ____________ ---------- __ _ 

Concrete: 
Substructure concrete: 

Concreting ______________________ _ 
Formwork ______________________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ________________ _ 

Total substructure concrete _____ _ 

Superstructure concrete: 
Concreting _____ ------- __________ _ 
Form work _____ ------- __________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ________________ _ 

Total superstructure concrete ___ _ 

2,002 
14,164 
81.83 

2,002 

Cubic yard __ _ 
Square foot_ __ 
Ton ________ _ 

Cubic yard __ _ 

434 ____ do _______ _ 
11,020 Square foot_ __ 
36.62 Ton ________ _ 

434 Cubic yard __ _ 

Total, account No. 213-4 ____________________ _ 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 

25.90 
3.18 

190.97 

56.18 

38.84 
2.23 

196.78 

111.99 

-----------

200.56 
502.59 

703.15 

51,847.59 
44,992.15 
15,627.19 

112,466.93 

16,857.31 
24,540.45 
7,206.00 

48,603.76 

161,070.69 

Expansion joints and water stops-all ---------- -------------- ___________ 3,895.88 
types. 

~r~\~:,r;:~:d-a"r-p~~~u~til~~:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: m g~ 
Total, account No. 213-5 ____________ ---------- ______________ r-_-_-__ -_-__ -_-_-__ +--4--,-36-5-.3-0 

Superstructure: 
Aluminum siding_____________________ 209 Square foot___ 5.26 
Interior walls (brick) _________________ ---------- -------------- -----------
Miscellaneous metalwork _______________________ -------------- _ 
Doors, windows, and millwork: 

'Vindows ___ ------------- ________ _ 
Cement work ________________________ _ 
Structural glass ____________ ------ ____ _ 
Roofing, flashing, and sheet metal work_ 
Painting and glazing: 

1,475 Square foot_ __ 
222 ____ do _______ _ 

2,950 ____ do _______ _ 

1.18 
3.40 
1.72 

Painting ___________________________________________________________ _ 

1,099.43 
408.76 

12,770.17 

6,495.03 
I, 746.37 

754.59 
5,079.46 

2,659.78 

1 
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-83 
-830 
-8300 
-8301 
-89 
-890 
-891 
-892 
-895 

220 
-o 

221 
-I 

-2 
-28 

-3 
-30 
-31 
-37 

-4 
-40 
-400 
-401 
-402 

-43 
-430 
-431 
-432 

-44 
-440 
-441 
-442 

-5 
-50 

-54 

WILBUR PROJECT IMPROVEMENTS 

TABLE 116.-Wilbur-direct construction costs-details-Continued 

STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS-Continued 

1193 

_______ D_e_sc_ri_p_ti_o_n _____ -~~ Quantit~ __ u_n_it ___ 
1 
__ R_at_e_+_A_m_ou_n_t __ 

Glass and glazing ______________ _ 

Total, account No. 213-6 

Draft tube pier nose castings __ 

Service work: 
Plumbing and drainage: 

Plumbing system __ -------------------------------------------------
Drainage system _________________ _ 

Heating (electric) __ ---- _________________ -- ___ - __ - ________ - --- _ --- ___ -- __ _ 
Ventilating systems: 

I 36.79 

1,970.41 
7,839.18 
1,246.58 

Nonconditioned air system: 
Ducts _______________________ ----------------------------------- 1,123.88 
Equipment and controls _______ ----------------------------------- 1,111.16 

Lighting: 
Control panels and cabinets ________ ----------------------------------- 231.45 
Conduit work____________________ 1,847 Lb___________ 1.96 3,623.70 
Wiring ____________________________________ --------- _____ _ 692.94 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles__ 55 Outlet_ ___ - __ 

1 
___ 1_6_. 5_3_

1 
____ 90 __ 9_._07 

Total, account No. 213-8 ________ ---------- ------------ -~,-=-=--=-=--=-=--=-1==1=8 ·~7=48=. =37 

Total, account No. 213 _________ _ ------------- -~~-=-=--=-=--=-=--=-,1==2=4~6 ·~4=20~-~15 
Total structures and improve- 257,055.46 

ments. 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AND WATERWAYS 

Reservoir: 
Clearing ___ _ 15 Acre _________ 

1 
__ 1_14_o_._21_

1 
___ S2__:_'_10_3_.~15 

Total, account No. 220 ____ _ 2,103.15 

Concrete dam and spillway: 
7,466.75 Diversion and care of water------- _______ -- ___ ---- ___ --- _____________________ _ 

I=== I===== 
Excavation and backfill: 

Unclassified excavation ______________ -_ 512 Cubic yard __ -l===9=. 7=7=l~==5~,,=00=1=_=82 

Linear foot___ 6. 05 
Foundation preparation and treatment: 

Drilling drain and grout holes, 3-inch____ 80 
Grout pipe and fittings ________________ ---------- -------------- -----------
Pressure grouting_____________________ 350 Cubic foot____ 1.86 

483.91 
57.23 

650.60 

Total, account No. 221-3 ____________ ---------- --------------~0-=-=--=-=-·=-=-=--,l===1~·=19=1=_=74 
Concrete: 

Mass concrete: 
5,557 

37.493 
Concreting ______________________ _ 
Formwork ______________________ _ 
Reinforcing steeL ________________ _ 76.57 

Total mass concrete ____________ _ 5,557 

48 
I, 758 

Operating bridge concrete: 
Concreting ______________________ _ 
Form work ___________________ ----
Reinforcing steeL _____ ---- __ ---_-- 3.01 

Total operating bridge concrete __ _ 48 

54 
300 

Highway bridge concrete: 
Concreting ________ -
Formwork ________________ -
Reinforcing steeL _________ -------- .60 

Total highway bridge concrete ___ _ 54 

Cubic yard ___ 
Square foot_ __ 
Ton _________ 

Cubic yard ___ 

____ do ________ 
Square foot_ __ 
Ton _________ 

Cubic yard ___ 

____ do ________ 
Square foot. __ 
Ton _________ 

Cubic yard ___ 

24.93 
2.19 

210.31 

42.58 

31.54 
2.16 

153.80 

120 45 

28.88 
1.62 

255.77 

40.70 

138,561.13 
81,964.73 
16,103.41 

236,629.27 

1,513. 78 
3,804.87 

462.94 

5,781.59 
=== 

1,559.32 
485.11 
153.46 

2,197.89 

Total, account No. 221-4 __________________ --------------l=-=--=-=-=--=-=-=--,l==24=4='=60=8=.7=5 

Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 
Expansion joints and water stops-all 

types. 
Pressure grouting, including pipes and 

boxes. 
30 Cubic foot__ __ 103.52 

1,958.41 

3,105.61 
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Account 

-58 

-6 
-61 
-610 
-611 
-612 

-7 
-72 

-74 
-75 
-76 

-9 
-91 
-93 
-95 
-950 
-951 
-952 
-96 
-961 
-967 
-98 
-99 
-990 
-991 
-992 
-993 

225 
-2 
-23 

-4 
-40 
-41 
-42 

-5 
-50 

-52 
-54 

-6 
-62 
-620 

-621 

-623 
-6230 
-6231 
-625 
-6250 
-6251 
-628 

THE UPPER HOLS'l'ON PROJECTS 

TABLE 116.-W ilbur-direct construction costs-details-Continued 

RESERVOIRS, DAMS, AKD WATERWAYS-Continued 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount 

Drains, formed or porous tile ___________ ---------- ____ _ $ 460.70 

Total, account No. 221-5. 5,524. 72 

Gates and appurtenances: 
Crest gates: 

9.81 Ton_________ S964.5:J 
4 Gate _________ 14,396.28 

Gate frames and guides ___________ _ 
Gates and seals __________________ _ 
Operating equipment _____________ _ 

Total, account No. 221-6 __________________________ _ 

9,462.00 
57,585.11 
43,886.20 

110,933.31 
======== 

Auxiliary structures and equipment: 
Spillway operating bridge structural 66. 29 

steel. 
Miscellaneous metalwork______________ 6. 97 

~i~i~g~~i-1~~~ _<~:~ai~)-~~:: :::::::::::::: ------ ~~~. 
Total, account No. 221-7_ _____ _ 

Ton ________ _ 

Ton ________ _ 
Linear foot __ _ 

301.77 

715.30 
7.49 

20,004 49 

4,985.65 
4,929.40 
5,116.38 

35,035.92 

Electrical work: 

Intake: 

Switchgear _________ _ 
Grouting ___________ · 
Conduit: 

Metallic conduit._________________ 17,521 Lb ________ _ 
Nonmetallic conduit________________ 1,968 ____ do ______ _ 
Conduit boxes ___________________ ---------- ____________ _ 

.43 
1.44 

Power and control wiring: 
Control and auxiliary power wiring_---------- -------------- -----------

Tra!sfu~=e~!~~-s-~~~-~e-ce~-t~~~e_s:~====== ========== ========= =- = _ = ==========-Lighting: 

~;i~~s:_::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::~~~: :~~:-:::::::::: ::::::~:~~: 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles__ 23 Outlet_______ 49.53 

40.95 
2,299.66 

7 ,544. 78 
2,843.29 

398 95 

1,191.48 
45.29 

144.64 

339.65 
893.73 
202.72 

1,139.12 

Total, account No. 221-9 _______________ _ - -------------- ----------- 17,084.16 
1===1==== 

Total, account No. 22L _________ ~-------- ----------- 426,847.17 

Excavation and backfill: 
Rock excavation _____________________ _ 

Concrete: 

749 Cubic yard___ 10.78 8,074. 72 
I=== I==== 

Concreting __________________________ _ 
Formwork ___________ ----------------
Reinforcing steeL ______ ---------------

1.814 ____ do________ 23.62 42,840.63 
21,131 SquarefooL_ 2.01 42,513.71 
173.31 Ton_________ 149.65 25,935.77 

Total, account No. 225-4_ __________ _ 
1----1-------

1,814 Cubic yard___ 61.35 111,290.01 

= l===ol==== 
Joints, stops, waterproofing, and drains: 

Expansion joints and water stops-all ---------- -------------- ----------
types. 

4,026.37 

452.33 
1, 621.12 

Waterproofing ________________________ ---------- __________________ -------
Pressure grouting, including pipes and 9 Cubic foot____ 180.12 

boxes. 

Total, account No. 225-5 ____________ ---------- -------------- ----------- 6,099.82 

Gates and appurtenances: 1===1===== 
Intake gates: 

Gate frames and guides (for unit 9.47 Ton_________ 977.43 
No.4). 

Gates and seals (radial type for Gate _________ 10,180.02 
unit No.4). 

Screens, supports, and trashracks: 

9,256.28 

20,360.03 

Unit No.4___________________ 10.58 Ton_________ 353.07 3, 735.54 
Unit Nos.! and 2____________ 11.00 Ton_________ 395.19 4,347.04 

Gate handling equipment: 
Unit No. L_________________ .67 Ton_________ 703.39 471.27 

Byp~i;i~:·-~·-~:~~-~~--::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ~u:u~ 
Total, account No. 225-6 ________ ---------- _____________ l-_-__ -_-_-__ -_-_-__ -l--6-6-,6-6-8-.5-7 

A(T(JUllt 

-s 
- H1 
sz 
H2o 

-S-1 
--Sill 
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TABLE 116.-W ilbur- -direct construction costs --details-Continued 

REoER\'OIRS, DA~1ti, A:\D WATER\L\ YH -Continued 
------- ------~----- --, --------,-----

Des!·ription 

Auxiliary structures: 
_j.1iscellaneous llldalwork _ 

Total, account J\"o. 225_ 

\Ya!Pr <·onductors: 
i:ltecl conduits and penstocks: 

Vents for unit Nos. 1, 2, and 3 ___ _ 

Tailrace: 
Diversion and care of water __ 
Excavation and backfill: 

Unclassified excavation 
('oncrete: 

\Yeir for uuit ::\os. 1, 2, and :L __ 

Total, account No. 226-8_ 

Quantity Unit 

6 72 TmL __ _ 

15,:!30 Cubicyard __ _ 

91 .do __ 

Total reservoirs, dams, and water- ~~-~-~~~~~ ~-

Rate Amount 

$655 98 $4,408.21 

1:.:.:..:_:_:_~~- -11l!i._~1_33 
~----- ---------

I 

2. 96 

35.00 

1,036.12 

4,488 68 

45,346.05 

3,185 61 

53,020.34 

54,056.46 

669,548 11 

Total, account ~o. 226 I 
____________ ____:w:oa._,y_::s·:_ ________ _L_ ___ ...L _____ l___ ___ __j_ ____ _ 

\YATER WHEELB, TGRBINE8, A:\D GE:\ERATORS 
------~--------------~----,-------------,-----

230 
-0 

232 
-0 
-00 
-01 

-2 

-9 
-90 
-92 

233 
·0 
-1 

235 

236 
-0 

g 

239 

-0 

Foundations and misce llaucous steel and iron: 
~iscellaneous steel and iron ______ _ 

Total, account No. 230 __ 

Turbinrs, including scroll case, speed ring, and 
draft tube liners (vertical shaft., fixed blade 
propeller type, rated at 9,700-horsepower at 
58 feet net head). 

Total, account No. 231_ _______ _ 

Auxiliary equipment for turbines: 
Governors: 

Turbine __ 

Unit No.4_________________________ Governor ____ _ 
Unit Nos. 1, 2, and 3 improvements ____ ---------- -----------

Total, account No. 232-Q_ 

~eroll case filling and drainage system ______ _ 

Auxiliary equipment not otherwise classified: 
Turbine vent piping ___________________ ---------------
Turbine piezometer piping system _____ _ 

Total, account Ko. 232-9 

Total,"llccount No. 232 

Draft tube gates: 
Gate frames and guides----------------
Gates and seals __________________________ _ 

6.06 Ton_________ $584.28 
2 Gate_________ 5,978.92 

Total, account No. 23:3 __________________ ---------- -------------- -----------

(~puerators (7,777-kilovolt-ampere at 0.9 pf, 
2,300-volts, 180-revolutions-per-minute). 

Total, account No. 235 _____________________ _ 

Auxiliary equipment for generators: 
Excitation panels, switches, and rheostats __ _ 
Fire extinguishing equipment __ _ 

Total, account :No. 236 _____ _ 

:\liscf'llanPous equipmrnt for turbines and gen-
1< 

storage and 
era tors: 

Lubrication and governor oil 
purifying equipment. • 

Generator __ 

Cubicle ___ _ 

Total, account No. 239_____ ---------- ---------- _ 
r "" ~ .. ~ 
~Total water wheels, turbines, and gen

erators. 

$592.54 

592.54 

157,528.29 

157,528.29 

53,707.10 
4,611.12 

58,318.22 

5,027.60 

425.74 
1,050.37 

1,476.11 

64,821.93 

3,540.H 
11,957.84 

15,498.58 

218,849.28 

218,849.28 

4,373. 79 
2,156.73 

6,530 52 

2,567.73 

2,567. i3 

466,388.87 
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TABLE 116.-W ilbur--direct construction costs-details-Continued 

ACCESSORY ELECTRIC EQIJJPMENT 

I I 

Account i DPscription : Qua~1tity 
241----js;;hl~r~~;----------------- ·-----~----~-- · l"nit Rate Amount 

I 
-1 I Assf'mhled switchgear: 
-12 ARsernbled main switchgear-- job a8-

-121 I ••H~~~ing.... . . _ I I 

-122 B~~:~~ulators, and insulator hard- ) _ I 

-123 E~:::::::~~~-t ~~--~ll L. ... ~~~ ~-~~ 

~witrhho.rds: Total, account Xo. 241__ ~~-=:~~ 

I $4.964 5i 
3,908 61 

······1~--- -~~~--~~~~s_~ 
~~:c~~~=~:::~:~ 

242 
-I 
-10 

-11 

-3 

243 
-2 
-4 

244 
-4 

245 
-I 
-2 
-3 
-7 

246 
-I 

249 
-I 
-II 

-12 

-2 

Main control boards and terminal cahinetH: I 
Additions to rxisting main control 

switchboard. 
New main control board and terminal 

cabinets. 

Total, account No. 242-1. _ 

440-Yolt auxiliary power hoard ___ _ 

Total, account ~o. 242. _ 

Protective equipment: 
Grounding system ____ _ 
Resistors and reactors. 

Total, account No. 2t3 

Electrical structures: 
Cable trays ___ _ 

Total, account No. 2-1:4 _____ _ 

Conduit work: 
Metallic conduit._ 
Nonmetallic conduit__ 
Conduit boxes .. __ ._._ .. 
Plugs and receptacles .... _ 

Total, account No. 245 _____ _ 

]>ower and control wiring: 
Control, auxiliary power, and 

wiring-4,160-volts and under. 

Total, account No. 246 ___ _ 

Htation service equipment: 
Transformers: 

Auxiliary power transformers (two at 

18,i43 Lb .... . 
I ,653 .do .. . 

225-kilovolt-amperr, 2400 ·480-volts I 
and three at 10-kilovolt-ampere, 480 · 
240-120-volts). 

Li~hting transformers (one at 25-kilo- ... 

1

. 

volt-ampere, 480/240-120-volts and 
one at 2-kilovolt-ampere, 240,'120-
volts). i 

Batteri:,~t<l:~::;:~1 te::i·p::~:.- and ot~rr ·1
1

- : :~--~ 
motor generator sets. __ -----1 

;::::: :::::::lNe~~:t:~c equipmrnL _ _ _ ~~~~~~~ 
~~___:___~~~~ 

255· 
~ 

MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT 

-~-~;an:~ and hoisting equipment: 
Powtrhouse derrick (50-ton rapacity) ___ _ 

I Total, account No. 255_·-·---·-------

I r II, 191< 61 

13,052. 9:J 

I 

~---: 24,251 51 
t=~~-~~= =~=== 

8,169 10 

32' 420.64 

3,320 91i 
3,912 28 

7,233 26 

1,342 99 

I ,342. 99 

$0 96 17,947.71 
.79 1,301.37 

3,665.18 
312 63 

23,226.89 

12,733.46 

12,733.46 

5,650.92 

I 

37i.30 

II·. _- =j-=-~ 
~~- :. ==I - 9;~~~~ 
·------~- -~- ---

Accoun1 

256 
0 
00 
01 

258 

259 
0 

·00 
01 

-I 
··2 
-:I 
-4 

-7 
-iO 
-il 
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TABLE 116.-W' ilbur·-direct construction costs--detail.<-f:ontinued 

MI~CELLAliEOU~ PO\\'ER l'LAI\T EQUIPMENT-Continued 

Description I Quantity 

('ompreRRPd air and vacuum cleani~~;ystern:;;: ~~-.. 
Compressed air system: 

Equipment_ 
Piping __ 

Total, account 1\o. 25fi-O_ 

Total, account ~o. 25fi 

Ht-ation service water 8ystcm __ .. _ 

Total, account lio. 258_ 

Ot.hf'r miscellaneom equipm('nt: 
Local communication equipment: 

Cable. 
Equipment__ 

Total, account :Ko~ 2j9-0_ 

Fire extinguishing equipnE'nL 
Furniture and fixtures ____ _ 
Lockers, shelves, and cabinf'ts_ 
Cleaning equipment_ 

River gaging installations: 
Downstream (remote from dam l _ 
Head and tailwater ___ . 

Total, account No. 259-i _ 

Total, account No. 259 ___ _ 

Unit 

I 

Rate I Amount 
-~--~---

s 417 46 
415 95 

833 41 

833.41 

6,568.71 

6,568.71 

I, 189.69 
1,506.23 

2' 695.92 

465. R1 
898 06 
230 79 
71.98 

6,682 5i 
1,483.6i 

8,166 24 
!~==-=-'------==-= =-==-=--' 

12,528 80 

Total, miscellaneous power plant ·I·..... == =62~3775\ 
______ _j ________ ,_~eq~u~i~pm~en~t~·-----------------L------~----------_L---

TRANSMISSION PLANT 
STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS 

-~----~--------------------------------,----------,----~---~~--·~---------

422 
-{) 
-oo 
·01 

-2 
-20 
-21 

. 8 

424 
-I 
-12 
··14 

-2 
-3 
-8 
-80 

-9 
-90 
-91 
-92 
-93 

General yard improvements: 
Grading and landscaping: 

Grading_______________________ 6,i00 Cubic yard ... 
Landscaping _________________________________ _ 

Total, account No. 422-o. _ ---------~~~~~~ -----------

Retaining walls, fences, gates, and railings: 
Retaining or property walls (concrete) .. _. 15 C'uhie yard .. __ 
Fences, gates, and railings_ .... __________________________ .. _ .. _ 

Total, account :-lo. 422· 2 

Drainage ____ .. _____________ _ 

Total, account No, 422 ___ _ 

Out,door substation structure: 
Foundations for structures and equipment: 

Excavation and backfilL ... 
Concrete foundations ________ _ 

Total, account No. 424- L 

Transformer support rails __ 99 Ton ____ _ 
Superstructure _______ _ 19 06 .do ... 
Miscellaneous structure3: 

Fire extinguisher house __ 

Lighting: 
Cabinets ___ .... __ 
Conduit_ __ 351 Lh_ 
Wirinp: ___________________________ _ 
Fixtures, switches, and receptacles __ Outlet.. 

$3.52 

103 i8 

42R 89 
416.97 

$23,616.29 
653.98 

24,270.2i 

1,556.65 
I, 157.71 

2, 714.36 

2,691. 94 

29,676.57 

I ,992 87 
4,318 94 

6,311.81 

424.60 
7,947 48 

I ,601 52 

209 86 
.95 343.78 

106 53 
16.13 131.46 

Total, account No. 424-9 ...... -·--· 791.63 

::::~:=1~==~·077~ 
•.... 

1 46,753.61 

Total, account No. 42-L 
i==---===1 

Total strudurt>s and improvements .. __ ' _________ 
1

_ 
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Account 

431 
-I 
-11 

-2 
-21 
-25 
-26 

-3 

432 
-7 

433 
-I 
-2 
-3 

435 
-I 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-6 

436 
-I 

-2 
-4 
-5 
-7 

438 
-I 

.39 
-I 
-11 

-9 
-95 
-952 

378 
-o 

THE UPPER HOLSTON PROJECTS 

TABLE ll6.-W ilbur-direct construction costs--details-Continued 

STATION EQUIPMENT 

Description 

Switchgear: 
Circuit breakers: 

15-kilovolt breakers ... 

Disconnecting switches: 
15--kilovolt disconnects .... __ 
69-kilovolt disconnects ... __ 
7. 5-kilovolt disconnects. __ . 

Total, account Xo. 431-2 .... 

Instrument transformers ___ _ 

Total, account No. 43L .. 

Switchboards: 
Power distribution cabinets __ _ 

Total, account No. 432. _ 

Protective equipment: 

Quantity Unit Rate 

Breaker--· __ _ 

Switch ....... ___ _ 
Switch ....... __ _ 

Lightning arresters and gaps ________________________ -------------- __________ _ 
Grounding system____________ _____ ____ -------------- __________ _ 
Guards, signs, locks, and key systems _______________ _ 

Total, account No. 433. ___ _ 

Conduit work: 
Metallic conduit__ _ ____ _ 
Nonmetallic conduit. ....... . 
Conduit boxes ....... _ ...... __ . 
Concrete envelopes ____________ _ 
Manholes and covers _________________ _ 

6,578 Lb...... S0.42 
6, 720 .... do... I 14 

139 Cubic-yard... 76.12 
I Manhole ................ . 

Amount 

$14,120 69 

2,312.10 
1,489.78 
5,112. 61 

8,914 49 

I ,595 2:J 

24,630.41 

142.51 

142.51 

2,811 77 
3,106 05 

11.67 

5,929 49 

2, 736.17 
7,636.94 

191.14 
10,580.55 

1,424.45 
--------

Total, account No. 435 .. _. ____ ....... __ ................................... . 22,569.25 

Power and control wiring: 
Co:Jf;;la::ddu~d::~iary power wiring-4,160 .......... .............. ........... 3,068 25 

Main power cables-4,000-volt. ...... _ ................................. _...... 12, 204. 37 
Bare conductors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . 8, 726 . 05 
Insulators and hardware............................. .............. ........... 2,561.35 
Plugs and receptacles ........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ _ .......... _ 23 . 69 

Total, account No. 436 ......................................... _I-_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-_l---26--,-58--3-.• -, 1 

Main conversion equipment: 
Main step-up power transformers (69/2. 2-

kilovolt, 3,333-kilovolt-ampere self-cooled 
and 4,44.4-kilovolt-ampere forced-air-
cooled). 

3 Transformer .. 15,598.25 

Total, account No. 438 ..................... _. _ ... _ .. . 

Station service equipment: 
Station service transformers: 

Lighting transformers ( 480/240-120-
volts, 7 .5-kilovolt-ampere). 

Equipment not otherwise classified: 
Fire protective equipment: 

Portable fire fighting equipment. .. _ . 

Transformer __ 

Total, account No. 439 ........................... . 

46,794.75 

46,794.75 

126.18 

386 12 

512.30 

Total station equipment......... . . .... .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 127,162.42 

GENERAL PLANT 
INTERSITE COMMUNICATION PLANT 

I Communication eq~ipment: ==r------ -
Communication and remote t•ontrol lmc ---------- ___ _ 

from Wilbur Dam to Watauga Dam. 
$24,139.03 

Total, account No. 378 ............................ ,...... ------ --2-4~m03 

Total intersite communication plant ....... -:-:~-:-: ...... __ ..... . ......... _ 24, 139.03 

WILBUR PROJECT IMPROVEC\IE~TS 

TABLE ll7.-Wilbur-indirect construction costs 

Superintendence, accounting, and timekeeping: 
Salaries and expenses of the superintendent of construction 

and his immediate assistants in field and office; and salaries 
and exp~nses _in connection with accounting, timekeeping, and 
cost eng1neer1ng ---------------------------------------
Travel and subsistence: 

Personal transportation, per diem allowance and miscella-
neous expense of supervisory personnel when in official travel 
status --------------------------------------------------
Office supplies and expense: 

Miscellaneous expense of the field office including stationery 
and other office supplies, blueprints, photostats, telephone, tele-
graph, and maintenance of office space, including heat, light, 
and water ----------------------------------------------
Construction plant studies and design: 

Preliminary investigations, studies, and estimates of con
struction costs, schedules, and construction plant layout, 
including diversion and care of water, and construction equip
ment and plant -----------------------------------------
Camp operation: 

Proration to. the project of its portion of the expense of 
operating a construction camp and village provided for the 
several hydro construction projects of the upper Holston and 
Watauga basins ----------------------------------------
Liquidated damages and other credits: 

Liquidated damages collected from contractors or vendors. 
and credits for percentages added to bills against vendors, 
contractors, and others for overhead charges on services by 

1199 

$36,627.54 

2,573.79 

7,625.62 

5,266.89 

7,495.41 

the Tennessee Valley Authority--------------------------- 11,406.44 
-------

Total indirect construction costs -------------------- 58,182.81 

TABLE 118.-Wilbur-distributive general expense 

Design and Construction Engineering Costs 

Engineering-field and office: 
Salaries and expense of: project manager and his immediate 

assistants; field, executive, supervisory, and office engineers; 
and concrete technicians ---------------------------------
Design by TV A: 

$ 50,872.04 

Design of dam, spillway, powerhouse, intake, switchyard and 
associated equipment, and preparation of contract specifications 162,490.79 

-------
Total design and construction engineering costs________ 213,362.83 

==== 
Executive and Administrative Costs 

General administration: 
Proration to the project of its portion of the total general 

administration of the Tennessee Valley Authority____________ $133,073.05 
-------

Total executive and administrative costs______________ 133,073.05 
===== 

1 Denotes credit. 
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TABLE ll8.-Wilbur-distributive general expense-Continued · 

Other General Costs 

Construction medical expense: 
Medical services to employees claiming service-connected 

injuries, employment physical examinations and treatment of 
minor illness occurring to employees while on duty, and services 
of safety engineer --------------------------------------
Personnel: 

Personnel services covering recruitment, placement, promo-
tion, classification and service rating of job personneL ______ _ 
General project investigations: 

General studies and investigations bearing on feasibility of 
project, general plans and layout, and quantity and cost esti-
niates --------------------------------------------------

Total other general costs ---------------------------

STATISTICAL SUMMARY 

CHRONOLOGY 

$10,911.97 

4,174.66 

2,200.25 

17,286.88 

Dam with units 1 and 2 in service ---------------------------------- 1912 
Unit 3 in service ------------------------------------------------- 1926 
Units 1 and 2 rebuilt ---------------------------------------- 1928-1929 
Damaged by flood ---------------------------------------- August 1940 
Reconstruction work completed ----------------------------- July 1, 1941 
Acquired from East Tennessee Light and Power Co. __________ June 29, 1945 
Renovation of dam and power facilities authorized 

by Board of Directors ----------------------------- September 25, 1947 
Construction started -------------------------------------- October 1948 
Unit 4 in commercial operation----------------------------- July 19, 1950 

LOCATION 

On the Watauga River at mile 34.0 in Carter County, Tenn.; 2.7 miles below 
the Watauga powerhouse; about 5 miles east of Elizabethton, Tenn. 

CONSTRUCTION QUANTITIES 
(Unit 4 and improvements only) 

Rock excavation ------------------------------------- 2,600 cubic yards 
Unclassified excavation ------------------------------ 15,800 cubic yards 
Reinforcing steel --------------------------------------------- 370 tons 
Structural steel (including trashracks) -------------------------- 105 tons 
Formwork ------------------------------------------ 85,900 square feet 
Grouting ----------------------------------------------- 390 cubic feet 
Concrete ------------------------------------------- 10,300 cubic yards 

PRINCIPAL DESIGN FEATURES 

STREAM FLOW 

Drainage area at dam --------------------------------- 471 square miles 
Gauging station records (for complete records see 

Hydraulic Data Branch files): 
Near Elizabethton, Tenn., May 1903 to 

December 1908; drainage area ------------------- 47 4 square miles 
At Elizabethton, Tenn., February 1926 to 

July 1949; drainage area ------------------------ 692 square miles 
Butler, Tenn., August 1900 to December 1901, 

November 1920 to October 1948; drainage area ____ 427 square miles 
Below Wilbur Dam, January 1948 to date; 

drainage area ---------------------------------- 471 square miles 
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Maximum known flood, estimated 
(August 13, 1940) ----------------------

Maximum probable flood, regulated ---------
Average flow, approximately (1921-42) -------· 
Minimum natural flow, estimated 

(February 10, 1934) ---------------------

RESERVOIR 

71,500 cubic feet per second 
36,000 cubic feet per second 

730 cubic feet per second 

83 cubic feet per second 

Operating levels at dam: 
Maximum used for design --------------------------- Elevation 1651 
Maximum probable---------------------------------- Elevation 1650 
Normal pool---------------------------------------- Elevation 1650 
Spillway crest -------------------------------------- Elevat!on 1635 
Normal minimum pool ------------------------------ Elevation 1?45 

Length, approximately--------------------------------------- 1.75 m1les 

~[;raag;-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-327 J:r~f~:~ 
TAILWATER 

Minimum, plant shutdown ------------------------------- Elev~tion 1581 
Full plant capacity, no spill ---------------------------- Elevat10!1 1585.5 
Maximum used for design ------------------------------- Elevat!on 1605 
Maximum pr;obable ------------------------------------- Elevation 1604 

HEAD 
(gross) 

Maximum static (elevations 1650-1581) ------------------------- 69 feet 
Normal maximum operating (elevations 1650-1584) -------------- 66 feet 
Minimum operating (elevations 1650-1604.1) -------------------- 45.9 feet 

STRUCTURES 

DAM 

Type ________ Concrete gravity with spillway intake and nonoverflow sections 
Lengths: 

Nonoverflow dam ----------------------------------------- 94 feet 
Spillway ------------------------------------------------- 1g~ jee~ 
Intake ----------------------------------------~~~~~~~~~~~ 375 f!:t 

Maxi~~~ h~ight-(f~~~d;tX~t;-;;-p;;;ti~lg-d~~k)~~~~~~~----------- 77 feet 
Maximum width at base (spillway including bucket)-------------- . 65 feet 
Top of d~;tm --------------------------------------------- ElevatQwn r!~~~ 
FoundatiOn -------------------------------------------------- ua 

POWER FACILITIES 

Intake: · h · 'd d" t Units 1 to 3 ______ Steel-lined penstocks, 7-foot 6-mc ms1 e Iame er 
equipped with gates and trashracks. . . . . 

Unit 4_ _____ Two 13-foot-square concrete openmgs eqmpped With radial 
gates, stoplog guides, and trashracks. 

Powerhouse: 
Type: 

Units 1 to 3------------------------------------ Indoor; concrete 
Unit 4 ____________________________________ Semioutdoor; concrete 

Location ____________________________ At right (northeast) end of d!l-m 
Dimensions ______ 117 feet long; units 1 to 3, 80 feet long by 34 f~et wide 

by 55 feet high; unit 4, 37 feet long by 63 feet wide by 71 feet high. 
Transformer yard: 

Location ______ On right bank at elevation 1657, 10 feet downstream of 

. baseline. 40 b 66 feet 
S1ze ------------------------------------------------- Y 
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DETAILS OF STRUCTURES 

:\'oNOVERFI"ow DAM 

Type ---------------------------------------- ---------- Concrete, gravity 
Length: 

Left abutment -------------------------------- ------------ 40 feet 
Right abutment------------------------------------------ 54'\6 feet 

Top with (11-foot roadway with 18-inch curbs)__________________ 14 feet 
Top elevation (top of curb)------------------------------ Elevation 1657 

SPILLWAY 

Type ________________________________________ Concrete, gravity, overflow 
Length ______ Four openings of 40 feet plus 5 piers 5 feet wide equals 185 feet 
Operating deck: 

~iJ~i~~-=========================================-io-£~~;6 [~~~~~ 
Roadway: 

Elevation (crown) ----------------------------------------- 1656.33 

Cresi':\~~~tio;;-.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--~~----------~----~~~--~------~~--------~~~~~~----~----~--~-_-_!_1 /~si 
Capacity (headwater elevation 1651) __________ 38,000 cubic feet per second 
Maximum height (foundation to operating deck) ___________________ 77 feet 
Maximum width at base (including bucket)---------------------- 64 feet 
Gates ______ Four radial-type crest gates 40 feet wide by 15 feet 9 inches high 
Gate hoists: 

Manufacturer--------- -Northwest Marine Iron Works, Portland, Oreg. 
Number -------------------------------------------------------- 4 
Size of motor ------------ 5 horsepower at 1,800 revolutions per minute 
Rope pull (total on two ropes)------------------------- 38,000 pounds 
Rop~ speed (average at each drum) ______ Approximately 2.65 feet per 

mmute. 

INTAKE 

Type: 
Units, 1, 2, and 3 --------------------------------- Concrete, gravity 
Unit 4 __________ Combination gravity and buttress of reinforced concrete 

Length -------------------------------------------------------- 96 feet 
Deck ______ 11-foot roadway with 18-inch curbs at elevation 1656.33 with 

ad~itional operating deck 10 feet 6 inches wide at elevation 1659.5 for 
umt 4 only. 

Openings: 
Un~ts 1 to 3 --------------------- 7-foot 6-inch-diameter steel penstocks 
Umt 4 ______ Two 13-foot-square (at upstream face) openings separated 

Gates: 
by 3-foot-wide pier. 

Un!ts 1, 2, and 3 -----;----------------------.Three timber slide gates 
Umt 4 ______ Two radial-type gates 13 feet wide by 13 feet 8'\6 inches 

high. 
Gate hoists: 

Units 1, 2, and 3 ______ Three fixed hoists, revised during unit 4 con-
struction. 

Unit 4 ---------------------------- Gates operated by stiffleg derrick 
Trashracks: 

Units 1, 2, a~d 3 ___ -:-- Three sets of 5 sections each, 2'\6 feet wide by 
3.0 feet 11 mches high, bars 2'\6 inches by '11 6 inch on 2'\6-inch centers. 

Umt 4 ______ Two sets of 4 sections each, 3 feet 1 inch wide by 32 feet 
8 inches high, bars 2!%, inches by % inch on 4% centers. 

POWERHOUSE 

Type: 
Un!ts 1 to 3 -------------------------------------- Indoor, concrete 

. Un~t 4 -------------------------------------- Semioutdoor, concrete 
DimensiOns __ --;--- 117 feet long; units 1 to 3, 80 feet long by 34 feet wide 

by 55 feet high; umt 4, 37 feet long by 63 feet wide by 71 feet high: 
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Number of units ------------------------------- ______________________ 4 
Spacing (center to center) : 

Unils 1 to 3 ---------------------------------------------- 18 feet 
Units 3 to 4 ___________________________________ 30 feet 6'\6 inches 

Generator room floor ---------------------------------- Elevation 1603 ± 
Top of powerhouse _____ ---- ___________________________ Elevation 1629.9 
Draft tubes: 

Number --------------------------------·------------------------ 4 
Type: 

Units 1 to 3 ___________ ------------------------ Steel, conical 
Unit 4_ _____ Concrete elbow; 9-foot 7-inch circular section at upper 

end changing to two 14-foot-wide by 11-foot 6-inch-high openings 
at exit separated by a 3-foot-wide pier. 

Draft tube gates-unit 4 ______ Two vertical lift slide gates of structural 
steel 16 feet 6!%, inches high by 15 feet wide; weight of each gate 16,000 
pounds; operated by stiffleg derrick. 

Manufacturer ________________ Virginia Bridge Co., Roanoke, Virginia 

STIFFLEG DERRICK AND HOISTS 

Location ______ On roof of old powerhouse at upstream side and adjacent unit 4 
Manufacturer ______ Derrick by American Hoist & Derrick Co., reworked by 

TVA; hoists by Lakeside Bridge & Steel Co., Milwaukee, Wise. 
Design data: 

Mast ---------------------------------- Approximately 46 feet long 
Boom _.- _______________________________ Approximately 100 feet long 
Boom hoist reeving _____________________ 13 parts of l-inch wire rope 
Main hoist reeving ____________________ 11 parts of %-inch wire rope 
Slewing ------------------------------------------ l-inch wire rope 
Bull wheel diameter ---------------------------------------- 16 feet 
Hook block capacity ---------------------------------------- 50 tons 
Load capacity of derrick ____________________ 41 tons at 60-foot radius 

Main hoist: 
Nominal single-line pull ------------------------------ 11,260 pounds 
Nominal rope speed ---------------------------- 111 feet per minute 
Motor ------------------ 50 horsepower, 1,200 revolutions per minute 

Boom hoist: 
N aminal single-line pull ------------------------------ 14,500 pounds 
Nominal rope speed---------------------------- 86.5 feet per minute 
Motor ------------------ 50· horsepower, 1,200 revolutions per minute 

Slewing hoist: 
N aminal rope pull ----------------------------------- 16,600 pounds 
Nominal rope speed ---------------------------- 25 feet per minute 
Motor __________________ 15 horsepower, 1,200 revolutions per minute 

TURBINES-UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 

Manufacturer: 
Units 1 and 21 ------------------------------------ S. Morgan Smith 
Unit 3 -------------------------------------- The James Leffel & Co. 

Type: . . 
Units 1 and 2 ---------------------------------- Honzontal, Francis 
Unit 3 ------------------------------------------ Vertical, Francis 

Rated capacity: 
Units 1 and 2 (each) ___________ 1,900 horsepower at 55-foot net head 
Unit 3 ------------------------ 1,840 horsepower at 58-foot net head 

Rated speed : 
Units 1 and 2 (each) _____________________ 360 revolutions per minute 
Unit 3 ---------------------------------- 277 revolutions per minute 

TURBINF.----UNIT 4 

Manufacturer ----------------------------------- The James Leffel & Co. 
Type -------------------------------------------------- Fixed propeller 
Capacity _____________ --- ___ --- Rated 9,700 horsepower at 58-foot net head 

' Rebuilt in 1928 with parts by The James Leffel & Co. 
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Guaranteed efficiency-percent 

Net head, Maximum 
guaranteed 9,700 8,000 6,000 4,000 

Feet Horsepower Horsepower Horsepower Horsepower 1l onJepower 
.j8 ----------------- 9,700 84.3 87.3 77.3 63.2 61 _________________ 10,280 89.0 85.9 75.7 6l.B 
64_ --------------- -· 10,850 89.2 84.5 74.2 60.1 
lii -----------------· 11,450 88.6 83.0 72.5 5M.G 

Rated speed --------------------------------- 180 revolutions per minute 
Rotation ---------------------------------------------------- Clockwise 
Maximum runaway speed--------------------- 467 revolutions per minute 
Specific speed (at rating) ------------------------------------------ 111 
Discharge (at rating) ------------------------ 1,650 cubic feet per second 
Runner: 

~1f~;t~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~!~~d1i~i~~~:~ 
Blades ---------------------------------------------------------- 6 

Main shaft: 
Material --------------------------------------------- Forged steel 
Length ------------------------------------------------ 134 inches 
Nominal diameter---------------------------------------- 18 inches 

Stay ring: 
Material ------------------------------------------------ Cast steel 
Number of vanes ----------------------------------------------- 10 

Scroll case --------------------------------------------------- Concrete 
Wicket gates: 

Material ------------------------------------------------ Cast steel 
Number ------------------------------------------------------- 10 
Heights --------------------------------------------- 46.765 inches 

Total net weight ----------------------------------------189,000 pounds 
Net weight rotating parts ------------------------------- 27,000 pounds 
Maximum hydraulic thrust ------------------------------ 261,000 pounds 
Flywheel effect (WR2) ------------------------------ 65,000 pounds feet~ 
Elevation centerline distributor---------------------------------- 1586.67 
Elevation bottom of draft tube ---------------------------------- 1561.67 
Distance center line unit to end of draft tube ---------------------- 40 feet 

GOVERNOR-UNIT 4 

Number ------------------------------------------------------------ 1 
Manufacturer---------------------------------- Woodward Governor Co. 
Type ------------------------------------------------- Cabinet actuator 
Fly ball power source------------------------ Permanent magnet generator 
Operating pressures: 

Maximum ------------------------------ 300 pounds per square inch 
Minimum ------------------------------ 250 pounds per square inch 

Rated capacity -------------------------------------- 64,400 foot-pounds 
Closing speed of gates ------------------------ Adjustable 4 to 12 seconds 
Speed droop adjustment ---------------------------------- 0 to 6 percent 
Oil pumps ______ Two pumps each rated 40 gallons per minute, 300 pounds 

per square inch, 1,555 revolutions per minute, rotary gear type. 
Operating cylinders ______ Two per unit, 15-inch diameter by 7.875-inch stroke; 

volume 2,770 cubic inches. 
Maximum velocity in oil lines ------------------------- 18 feet per second 
Size of cabinet_ ________________ 6 feet 6 inches by 12 feet by 7 feet 11 inches 

GENERATORS 

Number ------------------------------------------------------------ 4 
Manufacturer: 

Generators 1, 2, and 3 ------------------------ Westinghouse Electric Co. 
Generator 4 -------------------------------------------- Elliott Co. 

l 
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Electrical characteristics: 
Rating: 

Generators 1 and 2 ______ 1,560 kilovolt-amperes at 0.8 power factor, 
60o C. temperature rise, 60 cycles, 3 phase, 2,200 volts, 360 revo
lutions per minute. 

Generator 3 ______ 1,500 kilovolt-amperes at 0.8 power factor, 60° C. 
temperature rise, 60 cycles, 3 phase, 2,300 volts, 277 revolutions 
per minute. 

Generator 4_ _____ Normal continuous 7,777 kilovolt-amperes at 0.9 
power factor, 60° C. temperature rise above 40° C. air leaving the 
coolers, 60 cycles, 3 phase, 2,300 volts, 180 revolutions per minute, 
class B insulation. Maximum continuous 8,944 kilovolt-amperes at 
0.9 power factor, 80° C. temperature rise above 40° C. air leaving 
the coolers. 

Line charging capacity: 
Generators 1 and 2 --------------------------- 1,170 kilovolt-amperes 
Generator 3 --------------------------------- 1,126 kilovolt-amperes 
Generator 4 --------------------------------- 6,220 kilovolt-amperes 

Synchronous condenser capacity: 
Generators 1 and 2 --------------------------- 1,015 kilovolt-amperes 
Generator 3 ---------------------------------- 975 kilovolt-amperes 
Generator 4 ---------------------------------- 4,280 kilovolt-amperes 

Efficiencies ______ Generator 4, guaranteed over all including exciters and 
rheostats (100 percent load equals 7,777 kilovolt-amperes). 

1.0 power factor 0.9 power factor 

Load, percent ___________________ 50 
I 

75 100 115 50 75 I 100 I 115 
I 

I 

--- -- ------
i 

96.93 1~ 
1

---;.09 Efficiency, 96.85 97.6 p ere en t ______________ 97.43 97.6 I 96.32 
I 

Losses in kilowatts, generator 4 ______ Calculated data (100 percent load 
equals 7,777 kilovolt-amperes). 

1.0 power factor 0.9 power factor 

Load, percent------------------- 50 75 I 100 115 50 75 100 115 

Friction and windage-----------· 50.0 ~~~ ~ ~ 50.0 50.0 50.0 
Core loss----------------------- 51.4 1 51.4 51.4 51.4 51.4 51.4 51.4 51.4 
Armature PR___________________ 10.21 22.9 40.7 53.8 I 10.2 : 22.9 40.7 5S.g 
Field PR----------------------- 18.2 21.5 25.1 27.41 26.7 36.1 46.6 53.5 
Exciters and rheostats___________ 6.0 7.0 7.5 8.0 7.0 I 8.0 9.0 10.0 
Stray load loss __________________ ~ ____1_7_:_1__ ~~~ -~ ____1_7_:_1__ ~ -~o_.: 

Total kilowatts____________ 143.41169.9 I 205.1 I 230.8 I 152.9 I 185.5 I 228.1 258.8 

Temperature detectors, generator 4: 
Stator winding --------------------------------- 12, resistance type 
Thrust bearing shoe ----------------------------- 2, resistance type 
Thrust bearing oil bath -------------------------- 1, resistance type 
Guide bearing ---------------------------------- 2, resistance type 
Air from generator coolers ----------------------- 2, resistance type 
Exciter discharge air ---------------------------- 1, resistance type 

Reactances: 
Direct axis synchronous, generator 4 -------------------
Direct axis transient: 

Generators 1 and 2 -------------------------------
Generator 3 -------------------------------------
Generator 4 --------------------------------------

Direct axis subtransient: 
Generators 1 and 2 -------------------------------
Generator 3 -------------------------------------
Generator 4 --------------------------------------

Quadrature axis synchronous, generator 4 ----------------

97.3 

21.0 
40.0 
37.9 

19.0 
37.0 
25.7 
61.6 

percent 

percent 
percent 
percent 

percent 
percent 
percent 
percent 
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Reactions-Continued 
Quadrature axis transient, generator 4 --~ _________________ 61.6 percent 
Quadrature axis subtrans1ent: 

Generators 1 and 2------------------~--------------- 43.0 
Generator 3 -------------------------------------- 83.5 
Generator 4 -------------------------------------- 33.0 

percent 
percent 
percent 
percent Stator leakage reactance, unit 4 _________________________ 16.2 

Zero sequence: 
Generators 1 and 2 --------------------------------
Generator 3 -------------------------------------
Generator 4 --------------------------------------

Negative sequence: 
Generators 1 and 2 -------------------------------
Generator 3 -------------------------------------
Generator 4 --------------------------------------

Resistances, generator 4: 

12.0 percent 
15.0 percent 
27.5 percent 

31.0 percent 
61.0 percent 
29.0 percent 

Stator winding phase to neutral 75° C. _______________ 0.00357 ohm 
Field winding 75° C. ------------------------------ 0.182 ohm 

Voltage regulation between rated load at rated 
power factor and zero load, unit 4 ___________________ 22.0 percent 

Field currents, generator 4: 
Full load at 0.9 power factor lagging ________________ 507 amperes 
Full load at 1.0 power factor lagging ________________ 372 amperes 
Operating as condenser overexcited 

at 4,280 kilovolt-amperes ------------------------ 507 amperes 
Stator connection, generator.s 1 through 4 ______ Wye-connected, neutral 

ungrounded. 
Generator mechanical characteristics: 

Drive: 
Generators 1 and 2 ____ Horizontal type, directly connected to turbine 
Generators 3 and 4 ______ Vertical type, directly connected to turbine 

Rotation, generators 1 through 4 -------------------------- Clockwise 
Combination brakes and jacks, generator 4 ------------------------ 12 
Ventilation and cooling, generator 4: 

Number of coolers ------------------------------------------- 2 
Cool!ng water, generator at maximum rating ______ 200 gallons per 

mmute. 
Flywheel effect, WR2: 

Generators 1 and 2 ------------------------ 100,500 pound-feet2 
Generator 3 ------------------------------ 158,000 pound-feet2 
Generator 4 ------------------------------ 2,560,000 pound-feet2 

Runaway speed, generator 4 ---------------- 467 revolutions per minute 
_.Bearings, generator 4: 

Type -------------- Kingsbury thrust and segmental guide bearing 
Thrust bearing capacity ------------------------------ 197.5 tons 
Bearing lubrication: 

Capacity of oil reservoir ------------------------ 340 gallons 
Cooling water ---------------- 9 gallons per minute at 25° C. 

Shaft, generator 4 ______ Forged steel, 16 inches in diameter, 4 inches 
hollow-bored, weight 6.1 tons. 

Dimensions, generator 4: 
Diameter of housing -------------------------------- 270 
Diameter of stator ---------------------------------- 225 
Diameter of rotor ----------------------------------- 193 
Height of generator including exciters _________________ 117 

Weight of principal parts, generator 4: 
Rotor without shaft----------------------------- 88,700 
Shaft and runner ------------------------------ 12,200 
Bearings and lower bracket ______________________ 18,100 
Stator without coolers and housing________________ 36,600 

wi~~~ e~~i~~~r -=================================== 
1

~:g~~ Generator complete ----------------------------- 200,000 

inches 
inches 
inches 
inches 

pounds 
pounds 
pounds 
pounds 
pounds 
pounds 
pounds 
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EXCITERS 

Generator 4: 
Main exciter: 

Type ______ Shunt wound, excited from pilot exciter, direct-connected 
Rating ______________________ 75 kilowatts, 125 volts, 607 amperes 
Mounting _______________________ Vertical on shaft above generator 

r~!~riL~~l~-~~--~~---~------~----_-_-_-_---~~------~---~-~--------~------------~----_--61;!21 
Pilot exciter: 

Type ______________ Compound wound, self-excited, direct-connected 
Rating ----------------------------------- 5 kilowatts, 125 volts 
Insulation _______________________ --------------------- Class A 

Generator surge protective equipment: 
Arresters: 

Number ------------------------------------------------ 3 
Manufacturer __________________________ General Electric Co. 
Type ----------------------------- Single phase, station type 
Rating __________________ Maximum line to ground 3,000 volts 

Capacitors: 
Number ------------------------------------------------- 3 
Manufacturer __________________________ General Electric Co. 
Type ---------------------------------------- Single phase 
Rating __________________________ 2,400 volts, 0.5 microfarad 

METAL-CLAD SWITCHGEAR 

Generator 4 switchgear: 
Type ______ Sheet steel housing with transite barriers, for phase isolation, 

which encloses instrument transformers, surge protective equipment, 
buses, and insulators. 

Bus size------------------------------ Four 14- by 4-inch copper bars 

MAIN CONTROL SWITCHBOARDS 

Unit 4: 
Type ___________ Vs-inch-thick stretcher-leveled steel, dead-front panels 
Number ________________ Three duplex panels, each 2 feet 4 inches wide 
Front section ______ Control, indicating instruments, recorder, and annun-

ciation. 
Rear section ____________ Relays and 125-volt direct-current distribution 

AUXILIARY POWER 

Auxilary power switchgear: 
480-volt main auxiliary power board: 

Location -------------------------- Powerhouse, elevation 1603.4 
Equipment_ _____ Transformer section, one panel, two 600-ampere 

breakers, electrically operated, drawout type; feeder section, six 
panels, one 225-ampere breaker and twenty-eight 100-ampere 
breakers. 

Manufacturer ____________________ Northeastern Engineering, Inc. 

APPURTENANT FACILITIES 

FIRE-PROTECTION SYSTEM 

Carbon-dioxide system: 
Equipment protected: 

Generator 4_ _____ Air space within generator 1,740 cubic feet, initial 
discharge 200 pounds, delayed discharge 200 pounds, initial concen
tration 8.7 cubic feet of air per pound of C02. 

STATION DRAINAGE PUMPS 

Unit 4: 
Quantity-------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Manufacturer -------------------------------- Yeomans Brothers Co. 
Capacity, gallons per minute ------------------------------------- 50 
Type -------------------------------------- _________ Vertical bilge 
Head, total dynamic, feet --------------------------------------:-- 40 
Size, discharge ----------------------------------------- 1¥2 mches 
Motor, horsepower --------------------------------------------- 1 1h 
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UNWATERING PUMP 

Unit 4: 
Quantity ____________ ------------------------- ____________________ 1 
Capacity, gallons per minute ---------------------------------- 1,500 
Head, total dynamic, feet -------------------------------------- __ 32 
Type --------------------------------------------- Vertical turbine 
Number of stages ----------------------------------------------- 1 
Manufacturer ------------------------------ Fairbanks, Morse & Co. 
Motor, horsepower---------------------------------------------- 20 
Motor, make --------------------------------------- A. 0. Smith Co. 

GOVERNOR AND LUBRICATING OIL PUMP 

Unit 4: 
Quantity-------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Manufacturer ---------------------------------- Goulds Pumps, Inc. 
Capacity, gallons per minute ------------------------------------ 20 
Discharge pressure, pounds per square inch ________________________ 25 
Motor, horsepower ---------------------------------------------- 3 
Motor, make ----------------------------------- Century Electric Co. 

HEATING AND VENTILATING 

Unit 4: 
Total installed electric heating -------------------------- 60 kilowatts 
Cubic feet of air per minute exhausted ________________________ 7,200 

TAILRACE CHANNEL 

Length ------------------------------------------------ About 800 feet 
Bottom width ------------------------------------------------- 100 feet 
Maximum depth ---------------------------------------------- 7~ feet 
Weir------------------ Concrete weir across units 1 to 3, top elevation 1585 

TRANSFORMER YARD 

Fenced in area -------------------------------------------- 40 by 66 feet 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

Main power transformers: 
Nuinber -------------------------------------------------------- 3 
Manufacturer -------------------------------- Wagner Electric Corp. 
Type and rating ______ Three single phase, 69-2.2 kilovolts, 3,333/4,444 

kilovolt-ainperes, oil-air forced-air-cooled; bank rating 10,000/13,333 
kilovolt ainperes. 

Connections______ High side connected wye and grounded through a 
potential transforiner; low side connected delta. 

Taps ______ High-voltage winding, two 2~ percent above and four 2~ 
percent below, 69 kilovolts. 

Polarity----------------------------------------------- Subtractive 
Test data: 

Exciting current: 
Percent rated voltage ------------- 90 100 110 
Percent exciting current average____ 1.02 1.81 3.56 

IInpedance ---------------------------------------- 8.49 percent 
Resistance ______ 69-kilovolt winding-1.27 ohins 2.2-kilovolt winding 

-0.00295 ohin. 
Regulation at 4,444 kilovolt-ainperes: 

Percent power factor -------------- 100 90 80 
Percent regulation ---------------- 1.4 6.07 7.73 

Losses, no load: 
Percent rated voltage -------------- 90 100 110 
Watts loss ------------------------ 6,100 7,967 10,633 

Losses, total at rated voltage and load ---------------- 27,117 watts 
Efficiency: 

Percent rated load ------------- 100 75 50 
Percent efficiency---------------- 99.18 99.26 99.23 

l 
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Main power transforiners-Continued 
Segregated weights: 

Tank and fittings ____________________________ 11,000 pounds 
Core and coils ------------------------------- 16,100 pounds 
Oil (1,415 gallons) ___________________________ 10,400 pounds 
Total weight -------------------------------- 37,500 pounds 

Di~nensions: 
Projected floor space ______ 7 feet fi inches by 20 feet 10 inches 
Height over tank ---------------------- _____ 11 feet 8 inches 

Station service transforiners: 
Nuinber -------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Manufacturer --------------------------------- General Electric Co. 
Type and rating ______ 3 phase, 2,400-480 volts, 225 kilovolt-ainperes, 

oil-insulated, self cooled. 
Connections ___________ High- and low-voltage windings connected delta 
Taps --------------------------- Two 5 percent taps below 2,400 volts 
Test data: 

Exciting current at 100 percent voltage -------------- 1.23 percent 
IInpedance ---------------------------------------- 4.51 percent 
Resistance ----------------------- 2,400-volt winding-1.71 ohms 

480-volt winding-0.0204 ohin 
Regulation: 

Percent power factor ________________________ 100 
Percent regulation -------------------------- 1.297 

Losses: 

80 
3.604 

No load, 100 percent voltage ____________________ 667 watts 
Total loss at rated load ------------------------ 3,376 watts 

Segregated weights: 
Tank and fittings -----------------------------
Core and coils _: ______________________________ _ 
Oil ------------------------------------------
Total weight --------------------------------

Diinensions: 

1,400 
1,700 
1,200 
4,300 

pounds 
pounds 
pounds 
pounds 

Projected floor space ______ 3 feet 4 inches by 4 feet 6 inches 
Height over tank --------------------------- 6 feet 4 inches 

Switchgear and switches: 
15-kilovolt generator 4 breaker: 

Manufacturer ________________ Allis-Chaliners Manufacturing Co. 
Type -------------------------- 3 pole, solenoid-operated, outdoor 
Rating _________ 15 kilovolts, 4,000 ainperes, 1,500,000 interrupting 

capacity. 
Desig·n data: 

Net weight with oil ------------------------------ 21,420 pounds 
Net weight breaker without oil -------------------- 15,750 pounds 

Disconnecting switches: 
2.3 kilovolts: 

N Uinber ___________________________________ ------------------ 1 
Type --------------------------- Gang manually operated, 3 pole 
Rating ----------------------------------------- 4,000 ainperes 
Manufacturer --------------------------- Delta-Star Electric Co. 

7.5 kilovolts: 
Nu~nber ---------------------------------------------------- 2 
Type---------------------------- Gang Inanually operated, 3 pole 
Rating -------------------- One 2,000 amperes; one 3,000 ainperes 
Manufacturer------------------------- Hi-Voltage Equipment Co. 

69 kilovolts: 
N uinber _____________________________ ------------------------ ___ 1 
Type --------------------------- Gang Inanually operated, 3 pole 
Rating------------------------------------------- 600 ainperes 
Manufacturer ------------------------ Hi-Voltage Equipinent Co. 

Lightning arresters: 
2.3 kilovolts 

Nuinber ---------------------------------------------------- 3 
Rating ___________ 3,000 volts Inaxiinuin line to ground, station type 
Manufacturer ------------------------------ General Electric Co. 
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Dis~onne~ting switches-Continued 
Lightmng arresters-Continuer! 

69 kilovolts: , 
Number 

I I 

~~~~fa~i~iii~~~~-is,ooo-~~ft~~~-;.;~~~-ii~~-t-o-gr~~~ct-~t;ti.-o_n_t __ 
3 

nsu a tors: ------- ---------- G ' ype Rating and ty e ___ ---------- eneral Electric Co. 

Basic insu1ation ~~~~~-=====------------- 69 kilovolts, pedestal t e 
Manufacturer ----- ---------- 350 k'l Yf 

Rating ~n~ type --:-===-- ==---------------=-;=-=-=-=--Ohio Br~~;c~~ 
Basic msulat

10
n __ ----------- 7.5 kilovolts, pedestal t 

,. Manufacturer ------------------ 95 k'l ype 
I• 1rc protection -----------,-------------- ---------. I ovolts transforme~-y;rd C02 fire extmguishers in fi~~-~-q;ip-~~htioh Brass Co. · ouse near 
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APPENDIX H 

CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS 

Selected drawings for the Watauga, Wilbur, South Holston, Boone, and Fort 
Patrick Henry projects, together with a complete list of all drawings prepared 
for each project, have been published by TVA in 8%-by 11-inch size paper-
bound volumes as follows: 

Technical Monograph No. 70, "Drawings for the Watauga and Wilbur 
Projects," 1955, price $3. 

Technical Monograph No. 71, "Drawings for the South Holston Project," 
1956, price $3. Technical Monograph No. 72, "Drawings for the Boone Project," 1957, 
price $3. Technical Monograph No. 73, "Drawings for the Fort Patrick Henry 
Project," 1957, price $3. 

TV A has published similar monographs of drawings for most of its other 
major projects. The following list includes those available from the Treasurer 
of the Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tenn., as this report goes to 

press. 
Technical 

monograph, 
"Drawings for the Pickwick Landing Project" 1948 ---------
"Drawings for the Chickamauga Project" 1948 -------------
"Drawings for the Apalachia Project" 1947 ----------------
"Drawings for the Cherokee Project" 1947 -----------------
"Drawings for the Watts Bar Project" 1948 ----------------
"Drawings for the Fontana Project" 1948 ------------------
"Drawings for the Kentucky Project" 1949 -----------------
"Drawings for the Fort Loudoun Project" 1950 -------------
"Drawings for the Watauga and Wilbur Projects" 1955------
"Drawings for the South Holston Project" 1956 -------------
"Drawings for the Boone Project" 1957 --------------------
"Drawings for the Fort Patrick Henry Project" 1957 --------
"Drawings for the Johnsonville Steam Plant" 1955 -----------

41. 
50. 
57. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
66. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
76. 
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Price 

$2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
4.00 



INDEX 

This index is divided into six sections: General, Boone, Fort 
Patrick Henry, South Holston, Watauga, and Wilbur. The General 
section covers material which is common or related to the develop
ment of all five projects, and supplements the individual project 
indexes. 

GENERAL 

Page 

A 

Accident injury experience ____________ 533 
Accounting ------------------------- 544, 864 
Acknowledgments --------------------- 936 
Acquisition, land. (See also Land acqui-

sition.) ----------------------------
Aerial photographs --------------------
Agriculture __________ -----------------
ALCOA projects ---------------------
Appendixes, scope -------------------
Appraisal plats ----------------------
Archaeology --------------------------
Area maps --------------------------
Area, population readjustment 

B 

7ii4 
738 
850 

3 
26 

742 
816 
737 
771 

Construction~Continued 
periods, project ------------------
plant, chapter 5 ------------------

scope -------------------------
quantities ------------------------

Consulting engineers and geologists, re

Page 

523 
401 

26 
524 

ports ------------------------------- 1043 
Contours: 

clearing and pool ___ --------------- 7 44 
mapping -------------------------- 741 

Control: 
flood --·----------------------- 22, 39, 823 
land purchase --------------------- 747 
sul'veys and mapping -------------- 737 

Cost engineering ---------------------- 865 
Costs: 

chapter ---------------------------
scope -------------------------

Basic control surveys -----------------
Basic physiographic data -------------
Bibliographies, chapter: 

737 project ----------------------------

863 
26 
25 

461 20 Coyote tunneling ----------------------

construction -----------·----------- 732 
construction plant ---------------- 521 
design ---------------------------- 381 
employee housing ----------------- 399 
initial operations ------------------ 861 
introduction ----------------------- 28 
planning -------------------------- 81 
reservoir -------------------------- 816 
scope ----------------------------- 27 

Blasting gases -------------------- 1137, 1138 
Blasting, record explosions ------------ 461 
Boat base surveys --------------------- 747 
Boone. (see Boone project index.) 
Boundary line marking --------------- 743 
Business establishments affected ________ 772 
Butler, town of ----------------- 7 69, 772, 773 

c 
Cemeteries ------------------------- 745, 813 
Classification and pay, employee ___ 1099, 1102 
Clearing, reservoir -------------------- 773 

timber estimates ------------------ 7 45 
Collective bargaining ------------------ 526 
Commercial operation ----------------- 1 
Community, reservoir (see also Popula-

tion readjustment): 
facilities affected -----------------
planning activities ---------------
relocation -------------------------

Condemnation, land ------------------
Construction: 

chapter 6 -------------------------
scope ------------------------

cost index -----------------------
drawings, published ---------------

~i~~~iz:~fo~08~~-=================== 

772 
769 
769 
754 

523 
26 

541 
1211 
403 
542 

D 

Dam base lines -----------------------
Datum, survey -----------------------
Deed copying ------------------------
Design, chapter 3 ---------------------

scope -----------------------------
Development: 

746 
738 
740 

83 
25 

plans ----------------------------- 31 
reservoir shorelines --------------- 769 

Disease hazards, occupational ---------- 1135 
Displaced population ------------------ 771 
Dust control ---------------------- 1136, 1140 
Dwelling removals -------------------- 773 

E 

Economy, area ------------------------ 111 
Employee (s), (See also Personnel.) 
Employee classifications and 

pay rates ----------------------- 1099, lf02 
Employee housing, chapter 4 ---------- 383 

scope ----------------------------- 25 
Employees and turnover -------------- 529 
Employees, salary policy ------------ 525, 527 
Employment procedure ---------------- 525 
Engineering: 

~~~~ni~i~~~ti~~-=================== i!i 
reservo~r boun?-ary ---------------- 7 42 
reservoir clear1ng ----------------- 7 44 
rim treatment --------------------- 7 44 

Engineers, consulting ----------------- 1043 
Environmental sanitation -------------- 1135 
Equipment: 

costs, procurement, inspection, arld 
testing -------------------------- 538 

Exhaust gases -------------------- 1137. ll:S9 
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Page Page 

F N 

Finance, local government ------------ 766 National defense ---------------------- 13 
Fish, reservoir ------------------------ 854 Navigation ---------------------- 40, 782, 827 
Flood( s) ----------------------------- 37 Nitramon ----------------------------- 407 

control ----------------------- 22, 39, 823 
Forestry ------------------------------ 854 
Fort Patrick Henry. (See Fort Patrick 

Henry project index.) 

G 

Game, reservoir areas ----------------- 854 
Gases, blasting and exhaust ------- 1137, 1139 
Geologic data ------------------------- 20 
Geology, consultants reports ----------- 1043 
Government finance, local -------------- 766 

H 

Highway relocations -----------------
History. area -------------------------
History, legislative -------------------
Holston River Power Company, develop-

785 
771 

12 

ment plans ------------------------- 31 
House removal ------------------------ 773 
Housing, employee -------------------- 383 
Hydrology ---------------------------- 21, 34 
Hygiene, industrial -------------------- 1136 
Hydraulic model studies, appendix c____ 1053 

scope ----------------------------- 27 

I 

Impact on area, population readjustment 
Index, construction costs --------------
Industrial hygiene --------------------
Industrial pollution ------------------
Initial operations and related development 

activities, chapter 8 -----------------
scope -----------------------------

Initial operations, summary ------------
Inspection, testing, and specification ___ _ 
Investigations, site --------------------

L 

772 
541 

1136 
849 

817 
26 
23 

541 
32 

Labor and trades employees ----------- 526 
Labor classifications and pay rates __ 1099, 1102 
Land: 

acquisition -----------------------
appraisal plats ---------------
engineering -------------------
maps -------------------------

management and recreation -------
purchase control -----------------

Large Beale quarry blasts, Watauga and 
South Holston ---------------------

Legislative history -------------------
Local government finance -------------

M 

Major purchases, appendix E ----------
scope -----------------------------

Malaria control ----------------------
Management, land -------------------
Mapping (Bee also Surveying and map-

ping): 
area -----------------------------
contour ---------------------------

~~1g:~i!,~si~~~~-=:::::::::::::::::: 

754 
742 
739 
741 
855 
747 

461 
12 

766 

1105 
27 

828 
855 

737 
741 
741 
747 
2,7 Mapo, area and Valley ---------------

Materials, procurement, inspection, and 
testing ------------------------------ 538 

Medical services ------------------- 531, 1133 
appendix F ----------------------- 1133 

scope ------------------------- 27 
centers --------------------------- 1134 
environmental sanitation ---------- 1135 
industrial hygiene ----------------- 1136 
occupational disease hazards ------- 1135 

Morrell Spring site -------------------- 33 
Multiplex base sheets and photo-scale____ 738 
Municipal and industrial pollution______ 849 

0 

Occupational disease hazards ----------- 1135 
Organization: 

engineering and construction ------ 544 
TV A personnel --------------- 1085, 1087 

p 

Pay rates ------------------------ 1099, 1102 
Personnel ------------------------ 525, 1085 

appendix D ------------------- 25, 1085 
construction ---------------------- 525 
employees and turnover ----------- 529 
medical services ------------------- 531 
retirement plan ------------------- 528 
safety ---------------------------- 532 
salary policy employees ---------- 525, 527 
selection ------------------·-------- 525 
trades and labor employees -------- 525 
training and educational relations___ 528 

Photographs, aerial ------------------- 738 
Physiographic data -------------------- 20 
Plane-table sheets ------------------- 738, 7 40 
Planimetric base plane-table sheets ___ 738, 7 40 
Planning, chapter 2 ------------------- 31 

scope ----------------------------- 25 
Planning, community ------------------ 769 
Planning, construction plant ---------- 401 
Plans for development ----------------- 31 
Plant and property protection --------- 537 
Plats, record -------------------------- 7 43 
Pollution, stream --------------------- 836 
Pollution studies ---------------------- 849 
Pool contour marking ----------------- 7 44 
Population readjustment --------------- 770 

area ------------------------------ 771 
business establishments ____________ 772 
Butler ---------------------- 769, 772, 773 
community facilities -------------- 772 
effect on local economy ------------ 771 
historical significance ------------- 771 
impact on area -------------------- 772 
people displaced ------------------ 771 
removal of dwellings -------------- 773 

Power operations, initial -------------- 817 
Preliminary investigations ------------- 31 
Price index, construction costs -------- 541 
Principal features, water control projects, 

Tennessee Valley -------------------- 4 
Procurement, materials and equipment__ 538 
Profiles, Tennessee and Upper Holston 

Systems ---------------------------- 6, 32 
537 
739 
766 
537 

Property and plant protection --------
Property surveys ---------------------
Property tax losses -------------------
Protection, plant and property -------
Purchase, land. (see Land acquisition.) 
Purchases, major --------------------- 1105 

Q 

Quantities, construction --------------- 524 
Quarrying, large scale ---------------- 461 

R 

Railroad relocation and adjustment ___ 785, 800 
Rainfall ------------------------------ 21, 34 
Rates, pay ----------------------- 1099, 1102 
Readjustment, population (see also Popu~ 

lation readjustment) ------------------ 770 
Record plats -------------------------- 7 43 
Recreation development ---------------- 855 
Recreation resources ------------------ 769 
Relations, personnel ------------------ 526 
Relocation: 

cemetery ----------------------- 7 45, 813 

l 
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Page 

Relocation--Continued 
community ------------------------ 769 
highway -------------------------- 785 
railroad ------------------------ 785, 800 
surveys and mapping -------------- 7 45 
utilities ------------------------- 7 45, 809 

Removal of dwellings ------------------ 773 
Reports of consulting engineers and geol

ogists, appendix B ------------------
scope -----------------------------

Reservation boundary surveys ---------
Reservation maps --------------------
Reservoir: 

activities, chapter 7 ---------------
scope -------------------------

boundary engineering -------------
clearing --------------------------

engineering ------------------
descriptions ----------------------
preparation ----------------------
shoreline development ------------
surveying and mapping. (See Sur~ 

1043 
27 

742 
743 

733 
26 

742 
773 
744 
733 

23 
769 

veying and mapping.) 
water studies and operations ------- 830 

Retirement plan ---------------------- 528 
Rim treatment, engineering ----------- 7 44 
Runoff ------------------------------- 21. 35 

s 
Safety -------------------------------- 532 
Salary policy! employees ------------- 525, 527 
Sanitation, environmental ------------- 1135 
Scope of report ----------------------- 25 
Selection, personnel -------------------- 525 
Shoreline: 

Silt ~iZ~!F_e~~======================i37. m 
Site investigations -------------------- 32 
South Holston. (See South Holston proj-

ect index.) 
South Holston River ------------------- 21 
Specification and inspection ----------- 542 
State parks --------------------------- 7 69 
Statistical summaries, appendix A _____ 965 

scope -------------·---------------- 26 
Stoporder, WPB ---------------------- 1, 15 
Storage, flood control ------------- 22, 39, 823 
Stream pollution control --------------- 849 
Surveying and mapning --------------- 735 

aerial photographs ----------------- 738 
basic control ---------------------- 737 

~~f~.!:a~~s-========================= m 
land acquisition ------------------- 739 
planimetric plane-table sheets _____ 738 

Page 

Surveying and mapping-Continued 
property reconnaissance ----------- 78t 
relocation ------------------------- 745 
reservo~r boun~ary ---------------- 7 42 
reservmr clearing ----------------- 7 •• 
rim treatment -------------------- 744 
silt range ------------------------- 746 
topographic ----------------------- 7 46 

T 

Taxes, payments in lieu of ------------- 767 
Tax losses ---------------------------- 766 
Temperatures, reservoir and river ------ 886 
Tennessee Eastern Electric Co., develop-

ment plans ------------------------- 3! 
Tennessee Valley water control system___ 3 
Testing and inspection ---------------- 541 
Timber clearing estimates ------------- 745 
Timekeeping -------------------------- 866 
Topographic data --------------------- 20 
Topographic surveys and mapping ------ 746 
Trades and labor employees ------------ 525 
Training and educational relation& ----- 528 
Tree planting ------------------------- 854 
Tunneling, coyote --------------------- 461 
Turnover, employees ------------------ 529 
TV A Act ----------------------------- 8 
TV A-built dams ----------------------- 3 
TV A payments in lieu of taxes 767 

u 
United States Corps of Engineers, devel-

opment plans ----------------------- 32 
Upper Holston projects --------------- 6 
Upper Holston watershed ------------- 32 
Utilities, relocation ----------------- 745, 809 

w 
Wage rates ----------------------- 1099, 1102 
Warehousing -------------------------- 866 
War Production Board (WPB) stoporder 1, 15 
Waste treatment facilities ------------- 850 
Watauga. (See Watauga project index) 
Watauga River ------------------------ 20 
Water: 

analyses ·-------------------------- 835 
control operations ----------------- 833 
control' $ystem -------------------- S 
studies and operations ------------- SSO 

Watershed, Upper Holston ------------ 32 
Wilbur project improvements, appendix G 

<•::o~:o_~~~~~:-~:~!~:~!~-d-~~~~~~=~=~ 11~~ 
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A 

Abutments ---------------------- 62, 235, 659 
Accident injury experience ------------ 533 
Access ------------------------------ 238, 482 
Accounting, cost ---------------------- 864 
Acknowledgments --------------------- 963 
Acquisition, land ---------------------- 762 
Administrative building --------------- 486 

~!~i~':!if~~e -=========================== m 
Air conditioning ------------------- 297, 1019 
Air entraining agent ------------------ 503 
Air systems ------------------- 302, 489, 1021 
Alternative layouts -------------------- 64 
Annunciator system ------------------- 293 
Apron, spillway ------------------- 250, 1067 
Architectural features ------ 274, 288, 310, 690 
Authorization ------------------------- 1007 
Auxiliaries, generator ----------------- 281 

Auxiliary: 
equipment, generator -------------- 1016 
mechanical equipment, intake ------ 692 
power ------------------------- 284, 1017 

B 
82 

1072 
504 
701 
668 
701 

Bachman Ford site -------------------
Barrier walls ------------------------
Batchers, concrete -------------------
Bearing, thrust -----------------------
Borrow pit --------------------------
Bracket, bearing ---------------------
Bridges: 

construction ---------------------- 484 
reservoir -------------------------- 80S 
spillway ------------------------ 252, 683 

Bucket, model studies ------------- 1067, 1078 
Buildings: 

construction plant ----------------- 485 
disposal -------------------------- 898 
maintenance ------------------- 313, 1027 
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Page 

c 
Cable trays---------------------------- 281 
Capacity: 

power ---------------------------- 71 
spillway and sluiceway ------------ 63 

Cement handling ------------------- 501, 503 
Cemetery relocations ------------------ 815 
Channel alignment, model studies ______ 1073 
Channel, solution ---------------------- 659 
Chronology --------------------------- 1007 
City streets --------------------------- 805 
Classification and pay, employee ____ 1099, 1102 
Clearing, reservoir -------------------- 780 
Closure: 

dam ------------------------------ 1, 496 
spillway -------------------------- 249 

Cofferdams --------------------- 492, 494, 4U6 
Collective bargaining ------------------ 526 
Commercial operation ----------------- 1 
Communication system ---------------- 293 
Community, reservoir. (See General 

index.) 
Compressed-air system --------- 302, 489, 1021 
Concrete ------------------- 238, 501, 506, 668 

air and steam supply -------------- 505 
air entraining agent -------------- 503 
hatchers -------------------------- 504 
cleaning joints -------------------- 675 

~~~f!~u~~~~--~=~=::::::::::::::::_~01, ~~~ 
finishing -------------------------- 67 5 
forms -----------------------,---- 671 
materials ------------------------- 669 
measuring instruments ------------ 67 6 
mixes ---------------------------- 669 
mixing plant ---------------------- 603 
nonoverflow dam ------------------ 685 
quantities ------------------------- 669 
reinforcing steel ------------------ 673 
structures, design ----------------- 238 
temperature control --------------- 252 
testing ---------------------------- 671 

Condemnation, land ---------------- 754, 762 
Connections, electrical ----------------- 306 
Construction ------------------------ 523, 658 

activities ------------------------- 658 
bridges --------------------------- 484 
concrete ------------------------ 501, 668 
control building ----------------- 685, 692 
cranes ---------------------------- 507 
dam ----------------------- 663, 678, 685 
equipment schedule ---------------- 4 79 
excavation ------------------------ 659 
foundation ---------------------- 658, 665 
intake --------------------- 523, 658, 685 
nonoverflow dam ------------------ 685 
organization ---------------------- 542 
period ---------------------------- 523 
plant. (See Construction plant.) 
pow~rhouse ----------------------- 685 
quantities --------------------- 525, 1008 
schedules -------------------------- 479 
service bay ------------------------ 685 
site ------------------------------- 705 
spillway -------------------------- 678 
switchyard ---------------------- 663, 703 
transmission plant ---------------- 703 

Construction plant ------------------ 401, 4 77 
access facilities -------------------- 482 
aggregate production and handling__ 497 
buildings ------------------ ________ 485 
cofferdams ---------------------- 492, 494 
concreting facilities ----------- 501, 506 
construction schedule -------------- 47~1 
costs and equipment --------------- 477 
dam closure ----------------------- 496 
forms ----------------------------- 508 
layout ---------------------------- 478 
power ---------------------------- 490 
quarrying ------------------------- 497 
river diversion facilities ----------- 492 
utilities --------------------------- 487 

Consultants reports -------------------- 1043 

Page 

Contractor's crushing plant ------------ 497 
Control building ---------- 284, 685, 692, 1018 

architectural treatment ------------ 288 
communication system ------------- 293 
design ---------------------------- 285 
relaying -------------------------- 292 
signals and annunciator system______ 293 
switchboards ---------------------- 288 

Control: 
flood. (See Flood.) 
remote ---------------------------- 267 
unit ------------------------------ 290 

Conveyors, aggregate ------------------ 499 
Cooling, unit -------------------------- 300 
Cvst accounting ----------------------- 864 
Cost engineering ---------------------- 865 
Costs ------------------------ 26, 477, 863, 920 

accessory electric equipment ______ 920, 935 
access road ----------------------- 940 
aggregate ------------------------- 501 
camp operation -------------------- 940 
cement ---------------------------- 503 
communication plant and 

equipment ---------------- 920, 923, 939 
concrete -------------------- 501, 503, 506 
construction ---------------- 924, 940, 943 

medical service ---------------- 941 
plant ----------------------- 477, 940 

dam ---------------------------- 920, 931 
dam site and regional geology ______ 941 
design ---------------------------- 941 
engineering, field and office -------- 941 
FICA taxes and FEGLI expense_____ 940 
final project -------------------- 920, 921 
forms ----------------------------- 508 
generators ---------------- ______ 920, 934 
hydraulic multi-purpose plant_ ___ 920, 924 
investigations, project ------------- 941 
land and land rights ------------ 920, 924 
land value appraisal --------------- 942 
maps and surveys ------------------ 941 
materials procurement ------------- 941 
personnel, staff -------------------- 942 
power plant equipment _____ 920, 922, 936 
project ------------------------- 920, 941 
reservoir -------------------- 26, 920, 931 
station equipment ----------- 920, 922, 937 
structures and 

improvements --------- 920, 922, 927, 937 
summary -------------------------- 870 
superintendence, accounting and 

timekeeping --------------------- 940 
surveys ------------------·--------- 941 
transmission plant ---------- 920, 922, 937 
turbines ------------------------ 920, 934 
village and reservoir facilities_ 920, 922, 936 
waterways ---------------------- 920, 931 

County and tertiary roads -------------- 802 
Crane: 

cofferdam ------------------------- 494 
construction ----------------------- 507 
equipment ------------------------ 277 
powerhouse ---------------- 275, 691, 1013 

Crushing plant ------------------------ 497 
Curing, concrete ----------------------- 67 5 

D 

Dam -------------------- 65, 245, 663, 678, 685 
closure ----------------- 249, 496, 520, 523 
C'onstruction ---------------- 663, 678, 685 
design ----------------- 245, 246, 257, 261 
embankment --------------- 258, 663, 1009 
foundation ------------------------ 666 
intake --------------------- 261,685, 1012 
nonoverftow ---------------- 245, 685, 1 00~) 
powerhouse ------------------------ 685 
site ------------------------------- 61 
spillway -------------- 246, 678, 1009, 1066 

Deck, operating ----------------------- 252 
Design --------------------------- 25, 83, 234 

access highway -------------------- 238 
architectural ---------------- 274, 288, 310 
assumptions ----------------------- 238 
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Design-Continued 
concrete structures ---------------- 238 
control building ------------------- 284 
controlling features ---------------- 235 
dam -------------------- 245, 246, 257, 261 
earth embankment ----------------- 257 
features --------------------------- 1008 
flood ------------------------ 62, 235, 247 
intake ---------------------------- 261 
model ctudies --------------------- 1067 
nonoverflow sections --------------- 245 
power facilities -------------------- 260 
powerhouse ------------------------ 267 
scope ----------------------------- 83 
spillway -------------------------- 246 
station service facilities ----------- 295 
switchyard ------------------------ 303 
visitors building ------------------ 310 
yard facilities --------------------- 310 

Discharge rating ---------------------- 1077 
Disposal of buildings ------------------ 398 
Diversion, river -------------------- 249, 492 
Dorn Bluff site ------------------------ 61, 72 
Draft tubes ------------------------- 270, 693 
Drainage: 

foundation ------------------------ 242 
structures ------------------------- 243 
systems ------------------------ 299, 1020 

Drawings, project --------------------- 1 
Dwelling removals --------------------- 773 

E 

Earth: 
embankment (.see also Embankment) 257 
pressure -------------------------- 23\:.l 

Earthwork, main embankment and 
switchyard fill ---------------------- 663 

Electrical: 
connections ------------------------ 306 
design ---------------------------- 305 
equipment ------------------------ 1022 

Embankment (see also Dam) _______ 663, 1009 
design -------------------------- 258, 260 
excavation ------------------------ 661 
foundation treatment and grout 

curtain ------------------------- 259 
layout ---------------------------- 258 

Employee(s) (see General index): 
housing -------------------------- 25, 398 

Employment: 
monthly by types of work ---------- 529 
peak ------------------------------ 530 
procedures ------------------------ 525 

Engineering. (See General index.) 
Environmental sanitation -------------- 1135 
Equipment ---------------------------- 477 

construction and plant ---------- 477,479 
crane ----------------------------- 278 
electrical -------------------------- 1022 
inspection and testing ------------- 538 
machine shop ------------------ 303, 1022 
mechanical ------------------------ 692 
procurement ---------------------- 538 
purchases ------------------------- 1117 
schedule -------------------------- 479 

Excavation --------------------------- 659 
abutment ------------------------- 659 
embankment ---------------------- 661 
intake and powerhouse ____________ 660 
nonoverftow section --------------- 661 
spillway -------------------------- 659 
switchyard ------------------------ 662 
tailrace channel ------------------- 662 

Exciters --------------------------- 283, 1016 
Explorations, geology und foundation __ 66, 658 

F 

Family housing ------------------------ 3\l8 

;:~I~~ni,s~~~cl~e-t~-~~~========~=====-~~D, 1 ~~~ 
Fire protection ----------- 2D6, 308, 1019, 1026 
First-stage cofferdam ------------------ 492 

Page 

Fish, reservoir ------------------------ 854 
Flood (.see also General index): 

control --------------------------- 824 
design ----------------------- 62, 235, 247 
investigations --------------------- 847 
January-February 1957 ------------ 824 
storage -------------------------- 22. 825 

Flows and stages, forecasting ---------- 843 
Forestry ------------------------------ 854 
Forms -------------------------------- 671 
Foundation ------------------------- 242, 665 

dam ------------------------------ 666 
drainage -------------------------" 242 
embankment ---------------------- 259 
exploration ------------------------ 658 
grouting -------------------------- 242 
1·im ------------------------------- 668 
stresses --------------------------- 239 
switchya1·d ------------------------ 667 
treatment ClUantities --------------- 666 
tunnels ------------------------- 261, 661 
uplift measu1·ements --------------- 245 

Fuel oil ------------------------------- 490 

G 

Galleries ----------------------· -------- 243 
Game, reservoir ----------------------- 854 
Gasoline ------------------------------ 490 
Gate anC'hors, prestressing ____ --------- 682 
Gates --------------------------- 253, 263, 691 

draft tube ------------------------- 271 
hoists ------------- 255, 265, 683, 691, lOll 
intake ---------------------- 263, 687, 691 
sluice ----------------------------- 256 
spillway ------------------------ 253, 681 
trunnion anchorage ---------------- 254 
wicket ---------------------------- 698 

Generators --------------------- 281, 699, 1014 
Geology ------------------------------- 20, 66 

consultants' reports --------------- 1043 
structure ------------------------- 68 

Governors ----------------- 281, 692, 698, 1014 
air and oil systems ---------------- 302 

Grounding system ------------------- 295, 705 
Grouting ----------------------------- 242, 259 

cofferdam ----------------------- 494, 4% 
Guides ------------------------------ 257, 265 

H 

Hazards, navigation ------------------- 784 
Head ------------------------------- 70, 1009 
Headwater gage wells ------------------ 302 
Heating ----------------------- 297, 312, 1019 
Highways: 

access ----------------------------- 238 
relocation ------------------------- 801 
state ------------------------------ 802 

History ------------------------------ 18, 771 
Hoists, gate ---------- 255, 265, 683, 691, liHI 
Housing ------------------------- 25, 398, 773 
Hydraulic model studies (see also Model 

&tudies) --------------------- 27, 1053, 1066 
Hygiene, industrial -------------------- 1136 

Impoundment, reservoir ---------------- 1 
Industrial hygiene --------------------- 1136 
Industrial pollution -------------------- 849 
Initial operations and related develop-

ment activities ----------------- 23, 26, 817 
Insulating oil system --------------- 308, 1026 
Injury experience, accident ------------ 533 
Insulation coordination ---------------- 808 
Intake -------------------------- 261, 685, 1012 

construction ---------------- 523, 6i8, 685 
design ---------------------------- 261 
excavation ------------------------ 660 
gates ----------------------- 263, 687, 691 
mechanical equipment ------------- 692 
trashracks ------------------------ 266 

Interchange, power --------------------- 293 
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Page 

Internal and operating parts ---------- 695 
Investigations, preliminary ------------ 31 
Inve•tigations, stream-flow ------------ 847 

J 

Joints 240, 675 

L 

Labor. (See General index.) 
Land (s~-; f!ho General index): 

aCQUISltlOn ---------------------- 7 54, 7 62 
condemnation, land------------·- 754,762 
management ---------------------- 858 
purchase control ------------------ 753 

Lawn sprinkler system ----------·----- 1027 
Layout ------------------------- 258, 267, 478 

alternative ------------------------ 64 
Leakage investigations ----------------- 847 
Legislative hi•tory ----------------·-·- 18 
Lighting ------------------------------ 295 
Lightning protection ------------------ 308 
Lilly Addition ----------------------- 383, 389 
Liners, draft tube and pit ------------- 693 
Local government finance -------------- 766 
Location, project --------------------- 1008 
Lubricating oil system ----------------- 1021 
Lunch service ------------------------- 398 

M 

Machine shop equipment ----------- 303, 1022 
Main control switchboards --------- 288, 1018 
Maintenance building -------------- 313, 1027 
Malaria control ----------------------- 830 
Map, Tennessee Valley ---------------- 2 
Map, Upper Holston area -------------- 7 
Mapping (see also General index)------ 735 
Maps and markers, navigation --------- 784 
Material purchases ----------------- 538, 1117 
Measuring instruments, concrete ------ 676 
Mechanical equipment, auxiliary ------- 692 
Medical services (see also 

General Index) ------------------ 531, 1133 
Metal-clad switchgear ----------------- 1017 
Meters, strain ------------------------- 676 
Mixers, concrete ---------------------- 604 
Mixing plant ----------------------- 503, 505 
Model studies, hydraulic -------- 27, 1053, 1066 

barrier walls _______ _:______________ 1072 
bucket ------------------------ 1067, 1073 
channel alignment ----------------- 1073 
sluice ------------------------- 1073, 1077 
spillway ---------------------- 1067, 1075 
training wall ------------------ 1067, 1071 

Municipal pollution ------------------- 849 

N 

Navigatinn -------------------· -------- 784 
Nonoverflow dam -------------- 245, 685, 1009 

architecture ----------------------- 690 
construction ---------------------- 685 
design ---------------------------- 245 
excavation ------------------------ 661 

0 

Occupational disease hazards (see also 
Medical services) -------------------- 1135 

Oil: 
fuel ------------------------------- 490 
systems -------------- 302, 308, 1021, 1026 

Operations, power --------------------- 821 

Page 

1085 
525 
818 
251 
302 

Personnel (see also General index)-----
construction ----------------------
hydro plant ----------------------

Piers, spillway -----------------------
Piezometers --------------------------
Piping: 

sluice gate ------------------------ 257 
sprinkler ---------------------- 313, 1027 

Pit liner ------------------------------ 694 
Placing, concrete ------------------- 506, 67 4 
Planning -------------------------- 25, 31, 61 

alternative layouts ---------------- 64 
community ------------------------ 769 
design flood ----------------------- 62 
geology --------------------------- 66 
pool level ------------------------- 63 
power ---------------------------- 66, 69 
project features ------------------- 65 
reservoir -------------------------- 69 
site selection ---------------------- 61 
spillway and sluiceway capacities____ 63 

Plant and property protection --------- 537 
Plumbing --------------------------- 301, 312 
Pollution, stream ---------------------- 848 
Pool level determination --------------- 63 
Population readjustment (see also General 

index) ------------------------------ 770 
Potential power ----------------------- 71 
Power -------------------------------- 69 

auxiliary ----------------------- 284, 1017 
capacity -------------------------- 71 
construction plant ----------------- 490 
consumption ---------------------- 491 
facilities -------------------- 66, 260, 1010 
interchange ----------------------- 293 
operations ------------------------ 821 
potential -------------------------- 71 
supply ---------------------------- 490 

Powerhouse -------------------- 267, 685, 1012 
architectural treatment ------------ 27 4 
auxiliary power ------------------- 284 
crane ---------------------- 275, 691, 1013 
design ---------------------- 267, 270, 272 
draft tube ------------------------ 270 
excavation ------------------------ 660 
generators ----------------- 281, 699, 1014 
governors ------------- 281, 692, 698, 1014 
layout -------··-------------------- 267 
remote control -------------------- 267 
scroll case ---------------------- 261, 270 
service bay --------------------- 272, 685 
switchgear and connections------ 283, 1017 
turbines ------------------- 279, 692, 1013 

Preliminary investigations ------------- 31 
Preparations, diversion ---------------- 495 
Prestressing gate anchors -------------- 682 
Principal design features -------------- 1008 
Principal features water control projects, 

4 
540 

6 
32 
65 

Tennessee Valley -------------------
Priority rating ------------------------
Profiles, Tennessee River System _______ _ 
Profiles, Upper Holston basin ---------
Project features ----------------------
Property. (See General index.) 
Protection, plant and property -------- 537 
Purchases, material and equipment______ 1117 
Purchases, land --------------------- 7 54, 7 62 

Q 

Quantities: 
concrete -------------------------- &69 
construction ------------------- 525, 1008 
foundation treatment -------------- 666 
reinforcing steel ------------------- 67 4 Organization. (See General index.) 

Overburden -----------------------.--- 69 Quarrying ---------------------------- 497 

p R 

Parking areas ----------------- 312, 482, 1027 Radial spillway gates (see also Gates)--- 253 
Pay rates ------------------------- 1099, 1102 Rail head ----------------------------- 491 
Peak employment --------------------- 530 Railroad, access ----------------------- 483 
Permanent magnet generator ---------- 281 Rainfall -------------------------- 21, 34, 843 
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Rating: 
generator ------------------------- 281 
sluice discharge ------------------- 1077 
spillway -------------------------- 1077 

Raw water system ------------- 300, 487, 1020 
Reactors ------------------------------ 306 
Reclaiming, aggregate ----------------- 498 
Recreation ---------------------------- 859 
Reinforcing steel ---------------------- 673 
Relaying ------------------------------ 292 
Relocation (see also General index) : 

cemetery -------------------------- 815 
highways and roads --------------- 801 
utility ---------------------------- 811 

Remote control --------------------- 267, 284 
Reports of consulting engineers and 

geologists --------------------------- 1043 
Reservation surveys and maps ---------- 7 42 
Reservoir (see also General index)_ 69, 735, 1008 

bridges --------------------------- 803 
clearing -------------------------- 780 
impoundment ---------------------- 1 
sedimentation --------------------- 849 
temperatures ---------------------- 848 

Rim treatment ------------------------ 668 
River diversion --------------------- 249, 492 
River temperatures -------------------- 848 
Roads: 

access -------------------------- 238, 482 
county and tertiary ---------------- 802 
relocation ------------------------- 801 

Roadway bridge and operating deck__ 252, 683 
Rock, physical qualities ---------------- 68 
Rotation check ----------------·-------- 702 
Rotor, generator ----------------------- 700 
Runoff -------------------------------- 21, 35 

s 
Safety program ----------------------- 532 
Schedule, construction ----------------- 479 
Sanitation, environmental -------------- 1135 

~~~~II -~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~==-24o, ~~~: m 
Second-stage cofferdam ---------------- 494 
Sedimentation ------------------------- 848 
Service bay ------------------------- 272, 685 
Sewage disposal ---------------- 301, 312, 488 
Shaft alinement ----------------------- 702 
Shops and service buildings ------------ 486 
Signals ------------------------------- 293 
Silt ranges ------------------------- 737, 7 46 
Site: 

dam ------------------------------ 61 
improvement ---------------------- 705 

Slide gates (see also Gates) ------------ 256 
Sluiceway (sluice) ---------- 63, 248, 251, 679, 

683, 1011, 1073 
capacity -------------------------- 63 
discharge rating ------------------ 1077 
gates ----------------------------- 256 
model studies ----------------- 1073, 1077 

Solution channel ---------------------- 659 
South Holston River ------------------ 21 
Specifications ------------------------- 542 
Spillway --------- 65, 246, 678, 1009, 1010, 1066 

approach ------------------------- 1075 
apron bucket ------------------ 250, 1067 
bridges ------------------------- 252, 683 
capacity -------------------------- 63 
concrete ------------------------ 252, 678 
design ---------------------------- 247 
diversion and closure -------------- 249 
excavation ------------------------ 659 
gates --------------------------- 253, 681 
model studies ----------------- 1066, 107 5 
piers ------------------------------ 251 
rating and operating restrictions____ 1077 
sluice (see also Sluiceway) ------ 251, 683 
sluiceway gates and liners _________ 256 

S .training. ~ails ----------------- 250, 1067 
prmkler p1pmg ------------------ 313, 1027 

Spurgeon fault ------------------------ 68 
Spurgeon Island site ----------------- 32, 658 

Pqe 

Stages, forecasting -------------------- 843 
State highways ------------------------ 802 
Station air system ----------------- 302 1021 
Station service facilities --------------- ' 295 
Statistical summary ------------------- 1007 

~i~~orri;;g;-============================ ;~~ 
Steam supply, concreting -------------- 505 
Steel ---------------------- 805, 673, 687 1022 
Stoplog guides ------------------------ ' 257 
Storage, flood control ---------------- 22, 825 

~{;~~~:::~t.":s -========================= 6~~ 
Stream flow ----------------------- 847, 1008 
Stream pollution ---------------------- 848 
Streets, city -------------------------- 805 
Stresses, foundation ------------------- 289 
Structural steel --------------------- 305, 687 
Structures --------------------- 234, 238, 1009 

Stur!~f~';t~-======~==================== 7=~ Surveying and mapping (see also Gen-
S eral index) -------------------------- 735 

witchboards ------------------ 288, 491, 1018 
Switchgear ------------------------ 283, 1017 
Switchyard ---------------- 303, 668, 703, 1022 

T 

:f~~~~a:1e.z?;:~~~~======================== 1m Taxes, payment in lieu of -------------- 787 
Telephone service ------------------- 293, 491 
Temperature control, concrete ---------- 252 
Temperatures, reservoir and river ------ 848 
Testing and inspecting --------------- _ 541 
Testing, concrete --------------------=- 671 
Thrust bearing and bracket ------------ 701 
Tirn~~eeping -------------------------- 866 
Trammg walls ---------- 250, 1011, 1067, 1071 
Transformers ----------------------- 306, 704 
Tertian~ roads ------------------------ 802 
Transm•ssion plant -------------------- 703 
Trashracks ----------------- 257, 266, 685, 687 
Treate~ water system __ 301, 310, 312, 488, 1021 
TrunniOn anchorage, gates ------------- 264 
Tunnels, foundation ----------------- 261 661 
Turbines ---------------------- 279, 692, '1018 
Turnover, employee ------------------- 5!9 
TV A Act ----------------------------- 3 

u 

g~~~ ~~~tr:::: ========================== 29Q 
Unwatering and maintenance, 

300 

cofferdam ------------------------- 493, 496 
Unwatering system ---------------- 299, 1020 
Uplift -------------------------- 239, 245, 680 
Utilities, construction plant --------- 485, 487 
Utility relocations --------------------- 811 

v 
Ventilating -------------------- 297, 812, 1019 
Vinsol resin -------------------------- 508 
Visitors building ------------------- 3U, 1027 
Visitors facilities ---------------------- 310 

w 
Walls: 

barrier ---------------------------- 1072 
training ------------- 250, 1011, 1067, 1071 

Water control operations -------------- 846 
Water systems ------------- 300, 301, 310, 312. 

487, 488, 1021 
Weathering, rock ---------------------- 69 
Wells, gage -----------~--------------- 302 
Wicket gate operating mechanism_______ 698 

y 

Yard facilities 310, 1027 
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A 

Abutments ----------------------- i4, 314, iOG 
Access --------------------- 316, 312, 708, 731 
Accident injury experienC'e ------------- ,);):~ 
Accounting, cost ---------------------- 804 
Acknowledgments --------------------- ~!G:j 
Acquisition, land ---------------------- 764 
Agriculture --------------------------- 8tJ0 
~ir compressors --------------- ~69, 516, 103~) 
Air conditioning ------------------- 366, 1038 
Alternative project features ------------ 7 4 
Annunciator system ------------------- 363 
Apron, spillway ------------------- 32i, lOiS 
Architectural design ---------------- 346, 300 
AuthorizatiOn ------------------------- 1027 
Auxiliary: 

generator equipment--------------- 1035 
mechanical e(}Uipment ------------- 7~2 
power ------------------------- 808, 1036 

B 

Beams, dogging ----------------------- 34" 
Bearing, thrust ------------------------ 7ZU 
Bracket, bearing----------------------- 72\J 
Bridges: 

construction -------------------- ,) 11, 514 
reservoir -------------------------- SOi 
spillway -------------------------- i 1 i 

Buildings ----------------------------- G 15 

c 
Capacity, installed --------------------- 80 
Cemetery relocations ------------------ 815 
Chronology --------------------------- 10~7 
Classification and pay, employee ____ 10\:19, 110:2 
Clearing, reservoir -------------------- 780 
Closure ------------------------- 325, 520, 523 
Cofferq~m~ ---:--:;:--:---------------------- ~~~ 
CollectiVe bargtun1ng ------------------ '-' 
Comln~tCial operation ------------------ 1 
Communication system 'c______________ 8(i3 
Community, reservoir. (See Gene1·al 

index.) 
Compressed-air system _________ 86~), ,)16, 103~) 
Concrete (see also Concrete, 

Boone index) ----------------- 520, 712, i l:J 
purchased ------------------------- ;)21 
quantities _______________ __________ i 13 
spillway -------------------------- 7lu 
temperature control --------------- 327 
weight ---------------------------- 315 

Ctmderp.'nation, land ----------------- 754, 7c4 
ConsolHtati<>:n grouting ---------------- 710 
ConstrUction ------------------------ 523, 706 

acti'vities -------------------------- 706 
bridges ------------------------- 511, 514 
concreting ------------------------ 712 
cost index ------------------------- 541 
cranes ----------------- ___________ 521 
excavation ------------------------ i06 
forms ----------------------------- 713 
foL.i1dation exploration and treat~ 

ment ------------------------- 706, 709 
intake ---------------------------- 719 
joints -------------- 318, 330, 340, 343, 346 
nonoverflow dam ------------------ 718 
organization ---------------------- 542 
personnel ------------------------- 525 
plant. (See Construction plant,) 
powerhouse ----------------------- 719 
quantities --------------------- 525, 1028 
reinforcing steel ------------------ 715 
schedule -------------------------- 510 
service bay------------------------ 719 
site ------------------------------ 731 
spillway -------------------------- 715 
switchyard ------------------------ 730 
transmission plant ---------------- 730 

Page 

Ccnstruction plant ------------------ 401, 509 
access facilities -------------------- 512 
buildings ------------------------- 515 
cofferdam~ ------------------------ 518 
('OncJ·etinf4' facilities ______________ _ 
equipment ___ ---------------------
excavation ------------------------
layout ----------------------------
t·iv-:t· dive;·sion facilities -----------
utilitie . .:; _________ ------------------

Consultants' reports -----------------
Control: 

520 
SO~J 
518 
509 
517 
515 

104:3 

bay ----------------------- 3ii9, i23. 103i 
flood (see al"o Flood) ------------- 824 
remote ---------------------- 75, 3.)8, 363 

Cost accounting ----------------------- 864 
C(;st engineering ---------------------- 863 
Costs ---------------------------- 26, 863, H44 

a<'cessory electric equipment_ _____ 944, !:155 
access l'Oad ----------------------- 960 
camp operation ------------------- 960 
communication elluipment ___ !:144, 947,959 
construction ---------------- 948, 960, 962 

medical expense --------------- 961 
plant ----------------------- 509, 960 

dam ------------------------ 944, 945, 952 
Jam site and regional geology ______ 961 
design ---------------------------- ~)61 
design and construction engineering 

costs --------------------------- 962 
engineer·ing, fielct and office ________ 961 
FICA taxes and FEGLI expense____ 960 
final project ----------------- 25, 944, 945 
generators ---------------------- 944, 954 
hydraulic production plant _________ 948 
hydraulic single-purpose planL ___ 944, 945 
investigations ------------~--------- 961 
land and land rights ------------ 944, 948 
land value appraisal --------------- 962 
maps anct surveys ----------------- 961 
mr.terials procr.rement ------------- 961 
personnel, stafi -------~----------- 962 
Pl'Oject ---------------------- 25, 944, 945 
reservoir ----------------------- 944, 952 
scope ----------------------·------- 26 
Mation equipment ---------- 944, 946, 957 
::.tructures and 

improvements ________ 944, 946, 949, 957 
summary --------------·----------- 871 
sup::rintendence, accounting, and 

timekeeping --------------------- 960 
surveys --------------------------- 961 
transmission plant ---------- 944, 946, 957 
turbines ------------------------ 944, 954 
village and reservoir facilities_ 944, 946, 957 
waterways ---------------------- 944, 952 

County roads -------------------------- 808 
Crane: 

construction ---------------------- 521 
intake -------------------------- 333, 722 
powerhouse ---------------- 348, 722, 1032 

Cut-off curtain ------------------------ 711 

D 
Dam: 

closure --------------------- 325, 520, 523 
design ---------------------------- 315 
excavation ------------------------ 708 
nonoverflow ---------------------- 7 4, 718 
site ------------------------------- 72 
structures ------------------------- 315 

Design ---------------------- 25, 83, 313, 1028 
architectural -------------------- 346, 360 
assumptions ----------------------- 315 
control bay ------------------------ 359 
controlling features ---------------- 313 
crane ----------------------------- 348 
dam structures -------------------- 315 
exciters --------------------------- 357 
fa·'!+•,res --------------------------- 1028 
flood ------------------------ 73, 3U, 324 
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Design-Continued 
generator ------------------------- 355 
governors ---------------------- 352, 354 
intake -------------------------- 329, 330 
nonoverflow section ---------------- 320 
power facilities -------------------- 329 
p<Owerhouse ----------------- 336, 342, 345 
scope ----------------------------- 83 
stability, spillway ----------------- 326 
station service facilities ----------- 360 
spillway -------------------------- 323 
switchgear and connections ________ 358 
switchyard ------------------------ 371 
tailrace --------------------------- 3i0 
transformer yard ------------------ 371 
turbines -------------------------- 352 
yard features --------------------- 378 

Discharge ring ------------------------ 724 
Diversion, river --------------------- 32ii, 517 
Dogging beams ------------------------ 342 
Dorn Bluff site ------------------------ 72 
Draft tube ---------------------------- 340 

evacuation air compressor _________ 1040 
filling ---------------------------- 367 
gates and hoist ----------------- 341, 722 
liner ------------------------------ 723 

Drainage ----------------------------- 367 
foundation ------------------------ 318 
gallery and seepage ---------------- 326 
pumps ---------------------------- 1038 

Drawings, project --------------------- 1 
Dwelling removals --------- ___________ 7i3 

E 

Earth pressure ------------------------ 318 
Employee (s) (see General index): 

housing -------------------------- 25, 398 
Employment: 

monthly by types of work ---------- 529 
peak ------------------------------ 530 
procedure ------------------------- 525 

Engineering. (See General index.) 
Environmental sanitation -------------- 1135 
Equipment: 

auxiliary generator ---------------- 1035 
construction plant ----------------- 509 
electrical ---------------------- 352, 1041 
inspection and testing ------------- 538 
machine shop ------------------ 370, 1040 
major purchases ------------------ 1128 
mechanical -------------------- 722, 1040 
procurement ---------------------- 538 
turbines -------------------------- 723 

Excavation --------------------------- 706 
access roads ---------------------- 708 
construction plant ---------------- 518 
dam ------------------------------ 708 
first stage ------------------------ 518 
preliminary ----------------------- 518 
quantities ------------------------- 520 
river channel --------------------- 707 
second stage ---------------------- 519 
tailrace channel --------------- 518, 1040 

Exciters --------------------------- 357, 1034 
Exploration, foundation ------------- 706, 709 

F 

Filling, draft tube and scroll case_______ 367 
Fire and service pump ----------------- 1039 
Fire protection ---------------- 365, 376, 1038 
Ftsh, reservoir --------------------- ___ 854 
Flood (see also General index) : 

channel, model studies ------------- 1082 
control ---------------------------- 824 
design ---------------------- 73, 314, 324 
investigations --------------------- 847 
January-February 1957 ------------ 824 

Flooding, preparation for ------------- 1029 
Flows and stages, forecasting ---------- 843 
Forestry ------------------------------ 854 
Forms -------------------------------- 713 

Page 

Foundation: 
drainage -------------------------- 318 
exploration --------------------- i06, 709 
grouting -------------------------- ilO 
stresses --------------------------- 318 
treatment ---------------------- 318, 709 

G 

Gage wells ---------------------------- 370 
Galleries ------------------------------ 32~ 
Game, reservoir ----------------------- 854 
Gates --------------------------------- i20 

anchorages, prestressing ----------- 717 
draft tube ------------------------ 341 
guides -------------------------- 331, 341 
hoist ------------------- 329,342,717, iU 
intake ---------------------------- 332 
radial ---------------------------- 329 
spillway -------------------------- i 1 i 

operating restrictions ---------- 1083 
wicket ---------------------------- 727 

Generators -------------------- 355, 727. 103a 
auxiliary equipment --------------- 1035 
per.manent magnet ---------------- 3~? 
rating ---------------------------- 3oo 

Geology ---------------------- ________ 20, 7 5 
consultants' reports --------------- 1043 

Governors ----------------- 352, 354, 727, 1033 
oil system ------------------------- 369 

Gl'ounding system --------------------- 365 
transmission plant ---------------- 731 

Grout mixes -------------------------- 712 
Grouting: 

cofferdam ------------------------- 518 
consolidation ---------------------- 710 

Guides, gate ------------------------ 331, 341 

H 

Head ------------------------------- 79, 1029 
Headwater gage well ------------------ 370 
Heating --------------------------- 366, 1038 
Hemlock site ------------------------- 32 
Highway, access and relocations _____ 315, 805 
History ----------------------------- 18, 771 
Hoists --------------------- 329, 342, 717, 722 
Housing ------------------------- 25, 398, 773 
Hydraulic model studies -------- 27, 1053, 1077 

approach excavation -------------- 1082 
design studies -------------------- 1083 
flood channel improvements -------- 1082 
gate operating restrictions --------- 1083 
models ----------------------- 1078, 1081 
piers and spray walls -------------- 1082 
spillway apron -------------------- 1078 
spillway rating ------------------- 1083 
wave heights --------------------- 1083 

Hygiene, industrial -------------------- 1136 

Impoundment, reservoir --------------
Index, construction cost --------------
Industrial hygiene --------------------
Industrial pollution -------------------
Initial operations and related develop-

1 
541 

1136 
849 

ment activities ----------------- 23, 26, 817 
Injury, accident experience ------------ 533 
Insulation coordination ---------------- 37 5 
Insulating oil ------------------------- 377 
Intake (see also Powerhouse and Service 

bay) ------------------------ 329, 719, 1030 
bottom slab ----------------------- 330 
construction joint layout ---------- 330 
design -------------------------- 329, 330 
gantry crane ------------------- 333, 722 
gates ----------------------------- 332 
piers ----------------------------- 330 
slabs --------------------------- 330, 331 
trashracks and guides -------------- 331 

Investigations: 
flood ------------------------------

~:~r!in~~y-======================= 
847 

75 
31 
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Joints 318, 330, 340, 343, 346 

K 

Kaplan head -------------------------- 3~~ 
Kingsport site ------------------------

L 

Labor. (See General index.) 
Land (see also General index): 

acquisition --------------------- 754, 764 
condemnation ------------------- 754, 764 
costs ---------------------··-------- 948 
management ---------------------- ~~~ 

t~~~~~h~~~e_;;~~;~==================i13, ~~~ 
Leakage investigations ---------------- 847 
Legislative history -------------------- 18 
Lighting ------------------------------ 33 ~,.~, 
Lightning protection -----------------
Liner: 

<(raft tube ------------------------ 723 
pit ------------------------------- 725 

Local government finance -------------- 766 
Location, project ---------------------- 1027 
Lubricating oil system ------------- 369, 1039 

M 

Machine shop equipment ----------- 376, 1040 
Main control switchboards -------------- 1037 
Malaria control ----------------------- 830 
Map, Tennessee Valley ----------------

7
2 

Map, Upper Holston area --------------
Mapping (see also General index)------ 735 
Material and equipment, major pur-

chases --------------------------- 538, 1128 
Mechanical equipment ------------- 722, 1040 
Medical services (see also General 

index) --------------------------- 531, 1133 
Model studies. (See Hydraulic model 

studies.) 
Municipal pollution -------------------- 849 

N 

Navigation markers and maps---------- 785 
Nonoverflow dam ---------- 74, 320, 718, 1029 

galleries and seepage drainage ______ 322 
stability design ------------------- 321 

0 

Occupational disease hazards (see also 
Medical Services) ------------------- 1135 

Oil: 
insulating ------------------------ 377 
purification building -------------- 37 6 
system equipment ----------------- 1039 
systems, governor and lubricating___ 369 

Operating deck, spillway -------------- 329 
Organization. (See General index.) 

p 

Pactolus site -------------------------- 32 
Parking area ----------------------- 380, 514 
Parks, state -------------------------- 769 
Pay rates ------------------------ 1099, 1102 
Peak employment --------------------- 530 
Permanent magnet generator ---------- 357 
Personnel (see also General index)------ 1085 

construction ---------------------- 525 
hydro plant ----------------------- 823 

Piers ------------------------------- 329, 330 
Piezometers --------------------------- 370 
Piping, sprinkler ---------------------- 380 
Pit liner ------------------------------ 725 
Planning ----------------------------- 31, 72 

alternative project features -------- 7 4 
community ------------------------ 769 
dam ------------------------------ 7 4 

Planning-- Continued 
geology --------------------------
pool level -------------------------
power ----------------------------
project features -------------------
reservoir _________________________ _ 
site selection ---------------------
spillway --------------------------

Plant and property protection ________ _ 
Planting ________________ -------------
Plumbing _ ---------------------------
Pollution, stream ---------------------
Pool level determination --------------
Population readjustment (see also General 

Page 

75 
73 

75, 78 
74 
78 
72 
73 

537 
380 
369 
848 

73 

index) ------------------------------ 770 
Portable air compressor ---------------- 1039 
Power -------------------------------- 78 

auxiliary ---------------------- 358, 1036 
construction plant ----------------- 517 
consumption ---------------------- 517 
facilities ------------------- 75, 329, 1029 
head ------------------------------ 79 
installed capacity ----------------- 80 
operations ------------------------ 823 
potential -------------------------- 81 
supply ---------------------------- 517 
tailwater -------------------------- 79 
transformer ----------------------- 731 

Powerhouse _______ 336, 342, 345, 346, 719, 1031 
architectural design --------------- 346 
construction ---------------------- 719 
crane --------------------- 348, 722, 1032 
generators ----------------- 355, 727, 1033 
governors ------------- 352, 354, 727, 1033 
service bay ----------------- 342, 344, 719 
superstructure -------------------- 345 
switchboards --------------- 360, 730, 1037 
turbines ------------------- 352, 723, 1032 
unit blocks --------------------- 336, 340 

Preliminary investigations -------------- 31 
Preparation for flooding --------------- 1029 
Pressure. earth ----------------------- 318 
Prestressing gate anchorages ----------- 717 
Principal: 

construction quantities ------------ 525 
design features ------------------- 1028 
features water control projects, T€n-

nessee Valley --------------------

Prio~~~~c;~[i~g -======================== 
Profile, Tennessee River system -------
Profile, Upper Holston Basin ---------
Project features ----------------------
Property. (See General index.) 

4 
313 
540 

6 
32 
74 

Protection, plant and property --------- 537 
Pulaski thrust (geologic) -------------- 77 
Pumps ---------------------------- 1038, 1039 
Purchases of materials and equipment___ 1128 

Q 

Quantities: 
~oncrete -------------------------- 713 
construction ------------------- 525, 1028 
excavation ------------------------ 520 
foundation treatment -------------- 710 
reinforcing steel ------------------ 715 

R 

Radial gates -------------------------- 329 
Railroad, access ----------------------- 514 
Rainfall ----------------------------- 21, 843 
Rating: 

generator ------------------------- 355 
turbine --------------------------- 353 

Raw-water system ------------------ 368, 515 
Reactor ------------------------------- 37 4 
Recreation -------------------------- 769, 860 
Reinforcing steel ---------------------- 715 
Relaying ------------------------------ 362 
Relocation (see also General index): 

cemetery -------------------------- 815 
highway and road ----------------- 805 
utility ---------------------------- 812 
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Remote control ------------------ 7 5, 358, 363 
Reports of consulting engineers and 

geologists --------------------------- 1043 
Reservation surveys and maps --------- 7 42 
Reservoir (see aJso General index)_ 78, 735, 1028 

clearing -------------------------- 7 80 
impoundment --------------------- 1 
sedimentation --------------------- 849 
temperatures ---------------------- 848 

Rim treatment ------------------------ 711 
Ring, discharge ----------------------- 724 
River: 

channel excavation ---------------- 707 
diversion facilities ----------------- 517 
temperatures ---------------------- 848 

Roads: 
access ---------------------------- 512 
county -------------------· ________ 808 
relocation ------------------------- 805 

Rock, physical qualities ---------------- 78 
Rotation check ----------------------- 730 
Rotor --------------------------------- 728 
Runoff ------------------------------- 21, 35 

s 
Safety program ----------------------- 532 
Sanitary facilities --------------------- 516 
Sanitation, environmental ------------- 1135 
Schedule, construction ------------------ 510 
Scroll (spiral) case ----------------- 336, 340 

filling ----------------------------- 367 
Seals ------------------------------- 318, 717 
Sediment, reservoir -------------------- 848 
Service bay (see aJso Powerhouse and 

Intake) ---------------------- 342, 344,719 
Sewage disposal ----------------------- 369 
Shaft alignment and rotation check ____ 730 
Signals and annunciator system ________ 363 
Silt ranges ------------------------- 737, 746 
Site: 

improvement ---------------------- 731 
selection -------------------------- 72 

South Holston River ------------------- 21 
Specifications ------------------------- 542 
Spillway ----------- 73, 74, 323,715, 1029, 1030 

apron ----------------------------- 327 
model studies ------------------ 1078 

bridges ---------------------------- 717 
concrete -------------------------- 716 

temperature control ----------- 327 
diversion and closure -------------- 325 
gallery and seepage drailiage ______ 326 
gate hoists --------------------- 329, 717 
gate operating restrictions --------- 1083 
gates --------------------------- 329, 717 
hydraulic design ------------ _______ 324 
model studies ---------------------- 1077 
piers and operating deck ----------- 329 
radial gates and gate hoists -------- 329 
requirements ---------------------- 73 
stability design -------------------- 326 
structural design ------------------ 327 
training walls --------------------- 328 

Sprinkler piping ---------------------- 380 
Stability design: 

nonoverflow dam ------------------ 321 
spillway -------------------------- 326 

State parks ------------------------ 769, 860 
Station service facilities --------------- 360 
Statistical summary ------------------- 1027 
Stator erection ------------------------ 727 
Stay ring ----------------------------- 724 
Steel, reinforcing ---------------------- 715 
Stilling basin -------------------------- 715 
Stratigraphy -------------------------- 76 
Stream flow ----------------------- 847, 1028 

Page 

Stream pollution ---------------------- 848 
Stresses, foundation ------------------- 318 
Structural steel, gates and appurtenances 720 
Structure, geologic -------------------- 77 
Structures: 

~~~~fp~~ -========================= 
1 ~i~ 

Studies. (See Hydraulic model studies.) 
Substation ---------------------------- 517 
Surveying and mapping (see also Gen-

eral index) -------------------------- 735 
Switchboards ------------------ 360, 730, 1037 
Switchgear and connections ------------ 358 
Switchyard and transformer yard_ 371, 730, 1040 

T 

Tailrace ------------------------------ 370 
channel -------------------- 75, 518, 1040 
wall ------------------------------ 371 

Tail;:!~r w-ell========================-~9, 1m 
Taxes, payments in lieu of ------------ 767 
Telephone system ------------------- 363, 517 
Temperatures, reservoir and river ______ 848 
Tertiary roads ------------------------ 809 
Testing and inspecting ---------------- 541 
Thrust bearing and bracket ------------ 729 
Timekeeping -------------------------- 866 
Training walls ------------------------ 328 
Transformer ------------------------ 374, 731 

yard --------------------------- 371, 1040 
Transmission plant -------------------- 730 
Trashracks ---------------------------- 331 
~rea!ed water ---------------------- 369, 516 

urbmes ---------------------- 352, 723, 1032 

~~~i~~~~~n-======================= m 
internal and operating parts ------- 725 
rating ---------------------------- 353 

Turnover, employee -------------------- 529 
TV A Act ------------------------------ 3 

u 
Unit blocks ------------------------- 336, 340 
Unwatering --------------------------- 367 

pumps ---------------------------- 1039 
Uplift -------------------------------- 318 
Utilities, construction plant ------------ 515 

compressed-air system ------------- 516 
power ---------------------------- 517 
sanitary facilities ------------------ 516 
telephones ------------------------ 517 
water systems -------------------- 515 

Utility relocations -------------------- 812 

v 
Ventilating ------------------------ 366, 1038 
Visitors building ---------------------- 378 

w 
Warriors Path State Park ---------- 769, 860 
Water control operations -------------- 846 
Water systems ------------------ 368, 515, 516 
Wave heights ------------------------- 1083 
Weathering, rock---------------------- 78 
Wells, gage --------------------------- 870 
Wexler Bend site ---------------------- 32, 72 
Wexler Islands site -------------------- 72 
Wicket gate operating mechanism ------ 727 

y 

Yard features 378 
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A 

Abutments, dam ---------------------- 621 
Access ------------------------------ 440, 794 

bridge ------------------------- 167, 1003 
footbridge ---------------------- 185, 993 
tunnel, intake ------------------ 192, 637 

Accident injury experience ---------- 533, 778 
Accounting, cost ---------------------- 864 
Acknowledgments---------------------- 936 
Acquisition, land ---------------------- 759 
Admixture, concrete ---------------- 612, 658 
Adjustment, railroad ----------------- 51. 800 
Aggregate ---------------------------- 436 

crushing plant -------------------- 457 
dust control ------------------- 457, 1139 
production, quantities and costs ___ 456, 458 

Agriculture --------------------------- 851 
Air pressures, model studies ----------- 1057 
Air systems ------------------- 224, 448, 1002 
Alternate project types -------------- 166, 187 
Aluminum siding ---------------------- 643 
Annunciator system ------------------- 216 
Architectural design ---------------- 205, 232 
Atterberg limit tests ------------------- 627 
Authorization ------------------------- 986 
Auxiliary: 

generator equipment _________ _,____ 999 
mechanical equipment -------------- 655 
power ------------------------- 214, 1000 
spillway (Bent Branch)_ 186, 621, 993, 1064 

B 

Baffle structures, sluiceway ---------- 182, 183 
Hatching plants ----------------------- 460 
Bearing, thrust ------------------------ 650 
Bent Branch spillway (see also Auxiliary 

spillway) ------------ 53, 186, 621, 993, 1064 
Blasting, quarry ----------------------- 461 
Borrow pits ------------------------- 624,626 
Bracket, bearing ---------------------- 650 
Bridges ------------------------------- 803 

access and tailrace ---------------- 167 
construction ---------------------- 442 
footbridge ---------------------- 185, 993 
reservoir -------------------------- 803 

Bristol water supply ----------------- 58, 182 
Buildings: 

construction camp ----------------- 393 
construction plant ----------------- 444 
disposal --------------------------- 397 
maintenance ------------------- 231, 1006 

Butterfly valve ---------------------- 191, 636 
Buttress wall, surge tank ------------ 198, 641 

c 
Cable racks --------------------------- 213 
Cafeteria --------------------------- 396, 444 
Camp, construction -------------------- 393 
Capacity, power ---------------------- 60 
Carset drill bits ----------------------- 464 
Cement ------------------------------- 459 
Cemetery relocation -------------------- 814 
Channel: 

discharge ------------------------- 611 
tailrace --------------------------- 1003 

Chronology --------------------------- 986 
Classification and pay, employee ___ 1099, 1102 
Clearing, reservoir -------------------- 777 
Closure: 

dam ---------------------------- 523, 618 
gate ------------------------------ 617 

~:i~e~;;;-~=~=====~===~~=~=====~=-~82, m 
Cofferdams ---------------------------- 452 
Collective bargaining------------------- 526 
Commercial operation ------------------ 1 
Communication system----------------- 216 

Page 

Community, reservoir. (See General index.) 
Compaction tests, earth fill ------------- 627 
Compressed air ---------------- 224, 448, 1002 

Conc,;~ixt,;-;:;-::::::::::::::===========-~~~· m: ~~~ 
hatching plants -------------------- 460 
cement handling and storage ------- 459 
facilities for handling -------------- 458 
forms -------------------------- 613, 638 
factors and procedures affecting_____ 657 
finishing -------------------------- 658 
ingredients and mixes -------------- 657 
mixer trucks ---------------------- 461 
power tunnel ---------------------- 638 

~h,i~!~~y -r,~.;-g-==================== m 
spillway -------------------------- 612 
switchyard ------------------------ 226 

Condemnation, land ----------------- 754, 760 
Conduit (see also Power conduit) ___ 194, 994 
Connections, electdcal ----------------- 228 
Consolidation grouting ----------------- 639 
Construction ------------------------ 523, 608 

activities -------------------------- 608 
area road ------------------------- 751 
auxiliary s.pillway ----------------- 621 
bridges --------------------------- 442 
camp ----------------------------- 393 
concreting factors and procedures___ 657 
cost index ------------------------- 541 
costs --------------------------- 902, 919 
dam (main embankment) --------- 621 
equipment schedule ---------------- 435 
found!ltio!l exploration ------------ 608 
organization ---------------------- 542 
periods --------------------------- 523 
personnel ------------------------- 525 
plant. (See Construction plant.) 
power intake, tunnel, and appur-

tenances ------------------------ 635 
powerhouse ----------------------- 642 
power tunnel intake --------------- 636 

~~ae~tiJ~~!r;i~~-==================== ~~~ 
saddle dike ------------------------ 633 
schedules -------------------------- 438 
site improvement ------------------ 656 
spillway and related outlet works____ 608 
surge tank ------------------------ 640 
switchyard and transformers ------- 655 
visitors building ------------------- 657 

Construction plant ------------------ 401, 433 
access facilities -------------------- 440 
aggregate production -------------- 456 
buildings -------------------------- 444 
concreting facilities --------------- 458 
construction schedules ------------- 438 
contractor's ----------------------- 445 
costs and equipment ------------ 435, 916 
equipment schedule ---------------- 435 
layout ---------------------------- 437 
large scale quarry blasts ----------- 461 
quarrying ------------------ 454, 461, 469 
river diversion facilities ----------- 452 
utilities --------------------------- 446 

Consultants reports ------------------- 1043 
Contract items ------------------------ 642 
Contractor's construction plant -------- 445 
Control: 

flood (see Flood) 
land purchase --------------------- 750 
remote-------------------------- 213, 218 
switchboard ----------------------- 1000 
tower -------------- 183, 611, 615, 620, 992 

Cost aoc•unting ------------------------ 864 
Cost ~ngineel'ing ---------------------- 860 
Costs ---------------------- 863, 898, 902, 919 

accessory electric equipment __ 89$, 900, 912 
access road ----------------------- 916 
aggregate production -------------- 458 
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Costs--Continued 
hatching plant -------------------- 461 
camp operation ------------------- 916 
cement --------------------------- 460 
communication equipment _________ 898 
construction -------------------- 902, 9Ht 

medical service --------------- 917 
construction plant -------------- 435, !H6 
dam ---------------------------- 8H8, 907 
dam site and regional geology ______ 917 
design -------------------------- 917, !H9 
drilling --------------------------- 437 
engineering~field and office -------- 917 
generators ---------------------- 898, 911 
hydraulic multiple-purpose plant__ 898, 902 
intersite communication 

equipment -------------------- (101, (115 
land and land rights ------·------ 8(18, 902 
maps and surveys------------------ 917 

Page 

Design-Continued 
switchyard and transformer yard____ 226 
yard facilities --------------------- 231 

Dike (see also Saddle dam) ------------ 633 
Direct shear tests, earth fill ------------ 627 
Discharge channel --------------------- 611 
Diversion, river --------------------- 452, 608 
Dormitories --------------------------- 394 
Draft tube --------------------- 204, 644, 995 
Drainage systems ------------------ 222, 1001 
Drains, conduit liner ------------------ 196 
Drawings, project --------------------- 1 
Drill bits ----------------------------- 464 
Drilling patterns ------------------- 467, 610 
Dust control ------------------ 457, 1136, 1140 
Dwelling removals --------------------- 773 

E 

personnel, staff ------------------- 918 Earth fill --------------------------- 624, 628 
police and guide service ----------- 916 tests ------------------------------ 627 
power plant equipment ______ 8~)8, HOO, 913 Electrical: 
project investigations ------------- H17 bay ---------------------------- 201. 204 
public health engineering ---------- 917 connections 228 

mKi:!~;q~~~~=e=;t==~~~~~~~~~~=i~~i.-~::: ::H I ~~~\~!:,:t~~n·_~c~~~~t~~~~~~~~========== -1&&~ 
structures and ~~b~~im~.:-~t-(;;;-,;-!~-;,-J)~;;,-)====-~72. ~~r: m 
su::,::~ye~~~~~---:_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-__ 

8~~8~-~~~~·-~0.>. m Emp~~~=fd;) ~--~~~~-~~~~~~~-i~-~~~·l ____ 2ii, 392 
su~erik en~ence, a<>rounting, and H 

16 
Employment: 

time eeptng --------------------- monthly by types oi work ---------- 529 
surveys --------------------------- B17 peak ------------------------------ 530 
transmission plant ---------- 898, 900, 913 procedure ------------------------- 525 
turbines ------------------------ 898, 911 Engineering. (See General index.) 
village and reservoir facilities_ 898,900, 913 costs --------------------------- 917,919 
waterways ---------------------- 898, 907 Environmental sanitation -------------- 1135 

County roads and highways ---------- 794, 797 Equipment ---------------------------- 655 
g~~~~~ tunneling (se.e also Quarrying)- 461, 471 auxiliary generator ---------------- 999 

construction plant ---------------- 435 
powerhouse ----------------- 207, 644, 995 earth placing --------------------- 628 
sluiceway tower ---------------- 185, 620 electrical ------------------------- 1003 

Crushing plants -------------------- 457, 458 inspection and testing ------------- 538 

D 

Dam: 
Bristol water supply --------------- 172 
main embankment ___ 52, 172, 621, 988, 990 

abutment and foundation ______ 621 
alternate types ---------------- 166 
closure --------------------- 438, 618 
design and layout ----------- 172, 176 
excavation -------------------- 623 
filter blanket ------------------ 632 
grouting -------------- ______ 17 5, 623 
rock fill ----------------------- 633 
rolled earth fill ---------------- 624 
site --------------------------- 50 

removal --------------------------- 779 
saddle. (See Saddle dam.) 

Defense, National --------------------- 13 
Dehumidification ---------------------- 221 
Demountable cottages ----------------- 391 
Design --------------------------- 25, 83, 166 

access facilities -------------------- 167 
architectural -------------------- 205, 232 
assumptions ----------------------- 172 
auxiliary (Bent Branch) spillway___ 186 
dam (main embankment) _________ 172 
dam, Bristol water supply --------- 172 
features --------------------------- 987 
flood ----------------------------- 51, 452 
intake, power --------------------- 188 
outlet works ---------------------- 178 
power conduit --------------------- 194 
power facilities ------------------- 1S6 
powerhouse --------------------- 199, 203 
saddle dam ----------------------- 177 
scope ----------------------------- 83 
sluiceway ------------------------- 181 
spillway -------------------------- 179 
station set·vice facilities ----------- 218 
surge tank ------------------------ 197 

machine shop ------------------ 226, 1003 
mechanical ------------------------ 655 
powerhouse ----------------------- 644 
procurement ---------------------- 538 
purchases ---------------------- 538, 1112 
schedule -------------------------- 435 

Erosion, tunnel --------------------- 613, 658 
Excavation: 

dam ------------------------------ 623 
powerhouse ----------------------- 642 
power tunnel --------------------- 638 
spillway -------------------------- 609 

Exciters ---------------------------- 212, 999 
Explosives ---------------------------- 467 

F 

Famity housing ------------------ 25, 392, 773 
Fill (see also Earth fill and Rock fill)_ 624, 633 
Fill protection ------------------------ 625 
Filter blanket ------------------------- 632 
Filter plant, Bristol ------------------- 182 
Fire protection --------------- 234, 1001, 1006 

powerhouse ----------------------- 212 
switchyard ------------------------ 231 

Fish, reservoir ------------------------ 854 
Flood (see also General index) : 

control ---------------------------- 824 
design --------------------------- 51, 452 
distribution ----------------------- 452 
investigations --------------------- 840 
January-February 1957 ------------ 824 
storage capacity ------------- 22, 167, 825 

Flooding, during construction --------- 750 
Flooding, preparation for ------------- 988 
Floors, powerhouse -------------------- 204 
Flows and stages, forecasting ---------- 838 
Footbridge ------------------------- 185, 993 
Forestry ------------------------------ 854 
Formwork -------------------------- 613, 638 
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Foundation: 
exploration ----------------------- 608 
grouting -------------------------- 623 
preparation ----------------------- 621 
surge tank ------------------------ 197 

Fuel oil ------------------------------- 448 

G 

Gage installation ---------------------- 841 
Gage wells ---------------------------- 225 
Game, reservoir ----------------------- 854 
Gates: 

closure ---------------------------- 617 
sluiceway ------------------ 182, 616, 619 

Gasoline ------------------------------ 448 
Generators -------------------------- 210, 997 

installation ------------------------ 649 
permanent magnet ---------------- 210 
rating ---------------------------- 210 

Geology -------------------------- 20, 54, 470 
consultants reports ---------------- 1043 
structure -------------------------- 56 

Governor ----------------------- 210, 224, 997 
Grain size tests, earth fill -------------- 628 
Grounding system ------------------ 219, 656 
Grouting: 

conduit liner ---------------------- 196 
curtain ------------------------- 175, 196 
foundation ------------------------ 623 
power tunnel ------------------.--- 639 
saddle dam --------------------- 178, 634 
spillway -------------------------- 614 

Guides, stoplog ------------------------ 191 

H 

Hazards, navigation ------------------- 784 
Head -------------------------------- 60, 988 
Headwater gage wells ----------------- 225 
Heating ----------------------- 221, 233, 1001 
Highways, county and state --------- 794, 797 
History ------------------------------ 13, 771 
Hoist, inclined railway -------------- 192, 637 
Housing, family ----------------- 25, 392, 773 
Howeli-Bunger valves ----------- 182, 617, 619 

model studies ---------------------- 1059 
Hydraulic model studies ------------ 27, 1053 

air pressures, shaft and tunnel ----- 1057 
elbow pressures ------------------- 1055 
Rowell-Bunger valves ------------- 1059 
morning-glory spillway ------------ 1053 
pressures, spillway and shaft ______ 1055 
shaft and tunnel ------------------ 1053 
supplementary spillway ----------- 1064 
surge tank ----------------------- 1064 

H ~unne} outlet; stilling basin -------- 1062 
ygtene, mdustrtal -------------------- 1136 

Impoundment ------------------------- 1 
Inclined railway car and hoist ------- 192, 637 
Index, construction costs -------------- 541 
Inlet portal, sluiceway ---------- 182, 614, 618 
Industrial hygiene -------------------- 1136 
Industrial pollution ------------------- 849 
Initial operations and related develop-

ment activities ------------------ 23, 26, 817 
Inspecting, dam ---------------------- 631 
Insulating oil ------------------------- 224 
Insulation coordination ---------------- 230 
Intake, power tunnel ----------- 188, 636, 993 

access tunnel ------------------- 192, 637 
butterfly valve ------------------ 191, 636 
design ---------------------------- 188 
inclined railway ear and hoist_ __ 192, 687 
steel penstock --------------------- 191 
stoplog guides -------------------- 191 
trashracks ---------------------- 190, 636 
vacuum relief valve --------------- 191 

Internal and operating parts ----------- 646 

Page 

Investigations: 
flood ------------------------------ 840 
leakage --------------------------- 841 
sediment -------------------------- 842 

J 

Jib crane --------------------------- 185, 620 
Joints -------------------------------- 205 

L 

Labor. (See General index.) 
Laboratories, testing ---------------- 444, 631 
Land ( s~e. ~lso General index) : 

acquisitiOn ---------------------- 754. 75B 
condemnation ------------------- 754, 760 
flooding during construction ------- 7 50 
management ---------------------- 856 
purchase control ------------------ 750 

Layout: 
construction plant ----------------- 437 
dam ------------------------------ 17 6 
powerhouse ----------------------- 199 
saddle dam ----------------------- 178 
spillway -------------------------- 179 

Leakage ------------------------------ 841 
Legislative history -------------------- 13 
Lighting ------------------------------ 218 
Lightning protection ------------------ 230 
Lilly Addition ------------------------ 389 
Liners: 

draft tube ------------------------ 644 
pit ------------------------------- 646 
P1o~er conduit -------------- 195, 638, 994 
s mceway ----------------------- 182, 619 

Local government finance -------------- 766 
toca!ion, proje~t --------------------- 987 

ogg1ng operations ------------------- 778 
Lubricating oil ------------------------ 224 

M 

Machine shop equipment ------------ 226, 1003 
Main control switchboard ------------- 1000 
Main embankment (see also Dam)_ 172, 621, 988 
Malaria control ----------------------- 829 
Management, land -------------------- 856 
Map, Tennessee Valley ---------------- 2 
Map, Upper Holston area ------------- 7 
Mapping (see aloo General index) ______ 735 
Markers and maps, navigation -~------- 784 
Material purchases ----------------- 538, 1112 
Mechanical equipment ----------------- 655 
Medical services (see also General 

index) --------------------------- 531, 1133 
Metal-clad switchgear ----------------- 999 
Mixer trucks -------------------------- 461 
Model studies (see also Hydraulic model 

studies) ---------------------------- 1053 
Morning-glory spillway. (See Spillway,) 
Mucking, tunnel ---------------- 467, 610, 638 
Municipal pollution ------------------- 849 

N 

N a tiona) Defense --------------------- 13 
Navigation ---------------------------- 784 
Nitramon ----------------------------- 467 
Norfolk and Western Railway, adjustment 51 

0 

Occupational disease hazards (see also 
Medical services) -------------------- 1135 

Office buildings ----------------------- 444 
Oil: 

fuel ------------------------------- 448 
insulating and lubricating --------- 224 
systems ------------------- 224, 231, 1002 

Organization. (See General index.) 
Outlet, tunnel transition ---------------- 180 
Outlet works (see also Spillway and re-

lated outlet works) ----------- 178, 608, 988 
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Overburden --------------------------- 57 
Overhead traveling crane ------- 207, 644, 995 

p 

Parking areas --------------------- 234, 1007 
Pay rates ------------------------- 1099, 1102 
Peak employment --------------------- 530 
Penstock (see also Power conduit)------ 191 

envelope -------------------------- 194 
Permanent magnet generator ---------- 210 
Permeability tests, earth fill ---------- 628 
Personnel (see also General index) ----- 1085 

Piez~~1~~1~~~-======================= m 
Pilot shaft, tunnel -------------------- 611 

~~;r~~i~:~-~~~===~-=====:_--=~= '<i! 
pool level determination ------------ ~~ 

~~~~~t -{e~~-;.~;-=================== 52 
reservoir -------------------------- 58 
site selection ---------------------- 50 
spillway and sluiceway requirements- 51 

Plant and property protection 537 
Plaza, spillway ------------------------ 611 
Plug sluiceway --------------------- 182, 616 
Poll,{tion, stream -------------------- 842, 849 
Pool level determination --------------- 51 
Population readjustment (see also Gen-

eral index) ------------------------- 770 
Portals, tunnel ----------------- 182, 614, 6~~ 

:~;;;;i~~!'-~~~~-======================= 58 
aggregate system ----------------- 450 

~~;~~i{}' -======================-~~4, 1o~g 
conduit (see also Power tunnel) 194, 638, 994 
consumption ---------------------- 452 
facilities -------------------- 53, 186, 989 

alternate types ---------------- 187 
head ------------------------------ 60 
intake (see also Intake, 

power tunnel) -------- 188, 635, 636, 993 

~~!~~~l~i~========================= :H 
tunnel ----------------- 188, 445. 636, 993 

butterfly valve -------------- 191, 636 
concreting and formwork ------ 638 
consolidation grouting --------- 639 
construction plant buildings ---- 445 
excavation -------------------- 638 
intake (see also Intake, 

power tunnel) -------- 188, 636, 993 
penstock envelope ----------- 194, 639 
steel lining ------------------- 638 

Powerhouse --------------------- 199, 642, 995 
auxiliary mechanical equipment ---- 655 
auxiliary power ------------------- 214 
cable racks ----------------------- 213 
communication system ------------- 216 
contract items -------------------- 642 
crane ---------------------- 207, 644, 995 
design -------------------------- 199, 205 
draft tube ------------------ 204, 644, 995 
electrical bay ------------------- 201, 204 

=~~~~:i~~ ======================== ~!~ 
!1~~~:~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~12. m 

installation ------------------- 649 
governor ------------------- 210, 648, 997 
joints and seals ------------------- 205 
layout ---------------------------- 199 
main low-voltage switchgear and 

connections --------------------- 212 

Page 

Powerhouse-Continued 
main manual control switchboard and 

wiring -------------------------- 213 
pit liner -------------------------- 646 
relaying -------------------------- 215 
scroll case ------------------------ 645 
signal and annunciator system ----- 216 
stability design -------------------- 203 
substructure -------------------- 203, 642 
superstructure ------------------ 205, 643 
supervisory control and telemetering 

system -------------------------- 217 
switchboards -------------- 213, 653, 1000 
tailrace --------------------------- 204 
turbine ------------------------- 208, 997 

installation -------------------- 644 
unit bay -------------------------- 199 
unit block ------------------------ 204 
walls ----------------------------- 204 

Precipitation. (See Rainfall.) 
Preliminary investigations ------------- 31 
Pressures, model studies ---------------- 1055 
Principal features water control projects, 

Tennessee Valley -------------------- 4 
Priority rating ------------------------ 538 
Profiles, Tennessee River system -------- 6 
Profiles, Upper Holston basin ---------- 32 
Project features --------------------- 52, 160 
Property. (See General index.) 
Protection, plant and property --------- 537 
Public safety office -------------------- 397 
Purchases, land --------------------- 754, 757 
Purchases, material and equipment-- 538, 1112 

Q 

Quantities: 
aggregate ------------------------- 456 
concrete -------------------------- 524 
construction -------------------- 524, 965 
quarrying----------------------- 469, 474 

Quarrying ----------------- 454, 461, 469, 633 
blast measurements ---------------- 462 
cost and quantity analyses ------ 469,474 
coyote tunneling method------------ 471 
geology --------------------------- 470 
large scale quarry blasts ----------- 461 
sites ------------------------------ 454 

R 

Railroad: 
access ---------------------------- 442 
adjustment and relocation _____ 51, 792, 800 

Railway: 
inclined ------------------------ 192, 637 
Norfolk and Western -------------- 51 

Rainfall ----------------------------- 21, 837 
Rating, generator --------------------- 210 
Raw water -------------------- 219, 446, 1002 
Reactors ------------------------------ 230 
Recreation ---------------------- 397, 769, 857 
Relaying ------------------------------ 215 
Relocation (see aloo General index) : 

cemetery -------------------------- 814 
highway and railroad -------------- 792 
utilities --------------------------- 810 

Remote control, unit ---------------- 213, 218 
Reports of consulting engineers and 

geologists --------------------------- 1043 
Reservation surveys and maps --------- 7 42 
Reservoir (see also General index)- 58, 733, 987 

bridges --------------------------- 803 
clearing ------------------------ 7 44, 777 
sedimentation --------------------- 842 
temperatures ---------------------- 842 

Retirement plan ---------------------- 528 
Riddles Creek site --------------------- 32 
Riser, surge tank --------------------- 198 
River diversion --------------------- 452, 608 

cofferdams ------------------------ 452 
facilities -------------------------- 462 
tunnel ---------------------------- 462 

River temperatures -------------------- 842 
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Roads: 
abandonment---------------------- 752 
access -------------------------- 440, 794 
construction area ------------------ 751 
county and tertiary ------------- 794, 797 

Roc~~~l!i;;g-=========================== m 
Rock, physical qualities ______________ 57, 464 
Rolled earth fill (see also Earth fill)_____ 624 
Rotor --------------------------------- 649 
Runoff-------------------------------- 21, 35 

s 
Saddle dam (dike) -------------- 52, 988, 990 

construction ----------------------- 633 
design assumptions, requirements and 

layout -------------------------- 177 

SafJ';o~;~';;a~-=====================-~ 78
' ~:~ 

Sanitary system -------------------- 223, 234 
Sanitation, environmental -------------- 1135 
Sawmilling ---------------------------- 778 
Schedules, construction and equipment_ 435, 438 

~~~f~l ~~~~-========================== ~~~: ~~~ 
Sedimentation ---------------------- 842, 843 
Semiportable crushing plant ___________ 458 
Service buildings ---------------------- 444 
~h:ft~e disposal ---------------- 223, 234, 447 

sluiceway -------------- 183, 611, 612, 992 
spillway ------------------- 611, 612, 1053 

Shear tests, earth fill ------------------ 627 
Shop buildings ------------------------ 445 
Signal and annunciator system -------- 216 
Silt ranges ------------------------- 737, 7 46 
~~~;larity with Watauga ------- 167, 172, 179 

construction camp ----------------- 393 
~am ------------------------------ 31, 50 

Slui~::::;vement ---------------------- 656 

(see also Spill.way) ----- 51, 53, 181, 608, 991 
access footbndge ---------------- 185, 993 
baffle structures ----------------- 182, 183 
Bristol water supply ------------- 58, 182 
closure plug and gate ------------ 182, 616 
design ---------------------------- 181 
elevator ------------------------ 185, 620 
gates ----------------------- 182, 616, 619 
Howell~Bunger valves and tunnel 
.. structures ---------------- 183, 617, 619 

n~e~:a~~-======================= m: m 
portals --------------------- 182, 614, 618 
tower and shaft_ ___ 183, 611, 615, 620, 992 
trashracks ------------------ 182, 614, 618 
tunnel ------------------ 181, 609, 612, 991 
valves ---------------------------- 617 

Sluicing rock fill --------------------- 446 
Soil laboratory ---------------------- 444, 631 
~out~ H~lston River ------------------ 21 

pectficatwns ------------------------- 542 
Spillway 

(see also Sluiceway) ____ 51. 53, 179, 608, 991 
auxiliary (see also Auxiliary spill-

way) ------------ 53, 186, 621, 993, 1064 
concreting, formwork, and grouting__ 612 
design and layout ----------------- 179 
excavation ------------------------ 609 
model studies ----------------- 1053, 1064 
morning glory ----------------- 615, 1053 
outlet portal and stilling basin_ 180, 611 615 
plaza and discharge channel ------- ' 611 
shaft and tunnel ------- 609, 611, 612, 1053 
transition, tunnel outlet ----------- 180 
tunnel --------------------- 609, 612, 1053 
wye, tunnel intersection ____ 183, 614 1059 

~;:~rhi~-~~~~~-======================== ' m 
Station service facilities --------------- 218 
Statistical summary ------------------ 986 
Stay ring ----------------------------= 645 

Page 

Steel: 
conduit lining ------------------ 193, 638 
surge tank ------------------ 197, 640, 995 
switchyard --------------------- 226, 656 

Stilling basin ------------------- 180, 611, 615 

~~~~E~~~i~i;s-====================== :~H Storage, flood control ------------ 22, 167, 825 
Stratigraphy -------------------------- 54 
Stream flow ------------------------ 841, 987 
Stream pollution -------------------- 842, 849 
Structures --------------------- 988, 990, 1003 

~~'b~J:~~n -============================ m 
Substructure, powerhouse ----------- 203, 642 
Superstructure, powerhouse --------- 205, 643 
Supervisory control and telemetering 

system ------------------------------ 217 
Surge tank ---------------- 197, 640, 995, 1064 
Surveying and mapping (see also Gen-

eral index) ------------------------- 735 
Surveys, tunnel ----------------------- 746 
Switchboards ------------------ 213, 653, 1000 
Switchgear ------------------------- 212, 999 
Switchyard -------------------- 226, 6fi5, 1003 

T 

Tailrace ------------------------------ 204 

Tail!~~!:e~~========================-~!;: im 
gage wells ------------------------ 225 

Taxes, payments in lieu of ------------ 767 
Telemetering system ------------------- 217 
Temperatures, reservoir and river _____ 842 
Testing: 

and inspecting -------------------- 541 
dam materials -------------------- 631 
laboratories --------------------- 444, 631 

Tests: 
earth fill -------------------------- 627 
elevator --------------------------- 620 
turbine --------------------------- 210 
unit ------------------------------ 653 

Thrust bearing and bracket ----------- 650 
Timekeeping -------------------------- 866 
Tower, sluiceway (see also 

Sluiceway) --------------- 183, 615, 620, 992 
Transformers ----------------------- 230, 655 
Transformer yard ------------- 226, 655, 1003 
Transition, tunnel outlet -------------- 180 
Trashracks ------------- 182, 190, 614, 618, 636 
Treated water ----------------- 220, 447, 1006 
Trucks, mixer ------------------------- 461 
Tunnel (see alBQ Power, Sluiceway, and 

Spillway): 
access to intake ---------------- 192, 637 
coyote (see also Quarrying)------ 461, 471 
erosion ------------------------- 613, 658 
mucking -------------------- 467, 610, 638 
outlet transition ------------------- 180 
pilot shaft ------------------------ 611 
river diversion (see also Sluiceway, 

and Spillway) ------------------- 452 
surveys --------------------------- 7 46 
ventilation ------------------------ 1138 
wye ----------------------- 183, 614, 1059 

Turbine -------------------- 208, 210, 644, 996 
Turnover, employee ------------------- 529 
TV A Act ----------------------------- 3 

u 
Unit: 

bay ------------------------------- 199 
block ----------------------------- 204 
test ------------------------------- 653 

Unwatering systems ---------------- 222, 1001 
Utilities: 

construction camp ---------------- 397 
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Utilities-Continued 

construction plant ----------------- 446 
relocations ------------------------ Bl 0 

v 
Valves: 

butterfly ------------------------ 191, 636 
Howell-Bunger ________ 182, 617, 619, 1059 

~~~~~~~Yreli~f-==========~========== ~~i 
Vent, power conduit ------------------ 197 
Ventilating -------------------- 221, 233, 1001 
Vinsol resin -------------------------- 658 
Virginia, l'oads abandonment ---------- 752 
Visitors building -------------- :232, 657, 1007 

Page 

w 
War Production Board (WPB) stoporder- 1, 15 
Watauga similarity ------------ 167, 172, 179 
Water a~alyses ----------------------- 842 
Water control operations -------------- 840 
Water supply, Bristol ---------------- 58, 182 
Water systems _______ 219, 231, 446, 1002, 1006 
Weathering, rock ---------------------- ~7 
Weir, Bristol water supply ------------ 2~~ Wells, gage --------------------------- ll 

Wye, spillway tunnel ----------- 183, 614, 1059 
y 

Yard facilities 231, lOOG 

WATAUGA 

A 

Abutments, dam --------------------- 89, 563 
Access ---------------------- 85, 407, 605, 785 

bridge, powerhouse_ 126, 588, 5~2. 980, 1061 
footbridges ------------- 103, 113, 580, ~70 

Accident injury experience ---------- 533, 77 4 
Accounting, cost ---------------------- 864 
Acknowledgments --------------------- 963 
Acquisition, 

1 
land --------------------- 7 57 

Aggregate: 
crushing and sizing ------------- 423, 426 
inspection and testing ------------- 427 

~~a...:tti~~-========================= m 
421 
427 
850 

quarry ----------------------------
sand production ------------------

Agriculture --------------------------
Air: 

compressors --------------------- 415, 980 
conditioning systems ------------ 152, 982 
entraining agent ··----------------- 429 
pressures, model studies ----------- 1057 
receiver -------------------------- 416 

Alternative layouts -------------------- 42 
Aluminum siding --------------------- 591 
Annunciator system ------------------- 146 
Architectural design ------------ 126, 142, 164 
Atterberg limit tests ------------------ 567 
Authorization ------------------------- 965 
Auxiliary: 

generator equipment --------------- 976 
mechanical equipment ------------- 604 
power -------------------------- 139, 976 

B 

Baffle structures -------------------- 100, 1058 
Hatching plants ----------------------- 428 
Batteries, storage --------------------- 140 
Bearings, generator ----------------- 135, 136 

itt~~;~:~ai~~~~~=====================~64. iH Brackets, generator -------------------- 601 
Bridges ------------------------------- 78~ 

access -------------- 103, 113, 126, 588, 980 
reservoir ------------------------- 789 

Buildings --------------------------- 384, 411 
construction camp ---------------- 384 
construction plant ---------------- 411 
disposal --------------------------- 391 
maintenance -------------------- 163, 985 

Butler, town of ----------------- 769, 772, 773 
Butterfly valves --------------------- 114, 588 

c 
Cable racks --------------------------- 137 
Cafeteria ----------------------------- 386 
Camp, construction ------------------- 384 
Capacity, power ----------------------- 49 
Gardens Bluff site -------------------- 32 

Carrier equipment -------------------- 147 
Cement ------------------------------- 428 
Cemetery relocation ------------------- 813 
Chronology --------------------------- 966 
Classification and pay, employee ____ 1099, 1102 
Clearing, reservoir -------------------- 773 
Closure: 

dam ---------------------------- 406, 523 
gate and plug ------------------- 97, 558 

Cofferdams ---------------------------- 41 H 
Collective bargaining ------------------ fi26 
Commercial operation ----------------- 1 
Communication system ---------------- 146 
Community, reservoir. (See General 

index.) 
Compaction tests ---------------------- 566 
Compressed-air systems _________ 156, 415, 980 
Concrete ---------------------------- 428, 605 

control bui1rling ------------------- 589 
curing and cleaning --------------- 607 
finishing and erosion -------------- 606 
formwork -------------- 552, 557, 585, 586 
intake -------------------------- 552, 577 
powerhouse ----------------------- 589 
quantity -------------------------- 524 
sluiceway plug -------------------- 557 
spillway -------------------------- 552 
surge tank ------------------------ 586 
tests ------------------------------ 607 
tunnel ---------------------- 552, 577, 584 

Condemnation, land ----------------- 754,757 
Conduit, power. (See Power tunnel.) 
Consolidation grouting -------------- 585, 586 
Construction -------------------------- 523 

activities ------------------------- 544 
camp ----------------------------- 384 
control building ------------------- 588 
cost index ------------------------ 541 
dam (embankment) --------------- 563 
equipment schedule ---------------- 406 
intake -------------------------- 552, 576 

~~i;;~iz~ti-;,-;-====================-~2:J.~1 
~~~~~~n~~-========================= m 
plant (see also Construction plant)- 401 
power intake, tunnel, and aP.pur-

tenances ------------------.... ;----- 57 6 
powerhouse ----------------------- 588 

i~~~~~~~s -======================-~24, m 
spillway and related outlet works____ 545 
switchyard ------------------------ 604 

Construction plant -------------------- 401 
access facilities ------------------- 407 
aggregate plant ------------------- 422 
buildings ------------------------- 411 
concreting facilities --------------- 428 
costs and equipment ------------ 404, 406 

;:~~~ t~-;;;;l-====================-~04. m 
quarries (see also Quarry) ------ 419, 462 
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Construction plant--Continued 
river diversion facilities -----·-----
utilities --------------------------

Consultants' reports ------------------
Contractor, tunnel -------------------
Control: 

building. (See Control building.) 

Page 

418 
411 

1043 
546 

equipment, supervisory ------------ 147 
flood. (See Flood.) 
remote ------------------------- 123, 143 
storage battery ------------------- 140 
switchboards, main ------------- 143, 981 

Control building ---------------- 140, 588, 980 
communication system ------------- 146 
concreting ------------------------ 589 
design -------------------------- 140. 142 
drainage and unwatering systems___ 155 
excavation ------------------------ 589 
fire protection -------------------- 151 
formwork ------------------------- 589 
he~ti~g, ventilating, and air condi-

twmng -------------------------- 153 
main controls, switchboards, and 

wiring --------------------------
relaying -------------------------
sanitary s;;ystem -------------------
signal and annunciator systems ____ _ 

143 
145 
155 
146 
591 superstructure -------------------

superv.isory C<~mtrol. telemetering, and 
carrier equtpment --------------- 147 

Cost accounting ---------------------- 864 

2~:is e~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-26, ~~~ 
access road, temporary ------------ 894 
accessory electric equipment__ 873, 875, 889 
aggregate ------------------------- 422 
hatching plant -------------------- 430 
bridges --------------------- 873, 876, 891 
camp operation -------------------- 894 
cement ---------------------------- 429 
communication equipment --- 873, 877, 893 
construction ____________ 878, 881, 894, 897 

medical service ---------------- 896 
plant ----------------------- 404, 894 

dam and site ----------- 873, 87 4, 884, 895 
derrick operating ----------------- 433 
design -------------------------- 895, 897 
drilling, quarry ------------------- 422 
electric equipment, accessory __ 873, 875, 889 
engineering, field and office ______ 895, 897 
fire losses ------------------------- 894 
generators ------------------ 873, 875, 888 
geology, regional ------------------ 895 
hydraulic multiple-purpose 

plant --------------------- 873, 87 4, 878 
land and land rights ------------ 873, 878 
maps and surveys ----------------- 896 
medical service, construction ------- 896 
personnel, staff ------------------- 896 
police and guide service ----------- 894 
project investigations -------------- 896 
public health engineering ---------- 896 
quarry -------------------------- 422, 469 
reservoir -------------------- 873, 87 4, 884 
roads, railroads, and bridges __ 873, 876, 891 
scope ----------------------------- 895 
site, dam ------------------------- 895 
station equipment ---------- 873, 876, 892 
structures and 

improvements ____ 873, 874, 876, 881, 891 
summary -------------------------- 654 
superintendence, accounting, and 

timekeeping --------------------- 894 
surveys --------------------------- 896 
transmission plant ---------- 873, 876, 891 
turbines -------------------- 873, 875, 888 
village and reservoir facilities_ 873, 876, 891 
waterways ------------------ 873, 87 4, 884 

County and tertiary roads ------------- 788 
Coyote tunnels ------------------ 420, 461, 464 
Crane: 

jib ------------------------- 102, 110, 580 
powerhouse ----------------- 128, 592, 972 

Crest finishing, dam ------------------ 576 

Page 

Curing, concret~ 607 

D 

Dam (embankment) ----------------- 42, 563 
abutment and foundation preparation 563 
closure ---------------------- 97, 406, 523 
crest finishing and leakage observa-

tion ---------------------------- 576 
design ---------------------------- 88 
filter blanket ---------------------- 57 4 
rock fill -------------------------- 575 
rolled earth fill -------------------- 564 
site ------------------------------ 32, 40 

Defense, national ---------------------- 13 
Demountable cottages ------------------ 391 
Design ------------------------------- 25, 83 

access highways ------------------- 85 
architectural -------------------- 126, 142 
control building ------------------- 140 
dam (embankment) ---------------- 88 
features -------------------------- 965 
filter blanket ---------------------- 89 
flood ------------------------------ 40 
intake ---------------------------- 104 
outlet works ---------------------- 91 
power conduit -------------------- 113 
power facilities -------------------- 103 
powerhouse ----------------------- 117 
scope ----------------------------- 83 
sluiceway ------------------------- 94 
spillway -------------------------- 92 
station service facilities ----------- 148 
surge tank ------------------------ 115 
switchyard ------------------------ 158 
yard facilities --------------------- 163 

Direct shear tests, earth fill ------------ 567 
Disposal of buildings ------------------ 391 
Diversion, river -------------------- 418, 545 
Dormitories ------------------------- 384, 386 
Draft tubes --------------------- 123, 593, 972 

~~~~htg;s, -;;,;Tect.-===================-=54, 97~ 
Drilling: 

bits ------------------------------- 419 
coyote tunnels --------------------- 465 
pattern ------------------------- 549, 582 
quarry -------------------------- 419, 464 
tunnel ---------------------- 547, 549, 582 

Dust control ------------------ 583, 1136, 1140 
Dwelling removals --------------------- 773 

E 

Earth fill --------------------------- 564, 569 
tests ------------------------------ 566 

Electrical: 
design, switchyard ---------------- 159 
distribution ----------------------- 417 
equipment ---------------------- 130, 983 

Elevator ---------------------------- 1112, 562 
Embankment (see <Uso Dam)----- 88,967, 968 
Employee(s). (See General index.) 

housing -------------------------- 25, 383 
Employment: 

monthly by types of work --------- 529 
peak ----------------------------- 530 
procedure ------------------------- 525 

Energy dissipation structures ------- 100, 1058 
Engineering. (See General index.) 
Environmental sanitation -------------- 1135 
Equipment: 

aggregate plant ------------------- 423 
auxiliary mechanical -------------- 604 
carrier ---------------------------- 147 
communication -------------- 873, 877, 893 
construction and plant ---------- 404, 406 
earth placing ---------------------- 569 
electrical ------------------------ 130, 983 
inspection and testing ------------- 538 
machine shop --------------------- 157 
mechanical --------------------- 604, 983 
powerhouse ----------------------- 592 
procurement ---------------------- 538 
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Equipment-Continued 
purchases ------------------------
schedule --------------------------
supervisory control ---------------
telemetering ----------------------

Page 

1105 
406 
147 
147 
606 
410 

Erosion, concrete --------------------
E.T.&W.N.C.R.R. ---------------------
Excavation: 

control building ------------------- ~8693 foundation ------------------------ v 

intake ---------------------------- 577 
plaza and shaft ------------------- ~~~ 

~~;:~h~~:ec====================== 582 
surge tank --------------------- 551. 586 
tunnel ---------------------- 546, 550, 582 

Exciters ------------------------ 134, 136, 976 
Exploration, foundation --------------- 545 
Explosives ---------------------------- 467 

F 

Family housing ------------------ 25, 389, 773 
Fill. (See Earth fill and Rock fill.) 
Filter blanket ------------------------ 89, 57 4 

Firedamage, intake -------------------- 577 
protection -------------- 151, 977, 982, 985 

Fishst~~r~~~:~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ii 
Flood (se,e also General index): 

748 

i;~~r:~;;~;;;;~================== 40, m 
January-February 1957 ------------ 824 

~:~:~: ~=~===~~=~=~=~===~~~~~~=~~-22. m 
Flows and stages, forecasting ---------- 831 
Footbridges ---------------- 103, 113, 580, 970 
Forestry ------------------------------ 854 
Formwork ----------------- 552, 557, 585, 586 
Foundation: . 

excavation, grouting, and preparation 

Fuetx!Jo~~~~~--======================= 
G 

563 
545 
416 

Gages, stream ------------------------ ~~! 

g:~ifn~es~~~~~~-======================= 416 

Gate:l;,.ure --------------------------- 97 
guides and seals ---------------- 106, 577 

[£~~:~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::: m 
Generators -------------------------- 134, 97 ~ 

auxiliary equipment --------------- 97 

r.::~u::io;.-======================-~
35

' ~g 
permanent magnet ---------------- 134 

Geology ------------------------------- 20, !~ 
consultants' reports --------------- 10 
structure ------------------------- 45 

Governors -------------- 131, 134, 156, 600, 97~ 
Grain size tests, earth fill -------------- 56 

4 Grounding system ------------------- 148, 60 
iliootiq: u 

~E~JLt~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~
85

• :ii 
sluiceway plug -------------------- 55 
tunnel, spillway, and intake __ 552, 556, 585 

Guides, intake gate ----------- 106, 577 

H 

Hazards, navigation ------------------- 78~ 
Head -------------------------------- 49, 96 

Page 

Headwater gage wells ----------------- 157 
Heating -------------------- 152, 164, 978, 982 

Hig~c':;.!' ---------------------------- 85 

M~;i~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~: m 
Housing -------------------- 25, 383, 389, 7'73 
Rowell-Bunger valves ----------- 99, 561, 1059 
HydrauHc model studies -------------- 27,1053 

air pressures, shaft and tunneL____ 1057 
elbow pressures -------------------- 1055 
Rowell-Bunger valves -------------- 1059 
morning-glory spillway ------------ 1053 
powerhouse access bridge pier pres-

sures ---------------------------
pressures, spillway and shaft ------
shaft and tunnel -----------------
tailrace channel bed load ---------
tunnel outlet ----------------------

Hygiene, industrial --------------------

1061 
1055 
1053 
1060 
1060 
1136 

1 
583 
430 
541 

1136 
849 

Impoundment, reservoir --------------
Incline, penstock ---------------------
Inclined railway ---------------------
Index, construction cost --------------
Industrial hygiene -------------------
Industrial pollution ------------------
Initial operations and related develop-

ment activities ----------------- 23, 26, 817 
Injury experience, accident ---------- 533, 77 4 

Insp:~~gat;-========================= ~~~ 
earth placing --------------------- 569 

Insulating oil -------------------------- 155 
Insulation coordination ---------------- 160 
Intake --------------------- 104, 552, 576. 9~0 

access footbridge ---------------- 113, 5 0 

~~~;:jjm~j~~~==j~~~~::=L. m 
jib (pillar) crane ---------- 102, 110, 580 

i~:.'hrra.;-k;-======================-~04 ' m 
treated water plant --------------- 581 
tunnel ---------------------------- m 

Interchange, power -------------------
Investigations, preliminary ------------ 31 
Iron Mountain fault ---------- 46 

J 

Jib crane ---------------------- 102, 110, 580 
Joints, construction ----------------- 125, 607 

L 

Labor. (See General index.) 
Laboratories, t88ting -;-------------- 444, 631 
Land (see also General mdex): 

acquisition ---------------------- 754, 757 
condemnation ------------------- 754, 757 
management ---------------------- 855 
purchase control ------------------ 7 48 

Lay~':,~struction plant -------------- 404, 408 
dam (embankment) --------------- 89 

Leag~~~~{;~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~7 6, :1! 
Legislative history ---------------------
Lighting ------------------------------ 14~ 
Lightning protection ------------------ 16 
Lilly Addition ---------------------- 383, 389 
Liners: 114 

~~:~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= 97. m 
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Page Page 

Local government finance ------------
Location, project ---------------------
Logging operations ------------------
Lubricating oil -----------------------

766 Power -------------------------------- 48 
965 aggregate handling system _________ 418 
714 auxiliary -------------·----------- 13!1, 976 
156 conduit. (See Power tunnel.) 

M 

Machine shop equipment -------------- 157 
Main control switchboards ---------- 143, 981 
Main plant buildings ------------------ 411 
Malaria control ----------------------- 828 
Map, Tennessee Valley ---------------- 2 
Map, Upper Holston area ------------- 7 
Mapping (see also General index) _____ 735 
Maps and markers, navigation --------- 784 
Material purchases ----------------- 538, 1105 
Mechanical equipment --------------- 604, 983 
Medical services (see also 

General index) ------------------ 531, 1133 
Metal-clad switchgear ----------------- 976 
Mixer trucks ------------------------- 430 
Model studies (see also Hydraulic model 

studies) ---------------------------- 10o3 
Mucking, tunnel ---------------- 467, 548, 583 
Municipal pollution -------------------- 849 

N 

National defense ---------------------- 13 
Navigation ---------------------- 40, 784, 827 
Nitramon ---------------------------.-- 467 

0 

Occupational disease hazards (see also 
Medical services) ------------------- 1135 

Oil: 
fuel ------------------------------ 416 
governor ------------------------- 156 
insulating ------------------------- 155 
lubricating ------------------------ 156 
systems -------------------- 155, 162, 979 

Organization. (See General index.) 
Outlet works (see also Spillway and 

Sluiceway) -------------------- 91, 545, 967 
Overburden --------------------------- 47 
Overhead traveling crane -------------- 592 

p 

Parking areas ---------------------- 165, 986 
Pay rates ------------------------- 1099, 1102 
Peak employment ---------------------- 530 
Penstocks ----------------------------- 583 
Permanent magnet generator ---------- 134 
Permeability tests --------------------- 568 
Personnel (see also General index)------ 1085 

building -------------------------- 388 
construction ---------------------- 525 
hydro plant ----------------------- 818 

Physiography ------------------------- 44 
Pier _pressures, access bridge ---------- 1061 
Piezometers --------------------------- 157 
Pillar crane (see also Jib crane) _______ 102 
Pit liners ----------------------------- 595 
Planning ----------------------------- 25, 31 

alternative layouts of structures_____ 42 
community ------------------------ 7 69 
dam ------------------------------ 42 
geology --------------------------- 43 
pool level ------------------------- 41 
power ---------------------------- 43, 48 
project features ------------------- 42 
reservoir -------------------------- 47 
selection of site ------------------- 40 
spillway and sluiceway ------------ 4&, 42 

Plant and property protection --------- 537 
Plaza, spillway ----------------------- 551 
Pollution --------------------------- 836, 849 
Pool level determination --------------- 41 
Po:pulation readjustment ( sel'''-also General 

index) ------------------------------ 770 
Portals, tunnel ------------------ 95, 547, 557 
Potential power ----------------------- 4!) 

consumption ---------------------- 418 
facilities ------------------------- 43, 96i 
intake ---------------------------- 576 
interchange ----------------------- 144 
operations ------------------------ 817 
potential ------------------------- 49 
supply ---------------------------- 417 
tunnel (conduit) ------- 113, 412, 577, 581 

butterfly valves ------------- 114, 588 
construction plant ------------- 412 

~~~l~~~!:~t-t~~-~-================ ~~~ 
lining ---------------------- 114, 584 
mucking ---------------------- 583 
unwatering ------------------- 115 

Powerhouse --------------------- 117, 588, 972 
access bridge ----------- 126, 588, 592, 980 
air conditioning ------------------- 152 
auxiliary mechanical equipment ____ 604 
auxiliary power ------------------- 139 
concreting ------------------------ 589 
crane ---------------------- 128, 592, 972 
design -------------------------- 117, 126 
drainage -------------------------- 154 
equipment ------------------------ 592 
excavation ------------------------ 589 
exciters -------------------- 134, 136, 97 6 
fire protection -------------------- 151 
formwork ------------------------- 58H 
generators ------------------------ 134 
governors -------------- 131, 134, 600, 974 
heating --------------------------- 152 
layout ------------------ 118, 134, 600, 97 4 
main low-voltage switchgear 

and connections ----------------- 137 
main transformers and reactors ---- 138 
sanitary system ------------------- 155 
substructure ---------------------- 123 
superstructure ------------------ 125, 591 
tailrace --------------------------- 589 
transformer transfer turntable ----- 138 
turbines -------------------- 131, 593, 973 
unwatering system ---------------- 154 
ventilating ------------------------ 152 

Precipitation. (See Rainfall.) 
Preliminary investigations ------------- 31, 43 
Pressures, model studies --------------- 1055 
Principal construction quantities -------- 524 
Principal design features -------------- 965 
Principal features water control 

projects, Tennessee Valley ----------- 4 
Priority rating ------------------------ 538 
Profile: 

Tennessee River system -----------
Upper Holston Basin --------------

Project features ----------------------
Properties, flooding during construction_ 
Property. (See General ind~x.) 

6 
32 
42 

748 

Protection, plant and property --------- 537 
Pumps, ----------------------------- 154, 413 
Purchase, land (see also Land acquisition) 754 
Purchases, material and equipment 1105 

Q 

Quantities: 
aggregate ------------------------- 422 
hatching plant -------------------- 430 
borrow pit ------------------------ 566 
concrete -------------------------- 524 
construction --------------------- 524, 965 
quarry ---------------------------- 469 

Quanying ---------------------- 419, 462, 576 
blasts, large-scale ------------------ 461 
coyote tunnel system -------- 420, 461, 464 
geology ------------------------- 463 
quantity and cost analysis ---------- 469 
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Page 

Stators ------------------------------- 602 
Steel liners ------------------------- 114, 584 

Railroad, accel~s -d----------------------- 443100 SSttoeepl,osrtdreurctWurpalB--------------------- 142i 5ik 
Railway, inc me --------------------- ' ----------------------- • 
Rainfall 21 34 830 Storage, flood control ----------------- 22, 825 
Rating, g-;,~-e-r-;,t;:;;.--::_::-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_::-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_:: __ _'_ ' 134 Stratigraflphy -------------------------- 9 ~~ Raw-water systems------ 149, 413, 978, 982, 985 Stream ow --------------------------- ' ' 
Reactors ------------------------------ 138 Stream pollution --~----------------- 836, 849 
Recreation ---------------------- 387, 769, 855 Structural steel---------------------- 142, 591 
Relaying ------------------------------ 145 Structures ------------------ 158, 563, 967, 983 
Relocation (see also General index) : Stumpi':'g ---------c------------------- 783 

cemetery -------------------------- 813 SubstatiOn, constructiOn ------------
1
-;--

8
• 49~1 highway and road --------------- 785, 7881 Surge ~ank --------~------------ 1 °• 5 u, 1 

utilities --------------------------- 809 Surveying .and mapptng (see also ,., _ 
Remote control ---------------------- 123, 143 General mdex) ---------------------- 13o 
Reports of c~msulting engineers Sw~tchboards ----------------------- i43, 60~ 

and geologists ----------------------- 1043 Sw.Itchgear -----------------------;- 374, 9978'' 
Reservation surveys and maps ---------- 7 42 Swttchyard ---------------------- 1o8, 60 • •-> 

Reservoir (see also 
General index) ---------------- 47,733, 966 

bridges ---------------------------- 789 
clearing ------------------------- 7 44, 773 
impoundment --------------------- 1 

Retirement plan ----------------------- 528 
River and reservoir temperatures _______ 836 
River diversion ---------------------- 418, 545 
Roads: 

access ---------------------------- 407 
county and tertiary -------------- 788, 791 
relocation ------------------------- 785 

Rock fill ---------------------------- 419, 575 
Rock, physij;al qualities ---------------- 4 7 
Rolled earth fill ------------------------ 564 
Roof, powerhouse and control building___ 591 
Rotors -------------------------------- 601 
Runoff -------------------------------- 21, 35 

s 

Safety -------------------------------- 532 
Sand plant alterations ------------------ 427 
Sanitary systems ---------------- 155, 165, 415 
Sanitation, environmental -------------- 1135 
Sawmilling --------------------------- 77 4 
Schedules, construction ---------------- 406 
Scroll cases, -------------------- 123, 131, 593 
Seals ------------------------------- 125, 577 
Service bay --------------------------- 123 
Sewerage systems --------------- 155, 165, 415 
Shaft and tower, sluiceway ------ 101, 552, 969 
Signal systems ------------------------ 146 
Silt ranges -------------------------- 737, 7 46 
Site 

dam ------------------------------ 32, 40 
construction camp ----------------- 384 
improvement ---------------------- 605 

Slide gates ---------------------------- 561 
Sluiceway (see also Spillway) __ 40, 42, 94, 969 

design ---------------------------- 94 
gates ---------------------------- 98, 558 
intake trashracks ------------------ 560 
liners ---------------------------- 97, 560 
plug ------------------------------ 557 
tower and shaft -------- 101, 552, 557, 969 
tunnel ---------------------------- 94 
valves ---------------------------- 558 

Soils classifications and testing ------- 566, 568 
South Holston, similarity-------- 167, 172, 179 
Specifications ------------------------- 542 
Speed rings --------------------------- 593 
Spillway (see also 

Sluiceway) -------------- 40, 42, 91, 545, 968 
concreting, formwork, and grouting_ 552 
design and layout------------------ 92 
model studies ---------------------- 1053 
morning glory ------------------ 92, 1053 
plaza and shaft excavation ---------- 551 
tunnel ----------------------- 94, 546, 552 
wye tunnel intersection _____ 100, 553, 1059 

Spiral (scroll) case ------------- 123, 131, 593 
Stages, forecasting -------------------- 831 
State highways ------------------------ 788 
Station service facilities --------------- 148 
Statistical summary ------------------- 965 

T 

Tailrace channel ------·--------- 157, 980, 1060 
Tail water --------------------------- 157, 966 
Tanks, water system ------------------- 414 
Taxes, payments in lieu of ------------- 7 67 
Telemetering equipment---------------- 147 
Telephone system ---------------------- 146 
Temperatures, reservoir and river ------ 836 
Tennessee River system, profile -------- 6 
Tents --------------------------------- 389 
Tertiary roads ------------------------- 788 
Testing and inspecting ---------------- 541 
Tests: 

aggregate -------------------------
concrete ---------------- _______ ----
earth fill --------------------------
earth placing --------------------
elevator ---------------------------
soil ------------------------------
unit ------------------------------

Thrust bearings -----------------------
Timekeeping -------------------------
Time-settlement forecast --------------
Tower: 

427 
607 
566 
572 
562 
566 
603 
601 
866 
574 

intake -------------------------- 104, 113 
sluiceway ------------------- 101, 552, 969 

Transformers --------------- 138, 159, 604, 983 
Trashracks ----------------------- 95, 105, 560 
Traveling crane ----------------------- 592 
Treated-water 

systems __________ 150, 164, 414, 581, 979, 982 
Triaxial shear tests -------------------- 568 
Trucks, mixer ------------------------- 430 
Tunnel (see also Power, Sluiceway, 

and Spillway): 
center heading -------------------- 547 
checking excavation ---------------- 550 
contractor ----------------------- 415, 546 
coyote ---------------------- 420, 461, 464 
excavation ------------------------ 546 
intake ---------------------------- 577 
loading and stemming -------------- 467 
mucking --------------- 467, 548, 550, 583 
outlet, model studies --------------- 1062 
penstock -------------------------- 583 
pilot shaft ---------------------- 551, 552 
portals ---------------------- 95, 547, 557 
power (see also Power tunnel) __ 118, 581 
river diversion (see also Sluiceway 

and Spillway) ------------- 94, 418, 552 
rock conditions -------------------- 547 
surveys --------------------------- 7 46 
ventilation ----------------- 550, 583, 1137 

Turbines ----------------------- 131, 593, 973 
Turnover, employee ------------------- 529 
Turntable, transformer ---------------- 138 
TV A Act ----------------------------- 3 

u 
Unit blocks --------------------------- 119 
Unit tests ----------------------------- 603 
Unwatering: 

power tunnel ---------------------- 115 
systems ------------------------- 1fr4, 978 
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Page 

Utilities: 
construction camp ----------------- 389 
construction plant ----------------- 411 

tunnel contractor -------------- 415 
relocations ------------------------ sog 

v 
Valves: 

butterfly ------------------------ 114, 588 
Howell-Hunger -------------- 99, 561, 1059 
sluiceway ------------------------- 558 

~~ntilatin!!" systems _ 152, 164, 550, 583, 978, 982 
msol resm --------------------------- 429 

Visitors building -------------------- 163, 986 

Page 

w 
War Production Board (WPB) 

stop order --------------------------- 1, 15 
Watauga River ------------------------ 20 
Water control operations --------------- 833 
Water systems __ 149, 162, 413, 581, 978, 982, 985 

~~~~h;r~~~~~~~-====================== 1!~ 
Wye, spillway tunnel intersection_ 100, 553, 1059 

y 

Yard facilities ----------------------- 163, 985 

WILBUR 

A 

Abutments ------------------------ 1185, 1186 
Access -------------------------------- 1186 
Accident injury experience ------------- 533 
Acknowledgments ---------------------- 963 
A!!"gregate. (S~e Watauga index.) 
A1r system-umt 4 --------------------
Annunciator system ------------------
Architectural design, unit 4 powerhouse-
Auxiliary power ----------------------

1167 
1164 
1159 
1207 

B 

Bibliography -------------------------- 1210 
Bridge, spillway ------------------ 1149, 1175 

c 
Cable trays ---------------------------- 1163 
Cement. (See Watauga index.) 
Chronology ---------------------------- 1200 
g~'lfsi~cation an!l pay, employee ____ 1099, 1102 
C ect1ve. bargam1!'g ------------------ 526 

ommere1al operation ------------------ 1200 
Communication system ----------------- 1164 
Concrete ( Bfle also 

Watauga index) _______ 1171, 1173, 1175, 1176 
aggregate (see Watauga index) 
forms-------------------- 1173, 1175, 1176 
joints -------------- 1149, 1156, 1172, 1176 
mixes ----------------------------- 1171 
removal ------------------ 1172, 117 5, 117 6 

Construction -------------------------- 1169 
abutments --------------------- 1185, 1186 
costs -------------------------- 1192, 1199 
engineering layout ----------------- 1170 
intake, unit 4 ---------------------- 1176 
nonoverflow sections --------------- 1185 
origin!'! i!'take -------------------- 1175 
orgamzatwn ------------------- 542, 1170 
personnel ------------------------- 525 
powerhouse, unit 4 ---------------- 1177 
quantities ------------------------- 1200 
river diversion -------------------- 1171 
schedule -------------------------- 1169 
silt removal ----------------------- 1170 
spillway -------------------------- 1172 
tailrace --------------------------- 1185 
yard improvements ---------------- 1186 

Construction camp. (See Watauga index.) 
Construction plant (see also 

Watauga index) ---------------- 1170, 1199 
Coordination with Watauga ------------ 1143 
Costs --------------------------------- 1187 

accessory electric equipment ____ 1188, 1196 

~=;·~~~:atl;;;;-==================== m~ 
cement and eoncrete (see 

Watauga index) 
changes to existing plant ------ 1188, 1191 
construction ------------------ 1192, 1199 
construction medical expense ------ 1200 

Costs-Continued 
construction plant -------------- 404, 1199 

~~g~-========================-==~8. m~ 
engineering-field and office -------- 1199 
li'enerator --------------------- 1188, 1195 
1ntersite communication 

equipment ------------- 1188, 1190, 1198 
personnel, staff -------------------- 1200 
project investigations -------------- 1200 
scope ----------------------------- 26 
station equipment ------- 1188, 1190, 1198 
structures and 

improvements ---------- 1188, 1190, 1197 
transmission plant ------- 1188, 1190, 1197 
turbine ----------------------- 1188, 1195 

D 

Dam ---------------------------------- 1143 
abutments -------------------- 1185, 1186 
costs -------------------------- 1188, 1193 
no,n'?verflow -------------- 1148, 1185, 1202 
or1gmal ----------------------- 1141, 1148 
spillway ----------------- 1143, 1149, 1172 
statistics -------------------------- 1201 

Deck, spillway gate operating ---------- 1149 
Derrick, stiffieg -------------------- 1153, 1203 
Design ------------------------------ 25, 1148 

architectural ---------------------- 1159 
asumptions -------------------- 1156, 1158 
draft tube ------------------------ 1157 
features, statistics ----------------- 1200 
intake, unit 4 --------------------- 1155 
nonoverflow dam ------------------ 1148 
original intake and powerhouse _____ 1152 
power facilities ------------------- 1152 
powerhouse, unit 4 ---------------- 1157 
scope ----------------------------- 83 
spillway --------------------------- 1149 
station service facilities ------------ 1163 
transformer yard -------------- 1167, 1168 

Draft tube ---------------------------- 1157 
gates ----------------------------- 1159 
weir ------------------------------ 1185 

Drainage system ---------------------- 1166 
Drawings, project --------------------- 1 

E 

Electrical connections ------------------ 1168 
Electrical equipment ------------------ 1208 
Electrical features and additions -------- 1155 
Emergency gates ---------------------- 1157 
Employee ( s) . (See General index.) 
Employee Housing-------------------- 25, 383 
Employment -------------------------- 529 
Engineering layout -------------------- 1170 
Environmental sanitation -------------- 1135 
Equipment: 

electrical -------------------------
gate operating -------------------
inspection and testing--------------

1208 
1176 

538 
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Equipment-~Continued 

machine shop ---------------------- 1167 
procurement ---------------------- 538 
remote oontrol ---------------- 1161, 1164 

Exc~vation ---------1144, 1170, 1173, 1177, 1185 
Exc1ter --------------------------- 1161, 1207 

F 

Filling system, unit 4 ------------------ 1166 
Fire protection -------------- 1165, 1169, 1207 
Flood. (See General index.) 
Flood damage _ ------------------------ 1141 
Footbridge, original project ------------ 1186 
Forebay ------------------------------ 1144 
Forms ----------------------- 1173, 117 5, 1177 

G 

Gage wells ---------------------------- 1167 
Gates: 

draft tube ------------------------- 1159 
emergency ------------------------ 1157 
hoists ----------------------------- 1152 
intake ------------------------ 1156, 1176 
operation equipment --------------- 1176 
radial ------------------------ 1150, 1156 
spillway ----------------- 1150, 1152, 117 4 

Generator ----------------------------- 1204 
constru,ction ----------------------- 1182 

:i:~~;;-=~==~~~=~~~~~=~~~~~==~==-=188, m~ 
~e::;t,-·;:.-~;-it.-4-====================== m~ 
tests ------------------------------ 1184 
units 1-3 -------------------------- 1155 
unit 4 ------------------------ 1161, 1182 

Gover.nor --------------- 1159, 1161, 1182, 1204 
01! system ------------------------- 1167 

Grouting -------------------- 1149, 1172, 1174 
Grounding system---------------------- 1165 

H 

Hatch cover -------------------------- 1159 
Head --------------------------------- 1201 
Heating, unit 4 ------------------------ 1165 
Heating and ventilating ---------------- 1208 
History ------------------------------ 1141 
Hoists ----------------------- 1152, 1176, 1203 
Hydrology ---------------------------- 1143 
Hygiene, industrial -------------------- 1136 

Improvements to project ______ 1141, 1143, 1186 
Industrial hygiene --------------------- 1136 
Insulating oil system ------------------ 1169 
Insulation coordination ---------------- 1169 
Intake, original ------------------- 1152, 1202 
Intake, unit 4 ---------------- 1155, 1176, 1202 

concrete removal ------------------ 1176 
concrete placement ---------------- 1176 
design assumptions ---------------- 1156 
forms----------------------------- 1176 
gates ------------------------- 1156, 1176 
trashracks ------------------------ 1157 

J 

Joints, concrete 1149, 1156, 1172, 1176 

L 

Labor. (See General index.) 
Layout ---------------------- 1145, 1157, 1170 
Leads, generator ---------------------- 1163 
Lightning protection ------------------ 1169 
Lighting ------------------------------ 1165 
Location, project ---------------------- 1200 
Lubricating oil system ----------------- 1167 

M 

Machinery, spillway bridge -----------
Machine shop equipment --------------
Map, Tennessee Valley -----------------
Map, Upper Holston basin -------------
Medical services (see also 

Page 

1170 
1167 

2 
7 

General index) ------------------- 531, 1133 

N 

Nonoverftow dam 1148, 1185, 1202 

0 

Occupational disease hazards ----------- 1135 
Oil systems ----------------------- 1167, 1169 
Operating bridge, spillway ------------- 1175 
Organization. (See General index.) 
Original project--------- 1141, 1148, 1152, 1175 

p 

Pay rates ------------------------- 1099, 1102 
Personnel (see also General index) _____ 1085 

~~~~i:!er~-=========================== ~ m 
~?Ordination with Watauga --------- 1143 

h~J~~iog-;-========================= ~~!~ 
power ---------------------------- 1144 
proposed improvements ------------ 1143 

Plant and property protection ---------- 537 
Plumbing ----------------------------- 1155 
Plumb stones, old concrete --------- 1173, 1175 

Pow!~xiu;;;;-=========~================ ~~~~ 
facilities ----------------- 1144, 1152, 1201 
potential -------------------------- 1145 

Powerhouse, original -------------- 1152, 1202 
Powerhouse, unit 4 ----------- 1157, 1177, 1202 

architectural design ---------------- 1159 
cable trays ------------------------ 1163 
concrete placement ---------------- 1177 
concrete removal ------------------ 1177 
design assumptions ---------------- 1158 
draft tube -------------------- 1157, 1159 
exciter ------------------------ 1161, 1207 
forms ----------------------------- 1177 
generator --------------------- 1161, 1182 

leads -------------------------- 1163 
governor ---------------------- 1159, 1182 
hatch cover ----------------------- 1159 
layout ---------------------------- 1157 
rock removal ---------------------- 1177 
scroll case -------------------- 1144, 1155 
switchgear ------------------------ 1162 
turbine ----------------------- 1159, 1180 
turbine-generator shaft ------------ 1182 
unit installation ------------------ 1179 

Principal features water control 
projects, Tennessee Valley ------------ 4 

Profiles, Tennessee River System ------- 6 
Profiles, Upper Holston basin ---------- 32 
Protection, plant and property --------- 537 
Pumps ---------------------------- 1207, 1208 

Q 
Quantities, construction ---------------- 1200 

R 

Radial gates ---------------------- 1150, 1156 
Rainfall ------------------------------ 21 
Ratings, unit --------------------- 1155, 1179 
Raw water system -------------------- 1166 
Relaying ------------------------------ 1164 
Remote control -------------------- 1161, 1164 
Reservoir ----------------------------- 1201 
Retirement plan ----------------------- 528 
River diversion ----------------------- 1171 
Roadway bridge, spillway -------------- 1149 
Rock removal ------------------------- 1177 
Runoff -------------------------------- 21 
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Page 

s 
Safety program ----------------------- 532 
Sanitation, environmental -------------- 1135 
Schedule, construction ----------------- 1169 
Scroll case ------------------------ 1144, 1155 
Sewage disposal system ---------------- 1155 
Signal system ------------------------- 1164 
Silt ranges-------------------------- 737,746 
Silt removal --------------------------- 1170 
Specifications ------------------------- 542 
Spillway --------------- 1143, 1149, 1172, 1202 

bridge ------------------------ 1149, 1175 
concrete placement ---------------- 1173 
concrete removal ------------------ 1172 
deck ------------------------------ 1149 
excavation ----------------------- 1173 
forms ----------------------------- 1173 
gate hoists ------------------------ 1152 
gates ------------------------- 1150, 1174 
grouting ---------------- 1149, 1172, 1174 
operating bridge and machinery ____ 1175 
roadway bridge -------------------- 1149 
structural features ---------------- 1149 

Station service facilities --------------- 1163 
Statistical summary ------------------- 1200 
Stiffieg derrick -------------------- 1153, 1203 
Stream flow -------------------------- 1200 
Structures ------------------------ 1201, 1202 
Surveying and Mapping (see also 

General index) ---------------------- 735 
Switchboards ---------------------· 1163, 1207 
Switchgear ------------------ 1162, 1163, 1207 
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Testing and inspecting ---------------- 541 
Timekeeping -------------------------- 866 
Transformers ------------------------- 1168 
Transformer yard ------------ 1167, 1168, 1208 
Transmission plant, costs ____ 1188, 1190, 1197 
Trashracks ----------------------- 1153, 1157 
Treated water system ------------------ 1167 
Turbine ------------------------------- 1203 

costs ------------------------- 1188, 1195 
design ---------------------------- 1159 
embedded parts -------------------- 1180 
installation ----------------------- 1180 
internal and operating parts ------- 1181 
shaft ----------------------------- 1182 

Turnover, employee -------------------- 529 
TV A Act ------------------------------ 3 

u 

Unit 4 installation -------------------- 1179 
Unit ratings ---------------------- 1155, 1179 
Unwatering system -------------------- 1166 

v 
Ventilating 1166, 1208 

w 
Watauga, coordination with Wilbur----- 1189 
Watauga River ------------------------ 20 
Water, raw --------------------------- 1166 
Water, treated ------------------------ 1167 
Weir, units 1-3, draft tubes ------------ 1185 

Tailrace --------------------- 1144, 1185, 1208 Y 
Tailwater ----------------------------- 1201 
Tests, unit 4 -------------------------- 1184 Yard improvements-------------------- 1186 
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